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J COMMENCED
have probably
Millions

dispensing medicines in January, 1884, and since then
dispensed more prescriptions than any man living.

of people

have

been

served by me.

In one form

or another

Shadforth Prescriptions, to-day, are prescribed by the world's best
doctors, and year by year the demand for them increases. Scores of
thousands

of happy

people

these prescriptions gave
can do for YOU.

remember

them.

What

with

gratitude the relief which

they have

done

for others they

Below are examples of Shadforth Prescriptions most frequently in use at this period of the year.

They are

Mr. Shadforth, best known of all dUpeujinj
Chemitt*. the founder of die Shadforth Prescription Service.

The
NEW
FOR
Give

OLD

!

Your Heart this
New Lease of Life !

Healthy
Heart
Hearty
Health
Can be taken alternately
with No. 470 (Brain
Sparklers) with marked
benefit. See paragraph on
right headed
Deprestion."
Order one"feel
of each
and
quickly
YEARS
YOUNGER.10
HIGH

HEARTS

Don't be alarmed because
you suffer from symptoms
of palpitation or pain near
the heart. It may be indigestion or overstrung nerves.
Shadforth Tonic No. 632
(known as " Blue Lion Fox
Nuts
will strengthen
the
nerves,") steady
the heart, and
tone up stomach and kidneys.anDon'tillness;
imagine have
your-a
self into
good rest, take the prescription and be normal in a few
days. Ask for Shadforth
Prescription No. 632. Prices :
1/9 (50), 2/6 (72), 4/6 (144),
13/- (432 pills). This prescription prevents palpitation,
faintness, tremblings, rundown condition and stops
your falling-to-pieces feeling.

BLOOD

PRESSURE
REJUVENATE YOUR ARTERIES.
STRENGTHEN YOUR HEART.
COME OFF THE DANCER LIST.
Avoid Blood Pressure Breakdowns! Steady heart action
co-ordinated with youth-like
elastic arteries are now possible for those past their
prime. The " Shadforth "
Simple Home Treatment for
Arterio-Sclerosis rapidly
reduces high blood pressure
and tension. It gives prompt
relief from palpitation, giddiness, premonitions of
collapse, and sleeplessness ; it
leads to permanent restoration and makes you 20 years
younger within 20 days. Get
it now. Prescription No.
1108/T. Prices: 2/6, 5/6,
15/6.
2

World's

WOMEN
NEED

OVER
THIS

Best
FORTY

TONIC

WOMAN'S MIDDLE LIFE TONIC
Just the thing to get you through those difficult
years and re-establish your health. A gentle
tonic for stomach, heart, nerves, and blood —
exactly what your doctor gives you. Does not
purge or constipate. Improves appetite and
complexion. Removes depression and languor.
Gives courage, hope, and a new lease of life.
Also the best tonic for anaemic girls and nursing
or expectant mothers. Ask for Shadforth Prescription No. 2457 — the critical time tonic. In
boxes at 2/6 (72), 4/6 (144), and 13/- (432 pills).
DEPRESSION
NEURASTHENIA, BRAIN FAG
In " Brain Sparklers " you have the greatest of all brain and
nerve
tonics. —This
the " ofShadforth
prescription
for
Neurasthenia
the iscurse
modern " special
civilisation.
Ask for
" Brain Sparklers " (Shadforth Prescription No. 470). Prices:
1 9 (25),Tonic
3/3 (50),
(100).ThatCanis beto taken
altrrnalciu
Heart
(No. 6/632).
say, take.
No. 470withforthea
few
and then No. 632 for a few days and so on. (See
No. days
632 above).
THE MIGHTY MODERN TONIC FOR BRAIN AND NERVES
EAT

WHAT

YOU

Prescriptions
NO
MORE
DISTURBED

NIGHTS

Quick

Comfort

Relief and

for

Kidney, Liver and Bladder
Troubles
Kidney and Bladder Troubles,
such as Cystitis Prostatitis,
Chronic Congestion, with associated Gout, Rheumatism, Backache, Sciatica, Constipation,
Gravel, Scalding and constant
getting
up
are quickly
relieved by atthenights
bloodless
surgery
of the Shidforth " Bladdtr
Comforter*." Immediately, all
day and all night, painlessly,
secretly, and without the loss
of one drop of blood or one hour
of employment, they get to
work. They cleanse, cool and
heal. They move what is
harmful. Stop worryinr, I Start
taking this provod remedy
now and be quickly restored.
Aik It5.
tor Shadforth
No.
Price : 16 Prescription
(50), 4/6
(100), 13/- (300 pill?).
LIKE!

No

More Acidity, Gastritis or
Pain after Eating
From now on eat and enjoy whatever you fancy in moderation without
unpleasant
" after-effecte."
Sufferers
from Wind
Acidity,
Heartburn,
Sour
Stomach,
Fermentative Thouiandt
Dyspepsia, otGastric
Catarrh,
or Flatulence,
Fullness after Meals, and all forms ot acid indigestion, have been cured
by the " Shadforth " Acidity Prescription (No. 1077). Popularly known
as " White Lions."
They give prompt relief and comfort. Even Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers
yield to this treatment. This is the famous " White " prescription used by
hospitals everywhere
for stomach PRESCRIPTION
trouble. Ask forNo." W1077.
hlte Lions."
8HADFORTH
Prices: 7/6(144, over 3 weeks' supply); 7/- (432 Tablets, over 10 weeks' supply).
Hake your mealtimes happier I A trial will convince you that " White
Lions " are
POSITIVELY The World's Greatest Remedy tor Indigestion
Boots, Taylors, Timothy Whites, and leading chemists either hold stock or gladly obtain
to order at a few days' notice if required to do so. In case of difficulty you can always
obtain by return of post from —
PRESCRIPTION
SHADFORTH
SERVICE
LTD
Qualified Dispensing Chemists,
(Dept. P.G.14), 49 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.4, and Branches

He n«di
" SHADFORTH
BLADDER "
COMFORTERS

WINTER COUGHS
and COLDS
The New Chest and Lung Tonic
One of the latest products
of the Shadforth Laboratories. Prescribed for
common winter coughs,
colds, and chest troubles
in adults when asthma and
bronchitis are absent.
Gives quick relief and
comfort, promotes restful
nights; good for aged
When mixed with sugar
patients.
and
water as directed,
makes 2 pints of the
World's Best Chest and
Lung Tonic. Shadforth
Prescription
No. 617.
Price 3/- per bottle.
USE
THI8 SOOTHING,
WARMING
LUNG TONIC
and 8T0P THAT COUGH I
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Because these D.R. Minors
are

made

of as

mild

Virginia tobaccos as are
used in the most expensive
De Reszkes.
2
Because

a D.R.

Minor

smokes for a full ten minutes
—which is just the right time
for a good cigarette to last.
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The Screen News

Magazine

de Luxe

''Take

^AIR

a
Bright
and
Joan Marion,
who appear in

2>LAY

EY
CK
I
^ for
cT
Subordinated to " Symphonies " —
Falling Off in quality — Lcs Miserables
as Talkie — Why do Stars go Broke? —
Joan Crawford's "Strip Dance" —
Soviet Cycle on Way.
>yT is gratifying to hear from Mr. Kay
( I Kamen, Walt Disney's representative,
^"m who
has been
visiting
these rumours
shores,
an official
denial
of recent
current in the film world that Mickey
Mouse, like lesser human stars before him, is
in danger of qualifying for filmland's wellknown
"all washed
label. us that, so far
Mr. Kamen
even up"
assures
from being dropped, there is a distinct
probability that Mickey will soon be produced
in all the glory of colour.
Personally, I was sceptical of reports that
Disney contemplated a quiet burial of the
world's most famous cartoon character in
order to concentrate on the more ambitious
"Silly Symphonies."
The Richest Rodent
Apart from the fact that I cannot believe that
Disney feels he has exhausted Mickey's
possibilities, the little fellow is too valuable
commercially.
Its creator at present is stated to derive more
revenue
from done
royalties
Mouse' novelties
than he has
from on
the Mickey
films themselves.
Nevertheless, the future of Mickey has been
causing me some anxiety of late.

I Chance."

6, 1934
137 (New January
Series).
Vol. 3.
Editorial Offices: 93 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Advertisement Offices : 57 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Tel. : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer, Southernwood, Rand,
London.
ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY, 2d.
on the screen for both the Silly Symphony in the
form in which it is now developing and the
roystering, rowdy, vastly amusing Mickey Mouse
we knew until recently.
I have already paid my tribute to the artistic
brilliance of the new colour films, but in spite of
the fact that one of our more learned critics has
pronounced them the greatest pictures ever made,
they are by no means above criticism from the
point of view of the average film fan.
No " Belly Laughs "
' I 'he coming of colour has changed the form of
JL Disney's creations. One detects in most of
the new "Symphonies" a temptation — probably
due to the immaturity of the new medium — to
paint
pictures,
to us
tickle
the palate
rather "pretty"
than amuse,
to give
a quietly
and
innocuously pleasant charm rather than hearty
entertainment and a happy smile instead of the
oldAnd
"belly
I amlaugh."
not at all certain that with all the
modern improvements we are getting a fair
exchange for the grandly rowdy irresponsibility
of the Mickey Mouse cartoon of nights gone by.
Sufficiently uncertain, at any rate, to hope that
Mr. Disney will accept our solution of the problem
by providing us with both.

A Temporary Lapse ?
My own observations and the presence of an
increasing number of complaints in the
Picturegoer letter bag point to the conclusion
that not only is the scintillating brilliance of
recentbut"Symphonies"
overshadowing
mouse
star,
that the latter
cartoons are the
definitely
falling off in quality.
That, of course, may be a temporary lapse due
to the fact that the cartoonist has been in the
throes of experimenting with and perfecting the
exploitation of the new three-colour process.
One hopes so rather than that it has been
decided as a definite matter of policy that Mickey
be entirely subordinated to his more spectacular
stable-mate.
Mr. Disney's greatest danger at the moment is
being adopted by the highbrows who a few years
ago invested Mickey with Freudian complexes and
inhibitions and are, now that they have found a
new love, clamouring for his extinction along with
his "bourgeois barnyard" companions.

Two Guineas for Ideas
We have a fascinating new two-guinea competition for you this week.
The Picturegoer Weekly has, through its
various departments, developed an unrivalled
service of screen news, views and reviews for the
fans, but we are not satisfied to rest there.
In accordance with our policy of giving the
film public what it wants, we ask you to make
your own suggestions as to what you want to read
in your Picturegoer.
What new features would you most like to see ?
Have you any suggestions for extending the scope
of existing ones ?
Picturegoer will award a prize of two guineas
for what in the opinion of the Editor is the best
letter on the subject received. There will also be
several smaller prizes.
Letters should not exceed 150 words and should
be addressed to "Suggestions," Picturegoer,
93, Long Acre, W.C.2.

Room for Both
Very few screen artistes have survived the
acclaim of the self-appointed intelligentsia.
Mr. Disney, I hope, will not take their flattery as
seriously as they take themselves.
There is surely room, indeed almost a need,

Gary*s Marriage
The will
marriage
of Gary
Cooper
to Sandra
make life
a little
easier
for the Shaw
film
gossip writers.
It also removes from Hollywood's happy
hunting grounds one of the few remaining eligible
screen bachelors.

Ramon Novarro must be nearly the last of the
species, although among the Reno widowers, Bill
Powell, Richard Dix and one or two others are
footloose and fancy-free at the moment.
In the meanwhile, Gary Cooper has received a
gift from Charles Laughton that has kept him
busy trying to think up the answer.
The other day the postman arrived with a large
box bearing a British stamp.
On opening it, Gary found an elegant bust of
himself and this note : " I found this while strolling
along Piccadilly Circus. I think it's revolting.
Love, Charlie."
Les Miserables " Again
Oneannouncements
of the most
of theinteresting
week is the production
news that
Twentieth Century is to tackle the Victor Hugo
classic, Les Miserables, as a starring vehicle for
Fredric March, one of the studio's most recent
acquisitions.
March is scheduled for the Jean Valjean role.
Physically, he is not, I am afraid, the popular
conception of the character, and only an outstandingly good performance on his part will
convince me that it is good casting.
March on the screen usually gives an impression
of sensitive intellectuality rather than the rugged
brute strength one associates with the Hugo hero.
Pre-talkie picturegoers will recall the version
produced some years ago by one of the French
studios. It was one of the classics of its day.
Pauline Frederick M Broke "
Whileheads
the Roosevelt
salary Midases,
axe hangs the
overnews
the
of the movie
arrives
that PaulineonceFrederick
is "broke."
Miss Frederick,
one of the
biggest salaried
players on the screen, occupied in her heydey
the throne on which Garbo now sits.
When she made pictures here in the early days
of talkies she was "the highest paid star ever to
have
worked
British tofilms."
of
£645.
Now
she is in
reported
be unable to meet debts
Recently she has been playing in stock.
I don't think it is generally remembered that
Pauline started one of the feminine beauty fashions
that changed the faces of the world's women —
plucked eyebrows.
Few Film Fortunes
Some of the big stars of other days — and days
not so very far away — have managed to hold
on to their money, but you could count the great
movie fortunes {Continued
on your fingers
on pageto-day.
6)
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(Continued from page 5)
Chaplin, Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Marion
Davies, Thomas Meighan, Colman, Garbo and one
or two others will never find themselves in the
position of Miss Frederick.
But in the cases of most of the others who once
earned thousands a week, the money has vanished
as quickly and as easily as it came.
Conrad Nagel and Lewis Stone, two players
who have never been in the really big money but
who have carefully avoided the extravagances
associated
film fame, are among Hollywood's
wealthiest with
citizens.
Perhaps their case affords an explanation of
why stars "go broke."
Stories v. Stars
studio to put its hand on its heart
The andlatest
make that annual resolution about
concentrating on stories rather than stars is
Columbia.
Such pronouncements are usually received with
politeone scepticism
concerned. and quietly forgotten by everyHowever, the company whose fortunes are
guided by Mr. Harry Cohn, one of the three
cleverest producers in the business, has always
maintained a policy of good story value in its
productions,
and has never overdone star exploitation.
The present proposal, therefore, must be
regarded as possessing some significance, particuAmerica's
one ofinstalled
Long,been
as Ray has
fullarlyeditors,
as most
chief successof the
scenario department with complete supervision
over the selection and preparation of stories.
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filmy garment that will serve to satisfy those who
The Girl on the Cover.

,

Britain's Latest Hollywood Import
/
HE film career of Britain's latest
^fC\ story
Hollywood
a Cinderellato
that importation
has not yet iscontrived
catch up with the happy ending.
It really started when she was seventeen
and almost unknown in the studios and John
Barrymore chose her from sixty candidates
to be his
in Svengali
because she
looked
like "Trilby"
Dolores Costello
(Mrs. Barrymore).
She gavt an excellent account of herself
in that and subsequent offerings like The Mad
Genius, The Road to Singapore and Five Star
Final.
Her progress since, however, has been
checked by two handicaps. The one was ill
health in the last year or two and the other
that she was rushed into stardom in Under
Eighteen before she or the public was ready
for it.
Marion was born on British soil — in
Trinidad— but was taken to America, when
she was ten. She attended the famous
Hollywood High School, which has produced
several famous stars, and got into pictures
via the extra route.
She had risen to a small contract by the
time Barrymore discovered her.
Miss Marsh is now at work on her first
British picture. Love at Second Sight — a
comedy romance with music.
Her real name is Violet Kranth. Her
trip.
mother has accompanied her on her present

Elissa Landi's Future
One interesting development is the possibility
Some of the critics are rather fond of telling
that Elissa Landi may appear in the leading
role of a filmisation of her latest novel, as yet us how they discovered Jean Harlow's acting
unpublished. Ancestor.
ability in Dinner at Eight.
Those of us who have seen most of the films
Mr. Cohn and one or two other people, including
producers have given Miss Landi will sympathise The Picturegoer, discovered it a long time ago
with her belief in the theory that if you want a when he rescued her from the fate of being a
thing well done do it yourself.
one-picture
actress after
she her
was work
"all washed
up"
United Artists.
It was
in Platinum
The progress at Columbia of Miss Landi, one at
of the players who, despite a promising start, just Blonde and other Columbia offerings that attracted
missed greatness, is being watched with interest the attention of the Metro moguls.
by the film world. The studio has a reputation
for investing stars with a new lease of life.
The film city had largely lost interest in Barbara Joan's ** Strip Dance M
Stanwyck when Columbia put her in Forbidden. Well, Joan Crawford does her "strip" dance
in Dancing Lady. Or, rather, she starts to do
The recent Lady for a Day elevated May Robson,
who had been playing small parts for years, to it.
the front rank of screen names.
The producers have tactfully got over the
The company also brought Lee Tracy to success difficulties of presenting the number by introducing
a police raid on the theatre before the proceedings
when that actor quarrelled with Warners.
have got very far.
In the meanwhile the
latest news from the
Bolero lot, where Sally
Rand is doing her fan
waving, is that the
actress "wears a very
Spencer Young
Tracy and
Loretta
are
teamed in" A Man's

Castle."

object to nudity."
The Sex Cycle
A few weeks ago I predicted that 1934 would
be a more sexy screen year. I was rather
interested, therefore, to note that my views have
been confirmed by Jay Brien Chapman, a wellknown Hollywood film writer in the current
American Screen Book.
Mr. Chapman also advances the same reasons :
the Mae West influence and the growth of the
nudist vogue in the States.
"Producers must make at least part of their
forthcoming pictures hotter than ever," he writes,
"or quit and close up shop. And stars — the ladies
particularly — from Mae West all the way to
Greta Garbo are entered into a vamping competition they can't stop.
"The one who cools off, or fails to raise her
rival's latest ante simply loses her place in films."
Profitable
" Nudies
The American
public, he adds, is forcing
producers, against their will and judgment,
to put out warmer stories, plots, situations, songs
and dialogue.
The writer goes on to point out, as I did, that
there are hundreds of nudist colonies now in
existence in the States and that nudist pictures
shown
in 1933 "cleaned
up interesting
at the box-office."
He advances
the further
theory that
the recently completed recognition of Soviet
Russia will be another major contributory factor
in the loosening of movie moral standards.
Hollywood movie
evidently
believes
Soviet's
600,000,000
fans must
be that
wooedthewith
films
which
get isaway
from "old-fashioned" custom so
far as sex
concerned.
^nm'pt ^orioc
One definite result of the new friendly political
relationship between America and Russia
will be a cycle of films dealing with life in the
Soviet.
One of the first and most important is Red
Square, now in production under the direction of
Lewis Milestone, who told me something of his
plans for the picture when he passed through
London on his return from Russia, where he shot
considerable footage for the film, a few weeks
back.
Over at Metro they have again got Soviet — a
story they have had for some years and which
has been announced at intervals as a starring
vehicle for players on the pay role as widely
divergent as Wallace Beery and Jean Harlow —
down from the shelves.
Authentic Picture
Mr. Milestone, a Russian himself, is enthusiastic
about Red Square, which is based on a novel
called The Life and Death of Nicholas Courlov, by a
prominent
Ehrenbourg. young Russian novelist named Ilya
The story, the director states, is a dramatic,
sympathetic, but not idealised tale of an O.G.P.U.
agent in the hectic days when counter-revolution
and foreign intervention made this sinister body
so vital to the existence of the U.S.S.R.
The producers, I understand, have been given
considerable assistance by the Soviet authorities.
Laurence Stallings, of What Price Glory ? fame,
who is doing the adaptation, also spent many
weeks in Russia studying conditions.
These factors and the records of Milestone and
Stallings make one hopeful that at last the screen
will be able to give us a reasonably authentic
picture of the world's greatest social experiment.
De Mille Disappointed ?
Hitherto,
Hollywood's
attempts
portray
Soviet Russia
have been
notable tochiefly
for
some of the worst films ever screened.
I still have painful memories of The World and
the Flesh, in which Mr. George Bancroft (now
happily restored
the screen,
two he-man
years'
absence,
in Blood to
Money)
did his after
heaviest
act in the role of a Bolshevist sailor.
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., and Nancy Carroll did
Scarlet Dawn, which did not even have the merit
of The
good Old
melodrama.
Master, Mr. Cecil B. De Mille, who
weighed in with Forgotten Commandments, reversed
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the Milestone process by making his film first and
then going there to see if the Muscovites were
living up to his film ideals. He was, according to
unkind critics, terribly disappointed.

PICTUREGOER
Some further revealing sidelights on the
personality of the much-married monarch are
provided by "The Love Letters of Henry the
Eighth," a new book edited by Ladbroke Black
and published by the Blandford Press at 2s. M.
It is dedicated to Charles Laughton — surely the
first film star to be honoured in this way.

Weekly

now with all the usual sources temporarily
exhausted the shortage is assuming serious
Major producers, it is learned, are strengthening
proportions.
their
"scout" forces and have issued orders to
"dig
for possible
Thedeeper
next than
few ever
months
will see bets."
an intensive
comb out for entertainers in radio, night clubs,
vaudeville and amateur dramatic societies.

New Dix in Pictures
Jack Oakie started something when he persuaded
Paramount to let his mother play the role of
Kinema Couplets
his screen mother in Too Much Harmony.
This week's half-guinea prize is awarded to
Since then Dietrich's little daughter Maria has
been launched on a film career to play the part of James A. Joslin, of 30, Gilbey Road, Tooting, Beery as Barnum
It is now settled that Wallace Beery is to play
Marlene's child in her new "Catherine the Great" S.W.i 7, for:—
The Fire Raisers
the role of Barnum in the Twentieth Century
picture.
Tell England
And now it is announced that Mary Ellen,
picture
of the great
showman's oflife.a weakness for
The studio
has something
Half-crown prizes are awarded to :—
Richard Dix's little daughter, is to make her
Mr. A. Turner, 88, Palmers Road, New South- Wallace. 'It "borrowed" him from M.-G.-M. a
screen debut with her father in his next vehicle.
little while ago to star in The Bowery and, inciMary Ellen is about the same age as Baby LeRoy. gate, London,Blonde
for :— Crazy
dentally, gave him the best part he has bad for
Another newcomer with a famous name I am
months.
Men Are Like That
looking forward to seeing shortly— in Trigger— is
33, Hope Street, Sheerness, Kent,
Beery will not find characterising the ballyhoo
"Nan Sutherland," better known as Mrs. Walter forE.:— M. Doucy,
The Easiest Way
king a new experience. He played Barnum
Huston.
Night Flight
with great gusto a few years ago in support of
L. F. Garrett, 18, Graham Road, Hackney, E., Grace Moore when the singing star did Jenny
When Mae West was Rejected
for :—
The Miracle Man
Lind.
He Learned About Women
Mention of the name of Mae West causes a
the
of
offices
painful jar in the executive
D. Nicholson,
7x5 Avenue, Blyth, North, for :— " Mauve " Movie Cycle
Burbank and Movietone studios.
Broadminded
The success of Little Women seems certain to
the
ago
whde
little
The
Good Bad Girl
a
It appears now that
let loose the inevitable avalanche of similar
services of the actress who has become the
subjects, and for the next few months the screens
greatest monev spinner in pictures were hawked
will be flooded with tender * sentiment. All the
round Hottywrlbd and nobody would look at her.
scenario chiefs are busy brushing the dust off the
Charles Walsh, brother of Raoul Walsh, the
well-known director, was so impressed by Miss
best-sellers
the "mauve
Bothof Radio,
whichdecade."
sponsored Little
West on the Broadway stage that at his own j&
Women,
and
Metro
are reading Little Men
her.
of
test
screen
expense he made a
With his can of film under his arm he
and Jo's Over
Boys by
at the
Foxsame
theyauthor.
are talking of
toured the studios.
then
was
Anne
of
Green
Gables
as the next
Raoul
brother
where
Fox,
Janet Gaynor vehicle, while another
working, did not even bother to see
possibility, also for Janet, one
the "test" run through. Warners
consented to look at it but that
imagines is Pollyanna, in which
was the last he heard.
Mary Pickford charmed us back
in 1920.
Eventuallyforhe that
"sold"
her to
Will Rogers is already busy on
Paramount
supporting
David Harum.
role in Night After Night.
Gloria's Come-back
to
Gloria Swanson, I am glad
note, is not making the
mistake of many former feminine
stars in her new come-back
attempt.
Most of them can never forget
that they were once ingenues.
The Motion Picture Relief
Fund is at the moment supporting at least one well-known actress
because she will not accept offers
of mature roles.
Miss Swanson, however, is to play
the role of a mature motion-picture
actress in her new film Twentieth Century.
Gloria, of course, is by no means old
except in the sense that she has been on the
screen for many years.
The proposal for her to appear in a biographical
film of Bernhardt appears to be hanging fire, but
it has already inspired the wisecrack that Sarah
Swanson's
story of than
Bernhardt
life
would beacting
rather the
morerealinteresting
Gloria
in the life of Sarah.
Short Shots
Ida Lupino is now being described as a new rival
mail,a which
— Mae West's
Jeanin Harlow
week,
letters
to 2,500 fan
a few months
has toleapt
is now claimed to be the heaviest in Hollywood —
Lewis Stone has bought a 105-ft. schooner —
Schnozzle Durante has patented his name— Marie
Dressier has just turned down a ^40,000 offer for
thirteen radio broadcasts — Charles Farrell has
found a new screen sweetheart in The Big Shakedotvn in Bette Davis — Mrs. Borritt, the muchdiscussed woman announcer, is to appear as
compere in a series of shqrts about B.B.C.
personalities — The latest report on the ChaplinPaulette Goddard romance is that they are to be
married in England in June — Garbo is househunting because her address was made public in
recent court proceedings in which a gate-crasher
was charged— Gene Raymond composed the music
of the new song hit, " Brief Moment."
AThe
NewAlexander
" Henry
" Book
film has created more
Korda
interest in the character of Henry the Eighth
than all the historians have been able to conjure
up in the last three centuries.

Shock for Society
Beauties
Theof Rio
exclusive
society have
circlesa
de Janeiro
shock coming to them, when
Radio's musical extravaganza
Flying
Brazil. Down to Rio reaches
For the exterior scenes of this

Elissa Landi and Paul Lukas in a scene from
their new film, "By Candlelight."

crack
cameramen,
to Rio
picture,
Roy Hunt,wasonesent
of Radio's
deWith
Janeiro.
the co-operation of the proprietors he arranged to film the cream
of Rio de Janeiro society as they lounged
and bathed on the beaches and terraces of
the exclusive Hotel Copacabana.
Three naval aeroplanes were stunting overhead and Roy Hunt filmed the upturned faces
as they watched.
In tie completed film, however, the crowd will
be shown watching the arrival by air, of Fred
Astaire and his dancing girls called in the film
"The Yankee Clippers."
But they were not aware of that when they so
condescendingly allowed themselves to be filmed !

Hard Hit British Stars
This Week's Great Thoughts
British stars in Hollywood are, I hear, being The
doctors have told me that my particular
hit by the current rates of exchange.
brand of singing is due to a little unobtrusive
Diana Wynyard who sends money home to growth
between my vocal cords. — Bing Crosby.
England is one of the chief sufferers.
I love Johnny Weismuller because he is the only
Lilian Harvey also invests her savings here,
and is finding that under present conditions her real, natural man in this town of Hollywood. —
salary is two-fifths less than it was a year ago.
Lupe
AfterVelez.
I make my first Hollywood picture then
There is even a possibility that unless the I will
talk. — Anna Sten.
exchange rates improve Lilian may pack up and
Although I have been in the headlines more
go back to Germany.
Some of the Continental stars are even more than any other star I actually live a more unexciting life than any of them.— -Clara Bow.
badly off. Greta Garbo, as is well known, sends
You've got to be nice and naughty to make them
every cent home to Sweden.
A year ago she could buy 100 Swedish cronen like you these days. — Ida Lupino.
is my legal name and I'm proud of
for 23 American dollars. Now they cost her it. —Joan
JoanBarnes
BlondeU.
something like 29 dollars.
Sidney.
I have great need to be alone; I can't have
people about me in my leisure hours. — Sylvia
Talentdearth
"Drought"
I did Sadie Thompson badly, I know it; I would
The
of new screen talent is causing
furrowed brows and greying heads among the have given anything to recall it. — Joan Crawford.
movie moguls.
It's the John Barrymores who get the orchids,
There seems to be little doubt that the talkies but
Tom we
cowboys put theMALCOLM
punch into PHILLIPS
pictures. —
Tyler.
have shortened the screen lives of the stars, and
7
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PICTUREGOER"
presents
thewhose
first English
filmnowinterview
the great German
actress
genius is
the talkwithof
London's theatre land.

Two interesting studies
of Elizabeth Bergner,
who makes her British
talkie debut in
" Catherine the Great."

✓SUDDENLY she
stood before
/"^j
there
X— y me,
in theout
spacious
studio at
Elstree. The "great"
little Elizabeth Bergner.
It was while she was
completing her first
British picture,
Catherine the Great,
and she had only a very few minutes to spare
for her talk with me as she was deep in her
work.
And, of course, everybody knows what that
means for a film actress; concentration,
excitement, nervous tension and, in addition,
living oneself into one's part.
"Come along quickly," she whispered to
me as she seized me by the hand ana led me
aside. I followed her, in her wonderful blue
brocaded robes and her charming white
perruque, into a corner of the studio.
" I am so very, very happy, you know, to
be able to act here in England," she enthused.
"Do you know, I had offers from all the
chief countries; I could have gone to
Hollywood, and in Vienna, too, I might have
acted. . . ."
At the word "acted" she broke off.
It is now, of course, history that she has
scored a big success on the stage in Escape Me
Never, the play that Margaret Kennedy wrote
especially for her.
8

Miss Bergner continued: —
"You would hardly believe what a fever
for work possesses me and how excited I am
to see whether I shall really be able to win
over the British public.
"But please," continued little Elizabeth,
almost in tears, "please don't talk to me about
politics. Unfortunately, I
have suffered too much
through them during the
■ last few weeks, and now I
must concentrate entirely
' on Yes,
my work."
it is true. Politics
in Germany have, in the
last few months, dealt very
hardly with Elizabeth Bergner. She is a Jewess and,
as
is
welllonger
known,
Hitler no
has Henany
use for Jewesses, however
valuable their services to
Germany.
I can recall how, for many
years, the Berlin play-going
public, spoiled though it was
through seeing the greatest
actresses and film stars in
the world, was at the feet of
Elizabeth Bergner.
She drew tremendous
crowds to the theatres and
aroused the enthusiasm of
men and women of all ages
among the art-loving popu91 lation of the capital.
f
■■
I
A L J
m.■SI

She made Shaw's Saint
Joan,
a huge
box-office
success, and
through
her Shaw
secured a place among those
authors whose plays are
most often produced on the
German stage.
All Germany flocked to
the kinemas to see her films,
of which A riane and Dreaming Lips are reckoned
among the consummate
achievements of German

filmcraft.
She made all her pictures under the direction
of her husband, Paul Czinner, himself one of the
leading producers in the German film industry
and who is also directing Catherine the Great.
From the little, lovable, clinging young woman
of Dreaming Lips — and through her great success in this she will be best remembered by the
London film-going public — she has in her latest
film suddenly grown into a dominating ruler, energetic, greedy for power, driven by the wild scourge
of passion.
She plays the great Russian Czarina, Catherine.
Elizabeth Bergner told me that she had become
so wrapped up in her part that it sometimes
seemed to her quite comic that she should have
to speak in English.
" Russian," she said with a little laugh, " Russian
is what I ought to speak. But f have to struggle
awhat
littleonewith
"though
learnsmy in English,"
childhood she
is notwent
easilyon,forgotten.
" You see, we had an English governess at home,
and what she taught me comes back now and
helps me. I had to wait a comparatively short

time before I was able to start working in English.
"Butnowevery
I had anhave
English
lessonheard,
and
even
I stillday
continually
my lines
so as to perfect my English. At the same time
I have to work at my part and to rehearse and
discuss how we shall work it out with my partner
and with my husband. Yes, yes, it's a hard
life — but marvellous I "
Iasked Elizabeth Bergner about her plans for
the future, but at this stage she could not tell
me anything about them. "It's hard to say,"
she told me. "And, as I have said, it depends
very much on what success I have here in London.
"But now you must let me get back to my
work; I still have rehearsals to-day, until late in
the
And regret
just like
with evening."
a look of real
in hera Utile
eyes, schoolgirl,
shyly and
not
at
all
like
a
prima
donna,
she
gave me her
hand.
"Good-bye," she said, "Auf Wiedersehen I "
And
movedrustling
away. in her magnificent court robes she
But, fascinated, I followed her, and I will let
you into the secret of what I saw. Just like
a little schoolgirl, prim and demure, Elizabeth
Bergner sat down on a hard little stool that
happened to be there in the studio.
An elderly lady came up to her and Elizabeth
Bergner began to go over her part. Over and
over again.
Obviously the lady was her English teacher.
And the expression in Elizabeth Bergner's eyes
was really quite pathetic when she had to go
over her words again because her strict teacher
had found some fault or other with her diction.
But both these women were as if in a different
world ; they were blind to the rehearsals and shots
that were in progress all round them, they were
deaf to the shrill signals and the shouting of the
technicians.
The two women just sat there and went on with
the English lesson.
Elizabeth
regarded asandonewhoof can
the
cleverest Bergner
actresseswasin Germany;
doubt that she will also succeed in making a
conquest of the British public ?
She has already made the first step through
her performance in Dreaming Lips, with which
she charmed London's film devotees. Catherine
the Great may establish it.
One of Germany's most illustrious novelists,
inspired by her artistry, made her the central
figure of one of his most beautiful books.
In London a famous authoress has written a
play especially
for her.
tradition
admiration, interrupted
for aThe brief
spaceof by
the
machinations of politicians, has been re-established.
C. B. Cochran has called the German artiste
'the greatest actress in the world," and perhaps
Elizabeth Bergner's art proves more conclusively
than • anything else that art knows no national
boundaries. — P. Wit.
NEXT WEEKAn open letter to Joan and Constance Bennett which inaugurates a

!
I

j new " Picturegoer " series; frank j
; and intimately provocative.
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Above: Another visitor to Shepherd's Bush
was Lion Feuchtwanger, the author of " Jew
Suss," who is seen discussing the filming of
his novel which is now in production, with
Director Lothar Mendes. On the left is Paul
Graetz, who plays the part of " Landauer."

Weekly

Miriam Jordan, the Fox player, wearing
one of the new afternoon suits that shows
the definite Cossack influence in style trend.
It is made of black velours trimmed in baby
lamb. The black leather belt is fastened with
a chromium buckle, and the three buttons
fastening the collar are also in chromium.
A Russian turban in antelope completes this
sports costume.

4

Left: Christmas is over, but Ben Lyon has
devised this novel method of preserving
the Christmas cards of his friends.

What a Life ! This is the way a Hollywood dance director earns his living —
and he gets paid for it. Larry CebaJlos
teaching some of the chorus girls in
" Sitting Pretty" how to do a new step.
Q

Left to right : Maurice Chevalier, who is to appear in three
London Film Productions;
Conrad Veidt, of Gaumont-British;
1
Michael Balcon, production manager of G.-B. ; and Jack Hulbert, who
appears for the same firm.
to have their wishes acceded to.
S0^^^HE
Gaumont-British are launching
outlook
for
British
pictures
this
W
year is better than it has been for forth
large scale. They are^j
I O
a long time.
The old cry of varying ontheira topics
very considerably, ^
"prosperity is just around the and judging by the titles in the
corner " had developed into the list of subjects presented by Michael
Balcon, there is going to be something to ^
proverbial cry of "Wolf," but just as that suit
all tastes.
call eventually proved true— in a somewhat
They
are beginning to line up stars and ^
disastrous manner — so is the former slogan
proving true but with this difference, that exploit them fully. One of the biggest assets ^
in American studios has been the way the execupeople are ready to heed it and support it.
tives have seen to it that stellar names count
Last year saw the finest prestige picture that
Maybe one day we shall be able to dispense
has been turned out of a British studio. The Private with
Life of Henry VIII. It bas caused comment but, atsuch adventitious aids to box ofl&ce success
the moment, there can be 110 doubt that
throughout the film world and it looks as though
names " count very considerably.
it is going to be followed up.
If the stellar vehicle is not worthy of the star
Again, Rome Express, which was released this
who appears in it, I agree that he or she may prove
year, and Channel Crossing show that our studios ineffect
ive, but given all things equal all round
have nothing to learn in the matter of ingenuity
prestige plus production value is better
of setting and imaginative camera work from the stellar
than production value on its own.
other side.
It is merely a question of human nature. You
But more important even than these isolated
examples is the fact that the technique of British create interest in some personality and we to see their productions. Apart
ers are going to see that personality from those mentioned in Alexander
pictures as a whole has improved immeasurably. picturego
quite apart from the other merits
of the enter- Korda's article there are, I believe. Rend
tainment offered.
I omit some of those quota "quickies " which are
Clair,
the most successful of talkie musical directors
still
here. something of a blot on production over
Milestone, the famous sponsor of All Quiet on
And talking of quotas reminds me that exhibitors Tf we are disappointed we shall feel a little put the Western Front, and Lubitsch, whose Chevalier
as a whole have far surpassed the required legal -i- out, but we shall probably go again to see if pictures have evoked world-wide enthusiasm
percentage.
the defect has been remedied in the star's next just as his brilliant silents led the way in
technique and imagination.
People are definitely going to see British pictures vehicle.
If it is not, our depression, like the B.B.C.
because they like them.
These are directorial stellar names, and they
have won their place in the front ranks by results.
There was a time not so very long ago when weather reports, will probably deepen, but we shali why.
Fans would do well to follow the directors of films
the reverse was the case. Patrons stayed away go a third time — just to see what it is all about.
After that, the star, so far as his or her name is rather than the stars in many cases, and these
if a British picture was billed. All that is changed
now, and while there is certainly still room for concerned, is finished — that is if we are once three provide a A'ery good example of the reason
improvement — especially in story values — our again let down.
Meanwhile the accompanying programmes
That is when the star system is working. If,
product is progressing and becomes a competitive
force with which to be reckoned.
on the other hand, we go to see a picture with and aspirations as set forth by Michael Balcon
players whose personalities have not been strongly and Alexander Korda make one feel that
Below, the production chiefs of two of our brought to our notice, we see that picture and then we are in for an entertaining and prosperous film
biggest studios detail their 1934 plans for you. if it is bad, we decide that we do not want to New Year. — L. C.
They are ambitious and far-reaching in effect. see the people participating in it again.
A case of once bitten, twice shy, and no love for What London Films Are Doing
There is a wide diversity of subjects, and several
are planned on a big scale which augurs well for anyone concerned to make us wish to go again
the future.
and see if we shall be caressed instead of bitten. — by Alexander Korda
My own impressions concerning the vital needs This is all rather by the way, but I have felt ATy chief aim and hope in 1934 is to continue
to produce films of the quality or, if possible
of British pictures generally are that more very strongly that the creation of some personal
attention must be paid to story construction.
contact through the publicity department is better than Henry VIII and The Rise of Catherine
Technical qualities, settings and camera work one of the things that is sadly lacking in British the Great, which will further the prestige of the
British film industry in foreign markets.
are now on a well-establishe.; standard, but story films generally.
London Films has an extremely ambitious
values and continuity are still apt to be weak.
It is, I think, going to be altered. There is a
We concentrate too much on comedies or distinct tendency to introduce us film fans to the programme, and will produce six films of worlddrawing-room dramas. More vital themes are people who work in our studios and make us
wide importance this year.
conscious of their personalities ; make us feel
The first will be Exit Don Juan, directed by
needed,
stronger
drama,
and
plots
with
a
topical
flavour.
for them and like them quite apart from their myself, and will star Douglas Fairbanks in a very
The English countryside and towns still need histrionic ability.
original story by Lajos Biro and Arthur Wimperis.
to be put on the map. Picturegoers are more
A brilliant cast will support Mr. Fairbanks and
And do not misunderstand me. If
ability
familiar with the skyscrapers of New York is not there we shall not like them verythat
include four young star girls under contract
long ; that will
or Chicago than they are with the time-mellowed has been proved in dozens of cases from the other to London Films.
buildings of London or the spires of a cathedral side. We may feel sympathy with their rocketFollowing this, Douglas Fairbanks and his son
town. They have lived, pictorially, more in the stick downfall, but we just do not go to see them. will appear together for the first time in one film
vast prairies of the West than in the soft pastures It is ability that counts all the time; but ability entitled "Z," based on the popular romantic screen
of the west country.
plus personality is better.
figure, "Zorro," created in silents by the former.
These things will, I feel sure, come in time;
London Films are introducing into their
This will be made on a large scale and will have
organisati
on
several
names which will draw us certain exterior scenes made in Spain.
filmgoers
have been asking for them long enough
10

This Year looks like a bumper
year for British studios. Below
we publish "with an introduc
tion " the aspirations and pro
duction plans of our two largest
studios, written by Alexander
Korda
and Michael Balcon

Douglas Fairbanks, sen.,
whose initial appearance
in this country will be in
" Exit Don Juan."
A glance at the programme we have scheduled
for production will confirm this. During the
forthcoming year our programme will include the
following subjects : Chu Chin Chow, Brown on
Resolution, Rhodes, Magnolia Street, Mary, Queen
of Scots, My Old Dutch, Road ho use, Brave New
World, Little Friend, A Cup of Kindness, A Bit
of a Test, Covent Garden, The Camels Are Coming,
and Soldiers Three.
Here is every variety of topic. The ground
covered includes subjects that deal with the Navy,
the Army, with the Empire, musical spectacle,
history
life at home — both in the light
of dramaandandwith
comedy.
Our object will be to make these pictures to
appeal, not only over a wider range of interest,
but also with an increased standard of entertainment within that interest.
For the first time ar number of our directors
will be going to various parts of the Empire to
make pictures. Brown on Resolution will be made
In Malta, and Walter Forde, on the completion
Three.
of that picture, will go to India to make Soldiers
Doug. Fairbanks, jun., as Peter III in " Katharine
the Great,"
in which
appears Bergner
with the great
German
artist, heElizabeth
My brother, Zoltan Korda, will direct Kongo
Raid, which will contain magnificent African
sequences, and it is hoped that it will be one of
the most sensational films of this year.
This film
is basedSanders
on theof late
Edgar Wallace's
famous
character,
the River.

Victor Saville will be leaving for South Africa
to make a film with Cecil Rhodes as its subject,
while Robert J. Flaherty, who made Man of Aran
actually in the Aran Islands, will be going to
Australia.

Jack Hulbert and Cicely Courtneidge have left
for Egypt, to make their next picture, The Camels
Are Coming, under the direction of Tim Whelan.
These facts, in themselves, justify our claim
that 1934 will be beyond everything a year of
expansion for Gaumont-British and Gainsborough.
H. G. Wells, undoubtedly England's greatest
The choice of subjects scheduled for production
imaginative
author,
is
writing
a
screen
story
in the studios at home include an ambitious and
Walter Forde, one of
specially
for
us
which
is
based
on
his
book,
spectacular
version of the famous musical play,
our most versatile
The Shape of Things to Come and other of his works. Chu Chin Chow, a film version of Roadhouse, more
and talented direcThis film will deal with the world in the future,
tors, who can also
and will be a complete departure in technique Tom Walls— Ralph Lynn comedies— including
act with the best of
A Cup of Kindness and A Bit of a Test — and two
from previous British productions.
sides of London life in My Old Dutch and Covent
our screen comedians.
It will be planned on a big scale.
Garden.
I am not interested in producing a large
In Magnolia Street, from the famous novel by
programme each year. I want to make only a Louis
Golding, there is a film with a particular
few
films
each
year,
but
those
will
be
of
world-wide
It is intended to produce something really
the north
of England.intention to make
importance and cost not less than ^50,000 each. appeal
outstanding.
It hasto been
our announced
Maurice Chevalier, who will make six pictures
a picture of the life of Mary, Queen of Scots, and
during the next three years, will appear in three What Gaumont-British is Doing
this year will see the realisation of this.
of them for London Film Productions, and at
This, then, is our programme and while the
—
by
Michael
Balcon
least one Maurice Chevalier super picture will be
immediate work in hand is in progress, the films
produced in the 1934 programme.
TheGainsborough
year 1933marked
for Gaumont-British
and which have been made in 1933 will be finding
a stage of progress and
Charles Laughton will make five pictures
their way round the world and will be part of
exclusively in this country for us during the next consolidation in that progress. The next and our progress in 1934.
three years, and one or two super pictures starring inevitable development from this position must
The progress in British films has been such that
him will be put into production in 1934.
be tov/ards a wider field, both of output and of we can confidently look forward during 1934 *°
Other prominent actors of world-wide reputation interest, and our keynote in 1934 wiU
an even greater consolidation of the position we
will also be seen in our pictures.
now hold on the screens of the world.
"expansion."
Alexander Korda,
the presiding genius
of London
Film Productions.
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Clara

£8ow

The "It Girl" returns to
the screen
new
versionin "Hoopof thatla,"
earlya
"The Bartalkie ker"success
and the , latest
contribution to the circus cycle.
Clara, as you can see for
yourself in this picture, has
been on a "slimming" campaign, and the figure that
used to delight the baldheaded back rows in the
and "Get
of "It"is likely
days
Your Man"
to be
one of the major spectacles
of the coming season
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Concluding THE GIRL I WENT

TO SEE SOMETIME
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Weekly

and

Appeal

by Gary

Grant

" QIG masculine men of the not-so-handsome
D type make the best husbands — they have
more male " It," according to the views and
experience of the screen's newest sensation.
j

jfAE WEST told me the other
f\/i day that she hopes soon to
^» J V § fulfil an ambition to come to
' IS London.
KS
She will probably make a
personal appearance tour here and in Paris.
It will be the first time she has crossed the
Atlantic.
Her busy, struggling life has left her little
time for recreation.
"A good many persons who have known
me oply since I have been acting for the screen
seem to feel that success has come to me
overnight," she told me wistfully one day;
"that it was a case of being touched by the
magic
wand knew
of Hollywood
and, presto — the
whole world
me.
"That's not true.
" I have had the hardest kind of a struggle
all my Ufe. In fact, it is the literal truth that
I have been working, hoping, planning and
wishing for something like my present recognition ever since I was four and a half years
old.
"That was the occasion of my debut as an
actress. I have been acting, either in stock,
vaudeville, musical comedy, or my own plays
ever since.
"For how many years? Well — more than
twenty."
Mae is perfectly frank about her battle for fame.
" I've never
goneto hungry,
the tracks
when stranded,
or had
do any ofwalked
the picturesque
things other Thespians have endured for their
art,"
"but I have worked twenty
hours she
a day,confesses,
many times.

A striking new
study of Mae West,
who in real life is a
"smaller, daintier
woman than yon
wotdd expect to

a small girl, I used to admire the lovely gowns
worn bymeet."
Lillian Russell. Those Gay 'Nineties
gowns, emphasising the hour-glass waist, I wore
in She Done Him Wrong were designed at my
suggestion.
"Perhaps the most terrifying thing about
fame, however, is the burden it imposes. One has
to live up to it. I've found all my Ufe that one
can't
rest on pastMiss
laurels."
Nevertheless,
West can now spare a little
time for relaxation. Her European trip, for
instance.
It will have to wait a little while, of course.
She has her new picture, It Ain't No Sin, to
complete, and after that she is due for a personal
appearance tour of America.
Recently the broadcast studios made her
extremely tempting offers.
One offered her £1,000 each for a series of
thirteen fifteen-minute broadcasts.
She has rejected all of them because it is her
working
is doing. creed to concentrate on whatever she
She believes that you cannot do well two
things at the same time.
Mae West, although a charming and even
fascinating companion, has never had her name
linked with those of men — even in Hollywood,
where, as everybody knows, the gossipers work
overtime.

the type of man that makes the best husband,
and it is not the "sheik" type, she declares.
She has a preference for "big masculine-looking
men of the not-so-handsome type."
"Those guys," Mae adds, "have more sex
to keep."
they'relifenotis soa hard
Mae West
in real
smaller,
daintier
Besides,
appeal.
woman than you would expect to meet after
seeing her on the screen. She is five feet four
inches tall, and weighs 116 to 120 pounds.
Her face is round and dimpled. She has a
peaches-and-cream complexion, and beautiful
teeth.
She wears ankle-length dresses, and clothes
which
while being
are contrived
to makesmart
the and
most up-to-the-minute
of those famous

NowWest's
let future.
me tell you something about Mae
Mae likes pictures and Hollywood very much
indeed, and is flattered by the amazing success
"I have rehearsed for twelve hours at a stretch,
and then lain in bed for hours more repeating,
which has rewarded her efforts. She expects to
improvising, even adding new lines and business.
continue in pictures indefinitely.
She attributes her great vogue in part to the
"I have taken criticism from persons who
sought to curb my originality and to repress my There has, incidentally, never been the slightest fact that talkie audiences have reached that
personality.
suggestion against the conduct of her point in their mental development where they
"I have sacrificed everything for a career, have
prepared to hear matters of sex, love and
life.only have to work with her to know how are
passed up pleasure and good times, even travel, private
morals discussed in a frank but humorous manner.
But you
because I found myself on a fascinating merry-go- deep is her knowledge of masculine human nature. She herself believes in referring to a spade as a
One reason for her detached attitude to men
round and wanted to know where it would carry
me.
was her close attachment for her mother, . spade, and thinks that the public to-day
this. to have come overnight to Mae
Fame seems
"I believe in fate and destiny and things like who died three years ago after a long illness. appreciates
that, but nothing has happened to me through
"My mother never seemed to like any of the West, but, as a matter of fact, it has long been
accident. My whole life has been like an orderly, men I cared for," she says, " and now I think denied her. She has built on strong foundations,
logical chain of events leading to the present.
she was right. I'd have probably been married surely, and Hollywood expects her to continue
and divorced a number of times if I hadn't listened
"Even the credit
new fashion
vogue starting,
which the style
magazines
me with
after to her. Then when I grew old enough to make up her reign for many years to come, because she
isability.
the first movie "queen of sex " who also has been
those Frenchmen saw She Done Him Wrong, was my own mind I took care of my mother."
Mae West, however, has definite views about gifted with a sense of humour and real acting
something I deliberately wished for, ever since, as
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Let our Film Critics
who

really see the

pictures guide you.
DOUBT whether it is possible to
film Lewis Carroll's
all
— (g
. m satisfactorily,
and I two
am books
certain atthat
K^r this melange of Alice Through the
Looking Glass and Alice in Wonderland put out under the latter title does not
capture the spirit of clever nonsense which
is inherent in both.
It was once mooted that Walt Disney
should do a cartoon version of Alice's adventures with a central human figure; this, I
consider, would have been eminently fitting.
Directly you attempt to bring Carroll's
words and Tenniel's drawings into human
shape with human artistes in heavy disguise
and elaborate robes you ruin the whole
illusion. And you cannot for one moment
divorce Carroll from Tenniel any more than
you can divorce Gilbert from Sullivan.
This picture has the air of a hurried effort. It
has certainly clever technical effects; the makeups are ingenious but grotesque rather than
familiarly ridiculous and worst of all Alice — and
several of the long cast — speak with a devastating
American accent which strikes a thoroughly
incongruous note.
Carroll's essays into the ridiculous are put over
— or rather they try to put them over — as wisecracks and they will not work that way.
The sins of omission — a lot has necessarily had
to be left out and the theme and continuity in
each book has been completely lost — are as bad
as the sins of commission, where the director has
sought fit to elaborate or emphasise on the
author's original work.
It is definitely a 'question of " Alice Where Art
Thou ? " and the answer is very assuredly and
definitely — in Hollywood.
As Alice, Charlotte Henry looks even if she does
not speak the part; at times, indeed, when she is
driven to the verge of tears she reminds one
forcibly of Zasu Pitts.
She wanders in a haphazard manner through
the mixed adventures with the chess characters of
"The Looking Glass," the card character of "Wonthe various beasties which are
encounteredderland,"
in andboth.
1
4
I found that the director, Norman McLeod, had

Kay
" The Francis,
House
on with
$6th
John
Halliday,
Street," which will
be fully reviewed
next week
Dancing Lady
lthough in nett
sum and substance Metro's toma the
jor
contribution
grotesque.
Duchess"— playedHis"
by Alison
back-stage musical
Skipworth — was not
just hideous, but
cycle amounts
little
more thanto
thoroughly repulsive.
Tweedledee and
that story of the
Tweedledum
played respectively by Roscoe promoted chorus girl who scores a first night
Karns
and Jack Oakie, were also more grotesque triumph
and saves the show, served up with
tl:.
in funny.
different music and ensembles and a new batch
of
wisecracks.
Dancing Lady is so skilfully and
Incidentally the recital of the "Walrus and the
Carpenter
"
was
done
in
an
indifferent
cartoon
;
but
has andexcellent
over"thethat
luxuriously
it was a straw in the wind that showed that it is as claims
to be "put
considered
best itsong
dance
a cartoon that Carroll's works would best take a show of the current series.
Indeed, only the absence of the really strong
pictorial
Neitherform.
the White Queen played by Louise
that were a feature of its disFazenda nor the Red, played by Edna May Oliver, hit song numbers
tinguished predecessor makes one cautious about
seemed to approximate to childhood memories, predicting for it the popularity that Broadway
while the Queen of Hearts of May Robson was Melody achieved five years ago.
a vague shadow of the original.
it is, is— miracuThe plot, slight and familiar —as made
Perhaps the best character of all was the White
reasonably
talkie
lously for this type ofg by
direction
polished
the
interestin
and
credible
Knight,so played
by Gary
— he tofelllack
off the
his
horse
well. But
even Cooper
he seemed
of Robert Z. Leonard. In it we see Joan Crawford
"foolishwasgentieness"
the part required, and his as Janie, a dancer in a cheap burlesque show, who,
accent
a distinct handicap.
through the interest of Tod Newton (Franchot
This same criticism applies to W. C. Fields Tone), a wealthy society man, is given an opporas Humpty Dumpty, while Edward Everett
tunity in the chorus of a Broadway show produced
Horton as the Mad Hatter and Charlie Ruggles as by Patch Gallagher (Clark Gable).
the March Hare overdid the fooling by being
The latter, though impressed by her dancing
thoroughly
conscious that they were meant to be talent, tries to stifle any other interest in her.
mad.
spot,"a but
her to
promotes
He to
Altogether a not too happy an effort, hurried in
careerin
between
nowthetorn"top
take Janie,
effect, lacking in even the coherence of the order
him, on a
to
marriage
society
successful
a
and
ridiculous.
y chaperoned trip to Havana. Newton
Children may be pleased with it, but I think respectabl
has the financial support of the play withdrawn.
that any of those who are well acquainted with However, Janie comes back in time to save the
the book will be disappointed. — L. C.
show and score a triumph, and, as we expected

erred on the side of thel
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all along, Great-Lover Gable gets his girl in the end.
Joan Crawford, if still emaciated, exotically
made up and inclined to be soulful at the slightest
provocation, is much more at home in this type
of thing than she has been in some of her recent
more ambitious flights into serious drama,
and she gives us the most apealing Crawford
portrayal we have had for many movie moons.
The role, of course, also provides her with an
opportunity to demonstrate her not inconsiderable
skill
as a dancer,for although
she performed
the most the
partsimple
might" routines
make the"
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1854. Anna who is about to have a child, selects
the spot on which they will pitch their tent — a
magnificent piece of acting — and with the passing
of time we see the log cabin and Orin II.
A meeting with Buffalo Bill gives young Orin
an ambition to blaze a trail of cattle driving and
in little time he becomes partner in a big Chicago
packing business and marries Virginia, his
partner's
We now daughter.
arrive at the third generation. Virginia
isbusiness,
a social from
climberwhich
and she
is ashamed
of her
husband's
insists on
keeping
their
two sons. One becomes engaged to Jennifer
Clinton, the daughter of an aristocratic family.
To impress the Clintons, Virginia stupidly
announces that her husband is retiring from
business. Orin tells his wife what he thinks of her
and she, flying into a rage, becomes insane. Orin
weathers a financial crisis, but the death of his
wife takes all the fight out of him and he retires
from business. He goes to New York and buys his
son, Richard, a brokerage business.
The world again changes and we arrive at the
fourth generation — the Clinton Nordholms.
Natalie, daughter of Richard and Jennifer, is
engaged to Sir Phillip Ivor, an English baronet.
The grandfather protests, because Sir Phillip is a
waster, twice divorced, and is told by his daughterin-law to mind his own business.
Enter Anna, great-grandmother, who decides
to visit New York, for the wedding, taking with
her Selma, a granddaughter of the girl who was
the first real love of Orin II.
The father of the bride is in financial difficulties,
the mother of the bride has been carrying on with
a lover, a brother of the bride has embezzled a
large sum of money. The only decent person is
Orin III, the other brother of the bride, who
appears
worthy todoes
bearnothis take
grandfather's
name.the
The marriage
place. While
bride is in church waiting for her father to come,
he commits suicide, and with this tragedy comes
also the end of Orin II.
We end on the happy note of Anna, greatgrandmother, and two young lovers Orin III and
Selma III, down on the farm in Orinville. So
really the world has changed very little, as far as
men and women are concerned.

Weekly

The large cast includes such well-known names
as Mary Astor (looking like a dishevelled Lady
Macbeth in the insane scenes), Allan Dinehart,
Guy Kibbee, Margaret Lindsay, Jean Muir,
Henry O'Neil, Anna Q. Nilsson, Patricia Ellis,
and Alan Mowbray (to whom I extend my sympathy for his Sir Phillip).
In spite of certain severities in my criticism, I
recommend
you —toM.seeB.thisY. picture. There's Muni
and
MacMahon.

Service
It is becoming increasingly more apparent that
the best stories of English life come from
America. It is certainly a queer topsy-turvy
state of affairs, but there it is.
You have only to cast your mind back to such
pictures as Cavalcade, Berkley Square, and so on
to realise the truth of that statement.
And now here is another. Service, a stage play
has been exceptionally well adapted to the screen
with a wholly convincing English atmosphere.
Clarence Brown, the director, has completely
caught the spirit of tradition which is the dominant
theme of this story of the managing director of
an old-established store which is threatened with
extinction in the slump, and is nearly bought up
by an enterprising but cheap-jack firm.
How Service, with the help of his son and
daughter, who grow suddenly aware of the
honourable business their ancestors have built
up, saves the situation by detenmining to carry
on in face of all odds, is thoroughly interesting.
But there is a lot more to the picture than that.
The World Changes
It shows the love his children have for him
A film with Paul Muni and Aline MacMahon
brought out by adversity, and also depicts the
is always certain to have my patronage. It is
life of a big shop with a wealth of detail and
also likely to make me super-critical because I
realism.
cannot bear to see two such fine artistes in anything
The employee's
point
view servant
is expressed
but good pictures.
through
Benton, an old
and ofvalued
of the
I will first relate the story of the film before
company, who is discharged after forty years
service.
telling you of my own reaction to it.
Orin Nordholm and his wife Anna are two of
He in turn has to get rid of his daily help, so
that the ramifications of unemployment are clearly
those pioneers whose praises America — and rightly
so — is never tired of singing. Their wagon
expressed.
is lumbering towards the West some time about
Incidentally, this maid of all work, unnamed in
the cast list, gives a performance that will bring
a tear to the eye of the most hardened and cynical
There is so much that is good in this picture, and picturegoer.
Benton takes his dismissal hard but faces the
there is so much that could have been better,
that it makes me furious to think how chances of facts, and with the help of his wife, his son and
turning out a superlative picture are thrown away. daughter, who also rally round him, starts a
Personally, I would like to have seen more of pastrycook's business which proves successful.
Anna, because of the brilliance of Aline MacMahon.
It is indeed partly due to his example, and — in
Her acting in the opening sequences is superb. spite of his treatment — unswerving loyalty to the
An occasional scene in Orinville would have firm that employed him that Service decides to
helped the film and been a contrast. I should like carry
on. factor in his decision is the underhand
Another
to have seen how that speck in the Great World
methods
of forcing a sale used by the firm that is
had been faring all those years and how much it
in the market to buy up Services.
had changed.
I am certain we could have been spared the
however, is not so lucky in his wife as
insanity scenes, and the English baronet is* the Service,
Benton . She is a young woman he married after
most absurd person I've met for many a long
day. Just as ridiculous as one of the sons who is his first wife's death, and spends her time at
variance with her step-children and going out
supposed to be at Oxford.
The baronet may have been stuck in to please with a man-about- town. When she learns of the
the uninitiated American patrons, but it is an impending crash she deserts him.
A touch of romance is introduced with a love
insult to the intelligence of an audience in this
country. Of course, the producers and director affair between Service's efficient but shy young
may say that such people do exist, but that is no secretary and his daughter.
As a whole, Clarence Brown gives us a microcosm
excuse for so libellous a caricature. The gem is
reached when the baronet, bolting from church, of the world with its loves and hates, hopes and
fears as mirrored by the people connected with
puts his fingers in his mouth to whistle a cab.
There were chances to the old-established firm.
include scenes that would
At times the sentiment is apt to be over-stressed,
have made this film and there is a symbolical ending — Service sees
memorable, but they in a rainbow which appears after a storm the symwere thrown away for
bol of prosperity not only for himself but for the
unreal melodramatic world — which strikes a note of bathos.
Generally, however, the picture is sincere and
stuff.
Paul Muni, who plays human
and very well acted.
Orin II, is really fine
Lionel Barrymore, dispensing with his more
from his time as a young familiar mannerisms, gives a brilliant study of
pioneer to his end as a the elderly clerk. It is one of the best things he
tragic grandfather. But has done this year.
Lewis Stone is sincere and thoroughly convincing
was it beyond the imagination of the pro- as Service, while Elizabeth Allan, who appears
ducers to give him a to be steadily on the starward path, is delightfully
great scene with his ingenuous and human as his daughter, Caroline.
mother, especially as she
As Service's wife, Benita Hume looks beautiful,
was Aline MacMahon.
but she puts no life or enthusiasm into the part.
Of Aline I have
Clive is not well cast as Caroline's lover;
already written. I need he Colin
does not suggest a romantic attachment at all
only add that I commend well. Phillips Holmes, however, is good as Service's
Warner Brothers who —son.
L. C. All the minor characters are well cast, and
decided to make a star there is an atmosphere of realism which makes the
of her after this picture a wholly convincing and entertaining one.
captious critic sceptical about Janie's claims to
Broadway stardom. The best work in this department, as was only to be expected, comes from
Fred Astaire, who contributes several excellent
numbers.
Most of the spectacle is reserved for the final
reel, a logical and merciful device which prevents
it getting entangled with and holding up the action.
Moreover, it is some of the most strikingly and
ingeniously effective " spectacle " I have seen.
Gable'ssuited,
performance
a roleproduction,
to which
be Clark
was well
like the inentire
showed very few signs that it was interrupted by
illness. Franchot Tone is engaging enough as the
play-boywhether
lover, or
although
appeared should
to be be
in
doubt
not thehecharacter
in a state of mild but permanent inebriation.
May Robson, Winnie Lightner, Nelson Eddy
(one
of Culver
City'smake
"musical
white hopes)
and
Robert
Benchley
the " minor
characters
interesting. — M. D. P.
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from HOLLYWOOD

Shock

for

Stars

Are Mexican Divorces Legal? — Sequel to Mae West Hold-up —
Ramon's Good Deed — Alice White's Wedding — Romance for Joan
Crawford — Constance
Accident — Jean Harlow
DeniesCummings's
Divorce Rumours,
Z-^! yfANY residents of Hollywood are
^* i\/m deeply worried, for the Mexican
/— J W m supreme court has ruled that
v_>^ * wherein
v quickonedivorces
secured has
in that
country,
of the parties
not
been granted a hearing, are invalid.
Filmland's celebrities have been in the habit
of dashing gayly over to the southern republic
and returning in a few days, triumphantly
waving divorce decrees.
Among those who secured Mexican divorces
are Sally Eilers, Zita Johann, Richard Dix,
Lenore Ulric, Jack Holt and Max Baer.
Sally Eilers recently married Harry Joe
Brown.

The little star publicly defended her mother so
emphatically and attacked her father with such
energy that Mr. Kosow decided to withdraw his
action.
He said he undertook legal proceedings in order
to demonstrate to Sylvia in open court that h
was not responsible for the estrangement whir!
separated him from his wife and daughter. Hedeclares he withdrew the suit when he discovered
his daughter's hostile attitude.
Hard Luck
Connie Cummings had an unfortunate experience at Palm Springs, where she was
sojourning for a few days with her husband, Benn
Levy, the noted English playwright.
While riding in the desert, she was thrown
from her horse and several bones in her wrist
were broken. The wrist was put in a cast, where
it remained for two weeks.

Friend or Foe ?
Los Angeles police are trying to determine
whether Harry Voller is a friend — or an
enemy — of Mae West. Voller was at the wheel DeVOted Wife
of Mae West's car, when the actress was held up Irene Dunne has a very agreeable arrangement
by two bandits and robbed of $3,400 in money
with the Radio studios, to whom she is under
and $16,900 worth of jewellery.
Voller and his wife had won the friendship of contract.
The studio is required to give her notice ten days
the star, and she was loath to believe that he
advance of the starting time of a production in
could have had anything to do with the robbery. in
which she is to appear. As soon as the film is
However, he was arrested in Chicago, and has completed,
she is free to depart for New York,
been brought back to Los Angeles to stand trial where her husband.
Dr. Francis Griffin, resides.
with the two hold-up men, who are now in gaol.
Irene always takes advantage of the vacation
clause in her contract. She returned a few weeks
A Good Samaritan
ago from a reunion with her husband.
A genuine human interest document, received
by the city editor of a Los Angeles newspaper, A Studio in Turmoil
has been forwarded to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Comedies sometimes fail to be funny, not only
studios.
to audience, but often also to the actors.
It reads cheap
: "A flattery,
word ofbutpraise
is sometimes
The Educational studio recently started proconsidered
I, as one
in a party
Fur Flies, a comedy wherein
of four who were looking for employment, became excitementduction onisThe
by the appearance of three
stranded at Cameron, Arizona. All tyres were skunks in a caused
certain scene. The animals were
down to the last fabric. One gallon of gasoline supposed to be minus their potent weapon, but,
was left. We had no money and were hungry.
as in blundered.
"The Charge of the Light Brigade," someone
I want to show my appreciation in this way, as had
at present I cannot repay the money.
When the animals were released from their
"Mr. Ramon Novarro, who is starring in cage, one of them promptly went into action and
Laughing Boy, was our benefactor to the extent soon
the stage was filled with an odour almost as
of money, tyres, hotel, gasoline, and a smile terrifying
as the gas used during the World War.
that only a humanitarian could give. His only
players and workmen fled madly from
request was that he wanted us to pray for him, theDirector,
stage. Eleanor Hunt, the leading lady, fell
which was taken lightly by our party, but there
and sprained her ankle.
wasThe
no doubt
my mind
thatand
he really
it."
It was an experience the actors will not soon
letter in was
signed
a Losmeant
Angeles
forget.
address was given.
A Rumour Denied
Wedding Bells
Harlow indignantly says that there is no
Alice White has finally taken the fatal step. Jean
foundation for stories that she and hei
She recently became the bride of Sidney husband, Hal Rosson, are considering divorce
Bartlett, scenarist, at Magdalene, Mexico.
The ceremony was performed by a Mexican proceedings.
The actress and her husband have been married
judge. Senor Rodriguez Galles, Governor of Baja, only a few weeks, and appear to be very devoted
California, was one of the witnesses.
to each other. Miss Harlow has a handsome
home at Bel-Air and an apartment, dividing her
A Deep Secret
time between the two homes, which may account
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone have returned for the divorce rumours.
from New York, where they attended the
Hostile Pets
premiere
of themakes
actress's
latestofproduction.
While Tone
no secret
his affection for
her arrival in Hollywood, Pat Patterson,
Joan, the latter will not admit that marriage is On London
musical star, under contract to the
contemplated. Her divorce decree from Douglas Fox studio, on invitation took up temporary
Fairbanks, jun., does not become effective until quarters at the home of her friend, Heather
next April. Every indication points to a marriage Angel, also from London.
soon after that date.
Miss Patterson brought with her a vivacious
Joan also declares that she was not in a private
sanatorium in the East, under an assumed name, Scotch terrier, which immediately proceeded to
attempt to make friends with Heather's two
undergoing medical treatment.
"Peke " dogs and her pet kitten.
The " Pekes " and the cat proved most inSylvia Wins
hospitable. The trio turned tail on their guest
Sylvia Sidney scored a victory when her father, and fled for safety to a haven under a davenport.
Victor Kosow, withdrew a court action
At last reports they were still under cover,
whereby he sought to set aside the adoption of the and consistently refusing to extend a paw of
welcome.
actress by her step-father, Dr. Sigmund Sidney.

\

RocheUe Hudson makes the most of a fox fur.
Her latest picture is "Dr. Bull."
A Sister's Chance
Joan Blondell is in the hospital, recovering
from an appendicitis operation, so is unable
to play opposite James Cagney in The Heir Chaser.
The Gloria,
Warner and
officials
takenthetests
lady.
sister
mayhave
assign
roleof toJoan's
the
latter actress, who is a most attractive young
Something New
A trained steer plays an important role in
Wheelspicture.
of Destiny, Ken Maynard's latest
Universal
Ken discovered the animal on a ranch at
Pawnee, Oklahoma, where he saw it jump over a
fence. Upon inquiry he learned that a cowboy
had trained the steer to do the "stunt."
The actor brought cowboy and steer to Hollywood, and both are now headed for screen careers.
Hollywood
Says never
Thatuses
— soap or water on
- — Lilian Harvey
her face, invariably removing her make-up with
a solution of a dry cleaning fluid recommended
to her by a French beauty expert.
♦
♦
♦
— Loretta Young observes her twenty-first
birthday
Salt Lake to-day
City. (January 6). She was born in
♦
♦
♦
— Edmund Lowe always wears yellow gloves,
except with evening clothes.
♦
♦
♦
— Spencer Tracy has played the leading male
role in eleven talking pictures during the past
twenty- two months.

Tod Sewton {Franchot
Tone), a society "play
boy;" who has helped
Janie [Joan Crawford},
a burlesque show chorus
girl to break into Broadway, tries to persuade
her to throw up her
career and marry him.
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SECRETS of the famous Hollywood name-makirg factories, that throw
new light on the careers of some of the screer.'s most popular players.
The " inside dope " on a '* racket " at which the American studios excel.

THAT'S
[WOW
Australia; then radiate on to India, and the great
frozen North beyond.
Girls and youths from the four quarters of the
husky tones now so popular on the radio as well globe are attracted to this mecca by the siren call
/-OLLYWOOD,
January. . . . as
the screen.
of glittering success in glamorous surroundings of
^ m J
Perched high in their mountain
Female audiences are particularly fickle. One fame and wealth and triumph, amid plaudits and
rE W
top observatories round Los year they clamour for mystical. Oriental sheiks,
from the peoples of the earth.
C-X \J
Angeles, astronomers sit peering dark, desperate and swarthy. Next they switch recognition
From this premise, it would seem easy for the
through telescopes searching for to handsome, fair-haired Romeos, and then motion
picture magnates to recruit their personnel,
new stars.
about-face and centre their attentions on the cave- to find potential stars waiting on every restaurant
Ensconced in their huge leather chairs,
man type, the brutal domineering he-men of a table, serving at every soda fountain, on duty at
every counter in every sixpenny store.
behind vast plate-glass covered desks in whole cycle of pictures.
From that, the natural reaction is to the cateInvestigation, however, reveals that such is not
executive offices of Hollywood studios,
gory of shy, timid, lovers whose boyish basbful- the case. On the contrary, curiously enough, the
producers pore over photographs and scrutinise
ness arouses sympathy in the feminine theatre- diametrical opposite is true. A vast majority of
"tests" in their ceaseless quest for motionthe stars, present and potential, is gleaned from
goers' hearts.
picture stars.
the distant byways, from regions far removed
Hollywood
is
the
world's
melting
pot
of
feminine
Picking prima-donnas is no easy task, and pulchritude. Like a giant, irresistible magnet the from the boulevards, of Hollywood, and the golden
city.
a vast organisation whose ramifications extend centre of the motion picture industry draws its hordes of dazzling girls who haunt the casting
to the farthest corners of the globe, is con- satellites from all over the earth.
offices and agents' bureaux in this sunshine flooded
stantly on the hunt for new faces, unique and
Here in these studios which deal in feminine
unusual personalities, capable of exploitation The powerful lure exerts its influence over the
United States, across the Atlantic, surges over charms as a commodity, the old adage that
to stellar proportions.
England and Europe, thrusts its urge into Asia "beauty is only skin deep," has been tested and
The development of a kinema star is no and
even Africa.
to be correct. An attractive face and a
haphazard affair. It is not the offhand
Its vibrations beat across the Pacific to the Far proven
good figurethearerisk
not ofconsidered
to
selection of a pretty face nor a well-turned East, to the Orient, China and Japan, and against warrant
a millionsufficient
dollars assets
for the
figure, nor an attractive voice nor a graceful
creation of a star
carriage. It is the choice of an entity emTalking pictures have
bracing all these qualities plus a personality
complicated matters and
added
a new requisite
that can be projected from a strip of celluloid
to the necessary factors
to thrill countless millions in motion-picture
which must go to make
theatres all over the world.
up a featured player.
The talkies have added
It means the expenditure of perhaps a million
voice and the audible
dollars in preliminary training, beauty-enhancing
reaction of theatre-goers
processes, artistic culture, publicity and propato the former essential
ganda, then the eventual production costs of a
of a pleasing appearance
suitably imposing vehicle to turn the budding
carrying visual appeal.
starlet into a glamorous, irresistible planet.
Public taste is changeable. It veers, suddenly
esides the timbre of
B
and swiftly from the flaming redheads to the
raven locked brunettes; from golden blondes to
must be careful enunciaglittering platinum Valkyries.
tion,
diction,
tion, meticulous
proper pronunciaWhen sound was synchronised and "movies"
became "talkies," a new element was added and
and
appropriate
gestures
to accompany the
the
velvety voice
resonance
Missvogue
JanetofGaynor's
low
modulated
startedof the
the throaty,
spoken
must be word.
a suitable There
tone
to the laughter;
gleaming teeth and a
cupid bow mouth are no
longer
But sufficient.
more than that,
deeper
there
must bethan
innatethat,
artistry,
awithgracious
deportment,
a fine elastic
stride,
a jaunty swing
the
shoulders
and of
hips;
effortless play of the
hands, and a proud
carriage of the bead,
which training cannot
develop.
instil, but merely
Invariably visitors to
Movietone City remark :
"Why, the waitresses
in the restaurant on the
lot, the secretaries and
stenographers in the
offices, appear much
than most
the
more tive
pretty
and of
attracactresses on the
Just another
common
fallacy.
Long, expensive
experience has taught
producers that lenses
do not lie. Experiments
and tests have taught them, too, that there
beauty.
are three different and distinct phases of

Lilian Harvey, who won stardom in Germany and is now
being glorified
wood. by Holly-

There is the natural form of beauty in life;
the actual living and breathing sets."
person. Then there
is
the
still
photograph,
the
camera's
portrait of that same person. Lastly,
therefaithful
is the
moving film of that person in action, talking,
gesturing, walking.
All three impressions are different. Not so
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marked to the layman, perhaps, without an
explanation, but exceedingly diverse to the
trained eye of the successful producer, who spots
at once the elements lacking in the only process
which interests him, the motion picture screen
test.
it's all a question of a
Basically,of probably,
personality. Personality is that
radiation
charm which
indefinable
almost
intangible,
emanates to a greater or lesser extent, from a
human being.
It is the aura which in proportion to its development, lifts the individual from the brute level
to the appealing, attractive, lovable and alluring
type which can draw countless millions to pack
theatres in any city in the world.

by

Yienry
WALES

fore going into pictures. Miriam
Hopkins, despite her Nordic
blondeness, exudes the suppressed
glamour of the Slav type,
although in reality an American
girl of Yankee parentage.
Miss Lilian Harvey is a
cosmopolite. Born in England
of Teutonic descent, she studied
appeared first in public in
their and
Vienna. Later she made pictures
Certain persons arety capable of projecting h,
latent personali from a still photograp a in Berlin, Paris and London, and
are endowed came to Hollywood to complete
portrait. Others, fewer in number,
with the subconscious ability to disseminate this her triumphs as a real, international star.
one'sreel.sympathy and
rousepicture
ty and
personali
interest, from
a motion
Two newcomers to Movietone
It is this last category that picture producers City are Miss Pat Patterson and
seek, persistently, and continually. These are Mile. Ketti Gallian. The former,
they who draw indiscriminately Chinese coolies, an English girl, is from the town
Asiatic nomads, European peasants, African of Sunderland on the North
aborigines to picture shows.
Sea, bombed by Zeppelins and
Winfield Sheehan, one of the most successful of shelled
by battleships during the
the faint Great War. Her golden hair
Hollywood's producers in discerning
public
the
that
estimates
is a reminder of her Saxon
gleam in a potential star,
rates its likings on a basis of 25 per cent, beauty
and 75 per cent, artistry.
This executive who is himself responsible for the
discovery- and development of more than twenty
Spencer Tracy, one
stars of the first magnitude, considers beauty in
face, form and voice comparatively prevalent,
of
the Fox studio's
that ambition and determination are fairly commost valuable " dismon, but that artistry, the ability to act naturally
but convincingly, is extremely rare.
From his long experience in spotting box office
material, Mr. Sheehan has come to the conclusion
that Americans and English, and members of the
Slav races are, generally speaking, most likely to
achieve stardom.
Perhaps the mixture of blood from all the
nations of the earth for long generations has contributed to fitting citizens of the United States for
the requirements of the films.
To mobility of countenance and vivacity of
expression, the Slavs — Russians, Czecho-Slovaks,
Poles and Hungarians — add, however, a singular
ability to reflect soul and character in their
countenances, he finds.
progenitors, themselves neighbours of the warlike
"Perhaps it is the result of centuries of suffer- Slavs.
Mile. Gallian is a brunette irom the Midi of
ing, of generations of oppression and misery in the
turmoil of the Old World history that has left the France, a true Gallic type, with the alert, temperamental gestures of the Latin, the impulsive.vibrant
stamp on these peoples," says Mr. Sheehan, "but
certainly their artistry arouses sympathy, estab- voice so closely allied with the voc?l characteristics of the Slavs.
lishes adefinite link and interest for the movieWith other youthful aspirants, these two girls
will be put through an intensive course of training
goer."
Mr. Sheehan is careful to differentiate the Slav and preparation at Movietone City.
Candidates are groomed physically as well as
type from the Oriental, which lacks entirely
in the appeal, and the allure of his neighbour. in speech. Teeth are maae perfect for photoNatives of India and China are not photogenique,
graphic effect — coiffeurs are arranged to harmonise with countenances. They are taught
fail utterly to register satisfactorily on the films.
The immobility of their visage, the stolid poise and carriage, walking with long, cleanfatalism of their belief, is probably largely
limbed paces.
They learn dramatics, the proper stance for
responsible for this absence of expression.
Technical and biological reasons have been speaking, the development of flexibility of the lips
advanced to account for this difference. The for proper, clear speaking, swift transitions of
deficiency is ascribed variously to dullness of the mood and expressive reactions.
eye, chemical composition of the facial epidermis,
One of the earliest of Mr. Sheehan 's successes
the missing vibrancy of the voice, the slow or was Theda Bara, the original "vamp," who rose
in fame from an unknown to the highest salaried
lethargic movements of the limbs.
The Slav type is more completely enshrouded screen-player of her epoch. A web of mystery
with the air of mystery than her more mystic was cast about this gorgeous, mysterious creature
Oriental neighbour. She emanates an elusive which thrilled and hypnotised theatre-goers.
illusiveness, a sense of the unreal and unfathomCharles Farrell was another "find," who shot
able, which intrigues the spectator and fires his like a rocket from the unknown to become an
international
matinee idol.
imagination as to the reality of the figure on the
screen.
Paul Muni, destined to become the most compelling of all the widely contrasting characters
is an universally,
example ofnottheonly
American
typeJan'^t
girl Gaynor
which draws
among so popular on the screen; the two glittering
her compatriots in the United States, but to beauties — Barbara La Marr and Dorothy Mackaill ;
audiences all over the world, men, women and then Spencer Tracy the likeable "he-man" of
children
Missemotions,
Gay nor 's through
great appeal
is to to-day's sophisticated screen-plays; the dashing
the heart,alike.
to the
her naive
Helen Twelvetrees and the siren-like Dorothy
Jordan; George Brent and the vivacious Dolores
wistful, sympathy-stirring personality.
Myrna Loy is an example of the exotic Slav Del Rio; and the inimitable swashbucklers, Victor
type, almost Far Eastern in her characteristics. MacLaglen and Eddie Lowe, are among the other
Actually she was a school teacher in Montana be- stellar talent discovered by Mr. Sheehan..

Charles Farrell was a "find" who shot like
a rocket from the unknown to become an
internatiotial matinee idol.
2
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Tom
Richard Barthelmess
Ruth
Loretta Young
Mary
Aline MacMahon
Roger
Gordon Westcott
Max
Robert Barrat
Pa Dennis Charles Grapewin
Mr. Winston. ...Berton Churchill
George Gibson Grant Mitchell
Blind Man
James Murray
Leader of the Agitators
George Collins
Dr. Briggs Robert McWade
Ella Holmes Margaret Seddon
(Freely based on the film "Heroes
for
Sale," Pictures,
by permission
of First
National
135 Wardour
Street, W.I.)
See
next week's
the Screens
Now"
for Lionel
Colliers "On
criticism
of this picture.
" (1
yrj dead.
THOUGHTI thought
you were
my
m decoration, my promote tions — yours by right
— wouldn't matter so
much. What are you going
do?"
to Tom
Holmes, ex-private in the
American Expeditionary Force,
read agony in the eyes, the whole
trembling frame of the man whom
cowardice had prevented from
doing his duty as a soldier.
"Nothing," he mumbled. "It
wasn't your fault you got cold
feet and stayed behind in that
shell-hole. What did it matter
who brought the prisoner in,
anyway ? Besides, I ought to
have been killed. I should have
been if it hadn't been for the
German M.O. He got me
through, though it took him two
years
in a moment
prison camp
to do it."it
At that
Tom thought
well worth while by a promise of
22

silence
save relief
a man's
such wasto the
that reputation,
dawned in
Major
Winton's
scaredfor face.
"I'll Roger
see you're
all right,
certain," Roger said. "My father's
just been elected president of Nashville City Bank. You will not suffer
if ITom
can did
help suffer.
it."
To begin with,
he
hadn't
told
Roger
told of the portions of all.
shell Hadn't
left in
his spine, causing him attacks of
physical pain- — unendurable pain
that only morphine would relieve.
"Take these tablets, one at a
time,
you had
can'tbidden
stand Tom
it," thein
GermanwhenM.O.
excellent English when he had said
"Good-bye."
He did take them, hating to see
how swiftly their number diminished,
sensing they would be hard to
replace.
As bank clerk, work for which he
had little aptitude, since it lacked
the human touch that was so essential to him, life was dull but bearable.
When
painterrific
he couldn't
standthat
it.
Under in
those
onslaughts,
drew sweat from every pore, figures
reeled, became meaningless, causing
the despair of his superiors. Miserably right, too, he had been about
the replacement of morphine.
Once, under an acute attack, he
crept away from the bank in
office hours ; the local doctor proved
adamant.
"My dear fellow, it's more than
my place is worth. I daren't issue
morphine in that strength."
" But can't you see I can't stand
this ? I must have it."
"Impossible. I'm sorry.
Tom struggled back to the bank,
where he found the President had
sent for him.
Roger was in the room keeping
his mouth shut, while his father
rated Tom for inefficiency.

When the white-haired man of
business said, "This isn't war time,
you know; can't expect us to get on
with
if youchair
can'twhere
work,"TomRoger
bent peace
over the
sat
with staring eyes.
"He's been badly shell-shocked,
don't forget, dad. I'll look after
"You will. Then tell your father
what I did to save your disgrace.
Tell him
I went out and brought in
ayou,
HunTom."
prisoner and you got the
credit for it. Tell him your red tabs
andAshamed
medals ofbelong
to me." Tom got
his outburst,
out of the room. He was later
thankful
to find that
Roger's fatherto
had attributed
his accusations
temporary insanity. He had done
with the bank, anyway. Followed
two nightmare years for Tom in
hospital, from which, after a complicated spinal operation, he was
finally discharged, cured both of his
pain and the morphine habit.
America knew many such, but no
lonelier man than Tom on the date of
his discharge. His father and mother
had both died within the past year
and, as newcomers to Nashville on
the declaration of war, had had few
friends.
When Tom stepped on to a Chicago
station platform and into the streets
to look for a job, there was not a
voice within five hundred miles to
giveLiking
him athewelcoming
look of an" Hullo."
eating house
in 55th Street, he went in. The
inscriptions on the colour-washed
walls, " This is no flopping place, but
you can snooze for a while," "No
religious discussions allowed," and
"Have
written
sounded you
a genial
note.toSo,mother?"
too, the
dark-haired young woman standing
by the urn who took his order.
Appreciating the quality of the
coffee, Tom asked for a vacant room.
"We have one if Pop hasn't given

it away,"
she ofinformed,
the
direction
a kindly nodding
greybeardin
installed at the counter. "I believe
in folk having a bite for nothing
when they can't afford to pay, but
Pop's
that upstairs,
way."
She awful
took him
extolling
the merits of a spring mattress by
practical demonstration, while Tom
was more concerned with the prospect from the window.
" Bit dark," he frowned and was
deciding that a brick wall blocking
the entire view, was not, under any
circumstances, to be borne, when
there was a rustle on the stairs. A
interrupting.
girl
appeared retreating on fear of
"Come along, Ruth. You may
as well be introduced to our new
lodger. I'm
Mary," announced the
would-be
landlady.
Tomprettiest
found himself
staring
the .
face he had
ever atseen
" I'd better pay a week in advance,
seeing that smiling
you don't
me,"time
he
observed,
for know
the first
in The
years.fact that Ruth worked at a
laundry was deemed sufficient excuse
for finding a post there himself and,
having found it, to improve upon it.
In view of trade depression, no
mere words but a devastating
reality in Chicago, Tom, nevertheless,
heard with dread that the manager
wanted to see him.
Mr. Gibson, middle aged with the
humanitarian's forehead, spoke from
his desk.
" At a time when all my roundsmen are losing business, your round
has picked up twenty per cent.
How is that ?
"Well, sir, I've started a bonus
scheme.mendsSay
Mrs. toJones
recomMrs. Smith
the laundry,
Mrs. Jones receives a voucher
(Continued
page 23.) I'm in
entitling
her to on
groceries.
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touch with various stores down
town and. ..."
Tom expanded his ideas and, in
the friendly atmosphere of Mr.
Gibson's approval and offer of a
salesman's
job at on
an increase
pay,
dared
to touch
a secondof topic
that was near his heart.
"Where I lodge, sir, is a fellow
who's tremendously
keen I onshould
engineering. A bit of a crank,
say;
at the same time, the machine he's
trying to patent has points to interest
you.
Would you
hour sometime
? spare him a halfUnder the conviction that he
had scored another round which,
if only his fellow-lodger Max would
co-operate, would win the game
for them both, Tom went home.
"Mary . . . Ruth. . . . Great
news I Get on your hats ! We're
dining out to-night. . . . Where's
Max?" he rotated in quick fire
before he was well inside the hospitable doors of the coffee-room.
Taking
Ruth'snight
arm,offornights
he couldn't
bear, on this
to let
her go, he sought out Max. This
somewhat eccentric engineer, having
agreed to interview Mr. Gibson anytime, retired into his workshop-cumbedroom, whence promptly issued
animated sounds of chisel and
hammer.
Tom had meant to wait till the end
of the evening to approach Ruth
on a subject even more thrilling
than his work, but her flush of
excited pleasure took him by
storm.
Locked in each other's arms, he
never knew that Mary, attired in her
best, was watching them from the
open door.
"I'm sorry," she faltered. "I
can't come to-night. You two run
along. It'd take me ages to finish
dress."
myThat
was all. Tom never knew of
the tears that threatened ruin to her
sewing cotton when she had closed
the door on his and Ruth's paradise.
Thelifethree
years flourished
of Tom's married
in Chicago
as some
gorgeous poppy in the waste spaces
of the city.
The never-to-be-forgotten night
of his child's birth was associated in
Tom's regarding
mind withhisa invention
second nativity.
Max,
as far
more important than a baby, dragged
Tom from the hospital to witness in
the laundry a demonstration of the
new machine.
The day following he and Tom
were called to sign contracts in Mr.
Gibson's office.
"These machines cut labour by
twenty per cent. I want it understood that employment is not,
thereby, to be reduced. Workers
are to have shorter hours and
improved conditions; not to be
threatened with dismissal. Can I
have a clause to that effect?" Tom
inquired.
Mr. Gibson,
living
up"Certainly."
to the humanitarian
forehead,
closed the deal with a handshake.
Two years went by and were
recorded as flaming petals of beauty,
having at their heart the dark core
of tragedy.
First hint of it came with an early
morning telephone call. Tom, turning away from the instrument, met
Ruth coming with baby Bill into the
hall of the brownstone house where
they had rooms.
"Oh, Tom ! Whatever 's happened "?
"Mr. Gibson's had a heart attack.
He's dead."
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free

first,
of personal
lossAt was
so Tom's
great assense
to blind
him to
the consequences of the greater Joss
of
so generous
successor
was ana employer.
commoner Gibson's
type of
capitalist. Inside six months he had
probed
possibilities
machines,theinstalled
them, ofandMax's
dismissed half his employees.
Employees, a simple word on
paper or in the mouth of a political
speaker, but representing a complicated group of men and women who
could be awkward if roused !
Several husbands and fathers who
had been discharged put in an
appearance at the brownstone house
one eve — hanging about the pavement, awaiting Tom's return.
"You're the guy who introduced
machines and lost us our jobs.
What
youof going
to do shouted
about it ?by"
was thearegist
complaint
some thirty hotheads.
It was like being again in the
trenches as Tom faced the mob from
the steps.
"Listen, men. I'm doing nothing,
because we're all in the same box.
I was fired to-day."
" Raid the laundry; sack it; knock
it
to pieces!" came the angry
retort.
The crowd had swelled to formidable proportions. Really alarmed,
Tom went into their midst in the
hope of discovering an ally. A
hundred impetuous feet, fifty jostling shoulders surrounded him. He
was hustled along, his protests
ignored, past twenty blocks.
Building in progress gave the
insurgents their cue. The leader,
snatching a scaffolding pole and
pointing out a heap of flints, was
quickly followed. Half the mob were
armed by the time it was seen by a
policeman, who left his beat to
telephone.
Never for a moment had Tom
abandoned his shouts to desist or
his hope of stemming the crowd. He
had forced himself on and was
marching at the very forefront,
bellowing threats and entreaties,
while his own head was in definite
danger from the missiles of those
nearest him.
The laundry courtyard was
reached. The vast, unlighted building heaved dimly out of a faint fog.
Facing the mob, facing Tom, was a
line of police cars, from which darkblue uniformed figures issued forth.
One of the mob fired an automatic.
A policeman fell. Pandemonium
followed, laced with deadly spurts of
the official machine-guns. Tom felt
both arms seized. A couple of
sergeants, determining upon his
being
the chief rebel, maintained
their grip.
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Frenzy overpowered Tom. He had
face. His
face.recognised
He saw it adistinctly
belowwife's
the
trilby
of
a
man
to
his
right.
Howcould she be there ? He was forced
by his captors towards one of the
cars. The mob surged back. He
caught sight, in one horrific instant,
of Ruth lying on the pavement, a
trickle of red against her ashen
face.
He was in gaol awaiting trial when
he heard from Mary that Ruth had
insisted on following him in a taxi
when she heard where he had gone.
She had died on the way to hospital.
Mary shed no tears when she
visited Tom, who had been sentenced
to a five ayears'
termrebellion
for dangerously
inciting
mob to
and with
assault on police officers.
(Continued on page 24.)
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She was so natural, so
different, so alluringly
herself. Yet she was
one of the crowd until
KHASANA
Blush
Cream emphasized her
o w n individual
colouring.
You too can bring out all your natural beauty with
KHASANA Blush Cream — its discreet colouring gives
just that added charm which is so essential to every
woman. Its cold cream base protects the skin and makes
it easy to use effectively.
In the same way KHASANA Lipstick gives beauty to the
lips, emphasizing their natural shape and colouring,
absolutely kiss- and water-proof and non-detectable.
Be a KHASANA Girl and always look your best.
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Blush Cream 1/6.
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100-PAGE
BOOKLET
How to keep your dog in perfect condition
Send a postcard, mentioning that you have seen
the offer in the " Picturegoer," for a free
copy of "Guide to Dog Management," a
100-page illustrated book, which will help you
give your dog the care and attention he deserves.
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yourdog.dealer's
nameseries
andof state
youifc
feed
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with beautiful coloured illustrations of dogs
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"Don't worry about Bill. I'm
taking care of him. He's happy
helping Pop
mornings." I'm grateful.
I "Nice
wish of
I you,
couldMary.
say so, but the
stuffing's
been
knocked
out of Tom,
me."
With his second visitor,
however, had an interview that
opened his floodgates of speech.
Max, flourishing a bank book
through the grille, was almost
incoherent from excitement.
"See those figures. Credit balance
fifteen thousand dollars and mountrich invenman,
Tom.ing every
I'm day.
a richYou're
man. a My
tion; men.
your introductions.
both rich
When you leaveWe're
here
you will be able to do anything you
like — anything.
"Not me, Max." Tom barely
glanced at the passbook. Obviously
he had already mentally dealt with
the possibility of its staggering news.
" I can't touch a cent of that money.
There's blood on it. Patent your
machines in every country in the
world, market them where you like,
but I won't spend my share of the
profits on myself. Let the account
pileRealising
up. I'll deal
it later."
thatwith
steel
bars were
more malleable than Tom behind
them, Max departed, sustaining a
series of explosive "Tchut-tschuts,"
his favoured expression when flustered.
Five years had gone by since
Ruth's death, seven since his coming
to Chicago, when Tom, grey-haired,
with the stamp upon him of manual
labour, approached the eating-house.
A queue was on the move outside,
composed evidently of Chicago's
Gently putting aside a woman and
her basket, Tom looked through the
wide window on to the bar. Mary
poor.
was behind the urn. Further along
the counter
size stewpan.Pop ladled from an outA nod from Mary and the street
doors were banged to. A darkie
janitor, polite but immoveable,
announced
: "No more now. That's
the
last. Sorry.
The broken tramp of disappointed
feet passed Tom. He went in.
"Listen, Mary," his eagerness
precluded explanations as to Homecoming or welcome. " Are you a
free"Not
eating-house
what?"
free. Popor and
I've taken
to giving out the left-overs since the
slump. I wish there was more.
We turn away hundreds every night
Tom"How's
. . . you're
Bill?" looking well."
"He's great."
"Good. Now, will you do somefor me? somewhat
I'm rich.in Ithegotfivea
credit thing
balance
figures. I want you to use it all —
every cent — to feed these people.

He let her talk, but, though he was
on tenter-to
was longing
her, heand
gladhooks,tobothseefearing
see his sop. Mary sent the boy to
him in the fussily furnished sittingroom with clean lace curtains, where
he and Ruth had courted and
kissed.
"Oh! Hullo, Bill ! I didn't think
"'Course
I do. me."
Aunt Mary talks
you'd
remember
about you no end. Tell me what
you've been doing in Alaska, won't
there."
it snows
? I betabout
Dad talked
you.
They
Alaska,
Tom
drawinganceonwiththe
thesketchiest
state toacquaintsupply
answers for Bill's minute questioning. It was as though the first
faint rays of sun were shining

Co

n t i n u ed

through a blizzard; then, with an
incisive knock at the house door,
cutting short a man's voice and a
boy's chuckle, an icy chill descended.
A couple of plain-clothes men,
pushed
past Tom before
"Yes."their way
condescending
to ask :
"Name of Thomas Holmes?"
"This
address?"
"I
can'tyour
say —permanent
yet."
"Oh, you're on the discharge list
from the State prison ! Crime;
inciting a mob to violence.
"Like to tell you we're got our
eye on you.
"And if there's any future trouble
round these parts, out you go."
With spirits at zero, Tom turned
to the staircase as the door closed.
The meaning of two words became
clear for the first time "Prison
For happiness
a month Tom
precarious
with found
Mary and
Bill, a
month during which the precious
banking account was transferred
taint."
into Pop which
and Mary's
names, were
a month
during
the hungry
fed
free and the neighbourhood was
untroubled by mob outrage. Then
with the first week of wintry weather
Antonio Pesari was arrested, taken
from children
his dark-eyed
three
to gaol contadina
for getting and
up
a "red" riot on Wall Street.
The same night two plain-clothes
house
door.in appearance at Tom's
men put
"We told you to be careful.
Pesari
just want
one block
from here.
"We lives
don't
excuses.
We
don't care if you're in the business
or not. We're asking you to clear
of the
outAware
and not
comeuselessness
back." of trying
to justify himself, Tom packed a
suitcase. Mary asked him to kiss
her " Good-bye . " He did so , pleased
to have pleased her.
Not even thoughts of Bill worried
him on his hundred-mile tramp from
State to State looking for work.
Morbidly anxious as he had been
not to touch guilty money, he was
now as determined not to let discomfort get him down.
In company with a dozen like
himself, he had been turned out of
a railroad shelter into a quarry pit
in the pouring rain after dark when
a familiar face loomed up in the
"Tom."
light
of a struck match.
" Roger Winton.

I never thought

The harassed features of the wartime coward were very little altered.
There was the same nervousness of
manner as Roger said :
"No, I've come to this like all the
rest. The slump broke up the bank
and my old man. He committed
suicide. Wish I had the courage.
Seems to me everyone of us is
" Nonsense."
going.
In the America's
darkness going."
Tom gripped the
"Don't talk like that. We may
youngerbutman's
arm. will go on.
die,
America
Remember what President Roosevelt said in his inaugural address.
" You can't crush a nation of twenty
In Chicago,
million
souls."Mary was talking to her
nephew above the eating-house where
the hungry were fed for nothing.
"Never you listen to unkind talk
about why your father went away.
Bill. times
He's amany
good more
man. like
Reckon
in
these
him go
unrecognised, kind of heroes for
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OF THE WORLD VIVIDLY RE-TOLD IN THIS GREAT
NEW CHILDREN'S BOOK
Hundreds of illustrations — magnificent colour plates — the amazing story of the Heavens,
the Earth, the pageant of Nature — wonders of Science — History — Wireless — Television
— Legends — and hundreds of other things told in simple language for the young.
AN EDUCATION IN ITSELF. THIS BOOK WILL EQUIP YOUR CHILD WITH KNOWLEDGE— it has unlimited scope for learning in the most interesting way. The Golden
Encyclopedia for Children, in two sumptuous volumes, is a treasure house of knowledge
which every child should have. It is compiled throughout by experts and has a SPECIAL
FOREWORD BY SIR MALCOLM CAMPBELL. Fill in the Coupon now and learn more
of this amazing offer of a great work for Id. a day.

No charge and
no obligation.
BRITISH BOOKS, LTD., M. Strand, London, W.C.2.
Please send me THE GOLDEN ENCYCLOPEDIA (2 vols.) for free examination.
It Is understood that I may send It back to you within five days without cost
or obligation. If I keep the work I will send, on the fifth day, first payment
ofCash2/-,price,
and, 33/-.
beginning thirty days later, 1 1 further monthly payments of 3/-.
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Results of a Wonderful Drugless Treatment
for Nervous Disorders.

THOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day they wrote for the remarkable
little book ct which is now ottered FREE to every reader of this announcement. The
writers of the grateful letters below might never have experienced the glorious happiness
they now enjoy had they not taken the first step by sending for this unique booklet.
Are YOU a victim of fear? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking terrors of worry,
pessimism, and depression? Are you "a bundle of nerves," obsessed by morbid thoughts and
gloomy
presentiments?
Have you an through
"inferiority
causes you to endure
untold humiliation
and embarrassment
being complex
timid and" which
self-conscious?
If you suffer from MORBID FEARS, WORRY, DEPRESSION, INSOMNIA, WEAK
NERVES, TIMIDITY, BLUSHING, or any similar nervous disorder, stop wasting money
on useless patent medicines and let me show you how to conquer your fear before it conquers you !
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS— PUBLISHED UNDER A £1,000
GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS
"MY FEARS HAVE ALL VANISHED " "I GAVE UP HOPE OF EVER BEING
I can never hope to express my gratitude
Your course is wonderful. I have lost that
adequately to you. My cure means more to dreadful
fear I bad.
I have been
CUREDI think
"
me than life itself, it seems as though I have blind to this
world. I used to be dreadful,
been dead for years and have just come to life.
It is really marvellous how my fears have all always in fear. My family are more than
surprised. I am sure there was nobody worse
vanished,
were nature.
so firmlyI established
and
of suchas athey
dreadful
felt that I cured.
than I was. I gave up all hope of ever being
would have gone completely out of my mind,
and just at that time your treatment came.
I think my cure is wonderful in such a short
"SUFFERED MISERY FROM
time — just three weeks.
" how greatly
1 felt I must CHILDHOOD
write and tell you
I've improved
during the
week of your
"DONE ME A WORLD OF GOOD" wonderful
treatment.
It isfirstremarkable
how
Many thanks for your kind and good advice, different I feel. I don't have that weak
which has done me a world of good. I have nervy feeling now and I do not tremble. To
been troubled with Self-consciousness more or think I had suffered the misery from childhood.
I only wish I had known of your treatment
less for 30 years. Would that I had seen your earlier.
advertisement years ago !
A copy of this absorbingly interesting book, describing a simple, inexpensive home treatment,
will be sent in a plain sealed envelope without charge or obligation. Send for a copy
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily and quickly you can acquire strong
nerves, robust health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. P.G.29), 40, Lambs Conduit Street, London, W.C.I.
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦ORDERS IS ORDERS
♦THE STORY OF TEMPLE
DRAKE
(^♦SAMARANG
♦SHANGHAI
MADNESS
♦CAPTURED
♦THE BIG CHANCE
c^DRUM TAPS
♦MEET MY SISTER
♦MIDNIGHT
Miriam Hopkins is very good as
the heroine in " The Story of
Temple Drake."
a very
brightis
\✓"^XCEPT
British for
farce,
Orders
[ ^ Orders, and a novel and
V^>^ entertaining romance set
in the Malay States,
Samarang, the week is again an
uninspiring one.
♦♦•ORDERS IS ORDERS
Gaumont. British.
certificate. Farce.
Runs 88"U"
minutes.
Charlotte Greenwood Wanda
James
Glkason
Waggermeyer
Cyril Maude
The Colonel
Fi nla y Currie
Da ve
Percy Parsons
Zingbaum
Cedric Hardwicke
Brigadier
Donald Calthrop
Pavey
Ian Hunter
Captain Harper
Jane
Carr
Patricia
Raymond Mii.land
Dashwood
Edwin Lawrence Quartermaster
Eliot Makeham
Slee
Hay Plumb
Gofiin
Glennis Lorrimer
Miss Marigold
Wally Patch
R. S. M.
Sidney Keith
Rosenblatt
Directed by Walter Forde. Adapted from
Ian Hay's and Anthony Armstrong's stage
play.
This is one of the funniest farces
made in this country and proves
that Walter Forde is as versatile a
director as he is a clever one.
The plot deals with an American
film director who brazens his way
into some barracks and gets permission to "shoot" the troops for
his production.
It is not long before the barracks
are turned into a film studio and
the soldiers into extras, and, since
the director cannot make up his
mind what sort of location he
desires, the parade ground becomes
in turn a square in India, the vaults of
the Houses of Parliament in Guy
Fawkes' time, and an Arab city.
The Colonel, at times, gets annoyed
and, at others, interested and interfering, and the end comes with the
arrival of the Brigadier, who pays
an unexpected visit and finds the
Colonel in the midst of a wild mob
of "Arabs," "Legionnaires," and
dancing girls.
This ending is not a very satisfactory one, as it lacks a really
logical conclusion. Another weakness is the length to which some
situations are spun out. Sharpened
up to run for seventy minutes
instead of eighty-eight, it would be
even better entertainment than it
is now.
There is a strong novelty value in
the idea of a producing unit invading
the sacred domain of a peppery
colonel and the incongruous happenings that transpire are farce at its
best
James Gleason makes a brilliant
debut in British production as the
26

MARY

VETERAN

OF WATERLOO

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
hundred per cent. American director.
He makes the character an outstandingly funny one, yet avoids
too much exaggeration of type. He
carries a great deal of the weight of
the picture on his capable shoulders.
Charlotte Greenwood as his assistant is also very good and makes the
most of all the opportunities she
has; they are not, however, quite as
frequent as they might have been.
Cyril Maude is admirably fitted
to the role of the Colonel who falls
for the blandishments of Charlotte
Greenwood.
Excellent support comes from
Donald Calthrop as a harassed
author whose plot is changed every
few hours, Cedric Hardwicke as a
Brigadier, and a whole host of competent artistes.
c * • SAMARANG
V. A. American.
" U " 60certificate.
Drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Featuring all native cast.
Directed by Ward Wing.
Novel and fascinating story which
deals with the pearl fishers of
the Malay States. It is all very
simple in plot, but very sincere and
artistic in detail.
The theme concerns the love of a
pearl fisher, Ahmang, for a chieftain's daughter. The risks he runs
in order to dive for pearls in prohibited and dangerous waters, so as
to earn the right to win her love, are
shown in a thrilling manner.
The under-water sequences are
exceptionally good, especially those
which depict a fight to the death
between Ahmang and a shark.
Details of the life of the Dyaks,

the natives of the Malay States, are
varied and illuminatingly dovetailed into the romance, and the
native players act without a trace
of camera consciousness.
The whole thing is very well
directed and one hardly notices
the absence of dialogue in the
picturesqueness of the production.
♦CAPTURED
Warner.
American.
certificate.
Triangle
Drama. Runs"A"
71 minutes.
Leslie
Howard
Allison
Douglas Fairbanks, jun
Digby
Margaret Lindsay
Monica
Philip Faversham
Haversham
Paul Lukas
Ehrlich
Robert Barrat
Commandant
William Le Maire
Martin
Frank Reicher
The Adjutant
Arthur Hohl
Cocky
Joyce Coad
Elsa
Reginald
Pasch
Elsa'sStrogin
Lover
John
Bleiper
J. Carroll Naish
Guarand
Bert
Sgt.-Major
Harry Sprotte
Cording and
Hans
Orderlies
DirectedJoby
by Roy del Ruth. Adapted
by
Edward Chodorov from Sir Philip Gibb's
novel "Fellow Prisoners."
The in weakness
of this picture
lies
its incredibility.
It is very
hard to believe in the singularly
inefficiently guarded German prison
camp which is— -once again singularly
enough — nice and handy to an aeroplane base, equally poorly guarded.
In the prison camp we find Allison
and Digby, old friends and prisoners
of war. Strange to relate, the camp
is in charge of one Ehrlich, who has
been at the same university.
One night Digby, who has had a
clandestine affair with Allison's wife,
walks out, helps himself to an aerolines. plane, and flies back to his own

Spencer Tracy, Fay Wray, and Eugene Pallet te in a scene from
" Shanghai Madness."

Una Merkel is her usual amusing
self in " Midnight Mary."
Unfortunately, on the night of
his flight, a peasant woman was outraged and murdered, and after
representations from the German
commandant,
supported
by Allison's
statement
of his
guilt, Digby
is sent
back to face a murder charge.
You see, Allison has found out
about his friend's affair with his
wife
and his uppermost thought is
revenge.
Digby is saved from the firing
squad
by all
someone
confessing,
and
after that
the prisoners,
following
Digby's planes
original
example,to seize
and fly across
their aeroown
lines, leaving Allison — who repented
of his action — to hold off the prison
story.
campguardwiththeonlymachinegun.
And that, believe it or not, is the
Technically, it is good, with sound
camera work and well-designed sets.
Leslie Howard is good as Allison,
restrained and natural, but Doug.
Fairbanks, jun. tends at times to
over-act, and this is emphasised by
the contrast between his methods
and those of Howard.
•MEET MY SISTER
Pathe. British. "A" certificate. Marita
Runs 69 Lord
minutes.Victor Wilby
Clifford farce.
Mollison
Constance Shotter Joan I.ynton
Enid Stamp-Taylor -Lulu Marsac
Fred Duprez
. ..Hiram Sowerby
Frances Dean
Helen Sowerby
Jimmy
Pogson, Butler
Helen Godden
Ferrers.... The Hon. Christine
Wilby
Syd Crossley
.Second Butler
Patrick Barr.
Bob Seymour
and Frou-Frou.
Directed by John Daumerv.

well entiou
acted sandpictur
has e several
which
An is unpret
g, well-h
andled
ons. as
amusin
situatigood
Clifford
Mollison
is very
the somewnat asinine Lord Wilby,
who has trouble in discarding his
mistress. Lulu, before he marries
Helen, an American heiress, a role
adequately
playedarebycomplicated
Frances Dean.
His troubles
by
the fact that one night he finds a
girl in his bed, whom his butler
informs he has put there because
she was drenched with rain when
she came to serve him with a bill.
Victor has to lie to his father-inlaw to be, that the girl is his sister.
He acquires
another
his mistress also poses
in thatwhen
relationship.
Complications ensue when his real
sister, an elderly straight-laced
spinster appears on the scene.
After many complications, things
are smoothed out and Victor falls in
love with the strange visitor, Helen
marries the man of her choice, and
her father finds his affinity in Lulu.
The treatment is lively and things
keep going at a brisk pace without
any annoying hold-ups.
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Constance Shorter is most attractive as Joan, Enid Stamp-Taylor
does well as Lulu, and Fred Duprez
is sound as Helen's father.
As the straight-laced spinster,
Helen Ferrers is excellent.
•MIDNIGHT MARY
M.-G.-M.
American. Runs"A" 71 minutes.
certificate .
Gangster melodrama.
Lodetta
Young
Mary
Ricakdo Coktcz
Leo
Fbahchot Tone
Tom
Andy Devine
Sam
Una Merkel
Bunny
Frank Conkoy
District Attorney
Warren Hvmer
Angelo
Ivan Simpson
Tindle
Harold Huber
Piggy
Sandy Roth
Blimp
Martha Sleeper
Barbara
Charles Grapewin
Clerk
Halliwell Hobbs
Churchill
Robert Emmett
O'Connor
Directed
by William
Wellman from Cop
an
original story by Anita Loos.
A "fallen
story,
well
directed, woman"
but entirely
obvious
and conventional in theme. Ricardo
Cortex is poorly served with the
unsympathetic role of a rough
gangster lover, who plans to kill the
man who has supplanted him in his
girl's
but is himself
murderedaffections,
by the heroine.
As the murderess, Loretta Young
has also an unsympathetic part, but
plays it with that sensitiveness
which one can always find in her
work.
Franchot Tone acts well in the
conventional role of the young lover,
and wealthy playboy who stands by
the girl at the trial and is able to
secure her acquittal at the cost of
his own reputation.
The picture opens on the trial
scene and flashes back to events in
the accused woman's life as they
pass disjointedly through her mind
whilst she is awaiting the jury's
verdict.
All this is quite ingenious, but
one is never left in doubt what is
going to happen next.
•THE STORY OF TEMPLE
DRAKE
Paramount.drama.
American.
certificate. Sex
Runs 59" A"minutes.
Miriam Hopkins
Temple Drake
William Gargan
Stephen Benbow
Jack LaRue
Trigger
Florence Eldridge Ruby Lemarr
Sir Guy Standing Judge Drake
Irving Pichel
Lee Goodwin
Jobyna How land
Miss Reba
William Collier, jun Toddy Gowan
Elizabeth Patterson Aunt Jennie
Janes Eagles
Tommy
Directed by Stephen Roberts from "Sanctuary," anovel by William Faulkner.
Avery sordid adaptation of a book
with which the censor has
apparently been busy, but from
which he has failed to remove its
unpleasant atmosphere.
Basically, it is the story of a
wealthy nymphomaniac who gives
herself voluntarily to a gangster of
the most vicious type, although it
is true she does at first struggle
against her inclinations.
Later on she pretends to care
nothing for her decent lover in
order to save his life and shoots the
gangster with whom she has suddenly become disgusted.
The inevitable trial scene follows;
a frankly incredible affair. She,
herself, is not actually on trial, but is
subpoenaed as a witness by her
lover, who is a barrister, in order to
help clear a man accused of murder.
To do this she has to confess to
her relation with the gangster and
also to his murder.
At the end of the recital the
barrister, carrying his fainting witness out of court, remarks to his
grandfather, a learned and respected
judge, that he should be proud of
the girl !
Jack LaRue makes the gangster
as repulsively animalistic as could
be wished, while William Gargan is
sincere and virile as the barrister.
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Miriam Hopkins is very good as
the girl, but it is a hopelessly
degraded part.
•SHANGHAI MADNESS
Fox. American. Adventurous romance. Runs
65 minutes.
Spencer Tracy
Pat Jackson
Fay Wray
Wildeth Christie
Ralph Morgan
Li Po Chang
Eygene Pallette Lobo Lonergan
Herbert Mundin First Officer Larsen
Reginald Mason
William Christie
Arthur Hoyt
Van Emery
Albert Conti
Riguad
Maude Eburne
Mrs. Glissen
William von Bricken Von Uhlenburg
Directed by Frederick
John Blystone
from a story by
Brennan.

a naval officer
Tracy, onas Chinese
Spencer
who fires
Communists, isdismissed his ship, but
re-instated after rescuing a mission
station from the same gentlemen,
gives a virile performance.
The picture is rather transparently
obvious, but it is colourful and the
characterisations generally are
For instance, there is Eugene
Pallette as a typical easygoing
good.
sailor, Herbert Mundin, Reginald
Mason, and Arthur Hoyt.
Fay Wray makes an attractive
heroine.
•THE BIG CHANCE
Universal.
American.Runs "A"
certificate.
Boxing drama.
60 minutes.
John Darrow
Frankie Morgan
Merna Kennedy
Mary Wilson
Natalie
Moorhead
Mickey (McGuire)
Rooney.. .Arthur "Babe"
Wilson
Math tw Betz
"Flash"
Hank
Mann
"Tugboat"
J.Eleanor
Carrol True
Naish
Mr. Wilson
Wilson
Boardman Mrs.
Directed by Al Herman.
1 typical
drama which
exposesboxing
the American
ring
racket in an ingenious but quite
entertaining manner.
John Darrow is likeable as a
boxer who fights for a crooked
manager, but goes straight when he
falls in love, while Mathew Betz puts
over the villainy admirably as the
manager in question.
For heroine there is Merna
Kennedy, looking pretty, and a
child
interest is supplied by Mickey
Rooney.
For broad comedy relief there is
Hank Mann.
Small-town atmosphere is quite
good and the fights are well staged.
c*DRUM TAPS
Gaumont-Ideal.
American.
certificate
Western drama.
Runs 60"U"
minutes.
Ken Maynard
Ken Cartwright
Dorothy Dix
Eileen Carey
Junior Coghlan
Eric
Charles Stevens
Indian Joe
Al Bridge
Liriat
Harry Semels
Pete
Jim Mason
Sheriff
Slim Whitaker
Stubby Lane
With Kermit Maynard and the Los Angeles
Boy Scout Troup No. 107.
Directed by J. P. McGowan.
Conventional Western dealing
with a man's lone fight against
injustice — the man in the case being
Ken Maynard, who rides and fights
with plenty of vigour.
Dorothy Dix supplies the feminine
charm, and for the rest there is
action and good scenery.
VETERAN OF WATERLOO
Paramount.
Patriotic dramaticBritish.
sketch. "V"
Runs 48certificate.
minutes.
Jerrold Robertshaw
Corpl. Gregory Brewster
Joan
Norah McDonald
Brewster
RobertKemp-Welch
Livesey Sergeant
A. B. [meson
The Colonel
Minnie Rayner
A Neighbour
Directed by A. V. Bramble from a playlet
written for H. Con
B. aIrving
by
Sir
Arthur
s Doyle.
Jerrold Robertshaw struggles hard
to put over this slight patriotic
sketch, which is unduly padded with
incidentals and strikes an oldfashioned, out-of-date note.
The sentiment and patriotism are
overstressed and one can find very
little in it to recommend.
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MAXALDING
MR. SOANES
UNPARAXLELED
FOR
PHOTOGRAPH
DEVELOPMENT,
IS GUARANTEr P
CONCENTRATION
UNRETOUCHIli
AND

TESTIMONIAI
AND I H 1
UNSOLICITED
UNDER FORFEII
£50 TO THIS
PAPEK

GOOD

HEALTH
SAYS MR. SOANES
whose muretouched photograph
and
verbatim testimonial appear
herewith.
uCutret,"
13 Church Road,
Sth. Lowestoft.
Dear Sir,
3/12/33.

I herewith enclose three
photographs to show you
what your course has done
for me and to tender my
very sincere thanks for a
course which is unparalleled for development,
concentration and good
health.
I had tried every other
course and had given up in
disgust at the exhausting
. P. H. SOANES in a luperb expotition of exercise
effect and the monotonous
Hall-round
" of Maxalding.
Noteand alto
the splendid
supple
development,
Ike tnoffri
iji een I neck.
routine, but since starting
The photograph
is guaranteed
unrttwehed.
Maxalding, on 5th July
1932, 1 have improved my health and muscular development.
In the course of my occupation (an Insurance Agent) / am always in contact with intelligent people who say they thoroughly enjoy my talks with
them on Maxalding and the good health it brings.
Sincerely yours, P. H. SOANES.
THE WORLD-FAMED
EXERCISE "H" OF MAXALDING
was discovered by Msiick and named by the writer. It
isabdominal
speciac ia eradicatingwhenIndigestion,
Constipationwithanda
correctly
suitable dietdistension
lor the indiridnal.
I prosedcombined
(with my own
■on as demonstrator) that this is a gradually sen aired
power
that
will
tone,
cleanse,
massage
aad internal
lift the
abdominal racera, gradually dissipating
eiceis fat. It makes rapture impossible in the accepted
sense, ss the racers ia the healthy Maxaldite will not
descend to this exteat. This exercise has been used by
Mai aiding
last medical
it years, men,
with some
the direct
a pp royal
aad
interestforofthemany
o! whom
see
inhaman
it a stance,
solutionthatto heaps
the disadyantages
of
the
the abdominal organs upright
on top
ofabdominal
each other,
instead
of
rap
porting
them
along
the
wall, as in the true Quadrupeds. This
exercise u used at the actual time of the solicitation of
the bowel
which throughout
it expedites life.
and makes thorough,
aad
can beaction,
used daily
MAXALDING

IS

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Itoatii guaranteed
that noEvery
stereotyped
is ever seatto
by Mar. tiding.
inquiry letter
is responded
personally and despatched in a plain, closed envelope.
The
postage
requested
is
used
for
the
purpose,
not tor sending oat a series of stereotyped lettersandin
open
envelopes
stamped
" follow-on
" letterswithof any
kind aresignatures.
used, and Hoa
plain,
definite
and
straightforward
suggestion
isis.made
to every
Wonderfullies asin Maxalding
theto
real
valueapplicant.
of the treatment
its application
individual requirements. As inquiries are numerous
now, a little indulgence is requested in the response
to yoor application,
assurance
of ahsolute which you can send with the
PRIVACY AND MY PERSONAL
RESPONSE.
A. M. SALDO, Dec. «, 1933

FULLY

EXPLAINED

IN

"NATURE'S WAY TO HEALTH"a*
A 20,000- WORDS ILLUSTRATED TREATISE.
This treatise is
published at 1 - nett, but one copy will be sent free to any
applicant, together with a letter dealing with your needs.
YOU

CAN

INVESTIGATE ✓ <r49/

MAXALDING
BY LETTER OR COUPON WITHOUT
OBLIGATION.
IF THE COUPON
IS USED
PLEASE DELETE
THE UNNECESSARY
ITEMS
AND
POST IT
WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS, OCCUPATION AND AGE.
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get hold of exactly the right types from Limehouse, Pennyfields, and wherever Chinamen
congregate.
Welly Tolly I
However, Maclean Rogers in directing this
picture came up against a bad snag, which
discounted all his best efforts at realism.
In an opium-den sequence, in which Syd., the
Sleuth, disguised as a Mandarin, is captured by
Chinese, he had a most realistic model of an
opium-den constructed, and invited some of the
Chinese extras to take their places on the bunks
and puff at dummy.
"Welly tolly," said the Celestials, with true
Oriental
smokee
opium."
"You politeness.
don't have "No
to," the
director
explained
patiently.
"Only said
pretend."
"Welly tolly,"
the Chinese firmly. "No
After two hours of exhortation, threats, bribery,
smokee
cajolery, opium."
persuasion, wheedling, and every other
device short of plain violence, they were paid off
and allowed to return to their peaceful Limehouse
homes, where they would be out of the reach of
temptation !
Back View Only

HQ)ill

there

be

60MEDY
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©ROUGHT?

Finding New Funny-men — Police, Police I— No Smokee Opium —
A Gag-man Turns Director — And So Do Some Actors —
Dangers of the Studios — Dog-Bite and Steer-buck.
Jack Marks, who is as full of comic invention as
a Marx brother. Whenever I see Syd Howard
doing a particularly funny bit of work in the
*~ §
"How absurd," you will say (and studio, I spot the diminutive form of Marks a few
with justification)
with all feet away, and I know that they've had their
our" wealth
of comedians "that
and humorous
heads together just before the scene was shot.
writers we should have to worry our heads
about it ! All we should do is to sit down Those Elstree Blues
and wait for them to make us laugh."
bobbedof upa street
from behind
on
I agree that that should be the case. If it Jackie
the corner
scene ina sandbin
the British
comes to that, in a rainy and well-organised and Dominions studio this week, waved a hand
country like Britain it is absurd that country at me and bobbed down again just in time to
districts should be suffering from drought in avoid being caught by the camera — for a gagmid-winter, just because we had a dry
man's existence must never be apparent.
summer.
Yet it is so.
He was rather more than a gag-man in this,
Now we are threatened with a laugh-short- however,
for he sandbin,
was being in"noises
" from behind
sheltering
a veryoffeffective
scene
age, too, both from Hollywood and from Our the
in It's a Cop.
own studios.
The studio was chock-full of synthetic police,
Why? For the same reason that we have chief
among whom was P.C. Sydney Howard.
a water-shortage — lack of forethought.
Syd. as a sleuth is destined to bring considerable
There has been no organised attempt to discover joy into our sad young lives, I think.
and exploit new comedians or humorists in the
manner that "straight" stars are sought and
launched.
Up-to-Date
Sydney
nothing inif his
not helmet
abreast one
of theof times,
for heis carries
those
A Certain Sameness
cunning little wireless sets with which the police
We have, it is true, a few screen comedians of a provincial town are already provided.
whose names carry weight and turn the
What happens when, on the approach of the
s.d. at the box-office into £ s. d. ; but there is one sergeant, he absentmindedly conceals his cigarette
snag about these people, which may prove fatal in his helmet is nobody's business — yet.
if we are not careful.
We have had police — in Jack's the Boy ; and we
They are chiefly players who have made a have had Chinese — in / ack A hoy ; but it has been
stage reputation with a certain brand of humour left to the ingenuity of B. & D. to bring them
with which they are identified and which they together in one picture.
have brought to the screen with them — and they
Nowadays
an extra
are apt to get into a groove.
scalp,
a pigtailthey
and don't
slopingrig-up
eyebrows
and incalla bald
him
a
Chinaman.
They
go
to
everlasting
trouble to
Sydney Howard, however, has a "gag man,"
28
X"^T andbehoves
how we usaretotothink
secureofit.comedy —

Consequently anyone you see smoking imaginary opium in this film will be an extra, and
you will only see bis back. Fortunately the
Chinese had been used for their other scenes
before opium-smoking was mentioned !
Sydney Howard is likely to surpass himself in
this, disguised as Chin-Chin-Double-Chin the
"Gleat Mandolin from the Land of the Cherry
Blossom
great polish."
On theandveryKiwi,
nexta man
set Ioffound
a policeman in
uniform, and for a moment I thought he had
wandered in to watch the shooting of Seeing is
Believing; but I found that not only had they a
policeman of their own, but they had also a gag
man — and he was directing the picture.
Not so Gaga
Reddin British
Davis was
at one Now
time hetheis only
gag-manas
studios.
a director
weU — which saves a salary, as he points out.
He is making a cheerful little comedy, in which
Gus MacNaughton is playing a leading part . . .
and do I have to tell you again that I consider Gus
one of our funniest, as well as most versatile,
comedians ?
Opposite him is a newcomer, one Vera Bogetti
— at least, not quite a newcomer, for she tells me
she was in Mannequin, which was made at
Twickenham some time ago.
so I can't
wasI did
likenotin see
that,thatbutfilm,
judging
from say
her what
work shein
Seeing is Believing I should say she is a worthy
recruit to the ranks of our screen comediennes —
provided she is furnished with worthy material.
That is very often the difficulty. The cleverest
comedian in the world cannot do his best work
when struggling with stodgy or banal dialogue and
situations, as is so often the case in British
studios.
In fact, I am inclined to think that our very
weakest department is the one responsible for
dialogue.
Kindness to Birds
This week's Gold Cup for Kindness to Dumb
Clucks goes to Ernie, the prop-man at
Shepherd's Bush whom I found leading a couple
of geese out of their cage by the wing to have a
refreshing swim in the fountain.
They are figuring in Jew Suss, and the fountain
stands in the market-place in Stuttgart — a
remarkably realistic set occupying the whole of
the enormous No. 2 Sound Stage
I have a feeling that this will be even more
imposing on the screen than the huge marketplace scene in / Was a Spy, because that was so
large as to be unwieldy — the camera had great
difficulty in taking it all in at once. This one is
more compact and certainly no less realistic.
There was a thrilling moment when the populace, in the act of burning the Duke and Jew Suss
in effigy, are surprised by the arrival of both the
Duke and Suss with a large body of cavalry.
Plenty of Scope
As Suss himself is Conrad Veidt, and the Duke
is Frank Vosper, we are assured of some very
fine acting in this costume drama.
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There is any amount of scope for colour and
movement in it (I saw the play, in which Matheson
Lang played the Jew), and Gaumont-British are
taking full advantage of the opportunities offered.
I found it fascinating to watch Lothar Mendes,
the director, at work on this film. He was originally an actor himself, and when he is explaining
to the players how he wants a speech delivered or
a piece of business done, he goes through it all
for his or her benefit.
But hehas doesn't
there.
Evenscene,
afterhetheis
camera
started stop
turning
on the
still playing the part — from a safe spot out of
camera-range.
I know several actors-turned-directors — Lowell
Sherman, Maurice Elvey, Monty Banks, Lupino
Lane, and Jack Raymond are a few who come to
my mind — and they all have that same peculiarity
of going through the part with the players, quite
unconsciously.
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of them gave Elstree's Bravest Woman a nasty
jar the other day.
The bearer of this honourable title is Faith
Bennett, the pretty wife of Charles Bennett the
playwright; she gained it by allowing a live mouse
to career up and down her leg in a film at Elstree
recently; but mice don't bite . . . much.
Alsatians, however, do. And as she was saying good-night to the owner of one recently, something irritated the dog and it leapt up and bit her
on the nose, of all places — and Faith's nose is the
kind tionthat
of anyjust
kind.didn't need improvement or altera-

NEGLECT

ANAEMIA

my

tell

friends

me

that

AMAMI

Nearly a Tragedy

However,
fortunately,
it wasn'tanda with
very agreedy
bite — really
just a nibble;
little
skilful annointing she was able to apply a make-up
for her part in Seeing is Believing that almost
entirely conceals the damage.
But it might have been a tragedy.
By an odd coincidence, they have dogs galore in
Any Port —
After missing the Wild Boy unit week after week the other Elstree picture I mentioned — It's a Cop.
Sydney Howard has a bloodhound in the picbeen ,
I'veversa)
Islington,
beenforatthem,
they've
ture; and the bloodhound has to be encouraged
and vice
looking
Northaw
out to(when
with
a bit of rather elderly meat; and this also
I ran into them quite by accident this week — at
encourages
all the other dogs in the town — dozens
of
them.
Shepherd's Bush, of all places.
As a matter of fact, they've been squeezed out
For
this
scene
a call went out for extras owning
of the Islington studios by the size and number of
sets built for Princess Charming, and very glad dogs — five bob extra per dog, per diem. When I
they are to get in anywhere, for they have spent passed the extras' dressing-room I thought all
had broken loose — but it was only an
the last few weeks doing "summer" stuff in the Cruft's
Irish terrier trying to consume a mastiff, with the
most rigorous weather we have had in England rest
of
the
canine extras taking sides.
for some time.
I met Sonnie Hale in pyjamas (he was in the An Aristocrat
pyjamas; I was wearing the winter uniform of a
studio correspondent, buttoned up to the neck).
dog week
to poke
her whis-of
into theimportant
studios this
(excepting,
He had just risen from bed — on the set — which But the kersmost
he had been sharing with Mick the Miller, the course, Mick the Miller, who is the most important
most famous racing greyhound of all time, who dog in the world) is an aristocratic lady named
plays the title-role in this film.
Lass — not precisely beautiful according to
This was occasioned by a bit of dirty work on True
classical standards, for her ears are inclined to
the part of a couple of plug-uglies who are out to swing against her knees, and her eyes are perpinch the dog.
petually bloodshot, but she is the ultimate apex of
Sonnie, suspecting their intention, pinches him perfection as a bloodhound.
himself and hides him in his flat, where they come
She is one of nine valuable " smell-dawgs" who
for him, and a most unholy fight ensues at the
are participating
British to
Lion's
digging deepairs,
";
end of which Sonnie is knocked out with a knuckle- they
are all ratherininclined
give "themselves
duster.
but True Lass has every right to, for she is valued
at one thousand guineas — a tidy little sum for a
dog to be worth in these days of depression.
The Miller Slumbers
They cannot claim to be very popular with
Mick the Miller, having perhaps heard about their fellow-players, Henry Kendall and Betty
the kitten that went to sleep in a drawer in Astell, for any gentleness there may be in their
Princess Charming recently, followed suit, for disposition (and their owner assures me they
when it was time for him to spring out of Led
wouldn't eat a wolf) is not apparent in their
Sonnie found him fast asleep !
A good many players would give something to expression.
At least one prop-man who has wandered
be so completely at home in the studio.
(hither from Elstree is pining for the nice, safe
Talking about dogs and suchlike animals, one tigers they used in Red Wagon, that only fought
each other.
NEVER

All

Weekly

The Tauber Talkie
Everyone has heard of the golden voice of
Richard Tauber, famous tenor who started
A Warning You Should Heed
off the phenomenal vogue of "You Are My
Heart's Delight," but how many people realise
that he is also a clever composer of music
and has
So serious is the havoc wrought by anaemia to often sung his own compositions in public ?
many girls in this country that a warning is
Herr Tauber is to make a film for British
necessary to every girl who finds herself assailed International Pictures at Elstree — his first British
by depressing weakness, with a feeling as though picture — and he has already written specially for
every spark of energy had deserted her, frequent this
film several fine new musical numbers which
he will sing.
headaches or backaches, and a dislike for food.
If neglected, anaemia leads to even more serious
The film, which will be directed by Paul Stein,
mischief, and a decline almost beyond treatment who was a schoolboy friend of Tauber's, will be
may result unless prompt measures are taken. based on an entirely new version of The Life of
Although anaemia does not readily yield to
of course,andbe some
used. of Schubert's original work will,
ordinary medicines, there is one effective natural Schubert
treatment that has brought back the priceless
The film is to be planned on a big scale.
gift of health to thousands of sufferers — girls who
Tauber paid his first visit to Elstree the other
were once pale, languid and listless, but r.re now day and said he might have to wait until the
hearty, vigorous and full of the joy of life.
before risking the cold country air of Elstree.
That treatment consists of a course of Dr. spring
He takes great care of his throat and during the
Williams brand pink pills, which have the special winter he moves in perpetual fear of taking cold.
power of creating new rich blood . This new blood One cold has been known to cost him as much as
quickly banishes anaemia and imparts the rosy
bloom of health to pinched pale cheeks. So take
He works very hard and estimates that he
iS.ooo 1
a course of these pills now and see how quickly composes,
the piano or sings for eight hours
they will impart new life and vitality to your every day. plays
He never sleeps more than five hours
whole system.
in twenty-four and sometimes only three.
You can now buy the world-famous Dr.
Williams Brand Pink Pills from any chemist
at Is. 3d. a box (large size 3s. Od.). This / Hear That—
remarkable blood enricher and nerve tonic
— What Shall it Profit a Woman, featuring
is thus brought within the reach of all Valerie Taylor and Stuart Rome, has just
gone
sufferers.
into production at Sound City.

makes

my

hair

— writes this London Amami

Girl.

" Your wonderful AMAMI has really
made
my Coleman,
hair look ofglorious,"
writes
Georgina
72,ElmsRoad,
London, S.W.4. " I am for ever
having it admired ! Once it looked
absolutely dull and dead . . . but
since I have been using AMAMI
No. 5 it has always kept bright and
full of life. I shall never use any
shampoo but AMAMI ! "
Can you say the same about your hair ?
No matter how dull or troublesome hair
is to start with, AMAMI'S unique mixture of 47 ingredients (2 1 of them powerful Hair - Tonics) soon coaxes it into
healthful beauty. And AMAMI loveliness
lasts — for it is loveliness that comes
from the roots.
AMAMI No.t. With Henna. For dark hair 3d.& 6d.
AMAMI No.5. With Camomile. For fair hair 3d. lid.
AMAMI No. 7. Camomile Application & Shampoo <d.
AMAMI No.». Tar Antiseptic
6d.
AMAMI SPECIAL HENNA.
Makes brown hair a
rich bronze or a reddish chestnut shade, as desired 6d.
... and six other varieties. Also
LIQUID SHAMPOO
... <d. per bottle

Amami
TONIC

SHAMPOOS
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Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers
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Debunking"
Do

g £
w#
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Keeps

hair

lovely

" I'm so busy; I don't know how I'd
take way
care that
of my
hair ifofI my
hadn't
learned
the
so many
friends
are
doing theirs ! "
This is typical of what women by thousands are saying about the new way so
many of them are doing to keep their hair
soft, lustrous, and beautiful.
It's so effective. So simple. Just a
few drops of ' Danderine ' on the brush
each time you arrange your hair. Oily
film goes. The natural colour of your hair
is brought out. It takes on new life and
sparkle !
Dandruff is quickly dissolved by
' Danderine.' It cleanses, soothes, invigorates the scalp. When it is used, hair
is easier to dress. Stays in place wonderfully. Andyour
day hair
by day
' Danderine
encourages
to grow
longer,'
thicker, more abundant.
Of Chemists & Stores, 1/3, 2/6, and 4/6.

'Dande
ri
The One Minute Hafr
Beautifier
ne
Made in England

Me*

Tokalon

^Compact
Black and silver : With mirror and
puff : Very stylish : Nothing like it ever
produced before under 5/-. Contains the
famous ' mousse of cream ' powder which
does not dry up the skin, and stays on
all day even in wind, rain and beat.
Gives
marvellous complexion beauty.
A Pure Silk hanky
puff given free
at all dealers
during the next
few days
with each
Tokalon.
Compact/
AMAZING
VALUE

A SUM
FORM
Do
70a
wish
to
free
yourself
ounoee ? Too can reduce 3 toof &unattractive
Inches and 'extra*
nave a
lovely
allm figure
Inremarkable
a few weeks.
SimplyReducing
rub In
8UMCBKAM,
the
Vegetable
Cream. Guaranteed hannle**. Wonderful testimonials.
Month's
supply. S/t. — Writ*Dsst.
for Free
sent
P.O., Booklet,
£8 Dean
Road. privately.
LOKDOH.aT.nsfMa.ls,
I.WJ.

Fans

Like

tie "Inside

REGARD with mixed feelings the
prevalence of films like Blonde
Bombshell which purport to give
the
Hollywood.
I have'inside
had alldope'
that on
I require
of the

'what Hollywood is really like' stuff.
"Hollywood has been 'debunking' itself so
vigorously in the last year or two, that the
public
for behind-the-scenes disclosures must
be thinning.
"After all, there must be a point at which
imbecile executives, drunken directors, publicity wise-guys, and the other puppets
regularly paraded for our edification, cease to
be amusing.
"And are the producers of these films right
in supposing that the public is so naive as to
be shocked or amazed at their sensational
revelations ? Most of
us had ' debunked '
Hollywood long before film-magnates
started doing it for
us."— N. T. Flood,
Tatton Dale, near
Knutsford, Cheshire,
winner prize.
of this week's
guinea
"de[Hitherto films
bunking" Hollywood
have not proved universally popular. Is the
view
reason expres
?] sed here the
A Male

Hollywood
Dope"

in

Films

novelettes of thirty years ago, American producers should bestow a little of their well-known
lavish treatment and technical splendour on
stories that are worth while, based on themes that
are ditto.
"Banal publicity and cheap stories have too
long been the curse of Hollywood.
"It isandup saner
to the standards,
British filmandindustry
to create
newer
it is my
belief
that
it eventually
will." — N.
{Mr.) G. P. Wheeler,
10 Fallow
Court Mansions,
Finchley, N.12, who
is awarded this week's second prize of 10s. 6d.
[I agree that if Hollywood bestowed as much
ingenuity on stories as it does on publicity, fairy tales,
the movie millenium would be near at hand.]
New

Year Wishes

I wish
: (1)with
That them
peopleto would
not bring
lunches
kinemas.
There their
are
plenty of restaurants about, and how can one
enjoy a film when there is a rustling of bags going
on and a smell of oranges, etc., floating around ?
" (2) That mothers would not bring very young
children with them. A dark coal-cellar would
be
just as beneficial, and less apt to cause annoyance.
"(3) ThatThey
people
wouldbest
not toargue
with but
the
usherettes.
do their
find seats,
a kinema can be full at times.
" (4) ginian
Thatand Five
thereStar
wereFinal,
more and
filmslesslikelikeTheBlonde
VirVenus and Strange People.
" (5) MoreMiriam
stars like
WallaceandBeery,
Edward
G.
Robinson,
Hopkins
Wynne
Gibson,
and less like Joel McCrea, Dick Powell, Nancy
Carroll, and Adrienne Ames.
" (6) for
Andthe lastly
: that
were
offered
best and
secondsmaller
letters prizes
each week,
the money saved to be given in smaller awards
to the writers of each letter printed. Say,
10s. 6d. first; 5s. second; and two or three 2s. 6d.
prizes."
(Mr.) C. E. Taylor, 38 Corrance Road,
Brixton, — S.W.2.

Jean Harlow
Reader's Plea
PICTUREGOER is an attractive and enterprising paper. I have, however, one fault to
find with it. Its appeal is 95 per cent, feminine. Mae West Again
The poor male doesn't appear to be catered for.
right, Mr. Hitchcock.
One either
"Apart from the film criticisms and pictures, " "V^ou're
JL likes or dislikes her. I'm one of the dislikes.
there are seldom any features addressed to him.
Of course, she's the most talked-of woman in
Surely he deserves better treatment.
moviedom. Just as in the old days a particularly
"We men would like to know more about the nasty
divorce case became the raging topic of the
technical side of films. For example, an article
just so does Mae West foist herself on the
on 'Stunts and Stunters in Films' would be day,
public by her very vulgarity.
appreciated.
We are
alsoofkeen
on and
jungle,would
exploration and similar
kinds
films,
like as "But
Grant to
her tothethe'Queen,'
he doesforinCary
his article,
is ancallinsult
rest of
articles describing how these are made and the the movie actresses en bloc.
adventures of the men who make them.
"We swallow the divorce cases and we
"Couldn't you possibly allocate two or three
pages a week to matters likely to interest your swallow Mae West, but do we acknowledge her
neglected male readers ? I am sure your women 'Queen'? I should say we don't.
"She may suit the American taste, but to most
readers will not begrudge such a small conEnglish
right-thinkers,
stands
ces ion."— John L. Marsden, 63 Raymond Street, for
everything
that is hightheandword
noble'Queen'
and gracious,
West Bowling, Bradford.
not something that calls to our baser side and
[" Picturegoer"
this weekto submit
opens atheir
competition
which
readers are invited
suggestionsin causes a surreptitious gloating in the dark. Hand
as to what new features they would like. You will this honour of Queendom to a Shearer or a
find particulars on page 5.]
Wynyard,
Norwich. but not to a Mae West." — E. Britton,
[What have other readers to say about the meteoric
star who has swept so devastatingly into prominence ?]
The Story's the Thing
" T UDGING from a certain type of publicity
»i churned out ad lib. by American studios,
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
film audiences are largely composed of half-wits,
whose interest in films is chiefly concerned with
What you think about the stars and films?
the personal idiosyncracies of stars — which ' love
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
team' is likely to be the latest 'rave,' and 'the
truth
so it
and! so's love life,' etc., etc. I
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
refuse about
to believe
paid for the two most interestL
"Who cares two hoots whether it is the 'magpublished
week.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
nificent animal,' or the ' excuse my glove ' type of
hero, that exercises the widest appeal ? Do you or
written on one side of the
I give a 'rap' if Garbo takes a number nine
shoe?
paper
and should
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
"No! What does matter is that instead of
"Thinker,'' The "Picturegoer
flooding the kinemas with perfectly photographed
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
over-dressed and modernised versions of irwopenny
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Start 1934 With
Lose

Ugly

Yet eat 3 ample
Wide

meals

Fat
a day

Choice of Delicious Dishes

A

BID

Every
charming
valuable
life. To

FOR

BEAUTY

intelligent woman knows that a
appearance is one of her most
weapons in the whole battle of
want to be attractive is not

vanity, it is not conceit — it is just evidence
of plain common sense. Our Beauty Expert
will tell you how, by cultivating a few
beauty-building habits, every woman can
become better looking.
COMPLEXION CHARM. — Lovely complexions are not
always the gift of Nature. An ordinary skin can be
transformed into an exquisite one by a little care and
attention.
The first law of complexion loveliness is to remember
It is not necessary to starve in order to lose
that if you want a fresh, flawless skin you must keep
weight.
Of course,
you can't
eat four
suffocating
pores free from impurities, free from accumulations
meals a day
with second
helpings
of fatty
dishes, the waste
tissue. The best way to do this is to use
and with snacks in between, and expect the same of
Mercolized Wax. This wax, to which so many of
rapid results in reduction with Kruschen as people England's beautiful women owe their radiant loveliness,
who pay a little attention to their food. You can may be obtained quite cheaply from any registered
eat your fill. But intelligent selection of food is chemists. Its use is simple. All you have to do is
to smear a little over face and neck nightly, the wax
the big secret.
There is a wide range of appealing and delicious does the rest while you sleep. Gently and imperceptibly itremoves outworn tissues, banishing wrinkles
dishes listed in the leaflet wrapped around the and blemishes,
and leaving a fresh, youthful complexion
Kruschen bottle.
in
place
of
a sallow, unlovely skin.
Here is a convincing letter from a woman who
has Kruschen Salts — aided by sensible food RULE YOUR WAVES.— Although straight hair can
very ^charming, most of us fall for curls and
selection — to thank for the loss of 33 pounds of look
waves these days. This is not surprising, the new
unwanted fat.
hats call for clusters of tiny ringlets or smooth silky
" I feel I owe you such a deep debt of gratitude that waves. But what an expensive process it is to keep
it is only fair you should know the result which is one's hair well-groomed if one has to go to the hairhighly satisfactory, as I have reduced my weight
dressers for every re-setting. Home-setting becomes
from 12 stone 7 lb. to 10 stone 2 lb., my measure- much easier if you use a waving shampoo like Stallax.
Even
obdurately
straight hair has been known to take
ments before and after taking Kruschen Salts being
on a hint of curl after a series of Stallax shampoos,
as followsBEFORE
:—
while as for natural curls and permanent waves — they
AFTER
ripple with new beauty. Stallax is good for your hair,
Bust
. . 36 in.
Bust
. . 40 in.
it
gives it a gleaming loveliness unsurpassed by any
Waist
30 in.
Waist
35 in.
other shampoo. Just a teaspoonful dissolved in a
Hips . . 39 in.
Hips
44 in.
cup of hot water suffices for a shampoo so that it is
Weight
12 st. 7 lb.
Weight
10 st. 2 lb.
quite inexpensive in use.
Your helpful food selection chart enclosed with the
GROOMING. — The problem of superfluous hair
bottle is the greatest help possible in weight reducing, isGOOD
the greatest handicap to good grooming and daintias it does not deny one the little etceteras that make
ness. To-day, however, thanks to the new hair eraser,
Sipolite — there is no need for any woman to suffer
one's
food moreSalts
inviting,
most part,
decidedly
that Kruschen
plays but
the Ibiggest
and think
helps under this handicap. Sipolite is so safe to use that
to keep one fit while weight reducing goes on. I it can be confidently recommended for the most
skin. Get half an ounce from your chemist
cannot express my delight at this, as I feel fitter than sensitive
try. Mix a little to a smooth paste with cold water,
ever, and all my friends remark what a very great to
apply this to the unwanted hairs and as the paste
improvement there is in (Miss)
my health
appearance." dries they will shrivel away, leaving the skin velvetA. and
P., Cirencester.
smooth, unblemished. Sipolite may be used to
The analysis of Kruschen, which is printed on remove both facial and underarm growths.
the label for everyone to see, shows that it represents the residual ingredients of the mineral waters
from various European spas, natural aperient
waters which have been taken from time immemorial for the relief of various ailments,
including obesity.
(old
No fog
matter and
how strong
the
Get a 1/9 bottle of KRUSCHEN SALTS
physique,
and and
old easily
alike
are
subjectyoung
to chills
at your chemist's (lasts four weeks) and
contract colds.
take half a teaspoonful in a glass of hot
The best safeguard is to always
water every morning.
have the wonderful Winter sweetmeat at hand.
Don'twithout
venture
out these
wintry days
HOW TO HAVE
Lovely

STOPKOF

Hands

Grey Shares a Secret.
Cold weather spells disaster to
many otherwise beautiful hands.
But a new preparation has been
discovered, by which rough
hands or even badly chapped
hands can easily be remedied.
It is called VELDEW, and just
before retiring for the night you
rub a few drops into the hands
—think
not aVeldew
two minutes'
job. " I
is a wonderful
discovery," writes Miss Anne
Grey, "into
justthea hands
few drops
well
rubbed
last thing
at night takes up so little time
and keeps the hands as soft and
smooth as satin." Veldew is a
Miss Anne Grey, who beauty specialist's recipe. A two
recently
appeared in the months' supply in a dainty
production of ^t°L
1 he toilet
. » flask. . costs
. . . only
. J 2/-;
> * ,or
tnere Is tne trial size at 1/3.
W andering
discloses
here theJew,"
secret Any good-class chemist will
of hand beauty.
supply you.

Confectioners
4"^
MADE WBrChemists
RICHER jm/
fcSONS
UD.PtrfRBOROttH

Anne

HOW

TO

DRESS

WELL

on 10/- or £1 per month
Open a Credit
^ m I »J»
Write for Sale
No
Deposit, no %i Of\ #%
Ul U r~\
*J Catalogue to
^^"rL'iT^
E
References. NUW
O N
Dept. W.T.
SMARTWEAR Ltd.
263-271, Regent Street, London, w-tARE
YOU
PARTICULAR
ABOUT YOUR FINGER-NAILS?
ka Liqu
Kras
ined
I Nail
Polish,
in id
all
shoutold beuseobta
so, you
IF
I
the fashionable shades at the best
stores and chemists.

Clarks

NewJfear

VIIA-Cleaning
Offer
Here is a " sale-time" offer before our Spring
rush starts. With any order of not less than
6/- you can have one of the following articles
—VITA-Cleaned FREE— HA T (Remodelled
too), JUMPER, CARDIGAN, BLOUSE,
PLAIN SKIRT, TROUSERS or PLUSFOURS.
Make up your order (minimum 6/-) from the
list below and pin the coupon to the article
sent for free VITA-Cleaning. Back in
three days if remittance accompanies order.
VITA-Cleaned
Man's Suit, Lady's Costume, Plain each 4/Frock or Long Coat . .
Hat (with Remodelling)
2/6
Jumper, Cardigan or Plain Skirt
Lady'sPlus
Blouse,
Man's Trousers or
Fours

POST TO

eacb 1/6
2/each

Re-pleating and Repairs extra

Clarks
DYE
WORKS
LTD

Retford

^—
— ^ — ance
Year Offer,
and
COUPON
' havewith
madeyourup New
this order
in accordenclose remittance (not less than 6/-). The additional
garment 1 send is to be VITA-Cleaned FREE.
NAME
ADDRESS

THIS COUPON IS WORTH
It must be pinned to the article set
for FREE VITA-Cleaning.
Offer Closes February 3rd, 1934

Of.
ma!

Keep this advt by you if not sending at once
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IS HE
A

MERELY

METEOR?

Fraitchoi Ton*
A GREAT artiste or merely a meteor of the
? Franchot
qualifications
have moment
caused furious
gossipTone's
in Hollywood.
But
even
his critics
won't denyshown
that heto isadvantage
fine and
handsome,
characteristics
inpostcard,
his portrait
a "Pictureaoer"
sepia glossy
new onseries.
dazzling
newcomer to Hollywood
in Put
yourthisalbum
and bring
your cards up to date. Study the list below.
f POSTCARD
5
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ALBUM

FREE

Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club and
we will present you free with a 5/- Album,
handsomely bound in Art. Leather to hold 300
cards. To join, simply send an order for not
less than one doz. new sepia glossy postcards
at the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial
discounts as well as many Club privileges.
To " PICTUREGOER " SALON,
85 Long
London, ofW.C.2
Please enrol
me asAcre,a member
the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5b. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
• Overeeaa reader* nhould encloM Si. extra to
cortr parking and portage.
Croat P.O. rand Co./ and make payable to
"THE PICTURBOOBR." Pic. 6.1.34
Choosearrivals
your In"Cards"
New
rich sepiafrom
glossy,list3d.below.
each
—2/6 dox. On sale to all. Full list on
request.
Jimmy Durante
Madge
Evans
GlendaGable
Farrell
Clark
Henry
Garat
Greta Garbo
Janet
Gaynor
John
Lilian Glelgud
Harvey ,
Katharine Hepburn
Edward K Horton
Jack Halbert
Dorothy Jordan
Jordan
Miriam
Boris Karioff
Jan
KllasaKlepura
Land)
Francis
Lederer
Kredric
('live Brook Herbert March
Marshall
Blnnie Barnes Ronald Colrnan George Raft
chartes
Gary
Cooper
Norma
Shearer
Birkford Joan Crawford Slim
SylviaSumraervlUe
Sidney
Tala Birell
Btng Crosby Lee Tracey
John
Cuinmings Mae West
Milan Boles
Bond Constance
Kl Brendel
Roland Wynyard
Young
Carl
Briason MarleneDietrich Diana

Let

George

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c\o The Picturegoer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.
An Admirer of Kay (Childs Hill, N.W.2.).
— Kay Francis was born at Oklahoma City,
U.S.A., on January 13, 1903; 5 ft. 5 in. toll;
black hair; grey eyes. Married (1) John
Meehan (mar. dis.); (2) Kenneth McKenna.
Write to her c/o Warners-First National
Studios, Burbank, California. Pictures
include : Gentlemen of the Press, Illusion,
Street of Chance, Behind the Make-up,
Raffles, The Marriage Playground, A
Notorious Affair, For the Defence, A Passion
Flower, The False Idol, Virtuous Sin, Scandal
Sheet, Guilty Hands, 24 Hours, Girls About
Town, Man Wanted, Street of Women, Jewel
Robbery, Strangers in Love, One Way Passage,
Trouble in Paradise, Cynara, The Keyhole,
Storm at Daybreak, Mary Stevens, M.D., I
Loved a Woman, and House on Sbth Street.
NATTIE AND Mick (Leicester). — Casts as
required : (1) The Flag Lieutenant : Lieut.
Dicky Lascelles — Henry Edwards; Major
Thesiger — Peter Gawthorne; Admiral Sir
Berkeley Wynne, K.C.B. — Louis Goodrich;
General Gough-Bogle — O. B. Clarence;
Colonel McLeod — Sam Livesey, Lieut.
Palliser — Michael Hogan; Midshipman Lee
— Peter Northcote; Midshipman Hood —
Tully Comber; Meheti Salos — Abraham
Sofaer; Mrs. Grough-Bogle- — Sybil Grove;
Lady
Annie Hermione
Esmond; Wynne
Mrs.
Cameron Dugdale
— -Jovce— Bland;
—JackAnna
Say Dr.It With
Music— :
PayneNeag"le.
— Jack (2)
Payne;
Longfellow
Evelyn
Roberts;
Betty
Weston
—
Sybil
Summerfield; Mrs. Weston — Joyce
Kennedy; Philip Weston — Percy Marmont.
C. (Hendon).—
Ages 36;
thisRicardo
year:NilsH. Asther,
33; Fredric^1)March,
Cortez, 35 ; John Stuart, 35. (2) Addresses
as follows : Nils Asther c/o RKO Studios,
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Fredric March, Cary Grant and Ricardo
Cortez c/o Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon Street, Hollywood, California. John
Stuart c/o Gaumont Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherds Bush, London. W.12. (3) Some
artistes do charge for signed photographs, but
they will let you know the amount if you
write and ask them. You can obtain International Money Orders to cover this fee and
return postage from your local Post Office.
T. (Victoria,atS.W.).
— Lilian
inJ. Hollywood
present
and Harvey
a letteris
addressed c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills,
California, should reach her. Lilian has
made two films in America, My Lips Betray
and My Weakness.
E. E. (Sevenoaks).
Katharine
Hepburn's
pictures
include — A— Bill
of Divorcement,
Christopher Strong, Morning Glory, and
Little Women. Address Miss Hepburn c/o
RKO Radio Studios, 780 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California. I expect she will
send you a signed photograph of herself if
you ask her nicely. There may be a small
fee for her picture.
D. W. H. (Edinburgh).— The film The
Smiling Lieutenant was a talkie.
H. C. (Surbiton). — Herewith the casts you
require : (1) Under the Greenwood Tree :
Fancy — Marguerite Allan; Dick — John
Batten; Shinar — Nigel Barrie; Leaf — Billy
Shine; Penny— Robert Abel; Old MaidMaud Gill; Parson Maybold — Wilfred E.
Shine. (2) Honey : Olivia Dangerfield—
Nancy Carroll; J. William Burnstein — Harry
Green; Cora Falkner — Lillian Roth; Charles
Dangerfield — Skeets Gallagher; Burton
Crane — Stanley Smith; Doris — Mitzi Green;
Mayme
Howland.— Zasu Pitts; Mrs. Falkner — Jobyna
B. C. (Coventry).
— Leads were: played
asL. follows
: Mad Masquerade
Lionel
Barrymore, Karen Morley and Nils Asther.
The Faithful Heart — Edna Best and Herbert
Marshall.
Make Meanda Star
— Jack
Aline
MacMahon
Sidney
Fox.Oakie,
Ben
Hur- — Ramon Novarro, May McAvoy,
Francis X. Bushman and Carmel Myers.
V. M.on K.November
(Chiswick).26 — last.
(1) Frances
Dee
wasE. 22
(2) Buster
Crabbe's
birthday
is
on
February
7.
He
married to Virginia Held. (3) I have neveris
heard anything about the rjmoar you mention. (4) John Boles has two children.
FILM Crazy (Hove). — (1) Marlene Dietinclude
of Love,
I Kiss rich's
Yourpictures
Little
Hand, Tragedy
Three Loves,
The
Ship of Lost Souls, The Blue Angel, Morocco,
Dishonoured, Shanghai Express, Blonde Venus,
Song of Songs, and Scarlet Pageant. You
can obtain a photograph of Marlene from

Do

It!

The Picture Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre,
London, W.C2. (2) See " An Admirer of
Kay (Childs
Hill, N.W.2)" for the reply to
your
second question.
Curious Edith (Waunlwyd). — (1) Latest
films as follows : Janet Gaynor — Paddv the
Next Best Thing; Constance Cummings —
Broadway Through a Keyhole; Elissa Landi —
By Candlelight; Ruth Chatterton — Female
and Mandalay;
McCrea—
Man'sto
Journey,
Chance atJoelHeaven,
FlyingOneDown
Rio, and The Sea Girl. (2) The principal
roles in The Stolen Necklace were played by
Lester Matthews and Joan Marsh.
C. A. R.took (Leyton,
Constance
Cumthe part ofE.10).
Ruth— Barry
in Attorney
for the mingsDefence.
T. H. letter
(London,
I regretbefore,
your
previous
has notS.W.4).
been —answered
but all inquiries are dealt with in strict
rotation. Herewith the cast of Loyalties:
Ferdinand de Levis — Basil Rathbone; Margaret Orme — Heather. Thatcher; Captain
Ronald Dancy. D.S.O. — Miles Mander;
Mabel — Joan Wyndham; Major ColforA —
Philip Strange; General Canynge — Alan
Napier; Charles Winsor — Algernon West;
Lady Adela — Cecily Byrne; Lord St. Erth —
Athole Stewart ; Sir Frederic Blair — Patrick
Curwen; The Lord Chief Justice — Marcus
Barron; Gilman — Ben Field; Inspector
Jones — -Griffith Humphreys; Augustus Borring — Patrick Waddington; Jacob Twisden
— L. Hanray; Goole — Arnold Lucy; Edward
Graviter — Robert Ma wdesley ; Jenkins —
Mike Johnson; Ricardos — Anthony Holies;
Treisure — Stafford Hilliard; Robert — Robert
Coote; Kentman
Daughter
— Maxine— Aubrey
Sandra. Dexter; Ricardo 's
Jean
Harlow
Fan
— (1)Write
Gradeto
Fields is married to (Norwich).
Archie Pitt.
her c/o Associated Radio Picture Studios.
Ealing Green, London, W.5. (2) I would
suggest your writing to ask the following for
signed photographs if there is any charge
they will let you know. Jean Harlow, c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, California. Kay Francis, c/o Warners
First National Studios, Burbank, California.
Sally Eilers, c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills,
California.
J. V. (Cambs).—
generally
released on/ Lived
JanuaryWith29,You1934,willandbe
the running time is 97 minutes.
Inquisitive Fan. — No, I do not mind you
calling me George; that is my name. Of
course, you are no trouble. (1) Ida Luoino
was born in 1917. (2) Write to Owen Nares
c/o British and Dominion Studios, Elstree,
Herts. (3) Cicely Courtneidge took the dual
role of Mother and Daughter in Soldiers of
the King.in Delicious.
(4) Raul Roulien
acted theDixpartwasof
Fascha
(5) Richard
bom on July 18, 1894. Thank you for your
good wishes.
W. B. (Walthamstow, E.17).— (1) Address
your letter to the Editor. (2) Ralph Morgan
appeared
in Rasputin,
the Mad inMonk,
his brother
Frank appeared
The while
Kits
Before the Mirror. (3) The artistes you
mention have not made any films for a long
time. (4) The cast of the screen version of
Alice in Wonderland includes : Alice —
Charlotte Henry; White Knight — Gary
Cooper; Cheshire Cat — Richard Arlen;
Humpty Dumpty — W. C. Fields; Leg of
Mutton — Jack Duffy; White King — Ford
Stirling; Duchess — Alison Skipworth; Mouse
— Raymond Hatton; Dodo — Polly Moran;
Red Queen — Edna May Olivier; Father
William
— Harvey
Clark; Father
William's
Son — Lucien
Littlefield;
Caterpillar
— Ned
Soarks; Cook — -Lilian Harmer; Sheep — Mae
Marsh ; March Hare— Charles Ruggles; Mad
Hatter — Edward Everett Horton; White
Queen — Louise Fazenda; Fish Footman —
Roscoe
White Rabbit
— "Skeets"
Gallagher;Ates;
Tweedledum
— Roscoe
Karns;
Tweedledee — Jack Oakie; Clock — Colin
Kenny;
Gryphon
— William
Errol.
Aunt — Patsy
O'Bryne;
Uncle Austin:
Gilbert —Alice's
Leon
M. (Wembley).London,
— Georgeon Arliss
bornF. W.in Bloomsbury,
April was
10,
1868. His pictures include Disraeli, The
Grten aire.Goddess,
Old
English.
The
MillionAlexander Hamilton, The Silent Voice,
A Successful Calamity, The Working Man,
and Voltaire.
Amused.page— See
Now"of
feature,
26, for"Onthe the
cast Screens
and criticism
Orders is Orders.
J. T. (Cullercoats).—
The Sciences
Academy wasof
Motion
Picture Arts and
founded on May 11, 1927, since that year
they have given awards for the best performances, the best direction, best picture, best
writing,
The : awards
for 1927-1928
were
given to etc.
Actress
Janet Gaynor,
for Seventh

Marlene Dietrich was born on December
27, 1906, in Berlin; 5 ft. 5 in. tall; redgold
bluea eyes.
Sieberhair;
and has
little girlMarried
Maria. Rudolf
Here
she is in the German student garb she
wears about the studio between scenes of
" Scarlet Pageant," her new film.
Heaven, Street Angel, and Sunrise. Actor :
Emil Jannings, for Way of All Flesh and
The Last Command. Best direction : Frank
Borzage, for Seventh Heaven; and Lewis
Milestone for Two Arabian Knights. Best
picture : Wings and Sunrise. Best writing :
Ben Hect, for Underworld; and Benjamin
Glazer, for Seventh Heaven.
E. (Bristol).
Grade9, Fields
bornN. K.
at Rochdale
on —January
1898. was
She
is interested in an orphanage. See Jean
Harlow Fan (Norwich).
Schoolgirl
(Bradford).
—
NilsA Nils
AstherStruck
was born
on January
17, 1901,
in Sweden; 6 ft. tall, black hair, grey eyes.
Married to Vivian Duncan (separated); one
baby daughter. Write to him c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
City,
California. PostageStudios,
for a letterCulver
to America
is l}d. for the first ounce.
Margery (Oldham). — Herewith the cast
of Tell England : Edgar Doe — Carl Harbord ;
Rupert
Ray — The
TonyColonel
Bruce;
Padre —
Dennis Hoey:
— C.The
M. Mallard;
Captain
Hardy
—
Frederick
Lloyd;
Lieutenant Doon — Gerald Rawlinson; Private Sims
— Lionel Hedges; Private Booth- — Sam
Wilkinson; Sergeant- Instructor — Wally
Mr. Ray — Hubert Harben; Mrs. Doe
—Patch;
Fay Compton.
Fan Club Notice. — Readers wishing to
join the Boris Karioff Fan Club can obtain
full particulars from the secretary, Mr. Frank
Houghton,
169 Tyldesley Road, Atherton,
Lanes.
G. D. (Glasgow).— (1) Write to Kay
Francis c/o Warners-First National Studios,
Burbank, California. (2) Nancy Burne
played
" Nina " indudc
in Facing
the
Music. theHerpart
otherof pictures
: Little
Napoleon and The Love Nest. Address her
c/o British International Studios, Boreham
Wood, Elstree, Herts.
Barthelmess Fan (Aberdeen). — I regret
that
we have not
particulars
Barthelmess
Fan any
Club.
If we ofheara Richard
of one
we will let you know immediately. Thank
you for your good wishes. You can obtain
pictures of Richard Barthelmess, price 3d.
each, from the Picture Post Card Salon,
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
Admirer of Dennis (Birkenhead). — (1)
See T. H. (London, S.W.4) for the cast of
Loyalties.
Dennis
King was5 ft.
bom11 in.
on
November 2,(2)1897
at Coventry;
tall; brown hair; blue eyes; married Edith
Wright. Write to him c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
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Evan

Williams

Shampoo

Weekly

... is

recognised as the most perfect
shampoo in the world and will
bring even greater beauty to your
hair, no matter how lovely it may
be ... it is inimitable . . . and
possesses an elusive quality that
keeps the hair young and healthy.
7kinds
OK ALL
CHEMISTS
and
HAIRDRESSERS
Camomile
for Fair Hair in
Green Packet.

of

COLGATE'S
SHAMPOO
Ordinary Grade
for Dark Hair
Per Packet j in Blue Packet.
.

4°

mm

Officer's Recovery f
In 10 Pays
\

" fl
A neck
SMALLbecame
eruption
on my
infected
by aJP
dust
or
other
foreign
matter,"
says Mr. E. Harvey (late Lieut, ^
in Royal Engineers), of 24 Stanley Crescent, London, W.11.
" In ateryfew
of matsores days
broke dozens
out, covering
my head and neck. Ordinary
salves didn't even check the
sores mentand
a specialist's
treatwas equally
useless. There
£*-Luut. E. HARVEY
sores
50
been was painful,altomust have
gether.
My skin
disfigured and inflamed.
" It Iwassmeared
my landlady
who ointment
got me to over
use Zam-Buk.
When
this herbal
the sores,
the relief was little short of miraculous. Zam-Buk
quickly ended pain and inflammation and thoroughly
cleansed
bad places. In ten days Zam-Buk removed
all trace ofthedisease
and left me with a
clear healthy skin
again."
Zam-Buk it also splendid for chapped hands, cold-sores,
eczema, foot troubles, pimples, bad legs, piles, scalp disease,
cats, hums, scalds, etc Rub it in far rheumatism, lumbago
and cold on the chest. 1 3 or 3/- box, all chemists and stores.

stains

REMOVES

ALL

teeth

SEVEN

Everything you eat and drink, from soup to coffee,
leaves stains on your teeth — seven different kinds
of stains, all told. Here's what causes them:
1 . Meats and other proteins.
4. Sweets.
5. Fruits.
2. Cereals and other starchy
6. Beverages.
foods.
3. Vegetables.
7 Tobacco smoke.
Most toothpastes — because thev have only one
cleansing action — tail to remove all these stains.
For all stains will not yield to am one action. Some
can be removed bv an emulsive action* Others
respond only to polishing action. Colgate's gets
all the stains off your teeth because it gives you
both actions. As you brush it, it foams. The
emulsive action of this foam loosens most of the
stains, dissolves them, washes them away. The £

MADE IN ENGLAND

deWTokalon

;

GASTRITIS
AND
ULCERATED
STOMACH
FOR
5 YEARS

RELIEF

Now Eats Anything !
Every sufferer who knows the agonies of
Gastritis and ulcerated stomach will find amazing
relief by following the advice of Mr. Fowler, of
Devon, given in his letter below :—
"It's no joke in a signal box all night when
you're
from
and
ulceratedsuffering
stomach.agonies
I did for
five Gastritis
years. Often
I couldn't
evenseveral
pull the
even been
the
Infirmary
timeslevers.
withoutI'dgetting
better.in
A month ago the doctor put me to bed and for
ten days the pain was so bad I could not stand it.
Then I took Maclean Brand Stomach Powder and
after the first dose I felt better. Now I can eat

TO THE TASTE

anything
You canandgetit'sthemarvellous."
same relief, but be sure to ask
your chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder with the signature "ALEX C.
MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but only in
Tablets.
'/3« 2/"» an<3 5/" bottles in cartons, of Powder or

Marvellous new formula.
^Lipstick
Stays on all day. Will not rub
off. Gives perfect shape to
hps. Amazing value. Send 6d.
in stamps to Tokalon Ltd.
(Dept: L. 18), Chase
Rd., London, N.W.io.
Stateor orange.
light red, dark
red

for dry, husky,
tickling throats.
DELIGHTFUL

6°&V

TWO SIZES

polishing ingredient in Colgate's — a safe powder
such as dentists use — gently rubs awav the
stains that are left. The result . . . teeth far
lovelier than you ever thought they could be.

REAL

zambuk
INTMENT

discolour
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HOME
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Unprecedented

New

Year Offer to

" Picturegoer " Readers

Anne
Answers to Correspondents —
Readers who desire a quick
reply by post
should enclose
stamped
addressed
envelopea
with their query. There is
always a waiting list for
answers in this column.
A Pair of Sparkling

THE NEW
, HOME
Cyclopaedi
a

The actual
site of this
Superb
Volume is
8J ins. deep |
by 6 ins.
wide,
and
it weighs
nearly 3 /*.
A FEW OF THE
MAIN SECTIONS
Correct Behaviour on All
Occasion!.
Good Form in Correspondence.
The Complete Gardener.
Everyday Lefal Hints and
Tips.
The Art of CookeryThree Hundred Delightful Recipes.
His Majestyin the
Baby.and
Children
Health
Illness.
The Schoolroom in the
Home.
Household Remedies.
TheChest.Family Medicine
The Handy Man About
the House.
The House Beautiful.
Health and the Toilet.
The Whole Art of Getting Married.
Poultry-keeping for FleaGuide
to Sports, Hobbies
and Pastimes.
Cleaning and Polishing:
Easy
DifficultWays
Tasks.of Doing
The Care of Clothes.
How
Builtfor myIt. House
and IFaid
Fashion Through the Ages.
Etc, etc, etc, etc
POST

SOMETHING NEW! The work every family has
O always needed. Here, for ever/ reader of
"The Picturegoer," is a remarkable and exclusive
New Year opportunity to obtain the greatest and
most up-to-date treasury of modern household
knowledge ever known — The New Illustrated
Home Encyclopaedia. And, what is more, this
unique and invaluable book — which, if purchased
in the ordinary way, would cost at least £1 —
will be dispatched immediately to your home for
the special concession price of 5s. only (plus Is.
to cover carriage, packing, insurance, etc.).
This vital work contains OVER 1,100 PAGES and
is LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED THROUGHOUT,
with over 200 monochrome drawings. Packed
from cover to cover with THOUSANDS OF
REFERENCES, arranged in over THIRTY SECTIONS, each carefully indexed, it forms the
handiest money-saving Home Encyclopaedia ever
produced.
There are two fine editions of this great work —
the Ordinary Edition, bound in Red Maroon Art.
Leather, embossed in gold; and the De Luxe
Edition, bound in hand-finished Rich Blue Art.
Leather, embossed in gold and with embossed
design on front. This handsome edition also has
cloth jointed end paper, head and tail bands,
burnished dust-proof top edges, and contains a
magnificent eight-page photogravure supplement.
Don't delayAllI applications
The demand must
for bethisreceived
great work
enormous.
by NOTwilllaterbe
than first post Monday, January 15.

THIS
NEW

YEAR

FORM

TO-DAY

CONCESSION

ORDER
FORM-£
I BOOK
FOR 5/"THE NIW HOME ENCYCLOPAEDIA " (Illustrated)
To THE I EOPLE'S HOME LIBRARY (Dept. GE1),
5 CASTLE STREET, LONDON. W CJ
I wish to take advantage of your New Year Conception Offer. Plearr rend me bMnedlatelj It* P.dHk-a of
14 Tbe New Home Encyclopaedia " a* rpeclArd lielow.
Ptoast crees oat itctiaa MOT ia«nirrd.
ORDINARY EDITION.
1 enclose Portal Order for 7/1. PLUB 1/. to
roA veTOr TArarrLtaiwOP, pa•/ck• inINg, ALInL.miranre, etc., MAKING
EDITION.
NAME
IDB LOU
(Block LetUni.) (State Mr., Mr. . or MIm.)
TOWN
COUNTY.
P.O.No
AMOUNT Cross /* Co Hake sapasla "Odaaau Press. Ltd."
IMPORTANT
is aaaMa ttree-kaifseaar
and tall portal address.
Tab Order Perm asd nanusesPlrtnresuer,
atast as s/1
eaeioaed
S lealed
earilose- Pill
searies
itasai.
/s« ia
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Eyes

st eyes
face. can
redeem the plaine
BRIGHT
been so bounnot tive
Nature, hasattrac
tiful as to endow us all with large,
liquid orbs, but there is a lot we can
do to improve her handiwork.
But, first of all, let us clear up the
position about the wearing of glasses.
So many girls write to me and
bemoan the fact that they have to, or
ought to, wear glasses. They are
convinced that the glasses completely
ruin their appearance. That, if I may
say so, is sheer nonsense. Modern
glasses, with their pretty coloured or
horn frames and wide lenses, rarely
detract from the appearance of the
eyes. If you really require the
assistance of glasses and do not wear
them, then you are almost certain to
look at the world with screwed-up
eyes, to say nothing of developing a
crop of lines, sore, inflamed lids, and
scanty eyelashes.
Surely that is not an attractive
picture, but it is a comparatively
accurate one of eyes that are denied
the optical assistance they need.
Sometimes eye strain is purely a
temporary condition brought about
by illness or some physical condition
that needs attention. In these cases,
when the root cause is cured, the eyes
return to normal. So you see how
foolish it is to refuse to seek advice on
these matters. I cannot give it; iris
a matter for doctor and oculist.
Daily Care
lVIy have
next said
advice
a repetition
of what
oftenis enough
before.
But itI
rmrst be said again. The easiest and simplest
way to bright eyes is by means of the daily
eyebath. The girl who spends five minutes
daily on opening and shutting her eyes in
tepid boracic water will give them an appearance of beauty, even if the eye* themselves
are really quite ordinary.
The whites of tne eyes should have a
slightly
they are
congestedbluish
with tinge.
tiny redIf veins,
you yellow
may putor
down the cause to unwise diet, cold, dust, or
strain.
the best Here,
cure. again, the boracic eye bath is
Make your saturated solution of boracic
acid
crystals
to warm Bottle
water,thistill and
the
water bywilladding
dissolve
no more.
use as required. When using, add an equal
quantity
warm water.is a sure way to sparkInternalof cleanliness
ling eyes. If the whole system is sluggish the
eyes are certain to be dull and puffy. Drink
plenty of cold water between meals. I cannot
emphasise this sufficiently. A quart a day is
not too much. It not only will give you clear,
bright eyes, but will also help to clear up
many
of those troublesome complexion
blemishes.
Never be tempted to use eye drops as a
means of brightening. They are dangerous,
except rrr the hands of qualified practitioners.
Eye
Id • Compresses
previous article I described the compresses that
may These
be made
various
well-known
herbs.
havefrom
a beneficial
effect on weak and tired eyes. Another compress that is beneficial is to steep pads of
cotton wool in 1 pint of warm water to which
has been added a teaspoonful of common salt.
These
shouldtakenbe inplaced
overposition.
the closedLeave
eyes
and a rest
a lying
them in place for ten minutes. Warm milk
is veiy soothing and may be used in the same
way, while for tightening up the lids of tiredlooking eyes, use a mixture of witch hazel
and
rose water, 1 oz. of the former to 2 oz. of
the latter.
I doubt whether Mother Nature ever made
a pair ofas eyelashes
long and dark and
curling
the screen asvariety.

When Mel Bona gets through
working on Frances Dee she will
emerge
"Meg" is just
of "Little
Women."as Frances
as particular about her ordinary make-up
as Mel is of her screen appearance.
to Ifbuyyoua want
pair. such luxuriance, you will have
But if you are content with something a
little less luxurious, then castor oil is your
remedy. It should be applied with a fine
camel-hair brush every morning and night.
It will increase the growth and darken them
permanently.
A little patience will also induce the lashes
to curl.
Dip a Placing
small eyebrow
water.
an orangebrush
stick into
alongwarm
the
lashes, brush die lashes upwards over the
stick.
Do this night and morning and, when
possible, once or twice during the day.
Answers to Correspondents
hy hesitate any longer ? I am waiting to
" * answer your queries, and I am just as
eager to help men as girls. You will not be
the only man who writes to ask my advice.
Enclosefor aa stamped
envelope if you
wish
reply by addressed
post.
Alicia
a little them.
vaseline along (Croydon).
the eyebrows— Smooth
when plucking
It ejejaaj th» plucking easier, and a dab of
witch hazel afterwards will close the open
Worried (Balham, S.W.). — Eat liver at
least once a week. It is rich in vitamins. Fry
it very lightly or, better stilt, place in a firepores.
proof dish, coverovenwithfora one
little hour.
stock, To
and make
bake
in a moderate
it more savoury, cover the liver with a veal
forcemeat, pour over the stock, and bake as
above. Keep the dish covered.
Mother (Plymouth). — You can clean the
children's woolly toys this way : Make a
thick lather with soap flakes. Allow to cool.
Rub the cool lather into the coats of the toy
animals with a clean rag, changing the surface
as it soils. Take care not to wet the toy too
much or it will lose its shape. Take a fresh
cloth and wrung out of clean water, wipe off
soap,
dry in the open air. Brush up with a
wire brush.
(S.E.W.).— Your
trouble
due
to Worried
self-consciousness.
Nothing
you iscould
take would make any difference. Go out as
much as you can. meet as many people a*
you can and forget yourself. Be natural and
try to remember that other people are
noticing you far less than you imagine.
(Liverpool).
certainly you
use
a Doll
reducing
cream —forYouthecan purpose
mention. Inquire at any large chemists.
They are bound to stock it. Sorry, I cannot
recommend named products in this column.
M. M. for(Romford).
— You cannotConsult
treat
yourself
severe rheumatism.
your doctor and he probably will be able to
make
arrangements
you to attend
the
Red Cross
Clinic for forRheumatism.
At this
clinic the most up-to-date treatment is given
at fees within the patient's means.
(ColdersyourGreen).
orange
lip Olive
stick. Cleanse
face, —firstAvoid
by steaming
and then tubbing the blackheads with a
mixtuie of Afteiwards
equal parts of
soft ansoapastringent.
and fine
oatmeal.
apply
Live simply and drink a quart of cold water
a day between meals
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From a Leeds
smoker
of
Craven "A".

I have

the

' I wish to tell you that I have smoked approximately Original letter can
44,000 Craven "A", Cork-tipped cigarettes during the be verified at
past five years or so and I have never during that time Arcadia Works,
suffered any throat trouble?*

smoked

past

suffered

5

44,000

years

any

-FRESH

in Weather-proof
fajadz

Cellophane

ipecuMu

to

and

throat

CORK-TIPPED
SEALED

Weekly

10 0%

never

trouble

VIRGINIA

FOIL-

N^^JP

during

PACKED

in the BETTER

fmo&it

sort

way
t/uoaU
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Family

take

a

Dose

of

TTAPPINESS
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Nicfhtlij

Bile

WfaM

Beans

^B^L

f

\\\

reigns supreme in the homes where

young and old all regulate their Health with
Bile Beans.

These safe vegetable pills soon put

right the liver, stomach
pain and sickness.

No

and bowels, and so banish
griping — only a gentle,

natural correction of the body's functions.
Throughout 1934, safeguard your own and your
family's health with Bile Beans.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, Odhams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, London,
Free all orer thf world : 13s. per annum, 6s. 6d. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months.
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon tt Gotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association. Ltd. Also on sale at W. H. Smith & Son.
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If

may

surprise

to

THAT

you

know

although D.R. Minors are made

of as mild Virginia tobaccos as are used
in the most expensive De Reszkes —

AND
although they cost only fourpence for ten-

YET they smoke for a
full ten minutes apiece
— which is just the right
time for a good cigarette to last.
De

Reszke
MINORS
Also in handy card cases
containing 20 for eightpence
60

2

lor 2/-

^ALPH
Morgan
One of the more recent
recruits from the stage,
this sound character
actor's real name is
Ralph Wuppermann.
His first big screen appearance was in "The
ry " with
Devil's Lotte
Elissa Landi and since
then he has had varied
character roles in such
pictures as
notable
" Strange Interlude,"
" Rasputin " — in which
he played the Czar most
effectively— and "Power
and Glory." Ralph
sMorgan isanda keen sport
coxed his
man
university crew in his
year at
freshman bia.
Colum
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Hundreds
Try this

new

LIMC SYRUP
Have

Written

It wasn't long before the
British Public discovered
that Beechams Lung Syrup
is the finest possible remedy
for Winter Ailments. Here
are just three extracts from
the hundreds of letters
" I felt —immensely better after only the
received
first rearming dose, and with two bottles
my frightful COUGH had gone for good
—W. G. BRADFORD.
". . . I was in a terrible state. My
BRONCHITIS seemed to get worse
emdciir'
and worse. I was racked from head to
foot
attacksBeechams
of Coughing.
Then byat terrible
last I tried
Lung
Syrup. One week later I was on my
—{Mrs.)
M., I "
feet again, feeling
fit London,
asG.a S.fiddle
S.W.I.
" / should like to say that I have never
met such a quick-acting and effective
remedy. I have suffered from catarrh
for
last various
three years.
Of course,
I havethe tried
things for
it, but
never until your Lung Syrup came along
had I been able to cure it. The first
dote
relief —I after three days the
cure brought
was complete
D. G., Manchester.

-its

made

by
THE

BHCHAMSr
GREATEST

NAME

Only the unrivalled experience of the famous
House of Beechams could have produced a
remedy so supremely efficacious, so pleasant
to take, so utterly safe, as this new lung
syrup. It was designed to act in a new way
— a modern way. It is the remedy of to-day
to meet the needs of to-day; a remedy that
will end, once and for all, the misery and
distress of chest sufferers.
Only Beechams Lung Syrup brings complete
relief, because only this amazing remedy has

IN

HOME

MEDICINES

the " Five-Fold " action. Beechams Lung
Syrup attacks every contributory cause of
the trouble. First it stops coughing. Then
throat irritation is banished — breathing is
eased — feverishness and high temperature
are reduced, and the system is cleansed of
the harmful poisons generated by respiratory
troubles. Don't delay. Keep yourself—
your family — cough and cold-free this
winter. Get your bottle to-day (1/3) and
keep it handy !

PROVED

in

1 MONTH

!

as the Quickest and Surest remedy for
COUGHS,
Beecham

Product

Sold
Everywhere

WHOOPING

BRONCHITIS,
COUGH,

SORE

CATARRH,
THROAT,

CHILDREN'S COUGH and LUNG TROUBLES
It is a little more than a month since Beechams Lung
Syrup was introduced, yet already it is keeping thousands
free from dangerous winter ailments. Three of their letters
are published above. If you are a sufferer — DON'T
DELAY. Don't let your trouble get worse — go to your
chemist at once and get your bottle of this amazing
remedy. Its five-fold action is all you need to make you
well — and keep you well !
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HAL ROACH'S 20th Anniversary
—The Shortage of Children's
" Juveni
Not
WhyBrita
Films—
s le
in Start
Theatres?—
1934"
Strongly — Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell Re-united— Clara Bow's Bad
Break — Doug. Junior's Future.
y
t» /
Ox rM~

y*AL ROACH, who the other day
/ celebrated his twentieth anniver~w1/ story
sary asof ahisproducer,
a good
first film tells
production.
He had previously worked as a
screen cowboy. Then, in 1914, with the money
he had saved from his £1 a day "extra" pay,
he founded the Rolin Film Company and went
into the making of his own films.
After his
first day's
work
as producerdirector,
he confided
to his
cameraman
that
it was his first picture and somewhat apprehensively asked for any criticism as to his
conduct.
The photographer, Fred Jackman, who
later became one of the best known names in
the business, said he had none to make, as it
was his first day behind the camera !
The Biggest Smile Factory
From the little abandoned house in early Los
Angeles, where the concern started, grew the
world's greatest laugh factory. It now occupies a
two-million-dollar plant in Culver City.
The history of the Roach lot closely parallels
the history of Hollywood, which goes back very
little farther.
Among those who began their careers on -the
Comedy
King's
sound
stages are
Janetit Gaynor,
Will Rogers,
Lionel
Barrymore
(believe
or not),
Jean Harlow, Lupe Velez, Be be Daniels, Fay
Wray, Jackie Cooper, Anna May Wong, Theda
Bara,
OliveandBorden,
O'Neill, Harold Lloyd,
of
course,
dozens Sally
of others.
He discovered and made the team of Laurel and
Hardy.
Lloyd, the Money-spinner
On his last visit to England I asked him who be
considered his greatest discovery. "Well,
Lloyd made the most money for me," he told me,
"but Laurel and Hardy are still going strong,
aren't
Most they?"
producers who started in the short subject
field were not content to remain there, but
branched out into ambitious feature-length films.
Nearly all of them have since fallen by the
wayside.
Roach, however, has made a considerable
fortune out of two- and three-reel films.

"V:

II
The anniversary is being celebrated in Britain
by special screenings of Hal Roach shorts all this
week.
Stars Meet Disney
Among those
Roach celebration who
festivitiesattended
was Walt the
Disney.
Hardly anybody recognised him until a film
journalist spotted him and introduced him to those
Disney goes out so seldom into the Hollywood
present.
social swim that few of the film celebrities know
him.
He confessed that he got a tremendous kick out
of meeting Harold Lloyd, Stan Laurel, Oliver
Hardy and the Marx Brothers, all of whom he
caricatured in Mickey's Gala Premiire.
Children's Films
The put
success
of the special
children's
programmes
on during
the recent
holiday
season
again raises the question of film fare for the
youngsters.
Juvenile audiences were better catered for in
the silent era, chiefly because the general standard
of films in those days was more wholesome if less
sophisticated and intelligent.
I should say at a rough estimate that in most
weeks ninety per cent, of the pictures now on
offer are unsuitable for children.
They cannot live by westerns alone and even
the westerns are failing off in quality.

• ••

III

I seriously doubt, too, if such current serials as
"Tarzan" and the new Perils of Pauline will
prove such thrilling entertainment for the majority
of
someyounger
of us. filmgoers as did their predecessors for
The Difficulty
Under the present system, moreover, the
prospects of an improvement in the outlook
for the kiddies is far from bright.
Producers, who already work under the handicap of trying to appeal to every class of the
community at the same time, can hardly be
expected to attempt to include children as well.
They cannot make pictures solely for children,
except
a very
that it on
would
not small
pay. scale, for the simple reason
And those pictures where they have deliberately
aimed at a happy medium between the adult and
child mind, such as Alice in Wonderland and
Oliver Twist, have not been an unqualified success,
though Little Women, of course, may have a fairly
wide appeal among children.
Wanted : Juvenile Theatres
Nevertheless, I can see no practical reason why
we should wait for graded theatres before
tackling
the problem
children's
programmes.
The sooner
a startof is
made in
guiding the
influence of the kinema on the coming generation
into the right (Continued
channels, the
better.6)
on page
5
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(Continued from page 5)
I am satisfied after seeing the queues that lined
to attend the special holiday showings that most
large centres could support at least one small
theatre with programmes mainly designed for
juvenile consumption but not too naive to make it
an ordeal for adult escorts.
Fare chosen from Mickey Mouse, the Silly
Symphonies and other cartoons (many of which
have shown considerable improvement in quality
in the last year), discreetly selected comedies and
good westerns would send everybody home
happy.
Page Louisa Allcott I
We have heard about the movie mogul who
wanted to commission originals from W.
Shakespeare, but we now have it on no less
authority than that of Mr. C. F. Millikin, the
secretary of the famous Hays organisation, that
after seeing the first run box-office figures of Little
Women at least three producers have been trying
to find out the address of Louisa M. Allcott.
He tells the story in the December issue of
"Selected Motion Pictures," an organ sponsored
by the Hays office.
The secretary of one literary agency approached,
he relates, thinking the request was a gag,
solemnly replied that he thought Miss Allcott
could be reached "care of Jules Verne, somewhere
on Half
the River
Styx."
an hour
later the same company called
him up again and asked what part of the country
the River Styx was in.
British Film Boom
British studios are starting off the new year
strongly.
In our last issue Alexander Korda and the
Gaumont-British
company outlined big " line-ups "
for the coming months.
This week a note from Mr. Herbert Wilcox tells
me of the ambitious plans for 1934 of the British
and Dominions studio.
The B. and D. pictures have for some time been
released in America by United Artists, but now it
is reported that as a result of recent negotiations
there will be a wide interchange of stars and
directors with Hollywood.
Following on the signing up by London Films
of such stars as Chevalier and the Fairbankses,
and directors like Lubitsch and Claire, the
announcement marks another important step
towards the internationalisation of film production
with Britain taking its proper place among the
leaders.
PicTUREGOER has for years been predicting that

Fredric March,
Miriam Hopkins,
George Raft and
Helen Mack in
" All of Me."

■ MIT

Edmund Lowe, Anne Sothern and Gregory Ratoff are together in " Let's Fall in Love.
the trend of British film progress would move in
this direction.
One of the first and most interesting of the 1934
pictures under the new arrangements will be Jack
Buchanan's
Lili DamitaSons
is too' beGuns.
his leading lady and Busby
Berkeley is being imported from California to
supervise the dance ensembles.
Berkeley is Hollywood's ensemble king. He
was responsible -for all those spectacular numbers
in 42nd Street, Gold Diggers of 1933 and Footlight
Parade.
At the time of writing the name of the director
has notfrom
been the
announced
it is to
"an ace
man
United but
Artists
or beTwentieth

the firm broke up the efforts to find a new partner
for Janet's "world's sweetheart" act have met
with little success and it was even whispered that
her popularity was beginning to suffer.
Farrell, too, has accomplished little since he
left the old homestead and went out into the film
world to free-lance, while the studio has had many
months to reflect on the memory that the combination was probably the biggest money-making
be happy.
team
in screen history.
Now that they are reunited everybody should

Century roster."
Pleasing News
The
latter news is particularly pleasing.
Buchanan has never been seen at his best in
home-made pictures.
Reviewing his last talkie, That's a Good Girl, I
wrote: "With added experience, Buchanan has
improved considerably as a film artiste and with
stronger direction than he has been able to give
himself he could undoubtedly be one of the biggest
single
the British
industry.
Now assets
it isof possible
thatfilmthat
belief " will be

The is story
howmost
Charles
Farrell
got hiscurious
start
one ofof the
curious
of many
stories of how actors who are now famous broke
into the films.

Buchanan, it is interesting to hear, will also
justified.
make
picture in Hollywood
as
soon asa his"reciprocal"
theatrical engagements
permit.
A Lucky Film
Bitter Sweet has been a lucky picture for its
Femand
Graavey, the leading man, has
players.
accepted
an American offer.
The film also proved a transatlantic passport for
Pat Paterson and Hugh Williams, who are already
at work on the Fox lot in Hollywood, and Monck ton
Hoffe, who was responsible for the dialogue, has
gone to Paramount on a writing contract.
Anna Neagle herself has had at least eight offers
from the Hollywood studios.
Anna's new picture, Nell
Gwynn, is also to be produced on
a "lavish" scale.
An internationally famous
star is to be brought over to
play the role of Charles II.
Gaynor-Farrell
Reunited
The week
bestfornews
the
many offilmgoers mentisthatthe
announcePrince Charm-

How

Farrell Started

Mr. Farrell
working
"extra"
someone
heardwas him
blowas aan bugle
and when
told
Cecil B. De Mille, the famous director.
De Mille was then preparing to start The Ten
Commandments. He engaged Farrell at £2 per
day to ride by his side and blow the bugle when he
ordered it. That was the signal to start filming and
The actor worked for thirty days and saved
£50,
which
he demand
invested better
in a varied
so
to
that"cut."
he could
r61es.wardrobe
The result
was almost immediate and Farrell began to get
bigger and better parts until at last there came
along the role which took him to stardom.
Back to the Land
Janet
to the Itlandwasagain
in Carolina,
her goes
new back
picture.
formerly
called
The House of Connolly and is already being boomed
as another State Fair.
She will be seen as the daughter of a pioneering
farmer who introduces tobacco to America.
It is, I am interested to note from a bulletin
from the Fox studio, her "seventeenth distinct
characterisation" since her success in Seventh
Heaven.
"Miss Gaynor's diversification of r61es has
covered everything from German housewife in
Murnau's Sunrise to the girl of the French slums
in Seventh Heaven," the announcement proceeds.
"She has been an Italian waif in Street Angel, a
trapeze artiste in Four Devils, a Dutch girl in
Christina, a New York tenement girl in Sunny
Side Up, a jilted girl of the East in The Man Who
Came Back and so on down the line.
"She has been a Scotch girl, an English slavey,
a princess, small-town farm girl, Irish girl and so
on.
"Her variegated parts add up an amazing

It only remains
cosmopolitan
total."to further compute that if all
ing Charles toFan-ell
is to her characterisations were laid out in a row they
be restored
Cinderella
would — spell Janet Gaynor.
Janet
Gaynor.
Winfield
Sheeban, the
Fox production chief, And Gable and Harlow Again
states that they are to
be co-starred in two The personalities of Jean Harlow and Clark
Gable merge so well on the screen that it is
productions to be made
Seas. that they are to be "teamed" again in
good news
under his personal super- China
vision.
The combination proved even more happy in
In the year or so since Hold Your Man than in the previous Red Dust.
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The Girl on the Cover.
THE CAREER OF
JOAN

BENNETT

note by making her a fan dancer at the Chicago
World's Fair — but even these " added attractions"
were not enough to overcome the general banality
of the production.
however,
should ifnotit had
be aoccurred
total loss.
It Hoop-la,
at least made
me wonder
to
her sponsors that in the new and more mature
Clara Bow they have, if exploited properly, a
logical and ready-made rival to Mae West.
With one or two exceptions, the current
contenders are not impressive. Clara at her best
could eliminate all of them in that particular
metier
even give "Diamond Lil" herself a
run
for and
her money.

/
HE baby of the Bennetts was born in
**{C\ Palisades. New Jersey, on February
V>^27, 191 1. She came to England to
"finish" her education and it was in London,
when she was 16 years old, that she married
her first husband, John Martin Fox, son of a
Seattle, Wash., millionaire. A daughter
was born to them in 1928. Marriage was not
a happy one and a divorce followed soon after
the birth of little Adrienne. Now she is
Doug,,
Plans
DouglasJunr.'s
Fairbanks,
junr., back in America to
married to Gene Markey, the writer, and is
make Success Story, has been busy dispelling
leaving the screen temporarily to receive the
the idea that his return to the Hollywood fold is a
stork.
Returning to the United States in 1928, she
permanent one.
was offered a role in the stage version
It is
generally
known Artists,
that "Junior"
is,
with
hisnotfather
and United
financially
of Jamegan, in New York by her famous
interested in London Film Productions. He will
father. Without stage experience she accepted
collect his salary for Catherine the Great in the form
the part, appearing throughout the entire
of royalties.
first act and for two minutes in the second
He will, he told the somewhat surprised New
act.
York news bounds, make most of his films here.
Soon after, her slender blonde beauty and
Most American stars who visit us give their
charming personality had attracted the
home press vastly differing accounts of British
attention of John W. Considine, jun., who
studios to those which are published amid hurrahs
induced her to go to Hollywood and embark
in our papers, but Mr. Fairbanks is sticking to his
on a screen career.
guns, although he adds in praising our efficiency
Her first film role was that of "Phyllis"
that he "can, of course, only speak for his own
in
Ronald
Colman's
all-talking
picture
Bulldog Drummond, and she scored an instant
company and not the more typical British studios."
success. Although she has since been someShort Shots
what overshadowed by the more spectacular
Constance, she has won a solid popularity.
Joe
E. Brown has been given a new five-year
She prefers emotional roles. Insists that
contract by Warners — The latter studio is to
j her little daughter is her only hobby.
groom Jean Muir for stardom — Cecil B. De Mille
Pastimes include swimming and horseback
is conducting a search for a Mark Anthony for his
riding. Devotee of flying; makes frequent
Cleopatra — Herbert Mud din is returning to
trips in airplanes. Reads classical literature
Britain to make a picture — Mae West has received
an offer to star in a film for a British studio — May
and plays; likesAdmits
Shakespeare's
works. Mildly
superstitious.
she is temperamental.
Robson is to be starred in Old Hannibal — Ned
Height, 5 ft. 3 in., weighs 110 lb.; has
Sparks is in the divorce news — Maurice Chevalier
blonde hair and green eyes.
uses two signatures; one for autographs and the
An open letter to Joan and Constance j other for cheques — James Cagney is to be a jockey
Bennett appears on page 8.
in his next picture, Goin' to Town — Ronald
Colman's new picture is to be adapted from
The announcement also finally dispels the
rumours current a little while ago that Jean and
Clark
joinedhasfilmland's
feudists. as a Gable
Chinahad Seas
been mentioned
vehicle almost as long as I can remember and has
been re-written several times.
The latest news from the Harlow-M.-G.-M.
front is that the Platinum Blonde has had her
salary boosted from /300 a week to £700, which,
when you come to think of it, is quite a nice little
"raise."
Fashion Note I
Talking of dancers and the new broad-minded
vogue in pictures, the best story of the week
comes from the Paramount studios.
A studio executive, a well-known bore, was
delaying Sally Rand in her dressing-room with a
lot of superfluous conversation when Sally broke
in with :—
" Say, will you please get out of here. I've got to
dress for my fan dance."
The famous fan dance, by the way, has now been
shot.
It was made under the close scrutiny of a horde
of studio censors.
Poor Clara I
They never come back ! Poor Clara Bow. I
came away from the private showing of
Hoop-la the other evening feeling as if I had
attended the funeral of a great screen star.
The much-scissored Call Her Savage was by
no means an epic, but it left the question of the
It Girl's
again rise
to the
heights ofopen,
but
unlessability
I am tomistaken
in my
judgment
the
new picture Clara will have a lot of extra ground to
make up in her next.
Miss Bow was ill-advised in accepting that old
melodrama The Barker as a starring vehicle. It
never was a good story even in former screen
incarnations. It is more mellerdrammerisb than
ever in this sophisticated age.
Rival to Mae West ?
Clara reveals most of the old It and, incidentally,
most of what once was the most famous
body in the world — the producers add a topical

Weekly

"Sapper's" Bulldog Drummond Strikes Bach —
Recent court proceedings revealed that Dorothea
Wieck's Hollywood salary is £ss a week — Wallace
Beery and Jackie Cooper are to be teamed again
in Cabbie, an original story about a hansom-cab
driver.
Gordon Harker — in American
It from
is interesting
hearthat
an acknowledgment
the othertoside
the scheme for
"dubbing" British pictures with American voices
is not working out in practice.
The latest film to be thus hybridised is White
Face, the Edgar Wallace story which was made
here something like two years ago.
Apart from the fact that to us, at any rate, the
substitution of a Bowery twang for Gordon
Harker's gloriously rich Cockney is something
altogether too painful to contemplate. New York
reviewers
complain
that the general result is
unsatisfactory
.
It isinto
fairly
easy, because
theoretically,
to "dub"
English
American,
the lip movements
are the same, but the critics are finding that
actually the lip movements of the players suggest
different intonations than those of the voices
heard and the effect is unnatural and unpleasant.
Kinema

Couplets

ThisMissweek's
half-guinea
prize Road,
is awarded
B. Hawkin,
1, Byerley
Shildon,to
Co. Durham, for :—
If I Had a Million
Ten Nights in a Bar-room
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
James Joslin, 30, Gilbey Road, Tooting, S.W.,
The Tenderfoot
Dancing Partner
Maid Hap
for:—
py Butt Road, Brighton,
Mrs. Wootton,
4, Rifle
Her Night Out
for:—
Miss R. Chivers, 51, Rothsay Road, Forest
Gate, E.7, for
:— Diggers of 1933
Gold
Love Among the Millionaires
L. Page, The
44, Cochrane
Street, N.W.8, for :—
Blue Angel
Trouble in Paradise
There are no conditions attached to the Kinema
Couplet competition except that entries must be
sent on a postcard. Envelopes cannot be opened.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS

One of the first stills of Marlene Dietrich as
she will appear in " Catherine the Great."
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Constance

ENNETT

Constance Bennett as she appears in her first picture for Twentieth Century, "Moulin Rouge."
Dear Constance and Joan,
^7 HOPE
that you will forgive me
g i making this a joint offering and
Vs*
allow me to hasten to remove any
—. /
suspicion on your part that in doing
so I am actuated by any ungallant
or parsimonious desire to kill two birds with
one stone — or rather, hit two stars with one
brickbat.
There are several reasons why I prefer to
ask your permission to address both of you.
For one thing, the possibility of writing to
two "relations" in Hollywood who are on
sufficiently good terms to share the letter
presents an opportunity so nearly unique that
I cannot resist it.
Yes, I know those stories that there have
been, and are, serious rifts in the family lute
and I know, too, that they arc not true.
Your firm, though undemonstrative, devotion
to each other has survived not only the professional
jealousy that has broken up no many theatrical
homes, but all the gossipers of Hollywood as well.
8

You, Constance, have always been the star
act of the Bennett outfit, but the fact that you
have rather overshadowed the others has never
made any difference to your relations with them.
I might add as another reason for making this
a joint letter that if there is anything more
interesting than one Bennett it could only be two
Bennetts.
However, my main purpose for this communication is the fact that you are both entering on
newI^etphases
your case
screen
me takeof your
first,'careers.
Constance. 1 have
said that you are entering on a new phase of your
screen career.
I refer,toof acourse,
to your attransference of activities
new studio
the
conclusion of the Kadio Pictures contract under
which you rose to stardom.
Your sensational climb to the topmost heights
of the talkies began at the old Pathe lot. You
went there as a promising silent screen ingenue
who had thrown up her career to marry and had
decided to "come back." It is, perhaps, not
necessary to recall that the queen of the studio
at that time was a film actress named Gloria
Swanson.

A famous family. Richard Bennett with
Constance on right, Joan, the Baby, next to her and
left, Adrietme Morrisson Bennett and Barbara.
. Miss Swanson was about that time encountering
very much the same sort of problem that you
are in danger of coming face to face with now.
The trouble is that the more sensational the
success the more impermanent it is. The public
which, can be faithful to the mere mortals tires
quickly of the goddesses it makes.
Yourlesschange
to another
studio
is a rather
spectacular
affair
thanto-day
it would
have
been a year or so ago.
We see the name of Constance Bennett less
frequently in the headlines. There are fewer of
those "^6,ooo-a-week-star " stories; reporters no
longer sprint after you so vigorously in order to
misquote your views on love and life. The legend
that you spend £50,000 a year to clothe the
Bennett body in the balmy climate of California
has almost died a natural death; Mae West is
now being boosted as Hollywood's headline fashion
Perhaps you are glad of it. A lot of it was
ridiculous and most of it was not your fault.
And I know that while you have a shrewd sense
of the value of publicity to a picture player, you
queen.
have always maintained the right to your own
private life even to the extent of acquiring
something of a reputation among film journalists
for snobbishness and temperament.
V/hen I say that you are now entering on a new
phase of your career I do so in the belief that with
your well-deserved reputation for common sense
you appreciate that your change to the Twentieth
Century organisation means more than moving
your make-up box into a new dressing-room.
For the past twelve months you have been
poorly served with material and no star, however
great, can survive poor material.
Now, I understand, you ?se to have greater
freedom of choice in the matter of your starring
vehicles, and I hope that you will insist on better
stories. I think you will get them, not only
because the present policy of Twentieth Century
is quality rather than mass-produced quantity but
because you are one of the best "insisters" who
ever occupied a star dressing-room.
Your genius for handling hard-boiled movie
moguls has passed into legend. The stories of
how you met the Warner board of directors and
so overwhelmed them that before they knew what
had
that executives
£6,ooo-aweek happened
contract they
and ofhadhowhanded
tough you
studio
dived down manholes at the first sign of a frown
on that million-dollar brow, have for long made
picturesque reading in the film magazines.
At any rate, you carry my hopes (for what they
are worth) that your new association will mark
the beginning of a new lease of steady stardom
and that it will be a long time before you carry
out that threat to retire to the South of France.
And now I am coming to the end of my space
and I still have a word or two to say to you, Joan.
First, I want to congratulate you on your
success in Little Women. It augurs well for your
return to the screen.
The reason you are entering on a new phase in
your career is a rather different one to that in
the case of Constance. You are retiring temporarily in order to have a baby.
We shall miss you, but the announcement of
vour
forthcoming
"blessedof event"
good behind
news.
There
are generations
acting is
talent
the success of the Bennetts. M. D. P.
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Right : For informal evening wear,
Clara Bote chooses this smart frock
of dull red cripe marocain, with
velvet flowers of the same shade at
the waist. A velvet turban, gloves
and shoes in the same shade completed this chic costume.

Is my face black ? Marion Davies in an
unusual make-up for her latest starring
vehicle, Hollywood Party."

r7

They're all oblivious. The bustle of a movie set
means nothing to Jack La Rue and Ida Lupino,
who've been seen together a lot of late. This
picture was snapped as La Rue, in an idle
moment, found Miss Lupino awaiting her camera
call on the set at Paramount.

Here is Mrs. Bing Crosby who
delights in flowers and always
sees that her famous crooner
husband's new
home is well
stocked.

Left : Out of the frying pan
into the banjo. You always
can depend on Gracie Allen
to do some silly thing, such
as baking a potato in a
banjo. George Burns
evidently thinks it's soup.
9
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George

ARLISS

y m^yf S I walked along Broadway on a
^ / § clear, bright day in mid-Winter,
clicked a lilting tune in
my heels with
^» y^m v
V.^^
keeping
my mood of expectation.
going, you see, to keep a rendezvous
I was
with
Romance.
I was to meet, for the first time, my
favourite screen actor. At 49th Street I
turned into the modernistic skyscraper which
houses the offices of United Artists Pictures.
No, the man I would meet was not Gary
Cooper nor Clark Gable, nor any of the usual
romantic types whose masculine beguilements
stir feminine hearts to a similar state of
excitement.
But you can see for yourself. The door
opens and I am received with a gracious,
kindly smile and we settle in comfortable arm
chairs. The man opposite is small and grey
and sixtyish. Poised. Gracefully at ease
with himself and the world about him.
His personality vibrations are built on a subtler
key — charm, gentleness, and courtesy amounting
to an old-world courtliness.
As he spoke, in the rich, unhurried voice, the
traffic beneath the windows diminished; the fret
and turmoil of the workaday world were, for the
moment, forgotten. Something of his own quiet
calm and that old-worldliness lay behind the
replies he gave to the interviewer's numerous
queries.
"The trend in pictures? Above everything, I
sense a tendency for more restful movies. Audiences, Ithink, are tiring of swift action. They
would love to listen. They want longer conversations with the actors, not always having to do
something. This would give them a clearer and
fuller understanding of the characters."
" But how would this affect the so-called popular
movies? "
" Tt would make them more popular ! For
X characterisation is really their chief factor.
Popular pictures, you see, have their roots in
human nature. You find something in a character
that is in yourself, or is like somebody you know.
This is the idea behind stories which fetch the
widest magazine circulation and it is the same with
the box-office.
"A picture is not really good unless it is popular.
The public is the critic and teacher. If it refuses
to accept a picture or a star, it has very sound
reasons. From my own viewpoint, it has never
been
for art's
sake.
I makewiththe mesorta ofquestion
films I ofdo art
because
I believe
it's what the people like So, after all, I'm very
commercial. I believe you're not getting anywhere unless you make a financial success.
"I am convinced that a new value has been
given to the films and I cannot too strongly stress
that this value is literature. I feel certain that
the time is not distant when we shall see the
plays of Shakespeare brought to the screen, as
well as the other classics."
He prophesies, also, a renaissance of the
costume picture, ushered in by the tremendous
popularity of Henry VIII. It was this which
largely influenced him in the selection of his
current film, The Rise of the House of Rothschild.
10

■Thus I saw that the
"commercial artist " keeps
in close touch with the
happenings of Hollywood,
even when vacationing
some 6,000 miles away at
his summer cottage in
England.
"But your own picture, that
Mr. Arliss?
It's
predicted
Rothschild
is
a
character
you've
long wanted to do and
that it's likely to be your
favourite role."
as Voltai
As inshrew
ness reof
the d "busi
art" Mr. Arliss cannot be
trapped into naming his
best loved characterisation. Really, he prefers
not to talk "shop." But |g
he was persuaded to sketch
briefly the highlights of
the film and it was not
difficult to see that
" Rothschild " isa scenario
that utterly charms him.
"The film opens with
the head of the house of
Rothschild in his money-changing shop in
Frank fort-am-Main. Time about 1780. It is a
dingy little shop with a door that rings a bell
when it is opened. The story concerns itself with
the Jewish family of famous bankers, old Mayer
and his five sons. They become social leaders,
friends of royalty, practically dictators in Europe.
They are identified with the social and financial
life of Frankfort, Paris, Vienna, London and
Naples.
see rich
the pageantry
wide scope ofof the
it." times and
I could You
see the
the presentation of a galaxy of historical figures —
Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington, King George
III and Prince Tallyrand. I spoke of this.
"Yes, there's almost unlimited scope to it," he
repeated. who
"Also
and
characters
have magnificent
their roots in costumes
human nature.
Everybody is related in some way to the
Rothschilds."
"You, of course, will play the part of Nathan,
the"Obviously,"
English banker?
"
he smiled.
And, oh, is Arliss British? From the monocle
on its smart black cord to the gold tipped
cigarettes prepared for him by a tobacconist in
London. He came to America to stay four
months and has remained for more than twenty
years. He has always intended to go back.
But, by an ironical trick of the Fates, he has
only once — in all these years — appeared on a
British stage and this was when he played in
The Green Goddess in the St. James Theatre.
But he's British, not only by birth, but by
preference. He allows nothing to interfere with
his holiday in England which is passed each
summer
his cottage
Margaret's
on
the whiteat chalk
cliffs by
of St.
Kent.
Here heBaylives
of
clamour
the
from
away
and
quietly, simply
the world. He is happy there in the large rooms
among his books and pictures and collection of
antique
his dogs and
" Dinky,"
the parrot.
Traits clocks,
of nationality
reveal
themselves
in his

recent
George portrait
Arliss. of
A
the " First
Gentleman of the
speech, his mannerisms, his mode of dress and in
the leisurely tempo of his life. This love of
his native land colours even his plans for the
future.
"Are you likely to go back to the Screen."
legitimate
"I may," he said simply. "Though I've been
away
years IfI'veI could
never only
reallyfind
felt athat
I've
left thefourstage.
suitable
play ! I haven't read one in the last ten years
that
appealed to me. There's a streak of vulgarity
running
stage?" through most of them, good or bad.
Please don't misunderstand me," the thin, narrow
hands were clasped in an earnest gesture, the
sympathetic tolerance of grey eyes deepened,
"I'm not early Victorian in my point of view.
Really
not, but,
know that
" perhaps it
I did I'm
know.
And you
I suggested
was significant that the outstanding hits on
Broadway had none of the flagrant sex episodes
which offended his artistic sense of values. Yes,
he saw in it a definite indication of the passing
of the bedroom drama.
But his own plan for returning to the theatre
" I'm thinking of organising my own repertory
company.
We'llsuccessful.
give revivals
the idea
playsof
that have been
I thinkof the
the revivals is partly due to cowardice on my
part. I shouldn't care, you see, to be a
"And will you take your repertory company to
'flop
!'" yes I And to the provinces as well
"Oh,
1 only
meant to take an excursion into pictures.
Then, when
talkies came along I felt they were
London to? " my liking. A new and interesting
more
medium more allied to my job."
He dislikes nothing quite so much as being
termed a "screen star." First and always he is
of the theatre. Though he admits that there are
many aspects of film making that are very much
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in a frank talk
WHO,
with Gladys Baker, the
famous interviewer,
states that he senses a trend
towards "more restful movies."
Audiences, he says, are tiring
of swift action. Among other
things he discusses are screen
stars' salaries and his own
future plans.

to his liking. Even in Hollywood he manages to
carry on his own life in the way of his established
customs. He is one of the. few great stars who
has remained aloof from the pleasure-mad whirl
of the kinema colony.
"As a matter of fact, there are many things I
like about the film city. There's nothing more
delightful than to be on 'location' in the country
on a charming sunny day. In being able to settle
in a home with lovely surroundings and have
my friends around me."
"Do you think that more and more of our
stage celebrities will be won to the talkies?"
' It is inevitable.
it not
reasonable,
but almost Ia consider
duty for any
actoronly
of
reputation to give a certain amount of his time
to making pictures — whether he likes it or
not."
I quoted a certain actor who told me that
Hollywood wanted "new faces" and would hire
young girls without acting experience. "It's
good for the movies," he said, "but bad for the
girl. A girl who has a beautiful face but who
cannot act may easily spoil what might become
a good career."
"And the essentials for a good career in the
movies?"
" Sincerity and restraint."
Because the papers were full of it, I asked
Mr. Arliss his opinion of the controversy in
Hollywood which threatened to fix the salaries of
the stars.
"Theexcept
salariesto ofa movie
stars These
can never
be kept
down
minimum.
salaries
are
not as fabulously large as is generally believed,
for the actors are paid only while at work on a
film. Most of them make only two, or at the
most three, pictures a year and their income has
to be reckoned on this basis. In my opinion, the
stars are really underpaid and their salaries have
got to be made higher. Also, film stars should
be the highest paid of all radio entertainers. For
the simple reason that they are better known by
the greatest number of people. By engaging a
movie celebrity for a programme the advertiser
insures himself millions of listeners for the merits
of his product. For such a service it is only just
that the remuneration of the entertainer should
be adequate."
Mrs. Arliss returned with her husband from
England and would accompany him to the
coast not only to appear in the role of "Hannah"
in the Rothschild picture, but because the Arlisses
are seldom separated.
They've
married
now for thirty
and
theirs
is onebeen
of the
ideal romances
of theyears
Theatre.
They met in
whenLondon.
acting inArliss
Mrs. was
Patrick
company
firstCampbell's
attracted
to pretty Florence Montgomery because she had
"nice
He proposed
were
caught arms."
in a sudden
rainstorm.when
Withthey
adorable
gaUantry he gives his wife credit for his success
on the stage and screen.
According to this devoted husband it is Mrs.
Arliss who makes all the vital decisions. Frequently she appears with her husband on the
screen and wifl be remembered in Disraeli
and The King's Vacation. It is safe to say that if
the gets
scriptthecalls
she
role for
! a player of Mrs. Arliss' type
Knowing Mr. Arliss' true British reticence in
discussing his personal life I sought not to peer

too closely
relationship.
But there was one subject of a quite
personal nature which proved irresistible.
I'd been wanting for years to ask him
about it. Arliss is a vegetarian. Numerous
and fantastic rumours have been put
forth as the reason for his abstinence from
meat — he was a Buddhist, aTheosophist,
a believer in -the transmigration of souls.
Tentatively I told him of these reports.
He laughed. No, none of these
reasons would do. "I'm sorry. It
would make a much better story for
you. But I abstain from flesh food
simply because I do not believe in
"And it has nothing whatever to do
cruelty."
"I think" not. Though it seems to me that
religion?
one
of the tenets of all religions might conceivably be the avoidance of cruelty — to ourselves, to
ourBecause
fellow humans
and to other
he had responded
withliving
such creatures."
good grace
to the other personal query, I grew bolder. I told
him that, in my estimation, he was the most
romantic actor on the screen.
The bubbling whimsicality which seems always
just ready to break forth crinkled the corners of
his eyes; his smiling mouth prepared me for a
facetious
makingbelieve
a matinee
out of me?replyNo,: "Are
I wishyouI could
that, hero
but
I can't. Even my most ardent admirers have to
admit that I'm not much to look at. That
doesn't been
matterconsidered
so much on the
always
g^n^stage, but it has
a drawback
on the
screen. Then, too, the
\
kind of parts I play
offer no effective scope
for the art of osculation. My screen kisses
nearly always have to
be paternal or avuncular— never lasting more
than the fraction of a
second No," he shook
his head in mock despair, "it's absolutely
impossible to fade out
on And
one onofthis
my merry
kisses."
note we
As I walked back along
parted.
Broadway my heels clicked
quite as liltingly. For I
had kept my rendezvous
with Romance — and was not
disappointed.
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^EANETTE
SM ACDONALD
The "Queen of the Musicals" is
again in the news as a result of a
reported screen breach with Maurice
Chevalier. "Maurice," she is
quoted as saying recently, " should
give me credit for at least some of the
success
of his biggest
talkie ithits."
In the meanwhile,
however,
still
W

appears likely that she will star in
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HAVEN'T

Reached

the

©EAK

^ET

by

Joan

Crawford

THE brilliant star who returns in
Dancing Lady to the type of picture
in which she first sprang to fame
discusses Hollywood and her career
frankly in this interview with a
"Plcturegoer" New York representative.
r/AOOKING
as
\Ls radiant as ever,
Joan Crawford
^-^W' arrived for a
brief vacation in New
York and hurried to her
hotel suite afraid that by
the time she got there
she might find a telegram
calling her back to
Hollywood.
Her trip to New York,
vivacious young star admitted, was
made with the understanding that
she would hurry back as soon as the'
Metro-Goldwyn-Maver
officials decided
to start work on The Portrait of Sadie
McKee.
This is the much-discussed magazine serial
by Vina Delmar which has been selected as
Miss Crawford's next film. Clarence Brown,
who did Possessed, will direct, and great things
may be expected from the re-alliance of the
two.
Franchot Tone, who with Clark Gable figures
prominently
in Miss
Crawford's newly
completedto
Dancing Lady,
accompanied
the actress
New York. When the two were besieged by
reporters asking for a statement on a possible
impending marriage, Miss Crawford reminded
them that she would be unable to make or consider any decision of this sort until her final
divorce decree in April.
Joan Crawford makes it a principle to take an
annual journey as far away from California as
possible. Last year she went to Europe. This
time
she can't
as much change
time away
from work.
She feels
that agetcomplete
of environment
is the most stimulating influence for any screen
player.
"Out in Hollywood we get into such a routine
that if it isn't broken it may affect our work,"
she said.
get up
at 6.30
every atday
get
the tosame
and dine
lunch
by eight,
on the set "We
appointed hours, and do everything on schedule.
It's fascinating work but it does require a complete change to keep your perspective. I like New
York for that reason. It's absolutely different.
T do all my visiting here. Out in Hollywood
1 hardly ever get around to see people, outside
of the ones I meet every day at the studio. Then
it's great fun seeing the new shows and visiting

into the picture naturally, and I think Dancing
Lady
thing in with
this it,
veinpartly
I've ever
tried.of
We hadis the
a lotbestof trouble
because
Clark's illness, but we had a tremendous lot of
funQuestioned
too, and I about
feel veryherhappy
abouton the
outlook
theresults."
future,
Miss Ciawrford mentioned two potential story
properties, Sacred and Profane Love and The
some of the clubs or restaurants I used to know Stamboul Quest. Neither is definite at the moment
and
in any case Sadie McKee will come first. These
before I started pictures.
"I'd love to do something on the stage. I are all strongly dramatic stories.
think orit'sactress
the best
in thepiece
worldoccasionally.
for a film
actor
to thing
do a stage
"T hope I haven't reached the peak of my
I think you can go back to Hollywood with
A career yet," said the actress. " I feel that I've
redoubled interest and incentive. Almost every- just gotten to the point where I can do my best
body has a secret desire to do something on the work. I've done some things I liked but now I
stage, but most picture people are kept so busy want to concentrate on stories that have very
appeal to me. I want to put myself,
with their work in Hollywood they can't do definite
completely and without reserve, into every part.
anything
aboutabout
it." the value of a stage appren- I don't mean that I should restrict myself entirely
Questioned
ticeship for anybody seeking a screen career, Miss to dramatic roles, because I think that's bad for
Crawford said she thought it the best possible anyone. A lighter film every three or four productions helps you keep a proper sense of balance,
way to get started.
"There's so much competition in Hollywood just like taking a trip once a year away from
now," she said, "that you have to take advantage
All the way to New York the picture star had
of every opportunity. Movie officials are looking
for people who have already done something to aHollywood."
very
special
to take
of. to
It wasn't
novel
thatjobshe'd
been care
waiting
read, ora
show their ability. It's hard enough to get a new
chance at best, but doing something on the stage some writing in her diary (though she does keep
first gives you a better chance. This is more a diary) . It seems that her sister-in-law is soon
become a mother, and Aunt- Joan-to-be busied
important than a few years ago because of the to
importance of diction and the speaking voice. herself making several baby garments, which
air arrival.
mailed toLucky
California
Besides, there are more people than ever before she
the new
baby. as a present foi
trying
get intoare pictures.
harder to start
but the torewards
higher thanIt'sever.
NEXT WEEK
"Dancing is a good thing for anyone trying to
get started. Even if you do not intend to dance
HARLEY KNOLES, the famous director,
on the stage or in pictures, it gives you poise,
who made the original silent version of
and helps keep you in good physical condition.
Uttle Women, takes you back to those
It trains a person to walk gracefully, and elimiglamorous days and traces the careers of
nates all awkwardness.
several famous artistes connected with that
"There is some dancing in my new picture,
production in a revealing
article.and most interesting
Dancing Lady. I like to do an occasional picture
with a musical background, if the background fits
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PETER FREUCHEN, the Danish
explorer and author of the
book " Eskimo," from which
W. S. Van Dyke filmed this Polar
epic, tells you of the difficulties
which beset the expedition in
Alaska and how they were
overcome.

the

Frozen

January |3

SYqrth

IX feet six,
the
wooden
left leg
thumping firmly along, the heavy
V — S brown beard and brown hair framed
by an old sea-captain's hat tilted at
an angle of forty-five degrees, Peter
Freuchen breezed into New York with the
freshness and openness of the Arctic regions
where so much of his life has been spent. In
his hotel suite the Danish author talked of
Eskimo, the M.-G.-M. picture which has been
adapted from his book of the same name.
"My own book," he began in a voice
strangely gentle for so large and hearty a
man, "treats of the Greenland Eskimos,
whom I know and with whom I have lived;
whereas
Eskimos. this picture is a story of the Alaskan
" What is most ama zing is that their customs
are almost exactly alike. You see, there are
only about 32,000 Eskimos altogether in the
world.
"Most of them originally came from the
North of the United States; and when they
drifted northwards and separated in Alaska,
Greenland and Siberia, they were speaking
the
folk same
lore. language and living with the same
"For a thousand years now explorers and
surveyors like myself have been able to go
from one Eskimo community to another,
separated by days and weeks of travel, and
find
only the slightest variations in speech or
habits.
"Tn the beginning we thought of going to
A Greenland, since that, after all, was the place I
knew best — but Greenland has four solid months
of darkness during which it is not only dangerous
to move about but almost impossible to do any
photography.
"Furthermore, the rays of the sun are so
penetrating that all our film would have been
ruined in a short time.
"Though I'd known that the life in Alaska was
pretty much the same as in Greenland, it was still
surprising to find so many similarities. About
the only serious difference was the extent to
which the Eskimos in the North are civilised.
This is, of course, the influence of the white man
and, in particular, the missionaries.
"In certain cases we were shocked to find that
the Eskimos had lost the habit of their own
customs, so much had they assumed white
characteristics.
" But it wasn't long before they became intensely
interested in re-enacting the details of the life
they had lived before the white man came and
attempted to re-live them — and I should not be
surprised if some of them have since abandoned
the white communities and gone back to their own
lives.
" Habituating oneself to the rigours and
peculiarities
of such
a climate
Alaska's isButa
difficult enough
task for
transientas visitors.
establishing semi-permanent and livable headquarters where all manner of special equipment
can be stored is a* far greater problem and one
which presented formidable complications for the
expedition when it arrived for nine months of
intensive work at Teller Island, off the tip of
Alaska.
"The result of these nine months of labour, and
of eight further months of
editing and retaking in
the studios, is the
ambitious film drama,
Mala,
a mighty
Eskimo.
hunter of the North,
"When
W.
S. Van
who plays a leading
Dyke, the directo
disemr,
role in the picture.
barked with myself
and his company from

Dortuk, " The Garbo of the North," and
Nunarook, " the Eskimo Jimmy
Durante," brought back to Hollywood
for further interiors and close-ups in Van
Dyke's production.
the whaling schooner, Nanuk, it was late in June of
last year — and Alaska, contrary to a general
impression of all-year-round frost, has a season
which they choose to designate as summer.
"Up around Teller Island this means a temperature ranging from 20 degrees to 50 degrees,
and the habitations are not the famous igloos
(which function only in the extreme winter) but
tents of sealskin, later dismantled and preserved.
"Although we were eager to live in the same
manner as the natives, partly to ensure friendliness and partly to be as comfortable as they
seemed, the plan was not found to be feasible
because we should have had to construct the tents
on too large a scale.
"Too many sealskins would have been needed
and, before the tents could have become really
livable, we should have had to move out of them
into our winter headquarters.
"Accordingly, we set up only a dozen tents of
the more easily obtainable caribou skin, merely
for sleeping; where we actually lived was in a
series of wooden shacks and in a large old ware-
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Above : The production
unit on exterior location
filming Eskimos in their
native village in Alaska.
Left : A giant polar
bear, trapped by the
expedition, is hauled
aboard the " Nanuk."
house built of logs which
had served as a trading
centre many years before.
"The real storehouse
remained the Nanuk,
where all the food and
apparatus was put in
specially made ice-boxes
and deep holds. These were
held in safe position by
the surrounding ice floes.
"When winter rolled
by — and this was not
long, since we arrived
toward the end of June
and the northern winter
begins as early as midSeptember — it was necessary to shift headquarters.
"Here, again,
it waswinter
impossible
as the
Eskimos,
since the
igloos toarelivemade
of
stone, chinked and covered with moss and banked
with snow, and built halfway underground.
The entrance is a long passage high enough to
admit a man crawlingonhis hands and knees.
The construction of these is a lengthy undertaking which scarcely seemed worth while in
view of the fact that we were not scheduled to
stay for more than four additional months or so.
"Bag and baggage, we moved over to the
Nanuk and stayed there until February. "
"Living
the ship
hardly a throw
paradise,
since
violenton winds
wouldwas
periodically
the
vessel far but of its course and make the return a
long and wearisome struggle.
"Almost
frequently
we would
frozen
in andas unable
to move
until be
the completely
sun shone
with sufficient intensity to break the ice.

"But there was a heating apparatus on the
boat and a radio, and this made things a little
more tolerable than they might have been in the
heatless igloos.
"The only really native construction we were
obliged to do came when we set about photographing the interiors of ice huts.
"With ice-saws, chisels and picks we bisected
the tops of the spherical dwellings, then placed
cameras opposite the opening, turned the lights
into them and hung up the microphones.
"In addition to buying each such hut with
bacon and other goods, the studio mechanics
had to help the evicted owner build another !
"The manufacture of ice houses is not a very
lengthy process. The form is hollowly circular
and the material is nothing but snow.
"A roaring fire is built inside until the snow
begins to melt and drip. The fire is stamped out,
the door
open, and
frost transforms theleft
structure
into the
solidmidnight
ice.
These dwellings are not permanent; they are
made only by travellers or itinerant hunters
and serve simply as resting places when the
weather makes movement impossible.
so easyto tothemake
is "They
entrustedare solely
womanthator often
womenthisof task
the
tribe.
" If the members of the film expedition did not
live as the Eskimos, they at least dressed like
them, with underskins of fur and enormously
cumbersome over-garments — but this failed to
keep them as warm as they chose to feel, so that
they kept running inside to the heating apparatus
every ten minutes or so.
"For a picture taken so spasmodically and with
sa many atmospheric obstacles, Eskimo is at the
very least an achievement in sheer continuity.
"The only actual troubles in filming the picturer were atmospheric; sudden sunlight would
melt the ice houses; extreme winds would blow
the vessel miles out of its course; intense cold

Weekly

would freeze us in and make all travel impossible.
"Controlling our own men and controlling the
Eskimos was about the most complicated concern we had. But Col. Van Dyke, our wonderfully careful director, attended to both of these
points with his usual shrewdness.
thoseover
periods
whenengrossing
work couldn't
be done
he "For
created
a dozen
activities
for
our forty-two people, ranging from cribbage to
ice polo.
"And when the Eskimos became a little
recalcitrant — such as the time when they decided
out of a clear sky that they were going to strike
for higher wages than $5 a day — Van Dyke knew
how to show them either that they were quite
dispensable or that they had a great deal to gain
by staying ; bacon, oranges, corn cakes and other
foods they had grown to like.
"The result was that, by the time all our filming
had been done, we were living in perfect harmony
together and had to tear ourselves away.
" T feel that it has all been well worth while and
A hope that when you see the picture you will
agree with me.
"Mr. W. S. Van Dyke has certainly lived
up to the reputation he has made with such
features
as White Shadows in the South Seas, and
Trader Horn.
"He has brought vividly to the screen the
life of these little-known people and invested
the theme with a wealth of strong drama and
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^RANCHOT

^ONE

The New York stage actor who in
the space of a few months has
become one of the most popular
leading men on the screen.
Franchot, whose name has been
linked by the gossips in romance
rumours with that of Joan Crawford,
plays opposite her in her latest
picture, " Dancing Lady."
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an Actor who Must Not Marry — Strange Clauses in
Movie Contracts — Society Extras Storm — Baby
Le Roy's Attack of Whooping Cough

VENABLE'S
Pro\s-y VELYN
/essor Emerson
Venable,father,
is a parent
most
daughter
his
after
looks
who
[ ^
conscientiously. He is responsible for
a clause in Evelyn's contract with
Paramount, which provides that the 18-yearold actress must not be kissed by any of the
male members of any pictures in which she
appears.
The Professor chanced to be on the set
when Fredric March, as called for in the story,
placed his arms around Evelyn. A long
argument ensued before Professor Venable
the scene to be taken in this
permitted
manner.
Incidentally, Professor Venable is about the
only father of a Hollywood movie actress who
his child's career.
say about
anythingareto usually
hasMothers
the autocrats of the
studios, as far as their offspring are concerned.
He Lost His Temper
Joel McCrea, who is now the husband of the
charming Frances Dee, recently learned that
he would have to work far into the night, taking
make-up tests for a forthcoming role.
Mrs.until
McCrea,
thatHe hedecided
would tonot'phone
be home
very and
late, tell
but her
he
could
not remember the 'phone number of his
new home.
Unfortunately the 'phone was unlisted, and the
telephone operator very properly refused to give
him the number, telling him, when he said he was
JoelJoelMcCrea,
it wasinto" anbisoldcargag
irately that
leaped
and! " dashed for
home. On the way he was stopped by three
police officers, vigorously reprimanded for various
traffic
giventhethree
"tickets"
calling
for finesoffences,
when heandfaces
judge.
However,
he
finally reached home.
The actor now has his 'phone number written
on ten different slips of paper — one in every
pocket I
All for Love
Dick
Powell, one of the most promising
juveniles in moviedom, is engaged in quite
an argument with the Warner studio.
The officials desire to incorporate in the young
actor's
contract
a provision
will notthatweda
before the
end of
1934, as that
they hebelieve
wedding in the near future might cause him to
lose the favour of feminine fans before he has
won stardom, which they confidently believe he
will achieve in the near future.
Dick has refused to permit the clause to be
inserted. While he has no present intention of
marrying, he does not care to commit himself for
the future.

and pay cheques they took, were
not in such a jovial mood.
Punishing " Spanky I "
of
childIs star
Roy,Baby
Baby
Miss LeFane's
Stolen,
was recently incapacitated by
an attack of whooping cough,
thereby holding up production
ly embarrassing the
and great
Paramount studio.
The Board of Education,
under whose jurisdiction all
children are placed, decided
that the fault lay with
"Spanky" McFarland, juvenile
star of "Our Gang" comedies,
who worked in a sequence of
the picture.
The Board believes that
"Spanky" had whooping cough
when he appeared for work at
the studio, and has suspended
his acting permit for 90 days,
thereby
parents forpunishing
negligence.the child's
Roach studio officials are also

Bobbe Arnst,
former
totheife
o/
Johnny
Weissmuller,
who appears
with John
Boles in
"Beloved."

unhappy,
as the
" Our inGang
comedies are
delayed
con-"
sequence of the boy's supension.
" Big Chief" Novarro!
Meet
Such Chief
will beDine-I
the d-Loi
proper !
introduction for Ramon Novarro
when he returns to Hollywood
from the filming of Laughing
Boy, the famous Indian classic,
during which he was initiated as
a fully fledged Navajo chief.
The ceremony was performed
before 700 Navajos, dressed in
all their tribal finery.
Chief Tuchene-Bege made the
presentation for his tribe,
assembled in a vast camp on the
reservation near Cameron,
Arizona, where they were
performing Navajo dances and
taking part in horse races for
Novarro's forthcoming film.
A Deep Mystery
A rumour around Hollywood is that George
Raft and Gene Raymond indulged in fistic
combat at the Brown Derby, and that, despite
George's
prowess
a professional
boxer,to Gene
emerged the
victor.as The
row was reported
have
centred around a well-known film actress.
Both actors deny that they participated in a
fracas at the Brown Derby or anywhere else.

Poor Garbo
Amateur Extras
The depression has been exceedingly hard on Greta Garbo is searching for a new home in a
location which will not be readily disthe men and women employed as "atmosphere
covered by her many admirers.
talent," so it was scarcely surprising that these
Some weeks ago a gentleman with a warped
"extras" felt like anarchists when 250 "debs"
and "stags" of Los Angeles society were employed and
mentality
appearedto atsecure
the an
Swedish
star's Police
home
endeavoured
audience.
in a very pretentious production.
were summoned and the intruder was taken into
The society people arrived at the studio in custody.
luxurious cars and created quite an impression,
The newspapers, in their accounts of the affair,
in more ways than one. The executives, directors
and stars were greatly flattered at the opportunity mentioned the star's address, and then the fun
of mingling with the social elite. The displaced began.
Countless people called at the home, myriads of
extras, many in dire need, were in a deeply
resentful mood.
letters were received in the mail, and the star was
frantic.
The society "extras" had a thoroughly enjoy- nearly
A suggestion for Garbo is to buy a submarine.
able time. The regular "extras," whose places

or charter the dirigible which cruises over
Los Angeles !
Cupid Wins
Fifi Dorsay, who has eluded matrimony for
several years, although one of the most
popular ladies of the film colony, has finally
capitulated. She was recently married to Maurice
Hill, of Chicago.
Unlike most of our celebrities who flee to
Arizona or Mexico to have the knot tied, Fifi and
Hill
were wed in the rectory of St. Victor's Church
in Hollywood.
The bridegroom, a medical student, won a
magazine contest as the handsomest man in the
Middle West. He seems destined for a film career
and, with the energetic Fifi to aid him, he is likely
to attain his goal.
Thief Wears Wings
This comeslievable
under
the head of almost unbehappenings.
While Jane Barnes, Fox actress, was strolling
on the beach at Santa Monica, a huge seagull
swooped down, boldly snatched her purse from
her hand, flew out to sea and disappeared.
The purse, according to Miss Barnes, conlicence. tained little of value other than her driver's
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t (Douglass Montgomery), who courts Jo unsuccessfully,
ses Meg and Brooke in the conservatory during the dance
given at his home.

presents
Louisaof Alcott
ic")ic Pictures
with all its
tender the
memories
child?id fragrant old-world sentiment. The
- gives Katharine Hepburn still another
co prove that she is the greatest stellar
;/ y of 1933. The direction of this delightful
r is in the capable hands of George Cukor,
l cast includes Frances Dee, Joan Bennett,
l arker, Paul Lukas, and Douglass
Montgomery.

lyiage of Meg (Frances Dee) to Brooke (John
-T Ige) at the March's New England home. Brooke,
t will be remembered, is Laurie's tutor.

Amy is punished by her
tutor (Glen Howland) in
the good old-fashioned
"dunce in the corner"

Beth"
the tsfamil
of
the y," baby
Jo comfor
) with
the
Parker
(jean
, Meg
help of her sisters
and Amy (Joan Bennett).
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of the hatest Films

gANGSTERS

Invade
-

^HAT

a curious lot of people we

1 For! ages now we have pleaded,
C7 In/ /
prayed, stormed, raved,
threatened, and thrown ourselves into a hundred and one righteously
indignant attitudes at the mere mention of
an American gangster picture.
Then along come Gaumont British and into
their new musical Aunt Sally they introduce
a gangster plot, and they actually make them
American gangsters imported from U.S.A.
How the Americans must smile !

Why do we do it? Isn't it possible to
produce a musical talkie with an all-British
plot
andingenious?
story? Isn't it possible to be just
a little
It is such a great pity because there is much
to praise in the actual production, but the story
soon becomes a little trimming for Cicely Court neidge's single act.
Mike Kelly, ex-Night Club King in New York,
decides to operate in London. Rehearsals are
in full swing for a spectacular cabaret. Enter
Sally, who tries to convince Kelly she is a star.
She is unceremoniously bundled outside and takes
a job
a maid inthatKelly's
house.a Continental star.
She asdiscovers
he needs
Disguising herself (not too much) as Mademoiselle
Zaza, she gets a job and captivates Kelly. The
gangsters
who cannot
in onrehearsal,
Kelly's
business kidnap
Zaza atmuscle
the dress
but
doesn'twellworry
us too
muchthem
because
we
know that
perfectly
she will
outwit
and will
make her appearance right on the dot. And does
she ? We should say she does.
But the gangsters are not through yet. They
knock
out one
Zaza's
dance instructions
partner, andto
substitute
of theApache
gang with
shoot Kelly. The dance soon develops into an
all-in wrestling bout for the gun. The audience
believes it is part of the dance, but when Zaza
(or Sally, if you like) is triumphant, Kelly tells
his audience what has actually happened. Cheers
all round.
Three authors, Guy Bolton, Austin Melford,
and A. R. Rawlinson, all with reputations, were
responsible
for the concoction. It's difficult to
believe.
The production and performances are fortunately superior to the story. Cicely Courtneidge
will delight her many fans, but I would suggest
that in her next picture some of her mannerisms
be dropped. And the producers should know by
now that some real acting from Cicely, and she
can give it to us, would be most effective no
matter how comic her role.
Sam Hardy is extremely competent as Kelly,
and Hartley Power and Ben Weldon are two
conventional gangsters. Enrico Naldi is good as
the Apache dancer, and a word of praise is due
to the chorus.
I must add, in fairness, that on the occasion
I saw the film it was received with much laughter
and much applause. — M. B. Y.
Jimmy and Sally
Bright, cheerful little picture, which opens in
brisk comedy style, but later develops into
slow, conventional romance.
However, as a whole it is quite entertaining
and contains two catchy song numbers, "It's the
Irish in Me " and "You're my Thrill," the one
put over by James Dunn and the other by Lya
Lys — both effectively.
The former shows to very good advantage as
a happy-go-lucky Irish publicity agent who is
employed by the Marlowe Meat Packing Corporation.
He engineers a stunt which introduces a circus
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profitable little card-sharping partnership. Believe
it or not, but the house chosen for their operations
| Let our Film Critics who | is none other than her old home on 56th Street,
now turned into a gambling hell, and the gambling
j really see the pictures guide you. j room her own bedroom.
After that it was not difficult to digest the
succeeding sequences in which her daughter, now
grown up, in the belief that her mother is dead,
loses £3,000 at the tables and, taking another
revolver from another drawer, bumps off Cortez
when he threatens to collect the debt from her
husband.
Personally, I should be inclined to have called
it murder, or at least manslaughter, but the producers (and the censors) were satisfied to put it
down as good clean girlish fun, and the racketeer
owner of the house obligingly disposes of the corpse
and allows the temperamental young gambler to
58ush
depart on a trip to Europe on the condition, one
gathers, that her mother becomes his mistress.
The film is designed to demonstrate the stoic
in a shop window and proceeds to add to its effect nobility of femininity in times of stress, but, alby releasing a mouse which causes an elephant
though charming in the somewhat overstressed
to run amok.
romantic scenes in the early part of the picture,
He gets plenty of publicity, but not of the right Kay Francis failed to give the complete impression
sort : the damages against his firm amount to of a woman doomed to tragedy.
a sum which decides his employer to fire bim.
In view of the heights to which the star rose
But Marlowe's mistress, Pola Wenski, thinks in the portrayal of tragic beauty in One Way
differently, and he is engaged to act as her press Passage, the latter fault must be charged to the
agent, much to the disgust of his sweetheart, general theatricality of the character.
Sally, who acts as his secretary and believes that
And despite the wealth of incident and the
the press work is not all on paper.
suspense
support of some good gambling scenes,
fails story
to grip.
with its transparent basic superficialities
James's idea of a stunt for the actress is to the
publish the fact that Pola is secretly in love with
a handsome gangster. This brings all the
Raymond gives a sympathetic portrayal
racketeers in town to her show and ends in a riot, of Gene
the husband and Margaret Lindsay, as the
in which both James and his employer are severely daughter, shines in her big emotional scene, but
handled.
—theM. rest
D. P.of the cast is given few opportunities.
This time James is fired for good, and, having
quarrelled with Sally, he starts to take life more
seriously, eventually finding a job as a meat packer Turkey Time
in another firm.
Later he decides to return to Sally, only to
Walls and Ralph Lynn fans will give
find her engaged to his rival. However, he uses ThehootsTomof delight
to see their favourites reunited
cave-man methods on her instigation, and wins in this picture.
her and a job for himself.
Although there is a Christmas setting to the
It is this later part that is so banal, but the picture, the topicality will not interfere with the
brisk action of what goes before it negatives its enjoyment of any Walls-Lynn audience.
dullness to a large extent.
The Stoatts are having a small party to celebrate
Christmas. Ernestine Stoatt, wife of hen-pecked
Claire
Trevor
acts
well
as
James's
sweetheart,
but she is inclined to appear a little hard in Edwin, is the boss. Louise, a sister of Ernestine,
Max (Tom Walls), her fianc6 from the wild and
appearance and character.
As Pola, Lya Lys gives a suitably languishing the
woolly
West, and David (Ralph Lynn) complete
group.
and exotic performance, and Jed Prouty gives a
good
study as James's
Max,of who
settlesrescues
arguments
k.o.'s toparty
the
The character
comedy situations
are well employer.
handled. The point
the chin,
Rose, by
a concert
circus fiasco proves most amusing, as does the artiste, from the unwelcome attentions of a
other publicity stunt, when all the gangsters scoundrel (played, of course, by D. A. Clarkearrive at the caf6 where Pola is appearing, each Smith; how many homes has he broken up and
thinking that he is the handsome gangster who downfall
how manyI). innocent girls has he lured to their
is secretly loved. — L. C.
David falls in love with Rose, and complications
The House on S6th Street
begin. Max Edwin
helps isDavid
Louise's
suspicions.
draggedandin arouses
and receives
the
The apparent determination of the movie
moguls to confine the services of Miss Francis
to themes of manufactured emotionalism is a
matter of growing concern to this Kay -conscious
department.
The latest in the series introduces her as a
"Follies" girl of 1905 who marries a wealthy
young man about town, severing her relationship
with a gentleman named Fiske, who is apparently
her "protector," in order to do so. After a species
of Continental Cook's tour honeymoon, introduced
mainly, one imagines, in order to include a Parisian
chorus of the period, her husband installs her in a
mansion on 56th Street, in which her baby
girlFiske
is born.
again comes into her life. When she
tells him that she
will not see him
again he takes a
revolver ■ from a
drawer and threatens
to commit suicide.
In the subsequent
struggle for the
weapon the gun goes
off and she is charged
with manslaughter
CicelySam
Courtneidge
and sentenced to
and
Hardy,
twenty years' imprisonment.
Her husband is
killed in the war and
on her release she
joins farces with
Ricardo Cortez in a

who is appearing in
his first British picture, in "Aunt

Sally."
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full weight
arm.
And soof on.Ernestine's anger and her strong
There's no point in relating the story in detail.
Either you will roar with laughter or you will
say
"We are not amused." It's just a personal
matter.
The whole company throw themselves into the
romp with plenty of energy. Robertson Hare
is excellent as the down-trodden husband, and
Norma Varden is splendid as the dragon wife.
Tom Walls and Ralph Lynn are their usual selves,
and Mary Brough, Dorothy Hyson, and Veronica
Rose (looking uncannily like Renate Muller) are
well in the picture.
I have often criticised Tom Walls for directing
the films in which he himself plays, so it is only
fair to add that this particular picture does not
in any way appear to suffer from being handled
by one of the principal actors. — M. B. Y.
Sitting Pretty
Another addition to the musical cycle which
contains several catchy tunes well sung and
ingeniously presented. The other reason for seeing
this picture is Jack Oakie.
neverhe seen
him most
put upof athe
poorweight
performance
andI'vehere
carries
of the
entertainment on his very capable shoulders.
The main reason for this is that the plot is a
thoroughly conventional and also a very slight
one.
It concerns a self-opinionated song writer, who
goes to Hollywood and eventually wins through
to success after having been vamped by a leading
lady and got so swollen-headed that he was fired
from his first assignment.
About the only claim to originality in the story
is that Jack Oakie as the hero does not marry
Ginger Rogers as the heroine, but loses her to the
tried and trusted friend who writes his lyrics and
sticks to him through thick and thin.
But even if the plot is transparently simple,
there are a lot of amusing situations, capably
handled by Harry Joe Brown and the catchy
song tunes fill up those gaps where you might
have been bored.
The way the song writer crashes the studio and
interviews a movie mogul is very funny and has a
touch of satire, while the sequence showing the
adventurous pair hitch-hiking — that is cadging

James Dunn and Claire Trevor, who replaced
Sally Eilers for the distaff end of the title
role in "Jimmy and Sally."
lifts — to Hollywood is also in a soundly humorous
vein.
On the way they get a lift and a cheque from a
man who says he is a certain famous producer —
unfortunately, his car is driven to the Californian
Asylum and the cheque comes back !
JackandOakie's
foil the
is Jack
is quite
good
puts over
vocal Haley,
numberswhoeffectively.
Ginger Rogers looks attractive but has little
to do; incidentally, her singing voice is not so
charming as her face and figure.
A good little character study of a theatrical

Clara Bow appears as a side-show dancer in
her latest picture, "Hoop-la," adapted from the
play part-talkie
The Barker,"
whichdayswasof made
in the early
sound. as a
and it was not too satisfactory in that form either.
At any rate, the dialogue here strikes a theatrical
and often a pathetic note, which robs the theme
of sincerity in its depiction of paternal love.
is theuptalehisofson
a fairground
" barkerand" who
wants
to Itbring
to be a lawyer,
is terribly
distressed when the boy, during his college
vacation, pays the show an unexpected visit and
begs to be taken on to learn a little about life.
His father is persuaded to accede to his request,
in spite of the fact that he is anxious to keep
his
him. relations to Chris, one of the show girls, from
Chris is relegated to the background and,
fiercely jealous, she gets Lou, a tough side-show
dancer, to vamp the boy for a consideration.
Lou does her work so effectively that she falls
in love with him, confesses her original degrading
idea, and agrees to marry him. When the father
learns this he is furious and turns them out.
From that moment the "barker's " luck turns,
and a year later, almost down and out, he arrives
at the Chicago World Fair and is offered a job
to "bark " for a show there.
He discovers it is Lou for whom he is supposed
to work, and he promptly turns it down, even
though he learns that she is working so that his
Tom Walls is a heson, her husband, may continue his studies and
man
hero
in
"
Turkey
become a lawyer.
Time." He is seen
However, as he is turning away and hears the
here with Veronica
Rose.
pathetic attempts of a substitute to intrigue the
people in Lou's act, he repents his action and
climbs on the platform — full of his old vitality —
to " bark " for her. He realises that she is carrying
on the work he started successfully.
Bow in the opening stages has a touch of
agent is given by Gregory Ratoff and Thelma MaeClara
which proves intriguing, but later she
Todd makes a hit as the glamorous but ineffective does West
not seem too happy in her part.
and temperamental leading lady for whom the
Richard Cromwell is too simple and innocent
bumptious song writer falls heavily.
but he acts the part feelingly enough.
There is a very well photographed spectacular as Itthewasboy,a pity,
I think, to have made up a young
fan dance to the picture which is set to the tune
man
to
play
the
middle-aged role of the father.
of "Have You Ever Seen a Dream Walking," and Preston Foster never
seems to convince to any
altogether you will find the show quite pleasantly
extent, although he, too, puts some sound emotion
entertaining. — L. C.
into some of the most dramatic scenes.
The humorous interludes are in the capable
hands of Herbert Mundin, but he is not -called on
Hoop-la
Clara Bow shows no signs of making a decisive to exercise his powers to any extent.
come-back in this drawn-out and unGenerally the production is slow-moving and
inspiring adaptation of John Kenyon Nicholson's very obvious in development, but Frank Lloyd,
the director, has caught the atmosphere of the
play.
The Barker.
It was
made, most of you will remember, as fair ground well and technically there is nothing
a part-talkie with Milton Sills in the leading role. at which to cavil. — L. C.
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from my husband. What a scandal I
Thank you for telling me. It was
After that, what could one do
but of
go you."
to Guy and solicit him as
nice

EfiS RETIM.

" Iconfessed,
asked you toanddance.
I had to,"
she
was thrilled
to
partner.
have
him answer as though he meant
it. "I can stand any amount of
Before Sunday dinner next day,
at
which
Louise and grandfather at
that,
Louise."
Storr Haven were to be guests of
the Cranes, there was church.
Simon, the colour of macaroni,
after the evening's potations,
brought round the Bnick.
Grandfather, whoservice
hadn't inmissed
Sunday-morning
years,a
waited for Beatrice and Thelma to
Thelma's husband, a mild-mannered solicitor who travelled daily
to Pittsfield by an extremely early
appear.
train, was already in the car.
"If you hadn't made a hog of
yourself with corn whisky you
wouldn't have a headache," Grandfather admonished Simon. "Keep
"I'll
if Simon
isn't well,"
your eyedrive
on the
road, now."
Louise offered.
"No. You aren't dressed for it.
Simon must do his whack. Here,
have a cigarette. Maybe you'll feel

Louise, the
town girl,
and her
, father
soon
became
fast
grandfriends.
THE CASTGrandpa Storr Lionel Barrymore
Louise
Miriam Hopkins
Guy
Franchot Tone
Simon
Stuart Erwin
Nettie
Irene Hervey
Beatrice Beulah Bondi
Allen
Grant Mitchell
Widdie
Tad Alexander
Thelma
Aileen Carlyle
(Freely based on the film The
Stranger's Return by permission of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures,
Ltd., 19-21 Tower Street, Upper
St. Martin's Lane, London,
W.C.2.)
See " On the Screens Now "
feature, page 26, for Lionel
Collier's criticism of this film.
f
Louise
\M X~VlFE
J since for
fleeing
New Storr,
York
.M
and the trade
^5^^ depression, became a
colourful pattern
woven about Grandfather, his
relations by marriage, and — Guy
Crane.
Grandfather stood out preeminently. He was eighty-five,
as upstanding a man as ever
owned and worked his farm for
half a century in Iowa.
She had liked him for coming
to meet her by the midnight train.
Over their first cigarette together
on the front porch of Storr Haven,
the morning after her arrival, she
knew that Grandfather liked her.
"You're a Storr," he said with
satisfaction, while her forearm, that
had never sustained the weight of
anything
heavier than a highball,
ssa

was linked with his. "Those" —
he dipped a silky-beard towards the
house where his step-granddaughters
intent on being good hostesses, were
dealing with the washing-up — "are
no
blood Well,
relations.
You'refield
my son's
child.
see that
over
He ? developed
the subject of his
there
"
property, its acquisitions, and potentialities. During the ensuing days
while Louise accompanied his round
of sheds and sties, watched him bully
Simon, somewhat bibulous farmhand one minute and the next offer
him a smoke, she made a decision.
She would stand by Grandfather in
face of "those."
Beatrice and Thelma, his stepgrandchildren, were definitely
unsympathetic, hovering round the
old man like flies, attempting to cut
down his food. Grandfather, a
splendid trencherman, enjoyed egg
and bacon, steak and chips, pork and
beans.
"You know, father, doctor said
you
werewould
to eat
very littlemorning
meat,"
Beatrice
remonstrate,
after morning.
Raising his head after uttering the
brief grace which preceded each meal
at Storr Haven, Grandfather would
seize the plate of cornflakes provided
as his start for the day, and convey
it unfalteringly to the chickens.
Just as uncompromising were his
dealings with Guy Crane, neighbouring farmer. If it was the matter of
a fence needing repair between the
two
properties,
hesitate
to speak Grandfather
his mind. didn't
" You know perfectly well you
ought to fix that fence ; it's your job,
"Well, I don't think it needs
young man."
"When a farmer says he thinks a
fixing."

thing
doesn'tit need
it's
pretty certain
needs fixing,
fixing darn
During ten minutes of this kind of
thing, Louise, from the back of
Nancy, the dappled mare, bad time
tobadly."
look at Guy. So many things in
and round Storr Haven were good
to look at. The sweep, for instance,
of the fields, broken only by the
outlines of ash and willow and the
sloping roofs of a farmhouse. The
peaceful ducks waddling to the pond,
the tangle of fuchsia and morning
glory outside the porch, the golden
beauty of the ripening corn.
Tired
life ofplenty
stressto inenjoy
the
city, with
Louise a found
in Grandfather's home, the home
which her father, speaking with the
enthusiasm for days past, had been
far from over-rating. It was disturbing to exchange the contemplation of ploughshares, geese, and baby
chicks, for that of an unusually
intelligent, good-looking farmer.
"Mr. Storr is glad to have you
here. His bark's worse than his
bite, assaid,
you've
foundthatout,"
Guy
afterprobably
admitting
his
men were already half-way through
the repair of the faulty fence.
"Shall we see you at the Pittsfield
dance
to-morrow?"
Resting
lightly in Guy's arms as
he
guided
the lanterns
pitch-pineof
floor under her
the over
Chinese
the Riverside Park Club, Louise
couldn't resist expressing a tribute
evening.
to her unexpected enjoyment of the
"Don't talk about clod-hopping.
You waltz divinely, and you know
Thepianist
musicians
— violinist
one,
one — stopped
playing.
Louise veered towards the bench
occupiedformer,
by Beatrice
and Guy's highwife.
The
tight-lipped
busted high-principled, drew Louise
aside.
"Don't think I'm criticising; but
you know, dear, in a little town like
Pittsfield,
talk.withYou've
danced
half
the evening
Guy
it "people
"He's married and I'm separated

wn
the well-kno
, with
Church
s rememand response
psalms
better."bered after a long interval, was
soothing to Louise.
Above Grandfather's venerable
head, nodding during the sermon,
she caught Guy's hazel eye and
smiled.
by Guy's
oneFollowed,
of those cookedmeals that
honour wife,
the
American country woman.
Nettie Crane was plump and gentle
— nearly pretty, Louise found her —
but unequal to Guy in brains and
education.
There was something wistful in
the way she said, after the three
(Grandfather had left early for
home, walking across the fields)
had talked books and theatres till
" I hope you'll come often and see
us, Louise. It's so good for Guy to
dusk
have :—someone like yourself to talk
to. I never
went to
and I'm
always
working
in college
the house
or
farm. I feel Guy's Sundays are
Driving her alone in the Buick
terriblythedull."
across
grass-grown
between
the
twogo.farms,
Guy track
suddenly
let
himself

what was coming. But something
Louise guessed too la*e to prevent
about
snatched
ed toforcefull
like a Guy's
child kiss,
determin
grab ya
forbidden sweet, made it hard for
her to treat it lightly.
" Should I seem amazed, afraid,
insulted,
compassionate?"
she
stammeredor out
with a reckless
stringing of adjectives, the heart
beneath the folds of flowered organdi
beating
"None uncomfortably.
of them. I meant to do
that. I wanted to. Now it's over
I apologise,"
returned,
aandthwarted
look heabout
the while
hazel
eyes, barely recovered from their
owner's gust of passion, suggested
the affair was only beginning.
" Do you always believe in getting
your
own way,
"Mostly.
Not Guy?"
always. Sometimes
one's decision to have or do a thing
" Suppose we reverse any future
ideas that occur to us about —
gets reversed."
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"We had certainly better. Shake
hands?"
Louise ran up the path, believing
the matter settled.
One wasn't idle long, even if one
was a guest at Storr Haven, a fortnight'sin haymaking,
demanding
long
days spent
the fields,
was followed
by reaping.
Grandfather, eating his breakfast
on
cornerBeatrice
of the and
dining-room
tableonewhile
Thelma
extended the other by the addition
of numerous leaves, asked Louise if
she knew what having the reapers
in meant.
"They eat like pigs," Beatrice put
in disgustedly, coming from the
kitchen. Louise followed her to the
stove and emerged, after three
hours'
baking the
and magical
frying, words
on the:
porch with
Dinner's ready."
Twenty stalwarts who, with horseplay thrown in, had been swilling
off sweat at the pump, took possession of the elongated board spread to
the last inch with edibles. Glistening
rounds of beef jostled piles of potato
and corn cakes, mammoth meat
loaves and pies of every description.
The next hour was conducted by
Louise to the time of presto, prestissimo. In the end serving, handling,
helping, alternated with rushes to
pantry and kitchen, nearly brought
on a collapse. She stuck manfully
to piling hot beef, sweet corn,
chutney, pickles, bread, butter, squab
and blackberry pie, and cream on
the hungry, till the dishes could be
stacked ready for the washtub.
Tired out, she was ordered off to
the hammock by Grandfather after
supper. Drowsily she lay, conscious
of a general ache, when Guy parted
the screening boughs of a weeping
willow. All day she had no time
to think of him, though he had joined
the reapers' meal.
"They like you, Louise. The men
are all talking about you. Grandfather's pleased as punch. I had to
see how you were getting along."
"I'm
just
in, Guy."
He retrieveddonea cushion
fallen from
behind her head and was looking into
her eyes as he put it back.
" Don't, Guy, please ! Don't forget
our promise. Besides, it was nothing
— only a kiss."
" It wasn't only that. You know it,
Louise. I love you."
From illimitable depths, in which
time and space were meaningless,
Louise
voice. was summoned by a child's

"Daddy, mother's ready to go
now."
Beside the eager face of Guy's tenyear-old son was a second figure.
Louise sat up, realising that Beatrice
had been witness of Guy's embrace.
Determining on a single course,
Louise broke through the willow
boughs at a run. Beatrice was close
behind her, until Simon, who had
stepped out of the shadows and
seized the elder woman's arm with
the muttered words : " You got a
grasshopper on your sleeve, Miss
Beatrice," effectually secured
Louise's
uninterrupted arrival at the
front
porch.
"Grandfather, I'm awfully sorry
I
to be leaving you; but, really,
think I should be getting back to
said, hoping the
New York,"
sounded shenatural.
words
The silver-bearded man looked
searchingly at bis granddaughter
from the maple-wood rocker.
"Don't go, Louise. There's no
need. Why worry about the little
people of this world ? Guy's not that.
He's big."
Though it was a relief that Grand-

father understood, she nevertheless
took worry to bed.
She was making the morning
round of farm and fields next day
when Grandfather appeared to have
a seizure. He had been talking about
New England cattle, when he
suddenly broke off on a tirade against
rebels, holding his head as though he
felt the bursting of a blood vessel.
He rambled on incoherently about
the Civil War, pointing his stick as
if it had been a six-shooter.
Sick with fear, Louise shouted for
Simon.
"Build a rampart !" the old man
shouted
the
place to atbe hini.
at the" D'you
mercy want
of those
men? Don't you see them; everyone armed, coming down the hill
" Keep him talking while I get
Mr.
Crane,"
ordered.
For
"time Louise
the
first
she became
irritated
yonder?
with Guy, who was perturbed, but
not greatly so, at her story. He
quitted a turnip field, however, to
chat to the old man who had
dispatched Simon to get stones from
the quarry.
"Grandfather's certainly peculiar,"
he admitted to Louise, who hung
about waiting for a report. " I
shouldn't worry. Maybe the attack
will"How?
pass as Aquickly
stroke asis ita came."
stroke and
may lead to another. He ought to
see"Ia talked
doctor."to him about that and
he definitely said 'No.' Thwarting
him when he's like this might be
worse
thanabruptly.
anything."
He left
The soreness felt
by Louise at his failure to offer
material help was engulfed in the
overwhelming distress of watching Grandfather.
Stampeding about the house in
search of guns long dismantled and
put away, he frightened the life out
of Beatrice and Thelma with his
war talk.
Within
of Grandfather's
beinga week
no better,
talk of
another kind filled Storr Haven.
Louise, coming to the parlour door
in the half dark, saw Beatrice,
Thelma, and her husband, who had
come home early, in confabulation
by the curtained window.
"The poor old man's out of his
"He ought to go to the County
Asylum
mind." before he's time to alter his
" Otherwise, goodness knows what
he might do. He might leave the
farm
away from
"Better
call us,
in after
threeall."doctors
will."
to-morrow
haveheard
him before
certified."
So much and
Louise
she
broke in :—
" No, no ! You shan't. If Grandfather's going to be ill, why can't
he be nursed here? You're not to
let him be taken away, not if I can
She was so angry that she never
noticed
help it." Grandfather had followed
her. Beatrice was busy with the
lamp and, as the flame shot upwards,
he turned on her with upraised
stick.
" Spy ! Spies on the land, that's
what you are — all of you I" he
shouted. " Get away ! Don't touch
Thelma and her husband
exchanged glances and Louise
guessed she was beaten. After all,
they
! " three to one.
me were
Following a telephone call from
Thelma's husband, who deemed the
occasion of sufficient importance to
take a holiday, three members of
the Lunacy Commission put in an
appearance at Storr Haven. Two
(Continued on page 24)
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Copy this Sketch and tend ui your Drawing. The
Competition is being held to advertise the British and
Dominions School of Drawing and is OPEN TO
EVERYBODY WHO LIKES TO TRY. The only
persons not allowed to compete are those who have
had Sketches purchased by a newspaper or advertiser.
The competition is confined strictly to Amateurs.

7. All sketches will be returned to competitors atthe close of the Competition,
together with a list of the prizewinners.
The British and Dominions School of
Drawing cannot be held responsible for any
sketch which may be lost in the mails or
elsewhere.
8. Sketches must be accompanied by a
crossed postal order value 6d. (sixpence),
in return for which each competitor will
receive an illustrated book demonstrating
the methods of artists in producing drawings. This will be sent with the results of
the competition. Please do not send coins.
9. Sketch and postal order MUST BE
SENT IN THE SAME ENVELOPE.
Competitors are particularly requested
NOT to send their sketch in one envelope
and postal order under separate cover.
10. Sketches received insufficiently stamped
will not be accepted. All packages should
be sealed and bear letter rate of postage
(2oz. for lid.).
11. Competitors agree to accept the
decision of the Artists of the British and
Dominions School of Drawing as final and
conclusive.
12. The British and Dominions School of
Drawing reserves the right to purchase any
sketch submitted. Any sketches purchased
will be paid for at the rate of £1/1/0 (one
guinea) for each sketch.
BRITISH & DOMINIONS SCHOOL OF DRAWING LTD.,
44, Greycoat Galleries, Greycoat Place, LONDON, S.W.I.

BEGIN NOW !
Copy this Sketch in pencil or pen and
ink. See how well you can do it. Sit
down and try. First of all read the
Rules of die Competition. You can
draw on any paper. Prizes will be
awarded to die best drawings. All
drawings will be returned to the competitors atthe close of the competition.
DONT MISS THIS! SOMEONE
WILL WIN THE £20. WHY NOT
YOU? Send in your sketch to-day.
RULES OF THE COMPETITION
1. Anyone is eligible to compete except
past or present students or employees of
the British and Dominions School of
Drawing and Professional Artists.
2. All sketches must be received by
January 30. 1934.
3. Only one sketch may be submitted by
each competitor.
4. The bottom left-hand comer of
envelope should be marked plainly
" COMPETITION."
5.
address
mustCompetitor's
be written onfull
the name
back ofand
the drawing
with County. Competitors under 16 years
must state age on the back of their sketch.
6. Sketches must not be drawn on paper
larger than 8 in. high by 6 in. wide.
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OK/kow
who

bought

were known to Grandfather, though
he had never required their professional services. The third, portly and
bald-headed as his colleagues, like
them, was provided with one of the
parlour's
leastsitting
comfortable
Grandfather,
opposite,chairs.
had
Louise in the rocker on his right,
Thelma's husband on his left.
Beatrice and Thelma were nearest
the door, in case of bells requiring
attention.
Looking keenly round the group.
Grandfather, who had spent the
morning urging the dilatory Simon
to get on with his job of carting
stones for defences, observed :—
I guess
you've ninety
come
to "Gentlemen,
see an old dotard
of nearly
to carry him off to the asylum,

Ioveiu

ljou thaf

Mad^e

RETURN

?

" Not exactly."
Dr. Spaulding, the
haven't
you? "
spokesman, was prepared to be
tactful. "We're wondering about
"Plans, eh? I'll tell you. I'm not
mad. What I've been doing for the
past
plans."is just acting, a piece of
your week
bamboozle. I'm as sane as you, and
I'll prove it. I want you, gentlemen,
to sit and listen while I alter my will.
Then perhaps you'll be so kind as
to Without
witness thewaiting
document
me."the
to for
study
effect on his hearers of this speech,
Grandfather handed the parchment
to Thelma's husband.
"There you are, Allen. You can
alter the paragraphs as I dictate and
they can be initialled. Mind you do
it correctly. I don't want the will

" \A/hy, I bought it myself, Joan, out of my
Commission."
" Your Commission, Madge ? "
"Yes — I run a 'Worldwide' Club in my
spate time and earn a good Commission and
Profit-share."
" That sounds quite thrilling, Madge — could
I run one ? "
"Yes, of course you could; it's perfectly
simple, and you don't need experience or
capital.
" You would enjoy it — it's a really friendly
hobby and with the extra money you earn you
can buy lots of nice things. Why not send for
their Catalogue and full particulars to-night ? "
"Thanks, Madge, I will — I'm glad you've
told me — I'll write to them now."

You can earn from £2 up to
£5 and more easily and
pleasantly in your spare
time by organising a
" Worldwide " Club. No
experience or capital required no
; samples to carry
or selling to do. Send the
Coupon for Illustrated Bargain Catalogue and full
particulars (Free).

★

POST

contested."
Ignoring
the solicitor's
Grandfather
read reproaches.
with consummate ease and fluency, interpolating fresh clauses so rapidly
that Allen had hard work to keep
pace with him.
"Paragraph seven," Grandfather
amended. " I bequeath to my
nephew's widow, Beatrice Ston,
one thousand dollars, provided that
she leaves Storr Haven the night of
making this will. I bequeath to the
husband of my stepdaughter,
Thelma, my house in Pittsfield,
provided that he and his wife occupy
it prior to my decease, and immediately subsequent to the making
of this will.
"To my granddaughter, Louise,
all other property whatsoever.
"Paragraph ten. To my faithful,
drunken employee, Simon Bates, one
hundred dollars, probably to be
expended on illicit corn whisky, on
condition that he is to be given advice
and employment at Storr Haven by
my"Now,
granddaughter,
gentlemen, Louise.
will you sign,
or do you think I ought to go to the

Associated Warehouses — J. D.
Williams & Co.. Ltd.. of Manchester. British to the backbone— 60 years' reputation for
honourable dealings and sending over 3,000,000 parcels and
packets
annually.
E. C. and
W. P. Directors:
Williams.
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Dr. Spalding
County
Farmgood
? " coughed.
' ' For the
of the County Farm
I think I'd better append my signature. Whatre-entering
do you think,theCraig?"
Louise,
parlour
after enduring to breaking point
Thelma's
noisycomplaints,
sobs and Beatrice's
dry-throated
saw Guy
at the French windows.
" If only you'd told me what
Grandfather was doing, I could have
borne it. It was all so terrible . . .
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(Air., Mrs. or Miss)
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P.G.3
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" It him
was like
too that."
bad. Yet the old
seeing
man made me swear I would keep
" He told
?"
had Simon
to. Simon
would have
his"He
secret."
drunk himself more than silly
otherwise, and he's a good farmer.
Remember,
you're Grandfather
resixmsible saw
for
him
now, Louise.

— Concluded

to things pretty thoroughly. He
meant you to have Storr Haven
when he's gone, from the first. He
" I know, Guy. I'm not ungrateful
—saidGrandfather's
a darling; but, oh,
so.".
I'd give anything to go away ! Now
" Even ever."
if we both have ties, we
I can't
can"No,
see Guy."
one another."
In the sunlit porch the thoughts
that had circled through the nights
she had lain awake found an
avenue of speech .
She was not what she seemed
to those who judged by the
surface, an ingenuous girl, highspirited,
She wasunbruised.
a woman, young, ardent
maybe,
but no mere initiate in the
art
of loving.
Despairingly, her arms went out
towards his. "Just to see you isn't
enough. I can't bear to have you
always beyond my finger tips. What
shaking hands to his
is He
goingdrewto the
happen?"
breast.
"Don't worry, dear heart. There
most out."
perfect June day
willThebe next,
some way
of the year saw Louise late downstairs after hours of wakefulness
forgotten in a heavy morning doze.
Simon met her on the lawn, his
morose expression unusually softened.
"Miss Louise, your Grandfather
didn't come to breakfast this morn"It
was— natural,
Miss " Louise. I
"Simon
he isn't
found him in his chair by the
window, looking the same as he used.
He left a paper telling me what to do
. . . and I've seen to everything . . .
He Simon
never was
to want the
a fuss."
hadonetouched
right
chord. An hour later, knowing that
everything had been done that could
be, Louise
ing." entered the dining-room.
Thelma and Allen, whom Grandfather had told not to hurry over
leaving, occupied their usual places,
on either side of the vacant chair,
at the head of the table.
No one had breakfasted.
Louise felt like an airman who has
crashed and is ordered to take up
another 'plane before his nerve
into head.
Grandfather's
sheSlipping
bowed her
"For whatplace,
we
are about to receive ..."
goes.
Sheof was
superintending
the with
first
the season's
ploughing
Simon, when Guy called from a
"Louise, I'm going to Cornell to
stile
:—
take
I've been
a postupforteaching.
the fall term
... Ioffered
think
"Guy, pleased."
I'm driving you away."
Nettie's
" We're changing places, that's all.
City girl comes to the country.
Country man goes back to the town.
The expression
Good-bye,
Louise!"of the hazel eyes
was
too much.
" I can't let you go like that. It's
all "You
my fault. I Things
can't bearwon't
it." hurt
after a will.
little. Remember
what
Grandfather used to say : 'When the
hands are busy the heart doesn't
ache so badly.' Besides, you're a
" Don't !Louise."
Why, there's Simon ! "
great
"He'sgirl,calling
you 'Boss.' Sounds
Facing wind and plough through
tears, she turned towards the
fields.
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VH£LMA,

her

own

words
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THELMA, LADY FURNESS
moves among the most exclusive set — beautiful among

. . .

scents to rvM one's skin,
says
keeps it fair and smttoth ami soft" Cold
Thelma.Lady Furness.aboitt Points
Cream. " I cleanse my face and neck
with it several times during the course of
the day. ami I remove the cream with
Pond's Cleansing Tissues.9*

the beautiful — her large dark
ey es set off to perfection by
the flauiess creaminess of
her skin.

Other distinguished

This is the exact Pond's method that
Thelma, I^dy Furness, uses to keep her
skin beautiful — so simple that the busiest girl can follow it in her own home :
Smooth Pond's Cold Cream over face
and neck with a light upward and outward movement. Wait until the soft
soothing oils have penetrated deep into
tlie pores and floated the dirt to the
surface. Then gently wipe off superfluous
cream with Pond's softCleansingTissues.

THE COUNTESS
OF WARWICK
users of POND'S
THE COUNTESS HOWE • THE
COUNTESS OF WHABNCLIFFE
LADY SMILEY • LADY MARY
LYCON • THE COUNTESS OF
GALLOWAY • LADY ESME
GORDON-LENNOX • LADY
MILBANKE • VISCOUNTESS
TIVERTON • PRINCESS
MARINA OF GREECE.

Next, pat on Pond's Skin Freshener
to refine the skin and close the pores.
Thelma. I^ady Furness, uses Pond's Skin
Freshener on her face, neck and arms,
at least once every day, " Usually before
dressing for dinner," she says.
You know how disastrous winter can
be to your skin ! Indoors, being aged by
the dry air of warm rooms. Outdoors,
coarsened and hardened by the cold.
To shield your skin use Pond's Vanishing
Cream. It contains ingredients specially
chosen to keep the skin soft.
It heals roughness. Soothes away
ageing little lines,' and wrinkles. Even one
application softens a dry skin. And, "I
find it more effective than anything else
for keeping powder on," says Thelma,
lady Furness.
GUIDE
TO

YOUR

BEAUTY

SKIN
WITH

POND'S

CREAMS
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On

the

Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦DONT BET ON LOVE
***THE STRANGER'S RETURN
♦RACE TRACK
♦♦HEROES FOR SALE
c^MAN OF THE FOREST
♦♦MAMA LOVES PAPA
♦LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG
♦♦UP TO THE NECK
♦THE SONG YOU GAVE ME
♦MAID HAPPY
WORTHY DECEIVER
MAYFAIR GIRL
♦THE RIGHT TO LIVE
Verna Hillie as you will see her
opposite Randolph Scott in "Man
of the Forest."
UITE one of the best
performances that
Lionel Barrymore has
ever given on the screen
is that in The Stranger's
Return, a picture which, for
sound character drawing and
strong human interest, deserves
a place amongst the best films
of the year.
Barrymore is ably supported
by Miriam Hopkins, who is also
given a chance here to show what
a talented artist she is.
For the rest the week has little
to offer, although admirers of
Richard Barthelmess will appreciate his work in a sombre, but
nevertheless interesting, picture.
Heroes for Sale.
***THE STRANGER'S
RETURN
M.-G.-M. drama.
American.
certificate. Rural
Runs "U"
86 minutes.
For full cast and story freely based on the
film by Marjory Williams, see page 22.
Directed by King
Phil Vidor
Strong.from a story by
Written by the author of State
Fair, this picture is another of
those rural studies of America in
which Hollywood production always
seems to reach its highest level.
They are always sincere, and this
one is no exception to the rule. The
people of the countryside and the
farmer, who feigns madness in order
to test who are his friends, are
drawn with an unerringly human
touch and you Live with them.
Lionel Barrymore has seldom done
better work than he does here as
Grandpa Storr, a part in which he
seems to revel and in which he
sinks most of his mannerisms.
No less good is Miriam Hopkins
as his orphaned grand-daughter,
Louise, to whom he leaves his property in such a way that her
romance with a neighbouring farmer
is temporarily nipped in the bud.
The lover is sincerely portrayed by
Franchot Tone, a likeable character.
In fact, this picture is singularly
free of the conventional sex stuff
and as such is refreshing and
invigorating.
As a somewhat bibulous farmhand, Stuart Erwin supplies some
first-rate humorous incidents and
the supporting cast plays up
extremely well to the leads.
It is all very simple, but sympathetically and skilfully directed, with
a convincing atmosphere both in the
country surroundings and in the
characters who reside there.
26

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
••HEROES FOR SALE
First National.
certificate.
Social drama.American
Runs 71 "A"
minutes.
Richard Barthelmess Tom
Loretta Young
Ruth
Aline Ma c Ma ho n
Mary
Gordon Westcott
Roger
Robert Barrat
Max
Charles Grapewin
Pa Dennis
Berton Churchill Mr. Winston
Grant Mitchell George Gibson
James Murray
Blind Man
Geo. Pat Collins Leader of Agitators
Robert McWade
Dr. Briggs
Edwin Maxwell Pres. of Laundry
Margaret Seddon
Ella Holmes
Arthur Vinton
Capt. Joyce
John Marston
The Judge
Doug. Dumbrille Chief Engineer
Tammany Young
Dope Pedlar
Hans Furberg
German prisoner
Robert Elliott The Detective
Willard Robertson The Sheriff
Ward Bond
" Red "
Directed by William A. Wellman from a
screen story by Robert Lord and the late
Wilson Mizner.
A

somewhat grim plot of postwar depression and the vicissitudes of an ex-soldier who seeks
work and finds himself embroiled in
an industrial revolt.
The story of this picture, freely
based on the film by Marjory
Williams, appeared in our issue of
last week; so I will not go into it
fully again here.
It is notable for some good characterisations and, though the tone
is sombre throughout, it holds the
interest consistently.
As the ex-soldier, Richard
Barthelmess acts with restraint and
yet rises excellently to the strongly
emotional scenes he is called on to
Loretta Young is thoroughly conplay.
vincing and wholly charming as his

young wife, who is killed in a riot,
while Aline MacMahon provides an
effective foil as her sister.
••MAMA LOVES PAPA
Paramount.
certificate.
Domestic American.
farce. Runs 6S"A"
minutes.
Charlie Ruggles Wilbur Todd
Mary Boland
Jessie Todd
Lilyan Tashman Mrs. Mcintosh
George Barbier
Mr. Kirkwood
Walter Catlett
Tom Walker
Morgan Wallace Mr. Mcintosh
Ruth Warren
Sara Walker
Andre Beranger
Basil Pew
Tom Ricketts Mr. Pierrepont
Warner Richmond.. The Radical
Frank Sheridan
The Mayor
Tom
McGuire
O'Learyby
Directed by Norman McLeod from a story
Keene Thompson and Douglas MacLean.
Really
scarcegood
thesecomedies
days; soarethatrather
this
one will, I am sure, meet with your
approval, especially as Charles
Ruggles is right on top of his form.
His particular brand of humour is
particularly suited to the role of
Wilbur, a shy clerk in a furnishing company who is induced by his
wife to get out of the rut and cut a
dash in society and elsewhere.
He leaves his old job for an
appointment with the crooked
manufacturer of playground equipment, who mistakes him in his new
resplendent morning coat for a
Children's Welfare Commissioner.
All this nearly leads to the
estrangement of husband and wife,
but eventually things are straightened out.
While
general
is farcical therethe
is some
soundtrend
psychology
in the characters and they are very
humanly interpreted.

Lilyan Tashman tries her wiles on "Papa" Charlie Ruggles in "Mama Loves
Papa." Mary Boland is "Mama."

Sally Blane in a scene from her
British film, "Mayfair Girl."
Mary Boland, for instance, is true
to type as the ambitious but very
simple wife who comes under the
spell
a psychologist
and starts to
fire herof husband
with ambition.
Excellent support comes from
Lilyan Tashman, Morgan Wallace,
and Walter Catlett
••UP TO THE NECK
United Artists.
British.69 minutes.
"U" certificate.
Farce. Runs
Ralph Lynn
Norman B. Good
Winifred Shotter
April Dawne
Francis Lister
Eric Warwick
Reginald Purdell Jimmy Cattlin
Marjorie Harvey
Hume
Veta
Grizelda
Miss Dane
Fish
Mary Brough
Landlady
Directed by Jack Raymond from the screen
story by Ben Travers.
will
not be numerous
disappointed
with
Ralph Lynn's
admirers
this slight and familiar but infecgay farce, for
whichthe has
written tiously
especially
starbeen
by
Ben Travers.
Certainly the role he has been
given — that of a timid bank clerk
admirably.
who has stage ambitions — fits him
The whole thing is reminiscent of
Merlon of the Movies, put over in a
broader manner without the underlying human note of that picture.
Here the fun is fast and furious,
but Ralph Lynn is not called upon
to strike a sentimental note.
•MAID HAPPY
W.P. British.
music."A"Runscertificate.
74 minutes.Comedy with
Charlotte Ander
Lena
Johannes Riemann
Fritz
Marjorie Mars
Mary Loo
Dennis Hoey
Sir Randolph Bartlett
Sybil Grove
Miss Warburton
H. Saxton Snell
Bruckman
Gerhard
Damman
Schmidt
Polly Luce
Madge
Marie Ault
Miss Woods
Directed by Mansfield Markham
Very
thin accompanied
plot of an ingenuous
nature,
by some
tuneful numbers and unsophisticated slapstick. There is some
attractive Swiss scenery and a
touch of artless romance.
Charlotte Ander is quite appealing as a cabaret artist who is sent
to a Swiss school and indulges in
a number of gay escapades.
One leads to all the trouble — she
receives a note from a young
diplomat written indiscreetly on an
important paper. The rest of the
picture resolves itself into a chase
to Johannes
regain it. Riemann is adequate
as the young diplomat.
•THE RIGHT TO LIVE
Fox. British. "A"drama.certificate.
Runs 72 minutes.Robust meloDavid Burnaby Sir George Kessler
Pat
June Kessler
RichardPatersom
Bird
Richard
Bord
Francis Sullivan Roger Stoneham
Lawrence Anderson Hugh Latimer
Frank Atkinson Harry Woods
Directed by Albert Parker from an original
screen play by Gordon Wong Wellesley.
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Artless and transparently simple
story, but put over in a
vigorous melodramatic manner with
s and quite
good technical qualitie
sound characterisation.
To enjoy it you must not attempt
to analyse its qualities too deeply.
David Burnaby is very good as a
famous chemist who discovers an
antidote to poison gas and has a
duel of wits with an unscrupulous
financier who is determined to
exploit the discovery.
The r61e of the financier is also
effectively played by Francis
Sullivan, while Pat Paterson appears
as the chemist's
to advantage
daughter,
who, with the help of
her fiance (one of her father's
employees) helps to outwit the
villain in the approved style.
Richard Bird is weak as the
fiance but the rest of the cast puts
over the old melodramatics with zest.
•DON'T BET ON LOVE
Universal.
American.
"V"61 minutes
certificate.
Racing comedy
drama. Runs
Lew Ayres
Bill McCaffery
Ginger Rogers
Molly
Charles Grafewin Pop McCaffery
Shirley Grey
Goldie
Merna Kennedy
Ruby
Tom Dugan
Scotty
Robert
Emmett
O'Connor
Sheldon
Lucille Webster Gleason Mrs. Gilbert
Henry Armetta
Caparillo
Brooks Benedict Cunningham
ClaV Clement
Ross
Alfred White
Rosenbaum
Directed by Murray Roth from the screen
Rogers and Murray
play by Howard E.
Roth.
e comedy
Quite a , good averag
drama dealing with horse
racing which points the moral of the
folly of gambling.
It is a well-balanced mixture of
comedy, drama, and romance, and
contains some exciting racing
sequences, which are well directed.
Lew Ayres makes a genially
boyish hero and Ginger Rogers does
-well as his sweetheart, who tries to
persuade him to stick to his job and
not become a professional punter.
Amusing and interesting supporting types are supplied by Robert
Emmett O'Connor, Charlie Grapewin, and others.
•RACE TRACK
Gaumont
Ideal.
American.
certificate.
Turf melodrama.
Runs 82"A"minutes.
Leo Carrillo
Joe
Junior
Coghlan
Jackie
Kay Hammond
Myra
Lee
HuntleyMoran
Gordon " Horseface
..Attorney"
Wilfred Lucas
Mr. Ryan
Joseph Girard
Judge
Directed by James Cruze.
A somewhat artificial and slowly
developed sentimental story of
a bookmaker who befriends a boy
who has been deserted by his
mother, played against a background of the race track.
Leo Carrillo does not seem quite
at home in the rdle of the goodhearted bookmaker, and Kay
Hammond is fair as the mother who
deserts her child, but who eventually
wins back his love.
c*MAN OF THE FOREST
Paramount.
American. Runs "A"
certificate.
Western romance.
61 minutes.
Randolph Scott
Biett Dale
Vers* Hillie
Alice Gaynor
Harry Carey
Jim Gaynor
Noah Beery
Clint Beasley
Barton MacLane
Mulvey
Buster Crabbe
Yegg
Guinn Williams
Big Casino
Vince Barnett
Little Casino
Blanche Frederici Mrs Forney
Tempe Piggott
Mrs. Baxter
Tom Kennedy
Blake
Frank McGlynn, Jun
Pegg
Directed by Henry Hathaway from a Zane
Grey novel.
Quite goodn detail work and fine
mountai scenery are the best
characteristics of this conventional
Western, which presents all the
familiar situations and personalities.
There is a wild animal interest.
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and a minor thrill is provided
by a fight between a lion and a
crook sheriff.
Most suitable for juveniles.
•LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG
Butcher. British.
mental melodrama."A"Runtcertificate.
70 minutes.SentiJohn
Stuart
Kingslake
William Freshman Paul
Jimmy
Croft
Joan
Wyndham
Mary
Dean
Ronald Ward
Eric Kingslake
Julie Suedo
Iris Sinclair
Directed by Manning Haynes from a screen
play by Lydia Hayward.
melodrama,
of robust
mixturesentime
A naive
nt, and artless
alism,
which will please
emotion
those whose predelictions tend to
the sentimental.
The story deals with the love of
a man for a woman whom he protects by assuming the guilt for a
murder committed by her worthless
husband.
Joan Wyndham is fair as the
heroine; her voice is doubled in
the vocal sequence which introduces
the title of the film.
John Stuart is adequate as the
hero, as is William Freshman as a
young
farmer,
who also loves the
unfortunate
heroine.
The best acting, however, comes
from Ronald Ward as the husband.
•THE SONG YOU GAVE ME
W ardour comedy
(B.I. P.).
"U" 83certificate.
Romantic
with British.
music. Runs
minutes.
Bebe Daniels
Mitzi Hansen
Victor Varconi
Karl Linden
FrederickHulbert
Lloyd..
Baron
Claude
Tony" Bobo
Brandt"
Lester Matthews.. Max Winter
Iris Ashley
Emmy
Eva
Moore
Grandmother
Walter
Widdop
Directed by Paul Stein from The Song is
Ended by Walter Reisch, adapted by
Clifford Grey.
This picture is hardly likely to
enhance
Bebe slight
Daniel's
reputation. It is very
and obvious
Viennese romance, with the star as
an actress who falls in love with her
handsome secretary and spends the
best part of the picture's footage
trying to make him propose to her.
Bebe Daniels sings well, and as a
make-weight we have Walter
Widdop
to vocalise.
Victordragged
Varconiin — isalsofair
as the
secretary.
WORTHY DECEIVER.
GaumontSocial
Ideal.comedy.
American.
certificate.
Runs 60 "A"
minutes.
Reginald Denny
Henry
Claudia Dell
Alice Parker
Jed
Prouty
Horace
Parker
Cyril Chadwick Lord Arthur Crawley
Directed by Reginald Denny.
show to
does asnota director
ld Denny
Regina
e either
advantag
or as an actor in this artless oldfashioned comedy.
He appears as an actor who, to
oblige a friend whose mother is
profoundly jealous of her neighbour,
who has a titled guest, poses as a
lord.
The deception results in the titled
guest being unmasked as a crook,
while the actor himself has a right
to his rank.
It is all very ingenuous and
deficient in slickness and the detail
which might have put it over.
MAYFAIR GIRL
Warner. drama.
British. Runs
"A" 67certificate.
minutes. Murder
Sally Blane
Brenda Mason
John
Blair
Glen Stuart
Alyn Robert Santa
D.
A.
Clarke-Smith
Capt.
Merrow
Roland Culver
Dick Porter
Directed by George King.
Novelettish murder story, which
suffers from being drawn out
with tedious detail. It attempts to
expose "the smart set," but lacks
crispness and dramatic force enough
to hold the interest.
Except for Sally Blane and John
Stuart, who are quite good, the
acting is definitely weak.

ROUGH

Skin of housework-hands (magnified photograph) showing effects
of "dermatitis calorica." To get
yours nice, the best remidy is
"Vaseline" Jelly, specialists say.

ry . . . Then rough . . . Then
red . . . Hands that have housework todo are unattractive unless you

take care of ihem. It's so easy to
get yours soft and smooth — just half a minute regularly
lastAthing at night with this simple treatment !
FAMOUS
DOCTOR ADVISES "VASELINE" JELLY
Dr. Kromaycr, of Berlin, the world-famous skin-care
expert, says " The skin again becomes soft and pliable . . .
with ' Vaseline' Petroleum Jelly." It replaces naturally the
oils your skin needs. Just rub well in, then wipe clean —
no mess. Start tonight ! Chesebrough Manufacturing
Co. Cons'd., Victoria Road, Willesdcn, London, N.W.io.
Mark

Trade
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Vaseline
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between, who were engaged for Ifs a Cop, began
to do their stuff.
Or, rather, when they declined to do it. The
idea was that when Syd produced a bit of meat
to encourage the official bloodhound, all the
unofficial wolfhounds, rathounds, and pughounds
in the neighbourhood should flock round him.
The Gag That Slipped
A completely
grand gag — worked
not precisely
but not
as
to deathnew,
as some
of the
jests in daily use; but this time it came unstuck.
It would probably have been all fine and dandy
if only the pack had not been kennelled all together
in a dressing-room until required, where several
private feuds developed. As soon as the hounds
were unleashed for their first rehearsal, they set
to work to adjust their differences. It took five
minutes to unravel the tangle, and two hours to
secure the shot.
I understand that Director McLean Rogers is
not planning to include a dog sequence in his
next picture. I wonder why ?
Two Halves

"Dog

Days"

at

Elstree

Another Greyhound Picture — Fuller Seeks a Mongrel — A Gag
Goes
Wrong — Mixing
the Keys — A
Little Steam at
Twickenham — Bobbie Howes Comes Back

There is likely to be another tangle to unravel
at the British Lion plant at Beaconsfield;
but it has nothing to do with dogs.
Nelson Keys, the comedian, has a brace of sons,
one ginger-haired and called Keys, the other
black-haired and known (for some esoteric reason)
as Carstairs.
The latter has recently made a film at Sound
City, called Paris Plane. (Personally, I think
Paris Plane and Croydon Coloured would have
been a chaste and snappy title, but no one seems
to have thought of it.)
The point is that divers wits have from time
to time referred to young Carstairs as " Half -Nelson
Keys." Now I hear that the latest Beaconsfield
production is to feature an ornament of the all-in
wrestling
known
" Half merchant
-Nelson Keyes."
Will thisring,
result
in theas all-in
directing
the picture, and John Paddy Carstairs being
thrown round the ring by "Roughhouse" King
Curtis, the other all-inner?
so, it will almost
be worth the day's journey
to IfBeaconsfield
to watch.
Warner Shadows

Thisandnew
is entitled
our production
debonair friend,
HenryWithout
Kendall,You,is
playing the lead. With him are Margot Grahame
and Wendy Barrie.
aristocrat of the dog world (I almost said the
Whoever ultimately finds himself directing the
jOSH,
dogs !you can't get away from these aristocrat, for the part is played by the famous picture, it has been assigned to another old friend
I thought last week just about Mick the Miller), while The Outcast, as its name of ours — John Daumery, who for the last year or
has been directing for Warner Brothers First
touched a peak (no, no, not Peke ! implies, is about a mongrel, the True Friend — two
isn't
thatFuller.
the correct tail wagging expression? — National at Teddington.
of
Leslie
I'm surprised at you) where dogs
And this makes it practically a Warner
The canine star for this film has not been chosen First-Nat. production, for the story is an original
were concerned, but we ain't seen nuthin' yet,
apparently.
yet ; he must have appeal, both comic and pathetic, by W. Scott Darling, who has been working at
Teddington for the past year or two writing
Or at any rate, we ain't seen Leslie Fuller's and be a respectable performer on the track.
greyhound.
But for heaven's sake, don't bring your record- originals.
breaking mongrel to me. Write to B.I. P. about
And Kendall has been foregathering with the
Of course, you mustn't murmur the word him.
other two at Teddington for a large number of
"cycle"
to
the
story
department
at
British
International.
pictures, so a Teddington man wandering into
the Beaconsfield studios now would feel perfectly
No, sir ! Every subject, theme, and plot First Come
at Teddington.
is selected absolutely on its merits, with no
merrythemselves
lads of when
Shepherd's
reference to any other film or any other studio. Thehugging
I arrivedBush
there were
this Twickenham Races
So it's merely a coincidence that, with Gaumont- week, because they'd thought of the greyhound
British just finishing their greyhound-racing business first — not with Wild Boy, mind you, but
Valley, there have been
Thames
picture, Wild Boy, B.I. P. should be just starting with Lucky Number, which Anthony Asquith Speaking
dark andof the
stirring
doings at the Twickenham
directed at the Gainsborough studios some time studios
their greyhound-racing picture, The Outcast.
this week — and when I say stirring I am
thinking of puddings. No, marm.
ago.Only, of course, there was very little racing in notBernard
Vorhaus, the brown-bearded young
Plenty of Room
that, except the race between Clifford Mollison director who was responsible for two highly
and nearly everyone else in the picture for the interesting films in Money for Speed and Crime on
Anyway,
enough
providedthere's
they room
are well
done.forI both,
keep winning lottery ticket.
the Hill, is working on The Broken Melody.
declaring, with my hand on my heart and my
We shall probably (mark my words !) have
I am used to seeing the Twickenham premises
jaw jutting out obstinately, that the subject Sydney Howard featured before long in Oop for overrun with negroes, or Chinese, or Frenchmen;
the
Waterloo,
or
some
such
title.
So
far
he
has
matter
two hoots provided
they do not as a rule appear in the same film.
adoesn't
good one
and entertainingly
told. the story is only been oop for two events — t' Coop and butThis
time they are well and truly jumbled up
t'
Derby,
both
visits
being
singularly
hilarious
But
that's
all
the
more
reason
why
producers
together,
and the steam hose turned on them I
should not crowd each other round a handful of occasions.
seems at first 'blush a rather drastic way
subjects that have already been used, for all the
But poor Syd has had trouble enough with dogs of That
maintaining order in the studio. Actually,
world like children playing musical chairs at this last week or two.
The excitement occurred when the couple of however, it was for the mutiny scenes on board
a Christmas party.
The essential difference between this film and dozen hounds, of every breed from Newfoundland theFrom
convict
boundseen
for ofDevil's
Island. it to be
whatshipI have
it, I expect
Wild Boy is that the latter is the story of an to Schipperke, with bull-terriers and tripe hounds
quite uncomfortably realistic. The wretched
28
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prisoners are confined in cages on the ship — a real worked with Chaplin, and directed forty films so
"hell-ship" of the most approved and brutal far, including Sky Devils and Close Harmony.
Then he got homesick, and here he is.
type — and being scalded with steam in a cage is
a great deal worse than being drowned like a rat
in a trap, let me tell you.
Bobbie Back
I haven't tried it, but it looks abominable.
LookHowes,
who'sno coming
loss. back to Elstree ! Bobbie
Marian Marsh will be heroine of his new film.
Mixing 'Em
the Garden Wall; and I am inclined to envy
But Vorhaus
it isn't all
brutality
butchery,
this film.
showed
us inand
Crime
on the Hill
that Over
Mr. Howes.
he was skilled at mixing drama and comedy.
I saw Marian for the first time, this week, while
He has some light scenes in a Cafe Chantant in she was playing in a comedy called Love at Second
Paris (though, as a matter of fact, there is no
and you.
I asked myself, " Why second ? "
such thing in France, for the expression really Sight,
So will
David Manners, also, is liable to set a few hearts
means "a singing cafe'," and cafes, strictly
speaking, don't sing), where the waif (Merle beating more vigorously this spring. He is a
Oberon) sings for her bread-and-butter and good-looking lump of a lad — the typical athletic,
gin-and-bitters, and where she meets the broken- clean-limbed young Englishman, for all that his
real name is Rauff Acklom and he hails from
down opera singer (John Garrick).
Garrick is one of the latest batch of imports Canada.
from Hollywood.
He also has a voice which makts the sound
He travelled in good company. Meet, for recording engineer hug himself and utter little
example, the so cosmopolitan M. Marcel Vamel, cooing sounds of satisfaction.
who was educated at Charterhouse, became a
Keep an eye skinned for David — and an ear
Parisian play-producer, went to Hollywood and cocked, too
made several films for Fox, including Chandu the
Magician.
That film had one of the feeblest stories that A Remarkable Set
ever tottered out of Writer's* Row, but some Oneconstructed
of the most
remarkable
for a film
has been "sets"
built at ever
the
wonderful trick photography just saved it and
landed it in the Not-so-bad Division.
B.I. P. studio at Elstree for use in the film Contraband in which David Manners, Greta Nissen,
Clifford Mollison, Hugh Wakefield, and Camilla
Horn have the chief roles.
Influx from Germany
It is a full-sized replica of a British destroyer
I hope Director Varnel is not counting too much
on using trick photography in England, because and every detail has been worked out to perfection
Art Director Clarence Elder under whose
that is a department in which none of our camera- by
supervision it was erected inside the large studio.
men seems to have specialised.
In this huge building, 300 feet long and 100 feet
However, there are enough German camera- high,
the ship that will never be launched awaits
men in England now to provide a crowd scene
the filming of big scenes showing the departure of
by themselves, and they are very good at stand- an
exiled monarch (Hugh Wakefield) who has
ing the camera on its head and making it shoot
backwards at the audience.
supposedly been recalled to his throne.
Cameramen, yes, and directors, and actors, too,
are flocking into our studios from Germany, as Discipline First
well as from Hollywood.
to the studio this week have asked why
It's fortunate for them that, now the Fatherland Visitors
it is necessary at such expense and trouble
doesn't
want
them,
the
Mother
Country
is
giving
to build a destroyer when there is such a fine
them a job.
British Navy which might well be proud of a little
recognition on the screen.
Link With the Past
Apart from the fact that the filming of scenes
aboard an actual warship is always difficult and
Varnel is to direct a film of the Walter IJ^ickett hazardous,
it is certain that no British film
play. Freedom of the Seas.
company could secure admiralty permission to
Edward Sutherland, also from Hollywood, is film on board comedy scenes such as are invariably
likewise to direct for B.I. P. He is a Londoner, desired in films.
and was a Keystone comic in the days when that
There can be no relaxation in naval discipline
for the purpose of film making . . . not in the
company's
droves there
of policemen
caused practically
all the laughter
was in kinemas.
He has British Navy, at least.
So the complicated parts of this great destroyer
— torpedo tubes, gun decks, cabins, huge
funnels, boats and derricks — have all been made
in the Elstree workshops and assembled on the
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SHOES
But why have shabby shoes when with
Radium you can easily
transform the oldest pair andandmakequickly
them
like new? Radium costs but 6d. per
bottle and may be had in every fashionable colour Shabby shoes ruin your
appearance.
Use Radium and be smart
always.
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Greta's 44 All Blacks "
Greta Nissen apparently has not seen enough
dogs at Elstree. At any rate, the other day
she 'phoned a Bond Street pet store.
With that sagacity which dog dealers seem to
borrow from their dogs, a salesman arrived at
the film star's hotel — with two dogs !
A miniature Scotty named Drambuie and a
cute little French pug named Napoleon — presumably after Bonaparte.
Both had such eyes and such a way.
Suspecting the weaknesses of the film star and
sensing the joys of an early trip from Elstree to
Hollywood, they sat up smartly.
Miss Nissen looked them over . . . and then
again . . . and again. "I can't choose," she said.
"How mandid
expect. . .Ijust
everpicked
-would."
made you
no reply
up hisThehatsalesand
the cheque for two little black dogs.
Now Miss Nissen already had a black kitten
named Hannibal, after the tiger which had to
attack her in Red Wagon. She also had an Irish
maid. All Irish, too.
" I be afther getting meself a new job . . . film
star or anything at all," she declared. And
forthright, being true Irish, she did.
So now Miss Nissen has an English maid . . .
and a girl to take care of two black dogs and one
black cat . . . and to teach Napoleon , the frowning
pup,
that the cushions
and carpets in a film star's
dressing-room
are not Waterloo.
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Are you ashamed
your hands?

to show
7

r
What a pity . . . and how unnecessary to have
unattractive hands when Glymiel Jelly works such
wonders ! Rub in a little of this fragrant non-sticky,
non-greasy jelly at bedtime and every time you wash.
See how swiftly and completely your skin absorbs
Glymiel Jelly .... responding immediately to
Glymiel Jelly's feeding, soothing, smoothing action.
Just one rub makes a marvellous difference and soon
your hands are caressingly smooth, soft, white and
romantic. Only Glymiel Jelly can transform red,
cracked, rough and puffy hands to hands of beauty so
quickly, for only Glymiel Jelly contains certain skin
beautifying ingredients and is made by a private
process impossible to copy. Try the beautifying effects
of Glymiel Jelly. Buy a tube from vour chemist to-day.
GLYMIEL

Jelly

TUBES. . 3<fJAR5
- . 6* ■ .• ZI ■ 6
OECORATIVE
Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your
hands charm and beauty, so
Glymiel Face Cream gives charm
and beauty to your complexion.
Buy a tube to-day, price 6d.
ENTIRELY BRITISH

Pop the
a Zube
^ETPicture.
ready for
Big
into your mouth. There's
nothing finer for the throat
and chest. Tobacco smoke
won't irritate your throat
now.
Ensure comfort . . .

Go

• • •

Suck

a
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For Few Days Only
Any woman can now quickly get a fresh,
clear, unblemished skin and beautiful
complexion. Great Specialists agree that
the greatest beautifiers of the skin are dairy
cream and olive oil. These are combined in
Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood. They penetrate into the pores and remove deep-seated
impurities which soap and water cannot
reach. Blackheads quickly disappear.
Other tonic and astringent ingredients soon
contract ugly enlarged poresand give the skin
a smooth, girlish beauty . Use Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood (non-greasy) during the day.
If you want to look ten years younger,
use Tokalon 'Biocel' Skinfood at night.
' Biocel,' the discovery of Prof. Dr. Stejskal
of Vienna, is the precious, natural element
the skin itself contains and must have to
look young. Rejuvenates the skin, removes
wrinkles, and tones up sagging facial muscles.
For a few days only a real silk handkerchief puff
will be given Free with each purchase of any of the
following Tokalon products :—
jar 'Biocel'
1/3
Skinfood
jar Vanishing
i/- box
1/Poudre Tokalon
1/- New
Tokalon Skinfood
Compact
Ask your Chemist to show you the range of pastel
shades, and take the one you prefer.
GET

YOURS

TODAY

Before your Dealer is Sold Out
J his offer does not apply in Irish Free Stale.
a/?er SMOKING
Soothe tickling
throats. Freshen the mouth.

Nudies

?

Mystery

or Glamour heft! "
" /T^ ^ amusing to read about the Have Longer Films
£ / whole-hearted way in which Holly- " Deg o' My Heart suffers from being badly cut
I wood is setting about the problem
■* towards the end. The girl of about sixteen
V_>^ of giving the public nudity.
suddenly got engaged. We could have seen her
"It will be even more amusing, grow up if the film had been longer.
soon, to read the letters of protest from the
"The public will not stand more than an hour
more moral of the fans, telling us that the of a film. Why not have two-hour films divided
in the middle by a ten-minute news-and-music
public don't want nudity.
interval ?
"As the producers of films can only make
"The time of beginning should be advertised
money by giving the public what it wants, the for
those who like to see the proper sequence of
inference is that there is a demand for films films.
about near-naked women.
"Most film stories have already been read in
"This may be debook form. I nearly always enter kinemas in the
middle of the film and so I see the end first and
plorable, but it is usethe first part afterwards. I thoroughly enjoy
less
to
blame
Hollywood.
watching the beginnings in this way and I look
out for the little bits of revealing detail in plot
"Presumably there
and
character."— Alec George, Willesden.
will be keen competi(The suggestion is novel, but I fancy that few
tion among the female
films could survive the break in dramatic interest
stars for the title of the
provided by a ten-minute interval.)
' least-dressed woman
"It will be interesting
films.'
toin see
whether the winner
is able to retain her fan

AMAZING

the

following.
She won'tor
have
much mystery
—glamour
W. H.left,
Moore,
164,
anyway."
to new who
film "fan
fame."
Sally Rand,
Derby Road, Nottingham, danced
who is awarded the first
prize
of £1do : 1other
: o. readers think ?)
(What
Shedding Star Dust
Do the countless stars who pass through the
divorce mill ever realise just how much star
dust comes off in the process?
"Film fans, rightly or not, have romantic
conceptions of many of these screen luminaries,
conceptions somewhat shattered by the brutal
divorce-court bulletins.
"We were told recently that Kay Francis was
having an 'amicable separation.' Whatever that
may mean, I venture to say it caused considerable
disillusion among the Francis devotees, to whom
she had always been a lady sans peur et sans
reproche.
"The Fairbanks split was a crushing blow at
Hollywood glamour. As for the matrimonial
gyrations of certain others, they are merely
nauseating to the average man.
" I don't think it is an exaggeration to say that
Garbo has kept much of her tremendous popularity
by the manner in which she has always held aloof
from the disgusting domestic scrimmages that
keep Hollywood so constantly in the news." — W.
Burgess, 33, North Drive, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lanes.
(I fear this divorce controversy will never be
finally settled. I am still being flooded with letters
expressing opposing views on the subject.)
Those Come-backs
H ow sad it is to see a once great star striving
to recapture the glory and power of the

"To see that wonderful trouper, Gloria Swanson,
making a brave display in the far from Perfect
Understanding was incredibly painful to one
who stremembered her triumphs in Manhandled,
pa and Sadie Thotnpson. Even more painful
Zaza
was it to see that fine actress, Pola Negri, dissiDELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE
pating her powers in the utterly banal Woman
when one remembered her unforgetCommands,
Magnetic, Alluring
table performance in Passion.
"The great figures of the kinema come and go.
EYES
Garbo and Dietrich occupy disputed thrones.
A wonderful new diacowy which made Perhaps no one is aware more clearly than
my eyelaehee
three erf-quarter*
I Haastowgivennearly
hundred*
women themselves that other claimants are already
Mr*. SUbtni '$ Lovrty Efts erfIons,an loch
dark,
thick,
luxurious
eyelashe*.all within the gates." — Mrs. S. Hargreaves, 46, St.
Rapid,
guaranteed
harmleaa,
unlike
other preparatt l*. Brine* alluring, upcurtlng laabea In a month. Complete Annes Road East, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lanes., who
outfit, 3d. 1 ludee K K K V , my famous Beauty Kye-drill Movement*, wins the second prize of 10/6.
Id atP.O.,
3/«, 28adopted
by famous
■tart. Write— Mr*. Lionel subbing.
Dept.
Dean Road,
London,filmN.W.3.

Lifeless Advertisements
What does the name kinema convey to us?
A place of entertainment.
"Yes, it should be, but to judge from the
continued display of lifeless advertisements
screened in our kinemas without variation from
week to week, a person is at a loss to understand
what good purpose can be served if the proprietors
have before them the best interest of their patrons.
"One often hears that advertising pays, but
who are the recipients? Certainly not those who
go for a night's enjoyment.
"Surely our proprietors have reached the limit
in this respect; it certainly appears to me from the
programmes I see nowadays that the average
kinema-goer's patience has well nigh become
exhausted." — George Wolsey, 23 Hillview Street,
Oldpark Road, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
(Complaints have been made here about advertiseagain.) ments before. I am glad to air a long-felt grievance
The Comedy Slump
The fade-out
Comedy
Kings
Hollywood was of
as the
certain
as the
crashof of
the
money kings of Wall Street.
"Hollywood stocked up with buffoonery had
figured that folk would keep laughing in the belief
that they were enjoying comedy. But if there is
one thing which palls quicker than another in
entertainment it is buffoonery.
"Durante's stock-in-trade is his nose; Joe E.
has some mouth; Eddie Cantor rotates his eyes
and a list of freaks could be extended without
finding one real comedian among them.
"Chaplin is above criticism but wisely nurses
a genuine
"This istalent.
not to say that there are no other
comedians in U.S. I could name several who get
little chance because they are not anatomical
curiosities. Alas for Hollywood's sense of
humour !" — /. Hart, Bristol.
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 1*. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interestpublished
week.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
written on one side of the
not
and should
paper only
exceed
150 words.
Address to |M
"Thinker,"
The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2. 4 THINK* R
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woman

corot
People

called

who

deserves
• . and

it

Weekly

dresses

at

admiration

gets

ft

to know that one is perfectly
dressed is the surest way of
attracting admiration from man
and woman alike, that is why
the best-dressed man has his
clothes made in savile row.
that is why the wise woman
comes to corot
to bond
street, here fashion is tempered
with discrimination to achieve
the perfect result, at prices we
can all afford, and on an instalment
system that takes any strain off the
bank balance.
call at the corot showrooms and
choose a model personally, or post
the coupon below for the corot
fashion guide and full details.

"Personality"

She was so natural, so
different, so alluringly
herself. Yet she was
one of the crowd until
KHASANA
Blush
Cream emphasized her
own individual
colouring.
You too can bring out all your natural beauty with
KHASANA Blush Cream — its discreet colouring gives
just that added charm which is so essential to every
woman. Its cold cream base protects the skin and makes
it easy to use effectively.
In the same way KHASANA Lipstick gives beauty to the
hps, emphasizing their natural shape and colouring,
absolutely kiss- and water-proof and non-detectable.
Be a KHASANA Girl and always look your best.

(dept. p.g. 237)
33, old bond street
t london, W.I regent 0234.
coro
»/|
r— • — -post this to corot to-day* .
9fAA
send, without
• please fashion
guide andobligation,
details. latest I

KHASANA
Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

Ciitic*

Many

lira

Healthy

Skins

The
the

Secret
World

"="7
sister is" used to
a knitted" the
tweedkid weave
make a smart cardigan suit, of
which the jacket is in a plain weave,
effectively contrasted by a novelty
design 3skirt,
cash
fins. in several shades,
monthly.
hlv

I■
| name
address.

I

_„.„..-

!

LJ
..p.g. 237

of
Ovet

Is found in the regular use of the Soap to cleanse
and protect the skin, the Oinimenf to heal any rash
or pimple, the Talcum to complete the toilet. Pure
and medicated, they will do much to make and keep
your skin healthy.
Soap Is. Ointment Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d
Talcum Is. 3d. Sold at all chemists
Cuticura Shaving Cream Is. 6d
reparations
.
*

The Girl With the Perfect Teeth
She's a Eucryl Girl, of course. Become
one yourself. Eucryl quickly removes
< all stains and preserves the teeth.
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE TO
EUCRYL LTD. (Dept. C. 152), SOUTHAMPTON

EVERYONE

LOOKS

AT
HANDS!
*
OTHER blemishes can be concealed, but you cannot
hide your hands. That is why it is so important to
keep them beautiful. Too many people's lives have
been critical
ruined moment—
because their
handsmakewerethenotsame
"justmistake.
so" at
the
do not
" KRASKA
"
specialities
have
a
world-wide
reputation and are used by Royalty.
" KRASKA
" LIQUID
The ideallasting
polisha
for
all occasions.
Gives a POLISH.
perfect brilliance,
full week.
Made in
Naturelle. Rosee, Double Rosee, Quadruple
Rosee, Chinese Lake (Red), Orange, Blue, Black,
Ruby, Deep Ruby, Green, Coral, Deep Coral,
Etc., Etc. Prices I/-, 1/6, 2/4
Gold, Silver and Pearl, Prices 1/4 and 2/4
POLISH
in KRASKA
a moment; " just
brush REMOVER.
on the nails, Removes
then wipepolish
the
polish away! Price I/KRASKA
CUTICLE Prices
REMOVER.
with
patent
cuticle" extractor.
I/- and Supplied
\/9

KrOCl/O
all Hairdressers,
and
I dO IX a ObtainabU
Stores, and from
all branches
of Boots, Chemists
the Chemist.

Officer's Recovery
In Ten Days !
Read thin Officer's tribute to the healing power
offor Zam-Buk
Ointment,
nature's
remedy
chapped hands,
eczema,
pimples,own
piles,
bad
legs,
scalp diseases,
cut*,
burns,
scald?,lootsorestroubles,
and infections
of ail kinds.
Mr. Ernest Harvey (late Lieutenant in the
Royal Engineers),
24,eruption
Stanleyou Crescent,
London.
W.I 1, Infected
had a of-mall
neck
■which became
by some
foreign hismatter.
Read
bis
own
words
:•
—
In a fete mydapsheaddozens
of mattery
oitf," coreritig
and }teck.
There sores
must broke
have
he»n fifty altogether. Ordinary wires didn't even
cheekPersuaded
the *ore*.by bisA landlady
specialist'to» try
treatment
teas equally
useless." continues,
Zam-Buk,
Mr. the
Harvey
" Whenof miraculous.
I smeared thisIn herbal
ointment
oner the
sore*,
thori
ten days
it removed
all trace
of the relief
disease teasand little
left
ine *riih a dear, healthy skin again."
It
you
have
any
sore
place
or
minor
injur:,',
a
cut,
a
bum,
a
bruise
or
a graze,
and
stores.you should try Zam-Buk. 1/3 to a box, from all chemists

ZAMBUK
OINTMENT
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When
it's MAE—
You
must

Let
:
j
!
I
\
■

George

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c/o The Picj turegoer Weekly. When a reply
I by post is desired a stamped, ad: dressed envelope must be enclosed.

i
\
\
Do
It!
\
!
Hawkins;— Harold
Joby Jackson
— Wallace
\ Solicitor
Meade;
Hilary —Everett;
Arnold
; Riches; Ted
Oglethorpe- — Fred Piper; Daisy
! White.
Callender — Jane Cornell ; Vicar- — Fisher

H. A. :(Calcutta).—
Boris Criminal
Karloff's Code,
films
include
The Deadlier(1) Sex,
Graft, Young
Kid,Business
The Public
Defender,
Five Donovan's
Star Final,
and
Pleasure, The Man Who Dared, The Guilty
Generation,
The Phantoms
Meddlin'of the
Stranger,
The
Phantom
Buster,
North, Two
Sisters, Frankenstein, The Miracle Man, The
Old Dark House, Mask of Fu Manchu, The
Mummy, The Ghoul, and The Return of
Frankenstein. (2) Walter Huston has
appeared in the following films : Gentlemen
of the Press, Bad Men, Abraham Lincoln,
Virtuous Sin, Criminal Code, Beast of the
City, Star Witness, Ruling Voice, A House
Divided, The Wet Parade, American Madness,
Rain, Kongo, Justice for Sale, Gabriel Over
Lady.
Mae Wnl
the White House, The Prize Fighter and the
HTALENTED, volatile, temperamental,
Nils Asther Fan (Coulsdon). — (1) Write
■*■ beautiful Mae West I She dominates the
Nils Asther c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
screen, a glittering magnet for millions of pairs to
Studios,
City, California. He has
of eyes— more talked about even than the Gar bo. made two Culver
films since Storm at Daybreak —
Don't
be
content
with
fleeting
glimpses
of
Beautiful
and
Behold,
We Live. (2) Yes, Carl
this international idol. Secure a permanent
Brisscn is married. Thank you for your
record of her matchless beauty through the good
wishes,
which
I
heartily reciprocate.
mediumsepiaof glossy).
a " Picturegoer" postcard (new
series,
FILM
STRUCK
JOYCE
Just as her screen lover was '* done right " by
with the cast of Almost (Warrington).
a Honeymoon — :HereBasil
Mae
in
"She
Done
Him
Wrong"
so
has
this
Dibley
—
Clifford
Mollison;
Charles, the
postcard done magnificently right by this Butler — Donald Calthrop; Rosalie
Quilter —
dimpled darling from Brooklyn.
Dodo Watts; Cuthbert de Grey — Lamont
Dickson
;
Sir
James
Jethson
—
O.
M.
Hallard ;
Mr. Clutterbuck — Edward Thane; Margaret
RD ALBUM
Breul
—
Pamela
Carme;
Lavinia
Pepper
—
5r POSTCA
Winifred Hall.
E
^FRE
Musical Fan. — (1) John Longden was
born in the West Indies in 1902, son of a
Wesleyan minister. Educated Kingswood
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club and Wesleyan
College, Bath. Married Jean Jay.
we
will present
free Leather
with a 5/Album,
handsomely
boundyouin Art.
to hold
300 (2) I regret I am not able to answer this
cards. To join, simply send an order for not question; possibly it is only a rumour. (3)
less than one doz. - new sepia glossy postcards Lee Tracy, Spencer Tracy, and Arthur
Tracey are not related. (4) The latter part
at the regular
of 2/6receive
dozen.substantial
On sub- of
your letter has been passed on to the
sequent ordersprice
you will
discounts as well as many Club privileges. Melody Maker.
VEIDT Fan (Manchester) AND UNZERO. —
Choosearrivals
your in" Cords"
New
rich sepiafrom
glossy,list3d.below.
each
Yes, Conrad Veidt is appearing in Jew Suss;
—216 doz. On sale to all. Full list on (1)
a picture of this appeared in the December 23
request.
issue of The Picturegoer, on page 28. Your
request has been passed on to the Editor.
Jimmy Durante
(2) Write to Conrad Veidt c/o Gaumont
Madge
Evans
G lends. Parrel!
BritishLondon,
Studios,W.12.
Lime Grove, Shepherd's
Bush,
Clark Oable
Henry
Carat
Greta Gar bo
Jack (Lanes). — (1) Jack Hulbert has
Janet Gaynor
returned from America. He played with his
John
wife. Cicely Courtneidge, in railing For You.
Lilian Gielgud
Harvey
He was bom on April 24, 1892, at Ely. Cams.
KatharineE. Hepburn
(2) Try your local music agent for the film
Edward
music you require. (3) You can obtain a
Jack
HulbertHorton
Dorothy
Jordan
photograph
of Jack Hulbert from The
Miriam Jordan
Picturegoer Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre,
Boris Karloff
London, W.C.2.
Jan
Klepura
Elissa Landl
M. T.brother,
(Lincoln).—
<1) inGracie
Fields'of
Francis March
Lederer
screen
Joe Milroy,
This Week
CUve Brook Predrlc
Grace was played by Douglas Wakefield.
Herbert
Marshall
itinnle Barnes Ronald Colman George Raft
(2) Kay byFrancis'
sister, in
Gorla.
was
Charles
Qmrj Crawford
Cooper Norma Shearer
played
Florinescreen
McKinney
Cynara.
Bickford Joan
Sylvia
Sidney
(3)
The
role
of
the
Princess
in
Our
Betters
Slim
SummervlUe
Tala Blreli
Bine Crosby Lee Tracey
was played by Phoebe Foster. (4) Edmund
John
Gwenn played the part of Jess Oakroyd in
Cummtngs Mae West
Lilian Boles
Bond Consignee
El Brendel
the
screen version of The Good Companions.
Marlene
Diana
Wynyard
Carl BrissoD
Dietrich Roland Young
E.
B. (London).
(1) Leslie
Howardto
was theC. leading
man in—Secrets.
(2) Write
Mary Pickford c/o United Artists Studio,
To " PICTUREGOER"
SALON,
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2
1041 North Formosa Avenue, Hollywood,
Please enrol me as a member of the
California. (3) Boris KarlofT is William
Henry
Pratt in real life; write to him c o
"Picturegoer"
and send
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calime
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
fornia.
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
T. (Findon).
— (1)Pictures
Write toStudios,
Gracie Ealing
Fields
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
c/oJ.Radio
Associated
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
Green,
W.S.
(2)
And
to
Stanley
Lupino
include with my order your 5s. Free
c/o British International Studios, Boreham
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
Wood, Elstree, Herts. (3) Herewith the cast
cover cost of postage and packing on my
of
The Good Companions : Susie Dean —
gift.
Jessie
Oakroyd
— Edmund
Name
Gwenn; Matthews;
Miss TrantJess
— Mary
Glynne;
Inigo
Joliphant — John Gielgud; Mrs. Jess Oakroyd
Address
— Mrs. Florence Gregson; Jimmy Nunn —
A. W. Baskcomb; Elsie — Margery Binner;
Sam Oglethorpe — Frank Pettingell; Mrs.
Joe Brundit — Viola Compton ; Joe Brundit —
P.O. No
Amount
Dennis
Wife Parsons;
— Muriel Erne
Aked;—
• Overs* as readers should enclose 2s extra to
Morton Hoey;
MitchamVicar's
— Percy
cover
packing
and
postage.
Olive
Sk»nc;
Jerry
Jerningham
—
Richard
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make payable to
Dolman; Big Annie — Barbara Gott; Monty
"THE picturegoerMitcham — Findlay Currie; Dr. McFarlane —
Pic. I- 1 l
Alex Fraser; Mr. Ridver* — D. A. ClarkSmith; Mr. Tipstead — Ivor Barnard; Fred —
Wally Patch; Nobby — Robert Victor; l.ennard Oakroyd — Cyril Smith; Albert — Jack

(Wellingborough).
— You canfromobtain
backRENEnumbers
of The Picturegoer
the
publisher, Odhams Press, 8 Endell Street.
London,
W.C.2.
Thank
you
for
your
good
wishes.
A Cromwell Fan (London, E.l). — (1)
This Day and Age will be generally released
on February 26, 1934. (2) Address Richard
Cromwell c/o Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Street. Hollywood, California. I expect he
will send you an autographed photograph of
himself if you ask him nicely ; there may be a
charge for this, but I cannot tell you the
amount.
W. D. S. (Burton-on-Trent). — Herewith
the
cast— of
Charley's
: Fancourt
Babberly
Charles
Ruggles;AuntStephen
Spettigue — Halliwell Hobbs; Charley Wykeham
— Hugh Williams; Jack Chesney — Rodney
McLennon; Amy Spettigue — June Collyer;
Kitty Verdun — Flora Sheffield.
Two Regular Readers (Golders Green).
— 1 regret I cannot find any trace of the young
man you describe in the cast list of It's a King,
Lupinoof
wasJ. K.bornD. in(Edinburgh).—
1917; she is (1)
the Ida
daughter
Stanley Lupino and Connie Emerald;
5 ft. 7 in. tall, fair hair, and blue eyes. You
will see her in her first American film.
The Search for Beauty, soon. Address her
care of Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, California.
P. C. (Liverpool). — (1) For particulars of a
Jean
Film Club,
" Chaw "
Mark,Harlow
226 East
Mill write
Street,to Staunton,
Illinois, U.S.A. (2) Dorothy Burgess was
born in Los Angeles; 5 ft. tall and brown
hair
and eyes.
— sculpture
and
horse-riding.
Has Hobbies
appeared
on the New
York stage. Pictures include In Old Arizona,
Beyond Victory, Swing High, Recaptured
Love, Taxi, Ladies They Talk About, and
Out of Singapore.
Joan Crazy (Crawley). — (1) The role of
Stuart Erwin's
screenwassweetheart
He
Learned
About Women
played by inSusan
Fleming. (2) Casts as follows — (a) New
Moon : Lieut. Michael Petroff — Lawrence
Tibbett; Princess Tanya StrogofT — Grace
Moore; Governor Boris BrusilofT — Aolphe
Menjou; Count StrogofT — Roland Young.
(6) Michael and Mary : Mary Rowe — Edna
Best; Michael Rowe — Herbert Marshall;
David — Frank Lawton j Rome — Elizabeth
Allan; Price — D. A. Clarke-Smith; Tullivant
— Ben Field; Mrs. Tullivant — Margaret
Yarde; Violet CunlifTe — Sunday Wilshin.
(c) Ambassador Bill: Bill Harper— Will
Rogers ; The Queen- — Marguerite Churchill ;
Ilka— Greta Nissen; King Paul — Tad AlexLothar — RayvonMilland;
Prince
PolikofT —ander;Gustav
Seyffertitz
; Thede
General — Arnold Korf ; Senator Pillsbury —
Ferdinand Munier ; Monte — Edwin Maxwell ;
N'orthfield
Slater —(rf)Ernest
WoodWakes
; Littleton
Tom
Ricketts.
Hindle
: Jenny—
Hawthorn — Belle Chrystall ; Mrs. Hawthorn
— Sybil Thorndike; Chris Hawthorn —
Edmund Gwenn; Nat Jeff cote — Norman
McKinnel; Alan Jeffcote — John Stuart;
Mary Hollins — Ruth Petersen; Mrs. Jeffcote
— Mary Clare; Beatrice Farrar — Muriel
Angelus ; Sir Timothy Farrar— A. G. Poulton ;
Bob Parker — Lionel Roberts; The Song
Plugger — Bob Johnston. (3) Release dated
as follows : Gold Diggers of 1933 — January 1.
1934; Good-bye Again — January 22, 1934;
Havana Widows — March 26, 1934; Footlight
Parade— April 16. 1934. (4) Evelyn Knapp
played
Fornell's sweetheart in The
VanishingKirby
Frontier.
G.
K.
B.
(London,
S.E.9).— The music
Into the Blue is by Granichtaedten.
Write into
Zeni Films, Ltd., Denmark House, 25 Denmark Street, London, W.C.2, for further
particulars.
RalphwasForbes
(Hounslow).30,
— Ralph
Forbes
born Fan
on September
1905,
in London; 5 ft. II in. tall, black hair, and
blue
eyes. Married
Ruth Chatterton
(maruage dissolved).
Educated
Denstone College,
Staff's.
Write
to
him
co
10111
Valley
Spring Lane, North Hollywood. California.
His The Avenger was generally released on
December 18, 1933.
— (I) Alexander screen
KirklandJ. J.took(Liverpool,
role of♦).Norma
husband
intheStrange
Interral.Shearer's
(2) The part
of Wilson in He Learned About Women was
played by Sidney Toler.
A Gaynoras follows
Fan (London,
S.W.I).— c/o
(1)
Addresses
: Janet Gaynor,
Fox Studio, Beverly Hills, California; Mai ion
Davies and Madge Evans, c/o Mctro( Joldwyn-Mayer Studio. Culver City, Cali-

Bette Davis was born on April 5, 1908, at
Lowell, Massachusetts.
namefair— Ruth
Elizabeth
Davis; 5 ft. 3 Real
in. tall,
hair,
blue eyes. Married Harmon Nelson, jun.
Hobbies — riding and swimming. Pictures
include "Bad Sister," " Seed," "WaterBridge,"
" Other
People's
Business."
"" So
ThelooBig,"
Menace,"
" The
" The Rich
areSilent
AlwaysVoice,"
With
Us," " Cabin in the Cotton," " Three on
a Match," " The Dark Horse," " The
Working Man," " Ex-Lady," " Bureau
of Missing Persons," and The Shakefornia; Dorothy Jordan, c/o RKO Radio
Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
California. (2) Birthdays as follows : Joan
Crawford — March 23, 1908; Anita Page —
August
4, 1910;
1907; Clara
Bow—Janet
AugustGaynor—
5, 1906;October
Dorothy6,
Jordan— August 9, 1910.
Brissket (I. O. M.).— (1) June Clyde is
married to Thornton down."
Freeland. (2) Katharine Hepburn was born in New York and
educated at Brynmawr College; appeared on
the New York stage; went to Hollywood in
1 932 to play in A Bill of Divorcement. Address
her c o RKO Radio Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, California. (3) Carl
Brisson is married; his real name is Carl
Brisson Peterson. He was bom in Copenhagen on December 24. 1897. Thank you
for your good wishes.
Archaeologist (Manchester, 15). — A
centre-spread cf The Mummy appeared in the
February 11, 1933, issue of PlLlUUUOB.
You can obtain back numbers from the
Publishing Department, Odhams Press.
8 Endell Street. London. W.C.2.
Pongo (Stafford). — Lupe Velez is Johnny
Weismuller's
Bobbie Arnst. second wife; his first was
Herewith Coh
the
castA. ofG. 7 J.he (Charlton.
Night Club S.E.7).—
Istdy : Thatcher
— Adolphe Menjou; Lola Carewe — Mayo
Methot;
— Skeets
KellyHut h rim. iTony
Stevens;
Mrs.Gallagher;
Carewe — Blanche
Frederici; Everett— Gerald Fielding; Mike- —
Nat Pendleton;
VincentGranstedt;
Rowland —BillAlbert
Conti;
Eunice— Greta
— Ed
Brady;
Joe
—
Lee
Phelps;
AndreWelch;
— George
Humbart. Dr. Baldwin— Niles
Dr.
' -»ngi« — William von Brincken.
J. K. (St.
I>eonards-on-Sea).-^-(l)
Gretabe
Garbo's
film,shortly.
Queen Christina
shewn
in new
London
(2) Owen will
Narcs
did not appear in / Wat a Spy.
•
P. A. i Nottingham). — The little boy,
Snookums, must at a big boy by this time,
and possibly
explains
why you have not
seen
him in thethistalkies
recently.
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POWDER

SECRET

Gives "DULL
FINISH"
to Greasiest Skin

Many

are born

BLONDE

Few stay BLONDE
Fifty out of every hundred English girls are born
blonde and stay blonde until they are six years old.
Eight remain unbleached blondes after they attain the
age of 19. The rest of the fifty become either dark
or what is known as fair. Science now makes it
possible for every woman to retain the beautiful
blonde hair of childhood without bleaching. Stablond
used on children prevents the fumes and gases in the
atmosphere from destroying the pigment that keeps
the hair blonde, and keeps their hair beautiful and
golden, but, even if your hair has already darkened,
Stablond will bring back its former true golden beauty.
Stablond helps the permanent wave to stay longer.
Stablond contains no dye, henna or injurious bleaches,
and is free from camomile. Highly recommended for
children's
promptly
returnedGetif
you are nothair.
moreYour
than money
delighted
with results.
Stablond dressers,
to-day,
6d. a Stablond
packet, ofisallknown
Chemists,
and Stores.
abroadHair-as
"Nurblond"
and
"Blondex"
and
is
the
largest
sellingin
special shampoo in the World. Stablond is made
England. Stablond Laboratories Limited., Acton
Lane, London, N.W.10
STABLOND
THE FAIR
HAIR SHAMPOO

BACK

TO

This new discovery will give you a fresh,
girlish loveliness no man can resist.
Absolutely no trace of shine all day long,
whatever you are doing.
The secret is a new process, patented by
Poudre Tokalen, by which "Mousse of
Cream" is blended with the finest triple
silk-sifted powder. That is what makes
Poudre Tokalon cling five times as long as
all other powders. Even after a long
evening's dancing in a hot room your
complexion is as fresh and lovely as when
you began.
The "Mousse of Cream" in Poudre
Tokalon prevents it from drying up the
natural oils of the skin like ordinary
powders
and
dry. do, causing it to become rough

SCHOOL

with
NAMES
to safeguard

their

SCHOOL

OUTFITS

Mark every article with Cash's Names and so
prevent loss and confusion. Easy to attach
and guaranteed fast colours.
FROM ALL DRAPERS AND STORES.
d« 5/"
3/9 <i« 2/9
(IC is most economical to order 12 dozen.)
★ Note. Orders for marking School Outfits should
be placed early in order to avoid disappointment
owing to the largely increased demand during
the school holidays.
Send coupon below for FREE copy of booklet showing
all styles of Cash's Names.
COUPON
To J. ft 4. CASH, Ltd. (Dept. N.K.9), Coventry.
PLease tend me Free Copy of your booklet " Safety First
with Cath't Namet."
NAME
ADDRESS.

X-RAYED
FOR

ELEVEN

STOMACH

TIMES

TROUBLE

Stays
on
as long
5 times

woulc:
haveIf a you
marvellous
and fascinating
complexion that will make you the admiration and envy of all your friends, get a box
of Poudre Tokalon to-day. See for yourself how entirely different it is from all
other
is the powders,
exclusive because
secret of"Mousse
Tokalon.of Cream"

MAKE

YOUR

HAIR

Do you suffer with your stomach? Do you know Your Crowning
the agony of wind, indigestion, and stomach sickness?
If so, read the experience of Mr. J. Hurley, of Dudley,
and follow his advice :—
I have 6 been
a very
bad tried
sufferer
with my
stomach Glory!
for" nearly
years.
I have
hundreds
of remedies,
but have never had anything to do me as much good
as your powder. I attended hospital a long time and
they put me under X-Ray eleven times and gave me
lots of medicine, but never told me what my trouble
was. I have not been able to eat a decent meal for
nearly 6 years — but I am glad to tell you that after
taking only three bottles of Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder I can now eat a good meal without getting ELSIE
tellsRANDOLPH
you
any pain. I shall always recommend anybody suffering from stomach trouble to take your powder."
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder will do the same
how
for you. In hundreds of cases it has succeeded when
all other means have failed. But be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder with the signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
healthy,
is bright,
hairthethat
lies
charm and
secrets of
biggest
ONE in of
not soldof loose,
in 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- bottles
inIt iscartons,
Powderbutoronly
Tablets.
gleaming. If your hair is dull, lifeless,
full of dandruff or is coming out, you lose
nearly all your charm. You can, however,
quickly end these troubles by regularly
SLENDERIZING
brushing Lavona Hair Tonic into your hair.
Free Book Tells How You
Elsie Randolph says : " I must say that the
hair really
Can Become Slim
helps'
used. Itglory
Tonic a is' crowning
LavonadoesHairbecome
when
healthy growth, and at the same time enhances
terribleagomental
Many fered
years
I sufthe natural beauty and lustre of the hair."
Don't let your hair spoil your appearance —
anguishtureandbecause
physical
torof very
ask your chemist to-day for a bottle of Lavona.
stubborn excessive fat. I
tried
everything
that
I
heard of to reduce, only
HAIR
to find my weight gradually increasing and my
TONIC
feelings those of growing LAVONA
despair.
In elegant bottles, 2/3 and 3/6 (double size)
Then, after months of
perseverance, study, and
conferences with eminent
men of science, I perfected
Hoarse
?
a simple,
yet that
highlyreduced
scientific, method
You need
my huge weight to normal
and
ness. brought me happiWars have since passed, but my weight remains
normal and my health excellent. My method is quite
up to date, but it is better now than ever before. I
r^nienburys
offer you the fullest benefit of my experience.
My
book,
"
Reduction
Without
Drugs,"
lateh
revised, is free to you. My method is adapted to
TILLES
PASChemist
V&^Youp
both sexes. No drugs, medicine, sweating, Turkish
baths, appliances, nerve-racking exercises, or starvastocks them
tion diet.
4d. per oz.
You will be pleased with the book, and it will save
you money. Send 2d. to pay postage to Miss Winifred
In Tins
G. Hartland, Dept. 596, 15 Baldwins Gardens, Hol2-ozs. 8d.
4-ozs. 1/3
born, London, E.C.x.
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"NERVES"
BANISHED
FOR
EVER!
Amazing Results of a Wonderful Drugless
Treatment for Nervous Disorders
THOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day they
wrote for the remarkable little booklet which is now offered
FREE to every reader of this announcement.
The writers of
the grateful letters below might never have experienced the glorious
happiness they now enjoy had they not taken the first step by sending
for this unique booklet.
Are YOU a victim of fear ? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking
terrors of worry, pessimism, and depression? Are you a "bundle of
nerves," obsessed by morbid thoughts and gloomy presentiments?
Have you
an "inferiority
complex," which
causesbeing
you timid
to endure
untold
humiliation
and embarrassment
through
and
self-conscious ?
If you suffer from MORBID FEARS. WORRY, DEPRESSION,
INSOMNIA, WEAK NERVES, SELF- CONSCIOUSNESS, or
any similar nervous disorder, stop wasting money on useless patent
medicines and let me show you how to conquer your fear before it
conquers you !
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS — PUBLISHED
UNDER A £1,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.
(The following case is typical of many
" MY FEARS HAVE VANISHED "
hundreds that have been successfully cured
" I can never hope to express my under the Rivers Treatment, even when all
gratitude adequately to you. My cure hope of a cure had been abandoned.)
means more to me than life itself, it BEFORE Treatment
seems as though I have been dead for
ten years I have suffered, the
years and have just come to life. It is first" For
five years being of utter terror and
really marvellous how my fears have all torment. I was so afraid I might kill
vanished, as they were so firmly estab- my baby, as I longed to kill myself to
get away from the tortures which I
lished and of such a dreadful nature."
knew were imaginary. Morbid thoughts
filled my brain. A great grief seems to
" THE CHANGE IS MARVELLOUS " weigh me down and I feel I am a
" Although I have only been treating prisoner shut in a dark cage, praying
myself for three days, the change is God to let a ray of sunshine in. I am
marvellous. I had at times all the afraid I have lost all, or nearly all, hope.
I've got so sick of all the various cures
worst kind of fears, like going mad or that
tried, toandgetI'vebetter.
lost almost
committing suicide. I was even afraid desireI've
to want
What allis
to be left alone with the children, as I there to live for, for people cursed with
felt afraid I might hurt them. Your
"
AFTERfears?
Treatment
treatment is just the thing for a case these
like mine, and is, as I have said before,
" I want to thank you very much for
really wonderful. Thank you again so the books. I knew the moment I read
them that you were genuine and utterly
much."
right in all you say. How I agree in
reference to your remarks about the
" HAVE SLEPT EVERY NIGHT "
doctors and all those who think they
" I am pleased to say I am getting on understand ! It is useless to try and
splendidly. I did not know what it was say just what your books mean to me —
must know what heart-felt gratitude
to have a good night's sleep before I had you
I feel after years of living torture night
your treatment. I have slept every and
day. My thanks are inadequate,
single night and my nerves are much
but my prayers include the author's
better. Many thanks for your kindness."
Every nerve sufferer should send at once for a copy of my absorbingly
interesting book,
"The Conquest
of Fear!"
whichThedescribes
a simple,
inexpensive
home treatment
for nervous
disorders.
Rivers Treatment
has achieved world-wide success, and is covered by a £1,000 Guarantee of
genuineness and efficiency. A copy of this wonderful book, together with
some of the most remarkable testimonials ever published, will be sent in a
plain, sealed envelope to any sufferer. Send Coupon below (or a postcard)
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong
nerves, robust health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (fl&J 40 Lambs Conduit St, London, W.C.I
FREE
BOOK
COUPON — POST
To MR. H. J. RIVERS (Dept. P.G.30),
40 LAMB'S CONDUIT STREET,
LONDON, W.C.1.

NOW

Please semi rne, without charge or obligation, a copy of your booklet, "The Conquest
of Fear."
NAME.
ADDRESS.
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to

Anne
Answers to Correspondents —
Readers who desire a quick
reply by post
should enclose
stamped
addressed
envelopea
with their query. There is
always a waiting list for
answers in this column.
A Change
In Hairdressing
AM going to a /
dance next TuesI
day, and I want to
change my style of hairdressing,"
me the otherwrote
day.a girl to
A change
hairdressing is all toin the
good,
for too often we are
prone to go on doing our
hair in the same old way
for no other reason than
we always have dressed it that way.
But, it is not a thing to be done at a
moment's notice. Rather is it a
matter for trial and experiment;
practising and improving before a
mirror, till we have acquired the
knack of doing it neatly, and made
certain
becoming.that the new style is really
Keep Your Own Personality
Your
of hairdressing
is limited
to a style
certain
extent inasmuch
as it
must be dictated by the shape and size
of your face. For that reason I would
advise you to study your own features
and take stock of your own personality.
I mean that seriously.
Look around any tram, tube or train,
and take notice of the girls you see there.
Any average picturegoer will be able to
recognise an assortment of imitation
Gar bos, Dietrichs, Crawfords, and other
feminine stars who happen to be high
in the film firmament at the moment.
You
say thatcopying.
the particular style of
beautymayis worth
My replyof isa that
seeking toyoube are
an
imitation
film infavourite,
also a replica of hundreds of other girls
who are seeking the same effect. It it
far better to develop your own style of
good looks and make the most of your
own personality.
an individual than one of a Better
crowd be
of imitators.
I could say a lot more on these lines,
but we should wander from our first
theme of hairdressing.
Thin or Plump
It that
is theneeds
girl with
long thincareful
face
to bethespecially
about her style of hairdressing ! Not
for her is the Madonna centre parting,
nor yet the sleek head. Both make a
long face longer. Neither can she
follow a present fashion of turning up
the hair in a knot on the nape of the
neck. She must have a side parting,
left or right, whichever is the more
becoming, and the hair mist be cut or
arranged so that it does not come below
the level of the ear lobes. There it
must be full, and waved or curly. In
this way the long lines are camouflaged
and the slighdy hollow cheeks appear
fuller.
What of the face that is too broad,
with prominent cheekbones, and perhaps a forehead that is too high. Here
again skilful hairdressing can work a
transformation. This is the face that can
take a " long " hair cut. The hair must
be deeply
waved,
pulledbehind
somewhat
over
the
forehead,
trained
the ears,
and brought forward again in little curls
below the ears.
Or this face, if the owner has also a
childish figure and is not a slave to
fashion in hairdressing, can wear a
straight fringe and
age-boy
Kair
cheeks.
to thewith
cut onstyle,

Muriel Evans demonstrates the
correct daytime make-up by using
an astringent before powdering.
I suppose the girl with an oval face,
that happy medium between the fat
and the thin, can indulge more variety
than any others. She can _ wear her
hair entirely smooth. Or, it may be
dressed in a bunch of curls at the back.
A centre parting and a knot at the neck
are equally becoming. Or again, she may
exploit the very newest mode of a slender
plait across the top of her head from ear
to ear. If you have seen Madeleine
Carroll in / Was a Spy, you have already
realized how demure and charming
this fashion is. It is being much worn
by smart young society women for
evening dress.
Answers to Correspondents
Why not sonal
sendproblem.
me aI line
haveabout
beenthat
ableper-to
help
so manyaddressed
, why notenvelope
you ? Please
a stamped
if you enclose
wish a
private postal reply.
Mavis (Worthing). — The water supply in
your district is very hard. That accounts
for your skin feeling so dry and sensitive
after soften
washing.
a goodYousuperfatted
and
the I'se
water.
probably soap
will
find an ordinary oatmeal too drying for your
skin, so soften the water with a special
toilet brand of oatmeal. This is finely
sifted
will one
help quart
the skin.
A tablespoonful willandsoften
of water.
B. (Croydon).
— AsI amyourafraid
freckles
haveL. notL. faded
by this time,
they
are of the permanent variety. Ordinary
summer freckles yield to a bleaching cream
or lotion, but permanent freckles are exactly
what their name indicates.
Mrs. Abbott (Clapham Common). — As
you
object tosoftvarnish
nails
a beautiful
lustre youby can
the give
use your
of a good
nail
polishing
powder.
It
must
be
applied
with a buffer.
Double Chin. — Wear your chin strap all
night,minutes
and ifor you
have thethe opportunity
for
ten
so during
day. Use also
a muscle oil.
(Richmond).
— You them.
must cleanse
theJanette
open pores
before closing
Open
pores occur because they are producing
grease ticitytooas childhood
freely. The
skinfarther
loses its
elasis left
behind,
and consequently the
superfluous
grease
tends to keep the pores open permanently.
Having thoroughly removed the waste
matter,
lotion maypowder.
be applied.
You can thealsoastringent
use an astringent
Betty (Ealing). — I would advise against
neglect or tampering in your case. Consult
your doctor.
W. D.answer
(Watford).—
1 am byafraid
cannot
your inquiries
post that
unlessI
envelope,
stamped,
Tou
here.
havesendnota the
space addressed
to deal with them
(Camberwell).
recommend
theVera
slimming
course —youI cannot
suggest.
If you
would
care toyouwrite
in, 1 will send you the
information
require.
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Clark's
Deep
and

Waves

Tight

New

Year

VITA-Cleaning
Offer
TJ ere is a "tale-time" offer before our Spring rush starts. With
' * any order of not less than 6/- you can have one of the follow •
inK articles — VlTA-CUorud Free — Hot (Remodelled too),
JUMPER, CARDIGAN, BLOUSE, PLAIN SKIRT,
TROUSERS or PLUS-FOURS.
Make up your order (minimum 6/-) from the list below and pin
the coupon
the article accompanies
sent for free order.
VITA-Cleaning. Back in
three
days iftoremittance
VITA -Cleaned
Man's Suit, Lady's Costume, Plain Frock or
Long Coat
each 4/Hat (with Remodelling)
2/»
Jumper, Cardigan or Plain Skirt
each 2/Lady's Blouse, Man's Trousers or Plus Fours
each 1/6
Re-pleating and Repairs extra
POST TO

Curls

one

DYE WORKS LTD RETFORD
S
CLARK'

penny
a setting!
Witching waves and captivating curls . . . set
while you sleep ... at a cost so small you
hardly and
notice
L "Wave-Set"
hairyouat
night,
the itwaves
your mirroryourshows
in
the
morning
are
waves
a
"
professional
would be proud of. Simply a little A MAM "I
" Wave-Set... " a ...
pats you
and
pinches
tight acapfew while
sleep . . . and your coiffure will be
the envy
every girl who doesn't
know
yourof secret.
From all Chemists and
Hairdressers.

6d. mad 1/3

and
Year Offer,
New
with
ance
—
in accordthis order
madeyourup 6/-).
' haveless
N- (not
COUPO
The additional
than
remittance
enclose
garment 1 send is to be VTTA-Cleaned FREE.
NAME
ADDRESS
CHORE

royds
UJav?

t*

-Se

AL

FOR DARK 6- LUSTROUS
EYEBROWS & LASHES
Do not envy those with fascinating
Eyebrows and Lashes. Permanently
tint yours with CI LORE AL , in a few
minutes yours will look just as
lovely. CILOREAL is guaranteed
harmless and is not affected by
Sun. Rain or Sea Bathing.
[ folrirr s*nt on request to C. Nestle ft Co.
real Hrtusc. 48 South Molton Street. W.I.

'WARE
'FLU
High temperature. Bad enough if it should
be a cold. Worse still if Influenza. So
much of it about now. Take precautions.
Take a ZOX POWDER— AT ONCE. Time
is important, you know. Zox is invaluable
for reducing the High Temperature, relieving
Bad Headaches, Neuralgia and Nerve Pains.
Being in powder form it is more effective.
Over 30 years' reputation.

§11011
fire
GLYCERINE

Vanishing

KEEP a tube of Snowfire
Glycerine Jelly handy in
the bathroom and by the kitchen
sink. Use it every time your hands
have been in water. Then you'll
banish redness and roughness
from your hands — make them
smooth and white. Quickly absorbed, it leaves no "stickiness" after.
BRITISH MADE. Of all Chemists. Coiffeurs, etc.
aHiimniiniiiiiwnminiHimiwiHniBWi^

FREE
Zox Powders 2d. each or 1/6 and
3/- per box. Send 1 %d. stamp (cost
of postage) for 2 free powders now.
The Zox Mfg. Co., n Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.i. (Dept. 6).
HEAD WONT ACHE IF ZOX YOU TAKE
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10 - or £1 per month
Write for Sale
Open
Accounta Credit.
to-day
SALE
Catalogue to
N0RetoenJ4s.n° NOW
ON
Dept. W.T,
SMARTWEAR Ltd.
263-271, Regent Street, London, W.I.
So Easy To
SHAPE YOUR NOSE
T«dos
ModelI noae*
"2."» 1 British
correct*
ill ili--li.ilquickly,Patent)
painloalr
and
L lpermanent Ly. Over 100,000 *a tinned
, user*. For years recrmmended by
Physician*. A aample of M.TN. A.BX
Lotion
for Red and
None*, Blackheads, enlarged
«Now
ill he Pore?
sent for Gd. other 8 kin Eruptions
for freeGarden,
booJdet London,
and Tettiuutmni*
M. T&G.&TY, P.89. Bex Hon**.Write
45 Hatton
E.C.I.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH
It must be pinned to the article sent
for FREE VITA-Cleaning.
Offer Closes February 3rd, 1934

Nobody
a

Fat

Of,

Loves
Woman

The old saying has it that
"everybody loves a fat man,"
but it's probably truer to say
that nobody loves a fat woman.
Man or woman, excess fat is a
handicap. And with many a
woman it is tragedy as well.
A woman's charm is in a
slender figure. Fat is the foe of
beauty, the hallmark of middle
age. And fat is unnecessary.
Science has discovered a way to
control excess weight. A simple,
easy
that supplies
the same
normalway element
that the
body
itself uses. Thousands of women
about you are using it every day.
They find it in Marmola brand Antifat Tablets.
All you do is take four tablets a day. Moderation
helps, of course, but starvation diets and strenuous
exercise are not necessary Try them yourself. Take
them as directed in the book that you will find in every
package. And when you reach the weight you desire
stop. It is so simple and easy that you will regret
that you did not get rid of your fat months or even
years
You ago.
owe it to yourself to try Marmola Tablets. Why
not start to-morrow?
Marmola brand Antifat Tablets are sold by all
chemists at 3/- per box or sent post paid on receipt of
price by the Marmola Distributing Agency (Dept. 85H),
86 Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.i . Send this coupon
or write for our latest book, a two-day sample free, and
our guarantee.
MARMOLA

DISTRIBUTING
AGENCY
(Dept. 85H),
86 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.i.
Please forward two-day sample and Marmola
Booklet, also guarantee form — FREE.
Name
Address
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All on Approval First
Before you Actually
Purchase
Ambron garments are not casual
*' ready-made " clothes. Every
model is available in a number of
graduated fittings, each carefully proportioned by experts
from actual experience to " live
up " to the luxurious quality of
the material — the infallible, unexaggerated style that is just right.
ON APPROVAL.
EASY PAYMENT TERMS.
Model K.32I. — Fast pile, twill back
— the very latest whim of fashion.
Set off to perfection by piquant frills
of heavy art. crepe. Becoming
coatee effect. Full skirt, inverted
pleat at back. On approval for 2/deposit. Balance 3/6 monthly. Bargain Price 15/11. Postrge 6d. Sizes:
SW.44, W.46, 48, WX.48. WX I/extra. In Dark Saxe, Navy, Black,
Mid-Brown, Palm Green.
Model AS. 122.— Be right in the
fashion with London's latest shoes —
shoes that keep their appearance
through many months of hard wear.
In glossy Black Patent or sleek Brown
Glace. Elegant straight Spanish Louis
heels; natural leather lining. On
approval for 1/6 deposit. Balance
2/6 monthly. Bargain Price 12/6.
Postage 6d. Sizes: 2 to 7 and half
sizes.
Model SL.260. — Indispensable on a
hundred and one cold occasions. This
particular model combines real wearability with becoming daintiness of
design. Charmingly set off with
hand embroidery. Two side pockets.
Buttoned front. On approval for I/deposit. Balance 2/- monthly. Bargain Price 9/11. Postage 3d. In Saxe,
Green, Navy, Fawn, Black. Sizes:
SW., W., O.S.
Dresses hang perfectly with the
Ambron Belted Corselette as a foundation. Acorset and brassiere in one.
Comfortable, too. Elastic insets at
hips. Continuous spiral supports
down the back. In fine striped
coutille, Pink or White. Sizes range
from 30- to 46-in. bust. On approval
for I/- deposit. Balance 2/- monthly.
Bargain Price 8/11. Postage 4d.

Please send me, on approval, model indicated,
at present Bargain Price.
enclose necessary deposit and postage, and
will pay balance of price either in one sum or
by
monthlyandinstalments
above. atIf
not thesatisfied,
I return stated
the garment
once unworn, you will refund my deposit.
Enclose Coupon with full name and
address and Postal Order crossed thus / /.
Overseas and Irish Free Stole full cash only. (A)
Post your Order to —

MODEL.

(ONLY Fill in details applicable to YOUR order)

COLOUR.
FROCK, SIZE_
CORSET. BUST_
SHOES. SIZE
CARDIGAN, SIZE.

HIPS
LENGTH.

(No. 273, Picturegoer. 13:1:34)

AMBROSE
WILSON
LIMITED
273, AMBRON
HOUSE, 60 VAUXHALL
BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.
Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, Oohams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, London. W.C.2, England. Registered at the G.P.O. as a Newspaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum, 6s. 6d. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch. Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Ltd., also
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association.
Ltd. Max,AlsoBruxelles,
on sale atandW.Messageries
HL Smith &Dawson,
Son. Ltd13'sRue
bookshops
248 Rue de Rivoli. Paris, and 75 lloulevard
Adolphe
Albouy. atParis.
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WIN
DO
YOU
LIKE

TO

PRIZES:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

£5
Prize - £20
Prize - £10
Prize Prize - £3
Prize Prize - £1
7th to 20th £2
Prizes 10/each

£20

DRAW?

Copy this Sketch and tend ut your Drawing. The
Competition is being held to advertise the British and
Dominions School of Drawing and is OPEN TO
EVERYBODY WHO LIKES TO TRY. The only
persons not allowed to compete are those who have
had Sketches purchased by a newspaper or advertiser.
The competition is confined strictly to Amateurs.

be beautiful to him is the wish of every woman.
Make sure of your charm by gaining the skin beauty
that every man admires. It's so easy when you use
Snowfire Cream. Pure, fragrant, non-greasy, Snowfire
Cream brings out all the natural beauty of your skin.
It smoothes the texture and makes it velvet soft and
radiantly clear.
British made

Snowfire
vanishingJ C
REAM
Dainty Handbag Containers 3J.
Tubes (hi. Opal Jars is. 3rf.
THE
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Amazing

EVER

!

Results of a Wonderful Drugless Treatment
for Nervous Disorders.

THOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day tbey wrote for the remarkable
little booklet which is now offered FREE to every reader of this announcement. The
writers of the grateful letters below might never have experienced the glorious happiness
they now enjoy had they not taken the first step by sending for this unique booklet.
Are YOU a victim of fear? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking terrors of worry,
pessimism, and depression? Are you "a bundle of nerves," obsessed by morbid thoughts and
gloomy
presentiments?
Have you an through
"inferiority
causes you to endure
untold humiliation
and embarrassment
being complex
timid and" which
self-conscious?
If you suffer from MORBID FEARS, WORRY, DEPRESSION, INSOMNIA, WEAK
NERVES, TIMIDITY, BLUSHING, or any similar nervous disorder, stop wasting money
on useless patent medicines and let me show you how to conquer your fear before it conquers you !
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS— PUBLISHED UNDER A £1,000
GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS
MY FEARS HAVE ALL VANISHED " " I GAVE UP HOPE OF EVER BEING
I can never hope to express my gratitude
Your course is wonderful. I have lost that
adequately to you. My cure means more to dreadful
fear I had. I think
I have been
me than life itself, it seems as though I have blind to this
CURED
world.
I used" to be dreadful,
been dead for years and have just come to life. always in fear.
My
family
are
more than
It is really marvellous how my fears have all
I am sure there was nobody worse
vanished, as they were so firmly established surprised.
than
I
was.
I
gave
up
all
hope
of
ever being
and of such a dreadful nature. I felt that I
would have gone completely out of my mind, cured.
and just at that time your treatment came.
"SUFFERED MISERY FROM
I think my cure is wonderful in such a short
time — just three weeks.
" how greatly
I felt I must CHILDHOOD
write and tell you
I've improved
during the
week of your
treatment.
It isfirstremarkable
how
"DONE ME A WORLD OF GOOD" wonderful
Many thanks for your kind and good advice, different I feel. I don't have that weak
which has done me a world of good. I have nervy feeling now and I do not tremble. To
been troubled with Self-consciousness more or think I had suffered the misery from childhood.
I only wish I had known of your treatment
less for 30 years. Would that I had seen your earlier.
advertisement years ago !
A copy of this absorbingly interesring book, describing a simple, inexpensive home treatment,
will be sent in a plain sealed envelope without charge or obligation. Send for a ropy
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily and quickly you can acquire strong
nerves, robust health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. P C. 29), 40, Lamb* Conduit Street, London, W.C.I
2

7. All sketches will be returned to comBEGIN NOW !
petitors atthe close of the Competition,
with a list of the prizewinners.
Copy this Sketch in pencil or pen and together
ink. See how well you can do it. Sit The British and Dominions School of
down and try. First of all read the Drawing cannot be held responsible for any
sketch which may be lost in the mails or
Rules of the Competition. You can elsewhere.
draw on any paper. Prizes will be 8. Sketches must be accompanied by a
awarded to the best drawings. All
crossed postal order value 6d. (sixpence),
drawings will be returned to the comin return for which each competitor will
petitors atthe close of the competition.
receive an illustrated book demonstrating
DONT MISS THIS! SOMEONE
the methods of artists in producing drawWILL WIN THE £20. WHY NOT
ings. This will be sent with the results of
YOU ? Send in your sketch to-day.
the competition. Please do not send coins.
RULES OF THE COMPETITION
9. Sketch and postal order MUST BE
1. Anyone is eligible to compete except SENT IN THE SAME ENVELOPE.
past or present students or employees of Competitors are particularly requested
the British and Dominions School of NOT to send their sketch in one envelope
Drawing and Professional Artists.
and postal order under separate cover.
2. All sketches must be received by 10. Sketches received insufficiently stamped
will not be accepted. All packages should
January
3.
Only 30.
one 1934.
sketch may be submitted by be sealed and bear letter rate of postage
(2oz. for lid.).
each competitor.
4. The bottom left-hand corner of 11. Competitors agree to accept the
envelope should be marked plainly decision of the Artists of the British and
Dominions School of Drawing as final and
" COMPETITION."
conclusive.
5.
Competitor's
full
name
and
address
12. The British and Dominions School of
must be written on the back of the drawing
with County. Competitors under 16 years Drawing reserves the right to purchase any
must state age on the back of their sketch. sketch submitted. Any sketches purchased
6. Sketches must not be drawn on paper will be paid for at the rate of £1/1/0 (one
larger than 8 in. high by 6 in. wide.
guinea) for each sketch.
BRITISH & DOMINIONS SCHOOL OF DRAWING LTD.,
44, Greycoat Galleries, Greycoat Place, LONDON, S.W.I.
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"JUST

Every
single thing
the
beauty -shop
manicurist
uses,
comes in this handy box
— and it costs 6d. I Try Amaml
Manicure necessities this way.
Other Manicure Sets 1/3 & 3/6
Obtminsil* from all chrmisti and Kairdreutr*

A GIRL

THAT MEN FORGET. ... "
To which type of woman do you belong ?
Are you attractive to the opposite sex —
or, in the words of the old-fashioned song,
are you just a girl that men forget? If
you have made up your mind that you
belong to the latter class, forget it ! Any
woman can be attractive to-day.
SECRETS OF CHARM : Even if you were not born
beautiful there is no reason why you should not be
attractive. But you cannot be chic and charming if
your skin is sallow and blemished. A good complexion
goes a long way towards earning you a reputation for
good looks, and no matter how neglected your skin
may be, you can all achieve complexion beauty. Here
is a beauty hint, once the cherished secret of the
famous beauties of stage and society. Instead of
ordinary night creams and skinfoods, use a complexion
wax to keep your skin smooth and supple. The wax
does even more than this : it gives Nature a helping
hand in shedding the ageing outer tissue and keeps
the skin ever- youthful. And its name? Just ask
your chemist for Mercolized Wax, but see to it that
you get the genuine article, sold only by registered
chemists.

BEAUTIFUL HAIR : Another secret of feminine
charm is lovely hair. Whether you are blonde,
brunette or red-head, you can all have well-burnished
hair, gleaming with lights and shades. Try doing
your hair a new way. Choose one of the new flattering
fashions, but prepare your hair for the fashionable
wide waves and small, tight curls by using a waving
shampoo. Stallax is the one I have in mind. Just a
teaspoonful of its magic granules dissolved in a cup
of hot water makes a shampoo which literally washes
loveliness
into the most neglected tresses. Just try
AMAMI
it, and your hair will look lovelier than ever before.
British -made MANICURE
GOOD GROOMING : Many a girl is unattractive simply
because she is careless in matters of personal daintiness.
Perhaps she is foolish enough to allow an ugly shadow
of dark down to disfigure pretty lips, or she forgets
that the prettiest dance frock loses its appeal if she
has neglected
under-arm
toilet.razors
Natural
reluctance to resort her
to the
use of toilet
or drastic
depilatories is sometimes the reason for this carelessness, but to-day there is no need to adopt such dangerous
Z~ methods
of removing unwanted hair. Sipolite, the
safe
hair eraser, meets modern needs adequately.
3r
Just get half an ounce from your chemist to try.
SOUTHALLS
Mix a little to a smooth paste with cold water, apply
this to the unwanted hairs, and as the paste dries they
will shrivel away, leaving the skin satin-smooth and
unblemished. Sipolite may be recommended with
perfect confidence for use on the most sensitive skin.

As dainty as any of
your prettiest things
yet affording perfect
protection with your
most fashionable
gowns — Southal Is
hygienic lingerie is
an essential part of
wardrobe.
every woman's

Free Book Tells How You
Can Become Slim
Send 2d. for postage to-day for a free copy of
"Reduction
without Drugs,"
describes
simple
yet
highlystrenuous
scientific
method orofwhich
becoming
slim awithout
exercises
starvation
diet.
MISS WINIFRED G HARTLAND.
Dept. 598. 15, Baldwin'! Q»rde a, Holborn, London. E.C.I.
STOMACH
FOR

20

SUFFERER
YEARS

If you are a victim of stomach trouble; if you
know the agony of indigestion, wind, and sickness
in the stomach read what Mr. Joseph Kelly, of
Granville Square, London, writes :—
"I have been a sufferer from stomach troubles
for over 20 years — during the War and since.
Some time ago, I had an operation for the stomach
trouble — Ulcerated Stomach — but the old trouble
came on. I have tried all sorts of remedies —
Bismuth Tablets, Magnesia, and different kinds of
so-called Maclean Powder — but since I obtained
a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder I shall
use no other. For the last nine weeks I have had no
indigestion or sickness in the stomach and I can
thoroughly recommend it to anybody suffering
Irom any kind of stomach trouble."
Follow Mr. Kelly's example, but be sure to ask
your chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand
Stomach Powder with the signature "ALEX C.
MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but only in
I/3. 2/-. and 5/- bottles in cartons, of Powder or
Tablets.

Weekly

GLYCOLA
CLARK'S
v

ThaAa \oufA AcuuU ttnootA 44? 6°
'tkautifuA tie complexion
y VFOR BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXIONS
Use Clark's Glycols
A little massaged well into the skin will keep your bands,
face, and neck smooth, soft, and youthful. Used regularly
night and morning, it will
PREVENT
CHAPPED HANDS AND CHILBLAINS
Glycola is economical, protects the skin, and forms an
excellent
base. Massage
and face powder
before applying
powder. a little on hands, arms,
TRY IT FREE
A generous sample of this wonderful preparation sent free
on CLARK'S
application GLYCOLA
:—
CO., LTD. (Dept. P.G.),
Oak Grove, Cricklewood, N.W.2
Obtainable of all Chemists and Hairdressers, etc.
4%d. (handbag tube), 6d. and i/- Jars.

ShYet
e
Had

,

A little perspiration from dancing and
she
found her
complexion
ruined.
Her
No
e'
a
powderSh
wouldin
notystay on. s
Her
nose
shone and her skin looked greasy. Frequent
use of the puff seemed of no avail. She
did not know that just a little Mousse of
Cream in her powder would have made a
world of difference. Mousse of Cream is
an exclusive Tokalon patent process. It
makes the powder stay on in spite of wind,
rain, or perspiration from dancing in overheated rooms, or playing tennis. It prevents your nose from getting shiny and
makes your skin as smooth as satin.
Mousse of Cream is the reason Poudre
Tokalon is the most popular and widely
used face powder. Try it to-day and see
how different it is from ordinary powders.
6d. and 1/- a box.
this
readerthe ofmanu*■ EUCJZte facturers any woman with
KWPFmay •obtain^ asPec'a'
Beauty Outfit containing
de Luxearrangement
paper
Powder
Cream'
of
'Mousse
Tokalon
of
shades
six
that she may test them for herself. The outfit alsoso
contains Creme Tokalon Skinfoods for both day and
night use. Send 3d. in stamps to cover cost of postage,
packing, etc., to Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. 329M), Chase
Road, London, N.W.10.
PoudftTokalon
Mousse of Cream Face Powder.
3
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RESCUE

Just when the picture gets
exciting, throat noises are
most annoying. Get some
Zubesand ensure your own
comfort and that of your
neighbours. To protect
your throat and chest . . .

Go

• ♦ •

Suck

a
KPcdmuUve
2 OUNCE

ALL LEADING

CINEMAS

ckameilAoutim

& O IN FLAT TINS
SELL THEM

and

beautifies
its OLIVE

After

an actress writes :
had

gratifying results."
most
That
is an extract from one only of the innumerable
testimonials we have received from grateful users of the
"successfully
SUntee " slimming
process.
after all other
methodsMany
had have
failed. used it
Slimming — while yon drink real, refreshing fragnant tea
— could anything be more simple? No tiresome preparations, no dieting, no irksome exercises or restrictions— merely tea as you drink it every day. You
enjoy the " SUntee " and— yon lose superfluous fat.
*'is SUntee
" istasteless,
a processnotwhich,
combined
with real
tea
absolutely
affecting
the delicious
flavour
of the tea itself. It reduces adipose tissue and promotes
its utilisation and elimination by normal bodily processes. You have no bother, bat gain the graceful,
slender figure yon so ardently desire.
You will like " SUntee " — everybody does. Besides
slimming you, it will generally benefit your health as,
by relieving your system of accumulated fatty tissue,
it restores the muscular and circulatory tone and
alleviates the strain on the heart. " SUntee " not
only reduces excess of adipose tissue, but prevents It
from
Slim slim.
women, therefore, take " SUntee "
to keepforming.
themselves
Ladies are invited to consult Nurse Stewart, c/o Slintee
Ltd.,
regarding
their use
of the them
" Slintee
who will
be pleased
to advise
on "anyProcess,
point
desired.
Trial
box, 3/-or jC.O.I).
plus postage, 4d. Usual price, 5/-. Cash
with order
Write or 'phone to-day for explanatory brochure, containing
full
particulars
of the "Slintee" process to Nurse Stewart,
c/o
Slintee,
Ltd.,
WELBECK
0207 84, Baker Street, London, W.l. Telephone :
"Slintee"
will be demonstrated
week commencing
15th January.at Selfridges Grocery Dept. for

of

OILcontenf

Safeguard your beauty with natural soap and water
cleansing, night and morning. That is the unanimous
advice of 20,000 beauty specialists. " But," they add,
" be particular about the soap — it must be an olive oil
soap
. . Palmolive
" abundant natural oils of the
In .Palmolive
Soap ! the
palm and the olive combine to make Palmolive lather
so soft and velvety that it cannot irritate the tenderest
skin. On the contrary, by its emollient effect, it
strengthens and feeds the living tissues — it beautifies
.
and soothes while it cleanses. Follow the
advice of 20,000 beauty experts — let
per
Palmolive
preserve
for you " that
Except
in
l.F.S.
tablet Schoolgirl complexion."

Slimming

" I really have

because

r7CX\[ *8
invaluable for
reducing
high
temperature,
relieving
bad aHead'
aches, Neuralgia and Nerve Pains. Send
1 Jd. stamp (cost of postage) for two free
powders now, to the Zox Mfg. Co.,
11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C1. (Dept. 6)
Zox Powder* 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/- per box.

ARE
YOU
PARTICULAR
ABOUT YOUR FINGER-NAILS?
I IF so, you should use Kraska Liquid
||l
Polish, toshades
be obtained
all
I theNail
fashionable
at the inbest
III stores and chemists.

For sample tubes oi both creams, send 2<1 in stamps,
in a sealed envelope, to: Dept. MP25. Pond's Fx tract
Company Ltd., Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex.
Name
Address

Why lownot
their folexample and
become lovefor free
ly, too? Send
samples.
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Berkeley, who has been busy working on Al
Jolson's new picture, Wonder Bar, insists on
rigid training for his prize beauties. Here
are the ten rules which he enforces on those he

PICTUREGOER
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de Luxe]
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Editorial Offices : 93 Long
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Advertisement Offices: 57
Long Acre, W.C.2.
Tel. : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer,
Southernwood, Rand,
London.
ON SALE
EVERY
THURSDAY,
2d.

"<Short"

1. Girls:— must eat three square meals a day —
employs
with steak or chops once a day when working.
2. Girls must drink one quart of milk and at
least one large glass of orange juice each day.
3. Girls must take a cold shower every morning.
working.
4. Girls must take a daily sunbath when not
5. Girls must exercise in the open air daily —
tennis, golf or swimming — when not working;
working.
they must walk twenty blocks a day when

l ve

Tassing

Weekly

6. Girls must use a minimum of make-up, except
for screen work — and NO mascara.
7. Girls' hair must remain the same colour
while they are under contract.
8. Girls should wear no high-heeled shoes while
working or exercising.
9. Girls must get at least eight hours' sleep a
night, starting before midnight.
10. Girls may have only ONE late date a
^
weekThey
whenmust
working.
observe these conditions, or
else. . . .
>

14 Great Lovers ** in

f

Competition
It George
should Raft
be interesting
see
and Jack Lato Rue
together in The Trumpet Blows.
A little while ago, when La Rue
took Raft's role in The Story of

T'S Failure— Dance King's
SENNET
Ten Commandments — Two
" Great Lovers " for Price of One—
" Merry Widow " Complications —
More Garbo Retirement Rumours —
Mary Nolan in Sensational Film.

Three

of

M.-G.-M.'sloveliest
dancing girls
Picturegoer
pose
for the
camera.

passing
of the
Sennett
studio is one of
the tragedies of
talkies. It marks the passing of an epoch.
The old-style one-reel and two-reel comedies
have gone out of fashion and nothing has
come to take their place.
Nearly all the studio stages where comedy
"shorts" have been filmed are being closed.
The crack of the yucca club, the luscious slap
of the custard pie and the splash of the diving
beach beauty are all but gone.
They were great nurseries for talent, too,
the slapstick studios. Gloria Swanson, Sally
Eilers, Carole Lombard, Mabel Normand,
Bebe Daniels, Phyllis Haver, Wallace Beery
and a score of others all got their training in
the one- and two-reelers.

in his good fortune, he turned to his brother Sid
and said, " I think I'll go and buy myself a whole
dozen neckties. "

Temple Drake, they were publicised as rivals.
of giving
two been
"greatdeveloped
lovers" in
in
oneThefilmpolicy
for our
moneyus has
recent pictures.
In Dancing Lady we see Clark Gable sharing
honours with Franchot Tone, who is being hailed
Last Stronghold
most dangerous rival."
Sennett himself attributes his failure to the as In"Gable's
All of Me Paramount gives you the opporchanged public taste and the advance of the
tunity
to
make comparisons between the
cartoon.
techniques and sex appeal of Raft and Fredric
Then the "short" field has been neglected for
the forlatter
"emotes" against Gary
so long and film fame has become so much a March,
Cooper inwhile
Design
Living.
matter of ballyhoo that it has been able to produce
The
policy
has
resulted
in a new feud over at
few new personalities who could compare with- the Warners, where it was announced
that Edward
comedy giants of other days.
G.
Robinson
and
James
Cagney
were
to be coAgain, two-reelers which used to cost anything starred in The Poor Chump.
from £5,000 to £8,000 to produce cannot compete
The
day
after
the
announcement
both
with cartoons which can be made for a fraction of to the front office to deliver the ultimatumrushed
that
that sum. Hal Roach and Laurel and Hardy
they'd
have
to
have
their
names
"on
top"
represent almost the last stronghold of the that there would be nothing doing. At the momentor
" Lost " Chaplin
it looks unlikely that the picture will be made at all.
Sennett, now "broke," was the man who first comedy "short."
really exploited Chaplin.
He has always regretted that he let a rival Chance for English Beauties ?
company
outbidhadhimbeen
for established
the little man's
** Teams
after Charlie
as a services
screen 1 wonder if when Busby Berkeley comes over No
Femini
So feminine
far,
thisne
generosity
has "not
the
side.
However,
we spread
may yetto look
comedian.
here to direct the dance ensembles for Jack
For weeks before Chaplin's Sennett contract Buchanan's new picture he will enforce his forward to seeing Marlene Dietrich and Mae
expired the studio was barred to all visitors and Ten Commandments for Berkeley Glorified West sharing honours in a film or Joan Crawford
the comedian was watched at night to prevent Chorines.
and Jean Harlow competing for the same man.
Fox might even consider giving us a Janet
Most of his choruses in his Hollywood pictures
him being approached by other companies.
One day a well-known actor arrived at the are hand-picked. For Gold Diggers of 1933 he Gaynor-Lilian
Harvey co-starring vehicle and
Harding.
studio gates, presented his credentials and was interviewed nearly 10,000 girls before selecting Radio could team Katharine Hepburn and Ann
given a job. He had been hired by the Essenay the 200 who appear in the picture.
True feminine beauty, he says, is the rarest
studio to get in touch with Chaplin. As a result
In the meanwhile the Dietrich-West feud goes
of his negotiations Charlie signed the first of the thing in the world so far as the screen is concerned. on. Studio officials anxious to heal the breach for
million-dollar screen contracts.
"You can call it charm or It or 'that certain publicity have been making frantic efforts to get
It is reported that as he walked out of the something,' but a girl either has that on the screen the stars to pose in a "friendly" picture together,
office with the contract and an advance cheque or she hasn't it and without that the prettiest girl but so far without result.
(Continued on page 6)
for £20,000 in his pocket, almost unable to believe in the world is a flat failure," he adds.
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Judith Allen and Randolph Scott, who have remade "The Thundering
Herd."
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phere, would be excellent juvenile fare, is not an
exception. Cartoon shorts have a most unhappy
knack of introducing the macabre into thenHe directed the silent version of the film in composition in a manner that seems only to
a pathological explanation.
1925 with Mae Murray as the star. That produc- warrant
Skeletons, weird, ghostly figures, are all part
tion is still regarded as one of the most tumultuous in the history of Hollywood.
and
the children,
cartoon film's
stock-in-trade
and
theirparcel
effectof on
for whom
they seem
otherwise ideally suited, must be definitely bad.
Will Garbo Retire?
I hope that film cartoonists will forget the
graveyard for a little while and emulate the
the
on
na
Christi
Queen
Withway the rumours are now freshness of Disney's Silly Symphonies which
have steered clear of such incidents.
being revived that Greta Garbo is hitherto
again contemplating retirement.
According to current reports,
the Swedish Goddess will defi- — And Questionable Sub-titles
nitely abandon her professional There is another tendency in shorts suitable for
children — chiefly of the interest and natural
career when she completes her
history variety — which also needs checking.
The contract."
star is further stated to
That is the inclusion of questionable remarks
present
and wise-cracks. I do not say they are to be found
have
finally
"
O.K.'d
"
the
plans
for a castle-like home to be in every subject, but every now and again they
erected on the estate she crop up and recently they have become much
recently purchased in Sweden. more frequent.
However, there is no need to
worry unduly yet awhile. The Monster
Greta's contract calls for three
was inevitable. I mean someone sooner or
pictures after Christina and has It later
had to get a kine camera and go hunt the
over a year to run.
Loch Ness monster.
I saw the result at a trade show recently and
was not impressed.
Mary Nolan Again
It is a very short film which shows yon the
The the latest
in lake and its surroundings and also one of the
move development
towards the
sensationalisation of pictures is trees which have been suggested are really the
the news that following the origin of the monster and, finally, something long
engagement by Paramount of and black well away in the background which
you are asked kindly to consider as the genuine
Sally Rand,
Universal
ating with Mary
Nolanis tonegotiplay monster him- (or her-) self.

The Merry Widow may also bring Eric von
Strobeim back to the screen in the role of the
heavy.

f| «
fP ' \„

(Continued from page 5)
Not so M film
Merry
Widow
Another
that is
causing " some headaches
for its sponsors is The Merry Widow, which
is scheduled as one of the most important films of
the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer 1034 programme. So
far it has been settled that Maurice Chevalier is
to be the star and that Ernst Lubitsch is to direct.
At the moment of writing, however, the studio
is confronted by five players, each of whom has
claims and active support in executive ranks, for
the role of the leading lady.
They are Jeanette Mac Donald, Lily Pons,
Vivienne Segal, Grace Moore and Joan Crawford.
Chevalier and Jeanette
Miss Pons is well known on the Continental and
American concert stage, but the difficulty in
her case is that it is considered that she may lack
the screen fame that studios always feel is necessary.
The same applies to Grace Moore who, next to
Lily Pons, has, so far as singing is concerned, the
best claim to the role.
And in spite of formal announcements to the
contrary, Maurice Chevalier is reported to be still
antagonistic to Jeanette MacDonald being costarred with him again.
Vivienne Segal, like the Misses Moore and Pons,
is regarded as an unknown box-office quantity,
so it seems likely that Joan Crawford will get the
part after all.
In Three-colour Process
re several
Merryother
Widow
should be interesting for
reasons.
There is at the moment a distinct possibility
that, like Ann Harding's new picture. World
Outside, it may be produced with the new threecolour Technicolour process which is used in the
Silly Symphonies.
There is a possibility, too, that Franz Lehar, the
composer, may be imported to Hollywood to
supervise the musical side of the production.
6

in a film based on her own life- Missed Chances
luridpart"dope"
the been
plushave
story, that
angles
of her It seems to me a chance has been missed here.
recent
serialised
"confessions"
If one's legs are to be pulled it could be
in the American yellow
press.
done much more effectively and the subject
Miss Nolan, you may remem- simply asks for it. Perhaps some kind producer
ber, wrote her modified bio- will give us a short comedy on this burning topic ;
graphy for Picture goer some I'm sure it would be popular.
time ago and it was far from
Meanwhile the drama concerning the Loch Ness
ideal film material even then.
beast is on its way. Billie Bristow has
The logical next step is mystery
written the scenario and we are promised a good
obviously the frank cashing in
on notoriety that has hitherto topical thriller.
always been rigidly barred by the Hays organisa- Silence, Please I
tion.
Seeing a silent picture. Thunder Over Mexico, the
other day, the first I have seen since Tabu, I
Elastic Prices
was surprised at the way I failed to notice very
Several complaints from readers have reached acutely the absence of talk.
me recently objecting to the practice that is
Sub-titles certainly produced rather a jarring
pursued in some kinemas of putting up the price effect,
action generally was perfectly selfof seats when a big special feature is being shown. sufficientbutto the
express all that nowadays is contained
Some big West End theatres are not the least in dialogue.
offenders in this respect.
I felt that as a change I should like to see a
When I say the prices are raised I mean that few silent pictures, for I am convinced that the
the number of seats available, say, for the 2s. 4d. addition
of sound has very seriously hindered the
patron are reduced and several rows added to the
progress
of
the must
screenbe asin aessence.
pictorial art — which is
3s. 6d. accommodation.
what it is and
This is extremely unfair to the regular kinemagoer, who probably has paid good money several
times to see poor pictures, only to be politely For the Love of Mike
informed when he tenders his 2s. 4d. to see a In its train the mike brought a flood of speech
and a tendency to photograph stage plays
picture that is outstanding that there is standing
room only and when he enters to find that bis with no further imagination than the new
habitual seats have been included in the higher- mechanical devices allowed.
It helped to stifle, at least temporarily, the
priced seating.
gradual development of telling a story with
A Bad Policy
pictorial
detail. however, that the scope of the
I do believe,
Not only is it unfair to the regular patron who screen is again being realised and that the
is, after all, the backbone of the box office, prevalent torrent of talk will again make way for
but it is alsO a very bad policy which is likely to action and camera opportunity.
make enemies of those who wish to be the kinema's
At any rate, it would be a good idea if directors
had to make a silent picture now and again with
best friends.
Exhibitors who practise this particular form of the aid of the fewest sub-titles possible. It
"smart" business would do well to bear this in would be excellent training.
mind.
The remedy so far as the kinemagoer is concerned issimply to stop away from theatres which
er "
treat a regular customer in such a cavalier The
" Chillseason
Latest"chiller"
starting
Universal, Ihear, are tois follow
up again.
The Invisible
fashion.
Man with The Golem, another classic among
"horror" tales. Boris Karloff is to be the star.
Horror in Shorts —
The stage fame of The Golem is world-wide.
When I saw the ingenious new short. Mascot, Yiddish companies presented the play originally,
which animates dolls in an entirely lifelike but it has since been translated into other lanmanner, I particularly noticed an undercurrent
guages and performed in virtually every country
of the macabre running through it which produced on tile globe.
The history of The Golem extends back into the
an unpleasant atmosphere and rendered it unsuitable for children.
Middle Ages. Rabbi Low, of Prague, in what is
now Czechoslovakia, is said to have actually
Now, this picture which, except for this atmos
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created this monstrosity and endowed it with civilisation and are interested in what is happening
life.
Each succeeding generation has added its to-day — and to-morrow."
embroidery to the story, until to-day "The Kinema Couplets
Golem
" is appears
a legendary
Karloff
to befigure.
due for another exacting This week's prize of 10s. 6d. is awarded to
J. Roberts,
course with the make-up men. "The Golem" is Street,
E.C.i, for24,:— Mallory Buildings, St. John's
reputed to be twelve feet high and proporWay of a Sailor
tionately built.
Always Goodbye
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
Miss A. F. Thompson, 444, New Chester Road,
The "latest
Alice
" Coiffure
The
feminine
fashion to be started by the Rock Ferry, Cheshire, for :—
Cure for Love
films is, I am told, the "Alice" coiffure.
The girl who started the vogue is Charlotte
I Lived With You
Henry,
Paramount's
discovery,
who
plays
the
Marion
Simms,
3671, Fredonia Drive, Hollytitle role in Alice in Wonderland.
wood, California, U.S.A., for :—
For the picture she tied a simple blue ribbon over
Broadway Through a Keyhole
the top of her blonde hair so that it caught her
The Big Bluff
long tresses off her forehead and ears — and a
Miss Barbara Jones, 9, Peter Street, Regent
new mode was created.
Among the Hollywood stars who have adopted Street, London, W.i, for :—
My Wife's Wanted
Family
it are Miriam Hopkins, Joan Crawford, Claudette
Accidents
Colbert, Sylvia Sidney and Dorothea Wieck.
M. H. Angell, 21, Causeway, Grimsbury,
Banbury, Oxon.,
for :— Life of Henry VIII
The Private
Leslie Howard's
Women of All Nations
Feminine
fans will Hollywood
be pleased toPlans
hear that
Leslie Howard is back at work in Hollywood
to fulfil his screen engagements with Radio and
Warner and, presumably, to live down The Lady A Studio's Electricity
Are arithmetical
you interested
film studioHerefigures
the
is Willing.
kind, inI mean?
are —a few
The proposal that he should do The Scarlet compiled by the mathematics department at
Pimpernel has apparently been temporarily M.-G.-M. :—
shelved and his first new picture is to be a Radio
"Evidence that the motion picture industry is
film version of the Maugham novel Of Human
'geared in high' and going at a pace which passes
Bondage. This is to be directed by John Cromwell. any
in its history, is indicated in a report
It should be intriguing to see how the combina- from record
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios relating
tion of a star whose attitude has always been a great
gain in its consumption of electrical
mildly contemptuous
"the pictures"
an
author
whose dislike ofto Hollywood
is wellwith
known
will work out.
"A few years ago the Culver City plant conpower.
sumed 2,500,000 kilowatt-hours a year. Currently,
On his present visit to the screen capital Howard with
so many productions under way, half a
has for the first time committed himself to a
million
kilowatt-hours a month are being used, or
contract.
six million a year.
He has not had the best of luck on his last trip
the average for home consumption set
home. His stage play was not an unqualified at "With
kilowatt-hours a year, this means that this
success. The Lady is Willing, the film which he one601Hollywood
studio could furnish light for
made here, is reviewed on page 20.
9,983 average homes, or a city of more than
Short Shots
thirty thousand."
Mr. Sidney R. Kent, chief of the Fox studio, Katharine as Joan of Arc
has been warning American producers that
in view of the quality of recent British pictures Despite the preponderance of historical and
semi-historical films in the current production
theyanmust
"wake
up"next
— Johnny
be
Indian
in his
picture,Weissmuller
Red Man, isandto schedules, the best news of the week is the announcement that Katharine Hepburn is to become
his wife, Lupe Velez, is an Indian squaw for
Laughing Boy — Mary Pickford earned £2,000 a Joan of Arc in the not too distant future.
According to present plans the film will follow
week and a percentage for her recent vaudeville
appearance in New York — Clark Gable and Carole her impersonation of Queen Elizabeth in The Tudor
Lombard are to be teamed again in Shoe the Wild
Mare — The title of M.-G.-M. 's Transcontinental
Bus has been changed to Fugitive Lovers !— Tish,
the famous Mary Roberts Rhinehart story, may
be Marie Dressler's next starring vehicle — A recent
survey among exhibitors by the Hollywood
Reporter revealed that the five biggest feminine
box-office stars in America are Marie Dressier,
Norma Shearer, Janet Gaynor, Mae West and
Joan Crawford, and, among the men, Clark Gable,
Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Will Rogers
and Fredric March — Gloria Stuart and her
sculptor-husband, Blair Newell, are trying the
Claudette Colbert-Norman Foster experiment of
keeping up separate houses — Garbo has been heard
singing "Who's afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf."
Sally Blane in English Studios
Sally Blane has interesting things to say in
comparing film-making in Britain and
America.
"In England," she declares, "players do not
live, eat and sleep motion pictures as they do in
Hollywood. They are interested in their work, of
course, but English actors and actresses rarely
talk about motion pictures. Even the stage hands
and electricians are prone to discuss the art very
casually.
"Making a picture over there is like spending a
charming week-end in a kindly friend's home.
There is little excitement. And such things
happened to me as having a prop boy come up and
say, 'I hope you're enjoying your stay in our
country. Miss Blane.'
I was I sowashappy
to get back
Hollywood,
to "But
the tempo
accustomed
to, toto where
youth
and excitement reign. I know the English players
have more repose and deeper cultural pursuits.
But in Hollywood we live on the top layer of

Constance Cummings and Eddie
Foy, jun.t in one of the cabaret
sequences
from
" Broadway
Throueh a Keyhole"
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Wench, the first picture she will undertake
conclusion of her present New York stage
I have always hoped that Garbo would
the Maid of Orleans. However, Hepburn
provide a memorable characterisation.
A New

Woman

at the
season.
give us
should

Director

It has always been one of the mysteries of movies
that an entertainment whose appeal is concentrated on the feminine customer should have
produced so few feminine film makers.
It is interesting to learn, therefore, that Wanda
Tuchock has been promoted to the direction of the
new Radio picture Just Off Fifth A venue.
Miss Tuchock
Hollywood's
woman
director.thusShebecomes
has been
working second
at the
studio for several years as a script writer and was
elevated to the more responsible post after having
completed the script for this picture.
Dorothy Arzner is the only other woman director in the film capital. She has just completed
Nana which introduces the long awaited GoldwynGlorified Anna Sten.
Pepping Up Elissa
Anew
screen for
personality,
it is announced, is to
be created
Elissa Landi.
She is to be given sex appeal and there will be
no more of the cold, dignified roles in which she
has appeared in almost all her previous Hollywood
The Columbia Studio is at the moment negotiapictures.
ting with M.-G.-M. for the screen rights of Congai
as a Landi vehicle.
Congai! was originally bought to star Jean
Harlow
Temperamental Comedians
Theis " latest
all-stardevelopment
" comedies. in the " all-star " vogue
Paramount has a round half-dozen funsters in
Six of a Kind — Alison Skipworth, W. C. Fields
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles, Gracie Allen and
George Burns.
Comedians are notoriously temperamental, and
Six of a Kind
has produced
scenes
" and
headaches
for those
in authoritymore
than " all
the aristocratic predecessors that brought the giants of
screen drama together, like Grand Hotel and Dinner
at Eight.
However,
Paramount's
difficulties, the Radioundismayed
studio has byfollowed
the fashion
by
pulling
another
six
comedians.
So
You
Won't
Sing, Eh } They are Zasu Pitts, Edward Everett
Horton, Pert Kelton, Ned Sparks, Lucien Littlefield and Billy Griffiths.
MALCOLM PHILLIPS
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Clark

Sable
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CLAR
I lend me
your ears.
Metaphor:
speaking, of course.
On reconsideration and
view of what the Hollywood
humorists have done on the sub
ject of the Gable ears, that is,
perhaps, not the most tactful of openings.
However, I'm not going to withdraw it.
For one thing, I rather like those ears.
sizeThey
ears. are real, honest- to-goodness man'sThey have contributed to, and they are
part of, the Clark Gable legend of rugged,
dominant masculinity.
They stand out like giant land-marks on the
moving picture scene as proof that screen idols
need not necessarily be young Apollos with godlike beauty of face and form unapproachable by
the ordinary man.
They have helped set a new fashion in film
heroes — made them more human and more
logical.
I would sooner hear about your ears than read
some of the publicity stuff they are now sending
out about your "flashing dimples."
If I were you I'd put on my best he-man look
and gomentdown
about it.and interview the publicity depart-

The second of a series of
frank communications to
the celebrities of the film
world.

When you attribute your success to luck you
are right to a certain extent, because luck
must always be an element in great film fame.
At the time you emerged from the ruck, the
talkies, just getting into their stride, were
The story of how you hawked your talent and clamouring for a male idol to fill the vacancy left
personality round the Hollywood studios and by the silent "rages " who had failed to survive
found no buyers is history now.
the great revolution.
In a world full of grovelling young men wooing
Still, tramping round the casting offices for
extra work is good training for a potential star. their lady loves with heart-broken, apologetic croon
It helps to keep your feet on the ground when songs your forceful restoration of the dominant
male to his proper place in the scheme of things
you "arrive." It has certainly done so in your hit
case.
us like a bombshell.
The hour had found the man.
After disappointment and discouragement
I must confess that we here were a little bit
you
to "make
bust.made
You uphadyourset mind
it as your
goal, "youBroadway
had savedor doubtful about you. America was hailing you as
a sensation when we had only seen your few
your money to get there — and you did.
When you went back to Los Angeles to play appearances as a gangster, and we wondered
on the stage as Killer Mears in The Last Mile it what all the shouting was about.
was the studios who came to you this time.
To-day you are as popular here as you are in
You are still modest and level-headed enough America. We like you in the sort of roles you
have
in Hold Your Man and Dancing Lady.
to tell us that you were lucky, that stage players
were in demand as a result of the coming of talkies,
I hope, nevertheless that if you ever believed
that you "just happened to strike Hollywood at those stories that as a great romantic lover
you could give point to Casanova, The White
theYou
rightplayed
moment."
"heavies " in one or two pictures. Sister and Strange Interval have cured it.
People began to take notice of you . Then you were
The public likes you tough, and you will have
cast opposite Joan Crawford in Dance, Fools, Dance. to stay tough.
I read an interview the other day in which you
Seriously though, Clark, your greatest danger It was your big chance and you took it. After were quoted as saying: "I'm bored. I'm fed up.
the film was completed Joan Crawford went on
lost my ambition. I just work here now.
nowI amis ofnotbecoming
suggesting"soft."
for a moment that you are, record as saying of you : " He is the greatest find, I've
I do myit.workI used
as wellto asread
I can,
but I don't
everything
thatworry
was
mind you, but the danger is there just the the most outstanding personality, the screen has about
same, and it will make itself increasingly felt in had for years." It was the beginning of your fame. written about me, but now I don't care what they
the coming months.
I have mentioned all your heart-breaking say. Motion pictures are just a job to me — just
The personality which now makes you, I am struggles and battles, the hard road you climbed
to success, because it was those struggles and the same as any other job."
told, moulded
the answer
ten up
million
prayers, battles
was
and tobuilt
in a maidens'
hard school.
and hardships which went to create the
the sort of thing I mean. Yes, I know
rugged, vital character which sweeps the film world That's
that " I want to get away from it all" stuff is a
You have told us yourself how you threw up a off its feet to-day.
stock Hollywood story, but it does not sound so
manual job at £2 10s. a day in the Oklahoma
You see, the pitfalls which you face to-day
oil fields to take a gamble and £2 a week on the are not those that have faced many other idols good
Gable. coming from the great conquering he-man
Neither does that talk of retiring when you have
stage. You were twenty then, and you had been who have been sky-rocketed to overnight fame.
You have demonstrated that you have no racket.
supporting yourself since you were fourteen.
grabbed yourself enough money from the movie
There followed hard trouping work, one-night intention of losing your head. Few stars who
stands, odd jobs labouring in lumber camps. have achieved your eminence have worn their
You say you do not care what the writers say
You even worked as a collector for a telephone honours with such modesty. Your background about you.
company because work in the theatre was scarce accounts for that, too.
Nevertheless, I hope you will read this because
What I am afraid of is the effect of success on
and you had to eat.
ought to tell you that in this competiYour friends have told me, too, how you your screen personality. Will luxury, security, somebody
tive age the public quickly loses interest in the
met your first wife, Josephine Dillon, and how with easy living, yes, and flattery, undermine the people who are not interested in their jobs or
her expert help you studied the real technique of natural brute "toughness" that is your screen them. Snap out of it.Best wishes,
acting and found new encouragement and stock-in-trade ? If they do you will become just
M. D. P.
another actor.
ambition.
8
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For informal street wear
Heather Angel chooses
this
shin grey
coat, shaved
made goatalong
simple lines, with a
slight fullness in the
sleeves
below
the shoul-is
der line.
Popularity
predicted
seasonmuff.
for
the smallthisround

Do youBaby
recognisePeggy
the
girl in the centre ?

At home with Lupe Velez and Johnny Weissmuller.
relish a forced " header " into the water
Lupe does not any
more than anybody else.

grown up. She is
seen here
with Barbara Barondess,
who
ays with her in
EightandGirls
in a
Boat,"
Marshall
American
athlete,
Duffield, a famous
is assistant
director.
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Women

—

J\bw

and

The March family in the
talkie version. Katharine
Hepburn (Jo) and
Franca Dee (Meg) in
foreground. Left to right
at bach: Spring Byington (Mrs. March), Jean
Parker (Beth). Sam
Hinds (Mr. March) and
Joan Bennett (Amy).

THE author of this intriguing
article, which takes you back
to the glamorous days of the
silent film, was the director of
the original screen version of
Louisa M. Alcott's classic story.

George Cukar, the director of the talkie
version, discusses thi script aith Katharine
Hepburn and Douglass Montgome*}
(I. auric).

became manager to, and seconded
Jim Jeffries when he, in turn, beat
Jim Corbett in one of the most
spectacular fights in the history of
HA VE just celebrated the hundred and the ring; and yet this simple story
€m
first anniversary of the birth of Louisa of American home-life — Little Women
—. m
M. Alcott by seeing the talking picture — with its pathos, sacrifice and
appealed greatly to Brady.
of her world-famous book "Little tragedy,
He it was who bad this story
Women."
This is the finest picture dramatised and then produced it on the
that has yet been seen on the screen.
stage, revived it on several occasion!:,
This was part of a talk by Mr. S. P. B. Mais, on
one of which his daughter Alice, who
a modern Columbus, relayed over four thou- looks like earning greater laurels as a
sand miles from Minneapolis, and as I sat talkie star than she ever achieved in
here in London listening, such a flood of the silent days, played Meg.
who had been in full charge of the
memories swept over me 'that I am afraid I filmBrady,
activity of the United States Government,
heard little of the remaining broadcast.
under
the
Wilson regime during the war, had
It is just fifteen years since the silent
completed
his
mission.
version of Little Women had its world premiere
He had also resigned his part-time position as
at the Strand Theatre, New York.
Director-Genera] of Productions of the WorldProduced and financed by William A. Brady, Brad y-Selznick at a salary of £100,000 a year.
released on the Art Craft programme by I had been associated with him for three years
Adolph Zukor, sales controlled by Al Lichtman and had just received from him a special bonus
and Sidney Kent, first presentation by Joseph of £1,500 over and above my salary for doing
feature pictures in one year at a cost of
Plunkett, cut and edited by Josef von Stern- twelve
less than £6,000 per picture.
berg and directed by myself.
. Brady was the most colourful showman in
America — what C. B. Cochran is to the Brady wanted to sponsor a picture himself and
his choice fell on the story he had always
English stage Brady was for many years to
the American stage and screen, only more so ; been keenly interested in — Little Women.
Conrad
who was established
under Brady's
and, by the way, they are great friends,
ment, hadNagel,
just become
as a manageleading
Cochran and Brady — a friendship which dates
stage juvenile
on
Broadway
and
he
was
Brady's
back many years before Cochran was known choice
to play Laurie. This, by the way, was
to London theatrical circles.
Nagel's
first picture,
and have
the commencement
a
screen
career
which must
netted him nearlyof
Forty years ago Brady managed and seconded
Jim Corbet* when he fought and beat John L. a million dollars. The part of Marmee was
Sullivan ior a world Heavy- Weight Championship, played by that dear person, Kate Lester.
and then with uncanny judgment be sought out.
What a perfect Marmee !— beautiful, digniIO

fied, sympathetic and lovable. She was just
as perfect off the screen as she was on, and
her tragic death by fire in Hollywood a few
yearshost
agoofv/as
the cause of great sorrow among
her
friends.
Jo was
played
Dorothy
Bernard,woman
wellknown
in Fox
silentbypictures
as leading
opposite
Farnum.
The restWilliam
of the cast
was chosen for their likeness
to and fitness for the various characters rather
than for their experience.
I had spent many years in America and had
been in every State in the Union. I had read
Little Women many times and knew the book
from cover to cover. I had spent much time in
the locality where the story was laid, and was
proud and happy when Brady nominated me, as
an Englishman, to direct this picture; the epic
story of American home-life.
I wonder how many people who have read the

Ha

h
r ley

Knoles

The nedding
D<n is Hefiburt,
Lodge) and Spring
Meg.
Behind
her, of"
left Brooke
to right," (John
Katharine
Byington. Jean Parker, Sam Hinds and Joan Bennett.

book, know that it is the real life story of the
Alcotts, and that the author, Louisa Alcott, was
Jo?Every word was written with loving memories
crowding on her and the ring of sincerity and
truth which permeates the book is undoubtedly
the cause of its overwhelming conviction and
everlasting popularity.
Having decided between us on the cast and the
form scenario and treatment should take, Brady
handed the production entirely over to me, and
I couldn't
taken.
He never getsaidhimit, tobutwatch
I knewa scene
that he
had confidence in me, and wanted me to carry out my
conception of the story, of which he approved,
in my own way.
Concord, Mass., is not only the birthplace of
Louisa M. Alcott, but it is steeped in tradition.
Here it was that the first shot was fired in the
revolutionary war which was to gain America
its independence, " the bullet which was heard
around the world."
I took the whole cast along with me to Concord
and after two weeks' hard work we returned to
New York, confident that we had been successful
in obtaining a lovely background of exteriors for
the picture.
Here stalked tragic disaster. On the first day
of working at the studio I was called off the floor
with the ominous message " Jo Sternberg wants
you
telephone."
was immediately
in charge of onthethelaboratory
where(Sternberg
the film
was being developed.)
There I heard from him that our two weeks'
work had gone for naught and, incidentally, onethird of the budget allowed for the picture had
been spent without result. The camera mechanism
had been faulty, and every foot of film was wasted.
I hurried over to Brady's office at once. He

had heard the news, however, and was standing
outside his theatre. The Playhouse, calmly
smoking his cigar, with his hat pulled well over
his eyes. "Better fire your camera-man," he
said. "I'd rather keep him," I replied. "I
wouldn't,
but asyou're
said Brady. ended
And that,
far astheheboss,"
was concerned,
the incident; but my bat was off to a great

people paying for admission, and the takings
for the week equalled the total cost of production.
Adolph Zukor bought the picture and put it on
the Art Craft programme along with the Mary
Pickford and other super pictures, some of which
had cost nearly ten times the amount spent on
Little Women.
By loyal
my Company
hard
work
I had co-operation
been able toof keep
inside theandbudget
by about £200 and a figure which Brady had set
before starting production, at £7,000.
It was hailed by many critics as the finest adaptation of a novel that had yet been transferred
to the screen.
The photography was declared beyond praise,
and
great one
showman,
" Roxy,"
saw it on
morethatthan
occasion
and who
unashamedly
wept each time, declares to this day that it is the
best picture I ever made.

The company worked like Trojans to make up
sport.
lost time, and on the last session in the studio,
we worked for eighteen hours without stopping,
and reeled off eighty scenes. We set off on our
second visit to Concord "wiser but sadder
We wanted spring and autumn scenes in the
March orchard; we had missed the blossoms and
the apples had not yet begun to grow; so my
property man went to Boston and bought up
men."artificial apple blossom that could be found,
every
and then, with five crates of apples, we transformed
that orchard ; one side of the trees was hung with Jo Sternberg, shortly after, was called to take
blossom, the other side with apples.
up technical duties at the Military College in
The effect on the screen was so amazingly Washington, where he helped to put the War
realistic that no one would believe the story, and Film Department on a proper basis.
thought it was just another publicity stunt.
I didn't see him again until just after I had
The picture was finally finished and ready for completed the silent version of Carnival, when
cutting and editing and this gave rise to Jo one day he arrived unannounced at St. Margaret's
I assigned him to supervise a production
Sternberg's problem. He was a laboratory studio.
in which Give Brook was the star, and then he
manager
who
had,
for
two
years,
done
two
men's
work; in the daytime he had attended to his helped to cut and edit The Bohemian Girl.
laboratory duties and in the evening he had worked
But that is another story, as is the one that,
on my pictures, cutting and editing them without during all the years of our association at my
salary, partly because he loved the work, and home, at my club, and at the studio, Jo never
partly because he wished to gain all the experience once gave me an inkling that he was no other
than Josef von Sternberg, who was, in later years,
I finally persuaded Jo to make the plunge from to startle the film world by his vast knowledge
possible.
laboratory to production. Jo resigned his position and skill.
and became my cutter and editor.
The talking version of Little Women, with its
I fixed up a cutting-room at my summer home wonderful cast, including the glamorous Katharine
and there Jo lived with me during the weeks we Hepburn, is sweeping America like a prairie fire;
spent cutting, editing and preparing for the New but I shall always consider that the man who
York showing.
made it possible was the man with the vision,
The picture was finally shown at the Strand who had the story dramatised, produced it on the
Theatre, Broadway, New York, and on the second
and then transferred it to the screen —
day all records were broken; fifteen thousand stage
William A. "Bill" Brady.
II
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The American wireless star, who is well-known to gramophone enthusiasts
in this country, is now being glorified by Hollywood. She appears in
Eddie Cantor's " Roman Scandals," and also supports Wheeler and
Woolsey in their latest — the new "song and girl" extravapanza
" Hips Hivs Hooray."
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Charlotte Hemy as
the
the screen
new "Alice"
Paramountin
picture

^hat

the Original

Thinks
by Mrs.

of her
hike

Muce

Screen

<Self

Hargreaves

M RS. HARGREAVES is to-day the closest link with Lewis Carroll and
all his associations, for it was to her, then Alice Liddell, that the author
told his immortal fantasy on warm summer days by the Thames.
was solely to amuse this real Alice talking picture is the only possible medium
and her two sisters that the story for the interpretation of this best-loved of
was begun. An intimate friend of books.
CLx
Lewis Carroll persuaded him to write
"Even though I was fortunate enough to
it down and give it to a publisher, have the incredible adventures described to
and so Alice in Wonderland was given to the me by Lewis Carroll himself, I was still forced,
world.
like everyone, to rely almost entirely upon my
On Christmas Day, Mrs. Hargreaves, who imagination — to re-create within myself the
is now eighty-two, and her little grandchild, analytical continuity of the happenings.
Mary Jean Hargreaves, saw the Paramount
"But in this film version I saw Alice — the
film version of Alice in Wonderland at their Alice described to me by Lewis Carroll, the
Alice of Tenniel's incomparable drawings — r
home, "The Breaches," Westerham, Kent.
And now Mrs. Hargreaves gives her go down the rabbit-hole and set off on her
impressions of the production to the Picture- topsy-turvy adventures exactly as I pictured
goer, and we reproduce them here for the it many, many years ago.
benefit of our numerous readers who hold
" I actually saw Alice changing from a
midget to a giant, and that unfortunate baby
dear
the
memory
of
the
greatest
children's
author of all time :
slowly resolve itself into a pig.
" I saw Cat
a grinhad
hangvanished,
in the airand
long the
afterlittle
the
"After seeing this film I was filled with Cheshire
delight, and am now convinced that the
g /

oysters hurrying thick and fast along the
sand.
"The epic battle of Tweedledum and
Tweedledee, the fall of Humpty-Dumpty, the
kitchen scene — all these things were captured
for me and made tangible.
"The film meant a great deal to me, for,
although the book has been adapted frequently
for the stage and beautifully illustrated by many
artists, I always think of Wonderland as inhabited
by people who speak Lewis Carroll's words and
look like Tenniel's drawings.
"And here the costumes are wonderfully done
and the words are not maltreated or changed.
I could see that every care had been taken to
adhere, as nearly as possible in dress, words and
action to the great original.
"It could not have been an easy task. Any
fantasy, by its very nature, must necessarily put
up almost insurmountable difficulties in the way
of material treatment. And Alice in Wonderland
must be the most difficult of them all.
perhaps no critic
savage
a lover
of "There
Alice inis Wonderland,
but Isofeel
sure asthat
this
film version of Paramount will satisfy everyone.
" T, myself, am glad to hear that an edition of
J. the book is shortly to be published with illustrations from the film,
these ' living ' yet
characters
would stimulate
thefor imagination
leave
untouched those dear illusions.
"The film is one that represents a great
revolution in kinema history. It is very gracefully
and charmingly done and not only will it grip
present kinemagoers, but it will convert those few
people who are still anti-screen to the art of the
talking picture.
"You will understand that I cherish the hope
that this picture will have a wonderful success."
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De Witt Jennings — the kindly police captain
or prison warden of a score of talkies.

Clarence Muse.
He plays " bits " — and he
composes bestseller songs.

You
>*"^^^ILM stars are like women and
{,
omnibuses; if you lose one there is
' B' always
another
in ahas
minute.
At least
therealong
always
been
another up to the present.
One can, consequently, view without
serious misgivings the reported current shortage of what are known in the inner councils
of the picture industry as " new personalities
to stimulate the box-office. "
One can even contemplate dry-eyed the
anguish of the movie kings in the travail of
producing spectacular, fresh names to save the
last few million dollars in their old oak chests.
I think we can safely leave them to their birth
pangs for this week, take a holiday from stargazing and pay a long-overdue tribute to the
people who are the real atmosphere and backbone
of the movies.
They earn no million-dollar salaries. Hollywood'snever
publicity reach
flood the
passes
them
by.or Their
love lives
front
pages
their
names the electric lights.
Indeed, you probably do not know their names
at all, although their faces are as well known to
you as those of your friends.
They are the "bit" players.
They are indispensable to pictures. They
supply
the
Dietrichs,thethe"atmosphere."
Garbos, the WestsThey
and "feed"
the Gables.
The life of most of them, unsung by the ballyhoo
factories, is the life of the average professional or
business
man whorewards
lives inof" the
The financial
mostsuburbs."
of them are on
about the same scale. They earn anything from
£5 a day to £100 a week — when they are working.
Some of them are kept busy.
They live in modest little suburban villas
within easy access to the studios, to whicn they
drive in modest little cars when they are eriployed
on a picture.
Their evenings off are spent by tb„ir own
firesides, the home of friends, a theatre and, yes,
even "the pictures."
For most of them employment is regular enough
for them to live this steady, comfortable, pleasant
existence amid the clamour and glamour of the
great Hollywood show, although only very few
are put on contract by the studios.
Sometimes some of them rise to the dignity
and security of fixed agreements or even to
featured billing and minor stardom, as George
E. Stone did recently and Guy Kibbee did before
him.
Even so short a time ago as The Crooner I saw
Kibbee playing the bittiest of "bits" as a "drunk"
in a short cabaret sequence.
But14 most of them are content with their lot.
They have brought the best traditions of the

Know

Their

theatre to the making of films. They are proud to
be Some
knownof merely
as "actors."
them have
been on the screens almost
as long as I can remember.
Little Arthur Hoyt, for instance. Don't tell
me you don't know Arthur Hoyt because even if
you are an irregular picturegoer you must have
seen him on the screen dozens of times.
There is a picture of him here. Arthur is the
actor with the spectacles and insignificant moustache who is sent for whenever a casting director
wants a timid, apologetic little clerk, a henpecked husband or a diffident, indecisive official
— "any blasted weak little shrimp," as he himself
puts it — but mostly the hen-pecked husband.
Let me tell you something about Arthur. The
screen's
is nota married
He has most
neverhen-pecked
married.husband
He lives
bachelor !
existence at the Hollywood Athletic Club. He
does not earn a spectacular fortune, but he
makes about as much as if he had achieved
success in another profession.
Off the screen he is a very different person to
his usual screen characterisation. Before he went
on the stage, round about 1901, he followed the
he-man occupation of mining. He went to
Hollywood by accident in 1915 and has been there
ever since.
Everybody must know lovable old De Witt
Jennings. De Witt has been acting for forty years.

Charles Middle ton — wealthiest of the
players.

Oscar Apfel, one of the most popular of screen
" toughs."

faces

of which he has been in Hollywood for fourteen.
Now he plays mostly big-hearted detectives,
police chiefs and prison wardens. His life to-day
is very much like yours and mine. He lives in an
unpretentious but cosy bungalow in what the
estate agents would describe as a " quiet residential
district," attends lodge meetings once a week,
belongs to committees, plays golf or tennis at the
week-ends and takes "mother" to the movies.
Great stars from Marie Dressier downwards are
happy to call him friend.
Jennings only just missed great fame. He
turned in a performance in Beggars on Horseback
that, had he been favoured by fortune, must have
won him the recognition he deserved. But Lady
Luck was looking the other way. Beggar on
Horseback, a fine picture, achieved no sensational
popularity and De Witt went back to his "bits."
But happiest
he is satisfied.
"bit" players
the
people in The
Hollywood.
Extras areyearn
for fame, the stars who have it find disillusionment
and worry. The bit players have their acting,
their smoothly running lives — they alone are
content.
Most of them can, if given the opportunity,
turn in a first-class acting performance any day
of
the week.
Take
J. Fan-ell
Mac and
Donald,
for
instance.
He was
educated
at Yale
he, too,
has been acting for something over forty years.
He has probably appeared in as many pictures as
anybody
gamelittle
to-day.
Usually inhethedoes
bits as a police official,
a small-time politician or a boxer's manager. A
few years ago Universal made a lavish football
epic called, I think. The Spirit of Notre Dame. It
was
to feature
Knute
Rochne,
most
famous
coach, and
it was
a big America's
part. Rochne
met a tragic death in an airplane crash while on
the way to Hollywood. MacDonald was rushed
into the role and gave one of the finest performances Ihave seen since talkies.
He did very well in another sizeable part as
Marion
Peg noo' matter
My Heart.
There Davies'
are two father
artistesinwho,
what their
rdles,
have
only
to
step
on
to
the
screen
to "pet
country.
a laugh" in almost any picture house in the
They are Zasu Pitts and — Henry Armetta.
Henry excels in the portrayal of the excitable,
gesticulating foreigner or the explosive Italian
small shopkeeper with the heart of gold. Comedy
or pathos, he can give us both.
Armetta is, in point of fact, an Italian. He
arrived in America as a stowaway and practically
his first glimpse of the New World was through
the bars of the cell to which the unsympathetic
authorities consigned him. He still, he once told
me, has an inferiority complex about policemen.
Subsequently odd jobs led him to the Lambs'
Club in New York (America's best known
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Apfel was once one of the ace directors of the
old Edison company. Before that he was well
known on the American stage as a producer.
Another familiar portrayer of toughs is Matt
McHugh, in real life a Varsity man.

theatrical club) in the capacity of "pants presser
extraordinary."
Farnum,
thenhada had
big
star, took a fancy William
to him and
after he
some stage experience took him to Hollywood and
gave him a part in his new picture.
Armetta's " trade mark" is that quaint, purposeful waddling walk. He suggested it to a director
one
of "business"
brighten
dull day
sceneasanda bit
it has
stuck to himto ever
since. up a
Then there is Charles Middleton, one of the
most interesting of all the small-parters.
You will recognise him when you see his picture
on the opposite page. He plays bigoted reformers,
incorruptible district attorneys or religious mystics.
(You may remember him as Peter the Hermit in
Hell's
Highwayhaswith
Richard Dix.)stage record. It
Middleton
a distinguished
has, incidentally, always been a matter of regret
to me that Lewis Milestone did not take a gamble
and give him the role of the missionary in Rain
which proved so unsuitable for Walter Huston.
He is also more wealthy than many of the stars.
He struck oil on some land he owned in Venice,
California.
But be
— "playing
others,
he iscarries
in loveonwith
bis job. bits." Like the
Not all the bit players are men, of course.
There is Elizabeth Patterson, the screen's favourite
"maiden aunt." She was aunt to Katharine
Hepburn in A Bill of Divorcement.

One of the finest actors on the screen to-day
is Sidney Bracy, but with the exception of one
or two of the Poverty Row studios nobody gives
him a chance to play anything but butlers. I
have seen him turn in some brilliant acting
performances in the Hollywood quickies.
Bracy is one of the tragedies of the star system.
He lacks that indefinable quality known as "boxoffice personality ." He has been in films for nearly
a quarter of a century. Before that he learnt bis
job on the stage in drama, musical comedy and
even Gilbert and Sullivan.
Now, because he was born in Australia, they
think he should portray English butlers I

Another
Briton
exile dignified
among the
players
is Eric
Mayne,in whose
figure"bit"
and
bearded, distinguished features are often seen
in doctor and lawyer roles. Mayne started as a
star from the English stage. Now he lingers on in
Hollywood in the smell-part ranks. His wife
is dead, he lost his son in the war. "There's
nothing to go back to England for," he says. " I
Everybody knows the features of Henry Armetta.
wanted to write, too, had I space,
may as well stayI here."
of Burton Churchill, the distinguishedlooking American who can lend
dignity to the portrayal of great
statesmen and soldiers and be equally
Jut
Not
Their
Names
as good as the smug, hypocritical
business man as he was in The Little
Miss Patterson is a veteran stage trouper. She
Giant and p rivate fones, Robert McWade, Paul
has scored triumphs in Shakespeare on Broadway.
Porcasi (what will he do now that there will be
AN overdue tribute to the unsung
no
more movie speakeasies to run?), Allen
Now she plays bits of varying sizes and devotes
players who are the real backbone
her spare time to her hobby of collecting antique
Jenkins,
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Clarence
of
the
screen.
furniture.
Wilson (he always plays villains), Charles Sellon,
Others that come to mind easily are dear old
Auguste Tollaire (who plays French mayors and
Clara Blandick, who has been in films for twentyNo list of the " backbone " artistes of Hollywood washes his magnificent white beard in milk every
would
be
complete
without
mention
of
the
five Wet
yearsParade),
(she played
Huston's
wife in negro actors who as porters, liftmen and servants night) and many others whose names give me as
The
BlancheWalter
Frederici,
who portrays
much pleasure on a cast list as those of the major
contribute so much to the humour of the Cali- stars. . . .
society
"dragons"
and onegranite-faced
mothers-inlaw, Emma
Dunn and
or two others.
Not all fornian product. One of the best known of them
They share little of the glory or glamour, but
is Clarence Muse.
they are the happiest people in Hollywood.
theOne
"bit"
are old troupers,
either.
day players
some producer
is going to
wake up to
Clarence has never achieved the popularitybe "actors."
earned by Steppin Fetchit (now, by the way, Tbev are satisfied to MALCOLM
the possibilities of Sterling Holloway.
PHILLIPS.
essaying
a
come-back),
but
he
is
one
of
the
most
versatile
artistes
in
his
line.
Holloway is the awkward, lanky, ginger-haired
NEXT WEEK
He drifted to films from vaudeville, musical
youth with the long, mournful countenance
and voice who usually plays younger brothers (he comedy and stock in 1928 and the studios have
The
Story
of
performed that function for Joe E. Brown in kept him busy since.
You will know his face instantly when you see
Elmer the Great) or the butt of the party generally.
He will probably best be remembered by the fans it on page 14, but so little publicity has been
" Little Women "
for his moving portrayal as the sailor trapped in given him that very few people know that he
EVERYBODY Is talking about " Little
the submarine in Hell Below.
composed When It's Sleepy Time Down South,
Women " — the picture which has
He has been acting in films since he left school, one
of the most popular songs of recent years.
Yes, Clarence is not so dumb as he looks on the
proved the sensation of the new screen
which is several years ago.
Holloway may never be a really great star, but screen.
season.
I expect to see him achieve at least the eminence
Oscar Apfel usually plays toughs, chuckers-out,
" Picturegoer " has secured for its
of featured players like Stuart Erwin in the broken-down pugilists and gangsters. He was the
man Warren William punched on the jaw in the
comedy field.
readers the exclusive "Story of the Film."
Make sure you do not miss the first
He has, incidentally, a delightful "bit" as an big court scene in The Mouthpiece. He was also
instalment next week.
author going through the agony of having his play the bullying chain-gang camp warder in Hell's
Highway.
"pruned" by the producer in Dancing Lady.

J. Farrell MacDonald, toko can turn in a good
performance any day of the meek.

Allen Jenkins, who sometimes steals the honours
from the stars.

Arthurhusband,
Hoyt, isthe
not screen's
married inmost
real hen-pecked
life.
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Long
—Baxter
One of the stars
longest In popular favo,
lived
Baxter, with
made in ^Warner
"theDaddy
Next
Best Thing," has ensur,
farther long lease of popularity. He is
a keen fisherman, and was proud of

North
Califo
*hich
trout
t*tj ern
rnia he'e
while augm
on loca-in
tion for his new picture, u As
16

Husbands Go."
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Ginger Rogers Wants

Weekly

a

SYame

to Change Hers — Star Works

as

Extra — Big Audience for Fan Dance — Ben Lyons*
'Plane Burnt — the Kay Francis Separation
/^HILE the Warner Brethren are
i S\ I busy getting court injunctions
I It J to prevent Joan Blondell chang^±*^S
ing her name to Barnes, the
Radio Studio is seeking a new
first name for Ginger Rogers.
Studio officials, believing that "Ginger"
stamps Miss Rogers as a comedienne and does
not conform to the new personality which they
desire to create for her as a straight dramatic
actress, are appealing for the co-operation
of movie fans everywhere to suggest a more
suitable name for the popular screen favourite.
Ginger agrees with the executives. She
points out that for a while she could use her
new name with the "Ginger " in parenthesis,
much in the same manner followed by Charles
(Buddy) Rogers a few years ago.
In this way she would not lose her identity
as Ginger Rogers. Eventually, they believe,
people would become accustomed to the new
first name and then she could drop the
"Ginger" entirely.

but
isn'tfriend.
a bit jealous
of Charlotte.
is herSuebest
They lunch
and work' ' Shottsy
together,' '
and have even been known to sleep together
between scenes on a set. We will not see Sue's
name on but
any we"cast
the nearin
future,
may andsee credit
her in" sheet
electricin lights
a year or two.
Real Thrills
Those who believe that stars always have
doubles to take chances for them should be
interested in this story.
Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, and a staff
of cameramen and sound technicians were taking
scenes on a raft when a strong sea broke the rope
which was attached to a tow ship, and carried
the movie party far out to sea.
The castaways had to cling desperately to the
insecure raft for over an hour before the tow
ship overtook them and was able to effect a rescue.

Canine Warfare
Male members of the film colony frequently
indulge in combat in hotels and prominent
restaurants, so it is nothing unusual when such
a fracas occurs.
However, an unusual argument took place in
the lobby of the swanky Beverly- Wilshire Hotel.
A Child's Holiday
enjoyed his first merry-go-round Jeanette MacDonald's sheep dog and Rudy
Baby
a few weeks ago, and became a motion Vallee's chow were the warriors, and a hot "chewing
ride Leroy
match " ensued for several minutes before
picture extra because of it.
Jeanette and Rudy were able to separate the
Having
a
day
off
from
the
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
animals.
Stolen production, he was taken for a visit to
the carnival set for Good Dame, co-starring Sylvia
Sidney and Fredric March.
Up in Smoke
Once he spied the mechanical horses, he howled
Lyon is one of the most enthusiastic
to be placed aboard, and when the company was Benflyers
in the film colony, and was never
ready to start work, yelled in protest at being happier than when he was up in the air in his
taken off until an assistant director had to let
him ride throughout the scene.
favourite "ship."
sayitswas,
because
was destroyed
fireI in
hangar
at athe
local'plane
aviation
field. Up by
to
the time of writing the cause of the blaze has
A Huge Success
not
been
discovered.
If Bolero draws in the theatres as it did on the
So Ben is preparing to purchase a new 'plane.
set where Sally Rand's famous fan dance was
being filmed, it will be a box-office triumph.
Sally was all unconscious of the furore she was Another Separation
creating, but not so the harassed guards who tried Kay Francis is one of the best liked members
of the film colony, and appeared to be getting
to enforce the "No Admittance " signs posted to
keep sufficient space clear on the stage.
along most amicably with her husband, Kenneth
McKenna, a successful actor and director.
McKenna left for New York last fall, and Kay
A Surprising Secret
departed for the Eastern city shortly before
Hollywood was amazed when Miriam Jordan, Christmas,
saying she intended to spend the
the pretty young English film actress,
with her husband.
recently instituted a divorce action, thereby holidays
Like a bolt from the blue came the news that
revealing that she had been married for seven
years. No one thought that Miriam had ever Kay and Kenneth had decided upon an "amicable
separation."
So far, no one seems to know the
been married, which proves that a woman can reason
for the rift.
keep a secret if she so desires.
The husband is Joseph Davis, described as a
resident of New York and London. Miriam has Future Stars
been separated from her husband for four years. The Paramount Studio is training its youthful
talent so as to give the youngsters every
She claims that he is lazy and permitted her to
support them both.
opportunity to achieve film fame.
The little blonde actress leads a very quiet
A series of short plays will be presented each
week on one of the sound stages, utilising studio
life,
rarely
attends
any
of
Hollywood's
social
affairs, and has shown no interest in any of the props and equipments. The casting director and
his staff, as well as directors and producers, will
colony's eligible young men.
view the performances and gain added insight
into the capabilities and versatility of the young
A Plucky Girl
players. The studio diction coach will be in
Sue Kellog, a young actress who played on the charge
of the performances.
London stage, was one of the candidates
considered for the title role in Alice in Wonderland.
The
roster
studentsKent
includes
Larry
"Buster"
Crabbe, Ida ofLupino,
Taylor,
Toby
Wing,
Charlotte Henry, however, was given the role.
Lona Andre, and many less known to film fame.
While Sue was disappointed, she was not discouraged .She asked for the position of Charlotte's A Romantic Lady
"stand-in," and her request was granted. (A
" Stand-in
double tested
who takes
player's placed
place Alice White exploded the theory that the bride
while
lights" isarea being
and acameras
should wear "something old, something new,
in position.)
something
borrowed,
and decided
something
blue." notice
She
was in
Mexico and
on short
" Standing-in " for a star is a thankless task.

Adrienne Ames, who recently married Bruce
Cabot, hopes to make a film with her new
husband.
to marry Syd Bartlett at that particular time, so
had to wear her red dress to the altar.
Alice has always believed that marriage is a
solemn occasion, so she was wed in a four-hundredyears-old town hall, using the double-ing ceremony,
with a long religious speech to bind bride and

Hollywood Says That —
— Jack Holt is one of the least "social " men
in Hollywood. He is rarely seen at night-clubs
and social rendezvous, preferring to spend his
leisure time at his Uplifters' ranch estate among
non-professionals. ♦
♦
♦
— Ginger Rogers cries when she becomes angry,
and she adores spinach.
♦
♦
♦
— Dolores Del Rio is superstitious about
♦
♦
♦
perfume.
— Edgar Kennedy pays his wife $5 every time
she allows him to eat garlic.
♦
♦
♦
— June Brewster had 172 escorts during the
past year.

HIS film brings us a new screen stall
Margaret Sulla van, and one neec
be no prophet to predict a greJ
future for her. She plays the part ol
Mary, a girl who loves once, but whd
Is forgotten by the man who means
everything to her.
The picture has been finely directed
by John M. Stahl, and the cast includes
John Boles, Billie Burke, Reginald
Denny, Benita Hume, Edna May Oliver,
and a host of feature players.

Uncle Reginald entertains Jim jun., but appears
less successful with Aunt Julie. Jim jun. is splendidly
played by Jimmy Butler.
18

Rina Dumesnil (a girl) impersonates Jim jun., to whom
his mother {Mary)
cated her life.has dedi-
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I really see the pictures guide you.

M

CURATE'S
<Sgg

from
Columbia
/"•^^^^ HIS week the Columbia studio sinister but restrained Bragg of Arthur Hohl and
I hope
that Marjorie
Rambeau's
of
the drink-sodden
Flossie
will not representation
be overlooked
f, mfC\ three
gives us
curate's one
egg ofoffering
newa talkies,
which —of amid the brilliance of the others. — M. D. P.
\»^/ The Lady is Willing — marks, somewhat inauspiciously, I am afraid, the
company's entry into the field of British The Lady is Willing
production.
Here is one of the mysteries of the film industry.
In Man's Castle, however, Frank Borzage,
The cast of this picture includes Leslie
Filmland's Fairy Tale King, has devoted all Howard, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Binnie Barnes,
the loving care of a fine craftsman to a film Sir Nigel Playfair, Nigel Bruce, W. Graham
that just misses greatness.
Browne, and Claude Allister.
More sophisticated, more in tune with life itself,
"Excellent," you will say.
more logical than Seventh Heaven, to which it is
The screen play is by Guy Bolton based on the
hailed as a successor, and possessed at times of much work of Louis Verneuil, French dramatist. Again
of the same simplicity and charm, it lacks only its you will doubtless approve.
great emotional appeal to be an equally memorable
I must add that this is Columbia's first effort in
a British studio, and, remembering the excellent
production.
In Seventh Heaven Borzage dredged romance standard set by this company in America, you
from the sewers of Paris, and in Bad Girl he found will be anticipating a real entertainment.
it in the hum-drum lives of the bumble middle
Alas ! Rarely have I seen so much talent wasted.
class.
The film bears not the slightest resemblance to
Here he extracts it from the most sordid and that work which gave Columbia its reputation.
unlikely source of them all — a dilapidated, It has the imprint of the amateur. I am afraid
miserable "shanty town" of the sort that, since that Gilbert Miller, one of the really big men in the
the depression has grown like a poison fungus theatre, has much to learn as a director of pictures.
Was it really wise to entrust so precious a
on the faces of America's cities. It is to a filthy vehicle
to Mr. Miller? After all, one may produce
hovel
in
this
squatter
"slum"
that
Bill,
roving,
irresponsible, reckless and little more than a world-famous plays on the stage, as Mr. Miller
common tramp, takes Trina, a girl he has picked up has done and still does, and yet have a lot to learn
so far as the screen is concerned.
starving on a park bench, to live with him.
There is an atmosphere of indecision throughout
It is against this background and peopled by
the strange, sometimes almost grotesque, inhabi- the picture which appears to have affected the
tants of this reeking half-world, that the story is artistes. One could almost hear them saying,
set. Their intimates are Ira, the night watchman, "What do we do next?"
religious, sentimental and benevolent; Flossie,
I was profoundly sorry for Leslie Howard and
gin-soaked and cynical; and Bragg, strangely Sir Cedric Hardwicke, men whose ability is
evil and covetous of Trina.
known, and who can really act. They seemed
Lawrence
story, one
feels, isitnot
so infected with this virus of indecision and amamuch
a story Hazard's
as an episode.
In essence,
is the
teurishness. They could not have had any faith
eternal and psychologically sound one of the man in the parts they played.
who does not want to settle down, who feels
And now let me tell you the story, which bears
restless every time he hears a train whistle, and the the name of Guy Bolton.
woman who wants to hold him.
Dupont, a crook financier, has ruined many
Spencer Tracy turns in his finest performance people. Three of the investors in the fraudulent
to date as the tough, hard-boiled wanderer torn
engage Latour, a detective, who has also
between his freedom and the love of Loretta company
been
ruined
by Dupont, to recover their hardearned
money.
Young. But the producer-director is the real star
of the piece.
Disguised as a window cleaner, Latour discovers
that Dupont has a pretty wife, a mistress, and is
Mr. Borzage makes life very, very difficult for negotiating to sell some valuable property
film critics. His genius lies in the atmos- belonging to the wife.
phere of reality and intimacy with the characters
Latour, disguised as a doctor, offers to buy the
he creates in which pleasantly to insinuate his mast property at a large price, and is invited to a party
flagrant descents to hokum on us. Some of the at Dupont's house. Latour, who has already made
things which impressed us on the screen seem pretty the acquaintance of the wife, decides to kidnap
awful when you emerge to the cold light of day her and hold her to ransom.
and face your typewriter.
Aided by his three clients, the wife is carried off
Only Borzage could charm something like to a castle where she is kept prisoner. The husband
beauty out of such a setting and make it live. is in no hurry to pay the ransom and Latour,
Only Borzage could make the down payment by disguised as the doctor, suggests that Latour, the
Tracy of on a stove for his shanty town mistress detective, should be hired. Dupont agrees and
seem like a moment of poetry. Or do it again in the Latour arrives as his real self to negotiate the
final sequence in which we see them riding away ransom.
In the meantime the wife has discovered a
together "hopping" a goods train, when Loretta
wistfully regrets leaving " home " because " it was secret panel (yes, it's a fact !), escapes, and arrives
as Dupont is paying a million or so to Latour.
such
a beautiful
Theretells
is aBillbeautifully
directed
scene in stove."
which Trina
that she justDoes
she expose him ? Certainly not. Because
is going to have a baby, an actress rival played by even though I haven't told you, you guess that
Glenda Farrell, a melodramatically introduced Latour and the wife are in love. She learns why
burglary and murder and a "wedding in the sight she has been kidnapped and engages Latour, profes ional y, toprevent her from being robbed by
of God" officiated at by Ira, the lay preacher.
• Through it all one feels the paternal caressing her husband.
touch of Borzage. Loretta Young, giving an
Dupont, anxious to complete the deal now that
inspired portrayal and appearing more faun-like his wife has returned, phones for the doctor, and
and wistfully appealing even than in Zoo in
ignorant of Latour
Latour's puts
work,him
is drawn
Budapest, is presented in frequent, softly lighted the
into real
the man,
negotiations.
wise,
Gaynoresque close-ups gazing angelically at the fifteen million francs — in cash — are handed to
heavens. Symbolic shots of the free-flying birds the wife by Dupont, a general mix-up follows, the
and the beckoning stars are used with subtlety "escaped
of thing. lunatic" gag appears — and all that sort
and effect to proclaim that the hand of the old
master has lost none of its ancient cunning. MoreAnyway,
the fall
the curtain
or themoney,
final
over he has learned some new tricks. There are black
out — sees
the of
investors
with — their
several delightful moments of almost rowdy and Latour waiting for the wife to be divorced,
humour. No villain since talkies has been more
obviously "The Lady is Willing."
repulsively
yet convincingly villainous than the as Well,
20
that's the story and I have told it in some

detail in order to show you that much better
films have been made with much worse stories.
Give Lubitsch half that plot and the artistes — well,
do you remember Trouble in Paradise ?
I have already referred to the principal actors.
Leslie Howard is Latour and Sir Cedric Hardwicke
is Dupont. It would be a kindness to forget that
they played in this film. And will producers please
stop casting Hardwicke for the part of crook
financier.
Binnie Barnes is the wife. Once again I must
record that her pronunciation of certain words
annoys me.
Sir Nigel Playfair, Nigel Bruce and W. Graham
Browne try to make the three investors life-like.
mistress.
Kendall Lee appears to be miscast as the financier's
I am sorry I am unable to write more kindly of
Columbia's first effort in this country. But what
is the use of fooling ourselves ! It is as unlike the
real Columbia pictures as anything can be. Maybe
there will be more serious preparation next time
— if there is to be a next time. — M. B. Y.
Shadows

of Sing Sing

There is an ingenious idea behind this rather
conventional melodrama, Columbia's third
offering, concerning a police officer's son who falls
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John
Daniels
in "Councillor
at Law"
which Barrymore,
will be fully Bebe
reviewed
next and
week.Thelma
Right,Todd
Loretta
Young and Spencer
Tracy form a new team in " Man's Castle."

in love ofwith
gangster's
accused
the amurder
of her sister
brotherandwhois
intends to stop the marriage at all costs.
The ingenuity consists of the way in
which the identity of the real murderer is
established by aid of the police photographic department.
The
accused
impressions
of a
person he had metman's
leaving
the apartment
before he himself entered and was surprised by
the police, are noted down and a composite
picture formed.
Through this the assassin is found out to be
someone whom the audience is not likely to suspect.
But, in spite of this ingenuity, the picture as a
whole tends to be slow and dull. Characterisations
are sketchy and the broad outlines of the plot too
entirely obvious to intrigue one at all deeply.
Phil Rosen has not managed to make the theme
a vital or
even a very
strongly
dr amatic
one, and
there is a
leisurely air
about the
whole
proceedings
which preludes any
/real interest
being taken
in the fate
of
the characters.

veteran music
hall artiste
and greyhound
owner, makes
his film debut
in"WildBoyV
He is showing
G my ne t h
Lloyd the hare
used for
ing thetraindogs.

As the wrongly accused man, Bruce Cabot is
youthfully virile and pleasant, while Mary Brian
makes an attractive enough heroine.
Grant Mitchell is effective as his father, and the
gangster is well portrayed by Harry Woods.
Other gangster types are effectively acted by
Bradley Page, Irving Bacon and Dewey Robinson
— the last two introducing a humorous note.
One thing I did particularly notice in this
picture was the low-toned mumbling of some of
the artistes — notably of the gangster characters,
which was often inaudible and at times unintel igible.—L.C.
The Scotland Yard Mystery
It seems to be a curious axiom of British production that if technical qualities are good,
story values are weak; and if story values are
strong, production qualities are poor.
This picture is, at any rate, an instance of the
latter, for the story is a sound one, but it has not
been at all well exploited.
It is of the thriller order and should have been
played in a melodramatic vein instead of in the
rather anaemic and stilted way it has been
presented.
Here is an outline of the plot which will show
you that the material is all there to make a first
class thriller.
An insurance company holds a board meeting to
inquire into a curious coincidence — the death from
heart failure of five heavily insured policy holders
within the space of a few months.
Yet theall company's
Dr. Freeman, had
certified
of them asdoctor,
fit.
Freeman is censured and his fiancee, the daughter of Chief Inspector Stanton, gets her father to
take an interest in these very suspicious events.
Then another heavily insured person dies and
he takes up the matter wholeheartedly, enlisting
the help of Dr. Charles Masters, the Home Office
pathologist at Scotland Yard, who also has a
practice in the East End of London, which he
runs, he says, as a hobby.
Stanton has the deceased policy-holders exhumed and in each case finds the coffin full of
books. He tracks down the undertaker and discovers who ordered the coffins and thereafter gets
on the trail of a Dr. Floyd who had signed the
death certificates.
But before he can interrogate him, Floyd is
poisoned by the man who is the root cause of the
whole mystery — Dr. Masters.
I am not giving any mystery away by telling

Nils Asther and Esther
Ralston in a picture to
be shown shortly, "By
Candlelight," which
also features Warner
Baxter and Elissa Landi.
you the name of the arch-criminal, because you
are aware of his identity quite early on in the
picture, and the interest is sustained, not by
dragging
herrings
across the trail, but by the
manner inred
which
he is trapped.
After Floyd's murder, Stanton manages to get
hold of a youth who poses as the adopted son of
the last policy holder who had died so mysteriously.
As he is putting him through a sort of third
degree examination. Dr. Masters enters the room
and at Stanton's suggestion gives the terror(Continued on page 22)
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It had to be cut in Hollywood and it has been
cut exactly according to the scenario which
Eisenstein submitted.
It is a silent picture with a musical setting by
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld and starts off with some very
interesting historical shots of the remains of the
great Maya and Aztec civilisations and also a
comparison
modern types with the sculptured effigiesofofthe
antiquity.
Then comes the story proper. A young peon —
that is the virtual slave of a big property owner —
takes his intended bride, according to custom, to
be inspected
the
marriage. by his master and get his consent to
She is raped by one of his guests and her
fiance, having attacked her seducer, is told to report
after a fiesta that is about to take place in honour
of the hacendado's, or owner's, daughter whose
engagement has just been announced, while the
girl is shut up in a cell.

{Continued from page 21)
stricken youth a glass of whisky. He dies — as
Freeman says, of shock — before he can make a
statement.
Bat Stanton's
are now
on
Masters
and he hassuspicions
him shadowed
untilfixed
at last
he has all the evidence he wants, whereupon be
goes to his house to arrest him.
But Masters had been a move ahead of him. He
has kidnapped his daughter and, when charged,
he takes the detective to see his child lying in a
cataleptic state.
It transpires that Masters had discovered a
serum which induced a state of coma resembling
death and by this means he bad collected the
insurance policies.
Only he knew the anti-toxin which would bring
the person round and he threatens not to use it
unless Stanton lets him go free.
But the detective puts duty first and arrests
him. Desperately he uses drastic measures to
make his prisoner speak and this induces the man's
mistress, who is present, to give away its whereabouts.
daughterandrecovers,
but captors,
Masters,makes
who
hasStanton's
seized a revolver
held up his
good his escape and takes an aeroplane to Paris.
Wireless instructions to the pilot result in his
returning and Masters injects himself with his
serum, giving the anti-toxin to his mistress who
accompanies him.
As the plane lands, however, he opens fire and
in returning it the bag containing the specific
is broken so Masters is condemned to a living death.
Well, there is plenty of melodrama about all
that, but it is all taken at much too slow a
pace and there is an atmosphere of artificiality
about the whole proceedings.
The way Freeman is shadowed is ludicrously
ingenuous and generally the continuity is scrappy
and lacking in the detail which should have built
up tense situations.
Sir Gerald Du Maurier is impassive to the point
of listlessness as Stanton. This suggests a strong
character, but when he is called upon to express
emotional feeling it is a distinct handicap.
George Curzon pursues much the same tactics
as Sir Gerald, but he manages to be more convincing than the detective.
The rest of the cast, which includes Grete
Natzler as the mistress. Belle Chrystall as the
daughter, Leslie Perrins, as Freeman, Henry
Victor as Floyd, Walter Patch, Herbert Cameron
and Frederick Paisely, are quite sound.
Although the picture provides quite fair
entertainment, my main complaint is that its
22

possibilities have not been more fully exploited.
Thunder Over Mexico
Sergei M. Eisen stein is bailed by the intelligensia
as the alpha and omega of screen directorial
art. Lavish are the praises sung in his honour and
artistry.
his " montage " is acclaimed as the acme of
It would be nearer the truth, I think, to say
that Eisenstein is a cameraman of exceptional
ability and that he has a fine artistic conception
for grouping and for pictorial effects.
Also that he is obsessed with the idea of propaganda for the proletariat as represented by the
U.S.S.R.
Thunder Over Mexico shows no signs of any
master genius' touch. It is beautifully photographed, ithas finely artistic grouping but boiled
down to its bare bones, it is a sort of emasculated
Western with a theme which seeks to show the
revolt of the down-trodden Mexican peons against
the rule of the capitalist as materialised in the
person of Senor Diaz.
If the birth of a new Mexico had been envisaged
it would have proved of compelling interest, but
actually this is only hinted at, the main footage
c- the picture being taken up with the treatment
meted out to a poor peon who is eventually subjected to a dreadful death.
This scene, by the way, is perfectly revolting.
A long sequence shows some condemned men
being buried alive up to the shoulders and then
being ridden over by their executors until the
horses stamp the life out of them.
It seems that the censor forgets his spectacles
sometimes as well as his ear trumpet.
In this instance one cannot perhaps blame
Eisenstein entirely for the dramatic feebleness of
his picture.
It was sponsored by Upton Sinclair, who, before
the film starts, appears on the screen and indv
in a little sales talk on behalf of the production.
It appears that Eisenstein took some 200,000
feet of film, about thirty-five miles in fact, and to
see it all you would have to sit in a kinema for
about thirty-five hours.
It is, of course, a moot point whether such
prodigality of lens activity shows the master
hand at work. My own opinion is, that it is
distinctly the reverse.
However, the main point is that having filled
two hundred cans with celluloid Eisenstein was
recalled to Russia and Upton Sinclair was left
with the task of reducing them to a picture of
usable length.

While the feast is at its height, the peon enlists the
aid of bis fellows and they attack the house.
They are driven off and chased into the fields by
the employer's
men takes
and his
guestsin onthehorseback
—
even
the daughter
a part
man hunt;
which goes to show there is nothing to choose
between a male and a female capitalist I
A Western chase with gunplay ensues, the rebels
are
captured,
daughter
is shotbut
dead.not before the hacendado's
Retribution follows in the revolting spectacle
of the punishment
by horses which I have mentioned above.
The bereaved fiancee visits her multilated lover
and there comes revolt.
This is shown in a few scenes of super-imposed
men marching and finally a scene depicting the
new Mexico with its well drilled troops and its
modern machinery.
It is aU very ingenuous, very slowly developed,
with much use of static poses to express grief and
other emotion.
The types of natives are excellent and the beauty
of the country with picturesque scenic effects is
fully exploited, but even with these, the film as
entertainment leaves a lot to be desired. — L. C.
Oh, What a Duchess!
The producers of this film have refrained from
tagging it with a label, so, after seeing it — if
you domusic,
see itor— anything
you may you
call itplease.
a farce, or a farce
with
It is difficult to appreciate why any responsible
company should want to make this type of picture
unless it be for the said company's private amusement.
This sort of product is comparable with the
cheaper twice-nightly revue, and until we have
the specialised theatres prevailing in the music
hall system, there is bound to be dissatisfaction
among many audiences who may be forced to
witness Oh, What a Duchess !
That there is a public for this kind of film is
evident by the laughter that greeted parts of it
wben I saw a special show.
The story concerns a member of a repertory
company wbo poses as a duchess. The company
are the guests of the Duke's butler — his grace
being on holiday. Enter the inevitable American
and his daughter. They wish to see the castle.
They mistake one of the actors for the Duke, and
as somebody must be a duchess, a little female
impersonation is resorted to by one of the actors.
Usual twice-nightly revue stuff follows, and, of
course, the American's daughter is in love with
the son of the "Duchess," who is, of course, the
"Duchess" herself, who is, of course — well, that's
how it goes on.
Anyway,
it allsorry
ends for"happy
after." artistes
I always feel
really ever
competent
who have to earn a living acting in this type of
film. Men like Fred Duprez and Hugh E. Wright
actually rose above their material. They're good.
George Lacy, who impersonates the Duchess,
works hard, and Dennis Hoey and Pat Aherne are
capable actors who deserve better consideration.
One actor I should like to praise is not mentioned
in the programme. He played the part of the
real Duke.
It is difficult to assess the ability of any of the
women.
Betty well
Davies,
as the
daughter, screens
and gives
every American's
indication
of possessing talent for film work, but an atrocious
accent, specially adopted for the role, was a
serious handicap to any naturalness. If I were a
director, I would take a chance and give her a
real part. — M. B. Y.
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Waldow found Lilly in an
establishment such as in the
'nineties was known to
many and talked about by
few. He persuaded her to
go to his studio for old
times' sake.
derided bymussen,Aunt
Rasswith billowing
cambric sleeves. Her fine,
honey-coloured hair was
massed in plaits over her
head.
"Inspiration I want.
I'ma astandstill
sculptor. for
My want
work'sof
at

THE CASTLilly
Marlene Dietrich
Richard Waldow.. .Brian Aherne
Baron von Merzbach
Lionel Atwil)
Mrs. Rassmussen
Alison Skipworth
Walter von Prell
Hardie Albright
Miss von Schwertfeger
Helen Freeman
(Freely based on the film The Song
of Songs, by permission of the
Paramount Film Corp., Ltd.,
Wardour Street, London, W.I.)
See "On the Screens Now"
feature, page 26, for Lionel
Collier's criticism of this film.
>0keeping
you've arrived,
me up after
and
waiting half the night.
s What a fright you look
in peasant clothes !
Haven't you others?"
Grasping a striped bundle,
tired and confused after journeying by train and one-horse fly
from the Polish border to the
German capital, Lilly bobbed
nervously to the bleary-eyed old
woman who peered at her under
the gas-lamp.
"Th — this is all I have in the
world, Tante Rassmussen."
"I thought so. Your father
always was reckless . . . and
religious. A bad combination."

To Lilly, aspersions against her
dead father were as stones cast at
a crucifix.
"He was a good man," she
breathed.
"Very likely. It's too late for
supper.
Getbookshop
undressed.
I'll
show you the
and your
duties
in thebymorning."
Lillythere
obeyed
taking off a
wincey skirt and four petticoats.
From the interior of the striped
bundle she withdrew a nightgown,
brush and comb, and Bible with
clasps. Her black hat, skullcrowned with back brim as large as
a plate, had been carefully placed
on the bed.
Tante Rassmussen sniffed. "If
that's all you've got, you'll cost me
something."
"But I'll work hard. Father's
not to blame. He was a good man,"
Lilly repeated.
Sitting up in the narrow bed,
hungry, she completed her litany of
praise by reciting verses from.
Solomon's song that her father liked
best.
Next day she was initiated in her
tasks. She grew to like her aunt's
frowsy shop, full of dust and the
smell of leather. She liked the
books, though she lacked time to
improve her peasant ignorance by
reading them.
Not, however, that education
would have helped her when, one
morning,
the "ping"
the doorbell
was followed
by the ofentrance
of a
young man who asked if she could
sell him an inspiration or two.
"What book is it you want, sir?"
She was wearing the costume

Weekly

Her interlocutor
picked
a spark
of divine fire."
up a volume or two and
put them down. Lilly
thought she had seen him
before through the window
of a studio opposite. The
room behind the plaster
casts ranged on the sill
had seemed to her full of
strange, interesting things.
All at once its owner
studied her from the
professional angle.
" I wish you'd sit for me some time.
What's your name ? Then, Lilly,
can't you come to my studio to-night
She excused herself - on the score of
Aunt Rassmussen while a thousand
"
delicate
coursed up her
at eight? tremors
spine. Actually, at the appointed
hour she went, arriving at the studio
breathless between haste and agitation.
Inside five minutes, Waldow von
Mayer had put her at ease and she
was talking to him on the topic that
was still dearest.
" You would have liked my father.
He was an artist in his way. He
read poetry to make you cry; it was
What poetry ? "
so "beautiful."
She repeated the chosen verses
from Solomon's song her eyes on
the ceiling, her face transfigured.
"Hold that!" Waldow almost
shouted. "It's a marvellous pose.
Inspiration, Lilly. You've brought
it. Effectually
Take off your
clothes."
brought
to earth, she
stammered.
"My clothes! Oh I can't do that,
Mr."Waldow's
von Mayer my! " name and I defy
you to use a prefix. Heavens, girl,
there's nothing in posing to an artist
without clothes ! Don't think of me
as a man. I'm looking at you as a
He meant what he said. When
Lilly,
yielding,
after infinite
hesitasculptor."
tion, to his practical
entreaties,
appeared from behind a screen, clad
only in a wrap of his providing, she
had nothing to fear, either from the
satisfactoriness of her figure or bis
attitude towards it.

Aunt Rassmussen, she discovered,
due to contents of certain concealed
bottles in the parlour, tended to be
drowsy after supper. With this
advantage, Lilly's visits to the studio
grew
frequent
for Waldow
to
harness
his enough
inspiration.
By the
time the statue of Lilly was finished,
she was not only used to seeing
herself in the nude, but could enjoy
the image that very slightly flattered
her. Waldow had caught her ecstatic pose well. In the idealised lines
of the young girl's figure, with
uplifted head and palms turned
outwards,
he had expressed innocence in marble.
" My patron not only thinks so, but
wants
to meetWaldow
you," were
the words
with which
ushered
in a
fine-looking man with military
moustache, one evening as Lilly was
on the point of leaving the studio.
Baron
von Merzbach,
verypatron,
much
Waldow's
mentor and
fixing a monocle, uttered several
compliments. Later, following his
private conversation with Waldow,
Lilly
— anxious to
"If said,
the twinkling
Baron is :as
make me a present as you say, tell
himVon
I'm Merzbach
extremely partial
took to
thegin."
hint.
There duly arrived at the bookshop,
borne between two servants wearing
the castle livery, a gallon jar, the
contents of which nightly found
their way into Aunt Rassmus sen's
tea.Secure in the certainty of her
aunt's somnolence after 8 p.m., Lilly
continued her visits to the studio.
Notwithstanding a certain fragility
of
physique,
her fine
capacity
for
emotion
was taxed
to the
uttermost
in her growing love for Waldow.
She loved him as he did not love
her. That was tragedy. A delirious
happiness in feeling, after weeks of
arms
by the
waiting,wasthetorn
pressure
of agony
Waldow'sof
knowing that he cared for her as he
did for everything except his art,
lightly.
One heavenly day in spring,
culminating triumph of deceiving
Aunt Rassmussen as to her whereLillyhad
yielded
todone.
Waldow's
kisses,tainasof abouts,
often
a shesubtle
difference
in Cerhis
caress, wardssheon theflung
herself
face
downgrass of the hilltop,
crowned by budding birch trees.
"I must be quite close to earth.
Don't you want to press yourself
murmured.
against it to feel our love ? " she
He lay beside her, but did not
quite reach her mood. When she
scrambled up, smoothing a crumpled
muslin and looking for a cast-aside
wide-brimmed hat, he spoke with a
touch of the sculptor.
" Time to be getting back. Be sure
and turn up to-morrow at eight.
I want to get along with that new
Shortly
the hour refused
of rendezvous. Auntbefore
Rassmussen
the
cheering cup in which, ordinarily,
Lilly was
able toon pour
a double
(Continued
page 24)
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measure of the baron's bounty.
She caught her niece making an
undignified exit by the window and
proceeded
to impart a piece of her
mind.
He

"Wicked girl. I know all about
you. Tricking me night and day,
going out with a man — a sculptor,
too. You, with your demure looks
and religious ways. Living with him,
are you ? Then you can't live here.
OutThrough
you go despair
to-night at— losing
this minute
a home,! "
Lilly felt a current of joy. Waldow
surely wouldn't turn her away. He
might offer to marry her.
Consumed with excitement, she
was almost inside the open studio
door when she realised a change had
taken place. Plaster casts had
gone, curtains been taken down.
The statue of innocence was shrouded in a dust sheet.
She needed no note of leave-taking
as she roamed through the darkening rooms. Plainly, Waldow had
She was roused from passionate
shoulder. by a man's touch on the
sobbing
gone.
"Oh, Baron von Merzbach !
Waldow's not here . . . Where is

would

never

know

how she had longed
for this moment. Yet
*
I she had no fear, con1 fident in the knowledge
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"Gone to Paris. Went last night."
"Didn't he leave me a message? "
Gradually, raising her drooping
body from the floor, and unexpectedly
gentle, holding her chilled hand in
his, von Merzbach explained.
"Lilly, my child, Waldow's been
playing
he?"with you. He found himself
becoming something more than a
casual lover and he was afraid. He
dislikesself. marriage.
himHe ought to Told
have me
goneso away
weeks ago or made things right with
"He oughtn't. It was stupid of
me."Lilly,
I lovehe'shim."
not worth your love.
He won't offer marriage. But I do.
Be my wife. Be mistress of my
home. Titled women would be
pleasedthat;
to own
it. my
And sincere
I don't love.
only
offer
I offer
Surely you."
you will consider it."
Much more in this strain was said
before Lilly yielded. Hers was
the last nature that should have given
way to the dictates of the head.
Her heart was heavy, unresponsive
as stone, throughout the wedding
ceremony and the long drive to the
feudal fortress that for generations
had belonged to the von Merzbachs.
One face among those lined up in
the entrace-hall to receive the baron
and his bride called forth in Lilly a
faint gleam of warmth. Walter von
Prell, recently attached as equestrian
to the baron's staff, possessed both
youth
a dreamy above
profile.
beauty,andoutstanding
hugeLilly's
puff
sleeves and over-ornamented bodice,
wedding
fashion
of home
the 'nineties,
acted on him
like the
thrust of
theHefencer's
started,foil.
blushed at meeting her
eyes, and recoiled. Though she was
scarcely intrigued, his intensity of
feeling, expressed in one burning
moment, was the one live thing she
encountered
during her first weeks of
marriage.
The baron, pompous and highhanded in public, missed the mark
every time
in winning
Lilly's
tion. His servants,
all of
whom affecbut
Walter elderly, were so many automatons. One, Miss von Schwartzfegger,
a housekeeper,
from mechanical,
annoyedthough
Lilly far
by
constantly following her about.
Middle-aged and on familiar terms
with the baron, her manner of veiled
authority towards his bride made
Lilly feel she was at school.
" My dear," the baron told his wife

Continuing

—

after their first dinner together, "you
are even more lovely to-night than
when
posed forand
Waldow.
Your
hair isyou
marvellous
I have never
seen feminine complexion in the raw
more flawless. I'm ambitious for
you, my darling. In three months
you'll rival any woman guest of the
the result of the baronial
vonAsMerzbachs."
complacency, she very literally was
series
of masters and mistresses,
putA to
school.
linguists, and artists were engaged
to take up most of Lilly's day.
Depression helped in time to make
her eminently teachable. The subjects once gripped, she rapidly
acquired a smattering of French,
literature, and drawing, with more
than a smattering of music.
Riding
she was
by showed
Walter
von Prell
who, taught
once she
an aptitude for the saddle, threw prudence to the winds. Dismounting
with her for a rest, he started to
make violent love.
To Lilly, after hours of study,
punctuated by the unwelcome
demonstrativeness of an elderly man
with a monocle, it was faintly attractive at first to listen to a boy's tale
of undying devotion, touched with
vague denlyplans
the future.
Suda turn for
of phrase,
reminding
her of Waldow, made her shrivel.
She struck him with her crop.
"You must be mad. Don't talk.
I'll tell the baron."
"Some
he persisted,
"you'll
need
me. day,"
I knew,
when I saw
you
that day in bridal white with a mist
behind your hair and in your eyes,
thatRegretting
we shouldthecome
gash together."
on his cheek,
which he ignored till he had helped
her remount,
head
for home.she turned the horse's
After dinner she played Beethoven
while von Merzbach glowed pleasantly at her through his monocle.
" Good, my dear. Excellent. You
shall repeat it at the At Home I
intend giving
But having
— rathera
interesting
this shortly.
— I propose
guest at the castle to-morrow who
will be particularly glad to see what
I have made of you. Waldow is
The heart
coming
on his that
way she
fromthought
Paris." dead
leapt on seeing Waldow, correctly
attired in evening dress. He looked
well, but the old careless manner
had gone;
was changed
replaced him
by afrom
seriousness that had
boy
to man.
Von Merzbach, supremely pleased
with himself, touched Lilly s bare
arm, which made her wince, before
hurrying them into the dining-room.
His hurry continued through dinner.
He seemed anxious to reach the
brandy
stage and drank more wine
than usual.
When the liqueur was poured he sat
back in his red damask chair, fondling the big glass with nervous,
gloating hands. During the meal he
had led the talk through a gamut of
politics,
travel, and
arts. With
the retirement
of thethe servants,
he
became personal.
"Well, Waldow, my boy, what
d'you think of Lilly? Splendid
woman I've made of her, haven't I ?
When she met you she couldn't look,
much less act, like a lady. It's all
thanks to you, my boy."
" What on earth do you mean ? "
Lilly's
joy in had
finding
the restraint
that
Waldow
obviously
been
short-lived.
putting upon himself, loosed, was
"I never tried to improve Lilly,"
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Waldow hurried on. " She was good
enough as she was."
"For you, possibly. Artist's wife
and titular baron's wife are two
different things. As a matter of fact,
I thought at one time yon and Lilly
— well, well, you understand me,
don't you? I shouldn't have had
the courage
propose if youthehadn't
stood
aside.to Remember
time
you went suddenly off to Paris and
said you'd left Lilly as a present ? "
"Excuse me, please. I can't stay
andWith
listena tosob,
this.Lilly
I'm left
going."
the table,
hurrying through the French windows of the adjoining room into the
garden. The rush of cool air on her
bare arms and neck saved her from
complete breakdown. She was on the
verge of hysteria when Waldow
came up behind her.
" Lilly,I what
it ? Don't
send man
me
away.
swear is what
the old
said was wrong. I never could
understand your marrying him. Now
I can. way
So hefortold
goneyouto
make
him.you HeI'dtold
"Never mind what he said; it's
too late."
"Nonsense. The whole thing's
wrong.I never
You'vewent
got toto Paris
listen toto give
my
side.
you to that swine in there. That was
his tale to make you believe I was
a rotter."
"Why did you go without leaving
anything, not even an address ? "
"God knows ! I must have been
mad. Honestly, Lilly, I believed
then I was getting too fond of you.
I thought you were getting between
me
and tomymarry.
work. II thought
hadn't money
enough
it was
to go. If I'd known "
right
" You did . You must have. Didn't
we pledge our love for each other
hundreds of times? "
"I didn't love you then as I've
learned to love you, Lilly; as I love
youHownow."
impossible she would have
thought it an hour ago to turn from
such an utterance of his. Sunk in a
surge of anger, she caught wildly at
any straw that would keep her
drifting out of his reach.
"Well, anyway, we were both
wrong in those days," she flung out.
"I may have thought I loved you,
but I find now I don't."
"Lilly, look me in the eyes before
you say that."
. "I have. I do say it."
She pointed to a light glimmering
through the trees surrounding an
ornamental lake.
" That's where my lover lives. I'm
going to him now."
Stumbling across the lawns, she
came upon rough grass to the door
of a four -roomed hunting lodge. The
light in a window was transferred
to the hall as Von Prell, a lamp in his
hand, opened to her knock.
"Baroness !" he exclaimed. Happiness and understanding dawned
on his weak, boyish face. "At last
... I knew you'd come to me."
Putting down the .lamp on the
sitting-room table, he lost no time,
seeing that her feet were wet and
that she was trembling, in taking her
in his arms. As he carried her past
the table the heel of her slipper
struck the lamp globe. The stand
rocked violently and overturned
with a crash that coincided with the
closing of the bedroom door.
Lilly had hardly time to gasp "I
can smell smoke" before the crackling of wood warned them of fire
oncoming and disastrous.

Through blinding smoke, von Prell
carried her back to the open door.
Four or five servants in the wake of
the baron were not far off, but one
figure already blocked the threshold.
Miss von Schwartzfegger might be
fond of authority and jealous of
Lilly, but let it be put on record that she could be magnanimous.
Grasping Lilly's arm, she urged
her down a path through the shrubbery. "The baron won't see you
here.
Fly
Lilly had ! "no choice. She hurried
along and out of a lych gate unpursued. She under-estimated the
baron's affection for her. Had he
seen, he might have forgiven her, for
he was getting old and her beauty
might have weighed with him more
than her faithfulness.
Lilly never gave him a chance.
His deception, her own, and Waldow's scorching words Lad made the
castle hideous. She sought out the
greatest possible contrast to its
medievalisms and austerity.
Theof anwinter
found her such
the doyenne
establishment
as in the
'nineties* was known to many and
talked about by few. The life did
not appeal to her, but she had chosen
it and there was finality in the
choice.
Sometimes, under the widebrimmed hat smothered with ostrich
plumes, while allowing her table
companion to light her cigarette, she
would recall the girl in the cambric
nightdress who knew verses by heart
of Solomon's song.
The songs she sang in the Berlin
night club were not exactly poetic,
but, put over in a husky contralto,
they pleased patrons who were
prepared
and
drink. to pay for more than food
She had finished one such song
when, glancing at the gallery above
the diners, she saw Waldow and
another man.
Five minutes later he was talking
to her.
"Lilly, I think
to every
restaurant,
every I've
bar,been
every
place
of employment in Berlin."
" How did you know I was here ? "
"Where else could you make a
living? Besides, night and day for
two years I've been studying your
character, without anyone, even
yourself,you,to Iinterrupt
Now You
I've
found
hate thisme.place.
hate it. Let's go."
"Nonsense. I belong here."
"You belong to me."
"Not now. If I came to you it
would be no use."
"At least you'll come to the
studio — just once, Lilly — for old
times'
sake."and overpersuaded, she
Bruised
allowed him to have his way. The
statue of herself was in its accustomed corner. Waldow dropped the
covering sheet and revealed innocent
ecstacy expressed in marble.
Shame overwhelmed Lilly. Snatching Waldow's
axe image,
from the
floor, she
hurled
it at the
burying
the
blade deep in the marble trunk.
Blow upon blow followed. Waldow
paid no heed. A perfect understanding of Lilly's mental state, inspired
by hopeless love, enabled him to bear
the wreckage of his cherished work
without uttering a word.
When exhausted by the outgoing
of a very demon of misery, she
collapsed fainting, his arms, but not
till then, went round her.
She opened her eyes.
"From now on we start together
all over again. Is that right?" he
asked.
The new Lilly achieved the ghost
of a smile.
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sunshine
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dull to
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losthair
its
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Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured and Faded Hair— even if
of many years' standing. A real
colour-restorative.
3/- and 5/- per bottle. Popular Size 1 9
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Pat Pater son displays charm and
ability in " The Head of the
Family."
T is not difficult to make
your choice about which
pictures you feel you
really ought to go and
see in this week's releases.
Generally, the level is far from
high; indeed, for the last few
weeks the standard of entertainment seems very definitely to
have reached a low level.
You will probably want to see
Marlene Dietrich under the
direction of Rouben Mamoulian
instead of the inevitable Josef
von Sternberg. And, although
you may be disappointed in the
story weaknesses, I think you
will agree that the star shows to
good advantage.
The Song of Songs is the best
picture of the week for that
reason alone.
"THE SONG OF SONGS
Paramount.
American.Runs "A"
certificate.
Romantic dram*.
83 minutes
For full cast and story freely based on the
film by Marjory Williams, see page 23.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian from the
story by Hermann Sudermann and the play
by Howard Sheldon.
Marlene Dietrich has not acted
better than in this picture
since her sensational success in The
Blue Angel.
It is a new Marlene, too; quite
different from the pseudo-sphinxlike creature of von Sternberg, who
invested her with artificial glamour.
Here, under the direction of
Mamoulian, she becomes human
and, in the opening scenes, appears
as a simple little German girl,
wonderfully fresh and ingenuous.
But, if her acting is good, the
story, unfortunately, is very commonplace and obvious. It has been
produced once before as a silent,
when Pola Negri appeared as the
little orphan who fails in love with
a sculptor, for whom she poses in
the nude and contracts a marriage
out of pique with a wealthy and
noble roui.
As in most of the pictures in which
she has appeared, Fraulein Dietrich
is made to slide down the moral
scale; I cannot see why it was
necessary, for, having introduced
this lapse from grace, it makes the
happy reunion of the lovers in the
finale rather strained and unconvincing.
Actually, it is the opening sequence
which contain the most charm.
The
love-making
is irresistiblein
and star's
she exercises
her fascination
a manner which makes one overlook
«6

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
••THE SONG OF SONGS
•CURTAIN AT EIGHT
•WANTED
••ANOTHER LANGUAGE
•♦GOOD-BYE AGAIN
c*THE LAST TRAIL
•THE MAYOR Of HELL
THE FIRE RAISERS
•SECRETS OF THE BLUE
HEAD OF THE FAMILY
ROOM
THE LAUGHTER OF FOOLS
c*THE LONE AVENGER
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
story weaknesses to a very large
extent.
Mamoulian has dwelt too strongly
on the symbolism of the nude statues
in the artist's studio in connection
with the visits of his model and the
amorous Baron who is later to
marry
her. other band, there is a
On the
great deal of artistry and excellent
detail work in the direction generally.
Brian Aherne is not quite the
ideal lover for Marlene; he tends to
be stilted and artificial in his
mannerisms, and Lionel A twill,
while good, also shows signs of overacting a conventional part.
Alison Skipworth, however, is
excellent as the scheming aunt who
houses the little orphan in her bookshop and discourages the poor
artist as much as she encourages the
wealthy suitor.
••ANOTHER LANGUAGE
M.-G.-M.
certificate.
Domestic American.
drama. Runs "A"
74 minutes.
Helen Haves
Stella
Robert Montgomery
Victor
Louise Beal
Closser Hale
"Mom"
John
-Jerry
Henry Teavers
"Pop"
Margaret
Hamilton
Helen
Wi l lab if Robertson
Harry
Irene Cattell
Grace
Miner K. Watson
Paul
Hall Dawson
Walter
Mai del Turner
Etta
Directed by Edward H. Griffith from the
play by Rose Franhen.
Here is a typical example of a
photographed stage play which
does not utilise the scope of the
screen. The result is a minimum of
action and a maximum of dialogue.
From a production point of view,
therefore, it is poor, but the subject

— the possessive instinct of a mother,
who cannot bear to see her son
taken from her by another woman
almost ruining his marriage and
happiness — is an interesting one.
Another point of interest is the
brilliant acting of the late Louise
Closser Hale as the mother. She
gives a subtle interpretation of the
character ; the type which is at heart
completely selfish, but covers it up
with a continual expression of long
suffering and martyrdom.
I do not know that one is very
keenly concerned in the ultimate
fate of any of the characters, but,
at any estedrate,
in them.one is quite well interHelen
is good
wife
who Hayes
exhausts
all as
herthetactson'sin
trying
to herself,
reconcilebut her
husband's
family to
in the
end is
forced to show fight and determination to win her happiness.
There is one particularly good
scene she has with her husband's
young nephew who has fallen
violently in love with her. She has
to disillusion him, since it was only
her sympathetic understanding of
his aspirations .that had given the
illusion of the grand passion to his
immature mind.
Robert Montgomery has to keep
bis usually ebullient spirit in check
and does not appear too happily
cast. Somehow, he did not convince
me that he was sincere.
The rest of the types in the family
are very well drawn, especially that
of the inevitable practical joker,
who is liable to get on everybody's
nerves and make the wrong comment at any given moment.

Helen Hayes scores an individual
success in " Another Language."
It is played by Hail Dawson.
The action is practically confined
to the young married couple's and
the mother's
apartments.
••GOOD-BYE
AGAIN
First
National.comedy.
American. " A 67
" certificate.
Matrimonial
minutes.
Warren
William Runs Kenneth
Bixby
Joan Blondell
Anne
Genevieve Tobin
Julie
Helen Chandler
Elizabeth
Ruth Donnelly
Maid
Wallace Ford
Arthur Westlake
Hugh Herbert
Harvey Wilson
Hobart Cavanagh
Clayton
Jay
Ward
Ferdinand
Gottschalk Hotel Theodore
Manager
Ray Cook
Ray Cook
Directed by Michael Curttz from the play
by George Haight and Allen Scott.
Hughthe Herbert
walks away
acting honours
in a with
cast
which is very definitely a notable
one.He supplies most of the laughs as
the complacent husband of a woman
who is encouraged by a philandering
novelist to believe that she inspired
his most successful book.
Divorce looms in the distance, but
is kept atwhobayis by
the novelist's
secretary,
with her employer. genuinely in love
It is all frankly farcical and often
completely crazy in its situations,
but it manages to keep you well
amused all the time.
Warren William puts a good deal
of vital and fascinating effrontery
into his role of the novelist, and
Joan Blondell secretary.
is also sound as the
"hard-boiled"
As the wife, Genevieve Tobin is
provocative and definitely alluring.
Although there are one or two
dull patches, the general atmosphere
is one of joyous irresponsibility.
•THE MAYOR OF HELL
Warner. American.
drama. "A"
Runs certificate.
86 minutes. Social
Jamesproblem
Cagney
Patsy
Madge Evans
Dorothy
Allen Jenkins
Mike
Dudley Digges
Thompson
Arthur Byron
Judge Gilbert
Joe
Dorothy Peterson
Mrs. South
George Pat Collins
Brandon
Edwin Maxwell
Louis Johnston
John
Hopkins
Wm. V.Marston
Mono
Walters
Charles Wilson
Guard
Mickey Bennett
Butch
Directed by Archie Mayo.

Warren William and Genevieve Tobin in a bright farce, " Good-bye Again."

whichanother
deals with
the reformatory
Just
Hollywood
expose',
system and shows up its abuses and
suggests remedies for curing them.
It is mental
alland very
mawkishly
sentisensational,
but rarely
sincere or convincing; in fact, the
suicide of the governor of the
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reformatory when his charges revolt,
after the cruel treatment meted out
to one of their number, is more
likely to raise laughter than tears.
James Cagney, on the side of the
angels
time, as adoes
gangster
who
becomesthis'
a reformer,
quite well,
and Madge Evans strikes one of the
few sincere notes in the otherwise
artificial and dull proceedings.
Dudley Digges is well in character
as the governor, and Frankie Darrow
gives a fair representation of the
juvenile American tough.
•SECRETS OF THE BLUE
ROOM
Universal.thriller.
AmericanRuns
" A "67certificate.
minutes. Mystery
Lionel Atwill
Hell<:orf
Gloria Stuart
,
lr(;.e
Paul Lukas
Walter
Edward Arnold
Foster
Onslow Stevens
.Frank
William Jannev
Thomas
Kussell Hopton
Max
Elizabeth Patterson
Marie
Muriel
Kirk
land
Betty
Robert Barrat
Butler
Anders van Hades
Stranger
James
DirectedDurkin
by Kurt NeumannFoster's
from Assistant
the story
by Erick Phillips
adapted
by William
Hurlbut.
Conventional haunted castle
background to a familiar type
of thriller, in which murders occur
with alarming frequency in a room
that is supposed to be haunted.
Suspicion, as usual, is cast on all
the characters assembled, and the
solving of the mystery is kept to
the last few feet.
It is quite competently put over
of its kind and the acting generally
is sound.
c*THE LONE AVENGER
Caumont-Ideal.
American
certificate
Western drama.
Runs 59"17"
minutes.
Ken Maynard
Cal Weston
Muriel Gordon
Ruth Winters
James
Marcus
Joel
Al Bridge
Bart Winters
Adams
Nils Welch
Martin Carter
W. N. Bailey
Sam Landers
Ed. Brady
Nip
Charles
King
Tak
Jack Rockwell
.Sheriff
Clarence Geldart
Doctor
Directed by Alan James.
Story of bank thieves fooled by the
astuteness of one man, with the
customary fights, rides, and gun
play.
The story runs as follows. Cal
Weston returns home to find his
father, the local bank president,
dead. Suicide to cover defalcations
is suggested by Carter and his
associates, but to Cal the circumstances point to murder.
Joel Winters. Weston Senior's
partner, supports this theory and
their suspicions are confirmed when
Carter's
are found at the bank
removing gang
papers.
Carter informs the town that the

PICTUREGOER
bank money is missing and rouses
their feelings against Cal, who is
led away to be lynched.
He escapes and eventually catches
the
vaults.gang red-handed in the bank
Ken Maynard does well in a
typical role, in which his horse,
Tarzan, assists.
♦CURTAIN AT EIGHT
R.D.C. American
"A"71 certificate.
Crime
drama. Runs
minutes.
Dorothy Mackaill Lola Cresmer
C. Aubrey Smith
Jim Hanvey
Paul Cavanagh Wylie Thornton
Ruthelma Stevens Doris Manning
Russell Hopton
Mooney
Sam Hardy
Gallagher
Hale Hamilton
Mr. Manning
Marian Shilling Anice Cresmer
Jack Mulhall
Carey Weldon
Natalie Moorhead Alma Jenkins
Directed by E. Mason Hopper from a story
by Octavious Roy Cohen.
Aubrey
Smitha rather
appearsunusual
in what role
is,
for him,
— that of a humane and sympathetic
detective who investigates the murder of a matinee idol who was an
incorrigible philanderer.
He finds the culprit from the list
of suspects, which includes the dead
man's
of a; her
girl fiance
whom ;
he had wife;
drivena tosister
suicide
the father of his leading lady, with
whom he had planned to elope;
a racketeer; and an ape.
How he does it proves quite good
entertainment of its kind. Treatment is brisk and, though the action
is rather involved, there is a sound
suspense element.
Acting is good all round
•WANTED
Butcher. American
" V " 63certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Nick Stuart
Danny
Merna Kennedy
Evelyn
Roberta Gale
Nora
Mary Carr
Mother
Walter McGrail
Professor Gordon
Warner
Richmond
Sammy
Robert Ellis
Crown
Eddie
Phillips
Hymie
Harry Myers
Steward
Ralph Freud
Ellsworth
Charles Stevens Bandit Leader
Directed by Philip H. Whitman. Story and
adaptation by Norman Keen.
Simple ingunpretentious
with a young drama,
boxer dealwho,
thinking he has killed a man, boards
a boat to Central America.
There he joins a scientific expedition, falls in love with the ward
of the leader of the party, and
succeeds in ousting a rival who is
later killed in a fracas with natives.
He returns to learn the man he
had struck has made a remarkable
recovery and married his sister, who,
before had resented his attentions.
It is all rather ingenuous, but
characterisation is fair and the acting
satisfactory.
c»THE LAST TRAIL
Fox. American.
"V" 61certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Gangster
George
O'Brien
Tom Carter
Daley
Claire Trevor
Patricia
El BRFWttyt
__Jtewt OJsen
Matt McHugh
Looney McGann
J. Carroll Naish
John Ross

Paul Cavanagh and Natalie Moorhead as they appear in the crime drama,
" Curtain at Eight."
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Onslow Stevens, Lionel A twill, Gloria Stuart, Paul Lukas and William
Jaunty in " The Secret of the Blue Room."
George Reed
Japonica Jones
Lucille La Verne
Mrs. Wilson
Ruth Warren
Sally Olsen
Luis Alberni
Pedro Gonzales
Edward Le Saint
Judge Wilson
Directed by James
Grey Tinling
story. from a Zane
Gangster
setting,drama
in with
whicha Western
George
O'Brien,
as
vigorous
as ever,
returns
to his home town after
an absence
of many years, finds gangsters in
control
his uncle's
and
proceeds ofto clean
things ranch,
up.
There is plenty of action, acrobatics, and horsemanship, all well

novelettish dialogue and indifferent
She is cast as the wife of Porter, a
production.
stubborn aristocrat who tries to
fight Bill Stanmore, the young head
of a rival steel corporation, but fails
through lack of experience.
He refuses to sell his trade mark
and patents to Stanmore and his
stubbornness results in his family
and himself becoming destitute.
In desperation he secretly takes a
worksas aandnightwhilst
arrests
job
porteron atduty
Stanmore's
his own son for attempted burglary.
This brings him into contact with
Stanmore for the first time and,
common sense prevailing, the two
merge their interests and the
former's daughter cements the partnership by marrying Stanmore.
Except for John Stuart and
Roland Culver, the cast over-acts,
and, generally, the whole theme of
social snobbery suffers from lack of
dramatic force and exaggerated
absurdities.
THE LAUGHTER OF FOOLS
Fox. British. " 47U."minutes.
Comedy-drama. Runs
Pat Paterson
Doris
Eliot Makeham
Gregg
D. A. Clarke-Smith Plunkett
Derrick de Marney Captain Vidal
Helen Ferrers
Mrs. Gregg
Joan Melville
Mabel Gregg
George Thirl well
Bertie Gregg
Minnie Taylor
Elizabeth
Directed by Adrian
H. F. Brunei
Maltby.from a story by

Brendel supplies the humour,
putElover.
and the villiany department is in the
capable hands of J. Carroll Naish
and George Reed.
Beauty in distress is represented
by Claire Trevor.
THE FIRE RAISERS
W. Sl F. British.drama. "A"
MeloRuns 77 certificate.
minutes.
Leslie Banks
.Jim Bronson
Anne Grey
Arden Brent
Carol Goods er
Helen Vaughan
Frank Cellier
.Brent
Francis Sulu van
S ted ding
Laurence Anderson
Twist
Henry Caine
.Bates
George Meruit .
Sonnets
Joyce Kirby
Polly
Directed by Michael Powell.
A satisfactorily
picture whichwith
dealsthenone
too
topical
subject suggested by the title.
It is all conventionally melodramatic, weak in dialogue, and
containing a few fire thrills of a
familiar order.
Bronson, a fire assessor, builds up
a big business by unscrupulous
methods and marries the daughter
of an eminent underwriter at Lloyd's
against
her father's wishes.
His extravagances
on the turf,
however, eventually cause him to
joinWhen
up with
the fire-raiser.
Bronson
is unmasked he
deliberately goes to his own death
after saving the life of an investigator engaged to his typist; his
spectacular end saving his wife and
her father from disgrace.
Acting is as good as the parts
allotted to the artistes allow it to be.
HEAD OF THE FAMILY
F.N. British. Runs
" U" 66certificate.
Social drama.
minutes
Irene Vanbrugh
Mrs. Powis Porter
Arthur Maude
John Powis Porter
John
Stuart
Bill Geraldine
Stanmore
Pat Paterson
Roland Culver
..Manny
D. A. Clarke Smith
Welsh
Glen Alyn
Masie
Annie Esmond
Mrs. Slade
Alexander Field
Bill Higgins
Directed by John Daumery.

A Cinderella
theme
in obvious
a very
slight story
with
humour and tame romantic qualities. The dialogue is weak and tends
to hold up the action and the artistes
have rather a thankless task in their
respective
roles.concerns a priggish
The story
woman, Mrs. Gregg, who picks on
Captain Vidal, the wealthy friend
of her son Bertie, as a husband for
her daughter, Mabel.
Mrs. Gregg's household also consists of her henpecked second husband and her penniless niece, Doris.
Her matrimonial plans, however,
go
when Vidal
for Doris
andastray
her troubles
are falls
increased
by
her husband foolishly buying a
house at an auction sale.
The investment, nevertheless,
turns out to be a good one and old
Gregg, and Vidal depart, leaving
Mrs.
familyGregg
flat. and her daughter in the
There is a good deal of charm
Gregg.
about
Pat and
Paterson's
of
Doris
Eliot interpretation
Makeham is
amusing as the shy but likeable Mr.

Irene
Vanbrugh's not
fine displayed
stage talent
is, unhappily,
to
advantage in this unconvincing
drama, which suffers from very

The supporting characters are not
too good and the entertainment
generally is well below the average.
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Betty

SETS

by E. G.

COUSINS

Balfour

u

Back

When Sound Comes in at the Door — A Complicated Story —
Asses and Authenticity — Evelyn Laye Sings in a Storm —
The Censor Gets His Second Wind
heart).
Gracie Fields; but both of these have some consider that they are both Jessie Matthews at
distance to go before they achieve the
Well, anyway, the daughter becomes an actress,
universal popularity that was Betty's.
and people mistake her for her mother, so a clever
In my book, "Filmland in Ferment," a young publicity-agent conceives the bright idea
year ago,
I wrote
of herthe: of passing her off as her mother rejuvenated — a
"Her
retirement
deprived
British screen of one of its kind of super-Fanny Ward.
But, unfortunately, he and Jessie supply the
heart-throb in the film, so he has to dissemble his
love, poor bloke.
A new picture of
And here we have Jessie pretending to b<; a girl
who is pretending to be her mother, as well as
Betty
Astell,
the
British film star.
Jessie pretending to be the mother herself, and
Her latest film is
pretending not to . . .
the radio musical
Moisten the lips and start again.
Jessie is pretending . . I say, do you mind
production " On
working
out man
for yourself?
been
quite the itsame
since the I've
three never
New Year
parties I attended not long ago.
the Air."
All Very Period
Betty Balfour is the actress- friend of the mother
in the first part (and see tbem singing a duet
on the supper-table at the Cafe Royale, only see
it !),
the inmuch-older-grown
of
the and
daughter
the second; so, youfriend
see,
our Betty has a real character part ; and does
she make the most of it t
Midst gilded pilasters and muttonchop whiskers the revels go forward,
to our greatdevilment
content. when
The Iheight
was bornof

of course, oh, girl, as
(And, do
0H, wellboy!)! Whom
we see this week,
returned in full glory to a kingdom
she should never have left ?
None other than Betty Balfour,
whom we were hailing a bare dozen years ago
as the Queen of British Films.
It's a puzzling thing, this star racket. For
several years Betty reigned undisputed.
There wasn't a film personality in Britain to
compete with her.
Her long succession of pictures made under
the Welsh-Pearson banner (including the
famous Squibs series) set a new high-water
mark of quality and charm for British
films.
Then her association with Tommy Welsh and
George Pearson fizzled to an end (well, you know
how it is ! Even Gilbert and Sullivan dissolved
partnership once), and Betty came under the
British International roof — and B.I. P., instead
of exploiting her genius for comedy and the
gallant little Cockney idiosyncrasies that had
held
thousands
spellbound,
made about
"super-films"
with poor
little Betty
wandering
in them,
looking lost.
A Good One
Only one — a Ruritanian story called The
Vagabond Queen, with Betty playing a dual
role, Charles Kosher of Hollywood squinting
through the lens, and myself as Minister of War —
was really good ; and that was washed away in the
Great Talkie Flood.
And so was Betty Balfour.
True, she made one or two talkies for B.I. P.
(including, I think, Raise the Roof, which had most
of the faults of the back-stage singie and few of the
virtues), and one on her own account.
And then Betty abdicated. Her throne has
since been half-heartedly contested, but no very
outstanding British girl has come to the screen
since then.
Perhaps the most favoured claimant has been
Jessie Matthews, who has suddenly sprung into
prominence. And in a different sphere we have
28

fondest hopes. Neither a great actress nor a
raving beauty, she had a genius for comedy, a
command of screen technique, and a head for
business that should have spread her fame far
beyond these shores. I greatly deplore the
bungling that lost her to us."
A little while ago she "got in the news" by
marrying a song- writer; and when I was in Hollywood in the spring she was there, just having a
look-see, and staying in the exotically named
"Garden
Florida. of Allah" before taking a hop down to
And now she is back in harness, and not a
moment too soon. By a coincidence, too, she is
playing a character part in support of her youthful
successor, Jessie Matthews, in Evergreen.
The Same Betty
Iknew, of course, that she was returning; but
I had to rub my eyes and look again when I saw
her
the set the
at Shepherd's
— it
was on
so exactly
Betty I had Bush
knownthisandweek
adored
since 192 1 (she had been on the stage since she was
eleven, remember).
A great deal of water, measured by the gallon,
has flowed under the bridges in the last twelve
years, but, measured by the little tricks of technique acquired, the genius developed, the sympathetic contact made, it has been very well worth it.
I am not, as most of my loyal readers know,
usuallyI very
when
first optimistic
heard aboutabout
this "come-backs";
one I confess toanda
slight misgiving.
But after seeing Betty on the set, and in action,
I am quite confident that the step will be justified.
And, in the name of thousands of her fans, I am
delighted to welcome her back.
Complicated
The story of this Evergreen is rather a comFirst there plicated
is one.a young musical-comedy actress,
living in the Naughty 'Nineties (and if the
'nineties were naughty, we must be living in
the Terrible 'Thirties now) ; she has a daughter,
who is extremely like her mother (and this
is not so altogether astonishing when you

was to indrink
an actress's
health
champagne
out
of her shoe, and this is
done with great verve and
abandon.
I expect this film — directed
by Victor Saville, who knows
how — to add very materially
to
Jessie's
she well.
has an arduous part
which
she islaurels,
handlingforvery
And as to Betty, I hear that since the gents (and,
in this case, they deserve the title of intelligent^)
who control the destinies of Gaumont-British have
seen the rushes of this film, they have decided to
star
Dutch.our Miss Balfour in a revival of My Old
T'other Chevalier
I'm glad to hear this. It was a great film
originally, with Chevalier (no, no, not M'reece ;
he wasn't thought of, then; this was Albert, and
no relation) in the male lead.
Then, while all the world chuckled, Uncle Carl
Laemmle decided to remake it at Universal City,
with Larry Trimble, who had directed the British
version, directing again.
Imagine Larry's embarrassment on hearing a
row on the set like all hell's angels fighting in a
tin box, and discovering that the nearest approach
the production executives could make to Hampstead Heath donkeys were a couple of dozen
tearing, kicking, biting, squealing, rip-snorting,
wild jackasses, fresh from the desert I
"O.K.," said Trimble, weakly (he had laughed
himself weak), "turn 'em loose, and we'll make a
It was that kind ofof it."
a production.
comedy
I hearsequence
that Sinclair Hill is to direct. I had
almost rather it had been George Pearson, who
was associated with Gaumont-British in the
production of The Good Companions. No director
on earth has a better line on Betty's comedy
powers;
friends. and Betty and George are still very good
Getting it Right
At all events, we are extremely unlikely to have
any Carl's
such bad
made mokes
at Shepherd's
Bush
as Uncle
withbreak
his wild
in the remote
San Fernando Valley, for there is at "the Bush" a
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highly efficient research department, headed by a
brainy Irishman named Hugh Gray, whose job it
is to discover and report on the width of Cleopatra's shoelaces, what indoor games Eskimos
play in the six-months-long winter evenings, how
the saraband is danced and the sarang is fastened,
whether sapodilla-fruit is edible in the rainy season,
whether King John used a waterman and with
what watermen, in their turn, used to row
Charles II to Greenwich.
And so on, and so on, ad headachum, precisely
as any director requires the information.
But Hugh
get rattled.
calm the
of
bearing
inspiresdoesn't
confidence,
and when His
he says
ornitherhyncus paradoxus has a bill like a duck and
feet like a badger, no one bats an eye; it goes into
the film like that.
Can It Be?
But I wonder, is it possible that the good Gray
eye has blinked? For, with my own ears,
I heard Jessie and Betty singing "I wouldn't
leave my little wooden hut for you" in the
Naughty 'Nineties; and with the same rather
retentive pair of ears I heard that jolly ditty
sweeping Britain with all the magic and power of a
*6).
brand-new
thing ... in 1905 (or, possibly even
The worst of it is that I have so much respect
for Hugh Gray's efficiency and erudition that I
daren't even tackle him about it, for fear he should
prove me wrong; and then I should lose your
respect, my great and valued Public, for ever.
I can't face that so early in the New Year.
Cradle of the Deep
Let Hollywood stars have their temperament,
and be blowed to them. Our actors and
actresses behave themselves.
There is a finer spirit of "Come-on-let's-all-pulltogether-and-get-the-job-done
than I have seen elsewhere; " andin itour
was studios
never
better exemplified than at Islington this week.
They are just finishing Princess Charming,
when Evelyn Laye (not yet fully recovered from
being fallen upon by a brawny electrician a few
weeks ago) tried gallantly, time after time, to
sing a top note with water from a powerful hose
being directed almost straight into her golden
throat and atomised Nujol getting into her lovely
eyes and tip-tilted nose.
I can picture a half-baked, jumped-up, overpublicised Hollywood star flouncing out of the
studio in furious indignation. Not so Evelyn.
She stuck to it till she overcame the elements and
produced as dainty a piece of throat-music as any
in Illyria.

PICTUREGOER
Ernie,
That justCallshows
how a little
you knowdidn't
aboutyou?
the studios.
yourself
fan ?
There is an official in the Gaumont Publicity
Department of whose life I am the bane, because
he imagines you are all quite convinced that
Maurice Elvey would take Evelyn Laye and Harry
Wilcoxon and the cameras and the orchestra and
the microphone to the grey North Sea on a dirty
night to film the scene there.
He thinks I am giving the show away — blowing
the gaff, in fact — every time I mention how a scene
is really done.
And the more he groans about it, the more I do
it,
that I I haven't
nearly the
sweetwhich
naturejustyoushows
all thought
had.
Swab That Blood !
And, talking about sweet natures, our merry
little friend the Film Censor has crept, or
wriggled, into the news again by having a little
private side fight with Sound City, no holds barred
and the devil take the hindermost.
First he hung his magic ban on a line in Colonel
Blood — -"Thieves in the Bloody Tower !" Gehenna's bells and buckets of cochineal, didn't he ever
hear of sanguinary Mary at school ?
Now he dislikes the title What Shall it Profit a
Woman,
and I agree
I think . it's
merely clumsy,
whereaswithhe him.
finds itBut
irreverent
. .
or something.
Also he has vetoed a smash-and-grab raid in
the same film. The old rule — "Methods of crime
open to imitation" — seems to apply here. And
will you please tell me what method of crime is not ?
I saw in a paper the other day a photograph of
a home-made incendiary bomb, consisting of six
matches, a cigarette, a rubber band, and a strip of
celluloid; and nobody objected to that.
I should love to watch the Censor's face when
he sees the licentious sight of Patrick Ludlow
drinking fizz from Betty Balfour's shoe.

Soft,
hair!
The modernlovely
artist hairdresser
can do
wonderful things with your hair. But
all your hair-needs cannot be supplied
in the beauty shop. You must help at
home. And that's where ' Danderine '
comes in. 1 Danderine ' is so simple and
easy to use. Each time you arrange
your hair just put a little of this delicately
perfumed liquid on your brush. As you
draw
thecleanses,
hair, ' Danderine
removesit through
excess oil,
brings out'
the natural colour, and gives your hair
an amazing new lustre.
Used solvesconsistently,
disevery particle of' Danderine
dandruff, 'keeps
the scalp comfortable and healthy; stops
falling hair; helps your hair to grow soft,
silky, "easier
and abundant.
Yourstays
hairin is
so
much
to arrange and
place
when ' Danderine * is used. Waves " set "
with it look nicer; stay in longer. Five
million bottles used a year !
Sold by Chemists & Stores, 1/3, 2/6, & 4/6

The One Minute Hair Beaut ifier
Made in England
ne'
d
dan er
BREATHLESS
& i
DISTRESSED
How

the Anaemic Girl Suffers

The anaemic girl suffers in many ways, not her
least distressing trouble being breathlessness.
The smallest effort, even only to go upstairs,
seems too much for her. Often she has to rest
half-way, panting for breath, with her heart
palpitating, and feeling ready to faint.
Another thing which distinguishes the anaemic
girl is the pallor of her face and lips; then again,
she usually has a poor appetite, gets backaches
and headaches and feels listless and languid.
Remember this, you pale anaemic girls, only
one thing can banish anaemia — new rich blood.
The one medicine which can be relied upon to
provide this is Dr. Williams brand pink pills.
That is the reason why so many girls and women
swear by them, for these pills actually create newblood.
You can readily prove this by looking into your
mirror after you have been taking Dr. Williams
brand pink pills for a little while; the new blood
will show in. your pink cheeks and in the lining
membranes of your eyelids. So banish your
anaemia by taking a course of these pills now.
You can now buy the world-famous Dr.
Williams Brand Pink Pills from any chemist
at Is. 3d. a box (large size 3s. 0d.). This
remarkable blood enricher and nerve tonic
is thus brought within the reach of all
sufferers.

Pitch and Toss
It near
wasn'tit.exactly
in Illyria,
way, abutrocking,
fairly
Actually,
it was byontheboard
pitching, storm-tossed cruiser (the only vessel of
the Aufland Navy), which had been sent to Zuriak
to bring home the Princess Elaine (n£e Laye).
She is married — quite temporarily, and purely
for convenience — to the commander of the cruiser;
and she has fallen for him quite as completely as
she falls into his arms across the bridge when the
vessel rolls.
The hero captain, by the way, is Harry Wilcoxon
— so she doesn't barge him over, he being both
hefty and skilled in handling such situations.
The water and Nujol, that so drastically
impeded the proper rendering of the theme-song,
most realistically represent the storm. The fact
that a full orchestra (the ship's band, do you
suppose?) joins in at the height of the tempest
suggests that we are not expected to take the story
too seriously.
I am rather glad of this. Director Maurice
Elvey is really at his best when indulging in a good
leg-pull.
Sad Sea Waves
But the plaster laurel-wreath for devotion to
duty must be shared by the third Sad Sea
Wave from the bow on the port side, who had a
stream of water dripping down his neck from the
deck above every time she rolled in his direction.
These waves were working like Trojans. Their
names, in their ordinary capacity as carpenters
and propmen, are Alf, Bill, Ernie, Albert, Jack,
Harry, Ernie, and Ernie.
Ha I You thought only electricians were called
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Julie Suedo, well
known to filmgoers, is the
principal
dancer
in the musical
stage version of
"Alf 's Button"

for HOARSENESS
Ingredients of Vick brand
Vapour-Rub in the form
of a sweet.
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What

Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers

" Thrillers
Movie

PREMIER

VINOLIA
SOAP
SO VERY

REFRESHING

Premier 6? Double Bath
Size 10? Baby Soap 7?
VI NOLI A CO.. LTO.. LONDON
PV 269-228

LAST LONGER

4

°

TEXTURE IS IMPROVED
LUXURIANT GROWTH ENSURED

that

Don't

Mysteries are Rewriting Stereotyped

'• a —ay >iOW stereotyped and unoriginal
V- / / screen thrillers have become. I
T|
do not mean
the deliberate
Ox
1/ 'horror' film, starring the Boris
Karloffs of pictures, but the
ordinary 'mystery' melodrama, in which the
lights are mysteriously extinguished, doors
slam, and so many screams and shots in the
dark are heard, is becoming familiarly wearisome.
"Why must there always be a murder?
Producers should realise that a very good mystery drama could be made of a blackmail case,
a robbery, or some other form of crime.
"But the incessant
murders of old men
(usually wealthy, on
the eve of the reading
of the will) is becoming
very tedious."
A.
Bates,
4 Albany— A.
Road,
Old Windsor, Berks., who
wins the second prize of
io/6.
[I agree that the lack
of good coming
thrillers
serious.] is beA Kinema
"Courter's"
Boris Karloff.
Defence
" TXXTastoit ever
the occurred
kinema
' Grnndies ' that the
'courting
couples,'
so grouses
despised
by? kinema
audiences, have
their pet
as well
If not,

it's
they were enlightened. Here are one or
two time
:
" 1. It may be discomforting to have two heads
barring one's view instead of one, but it is also
considered polite not to pass rude remarks about
other people. The chief offenders in this respect
are children, who seem to make a point of sitting
behind couples and giving a running commentary.
"To those rude adults (very few, thank goodness) we can but say that we sit as near the back
as possible, so as not to obstruct the view.
"2. To Critics. One feels that one has made a
EVAN
faux pas when taking a girl-friend to see Cavalcade,
described as the 'greatest, most human, most
gripping
story story
ever ever
filmed,filmed,
' when which
really isit awaslee-tle
the
WILLIAMS
greatest war
different.
"3. To the Censor. The shy young man may
SHAMPOO
blush when, on taking his first girl friend to the
pictures (having plucked up sufficient courage to
IS ONLY 4D\ . . . do so), he hears a jolly good actor like James
BUT
AS
ANY
HAIR- Dunn tell Sally Eilers that the reason he doesn't
DRESSER WILL TELL YOU, do any private petting is because he's 'the kinda
in carrying
accident
insurance.'
IT RENDERS THE HAIR guy
(Mr.)whoI.believes
G. Watson,
49 Mill
Street,
Ilkeston,"
BEAUTIFULLY
SOFT & Derbyshire.
[At the risk of being accused of encouraging the
SILKY & LENDS CHARM
practical use of the kinema for the blossoming of
& REFINEMENT TO THE love's young dream, I must award you this week's
guinea prize for your stout- spirited and
COIFFURE
custom.]
ingenious defence of a well established modern
• " Ordinary " Blue
Grad*Packet.
for Dark Hair in
0 " Camomile Green
" Crad*Picket.
for Fair Hair in
The Ideal Programme
WAVES

"

" T agree with your correspondent, Dorothy
X Johnson, who condemns double-feature
programmes. Often I have had to sit through
the type of film I detest to see one I want, or see
only half the show. My ideal programme is as
follows : News Bulletin (say ten minutes). Travel
Talk or ' Cinemagazine,' Screen Snapshots of stars
in their everyday life, a short lesson on some
game, sport or new dance, varied every two or
three weeks with a fashion parade, then the star
film and finishing with a cartoon or Silly
Symphony."
— (Miss)
Joyce
Selborne
Drive,
Douglas,
IsleI.ofCorlett,
Man. " Bonshaw,"

" T disagree entirely with your correspondent
X who states that supporting pictures in doublefeatured programmes are 'invariably boring
American
"My owntommy-rot.'
experience of double-featured program es isexactly the reverse as these examples,
shown recently at local kinemas, will show.
" i. (a) He Learned About Women, (b) The Law
Goes West.
"2. (a) A Farewell to Arms, (b) Under the
Tonto Rim.
"3. (a) Airmail, (b) The Famous Ferguson Case.
"4. (a) Summer Lightning, {b) Hello Trouble.
"In each of these cases the supporting picture
was quite as good if not better, than the 'star
picture,' and I could name others, if space
allowed." — Layton J. Layberry, Peas Pottage,
Crawley, Sussex.
" -LVX
"\^ayofI strongly
corroborate that,
the opinion
of onea
your contributors
showing
distinctly vulgar picture in the same programme
as one of real merit is bad policy. One such
recently shown was revolting.
"A picture
perfect programme
to me would
a firstclass
featuring Colman,
Veidt,be or
any
other dignified and fastidious actor,, a Walt
Disney comedy, news, and a travel picture, with
beautiful
scenery."
water Road,
JV.17. — (Miss) M. Brown, 90 Broad" HP he present generation of filmgoers, brought
X up on a diet of two-feature programmes,
will not easily take to any suggested changes in
this system.
' ' There would be far less grumbles against this
if kinemas, instead of scrambling to book two
' epics ' from the small selection of general releases
for the current week, secured one new film and
then endeavoured to find a supporting picture of
fairly recent origin, that provided an excellent
contrasting feature." — (Mr.) C. H. Blotch, 183a
Atchway Road, Highgate, N.6.
[The double-feature controversy is raging. The
letters
published here are representative of many I
have received.]
Sub-titles : An Expert's View
" V7"our correspondent's letter advocating the
X restoring of the sub-title struck a responsive
note with many film fans.
"After all, it is primarily the director's job to
pilot his millions of patrons through the avenues
of his story and the occasional introduction of
a helpful sub-title is undoubtedly wise and avoids
puzzling the audience as to what period has
elapsed or the reason for a particular action on
the part of the principals.
"Many films are sadly lacking in this respect,
and to leave too much to the imagination detracts
from the enjoyment of the story.
"As a writer of scenarios for the old Hepworth
Company of Twickenham, I was always very
. careful in this respect, at the same time keeping
my sub-titles to a minimum without puzzling the
audience as to the sequence." — L. Morris, 34 Mill
Street, Sutton Coldfield.
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interestpublished
week.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
written on one side of the
paper
and should
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturcgoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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AMAZING
HAIR-GROWTH
AFTER
BALDNESS-BY
USING
KOTALKO
Mrs. C us sell, of Ipswich, writes:
" Dear Sirs, — When I began to use KOTALKO, my head
was bare and scalp quite shiny, except for a very small
place where there remained about a handful of hair. I
had used many preparations; in fact, the trouble was not
through neglect, but none of them had prevented the
existing condition.
You can Imagine the amazement of myself and
friends when, after the use of one box of KOTALKO,
new hair could be seen all over my head, and after
three boxes had been used my head was covered with a
new growth of thick hair, which continued to grow
until now I have hair down to my waist in splendid

KOTALKO
[TRUE HAIR GROWER!

condition."
Legions of other remarkable cases of growth after
baldness, falling hair stopped and dandruff eliminated.
The for
KOTALKO
treatment
splendid
hair,
and
all cases of
thin and isbrittle
hair,fororchildren's
other hirsutal
troubles.
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors and
all Chemists and Stores ; per box 5/- and 12/6. Kotalko
Soap 1/6 per tablet.
SAMPLE OFFER. — If you have dandruff, falling ^£ j|
hair or baldness, send 3d. in stamps for a testing
package of Kotalko and Kotalko Soap to J. Hart q
Brittain Ltd., 9 Percy Street (104. AB), London, W.i BOX

Attractive teeth add

Can a man tell at a single
glance ? Are men really inspired to love at
first sight by a beautiful skin and lovely
complexion ?
A woman cannot afford to risk her chance
for a happy marriage when she can so
quickly and easily double the loveliness of
her skin and complexion with the new
Creme Tokalon White Colour (non-greasy).
It now contains predigested dairy cream
and olive oil. Its nourishing, whitening and
astringent effect tightens enlarged pores,
does away with blackheads and wrinkles
of fatigue. It gives indescribable new skin
beauty in 3 days. Try this new Creme
Tokalon and watch results in your own
case. Nothing so stirs the heart of a man
as a clear, smooth, rose-petal complexion.
HOW

TO

DRESS

WELL

on 10/- or £1 per month
Write for Sale
Open a Credit.
SALE
Account
to-day.
Catalogue to
No References.
Deposit, no
NOW
ON
Dept.W.T.
SMART WEAR Ltd.
««s-i7i, Regent Street, London, W-l«

charm

"phere
an irresistible
*- in the issmile
that revealsattractiveness
pretty teeth.
Everyone admires and envies them.
Eucryl Tooth Powder quickly
removes nicotine and all other stains.
It cleans, polishes and disinfects,
and makes teeth white and glistening.
You will smile with confidence, and
have added charm if you use Eucryl.
FREE Ltd.SAMPLE.
Port Ord to
Eucryl
(Dept. 0.173)BendSouthampton.
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Those
Extra
Inches
COULD YOU LET
IT OUT TO FIT 7
YES- BUT I'M AFRAID
IT WILL SPOIL THE
LINE , MO DOM
r

Dont let them lead you
to the Outsize Dept.!
When a woman begins to put on fat, she frequently
gets the first hint at her dress shop. " I'll have to
let it out just a little here, Modom." A month or so
later,dayit comes
means when
" putting
in extra
fullness."
the
the shop
assistant
holds Then
up a
straight and large-waisted garment with the
remark
: " article
This is
your style,designed
Modom."to
An outsize
— aexactly
dress cunningly
conceal her figure I
If extra inches are threatening your girlish lines —
if the poundage is steadily piling up — you would
be wise to profit by the experience of the woman
who wrote the letter below.
" I am now 40 years of age, when women find flesh
forming round the hips and thighs and on the back
of the neck, but I have got rid of all that and feel so
much more graceful and youthful and so fresh in the
morning. My present weight is gst. iolb., and my
measurements before and after taking Kruschen Salts
are :
BEFORE.
AFTER.
Bust..
..38
33
Waist
..30
28
Hips ..40
37
Weight
. . 11st. 3ft. gst. iolb.
It is my figure as a whole which reappeared out of
what was unsightly superfluous flesh. It really is
wonderful." Mrs. K. U., London, S.E.10.
Kruschen represents the residual ingredients of
the mineral waters from various European spas,
natural aperient waters which have been taken from
time
immemorial
including
obesity. for the relief of various ailments,
a 1/* hottu
e* KRUSCHEN
SALTS in ata yoar
(iut
foarGat wttks)
and take
halt a taa laaaatal
flaw eh«mirt'»
at hat water
•very morainj.
SECRET OF

Sold by

In Tins
EUCRYL
all chemists
BRITISH OWNED BRITISH 7idand
MADE1'Out of the Shadow
of the Safety Pin
A better Sanitary Belt.
An entirely new and better
convenience for ladies. Real
comfort and real security.
Cello-Belt's patented ivory
clasps grip instantly and hold
till you release them yourself.
No pins — no buckles. Only 1/6
complete from Boots and all
good chemists and stores.
Distributors, J. Redfern Ltd.,
30, Bouverie St. London E.C.4
Cello- EleLt
The New Sanitary Belt
No Pins.— No Buckles.

Lovely

Hands

Miss Enid Stamp-Taylor's Discovery
'■ ¥ HAVE discovered a perfectly wonderful
* lotion
for from
keeping
the handsevensoftduring
and
white
and free
all roughness,
writes
Miss
Enid
ihe severest weather."
Stamp-Taylor,
the
wellknown
filmVELDEW
actress.
• It is called
and the astonishing
thing is that though
it only takes up two
minutesday.of itone's
time
each
produces
a reallyAnyone
remarkable
result.
whose
during
the ' Winter
hands get
roughish '
months should certainly try this splenA toilet
flask of Vel- ,,
did preparation."
dew.
which
*'"'E?'JS'?"£TaZl.OT:
at only 2than
-. iswill
butlotion
inlastuse
is equal
not
Btrd.
bj ifWalter
rhntn.
priced
effective
costing
several
timesmore
as
you weeks,
much. Most good quality chemists sell Veldew
and you can obtain a dainty trial flask at 1/3.
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EARN

IN

EXTRA

YOUR

SPARE

WOULDN'T
you inlikefrom
a hobby
may bring you
£2 to which
£5 or
more? A "Worldwide" Club offers
good Commission and Profit-share as
the reward for an enjoyable spare-time
occupation. No experience or capital
required — no samples to carry — and
" Worldwide " bargains almost sell
themselves. Send the coupon below
for Illustrated Bargain Catalogue and
full particulars (Free).
★

POST

THIS

Let

MONEY

TIME?

the cast of Sailor Be Good : Jonesy — Jack
Oakie; Red Dale — Vivienne Osborne;
Murphy
Slim — Lincoln
Stedman;— George
HartiganE.— Stone;
Max Hoffman,
jun.;
Kay Whitney— Gertrude Michael; Mr.
Whitney
— Huntley
rude Sutton;
Butler —Gordon;
Charles Priscilla—
Coleman. GertE. W. (Penarth).
youJ. require
: A Yankee— Herewith
at the Courtthe ofdetails
King
Arthur — Will Rogers, William Farnum, and
Maureen
O'Sullivan;
Raffles
—
Ronald
Colman, Kay Francis, and David Torrence;
Out of the Blue— Gene Gerrard, Jessie
Matthews, and Kay Hammond ; The Doomed
Battalion — Tala Birell, Luis Trenker, and
Victor
Ben Hutand
— Ramon
NovarTO,
Francis Varconi;
X. Bushman
May McAvoy:
Beau Ideal — Lester Vail, Ralph Forbes, ana
Don Alvarado ; Her First Affaire— -Ida Lupino,
Arnold Riches, and George Curzon; The
Rogue Song — Lawrence Tibbett, Catherine
Dale ousOwen,
and Nance O'Neil;
The MysteriDr. Fu-Manchu
The Return
of Dr.
Fu-Manchu
— Warner andOland,
Jean Arthur,
Neil Hamilton, O. P. Heggie. (2) Fredric
appeared
a film ? called Night'Angel;
isMarch
this the
one youin mean

Associated Warehouses — }. D.
Williams & Co., Ltd., of Manchester. British to the backbone— 60 years' reputation for
honourable
dealingsparcels
and sending over 3,000,000
and
packets
annually.
Directors:
E. C. and W. P. Williams.

COUPON

TO-DAY

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSES
To :— WORLDWIDE
Charles Street
*
MANCHESTER, I
Please send me free and without obligation your Illustrated Bargain Catalogue
and
up toparticulars
£5 and moreof the
in my" Worldwide
spare time. " Clubs, showing how I can earn from £2
Name M
,
(Mr., Mrs. or Miss)
Address
I

P.G.3
(Send

in unsealed

WORLDWIDE
Charles

I

Will
a

envelope,

Jd.

stamp

WHOLESALE

Street

★

Make

only required.)

I

WAREHOUSES

MANCHESTER

1

You

Brilliant

George

Pianist

T DO not say I may — I WILL if I accept you as ray pupil. I AM ENROLLING 50-100
1 PUPILS
EVERYof allWEEK,
AND DURINGand THE
29 YEARS toHAVE
TAUGHT
38,000
ADULTS
ages, occupations,
degreesPASTof proficiency
play the
piano
brilliantly. I TAUGHT THEM and I CAN TEACH YOU.
You need no cleverness — just ordinary intelligence and a love of music. If a beginner,
not knowing a note, you shall play before you realise you have made an effort. If
already a player, technical and sight-reading difficulties shall disappear like a dream.
Weary mechanical practice is displaced by modern, absorbingly Interesting
INTENSIVE TRAINING. I grade Lessons personally to suit your individual needs,
using ordinary musical notation, no freakish methods. Think of the intense pleasure
toSundays.
yourself This
and friends
being able speedily
is your >nopportunity.
WRITE toTOplayME during
NOW. winter evenings and dull
-PROOFI am quite satiated with the progress I have made.
J. B. 28/12/33. X 38449. Age 18.
I think your Course la worth trebly all the time and money spent on It.
T. 8. 27/12/33. U 38048. Age 17.
I really did not think I could have done «o well in rach a abort time.
M. L. 27/12/33. X 38468. Age 19.
Most of my friends aak who my teacher is, and when 1 tell tbem they are astonished.
R. C. A. 19/12/33. W 38477. Age 22.
I did not think anybody knowing so little about music aa myself could learn so much in such
a short time.
B. M. 18/12/33. X 38373. Age 24.
My friends
aay
1
have
made
a
vast
Improvement
In
touch
tone time
production.
lessons
are so wonderfully taught, and 1 have no doubt that Inanda abort
I shall beThea brilliant
pianist.
J. M. 29/11/83. X 38012. Age 24.
I am delighted with the simplicity of the lessons — they areC. J.so easy
to follow.
16/19/38.
X 38408. Age 28.
The lessons keep one Interested all the time.
■ C. 18/12/33. X 38200. Age 34.
I am making a wonderful improvement.
B. C. B. 27/13/33. X 38184. Age 40.
[ am getting along splendidly.
Mrs. D. 27/12/33. X 38173. Age 42.
My playing is improving very much and la being
noticed byW my38010.
friends.
T H 19/19/33.
Age 49.
-CUT THIS OUT
For
a
free
copy
of
my
book,
Muscle words.)
and Keyboard
form
for free advice. (Strike out" Hind,
inapplicable
I am a" and
Beginner,
Elementary, Moderate, Advanced player.
NAME
ADDRESS
Mr. H. BECKER, (Dept. 171). 89 FLEET STREET. LOaTDOH, E C. 4.

Kay Francis was born at Oklahoma City,
U.S.A., on Jan. 13, 1903. 5 ft. 5 in. tall;
black hair; grey eyes. Pictures include:
"Gentlemen of the Press," "Illusion,"
"Street of Chance," "Behind the
Make-Up," " Raffles," " Jewel Robbery,"
"One Way Passage," "Trouble in
Paradise," " Cynara," " Storm at Daybreak," "I Loved a Woman," "The
House on
Fifty-Sixth
Street" and
"Broadway
and Back."
K. Y. in
M. The
L. P.Big (Tamworth).—
(1) Theby
heroine
Gamble was played
Dorothy Scbastion. (2) The casts you
require— -(a) Soldiers of the King : Jenny
Marvello and Maisie Marvello — Cicely
Courtneidge ; Sebastian Marvello— Edward
Everett Horton; Lieut. Ronald Jamieson —
Anthony Bushel I; Judie Marvello — Dorothy
Hyson;
— Frank
Cel her; Colonel
Albert Phillip
MarvelloMarkham
— Rebla;
Dan
Marvello — Bransby Williams; Mozart Marvello— Herschel Henlere; Harry Marvello —
Ivor McLaren; Wally — Leslie Sarony; Doug
—Clarence;
Arty Ash;Sarah
Tom, Marvello
stage doorkeeper—
-O. B.
— Olive Sloane;
Frank Marvello — David Deveen; The
Marvello Adagio Troupe — Andre Rolet,
Betty Sempsey, William Pardue. (6) The
Secret of Madame Blanche : Sally — Irene
Dunne; Aubrey St. John — Lionel Atwill;
Leonard St. John — Phillips Holmes; Ella —
Una Mcrkel; Leonard, jun. — Douglas Walton: State's Attorney — -C. Henry Gordon;
Eloite — Jean Parker ; Duval — Mitchell Lewis.
Regular Reader (Twickenham). — Charlotte Henry,ofwho
the title rftleworks
in theat
film version
Aliceplays
in Wonderland,
Paramount Studios, 54S1 Marathon Street,
Hollywood, California. I do not know if she
charges for photographs, but if you write to
her she will soon let you know.
J. D. — I regret I have no pictures of Clyde
Beatty;
can write
him c/o Universal
Studios, you
Universal
City,toCalifornia.
He has
only appeared in the one film. The Big Cage.
— Readers
interested
in FAN
The CLUB
RuthNones
Roland
Fan Club
can
obtain full particulars from the president,
The Ruth Roland Club. 4822 North Meade
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
Inquisitive (Walsall). — (1) Write to Clark
Cable and Greta Garbo c/o Metro^-GoldwynMayer Studio, Culver City, California. I
expect they ifwill
you photographs
themselves
you send
ask them
nicely. Thereof
may be a small charge. (2) Clark Gable is
married to Rita Langham.
Film Fan (Wallingford). — (1) Vivienne
Osborne's
latest pictures
The
Devil's in
Love,
To-morrow
Seven, are
andFirst
Supernatural.
Address
her c/oat Warner
National
Studio, Bur bank, California. (2) Herewith

R. (Petersfield).
— (1)in Athecentre
of C.Arrowsmith
appeared
Marchspread
26,
1932, issue of PICTUREGOER. (2) We published an art plate of Ronald Colman on
October 29. 1932. (3) You can obtain back
numbers of this magazine from the Publishers,
Odhams Press, Ltd., 8 Endell Street, London, W.C.2. (4) We have not published a
centre spread of The Clue of the New Pin.
J. A. faces
(Welworth).
— Fredric
" changed
" in Doctor
Jekyll andMarch
Mr.
Hyde with the aid of make-up only. Write
to himthonc/o
Paramount
Studios,
5451
MaraStreet, Hollywood, California.
J. E. F. (East Sheen, S.W.14.).— (1) Joan
Crawford appeared in the film Our Blushing
Brides with Robert Montgomery. Herewith
the full cast : Jerry — Joan Crawford; Connie
— Anita Page; Franky — Dorothy Sebastian;
Tony — Robert Montgomery; David —
Raymond Hackett; Marty — John Miljan;
Mrs. Weaver — Hedda Hopper; Monsieur
Pantoise — Albert Conti; Joe Munsey —
Edward Brophy; The Detective — Robert
O'Connor; Evelyn Woodforth — Martha
Sleepepicture
; (2) Dancing
Joan Crawford
sings you
in her
new
Lady. Thank
for
your
good
wishes
which
I
heartily
reciprocate.
J. E. M. P. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).— (1)
Address Anne Grey c/o Sound City Studios.
Shepperton,
(2) Anne
was eyes;
born
in London, inMiddlesex.
1907; brown
hair and
5 ft. 6 in. tall; married Lester Matthews.
(3)
Her man
latestin film
BloodCellier.
— the
leading
this isfilmColonel
is Frank
(4) You can obtain photographs of Anne
Grey
and Conrad
from the
Post Card
Salon, Veidt
85 Long
Acre,Picturegoer
London,
W.C.2. (5) Casts as follows : (a) Leap Year :
Sir Peter Trallion — Tom Walls; Jack
Debrant — Edmond Breon; Mrs. Debrant —
Ellis Jeffreys; Angela Mallard— Jeanne
Stuart;
— Charles
Carson; Sir
Hops Archibald
— LawrenceMallard
Hanray;
The
Girl on the Boat — Joan Brierley ; Mrs. Paula
Zahren— Anne Grey; (b) The Wandering
Jew — Phase I : Matathias — Conrad Veidt;
Judith — Marie Ney; Rachel — Cicely Oates;
Pontius Pilate — Basil Gill. Phase II : The
Unknown Knight — Conrad Veidt; Joanne
de Beaudricourt — Anne Grey; Boemund,
Prince of Tar cn turn — Bertram Wallis;
Issachar — Hector Abbas; De Beaudricourt
— Dennis Hoey; Godfrey, Duke of Normandy— Jack
Livesey
; Phirous
— Takase.
Phase III
: Matteo
Battadio
— Conrad
Veidt ;
Gianella — Joan Maude; Pietro Morelli —
John Stuart; Andrea Michelotti — Arnold
Lucy. Phase
: Matteos
Battadios
Conrad
Veidt;IVOlalla
Quintana
— Peggy— ■
Ashcroft; Juan de Texeda — Francis L.
Sullivan; Ferara — Felix Aylmer; CastroIvor Barnard; Zapportas — Abraham Sofaer;
Juan
— Stafford Milliard; First Monk —
Robert
Dixon. Gilbert; Second Monk — Conway
W. H. W. (London).— <1) I think
Alexander Kirkland will send you a photograph of himself
if you
ask but
him I nicely.
There may
be a small
charge
cannot
tell you the correct amount, if any. Address
him c/o Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, California. (2) Write to
Esther Ralston c/o Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California.
Fan Club Notice. — Readers can obtain
full particulars of the Wheeler, Woolsey
and Dorothy Lee fan club from V. Cuthbert,
6 Golding Terrace, London, E.1.
Allan and Landi Fan (Godalming). —
(1) Elizabeth
Allanblue
is 5 eyes.
ft. 6 in.(2)tallWrite
and hasto
brown
hair and
Elissa Landi c/o Columbia Studios, Hollywood, California.
Lupino Lover. — -Stanley Lupino has not
met with an accident.
(Basford).
Leslieat Fenton
was
bomA. M.
on P.March
12, —1903,
Liverpool.
6 ft. tall; brown hair and grey eyes; married
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to Ann Dvorak. He emigrated with his
family to Ohio, U.S.A., in 1914. He is at
present in America.
L. A. W. (Sussex). — Constance Cummings
is married to Benn W. Levy. Write to her
c/o Twentieth Century Studios, Hollywood,
California. Her latest picture is Broadway
Through a Keyhole. I expect Mies
Cummings will send you an autographed
photograph.
N. H. (Princes Risbo rough). — (1) Heights
and birthdays as follows : John Wayne
6 ft. 2 in., born 1908; Noah Beeiy, jun.. 6 ft.
tall; Tom Mix, 5 ft. 10 in., born January 6,
1880; Hoot Gibson, 5 ft. 10 in. tall, born
August 6, 1892. (2) Tom Mix has retired
from the screen. (3) You can obtain photographs of these cowboy stars from the
Picturegoer Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2.
Two Young Film Lovers (Swindon). —
(1) Onslow Stevens was bom on March 29,
1902, at Los Angeles; 6 ft. 2 in. tall, brown
hair and eyes. (2) Diana Duval does not
appear in Clancy of the Mounted. Write to
Onslow Stevens c/o Universal Studios,
City, Radio
California
— he Nhas
appeared
inUniversal
Bach Street,
Patrol,
of ana.
Born
to Fight, and Once in a Lifetime.
School Girl Fan (Edinburgh). —
Marguerite Churchill is married to George
O'Brien
not Bill
to Boyd.
Bill Boyd. Dorothy
Sebastion and
is Mrs.
— (1)New
John Zealand
Batten
wasAudrey
born in(Battlesbridge).
1905 at Rotorua,
— educated at Kings College, Auckland;
5 ft. 10 in. tall, brown hair and eyes. Pictures include The Godless Girl, The Chorus
Kid, The Ten Commandments, The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney, The Love Waltz, The Great
Game, Under the Greenwood Tree, Men Like
These,withand
(2) Tree
Here- :
the castTheof Wonderful
Under the Story.
Greenwood
Fancy — Marguerite Allan ; Dick — John
Batten; Shinar — Nigel Barrie; Leaf — Billy
Shine; Penny — Robert Abel; Old Maid —
Maud
Shine. Gill; Parson May bold— Wilfred E.
FANNY St.(Huddersfield).
(1) The
role of
Leonard
John in The —Secret
cf Madame
Blanche was played by Phillips Holmes —
address him c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, California. (2)
Holmes'
pictures
include : His
PrivatePointed
Life,
The Return
of Sherlock
Holmes,
Heels, Only the Brave, Paramount on Parade,
Devil's Stolen
Holiday,Heaven,
Her Man,
Dancers,Code,
Man Anto
Man,
Criminal
American Tragedy, The Man I Killed, Her
Dilemmas, Manhattan Lullaby, State Fair,
and Justice for Sale. Recent pictures :
Crooks in Clover, Beauty for Sale, Stage
Mothers,
Nana.: The(3)Silver
IreneCord,
Dunne's
latest filmsandinclude
Am
Vickers, Behold We Live, and My Gal Sat.
A Regular Reader (Stoke Newington). —
(1) Address Gene Raymond and Fay Wray
c/o R. K. O. — Radio Studio, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, California. (2) Gene
Raymond will be 26 on August 13 next: his
real name is Raymond Guion. He was born
in New York of French parentage. Latest
Xictures are : Ann Carver s Profession, Brief
foment, Columbia, and The House on S6th
Street. (3) Anthony Bushell was bom in
May, 1904, at Wester ham, Kent; 6 ft. tall;
blue eyes; light brown hair: educated
Oxford; married
to Zelmastar.
O'Neil,
American
musical comedy
Write theto
him c/o Gaumont British Studios, Shepherd's
(4) Postage
toBush.
Germany
2fd. to America is lj-d. and
J. E. C, (Middlesex).— Toby Wing appears
in the number Young and Healthy with Dick
Powell in 42nd Street. Yes, Lola Lane is
still acting.
D. C. (East Ham).— Charles De Roche
played cent,"
thein The
part Tenof "Commandments.
Rameses, the MagnifiNatalie
Kingston
appeared
in
Tarzan the Mighty,
with Frank Merrill.
K. B.the(King's
George
Raft
played
role ofCross).—
Joe the(1)Frog
in Eddie
Cantor's film Palmy Days. (2) The dog in
Peg O' My Heart
is called
he isina
nine-year-old
mongrel
dog Michael;
and has been
films since he was a pup. (3) Claude Rains
does not have a double in The Invisible Man
Two DOUBTTULS (Oxford). — (1) Ralph
Morgan played the part of " Azrah " in
Trick for Interlude.
Trick and "(2)Charlie
Marsden
Strange
Herewith
the "fullin
cast of Trick for Trick : Azrah— Ralph
Morgan; La Tour — Victor Jory; Constance
Russell— Sally Blane; Albert Young — Tom
Dugan; Netzger— Luis Alberni; Mr.
Russell— Ed Van Sloan; Sergeant Lombard
—James Burns; Boldy — Adrian Morris;
Magician's
Assistant
— JohnRobertson;
George; Prof.
Dr.
Frank Fitzgerald
— Willard
King;
—
Herbert
Bunston;
Susie
Henry
Dorothy Appleby; Jed Dobson— Boothe—

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c o The Picturegoer Weeexy. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Howard; David Adams — Clifford Jones;
Chinaman — Jimmy Leong.
Cast Enthusiast (Penarth). — Herewith
the principal characters in / Am a Fugitive :
James Allen — Paul Muni; Mari (his wife) —
Glenda Farrell; Helen — Helen Vinson;
Pete — Gaston Foster. Thank you for your
good wishes.
A Maurice Fan (Brentwood). — (1) Write
to Maurice Chevalier c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
(2)
CarlTime.
Brisson's latest film is Two Hearts in
Waltz
Teri Vos (Manchester). — I regret I am
not in a position to answer th'S question.
(2) One of the tallest women — if not the
tallest — on the screen is Charlotte Greenwo dshe
; is 5 ft. 9} in. tall.
I. P. S. (Kent).— Address Conrad Veidt
c/o
Shepherd's
Bush.Gaurront
London, British
W.12, Studios,
and Fredric
March
c/o
Twentieth Century Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Two School Girl Fans (Bradford). — (1)
A centre spread of Hell Below appeared in
the Jury 1, 1933, issue of PlCTUREOOER, you
can obtain back numbers from the Publisher,
Odhams Press, 8 Endell Street, London,
W.C.2. (2) Robert Montgomery met his
" screen ' ' death
by steering
submarine
loadedin Hell
with Below
explosives
into aa
German
harbour
mouth,
thus
blowing
the
submarine and himself to smithereens,
and effectively trapping the enemy fleet in the
harbour. (3) Robert Montgomery is married to
Elizabeth Allan, not the British actress, who
isrequest
the wife
of W.passed
J. O'Bryen.
(4) Your
has been
on to the Editor.
MASTER J. W. (Eastleigh). — (1) Addresses
as follows : Benita Hume and Helen Hayes
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, California; Jane Carr and Joan Barry
c/o
Studios,Shannon
Shepherd's
Bush,Gaumont
London, British
W.12; Peggy
c/o
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon Street,
Hollywood, California; Betty Astetl c/o
British Lion Studios, Beaconsfield; Merle
Oberon c/o London Film Productions, Ltd.,
22 Grosvenor Street, London, S.W.;
Dorothy Mackail c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
(2)
I havehasalways
Dietrich
eight understood
fingers and that
two Marlene
thumbs,
but of course I may be wrong. (3) Molly
Lamont is not married. You are no trouble.
Water Babies (Pontypridd). — (1) Col.
Tim McCoy was born April 10, 1893 at
Wyoming, he is 5 ft. 11 in. tall and has fair
hair and blue eyes. He has appeared in a
number of recent Columbia films. (2) I think
the film you mean is The Women He Scorned,
Pola Negri and Warwick Ward played the
leading roles in this picture made in England,
R. L. K. (Stirchley).—
(1) Rafael
Sabatini's
Scaramouche
was produced
as a silent
film
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — the roles of
" Andre-Louis," Aline " and " La Tour
d'Azyr
" wereandtaken
Ramonrespectively.
Ncvarro,
Alice Terry
LewisbyStone
(2)
The
leading
lady
in
Ct'ry
of
Song
was
Betty Stockfeld.
Musical Fan. — Herewith the details you
require. Freddy
(1) HenryWilliams,
Hall's Band:
Burton
Gillis,
Jack Halsall.
Saxes; Les Allen, tax. and vocalist; Eddie
Cromer, tax. and trumpet; Frank Wilson,
Arthur Williams, trumpets; Bill Mulraney,
trombone; Cyril Hellier, Joe Hitchener,
fiddles; Jack Phillips, piano; George
Dickinson, guitar; Len Berrnon, drums;
Theo Farrar, bass. (2) Roy Fox and His
Band : Roy Fox, conductor; Maurice
Burman, drums; Sid Buckman, trumpetsHarry Gold, sax. ; Les Lambert, trumpet ;
Ivor Mairants,. guitar; Jack Nathan, pianoRex Owen, sax. ; Jack Plant, vocalist; Hugh
Tripp, sax.; Eric Tann, trombone; Peggy
Dell, piano, vocalist; Andy Hodgkiss,
trumpet; George Gibbs, bass; George
Ferrie, trombone; Art Christmas, sax.;
Denny
Dennis,
vocalist.
JackSimpson
Payne's
Band : Billy
Thorburn,
piano;(3) Jack
drums; Bert Groves, Charlie Asplin, bass
and sousa; Bert Bullimore, John Robertson,
S. Feam, trumpets; Jesse Fuller, trom'oone;
Jack Jones,
and 'cello;SidBertWilliams,
Powell]
violin,
violatrombone
and vocalist;
violin; Bob Easson. violin and saxes.;
Jimmy Dunlop, violin and dancer; Sid
Mitlward, saxes., clarinet and oboe; Dave
Stevenson, clarinet; Stan Osborne, saxes,
and accordion; Con Lamprecht, tenor, steei
guitar and arranger; Phil Trips, saxes, and
dancer; Billy Scott-Coomber, vocalist;
Ronnie Genarder, vocalist and guitar.

Weekly
TOILET

OIL

SOAP

Beautiful and Talented Women'* Evidence that it
CREATES BEAUTY AND PRESERVES BEAUTY
A revelation In transforming the worst
It has taken years to know how to
thin in three nights into a most beautiful blend
the oils in this soap, because
satiny and peach-like complexion.
Ne»er berfore hat • Mas ol this deicnpt.on it is not like other soaps to-day,
been c»«n to Ik* public. II U mads of tht which are only ordinary soaps. Its
oils are a marvellous tonic to the
purest oils.
This Is the wholesale price of the mat- skin. No ordinary soap can do what
erial used In most of the advertised soaps. Zee-Kol ALMOND Oil Soap does,
Compare this price to Almond Oil, which is
5/6
per lb.,
Almond
Oil and
Soap.which is used in Zee-Kol yet it is sold everywhere to-day at
half its former price) — 6d. instead of
1/-. Zee-Kol Almond Oil Soap is a
PALM OIL cosis 4d. per lb.
perfect shampoo. All dandruff
ALMOND OIL costs 5/6 per lb
disappears
and the hair shines with
health.
Now it
Almond
Oil is
Soapeasily
it mn why Zet-Kol
the most expensive
to make, at it H very
raro
Oil Intoa got
ooapAlmond
at all.
Th«
price
Almondto
Oil will ofprove
everyone that tbort
i*
in the
worldno sosoap
marvallout
Oil
Soap. Almond
as Zee-Kol
Blended with the
most exquisite
perfumes, ALMOND
OIL has been chosen
for
Super this
ToiletZee-Kol
Soap.
It contains the
purest andoil theformost
natural
the
skin. When washing
the natural oil is
replaced
and firm,
the
skin keeps
smooth, and beautiful
SALOME
1MS5|
Obtainable
from
a/'
wai her
knownbeautiful
tor herstan.
glorious
Salome
was
the
beautiful
daughter
ol and
Chemists and Stores,
The complexion
oils we aae
Herodias.
She the
married
her father
'■ in Zee-Kol
or direct from
brother
Pbjhp.
Tetrarch,
eon
of
Soap
to-day
were
used in and
the
East
in
those
days.
Cleopatra
Herod
the
Great,
ay
Cleopatra.
She
SHAVEX
ZEE-KOL
Salome both covered their bodies with oil
charmed
Herod
by
her
wonderful
dancing
Co.,
Ltd.
(Dept.
S.I
8)
W
W
MO
40 Blenheim Road,
to keep their skins supple and youthful.
and
her glorioas
ngare andHe shepromised
io.
her anything
the desired,
asked Out in soap were used in those days as
Uppor N.19.
Holloway,
tor the head of John the Baptist. She they are in the Zee-Kol Soap to-day.

DOGE
THE

NEW

CREAM
MARVELLOUS

COMPLEXION
|_|OWEVER
complexion sallow
may be,orwe patchy
guaranteeyourto
make it perfect with Doge Cream. Doge
Cream is absolutely a complete restorer. It
works miracles on the skin and is the most
Idealmost
complexion
the
remarkablecream on the market. It is
and the most perfect
cream that has ever
been blended info a
face cream.
It contains Almond
Oil,
and it does not grow
hair. It preserves
the skin and takes
awayleaves
all wrinkles,
and
the skin
as a from
child's.
Itsmooth
was taken
an
old Venetian recipe.
We guarantee
that
there
is not another
cream in the world
to
Dogecompare
Cream. withIt
will make the worst
complexion
Send
for a perfect.
sample
and lous
seeresults.
its marvelCream cream,
is not
aandDoge
vanishing
does not dry
up
the skin.
keeps
the
skin Itsupple,
firm,
andnotyouthful.
We do
pay for
Society women to
give ustraits,their
porthousand butofoverthea
PER POT . . 1/LARGE POT 2jTUBE 9d.
Obtainable
Chemists andfrom
Stores.all

RESTORER
leading Society women use Doge Cream.
When thinking of other face creams,
remember that Doge Cream is not like any
of these. Try it and you will never go back
used.any other face cream you have ever
to

MRS. SIDDONS
Mrs. Siddons was the greatest
She always explained that
tragedienne England has ever It was the Almond Oil she
used which kept It in such
known. She posed to Gainsborough many times. Her
The
nose was always a great perfect
Almond
OHcondition.
fed theof skin
and
gave her the
youth
a young
difficulty,
but
Gainsborough
raved over her comolexlon.
girl. It kept wrinkles away.
Almond Oil is used in Doge Cream
-SEND THIS COUPON TO-DAY
For Free Sample Tube of Doge Cream
For sample of Doge Cream send 3d. stamp for postage. If sample of
Doge Soap is also desired, send +d. for postage and packing. Write to the
SHAVEX ZEE-KOL CO.. LTD. (Dept. De. 10), «0 Blenheim Road, Upper
Holloway, London, PI.10
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SEIZE your pen and, without further delay, pass that
puzzling point on to me. I shall be delighted to
help you, but enclose a stamped addressed envelope
if you wish for a reply by post.
Attractive

l/otl Fraud*
ISJOEL FRANCIS was born on a cotton plantation " Way down in
Texas." She ran away, enlisted in the
"Follies,"
starmagic
and mood
...
click ! was became
captureda in
by the camera-man and her lovely
profile enshrined on a sepia glossy postseries).
lovely,
isn't
she? card
But(new trust
this She
seriesis of
postcards
to bring out every lovely feature to
perfection.
beauty "from
in your
album.
MakePut a this
full "selection
the
list below.
r POSTCARD ALBUM
5 ^FR

EE
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you
will receive
substantial discounts
as well
as many
Club
privileges.
To " PICTUREGOER" SALON,
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"mePicturegoer
and send
Membership" Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5s. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
*OTU1MI readers ebould tndon 2a. extra u>
cover
packing
and
Croat P.O. /and Co./ and postage.
make payable to
"THE riCTUBEOOEB." Pic. 30.1.34
Choosesepia
your glossy
"Cards"
from list3d.below.
Rich
post-cards,
each
—2(6 dox. On sale to all. Full list on
request.
Clark Oable
Henry Oarbo
Oarat
Oreta
John Olelgod
Mary
Lilian Olynne
Harvey
Katharine
Edward K Hepbnrn
Horton
Jack Hulbert
Dorothy Jeans
Hyson
Ursula
Kuby Klepura
Kteler
Jan
. Landl
Ida
Lupinn
Prancis
Lederer
Krcdrtc
Herbert March
Marshall
George
Bart
Norma Shearer
SidneySmith
Adrienne
Ames Joan
BusterCrawford
Crahl* Sylvia
C. Aubrey
Lionel Atwill
Blnnla
Uaraes
Blng
Crosby
Randolph
Stott
John Boles Constance
Lyle Talbot
Cummlngs
John
Wayne
Lilian
Bond
Carl Brlsson Marlene Mae West
nietri' h Diana Wynysrd
Bnice Calmt
(Jary Cooper Tamarl Desni Roland Young
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to ANNE

in evies
much
ing dress
dence, forSmostareeven
SHOULDER
are cut with a line that is high
in front and wide and deep at the
back. I know of nothing more
unattractive than shoulder blades
that protrude and knobbly spines.
Yet, on the other hand shoulders
that are too fat are not beautiful
when freely displayed.
Shall we take the too thin shoulders
first ? A feeding cream applied with
massage will improve their contours.
But it must be persistently applied.
It is useless to try it for two or three
weeks and then cease, complaining
that there is no improvement. Carry
on for several months, and then you
will notice the difference. Enlist the
aid of your sister or your mother,
for you cannot massage your shoulders
properly yourself.
Any good skin food will serve, or
you can make your own cream from
the following recipe : Take 1 oz.
lanoline, $ oz. white wax, and a f oz.
spermaceti. Place them in a stone
jam jar, and stand the jar in boiling
water till the contents have melted.
Add 4 ozs. olive oil and a teaspoonful
of rose water. Beat with a wooden
spoon till the consistency of cream
is reached, then add £ a drachm of
simple tincture of benzoin. Add
only a few drops at a time and beat
in between. Keep in a covered
pomade jar.

Shoulders
A well-known Society woman who at
sixty years of age has the skin and beauty
of a girl of twenty, invariably replies
when asked the secret of her preservation,
" Cold water." Taken in sufficient
quantities it flushes the kidneys and
aids elimination so that no impurities
remain in the body.
Massage with a roller will improve the
texture of the skin. First wash with as
hot water as can be borne and a good
superfatted soap. Smear skin food over
the whole surface of the skin. Then get
someone else to massage with the roller,
or with a rubber bristled massage brush.
You will find that this brings considerable dirt and grime from the pores,
so much so that you will think you could
not have washed properly. But the
roller rubs out the ingrained dirt. Dip
a face glove in very hot water and remove
the soiled cream. Smooth over more cream
and then massage with the fingers.
Massage from the base of
the neck towards the ears,
lifting the fingers there and
starting again, so that the
massage is always in an
K
upward direction. Then
repeat from the base of the
shoulder blades to the line
of the shoulders. After
the r.tassage is completed and the surplus
cream has been wiped
off, tone up the skin by
the application of a mild / i
astringent.
6

Use smeared
the palmwithof the
the hand,
cream, liberally
for the
massage. Let the movements be in
a circular direction, and very firm.
Just as massage with a feeding
cream will cover thin shoulders, so
will massage of the deep kind allied
to a greaseless reducing cream, take
off superfluous flesh on the shoulders.
You can buy a reducing cream at
any of the large stores, and it should
be applied with a kneading movement. The flesh should be lifted,
kneaded and " wrung " with the tips
of the fingers and the knuckles.
An exercise for the reduction of
the flesh is also helpful. Stand with
feet together and hands on hips.
Then rotate the upper part of the
body and head. If this is done
correctly, it feels as though the flesh
were being rolled away at the back
of the neck. Make six movements
in one direction, then reverse. Go
slowly if any giddiness is felt.
Improving the skin
from
and ofgirlsthesuffer
women
Manyimperfe
ctions
skin of
shoulders and back. Blackheads and
pimples, enlarged pores and excessive
greasiness are often troublesome.
These conditions are sometimes —
though not always — allied with dandruff
of the scalp. Cure the dandruff, and
the skin immediately improves. In
these cases the remedy is obvious.
But here again, as with all skin
troubles, unwise feeding, too little
exercise and too little water are at the
bottom of the trouble. My regular
readers probably think by this time that
I am a water fanatic. But as long as
I write these beauty notes I shall
continue to emphasise that copious
draughts of cold tap-water taken between
meals make the royal road to skin beauty.

One of the dressing-room scenes
from the new Wheeler and
Woolsey feature, " Hips,
Hips,adequate
Hooray," reason
which for
supplies
an
the
title.

Correct daytime make-up demonstrated by Muriel Evans with
absorbent tissues. She removes all
cleansing cream, always working
up on neck and face. Circles the
eyes lightly, cleansing out from
nose, over lids and under the eyes,
making a complete circle.

Answers to Correspondents
Regular Reader (Bishops Stortford).
— Use Medium Pompeian Bloom, Sun
tan powder and Dark Pompeian lipstick.
Your colours are the lighter shades of
green, cream, bright browns, navy blue.
L. Brazibr (Willesden). — You can do
nothing to make growth cease.
B. H. (Hounslow). — The white spots
on your finger nails and the presence of
the powdery chalk between the fingers
indicate rheumatic tendencies. You
should see your doctor.
M. B. (Surrey). — Cutting very often
causes fair hair to get darker. Use
camomile shampoos or any of the other
brightening shampoos advertised in this
paper. Do not use peroxide of hydrogen
in the way you menticn. It will ruin
yourCurious.
hair. — I am afraid it is impossible
to grant your request.
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CUTI^URA
RKGULAKLY
Cleanse your face thoroughly
every night with hot water
and €'uli«*ura Soap, using
plenty of Soap. Rinse with
tepid water and finally with
cold. When the skin is irritated, gently smear with
CuiM-iim Ointment.
In five minutes bathe as
directed above.

iINA

CLEAR

[ML

THIS

Sold at all chemists.
Soap Is. Ointment Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d.

LOVELY

FROCK
On Approval First
Before you Actually
Purchase

MAKE

THE

MOST

CAPTIVATING VELVETEEN
Model K.32I.— Fast pile, twill
back — the very latest whim
of fashion. Set off to perfection
by piquant frills of heavy art.
crepe. Becoming coatee effect.
Full skirt, inverted pleat at
back. On approval for 2/deposit. Balance 3/6 monthly.
Bargain Price 15/11. Postage
6d. Sizes SW.44, W.46, 48.
WX.48. WX I/- extra. In

of

limited

space

If your home is a tiny one, make the best possible
use of every inch of the space. The "Ideal
Home " Magazine will show you what to do !
This beautiful home journal will tell you how
to give the living room an air of spaciousness by
using the right decorative materials, fabrics and
furnishings . . . how to drape an awkward little
window in such a way that its awkwardness is
forgotten and friends say "How

charming ! ". . .

The " Ideal Home " will tell you how to make a
small garden every bit as interesting as the "broad
acres" of bigger gardens . . . how to create an
impression of spaciousness by careful arrangement
of borders, paths and lawns with many hints that
help to show the small garden off to better
advantage.
Small gardens are a special feature of the February
"Ideal Home"

Magazine, on sale January 25th.

Order your copy to-day of

IDEAL

AMBROSE WILSON
LIMITED
273 AMBRON HOUSE
60 VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.

*

SMALL

On

HOME

HOME
AND

GARDEN

NUMBER

*

Sale— January
2jtk
ONE
SHILLING
35
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of exactly the same fine Virginia
tobaccos as are used in the most
expensive

hand-made De Reszkes —

AND
although they cost only fourpence for ten

YET they smoke for a
full ten minutes apiece
— which is just the right
time for a good cigarette
to last.
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MINORS
also in handy card cases
containing 20 for 8d.
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Because these D.R. Minors are made ot as
mild Virginia tobaccos as are used In the
most expensive Oe Reszkes.

2

Because a D.R. Minor smokes for a full ten
minutes — which Is just the right time for
a good cigarette to last.

3

Because nevertheless D.R. Minors cost only
four pence for ten.
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COUNTESS
and LADY

OF

GALLOWAY

SMILEY

The

Great

i(y saint
F

flavour

ite

for

Gravies,

Soups,

Stews

Beef

at

—

its

Best

you cannot improve on
the corot
models
Enchanting brown eyes
. . . soft dark hair and a
flawless skin — this is the
charming COUNTESS
OF GALLOWAY

PRICES FROM 6<i.

iO^he Countess of Galloway
^ ami Lady Smiley, like
many other Society Women,
share the same beauty secret
— Pond's. This is the method
they use :
Spread Pond's Cold Cream
over face and neck. Wait a few
minutes until the soft oils have
penetrated down into the pores
and floated the dirt to the surface, then gently wipe away
with Pond's . soft Cleansing
Tissues. Next pat on Pond's

Cornflower-blue eyes . . .
beautiful golden hair . . .
skin as smooth as velvet
— this is the much admired LADY SMILEY

Skin Freshener to close the
pores and tone up the skin.
Pond's Vanishing Cream
contains ingredients specially
chosen to keep the skin soft.
It heals roughness Soothes
away little lines and wrinkles.
Keeps the pores fine. This is
the reason why thousands of
women use Pond's Vanishing
Cream as a powder hase. It
gives your skin such a soft,
flower-petal texture that your
powder wil'

,:->e; for hours.

or the corot system of payment.
the most practical method of
monthly instalments, visit our
showrooms and you will be
convinced of the truth of this
statement, corot are now showing
an unequalled range of models,
at prices from two guineas.
or post die coupon below for a very
fascinating and illuminating fashion guide,
complete with order and measurement
forms and all details. remember, corot
are popular west end dressmakers, and
not a mail order dress factory.
a crepe matelasse afternoon
frock shews a
dear"
cleverly simple "my
line and
achieves much chic
by reason of its slightly draped neck and
cartridge pleating on the sleeves. rnonthly
q i .
cash 3 gns.
»/"

(dept. p.g.437)
33 old bond St.,
london, W.
_____ post this coupon to corot to-day— < regent 0234
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.1.
fVQQ please send latest corot fashion guide and full details.

coro
Other distinguished users of Pond's :
THE DUCHESS OF RICHMOND AND CORDON • PRINCESS MARINA
OF GREECE • LADY MILBANK.E • LADY ASHLEY • THE
COUNTESS OF WHARNCLIFFE • THELMA, VISCOUNTESS FURNESS
Guide your skin
to beauty with

address

POND'S

CREAMS

P-g-437
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The

Stars

Stand
J

NT Box-office rankings—
PRESE
German Players and Hitler — Will
*■
Dorothy Wieck return ?— Stars wearing more Clothes — Meet an Elstree
stunt man — Florence Desmond's first
Hollywood picture — Janet Gaynor welcomes back Farrell
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been making its
Dus has
YW
HOLLann
ualOO
of the studio status of
cens
the stars and has discovered that
the players whose personal draw
at the box-office to-day means
something that can be relied on to sell
a picture can be counted on the fingers of
one hand.
Moreover, those stars who "draw" in
a good picture cannot to-day draw in a
"dud."
The official box-office ranking of the
stars contains some surprises.
The team of Dressier and Beery heads
the list at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, although Joan Crawford "tops" both
stars individually.
They are followed by the Jean
Harlow-Clark Gable team, while
both Robert Montgomery and
Lee Tracy are rated above Ramon
Novarro and Helen Hayes.

Mae West's Throne
6
mount
At MaePara
West leads
against all comers
by a mile. Some
surprise may be
caused here, however, by the fact that second on the list is Bing
Crosby. Fredric March and the Marx Brothers
,
low
with Marlene Dietrich fifth.
fol
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Miriam Hopkins and
Sylvia Sidney bring up the rear in that order.
Katharine Hepburn is already the biggest
money spinner on the Radio lot, while Wheeler
and Woolsey and Ann Harding have been drawing
more money into the box-office than Constance
Bennett or John Barrymore.
Irene Dunne, Richard Dix and William Boyd
follow.
•
Gaynor Still Queen
Janet Gaynor is still the box-office queen of
Movietone City. Her closest competition
comes from Will Rogers. Warner Baxter is next
and Clara Bow is ranked fourth. (The It Girl
can still pull them in.)
Georgefollow.
O'Brien, Spencer Tracy and Lilian
Harvey
At Universal City the Slim Sumnierville-Zasu
Pitts comedy combination makes more money
than
all theshould
"glamour"
althoughthorn
Margaret
Sullavan
soon stars,
be giving
some
opposition.

Long Acre, W.C.2.
Advertisement
Offices :
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2468.
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New York: Elizabeth
Lonergan, Hotel
Webster, 40 West
45th
York. Street, New
Ho llywood : Phil
burn Apartments,
Lonergan,
Wash1984, North Argyle,
Hollywood.
ON SALE
EVERY
Little Dorothy
Lee is and
reunited with Wheeler
Woolsey in " Strip, Strip,
Hooray."
"The
year
1933,"
observes
Variety,
"hung crepe
on the star market and unless the producers
come
through on the development phase this year there
will be a considerable further shrinkage."
The Champion Directors
Those
manyto film-goers
judging
by their
letters
me, followwho,films
closely,
will
probably be interested to hear that the six leading
box-office directors of the day are :
Mervyn Le Roy
Wesley Ruggles
Lloyd Bacon
John Cromwell
George Cukor
Lowell Sherman
That list probably has something to do with the
fact that six biggest money spinners of 1933 were :
She Done Him Wrong
Tugboat Annie
Gold Diggers of 1933
42nd Street
Little Women
State Fair

DAY, zd.
THURS-

Dorothea Wieck's Future
The that
possibility
I predicted
somereturn
time ago
Dorothea
Wieck here
would
to
Germany shortly has now become a probability,
according to my Hollywood correspondent.
Fraulein Wieck's first picture, Cradle Song, was
not the sort of material likely to boost her to
sensational stardom among American fans.
The German star, moreover, is in a somewhat
difficult position. Hitler is by no means universally popular in the film industry and Miss
Germany. husband is editor of a Nazi paper in
Wieck's
It is understood that she feels that she should
comply
German
Government's
German with
stars theshould
do their
shining fororder
the that
sole
glory of the Fatherland.
Marlene and Hitler
So farThere
Hitler's
has produced
was decree
a fantastic
story a little
little result.
while
ago that the Herr Adolf had ordered Marlene
Dietrich to return and promised to make her a
Czarina of the German film industry.
The mystery of why Marlene never went to
Germany on her recent trip to Europe has never
been fully elucidated.
When questioned about the situation, Marlene
herself evasively declares, " I am actress, why ask
me about politics."
(Continued on page 0)
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by comparing the influence of fashions in motion
pictures in 1926 and the influence of fashions in
motion pictures to-day.

George
Raft and
Carole
Lombard
in a scene
from
"Bolexo."
r
(Continued from page 5)
Lilian Harvey has also been notified by the
Hitler Government of the demand that all
German
stars immediately return to the Fatherland.
England's Good Luck
" T am an Englishwoman, not a German," she
is quoted astosaying,
"and shall, oftherefore,
pay
noA attention
any demands
the Hitler
Government.
"The myonlyfirst
claim
Germany
me is thattheI
made
pictures
therehasandon although
German people were very kind and considerate,
I do not consider myself under any obligation to
the Hitler Government."
Ernst Lubitsch has, it is reported, taken steps
to become an American citizen.
In at least one instance Germany's loss will be
our own gain. Elizabeth Bergner, on her showing
in Catherine the Great, is one of the great actresses
in talkies.
Stars' Bigger Wardrobe
Motion picture stars are wearing more and
finer clothes than ever before, according to
Gwen Wakeling, the famous designer.
Miss Wakeling finds that the stars of eight years
ago averaged six changes of costume during the
making !of a picture. To-day they average
fourteen
"Loretta Young has seventeen changes in her
current
picture.
be Bad,"
Wakeling
points out
in a Born
note Ito had
from Miss
her this
week.
"Constance Bennett must wear sixteen different
gowns and dresses in Moulin Rouge, while Ann
Harding will have to be fitted for the fifteen
different costumes she will wear in Gallant Lady.
This is double the wardrobe that would have
been called for in the old days.
"Producers have learned during the course of
the past few years the tremendous importance of
clothes to the picture. We are getting more and
better quality costumes than ever before," she
says.
" The reason
we arewe giving
more changes
of costume
is because
have stars
discovered
that it
is good showmanship.
"It has a great effect on the women members
of the audience. I shall attempt to illustrate this

" Utile Women "
I hope that exhibitors who. show Little Women
will take some pains to put in a suitable
supporting
programme.
The Louisa
Alcott classic has been so widely
read that the screen version is almost certain to
bring a host of non-picturegoers to the kinema.
Exploited
friends
for theproperly,
industry.the film should make new
Many exhibitors are generally far too careless
in the arrangement of their bill of fare and
clashes between "A" and "U" certificates as
well as in type of entertainment are far too
common.

Ousting Paris
In 1926 fashions for the screen were all dictated
by Paris and other fashion centres of the
world,"
Misstrue.Wakeling
"To-day the
reverse is
Motioncontinues.
pictures influence
the
fashions from Paris . . . not all, by any means,
but more than ever before.
"Paris certainly cannot claim to have
originated
the gay
styles. The
fact
that we are
now 90's
occupying
a more
important position in the fashion world
accounts for more and better costumes An Elstree Stunt Man
in pictures.
"Of course, we are able to-day to Hollywood's
so well
publicised "stunt"
that we men
know have
most been
of them
by
purchase materials for gowns much
their
pet
names,
but
I
wonder
how
many
picturecheaper than ever before," she declares. goers have heard of Bert Carre, who is now doing
"And this gives us an opportunity to his stuff at Elstree.
use the very best. The current trend
It was Carre who drove that steam lorry into
in fashions is more toward the type of
costumes we used in The Bowery. the caravans in Red Wagon.
"There wasn't much danger in that really," he
Although The Bowery is a picture of
told
me the other day. "Well, not after some of
the gay '90 period, I find that the
Bert
Elstree with his little
gowns
for
Loretta
Young's
current
the
jobs
theysettled
have down
given atme."
production are very similar in family.has
He has a daughter, Jean, aged ten.
"Death
defying"
stunts
are hisof day's
Sometimes
it is
a spot
roughwork.
fighting:
many
Asways."
proofin ofcostuming
the studios'their
ininterest
sometimes
a
gamble
with
death
which
would
perly, Miss Wakeling cites care to take on. The most he has everfewreceived
that the various cornshown a greater increase for a single "stunt" is £10, and the lowest, £1.
robe departments than
departments in the How He Started
" "Dert" has jumped from airplanes in para-D chutes; has leapt from moving motor cars
and trains; has jumped over high bridges and
cliffs into the sea, and has dived fifty feet on
horseback "for the sake of the show" . . . and the
The Granada, Maidstone, the new super living it gives him.
kinema recently opened, is the first link
"I wasn't trained for stunts, but I like them
in the chain of provincial theatres which are
all
right,"
first began
in aasked
Britishto film
being erected under the control of Mr. Sydney studio
whenhe says.
a stunt" I man
who was
roll
Bernstein.
down a steep mountainside discovered that he
The next two theatres will be at Shrewsbury and had another engagement elsewhere.
Bedford, and the fact that all three theatres will
" I said to the director, ' You give me the chance,
have the most modern stage equipment is an
won't either,
let you and
down.'
indication that Mr. Bernstein has in mind stage and"I I didn't
I have been stunting for
productions. Let us hope the standard of pictures
will be so high that his patrons may even grudge films ever since."
was a born
Sanger'she knew
Circus how
and tolearnt
one week a month to the legitimate stage.
howCarre
to take
tumblein before
talk.
It's a fine thing for a comparatively small
county town like Maidstone (I hope the natives
will forgive me) to have a kinema comparable About Stand-ins
in every way to a London super. Although the
a filmHepburn's
contract
fact that Maidstone is the headquarters of seven- My stand-in
recent had
notebeen
thatawarded
Katharine
teen country omnibus services is one very good by the Twentieth Century studio has brought
reason.
me a shoal of letters, mostly, I suspect, from young
ladies whose friends have told them that they
"look like Garbo" or Bennett or Dietrich, asking
And a Free Cloak Room
for information about the "stand-in's" life and
An interesting sidelight on kinema finance is
First of all, for the benefit of the uninitiated, a
provided by the announcement that the
British film industry will benefit by some £4,000 stand-in is the person who, resembling the star
a year which the Granada will pay out in film in height, colouring and general appearance,
rentals.
takes the place of the star while the set is being
Among the equipment of the new theatre are "lighted" so that the cameraman, director and
iyt miles of carpet, 1,275 ash trays, 1,250 square technicians know exactly where the lights and
yards of linoleum, 252 electric switches, 2 miles shadows will fall on the star's face and figure.
of webbing, a water spray chamber which uses
job. they have to stand for more than an hour
Often
35 tons of water per hour in washing the air which for a scene, which, when all is ready, takes the
is pumped into the auditorium, and, if you care, star five minutes.
500 lb. of tin tacks
An innovation which is particularly welcome is
a free cloakroom.
£5 a Week Salary
Title Change
One of the most prodigious feats of title changing
for years is, surely, the alteration of The
Prize-fighter and the Lady to Every Woman's Man.
The decision to publicise Max Baer 'as a
"mystery"
in the day. star, moreover, has come rather late
In the meanwhile, Baer, who is now on a
personal appearance tour, is making arrangements
for his second picture, which will probably be for
Radio or Fox.
Max is the first sports celebrity to achieve outstanding success on the screen. Jack Dempsey
and Gene Tunney, I remember, both did a couple
of unimportant serials and everybody was glad
to call it a day.
Carpentier, though an actor and dancer of some
ability, was never able to transplant his ring
glamour to the studio.

of the star's
Manygownof
same make-up.
they awear
cheapthe replica
Theyand wear
them are more beautiful than the great players
they "stand in" for, but they seldom get a chance
to act themselves once the cameras start working.
They often go through the whole action of the
scene with the leading man and other members
of the cast.
They earn about £5 a week and overtime, but
the best known of them are steadily employed.
In many studios they have little more standing
than the extras and life in the studio is not always
pleasant for them. That depends a lot on the star.
The Retort Courteous

a stand-in
long ago was
studio benotnameless
a British
In star
requiredfor toa
who shall
wear inthetheactual
wear
scene. gown which the actress had to
It was one of those very delicately cut costumes
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Our Cover This Week.
CLAUDETTE

COLBERT
and BEN

LYON

TTE COLBERT, who has
CLAUDE
been one of the successes of the past
movie season, was born in Paris, but
went to America in her childhood. Studied
art, but began acting career more or less
accidentally at a tea party at which she met
Ann Morrison, the playwright, who offered
her a job. That was in 1924.
Made her screen debut in Love of Mike,
and wished she hadn't. However, persevered
and found that "third time is lucky" when
she was cast opposite Maurice Chevalier in
The Smiling Lieutenant.
Since then has advanced to major stardom.
Scores a big success in / Cover the Waterfront.
Is in danger at the moment of being too
closely associated with Cecil B. De Mille
epics. Has completed Sign of the Cross and
Four Frightened People for the old maestro
and is to be his Cleopatra next.
♦
♦
♦
/
Ben Lyon is one of the most popular
leading men on the screen and one of the most
likeable off the screen. Rose to film fame
from the extra ranks and has had leading
roles in well over a hundred pictures, including
some of the most spectacular successes of
recent years.
Made a host of friends in Britain during :
his recent visit, who hope that he will keep j
his promise to do more pictures here shortly, j
and it was necessary so that the lines should not
be spoiled that it should be worn with the closefitting underwear specially made for it.
The star was furious when she discovered that
her stand-in was wearing her "undies."
"I hope," she said heatedly, "that you bathed
before you put on my things."
"No," replied the stand-in girl, "but I shall
bathe when I take them off."
There was a vacancy for a stand-in for the next
scene.
The Difference
One of the best paid stand-ins is Rosita
Fourcher, who acts in that capacity for
Constance Bennett.
Connie went to the front office and insisted that
Rosita should have £7 a week.
Janet Gaynor has a stand-in so nearly like her
that even the world's sweetheart's close friends
sometimes mistake the stand-in for the star.
She is Mary Jane Irving. In active experience
she is as well equipped as Janet. She started when
she was two and in the days of Bill Hart and
Bessie Barriscale she was a famous child star.
She earns about £5 a week and Miss Gaynor
earns thousands. . . .

Weekly

I'm very happy indeed."
to Russia for a two months' holiday — John reappear together.
way
Gilbert's come-back performance in Queen ChrisJanet and Charlie were "separated' 14 months
tina has had a mixed press so far — Hoot Gibson, ago, and since then Janet has appeared in producwho once earned thousands, has been sued for a
tions with Lew Ayres, Henry Garat and Warner
— Ramon Novarro and Jeanette Mac- Baxter. Robert Young plays opposite her in the
debt
£500
Donald may make a joint concert tour of Europe current production, Carolina.
The first of the two Gaynor-Farrell productions
this year — It is estimated that Three Little Pigs
will make a profit of £300,000 — Telephone bills will, I hear, get under way in February.
in major studios run from £1,500 to £2,000 a
month — Greta Garbo declines to work after six Kinema Couplets
in the evening and is as punctual in "clocking
out" as George Arliss — There is a rumour in film This week's award of 10s. 6d. goes to Mrs. J.
circles that Katharine Hepburn went to the
Haley, 26, High Street, Teddington, Middlesex, for the following pictorial sign of the times :—
casting office incognito and secured a job as an
extra in Queen Christina.
Home, Sweet Home
Payment Deferred 1
Prizes of 2s. 6d. have been won by the
Bobby Howes' Rest Cure
following :—
latest
Howes'musical
Mrs. V. Dawney, 39, Courtenay Gardens,
at Bobby
Elstree
The famous
comedy.
touch isoflaughing
comedy star has announced that he is to give up Upminster, Essex, for this expression of topithe stage for a year and concentrate on films . . .
The Monster
calit—y :
rest."
a
for
"just
The Whole Town's Talking
At Elstree, where he is making Over the Garden
Wall, the studios never close. Nearly always,
To F. Cole, c/o 52, Kingsway, Hayes End,
day and night, someone is working . . . often Middlesex, for
a brief study
in nudism :—
Broadway
Melody
whole film companies keep at it from nine in the
Strip ! Strip ! ! Hooray ! ! !
morning to as late as eleven at night with only the
To E. Gutheridge, 9, Farnham Road, Stoke
"breathers."
short
two
and
midday
Robertbreak
Milton, who has been directing big Poges, Bucks, for a penetrating insight into the
scenes on a full-sized model of a British destroyer insurance racket as depicted in recent American
for his new film Contraband, made an average of
eleven working hours each day from January 1 to films :—
30,000 Witnesses !
A Successful Calamity
January 8.
In an adjoining studio Marian Marsh was called
To Sadie O'Neill, 128, Grove Park Street,
at 2 a.m. one day to complete her first British film. Glasgow,
N.W., for a somewhat cynical sidelight
Love
at Second Sight within the twenty-eight days' on the present generation :—
schedule.
They Just Had to Get Married
Maybe It's Love
What Americans Found
May I remind intending entrants for couplet
Only the most careful advance planning made honours that the only rule is that all attempts
it possible for the film to be completed in must be submitted on postcards — no letters will
this time, and then one day the fog hindered be opened. Address to M. D. Phillips, Kinema
things so that the company had to work all though Couplets, c/o Picture goer Weekly, 93, Long
the last night to get matters finished.
Acre, London, W.C.2.
Both Marian Marsh and Greta Nissen tell me
that Elstree works much harder than Hollywood, Gable as Extra Again ?
and the Californian film colony has always been
regarded as a community of hustlers.
Theis that
latestClark
reportGable
from hasThe asked
Merry the
Widow
studiofront
to
Bobby Howes is certainly going to take a
change, and some say that a change is as good as permit
him
to
appear
in
the
production
as
an
a rest. That in all probability is what Bobby extra.
There are sentimental reasons behind the
meant, for he has worked in film studios before !
request.
six years Gable
ago. was an extra in the silent version
The earlier Merry Widow won fame for Roy
Janet is " Happy
" T 'm very happy about it," Janet Gaynor told D'Arcy, whose name has passed from the lists
A my Hollywood gossip when asked how she of major stars now, and Clark is at the other end
felt about her reunion with Charles Farrell.
of the film see-saw.
At the moment of writing there is very little
"We were together in many pictures," said
prospect
of the Metro moguls acceding to his
Janet. to "Following
screen separation
seems
have been aour
continued
demand thatthere
we request. MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.

Florence Imitates the Stars
Florence Desmond does a delightful imitation
of Katharine Hepburn in Mr. Skitch, her
first Hollywood picture.
It is, I think the best in her repertoire.
Mr. Skitch also offers the unusual spectacle of
victim and impersonator in action at the same
time.
In a scene with Zasu Pitts, Florence performs
a merciless "take-off" of the popular comedienne.
Lupe Velez and the Garbo are among her
other impressions.
One wonders, nevertheless, why it should have
taken the Fox people so long to put Miss Desmond
to work. She has been in Hollywood for months
and the explanation of the delay was that they
were looking for a suitable vehicle for her talents.
Now in Mr. Skitch her act is dragged in by the
heels.
Short Shots
Frank
("Bringhis'Em
Backjungle
Alive")
Buck Wild
has
completed
second
picture.
Cargo — Colin Clive, who has been appearing in
support of Katharine Hepburn in The Lake on
the New York stage, is going back to Hollywood
at the end of the play's run — Paul Muni is on his
7
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Marlene Dietrich
as " Catherine
the Great " in
her new picture.

to your own statement, "Von
Sternberg wanted her ") . The
a comstudio school-teacher
paratively humbleis person
where the great Dietrich is
concerned, but few people
will quarrel with you for that

jjHR^?^^
N,
LsEIab
road
In your
FRAwaUolk
R
d
o
w
y
DEAin
l
Hol
you may
have heard that italis a
matter of mathematic
record that action.
e
d
re
th
ba pictures in succession if, or not,
Outraged motherhood is at least an honest
laid end to end, can kill the career of any star. emotion and honest emotions in Hollywood are
Since Shanghai Express, which, if no epic, as rare as honest publicity men.
Moreover, as you pointed out, Maria has never
at least achieved a reasonably high standard,
been to school, her education being left in the
you have given us Blonde Venus and Song of excellent
care of private tutors, and it u»as sheer
Songs.
red-taped officialdom that demanded that, although
Well, even a girl as beautiful as the Dietrich she
was only actually working for two days on
should know her elementary arithmetic.
the picture, she should be forced to attend the
studio school.
Add it up for yourself.
And, while we are on the subject of storms,
In the meanwhile, we will be holding
thumbs and hoping that The Scarlet Pageant what about this reported feud with Mae West ?
We are quite prepared to accept your explanawill break the spell.
tion that you were misquoted in that famous
In it you return to the directorial guidance
never heard of Mae West" interview, but the
of Josef von Sternberg and, while admitting "I
incident was unfortunat?.
that the experiment with Rouben Mamoulian
It has added to the growing legend started by the
in Song of Songs was not an unqualified
great
Blonde Venus revolt that you are " difficult."
success, I am sorry.
Mamoulian has yet to turn in a completely And it is because we understand the truth that
satisfactory Hollywood picture. So, with due
we hope that you will let the public see you
respect, has the Herr von Sternberg.
as you really are, rather than the impossible
But there are other directors on the Paramount
creature of the studio "Subtf; Siren" myth.
pay
roll — some of them very distinguished
We can appreciate your point of view here.
directors.
Your life in Hollywood, although it has given
you
wealth and fame, has not been one of unmixed
With a little co-operation on your part there
is, I am sure, no reason why they should not be happiness.
given an opportunity to develop a more versatile
First of all there was that unfortunate "Second
and less "typed" Dietrich.
Garbo" publicity, which horrified you at the time
By ance
"co-operation"
I mean some
assur-in and proved a serious handicap to your career.
that the mere suggestion
will sort
not of
result
Then your first American picture was not made
the unedifying that
storm
of walkwrits andof under the most tranquil of circumstances.
recriminations
followed
the outs,'
appointment
Gary Cooper, naturally, resented having to
Mamoulian in the case of Song of Songs, or that co-star with a newcomer who, because she was
marked the production of Blonde Venus.
being "built up" into a headline star, was given
Your career in Hollywood has, incidentally,
all You
the "and
nieat."
been stormy.
Gary are the best of friends now,
Only the other day you marched martially to which is a tribute, not only to your personal
the front office to do battle against the studio charm, but the tact with which you can handle a
school-teacher on behalf of your daughter, Maria, difficult situation. It was unfortunate, too, that
who appears in your new film (because, according that million-dollar alienation suit by Rita von
8

Sternberg should
have come along
soon after.
You were not
used to American
custom in these
things. In Europe,
affairs of this sort
are settled quietly
and not made a Roman holiday for anybody with
five cents to buy a newspaper.
You had no guilt to hide. You were, in fact,
subsequently exonerated of all blame for the breakwithup ofitthe
all von
you Sternberg's
retired into marriage.
your shell, Disgusted
went out
very seldom and refused to see interviewers.
All that was misunderstood Even now the
Hollywood gossips make life difficult for you.
You were seen once or twice at Hollywood's
show places with Maurice Chevalier.
You are both from Europe; you have much in
common;
enjoyed
company,
but time hasyouproved
that each
there other's
was nothing
more
in it than that. Yet when the Chevalier divorce
came they even tried to drag your name into it.
Similarly, when you were given Brian Aherne
as your leading man in Song of Songs, the gossipmongers got busy again. We were regaled with
stories of how you used to bake German cakes
and take them to the studio for him.
Again they were disappointed. There were of
course no serious results unless it was indigestion,
a possibility that I cannot regard seriously in
view of your reputation as a housewife.
Your greatest worry, however, has been those
gangster threats to kidnap Maria. You have to
go everywhere accompanied by a bodyguard.
You have recently increased it from seven to
eight
way ofalldoing
for "N.R.A."
Yet,bydespite
this, your
your bitfriends
have told us
of how, in your private life, you are one of the
mast charming companions in filmland. Must
you always be tragic and exotic on the screen ?
Can't
of TheyouBluerestore
Angel?to us the gay, laughing Dietrich
I hear now that you may leave Hollywood
after one more picture and work in Europe.
Perhaps you will come here. We hope M.so.D. P.
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Mr J. W. Dulanty, High Commissioner for the Irish Free
State, recently visited the Gainsborough studios to meet the
fisher folk who are the stars of Man of Aran."
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Lewis Stone, John Gilbert and Greta
Garbo
romancein of "Queen
the SwedishChristina"
Sovereign. a

V U i II C / I II C t II L
Great in her new
picture
"The
Scarlet Pageant.

the

Truth

pleading for a return to costume
ed,le
artic
lf, Iaswrot
antain
I emain
on hsbehaago
dram
FEW a, mont
of thousands of filmgoers who had
enjoyed this type of picture in silent
days. Well, now I have been granted my
desire; but I must confess not in just the
way I could have wished.
In England we have already had The
Private Life of Henry VIII, The Wandering Jew,
Dick Turpin, Catherine the Great, Colonel Blood,
Mary, Queen of Scots, and Rhodes to come.
In addition, Douglas Fairbanks promises to
Elizabeth make Exit Don Juan and another Zorro story.
America's quota is Queen Christina, The
ises visualCatherine
Bergner
the Great in Scarlet Pageant (the Dietrich version of
the film of the Catherine the Great) and The Tudor Wench. I
same name. asked for historical romance, and they have
She is seen given me, for the most part, history.
with Douglas
Fairbanks Jnr.
When I read of the great pains taken by
the makers of these films to get details,
architecture, costumes, cutlery, weapons and
likenesses absolutely correct, I feel that I could
forgive a few errors in those departments if
they would only make sincere attempts to
present fair and complete views of the chief
characters,
when they are people who actually
lived.
There is a kind of faith to be kept with the past.
There is something which tells us that we ought,
in re-creating the lives of these great ones, to give
a fair estimate of their qualities, good and bad.
This, I fear, is what the producers are not going
to do.We have already seen the Henry VIII
picture. Now the private life of that
^
gross
monarch
has been public
property these last three hundred
*k
years. It is probably the most familiar
A

as the Henry VIII film; but
several of them are tinged with
the same colour.
Of them all. Colonel Blood and
Rhodes promise best. The
actual career of the former
individual was so extraordinary
that it needs no touching up
with fiction to make it wellnigh incredible ; and Rhodes is to
be made with the co-operation
of the South African Government, which should insure a
commendable accuracy.
About the others one cannot
be so hopeful. To say this may
seem like putting films on
trial in print while they are
still, so to speak, sub judice;
but announcements made by
their makers, and stills published, are a very fair indication
bqut^HlSTORY
of the general tone of the finished
product,
which is all that I am
considering.
Love, it seems, will unite with
' I HE author of this article the predeliction for private life
to produce films more
* makes a plea for accuracy glimpses
colourful and romantic than
passage in all English history.
The film does not tell us in the depiction of historical accurate or largely dramatic.
I tremble for the fate of the
anything that we did not characters, fair and complete
Hollywood version of Catherine
know, except, perhaps, how
Henry went to bed and how views of them which would keep the Great. I have not yet had
his minions got him out of faith with the past and not an opportunity of seeing this
version of the life of a woman
it in the mornings.
who ruled Russia with a hand of
distort it.
I do not quarrel with the
iron, and who probably knew a
picture as far as it goes; and
I have nothing but admiragood deal about
husband's
assassination,
the her
event
which
tion for Mr. Korda's fine
accession to the throne. I hope they
production and the excellent acting of a brilliant
have her
not
cast.
gave
depicted
her as From
a "very
woman"
But why did not Mr. Korda think how much yearning to
Get Away
It All
with
finer a film he would have had, if he had told the successive lovers.
whole
story ofandthemore
bluffromantic
king's life,
and not
the smuttier
episodes
of itjust
?
The title, which has been changed successively
from Her Regiment of Lovers to The Scarlet
I cannot see that private life disclosures concerning great people of the past are of very much Pageant, seems an all too obvious indication of
value, either as entertainment or anything else, Hollywood's intentions.
unless they are used to illuminate and humanise
Queen Christina celebrates the re-union of Garbo
the wider and more dramatic pageant of those and Gilbert after three years separation; and I
cannot help feeling that this fact will have an
characters'
public
careers.
You simply
cannot
divorce their private lives adverse effect upon the film's truth to history.
The stills that I have seen, however, are reassurfrom their public ones, and still do them justice;
and, as I say, there is a kind of faith to be kept
ing; and hint at a judicious compromise between
fact and romance.
with history.
Nothing of this kind can be the case with The
If we are to have historical private life films, Tudor Wench, in which Katharine Hepburn will
why cannot they be of this broader type ? Let us, impersonate the young Elizabeth.
The play from which this film is being adapted
for instance, have the life of Oliver Cromwell, as
puts forward a completely sentimental and
it is portrayed in Marjorie Bowen's moving book, obviously
false view of the girl who was later the
"The
of England."
ThisGovernor
would make
an admirable film, for in it Virgin Queen. Why do writers concoct such
untrue stuff about great historical charprivate life and public are blended so sympatheti- plainly acters
when their true stories are so much more
cally— and yet so free of sentiment and whitewash— that it presents an illuminating and thrilling and engrossing ?
The real story of Elizabeth, with the Essex
dramatic picture of a little understood giant of the
affair given its proper place, and Queen Bess
past.
None of the excerpts of history soon to reach shown as an able statesman, driven onward by the
the screen deal so exclusively with private lives characteristic Tudor desire fur power, expansion

and personal greatness, would be a film majestic
and epic in sweep.
Instead of which, The Tudor Wench ! On the
other
have great
Victor
Saville's
film ofhand
Mary I Stuart;
for hopes
he has ofbeen
unromantic
enough to compare the troubled scene of her life
with modern gangsterdom, which is not a bad
comparison.
Love was by no means the only emotion that
loveliness;
was ambitionof
for quickened
a throne, Mary's
too; and,
with there
the exception
Rizzio, she took as lovers men whom she thought
able to help her to the fulfilment of her ambition.
I do hope Mr. Saville will act up to his conception of Mary Stuart as a sort of medieval counterpart of Blondie Johnson. It is a fresh view; and
nearer to the truth than many.
The isproper
placewhich
for romanticism
historical
films
in those
are fictional.in There
are
literally countless published books — if the film
companies will not go to the length of writing
originals — from which entertaining and intelligent
costume films could be made.
Among those not exactly well-known are
Maurice Hewlett's " Song of Renny," which blends
a charming love story with the inside dope on
baronial
racketeering;
Robert and
W. Chambers'
"The Sun
Hawk," aandthrilling
appealing
romance
and France
time,
and setalsoin inEngland
wild North
America.of Charles II's
Then there is that excellent novel "Richard
Carvell," by Winston Churchill, a tense story of
Regency days, also with settings on both sides of
the Atlantic. And finally, any of D. K. Broster's
Highland trilogy, dealing with the adventures of
loyal clansmen after the Fifteen, would provide
romance and excitement in plenty against the
magnificent scenery of moor and lake.
Stories such as these would make films of
universal appeal. Reviewing them, I cannot see
why producers need to twist history into fiction
for their costume romances; but all the same, I
hope they will not entirely neglect history, for
in its annals are true stories which, if brought to
the screen as they really are, would provide
ment.
inspiring,
spectacular and enthralling entertain- NEXT
A CLOSE-UP
GARY

WEEK
of the
COOPERS

C^)NE
of the
world's Shaw,
most envied
girls
to-day
is Sandra
the young
actress who recently became the bride
of
Cooper,
one of Hollywood's
mostGary
eligible
bachelors.
Next week's " Picturegoer's " special
New York representative introduces you
to Mrs. Gary Cooper and gives you the
" low down " on the most talked of
movie romance for months.
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c5^STHER

This Swedish actor is beginning to come more into his own since he
achieved a personal triumph in " The Bitter Tea of General Yen."
He has shown that he is a clever artiste and not just the "Great Lover "
as which he was first hailed in Hollywood. His latest pictures include
Storm at Daybreak," " Hollywood Party," and " By Candlelight."
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"I'd

Run

Weekly

Away

AgSays
ain"
Ann

Dvorak

sacrificed stardom
y^HO
a European trip and
why

she has

no

for Love and
tells you here

regrets.

Their whirlwind
romance and elopement had scarcely left ^
the front pages of the
newspapers before
they began to hear
the inevitable reports
of impending trouble
between them and
probable divorce.
They left those
rumours behind them
when they slipped
" It gave me a chance to catch up with away to Europe. No
myself," Ann says. "I had time to one in Hollywood tothink."
day suggests that the
What Ann thought about during those Fentons are unhappy.
months was love. What she enjoyed most Ann's early choice
was the freedom from routine. What she between quick stardom
year's
was a sense of values which she can and a moon
gained lose.
with herhoneyhusband put the quietus on
never
reports
of
that
nature.
"Nearly everybody thought I was foolish
In two ways, then, Ann's year's vacation proved
explains Ami. " Once profitable to her. The big chance she took was
as I did,"
awayduring
to
in arunwhile
those months I got panicky with her career.
too, wondering if I had completely lost my
chance at a career in Hollywood. But I
When she and Leslie started back for Hollynever actually regretted my choice.
wood the question was whether or not
"So much had happened to me in the year she had sacrificed that by the very means and
before Leslie and I went away together. I had at the same time that she had permanently
been given a chance in pictures after three years cemented her happiness.
of heartbreaking disappointments. 1 had fallen
She wasn't sure. The studio to which she had
in love and I had been married.
been under contract, and which had admittedly
" It was just too much to ask me to go on with intended to star her in short order, was strangely
ail of these — career, love and marriage — at the silent.
speed at which they had started. I had to get away
"I didn't know whether I had a job or not,"
to get my life and my thoughts straightened out. recalls Ann, "or whether I could get one. And
I'mAnngladhasI did."
been back in Hollywood long enough while we weren't exactly broke, we did need
A little dubious, Ann called on the studio
now to count the cost of her year's holiday. She
knows well enough that by going away as she did cashier to see if she was to be replaced on the
she slowed down her progress toward stardom.
payroll. To her relief she found that she had
She knows that a year is a long time for an been officially forgiven, and to her surprise she
actress to be away from the public — that other found half a week's pay check, forgotten in the
of her departure a year before, waiting for
players move into favour during that time, and hurry
jobs."
that Hollywood itself has the shortest memory in her.
the world.
She learned a little later j ust what her trip had
cost her. She was not to be starred. She was
Even so, she is glad she ran away.
lent first to another company to play a supporting
Before she lett Ann and Leslie lived in a more role and then returned to First National as the
or less typically Hollywood manner in a typical feminine lead opposite Richard Barthelmess in
Hollywood house just on the edge of the film Massacre.
centre itself.
She couldn't complain. In fact she welcomed
Almost in spite of themselves it became the the change in studio attitude and the announce ment
that she would again have to earn the right
centre of activity for a group of younger players
who knew and liked them and who could not to stardom.
She set about earning it as best she could,
pleasantly be denied admission.
They ran away from that situation successfully playing opposite Barthelmess and then a
when they deserted films for the time being and second lead in Heat Lightning with Aline
MacMahon, for Warner Bros.
started around the world.
Now the Fentons live on an estate in the San
A year before, the postponement of a promised
Fernando valley, seven miles, according to their stardom would have broken Ann's heart.
But
now it actually suited her plans and she
count, from the nearest movie actor.
They are too far out of the whirl of things in was satisfied to have a new chance to prove her
Hollywood to be visited as often as they were worth.
Meanwhile the letter-writing public had almost
when they were first married. Their interests
have changed and multiplied. They have become deserted her. Her fan mail had grown by leaps
strangely independent of Hollywood since their and bounds during her first few months in pictures
until, by the time she left Hollywood, she was
vear away from it.
Another thing that Ann and Leslie ran away running everyone at the Warner First National
from was the bugaboo of Hollywood marriage. Studio a race for honours in that department.

her life over
IF Ann Dvorak could live
yy
again she would run awa from ,Holl
wood again for at Jeast one year just
as she did.
Looking back onLher world-circling
honeymoon with Leslie Fehton, an adventure
which seriously interrupted, and which might,
conceivably, have ended, her motion picture
career, Ann has no regrets.
She would repeat it under similar circumstances.

Ami Dvorak with her
husband, Leslie Fenton.
Her sudden departure brought a storm of
protest and likewise a flood of approval. Her
mail doubled and trebled for a few weeks and then
faded away. At the end of the year, when she
returned to Hollywood and pictures, her fan
correspondence had dropped to almost nothing.
She couldn't be certain that the public hadn't
actually forgotten her.
But her reappearance in pictures soon set her
at ease on that point. For the past few months
her fan mail has increased until it is again at a
respectable figure.
It is not, however, as heavy as it was. But it
is growing. And most of the letters not only
welcome her back. They either "forgive" or
approve of her long absence in the interests of
married happiness.
So, altogether, if Ann Dvorak had it to do over
again she would run away from Hollywood with
her new husband, just as she did. She would pay
the penalty of delayed stardom and diminished
popularity in order to gain the happiness she
believes she has securely in hand now.
"Nothing can take my year of happiness away
from me," she says. "Nobody needs to feel
sorry for me. I just took time out to catch up
with myself.
"I'd do it again under the same circumstances."
NEXT
WEEK WOMEN HAVE TAUGHT ME
By WARNER BAXTER
Warner Baxter, who has made love to the most
glamorous stars on the screen tells you what he
has learned from Ms screen experience.
WHAT
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than anything they have attempted ; it is another
into the sublimely ridiculous with plenty of
i essay
clever nonsense put over at a rapid pace and
avoiding old gags to a very large extent.
! really see the pictures guide you. j
Some people, I know, will have none of this
comedy team; to enjoy them you must have an
appreciation of the nonsensical and also a love for
clowning.
E me, folk, if I become a little
FORGIV
lyrical in talking of this film.
It is quite hopeless to try to describe the
We, who see almost everything that situations which are engendered by Groucho
is screened, have a right to shout with Marx becoming the president of a Ruritanian
and eventually embroiling it in a war
delight when we are given an enter- country
tainment that it would be absurd to criticise. with its neighbour because his relations with the
of that country become strained .
Too often we regret the hours we spend ambassador
They would not sound nearly so funny set down
less
res,
hing
so that when a on paper.
pictu
worth
watc
film like Little Women greets us, it deserves a
Groucho is right on the top of his form and
great welcome.
delivers his rapid-fire speeches with his usual
Radio Pictures, who claim modestly that nonchalance and autocratic ease.
Harpo and Chico are very well served with
they
Alcott's slap-stick material as two spies in the employ of
famoushave
book,re-created
took their Louisa
cue fromMay
the book.
When Jo gets a story published she says Groucho's enemy and they have several "turns"
together which demonstrate honest-toto her mother, "What can there be in a goodness clowning at its best.
simple little story like that to make people
Incidentally, I am pleased to
say
that the action is not held
"
so?
it
praise
allow Harpo to per"There's truth in it, Jo," says Marmee, up to form
his harp nor
" that's the secret. Humour and pathos make Chico on onthe
piano. ^
Excellent as each
alive."that is the secret of the great success
it And
one of them is in
that this film has already had in America
this particular resand will have in this country.
pect, theindividual
introduction
Everybody concerned in the production deserves of their
praise. Rarely, if ever, has a picture been cast so talents into a picperfectly. Rarely has it been directed with such a
ture has begun
sure touch.
to become a i
George Cukor, who was responsible, had many little tedious. s
Usually, I
opportunities to offend, had he not been gifted
with that master touch.
find war come- j
He could have made the film very "Christmas- dy dreadfully j
boring, but the j
cardy."
Or heLetcould
strainedhe tomade
makeit much
of it fi nny.
us behave
thankful
as he comic-opera
did ar.d please put the name George Cukor in hostilities in 1
your little book reserved for those people you this picture are
want to remember.
a sheer delight and
Into that book, too, must go the name of almost
provide an hilari- ^
every artiste who played in this film.
ous climax to a proAt the top of the list and in large capital letters duction
that is
put Katharine Hepburn. When this actress made packed with laugh;
her screen debut in Bill of Divorcement we decided, from beginning to end.
while many critics were wrangling about her, that
The whole thing, too,
"Little
Women"
aShenewhasstarmore
had than
appeared
and
"had
come
to
stay."
justified everything we said excellent
is set on a lavish
scale with
Ruritanian
court "^H
about her. She has definitely established the fact scenes and well-handled crowds
an unworthy wife, while the spectacle of Barrythat she has talent and is not "a flash in the and chorus singing.
more in full eruption at least makes the personalityvivid and interesting, which is all that matters, I
pan," as so many sceptical critics termed her.
The book and music is by Bert Kalniar
Her playing of Jo is perhaps the most memorable
Ruby, who have introduced a melodi- suppose.
thing in Little Women. You take her to your heart and ousHarmy
For the rest, Counsellor at Law is so neatly proand appropriate tune here and there.
immediately she appears on the screen and by the
duced that it overcomes the fact that it is a
Leo McCarey, the director, has handled the
end of the film you are hugging her to yourself whole
latecomer both to the lawyer-hero cycle and the
thing very capably and given the Marx Grand
Hotel story-telling vogue.
very
You sisters
hate saying
' ' good-bye
' ' to her. Brothers every chance to put over their stuff to
Thelovingly.
other three
are played
to perfection
the fullest advantage.
It was adapted for the screen by its eminent
by Joan Bennett as Amy, Frances Dee as Meg,
author, Elmer Rice, and one imagines that
as Raquel
a vamp. Torres appears briefly but beautifully stage
and Jean Parker as Beth.
he permitted few liberties with his brain child.
Joan is a revelation to those who were unaware
The
camera
never leaves the boundaries of the
This is a picture which should appeal strongly
of her ability. Frances Dee should already be in to juveniles as well as the grown-ups, but I think
lawyer's
office.
here types
it is anof
that little notebook of merit, since we have more the males will find it more amusing than the object lesson to Nevertheless,
translators ofand
similar
than once called your attention to her. Jean gentle but less Marxian-minded sex. — L. C.
plays, there is always a sense of pace and action
Parker, a comparative newcomer, certainly wins
and, when the time comes, proper suspense.
her laurels as Beth. Not an easy part by any
In this respect it reminds one more of
means, and beautifully played.
The Front Page than any picture since.
Counsellor -at-Law
My next tribute must be paid to Paul Lukas.
The office is a little
most controgives inus aonefilmof his
t
John Barrymore
I cannot
recallhisanyProfessor
of his "home-wrecking"
that has many world in itself, ruled and
versial portrayals
that
matches
Bhaer for acting. parts
The claims to distinction.
dominated by the great
tiniest false step and he would have been out of
The role it offers him, that of George Simon, a "G. S.," as he is known
the picture. He's a fine actor.
successful,
self-made Jewish lawyer, educated in to his admirers. Through
I could write eulogies of everybody who contri- the university
of life, absorbed in his work, its doors line
come
headbutes to the film, but space prevents more than a
murderesses,
mere mention of Edna May Oliver (splendid, as conscious in his relations with his "society" wife
criminals
that he is "not a gentleman," yet beloved and politicians,
ever), Henry Stephenson (lovable old grand- admired
by his staff and a sort of patriarch to the the " social regifather), Douglass Montgomery, John Lodge,
ster"
wife
who
Samuel Hinds, Mabel Colcord, Nydia Westman people of the humble East side ghetto, from which
came, is obviously far from the well-beaten desertsband ather
husand Spring Byington (make a note of the name), he
the first
Barrymore track.
whose Marmee is a beautiful piece of acting.
The part was, incidentally, created on the stage sign that he is in
I have been spared the pleasant task of having
who not only possesses the advan- trouble and the
to tell the story because Picturegoer has been by Paul for Muni,
the purpose of the role of being a Jew, suave,
privileged to serialise it for its readers and the but istage in
general appearance and studio manner away. ingblackmailfirst instalment appears on page 23.
with whomadventurer
she runs
a
great
deal
less handicapped.
Go to see Little Women at the first opportunity
The scion of the Barrymores, at any rate, early
and take the whole family with you. — M. B. Y.
in the
abandons
attempts to his
"actattention
down"
to
the piece
character
and allconcentrates
Ruth Chatterton as "the
Duck Soup
on putting over a super-Barrymore show.
" Female " meets her
The result is likely to give rise to much conflict big business woman" in
The only time the Marx Brothers have really
amused me to any extent was in their first of opinion. By sheer perfection of technique he cave man in the person
film Cocoanuts — that is until I saw them in Duck contrives convincingly to suggest Simon's sharp of George Brent, who is
Soup, which is without doubt their most hilarious legal mind, his generosity, his dread of being also her real life
x4
debarred when a political enemy gets the goods
husband.
picture.
It approximates more to Million Dollar Legs on him for faking an alibi and his blind love for
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As t her,
Mary McCardell
and Ann Harding in a hospital
sequence from
"Right to Romance," the story
of a great woman
surgeon.

*

IE

The office atmosphere is brilliantly created and
maintained and the "types" deftly sketched and
impersonated. There is the amorous clerk, the
garrulous telephone operator (played by Isobel
Jewell, whose chief claim to fame hitherto has
been as Lee Tracy's girl friend), and the silently
adoring secretary, a part to which Be be Daniels
devotes her usual flawless performance.
The action moves smoothly and surely to a good
climax, when Simon, by methods which would
no doubt cause some head-shaking in the headquarters of the Bar Association, triumphs over
his enemies, but loses his wife, and a sound
enough curtain.
If it is largely a one-man show, the standard of
acting throughout is high. Doris Kenyon makes
the unsympathetic characterisation of the wife
convincing and Melvyn Douglas renders efficient
service to the piece as her paramour.
Counsellor at Law may not be sure-fire box-office
material, but filfngoers who enjoy brightly
dialogued and briskly put-over psychological drama
should keep an evening free for it. — M. D. P.
Le Petit Roi
Those of you who have seen Poil de Carotte
will remember the brilliant performance given
by the juvenile French star, Robert Lynen, in
that exceptionally clever and moving picture.
The success he achieved is reduplicated by his
acting in this picture, which definitely establishes
him as one of the most brilliant child actors on the
screen to-day.
He plays the role of the heir to a Ruritanian
throne. The kingdom is in charge of a Regent,
the people are restless and threatening revolt,
and the young king, in constant danger of
assassination, is kept a virtual prisoner in his
royal
To palace.
add to the poignancy of the situation
in which the boy finds himself, his mother,
whom he is told is dead, is actually in exile,
driven from the court by the former cruelties
of her deceased husband.
I am not going into the details of the story,
for there is a strong interest in following its
development as well as in the psychological
study given by Robert Lynen.
It is sufficient to say that an assassination
is attempted and that events work out in a
logical and wholly convincing manner.
Actually, the production does not attain
the same dramatic heights as Poil de
Carotte, but it is nevertheless very good,
imaginatively directed and excellently
cast.
French films, as a whole, have that
virtue in common — their players, down to
the minutest bit part, always appear real
and vital.
Outstanding in this film is the acting of
George Clive as the chamberlain,
Beatrice Vallee
Bretty asas atherevolutionary
young king's leader,
nurse.
Marcel
Maurice Schultz as an archbishop and
Gamus as a doctor.
The settings are most picturesque and the
camera work is notable in every respect. — L. C.

Charles Farrell and
Marguerite
Chur-in
chill as the lovers
the Charlie Ruggles
comedy "Girl Without a Room."

Girl Without a Room
Charles
Ruggles
logically roles
to follow
succession
of alcoholic
which thehe long
has
been given, will have to be pictured in a screen
inebriates' home one day.
None the less, I know no funnier nor less vulgar
"talented
drunk " feature
than the player.
type purveyed by this extremely
Here he is shown as an American artist in the
Montparnasse quarter of Paris, where he proceeds
to be a very indifferent mentor and guide to a
young art student from way back West who is
none other than Charles Farrell.
This young rustic's adventures amongst
the Bohemians of the quarter — he falls in love
with a charming girl, quarrels with her and takes
up with a Russian vamp — are exceedingly
amusing and well presented.
The fooling is of the broad variety but there are
one or two touches of satire, as introduced by a
discussion on modern art which eventually becomes
lyrical and is set to a tuneful score.
The Paris depicted is, of course, the Hollywood
variety, but it succeeds in being picturesque and
forms an effective background to the amusing
characters to whom one is introduced which,
besides the four mentioned above, include a
Russian ex-general and four Russian artists.

The blending of music and song in this feature
shows that the screen musical is still developing
along the lines initiated by Rene Clair and the
camera work is technically excellent and exhibits
a good sense of imaginative pictorial expressiveness.
I found Charles Farrell almost too much of a
"hick" to be convincing, but his deficiencies are
amply made up for by the acting of Charles
Ruggles and Marguerite Churchill as the girl for
whom the impressionable rustic falls.
She puts a lot of character into the work and in
the midst of imbecilities makes the role a convincing one. Bradley is also very good as the Russian
Grace
vamp. This newcomer looks like going a long way
on the starry path.
Walter Woolf, an American stage actor who
makes his first screen appearance here as a
drunken dappler in art, has not a lot to do but he
certainly shows to advantage.
As the Russian
ex-generalRatoff
who asrunsusual
a students'
boarding
house, Gregory
acquits
himself
admirably.
The director is Ralph Murphy and he has made
the most of his material, which is generally out of
the ordinary rut. — L. C.
Sealed Lips
Whena chance
are theyto going
Constance
Bennettof
show tothegive
talent
which many
us believe she has lying latent in her?
Certainly this familiar spy story with its slow
action and obvious development does not allow her
the opportunity.
She acts well as a Russian spy in Austria during
the war and puts a lot of sincerity into her lovemaking, but the part is one of those tailor-made
affairs, artificial and conventional, which does not
give any scope for an incisive character study.
Gilbert Roland, too, makes somewhat heavy
going in the lover role — an Austrian Secret
Service chief who falls in love with the spy and
then has to unmask her.
Certainly the picture is well set and there is a
good deal of ingenuity in the way messages are
passed through to the enemy lines. These provide
a good thrill or two, but on the whole one is not
very deeply gripped or convinced by the proceedings.
This, I think, is to a large extent due to George
Archainbaud's pedestrian treatment.
As in all pictures of this type — and we have had
quite a cycle of them recently — the American
accents militate against conviction.
The atmosphere of the settings which comprise
a railway station in Luxembourg, another in
Switzerland, Vienna, and a field hospital in a
town near the front, is good, but some of the
characters help to spoil it by being so unmistakably
American all the time.
The ending, too, is an unsatisfactory one. It
comes with a baffling abruptness just after
Constance Bennett has been unmasked and has
managed to escape and her lover has been shot by
her confederate.
Blacking out on that scene we are faded into a
Swiss railway station after the Armistice where
— just as they had previously met on the Luxembourg station before hostilities — the pair run into
one another.
No explanations are asked and none given and
the long arm of coincidence does seem to have been
painfully stretched to achieve a happy ending.
I feel more critical about this picture because I
do want to see Constance Bennett in something
that will do her justice. As it stands, the film
makes quite good average entertainment, but
that is not good enough for Connie. — L. C.
The Right to Romance
1am
about AnnwhoHarding.
one prejudiced
of the few actresses
can alwaysSherelyis
on my patronage irrespective of the merits of the
film. "Illogical," you might say, or even "unethical," but I can't help it.
I'm one of Ann's fans and that's all there is to
it.
But being so keen an admirer, I have an
additional right to kick about the stories assigned
to her recently. Ann Harding is an actress worth
a lot of consideration. Will producers please
remember that. She will repay them tenfold.
"Some women are born with beauty, others buy
it. But real beauty is neither given nor bought. It is
aThis
lightisthat
. . . and usually
in the darkness."
an shines
introductory
(Continued onsubpagetitle16)to the film.
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are the stars of the bill and the evening is a
bumper
That, insuccess.
brief, is the story, but the enjoyment of
the picture depends less on the actual story than
on the characterisation and the clever cameos
contributed by the artistes.
Kate and Joe are well played by Mary Clare
and Ben Field. George Carney contributes an
exceptional study as Bill and Mark Daly is very
good
Here's
a good pair
Johnas Scotty.
Baxter was
responsible
for totheteam.
direction,
which is straightforward but uninspired. A
little cross-cutting in the early scenes would also
have helped. But there is more entertainment in
this
unambitious
(provided you don't shy
at Cockney
humour)filmthan
in many alleged super
productions. — M. B. Y.
Female
Ruth Chatterton as a big business woman who
tries the masculine art of keeping love "as
a thing
of herin life
finallyBrent.
meets her
Cave Man
the apart,"
person ofbutGeorge
It is machine-made, pleasant enough entertainment, but what a waste of Chatterton !
They even undress her every few hundred
feet or so, but while it is pleasing to know
that there are no bow legs or anatomical
deformities hidden in the Chatterton
cupboard, she is rather more interesting
as an actress than a bath-tub queen.
And what could have been quite an
intriguing theme is robbed of much of
its interest by hackneyed dialogue, a
tendency to over-emphasis and
impossibly elaborate settings. It
picks
a littleinterest,
with thehowever,
introduction
of theup love
and
flows along pleasantly to a conventional climax. — M. D. P.
Mr. Skitch
Or Rogers,
See America
Zasu First,
Pitts, with
and Will
our
own Florence
Desmond pulling up
•

Afary Clare and Ben
" Kate " and " Joe " in " Say It
With Flowers" the new film of
London's market life.
(Continued from page 15)
Dr. Peggy Simmons, the famous plastic surgeon,
is a "woman in uniform." She suddenly decides
that she is missing the great thing in life —
Romance. The surgeon is stifling the woman.
She exchanges the white overall for a fascinating
evening frock and goes to California as the guest
of a former patient.
Here, in a setting made for lovers, she meets
Bobby, the son of the hostess. He is fascinated
by Peggy, although when they met in New York
she was just an ether-smelling doctor.
Bobby discards his playmate, Lee Joyce, and
a whirlwind courtship follows. Peggy and Bobby
are married, but the simple home life so dear to
Peggy palls on the younger Bobby.
The climax is reached when a party of old
friends, including Lee Joyce, arrives on an
evening when Peggy is urgently needed at the
hospital. When she returns Bobby is "missing,"
and she accidentally sees them in each other's
arms in a corner of the garden.
The beautiful coloured bubble of Romance is
burst and Peggy goes back to her old hospital
life finding sympathy and consolation in her work
with Dr. Heppling, who has always loved her.
Then she is summoned to a hospital to work on
victims of an aeroplane crash — Bobby and Lee
Joyce. Bobby is all right, but Lee is terribly
disfigured (excellent work of the director not to
have shown her to us), and the surgeon decides
to give her back her beauty.
She walks out of their lives, realising that
16

Dr. Heppling can give her the Romance and love
she needs.
If I can persuade you to see the picture because
of Ann Harding I shall be happy. Her acting as
the surgeon is splendid, even discounting my
prejudice in her favour.
Robert Young is extremely good as the young
lover and Sari Maritza is very good as the other
girl. Nils Asther seems out of place as the strong,
silent, doctor-lover, but he acts well.
The direction by Alfred Santell is in his usual
competent manner. — M. B. Y.
Say It With Flowers
ThisTwickenham
is a good, forwholesome
Radio. Itfilmis produced
of the sameat
"family"
Dossof House
and who
is a slice
London's
market lifeas and
those folk
earn oftheir
living
in the market.
Kate, the flower girl, is the uncrowned queen
of the market. Joe, her husband for over forty
years, makes his daily journey — with moke — to
Covent Garden to buy the flowers.
One day Kate is absent. She has had to give in
to an illness and the doctor insists on a seaside
convalescence. There is no money. Joe must sell
the moke. He approaches Bill, proprietor of the
fried fish shop.
Bill and his market pals decide to raise the
money by giving Kate and Joe a benefit concert.
Florrie Fordo, Marie Kendall and Charles Coborn

at intervals at such "show places "
of
States asandthe the
Grand
Canyon,
thetheRockies,
Yellowstone

>,
Park to "do their act."
Jl victim
Rogersof the
is seen
as a philosophic
depression
who, when
(P
his home is sold, embarks on this
' motor tour across the continent to California
with his family. Zasu Pitts is the wife, and Miss
Desmond is a movie-struck English girl whom
they meet on their travels.
There is the conventional love interest supplied
by Rochelle Hudson as the daughter, and Charles
Starrett as a wealthy young cadet, but the film
resolves itself mainly into a series of episodes
designed to exploit the comedy of the principals.
Miss Desmond's
impersonations,
contribution tothe picture,
are none the the
less best
effective
for being dragged in somewhat crudely.
Mr. Skitch is mildly amusing, if not notable,
entertainment. — M. D. P.
The Mascot
Some
of called
you will
remember
notable
short
life.
feature
The Magic
Clock awhich
employed
inanimate objects and brought them to screen
That was made by Mr. and Mrs. L. Starewitch
and took something like two years to produce.
They have now made another entirely with
models which also entailed the concentrated effort
of two years.
In this case the little plot deals with some toys,
a dog and a doll or two which are dropped, or
rather jump from a vehicle which is carrying
them to the shop and eventually find themselves
at a kind of witches' dance which takes place in a
rubbish shoot.
The effect of animation is marvellous; the toy
dog in particular being as diverting a figure as I
have ever seen on the screen.
But there is a fly in the ointment. Technically,
everything
is wonderful,
but there
is anit undercur ent of the
macabre running
through
which
strikes a note of something vaguely unpleasant.
It is in the
dance of
thatit this
induced
andwitches'
it is because
that atmosphere
this brilliantis
little essay in animation is not suitable for
children.
The feature is also rather too long for its
material but I advise you to go and see it for it is
certainly one of the most ingenious novelties that
has ever been screened. — L. C.
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PHIL LONERGAN

Lilian

sends it HOT

from HOLLYWOOD

Harvey

Reported " Walk

in

Weekly
1

Revolt

Out M on Picture — Connie

Finances

a

Film for Marquis — Garbo*s New Disguise — Ann Dvorak's
Search For Her Father — Novel Bedroom Scene
is little, but. . . .
LILIAN HARVEY
s young star is wrathThis vivaciou
ful because the Fox studio will not
permit her to speak the dialogue
in the French and German versions
of her films.
The humour of the situation is that the
officials would gladly permit her to do so but,
according to the laws of France and Germany,
dialogue in the tongues of those countries
must be recorded in Europe and, therefore,
voices of "doubles" must be used.
But Lilian refused to calm down ! She
also decided that Rudy Vallee had a better
Scandals,
George White's
part than
which
Fox sheis in
preparing
to produce, and
"walked out" on the picture.
The studio officials promptly replaced
Lilian with Alice Faye, who, rumour declares,
to become Mrs. Vallee, when Rudy's
is slated from
divorce
Fay Webb is final.
big" in the film,
"going
is
Miss Faye
Fox studio.
of theover
to officials
according

wears a green visor over her eyes to preserve her
privacy, although she is seen far more in public
since her return to Hollywood.
Garbo and Rouben Mamoulian, her director
in Queen Christina, have been frequenting
"swanky" hostelries, and Hollywood is wondering
whether a romance is under way.
Pedestrians, Beware
The height of something or another is being
enacted daily in Pat Paterson's new automobile.
Pat, who arrived recently from London, purchased a car as soon as she reached Hollywood.
One day of trying to drive on the right side of
the street convinced her that she needed a driving
companion to lend aid.
So she chose Hugh Williams — and Williams is
just
English and just as new to American
trafficasrules.
They are full of sympathy for each other
anyway.

Searching For Father
Ann Dvorak is anxious to find her father, whom
Favoured Visitor
she has not seen for fourteen years.
The
newspapers,
to Ann's
appeal,
Dietrich's studio sets are probably the
Marlene
her story inandresponse
the result
was hundreds
most closely guarded in Hollywood, with published
of
letters
from
people
?11
over
the
United
States
the possible exception of those of Greta Gar bo.
Even workmen who are not needed upon the who claimed to know where her father was or
they could locate him.
set are excluded while acting is i n progress . While thought
The writers, in many instances, were merely
!
"verboten"
are usually
for visitors, they
as Occasionally
to secure money from the actress.
a celebrity is admitted within the attempting
Everyone in Hollywood hopes that Ann will
carefully guarded walls of the Dietrich set. The locate
her parent.
latest to achieve this distinction is Pepe Ortiz,
Her father formerly was in vaudeville with her
the handsome Mexican bull-fighter who is teach- mother, but they were divorced when Ann was a
ing George Raft to "throw the bull" in his next small child.
picture.
Marlene was very much interested in the handsome stranger, and chatted with him with keen Movies In Bed
enjoyment for several minutes.
Hollywood studio employees are noted for their
unconventionality — as was demonstrated by
a
recent incident.
Marquis Off Again
Joan Blondell was stricken by an attack of
Connie Bennett has financed her husband, the appendicitis
in the middle of a picture, and was
Marquis de la Falais, for another trip to the taken to a hospital.
a successful operation
Orient, where he will secure material for a new she was removed to After
her home, and her doctor
travelogue . The Marquis leaves within a fortnight. ordered her to bed, refusing
to permit her to visit
The blonde star is very much annoyed by reports
studio for several weeks
that the reason for the presence in Hollywood of theThe
studio
officials
bad
scheduled
a bedroom
her former husband, Phil Plant, was to pay her
scene
for
Joan,
which
they
were
very
anxious to
the balance due on an alimony settlement.
photograph.
So the movie people calmly marched into
Opposition For Mary
Joan's
bedroom
were — and
took —thehorse,
scene.foot and dragoons, as it
Mary Pickford had better look to her laurels
or comedian Nigel Bruce will overtake ber
as Hollywood's official entertainer of peers and JjQycd NewlvWeds
yalty.
* McCrea and Frances Dee, who were recently
_ Joel
ro
The English actor entertained the following
married, are still firm in their declaration that
celebrities on his set during the past week :
Prince Ferdinand of Prussia; Lord Tennyson; they will not make love to each other before the
cameras.
and the Earl of Aylesford.
The couple have turned down the leading roles
in Just Off Fifth Avenue, believing that married
Storm Signals
happiness would be affected by cinema love.
Frances, nevertheless, would like to forget her
star, who recently re-mar- husband,
A certainried,charming
Joel, just long enough to give Gene
seems destined to lose her husband.
Raymond a convincing hug and kiss. She is
The trouble is too much family. The lady's playing
opposite Gene in a Fox picture, and
parents, particularly her mother, occupy a great
deal of her time, and the husband is being admits it is rather awkward kissing one man
when she is newly married to another.
gradually shunted into the background.
Announcement of a separation is due in the
near future. Certain film mothers crave the
A Lucky Bus Ride
limelight,
husbands. and are very jealous of their daughters' Mona Marris might not be in pictures and
doing very well, if she had not decided to
City. a ride on a Fifth Avenue 'bus in New York
take
Garbo' s Disguise
Many of our film celebrities don dark glasses to
According to Mona's story, she left Melbourne,
Australia, and passed through Hollywood on ber
evade recognition by the fans.
way
to England. She says she did not have
Garbo, as usual, is different. The Swedish star

Evelyn V enable, an attractive young new-comer
to the screen, is Fredric March's leading lady in
"Death Takes a Holiday."
the slightest interest in pictures at that time.
Anyway, she arrived in New York and, while
waiting for a steamer, boarded a Fifth Avenue
'bus and was seen by a scout for the Fox studio.
The result was a contract and a trip back to
Hollywood, where she has remained ever since.
Hollywood
Saysnever
That
— Ann Harding
gets—into an automobile
from the left side.♦
♦
♦
— Will Rogers recently bought the only tuxedo
he ever wore.
♦
♦
♦
— Richard Dix is superstitious about radios
and gramophones. He never turns them off in
the middle of a number.
♦
♦
♦
— Claudette Colbert worked in a New York
modiste shop.
♦
♦
♦
— Jack La Rue was a piano tuner in New
York.
♦
♦
♦
— Norman McLeod, director of Alice in
Wonderland, was a flying instructor during the
war.
♦
♦
♦
— Heather Angel obtained her first part on the
stage when another girl refused to dye her hair for
the role.
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Dr. Haggett (Lionel Barrymere) and Mrs. Haggett (Beulah Bondi) pretend that Abby
(Marie Dressier) has parted
with Chris. Bean's masterpiece. Others are Helen Shipman, Jean Hersholt,
Warner. and H. B.

S

J8S

"fHIS
the great stage success : "The
Late Christopher Bean." It is
Marie Dressler's picture, but
there is also some fine work by
other artists, notably Beulah
Bondi. There will be few people
who will fail to enjoy this
satirical comedy.

Abby (Dressier) refuses to leave
her portrait with Dr. Haggett
(Lionel Barrymore),
annoyance. much to his

Si

6

. ■

The end of the elopement. Abby (Dressier)
acts as driver to the young lovers.

Rosen (Jean Hersholt), the art dealer, in
himself.Beans, introduces
search of some Chris.

Janus'-
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On

the

Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
•DOCTOR BULL
LIVED WITH YOU
••BELOW THE SEA
•A STUDY IN SCARLET
•THE
BERMONDSEY KID
••TUGBOAT ANNIE
•PURSE STRINGS
••PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62
•THE LOVE NEST
•GAMBLING

Fay Wray is the heroine of the sea
adventure film " Below the Sea."

LLO shows
IVO
ry VE
good advantage
toRveNO
this week in a film version
of his own stage play,
J Lived With You. He
has a part that suits him and
makes the most of it.
Incidentally, the plot itself is
an intriguing one and the characters are well drawn.
For those who like their entertainment tough and rough there
is Below the Sea, a picture notable
for some fine underwater photography and a sensational thrill
or two.
You will not, of course, miss
the new Dressier-Beery vehicle,
Tug-Boat Annie, although the
story does not do justice to this
outstanding team. It is, in fact,
rather disappointing, but none
the less worth seeing.
•♦•I LIVED WITH YOU
W. tcF.
British. "A"Runscertificate.
comedy-drama.
96 minutes.Domestic
UrsulaNovello
Jeans PrinceGladys
Wallis
Ivor
Felix LenieS
Ida Lupino
Ada Wallis
Minnie Ravnor
Mrs. Wallis
Cecily Oater
Flossie Williams
Molly Fisher
May Sawley
Oavina Craig
Maggie
Beryl Harrison Violet Bradshaw
Eliot Makeham
Mr. Wallis
Douglas Beaumont Albert Wallis
Directed by Maurice Elvey from Ivor
Novello's play.
Ivor Novello has never appeared
to better advantage than in this
adaptation of his own stage play,
which is very well put over and
contains bright dialogue and well
drawn, if somewhat artificial,
characters.
He is cast as an irresponsible and
destitute Russian prince who is
taken home and cared for by an
attractive young shop assistant and
her family.
His entry into the humble household upsets it and fills it with
revolutionary ideas on life in general.
You see, the prince is a distinctly
whimsical and wholly amoral
character, and his views of sex and
marital relationships are calculated
to shock the English lower middleclass family on which he has
descended.
For instance, the father of the
family takes a mistress, aided by the
prince, who decides to sell some
valuable diamonds in a locket in
order to help his good friends.
The younger daughter proceeds
to go and live with the floor manager
of the store in which she works.
The mother takes to drinking
vodka in excessive quantities and
20

SHIP

c*THE FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. **• Very good.
** Good.
• Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
the elder daughter, Gladys, who had
befriended the prince, falls in love
with him, although he keeps her at
a distance.
The one person who sees what
havoc is being worked in the life of
a once contented family is an aunt,
who finally begs the prince to leave
and so help remedy the trouble he
has caused.
He agrees to do so, but Gladys is
so madly in love with him that she
insists on following, and her aunt,
realising her love is not mere
infatuation, lets her go.
The whole thing is treated with
the requisite lightness of touch and,
while technically it is not remarkable, full justice is done to the plot,
which avoids all semblance of a
photographed stage play.
Ivor Novello dominates the piece,
but excellent performances are also
given by Eliot Makeham as the
father, Minnie Raynor as the
mother, Ursula Jeans as Gladys, and
Cecily Gates as the aunt. The rest
of the cast is sound and portrays
its roles effectively.
••BELOW THE SEA
U A . (Columbia).
" A" certificate.
Melodrama. American.
Runs 77 minutes.
Ralph Bellamy .Steve McCreary
Fay
Wray
Temple ton
Fredrik
Vogeding Diana
Karl Schlemmer
Esther Howard
Lily
Trevor Bland
Waldridge
William J. Kelly
Dr. Chapman
Paul Pace
Jackson
Directed by Al Rocell from the story and
screen play by Joe Swirling.
Real " thick-ear " stuff this, which,
provided you are not too

critical in the matter of conviction,
is going to entertain you well and
give you a good thrill or two.
The opening shows a U-boat being
sunk by a Q-boat; very well done,
this.
The submarine commander manages to swim ashore, chart the
sunken vessel, which contains
gold ingots, and murder his
companion.
He is rescued by a boat which
sights his beacon fire and afterwards
sets about trying to find that
He gets the aid of an expert
diver, Steve, but the first expedition
ends in disaster. Neither man
trusts
the other, and they end by
gold. shipwrecked
being
and quite ready
to murder each other.
The second attempt they make
in the guise of piloting a vessel
chartered for scientific exploration by
Diana Templeton, a wealthy and
adventurous girl.
Steve falls for the heiress and
then things happen with startling
rapidity until the culminating thrill,
when an octopus attacks the diving
bell in which the heiress is surveying
the
ocean bed and is killed by the
lamp.
diver, armed with an oxygen blow
The ex-U-boat commander is
dragged to his death by the gold
which, while trying to double-cross
Steve, he has nearly managed to
haul into a small boat — his leg
gets entangled in the chain and
be is pulled overboard with the
load.

Wallace Beery and Marie Dressier " make it up" in " Tugboat Annie."

Benita Hume plays opposite Cory
Grant in the gangster picture
" Gambling Ship."
ending, of course, for hero
andHappy
heroine.
The commander is extremely well
played by Fredrik Vogeding and
Ralphlover.
Bellamy
man
Fay makes
Wray ais virile
weak heas
the heroine.
The octopus fight is very well
done, as, indeed, are all the underwater sequences.
Action tends to slow up a little
at times and one or two interpolated
sea-bed interest scenes could well be
cut.
They are well done, but they
hold
up the action and interfere with
the continuity.
••TUGBOAT

ANNIE

M.-G.-M. American. "V" certificate. Waterfront comedy-drama. Runs A3 minutes.
Marie Dressler
Annie
Wallace Beery
Terry
Rorert Young
Alec
Maureen
O'Suluvan
Pat
Willard Robertson
Severn
Tammany Vounc
Shiftless
Jack
Pete
Paul Dennick
Hurst
Sam
Frankie Darrow
Alec as child
Directed by Mervyn Le Roy.
talentsa of
such players
Thisfor isthehardly
worthy
vehicle
as Wallace Beery and Marie
Dressier.
It is a thin, drawn-out story, with
Wallace Beery spending most of the
footage in a drunken condition and
Marie Dressier, as his distinctly
better half, trying to keep their
l;ner. together and give their boy a
home
chance to become the skipper of a
The second of these two aims
succeeds, but the formei is wrecked
by Beeiy's
which
forces proclivity
them to for
sell drink,
their
floating home, a tugboat, and
become the paid servants of a firm
of All
garbage
endscarriers.
well, however, when
Beery 's heroic efforts in keeping the
fire box of their boat functioning
through a storm enables them to
save their son's liner from destruction.
It is all rather artificial, and even
Marie Dressier is unable to bring a
full measure of conviction to it,
although she acts as admirably as
ever.
Wallace Beery has little chance
in his role, but be rises to the
occasion whenever possible.
Robert Young is good as the son
and Maureen O'Sullivan a charming
heroine. Supporting cast is sound
throughout.
The humour, mostly concerned
with Beery's efforts to get a drink
at all times, is punctuated with
pathos and mother-love as repre-
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sented by Marie Dressler's solicitude
for her son's future welfare.
••PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62
Warner. drama.
American. Runs" A67" minutes.
certificate. Crime
William Powell
Donald
Margaret Lindsay
Janet
Ruth
Donnelly
Amy
Gordon Westcott
Bandor
James Bell
Whitley
Arthur Byron
Tracey
Natalie Moorhead
Mrs. Burns
Sheila Terry
The Girl
Theresa Harris
Maid
Renee Whitney
Alice
Ann Hovey
Rose
Irving Bacon
Cab Driver
Arthur Hohl
Rogan
Hobart Cavanagh
Burns
Directed by Michael Curtiz from the story
by Raoul Whitefield; screen play by Rian
James.
There is a good deal of ingenuity
in the way an unscrupulous
private detective first turns the
tables on a racketeer and is, in turn,
outwitted by the hero, an exDiplomatic Corps detective who has
been dismissed when he fails in a
delicate mission through no fault of
his own.
The heroine is a society woman
whom the private detective plans
to swindle out of her gambling
winnings.
The part is most attractively
played by Margaret Lindsay, while
William Powell has a role that suits
him as the suave and diplomatic
detective lover.
Arthur Hohl does well as the
private detective and generally the
characters are quite interesting.
Treatment is brisk and not lacking
in humour.
•GAMBLING SHIP
Paramount.
American.Runs "A"
certificate.
Romantic drama.
69 minutes.
Cary Grant
Ace Corbin
Benita Hume
Eleanor La Velle
Jack La Rue
Pete Manning
Roscoe Karns
Blooey
Glenda Farrell
Jeanne Sands
Arthur Vinton
Joe Burke
Charles Williams
Baby Face
Edwin Maxwell
Attorney
Spencer
ChartersDistrictA Detective
Sid Saylor
The Sailor
Directed by Louis Gasnier and Max Marcin
from a story by Peter Ruric.
Good average entertainment is
provided by this vigorous
gangster picture, which introduces
you to still another racket — that of
the gambling ship.
The moral pointed by the story is
a dubious one and the development
obvious, but the rough stuff is well
put over and the characterisations
are well drawn and vital.
Cary Grant is good as a gangster
on holiday who falls in love with a
girl from whom he conceals his

identity and later finds that she,
too, is connected with racketeers.
As the girl, Benita Hume is sound,
while Jack La Rue is suitably ruthless as another gangster, whom Cary
Grant helps to put out of the way
in order to aid a friend whose
gamblingby ship's
ruined
him. activities are being
The friend is well rendered by
Arthur Vinton. Glenda Farrell and
Roscoe Karns do well in support.
There is a spectacular note to the
ending when the gambling ship goes
up in flames.
•DOCTOR BULL
Fox. American.
U " certificate.
comedy. " Runs
79 minutes.Small-town
Will Rogers
Doctor Bull
Vera Allen
Janet Cardmaker
Marian Nixon
May Tupping
Howard Lally
Joe Tupping
Berton Churchill Herbert Banning
Louise Dresser
Mrs. Banning
Rochelle Hudson Virginia Banning
Tempe Pigott
Grandma
Elizabeth Patterson Aunt Patricia
Nora Cecil
Aunt Emily
Ralph Morgan
Dr. Verney
Andy Devine
Lary Ward
Patsy O'Bryne
Susan
Veda Buckland
Mary
Effie Ellsler
Aunt Myra
Helen Freeman
Helen Upjohn
Directed by John Ford from the novel, "The
Last Adam," by James Gould Cozzens.
Although very slow and slight in
texture, there is a good deal of
entertainment to be obtained from
Will Roger's whimsical study of a
small country-town doctor who is
the subject of malicious gossip concerning his innocent friendship with
a widow, Janet Cardmaker.
The crisis comes with a typhoid
epidemic, when his enemies accuse
him of negligence. However, his
miraculous cure of a man restores
him to public favour and he ends by
marrying Janet.
The life and atmosphere of a
small town and gossip is quite well
mirrored and the settings, homely
humour, and camera work all quite
Several sound studies are drawn
good.the supporting cast.
by
•THE BERMONDSEY KID
F.N. melodrama.
British. "A"
Runs certificate.
75 minutes. Boxing
Esmond Knight
Eddie Martin
Pat Paterson
Mary
Ellis
Irving
Joe
Ernest Sefton
LouDougherty
Rodman
Clifford McLaglen
Bates
Syd Crossley
Porky
Eve Gray
Toots
Winifred Oughton
Mrs. Bodge
Directed by Ralph Dawson.
British boxing is not shown in a
very good light in this picture,
in which a pulled fight is planned;
but the tricks of some sections of

Minnie Raynor, Ivor Novello, Isabel Jeans and Eliot Makeham in a scene
from the screen adaptation of Novello's play, " J Lived with You."

Gene Gerrard finds it difficult to get rid of a rather embarrassing intruder in
the person of Camilla Horn in " The Love Nest."
the trade afford entertaining bytraining.
play, as do the details of a boxer's
The atmosphere is fairly convincing and the fights are realistically
does quite well
putEsmond
over. Knight
histrionically
and fistically as the
hero. Pat Paterson is good as the
heroine.
The sporting atmosphere is
heightened by the introduction of
such well-known personalities as
Len Harvey and George Cook.
•A STUDY IN SCARLET
Gaumont
Ideal. American.
certificate.
Murder-mystery
drama. Runs" A"77 minutes.
Reginald Owen
Sherlock Holmes
Anna May Wong
Mrs. Pyke
Jude Clyde
Eileen Forrester
Allan Dinehart
Merrydew
John
Wakburton
Warburton
Gamble JohnDr. Stanford
Watson
J.Alan
M. Kerrigan
Wilson
Mowbray JabezLestrade
Doris Lloyd
Mrs. Murphy
Leila Bennett
Dolly
Cecil Reynolds
Baker
Wyndham Standing Captain Pyke
Halliwell Hobbes
Dealing
Tetsu Komai
Ah Yet
Tempe Pigott
Mrs. Hudson
Directed by Edwin L. Marin from Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's
name. story of the same
FreeSherlock
adaptation
of story,
the famous
Holmes
which
makes an unpretentious thriller
rather than a dramatisation of
Conan Doyle's story.
Reginald Owen seems to have
been cast for the chief role because
he has an English accent rather
than because he resembles the
favourite detective of fiction.
The rest of the cast is efficient
worthy.
without being in any way note•PURSE STRINGS
Paramount.drama.
British.Runs
" A "69certificate.
minutes. Domestic
Dorothy Bouchier Mary Willmore
Gyles Isham
James Willmore
G. H. Mulcaster Edward Ashby
Allan Jeayes
Walford
Joan Henley
Ida Bentley
Evelyn Roberts
Mr. Beauchamp
Directed by Henry Edwards from the play
by Bernard Parry.
If been
the idea
behind
the story
had
better
utilised,
it would
have made a very entertaining
picture, but as it stands it is only
mediocre.
The theme deals with a wife
who, kept short of money by
her husband, takes to shop-lifting,
hoping to send the money on
afterwards.
How she gets into difficulties and
is blackmailed
is ingenious in

conception but very pedestrian in
treatment.
The acting is not on a high level.
Dorothy Bouchier is colourless as
the wife and Gyles Isham artificial and
theatrical as the husband.
G. H. Mulcaster is adequate as a
barrister who extricates the woman
from her trouble and Allen Jeayes
is a melodramatic villain.
•THE LOVE NEST
W ardour. British.
" A "69certificate.
monial farce. Runs
minutes. MatriGene Gerrard
Gene
Camilla Horn
Fin
Nancy Burne
Angela
Charles Paton
Pa
Amy Veness
Ma
Garry Marsh
Hugo
Marion Dawson
Mrs. Drinkwater
Gus McNaughton
Fox
Directed by Thomas Bentley from the story
and scenario by H. D. Maltby, Gene
Gerrard, and Frank Miller.
Typical
which Gene
allows Gerrard
the star picture,
opportunities to exploit his own brand of
humour, but neglects story values in
concentrating on him.
The slight plot concerns a
young man who, having bought
and furnished a house, is staying in it on the eve of his
wedding. A pretty married woman
from the house opposite, accidentally locked out, comes to him for
shelter.
It is pouring with rain and, since
she is wet through, she takes a bath
— -and also a flirtatious fancy to her
saviour.
The inevitable happens. The
fiancee arrives, the mother-in-law
to be tions
also,
follow. and the usual complicaCamilla Horn is attractive as the
unwanted visitor and Nancy Burne
sound as the fiancee.
c*THE
FIDDLIN'
BUCKAROO
Universal.
American.Runs 57" minutes.
U" certificate.
Western drama.
Ken
Maynard
Fiddlin'
Gloria Shea
Patricia
Fred Kohler
Wolf.
Frank Rise
Banty
Jack Rockwell
Sheriff
Jack
Buck
RobertMover
McKenzie Deputy Jailer
Joseph W. Girard
Kerriman
Tarzan „
Tarzan
Directed by Ken Maynard from the story and
screen play by Nate Gatzert.
Conventional
Westernof with
the
usual attributes
ridingall and
fighting. Ken Maynard puts
plenty of virility into his role of a
secret service agent who is tracking
21 a
bandits and Fred Kohler makes
good tough villain.

©AYNOR

^ANET
and
Charles

^arrell

The world's sweethearts are reunited again after a screen divorce
of over a year. The first picture to
mark the resumption of the partnership will be " The Sun Shines
Bright."
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villain's moustache. Aunt March
lifted her skirt and removed something from the linen pocket attached
to the petticoat.
"Here's a dollar for each; mind
you spend them carefully, though
it's more than I can expect, with
your lather waltzing off to the war
and letting other folks look after his
"Nobody need look after us," Jo
flamed. " I'm proud of father, and
family."
; don't be imperyou" Highty-tighty
should be, too."
Did you clean polly's cage? "
"Yes, tinent.
aunty."
" And wash
"Yes,
aunty."the silver teaspoons ? "
"Then you may go. One minute.
You haven't polished the stair rails.
Do Josowaited
before with
you apparent
leave." meekness
till the old lady had gone upstairs;
then,
offending
with herbrushing
muff, shethejumped
upon rail
it,
sliding to the hall in her flowing
skirts with ease, if not exactly grace.

The spread upon the table as the
children trooped into the parlour
was such as not even to be
associated by the four Marchs with
the time of their father's prosperity.
THE CASTJo
Katharine Hepburn
Amy
Joan Bennett
Meg
Frances Dee
Beth
Jean Parker
Fritz Bhaer
Paul Lukas
Aunt March Edna May Oliver
Laurie Douglass Montgomery
Mr. Laurence.. .Henry Stephenson
Marmee
Spring Byington
Mr. March
Samuel Hinds
Hannah
Mabel Coicord
Brooke
John Lodge
Mamie
Nydia Westman
(An exclusive story of the film Little
Women, in four parts, by permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
Dean Street, London, W.I.)
See " Pre -views of the Latest
Films " feature,
page 14, for a
criticism
of this picture.

muffling
CeKtramsn
p ow
of, marching
THIth
soldiers, had fallen in
Concord, Massachus setts. In the United
States Christian Mission a
motherly woman behind a
counter, piled with woollens,
was talking to a white-haired
veteran whom at.
she had just helped
into an overco

"Yes, ma'am," he was saying.
"All four of my sons went to the
war. Two were killed, one's a
prisoner. The one I'm going to
visit in hospital is my last.
"I do hope you'll find him a
great deal better. Pray keep the
money — you're more than welcome. You've done a great deal
for your country."
" Not a mite more than I ought,
ma'am.
I'd go myself if they'd

The air outside was nipping, but
the sight of two familiar figures
on the snowy road called forth her
cheery welcome.
"Hullo, Meg 1 Why you are

Women
have me. A merry Christmas,
andMrs.thank
Marchyou."
paused in her work
of replacing the unwanted overcoats as he went out. She had
never learnt to take suffering for
granted. When a fashionably
dressed helper came up with an
order to be signed, she apologised,
starting out of a reverie.
"I'm so sorry you had to speak
twice. When I see people like that
old man I'm ashamed of how little
I can do. No, don't tell me I'm
doing
all I can very
here. like,
He's going
to
Washington,
to say
'Good-bye' to the last of his four
sons. I have my girls to comfort
She put her name tc the slip of
paper
hopefully,
"Meg
and Joandareadded,
working,
you know.
MegHeris a thoughts
nursery governess." for a
me." with her lingered
moment
eldest daughter,
Margaret, very sweet if she chose,
but intensely critical of life, and to
Jo, a year younger and still so much
of a Tom-boy.
At the moment, Meg., sweetness
uppermost, was bending in bonnet
and cloak to wish her small charges
"Merry Christmas" before leaving
them for the brief holiday.
So brief a holiday it was to be for
the two elder Marchs and Amy,
who was at school, that Jo, in a
house not far away, was in the middle
of a brilliant scheme for making it
longer.
Jo earned her few dollars weekly
by
attending
daily aonquerulous
her father's
sister.
Aunt March,
old
lady, possessed a lap-dog, a parrot,

and
a magnificent drawing-room full
cleaning.
of carved furniture which required
Afternoons were spent by her
niece in reading aloud, a habit which,
from her own love of books, Jo
wou'd have approved if only the
titles had been different.
Her dramatic
strong young
voice,was
full reof
inflexions,
pressed to a monotone as she read.
"Bad habits take root with fearful
rapidity, even in the highest natures.
They grow and ripen and bear fruit
like southern vines and weeds. ..."
Jo continued slowly, then still
more slowly, her glance from time
to
time face
sizingunder
up hertheaunt's
lined
whiteheavily
wig.
The head gradually drooped, the
mouth, a little open, went to one
side. The old lady was asleep.
Creeping silently to the doubla
doors, Jo stopped to utter a final
word or so before making upstairs.
She was back with cloak and muff
at the bottom of the first flight
when a voice brought her up short.
"Where are you going, Jose" I didn't think you'd mind. I did
so want to be home early. The
others and I are doing a play for
Christmas and I was going to
rehearse," stammered Jo, convicted,
as phine?"
so often the case with her, of
doing
moment.the right thing at the wrong
"Humph; so you fly off without
a word of greeting to your poor old
"I'm sorry. Merry Christmas,"
Jo said, only half contritely, her
thoughts
revolving
round the
aunt."

It was clear to Jo that her little
sister
(Amy was the youngest as
late, Amy."
well as the spoilt member of the
March family) had been crying.
"I know." Amy, who had been
well scolded, had the happy knack of
turning mishaps to advantage once
they
over.I drew
"Mr. aDavis
me inwere
because
picturekept
of
him with a huge nose on my slate
instead of adding up my sum. The
girls were ever so horrid and
inquisitive about what he said to me.
I really think Marmee should take
me "There's
away fromthethe'Laurence
school." boy' at
the next-door window again," broke
in Jo. "Christopher Columbus!
He's gone off like a streak of light"Naturally, when he saw you
waving at him. Really, you
shouldn't have," Meg. reproved.
"And I wish you wouldn't say
' Christopher Columbus .' You know
Marmee
slang."
ning."
" I likedoesn't
good like
strong
words that
mean
something,"
Jo
affirmed.
Disregarding an elderly gentleman
who was approaching the gate, she
continued to look up at the imposing
red-brick mansion next to Orchard
dwelling.
House, the Marchs' countrified
"Don't, Jo. There's old Mr.
Laurence,"
"What ifMeg.
it iswarned.
and he does see
me The
waving?
mind."creeperdoor ofI don't
the white,
covered house opened just then and
Jo ran upShethe mustn't
path cryingstop
: " There's
Beth.
there.
She'll
get cold."
A tender
look, never seen when
she spoke to anyone else, crossed
Jo's face as she greeted Beth and
hurried her back into the parlour.
From babyhood Beth had been shy
and delicate, but, though she was
left very(Continued
much alone
in the24)day with
on page
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"EVER!
BANISHED S
FOR
NERVE

Amazing Results of a Wonderful Drugless
Treatment for Nervous Disorders
THOUSANDS of former nerve sufferers have blessed the day they
wrote for the remarkable little booklet which is now offered
FREE to every reader of this announcement.
The writers of
the grateful letters below might never have experienced the glorious
happiness they now enjoy had they not taken the first step by sending
for this unique booklet.
Are YOU a victim of fear ? Are you tortured by the nerve-racking
terrors of worry, pessimism, and depression? Are you a "bundle of
nerves," obsessed by morbid thoughts and gloomy presentiments?
Have you an "inferiority complex," which causes you to endure
untold humiliation and embarrassment through being timid and
self-conscious ?
If you suffer from MORBID FEARS, WORRY, DEPRESSION,
INSOMNIA, WEAK NERVES, SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS, or
any similar nervous disorder, stop wasting money on useless patent
medicines and let me show you how to conquer your fear before it
conquers you !
READ THESE SPLENDID TESTIMONIALS — PUBLISHED
UNDER A £1,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.
(The following case is typical of many
" MY FEARS HAVE VANISHED "
hundreds that have been successfully cured
" I can never hope to express my
under the Rivers Treatment, even when all
gratitude adequately to you. My cure hope of a cure had been abandoned. )
means more to me than life itself, it BEFORE Treatment
seems as though I have been dead for
ten years I have suffered, the
years and have just come to life. It is first" For
five years being of utter terror and
really marvellous how my fears have all torment. I was so afraid I might kill
vanished, as they were so firmly estab- my baby, as I longed to kill myself to
get away from the tortures which I
lished and of such a dreadful nature."
knew were imaginary. Morbid thoughts
filled my brain. A great grief seems to
" THE CHANGE IS MARVELLOUS " weigh me down and I feel I am a
shut in a dark cage, praying
" Although I have only been treating prisoner
to let a ray of sunshine in. I am
myself for three days, the change is God
marvellous. I had at times all the afraid I have lost all, or nearly all, hope.
I've got so sick of all the various cures
worst kind of fears, like going mad or that
I've
tried, toandgetI'vebetter.
lost almost
committing suicide. I was even afraid desire
to want
What allis
to be left alone with the children, as I there to live for, for people cursed with
felt afraid I might hurt them. Your
"
AFTERfears?
Treatment
treatment is just the thing for a case these
like mine, and is, as I have said before,
" I want to thank you very much for
really wonderful. Thank you again so the books. I knew the moment I read
them that you were genuine and utterly
right in all you say. How I agree in
much."
reference to your remarks about the
" HAVE SLEPT EVERY NIGHT "
doctors and all those who think they
" I am pleased to say I am getting on understand ! It is useless to try and
splendidly. 1 did not know what it was say just what your books mean to me —
you must know what heart-felt gratitude
to have a good night's sleep before I had
I feel after years of living torture night
your treatment. I have slept every
and day. My thanks are inadequate,
single night and my nerves are much
but my prayers include the author's
better. Many thanks for your kindness."
name."
Every nerve sufferer should send at once for a copy of my absorbingly
interesting book,
"The Conquest
of Fear!"
whichThedescribes
a simple,
inexpensive
home treatment
for nervous
disorders.
Rivers Treatment
has achieved world-wide success, and is covered by a / 1,000 Guarantee of
genuineness and efficiency. A copy of this wonderful book, together with
some of the most remarkable testimonials ever published, will be Bent in a
plain, sealed envelope to any sufferer. Send Coupon below (or a postcard)
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong
nerves, robust health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (fT*>) 40 Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C.I
FREE
BOOK
COUPON — POST
To MR. H. J. RIVERS (Dept. P.G.30),
40 LAMB'S
CONDUIT
LONDON,
W.d. STREET,

NOW

Please send me, without charge or obligation, a copy of your booklet, "The Conquest
NAME.
Hear."
ADDRESS .
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her canary, three kittens, and the
much-worn piano with a dumb note,
on which she loved to play, she
never complained.
"Aunt March sends a dollar all
round,"
said, holding
them out
while theJo others
were setting
the
table for tea. "What shall we do
"Marmee
we- oughtn't to be
with
them?of "says
thinking
presents for ourselves,
when the soldiers are going without
so much," Beth said doubtfully.
"Well, a dollar won't do the
Army much good," countered Jo.
" I shall buy "Undine and Sintram."
I've wanted it long enough. She
stood back to the fixe on the wide
hearth, a masculine fashion apt to
court disaster to gowns of the period .
" Gloves for me. I'm sure Marmee
would approve," Meg put in.
By favour
the time
had andspoken
of newBethmusic
Amy in
of
drawing pencils, Jo was ready to
back up her argument.
"Really, I don't see why we
shouldn't have what we want. I'm
sure I work hard enough," she
observed, thinking of claw-footed
furniture and polly's cage.
" I don't mind work. It's having
to tell Flo King how nice she looks
in the clothes I want myself," Meg
sighed.
"How would you like to read
stuffy works to an old aunt who
flies off the handle at every turn?"
" Jo, when will you learn not to
use slang? I should have thought
now"I'm
you've
your hair
up — suffer
."
suregotneither
of you
like I do at school," Amy sighed,
"having girls laugh at your dresses
and labelling your father because
he's lost his money."
" Libel ! You needn't talk about
father as if he were a pickle bottle,"
Jo advised; "and as for having my
hair up, I'll wear it down and use
slang to the end of the chapter."
the inwide-meshed
backShenet,tugged
which, atworn
conjunction
with an unbecoming frizz across the
forehead, was a useful rage with
schoolgirls
burdened with overmuch
hair.
Careless of her one feminine glory,
which thus released fell past her
waist in ripples of a rich chestnut
shade, she struck an heroic attitude.
"Come on, let's rehearse. Amy,
you must do the fainting scene.
You're as stiff as a poker in that."
"I can't help it. I've never
fainted,
I don't
intendabout
to turnas
black andandblue
tumbling
you slightest
do," Amy idea
protested,
the
of acting,whobuthadn't
who
had to play heroine on account of
her mass of natural golden curls.
' ' Watch me ! " J o cried . ' ' Roder igo
— Roderigo — save me ! " She threw
herself into the part of distressed
damsel with enthusiasm, finally
falling to the floor with such
abandon that her audience clapped
and Beth cried adoringly: "You're
a regular
Shakespeare,
Amy followed
with Jo."
cries more
suggestive of being stuck with pins
than any other form of peril and
ended, after a series of twirls burlesquing thoseof her sister by collapsing on a convenient sofa, with such a
studied effect that everyone laughed.
"Glad to find you so merry, girls!"
came a pleasant voice from the door.
There was a regular bustle to instal
Mrs. March in the fireside chair,
remove her bonnet and cloak, and
find her slippers.
"HadJo. a hard day, Marmee?"
asked
"Very pleasant; but it's good to
be home. How's your cold, Meg
dear? Come and kiss me. B?th.

LITTLE

WOMEN-

Where's Amy? I've got a treat for
" A letter from father. Hurrah I"
Four young faces clustered near
you
all.
the mother's,
while Mrs. March read
aloud her husband's letter. At one
place there was a catch in her voice,
then she went on in a lower tone,
confident that not one of the young
was coming.
people
about her would resent what
"... Give my dear girls my love
and a kiss. Tell them I know they
will remember all I said about
fighting their own particular and
personal enemies bravely, so that
when I come home I may be prouder
than
ever get
of my
little women."
" Let's
something
for Marmee
instead of keeping the dollars for what
we said," Beth suggested after tea.
"Good idea," Jo approved. "I'll
"Gloves," put in Meg.
get"Handkerchiefs
her slippers."
all hemmed,"
supplemented
Beth. "AndAmy,
a bottle
of colojgne," contributed
adding : 'Perhaps I'll have enough left
hourmy orpencils."
more of sewing on one
overAn for
big sheet followed, the dullness any
of the four workers might have felt
being dispelled
Jo's asaptitude
for
treating
the long byseams
continents
and chatting about the different
countries they imaginatively passed.
It had been the custom since Amy
was tiny to close the evening with
a hymn.
Beth, making the best of the dumb
note, sat at the piano while the five
voices rose in the quiet room.
. . . the darkness deepens, Lord
Abide with me.
"Good-night, Marmee !"
"Good-night, my darlings I"

on
breakfast table
the arranging
was first atDay,
Jo Christmas
parcels,
while Hannah, sole surviving family
servant of the days of plenty,
brought in an unusual number of
covered dishes exhaling attractive
odours.
"Sausages! And popoversl" Jo
cried, raising lids. Scrumptious !
Where's Marmee, Hannah ? " •
"Gone out. She won't be a
"There she — no it isn't. Where
have
you been.
Amy?"my bottle of
"Only
to change
cologne. The small one looked so
mean.
This
is
really handsome.
minute."
And"Here.
I don't Have
mind about
the pencils."
the prettiest
rose
to put one
with it,"
breaking
the offered
pot Strike
on theBeth,
sill.
"There shefromcomes.
up,
!"
Escorted
the tableMarmee
by the
Merry toChristmas,
Beth.
strains of a lively air, Mrs. March
had to receive her gifts in turn. It
was some time before her expressions
of " How lovely ! . . . yes, a perfect
fit . . . just what I wanted, and
thank
died down.
"Oh, you,"
I am had
hungry!"
Jo began
at "Listen!"
last.
Mrs. March spoke
with an effort. "Girls, I've just
there'sThea
home wherebaby.
come
motherfrom
and a new-born
things have no fire and nothing
pooreat.
to
Would you like to take
them your breakfast as a Christmas
"I'm glad you got back before
we started." Jo spoke soberly;
then, as the last thoughts of bubbling
sausages vanished as though she had
never
possessed
an aching void, Meg
"
present?
and the rest were chiming in :—
"I'll cany the coffee. I'll take
the bread. Me for the popovers."
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The spread upon the table, as
they trooped into the parlour, was
such as not even to be associated
by the four March's with the time of
A family named Hummel received
father's prosperity.
the five with their fragrant offerings their
Hot-house roses were massed in
in baskets as though they were
bowls about a centrepiece brimming
angels.
with the pink and white whipped-up
That afternoon a score of school foam
ice-cream. The daintiest of
and other friends foregathered in the cookiesof and
sweet biscuits were set
dining-room at Orchard House to out on doiley-covered plates.
witness the performance of Jo's
"Christopher Columbus I What's
play.
The Witch's
Curse.
Described
in the
programme as this? " cried Jo.
"
Is it fairies ? " Amy inquired.
a most hair-raising and melodious
"Or Santa Claus? " from Beth.
operatic tragedy, Jo had brought to
"Mother did it," decided Meg.
its composition all the talent that
"All wrong," beamed Mrs. March.
she fondly hoped one day would
"Mr. Laurence sent it."
make her a famous authoress.
"What! 'The Laurence boy's'
No had
producer
a travelling
show
more ofdifficulties
thanfit-up
she grandfather ! He looks such a
with which to contend. As the sole fierce individual."
"He heard what you did at
owner of a dramatic speaking voice
and willing user of a pair of top breakfast," Marmee explained, beginning to serve the ice-cream to
boots belonging to the company,
she had to double the parts of hero sent
highlyme interested
"and
a
nice note recipients,
saying he hoped
and villain.
I
would
allow
him
to
express
his
The scene first revealed Amy as
the benighted heroine standing friendly feeling towards my children
by sending them a few trifles in
agitatedly in front of Hannah's
clothes' horse as the framewoik of honour of the day."
a piece of linen painted to resemble
"The heboydid.
put itHeintolooks
his bead
know
like— aI
castle walls.
capital fellow. I'm dying to get
Amy's cry of "Strange that acquainted,
and I'm going to, too,"
Roderigo
is
not
here
1
"
was
quite
realistic; then she forgot her part Jo declared.
Beth, tasting the contents of her
and had to be prompted by Jo
plate, said softly :—
before she managed to add :—
"Jo, don't you wish father were
"And why Black Hugo's castle here?
I'm afraid he isn't having
for the tryst ? I am afraid."
such a merry Christmas as we."
Meg, attired as a hag in Marmee's
dressing-gown, informed Amy, alias
the Princess Zarah, that she had
never,
whodecisions
Jo, on
Boxing
wasted Day.
time acting
been betrayed by Black Hugo.
Meanwhile, Jo, warming to her put hers into practice.
Looping up her long skirts and
task off, was beating on a saucepan
interspersing the sounds with a she
borrowing
whiskswept
broom,
soon hadHannah's
enough snow
up
loudly uttered " Woah !"
along the path running close to the
Black
Hugo's
moustache
and
slouch hat were to hand and easy to next-door house to make a snowPleased with her handiwork,
put on, while the spell- bound audi- in spite man.
of its threat of chilblains, she
ence heard the words without seeing
waited till she caught a glimpse of
the speaker : " Zarah will be waitthe "Laurence boy's" face at an
ing, my proud beauty. Ha-ha.
upstairs window before hurling a
Zarah will be mine."
snowball in that direction. It
landed plop against a pane. A
Applause greeted Jo assisshe cameon,
looking the apotheo
of a fiend second later the window opened and
boy leaned out.
as Black Hugo. He dismissed the the"Hello
!"
hag and proceeded to come terrify"How d'you do? I only wanted
ingly
Amy's
convincatingZarah.
at first,
but shriek
not allwas
Jo to thank you for the Christmas
could do could prevent her from present. What's the matter ? Aren't
accomplishing a mild pirouette and you well ?
sinking stiffly on to a property
" Only a bit of a cold, but grandbench beneath the castle walls.
father's making me stop indoors for
Throwing his cloak over one
shoulder and picking up the lady.
say. that is too bad. Can't
week."
a "I
Black Hugo exited as the curtain
anyone come and see you ? "
came down.
"I only wish they would."
"Wait a minute. I'll ask Marmee."
"What a faint !" grumbled Jo, as
Jo scuttled into the house. In a
Amy stood upright. "Never mind.
few minutes she reappeared with a
basket.
the next
you gotwofor was
UpScene
mostscene."
ambitious.
"Close the window !" she called.
Zarah, poised on the tallboy, peered
through a supposed window in the "I'm coming round to the front
castle walls, while Roderigo, alias
Full of excitement, for her desire
Black Hugo, equipped with a
I " "the Laurence boy" was
different cloak and a guitar, sang a todoormeet
tuneful love song, the purport of nearly equalled by that of seeing the
which was to entice Zarah to fly inside of his grandfather's house, she
rang the bell.
with him.
A butler answered her summons
Jo had taken two steps up the rope
and
was preceding her across a vast
ladder to Zarah 's window when her tessalated
hall when the invalid
genius for awkward movement
came running downstairs. He was
caused her to trip over a rung.
Down she fell, with the castle even nicer looking than Jo had
walls on the top of her, the resulting thought, and she wished Marmee
confusion being so great as to infect had
talk given
to him.her permission to stay and
the audience, half of whom precipitated themselves and their bench
"Good afternoon. Miss March!"
backwards from laughter.
the boy said. "Do come right
More confusion followed ; the last of
the players and audience bad hardly
picked themselves up when Hannah
appeared in the doorway to an1"he
growth oftoa and
friendship
highly
interesting
important
in
nounce, in an impressive manner.
the
affairs
of
the
March
family
in."
" Please, will the young ladies walk
is traced next week.
into supper?"
—
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hands
ic tive
sttrac
and are
dullsoDomeunat
looking ... Is housework
making yours rough and red?
Washing-up, cleaning grates, dusting —
dries out the natural oils. Chapping and
redness soon follow. Get your hands soft
and smooth again by replacing naturally
the oils they need —
DOCTOR ADVISES

"VASELINE"

JELLY

" With ' Vaseline ' Jelly ... the skin again
becomes soft and pliable," says the
famous skin specialist, Dr. Kromayer of
Berlin. Doctors agree that " Vaseline "
Petroleum Jelly replaces the oil naturally
if your hands are dry — it heals and
softens them while you sleep. Start tonightNo
! mess, no stickiness — just rub
well in, then wipe clean. This simple
regular treatment makes hands smooth
and softer than ever before ! Chesebrough
Manufacturing Co. Cons'd., Victoria
Road, Willesden, London, N.W.io.
Trad

Medical photograph {magnified)
showing chapped skin of domestic
hands. To heat chapping {dermatitis
color ica), famous skin specialist,
advises "Vaseline" Jelly.

Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly

Mark

Splendid for cracked lips and cheeks
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BRITISH

SETS
But it is a fine studio. Built
practically on the main Kingston
read, it is so well sound-proofed that
not the faintest suggestion of passing
traffic penetrates.
Prosperity
One three
sound-stage,
capable
of housing
good sized
interior
sets at
a time. Comfortable waiting-rooms,
efficient cutting-room, monitor-room,
still-photography room, offices. A
general air of purpose, of quiet
prosperity.
There used to be a studio, that I
remember, standing on the same site
(have you noticed that no one ever
builds a studio anywhere except where
there has been one before? There
must be a superstition about it !).
It was a ramshackle edifice of iron,
if
I remember rightly, used for
cheaply.
knocking out cheap little silent films
I hadn't been there for years, and I
was amazed to find a first-class modern
studio standing there now, with a
highly efficient staff, capable of turning
out first-rate pictures.
They showed me some of the
"shorts" they had made recently, in
the
projection-room
they
also large
do some
of their morewhere
intricate
and delicate sound-recording, and I
give you my word that the photography,
sound, and cutting were as good as
anything I have seen in any British
film — with the possible exception of
two or three super-films like The
Private Life of Henry VIII.

The

Truth

Gracifs
Where
and

the

Worton

New

Dust

Movies — A

About

Flies — Universal
Model

Hall Wakes

Film

Evelyn Laye,
looking thoroughly regal in a scene
from " Princess
Charming" toith
smith
and Harry
George
GrosWilcoxon.

Providers — Merton

Studio — Masked

Murderers —

Up — Judy Kelly on the Up-grade

ue of
tram
bekenh
mayTwic
studios,
is
VrER
Ehe
WHATot
.
g
workin overtime That is no
unusual thing for this historic
building in the Thames Valley,
which was the last stronghold of the phase of
British production which petered out in the
War years. Occasionally they take a holiday here, but when they are working — oh,
boy, does the dust fly !
Not content with making films for both
Radio and A.P.D. to release, they have now
bitten off the mouthful of producing for
Universal; and, as the merry men of Twickenham are not in the habit of biting off more
than they can chew, we may expect the
Universal British films to be thoroughly well
worth seeing.
I am rather glad Universal have not rushed
into production again on their own account.
The mass of American executives and
technicians they imported to make the ill26

fated Lloyd of the C.J.D. some years ago, did
precious little to improve the status of
British films.
Delivering the Goods
At Twickenham they understand rather well
what is wanted by kinema-goers, and concentrate on providing it — a perfectly sound
attitude which is likely to bring them great
prosperity.
They are already heading strongly in that
direction. A fine new sound-stage, which will
take
the place
the "lot,"
will be completed in
the course
of theof next
few weeks.
Meanwhile, one unit has overflowed to Merton,
to make The Admiral's Secret for Radio.
You didn't know there was a studio at Merton ?
Well, you may be forgiven for that, for very few
people do know about it, even in the film world.
The Merton mei chants are of the type who do
nor spend their time banging a drum and chanting
"Look — see, we have a fine studio, we make good
films." They buckle-to and make 'em.

Gathering
fEm
1 found I ecutives
knew
most of already.
the exand technicians
For instance, at Beaconsfield there used
to be a clever young sound expert
named Marcus Cooper; he left, and I
often wondered where he had gone —
until I found him in command of the
"mike" at Merton. And others have
been assembled in the same way.
If I were making a film independently, I am
strongly inclined to think this is the studio I
should choose.
The Admiral's Secret, the current opus, is a
story of a bluff sea-dog, retired, who in his youth
has sown a goodish few wild oats; and among bis
many escapades is the pinching, more or less by
accident during a beanfeast, of an Italian jewel
of worth.
With a view to recovering it, divers tough
Italians call upon him in his lonely house by the
sea. There are screams, knives, fainting housekeepers, stalwart heroes — all the hotch-potch of
a comedy-melodrama, designed to make you
shiver and chuckle by turns.
Admiral Gwenn
The last time I met Edmund Gwenn, just a
few weeks ago, he swore by the little brass
knob at the bottom of the microphone (a solemn
oath) that he was retiring from films for a while
to concentrate on Laburnum Grove, the play which
J. B. Priestley has written for him. However, the
"while" is apparently now over, though the run
of the play is not, for here he is, playing the
Admiral with great verve.
James Raglan and Hope Davy supply the heartthrobs; and Aubrey Mather and Abraham Sofaer
are also in the cast, so we are at least assured of
efficiency in the acting department.
At Twickenham, itself, they are in the thick of
Behind the Mask, an exciting tale of burglars who
rather fancy a spot of murder if it comes their
way in the ordinary
course onof page
business,
[Continued
28) so to speak.
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GLYMIEL

JELLY

!ty coax yours back to beauty
However coarse and rough, however
red and sore, no hands are too bad for
Glymiel Jelly to make soft and lovely.
Just smooth a touch of Glymiel Jelly
into moist hands each time you wash
them, then watch the transformation.
Cracks and irritations are soothed away,
coarse red skin disappears. Glymiel Jelly,
fragrant and non-greasy, is a very special
beauty treatment for your hands, with very
special ingredients — and results ! Glymiel Jelly
gives your hands a lasting beauty, making them
white and supple, vital and alluring. And this
hand beauty is within your reach, for Glymiel
Jelly is so very reasonable in price. Get a tube
TO-DAY.
Ask for

GLYMIEL
Jelly
And just as Glymiel Jelly gives your hands
Tabes 3d. 6d. & 1/lasting charm and beauty, so Glymiel Face
Cream (Lilac Blossom) gives delicate charm
Decorative Jan 2/6
and beauty to your complexion. Buy a tube
to-day from your Chemist, price 6d.
ENTIRELY
BRITISH

. . . .i/ou luive a
a -valuable
fnize
cJiunce to iv 'ul

\1\KI IHI MOItlXltUI
Ul COIUI V...IIII MO\DinilJl
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CUBMIT your photograph for
^ weekly Col rex Fascination Contest. Maybe, your
charming smile, beautiful eyes or good features will
make you a winner.
Weekly prize is handsome mounted enlargement of
photo submitted and right to enter for Grand Final
Prize to be announced soon.
Seal from a tablet of Colrex Soap will make you still more
Beauty Soap must accompany
attractive by improving the
entry. Entry implies per- texture of your skin. The
mis ion toreproduce winner's improvement of your skin
photo" andandnameother
in " journals.
Picture- beauty by the use of Colrex
goer
Soap will give you a
Wliatever
your Colrex
most attractive
features are,
Beauty Beauty
new thrill.
of this achievement
-JLis proud
V;
^ Science
after many
years
of patient research.
Colrex
contains scientist.
"Sulfhaze"It Colloidal
discoveryBeauty
of a Soap
v,-.U-known
is sulphur Sulphur,
reduced thein
form to particles 1,200 times finer than the finest sulphur you
have ever seen. These extremely fine particles penetrate to the
deepest
of the
skin, cleansing,
purifying and smoothing
texture. layers
To the
modern
woman, discriminating
in the choiceits
of the soap_she uses. Colrex Beauty Soap will be a delight.
8d. per tablet.

QWrVSOAP
/ TIMOTHY WHITES. AND
OBTAINABIE f ROM
ALL CHEMISTS AND STORES
Address " Comp. Cl." Colrex Products (Gt. Britain). Ltd.
92 Upper Thames Street, London. E.C.4.

FRIGHTENED
TO
EAT
FOR
STOMACH
PAINS

'WARE
'FLU
High temperature. Bad enough if it
should be a cold. Worse still if Influenza.
So much of it about now. Take precautions. Take a ZOX POWDER— AT
ONCE. Time is important you know.
Zox is invaluable for reducing the high
temperature, relieving bad Headaches,
Neuralgia, and Nerve Pains. Being in
powder form it is more effective. Over
30 years' reputation.
*^ox P°wders, 2d. each or
FRFF
1/6 and 3/- per box. Send
iytd. stamp (cost of postage) for 2 free
powders now. The Zox Manufacturing
Co. (Dept. 6), 11 Hatton Garden, London,
E.C.i.
HEAD WON'T ACHE IF ZOX YOU TAKE

Throat

Sore

You need

PASTILLES
Your Chemist stocks them
4d. per oz.
In tint : 2 ozs. 8d . 4 ozs. 1 /3

?

There is no need for you to suffer the
agonies of gastric and stomach trouble, of
indigestion, wind, or sick stomach. Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder gives certain relief
when all other treatments have failed. We
receive hundreds of letters from grateful
sufferers and the following from Mr. Robert
Simpson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is typical of
them
—
" I :have
been troubled with my stomach
for about ten years. The doctor said I had
acute gastric ulcere — I was frightened to eat
for pain and suffered day in, day out until I
noticed Maclean Brand Stomach Powder. ]
am pleased to say I am now a new man
I have recommended your wonderful powder
to all my friends — they all call it 'Macleans
Magic Powder.' They know how I suffered
I wish your powder every success — I would
notPutbe an
without
it for
end to
yourworlds."
suffering; start taking
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder to-day. Your
relief will be immediate and in a few days you will
be able to eat anything you like without fear of
agonising pain. But be sure to ask your chemist
for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
with the signature "ALEX C. MACLEAN." It
is not sold loose but only in 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- bottles
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
WOMAN'S AMAZING EXPERIENCE
MRS. CUSSELL, of Ipswich, who was
almost completely bald, now has a
luxuriant growth of hair, reaching to her
waist. This amazing result was attained by
the use of Kotalko, which is splendid for
treatment of all hair troubles.
SAMPLE
OFFER.send
— If 3d.
you inhave
dandruff,
falling
hair or baldness,
stamps
for a testing
package of Kotalko and Kotalko Soap to J. Hart
Brittain Ltd., 9 Percy Street (104.AB), London, W.l.

No
for

Lonely
this

Evenings

BLONDE

Her golden hair magnetizes, attracts — gets
her
more invitations
than other
girls.
And This
it's
STABLOND
that gives
her the
lead.
special shampoo puts captivating sparkle,
glorious golden colour in all blonde hair. Not
only does STABLOND prevent darkening — but
safely brings back alluring golden brightness to
faded, lustreless light hair. Millions of blondes
and fair-haired women to-day all over the
world keep their hair gloriously beautiful with
Stablond. Stablond helps the permanent wave
to stay longer. Stablond contains no dye , henna
or injurious bleaches, and is free from camomile.
Highly
recommended
for children's
raoney promptly
returned
if you arehair.
not Your
more
than delighted with results. Get Stablond
to-day, 64. a packet of all Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores. Stablond is known abroad
as " Nurblond " and " Blondex " and is the
largest selling special shampoo in the World.
Stablond is made in England. Stablond Laboratories Limited, Acton Lane, London, N.W.10.
STABLOND
THE FAIR
HAIR SHAMPOO
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Blackheads
Enlarged

!

Pores!
Watch Them
Fall Away

Get a Clear
New Skin
in 3 days

This

New

Easy

Way !
No person need have such ugly
blemishes now. This new skin-making
discovery in Creme Tokalon Skinfood
(White Colour) penetrates, dissolves
deep pore dirt and blackheads so that
they fall away. It soothes irritated
skin glands, tightens enlarged pores;
whitens and beautifies the darkest,
roughest skin and gives an indescribable
youth-like skin and complexion obtained
no other way, in only three days' time !
Any good pharmacist will tell you so.
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Spot the Killer
This is one of tbe pictures in which the audience
plays the fascinating game of "Spot the
murderer." See if you can. I'm not making any
rash bets on it — you confirmed filmgoers are
getting altogether too fly for me nowadays — but
I venture to think it will tax your perspicacity to
tbe full.
There are some very pleasant people to choose
from — John Stuart, Judy Kelly, Athole Stewart,
Miles Mander, Richard Cooper, Sebastian Shaw
. . . do you fancy any of those as a murderer?
No, nor I. This will need thinking about.
I was duly inducted into the most exclusive
club in England. It meets at present in John
Stuart's dressing-room at Twickenham, between
shots
(because
John's is the and
largest
and theofchairs
are more
comfortable),
consists
five
members — -John, Judy, Dickie Cooper, Sebastian
Shaw, and Atbole Stewart. And once this film
is over, the club will be suspended perhaps for
years, since it may be that length of time before
the members are all together in one film again !
However, when that happens I will let you
know.

January 27, 1934
Binm e Barnes as
she appears in
The Lady
the first Columbia
British produc-

is Willing-"

A Winner
1 think Twickenham did a very wise thing in
putting Judy Kelly on contract when she was
"released" by British International. I consider
her (and so does John Stuart) one of the very
best bets in British studios to-day. She has
beauty, brains, and heart — and with these a girl
can go very far indeed, even in such a chancy
business as film-production.
I shouldn't be in the least surprised to see Judy
make a great deal of progress this year. The
little bit of work she had in Private Life of
Henry VIII showed what she could do under
really favourable conditions.
I think she suffered a slight relapse in Crime on
the Hill. It will be interesting — and important,
too — to notice what progress she makes in this
one.
George Pearson is directing it. He has forgotten more about the game than most of his
brother directors have yet learned — or perhaps it
would be more correct to say that he has learned
a lot and forgotten precious little.
In the Garden
Merton is not the only surprise I received this

As he ushers in the guest
With considerable jest
Says the sergeant
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It'sI literally
— two orat Worton
three, I Hall,
thinkthe
—
since
heard of years
any activity
Isleworth studio where a couple of sound stages
stand in the garden of a Georgian mansion.
This week, however, " mellerdrammer " visited
this rural retreat, in the shape of an M.-G.-M.
film called Brent Pays. How's that for a " be-mineor-I-burn-the-papers " title?
But "meller" can be highly entertaining if properly handled, in deadly earnest and with due
employment of the resources of kinema; and the
fact that it is being directed by Harry Hughes
indicates that the last ounce will be extracted from
the subject, for Harry has shown at B.I. P. that he
understands the principles involved.
Grade Is Real
You know Gracie Fields on the stage and the
screen, of course ? Very well, then, you know
her in private life ; for the Gracie she gives you is
the real Gracie, a personality so vivid, so individual, that it has fizzed its way up from the
Rochdale cotton-mills and exploded on the screens
of the world.
To talk with her is as entertaining as watching
her on the screen. I asked her why she had taken
rooms near the Ealing studios, where she is playing in Love, Life, and Laughter, and expected to
hear the usual blah about giving up everything
for her work, whereas she merely replied, in matterof-fact tones, "Well, you see, luv, I like to be near
has anI "edifying way of improving her lines
me Sheknitting
in the script as the spirit moves her. For instance,
when the foreign prince (John Loder) throws
down a ball of paper in a corner of her
flat,
the script
said. Gracie
Here, this
place itis quite
kept tidy,"
whereas
at rehearsal
changed
spontaneously to"Here, chook your mook where you
chook your luv ! " — a reminiscence of Rochdale

which infuses an immediate breath of life into the
scene. Great stuff, this Grace !
Pomp v. Common

Sense

But go to see Gracie, and you will have a tieldis eminenUy
watchday,
her for
at this
a royal
reception Grade's
was a joystuff.
to me To
—
common sense at loggerheads with traditional
procedure. See it.
Maurice Elvey (one of our three best directorial
bets at the box-office) is in charge, and in the cast
are Hermione Baddeley, Bromley Davenport,
Fred Duprez, Robb Wilton (and see his magistrate
in the police-court scene !), and Ivor Barnard.
Who are the other two directors I include in my
three best -sellers ? Ypu ought to know by this
time that I never give myself away like that.
Think of the mess I 'should get myself into.
Besides, don't you know the old proverb : " No
names, no pack-drill " ? And that comparisons
are odious ?
Victor Saville and Alexander Kordjt. And now
if I have to do pack-drill, it's your fault.
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TO

YOUR

Rinse

HAIR

AFTER

WASHINGorSHAMPOOING

FOR

COLDS

FLU

-and RHEUMATISM
^
- - - - - - -- You can smash up that cold or 'flu attack In
one night with ' ASPRO \ This is a fact that has
been proved by thousands of people all over the world. In fact,
ASPRO ' is recognised, both professionally and publicly, as being the
world 's master medicine for colds, 'flu and rheumatism. One of the great
secrets of its success is that it promotes skin action, thus assisting Nature
to throw out the poisons from the system through the millions of pores of the
skin. Being, after ingestion in the system, a GERMICIDE AND ANTIPYRETIC, or fever- reducer, it creates a condition which definitely eliminates
the feverishness, attendant weakness and discomforting conditions. We make
definite statements based on the following facts. You can prove our statements
at very small cost. So you see there is no need to be continually laid up through
the winter months with colds and 'flu.

smash up a cold or
will definitely
1 'ASPRO
JK I^Ei^F^™
CM
■ I
'flu attacktaken
in oneat inception
night. Some
people prefer to take a hot
l^m\0 I \0 whisky or a hot lemon drink with the two 'ASPRO ' tablets.
1 ASPRO does its healing work without harming either the heart or
stomach.
It eliminates — it does not suppress.
3 ' ASPRO ' definitely dispels the weak, ' ' gone at the knees, ' ' confused
feeling attendant with feverish conditions.
4 ' ASPRO ' is the safest and quickest acting antidote for ills and chills.
You feel relief within a few minutes of taking the tablets.
^™
9,
2

PROOF
GIVE
'ASPRO'
TO THE
KIDDIES
Two simple methods of
giving
ASPRO
to thea
kiddies ' are
: (a) ' with
little milk; or (b) break
the tablet up and administer in a teaspoonful of
jam. The dose is : childyears, 11 tablet;
tablet ;
6 toren 3 to14 6 years,
14 to 18 years, 1 1 . tablets.
* ASPRO 'should
like anynototherbe
medicine
given to babies under 3
years of age without
medical advice.
•ASPRO'Acetylsalicylic
consists oj Acid
the
purest
that has ever been kno-an to
Medical Science, and Us
claims are based on Us
superiority.

QUICKtf
COLDS
DISAPPEAR
H.M.S. Danae,
America & West India Station.
to me
toDearwriteSir,and— It's
tell ayougreat
of thepleasure
great benefit
I have derived from your tablets.
Many a time I have felt a bad cold
coming on, but after taking a couple
of ' ASPRO and' tablets
it again.
suddenly I
disappears
I feel O.K.
think it is the finest
medicine
ever
made, not only for colds, but many
other things.
I remain. GratefullyF.yours,
J. WARNE.
INFLUENZA
COLO

GOES

57 Fairleigh Road,
THANKS
TO 'ASPRO
Dear Sirs,
Cardiff.
I feel I must let you know of the
benefit I have received from your
wonderful tablets. I have just got
over an influenza cold, thanks to
' ASPRO. ' I was advised to take
them by my wife, who is a firm
believer in 1 ASPRO ' for headaches.
In future I will not hesitate to recommend them toYours
anyone.
sincerely,
E. J. WOODS.

washing
shamhow dullpooingorNoormatter
lifeless your hair may be -whether it be iair, dark or
auburn, a Camilatone Rinse will give it a warmth
and vouthl'ul sparkle which will delight you.
GOLDEN RINSE
BLONDE TONRINZ, AUBURN TONRINZ,
GOLDEN BROWN TONRINZ.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER. For a
limited period any good Chemist or Hairdresser will supply you with two 6d. packets
(each containing sufficient for three rinses)
for 9^d. Choose the Rinse to suit your
shade of hair.

(Becudif

RINSES

RHEUMATIC
THE

PAINS

HAPPY

ENDI

SOOTHED
89 Kenlor Road, AWAY
Tooting,
Dear Sirs, London, S.W.17.
I feel it my duty to inform you of
the marvellous benefit I have received
from
I am • ASPRO.'
a motor-coach driver on long
journey work and often had severe
attacks of rheumatism, until another
driver
told mewithto the
try result.
' ASPRO I '.wasI
was amazed
free from pain within an hour and now
always make a habit of carrying a few
' ASPRO ' tablets with me to take at
the least sign of pain. My wife also
had an awful attack of neuralgia
recently and was surprised at the
speed in which ' ASPRO ' soothed the
pain away.
I shall
mend them tofaithfully,
every certainly
sufferer Irecommeet.
Yours
RICHARD KEYMORE.
Enjoy your evening at the
pictures free from huskiness
or throat irritation caused

4 ASPRO
*
AS A GARGLE
Two ' ASPRO ' tablets in four
tablespoonfuls
excellent gargleof water make an
for sore throat,
tonsilitis, and
as a deterrent.

TRY
* ASPRO
' FOR
INFLUENZA
COLDS
HEADACHES LUMBAGO
SLEEPLESSNESS IRRITABILITY
Pty. Ltd.
NEURITIS
* HAY
NEURALGIA
SCIATICA
FEVER
('ASPRO'
Dept.)
Slough, Bucks.
NERVE SHOCK
T
GOU
RHEUMATISM PAINS PECULIAR
'Phone
:
Slough
608.
A*i proprietary ri^ht is
claimed in the method of ALCOHOLIC
AFTER-EFFECTS/X?r,EN
A
manufacture or the formula.
Made by ASPRO Ltd., TOOTHACHE ASTHMA
Slough, England.
WITHIN THE^PO^J
ALL LEADING
CHEMISTS AND PRICES
REACH
ALLO FREE!
• %J VzTe
EXTRAOFTABLETS
STORES STOCK
The cheapest way to buy ' ASPRO ' is the 2 6 packet. It contains ten extra
AND
DISPLAY
tablets,
equivalent
- worth two
of 'extra
ASPROtablets.
'. The next cheapest way is
the
1/3 packet,
whichto 3contains
•ASPRO'
GOLLIN

Don't let friends
tell you
yourmuch
hair
used
to look
let your casual
acquaintances
prettier.think
Don't
secretly
Here's a simple,it.
(| u i c k remedy.
Just
rinseGolden
your
hair with
Rinse or Tonrinz
after regular

by tobacco smoke. Zubes
will safeguard your throat
and chest the best way of
all . . .

& CO.

Go

• • •

Suck

a
ll OUNCE

ALL

LEADING

CINEMAS

OlN FLAT TINS
SELL
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KEEP

Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers

YOUR

HAIR

Acting

or Personalities
Discouraging

in

Outlook

Condition

for fresh talent during thesear
past
ch
ensive
r OO
YW
has D'
notSmet int
with
a success
HOLLyea
which can encourage hopes of
better acting in the films of 1934.
YVONNE
Perhaps the search was not conducted with a
view to raising the standard of dramatic
ARNAUD'S
METHOD
technique, for the newly discovered 'stars'
appear to rely mainly on that good old standby personality.
"Of the year's two great sensations,
Katharine Hepburn, and Mae West, the former
is by far the abler actress. She has been
EVERY woman should know that only some
called,would
variously,
label 'a
a second Gar bo,' which
healthy hair is lovely. To make and doubtful compliment
keep your hair healthy you must keep it free
from dandruff and grease and always keep and
which'a issecond
piffle. Duse,'
the roots nourished and stimulated. For
"Miss West, of
this purpose nothing is so good as Lavona course, makes no
Hair Tonic (which costs 2/33 bottle from pretence of acting,
any chemist). This eradicates dandruff and but is content to
nourishes and revitalizes sluggish hair roots. purvey curves and
sophistication until
Miss Yvonne Arnaud says : " I find Lavona the Censor awakes.
Hair Tonic admirable. It keeps the hair
"Each girl is a
in condition and is very soothing to the personality first, and
scalp. I like the Lavona Shampoo too, an actress second —
because it is really refreshing and preserves and a very poor
Katharine Hepburn
and brings out to the full the silkiness second. This may be
and lustre of the hair."
all right for the box office but it doesn't
cheer Ball,
the people
who Avenue,
like to Beeston,
see acting."
—
Geo.
18 Vardon
Notts.,
winner of the guinea prize.
[Not everyone will agree that Katharine Hepburn
and Mae West are lacking in acting ability, but I
agree as to their being exploited as personalities.]

IT's so easy to keep your hands free
from housework blemishes if you use
Snowfire Glycerine Jelly every time you
wash. Quickly absorbed and non-greasy,
it keeps roughness and redness from
your hands— makes them white and soft.
BRITISH MADE.
Of all Chemists, Coiffeurs, etc.
Tabes.

Sample Size 3d.

°

6

?

for 1934

because I could not believe her to be such a
character; therefore, the picture failed to convince. And the good story and splendid support
and Donald Cook was wasted." —
Holt zb
JackAdams,
of E.
E.
Chestnut Grove, Balham, S.W.iz.
{Obviously, if the public (as represented by the
above two letters) cannot agree on whether they want
expected
"types" to.]
or not, the producer and the star cannot be
Defending Joan

After
reading performance
M. D. P.'s inarticle
on Lady,
Joan
Crawford's
Dancing
I just couldn't help expressing my views on it.
Every week there's someone pulling her to pieces.
It seems as though they begrudge her the fame
she's worked so hard to attain.
"As for saying she's emaciated and exotically
made have
up, it's
rot. onI don't
think any stars
could
lessutter
make-up
than Joan,
according
to the part she took. They have to have a
certain amount on to photograph well, and Joan's
eyes, being naturally large, show up at the
slightest form of make-up.
ridiculous to say the
best" And
work again,
came it's
from just
FredtooAstaire,
who only gives
one really good number. While Joan gives three
or four intricate numbers at stepping back-stage,
besides the one she does with Fred Astaire.
"Dancing Lady is an excellent film, but I'd
hesitate to say it is her best portrayal for many
moons. Apart from the story, she gave swell
performances in Possessed and Grand Hotel.
Admittedly, I prefer her in the type of role she
portrays
Dancing
she'ssuch
so vital.
It's
a shame toin put
her inLady,
heavy asroles
as she was
given in Rain.
[We do not usually publish anonymous criticisms.
As to Joan's make-up, compare the garganman-mouthed
pop-eyedof Crawford
Lady"
Crawford
a few yearsof "Dancing
ago. If you
had with
read the
the
review more intelligently, you would have noticed
refer to her performance as her "best "
Typing
What Stars
is it that a film star fears most? (i.e. that I did not
as heronmost
portrayal
—
apart from interviewers !). I should portrayal,
a view withbutwhich,
your"appealing"
own confession
in your
think it would be the fear of being constantly final paragraph, you are in agreement.]
'typed'.
" Few appear to escape the continuance of their British Shorts
original successful role. Most of Hollywood's
We are always reading of the very indifferent
film stars before being recruited from the legiti'shorts' made by both American and
mate stage played varied roles. In films, however, British Companies.
the ' fans' settle the stars' destinies.
" In these days of the British ' boom ' in pictures,
"Clark Gable wanted a chance at light comedy.
Has he had it? Edna May Oliver played strong has it ever occurred to our producers that the
dramatic roles on the stage, but no one appeared scoop
for producing 'Travel Talks' concerning
to take her seriously on the screen after her our own country is unlimited, and would certainly
be a step towards solving this difficult problem.
whimsically ' snuffy 1 debut.
" We have had ' Travel Talks ' made by A merican
"Even her latest part of Aunt March in Little
on almost every beautiful country in
Women will not strengthen her dramatic ambi- companies
World, but one never sees one of our just as
tions. We could appreciate Boris Karloff without the
magnificent England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
his grotesque get-up; his is the price of starting and what about our Dominions ?
a 'cycle' which developed into a 'tour' of grand
"What
wouldkindbe with
more aentertaining
guignol (and Britain encouraged it !).
films
of this
commentarythan
by, short
say,
" Even the poor wisecrackers of the Jack Oakie
Mr. R. Ipswich,
E. Jeffery?"
— C. E. Upson, 23 Palmerston
and Lee Tracy assortment are up to the neck in Road,
Suffolk.
'typed' roles.
[I agree that such a series of shorts would be
"Only certain of the established stars prove
the exception and their escape can be attributed attractive. The difficulty, as I have said here
to individualism in something or other, and before, is that under the present programtne-booking
even at that they are not allowed to stray far system there is very little market for shorts.]
from the 18' fanMaule
' conception
of them."
David
Mackenzie,
Drive, Glasgow,
W.i.,— winner
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
♦
♦
♦
of 10/6 prize.
What
you think about the stars and films:
" AT am
advocate
star,
but not
I doan think
that for
oncetyping
a stara film
has been
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
typed it is an unforgivable sin for the star to be
cast in a different type.
example,
the acting
of Miss
Fay forWray
in "For
the film
The Woman
I Stole.
I do not
one
moment mean to suggest that Miss Wray is a poor
actress. But, after playing the 'poor hard done
by' heroine of films such as King Kong and Ann
Carver's Profession it seems strange to see her
playing
the part for
of ame' bad
Personally,
the' woman.
whole film was spoilt

£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for
the twopublished
most interestweek.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
written on one side of the
paper only
and should
exceed
1 50 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
eTHINKfrR
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
i
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tooth Paste which contains
a special cleansing and polishing material. It is twice as
soft as those in common use
and removes every trace of
Film stain with perfect safety
to enamel.
This scientific way of
cleaning teeth reclaims their
today.
natural sparkle. Get a tube

That discoloured look on
your teeth is nature's warning. It is Film — a viscous
coating, constantly forming,
absorbing stains which harden
into tartar.
Film must go if teeth are
to be white. Ordinary ways
of brushing teeth do not remove Fiim effectively so dentists recommend Pepsodent

"It

was1

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr^^

myAMAMI

HAIR

Slfrida
POWDER CREAM
AMAZING VALUE
...OUTSTANDING QUALITY
... AND IT COSTS ONLY
TRYATIT TO-DAY
OBTAINABLE
ALL CHEMISTS

fell

TicklingThroa
Quickly and
pleasantly
relieved with
DELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE

for

did for an
A ma "AMAMI
mi girl in Devon
fJERE'S
what
hair" !
" I have used Amami for about 8
years " (she wrote us recently).
" I started it when my blonde hair begun to
fade. Amami soon restored the lovely
natural colour, and kept a beautiful wave
and curl in it. And then ... I got married
— thanks to Amami! Yes, really; my
husband always says it was my Amami hair

MAKE-UP
WILL

that

NOT

that he first fell for!"
Every Amami Shampoo you buy contains
47 ingredients. 26 of these are just to
make your hair lovely. The other 21
are tonic ingredients, to nourish, feed
every starved hair-root, banish hair- troubles ,
bring
hair, that lasts Buy AMAMI
to-day healthy
!

HIDE
M PERFECT
SKIN!
SPECIAL
FREE OFFER
Send t post-card
co-day (or a
liberal sample
bottle of O.D.O.
Prescription to
D.D.D. Laboratories, P27, Fleet
Lane,E.C.4.
London,

£*REAMS
powder will
only
partiallyand disguise
a blemished skin. The only perfect base
for make-up is a charming, spotless skin. D.O.D. Brand Prescription isa sure remedy for
enlarged pores, spots, pimples,
as well as for disfiguring Eczema, Rashes, Chilblains, or
other skin diseases. A few
drops of this marvellous preparation give instant relief.
Buy a 1/3 bottle to-day at any
chemist.

Have
de

you

Luxe

received
Beauty

your

Outfit?

By special arrangement
the manu-of
*L'UL'L'
AvCiEi •# factuters,
any womanwith reader
"The Picturegoer " may obtain a de Luxe Beauty
Outfit containing six shades of Tokalon ' Mousse of
Cream'
so that
may Creme
test tbem
for
herself. Powder
The outfit
also she
contains
Tokalon
Skinfoods for both day and night use. Send 3d. in
stamps to cover cost of postage, packing, etc., to
Tokalon
N.W.10. Ltd. (Dept. 329M), Chase Road, London,

BRAND
PRESCPJ
PTION
BANISHES SKIN TROUBLES

PoudreTokalon
Mousse of Cream Face Powder.

AMAMI
TONIC
SHAMPOOS
AMAMI No. 1. With
AMAMI SPECIAL
Henna.
For dark hair.
HENNA. Makes brown
3d. and 6d.
hair a rich bronze or a
reddish chestnut shade,
as desired. 6d.
AMAMI No. 5. With
Camomile.
and six other varieties
3d. and6d. For fair hair.
Also AMAMI LIQUID
PINE TAR TONIC
AMAMI No. 7. CamoSHAMPOO.
6d per
mile Application and
bott.
Shampoo. 6d.
AMAMI No. 9. Tar
Ammmiable from
Product*
.ire obtainmU Ckmrntut
and
Soirarwrn.
Antiseptic.
6d.
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He
never

would
know

how she had longed
for this moment. Yet
she had no fear, confident inthe knowledge
that KHASANA Blush
Cream gave her natural
beauty, discreetly
alluring, irresistibly
right.
KHASANA Blush Cream gives the cheeks a natural,
healthy glow, changing on the skin to the one colour
most suitable to your individual complexion.
In a similar way KHASANA Lipstick emphasizes the
natural colour of your lips.
Both have a cold-cream base which makes them easy to
use and protects the lips and cheeks from cold winds.
KHASANA Preparations are kiss- and water-proof, and
non-detectable. An essential to every woman's make-up.

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them Weekly.
both c o When
The a reply
Picturegoer
by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
D. H. (Liverpool). — (1) Marguerite
Churchill
is married
O'Brien,stated.
and
not Bill Boyd
as has tobeenGeorge
incorrectly
(2) Spencer Tracy has brown hair and blue
eyes. (3) Joan Crawford has dark brown

Commandant
(London).
—
Conrad
was born on Fan
January
22, 1893,
eyes.Herr Veidt
in Berlin; 6 ft. 2 in. tall, brown hair and eyes.
Married.
Wanting to Know (Birmingham).-r-<l)
Jessie Matthews' latest picture is Friday
the nth. (2) See " D. H., Liverpool." (3)
George
O'Brien was6 ft.
borntall,on brown
April 19,
in San Francisco;
eyes1900,
and
hair. Recent films include Canyon Walls,
Life in the Raw, and The Last Trail (4) Ken
Maynard
born July
a ranch
in Mission,wasTexas;
6 ft. 21,
tall,1895,
black onhair,
grey
eyes. Married to Mary Leiber. Latest
pictures include Fiddlin' Bucharoo and Daring
Danger.
I. A. C. (Golders Green). Film Struck
(London, W.14). and Lawtonia (Manchester).— Frank Lawton was born in London on
September 30, 1904; educated Langley Hall.
5 ft. 9 in. tall, dark hair and eyes. Pictures
include Young Woodley, Birds of Prey. After
Office Hours, Michael and Mary, Cavalcade,
Heads We Go, and Friday the 13 th. Write
to him c/o Gaumont- British Studios, Lime
Grove,
London,
W. 12.
He uses Shepherd's
his own nameBush,
for stage
and screen
purposes. (2) Casts as follows : Young
Woodley, David Woodley — Frank Lawton;
KHASANA
Laura Simmons — Madeleine Carroll; Headmaster— Sam Livesey; Room-mates of the
hero — Billy Milton, Gerald Rawlinson, and
John Tweed. After Office Hours, Pat Millican — Heather Angel; Brewer — Garry Marsh;
Blush Cream 1/6.
Lipstick 1/6 St 2/6.
Her: — Frank Lawton: Miss Janus — Viola
Trial Size 6d.
Trial Size 9d.
by el; Miss Hooper — Nadine Marsh; Birkinshaw
Speechley;
Bufton — Eileen
Peel; —Mr.BillyWalker
— FrankMissRoyde.
L. W. F. A. W. (Birmingham) and DancDaughter
(Deptford).
— (1) on
A Southern
Maidingwill
be generally
released
April 2,
1934.
(2) Nancy
Brown's
latest
pictures and
are
A
Southern
Maid,
Facing
the
Music,
tJ/eadacfae...
Red Wagon. (3) Nancy was born in 1910 in
after or during the Cinema Show
Sydney,
Australia.
Address
her
c/o
British
International Studios, Boreham Wood,
PREVENTION
...
Etstree, Herts. (4) The Skipper of the
Osprey was generally released on January 1,
is better than cure
1934.
Wonderful new discovery by eminent
K. L. M. (Nottingham). — So far as I know,
scientist
proves
a
blessing
to
thousands
of sufferers.
Jan Kiepura will make a film entitled Blossom
Time.
Take two CINETAbS 10 to 15 minutes
before the Cinema, Theatre. Dance, etc.,
A Fields and Hulbert Fan (Kensington).
and banish all unpleasant after effects.
—returned
(1) Jackfrom
Hulbert
and his (2)
wifeHenry
have recently
Send P.O. for 1/3 Box or order through
the States.
Kendall
any chemists.
and John Stuart act with Gracie Fields in
This Week of Grace, which was generally
released on October 16, 1933.
No proprietory
claimed
in the right
methodis
of manufacture or
N. B.Beery
jun. — and
B. F. Bramwell
Fan.— (1)Fletcher
Write c/o
to
the formula.
Noah
INETABS
L'niversal Studios, Universal City, California.
(2)
Fletcher's
are
The Bramwell
Face on the
Bar-roomlatest
Floorpictures
and Only
THE CINEMA TABLET COMPANY
Yesterday.
(3) Noah
latest
films
are Heroes
of theBeery,
West jun.'s
and Jungle
17 Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.
2 Mystery (serials).
Yedwards (Great Yarmouth). — (1) Henry
Edwards'
Threads,
Towards thefilms
Light.include
Merely Broken
Mrs. Stubbs,
The
City
of
Beautiful
Nonsense,
His
Possession, A Temporary Vagabond,Dearest
The
YOU NEED NOT BE A PIANO FAILURE
Amazing Quest of Ernest Bliss, John Forrest
Finds Himself, Alwyn, A lAinatic at Large,
/ CAN TEACH YOU IN YOUR OWN HOME
The Hanging Judge, The Bargain, Tit for Tat,
Lily
ofThetheFlagAlley,
Boden's TheBoy,Joker,
The Further
Naked
Man,
Lieutenant,
Anyone — without knowledge, but who loves music — can speedily le»rn to play the piano b* Adventures
of the Flag Lieutenant, Fear, Three
the Becker method. So confident il Mr. Becker, that he doe! not say " You may be a brillian
Kings,
The
Call
of
the
Sea,
The
Girl
in the
pianist
acceptedFORby FREE
him asBOOK
a pupil.
' YouwhatSHALL
! " have
38.000said.pupils already
taught. "—but.
WRITE if NOW
and read
recent bepupil,
Night, Brother Alfred, and The I lag Lieutenant
(talkie).
Directed
The
Barton
Mys" I really did not think I could have -M
done L..
so well
in such X38468.
a short time.
and Discord. Studios,
Write toBoreham
him c'o Wood,
British
27/12/33.
Age 19.
and teryDominions
" Most of my friends ask who my teacher is, and when 1 tr!l theTi they
Elstree,
Herts. Michigan.
(2) Jason Robards
born
at
Hillsdale,
Pictureswasinclude
are astonished." -R. C. A . 19/12/33. W38477. Age 22.
Streets
of
Shanghai,
Wild
Geese,
Polly
of
the
" I am delighted with the simplicity of the lessons— thry are so easy to
Movies, Jaws of Steel, A Bird in the Hand,
follow."
C. J.. 15/12(33. X38406. Age 28.
The Gamblers,
Isle of LostParts,
Ships,
Some Alley,
Mother's
Boy,
CUT THIS OUT
The
Peacock
Abraham
Lincoln. Docks of San Francisco. Charlie Chan
form
anil
"
Keyboard
and
ttlMCle
Carries
On,
Subivay
Express,
Salvation
Hill.
Blind,
"
l>ook.
my
Of
copy
a bee advice. (Strike out inapplicable word*.) I ant a Heicmner.
ffor free
for
Caught Plastered, Law of the Tung, The
Klementary, Moderate, Advanced player.
Doctor's Sacrifice, and Pride of the Legion.
S. (Bromley).
was born
in J.Kansas
City, on— Jean
MarchHarlow
3, 1911.
Real
ADDRESS
name. Harlean Carpenter. Educated Ferry
Hall,
Lake
Forest,
Illinois;
5
ft.
2J
in.
tall;
Mr. H BECKER. iDept 1711, S* FLEET STREET. LONDON. E C. 4
platinum-blonde hair, blue-green eyes. At
age of lb married Charles McGrew, of

Let

George

Chicago; later
Bern, who
committed
suicidemarried
in 1932;Paulat present
the
wife of Hal Rosson. New pictures include
Dinner woodatParty,
Eight,
Hold Bombshell,
Your Man,andA HollyBlonde
Living
In
a
Big
Way.
Address
c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, herCulver
City,
California.
John onGielgud
first1904;
saw
theJohn's
light ofGirl.-;—
day in (1)
London
April 14,
educated, Westminster School and Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art. Sen of Frank
Gielgud and Kate Terry Lewis; 5 ft. 9 in.
tall, brown hair, grey-blue eyes. Write to
him c/o Gaumont- British Studios, Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
(2) The release date of Tug-boat Annie is
January 29, 1934.
D. S. Bannister
(London). — played
(1) Jamesopposite
Rennie Ann
and
Harry
Harding in the Girl of the Golden West.
Ann and Harry Bannister were married at
the time the film was made. (2) Herewith
cast of Downey;
Lucky In Love
MichaelCardigan
O'More—
—theMorton
Lady :Mary
Betty
Lawford;
Captain
Brian
Fitzroy
Colin Keith-Johnston; Earl of Balkerry ——
Halliwell Hobbes; Connors — J. M. Kerrigane;
O'More — Edward
McNamara;
Paddy
—Tim
Richard
O'Connor;
Kate —Taber;
Mary Raffertv
Murray;— Edward
Cyril —
Mackenzie Ward; Abe Feinberg — Louis
Sorin; Lulu Bellew — Sonia Karlov; Potts —
Tyrrell Davis; Landlady — Elizabeth Murray.
(3) Ida Lupino will be 17 this year and is not
married. Her pictures include Her First
Affaire.
Daughters
of To-day,
Prince Yetof
Arcadia made
in England,
and No Others
and The Search for Beauty made in America.
(4) Conrad Nagel appeared in a large number
of silent films.
Film Admirer (Amersham). — Ages this
vear as follows : Norma Shearer — 30,
August 10; Helen Hayes— 32, October 10;
Janet
Gaynor — 27,1; October
6; ClarkWalls
Gable
—
33.
February
and Tom
— 51;
February
18.
J. W. (Reading), C. M. & L.B. and
Schoolgirl (Kettering), and J. R. L. (Manchester).—(1) I am afraid we have no
photographs
of Richard ofTalmadge.
You
can obtain left
photographs
John Wayne,
George
O'Brien,
Gene
Raymond,
Joel
McCrea, Jessie Matthews, Nancy Burne,
Alice White, Richard Cromwell, and Harry
Welchman from The Picture Post Card
Salon, 85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2, at
3d. each. (2) Cast as follows : The Last
Trail. —TomClaire
DaleyTrevor;
— George Newt
O'Brien;Olsen
Patricia
Carter
— El
Krendel;
Looney
McGann
—
Matt
McHugh;
John Ross — J. Carroll Neish; Japonica
Jones — George Reed; Mrs. Wilson — Lucille
I .a Verne;
Sally— Luis
Olsen —Alberni;
Ruth Warren;
Pedro
Gonzales
Judge
Wilson — Edward Le Saint. (3) George
O'Brien will be 34 on April 19 next. He is a
native of San Fr.incisco; 6 ft. tall with brown
hair and eyes. Married to Marguerite
Churchill. Pictures include Havoc, The
Iron
East SideThe
—
West Horse,
Side, Noah's
Salute, Ark.
l-onrSunrise,
Star Ranger
Last of the Duanes, Riders of the Purple Sage,
The Rainbow Trail. The Gay Caballero, The
(•olden
Robbers'
Canyon
l ife in West.
the Raw,
and Roost.
The Last
Trail.Walls,
(4)
hrankie Da r row played the role cf Jimmy
t arter in The Lightening Warrior. (5) Elissa
l*andi was born on December 6, 1904. (6)
Cecilia Parker was bom in Ontario, Canada;
she is not married. Pictures include Over
the Hill, Sink or Swim, Sxcindle. and Rainbotv
Trail.
lNyuisiTlVE.
— Eric
was born
U.S.A.,
and will
be 23Linden
this year.
Picturesin
include Are These Our Children T The Crowd
Roars. Young Bride, Venus, Road House
Murder. Big City Blues. The Silver Chord.
The Flying Devils, and Birds of Prey. Address
him c'o RKO-Radio, 780 Gower Street.
Hollywood, California.
R. A. P.was (St.
Wheeler
Oakman
born Pancras).—
in Virginia;(1)5 ft.
11 in.
tall,
brown
eyes
and
hair.
(2)
Robert
Ellis
was born ori June 27 in Brooklyn; dark
hair,
blue
eyes.
Married
Vera
Reynolds.
(3) Noah Beerv was born on January 17,
1884. in Kansas City, U.S.A., elder brother
of
Wallace
blonde
hair andBeery.
green (4)
eyes.Gwili Andre has
WONDERING
(1) AskSnugyouris likely
local
kni.n
manager(Carlisle).—
if The Desert
to be shown at his theatre. (2) Herewith the
cast of The Loves of Robert Burns : RoDtit
Burns —Joseph Hislop; Mary Campbell —
Eve Gray;
Armour
Dorothy
Seacombe;
Lord— Jean
Farquhar
— C. —V.Gavin
FranciHamilton
, Tam.
the Tinkler
Neil
Kenyon;
— H. Saxon Snell; James Armour — Craigliall
Sher-y ; Mr. Auld — J. Hubert Leslie; Robert
Aiken — Alec Hunter; Mother of BurnsJean
SailerPrice;
— Wilfred
I'oosieCadelt;
Nancy —TheNancy
Jaw —Shine;
Betty
Price; The Soldier — George Baker. (3)
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The Child of Manhattan mi generally
released on August 7, 1933.
forSYLVIA
1 hour Anne
and 52 (Binfield).
minutes. — Cavalcade runs

your

B. R.that(Middlesbro').—
is little
doubt
you are correct(1)andThere
the signature
received from Jessie Matthews by you is
perfectly
ConstanceOurBennett's
films
sincegenuine.
Rochabye(2) include
Betters,
Bed of Rotes, Seated Lips, and Moulin
Rouge. (3) Herewith the cast of the Midshipmaid : Sir Percy Newbiggin — Fred Kerr ;
Celia Newbiggin — Jessie Matthews; Commander Ffosberry — Basil Sydney; A. B.
Pook — A. W. Bascomb ; Bandmaster Tappett
— Edwin Lawrence; Major Spink — Nigel
Bruce; First-Lieut. Valentine — Anthony
Busheil; Chinley — Claude Allister; Schooley
— Jack Clewes; Captain — John Turnbull;
Lord Dore — George Zucco; Lieut. Kingsford
— Anthony Holies; Bundy — Archie Glen;
Midshipman Golightly — John Mills; Marine
Robbins — Rebla; Dora — Joyce Kirby; Cora
— Wilma Vanne; Horse — -Condoe Bros.
Winnie
(Tottenham).
trees
was born
December— (1)25,Helen
1909, Twelvein New
York; she is 5 ft. 3 in. tall, with fair hair and
blue eyes. Married to (1) Clark Twelvetrees
(mar. dis.), and (2) Frank Woody. Has a
baby son by her second marriage. Address
her c/o Universal Studio, Universal City,
California. (2) Bruce Cabot was born April
20. 1905, at Carlsbad, New Mexico. He is
5 ft. 1 1 in. tall with dark brown hair and blue
eyes. Write to him c/o RKO-Radio
Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
California.
(3) Postage to America is ljd.
for the first ounce.
LlSBETH (Lanes). — (1) Release dates as
follows : Blessed Event, April 3, 1933 ; Blondie
of the Follies, January 30, 1932;
Cabin in the Cotton, February 13,
1933 ; Hell's
13,
1933;
TomHighway,
Broun February
of Culver,
December 12, 1932; Roadhouse
Murder, October 24, 1932; Scarlet
Daton, October 24, 1933. (2) I do
not know whether these films
will be shown in your town. The local
kinema manager will be able to give you this
information.
(3) Tom
filmsofinclude
The Wrong Doert,
ThatBrown's
Old Gang
Mine,
The Hooster Schoolmaster, A Lady Lies,
Queen High, The Famous Ferguson Case,
Fast Companions, Brown of Culver, Liberty
Road,
Laughter
Hell, Central
Highway,
and inThree
CorneredAirport,
Moon.Hell's
(4)
Richard Cromwell has appeared in the
following
films Shanghaied
: Tol'ableLove,
David,
Fathoms Deep,
MakerFiftyof
Men, Emma, Strange Love of Molly Louvain,
Are These Our Children ? Tom Broom of
Culver,
My andBoy,Hoopla.
This Day and Age,
Above theThat's
Clouds,
FILM Fan (SeuryV-O) Glenda Farrell
played
the role
the girlofnewspaper
reporter
m the film
The ofMystery
the Wax Museum.
(2) Herewith the cast of Yes, Mr. Brown :
Nicholas Baumann — Jack Buchanan; Mr.
Brown — Hartley Power; Carlos — Clifford
Heatherley; Franz — Vera Pearce; Clary
Baumannwas— born
M argot
Grahame. 13,(3)1913,
Helenat
Mack
on November
Rock Island, U.S.A.; she is 5 ft. 3 in. tall
with red hair and brown eyes. Address her
c/o RKO-Radio,
wood, California. 780 Gower Street, HollyE. H.in (Birmingham).
— Boris KarlofT
was
born
London on November
23, 1887;
real name, William Henry Pratt; 6 ft. tall,
brown hair and eyes; educated Uppingham
School, Merchant Taylors' School, and
London University.
toKing's
him College,
c/o Gaumont-British
Studios. Write
Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Evalynis 26
Knapp
Evalyn
Knapp
this Fan
year. (Walsall).
Pictures— include
Sinner's
Holiday,
Mother's
Cry,
River's
Millionaire, Smart Money, The Bargain, End,
Side
Show, High Pressure, Fireman Save My Child,
Taxi, Air Hostess, Pleasure First, Divorce
Detective, You and I, Big City Blues, This
Sporting Age, and Night Mayor. (2)
Dorothy Mackaile has appeared in Just
Another Blonde, Smile Brother, Smile, Man
Crazy, Lady Be Good, Waterfront, The Whys,
His Captive Woman, Children of the Ritz,
The Great Divide, The Love Racket, Bright
Lights, Strictly Modern, The Office Wife, Man
Trouble, Safe in HeU, No Man of Her Own,
Neighbours Wives, and Making the Fire Chief.

diet

RIGHT

Ruby Keel eh Fan (East Dulwich). — Write
to Ruby Keeler c/o Warner Bros., Burbank,
California. (2) Charles Farrell and Janet
Gaynor are going to team together in two
pictures, the titles of which have not beer
Axed at the time of going to press.
Curious
(Hastings).a —reply
(1) I from
am sorry
you
have
not received
Maurice
Chevalier. I can only suggest that you
write again to him, Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Hollywood, California.
(2)
requesthasforbeenmenpassed
on the
of thisYourmagazine
on tocover
the
Editor.

A TypicalBreakfast
weightproducing

Containing ev<

m

Jean Harlow snapped by the cameraman
at the studio with some of her fan mail.
Jean was born on March 3, 1911, at
Kansas City, U.S.A. Real name Harlean
Carpenter ; 5 ft. 2\ in. tall ; platinum
blonde hair ; blue-green eyes. Married
(1) Charles McGrew {mar. dis.), (2) Paul
Bern (dec.), (3) Hal Rosson. Latest films
include: "Dinner at Eight," "Hold
Your llan," ' A Hollywood Party,"
" Blonde Bombshell" and " Living in a
Big
Way." Write
to herCulver
c<o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
City,
California, U.S.A.
(3) Address Gwili Andre c/o RKO-Radio.
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
(4) Recent films of Joan Crawford are
Possessed, Letty Lynton, Grand Hotel, Rain,
To-day We Live, Hollywood Party, Dancing
Lady. Always To-morrow. (5) Dick Powell
was born in Mountain View, U.S.A., on
November 14. Latest films include : Gold
Diggers
of 1933, Footlight
College
Coach, Sweethearts
Forever,Parade,
and Convention City. (6) Joan Blondell was bom
in New York City on August 30, 1909;
married to George Barnes. She is 5 ft. 4 in.
tall with blonde hair and grey eyes. Recent
pictures are Gold Diggers of 1933, Good-bye
Again,
FootlightCity.
Parade, Havana Widows,
and Convention
NINA (Hammersmith). — (1) Leo Carrillo
was born in Los Angeles on August 6;
5married.
ft. 9 in. His
tall, films
brownbefore
hair, 77i«
and Race
blue Track
eves,
were Hell Bound, Lasca of the Rio Grande,
The Homicide Squad, The Gay CabaUero.
The Guilty Generation, The Broken Wing,
Second Fiddle, East of Fifth Avenue. Since
The Race Track he has made Exile Express,
Moonlight and Melody and Four Frightet-^d
People. (2) The Race Track is an American
film made in Hollywood, directed by James
Cruze, and distributed in this country by
Gaumont-British Distributors, Ltd. The
Kay Hammond who appears in this film is
an American, and not the British Kay Hammond, who has made a number of films in
lhi= country.
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" iy /TOST of our troubles are due," said Sir W. Arbuthnot
Is yourrecently,
diet right
your age and sire, is your
l^y I Lane
" to ?wrongFor eating."
weight correct? Do you know all you should about diet,
slimming menus or fattening recipes ?
Every woman will find just the help and advice she most
wants
in " The
Standard
' — thenotgreatest
most
up-to-date
book New
of its
kind inCookery
the world;
a mere andcookery
book but a great guide to health, with scores of menus for cutting
down or putting on weight, with special articles by eminent
authorities on diet rules, with hints on summer and winter
menus, foods and drinks you may and may not take — fruits for
health — looking after the figure beyond forty — invalid cookery —
fluid diets — special foods for indigestion. . . .
copy of thisprivilege
great work
now — Is.
without
waiting
— for
theA sensational
pricecanof beonlyyours
5s. (plus
to cover
carriage,
packing, etc.). Think of it I A £1 book for 5s., but you must apply
immediately on the form below.
THE GREATEST COOKERY BOOK IN THE
WORLD DISPATCHED TO YOU AT ONCE!
This
massive onvolume,
BY ELIZABETH
CRAIG,
the bestknown writer
CookeryEDITED
and Household
Management,
contains
over
1,000 pages, more than 333,000 words, and is lavishly illustrated with
sixty-two whole-page art plates. It has over 2,000 original cookery
hints and references.
There is a special edition bound in rich Maroon, Morocco-grained
Art. Leather, gold embossed on the spine, and with stained, dustp roof-top
edges. Size 8J in. deep by 5f in. wide by 2 J in. thick; weight
There is also available
approximately 3 lb.
a magnificent De Luxe
Edition, produced in a
sumptuous
bindingArt.of
rich
Blue figured
Leather,
gold
on the spine,embossed
with a
heavy embossed design
on the front
and with
stained
dustproof
top
edges,
headband
and
grained end papers.
ACT NOW. . . . All
applications
be
received
by must
notPOST,
later
than
FIRST
MONDAY February
5th . . . Send to-day.

Original00
Recipes,
0
2,
Menus, Cookery
Hints and
References
1.018 Paces.
62 WHOLE
PAGE ART
PLATES
DIET
AMD
HEALTH.by
With special articles
eminent authorities.
CABBED FOODS
Specially
writtenPh.D.by
John
Campbell,
THEKITCHEN.
EMPIRE
KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT.
HOUSEHOLD
MANAGEMENT.
Qr7ALLT> COOKERY.
NURSING AND
SICKROOM HINTS.
COOKING IN
EMERGENCIES.
In addition there is a
GREAT HOUSEHOLD
HINT SUPPLEMENT.
SPECIAL

CONCESSION
ORDER
FORM
POST THIS FORM NOW
To: THE PEOPLE'S HOME LIBRARY (Dept. G.C.2), 5 Castle Street. London.W.C.2
Please outsendsection
" ThenotNewrequired.
Standard Cookery Illustrated," as specified below. I have
crossed
ORDINARY EDITION.— 1 enclose DE LUXE EDITION.— I enclose
Postal Order, 5/- PLUS 1/- to cover Postal Order, 7/6 PLUS 1. - to cover
carriage, packing, insurance, etc. carriage, packing,
insurance, etc
MAKING A TOTAL OF 6/- IN ALL. MAKING A TOTAL O17 8/6 IN ALL.
PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS
Name
Address .

Date
P.O. No
Amount (6/- or 8 6)
Cross P.O. lit Co.:, and make payable to " Odhams Press Ltd." Pict. 27/1/34
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LEAVE

IT

TO

INTELLECT

AND

TO
Anne

"IT"

YV7HATEVER your query, whether it
belongs to the beauty or the domestic
category, I am delighted to answer it.
Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope for a postal reply. I can give you
more space in a letter than can be spared
in this column.
Shapely

npALA BIRRELL hails from Vienna, city
-*■ of music, dramatic art and culture. A
brilliant scholar with seven languages to her
credit — classically beautiful — an artiste to her
finger-tips, whether she is drawing the plaudits
or the wrapt gaze of millions
ofof theatre-soers
movie worshippers.
See her picture amongst the new series of
sepia glossy postcards recently issued by
Thi Picturegoer Salon, and you will want
to reserve a special corner for Tala in your
album. Choose your new cards from the list
below.
7 POSTCARD ALBUM
5 4FR

EE
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2^6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.

To " PICTUREGOER" SALON,
85 Long Acre, London, VV.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particular!
of discounts,
orders.
enclose
order foretc.,not onlessfuture
than one
dozenI
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 3s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5s. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address .
P.O. No
Amount
• Orerssas reader* ibould enclose Zs. extra to
roTir
pteUoi
and
Cross P.O. /Mil Co./ and postage.
make payable to
•' THE PICTUBKOOEB." Pie. 27.1.34
Choose sepia
your glossy
*' Cards"postcards,
from list3d.below.
Rich
each
—2/6 do*. On sale to all. Full list on
request.
Tan
Desnl
ClarktartOaUe
Henry
Oarat
Orel* Oar bo
John Glelgwl
Mary
Lilian Glynne
Harvey
Katharine Hepburn
Edward
E. Horton
Jack Hnlbert
Dorothy Hyson
Urania Jeans
Buoy Kiepura
Keeler
Jan
ElleaaLoplno
Land!
Ida
Prancis
Lederer
Predrte March
Herbert
Marahall
George
Raft
Norma Shearer
Adrlenne Ames Gary Cooper Hylrla Sidney
Lionel A twill Joan
Crabbe C.Randolph
Aubrey Scott
Smith
BlnnleBlrrell
Barnes BusterCrawford
Tala
Bing
Crosby
Lyle
Talbot
Wayne
John
Cummlnga John
Lilian Boles
Bond Constance
Mae Weet
Carl Brtsaon MarleneDietrich Diana Wynyard
Brnee Cabot
Roland Young
34

Toddy Petersen makes
absolutely certain of a
non-shiny nose — before
going
before on
the the
eagleseteyeandof
the camera.

Legs

ly, dI
snapshots recentme
ol
so more
edGhowovermuch
izN
al
re
I
N
TUR
n
kindly the fashio of today is than that of yesterday. Those hip length waists
and short skirts were not very
becoming, and certainly they
revealed some legs that were
short of 100 per cent, beauty.
Even though skirts are less
revealing, there is reason enough
in personal pride in owning a
pair of understandings that are
shapely. Neither too thin, nor
too fat, with an ankle of slender
proportions, is the ideal at which
we all would aim. But how to
attain it; that's the question.
For calves that are frankly and
hopelessly fat, there is nothing
like deep searching massage with
a greaseless reducing cream. Do
this at least once a day, regularly
for a month or so, and you will
soon notice a reduction in the
redundant flesh.
Massage for reduction does not
consist of the gentle movements
we apply with cream to face and
neck. The adjective searching
correctly describes it, and the
finger tips must get down into
the tissues. This massage, if
correctly done, is even more
effective than massage with a
reducing roller. But you must
be perfectly certain that the
cream used contains no animal
fat, oil or glycerine.
The movements for legs and
ankles consist of gripping and
wringing with both hands. Place
both hands around the ankles,
after having anointed the legs
with the cream, then pass
upwards to the knees, gripping
the flesh firmly, and making
movements as though you were
squeezing out water.
The calves may also be treated
to kneading with the knuckles.
Clench the hands loosely, and
work in small circular steps.
Hot baths also have a reducing
effect, and it would be as well to
give the legs and ankles an
occasional soaking in hot water,
to which reducing salts have been
added. There are to be obtained
bath salts which are impregnated
with the extract of a sea water
plant known as Sea Wrack. This
plant is rich in salts which, it is
claimed, have a specific action on

\

fatty tissues through the pores.
They are worth a trial.
Ankle Beauty
An the
8-inch
ankle is supposed
to be
measurement
of perfection.
A fleshy ankle may be reduced in
the way indicated above, but a
really thickset ankle; — and by that
I mean an ankle that is thick of
bone, is irreducible. But, at least,
it may be made flexible and supple,
which is halfway towards beauty.
Many ankles are marred because
of strain. That is why the girl who
has to stand to her work is troubled
with swollen and aching ankles. Incorrect posture and faulty walking
will
also
mar ankles and so will illchosen shoes.
Excessively high heels invariably
thicken the ankles, for they force
the foot into an unnatural position,
upset balance, and so produce a
rigid and cramped joint.
I am far from being an advocate
of the low-heeled shoe for all. The
foot with a natural high arch needs
more support than can be found in
a flat-heeled shoe. But there is a
reasonable medium. Those high,
stilted Spanish heels that so many
women wear are disastrous for
ankles, net only on account of their
excessive height, but — and this is
an even more serious defect —
because of their narrow base.
Whatever height heel you choose
to wear, be certain that the base of
the heel is broad enough to be
comfortable when the ball of the
foot is placed to the ground. Walk
behind a girl who is wearing shoes
with too small a heel base, and you
will notice a slight wobble of the
ankle as she puts her feet down.
This comes of the strain to which
the ankles are subjected in their
effort to adjust balance.
Another important point in the
preservation of ankle beauty is to
send your shoes for repair the
moment the heels become one-sided
with wear. Ankles would "turn
over" far less frequently if more
care were taken in this respect.
Ankles which do turn should be
treated regularly with cold water
compresses. They also benefit from
bathingment with
sea should
salt. After
treatthe ankle
be gently
massaged with toilet eau-de-Cologne.
Skipping with bare feet is another
way to strengthen the ankles. This,
perhaps, is hardly practicable at the
present time of year. But when dry
warm weather comes, running about
barefoot and skipping on the lawn
is of the greatest value.
Blemishes
Fineblemishes
silk stockings
display
that most
of us certain
would
prefer to hide. Superfluous hair is
a common trouble, and it must be
admitted that it is very unsightly

when seen through sheer silk. Any
of the depilatories advertised in this
paper
may be this
used hair.
with confidence
for removing
Whon the
long growth has been removed, it is
easy to keep it down by the regular
use of soap and toilet pumice stone
after the bath. Well soap the calves
and then go over them with the
pumice stone. The skin may resent
this treatment at first, but it will
soon harden.
Another blemish that becomes
visible through thin stockings is the
burning caused by too close hugging
of the fire. I know it is a temptation
on a cold night to sit with the feet
in the hearth, but it should be
resisted. The scars that result are
not only unsightly, but if the habit
is persisted in, may be the cause of
really serious trouble.
The bitter perienced
weather
we winter
have has
exthrough this
given many girls chapped ankles
which are both painful and unpleasant. Of course, it would be a
counsel of perfection to suggest that
the sufferers wear thicker stockings.
One expedient is to wear two paiis of
very thin silk. It is extraordinary how
cosy two pairs of thin silk hose can be.
Massage
tion will helpto toimprove
prevent the
the circulachaps.
The rubbing should be in an upward
direction and preferably given with
a rubber-bristled massage brush.
But this treatment is too drastic
after the chaps have already
appeared. Then they are best
treated with Fuller's earth cream. I
know of no better preparation for
softening and healing the skin.
Talcum powder should be applied
after the bath to ensure the skin
being thoroughly dry, and a single
layer of thin bandage worn till the
skin is healed.
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Keeps
your
att its So
best ap
always.
i skin
'i
^Tiiic
Pure and containing the medicinal and
properties
antiseptic
it soothes
and

of C'ulirura
heals as well as

der

cleanses the skin. For regular daily
toilet use in the home there is
nothing better.
Price Is.

Sold at all chemists.
,

A pleasant surprise for
5s7 sweethearts and wives

How fine this Snowfire Powder
is — how smooth and soft to
use. Sifted through sheerest
silk time and again — that is
the reason.
And
what
a
fresh, clear look it gives —

Six flavour
COOSEaEM.
TAM6ERINI
RASPBEIat [ NEW
BERRY
CRAPE FR0I1
LENOM HI
FRUITS
2/6 boxes
with Fruit Liqueur Centre*
1/- carton*

what
a delicate rose-petal
bloom.
This lovely powder
clings for hours
and its
perfume is fascinating —
you'll never tire of its
fragrance.

Snowfire
FACE

POWDER
RACHELLE & PECHE
SHADES— NATURELLE. ^9
Loose in attractive boxes,
Use Snowfire
Cream
too — itit'skeeps
the
perfect
and
Id., 3d. and dd. Flat comyourpowder
skin
softbaseand
Handbag
containers
3d. lovely.
Tubes 6d.
pacts 6d.

SECRETS OF CHASM : Even if you were not born
beautiful there is no reason why you should not be
attractive. But you cannot be chic and charming if
your skin is sallow and blemished. A good complexion
goes a long way towards earning you a reputation for
good looks, and no matter how neglected your skin
nay be, you can all achieve complexion beauty. Here
s a beauty hint, once the cherished secret of the
amous beauties of stage and society. Instead of
>rdinary night creams and skinfoods, use a complexion
*ax to keep your skin smooth and supple. The wax
loes even more than this : it gives Nature a helping
land in shedding the ageing outer tissue and keeps
he skin ever-youthful. And its name? Just ask
four chemist for Mercolized Wax, but see to it that
rou get the genuine article, sold only by registered
kemtsts.

flOMOF
no more throat tick lint nor
■■linn
fellow
krs
ia ban,to car
and traveltrain.
Pop inula
■ "STOP-KOF"
year
before yoa Tea-ia
tare oat iate the cold afar.

BY RICHER I SONS LTD. PETERBOROUGH

Make yom embnouimi
-ft- a bniMcutt
AUCC0A6 Witit
>»*>• car** *m -

Lovely
Hair — 3
Preparations
If your hair is dull, thin, lifeless or falling out, test the marvellous
" Harlene- Hair-Drill " FREE. Send coupon for samples of any FREE!
three of the Preparations described below.
1. ' HARLENE ' HAIR GROWER AND TONIC. Supreme
in restoring growth and health to hair, i/i y2, 2/9 and 4/9 per
bottle.

SAMPLE COUPON
On receipt of this Coupon
(postage 1 Ytd.) and fourpence in
stamps to cover the cost of
postage and packing a set of
any
Hair-Drill
"
samplestions3willandbe" Harleneasent
Manual
of Instructo any
address
in the United Kingdom. State
which numbers are required.
Attach coupon Jo a plain sheet of
paper
address. tearing your name and
EDWARDS HARLENE, LTD.

2. ' CREMEX ' SHAMPOO, complete with Free Burnishing
Rinse. 1/6 box of 7. Single Sachets 3d. each.
3. ' UZON ' BRILLIANTINE.
Keeps hair in positionSolid or Liquid. 1/1 x/z and 2/9 per bottle, or 1/3 per tin.
4. 4 HARLENE * WAVE- SETTING LOTION. Saves
£££s on Hair- Waving Bills. 1/3 per bottle. Popular size 7 %d.
5. * HARLENE * CAMOMILE GOLDEN HAIR WASH.
Imparts a glorious gold sheen to blonde hair. 1/3. 3/-, and 5/per bottle.
6. 4 ASTOL ' HAIR COLOUR RESTORER. For Grey,
Discoloured and Faded Hair. A real colour-restorative. 3/QUa), 20, Lamb's Conduit St.
and 5/- per bottle. Popular size, 1/9.
London, W.C.
"Harlene' ' Preparations are obtainable from all Chemists and Stores, or direct on receipt of Price, Post Free within the British Isles.
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A Lovely
Figure
Alt men admire a firm, rounded tana. Yam can obtain
perfect, fascinatinc carve* with BEAUTTPON, the
•mazing Vegetable Flesh Former. Simply rub this barmle*s cream in last dime at night and in a few weeks you
will bare a gtorioos figure. Adds healthy flesh anywhere.
Month's— supply.
5/6. plain
Sent sealed
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booklet
posted under
cover* Write for free
BEAUTTPON, Dept. P.G.. No. » Dean Road,
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How
the Leg-Weary Are Being
Made Nimble and Active by the
Wonderful New Biological
Treatment — Elasto.
soon vanish when Elasto is
pains
LEG
taken. Varicose veins are forgotten and
soon become normal, skin troubles clear up,
old wounds become clean and healthy and
commence to heal, swellings go down, inflammation and irritation are soothed, rheumatism
simply fades away and the whole system is
braced and strengthened. This is not magic,
although the relief does seem magical; it is the
natural result of revitalised blood and improved
circulation brought about by Elasto.
What other users
of ELASTO say :
"No sign of varicose veins now."
"Elasto put new life into me."
" Wonderfully active at 80. ' '
** My Doctor highly praises Elasto. "
"Now walk long distances with ease."
" Elasto has cured my bad legs."
" Worked wonders ; legs quite clear."
*' Cured my rheumatism and neuritis."
'* Now free from piles. "
" / feel 10 years younger. "
" It put me on my feet. "
14 Varicose veins completely gone."
" All signs of phlebitis gone."
" Completely cured my varicose ulcers. "
" I am now free from pain.*'
" My skin is as soft as velvet. "
" As soon as I started taking Elasto I
could go about my work in comfort. "
* Elasto tones up the system and cures
depression. " Etc.
Beware

of Imitations

, f
. ,. .
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"Oh!
My Poor Legs."
"For years it was misery for me to walk, my legs
and insteps would swell and the pain was awful !
Finally an ulcer broke out on my ankle and I could
not walk or stand except for a few minutes at a
time. Then my son advised me to try Elasto
and ..."
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". . . after using your treatment I am happy to say I am
Elasto cures varicose veins,
completely cured and can now walk for mtles. I cannot ulcerS( eczema, psoriasis, phlebitis,
praise Elasto enough, as I thought J would never walk again, thrombosis, muscular weakness,
Your treatment is truly wonderful."— Mrs. L
S
. swollen legs, inflamed wounds, gout,
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. . rheumatism, neuritis, and all those
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Wendy

BMrie

This lyrically named young ladyFwas born in Hong
Kong and educated in Switzerland. She played
on the London stage before being discovered for the
screen by Alexander Korda, for whom she made her
debut as one of the twins in "Wedding Rehearsal."
Recent films include "The Barton Mystery," "Cash"
"This Acting Business" and "The Man I Want."
Miss Barrie, who may be one of Britain's latest gifts
to Hollywood, is seen in the inset with True Lass, the
world's champion last-named
bloodhound,film.
who appears in the
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Sally Blanc
as she
appears
with Lee
Tracy in
" Advice to
the
Lovelorn.'

Mae
No More
Talk to
Hulberts'

Garbo"
"Goes
West
Interviews — Hill Top Solitude and Silence — A Straight
Exhibitors — Ramon's Sister for New Novarro Film —
£100,000 Contract
More
Duplication of Themes —
Double —Du
Barry.

y all come
! The
to itwell
in, well
time.
Mae West, if
WELL,
s
ent
current announcem
are to be
believed, has followed Charles
Spencer Chaplin, Greta Garbo,
Ann Harding and Katharine Hepburn into
the great silence.
In future the "no interviewers" sign will
hang sternly over Mae's dressing-room door.
Even her usually loquacious manager and
(according to rumour) husband, James Timmony, has been put on the " verboten " list for
press men.
Miss West has, moreover, moved from her
rather public apartment in Hollywood to a
big house high in the hills "where she can be
completely
I am notalone."
an admirer of the now much
out-mod ed and overdone Hollywood Hermit
act, but I think it is a wise temporary measure
in the case of Mae West, who is in danger of
suffering the reaction that sets in in the case
of all stars who are over-bally hooed .
In any case, she needs her wisecracks for
her films.

To Produce Own Films
It is also reported that It Ain't No Sin may be
Mae's last
for Paramount.
There
is picture
a possibility,
I understand.

that she may in future produce her own
films.
Let me see, now, it was at the same studio that
Gloria Swanson kissed ^3,000 a week goodbye
at the height of her glory and walked out to cash
in on her popularity.
She discovered that in spite of the fact that it
eliminates the employer's "cut" of the profits,
independent
production is not all beer and
skittles.
She would be glad to go back on the pay roll
at rather less than £3,000 a week now.
Miss West, however, has a considerable advantage in the matter of business experience. She
ran her own stage shows for years.
The Entertainment Tax
This is the time of the year when exhibitors
raise their hands to high heaven and call
upon us more loudly than ever to witness that
the Entertainments Tax is ruining their
business.
Exhibitors, as a rule, run our farmers pretty
close for the all-the-year-round grumbling championship, but I have a great deal of sympathy for
their viewpoint.
Looking at the quality of general releases
available for booking of late, I am not surprised
that some of them are declaring that they are
busy inquiring about living conditions in the local
workhouses.
Moreover, most of us would like to see a reduction of the tax on the cheaper seats for the benefit

No. 141 (.New Series). Vol. 3. Feb. 3, 1934.
Editorial Offices : 93 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Advertisement Offices : 57 Long Acre, W.C.2.
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Hollywood : Phil Lonergan, Washburn Apartments, 1984, North Ax gyle, Hollywood.
ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY, 2d.
of the many to whom the extra cost makes a lot
of difference.
Nevertheless, there are certain respects in
which the screen showmen must put their
own houses in order before they can expect a fall
measure of public belief in and support for their
cause.
The complaints of the suburban and provincial
picturegoer, who represents the backbone of the
hearing.
film public, are seldom, if ever, given a
Film writers for the most part see the pictures
they write about in the comfort of private press
shows or, at the worst, at one of the perfectly run
West End
"supers."
They have
no occasion
to
bother
about
the conditions
under
which the
majority of fans see those pictures at their local
theatres.
In the last few weeks, however, I have been
making
"halls." an investigation in the small suburban
Sharp Practices
While I found that some were excellently
managed, the results in the cases of
others were illuminating.
At several theatres I found evidence of such
irritating
"sharpseatpractices"
as "hidden
and "elastic"
prices when
there isqueues"
a good
(Continued on page 6.)
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Catchpenny Showmen
of the heap I select one from a
the topAllum,
From
Mr. Thomas
of 19 Wick Road, Homerton,
London, E.g.
"Why is it that Sunday filmgoers are presented
with such paltry programmes at the suburban
kinemas? " he demands.
"Last Sunday evening, with friends, I visited
one of the largest theatres in the East End of
London.
"We were shown a feeble crook story,
which would have been a 'fill-up' in any
programme, a news, film and a
ordinary
few camera oddities. To view this in
comfort we paid half a crown per seat.
"A few Sundays ago, at another
k prominent kinema, we suffered two
films and a news reel; both of the
former being at least a year old.
"Why is this? Is it because
there are so few places of entertainment open on Sunday evening
that the kinema proprietors think
they can palm the public off with
anything? To plead commerical
impracticability would be absurd ;
it is common knowledge that most
kinemas are packed to capacity
and with queues outside on
Sunday evenings.
"It seems quite clear that
Sunday kinema audiences are
being imposed upon and let down
That
letter is typical of scores
lately.had
I have
on the same subject

Lew Ayres has June Knight
as his hading lady m
" Cross-country Cruise."
(Continued from page 5.)
picture on the bill, which have already been
exposed and denounced in Picturegoer.
At one house I had paid and been ushered into
a crowded ante-room to wait before I was informed
that there would be no seats at that price available
for some time. At several others I was forced to
take 2s. seats because the " one-and-sixpennies are
full," only to find on going in that there was ample
accommodation in the cheaper seats.
Many of the halls, bug-infested relics of the past,
are quite unsuitable for the showing of talkies.
At one of these, a converted skating rink, the
only really habitable seats are priced at 2s. and
2s. 6d. The programme consisted of a secondfeature comedy and a Poverty Row quickie.
These managers who complain of dwindling
patronage should remember that for 3s. 6d. and
no more discomfort I can go to the theatre and
see Bergner.

badly."
These catchpenny kinema
managers may be making small
temporary profits for themselves
but they are losing friends for
the whole industry and alienating public support.
A New Novarro

her real-life
to play
relative
The rdlelatest
on the
screenof isa star
Carmen
Samaniego, the
nineteen-year-old sister cf Ramon Novarro.
Carmen is to display her dramatic ability in the
rdle of Ramon's screen sister in Laughing Boy.
Like her brother, she originally intended to
become a dancer and she has made one or two
public appearances on the stage in Hollywood.

" Henry's " Profits

still gold mines
are ted
good pictures
That
rly demonstra
is spectacula
by the success
of The Private Life of Henry VIII.
It has "stood up" for three months at the
Leicester Square Theatre and during that time
must have grossed something well over £50,000.
The film did not cost very much more than that
to make. In one week it took nearly £8,000.
Inefficient Management
lowest weekly total was £3,000.
In most cases quite apart from the lack of It's"Henry"
has still to be seen by the public at
showmanship betrayed by poor programmes
and
as
it's pulling in sizeable box-office
being badly put over and choked large
by ments
poorer
made
with advertise
and trailers, there was profits in America it seems certain to become the
biggest
money-spinner
ever turned out by a
evidence of indifferent supervision.
British studio.
Sweet and cigarette sellers can perform a
And Charles Laughton was wise enough to take
service for the kinemagoer but they should not be a share
instead of a large salary !
allowed to shout their wares in competition with
He showed better judgment than at least one
the players on the screen.
In slack moments in these badly managed big British studio that flatly turned the idea
houses usherettes engage in shrill and earnest down some months ago.
■ conversations in the aisles.
Perhaps, as a picturegoer, I am spoilt, but I, Hulberts £100,000
for one, cannot satisfactorily follow the progress Contract
of the romances of both the usherettes and Greta
n the meanwhile salaries in
Garbo simultaneously.
I British studios continue to
soar.
Those Sunday Programmes
I see that it is claimed
Ihave purposely refrained here from criticism that the joint contract which
of the pictures on view because the exhibitor Jack Hulbert and Cicely
is not always to blame for these.
Courtneidge signed with GauBut it is necessary once again to refer to the mont-British the other day
Sunday programme scandal.
provides for the highest sum
ever paid to British stars.
Exhibitors
begged
for
and
got
the
public's
Under the new agreement,
support in the fight for Sunday opening. Now,
because they know that on most Sunday nights which is for three years, they
to do six pictures a year
they can fill two "houses" whatever they put on, are
they fill the programme with cheap, independently between them.
For the eighteen films they
made "quickies" or films of ancient vintage.
My postbag at present is filled with complaints are to receive something in
the neighbourhood of
about these short-weight Sunday shows.
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Aoo.ooo. And they do not have to worry about
a Roosevelt salary "axe." either.
Mamoulian

s Next

Rouben Mamoulian seems to be becoming a
fad among the Hollywood exotics.
It started when he supplanted Von Sternberg
as Marlene Dietrich's director for Song of Songs.
After Greta
seeing Garbo
the preview
of her
chief rival's
picture
demanded
Mamoulian
for
Queen
Christina.
And now Anna Sten has followed the fashion
by acquiring him to direct her in her next picture.
Resurrection.
Can this film, by the way, be our old friend the
Tolstoi story that Dolores del Rio did as a silent
and which has already been done as a talkie by
Lupe Velez ?
If so one imagines that the title is rather too apt
to be allowed to remain unchanged.
Title Tangle
Now that Paramount has finally given way to
London Film Productions, they seem
determined to make confusion worse confounded
by giving
Dietrich's "Catherine the Great"
picture
two titles.
At present the intention of the company is to
bill it here as Scarlet Pageant and in America as
The Scarlet Empress.
Our American cousins can apparently stand a
few more degrees of scarlet than we can here.
In the meanwhile, the duplication of screen
subjects, to which I have referred, here before,
goes
Two on." Du Barrys
TheBarry."
latest B.I.
instance
is inhasthe
of story
"Du
P. already
a Ducase
Barry
ready to go on the floor as soon as it has a director
and an actress for the name part.
Over in Hollywood Warners announce another
Madame
Barry Du
fromBarrys,
an "original"
Chodorov.Du Screen
however, byseemEdward
to be
scarce. At the time of writing neither studio has
been able to find a star for the part.
Edward Sutherland, who was to have directed
the British version, has maintained the tradition,
of ill-luck associated with the play by being taken
seriously ill before he could leave Hollywood.
B.I.P.'s search for a leading lady for the title
role is embracing Britain, the Continent and
Hollywood.
"She must be an exquisite, exotic personality;
have the form of a gazelle and the temperament
of a tornado," according to the official announcement. "She must sing and dance like a Melba
and Pavlova in one, and must look right for
camera close-ups in very slight dress."
And we are to have another screen "Mary
Queen of Scots." Margaret Sullivan, the Universal
discovery, will appear in opposition to the Madeleine
Carroll effort in Elizabeth and Mary.
Flood of " Suggestions "
Our revelation
little " suggestions
has interest
been a
of the keen" competition
and intelligent
which readers take in their Picturegoer.
Carl Laemmle, the
veteran producer,
vjelcomes Jan Kiepura to Hollywood.
The popular
Polisha
tenor
is to make
picture for
sal. Univer-
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Our Cover This Week.
WARNER

BAXTER and
MARGARET LINDSAY
rARNER BAXTER, once a car salesman and garage owner, seems to
liave discovered the secret of perpetual picture popularity. Came to films via
stock and continued to play in stock companies while making his first pictures. The
studios, however, soon demanded his service
fullWith
time.the There's
coming aofbox-office
sound oneexplanation.
of the finest
speaking voices in films earned him added
prestige and following. Recently scored
another big success in Paddy, The Next Best
Thing, which achieved the same popularity
as the former Baxter-Gaynor co-starring
vehicle, Daddy Long Legs.
♦
♦
♦
Margaret Lindsay is the Iowa girl who, on
the strength of an English accent acquired
as a result of a season on the Ixmdon stage,
perpetrated one of the biggest Hollywood
hoaxes of recent years by getting away with
aReal
role name
in theis "all-English"
Lizzie Kies. cast of Cavalcade.
However, she reveals in such recent films
as The House on 56M Street and Private
Detective 62 that she is a young actress of
considerable ability and promise and that
she should go far on her own merits.

The little
started
yet. man will have to work fast. He hasn't
The latest news from the Chaplin studio is that
the commencement of production has again been
postponed — this time till March. It was originally
scheduled to begin last November.
The reason given for the new delay, however, is
interesting. In the past Chaplin has always made
his pictures from odd notes and the inspiration of
the moment.
Now he has decided to put his new story into
script form. He is at present busy revising the
script.
" Elstree Improves U.S. Stars "
The film critic of the New York Sun, reviewing
Heads We Go (re-titled The Charming Deceiver
in America) makes the interesting observation
that "contact with English thought and manners"
has "improved" Constance Cummings. He
thinks she has a new suavity and a " more
refined " charm.
" Haven't we been accepting blatant obviousfor vitality?"noise
he asks.
"And verility
haven't and
we
been nessaccepting
for real
Well, supply
your own answer. I am convinced
strength
"
that
the ?talkie
favourites of the future — and the
not-very-far-distant future — will combine the best
characteristics of British and American acting,
accent and manners.

Weekly

his first cigar in Good Dame and it laid him
flat — Sidney Fox is in the divorce news — It
is now revealed that Lyle Talbot was married
and divorced before he went into films — Cary
Grant denies that he said he did not want
to play opposite Mae West again because he
is afraid of his own personality being submerged— Al Jolson is kissed for the first time
on the screen in Wonder Bar — Katharine Hepburn
has not a good press from the New York critics
for her stage performance in The Lake — It is
reported that Marlene Dietrich is to return to
Europe in the spring to play on the stage under
tlie direction of Max Reinhardt — Laurette Taylor,
the original "Peg o' My Heart" and a famous
Broadway actress, has been signed by Metro —
Ben Piazza, casting director at Culver City, reports
that
the first
time ingirls.
Hollywood's history
there for
is a dearth
of chorus
Kinema Couplets
This week's award of 10s. 6d. goes to Albert
Cooper, 78a, Westboro', Scarborough, for a
topical effort.The Secrets of the French Police
High Finance
Prizes of 2S. 6d. each are awarded to the
following :—
Jack Waters, 9, Mayberry Place, Surbiton Hill,
Surrey, for the somewhat satirical combination
of titles.
The Rich are Always with Us
The Good Companions
forF.: M. Watmough, 9 Norwood Terrace, Shipley,
When Ladies Meet
Don't Bet on Love

Fan Mail " Disaster "
Have you ever written a letter to a Paramount
star during the last ten years ?
Our request for your views has resulted in an
If so, you may have a special interest in the
avalanche of ideas.
Hollywood floods that Phil Lonergan reports in
These are all being carefully analysed and his notes this week.
considered. This work and the number of letters
The studio had a policy of filing all the fan mail
George R. Hendry, 102, Dorset Road, Merton
received have made the task of adjudication a of its players and has accumulated hundreds of
Park, S.W.19, for a comment that will be appresomewhat prolonged one, but we hope to make an thousands of letters.
announcement next week.
by all
parents Up
in these Febiuary days of
They were stored in the basement of the camera rain andciatedfog.
Cleaning
In the meanwhile, we have to thank you for building, which was deluged with a sea of mud
your interest and co-operation in our effort to and water during the recent storms.
Are These Our Children?
When the mess was cleared it was found that
give you an even better Picturegoer Weekly.
the mail was ruined and thousands of letters
And finally to Miss M. Williams, 22, Sion Hill,
which by their numbers told the story of the Clifton, Bristol, for a commentary that is brief
1934 Will Be a Fashion Year
successive reigns of the giants of the screen who and to the point.
Hollywood seems determined to make 1934 a have occupied the star dressing-rooms on the
fashion year.
famous lot have had to be sent to the junk heap.
The Many
Officers'
Mess
Too
Women
This week I had a note from "Vera," the
fashion designer for Universal Pictures, who Short Shots
I remind readers that there are no rules
predicts that the repeal of prohibition will bring Mae West has sent one of the costumes she wore to May
this competition other than that all attempts
about marked changes in feminine styles.
on the screen for the waxwork figure of — as many as you like — must be submitted on a
"During the so-called prohibition era, both men herself in London's most famous exhibition — postcard and addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer
and women were extremely careless in their dress," the Jane Carr Club is holding a dance at the Weekly, 93, Long Acre, W.C.2. I would again
Vera writes. "Women adopted mannish garb and Imperial Hotel, Russell Square, W.C.i, to-night reiterate that envelopes will not be opened.
even struggled to re-shape their bodies along
MALCOLM PHILLIPS.
masculine lines, while men lost respect for the (Saturday) — "Tough Guy" Jack La Rue smoked
formality completely.
" Dinners ceased to be formal gatherings and
dancing parties were frequently attended by men
in business clothes escorting women improperly
dressed for such social occasions.
"Men andin sweaters
plus foursanddanced
with affairs
womenwerein
slacks
full-dress
practically forgotten.
Elizabethan Styles
Resumption of legal drinking," according to
Vera,and"gives
for more
banquets
social reason
gatherings
than entertaining,
at any time
in the past ten years or more. The cocktail hour
will be resumed and women will dress properly for
it. Elaborate dinners at home, at hotels and
popular restaurants will multiply as important
social events in 1934 and men and women will
dress for them with pride.
"Besides," she adds, "women have found that
they have lost attraction adopting manish modes
and there will be a quick change-over to the more
effeminate dresses; soft, exquisite, dainty materials
and lines which will accentuate womanliness and
physical charm."
In addition to "Gay Nineties" styles, she
predicts, there will also be modern adaptations of
the fashions of the Elizabethan era.
Silks, satins, dainty laces, full skirts and rich
perfumes
play an important part in women's
search for will
lost charm in 1934, wi*h daintiness the
keynote to what will be in style.
The Chaplin Film
Charlie
Chaplin's
picture
is, I see,
advertised
for new
general
release
here now
on
October 29.

Oh, won't
de
MilleCecil
he
jealous ? Benita
Hume radwith
VeidtConand
Henry
Hewitt
in
a scene from the
Gaumont-British
£80,000 picture
"Jew Suss."
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What

have

Women

Taught

by

Warner

Me

BAXTER

The star who was compelled in the early days of his
screen career to carry off heroine after heroine because
he was the possessor of a he-man. profile tells you what
he really thinks about the fair sex.

forbidden fruit, the time will come when that fruit
will seem the most tempting. The wise man
marries a seasoned and partially experienced
woman. Then be knows that be is secure, that
out of a world of men she has chosen him, and
she will be content.
A man can hold a woman best by never
forgetting the little things. A woman cares more
for the little trifling gift, brought borne at the end
of each day, than she does for a diamond bracelet
yon merely order to be delivered to her.
For me a woman must be feminine in every
detail. For instance, the way a woman dresses
is vitally important to me. I always notice a
woman's clothes. I am conscious of their style,
colour, line, and can appraise their quality at
a glance. I know the instant I see my wife
whether or not I like what she is wearing.
Occasionally I have taken one quick look at her
and have asked her to change to another dress.
After I have had the first impression, and it is
bad, I never want to look again until the change
has been made.

toDoes the
r?
te
ha
n
t
ma
en
wo
d
tm
mete out
I a
me in
AM trea
recent films at the hands of the
fair sex signify that I am a
misogynist ?
Have I lost my faith in women?
Have they let me
I trust them any more?
down too hard — and too often ?
Don't
Am I fated for ever to play second fiddle —
to step aside and let "the other fellow" have
the girl — even if occasionally I do get a lucky
" break " in the last reel or two ?
Has this humiliating experience so soured
my disposition that I have become cynical in
my attitude towards women, or can it be that
my past victories and easy conquests have
made me blase to their charms ?
These are a few of the questions that are
flung at me on all sides following my progress
as a tempestuous lover from the early days
of talkies, when Dorothy Burgess, my Mexican
sweetheart, played fast and loose with me, to
8

In after
my experience,
charming
the sun has allset.women
Theyarearemore
younger
and
more beautiful.
This is one of the strangest things I have
learned about women. At breakfast a woman
may easily look her age — say, between thirty and
forty. At noon, when she is well groomed for
my
self-effacing and sacrificial roles in a luncheon engagement with her 'in-laws, she will
recentmore
films.
look about twenty. When evening comes, and
I will admit right away that being compelled the shaded lamplight is playing on her bare arms
to carry off heroine after heroine on the strength and the curve of her white shoulders, she win
about sixteen ! How does she do it ?
of a so-called "be-man " profile does begin to pall. lookI have
seen film stars in evening dress who
There were times during the early days of my film
career, after I'd posed for hours for still portraits seemed to be the epitome of all the world's
and studio "profiles," when I had a mad desire loveliness. I have seen them on the "set" next
morning, and have wondered how J could have
to break loose and be myself — just for once.
found them so alluring.
As a genera] rule, the ingenue type does not
So I weary
I of to"the
romantic
type"
had a was
longing
break
up every
stickthat
of attract me, even though on the screen I seem
to play opposite the delightfully winsome
furniture
in
sight ! on the "set" and to kill every film hero fated
Janet Gaynor. But then, of course, Janet it a
To make matters worse, the women I have most exceptional girl and, in spite of ber air of
loved on the screen were so often flirtations, fresh young innocence, she is reaUy a naughty
little minx. She knows quite a lot about life —
scheming,
And what
was
meted or
out insincere.
to me all round
after "raw
all my deal"
hard and love 1
When you hear a man boasting of bis bachelor
work in 42nd Street, when 1 am left a tired, lonely
and desolate figure, forlorn, forsaken and for- freedom, yon may be sure it is a case of "sour
grapes." In a few years' time that man will be
Yes, gomy
t en ! screen experience has taught me much. hugging the chains of matrimony. For men
admire
and care for domesticity, but it must be
Life as a "great lover" can become a perfect
burden ! And it is not surprising that the cleverly disguised. The hand that rocks the
Hollywood film heroes have gone on strike, that cradle may rule the world, but for a man that
they have joined a sort of League of Great Lovers hand must be well manicured, gentle and soft to
and sworn a solemn oath not to be heroic any the touch, and possess the power to weave magic
more, but to appear in their true colours and see
Women are like violins. The more they are
if they can persuade their film partners and
women in general to accept them at their proper spells.
played on, the better they are. Men evoke from
valuation — neither as plaster saints nor cast-iron the delicate instruments what strain they please —
sinners.
or, rather, what strain they are capable of playing.
The great thing is to shed all the silly illusions And the longer they practise on those fine-drawn
we have cherished about woman and to treat her strings,
the more clearly they realise to their
as a human being.
chagrin how much they have still to learn !
For a man really to know women, experience
And, despite my unrivalled opportunities of
with one or two women is not enough. A man studying women at close quarters in all their
must have known many women in order to know bewildering and unpredictable moods — from the
one woman well.
cool indifference of an Elissa Landi to the piquant
If men — and women, too — have not had diverse provocation of a Myrna Loy — I may as well
experiences, if they have not tasted of this or that confess right now that I have still a lot to learn I
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Leila Hyams, who
sale football
drama,
appears
in Univer"Saturday Millions," and with
Slim Summerville in
" Horseplay," disa new brown
tweed playswalking
suit
with long swagger
coat trimmed with
beaver fur.

The stars do sometimes relax. Here are Walter Forde
and Tamara Desni snapped at a carnival given by the
Gaumont British studios at which electricians, executives, carpenters and stars all combined to make
whoopee.

Through

Our

LENS

Gloria Stuart demonstrates
her ability as a harpist to
John Boles with whom she
is appearing in a new
musical romance,
" Beloved."

Hollywood is feeling much
better, thank you. Prohibition isa thing of the past
so
Tim
bottles
contain theMcCoy's
genuine article

Edmund Lowe sets a new fashion in hats. This is
what he will wear in his rdle as a deep sea diver
in Charles Rogers' " No More Women." The
helmet is being fitted by Larux, an expert diver
who is also working in the film.

andbutthemodesty
" Picturegoer
forbids "! —
9

MEET

Mr.

All the Gary engagement rumours have culminated
in the most popular screen lover's marriage to Sandra
Shaw.
Here is an intimate and revealing word
picture of the newly-weds.
by Gladys
had acted like an
impulsive schoolgirl.
" And I wouldn't have
talked with him, if
he'd answered," came
the further confession.
" I only wanted to hear
his voice ! And that
she helike?
Gary,
girl
marriedAnd— what's
have you seen him, too?
How I envy you your

rm for
l cha
'S thefatathem
e song
women COO
hasPER
been
of
GARY
s
ling
t
nt
my rece ramb
abou the city.
It is possible that " Cooperitis " has
long been a malady with which female
movie fans have been chronically afflicted.
But the sudden appearance of the film star
and his subsequent marriage to Sandra Shaw
has spread the virus to an alarming state of
epidemic ! Excitement reigns in Gotham !
In the course of a single day the following
incidents, entirely unprompted on the part
of this worried interviewer, actually
happened. Said my manicurist, taking a
surreptitious peep at the tabloid picture of
the present Mrs. Cooper : " What a break !
Say, can you imagine anything more heavenly
than being the bride of Gary Cooper?"
Later in the day, on a shopping expedition,
I asked to be shown a black frock for street
wear. It must be black. No other colour
would do. To my astonishment, the saleswoman returned with an armful of dresses in
a light shade of blue.
I repeated that I was interested only in
black. " But this is Sandra Shaw's favourite
colour. Really, it's one of our very best
'numbers ! "'
Before the day ended I discovered that this
infection of the female heart region was not
cod fined to shop girls and manicurists. I was
dining that evening with a young and charming
opera singer, whose suitors are impressive in point
of number and eligibility on both sides of the
Atlantic.
Over the coffee cups she arose and went to the
telephone. She called the number of a well-known
hotel. Iconversation.
couldn't help hearing one side of the
ensuing

"Mr. Gary Cooper, please."
"No,him,
there's
use very
givingmuch
my toname.
I don't
know
but Inowant
speak to
him.
Please connect me."
"What? He never speaks to anyone unless
they're announced? Oh, I am sorry."
Chiding her later, my hostess admitted that she
IO

Baker

Early that morning throngs of Gary Cooper
fans, in which, of course, the female element was
predominant,
began
to crowd the huge lobbies of
the Park Avenue
hotel.
Then, in order to secure the privacy which both
Gary and Sandra most genuinely desired, it was
necessary at the last minute to celebrate the
wedding without preparation in the apartment
of the bride-to-be's mother on Park Avenue.
Only four persons were present. The bride was
given in marriage by her step-mother, Mrs. Paul
Shields, her sister served as maid of honour and
the only others who witnessed the ceremony were
Yes, I'd seen Gary the bride's step-father and the groom's personal
and Sandra. A few representative.
But an hour after the marriage vows were
days
wed
ding,before
lunchingthenat taken — well, that was a different story. Every
the Colony Club. It newspaper and fan magazine in New York sent
was then that I dis- at least one representative ; and both bride and
covered an unexpected groom, in spite of their distaste for publicity,
received them with decent cordiality.
anglejob of!" the "great
Evenlover
the ! "presence As was to be expected, neither was in the mood
screen
for answering the intimate queries fired at them
of the girl to whom he
was engaged failed to by some of the less tactful reporters. Veronica
ruffle
film star's
innatethe poise
and couldn't remember when they'd first met — or
Her tall, handsome husband tried to be helpful.
dignity. Thereexchanges
were no wouldn't.
sentimental
course he remembered. They'd met less than
^^■■■■■^■^■■^^m
of terms of endearment. aOf year
ago in Hollywood when Veronica was
No sly meeting of hands pursuing a film career under the euphonious screen
under the table. None of those personal innuen- name, Sandra Shaw.
does which cause embarrassment to the outsider.
Sandra, or rather, Veronica, had been groomed
Not that his attitude was one of indifference or for the regulation social career. But her contact
studied detachment. I was impressed, most of with Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt at the latter's
all, during the luncheon hour, with the absolute famous Todhunter School made her decide against
naturalness of his conversation and behaviour. a life of social frivolity.
He was exactly like any other young man of good
As a compromise to her family she made her
breeding and knowledge of the conventions, who debut in New York two seasons ago and then
was lunching with the young woman he had headed towards Hollywood. Film tests proved
chosen for his wife.
that she was a screen type, and she appeared in
Unlike so mr.ny screen luminaries, his clothes several pictures.
did not single him out from any of the young
Considering the fact that she came to the film
business men who were lunching in the fashionable colony without stage experience or professional
restaurant.
reputation, her progress during the two years she
A sack suit of grey, which had that comfortable remained in California was considered remarkable.
But that little moment in the sun is past.
look of having been worn before, and conservative
accessories. He was at all times relaxed and Sandra Shaw has had her day. Now, as the wife
perfectly at ease, as if he were unconscious of of the famous screen hero she will be — well, just
being the cynosure of all the guests about him.
that.
Having tasted the heady wine of careering, one
As for Sandra — I can best express her foremost
characteristic by using an out-moded phrase, she wondered if the ghost of Sandra Shaw would glide
through the domestic life of these newly-marrieds
is every inch a "lady."
and influence Veronica Balfe Cooper's promise to
Her background as Veronica Balfe, daughter her husband never to appear in professional life
of one of New York's most socially prominent
families, has impressed itself in intangible but
She was asked about this pledge to confine her
interests to wifely pursuits. At least for the
tell-tale qualities which distinguish a person of again.
moment
it causes her no restlessness of mind or
culture from one of superficial polish.
Her hair is dark, much darker than it appears spirit. She said : " I never cared much about
in photographic likenesses; her grey eyes extra- being in the movies. I don't believe I could be
ordinarily large and widely spaced. She is slender both an actress and a wife and I'd rather be
and, when standing, the top of her head reaches
This willingness
married
to Gary." on the part of the young
exactly
Gary's shoulder.
On thisto occasion
she was wearing — true enough ! motion-picture actress to abandon her career is
— a simple crepe frock of cadet blue and a matching not a superficial request from her husband. It
felt hat turned smartly off the face. Her coat has always been one of the requirements he
believed would be essentia) to a happy married life.
was leopard.
The famous engagement ring (declared by the
Some years ago when he gained the reputation
tabloids to be not less than 15 carats I) is of being Hollywood's most eligible, but elusive,
exquisitely cut and with its small, dark rubies bachelor, he went on record when interviewed as
on either side, accentuates the whiteness of slim, being a discriminating and not easily susceptible
aristocratic hands.
prospect in the matrimonial market. He asked
She is attractive and charming, in a quiet way a good deal of the girl who would share his life
— strikingly opposite to the incandescent allure with him.
of On
Gary's
former flame
— Lupe Velez.
Andsomewhat
now that subsided
the "tumult
and the shouting"
and 3,000,000
American
the morning
of December
16, word had sped have
about the city that the Cooper-Balfe nuptials maidens have accepted the existence of Mrs. Gary
would be celebrated at the Waldorf Astoria, where Cooper, let's get back to Gary, who is, after all,
the screen celebrity had been domiciled during his the real celebrity of the family.
There is one feature about him that has entirely
stay in Manhattan.
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Mrs.

GARY

COOPER
escaped comment in the hundreds of stories that
I have read. These stories, it is true, tell a great
deal about his tastes and hobbies ; his high-powered
motor cars, his ranch, his monkey, his love of
cheese, his genius for remaining silent under trying
situations. But I cannot remember ever reading
an article devoted to his business in life — the job
of acting.
Nor is this difficult to understand. He has
great personal charm, and, though I dislike the
word, tremendous appeal to all classes of people.
He is very handsome, in a long, lean picturesque
fashion, and since he never makes the slightest
effort to gain admiration, of course he gets it
whole-heartedly .
Because of these various attributes his real
ability as an intelligent actor seems never to come
up for the consideration it deserves.
don't some
thesesome
manyof chroniclers
filmWhycelebrities
pointof out
the dramaticof
incidents of his pictures which have definitely
elevated Gary Cooper to the front ranks of
screendom ?
\X7hy don't they tell about his subtle and
poignant acting in Slwp-Worn Angel}
Remember?
'He played
the the
partfirst
of time,
a dough-boy
who
was in New
York for
on his
way to France.
There was a gripping incident which I shall
always remember. He was walking down Broadway one evening, feeling heart-breaking loneliness.
He heard dance music drifting out to the street.
He stopped and turned towards the sound. That
was all. But the audience "got" the loneliness
and eagerness of the bewildered and homesick
boy to be part of the crowd. This particular
scene lasted about five seconds !
There is such honesty in his characterisations.
Often
to "point"
his role
more oreffectively
he willin doorder
or say
something
uncouth
boorish,
as, for instance, his lines to Claudette Colbert in
His Woman.
He is drunk and one might think unnecessarily
unpleasant, but it goes with the part. On the
other hand, his scenes with the baby in that same
picture were unforgettably real and endearing,
chiefly by contrast created by his own. interpretation.
Because of his innate fineness and sincerity he
is the most sought-after player among the leading
women stars in Hollywood. Helen Hayes, who
co-starred with him in that unusually fine film
version of Farewell to Arms, told me that she
never had more sympathetic support or understanding.
She onrecalls
whenandeveryone's
nerves
were
edge many
at the days
studio,
when Gary,
by
his patience and gentleness; helped them keep
their poise and control.
Incidentally, he gave one of the best performances of his career in that film. He was, as the
French
"in the
skin"herof first
the character.
Francessay,Fuller
played
screen role with
Gary in One Sunday Afternoon. She says she will
be eternally in his debt for his suggestions and
help.
"Timeto show
after time,"
said, of
"hebusiness
went outof
of his way
me littleshepoints

With trophies of the
chase which he
collected on his
African hunting
trip
whichstudy.
now
adorn and his

L ^

M

Sandra Shaw, who is
probably one of the
most envied girls in
Hollywood since her
marriage to Gary.

original
storypressing
is completely
there's
always the
need ofdisguised.
keeping a And
production
up to schedule which is a terrible temptation to
slurCooper
effects isandonehopeof forthethebest
best."troupers in the
profession. Four years ago, with a temperature,
of 104 he got up from a hospital bed (to which
he had been carried from the set) and worked on
a retake for sixteen hours.
It took him nearly a year to recover from that
— but it saved his company a small fortune.
Often he has finished a film after midnight and
been on the set at 8 a.m. starting a new one.
Another quality, which reminds me of that
magnificent band of actors, the Moscow Art
Players, is his saving use of gesture. He never
makes an unnecessary one, never moves unless
he has some definite reason for so doing.

is a man-sized job. But, as he himself said :
"It's a good thing to get away from your home
lot once in a while, change your perspective,
natural,"
this "being
callstheatre
audience
Theonlyaverage
understand and especially for an actor. Too much Hollywood is
of the
real artistes
appreciate the delicate technique this requires. bad. I've learned that lesson.
" People accuse me of changing since I went to
"The art of keeping still" — how few practise it !
Because women, young and old, from far and Europe. I haven't really. It's only that I'm
near, have made an idol of him, Gary Cooper has older and wiser, I hope, and my horizon has
had to stand the gaff. He has done it with broadened. I realise that some of the best
dignity, good breeding and a quiet sense of humour moments a man can have come to him alone on
a trek through a jungle, or riding across the plains
which inevitably comes to his rescue.
As when upon his return from Europe, swamped at .sunset. These things count."
Now there'll be someone to share these
with questions as to the latest object of his
affections, he finally turned on the pursuing re- "moments that count." His bride will be riding
which I was completely in the dark."
and saidin: love
"Good
Lord be! running
Do youaround
think with him on his ranch in California. And Sandra's
if I were porters
madly
I would
horsemanship is one of his wife's talents which
When
it's
a
question
of
his
own
acting,
Gary
Gary spoke of with particular pride.
is his best critic, and is entirely impersonal in his
buying
baby
clothes occasion
for a monkey
? "he was urged
And
on
another
when
Gary Cooper is to-day the same unspoiled
analysis.
He
said:
"I
think
Shop-Worn
Angel
one of the best films ever produced. Right from to tell whom he expected to marry, he quite person that he was ten years ago when I met him
the start we all ' clicked ' and the results showed it. gravely replied, " I hope to marry a woman ! " first as an "extra" on the lot where he is star
To bis credit let it be said that Gary Cooper to-day. I hope that in this marriage he will find
the opposite
happened
with cooks
City Streets
and" Just
Fighting
Caravans.
Too many
spoil has never "gone Hollywood." He knows a good all that he has dreamed marriage would bring
that arehe my
willjoy.
be able to say to his bride
about the world beyond the sound stage. him and" You
the broth.
chief difficulty,
I see it, deal
with
movies. That's
Our the
organisations
are tooas big.
There are more cliques in Hollywood, perhaps, in the words of the old Scottish poem :
"We are in constant danger of losing the vital than any other place in the world, bat Gary has
You are my delight,
thread of a story through a mass of detail — steered through them successfully. He is essen15 assistant directors, 10 script writers, till the
tially honest with himself, and in Hollywood that
You are my complete contentment." II

J
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Brian
Aherne
It is usually left to Hollywood to develop the best
work of English stars. In
" The Constant Nymph "
this clever young stage and
film actor shatters tradition
by
revealing
a talent that
and
" screen
" personality
America
failed
to discover in its
campaign
to
" put him over " in Marlene Dietrich's " Song of
Songs."
Aherne was
born
in
Worcestershire
31 years
ago and while still a child
trained for the stage under
Italia Conti. He made his
was nine. when he
first appearance

COME
that
Dear Claudktte
s of
SO, despite the formidable rival claim
Mae West, you are to be Hollywood's
"Cleopatra" after all.
While it will always be a matter of
some regret to me that we shall be
deprived of the experience of hearing a Mae
Western Cleopatra inviting a Hollywoodian
Mark Antony to come up and see her some
time, I have no doubt that you will give us a
pleasing and even, perhaps, distinguished
characterisation of the Ancient Egyptian
It Girl who discovered "S.A." two thousand
years before Elinor Glynn and the Hollywood
press boys caught up with its commercial
possibilities. I must confess that I have some
doubts, though, as to its effect on your career.
Do you really think it is wise to become so
closely identified with the more spectacular
Hollywood works of Mr. Cecil B. de Mille ?
Mr. De Mille, as you and I know, has many
estimable qualities. As a showman he is still
unsurpassed among the directors of to-day.
He is the sole surviving god of the Golden Age
of the films when Hollywood was really "Follywood," and
colourscene
and that
glamour
part of
motion
picture
did were
not ahave
to the
be
invented in the publicity departments.
"Bigin and
Business"
and and
soulless
efficiencyandhave
come
the romance
the glamour
the
colour and the grand and glorious extravagances
have gone out with their coming.

of

OUT

BATH

TUB

!

A frank and outspoken open letter to Claudette Colbert.

wrongly, formed certain very definite and obstinately cherished ideas about de Mille heroines.
There is a popular legend, for one thing, that
after a few weeks of production they get so used
to saying "Yes, Mr. de Mille," that they begin
repeating ductit
in their sleep;
that after
a fewhabit,
proions it becomes
an almost
incurable
and that when we come to dissect the corpse after
the subsequent and sometimes premature kinematic demise of those concerned, "Yes, Mr. de Mille"
is found engraved on their hearts.
I do not know, of course, to what extent you
allow yourself to be dominated by your director,
but I do know that up to the present Charles
Bickford still claims a monopoly of the honour
of amending the formula to "No, Mr. de
You are, I am sure, too individualistic a performer and a personality to become a Trilby to
Mille."
anybody's
Svengali,
know reputations
as well as inI
do
what legends
can but
do toyouscreen
Hollywood.
Moreover,
de propagation
Mille's well-known
preoccupation with the Mr.
screen
of the theory
that
cleanliness is next to godliness and his unshakable
belief that every night should be Saturday night
in the kinemas has had very definite and not
always very fortunate reactions on most of his
proteges.
Because I think that you are among the most
talented of the younger school of American screen
actresses I should honestly hate to have even to
All the glory that was the old Hollywood has contemplate the possibility of Claudette Colbert
passed. All except Cecil B. de Mille — who with finishing up in the great movie exhibition with a
his fifty pairs of riding breeches, his still inevitable neat little label bearing the legend "de Mille Bath
megaphone bearer, his magnificent retinue of Tub Queen" attached.
Your acceptance of the role of Poppaea in The
"yes men," and his "million dollar spectacles,"
goes marching on to fresh triumphs in a new age. Sign of the Cross — which started the film firm of
He is the last of the giants.
de Mille and Colbert — was all right in itself.
It enabled you to demonstrate your versatility
You will, I hope, pardon this somewhat melancholy and, I have no doubt, dull digression. I am as an artiste. Some of your critics were unkind
always, I fear, fascinated by the great de Mille enough to say that you couldn't do it. And some
act, but — more to the point — I have mentioned of
saidincidentally,
that you wouldn't.
all these things because I think that you should
Ithem
have,
a vivid recollection of
understand that in raising the question of your discussing the latter point with Ernst Lubitsch.
screen association with the maestro I am not He told me how when you played in The Smiling
lacking in appreciation of his peculiar genius.
Lieutenant for him. he and the entire might of the
Nevertheless, the world has, rightly or Paramount Studio were hurled back in defeat

when they tried to persuade you to do the mildest
of undressing scenes for that picture.
I trust that you have succeeded either in
avoiding him or making your peace since you so
generously and, I might add, charmingly disthe de
and took
played yourof physical
Mille Order
the Bath charms
in the Roman
epic.

the Claudette Colbert of
though,
Seriously
r, I Cover
the Waterfront, and Three
Manslaughte
Cornered Moon is too talented an actress to be
There
"leg show."
mereshows
allowed
in Hollywood
many a leg
are far totoobecome
already — and far too few talented actresses.
Much as we appreciate the beauty of the Colbert
chassis, we could, I think, survive the loss if you
decided once again to confine your matutinal
ablutions to the privacy of your own bathroom,
but we need you as an artiste.
Perhaps we are unduly alarmed. After all,
we should be able to rely on your own well deserved reputation for good sense.
The current publicity bulletins issued on your
behalf, however, are not reassuring to those of us
who would like to accept that conviction.
I have before me as I write, for instance, an
announcement that solemnly proclaims that you
have been ordered to put on fifteen pounds
in weight in order to achieve the "attractive
curves
associated with the Cleo patrician
brand "ofusually
sex appeal.
Before that we were invited at much length and
amid considerable drum banging to observe that
by a "modern miracle of surgery" your recent
appendicitis operation was performed in a way
that left no scars to spoil the effect of the revelations made by the costumes you are to wear in
Four Frightened People and the Cleopatra
Well, we all like to talk about our operations,
picture.
but
don't you think that calling out the ballyhoo
department of Paramount to inflict the details
on your friends is carrying it a little too far ?
don't
it. that sort of publicity — and we
You deserve
don't need
Please come oat of that bath tub.
MALCOLM
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Triumph

on the stage
top nclass
the scree
is difficult. To
on the
orreach
remain with the elect is still more
difficult.
This piece of elementary knowledge naturally occurred to me when I was
asked to see the successor to The Private Life
of Henry VIII. Could the London Film
Productions maintain the standard they had
set in the picture that made the world
conscious of British studios?
In my opinion, Catherine the Great is even
better than Henry VIII. There may be many
of you who will argue about this contention.
Nothing will please me more, because I want
everybody to see both these films.
Alexander Korda, the director of the company,
has certainly found the secret of successful team
work. Most of the technical staff who made a
success of Henry VIII were employed on Catherine.
The one important difference was that the actual
direction was done by Dr. Paul Czinner.
This is the first film for which he has been
responsible in this country and bis work warrants
that we give him an enthusiastic welcome to our
studios. We need directors of his ability.
On more than one occasion Picturegoer has
condemned the habit some companies have of
importing
allegedthan
starsthefromusual
abroad.
It is therefore with more
enthusiasm
that
we approve the inclusion of Douglas Fairbanks,
jun., and Elizabeth Bergner in a film made in this
country.
We have always maintained that Fairbanks,
jun., given the opportunity, would prove that he
is an actor. His work in Catherine will be a revelation to those people who regarded him merely as
the son of Doug. Fairbanks, sen.
The part of Peter is one that most actors would
dearly love to play but very, very few of them
could equal the interpretation given by Fairbanks.
He makes this abnormal, suspicious, cruel,
disloyal being a living man and even gains for
him a sympathy. It is far and away the best
thing he has yet done and gives promise of even
better things to come.
But fine as his work is, he does not dominate
the picture as Charles Laugh ton did in Henry I 111.
This is due to the fact that the story provides for
two women foils — Elizabeth Bergner as Catherine
and Flora Robson as the Empress Elizabeth.
Bergner is claimed by many critics to be the
greatest actress on the stage to-day. There will be
many who, after her performance as Catherine,
will honour her as the screen's finest performer.
Off-hand, I can think of nobody who could have
played the part as she does. Her range is marvellous. Her every mood is a delight to watch. Let
us hope her stage work will not delay her early
appearance in another picture.
Our own native talent is best represented in
this film by Flora Robson and Gerald du Maurier.
Miss Robson is fine as the Empress who "never
gives
her heart
is a real
actress, andas
Sir Gerald
givesa rest."
his bestShescreen
performance
the French Gentleman-in-waiting to Peter.
Indeed, it would be difficult to find fault with
the acting of any of the parts. In Griffith Jones
we have a real he-man who should be an asset to
our films.
Every one of the minor parts is played by either
a stage or screen actor or actress (other Pritish
companies, please note).
Their
14 names are Irene Vanbrugh, Joan Gardner,
Dorothy Hale, Diana Napier, Gibb McLaughlin,
TO

Clifford Heatherley, Lawrence Hanray and Allan

Frank CeUier in the title role of " Captain
Blood" a film dealing with the theft of the crown
jewels which will he fully reviewed next week.

story.
And now let me tell you briefly something of the
Jeayes.
The scene is set in Russia in the middle of the
deal of heartburnings and diseighteenth century. Empress Elizabeth decides has beencussionaaboutgood
to the fact that the dialogue
that her nephew, the Grand Duke Peter, is to is said to haveit owing
entirely remodelled and the
marry a German princess. To the Duke, women action rendered been
fit for censors to see.
are playthings, and after refusing to marry, he
This does not seem to me to matter a jot. The
consents to wed the woman who idealises and loves
play
beenoffseen
here Coward
and whether
have
him.
to takehas ournothats
to Noel
or Benwe Hecht
To show what he thinks of his wife, he spends for some of the most axrestingly satirical and
his wedding night with a former mistress at his sophisticated dialogue I have heard for some time
hunting lodge. Catherine is broken-hearted but
she refuses to admit defeat and succeeds in is not of great moment, the main thing is that the
is a wholly entertaining one and we must
arousing interest in her husband by pretending to picture
take it on its merits as a film, not on its antehave a "regiment" of lovers.
The illness and subsequent death of the Empress cedents.
The plot tilts merrily at modern life and
brings to fight all the malice and thwarted
ambition of Peter and as Czar he soon antagonises morality. It pre-supposes a young American girl,
his people and the army. The officers are devoted Gilda, who falls in love with two men in Paris —
to Catherine and in order to save her and the one an artist, the other a playwright — who are
country
persuade
her Czar.
to consent to a revolu- great
Her friends.
appearance threatens this friendship but
tion andthey
the arrest
of the
she formulates a design for living in harmony by
She agrees on condition that "not a hair of his which they all stay amicably together — sex,
head is touched,"
to
captivity,
insults anbutold Peter,
enemy preferring
among the death
officers,
her, the
is "out."
She aidstoboth
men in their work by concertain of the fate that will befall him. (A wonder- according
structive criticism until finally the playwright
ful scene, this.)
makes
a
hit
and
goes
to
London to see it produced.
The news of the murder is brought to Catherine
in the hour of her triumph. All her old tenderness The old adage of two is company is amply proved,
for Peter returns and we leave her a sad woman for the lady proceeds to live with the artist and
is written to to that effect.
who has purchased the crown at too great a price. theHeplaywright
returns to Paris and finds that his friend is
This is only the barest outline. A complete also now
famous
when he visits the girl she
story of the film has fortunately been written falls for him. The and
artist returns unexpectedly to
by Marjorie Bowen, the famous author, and the find the pair having breakfast. There is a royal
first instalment will appear in The Passing Show
next week. Read it, and, above all, see the riot which is solved by Gilda leaving them both
and marrying an old friend.
picture.
M . B. Y. It will be a memorable experience. —
Design for Living
Ernst
has always
beenLubitsch
considered
the
master of sophisticated
comedy and while some
of his talkie efforts have
not lived up to the
pictorial
ness and expressivesubtlety
of
his silent
masterpieces, he
certainly comes
into his own
again
with this
brilliantly
directed and
highly diverting
It is an adappicture.
Ben
Hecht oftationa byplay
by
Noel has
Coward
which
not
been staged
over here. There

A crooner between two
fires. Bing Crosby finds
difficulty
deciding
whether toinstay
with
Fifi D'Orsay, the vamp,
or
to Marion
Davies,
whogo loves
him sincerely,
in " Going Hollywood."
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The pair solemnly celebrate this event by
getting amicably drunk together.
Gilda goes to America for her marriage and
soon afterwards is bored stiff with her husband's
business friends — he is a publicity agent and he
neither forgets it himself nor lets her forget it
either.
Relief comes with the reappearance of her two
lovers, whom she decides to take back to Paris
and live with again in a menage d trots bound
by a "gentleman's agreement" that there is to be
no love-making I
The dialogue is exceptionally good and while
the picture relies on it more than on pictorial
action, Lubitsch has used his camera to avoid any
appearance of a photographed stage play and also
for illuminating detail work.
It does not strike you when you are Lxjking at
it there is practically no action — always there is a
sense of movement and change of scene.
The relation of the three principals is most
arrestingly shown and while it could have been
made definitely unpleasant, there is no touch of
offence in the whole length of its light-hearted
and sophisticated footage.
Characters are excellently drawn and equally
excellently interpreted. As the artist, Gary Cooper
gives a performance which is thoroughly meritorious and is a worthy successor to his work in
One Sunday A ftemoon and in an entirely different
vein.
Fredric March is at bis best as the playwright —
he seems to have completely shed all his tendency
to emulate John Barry more — and acts with a
light touch and full sense of character and
comedy.
Miriam Hopkins adds to her laurels in the role
of Gilda. A part difficult to make sincere and
convincing, both of which, however, she manages
to do.
As the friend, who marries her After the lovers
have quarrelled violently, Edward Everett
Horton is a sheer delight, while Franklin Pangborn
appears briefly but effectively as a stage impresario.
This is the most polished production I have seen
this year and one which will undoubtedly rank
high amongst the offerings of 1934. — C.
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really see the pictures guide you
more than if you have not, for while Basil Dean
has captured the spirit, atmosphere and character
of it perfectly, there are little hiatuses in the
action which may leave you a little bewildered
as to the strange company amongst which you
find yourself.
The Sanger family is a queer one headed by
Albert, a Bohemian composer who, having
travelled all over the world and collected a
miscellaneous family from various women, has
finally settled in a ramshackle chalet in the Tyrol
with his last mistress, Susan, a somewhat vulgar
type, and the aforesaid promiscuous progeny.
In this atmosphere Tessa is brought up and
from her earliest girlhood she has secretly loved
Lewis Dodd, another Bohemian composer, a
friend of her father.
I do not propose to go into all the details of the
plot, but just to indicate its broad outlines ; to tell
it in even moderate detail would take up far
more space than I have at my disposal.
Albert Sanger dies and Dodd arranges for
Tessa and her sister Lina to go to England under
the guardianship of a young aunt with whom he
falls in love and marries; an occurrence that nearly
breaks Tessa's heart.
She goes to school in England but runs away
and comes to live with Dodd and her aunt, whose
temperaments have now clashed and are headed
precipitously to separation.
The inevitable happens, accelerated by the
aunt's treatment of her niece, with whom she
eventually accuses her husband of being unfaithful.
After the first successful performance of his
symphony Dodd takes Tessa away to Brussels,

The Constant Nymph
It was in the silent version of Margaret Kennedy's story, which,
was directed
by Basil Dean,
who isincidentally,
also responsible
for its
talkie
successor,
that
Mabel
Poulton
came fully
into her own.
Here it is Brian Aherne who scores an outstanding success, but there is also a newcomer
in Victoria
decided
hit. Hopper who makes a very
It would be rash, after seeing her in
this performance, to prophesy a great
stellar future for her, but she does fill
the role of Tessa, the love-lorn little
giri who dies so tragically, admirably.
I feel that if you have read the story
you will probably enjoy the picture
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., as King
Peter with his young consort, later
to become Catherine the Great,
played by Elizabeth Bergner.

Jane Baxter, Victoria
Hopper, Brian Aherne,
and Peggy Blythe in
Basil Dean's new version
of " The Constant

Weekly

where she dies on the first night of her arrival
from heart failure.
Interwoven into this tragic romance are the
lives of others of the Sanger family, such a queer
one that it is known all over the world as " Sanger's
Their lovers, their lives and those of the people
with whom they come in contact are all excellently pictured and the resultant pattern is one
that
is exceedingly human, lifelike and sincere.
Circus."
Brian Aherne's Dodd is an exceedingly sensitive
and well-balanced piece of acting; the character
with all its eccentricities lives and is thoroughly
Tessa, as I have said, is finely drawn by Victoria
sympathetic.
Hopper. But while these two dominate the film,
the cast as a whole is deserving of high praise.
Tessa's asister
Lina,
as Peggy
is Jane Blythe
Baxter isas excellent
Tony, whoas marries
successful
and wealthy impresario, played most effectively
by Then
Fritz there
Schultz.
is Kate, an elder sister who mothers
them all, well presented by Jane Cornell, and
Linda, Sanger's vulgar mistress, a fine character
study by Mary Clare, and Sanger himself,
impressively registered in a fine, short sequence
by Lyn Harding.
Outside
"Sanger's Circus"
is Florence,
the
aunt
well thecharacterised
by Leonora
Corbett;
Roberto, an Italian servant, by Tony de Lungo:
Trigorin, a concert promoter, by Jim Gerald.
The Tyrolean exteriors are really beautiful and
the whole atmosphere of the Bohemian household
has been admirably caught.
London scenes, too, are excellent, especially
the concert given by Dodd in the Queen's Hall.
Indeed, thorough technical work and photography reach a very high level. This is a picture
which redounds to the credit of British production
generally. — L. C.
Going Hollywood
If I had not seen it in the synopsis I should have
hardly credited Frances Marion with the
authorship of this extraordinarily weak and futile
story which furnishes Marion Davies with her
latest vehicle.
It has become quite the thing for stars who are
not quite so prominent in the limelight as
they once were to call for this brilliant scenarist
to provide the means whereby they may climb
back to the fullest popularity.
I'mefficacious
afraid that
not beDavies
quite
in thethis
casewill
of Marion
and I regret it because I still believe
that she is one of the cleverest
comediennes on the stage if she is
given the right material.
She has certainly had little chance
^ 3 in her talkies to prove it and I had
A ^ hoped that this would be • her
It is, however, a thoroughly
opportunity.
ridiculous
storyduel
of aofgirl's
for aa
crooner, her
witslovewith
French actress rival for his love and her
final victory, accompanied by a brilliant
debut as a Hollywood star — she, in fact,
deposes her rival on the sound stage.
And do they croon ! They do good
and hearty all through the picture — at
least, Bing Crosby does, he being the
idol who fascinates the little schoolmistress, Marion Davies, so much that she runs
away from school to find him.
The French menace to her happiness is Fifi
D'Orsay, who puts plenty of fire into a part with
few opportunities.
Marion Davies lacks expression. She gives a
dance or two and imitates a coal black mammy
and her French rival — these are the best things
she doesof —crooning.
but they provide only tiny oases in a
desert
Things are brightened up a little by Ned Sparks
as a director and Stuart Erwin as an unsophisticated college youth who is recklessly backing a
production.
As I have said, Bing Crosby croons.
The funniest thing in the picture are a series of
caricatures of some of the most notorious crooners,
which form a somewhat ironic comment on the
hero of this picture. — L. C.
Prenez Garde a la Peinture
'his French picture is of particular interest, for
upon it is{Continued
based the on
playpage
The 16)
Late Christopher
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{Continued from page 15.)
Bean and the American film version of it, which
stars Marie Dressier and Lionel Barrymore.
I am afraid, however, that if you have not got
a good working knowledge of French that you
will not find it very entertaining.
It is so dependent for its brilliant wit, satire
and character drawing on the spoken word that
the superimposed sub-titles are only able to give
the barest outline of its intriguing comedy.
As I write it is running at Cinema House,
Oxford Street, London, and I would advise all
those who know French to go and see it.
Actually, the film is a straightforward rendering
of
Rene of Fanchois'
playcamera
with little
flights
imaginative
work.action and few
But it is wonderfully well acted, all the
characters come to life in the satire on an avaricious country doctor and his menage who try to
defraud an old family retainer when they discover
that an artist who had loved her and painted her
portrait had become famous since his death and
that his pictures are very valuable.
The atmosphere of a small French provincial
town is amazingly well caught, as are the characteristics of the doctor, his wife and the thieving
art dealers who come to try to get the deceased
painter's work for nothing.
The comedy scores more particularly because it
is so true to life and because underlying it all is the
pathos of the position of the servant who had given
everything
for love and expected nothing in
return.
A slight but none the less charming romantic
interlude is supplied by the love affairs of one of
the doctor's
daughters,
a young
painter,
a pupil
of the Amelie,
deceasedand maestro.
It forms a sound contrast to the cupidity
of the other characters.
Charlotte Clasis is very good as Ursule,
the family servant who refuses to part
with her portrait because she had had
such a great love for the dead artist.
This role is interpreted in Christopher
Bean by Marie Dressier, but in a
much broader vein than here. There is
more pathos and little humour in
Charlotte Clasis' interpretation.
The doctor — Barrymore's part in the
American film — is played here by
Aquistapace brilliantly, while his
wife is excellently interpreted by Milly
Mathis. The two daughters, Zulma
who is as avaricious as her father, and
Amelie, who sympathises with the family
retainer's desire not to part with her
portrait — are very well characterised by
Renee Dennsy and Simone Simon
respectively.
All the other characters, too, are
excellently cast, and the team work is
outstandingly good.
The incidental music i^s by Georges
van Pary, who is famous lor his musical
score for Le Million. — L.C.
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young and beautiful married women home to his where, owing to a mishap with opera glasses,
apartment nightly, and of tactfully fusing the which fall from a box into the stalls during the
lights when the prince is "entertaining" in order orchestra's rendering of the Austrian equivalent
that the latter may do his love-making with the of "God Save the King," both Lieutenants meet
aid of the mellow and romantic glow of candle- their fate. True also Fritz and his Christine, Theo
and his Mizzi, foregather more than once in a
restaurant.
light.
On a train trip to Monte Carlo he meets and
falls in love with Miss Landi. Crests on the
There is nothing gala, however, about the
employee's luggage, with which they are travelling, operatic performance, while the restaurant is of
lead both to think that the other is a person of the eating-house variety and provides dance tunes
high rank. Elissa is, in fact, a maid.
onlycalwhen
coppers are introduced into a mechanimusic box.
More than usually diverting entanglements
Yet the charm of character and life-like detail
ensue to carry the film along at a fast pace to the
final fade-out.
more than make up for a lack of brilliance
It is, of course, as you can judge, an airy trifle in the settings or pulsing action in the story.
rather than a serious contribution to the romantic
Christine, the beloved of Fritz, daughter of a
drama, but Mr. Whale's direction quickly creates musician, herself an embryo singer, is a delightthe right atmosphere for it and puts it over with
ful personality, young, ingenuous, the very opposite of her friend Mizzi who takes life easily and
the requisite degree of piquancy and much amusmen very much as they come and go.
ing by-play.
Lukas impersonates the butler with a sure
Christine's love for Fritz, innocent and shy —
comedy touch that establishes him as one of the
her
father —is gives
easy-going
on his
daughter's
most versatile as well as one of the most ingra- discretion
rise toandtherelies
finest
photographic
tiating of Hollywood screen lovers, and if Miss sequences in the film, covering a sleigh drive
Landi is not quite so much at home in her part her through a snowbound forest. The stiffening of
portrayal is conscientious and technically sound.
the
is provided
by Fritz's secret
connexion
with story
a Baroness
von Eggersdorff,
and leads,
to my
mind, to an overdose of tragedy.
Allow that the Baron Eggersdorff 's discovery
of his wife's intrigue, although broken off by
Fritz who is sincerely in love with Christine,
should lead to a duel. Allow even that Fritz,
who unfortunately is to fire the second shot, is
killed before he has the chance. Yet
owing to the construction of the story
and to Christine's character as we know
it, it seems a weakness, not a strength,
a falling off, instead of an inevitable
climax, that immediately on hearing
the
of Fritz's
she should
thrownews
herself
out of death,
a window.
Fortunately, the foreshadowing of the
double tragedy is slight. The essence
of the film is romantic, and not even
the suspicious, implacable, unforgiving
figure of the baron whose appearance
nearly always supplies drama, makes it
otherwise.
The performances by the continental
artistes are uniformly good and put over
as is usual with them unaided (or hindered !)by the pronounced make-up and
ultra - fashionable attire upon which
artistes in Hollywood too often rely.
Magda Schneider is sensitive and
restrained as Christine. One feels, however, that she also labours under the
forced tragedy of the story's ending.
Thoughsion, there
adequate
other about
occais a lacktoofevery
conviction
her rendering of the moment when, accidentally draped with paper decorations
pertaining to a supper party at Mizzi's
flat,Wolfgang
she hearsasof Fritz
her lover's
death.sincere,
is equally
but dramatically more forceful.
Of " highlights " in the film there is one
By Candlelight
that
appeals for its novel angle on an
Director James Whale, whose name
old situation.
has in the last year or so become
Fritz and Christine have met. Unwilalmost inseparably associated with the
lingly, since he is thinking of his first
Karloffs, Raines and the more fearsome works
A triangle that had no awkward corners once
love, the Baroness, Fritz is seeing the lady home.
from Universal City, takes a holiday from horror
the girl took control. Fredric March, Miriam
They walk without speaking a word through
and turns in one of the most pleasingly piquant
narrow, snowystreets. At long last Christine
comedies of the season.
Hopkins and Gary Cooper in Lubitsch's talkie
breaks the silence. She is afraid the Lieutenant
masterpiece, " Design for Living."
By Candlelight is, indeed, something of a
has A headache and offers him eau -de-cologne —
with the result their eyes meet and . . . but after
joyous
saturnalia
Hollywood
galleys for
most offrom
thosetheconcerned
in it. "type"
is also an excellent musical "score," but all Liebelei is a romance. — M. W.
The usually staid and austere Elissa Landi at There
times I found it irritatingly obtrusive. —
steps out in her step-ins, submits the shapely and M. D. P.
customarily exclusive Landi anatomy to much
Ombres Sur L' Europe
vulgar assault and battery, and throws herself
The Polish nowledged
Corridor
has long
ackwith gusto into a role that often descends to Liebelei
one of the danger
spots been
of Europe.
broad farce.
One would expect a romance staged in old The wedge of land which cuts through Germany
Vienna — the Vienna of before the war — to
Paul Lukas sheds his moustache, steps down
gives Poland an outlet to the sea is a subject
from the Great Lover class and demonstrates be gay and glamorous. Yet these are not the and
of dispute between the two countries.
his ability as a light comedian. Only Nils Asther charms that endear one to Franz Oph tils' producThis is a documentary film which shows yon
tion, treating as it does of life in the Austrian the nature of the country, its inhabitants, its
remains true to type as a philandering Austrian
industries and seaport, and also takes you to the
prince.
capital
in the
'eighties.
Liebelei
depicts
the love story of a seriouscity of Dantzig and expresses the opinions of
Mr. Lukaswithappears
as a butler
in the latter's
household
a tremendous
admiration
for his minded Lieutenant Fritz Lobheimer in the free
Poles on the subject of the Corridor.
Dragoons,brother
contrasted
that of
lightHere again it is necessary to have a knowledge
master's technique in the matter of refined hearted
officer with
Lieutenant
TheohisKaiser.
seductions, a passion for reading Casanova and
of French to appreciate it fully but there is much
ambitions to emulate the amatory successes of As a background to the theme, instead of the gay, to admire in the camera work of Ken£ Brut and
both in more exalted spheres than that offered by we are shown rather the home-life of the period, Louis Cothart who toured the country in an
and here a contrast is again provided — certain aeroplane to make this interesting film.
his own "below stairs" world.
His chief duties consist of extricating his
For our purposes, however, it would be better if
of a soldier's
life in
barracks we see little.
Of theatre
and luxury
restaurants
employer from the complications inevitable in aspects
shortened and fully subthe life of a man who is in the habit of bringing True the opening scenes take place at the opera. it weretitled in considerably
English. — L.C.
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Assistant Director Killed — Bette Davis Now Occupies Garbo's
House — A Bouquet for Joan Crawford — Mary Pickford's
Stage Success — Irene Dunne's Bid for Golf Honours
for such assistance as she needed on the
colony has been harassed entirely
set.
THE
again film
by the angry elements.
The star'sofleading man is John Cabot Lodge, a
Earthquake shocks shook Southern descendant
California in March, 1933, and for two of New
several months following. Forest fires
menaced the homes of the stars in the Holly- famous
England'sThe Cabots
wood hills.
families.
The latest hazard was the terrific rainfall and the Lodges trace
which caused floods in many sections sur- thpir ancestry to early
rounding Hollywood, and made streets impas- colonial days, and are
sable.
considered
among America's
In Hollywood motorcars were submerged bluest "blue bloods."
in mud, and were only extricated with great
difficulty. Over three thousand telephones A Snappy Retort
were put out of commission.
Alice White is pretty, but she is not dumb ! I
was watching this charming little lady as she
Although thirty-six deaths were reported,
with many people missing, the only member was working in a scene at the Warner Studio,
of the film colony who lost his life, so far as wherein she played a few selections on the
known, was an assistant director whose car
Director Lloyd Bacon felt that Alice's music
plunged into the water when a bridge on piano.
was too
classical,
and asked
play only
"jazz."
which he was driving collapsed.
The
blonde
star replied
that her
she toknew
the
classics.
A Popular Mansion
"Well, play the music so that it does not sound
It would pay California real estate owners to classical," ordered the director.
"Okay," replied Alice, "but you would not
furnish Garbo with a home rent free, for any
house vacated by the star is immediately leased know the difference, anyway ! "
The director laughed. He is a "good
by someone else.
An instance in point is the house in Brentwood
Alice wears her wedding ring on the set, cherishformerly occupied by the Swedish star. The
ing the bride's
superstition about the danger of
subsequent tenants were Miriam Hopkins, removing
the circlet.
Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea and Frances Dee
The
actress
and
her husband, Syd Bartlett, plan
sport."
and, last, but not least, Bette Davis.
trip to Europe in the summer. It will be her
Garbo, in her desire for seclusion, has moved afirst
trip abroad, although Syd has been there
many times, for her admirers have an uncanny before
way of discovering her residence.
An Ambitious Golfer
Bread Upon the Waters
Dunne,
one ofof entering
the film several
colony's
best
Hollywood stars do not always forget those who Irene
players,
is desirous
importwere kind to them when they were unknown
ant golf tournaments this spring and, in order to
and practically friendless.
make a creditable showing, has had a driving
Joan Crawford, when she was taking her first range constructed at the back of her home in
test at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was very nervous Beverly Hills.
The actress has plenty of space on her grounds
and burst into tears as the scene was being photographed. The still cameraman asked her if she for golf practice, enabling her to get off drives of
250 feet. A putting green has also been installed,
could dance, and the two did a "tap" which com- so,
if all goes well, the famous star may soon
pletely
restored
Joan's
confidence.
She
secured
the part and stardom followed.
achieve fame as a champion of the greens.
A few weeks ago the cameraman was taken
seriously ill. Joan, now rich and famous, had A Wild Rumour
not forgotten her friend. He is now in an excellent and very expensive hospital, where he is The story that Mary Pickford intends to marry
receiving the finest treatment that money can
Charles (Buddy) Rogers as soon as she
secure.
receives her divorce decree from Douglas
This is the type of story I like to send from Fairbanks has bobbed up again, but is given no
Hollywood.
credence in Hollywood.
A similar yarn, circulated a year ago, had Mary
interested in Gary Cooper, now married to Sandra
The Public s Idol
Shaw.
These crazy stories are among the penalties of
MaryParamount
Pickford'sTheatre,
personalNewappearance
at
the
York City, has film stardom.
been a huge success, and I hear that the receipts
exceeded the imposing record there of Mae West. Better Late than Never
A small army of police surrounded the theatre,
and had their hands full trying to control the Although Jobyna Ralston has been married to
Richard Arlen for seven years, she received
crowds who surged around the building.
an engagement
ring from her husband just a few
Mary will probably make a tour of the larger weeks
ago.
cities before returning to Hollywood.
At the time they were married, Dick was not
over-blessed with the world's goods, but he was
She Craves Simplicity
very much in love with Jobyna. The Arlens are
When Marlene Dietrich is creating a new role, now quite prosperous, so Dick has giveu his wife
she does not desire interference from maids, an exquisite ring as a token of his devotion.
valets, and other attendants on the set.
During the filming of The Scarlet Pageant, the A Reconciliation ?
famous star avoided all those funny little touches
of make-up and arrangement of costume with During
Harry he Bannister's
recent visit
to
Hollywood
was seen frequently
in the
which important players sometimes delay the
work of directors and cameramen. She depended company of his former wife, Ann Harding.
Ann and Harry appeared very devoted, so the
upon studio wardrobe and make-up departments

Phyllis Barry, who scored a success as
Ronald Column's leading lady in "Cynara,"
as she appears in "Hips, Hips Hooray."
film colony is wondering if the couple are contemplating are-marriage.
Possibly Ann and Harry's little daughter may
bring about a reconciliation.
A Happy Bride
Marriage
a serious business in the case of
Francesis Dee.
Forty minutes after she finished work in her
latest film, Frances was in her car, beaded for the
hinterland, where she and her husband, Joel
McCrea, are spending their honeymoon idyll on a
ranch of their own.
Frances is no society girl by preference. She
prefers the simplicity of a rugged existence; likes
to potter around in rock gardens and water
lawns.
The Dee-McCrea ranch is situated near Bakersfield, California, end boasts only a two-room
shack which, to date, has been the principal scene
of their honeymoon.
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qned song and dance numbers
' the production.

/* is good to see Ramon back as a romantic
lover — in modern dress. He and Jeanette
make an excellent team.

BE

CAT

FIDDLE

cdonald plays the role enacted by Peggy Wood in
version of the stage musical success which has been
William K. Howard. It is the story of a love
h two music students in Brussels. Ramon Novarro
lead which, on the stage was filled by Francis Lederer.
des Vivienne Segal, Frank Morgan, and Jean Hersholt.

Jt i

Both the stars excel at making love,
Here's a sample of just hoK it should
be done, given the time, the place.
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
c*LUCKY BLAZE
♦♦ACCIDENTS WANTED
•BEFORE DAWN
♦♦I LOVED A WOMAN
♦♦THE MASQUERADER

c*SOMEWHERE

IN SONORA

♦CHARLIE CHAN'S
GREATEST CASE
♦SUPERNATURAL
SOLDIERS DONT CARE
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. •** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.

♦♦FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH

Carole Lombard has a difficult rdle to
play a ingood" Supernatural,"
deal of sincerity butintosheit.puts
itys
qualthi
thse in
e Hstorie
thG
OU
ALTHof
week's releases are not
on a high level, there
are at least three performances you should not miss —
Ronald Colman in a dual role in
The Masquerader, Edward G.
Robinson in J Loved a Woman,
and Lee Tracy in Accidents
Wanted.
Ronald Colman still retains all
his old charm and his maturity
has brought more subtlety to his
acting, and he gives one of the
best balanced performances of his
career in The Masquerader.
I have yet to see Edward G.
Robinson turn in anything but
a finely-drawn character study.
It would be difficult to take him
individually in any one of his
pictures and say that in so-and-so
he excelled himself; his work is
so uniform in excellence.
It is sufficient to say that in
/ Loved a Woman he gives
another interesting characterisation which covers the life of a
man from youth to old age, and
in every phase of it he is convincing and dynamic.
As for Lee Tracy, who can
resist his ebullient spirits and
seemingly endless flow of talk?
I know no one who can put over
the " smart guy " more effectively.
••ACCIDENTS WANTED
M.-G.-M. drama.
American.Runs"A"81 certificate.
minutes. ComedyLn Tilacy
Joe Stevens
Madge
Frank Evans
Morgan
Dr. Dorothy
Prescott
Charles Butterworth Floppy
John
Mil]
am
Calhoun
Virginia Cherrill Miss Rutherford
David
Landau
Kelley
Greta Meyer
Mrs. Mannheimer
Herman Bing
Willy
Samuel Hinds
Beaumont
Syd Savior
Fred
Directed by Jack Conway.

Another
of the
insurancelight
racketexpose"
as apparently
practised in America, in which Lee
Tracy breezes gaily along as a
shrewd young lawyer who gets away
in courtsationwith
claims. trumped-up compenHe is in excellent fettle; so much
so that one hopes that his recent
little trouble in Mexico will soon
blow over and allow him to return
to the screen.
Madge Evans gives her usual
appealing portrayal as an attractive
private detective for whom the
lawyer falls very hard and who
upsets his plans.

This, however, is offset by the
fact that the fair detective also falls
in love with the lawyer and so spoils
the calculations of the firm which
is trying to trap him.
Becoming vindictive, they press
a charge of perjury on their
employee, and how the lawyer
manages to extricate her and himself
makes for some highly amusing
sequences.
The staging of faked accidents
shown in illuminating detail and the
many side issues are held together
by the whirlwind performance of
the star, who makes every point tell.
A very good performance comes
from Frank Morgan as a drunken
doctor who helps the lawyer in
faking compensation cases, while
convincing studies are also given by
Charles Butterworth, John Miljan,
and David Landau.
••I LOVED A WOMAN
First
American.and "A"
certificate.
Drama National.
of big business
minutes. love. Runs 91
Edward G. Robinson Samuel Hayden
Kay Francis
'. LauraMartha
MacDonald
Genevieve
Tobin
Lane
Murray Kinnell.. Davenport
George
Blackwood
Henry
Robert Barrat
Charles Lane
J.Lorena
FarrellLayson
McDonald
Schuster
Maid
Robert McWade
Larkin
Henry Kolker
.Sanborn
Walter Walker
Oliver
Sam Godfrey
Warren
E. J. Ratcliefe... President Theo. Roosevelt
Paul Porcasi
Hotel Proprietor
William V. Mong
Bowen
Morgan Wallace
Pollock

Directed by Alfred E. Green. Based on a
story by David Korsneb.
Following the current fashion of
taking dramatic stories from
real life, this picture is said to be
based on the life of a celebrated
Chicago meat packer whose name
still appears on canned goods.
It also introduces a certain
amount of topicality by making its
subject fly to Greece when ruin
threatens him in the manner adopted
by an interna t iona Hy famous financier.
The picture is strong drama,
rather drab, and unrelieved by
humour. It traces the life of an
idealistic young man who inherits
a big
meat-packing
business
his
father
and reluctantly
goes from
into
bigThen
business.
in detail we are given phases
of his life : his unhappy marriage,
his love affair with an embryo opera
singer, his concentration on business
and more business, until finally his
ambition renders him foolhardy and
he crashes, helped on the downward
path by his revengeful wife, who
has been waiting for her opportunity.
Edward G. Robinson dominates
the picture, and in a masterly
manner depicts the growth of the
idealistic youth to the cunning and
cynical middle-aged man who has
gained the world but lost his soul
and his happiness in the process.
Equally good is Genevieve Tobin
as the injured wife who patiently
bides her time until she can effect
a terrible revenge.

Lee Tracy as a "shyster" lawyer tries to persuade Madge Evans to fake a
damage claim in " Accidents Wanted."

Kay Francis plays opposite Edward G.
Robinson in" I Loved a Woman,"
She is a brilliant actress and
makes the role almost awesome in
its picture of suppressed rage.
Not so good is Kay Francis as the
opera singer; the part does not suit
her particularly well, but she charms
us by disclosing the fact that she
has a very pleasing singing voice
amongst her other attractions.
••THE MASQUERADER
UnitedRomantic
Artists. drama.
American.
certificate.
Runs 78"A"minutes
Elissa Landi
.Evr Chilcote
Juliette
Comfton
Lady£ilcot
Joycee
a-...._
Ronald Col«
Haujwell
Homes.
Brock
Directed by Richard Wallace from Temfle
Thurston's play, "John Chilcote, M.P."
these days
are soappearances
infrequent
Ronald
Colman's
as to constitute something of an
event, and he certainly does himself
full justice here in a dual role.
He marks to a nicety the difference
in personalities between John Chilcote, M.P., and his cousin, John
Loder, the one a drunkard and the
other an upright, intelligent young
man who is induced to double for
him in the House of Commons and
elsewhere.
John Loder steps not only into
his cousin's shoes, but also, as he
himself puts it, into his slippers;
that is, he fans in love with the
drunkard's wife and has trouble with
that
who gentleman's
discovers thepersistent
deceptionmistress,
but is
prevented from exposing it.
The story ends with the death of
Chilcote and with Loder carrying on
in his place — with a hint of marital
happiness with the widow to follow.
The interest of the picture relies
chiefly on formance.
Ronald
The storyColman's
itself is pernot
a very convincing one and has an
air of artificiality which prevents it
from being very gripping. The
introduction of doubles, incidentally,
is never very satisfactory.
The love interest is romantically
handled, however, and there are
some good, well-handled dramatic
situations.
Elissa Landi has not a lot to do
as the neglected Mrs. Chilcote, but
she makes the character a dignified
and sympathetic one.
As the mistress, Juliette Compton
overacts and inclines to be too
melodramatic and, while Halliwell
Hobbes is good as a confidential
butler, he has so many platitudes to
utter they
concerning
family's honour
that
become theannoying.
David Torrence is sound as
Chilcote's
parliamentary
The scenes
in the leader.
House of
Commons are effective in detail
but the(Continued
procedureon seems
page 22)to have
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run riot at times and the speeches
are not very convincing. One
speaker refers to the Great War
having been won on the playing
fields of Eton and Harrow — a
belated appreciation of the latter
school, perhaps.
The English atmosphere is quite
good except for one or two obvious
errors in locale and a queer idea of
the weather conditions of this
country.
Anyway, I think you will enjoy
Ronald Colman's performance, and
for that reason particularly I advise
you to go and see the picture.

••FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH
Gaumont -British. "A" certificate. Cross
section of life drama. Runs 84 minutes.
Sonnie Hale
Alf (conductor)
Jessie Matthews
MUUe
Cyril Smith
Fred
Ralph Richardson The Schoolmaster
Muriel Aked
Miss Twigg
Donald Calthrop Hugh Nicholls
Richard Hulton
Johnny
Ivor McLaren Dancing Instructor
Eliot Makeham
Jackson
Ursula Jeans
Eileen Jackson
D. A. Clarke Smith
Max
Gibb McLaughlin
Florist
Emlyn Williams
Blake
Frank Lawton
Frank Parsons
Belle Chrystall
Mary
O. B. Clarence
Clerk
Max Miller
joe
Alfred
The Detective
Hartley Drayton
Power „
ns JTwo Americans
Percy Parso
Edmund
Gwenk
Wakefield
Mary Jerrold
Flora Wakefield
Gordon Harker
Hamilton Briggs
Robertson Hare
Lightfoot
Martita
Hunt
Agnes
Leonora Corbett Lightfoot
Dolly
Directed by Victor
from a story
by
Sidney Gilliat and Savillb
G. H. Moresby
White.
An

attempt to follow in the
footsteps of The Bridge of San
Luis Rey, which fails to be absorbing
in its detail because of the haphazard
manner in which you are switched
from one set of characters to another.
You will remember that in the
silent picture a bridge collapsed and
several people were killed or injured,
and the story concerned the lives of
the people involved told in retrospect.
Here the lives of a number of
people who are travelling in an
omnibus, which swerves to avoid
a crane struck by lightning and
crashes to a shop window, are
delineated.
It is very discursive and the
lives of the passengers concerned
are not particularly interesting or
vital; they lack dramatic import,
while the humour is of the broad
music-hall variety.
Continuity is weak and the general
impression is one of a series of
interdependent sketches, none of
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which is really dramatically holding.
The cast is a strong one, but the
artistes. as a whole have little or no
opportunity
advantage. to show to their best
There is Edmund Gwenn as a
financier, Wakefield, whose wife is
involved in the smash, which
prevents her from delivering a letter
which would have meant a heavy
loss to him ; the wife is ably played
by Mary Jerrold.
Then Jessie Matthews as Millie,
a chorus girl who, having quarrelled
with her lover, is 01 the way to
a rendezvous with a none too
particular theatrical agent.
Gordon Harker, a fatuous, hearty
friend of Wakefield's ; Emlyn Williams
as Blake, a blackmailing ex-convict
who has Frank Lawton, a reformed
gaolbird, in his power; and Belle
Chrystall, his fiancee.
Eliot Makeham, a shipping clerk
whose wife has, unknown to him,
ran away with an admirer; Ursula
Jeans being the wife in question.
Ralph Richardson as a schoolmaster
who is in love with Millie; Max
Miller, a light-fingered vendor in the
Caledonian market, who is being
trailed by a detective and two
American assistants, played by
Alfred Drayton, Hartley Power,
and Percy Parsons respectively.
Robertson Hare plays the role of
a meek little hen-pecked man who
gets into trouble in the park with
Dolly, enacted by Leonora Corbett.
His wife is well presented by Martita
Hunt.
Technically the picture is good.
Camera work and settings are all
sound, and the bus crash realistically
staged; but the dialogue is weak,
the gags obvious and familiar, and
the diffusion of interest too great
to allow one to be more than mildly
entertained.
•SUPERNATURAL
Paramount.
American.
A " certificate.
Crime drama.
Runs 56 "minutes.
Carole Lombard Roma Courtney
Allan Dinehart
Paul Bavian
Vivienne Osborne
Ruth Rogen
Randolph Scott
Grant Wilson
H. B. Warner
Dr. Houston
Beryl Mercer
The Landlady
William Farnum
Hammond
George Burr MacAnnan
Max
Directed by Victor Halperin .
An eerie story of how a young
girl's body was possessed by
the spirit of a murderess which
wreaks vengeance through this
medium on the man who had
betrayed her.
It is all very fantastic and highly
incredible, but the theme has a

Ronald Colman in the dual rdle he plays in " The Masquer ader."

certain amount of interest and it
definitely
departs from the beaten
track.
Carole Lombard, as the girl Roma
whose body is possessed by the
disembodied spirit, has a difficult
rdle to play, but she puts a good
deal of sincerity into it.
As the murderess, Vivienne
Osborne gives a good emotional
performance, while Allan Dinehart
is very well cast as the fake
spiritualist who betrays her and
sends her to the chair.
H. B. Warner is dignified as Carl
Houston, a famous pyschologist who
experiments on the body of the
executed killer in order to test his
theory that spirit transmigration is
possible, and is thus unwittingly
responsible
Roma'sis "possession."
The wholefor thing
well staged,
and the sequences dealing with fake
spiritualism
illuminating. are interesting and
If you are prepared to overlook
the incredibility of the whole affair,
you will tained
be byquite
this fairly
essay well
intoenterthe
supernatural.
c«LUCKY BLAZE
Ace Films.drama.
British.Runs" U"48 certificate.
minutes. Racing
Moore Marriott Sir James Benson
Vera Sherburne Rose Benson
F. Fox
Freddie
William Freshman
Cliff EUis
J.S. Collins
Cullingdon
Gulyas
.Tich
Harry Rodbourne .The Watcher
B. Carslake
Brownie
S. Wragc
Sammy
M. Beary
Micky
K. Robertson
Ken
F. Rickaby
Buster
W. Bradley
The Stud Groom
Jack
Walsh
TheTheHeadStallion
Man
Felstead
Written and directed by Widgey Newman
Unpretentious
of the racecourse withstory
picturesque
and
authentic settings. The story is told
by a horse; there is no dialogue, the
horse's thoughts being represented
by an appropriate commentary given
by R. E. Jeffreys.
The plot does not matter much;
it is the introduction of famous
jockeys and trainers at work which
will intrigue many followers of the
turf.
Most of the action takes place in
Sir Ernest Will's stables and on the
famous Lambourn trial grounds.
Actual race scenes are well dovetailed into the plot and provide
a certain amount of mild excitement.
Moore Marriott, an actor who
should be seen much more frequently
and prominently on our screens, is
good as the owner of the racehorse
whose life story is here depicted,
while Vera Sherburne is adequate
as his daughter, who is in love with
one of her father's jockeys, played
convincingly by William Freshman.
commentary is clearly and
wellThedelivered.
•BEFORE DAWN
Radio. American.
™ A " 60certificate.
thriller. Runs
minutes. Mystery
Stuart Erwin
Dwight Wilson
Warner Oland
Dr. Paul Cornelius
Dudley Digges
Horace Merrick
Gertrude W. Hoffman
Mattie
Oscar
Appel
O'Hara
Jane Darwell
Mrs. Marble
Frank Reicher
Joe Merrick
Valerie
Dorothy
Wilson
Patricia
Directed by Irving Pichel, from the story
by the late Edgar Wallace.
the treatment
Fewhave
of received
Edgar Wallace's
stories
they merited, and this one is not an
exception.
It is the old tale of the murder in
a mysterious mansion in which a
girl uses her psychic powers to solve
theThe
problem.
cast, which is a capable one,
helps to conceal the weakness of plot
construction, but it is unable to
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make it more than mildly interesting.
Stuart Erwin 's likeable personality shows, to advantage in the r61e
of a detective, and he invests it
with some light touches.
Warner Oland is cast as a sinister
doctor and Dorothy Wilson makes
an attractive heroine.
Good characterisations come
from
Dudley Digges and Gertrude
W. Hoffman.
c* SOMEWHERE IN SONORA
Warner. American.
" U"58certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Western
John Wayne
John Bishop
H. B. Walthall.
Bob Leadly
Shirley Palmer
Mary Burton
J. P. McGowan
Monte Black
Ann Favb
Patsy Riley
Ellis
Frank
Rice
Billy Franey
Shorty
Paul Fix
Bart Leadly
Ralph Lewis
Burton
Directed by Mack V. Wright, from a story by
Will Levtngton Comfort.
lines withona confull
Quick-action ventional
Western
quota of humour, riding and picturesque scenery, and some wellphotographed rodeo scenes. It
should go well with juveniles.
makes supported
a virile hero
andJohnis Wayne
quite well
by
Shirley Palmer as the heroine.
•CHARLIE
GREATEST CHAN'S
CASE
Fas. mystery
American.drama." U"Runs
certificate.
72 minutes.Murder Warner Oland
Charlie Chan
Heather Angel
Carlo tu Eagen
Rober Imhof
The Beachcomber
John Warburton ...John Quincy Winterslip
Walter Byron
Harry Jennison
Ivan Simpson
Brade
Virginia Cherrill Barbara Winterslip
Directed by Hamilton McFadden, from the
story by Earl Der Biggers.
Warner Oland, back in his
popular role
of mysterious
and inscrutable
Chinese
detective,
is the backbone of this otherwise
obvious and rather disjointed story.
It is not particularly well told,
and is lacking both in ingenuity and
conviction, but there is an element
of surprise and some good by-play
formance.
to
back up the star's clever perThe plot deals with a prominent
but far from respected resident in
Hawaii who is found murdered in
mysterious circumstances.
He had had many enemies and,
as is usual in this type of story,
suspicion falls on several until at
last Chan picks on the right one.
A little romantic element is
introduced between Heather Angel
as the daughter of a man arrested
on the murder charge and John
Warburton.
SOLDIERS DON'T CARE
Universal.comedy.
Australian.
certificate. War
Runs "70U"minutes.
Pat Hanna
Private Chic Williams
Joe
Valli
McTavish
George
MoonLance-Corporal
Private Joe
Mulga
Norman French
Sir Guy Gough
John
D'Arcy
Captain
Jack
Fisher
Prudence Irving Alison Dennett
Thelma Scott
Judy Fisher
Edwin Brett
The Colonel
Nellie Mortyne
Aunt Martha
Iz A CrossleDirected
vby Pat Hanna. "Sister "
Simple ingenuous
music-hall humour
of a
kindmost
characterises and
this out-moded
extremely
artless war-time comedy, which
meanders on feebly with crude
sentiment, old gags, and indifferent
dialogue.
Technically it is fairly satisfactory,
but one cannot help wondering why,
with its fine scenic possibilities and
its romantic pioneering days to
draw upon, Australia cannot send
us something better than this.
It is only a very indulgent
audience that will find entertainment
in it or in the acting of Pat Hanna,
Joe ofValli,
and George
in the
r61e
the three
modern Moan
musketeers.
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STORY

SO

We.

FAR—

"Jo,"

short for Josephine, the second of the
four March sisters who
live with their mother in
Concord, U.S., in the latter half of last century,
has arrived at the nextdoor house to visit the
" Laurence boy," as she
calls the youth whom she
secretly pities for being
shut up all day with his
grandfather.

you do,
w endo
? " Jo
ce
. rnHo
ur
OH Mr!tu
La
,
ed very much
re
gnity at being
on her di
addressed as Miss
er's nose, by
rch, o,der ou
butlno
aMalad whun
th a gh
more than
her own age, struck her at once
as having delightful manners.
"I'm so sorry you've a cold,"
she sympathised. "My sister
Meg has sent you some blancmange. It's soft and will slip
down easily without hurting your
throat."
"Thanks so much ! "
" Beth sent you these till
you're well." She uncovered her
basket and hurried on : "Of
course,
I know
don't
care
for kittens,
but sheboys
was so
anxious,

I couldn't refuse."
" Of course not. Perhaps they'll
liven things up. It's dull as a tomb
here. I say, I wish you'd come in."
" Oh, but I'm not to stay ! "
" Just a few minutes. I've ordered tea." to resist the temptation,
Unable
Jo allowed herself to be taken
upstairs. The size and magnificence
of the drawing-rooom, after the
parlour at Orchard House and even
Aunt
March's
Plumfield,
producedsitting-room
her favouriteat
exclamation :
"/Christopher Golumbus ! What
riches ! Why, it's marvellous.
So roomy." Seeing that her host was
busy at the tea-table laden with
shining silver, she stopped her naive
tour of inspection and pulled herself
together, to answer his question :
"Sugar? Yes, two — no, three
lumps, please. How d'you like
Europe, Mr.
? I'mmylooking
forward
so toLaurence
going with
Aunt
March some day. She thinks the
baths would do her rheumatism
good
thatown
she house.
hasn't a. beautiful
bath ;innother
. . But
you don't know Aunt March, do
you? . . . what were you saying ? "
"Only that I'm not Mr. Laurence.
I'm Laurie. How nice the blancmange looks. I wish we had things
like that here."
"My little sister put on the
geranium leaves. She's artistic."
"Amy? "
"Yes. How did you know?"
"Well, I often hear you calling
each other,
and sometimes
you don't
draw
the curtains
and the
room
looks like a picture seeing you round
the table with your mother. You
seem to be having such good times.
Awfully rude of me, but "
"It isn't. We'll never draw the
curtains any more and you can look

THE CASTJo
Katharine Hepburn
Amy
Joan Bennett
Meg
Frances Dee
Beth
Jean Parker
Fritz Bhaer
Paul Lukas
Aunt March Edna May Oliver
Laurie Douglass Montgomery
Mr. Laurence... Henry Stephenson
Marmee
Spring Byington
Mr. March
Samuel Hinds
Hannah
Mabel Colcord
Brooke
John Lodge
Mamie
Nydia Westman
(An exclusive story of the film Little
Women, in four parts, by permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
Dean Street, London, W.I.)
as muchoveras you
you'dof
come
and like.
see usI wish
instead
have fun."
couldacting
peeping.
"What We
about
in a play
like you did the other night ? "
"That was terrible." Jo had all
the embryonic author's distaste for
her works. " I want to put on
Hamlet and do the fencing scene."
"I could
play at
'Laertes.'
I took
fencing
lessons
the Academy.
Snatching up the coal prongs,
Laurie handed Jo the shovel. The
Look."
clash of fireirons, mingled with
spirited attempts to declaim
Shakespeare's
lines, echoed through
the
stately room.
Both were too absorbed to notice
an elderly gentleman and a young

one with side whiskers who were
watching them from the open door.
"I'll wait upstairs, sir," the young
man observed with deference, just
as Jo, who
had was
succumbed
to a welltimed
attack,
being helped
up

Afr. Laurence, accompanied by
John Brooke, arrived in the midst
of the packing
to announce his
arrangements

by a self -reproachful Laurie.
"I say, I'm most awfully sorry.
I shouldn't have been so rough with
"What are you talking about?
I'd have bettered you if I hadn't

The important business of dressing
took up most of the afternoon. At
last Meg, Beth and Amy, lightly, as
befitting the occasion, came down the
stairs, looking, as Hannah put it to
Marmee, who was waiting to give
her brood a send-off, "as pretty as
A noise of impending thunder
heralded the arrival, of Jo, who

sought wildly for a diversion
a Jogirl."
to
the boy's mind; he looked
so ease
distressed.
slipped."
"Is that
grandfather?"
she
rattled
on, your
looking
at a portrait
above the carved mantelpiece. " He
lookshim,
grim,
but I Ishouldn't
of
though
can see behisafraid
face
might frighten some people. His
eyes are so kind, I like him, even
though he does bark at you."
"Thank
Convulsedyou,
withma'am."
horror, Jo turned
to find herself confronted with the
portrait's original.
you're not
afraid of me, eh? "
Mr." SoLaurence
demanded.
"No, sir."
"But my face might frighten
some people, and I bark at them,
"Oh ! No, sir, not all the time."
"But with all that you like me."
"I
Indeed,heldI do."
Mr. do.
Laurence
out his hand.
"
?
I
do I like you, my dear. Now I
"And
must insist on escorting you home.
I want to pay my respects to your
mother and thank her for the — er —
medicine
has sent
my inquired,
boy."
"Can't she
I come?"
Laurie
to be answered by his grandfather
in a manner that admitted of no
question.
"Be off upstairs. Brooke is waiting for your arithmetic preparation,
and see that you behave yourself
likeThea gentleman,
excitement ofsir."Jo's visit lasted
the younger members of Orchard
House until the day appointed by
evening
party.
special invitation
of the Laurence's

bluntly returned Marmee's "you
look
very I've
nice,got
dear,"
with "I
don't
pictures."
feel
it.
nineteen
hairpins
and every one sticking straight into
my
she
the

head.on,Does
themoment
patch despairshow?"
went
for the
ingfire.
of her habit of standing back to

" "\Jot much. Surely you're not
J-^l going without gloves though? "
Meg"I warned.
am. Mine are ruined with
lemonade . . . unless you'll lend me
one of yours, then we can each
carry one stained and wear a good
glove," cried careless Jo.
"Very well . . . only don't disgrace
us with your boyish ways," Meg
enjoined, with whom gloves and
ladylike behaviour were tender
The party was going full swing
and
points.Jo, rather a conspicuous wallregretting
tionsflower,shewashad
made certain
when resoluLaurie
sought her out.
"I say, why aren't you dancing?
YouJo simply
must half-envious
have this polka."
withdrew
eyes
from Meg, who appeared to be
enjoying
herselfforwith
Laurie's tutor,
John Brooke,
a partner.
"No, thanks. I really can't.
Promise you won't tell if I give you
the"Honour
real reason."
Bright."
"Well,because
I promised
I wouldn't
dance
of theMeg
patch
on my
(Continued on page 24)
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JEAN
HARLOW

J

tells you how
WHICH of the screen sirens do you resemble?
Which do you envy most ? Take a peep into their
private dressing-rooms and copy their style and
personality through the thrilling Beauty Supplement contained innext week's big special issue of The Picturegoer.
Jean Harlow whispers her seductive secrets ; Lilian Harvey
tells you how she cultivates her curls ; Constance Bennett
unveils the mysteries of perfume. All the most exquisite
stars parade lor your benefit in this pageant of loveliness.
This unique supplement is extra to the brilliant regular
features — 48 glamorous pages in all at the usual price of
2d. Order next week's Picturegoer now; you'll never
forgive yourself if you miss its precious beauty disclosures.
DON'T BOSS NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE OF

of " What a blunderbuss I am ! "
spelt final ruin to her frock by
subsiding on the stairs with a couple
of ices in her lap.

™ePICTUREGOE
R
On sale Thursday. February 8.
48 PAGES
- GREAT BEAUTY SUPPLEMENT
ONLY 2d. AS USUAL

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
GROUNDLESS FEARS
DEPRESSION
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX '
MORBID THOUGHTS
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
WEAK NERVES
WORRY, ETC.
INSOMNIA
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send far
this absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelopea simple,
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY

J. RIVERS (Dep.. P C. 3D 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C I

TWHJBLB]
Rashes,
eczemas and most
forms of itching, burning
skin irritations are quickly and easily healed
by < ullcura Olnimcni ( nlirara Talrum
is pure, medicated and fragrant, unsurpassed for
every-day use. <"uil«-ura Soap contains medicinal and healing properties which bring to the skin
Health as well as Cleanliness.
Sold at mil chemist m.
24
Ointment
1*. 3d. and 2m. 6d. Talcum It 3d.

"That's back
too to
bad.
close to'
standing
the Stick
fire and
me.In aNotrice
one'sLaurie
looking."
had piloted her
beyond the curtains into a deserted
alcove, whirling her into a waltz
that, on account of its quick step,
was entirely to her taste.
" There are Beth and Amy on the
stairs, and your grandfather talking
to them,"
Jo the
announced
took
her into
hall for asa Laurie
breath
of air. "Mercy, there's Beth looking like a frightened kitten ! She's
terribly
is Beth."
"Poor shy,
things,
marooned up there.
Did your mother say they were too
youngagainst
to dance?
Well, that's
no
bar
refreshments,
is it?
Let's fetch them some ice-cream."
Meanwhile, Mr. Laurence, concluding his conversation with Amy,
for Beth was quite unequal to talking, convinced the former of his
elegance, in observing how grateful
he would be for the grand piano to
receive tuning if either young lady
cared to come and play on it.
Beth was so startled at an offer
that, to her, was equivalent to the
invitation to Christian to enter the
House Beautiful in "The Pilgrim's
Progress,"
a work
her
since
she could
read, known
that she tofound
courage to say :
"Thank you, sir, very much. I'll
come if you're sure I shan't be
heard
bya anyone."
"Not
soul, my
Two minutes
laterdear."
Jo, with a cry

Soap ii

For all her timidity, Beth was not
the only one of the sisters who preferred to ride her hobby in solitude.
Some months after the Laurences'
party, Jo could have been seen
swarming down the trellis to
terra-firm in her street clothes,
outside the window of the garret
where it was her habit to write, or
laze and dream on an old sofa with a
red cushion, undisturbed.
" Hullo, Beth ! What are you up
to ? " she inquired, seeing her about
to cross the front garden with a
resolute air.
"Only taking these suppers to
Mr. Laurence," Beth confessed,
flushed of face at her own daring.
" He's been so kind in letting me use
that wonderful grand piano. He
won't mind, will he Jo?"
"Mind those
! You've
embroidered
them pansies
beautifully.
Do
I spy Amy's hah* riband on the
parcel? You'd better vamoose
before
catches
you." herself on
With she
which
Jo betook
her errand, to emerge in due course
from an office in Concord Main
Street and bump straight into
Laurie, who was opportunely hanging about.
Regardless of passers-by, he dived
for the paper she was folding and
about to put in her purse, with a
triumphant :
"Now I'll find out why you come
down here twice a week and never
have
time for
me." . give me that
" Laurie
Laurence,
or I'll never speak to you again."
"All right. Take it. I thought
we were never going to have secrets
from
eachis other."
"This
different."
" Just the sort of excuse you
would make. Girls never do stick
"Bilge."
to an agreement."
" Let me into your secret and I've
one for you."

LITTLE

WOMEN

"Oh, very well! Have a look if
the paper and
youLaurie
swear unfolded
not to tell."
read "Spread Eagle Press. Pay
Miss Josephine March 50 dollars for
her story entitled 'The Phantom
"Hurrah for the celebrated
American authoress ! " shrilled
Laurie, returning the cheque.
"Fun seeing it in print, won't it?
Fire away with your secret — that is,
assuming
it's worthAllhaving."
" It's plummy.
about people
youHand.'"
know. Wait till we strike the
woods. The background's better —
He suitable."
kept Jo on tenterhooks till
more
they
were walking between the
satin-smooth and wrinkled stems of
budding beech, elm, and maple;
then announced :
"Now, for a start. I know where
"Is glove
that all?"
Meg's
is."disappointment faded
Jo'sangenuine
into
equally
genuine alarm as
Laurie went on.
" Brooke keeps it in . his pocket.
He must have picked it up at our
dance. I saw him and Meg spooning
in the conservatory. You know
what Brooke's like, very solemn and
proper, and Meg being just sweet.
Isn't
it romanticOf? ' all the sickly,
"Rubbish.
sentimental — oh, dear I" Jo had
come to a standstill by a fallen tree
to voice a woe, which, but for the
claims of authorship, had certainly
been too much to keep from her
friend. "Why is it things always
have to change when they 're perfect ?
Meg always
tell me
every-to
thing. Nowused
she tokeeps
things
herself and thinks brown eyes are
beautiful
and had
John's
a lovely
John Brooke
better
keep name.
away
from
me,of orhis I'll
tell him
what
I think
breaking
np other
"He hasn't, Jo. That sort of
people'smakes
happiness."
thing
the fun twice as good.
You'll find it out one day when
someone falls in love with you . . .
soft spring day . . . setting sun . .
your
you."try it."
"I'dlover
like s toarmsee round
anybody
"Would you?"
Jo's indignation turned to fury
as, she
evading
arms,
dealtLaurie's
him a outstretched
blow which
sent him backwards over the fallen
log,Laurie
and started
to run.
was up
and after her,
making tlie most of sprinting powers
acquired in a first term at college.
Nevertheless, she out-paced him and
arrived at the rustic gate of Orchard
House to find Meg, looking the
essence of ladylike charm with a
diminutive parasol atilt across one
shoulder, engrossed in conversation
with John Brooke !
"Let me in, let me in!" she
panted; then, as Laurie charged
after her, shouting, "I should have
got you if you hadn't tripped me
up,"
whole miserable
truth
about the
Meg dawned
on Jo afresh.
"Come
along
in,
Meg.
Good
curtly.
afternoon, Mr. Brooke," she said
"I've never been so embarrassed
in my life. When will you stop your
childish ways ? " Meg chided when
they
"Notweretillalone.
I'm old enough to use
a crutch, I hope," Jo retorted
spiritedly and only the red cushion
in the garret could have told of the
tears she went there to shed.
An hour later, once more on
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terms with herself, Jo was summoned to tht; parlour by Hannah's
ejaculation of "Miss Jo, come and
see what's jest bin and come ! The
beautifullest
The entirebaby."
family were in the
parlour, lost in admiration of a
piano as
old as
instrument unlike
with the the
dumbpoornote
the
queen is to the beggar-maid.
On the glossy lid was a note which
the sisters were pressing Beth to
open and read.
"Miss Elizabeth March.
"Dear Madam," (it began)
"I have had many slippers in
my life, but none that suited me
so well as yours. I like to pay
my debts, so I know you will
allow me to send you something
which belonged to the little granddaughter I lost. With hearty
wishes, I remain your grateful
and humble servant,
ence."
s Laur
" You'll have toJame
thank
him," Amy
ed
er
point out. Neith she nor anyone
expected Beth to do what she did.
Hurriedly, so that there should be
no time to change her mind, Beth
almost ran out of the room into the
house next door.
Mr. Laurence, reading the paper
in the library, looked up from the
sofa to see a little girl with brown
eyes, brown hair, and brown wincey
frock with pinafore.
" Oh, sir, I've come to thank you! "
gasped Beth and flung her arms
round
old gentleman's
neck,
while intheOrchard
House, Hannah
was exclaiming : "Well, I wish I
may die. She'd never have gone in
her right mind."
In spite of Hannah's wish and
the Marchs'
depression,
Jo's sisterlywith
friendship
the Laurences
and
John Brooke advanced happily with
the summer.
Either Laurie or Jo would read
aloud while Meg sewed, Amy sketched
and Beth knitted. One afternoon,
Marmee had joined the group by
special request. Jo was reader and
there was an unusual peace about
the sunny garden.
No one noticed the arrival of
Hannah from the house until she
was at her mistress' side.
"Mis' March I ... It's one of
them telegraph things, ma'am."
Marmee tore
With shaking fingers,
the envelope and read the
message on the printed form.
"Marmee, it's father ! " Meg cried.
'* He's in hospital . . . dangerously
ill ... I must go to Washington at
once."
the sisters'
experience
of Itrealwassorrow.
Theirfirst
lives,
despite
poverty and hard work had been
away"
wordshad"Gonever
The who
sheltered.
from Marmee
left
them even for a night, had a terrifying sound.
Marmee knew that and, resolutely
overcoming shock, rallied them
round her, found an errand for Jo,
messages for Amy to Hannah, and
directions to Meg and Beth about
packing. Glad to be busy, the girls
sped their different ways, while
Laurie, within half an hour had been
home and back with tangible offers
of help.
Mr. Laurence, with a bottle under
each arm, followed in the wake of
Hannah, who was carrying a cup of
tea to her mistress' bedroom.
"Now, girls, don't forget the
Hummels," Marmee was saying
as the old gentleman came in to
make his gift of port for the invalid.
"Everything's arranged," he an-

nounced. lirooke
"
will go with you."
"Oh!
Mut there's no need, I
assure you. I shall be quite "
"Sh — sh ! Brooke's all prepared.
He has some commissions for me in
Washington. Now, Laurie will be
round with the carriage in ten
minutes . . . your train leaves in
about
The anfirsthour."
tears she had shed that
day came to Marmee's eyes.
"My kind friend ... I don't know
howHe topatted
thank her
you."
hand and hurried
off. Meg, bending over the dress
trunk, looked up to meet the brown
eyes of Laurie's tutor.
"It's such a relief to know you're
taking care of Marmee," she broke
out,
whereat
Brooke's
face :
glowed
thoughJohn
all he
said was
"Not at all, Miss Margaret."
Hannah's
cupMrs.
of teaMarch,
with a drinking
glance at the
clock,
turned to the window. "What can
be
keeping
she the
askedwhirlwind
for the
second
time Jo?"
during
packing. "Surely, Aunt March
can't
keeping
The beclock
had her?"
almost registered
ten minutes before the house door
banged to and Jo came upstairs and
far more quietly than usual.
"Here's the money from Aunt
March," she began with a little
catch in her voice, "and here's my
contribution for father."
"Twenty- five dollars, Jo. Where
did"Don't
you getlook
it?"so worried, Marmee;
I only sold something that belonged
to Onme, anthat's
all."she whirled about,
impulse
letting her straw bonnet fall back
off her head, held only by the
loosened strings. There was a
general
the revealed.
close-cropped
chestnut outcry
thatch atthus
" Jo, your glorious hair ! You
shouldn't have done it, dear."
"Why ever not?" Her secret
out,
was heras old
March Jocroaked,
she self.
always "Aunt
does,
when asked for ninepence. She only
sent enough for the ticket, and I
knew you'd need more, Marmee.
I happened to pass a barber with
tails of hair in the window with
prices marked on them. I thought
it would do my brains good to have
Sd I aid."
mop cut off. Columbus!"
my"Christopher
cried
Laurie,
coming in.
"You needn't be struck all of a
heap. My head's boyish and easy
to keep in order, isn't it? Come
on, Marmee; don't miss that train."
"Can't we go with you to the
station,
Marmee?"Go on with your
"Noas dears.
work
usual. Do as Hannah tells
you. Cheer up, my little women.
I want to carry a picture of you all
looking
father."
That happy
night toMeg,
lying awake
thinking of Marmee and also of a
tender look in certain brown eyes,
heard controlled sobs from the bed
beside her.
" Jo, will
dear,getyou're
Don't.
Father
well crying
and Mr.! Brooke
will"I'm
look— nafter
— notMarmee."
crying because of
"What then?"
"My hair," came the muffled
that."
voice;
then, as though its owner
were ashamed of vanity, the heartfelt words : "Meg, don't you hope
nothing dreadful will happen while
Marmee's away ? "
NEXT WEEK:
i Further adventures of the
! March family, some sad,
j some gay, others send*
! mental, follow next week

•m
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MEN

are irresistibly drawn to a woman whose
skin is smooth and clear and petal-soft. So be
regular with your use of SNOWFIRE CREAM.
This pure, non-greasy Cream quickly improves the
texture of your skin and smoothes away all blemishes.
It keeps your complexion radiantly young and lovely —
makes you always charming, always admired.
DAINTY HANDBAG CONTAINERS, 3d.
TUBES. U.
Opal Jars, l/3d-

VANISHING J CR
SnowfLre
EAM

BRITISH MrfDE

have

you availed yourself of the opportunity

of opening an account with corot
of bond street and paying for
your new outfit by instalments?
call at the delightful showrooms and inspect the wonderful
collection of new ensembles, suits
for town or country wear, street
frocks, coats, tailor-mades, afternoon and evening gowns that may be
copied to your measurements, or post
the coupon below for the latest corot
fashion guide and full particulars of this
instalment system.
a frisca tweed "goings
weave makes
on" this snappy
little jumper suit a very practical choice
for the early spring days, in several
monthly.
cash 4 gns.
(dept. p.g.138)
33
coro

old

bond

t london, w.l

12/"
St.,

regent 0234

post this coupon to corot to-day
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.1.
f P6G please send latest corot fashion guide and full details.
address

.p.g.138
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Glimpses

Suss"
"Jew
Promising of
Scenes — A New He-man — Getting
Ready for "Chu Chin Chow "—Sydney
Howard's
adventures — W hen Charles
Laughton Played revived
a "Bit" — Veteran Play
Jew decides to turn upon this base master whom
he has schemed and plotted to make wealthy and
In Vosper we have one of the finest actors on
powerful.
the English stage — and if I have told you that
before
no apology whatsoever, for a truth
is worthI make
repeating.

On the next set we have a return, in at least
one respect, to the principles which governed
tely "H
film
production
ine"
the Age of Silence, when the
Defini
absolutely indispensable quality in a hero was
masculinity.
Barry Mackay, playing opposite Jessie Matthews
in Evergreen, fulfils that condition to the letter.
I have hardly seen him in action, and this being
his first film, I haven't had a chance to see him
on the screen, but he is a hefty lad, and seems to
have distinct photographic possibilities.
He is a recruit from the musical comedy stage.
I suppose we shall see him in one or two pictures
before he is snapped up by Hollywood, and follows
in the wake of Harry Wilcoxon.
They have a predilection for muscular and
masculine
moment.
Shuffle young Englishmen over there at the

Jane Baxter and Ian
Hunter in a sceni
from their new pictare, "Night of he
Party."
's weBush
herdas
at Shep
seld.om. .
such
a mourning
and NG
NI
UR
MO
see in these days of motor hearses
and general hustle.
They are burying Naemi — Naemi
the beautiful, the graceful, the good.
Slowly, ponderously, each step weighted
with a grief which even the faith of their
fathers does little to assuage, the bearded
patriarchs in their gabardines bear the coffin
through the narrow streets of the Ghetto,
under the crazy galleries, like ricketty footbridges, that run from house to house and
across the lane.
The women wail dismally, abandoning
themselves to their grief as only Jewish
women can; and their lamentation provides
an eerie contrast to the stolid, self-contained
silence of the men.
Naemi the lovely is no more — and the grief
here expressed is more than grief for a girl done
to death by a clumsy bully; it is an expression
of the whole tragedy of Jewry, the centuries of
oppression, of insult, of almost unbearable
ignominy under which this ancient race has
laboured .
The Book is Good
When I first heard that Jew Suss was to be
filmed, my heart sank into my boots, for
I regard the book as one of the most significant,
as well as one of the most fascinating, published
in recent years.
It has a power, a depth, and an insight which
26

The cast has been shuffled somewhat since this
play was on the stage. For instance, Sonnie
Hale, who played the young and doughty hero,
is now playing an elder man, so he is not, strictly
speaking, playing opposite his wife, Jessie.
By the way, a second welcome reversion to the
principles of silent days is the return of Betty
Balfour. She plays an Edwardian musical comedy
actress who, having married into the peerage, is
trying to crash back on to the stage — a pait that
will give full scope to her comedy talents.
Featured in this film is the one and only Willy
Clarkson, costumier, who recently had the misfortune to see his precious wardrobe stores go up
in smoke and fire. He will play none other than
himself.

inspires perhaps half a dozen books in a
generation.
How, I wondered, were they going to get that
on to the screen ? They certainly did not succeed
in getting it on to the stage, in spite of one of the
most lavish productions I have ever seen.
Oriental
But since I have seen something of the production on the floor, I am reassured. It will be as The Shepherd's Bush studios are beginning to
look like a junk shop in Aden, in preparation
impressive as it is possible to make it.
And it will be more than a mere setting for the for Chu Chin Chow, which Walter Forde is to
direct. Carpets, tapestry, brasses, pottery, silks,
exploitation of Conrad Veidt's acting talents as scimitars. . . .
Jew Suss himself — which (if you are interested in
How old are you ? Old enough to remember
my opinion) seemed to me the chief weakness of
The Wandering Jew.
ChuChinChow, the gorgeous quasi-oriental musical
comedy which ran at His Majesty's Theatre in
London from August 31, 1916, for 2,238 performances . . . which works out, allowing two
Parallel
matinees weekly, to nearly five years — easily a
Comparisons, we know, are malodorous, but it record for the London stage
will be almost impossible to resist drawing
Whether you remember it or not, you have
a parallel between the two films when this new one
is shown.
Time's
"Any among
music — Song"
tunefulCobbler's
its "The
heard and
probably
Kissing Time"
They are both period pieces, painted on a wide others
—
and
you
will
certainly
want
to
see it
canvas. The principal character of each was now.
played by Matheson Lang in the stage version,
I enjoyed
thoroughly
— but then unpleasant
I was on
by Conrad Veidt in the film. They both (though .short
leave it
from
the particularly
more or less incidentally) aim at showing some- sector just west of the Hindenburg Line at the
thing of the agony of the Jew in his racial struggles moment, which may, perhaps, have coloured my
against oppression and abuse.
In any case, make no mistake about it, this
Anyway, I propose to see the film to discover
will be a picture to see. And, having seen it, whether
judgment.
I was right about the thing or not — and
you must by all means see The Wandering Jew, if a great many
thousands of other people about my
only for comparison.
will want to do the same.
A notable performance (or I am no judge, which ageThe
Research Department is walking about
I deny) is being put up by Frank Vosper as the looking extremely learned about the direct
Duke — the besotted tyrant whose befuddled and relationship
Western
GothicAl toRaschid.
Persian architecture of theof time
of Harun
lecherous
advances
towards
are
responsible
for her
death the
and Jew's
form daughter
the real
What most of us will be more concerned about
turning-point of the plot, for it is then that the
(Continued on page 28)
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From an Edinburgh Smoker of Craven
"A".
His Works.
original letter can be verified
at Arcadia
A
" For some years now I have smoked your Craven "A"
cigarettes as I have a somewhat troublesome throat
and I must say that they are the least injurious to
the throat of any cigarette 1 have tried. There is
another reason, however, which has maintained my
preference for Craven "A" — " they do not stain the
fingers " and I suggest .... that you should make
use of this fact in your advertisements."
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is the all-important question of who is to play
in Chu Chin Chow.
Oscar Asche, who wrote the play, took the
leading
part seen
himself
all that
but
whenever
I have
him — since
then, time
he —seems
to have been growing steadily larger, both in
height and girth, and I am rather wondering
what the camera would make of him in a close-up.
Of course, they have a battery of cameras at
Shepherd's Bush. . . .
But Oscar's size would fit in rather well with
the general scale on which they are doing things
at Shepherd's Bush recently.
The Rhodes Film

Children's Hair Lovely!
OTHERS are now working the same
miracles for their children's hair that they
have found are so easily performed for
their own — with ' Danderine.'
Natural oils removed by soap and water
are promptly restored to the hair by
' Danderine.' Natural curl is accentuated.
A child's hair is easily " trained "; is kept
orderly, clean, sparkling. A few drops of
this fragrant liquid on the brush each time
the
hair! is arranged. That is all that's
needed
Waves " set " with ' Danderine ' last
longer. And they look nicer. Thicker,
longer, more abundant hair is sure to follow
for every
memberhabit
whenwith' Danderine
' be-It
comes aregular
your family.
helps stop falling hair. Dissolves dandruff.
Changes dull, brittle, lifeless hair into hair
that fairly sparkles with new life and lustre !
Of Chemists & Stores, 1/3, 2/6 and 4/6.
Danderine
The One Minute Hair Beautifier
Made in England
A DANGER
SIGNAL.
To Girls in Their 'Teens
When a girl in her teens grows listless and
languid, loses her appetite for wholesome food,
but has a craving for starchy or chalky articles,
then all is not well with her. If, in addition, she
is pale, nervous, and irritable, and shuns company,
it shows that her blood is unable to meet the
demands
made upon her — in other words, she has
become anaemic.

1itdon't,
of course,
insist
implicit
belief, but
is reported
to me
thaton the
unit proceeding
presently to South Africa to make exteriors of a
Life of Cecil Rhodes is taking thirty tons of
Billie Bristow, co-author of the " Monster "
materials
story, "The Mystery of the Loch," which is
Secretaries.— if you include lipstick for the Floor
being produced by the Wyndham Company.
Members of the unit (who are already being
called Rhodes Scholars) include Victor Saville,
who will direct, but not until he has finished been hoping for a ride-on) in Grand Hotel on
Evergreen, and Geoffrey Barkas, who has already tour.
Now, after two or three more stage roles, he
made a couph of trips to Africa for filming purposes— one being the silent film Palaver, which has come galloping into films, via Crime Reporter,
he directed and carried through under enormous which Uncle Tom Bentley is directing at Welwyn.
difficulties.
When he is merely playing in the West End,
instead of combining stage and film work as he
is doing at present, he rises at six every morning
In the Kitchen
and takes the train to Epsom, where he helps to
exercise
race-horses at 7.30.
Turning lightly from Africa to Elstree, observe
Sydney Howard disporting himself in further
This, he told me, gives him an excuse for
ducking straight away to bed after the evening
sequences
of It'sthing
a Copin forfarces
British
& Dominions.
The obvious
of this
sort is to show, and keeps him fit.
It would appear that Edward Underdown
"get
everything
have already,
the confines
of thisin."
one We
production,
had Sydwithin
as a knows something about training actors as well as
stolid P.C. on the beat and disguised as a Chinese training horses; but on cold, dark mornings he
mandarin in an opium den.
probably wishes his name were Undereiderdown.
This week I found him in what, to all intents
and purposes, was the kitchen of a large hotel,
in which Syd (still on the trail of the crooks)
Digging 'Em Up
disguises himself as the chef.
they been
are digging
old plays
I was told that the equipment which had been Gradually
that have
alloweduptoallliethe fallow
for
dragged in and installed was capable of cooking years and are making films of them.
a four-course dinner for three hundred people;
The latest is The Magistrate, which Tom Bentley
and Syd wanted to know, would they need more is directing at Elstree for B.I. P.
or less apparatus to cook a three-course dinner
This started life the year before I was born,
for four hundred people ?
with the same name as it now bears — though
Anyway, you work it out; I'm busy trying to whether it will still be called that when you see it
think where I've seen a similar scene before.
on the screen I'm not prepared to say. Indeed,
Far Cries

I'vesilent
got itfilm
! It
was in the Ifmonster
Elstree-made
Piccadilly.
you saw
that, you
will easily remember Jameson Thomas (it seems
a far cry back now to the palmy Elstree days of
Jameson Thomas !) walking through the restaurant
During her teens a girl lays the foundation of kitchen
with the dirty plate under bis arm, trying
her future health. Lack of blood at this time
find the culprit — who turns out to be the
may rob her of robust womanhood. Dr. Williams to
kitchen-maid, Anna May Wong.
pink pills are a wonderful remedy for the form of
The bibulous diner who complained about the
anaemia that affects growing girls, and treatment plate
was Charles Laugh ton, making his positively
with these pills will not only correct the trouble
but prevent it from progressing into a worse form. first screen appearance — and that's a far cry too,
now one of the best-known filmDelay in the treatment of anaemia is dangerous, with
actors Laughton
in the world.
so lose no time, but begin Dr. Williams pink pills
From what I have seen of it, this new Sydney
now, and notice how quickly the colour will Howard mirthquake is going to be quite as funny
return to your cheeks, your headaches and back- as its predecessors — and I confess that most of
aches disappear, and your breathlessness and them have made me laugh uproariously.
palpitation vanish.
The world-famous Dr. Williams Brand
Pink Pills can now be obtained at Is. 3d. To Filmland on Horseback
a box (triple size 3s.). From all chemists,
to the studios are many and devious,
or same price, post free, direct from The The butroads
few can have been more so than that
Dr. Williams Medicine Company, 36 Fitzroy followed by Edward Underdown, who, afflicted
Square, London, W.l.
several years ago with the itch to act, became a
FREE. — No girl should miss reading the horse-trainer.
No one, not even Edward himself, seems to
booklet "Nature's Warnings," sent free to
all who write to M.J. Dept., 36 Fitzroy Square, know just where the connection was; but in any
London, W.l.
case, he soon became quite good at training horses,
being encouraged in this harmless propensity by
several of the military gentlemen (they are all
mi itary gentlemen) who run training establishHusky
Throats
ments.
Quickly and
A Walk On
pleasantly \
relieve J with
f
m
for a year or two, our
done that
havingrealised
So,Edward
that he was ready to go on the
DELIGHTFUL TC THE TASTE
stage, and he obtained a walk-on (he may have
28

I shallis not
be rather
title
found surprised
for it. if a more " Box-office"
Birth of Whoopee
Originally it was a farce-comedy by Pinero ; then,
in 191 7, 1 saw it as The Boy, a musical comedy
by Fred Thompson, and although I confess I
haven't the faintest idea who was in the original
cast, for the musical version they had W. H.
Berry (as Mr. Meeble, the magistrate), Donald
Calthrop (as Hughie Cavanagh, the youth who
has to pretend, for some doubtless good and
sufficient reason which has escaped me, to be a
schoolboy); and Heather Thatcher as Kattie
Muirhead, the governess who discovers that the
boy is not quite so young as at first appeared.
I particularly remember that show because
Donald Calthrop, in the night-club scene, made
great play with the newly-imported American
word " Whoopee ! " — the first time I had heard it.
In passing, which of you youngsters realised
that that expression was in currency sixteen years
ago — before many of you were born?
Two Come Back

the
ster" e,ofJohn
the Magistrat
"the Schoolma
Hay,is playing
Will s,
Nowmusic-hall
Mills (who looks about seventeen and is .
quite a bit more) plays the boy, and Marguerite
Allan, returned to the B.I. P. fold after all these
years, is the young governess.
And look who else is here ! That clever stage
comedienne. Iris Hoey, who has only been in one
film before, and that as a quickie and made a
long time ago.
She is playing Mrs. Magistrate — and anyone
who knows her stage work will be willing to bet
a tidv sum that she will play it well.
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Have
you
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sent your

NEW
FACE

POWDER

FASHION
TAKES
The

PARIS

BY

STORM

Season's

Sensation
Paris
The latest fashion adopted by smart
French women is a face powder which
gives
a perfect
complexion
from shine
all day'matt'
long, even
when outfreein
wind and rain.

This latest development in face powders
is due to a new ingredient called ' Mousse
of
the Cream.'
Mousse of Now
Cream Tokalon
process. has
Thuspatented
Poudre
Tokalon now offers you the advantages
hitherto enjoyed only by the fortunate
few who do not care how much they pay
for their powder.
Poudre Tokalon now not only gives an
exquisitely beautiful complexion, but one
that stays fresh and lovely all day long
whatever you are doing. Not even perspiration from the most vigorous outdoor
sports or a long evening's dancing can
spoil the rose-petal loveliness it gives.
Because Poudre Tokalon is the only
powder with the ' Mousse of Cream ' secret.
Only 6d. and I /- a box, in spite of the cost
of the ' Mousse of Cream ' process.
STOMACH
CEASE

IN

5

PAINS
MINUTES

Remarkable letter from Coventry
A letter does not have to be long to tell a wonderful
story. And this is a wonderful story for you if you
know what it is to suffer from stomach trouble. It is
from Mr. J. E. Richards of 84, Shakespeare Street,
Stoke, Coventry.
" Thank After
you very
much great
for Maclean
Stomach
Powder.
suffering
pain IBrand
was surprised
that 5 minutes after taking the first dose the pain was
less severe. I have since purchased 2 bottles and am
pleased to say that I am quite well again. I shall
always keep a bottle by ine, I have also recommended
it to other sufferers and shall continue to do so. You
canIf make
any use
like ofagonies
this letter."
you, too,
have yousuffered
from indigestion
for years, why not try the way Mr. Richards found so
effective?
But be sure to ask your chemist for the genuine
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder or Tablets under
that exact name with the signature " ALEX C.
MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but only in 1/3,
2/- and 5/- bottles in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
£7\0 you suffer from Headache after or during
a Cinema Show? If so. try taking two
Cinetabs 10 to 15 minutes before the Cinema,
Theatre, Dance, etc. Send P.O. mentioning the
•• Picturegoer" to-day for 1/3 box of Cinetabs: —
THE CINEMA TABLET COMPANY,
17 Feathtrrtonc Buildings, Hijh linear a, Luiia, W.C .1

Lost

38

lbs.

Fat

Just by taking daily dose
of Knischen Salts

'T'HK weekly Colrex Faa1 cination Context Is not
necessarily
for beautiful
irirl-, bat attrmctivc
girls.
If you are attractive, we
want yon to use Colrex
You may have charm,
Beauty
ap, foryou
we know
it will3 give
sldn a nice nose, chin
beauty, and with a clean,
healthy, Hniooth skin you line, or some other
will
get a new thrill out of
make-up.
feature
All
userstoof enter
Cob-ex their
are pleasing
invited
which will entitle
you
photographs for the weekly to a valuable prize.
contesttion —is that
the you
only enclose
condithe seal from a tablet of Colrex Beauty Soap, which will be
proof to us that your attractiveness is being changed gradually
toWKKK1.Y
real beauty.
Issue for first week's winner.
w isshSee
r- next
receive
handsome monntcd
enlargement*
The himodern
woman.of thedUMiuulnat-irut
the choke
sosp ah*ot
photos submitted and are
u-r". welcomed
the arrtTal
eUrlhle to compete for Urand Ptnal
Prior, to be announced noon.
Colrex
Boap —madft cotnbmaUnn otBeauty
sulphur
tanoftn.
Entry duceImplies
repro-in
Mended nMiw
for Beauty**
sake.
winner's pemusxion
name and tophoto
Start
lotrrx
to-d»y
aad
Picturegoer ** and other Journals.
watch
la Ura
texture the
of yowImprovement
akin.
UL. Science is proud of this achievement
^ after many years of patient research.
The Colrex secret is " Sulfhaxe " Activated Colloidal Sulphur
— 1,200 times finer than the sulphur you know. It actually
penetrates
the deepest
layers of the skin, Improving its
texture
and tocreating
skin beauty.

For months, for years perhaps, the pointer
on the weighing-machine has been moving
remorselessly forward; steadily accumulating
fat has been wiping out your girlish lines,
slowing you up and making you look old and
feel tired. . . . Whilst you have been allowing
fat to creep on, slowly and insidiously,
thousands of other women and girls have been
getting rid of double chins, of chunky calves,
of leg-of-mutton arms and of ugly bulging fat
above the waistline. For example, Mrs. Anna
Morris writes: " Kruschen Salts is working
wonders for me . . . when the neighbours notice
the
is fine." Salts
Read has
her
own difference,
account itofcertainly
how Kruschen
unburdened her body of 38 superfluous pounds:
"Just a line to let you know that Kruschen
Heau&r
SOAV
is working wonders for me. I have lost 38 lb. OBTAINABLE
FROM
ALL CHEMIST!
in six months, and now weigh 10 stone 1 lb.,
Address
roar
entry
"Com,.
C.2."
Ootrez
Product!E.C.4.
16. Britain), Ltd..
94 Upper Thames Street, London.
instead of 12 stone 11 lb. I am feeling fine —
never felt better. I never miss a morning taking
Kruschen, and do not diet any more than before
I started to take it. All I did was to cut down on
sweets, and eat whole wheat bread instead of
white bread, and no potatoes, but everything else.
It is wonderful. I am really surprised at results.
When your neighbours notice the difference,
OF THE
it certainly is fine. I now have two other neighbours taking it, and they have a lot of faith in it,
as they see what Kruschen has done for me."
SCREEN
(Mrs.)
A.M. —
Kruschen is based on scientific
principles
it's an ideal blend of mineral salts found in
PRICE
2'6
the aperient waters of those European Spas
1934
which have been resorted to from time immemorial for the relief of various ailments,
No Film Enthusiast can
including obesity.
afford to be without Stars Postage 44.
Get a 1/9 bottle of KRUSCHEN SALTS at
of the Screen, the complete
your chemist's (lasts four weeks) and take
guide to Films and the Rim Stars. The
half
a
teaspoonful
in
a
glass
of
hot
water
1934 edition is fuliy up to date and contains
every morning.
nearly 500 Biographies and 200 Portraits.
It also contains Tables of Ages and
SPECIAL
D. D. D. BRAND
Marriages and a number of important
FREE OFFER
articles on subjects of film interest.
PRESCRIPTION
Send
a posta liberal
card tois a sure remedy for end a 7 for
larged pores, spots and
sample
bottle
of
pimples. A few drops give O.D.D. Prescription
to D.D.D. Laborainstant relief. Buy a 13
tories, P.27.EFleet
Lane. London,
C 4.
bottle to-day at any chemist
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What Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers

ALL THE TIMES
WHEN THOUGHT
COMES QUICKLY

The

Pen

that

is

Not our words but those
Superlatively Good '
-8 of a Great Composer— 8GIACOMO PUCCINI

If you want to capture
precious ideas and commit them to paper while
they live in your memory, keep a pressureless
writing Parker Duofold
pen ever handy on your
person and desk. It
avoids all interference
to thought — and, to
clear thinking, is vitaL
For example: Music,
sublimebutfleeting.was
made immortal by the
Parker Pen in the hands
of the great Maestro
Giacomo Puccini, To a
friend he wrote : "The
Parker Pen is superlaAnd sotivelyit good."
is— thefinest
of all the pens you can
own. Smart, in its classic beauty -yet efficient
to the last degree.
breakable. InsuredUnfor
replacement if lost or
stolen. Complete with every improvement it
is possible to put into a fountain pen to-day
to make it a smooth writer, a dependable
companion wherever you are — jewel -smooth,
light and balanced, quick as a dart in the
hand of the fastest writer.
Go to the nearest pen counter and try a
Parker Duofold in your own hand. Sec how
it Kit res. Resolve to own it yourself.
Pirker belongs to no
■•price protecting
ring. "Pjrker products
are priced and sold entirely on their merits.
er

f
*D
fb
ld
50/-;:42/-;
37uq
6; 35/-;
30/-;
25 Pencils to match.
\hn Parhetlt Prut m/« c- 7/*. Pemcili jjt Cjj.
Yorkers NON-CLOG \nk-S^\ 3

Sensationalism,
Babies, Boxer* and
Beauties Versus Art
Stunts
and

d anda
book
orwe a ever
play see
willthebe day
filmewhen
LL nted
SHAprese
on the screen with all the
artistry of the original?
" The box-office Torquemada
demands from nearly every film made to-day
some degree of martyrdom.
"A story holding a place in the literature
of the country and presented by players of
reputation is not enough.
" It must be secondary to some sensational
feature such as a boxer or merely a cherub
like Baby Le Roy, who is, we are assured, a
born actor but is probably unaware of it as
is the public.
"Sensationalism is its own reward and there
may be a trifle over for the box-office. But
producers who crowd their screens with babies,
boxers and beauties instead of players, have no
soul above the
penny
show, and
their - works
will
— C. Clifton, 39
perish
with Road,
them."
Westwood
Hilsea, Portsmouth,
winner prize.
of this week's
guinea
[Most
intelligent
readers will
agree
with this viewpoint.
The stuntists will
have to be bumped
off at the box-office
before the kinema
really comes into its
own as an art. But
the box-office has the
final say.]

Stories

slender stars like Joan Crawford and Constance
Bennett were putting on weight. No matter how
exquisite they appear in fashionable clothes,
'near-naked' they compare badly with their
plumper sisters.
"No, like other crazes, this will soon die." —
(Miss)
Joyce I.IsleCorlett,
Drive, Douglas,
of Man, " Bonshaw,"
winner of theSelborne
second
prize of half a guinea.
♦
♦
♦
Nudity on the films is going to be the biggest
box-office draw since Al Jolson's Singing
of
the inaugurating
century.
Fool,
the 'talkies,' was the success
"Nudity, rightly
handled, will bring
allurement
and entertainment.
The increased
beautiful
nude film star opens up fresh vistas ; the unattractive but comic nude figure presents a new source
of hnmour. Both will be relished by the sophisticated jaded kinema audiences of to-day. — (Mrs.)
M. Scott, "The Kraal," London Road, South
Benfleet, Essex.
Do we want the nudies? Much depends on
whom want
the word
"If 'we'
nudity,'we''we'implies.
will assuredly get
it, but the kinema will no longer be a place of
entertainment; it will just be an exhibition of
artists' models." — George Wolsey, 23 Hillview
Street, Oldparh Road, Belfast, N. Ireland.
[The nudies seem, apart from Mae West, to be
the most controversial talkie topic of the day. I
have been flooded with letters on the subject of which
those published above are more or less representative.]
Seconds Out

Baby LeRoy.

Pepping Up Publicity
Prhaps we are coming to the fore with our
films, but one lesson we can take from
Hollywood is of how to 'Pep up Publicity
" Who wants to gaze at the uninteresting photos
Portraits.'
published
of our stars all dressed up in tweed !
In Hollywood, they have a length of chiffon and
cleverly drape it around their subject, making a
striking picture, pleasing to the eye, which draws
attention. And as, after all, the object of publicity is to bring the stars to public notice, to
make them known, and build up their popularity,
it is essential to make these pictures attractive.
" Unfortunately, in our British photographers
there is a sad lack of originality in this respect,
and one has only to compare photographs of any
British actress who has gone to Hollywood as
sent out by her American studio with those
issued previously by her British studios to notice
this."
Mary Good, 8 Oaktree Avenue, Palmers
Green, — N.13.
[This is a point on which Pictukecoer is
constantly hammering at British studios. There
has, as a result, been a marked improvement of late,
learn.]
but our publicity departments still have a lot to

The"Nudies"
"\\Jhy
this can
madwearoutcry
V V Anyone
nothingabout
if she 'Nudies'?
feels that
way inclined. We women fans especially suffer
inferior films to see exquisite clothes worn by the
stars — lovely fluffy things we can never hope to
possess ourselves. If directors take this delight
away from us, they will have to give us much
better plots and already the dearth of good
stories is deplorable.
"The revival of costume plays is somewhat
helping them out at present, but picture the
absurdity of a plumeless Walter Raleigh begging
a Queen Elizabeth a la naturel to 1 step on it '.
"Hollywood would be revolutionised. New
players would have to be found, while charming

A reader
exception mouth
to Jimmyand
Durante's
nose, takes
Joe Brown's
Eddie
Cantor's eyes, and finishes his letter with ' Alas
for"Does
Hollywood's
senseRalph
of humour.'
he forget
Lynn's teeth, Sydney
Howard'stortionsbibulous
features,
facial conof Leslie Fuller and and
LeslietheHenson?
"Moreover, I am sure that the success of
Cantor's pictures is not due to the fact that his
eyes rotate."— Syd Lowther, 1 Park Row, Greenwich.
Do You See Them Twice ?
A who
few days
I read Susie
of an no
energetic
film fan
saw ago
Sunshine
fewer than
37
times ! It would be interesting to know if keen
filmgoers usually see a picture once only.
"Personally,
that The
any first
serioustimedrama
deserves
at leastI consider
two visits.
one
is absorbed in following the story ; the second, one
is able to notice minor characters, subtleties of
manner and intonation, setting, and photography.
" I find that talkies, seen several times, are more
wearying than silent pictures. I saw Under Two
Flags — the second version, with Priscilla Dean
and James Kirkwood — seven times; Enemies of
Women, with Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens,
I saw six times.
"Among talkies I have seen Private Lives three
times,
and many
othersHotwice."
— (Miss) N. M.
Gibbs, Etain,
Westward
I Devon.
[There is a great deal in the idea of seeing a
picture twice, but sometimes you notice the imperfections as well. I, personally, have never had an
ambition to see any one film thirty-seven times !]
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films ?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interestpublished
week.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
written on one side of the
paper
and should
exceed only
1 so words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturcgoer j
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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DAINTY
LIPS
R'S
E

20«*IH
in handy
Cigarettes
little cartons of 5 for 3d.
N.C.C. 207B

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd.

L. T. PIVER

Ideal for the lady's handbag.

Paris

the OH 1 4, IX iTOIt
of the
MATT
FlXISil VOGUE

Sets

deep

Tight
Cmls..

announce
6 Wave-Settings
Poud re MATT
EVER
(formerly known as MATITfil
is the »l*is£iuul matt textured face powder, onl\
the name is changed The ever IHMll and
exquisitely fine texture of Poudre MATTEVHK
with its delicate perfume will appeal to you The
iinl.v powder to give the |M>rf«'<-l IMMll
tlnisli «'Olll|»l«'xit»ll . 1/3 a hox in 9 shades
Parfum MATT
EVER
lust the same perfume you loved under its old name
of MATITfi. 1/9 to 5/-. Trial size 1/3
By the same creator as Le Xr«?llw Incarnat
and ! Av«'llllir«- Perfumes, Powders, etc.
Sole
t'onr.tsiionitairts
ih« U.K.Partuenl
Ltd..Duke"6 Rd.
ifti
Wuteinfor Awmiiv
London. \V,3.
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" epa^
dailV^g;Useyour
op
5CP»*2, Use
at bedBathroorn-

16 size,

Price

BEFORE

BED

For Colds. Influenza. Catarrh. Headache,
ORDER
GLORIOUS

NOW

GAYBORDER

etc.

J
DELPHINIUMS

Why pay high prices for these lovely plants when the
following special collections of strong Gayborder grown
plants are offered AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Coll.
Coll.
CoU.
Coll.

DA.
DA.
DA.
DA.

1.
2.
3.
4.

12
12
12
12

Plants
Plants
Plants
Plants

priced
priced
priced
priced

Carriage and Packing Free.
GAYBORDER

TRY
OF

at
at
at
at

15/17/6
20/.
25/-

for
for
for
for

12/.
14/16/.
20/.

C.W.O. only.

NURSERIES, MELBOURNE, Derbyshire
(The home of hardier hardy plants.)

THE
THE

BEAUTY
ANCIENTS

SECRET
FREE

Cleopatra,
in later
times,
beauties a« Mrs. Sirldons. relied upon
Almond Oil Salome,
to keep and.
their skins
supple
and such
youthful.
ZEE-KOL ALMOND OIL TOILET SOAP
This soap gives the same opportunity to you. Never before has a soap of this
description been given to the public. Palm Oil costs ad. per lb. Almond Oil costs
5/6 per6d.,lb.at all
YetChemists
a large i/only
and tablet
Stores.of Zee-Kol Almond Oil Toilet Soap is sold to-dav for
DOGE CREAM. MARVELLOUS COMPLEXION RESTORER
However sallow or patchy a complexion may be. Doge cream is gnaranteed to make
it perfect. Not a vanishing cream — will not dry the skin. Over 1,000 Society women
PER POT.. 1/LARGE POT 21LARGE
TUBE 9d.
attainable from mil
ChemiMt and Store*.
HERE

Almond Oil is used in Doge Cream
— SEND THIS COUPON TO-DAY—
For Free Sample Tube of Do(e Cream
For
mpfcr l«ofalsoDatedesired,
Creamsadsend*d. 2d.
stampre loraod pootaa*.
sample
Done —Kosvp
for post*
parktnr. IfWrit*
to theof
SHATE3 ZEE-KOL CO., LTD. iDept. Dr. 10). ** Blent*™ Road, Upper
, ■.!».

IS YOUR

GREAT

OPPORTUNITY

J----COUPON
FREE%
Simply fill in the Coupon Mow tar a
Fraa SampU and a Special Fraa Booklet
tally siplainiag Elasee, Mm Haw Biatigical
Treatment. TheM, tof rtbor with copitt of
rocoat testimonials, am wiU (lastly toad
privately, post traa. Don't lose another
moment! Write for these to-day — MOW,
while yoa thin k at it aad too for yearooW
what a wonderful difference Elaata
!!
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT
CO.. LTD.,
(Dept. 111). Cecal Hooaa. Helborn Viaduct,
London, E.C.

2

|
Elanto
of
e
Sampl
Trial BLOOD REVITALISES
for GSEAT
I THE
■ THE NEW ERA TREATMENT Co., Ltd. I
(Dept. 191). Cecil Hewer,
Hoftora Viadoct, Loodoa, E.C.
Please send roe Free Sample and
Special Free Booklet fully explaining
the Eiasto Treatment.
Name
(Please print in Capital Letters.)
Address

Mv ailment is
Picturegoer 27/1/34

"George" and "Anne" are
your enqvity departments. The
farmer will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them Weekly.
both c o When
The a reply
Pictufegoer
by post envelope
is desired must
a stamped,
addressed
be enclosed.

Let

GEORG1

S. D. and C. McD. (Cheyenne).— (1)
Herewith the cast of Tike Virginians: The
Virginian,
Gary Stark
Cooper;WoodTram— Mary
pas — Walter
Huston; Molly
Brian;
Steve — Richard Arlen; Uncle Hughey —
Chester Conklin ; Honey Wiggin — Eugene
PaUette; Helen
Judge Henry—
Calvert; Gary
Mrs.
Taylor—
Ware. E-(2)H. Address
Cooper
c/o
Paramount
Studios,
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California. 5451
18 Madeline. — Nils Astber has made
picturesshould
for areach
numberhim ofif film
letter
it is studios
addressedbut toa
RKO Radio Studio, 780 Cower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Margery (Barry). — (1) Douglas Fairbanks,
jun., is at present in America; he has appeared
in the following talkie films: The Damn
Patrol, The Way of All Mess, Dame* Hall,
Little
Accident,
One Night at Susie's,
Outward
Bound,
Littleis Caesar,
Your
Nerve, Love
a Racket, Chances,
GentlemanI Like
for a Day.
It's
Tough
to
he
Famous,
Scarlet
Dawn,
Parachute Jumper, Narrate Comer, Captured,
Morning Glory, and Catherine the Great
include : Disraeli,
The Flirting
(British).
(2) Anthony
Bunnell'sWidow,
films
Journey's
End, toThree
FacesExpensive
East, Latin'
the
Ladies, Ban
Love,
Women,
Five Star Final, Shop Angel, Dangerous
Ground, Silver Greyhound, Sally Bishop, snd
Soldiers of the King. (3) Marriages :
Lawrence Olivier to Jill Esmond in 1930,
and Ronald Colman to Thelma Raye in 1920
(separated); Douglas Fairbanks, jun., to
Joan Crawford in 1929 (marriage dissolved).
TEN-MINUTE Alibi (Petworth). — Anthony
Ireland has appeared in the following films:
Spanish Eves. Big Business, These Charming
People, The Water Gypsies, and Called Back.
Landi Fan. — Ehssa Landi was born on
December ft, 1904, at Venice, Italy; real
name, Elizabeth Marie Landi; daughter of
Countess Zanardi- Landi, descendant of the
Royal House of Austria; 5 ft. 5} in. tall, redgold hair, green eyes ; married J . C. Lawrence,
an English barrister. Films : Underground,
Bolibar, Ecstasy, The Price of Things,
Knott ing Men, Children of Chance, Body and
Soul, Always Good-bye, Wicked, Yellow
Ticket,
The inDevil's
Burntof theOffering,
The
Woman
Room Lottery,
13, The Sign
Cross,
The Warrior's Husband, I Loved You
Wednesday, and By Candlelight. Address
her c/o Universal Studios, Universal City,
California. Frcdric March was born on
August 31. 1898, st Racine, Wis.; 5 ft- 11 in.
tall,
brown Films
hair and
eyes;Dummy,
married The
Florence
Eldridge.
: The
Wild
Party. The Studio Murder Mystery, Footlights
and hoots, Paris Bound. Jealousy, The Marriage
and Son, True
Ladies toLove
Brutes,Playground,
ParamountSara/i
on Parade,
the
Navy, Manslaughter, Laughter, Lovers,
Night Angel, My Sin, Dr. JekyU and Mr.
Hyde,
Love, Merrily
Go
To Strangers
. Smilin' inThrough,
The Sign Weof Ike
Cross, To-night is Ours, The Eagle and the
Hawk,
Designa Holiday.
for Living,Write
Chrysalis,
Death Takes
to him and
c/o
Twentieth Century Studios, Hollywood California.

P. R. c/o(Eastbourne).
— Address
Colman
United Artists
Studio.Ronald
1041
N. Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Latest films : Cynara and The Masquerade*.
(Croydon).
(1) Herewith
the cast
of D.TheH. First
Mrs. F— rater
.- James Fraser
—
Henry Ainley; Elsie Fraser — Joan Barry;
Janet Fraser — Dorothy Dix; Mario — Harold
Huth; Philip Logan — Henry Hewitt; Ninian
Fraser — Hargrove Pawaon: Connie — Oriel
Ross; George — Arnold Riches; Lord Lame
— Richard Cooper; Therese — Ellen Pollock;
Murdo Fraser — Ivan Brandt; Alice Fraser —
Eileen Peel; Mabel— MiUicent Wolf; Butler
—is married
Gibb McLaughlin.
(2) Claudette Colbert
to Norman Foster.
Fan Club Notice. — Particulars of the
Film Fans Correspondence Club will be sent
on leceipt of a stamped addressed envelope
to — Miss Hazel Bailey, 24 Philemon House,
Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E.I.
Betty (Barry).— (1) Richard Tahnadge is
dead. (2) Marriages as follows : Douglas
Fairbanks, Kin. to Joan Crawford (marriage
dissolved). Robot Armstrong to Ethel
Kent. (3) John Wayne, Diana Wynyard,
Heather Angel, Sylvia Sydney, and Sally
Blanc are all unmarried. (4) Herbert
Marshall's
recentFrightened
picturesPeople.
include
Solitaire Manmost
and Four
C. W.on (London).
Robert
Montgomery
wasJ. bom
May 21, —1904,
at Beacon,
New
York; 6 ft. 1 in. tall, brown hair and blue
eyes;
married
Elizabeth
Allen
(not
the
British star Elizabeth Allan who is married
to W. 1. O'Bryen). Before he made his
screen hand,
debut and
he was
a mechanic's
helper, a
deck
a stage
super, afterwards
playing
on
the
New
York
stage.
include: So This is College, Their Films
Otvn
Desire, Free and Easy, The Divorcee, Big
House,
Richest
Man
in
the
World,
Blushing Brides, Sins of the Children, LoveOurin
the Rough, War Nurse, Strangers May Kiss,
Inspiration, Shipmates, Man in Possession,
But the Flesh is Weak, Private Lives, Lovers
Courageous, Letty Lynlon, Blondie of the
Follies, Faithless, When Ladies Meet, Night
Flight, Another Language, Too Thieves and
Overland Bus. Write to him c/o VletroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, California.
A Conrad Nagel Fan (St. Annes-on-Sea).
— (1) Cast : (a) Dynamite ! Roger Towne —
Conrad Nagel; Cynthia Crothers — Kay
Johnson: Hagon Derk — Charles Ride ford;
Marcia Towne — Julia Fayc; Katie Derk —
Muriel McCormac. Marco— Joel McCrea;
Young Vultures — Leslie Fenton and barton
Hepburn;William
ThreeHolden
Wiseand Fools
Edeson,
Henry— Robert
Stockbridge; Bobby — Douglas Frazer Scott; His
Mother—
Jane
Kcckley;
The
Doctor
—
Fred :
Walton. (A) Little Women (silent version)
Aunt March — Julia Harley; Mrs. MarchKate Lester; Jo— Dorothy Bernard; Mr.
E. J. M. (Brixham).— John Wayne plays
March— George Kelson; Beth— Lilian Hull;
part ofTimSteveMcCoy.
Pickett inAddress
The Texas
Mr. Lawrence — John Vernon; Professor the
starring
John Cyclone,
Wayne
Baer — Lyn Hammond ; Laurie — Conrad c/o Columbia
Studios,
1,438
Gower
Street,
Nagel; Amy — Jenny l.unn, John Brook —
Hollywood,
California.
Henry
Hall;
Meg
—
Marjory
Lammond.
(2) Conrad Nagel weighs 1 1 st. 6 lb., snd
Polly-Anna (Walthamstow). — (l) I do
Rkardo Cortex weighs 1 2 st. 7 lb.
not think it would be in order for you to
write to Jean Harlow as you suggest. (2)
Film
Struck
Mbc
(Oundle)
—
(1)
Janet
Gaynor comes from Philadelphia, U.S.A.,
most recent
pictures
sre Dinner at
and was born October 6, 1907 ; 5 ft. tall, Jean's
Eight.
Your andMan,
Hollywood
Blonde Hold
Bombshell,
I.ntng
In a Big Party.
Way.
golden brown hair and brown eyes, married
Lydefl Peck (separated). Hobbies, music,
You can obtain a coloured photograph of
dogs, acrobatics and reading. Pictures (3)
Jean
Harlow
and
an
ordinary
one
of
Clark
include : The Johnstown Flood, The Shamrock
Gable from The Picturegoer Post Card
Handicap.
MidnightHeaven,
Kiss, The
ReturnTtvoof Salon, 85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2. at
Peter
Grimm,The Seventh
Sunrise,
3d. each. (4) Clark Gable will be 33 on
Girls
Wanted,
AngelSideFour
Februarypictures
1 ; he's married
Rita Your
Langham.
Christina,
Lucky Street
Star. Sumy
Up, Devils,
Happy
Recent
include toHold
Man,
Days,
Higk
Society
Blues,
The
Man
Who
Came
Night
Flight,
Dancing
Lady,
and
Tmo
Back, Daddy Long Legs, Merely Mary Ann, (5) Write to both Jean Harlow andThieves.
Clark
Delicious, The First Year, Test of Ike Storm Gable c/o Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer Studios,
Country,
Fair, Adorable,
and Paddy
the
Next State
Best Thing.
(2) Spencer
Tracy Culver City, California. You are no trouble.
was born on April 5, 1900, st Milwaukee;
— -Dick
PowellN.l)was andbomCARLO
on November
5 ft. 10 in. tall, dark brown hair and blue N. P.4). W.
(London.
(London'
eyes, married Louise Treadwell (separated)
14, wife.
at Mountain
View. Ark.;
from
Films include : Up the Rwer, Quick Millions, his
Films include
: The divorced
Blessed Event,
Too Busy to Work, Radio Girl, Jubilo, Gold
Goldie, She Wanted a Millionaire. Disorderly
Conduct, Wr Humans, The Painted lady.
Diggers of 1933, Foatlight Parade. Callage
Face in the Sky, Pier 13 . 20,000 Years Coach, Sweethearts Forever, and Convention
c/o Warner
Bros.
in Sing Sing, Power and Glory, Shanghai City.
Studio*.Address
Bu thank,him
California.
(2) I expect
Madness,(3)A Write
Man's toCastle,
The Mad
Game.
Janet said
Gaynor
and he will send you s signed photograph if you
Spencer Tracy c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills, ask
him nicely ; I do not know if he charges
for them.
California.
Aye Ready and Interested. — (I) Carl
J. R. (Richmond).— Casts : (I) By Wham
Briaaon was born December 24, 1895, at
Hand T Jimmy — Baa Lyon; Ahce — Barbara
Copenhagen, Denmark, real name Carl Weeks;
— William
V. MongEileen
Pederoon; 6 ft. t m. tall, brown hair and grey — EthelGraham
yon
; Chambers
— -Kenneth
eyes. He ia married. Hobbies are dogs, Thomson; Ken
Drunk — Tom Dugan; Detective
motoring, riding and boxing. Pictures —William
Helen Milinclude : The Ring, The Manxman, The larde; Chick Halligan;
— D wight Widow—
Frye; Bridegroom
American Prisoner, Song of Soho, Knotting
Lorin Baker; Bride — Dolores Rcy; Pullman
Men, Prince of Arcadia, Two Hear it in Walts
— Oscar
Smith;NatConductor
— Tom
Time. (2) Jack Buchanan was born in Porter
McCuire;
The Killer—
Pendleton.
(2)
Glasgow on Ap il 2. 1891.
The Mask of Fu Mancku. Dr. Fu Manchu—
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Boris Karloff; Sheila— Karen Morley;
Nayland Smith — Lewis Stone; Fah Loe See
— Myrna Loy; Von Berg — Jean Hersholt;
Terence Granville — Charles Starrett; Sir
Lionel Barton
— Lawrence Grant; McLeod —
David
Torrence.
MAHBUB (Hyderabad). — I think your best
plan would be to write to Greta Garbo yourself c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, California, as 1 am not in a
position to answer these intimate questions.
Film Struck (Burnley). — Birthdays as
follows : Mary Philbin, July 16, 1904;
Patsy Ruth Miller, June 22, 1905; Carmel
Myers, April 4, 1901 ; Margaret Livingstone,
November 25, 1900; Alice Day, November 7,
1905; Marceline Day, April 24, 1908; Alice
Lake, 1897; Edwina Booth, September 13,
1909; Lil Dagova, September 30, 1894;
Bob Steele, January 23, 1906.
Edna-Wants-To-Know (Leeds, 5). — (1)
Ben Turpin was born on September 17, 1874,
at New Orleans, U.S.A.; 5 ft. 4 in. tall, dark
hair andSongeyes.
PicturesSleelinclude
: Hogan't
Alley,
of Songs,
Preferred,
The
College Hero,
Wife's
Relations,
Love
Parade,
Swing TheHigh,
Cracked
Nuts,TheMillion
Dollar Legs, and scores of comedy shorts.
(2)
Lee atTracy's
The Clock,
Nuisance,
Dinner
tight. latest
Turn films
Back : the
and
Blonde Bombshell. He is not married. (3)
Heather
include : ACity
Song, The Angel's
Hound ofpictures
the Baskervilles,
Nightof
in Montmartre, Bill the Conqueror, Self-made
Lady, After Office Hours, Men of Steel,
Pilgrimage, Berkeley' Square, and Charlie
Chan's woodGreatest
A letter to Hollywill take atCase.
least ten(4) days.
D. R. Fan. — Duncan Renaldo was bcrn
April 23, 1904, at Camden, N.J.; 6 ft. tall,
brown
hair. Hobbies" : painting,
antiques,eyes,andblack
singing.
Marmil (Shirebrook). — Ronald Colman
played opposite Lillian Gish in the silent
version of The White Sister. Thank you for
ycur good wishes.
Hopeful (Leeds). — (1) Marylin Miller
played opposite Alexander Gray in Sally.
(2) The song " She turned out to be a girl
friendfilmof Whoopee.
a boy friend of mine " came from
the
Janet
a musi-by
cal film.(Glasgow).The chief— New
partsMoon
were wasplayed
Grace Moore, Lawrence Tibbett, Roland
Young, and Adolphe Menjou. Sir Harry
Lauder did not appear in this film. " Lover
Come Moon.
Back to Me " was a prominent song in
Neto
SCOTTIE
— (1)Bill
So Boyd
far as Ididknow,
Katharine (Leeds,
Hepburn2).and
not
have doubles in their respective films,
Christopher Strong and Lucky Devils. (2)
The
a letter to California is ljd.
for thecostfirstforounce.
SON1A GRAY (Hove). — (1) Addresses as
follows : Sari Maritza, c/o Paramount
Studios, 5,451 Marathon Street, Hollywood,
California; Jack Hulbert, c/o GaumontBritish
Studios, Lime Jack
Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush,
Buchanan,
c/o
British London,
& DominionW.12;
Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Elstree, Herts. (2) Marriages : Jeanette
Macdonald and Sari Maritza are not married ;
Lilian
Fritsch;
Herbert Harvey
Marshallis engaged
and Edna toBestWillie
are man
and
wife. (3} Jeanette Macdonald and Ramon
Novarro are starring in the film version of
The Cat and the Fiddle. Ivor Novello will
not be in this film, which should be shown in
this country soon. (4) You can obtain
photographs of all the stars from The
PlCTUREGOER Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2.
W. G. (London, N.21).— Casts : Gold
Diggers of Broadway, Mabel — Winnie Lightner;
Nick Stephen
Lucas; Lee
Jerry— —Conway
Nancy Tearle;
Welford;NickAnn— '
Collins — Ann Pennington; Wally — William
Bakewell; Eleanor- — Lifyan Tashman; Blake
— Albert Gran; Violet — Helen Foster; Stage
Manager — Neely Edwards ; Topsy— -Gertrude Short ; Barney Barnett — Armand Kaliz ;
Cissy Gray — Julia Swayne Gordon; Dance
Director — Lee Moran. Sunny Side Up,
Milly Carr — Janet Gaynor; Jack Cromwell —
Charles Farrell ; Jane Worth — Sharon Lynn ;
Eddie Rafferty — Frank Richardson; Eric
Swenson— El Brendel; Bee Nichols — Marjorie White; Joe Vitto — Joe Brown; Mrs.
Cromwell
— Mary
Forbes ; Raoul — Alan Paul ;
Lake — -Peter
Gawthorne.
C. F. — (1) Release dates as follows :
Cavalcade, October 9, 1933 ; Falling For You,
September 18, 1933; I Was a Spy, November 20, 1933; Aunt Sally, March 5, 1934;
Friday the 13th, February 5, 1934. Zasu
Pitts'
include
: Sunny
Monte
Carlo, films
Wedding
March,
SonsSide
of theUp,Fathers,
The Dummy, Mannequin, Turin Beds, Paris,
The Thing Honey,
They Called
The Devil's
Holiday,
BeyondLove,
Victory,
Little
Accident, Unexpected Father, War Nurse,
Free Love, Seed, Fair and Hattie, Bad Sister,
The Guardsman, Penrod and Sam, Secret
Witness, Destry Rides Again, Once in a Lifetime, Blondie of the Follies, Make Me a Star,
Back Street, Steady Company, The Roar of
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" Picturegoer 99 Readers
A MIGHTY
£110
WORK
FOR
(Plus
I /- for carriage, packing,
insurance,IIetc.)

invited to accept the most amazing
you ared
out to-day,
Bull,"
INand"John
ing book
enthrall
ever publishe
— not only an entirely new work, but
an entirely new idea — the story of our
wonderful world as it is to-day, in
unforgettable pictures — a large-size
magnificently bound volume of over
600 pages — printed throughout in rich
photogravure on beautiful Esparto
ivory-finish paper — containing the most
astounding collection of illustrations
ever assemble
duced from d in one volume — reproOVER 1,000
AMAZING PHOTOGRAPHS
Many published for the first time and
including such intriguing and exclusive

BY REQUEST. — Jessie Matthews was born
on March 11, 1907, in London. She is
5 ft. 5 in. tall and has dark brown hair and
eyes. Married (1) Henry Lytton, iun.
(mar. dis.), (2) Sormie Hale. Films
include " Out of the Blue," " There Goes
the Bride," " Man from Toronto,'"' The
Midshipniaid, " " The Good Companions, ' '
and " Friday the Thirteenth." Write to
her c\o Gaumont-British Studios, 'Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
the Dragon,
Had toAggie
Get Married,
Love
Honour They
and Just
Oh Baby,
Appleby,
Maker of Men, Dummy's Vote, and Meet the
Baron.
I. W. (Northampton) and M. G. (Northn).— (1)stars
You bycan
only andobtain
graphsampotfothe
writing
askingautofor
them. I should not send your album as it
might get lost, whereas you can quite easily
stick the autographs in your album as you
receive them. (2) Addresses as follows :
Greta Gaibo, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, California; Warner Baxter,
Janet Gaynor, and Charles Farrell, c/o Fox
Studios, Beverly Hills, California.
Fruit Drop (Nottingham). — (1) Eric
Linden will be 23 this year. (2) Herewith
the cast of Alice in Wonderland : Alice —
Charlotte Henry; The Cheshire Cat —
Richard Arlen; The Fish — Roscoe Ates;
The Cryphon— William Austin ; The White
Knight — Gary Cooper; Uncle Gilbert — Leon
Errol; The White Queen— Louise Fazenda;
Humpty
C. Fields;The
The White
King
of HeartsDumpty
— Alec —B.W. Francis;
Rabbit — Skeets Gallagher; The Mock
Turtle — Cary Grant; The Cook — Lillian
Harmer; The Mouses — Raymond Hatton;
The Frog — Sterling Holloway; The Mad
Hatter — Edward Everett Horton; Tweedledee — Roscoe Karns ; Tweedledum — Jack
Oakie; Joker — Baby Le Roy; Dodo Bird —
Polly Moran; The Red Queen — Edna May
Oliver; The Queen of Hearts- — May Robson;
The Sheep — Mae Marsh ; The March Hare —
Charlie Ruggles; Dormouse — Jackie Searle;
The Duchess — Alison Skipworth; The
Caterpillar
— Ned Sparks ; The White King — ■
Ford Sterling.

Women aswith
pictures
:— tattooed moustaches.
Virgins who live in trees.
Mirage in the desert.
Spectres in the sky
Scars that take the place of clothes.
Brushing out evil spirits.
Pigs
Skirtswith
madefleeces.
of grass. Etc., etc
Here is the world — the marvels of distant lands
and
peoplestwo— covers
-the wonders
of nature
and
all lifestrange
— between
— a startling
original
voyage of discovery in pictures, that is of undying
interest to every man, weman, and child !
Each picture in this bock is accompanied by a
thrilling
story — stranger and more interesting
thanThisfiction.
is a work for which you would gladly pay
£1 Is. — yet it is yours for 1/- only — -plus 1/for carriage,
packing, that
insurance,
etc. — aunprewonderful Gift concession
is absolutely
cedented and must be accepted without delay.
Get your copy of "John Bull" at once !
A
GIFT VOUCHER
fer this wonderful work is presented inside every
copy of

OUT

TO-DAY!

THURSDAY
The demand will be tremendous — hurry for
your copy!

J. C. (London, E.9).— Mae Clark was born
on August 16, 1910, at Philadelphia; she is
5Lewft. 4Brice
in. tall,
brown
(mar.,
dis.).hair and eyes; married
33
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DISCOVERED

Anne
WfHATEVER your query, whether it
" belongs to the beauty or the domestic
category, I am delighted to answer it.
Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope for a postal reply. I can give you
more space in a letter than can be spared
in this column.

Gloria Slwtrl
"Hphe
'Who's was
Who*"discovered"
records the
factPicturegoer's"
that Gloria
Stuart
by■*■Paramount
and Universal,
but it took a
"Pkturegoer"
postcard
series) to discoversepia
fully glossy
the hidden
depth in(new
her
lovely eyes and capture permanently her most
fleeting yet most enchanting expression. Put
some of these new postcards in your Album
and make sure that Gloria is amongst them.
Look down the list below and make your
choice now.
f POSTCARD

ALBUM

5 ^FRE

E
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2j6 dozen. On subsequent orders you
will receive
substantial discounts
as well
as many
Club
privileges.
Choose
your In" Cards"
Sew
arrivals
rich sepiafrom
glossy.list3d.below.
each
—2/6 doz. On sale to all. Full list on
request.
Tamari Deani
Clark Gable
rienry Garbo
Qarat
Greta
J. .hn Glelgud
Mary
Lilian Glynne
Harvey
Katharine Hepburn
Bdward
K. HorUin
Jack Holbert
Dorothy
Hyson
Ursula Jeans
Ruby
K
trier
Jao
KliaaaKtepura
Landl
Ida
Luplno
Praaria
Lederer
Kredrtc March
Herbert Raft
Marahall
George
Nurrua Shearer
Sylvia Sidney
Adrienne
Aruei Gary
Cooper
Lionel
Muter Crawford
Crnblte C.Randolph
Aubrey Hcoll
Smith
lltnnie Atwilt
Barnes Joan
Tala
Blrrell
Bine
Croaby
Lyle
Talbot
John boles Constanoe
John Wayne
Lilian Bond Crinunlnga Mae West
Carl Brlaeon alprtyve Diana Wynyard
Brace •
Dietrich Roland Young

To "PICTUREGOER"
85 Long Acre, SALON,
London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"mePicturegoer
and send
Membership" Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of
discounts,
etc.,
on
future
orders.
enclose order for not less than one dozenI
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your Ss. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
• Oversea* reader* should enclose fa. eatra to
coyer
packing
and
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and postage.
make payable to
"THK PICTURKOOER."
Pie. .1.2.34
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aLOVE
girl to
other
day,
," wrote
verymehotthebaths
I "and
come out of them as red
oot to!" know whether such
as She
a beetr
wanted
baths were bad for her. The answer
is "Yes and No," the reasons for
which you will presently discover.
The first object of the bath is
personal cleanliness, and after that
comes stimulation. If you are very
strong and healthy and react well
to cold water you can get your
stimulation by a cold bath. But
there are comparatively few people
who can stand it, despite all the talk
about modern spartan girls. These
people can obtain just as good
stimulation from a very hot bath,
provided — and this is important —
it
is not prolonged
minutes.
It must bebeyond
in anda fewout
again. It is soaking for any length
of time in very hot water that is so
bad. The blood vessels expand,
the heart quickens, temperature
rises and sweat glands are stimulated
to greater activity. This is all right
up to a point, but after that point
depression follows.
Of course, it goes without saying
that very hot baths are not for
people with heart trouble nor yet
should they be taken after a full
meal. Neither should they be taken
frequently. For all ordinary purposes the temperature of the bath
should be about 100 degrees F. You
can buy a bath thermometer, but
the old-fashioned way of judging
the heat of the water with the elbow
or the back of the hand is good
enough.
The daily bath of moderate temperature isthe ideal, but if for any
reason this is not possible, a warm
bath must be taken at least twice
a week, if beauty and clearness of
skin is to be maintained. By means
of the skin the body rids itself of
much waste and impurity. And
the deeper layers of the skin are
constantly passing on to the outer
layer as dry, dead scales. Only
soap and water combined with
brisk rubbing can get rid of this dead
skin and these impurities. If they
remain all the waste obstructs the
sweat and sebaceous glands, and
skin blemishes are the result.
You cannot have the lovely back
and blemish-free shoulders that look
well in backless evening gowns
unless absolutely daily cleanliness
is practised. Nothing else will
suffice. Creams, powder and other
toilet aids can only do their bit if
personal hygiene is strictly observed.
A bath brush or a massage glove
should be used, for it increases the
now of perspiration. If there is
gooserlesh on the backs of the arms
rub it vigorously with a soaped
loofah. If the water is only
moderately warm there is satisfaction in lingering in it for half an hour

or so. Bath salts are
not an extravagance.
They soften the water
and add to the pleasure
of the bath, and the
bath should
pleasurable if it be
is to
be
restful and refreshing.
Cold Baths
an
Forcold
the bath
hardy,is the
excellent tonic. But
it does not cleanse, and
though a daily cold bath
is taken, at least two
warm ones must be
taken also in the course
of a week. The cold
water drives the blood
deep into the body and administers
a shock to the nerves. Reaction
should follow immediately, the
blood rushing back to the surface
and producing a healthy glow.
If this does not follow, then the
cold bath is definitely harmful and
should be given up. A stiff towelling
should follow both to whip up the
reaction, and also to rub off the
dead scales mentioned above. The
cool or cold bath should never be
taken at night-time, or wakefulness
is bound to follow.
Fragrant Baths
the
deal tobath
a great
We can add
making
. Bath ntsaltsby are
fragrantenjoyme
cheap the
enough,
or you can buy bath cubes for 2d.
that will both soften and perfume
the water.
A sage and lavender bath is well
worth trying, and the bag may be used
for several baths. Take 2 tablespoonfuls of dried sage leaves and 1 tablespoonful of dried lavender flowers and
spread in a square of butter muslin.
Add a little finely grated dried orange
peel, and then tie up with tape. Infuse
the bag in a quart of boiling water.
Allow to remain till quite cold, when
squeeze out the bag and add the
liquid to the bath.
Bathing
slimness
much is practised.for
Ordinary
Epsom is salts
used
for the purpose, but a better idea is to
use an aromatic bath salt with which
sea-wrack extract is incorporated.
Sea-wrack is claimed to effect a reduction through the pores. It is also
strongly
for those
who sufferrecommended
from rheumatism
and
similar ills.
Answers to Correspondents
Keepwiththe peroxide
growth ofof
hairJoan
fair (Brentwood).—
by dabbing daily
hydrogen.
Inouisitive (Purlry). — To improve and
darken the brows apply a little castor oil
nightly with an eyebrow brush.
Brenda (W.j).— Use Light Pompcian
Bloom, white powder, and light Pompeian
Lipstick.
Freckles (Nottingham). — You can buy a

"Don't neglect to apply astringent
on your forehead in your daily
cleansing
make-up" featured
is a maximin
of FlorineandMcKinney,
"Beauty
For
Sale"
directed
by
Richard Boleslavsky.
bleach from any chemist for the removal of
summer freckles. However, some freckles
ofand theare permanent
variety are most obstinate,
best left alone.
Worried Brown Eves. — Use a depilatory,
observe the strictest cleanliness, and dab
the underarms with a deodorant. Attend to
internal hygiene. This trouble is often
aggravated by faulty elimination.
Olga (Hornchurch). — A slight down on the
face is it.
softening
and uplift
becoming.
about
Wear an
brassiere.Don't worry
Worried Girl (Ealing). — I am not surthat yourthecomplexion
has failedwheuto
improveprisedunder
water treatment,
you
the water
is from
tank tell
and meis that
not clean.
Ceasesupply
to drink
it ata
once. Try barley water instead. It is most
easily made by placing a tablespoonful of
barley kernels in a jug and pouring over them
one pint of boiling water. Allow to cool and
strain. You may add a dash of lemon juice
to improve the flavour. Barley water must be
made
summer.fresh every day, and twice a day in the
Miss
X (S.older
Africa).
Don't worry, as thin
you
get
a little
you —will
down.
Girls of fifteen
are undoubtedly
often too plump.
You can be most attractive by forgetting
yourself and being perfectly natural. If you
go out of your way to force friendships older
people may resent it a little in coming from
a young girl .
F. M.above.
— Your A query
is answered
the
article
selection
of exercisesin will
appear next week.
Hopeful
Peroxide
gen does not(Newport).
encourage— the
growthof ofhydrohair.
Used
persistently
it
bleaches
it anda stamped
in time
tends to weaken the growth. Send
addressed envelope for a reply to your other
query.
Young Del
the stronger
astringent
of 2 (Hackney).
ox. of toilet— Use
vinegar
to 4 ox.
of rosewater. Write to me and enclose a
stat.iped
addressed
envelope
about
the
trouble. Do you really mean pimples,skinor
water blisters? These latter often appear as
a result of a cold.
K.W. (Kew). — I would suggest a good
shampoo. One of the Amami varieties should
meet your needs.
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THICK,
WAVY

STRONG
HAIR
NEW
Co. KILKENNY.
Utfore using Kolalko my hair was
very weak and falling out in
combfuls until the scalp was
almost bare on top. I hail used
several tonics. Then I used
Kotalko. lirforc I had finished
the second box my hair seemed
stronger.tinued, This
improvement
connow thick
and lustrousand theandhairis ais thick
mass
0/ waves and more healthy looking.
M. J. MURPHY.
Are YOU

Losing Hair?
Thousands of men and
women have re- grown fine
2
new
heads Itofre-grows
hair bytheusing
■■■•■•■■&■■•■•*■». ^Ba* Kotalko.
hair
because it frees the scalp from hair-stilling scurf and poisonous
and malodorous grease, softening the hardening scalp, and
restoring its healthful circulation, and reviving new and
vigorous life and growth in the sleeping hair-roots.

(~"et ready for the Big
Picture. Pop a Zube

KOTALKO
TRUE HAIR GROWER i
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all
Chemists and Mores; per box 5/- and 12/B. Kotalko Soap 1/fi
yer tablet.
SAMPLE OFFER. If you have dandruff, falling hair or
baldness, send 3d. in stamps for a testing package of Kotalko
and Kotalko Soap to J. H. Brittain Ltd., 9 Percy Street
'104.ACI. London. W.l.
Apply the Certain Pace Puck, a me<lirated
clay (not Fu.kr'y
K&rth).
Removeswhite
and impurities,
forming
anrata
Ideal matter
and complete
cleanser.
Pull
particular*
free
»n
application
or special two weeks treatment, 1/6,.
po.«t • P..free.9 Truman
BOYSE-PRIPPS.
LTD ,
Dept.
St.. Nottingham.

into your mouth. There's
nothing finer for the throat
and chest. Tobacco smoke
won't irritate your throat
now.
Ensure comfort . . .

Go

KNOW

• • •

Suck

ALL
SMART

Weekly

a

LEADING

i & O IN FMT TINS
CE
2 OUN
CINEMAS
SELL THEM

S GENTLEMAN
IS
BRITISH SAILOR
himself entirely by MAXALDING while at
unretouched photograph was taken during
1933.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Every
inquirer
for details
of Max-aiding
is responded
personally in a plain,
closed cover.
The postage
requestedto
is used for this purpose and not for sending out a series of
stereotyped
No as" follow-on
letters
of any
are used, forletters.
wonderful
Maxalding" is,
the real
valuekindof
the treatment
lies
in
its
application
to
individual
ments. A little indulgence is, therefore, requested requireto my
which will be personal and sent under conditions
ofresponse,
strict privacy.
December 6, 1933.
A. M. Saldo.
A 20,000-words Illustrated Treatise, explanatory of
Maxalding, will be sent on receipt of your name, address, age,
and occupation. You will learn why you can cure yourself
of any functional disorder and secure a physique comparable
to the many thousands of Maxaldites all over the world.
2d. stamp for postage appreciated.

TH
who built
sea. This
November

MAXALDING
14, Cursitor

WOMEN

(Dept. 7«s)

St., London,

E.C.4

the mlue
dainty

of
feet

No really smart
woman can feel happy
unless her feet are
well shod. Keep your
s ho s immaculate
with Radium Leather
Dyes. Radium costs
but 6d. per bottle and
the results wil! amaze
you. Ask for Radium
at your repairers,
leather stores or boot
shop.

0

21

EVA
WILLIAMS

-the

SHAMPOO
• . gives a degree
of
beauty
to
the hair that is

Radium

illimitable

t SLIM
FORM
Do
you
wish
to
free
yourself
extra a'
ounces ? You can reduce 3 toof 5unattractive
laches and 1have
lorely slim figure Id a tew weeks. Simply rub In
SLIMCREAM,
the harmless.
remarkableWonderful
Vegetabletestimonials.
Reducing
Cream. Guaranteed
Month's
supply,
3/9.—
Writ*
for
Free
Booklet,
sent privately.
- HMstflBRAIt,
Boat,
LOHDOH,
K.W.2. Deft. P.G.. 28 Dean

CLARK'S
OLA
will keep your hands, faceGLYC
and neck smooth,
soft and youthful. TRY IT FREE >
A generous sample of this wonderful preparation sent free on application :—
CLARK'S GLYCOLA CO., LTD. (Dept. P.G.)
Oak Grove, Cricklcwood, London, N.W.2

is always

• . and
SAFE

% " Ordinary " Blue
GradePacket.
for Dark Hair in
0 "Camomile"Green
Grade
for Fair Hair in
Packet.
WAVES

LAST LONGER

'

<$>

The
those charm
dainty ofcurlspresent-day
which are hairdressing
so desirable isyetexpressed
difficult into
maintain. The problem is solved if you use KIRBIKURL
End Curlers, out
inexpensive
yet most the
efficient
without damaging
curls. in use. Slide

6

LEATHER.
DYES
Aim Vadium Cleaner
for
cUaning
andrtriving
reptile
xttoe* of nil colour $— 6d.
RADIUM LTD, BROaDHEATH. MANCHESTER

datut Wxfiw
" What a marvellous idea. J have been waiting a long time
for such a splendid gadget as the KIRBIKVRL. It curls any
stray ends beautifully. ' '

texture is improved
luxuriant growth ensured
FREE
AN INTERESTING AND
USEFUL BOOKLET ON HAIR BEAUTY.
Write for free copy to —
EVAN WILLIAMS CO. LTD. (Dept. P.W.)
14-15. Union Street, London, W.l.

i Backs* V,
KIRBY, BEARD a CO., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM, LONDON and REDDITCH.
Patentees el the " KIBBIGRIP " Bo»»j Pi as

35
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ADD

5

POUNDS

ALLURING

New
From
Fills

Natural
the
Out

CURVES

Mineral

Sea— Free
Ugly

Concentrate
from

Hollows

Flesh-OR

OF

NO

Here is good news for skinny, under- weight
people what
who can't
seem There
to put isona anewpound
matter
they eat.
way noto
add 3a lb.
to 8 lb.Thousands
in 12 daysof orskinny,
it doesn't
cost
you
penny.
scrawny,
rundown people have tried it and are amazed
at this astounding new natural way to win back
health and weight. Yet these results are not
unusual. Doctors know how vitally necessary
are natural food minerals often so woefully
lacking in even the most carefully devised fresh
vegetable diets. Unless your system gets the
proper amount of these minerals, many of them
needed in only the tiniest quantities, even the
best food fails to nourish you, fails to build
rich, red blood, firm flesh and sturdy muscles.
This lack of mineralization results in the failure
to digest starches and fats in the normal diet.
It makes no difference whether your appetite is
good ousor wastes
bad, instead
your foodof isfirm
converted
flesh into
and poisontireless
energy. Food specialists, however, have only
recently discovered a marvellous source of
practically every single mineral essential to body
needs. It is known as Vikelp, a pleasant
vegetable concentrate, made from a luxuriant
sea plant from the Gulf Stream combined with
diastatic malt extract in delicious pleasant
tasting tablets. It provides in easily assimilable
form iron, copper and manganese for tireless
vigour and vitality, calcium and phosphorus
for strong teeth and bones, sulphur for proper
elimination, sodium, potassium and magnesium
to correct stomach gas, acidity, and faulty
metabolism.
Supplies Newer
IodineForm of Food
And most important, Vikelp is the richest known
source of the newer form of food iodine, the
lack of which experts in nutrition maintain is
our foremost national health problem.
Scientists know that the blood, liver and vital
glands of the body contain definite, determined
quantities of iodine which, heretofore, have
been difficult to obtain. It is safe to say that
-80 per cent, of the people in the British Isles
fail to get enough iodine in their daily food, and
90 per cent, fail to get the natural minerals
necessary to proper physical well being. To
overcome this deficiency, dietitians suggest that
we should all eat two plates of raw oysters—
heretofore regarded as the best source of iodine
— each week, to overcome this appalling iodine
shortage. Yet Vikelp. this newest vegetable
ALSO WONDERFUL

Drugs-

With

Firm

COST!

concentrate, contains thirteen hundred times
more food iodine than oysters ! Try Vikelp
for a single week. Watch your appetite
improve, firm flesh appears, instead of scrawny
hollows. Feel the tireless vigour and vitality
it brings you. It not only improves your looks
but your health as well. It corects sour, acid
stomach. Cas indigestion and all the usual
distress commonly
experienced disappear.
by the undernourished and the underweight
Money Back Guarantee
Prove the worth of this amazing weight builder
to-day. Two weeks are required to effect I
change in the mineralization of the body. At
the end of that time, if you have not gained
several pounds, do not look better, feel better
and have more endurance than ever before,
send back the unused tablets and every penny
of your money will be cheerfully refunded.
Introductory Offer
Don't wait any longer. Order Vikelp to-day.
Regain lost vigour and youthful energy this
easy scientific way. Special short time introductory offer gives you 10-day trial treatment
of Vikelp for 3s. lid. Regular large size bottle
(200 large size tablets) 4 to S times the size of
ordinary tablets for only 7s. 6d. 600 tablets
£1, post free. Plain wrapped. Sent C.O.D.
9d.
extra.SoldGetonly
yourby Vikelp
expires.
post before this offer
Stablond Laboratories, Ltd.,
Acton Lane, London, N.W.10

|

e —
freVikelp
me postTreatment
sendlid.
I. □Please
10 3s.Day
Trial
I| Q 200Pricelarge7s. 6d.
size Vikelp Tablets.
' □ 600 Pricelarge£1.
size Vikelp Tablets.

II.
1I
|.

■I
j
|
I

|I
j
|
J

amount
wanted)
for which(check
enclosed
find
C.O.D. 9d. extra.
Name
Address
,

FOR CHILDREN
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Because these D.R. Minors
are

made

of

as

mild

Virginia tobaccos as are
used in the most expensive
De Reszkes.
2
Because

a D.R.

Minor

smokes for a full ten minutes
—which is just the right time
for a good cigarette to last.

3

Because nevertheless D.R.
Minors cost only fourpence
for ten.

DE

RESZKE
MINORS
ALSO

60
2

for
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POWDER

,

now

obtain

and

pay
for by instalment*
. .
delightful corot model coats, ensembles, afternoon and
evening gowns, call to-day at the showrooms and see the
new season's collection. prices are most moderate, ranging from
two guineas, and the styles are outstanding in their smartness, or
post the coupon below for the corot fashion guide and full details.

<

flattering
to

can

Weekly

your

skin

This Snowfire Powder is finer,
smoother, because it has been sifted
through silk again and again. It
makes your skin velvety — gives it
a rose-petal bloom and a fresh,
clear look. And it stays on for hours
— subtly, fascinatingly perfumed.
Snowfire
FACE
POWDER
SHADES •■ NATURELLE A AC HE LL f V PECHE
Loose in attractive boxes, 2d., 3d., and 6d.
Flat compacts 6d.
Use Snowfire
too — skin
it's thescatperfect
base
and it Cream,
keeps your
and powder
lovely.
Handbag containers 3d. Tubes 6d.

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
*• INFERIORITY COMPLEX 1
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
MORBID THOUGHTS
WEAK NERVES
INSOMNIA
WORRY, ETC.
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
a simple,
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelope
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

"mamselle immaculate"
tailored trimness for the early
spring is exemplified in this
costume of men's "| ^ 1/1
worsted suiting. AO/O
cash 4J gns.
monthly

"shy little girl "
a high trast
necked
in conis the bib
mostcollar
distinctive
feature frock.
of this woollen AO/O
"| ^ IS
weave
cash 4} gns.
monthly

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. P C. 31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.Cl
HOW
DOES THEVN

(dept. p.g.238)
\$tmttcri§

NEW
33 old

'^NON'SPILL

^WDER
eorol
f—

Obtainable from Good
CHEMISTS and
STORES everywhere.
ROUND
%\m and
4' sizes 1/-— 3",
to 2/11.
sizes 2/6 to— 5/6.
SQUARE
2 J* and SiIn .difficulty write to
STRATTON * CO. LTD.,
Balmoral Work*
— BIRMINGHAM —

london, w.l

bond

st.

regent 0234

post this coupon to corot to-day-——————!
corot ltd., 33 old bond st., london, w.l

f f*6G please send,
obligation,
latest plan.
fashion guide
and without
full details
of your corot
instalment

address.
p.g.238
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1 would

not

dream

of

missing

my

LAURA

LA PLANTE
(Says*
The Famous Film diar

Ovaltine"'

TO

the huge volume of unsolicited personal
letters, testifying to the incomparable

health-giving value of ' Ovaltine,' is now
added the following tribute from Miss Laura
La Plante, the Warner Bros, star :—
" I owe a real debt of gratitude to the woman
who recommended me to take ' Ovaltine ' in
order to remain at the top of my form. Now
I would not dream of missing my cup of
' Ovaltine ' before going to bed. Not only does
it ensure a good night's sleep, but I wake up
feeling fresh and full of energy."

Delicious ' Ovaltine ' provides, in the most
easily digestible form, the valuable nutritive
elements obtained from the highest qualities of
malt, milk, and eggs. For soothing the nerves
and ensuring sound, natural sleep — for creating
abundant energy and vitality — there is definitely
nothing like ' Ovaltine.'
Unlike imitations, ' Ovaltine ' does not
contain household sugar to give it bulk and to
reduce the cost. Furthermore, it does not
contain a large percentage of cocoa or chocolate.
Nor does it contain starch. Reject substitutes.

OYALT
Ike

(Supreme

IN

E

bevercuje for Health

Price* in Gt. Bntau
and N. Ireland
1/1. 1/10 & 3/3

February 10. 1934

Ida

Lupino

Reports from Hollywood
indicate that the sixteen-yearold English actress has made
a distinct impression in the
film capital, and Ida is now
being groomed for major stardom. Here she shows you
the latest in dinner gowns —
high of neckline and long of
sleeves. It is of black and
white chiffon.
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share

with

beauty

you

secret —

their

POND'S

LADY

Other

ASHLEY

distinguished

THE users
COUNTESS
WARWICK
of OF
Pond's
THE COUNTESS HOWE • THE
COUNTESS OF WHARNCLIFFE
LADY ESME GORDON-LENNOX
LADY RROUCHAM AND VAUX
YISCOI

XTESS

Tl VFHTO.X

LADY SMILEY • LADY MARY
PAKENHAM • LADY MILBANKE

LADY ASHLEY — "Personally.
Isplendid
find that
Pond's
creamswith
I can
keep two
my

VISCOUNTESS TIVERTON
— "Pie used Pond's for years
and think it is the simplest and

LADY SIBELL LYGON —
"And I find Pond's Vanishing
Cream a sure safeguard against

skin always smooth and fair."

most satisfactory beauty-care."

a weather-beaten look!"

\\ hv not make

vour skin like theirs

use the same
First, smooth Pond's Cold Cream generously over face and neck. Massage it into
the skin with a light upward movement. Let
the soothing oils penetrate into the pores
and float the dirt to the surface. Then gently
wipe away cream and dirt with Pond s soft
Cleansing Tissues. Next, pat on Pond's
Skin Freshener whic^i refines the
skin. Lastly, hefore powdering,
smooth on a film of Pond's
Vanishing Cream.
LADY

SIDELL

POND'S

LYGON

GUIDE YOUR SKIN
TO BEAUTY WITH

TWO

CREAMS

heautv

method

?

\\ ind. cold and the dry air of over-heated
rooms are constantly whipping the natural
moisture out of the skin — it easily hecomcs
rough and coarse. Hut Pond's Vanishing
Cream contains ingredients specially chosen
to check this loss of precious skin moisture
and keep. the skin soft. It soothes away
ageing little lines and wrinkles.
Heals roughness. Makes your
skin so satin -smooth that
powder clings for hours. As
Lady Sihell Lygon says, " It
holds powder perfectly."

PRICES

FROM

6°
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Stars'
on

War

Scandal

Strong Move to Stop Gossip —
Studio Support — Extra Girl Assails aLegend — De Mille's Super
Bath Tub — And Claudette Colbert's InIt— Return to 1914 Styles
Predicted — " Pride and Prejudice "for Screen — Four-year-old
Infant Prodigy.
another Hollywood headline romance
SO has
gone on the rocks and Lupe Velez
and Johnny Weissmuller are parting
company amid yet another public
chorus of cynicisms about the emotional
recklessness of film stars.
Well, perhaps the incident will at least start
a screen colony superstition that it is bad
luck to be married secretly in order to give a
favourite newspaper reporter a scoop.
Almost simultaneously comes the interesting story that the stars are quietly organising
to fight "love life" scandal. The studios are
reported to be throwing the full weight of
their vast financial resources and influence
into the battle on the side of their players.

Libel Suits
Hollywood's
lawyers
who already
know the highly
divorcepaid
section
backwards,
forwards, full-stops and commas, are now busy at
their law books sweating up the somewhat
liberal and ambiguous American laws of libel and
slander in preparation for a rush season.
The fight, we are assured, is on.
Constance Bennett is hailed as one of the
leaders of the stellar forces. Connie recently
caused some alarm in columnist circles by lashing
out with libel suits challenging the report that
she and her Marquis were contemplating a divorce.
Bebe Daniels carried on the good work by silencing with legal proceedings a gossip writer's rumour
that she was expecting a "blessed event."

Romance and Business

The forcreed
that has
romance
business
becomeis good
so
much a part of Hollywood
life that even the judges
brawl on their benches over
the privilege of trying
cases in which headline
names are involved.
And the local clergy,
according
to Variety,
recently
had
to "launch
cut-rate marriage
war in a an endeavour to stem
theThe
tidereport
of elopements
among interesting
the film mob."
throws some
sidelights
on to the extent of the -racket.
"The turbed
parsons,"
it goes
on picture
to say, names
"are disVery Interesting
because so many
of the
are
Mr. Carl A. Sturzmacker, a well-known Los doing their knot-tying in secret and out of town,
Angeles judge, has been called in to investi- thus denying the clergymen their publicity breaks
gate the legal aspects of filmland's case against in the dailies.
the scandal-mongers and many other well-known
"Ministers are offering to cut prices not so
victims of maliciously false gossip are stated to be much for the dough but because they figure they
joining the movement.
need the press blurbs for themselves and their
All of which is very interesting, of coarse. One churches. There has always been keen compecan sympathise a great deal with stars like Miss
tition among the parsons for such a marrying job
Bennett and Miss Daniels, whose private life because it meant a break in the news columns and
conduct in the film colony has been above a possible pay cheque at the studios for parsoning
reproach, but so long as romance is allowed to to the celluloid.
remain Hollywood's greatest publicity "racket"
" Clergymen are watching the papers closer than
both the studios and the majority of the so-called ever for news of engagements, pending marriages
victims of gossipers can hardly expect the public and chatterer tip-offs. Once it is spotted that a
film celeb, is about to take the marital step the
to come rushing in with sympathy and support.

solicitation for the harnessing job goes on."
A Happy Extra
Yet the
another
filmland's
legends,
one ofabout
the most
littlecherished
extra girl
who
haunts picture sets waiting for a director's glance
to light on her, has been assailed by a matter-offact young red-head named Lynn Kelley, who
likes her job as a crowd player.
"Sure," she told Picturegoer's representative,
"we'd all like to be stars, driving big cars and
swimming in our private pools instead of at the
beach, but it isn't ambition particularly that
keeps
us calling
the casting
It's because
extra work
is a good
way todirectors.
make a living.
" I've been working in pictures for four years. In
that time I've averaged about four days a week,
making from £1 to £z a day in the studios. I
earn about £5 (Continued
to £6 a week,
have 8)
a fairly amusing
on page
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It is widely rumoured in the film world that
plans
will be Cukor
made to
Hepburn
and George
in "team"
a numberKatharine
of other films.
" He is the most wonderful director of them all,"
Katharine has gone on record as saying.
" I want him for all my pictures."
A New Infant Prodigy
ew Brown, the producer, who lays claim
' to the discovery of Jackie Cooper,
believes that he has found another "child
wonder" in Shirley Temple, a golden-haired,
four-year-old
new Fox Follies.girl who makes her debut in the
He chose her from two hundred juvenile
aspirants.
As a result of a try-out she was signed
diately to lead an elaborate revue number
Follies which will boast twenty-four stars.
Subsequently, a song was written for
Froos.with John Boles, Aunt Jemima and
sing

screen
immein the
her to
Sylvia

A long-term contract was awarded her when
Winfield Sheehan saw the rushes. The Fox
executive, convinced that he had a legitimate find
in the child, placed her on the studio's permanent
Beyond a few instructions in dancing, she has
had no professional coaching.
payHer
roll. singing voic"e, we are informed, she
developed by apeing the radio voices of Bing
Crosby, Rudy Vallee and other ether crooners !
Blonde v. Brunette
The Fox Follies is also responsible for the
profound
discovery that blondes have bigger
feet than
brunettes.
This scientific note is the outcome of an interestPeople contains the biggest bathroom
V Iscene i
ing and novel experiment made with more than
yet filmed for a De Mille production.
three hundred show girls currently working in
" I found it myself — it is a natural water- three musical pictures at Movietone City.
fall in which Miss Colbert performs her
Fitting shoes for more than a hundred girls
ablutions most effectively."
used in Fox Follies proved that blondes — real
ones — wear shoes a full size larger than brunettes.
No Beauty in Hollywood
While the blondes wear larger shoes, the
r. De Mille, who, after the usual brunettes have offsetting qualities. The average
search has chosen our own Harry brunette is not so tall as her fair-haired sister, she
Wilcoxon as Marc Anthony for his Cleo- has a slimmer waistline — and, if this is an advantage, she can boast of more finely modelled legs.
patra, has, after twenty years, made the
somewhat alarming discovery that beauty
On the whole, the blondes have finer comis scarce in Hollywood.
extra foot plexions,
size. which ought to solace them for that
" It is said that there are more beautiful
girls and handsome men in Hollywood than
These figures were arrived at by the Fox Film
in any area of its size, but the majority of costuming department and, according to the
them
"givecontrast
the scientific
the first
declares.are just ordinarily 'pretty,'" he publicity
authentic boys,
physical
betweenworld
blondes
and
"There are few startling beauties either
in the studios or along the boulevards. The
Those young ladies who appeared with dyed
were classed according to their natural
brunettes."
girls and boys who go to the Coast with hair
their looks as an only asset quickly find colouring, and because there were only two redheads in the
group
of three hundred, Titians were
that while they may be a sensation in the old excluded
in the
count.
'
home town, they are one of thousands
in
HollyM
wood.
"On every hand beauty is presented for my
inspection, but it is always on the surface — really Comedy Teams Co-starred
The most hectic contribution to the current
"all star" comedy vogue comes from Radio.
skin-deep."
It is described as the "first motion picture to
Back to Pre-War Styles
co-star two teams of comedy stars."
These film fashion predictions are beginning to
The plan is to link the famous teams of Wheeler
overwhelm me. The most alarming yet to and Woolsey and Zasu Pitts and Thelma Todd in
hand comes from Travis Banton, who dresses one production, as yet untitled.
the Paramount stars, and now expresses the threat
Dorothy Lee, who has played in nearly every
that
a return to the "romantic" pre-war vogue picture in which Wheeler and Woolsey have
is imminent.
{Continued from page 7)
appeared, will make the fifth member of the team
He believes that the modes of 1912 to 1914 of funsters.
time
while I'm working and plenty of spare time offer
for recreation.
more flattering elegance to the feminine
Beyond the fact that it will be laid in England
figure than any other creations in the history of at the time of Henry VIII, no details of the film
"If I didn't work extra, I'd be standing on my fashion.
are
yet available.
feet all day behind a counter or bending over a
Carole Lombard will make the bid to introduce
typewriter eight hours a day for about £3 to £4
"
With
two pairs of comedians and comediennes
the new-old fashion in Bolero.
competing for top honours, it is reasonable to
a week."
I might, however, remind readers who might
predict that something unusual in the way of a
be tempted to rush away from their counters and
comedy
will be produced," declares the
publicity hit
announcement.
typewriters to the nearest studio that the statistics Jane Austen Epic for Screen
show that only a handful of extras earn anything The Radio studio is busy looking for a successor
" Hit seems to be the mot juste, if the notorious
to Little Women and as a result it seems reputation
like £6 a week.
of comedians for temperament is
likely that the current cycle of wholesome and
profitable sentiment will be swelled by the upheld.
De Mille's Supreme Bath Tub
addition of a screen version of Jane Austen's Pride Hugh Williams in Hollywood
I was unaware when I dropped my little open and Prejudice.
letter to Claudette Colbert last week that Cecil
At any rate, I have already had shoals of
the young
British
B. de Mille regarded the bath-tub scene in the anguished letters from fans protesting against Hughwas Williams,
recently signed
by the
Fox actor
studio,whois
new Four Frightened People as the crowning glory another English classic being allowed to go to to make his Hollywood debut in the leading male
of his contributions to bath-tub art.
Hollywood to be made.
role in All Men Are Enemies, a screen adaptation
Little Women, by the way, seems likely to have
"Mycharacterised
previous productions,"
he reports,scenes.
"have
of
the production
Richard Aldington
"best onseller."
been
by lavish bathroom
seen the birth of an interesting new star-director
The
is to be made
ambitious lines,
combination.
it is stated, with George Fitzmaurice, who was
" I am happy to state that Four Frightened
8
i
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responsible for some of the most popular Garbo
pictures, directing.
Helen Twelvetrees will be Williams' leading
lady.
Mona Barrie, also from England, will have
the other important feminine lead.
U.S. Sees " Henry "
rhe Private Life of Henry VIII has had at least
one interrupted performance in America.
It occurred when a crowd of college students
went to see the film at a Californian kinema.
There is, according to the story, an unwritten
rule among them that no wisecrack is allowed
unless it is really funny.
The lads were much impressed with the picture
and were very quiet until Henry started pacing
up and down, awaiting the execution of Ann
Boleyn.
A cannon announces that Ann has lost her head.
Boom ! went the cannon. One youngster
started singing at the top of his voice, "Annie
Doesn't Live Here Any More." And that broke
up the audience.
Short Shots
Charlotte ("Alice") Henry is to play the title
r61e in a film version of Cinderella — Jimmy
Durante bought a palatial estate in the Hollywood
hills and found it so quiet that he sold it at a loss
and moved back into the noisiest hotel in town —
James Cagney wears a moustache in Lady Killer
— and Sylvia Sidney does a sensational oriental
dance in Good Dame — George Bancroft is back at
the Paramount lot to star in a picture based on the
life of Diamond Jim Brady— Word comes from
Hollywood
that Bing
babytocries
the
fond father
triesCrosby's
to croon
him whenever
— Buster
Crabbe is being mentioned as a likely leading man
for Mae
Westa success
in It Ain't
No SinSong,
— Evalyn
who
scored
in Cradle
is to Venable,
have the
feminine
in Will
Rogers'
David Harum
June
Knight hasleadbeen
arrested
for speeding
three— times
in the past few months — Jack Oakie, George Raft,
Richard Arlen and Gary Cooper never need
make-up.
A preview
glimpse of
Eddie
Cantor's
new
picture,
" Roman
Scandals
The
comedian
is coming
to London
for the
premiere.
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Fantastic Cvde
The "fantastic" film cycle is getting well under
way. Son of Kong is due here soon. We are
promised A Trip to Mars and the H. G. Wells
British film of the future which will probably be
titled Whither, shortly.
An interesting new contribution to the series
from Hollywood is announced this week under
the title of The Land that Time Forgot.
It is being produced by Stacy Woodard, the
creator of many important scientific films. It
will deal with the intriguing theme of a battle for
existence between man and insects of elephantine
proportions.
Camera Invention
rTyhe Land that Time Forgot will differ from
■*■ previous films of its kind in that the false
mechanical or "stop camera" action formerly
employedments of will
be used but,
in chronicling
the movethe not
monsters,
instead, ants,
bees,
bugs and reptiles will be photographed through
Mr. Woodard's kinematic microscope and, as with
all trick photography, the action of people will be
matched and superimposed on the film.
The producer has invented a special microscopic
camera which, incidentally, weighs two tons.
Insect Stars
Lon Young, a film executive, has written
an original story for him which is set in a
country in which insects assume huge proportions
and men are dwarfed in comparison.
The world has been scoured for unusual insects
to "star" in the production.
The microscopic camera device, it occurs to
me, however, should be ideal for the filming of
Mr. Wells'
of the
Gods, bya the
subject
always
wantedFoodto see
tackled
screen.I have
Jackie
Cooper's
Next
There is,
I hear, a possibility
that Jackie Cooper
may make Peck's Bod Boy as his next picture.
film over
was one
of Jackie
as The
a silent
a decade
ago. Coogan's big successes
The future of Jackie Cooper must
be causing his sponsors some concern.
His recent appearances have not
caused any hysteria among the critics
and the public.
In The Bowery, particularly, it was
noticeable that the old naturalness
had been replaced by a pouting
precocity and that his acting had
become mannerised and studiostereotyped.
Peck's Bad Boy, however, may
serve to rescue him from "going
Hollywood " before it is too late.

Weekly

This Week's Profound Thoughts
not living my life for Hollywood publicity
I 'in
and I never will. — Katharine Hepburn.
It is not how old you are, but how you are
old. — Marie Dressier.
♦
♦
♦
I've
learned
to
be
afraid
of
women. — George
Raft.
♦
♦
♦
A screen player has to have inspiration from
the
women how
with little
whomthere
he isworks
and floating
you'd
be surprised
of that
round the studios. — Gary Cooper.
Ambition
is the cause of all Hollywood divorces.
— Ernst
Lubitsch.
♦
♦
♦
I always obey my own impulses, my own
instincts, my own ♦desires. ♦
— Clara♦ Bow.
Sometimes I wish I were temperamental. —
Norma Shearer.
♦
♦
♦
Art is the bunk. — Rochelle Hudson.
Kinema Couplets
ThisMissweek's
half-guinea
is awarded
B. Hobbs,
The prize
Woodlands
Farm,to
Dewdeswell, Cheltenham, Glos., for the following
cynical observation
Accidents:— Wanted
The Doctor's Secret
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
Miss Eileen Hewlett, n Cambridge Road, The
Avenue, Southampton, for :—
The Stronger Sex
My Weakness
Miss J. E. Copland, Charnwood, Richmond
Road, Headingley, Leeds, for :—
Alice in Wonderland
Going Hollywood
Miss R. Smith, 12 Scotland Road, Melksham,
Wiltshire, for
The:— Narrow Corner
X Marks the Spot
Miss D. Bashford, ioa Topland Road,
Grove, Brighton, for :—
Eight Girls in a Boat
Sailor Be Good
May I remind readers that there are no rules
to this competition other than that all attempts
many as you like — must be submitted on a
postcard and addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer
Weekly, 93, Long Acre, W.C.2. I would again
reiterate that envelopes will not be opened.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
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star started out in pictures with more physical
handicaps than the Canadian actress who has

become

one of the most

beautiful women

perfectly groomed

Norma

on the screen.

In this interview she frankly and
tells you how
shows

you how

and

she overcame

Shearer

courageously

those handicaps

and

Personal

you can do the same.

by Maude

LATHEM

all of us in Hollywoods
al years
FORhavesever
n what
know
terrific handicap
Norma Shearer has had. We have
known that Norma was not always the
beautiful, radiant, glamorous woman
you now see on the screen. Her muscular legs
and upper arms, her long neck, her crooked
teeth, and the cast in her eye — yes, really !—
were things we who know the stars so well had
whispered about.
But, of course, it never occurred to any of
us that she, herself, would ever talk about these
handicaps.
Stars are supposed to be perfect. They
cringe when their defects are even hinted
at. It's supposed to be bad business.
Therefore, I want to say that Norma proved
herself the courageous, honest, fine person she
is when she frankly discussed these things
with me.
off to
she has She
talked
forMywhathat's
I think
is aher,
noblefor reason.
has
talked to me, told me things that editors
have said for years it would be impossible to
get her to admit, for one reason only.
Because I told her that if she allowed me
to write about the struggles she has had,
with her handicaps and the marvellous way
in which she has overcome them, it would
inspire others, would show the thousands
of women readers of Picturegoer that
one should not be discouraged by physical defects and that they can be overcome.
She was anxious that, in quoting her, I did not
make her sound sure of herself. She is not sure
of herself, not setting herself up as a perfect
example by any manner of means. Merely this —
she started out in pictures with more physical
defects than almost any star has had. She has
overcome them with courage and fortitude and,
because I think her story told in her own words is a
beautiful message of hope, I am going to pass it
on to you.
Spectacular as this story is, it is printed, I assure
you, fortional
one document.
reason Norma
only — because
it ishave
an inspirawould not
talked
thus to be sensational. She has told the truth
about herself at last because I said that you and
you and you would be encouraged in your own
daily struggles by it.
So this is Noma's story :—

I don't mind at all talking about the kind of
fight I have had, if it will help anybody else
with their problems.
"The biggest trouble I have had is that I was
an athletic girl. Most English girls are. I came
from Canada and I had a brother who thought it
was fine for me to match my physical strength
against his, and I was proud of the muscles I
developed.
"I played tennis like a fiend. I golfed and
walked and ran and skated and swam, which
gave me a pair of biceps a prize-fighter might have
looked at with envy and the muscles of my legs
were all out of proportion.
"In addition to this, I am fairly tall. When
at pictures
luck was
to tryofmywhat
I decided idea
remotest
ahead Iofhadn't
me. the
Of
course, I knew I was not beautiful, but I thought
then — and I think now — that that indefinable
something which we call charm is so much more
important than mere beauty. I thought maybe
IO

Revelation
I could cultivate charm.
"When I got one look I
at my first screen test,
I discovered as ungainly a sight as you can imagine. over everything else in the wardrobe (then I was
It was not so much that the features of my face not a star and took what the wardrobe had) until
were magnified into something terrible.
my eye lighted on one with sleeves or half sleeves.
I always begged for that one, no matter what the
" There was nothing special about the face cut
of it was. The wardrobe woman must have
one
way
or
another.
Of
course,
it
wasn't
a
stylish face, but I hoped by and by the screen known, but she never said a word.
would use more than one type of face — which
they now do.
" T t was three years before those muscles in
A my- arms and legs actually gave way. Three
" But my figure and walk ! I, being the athletic
type, love the long stride and easy walk of the years of almost starvation and inactivity. I
athlete, but for a girl who might aspire to ingenue had begun to think I would give way before
roles on the screen then, this was out. I wouldn't the muscles did.
advise any girl to do strenuous athletics while in
"Then as the muscles softened, they had to
her 'teens, if she plans a screen career later. Of be gently massaged so they wouldn't sag. After
course, if you mean to be an eccentric dancer like all these years of struggle you can imagine
Charlotte Greenwood or if you are born with the what a thrill it gives me when someone I
glamour
Garbo,
come
underof aeither
head.that is okay. But I didn't meet for the first time says : ' My, how small
are. I never dreamed you were so tiny."
" I—simply
a muscular
figure and an ungainly you"Another
great battle I had with my teeth.
walk
on thehad
screen
!
As I grew up, I took good care of my teeth and
it didn't disturb me that the two little ones on
side of my front teeth were somewhat
""V^ou may think dieting to reduce weight is either
X pretty bad, and I agree with you ; but irregular. In fact, in real life I rather like a
it is nothing compared to trying to get rid of slight irregularity in the teeth, similar to Marilyn
muscles and at the same time to eat a Miller's. I think it gives one personality. But
sufficient amount of tissue-building foods so when I saw myself on the screen I knew what had
to be done. The other teeth had to be pulled
that
lowered.your resistance and vitality are not back so these smaller teeth could fit perfectly into
"This was one of the greatest battles of my life. their rightful places.
There were days when I thought I simply could
" You know the kind of braces children somenot go on ; days when I thought no goal would be
times have to wear to adjust their teeth — oh, if
worth the fight. Of course, there was never a only I'd worn braces when I was a child ! I was
moment when I was not conscious of gnawing about twenty when I began.
pangs of hunger, but, in addition to this, I could
"When you can wear the braces continuously,
take no exercise except the simplest stretching as the dentists always insist that children do, the
movements about ten minutes in the morning. pain becomes almost negligible after a few days,
I, who had walked miles every day of my life !
for putting in the brace is what causes the hurt.
"It seemed as if my arms and legs would But in my case, I couldn't wear the brace during
atrophy from disuse. But I did keep on. If the day because of working or trying to get work.
I meant to be a picture player, I must go on.
I could only put them on at night which meant,
"When the muscles of my legs were shown at while I did not lose all the effect during the day,
the wrong angle, a storm of criticism followed. each night the pain was as great as the first night
You have read the criticisms about my ugly legs, I put the brace on. As I look back now, I know only
youth and a good constitution would get one
through that.
haven't you ? ' '
" Just imagine putting your head on a pillow and
We were stretched out on the sand by her
swimming pool. I turned to look at making
yourself
ache every
night ofsleep,
your with
life. a throbbing toothher in her vivid yellow and blue bathing suit
and it occurred to me that I had never seen a
lovelier pair of legs than those belonging to
1 started the dental work in New York and
Norma Shearer.
came to Hollywood and had a fearful ex"So many
scenes,"
she continued,
"were familiar withperience.
There weren't
so many
dentists
ia then,
orthodont
as now,
and
ruined
becauseof Imyforgot
to cross
my legs properly
or place them in the right position to hide the the man to whom I went put braces on my
muscles from the camera.
teeth that just reversed the process. The teeth
" This was no easy task, because sometimes were actually drawn back together as they were
dresses were short and anyway it was hard always in the first place !
to think about your legs.
"When I sat in the projection-room one day,
"I would tell the director I didn't think I had looking at some rushes and saw some peculiar
shadows cast across my front teeth which made
done
to takemy itbest
over.with a scene, and ask to be allowed them look as if they were out, I was frantic. I
"In reality, I remembered that the legs had could endure anything while I was getting results,
probably ruined the scene. Of course, every but when I discovered that all my suffering had
time there was a chance to wear a longer dress been for nothing, I was half crazy.
in a scene, I did so.
" Eventually, I found a marvellous orthodontist,
" My upper arms were large enough to the naked who gave me proper braces; but so much harm
had been done by that time that I had to wear a
eye, but you should have seen what the camera brace
on the lower teeth as well in order to get
did to them 1 I always planned dresses that had a
the best results.
portion
of
a
sleeve
so
the
upper
arm
would
be
covered.
" Eight long years it took me to gain a semblance
" I was so sensitive I didn't want to talk
regularity. Eight years of terrific pain every
to the wardrobe woman about it. I would say of
! braces had to be removed when
working the
I was because
I didn't like the colour of the dress, or the texture, night,
or make any criticism, while I was hastily looking
"But this is just a part of the struggle. I have
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mind the action of each scene, the
emotion that had made the cast
show. She discovered it was definitely
the effect of an unusual emotion.
She had the cast when she did
a heavy dramatic scene, she had it
when she was angry, she had it when
she was excited .
"thatI knew,"
I had to she
control
Then
told that
me,
cast by my own thoughts. And
I began to do just that. But just
try it if you want a really tough
" Now I verily believe you can
change the entire expression of your
face by the way you think. But
the deliberate effort sincerely to
feel a part and yet keep the cast
out of my eye was an undertaking
that almost conquered me.
" You see, I had to try to give
job.
reality to ray scenes and yet keep
myself from getting worked up to
the pitch of emotion that would
show up the cast.
" You can know how happy I am
that it does not appear any more
whether I am on or off the screen.
"You see what I had to fight with
— the muscular arms and legs, the
cast in my eye, and the irregular
teeth, but nothing was worse than
my self-consciousness ! Of course,
I will never lose all of this, for I
think fear motivates most lives.
As begin
soon toas feel
I finish
picture
afraida that
it isI
not so good as it should be, that
my work might have been better
and my mind goes running on to
how I can improve my scenes in my
next picture. You're always straining, always reaching ahead toward
the" Motion-picture
things you haven't
attained.
success
is like a
woman a man loves and never
possesses. It is uncertain, always
dancing ahead of you with new
allure, making you afraid you may
be dropped from the race. I am
glad I am still afraid. A person
who feels sure grows contented,
then indolent, then careless.
" Besides, cocksureness doesn't
make people love you, and I would
far rather be loved than have my
work perfect.
"But I have overcome my selfconsciousness (another phase of fear)
measure- I did it purely by interesting
myself in other people. When you enter a
room, if you can just put out of your mind the
thought that everyone is looking at you ; if
yourself look directly at someone else
youthecanroom,
in
admire her dress, her hair, her
hands — or anything ; if you can just do this, it
will do more toward taking your thoughts off
yourself than anything else. In a scene one can,
of course, enter so into the character to be played
that self slips aside.
sure of them"There may be people who feelknow
from the
selves; there may be people who
beginning
that
they
are
going
to
do
great things,
but I never did.
a funny, long neck. At one time, photographers
said that kind of neck and shoulders indicated
youth. What I saw my neck look like on the
screen was enough to make one jump into the
river.
" Every time I had an emotional scene (I
will never get over feeling my scenes) I found
myself becoming so tense that the muscles on my
neck became taut and stood out like whipcord.
"So over.
that wasI wonder
just onethatthing
labour
I evermore
did for
workmethatto
got by on the screen when I had so many physical
handicaps to think about. Not only did I have to
learn how to relax my body before each scene,
but I had to take every kind of neck exercise to
relax it and keep it relaxed when the scenes were
made. Eventually, I learned how to do this.
"And why didn't you ask me about the cast in

my eye? You knew I definitely had one, didn't
I nodded, for too many times this had been
visible on the screen and off and I had wondered
how on earth she had managed to conceal it as
well as she did. I knew she could not always be
photographed
it would not show, and yet
? " at soherthat
as Iyoulooked
it was not there — I could not
detect it.
Imagine a girl trying to be a picture star with a
cast in one eye ! I'm afraid that I should have
given up and admitted that there was something
with which I could not cope. But Norma did no
such thing. She assembled every film scene where
the cast had photographed unusually vividly.
She ran these films over and over again in the
projection-room all by herself, pondering in her

would
"I hoped by the grace of God that I seemed
obstacles invariably
make the grade, but me.
in a
succeeded
have
I
If
for
much
too
almost
others."
measure I hope this knowledge helps
-NEXT WEEK
Continuing our series of open
letters to the famous

stars,

Malcolm D. Phillips writes in an
outspoken manner to Jean Harlow, who, from being just a
"platinumblonde" has developed
into a brilliant actress.
ii
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In conference ! Jane Loring, one
of filmland's
famous'
cutters,
Marionmost
Gering,
the feminine
director,
and Sylvia Sidney, the star of the
production, get together to discuss
" Good Dame."
" You're going to be a star, like
Jessie,"
DirectorGodridge,
Victor
Saville tosaid
Constance
the new Gaumont-British baby
star from Coventry, when he
introduced her to Miss Matthews
between scenes for " Evergreen."

4

Claire Trevor, the Fox player, introduces this suit of navy blue wool, the
coat of which has a double-breasted
panel effect, high-lighted with dull
silver buttons. The ends of the cowboy
scarf, which is of satin, are drawn
through slits in the coat.

Vince Barnett, Hollywood's professional insulter, turns great lover in
"Where's Gertrude
Elmer?" Short.The girl is

Kay Francis was putting the final touch
to her make-up for the concluding scene
when the Lens man looked in on the
" Mandalay " set at Burbank.
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Lilian

SENDS

IT HOT

Harvey

FROM

HOLLYWOOD

to

Retire

Weekly

?

Reported Plan to Marry — Ann Harding "Rescued" — "Temperament" in New Jolson Picture — Dorothy Mackaill's
Separation — George Raft's Unlucky Night
future of Lilian Harvey, who
THE
recently refused to appear in George
White's Scandals, and brought a suit
" ions
ubling
her
"doman
Fox
to
ch from
e inentFren
vers
and Ger
voicprev
ion
ulat
,
ng
h
spec
muc
to
rise
givi
of her films is
in the film colony.
The star now announces her intention to
marry shortly and have a baby.
The little actress declares that she has
ordered a nursery to be added to her home in
Berlin.
Lilian is a great success in the films, and
her retirement would be a great blow to the
public.
Past experience has taught us to understand
that when stars say "Yes" they often mean
"No," and vice versa. Hollywood hopes that
Lilian will forget about marriage and a baby
for the time being.

School,
whereto the
athletes' ages usually range
from sixteen
eighteen.
Possibly, in the not distant future, we shall see
another
western star in the person of Jack Holt's
son and heir.
Another Separation
Dorothy Mackaill admits that she and her
husband, Neil Miller, have separated.
The two appeared to be devoted to one another,
but it is merely an instance of the tendency of
the movies to separate men and their wives.
Miller has a very fine voice, and we all hoped
that he would win a place in the musicals. Unfortunately, he failed
"click," so the future
looked dark for
marital tohappiness.
Dorothy was married once before, to Lothar
Mendes, director, but the union with Miller
appeared to be ideal. They met in glamorous
Hawaii and, for a time, were madly in love.

What Happened to Dane
A Kindly Farmer
Only a few years ago, George K. Arthur and
Dane were teamed as comedy stars for
Ann Harding is singing the praises of a good Metro-Karl
Goldwyn-Mayer.
Samaritan who befriended her a few weeks
The talkies broke up the combination. Arthur,
ago.
The star, accompanied by a woman friend, was a clever English actor, was able to weather the
driving through a lonely section of the country storm. He produced plays at the Music Box and
when a rainstorm caused her car to be stuck in the Playhouse, is still putting them on at the latter
theatre and, in consequence, is as busy as ever at
mud. They sought refuge in a farmhouse, where the
studios.
the farmer and his wife provided them with food
Poor
Dane, who did not have a stage backand dry clothes, harnessed a team and extricated
ground, drifted into obscurity. At last accounts
the automobile.
Incidentally, the countryman did not know who he was selling sandwiches at a small shop in an
section of Los Angeles.
his guests
nor would he accept any remunera- outlying
Curiously enough, before Dane obtained film
tion for hiswere,
services.
Southern California farmers, like everything else fame, he was employed as a mechanic by my
cousin, Frank Hamilton Spearman, the British
in that section of the world, are unusual.
novelist.
So the movie cycle brings Karl Dane back to
where he started before he entered pictures !
Jealous Stars
is a fine
here's hoping he will
Placing a galaxy of film favourites in the same winDane
his way
back actor,
to filmandstardom.
picture has usually worked out rather harmoniously, but Wonder Bar is another matter.
Al Jolson starred in this film on the stage and, His Wife Returns
when the Warner studio secured him for his former
role, the officials decided that it would be a bright Leo Carillo, whom Hollywood has always considered abachelor, is happy, for his wife, a
idea to make the affair all-star, so placed Kay
Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Dick Powell, and once confirmed New Yorker, has joined him, and
Swnmer brilliance
Ricardo Cortez in the cast.
is now the chatelaine of the actor's handsome
hacienda.
In view of Jolson's domination of the original, Spanish
for
1934
the
vivid
greenis and
In the near future the Carillos, who have been
the present situation has given rise to some
white forecast
of
awkward moments.
married twenty years, plan a trip to Honolulu,
this abbreviated
which
will
be
a
second
honeymoon.
"The Dove of Peace" is not doing much
costume.Wom here
hovering over Hollywood, at least so far as
The couple have an adopted daughter, who has
Wonder Bar is concerned !
entered a local high school, preparatory to enterby
Juneconsists
Vlasek,of
the suit
ing college.
tie-on brassiere
and tie-on trunks.
Private Numbers
Our stars have their troubles when they forget The Good Old Jinx
their private telephone numbers, which are
had during
"Old an
Manevening
Bad Luck
" hoverfrequently changed when they get into the George ingRaft
over him
not long
ago.
possession of those who would intrude upon their
The famous actor slipped on the ballroom floor
Lowe and Victor McLaglen, is the last to which
privacy.
in the Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassador and he
will rent his bottles.
Joel McCrea was a victim, when he forgot his fractured a bone in his ankle. Friends took
He will go into the general property business.
telephone address, and the same bad luck befell him to the drive to put him in his car, and discovered that it had disappeared. So they put him "The bottles cost me $8,000, as many had to be
Bing Crosby. However, it is said that "Bing"
"crooned"
so ofappealingly
thetelephone
'phone, in a taxi and took him to his home.
purchased with their contents," Frink told me.
singing
snatches
his song hits,over
that the
the eleven years I was in this business
George's car was later found where it had "During
crashed into a telephone pole. Someone had I lent bottles for one dollar a day each, taking
girl "plugged " him in !
taken the car for a joy-ride, but who it was no one in a total of $263,000."
seems to know.
The Right Reply
A Star's Son
Jack Holt has a sturdy boy, who is much like
his father. Although the youth is only
Charlie Ruggles was entertaining a friend a
fourteen, he has the stature of a man, and will The Cost of Repeal
few nights ago. Finally the guest started
soon be as tall as his father, a six-footer.
The nullification of the Eighteenth Amendment for the door, saying that he must go home.
The actor and his son live on a ranch in Santa
has completely destroyed one of the most
"Oh, don't go yet," remarked Charlie. "Have a
Monica Canyon, where Charles Holt, jun., rides lucrative businesses in Hollywood.
and another drink."
and plays polo.
Harry Frink, who has a collection of many chair
The friend considered this carefully, then said :
Despite his youth, the boy has won a place thousands of real liquor bottles, announces that
"I've got a chair at home, but I'll take the
in the football team at the Beverly Hills High Paramount's No More Women, starring Edmund
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OF

CADBURYS

MILK

when

CHOCOLATE

you've got that 1 empty' feeling, Cadburys Milk

Chocolate gives you a sense of satisfaction that lasts . . .
for hours. You are really satisfied because you arc really
nourished. Laboratory analyses show
Cadburys

c Milk ' provides as much

that a \ lb. of
nourishment

as

8i eggs, or 9 bananas, or \ lb. of white bread. Weight
for weight, there is no food that provides more complete
nourishment.
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Putting

Marriage

before

a

CAREER

by Carlisle JONES

'"jpHE
of Al is
Jolson
andpartnership
Ruby Keeler
one
romance that will not crash on
the rocks of professional jealousy
that have

wrecked

so

many

Hollywood marriages. This revealing article tells you why.

for Ruby
IT took more than four years ge
up to
Keeler to screw her coura
the point where she would accept an
offer to appear in pictures. It may
take as many more before she
decides, or Al Jolson, her husband, decides,
or both decide to appear in a picture together.
For four years Ruby turned a deaf ear to
all producers. She must have had a dozen
interesting and important offers. She toyed
with them, but never seriously considered
accepting any of them. Several offers were
for her to play leading roles in pictures
opposite her husband. Those she turned
down a little quicker than she refused the
others.
She thought then that it would never do
for them both to work together in one picture. Their marriage was new and she was
more interested in making that a success than
a career.
She still is. Those who are close to the
little Irish girl with the dancing feet and the
unaffected ways know that she would throw
her picture career away like an empty shoe
box if Al Jolson asked her.

this out, she never appeared at the studio during
working hours again, except to call for Al at the
end of the day.
Al showed his appreciation of her consideration
by staying away from the studio where Ruby
started out independently on her own career,
during the filming of 42nd Street, Gold Diggers of
1933 and Footlight Parade.
"Al has been sweet about it," explains Ruby.
"He had never once interfered with my plans.
He has never offered me advice about picture
Most of them know also that in all pro- work or done anything that could possibly upset
bability Al will never ask her. He is so
honestly and genuinely proud of Ruby that her me." He let me learn about pictures in my own way.
success has almost caused him to neglect his It was the best plan . Only — only I was so scared.
own career.
You see I had hardly been inside a studio for ever
"Call me Ruby Keeler's husband," he so Just
Jolson is working on Wonder Bar for
many now
years."
grinned at his friends the first few days after First
National, with Dolores Del Rio, Kay
his return to Hollywood. "She's the star of Francis, Merna Kennedy, Ricardo Cortez, Dick
our family."
Ruby, of course, would be the first to deny any Powell, Glenda Farrell and lots of other stars —
such distinction.
but Ruby Keeler's name is not among them. The
" Al never tried to persuade me either to make
pictures or not to make them," Ruby declares.
WEEKWho is theNEXT
finest actress
in British films ?
"But most
were that
to appear
in a production withof Almyandoffers
I knew
would never
do.
Many
sound
critics
unhesitatingly answer
He was too nervous and I was too scared. I
"Flora Robson."
didn't
to be worrying
aboutshe
bothcame
of us."to
Next Week
Picturegoer
" gives you
new
Rubywanthadhimlearned,
soon after
sidelight
on the "art
and personality
of a agreat
Hollywood as a bride, that her presence on a set
artiste, who is not so well known to film fans
where Al was working made her famous husband
as she should be.
distinctly nervous and uneasy. Once she found

Al Jolson
Ruby Keeler,
one of
Hollywood's
most
devotedandcouples.
They have
never
appeared
in a picture together and it is unlikely that they
ever will.
two careers are still being kept strictly separate
appears now
Ruby'smerely
four orwhetted
five years
of Itindecision
aboutthat
pictures
the
public appetite for her appearance. Her initial
success in 42nd Street was so overwhelming that
the mere suggestion that she might refuse to make
other pictures, might go back to the business of
being merely
Al Jolson,
had both the producers and theMrs.
exhibitors
in a panic.
Footlight Parade, her third picture, finds Ruby
Keeler firmly entrenched in public opinion as a
star. Eight short months ago neither Ruby
nor Al dreamed that such a thing was possible.
Al and Ruby attended the Hollywood premiere
of Footlight Parade . Both of them had seen the
picture before. Perhaps they will have time to
think back on those years when Al was the star
of the family and when Ruby Keeler was just
Mrs. Al Jolson to most of the motion picture
world.
And perhaps the memory of those other
premieres and the thrill of this new one, will lead
eventually to an interesting announcement, a
promise that Al and Ruby Keeler Jolson will be
co-starred in some future picture.
Perhaps. And again, perhaps not.
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Pre- Views

of

The

Love

Mala the Magnificent
ES e like
TURstrat
PICdemon
what a Made scope there is
for those who, like W. S. van Dyke, will
leave the confines of the studios and go
to endless trouble to bring to us the
lives and customs of little-known people embodied in a screen story.
I am not going into the difficulties which
beset the director of White Shadows in the
South Seas and Trader Horn, and Peter
Freuchen, the author of the book on which
this film is based, in Alaska because the latter
wrote an interesting article on that subject
in our issue of January 13.
The results fully justify the nine months they
spent on location and the further eight months
of editing and re-taking in the studio.
It is against
a simplethestory
of an Eskimo's
love
played
magnificently
picturesque
background of the Arctic regions. It rings true,
and there is a wealth of sincerity in the characterisations.
I cannot, however, say that one is deeply
moved by the dramatic qualities of the play;
there are so many conflicting interests such as
scenic qualities and the actual customs and lives
of the people concerned that the plot is rather
swamped.
It tends to be rather sombre in its outlook,
but as a whole I found it well worth while seeing
and I recommend it to you as a refreshing change
from the ordinary run of pictures.

Latest

Films

Among

the

Eskimos

to the water, where some are harpooned for food, f
The capture of a polar bear, too, proves vivid j
and
whilethrilling
Mala's than
harpooning
a whalein
provesexciting,
even more
a similarof scene
Down to the Sea in Ships which some of you may
remember.
Fine scenic effects have been obtained, and all
through
the atmosphere is wholly convincing. —
L.
C.
His Double Life

Something has gone wrong with this production ;
it starts as a straight comedy and then
becomes wildly fantastic and borders on burlesque ;
even the characters lose their human touch at
the end.
This is a pity, because the first three quarters
of the film is very entertaining and presents a
good adaptation of a combination of two of
Arnold
best known stories. Buried A live
and TheBennett's
Great Adventure.
You will perhaps remember that the theme
deals with a very retiring but famous artist
who, when his valet dies, drifts into the position of pretending that it is really he who is
dead ; the valet is buried with full honours in
Westminster Abbey — a delightfully satirical
touch.
The valet had been corresponding through
the Matrimonial Times with a woman whom
the artist meets, takes a fancy to and marries,
retiring to her country cottage on her money
and the legacy he had left the valet in his will.
His wife's shares vanish and the artist starts
The story deals with an Eskimo, Mala, a painting pictures for fifteen pounds a time.
mighty hunter, whose wife is seduced by the
Eventually an art dealer discovers his
skipper of a trading vessel, and later shot in identity. He had been buying up the pictures
mistake for a seal, as she lies heartbroken on an
and
as thehis work
of the
"dead"
ice hummock in her sealskin coat.
man selling
until a them
date after
decease
is discovered
Mala takes his revenge by harpooning the on one of the canvases.
seducer and returning to his own village, where
The art dealer is sued, and the shy and retiring
to ease his spirit he changes his name and later artist is forced into court where the truth about
takes two other wives offered him by a sympathetic his double life is exposed and his identity is
friend.
established.
The Eskimos apparently have raised hosIt is an ingenious plot which tilts satirically at
fame and success, but it needed playing as
pitality to the nth degree !
Then comes tragedy, for the sergeant of a straight comedy.
newly established North West Mounted Police
It is when a woman with two grown-up sons
post starts off to bring Mala to justice.
arrives and claims to recognise the unfortunate
When he finds him he realises what a fine man artist as her husband, the deceased valet, that
he is, but he has to do his duty and so, by a the story begins to lose its credibility.
subterfuge, gets his prisoner to the post, a willing
captive.
This sequence is treated in broad farcical vein
However, Mala learns that he is in danger of
with the woman apparently old enough to be
being hanged, and also that the people in his the artist's mother and the two sons his brothers.
village are starving, so he breaks gaol and treks
To make matters worse Arthur Hopkins, the
home. A terrible journey this, in which he has to director, has proceeded to treat the trial scene
eat all the dogs in his sleigh team, and arrives as burlesque, introducing a musical accompaniexhausted.
ment, making the jury and court speak in chorus
Closely on his heels comes the sergeant, but and at one period putting all of them in masks.
rather than die in any other way than as a hunter. It is, one supposes, an attempt to be clever and
Mala, taking his wife with him, jumps on a drifting suggest the artist's reaction to the whole proice floe.
cedure, but it only succeeds in being rather
The sergeant waves him farewell, and, as he ridiculous and leaves one out of sympathy with
jubilantly says to his companion, the floe is what, at first, had promised to be an unusual
being blown across the inlet, and the pair will not and interesting human comedy.
perish. He has done his duty to the best of his
In the beginning the characters are very well
ability, but here was one case in which he was glad drawn. Roland Young, as the artist, admirably
that he had failed.
expresses the painfully shy and retiring character.
The scenes where he allows people to assume that
The character of Mala is excellently drawn, and it is he and not his valet who is dead are excellent.
Brilliant, too, is the funeral of the valet in
the native actor plays with a fine sense of naturalness and sincerity. Equally good is the wife, the Abbey, with the artist breaking down and
and, indeed, the whole cast of natives appears weeping at the thought that he should be so
honoured. Incidentally the screen Abbey hardly
quite unconscious of the camera.
The roles of the seducer is well presented by recalls its Westminster prototype, although it
Peter Freuchen, the author, while the N.W.M.P. does suggest grandeur.
sergeant is portrayed exceedingly well by W. S.
His relations with the woman with whom his
van Dyke.
The picture is a full talkie. When Eskimo
valet had been corresponding strikes a very
human note; there is pathos here underlying the
is spoken sub-titles are used, but later when comedy.
white men appear on the scene they are discarded.
It is largely due to Lilian Gish who makes her
The picture gives a fine idea of the country
and the life of the natives. There are some reappearance on the screen in this picture in the
wonderful shots of Mala and his companions former role that it is so well depicted.
She is admirably suited to the part, and plays
hunting walruses, and a remarkable sequence of
the chase of a huge herd of caribu which take it with a sincerity and naturalness which makes
16

Let Our Film
Critics Who
Really

See

The Pictures
Guide You

Roland Young and Lilian Gish in " His Double
me hope that her return is a permanent and not
just a temporary one.
She is mature now, of course, but it seems to
me that she has much more depth in her acting
and promises to achieve a big success as a
character actress.
These two hold the stage most of the time,
but all the minor roles are well etched in. In
particular Montague Love
is excellent as a
cousin who basks in the Life."
reflected glory of the
artist whom he has not seen since a child and
whom he cannot recognise.
As the art dealer Lumsden Hare, too, presents
a very good character study.
The whole is well set, although the English
atmosphere is not always convincing. — L. C.
Colonel Blood
Some time before The Private Life of Henry VIII
and Catherine the Great took shape on the floor
of a British studio, W. P. Lipscomb had written
and had decided to direct Colonel Blood.
I make this statement because I am aware that
inevitably comparisons will be made between
Colonel Blood and the other historical films.
And I want you to understand and know that there
was no intention of making Colonel Blood a
colossal production. The object was to present
a fascinating historical character in a simple
story and in a simple manner, with due attention
to the period.
Therefore, when you see this picture, don't let
it's modesty deter you from enjoying it. Give it
a fair "viewing," remembering it was made by an
English company that is striving hard to put its
own country on the map of the film world.
The scene is set in the time of Charles II, who
gives some indication why he was known as the
Merry Monarch. To the Court comes that delightful rogue Blood, has a whirlwind love affair with
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amount of interest and have coated it with a reasonably strong if broadly melodramatic story. Mr.
Barthelmess is Big Chief Thunder Horse, a full
blooded Indian, who has left the reservation
in his youth and has achieved fame and wealth
as a trick rider in circus shows. He returns to
his home to see his dying father anil finds that his
people are being shamefully treated, exploited
and robbed of their land and money by the
clique of grafting Government officers in charge.

Indeed, it is the loosely connected episodes which
afford all the fun rather than the merits of the
story as such.
Character drawing, too, is very human and
convincing. Technically the picture is very good
and the theme breaks new ground for comedy.- L.C.

On official
his trail
of vengeance
he "beats
up" the
doctor
"who has moved
no finger
to
save
his
father,
and
fatally
injures
another
white
Constance Benofficial who has outraged his sister. He is sennettCity."
and Franchot Tone in
tenced by a "packed " jury but escapes to
Washington and forces a Government investigation
'* Moulin Rouge,"
into
the
conditions on the reservation.
which will be
The
love
interest is provided by Ann Dvorak,
fully reviewed
who, as an educated Indian girl employed in the
next week.
reservation office reveals that she has lost none of
4
her old flair for making a negligible part interesting.
Barthelmess himself invests the principal
character with sincerity and conviction, although
the Red Indian make-up is not a complete success
and makes him look at times rather like a rakish
George Raft. Dudley Digges turns in his usual
immaculate performance as the crooked reservation supervisor.. — M. D. P.
Convention City
If you want a really hearty laugh and are not
terribly thin-skinned, I cannot do better than
recommend you to go and see this delightful piece
of irresponsible fooling.
Business conventions in America are a sacred
rite; the salesmen have their theme song and at
some chosen resort they meet in solemn conclave
to put a punch into the following year's work — at
least,
the idea.
Thisthat's
picture
shows you the reverse of the
medal, and "debunks" another American custom
in an hilarious and wholly irreverent manner.
The convention is shown as an excuse for a really
good "blind," and so we are introduced to a whole
"knights
of the road"
all bent on
having
abevy
goodof time
and anxious,
temporarily,
to get
rid
of their wives and other awkward appendages.
So you are introduced to members of the
Honeywell Rubber Company as they arrive at
Atlantic City. There is Kent, a salesman who
hopes to be made general manager, a gentleman
of infinite resource and sagacity in delicate affairs
and, appropriately enough, played most engagingly
by Adolphe Menjou; Jerry Ford, an irresponsible
youngster whom Kent gets out of the clutches of
a vamp and who in the end wins the love of the
managing
director'spresented
daughter,byClaire.
These roles
are
attractively
Dick Powell
and
Lady Castlemaine, the King's favourite, becomes Patricia Ellis respectively.
a friend of the King, falls out of favour, attempts
to steal the Crown Jewels from the Tower, is Then there is Arline Dale, a capable saleswoman
sentenced to be hanged, and wins himself a
who realises Kent's faults but loves him just the
reprieve, a colonelcy and a pension by his Irish same and gets him in the end. Mary Astor is
sincere and natural in this part.
blarney.
Meet also George Ellerbee, a much married man
The chief fault of the picture is its "flatness."
We are always waiting for the great scene that whose wife insists on accompanying him and
never comes, and even the stealing of the Crown putting a damper on his enthusiasm for the fanJewels becomes more of a romp than a thrill. sex. However, George — an excellent character
The slapstick may be intentional, but it robs the study by Guy Kibbee — manages to get himself
scene of its drama.
involved with a vamp, Nancy Lorraine, and
Some of the actors, too, are just period puppets, extricates himself with difficulty from a delicate
hats and knee-breeches and lace, and this does not situation involving his friend Kent in the process.
Ruth Donelly is very good in the role of the
help. The principals, however, give spirited
performances. Frank Cellier makes an adven- masterful wife, and Joan Blondell vamps very
turous rogue of Blood, yet fails to gain sympathy. successfully as Nancy.
Then there is a perpetually drunken member
Allan Jeayes is good as the King, and Anne Grey
of the Honeywell staff. Will Goodwin, in which
attractive as Lady Castlemaine.
Other noteworthy contributions come from part Frank McHugh gives an alcoholic study which
Mary Lawson, who should be worth training. is hilariously funny.
It is he, by the way, who eventually secures
Hay Petrie, Hilda Trevelyan, and Robert Nainby.
There is much to commend in the production, the job of sales manager for Mr. Honeywell,
and a word of praise is merited for the natural a supposedly strict puritan, turns down the claims
behaviour and conversation of the characters. — of Kent and Ellerbee because of their immoral
M. B. Y.
private ' lives, and appoints Will — for the very
good and sufficient reason that the said gentleman
had seen his employer visiting a house of indifferent
Massacre
moral character.
Richard Barthelmess seems to be kinematically
Another amusing portrait of a man in his cups
destined to right the wrongs of America's is given by Hugh Herbert as Hotstetter who does
oppressed. In Cabin in the Cotton he did it for the not belong to the Honeywell company, but had
white squatters of the South. This time he puts got left over from -a previous convention.
The final shot shows him gallantly joining a
things Tight on behalf of the Red Indians who
live on the Government reservations.
new convention as it follows hot on the footsteps
The problem with which Massacre is concerned of the departing rubber convention.
Honeywell is excellently played by Grant
— that of the exploitation by grasping politicians
of
North
America's
fastvanishing
race
of
natives
—
Mitchell,
while comes
a delightful
little study
of a "yes"
is obviously addressed mainly to United States man secretary
from Johnny
Arthur.
The whole proceedings of the convention are
audiences, but producer and players have contrived to invest the characters with a certain made fun of and the detail work is excellent.

Annmaterial
Hardingsince
has Animal
not beenKingdom,
well supplied
so it with
is a
relief to find that in this, her latest picture, she
has a part to which she can do justice and display
that ability which makes her one of the most
notable artistes on the screen to-day.
This is not a great picture, but it has two
virtues — a credible and well-developed plot and
some excellent characterisation. it strikes a
human note throughout and, while dealing with a
strongly dramatic theme, avoids being sentimentally maudlin or melodramatic.
The story is basically familiar but its treatment
and situations are fresh and unusual. Ann
Harding plays the role of a girl, Sally, whose lover
is killed in an air crash. She is about to have a
baby and on the night of the disaster she wanders
disconsolate in a park, afraid to go home to her
very proper and conventional parents.
There she meets a fellow outcast, a doctor who
has offended against the law by painlessly
dispatching a hopeless case and had spent two
years
prison.
Within his
aid the girl faces life, bears her baby,
which she hands over for adoption, and gets a
job
a woman
friendbusiness.
of her protector's who
runs with
a house
decorating
The two get on famously and the doctor, who
had taken to drinking, goes five years before the
mast and pulls himself together — he had been
drinking heavily.
The crux of the play comes when the girl,
hearing that the woman who had adopted her
baby is dead and that the husband is about to
marry someone whom she feels will be inimical
to the child, schemes to get him back into her

I
Joan Blondell
4 and Guy Kibbee
in " Convention

Gallant Lady

It would, I think, spoil the entertainment for
possession.
you if I tell you how she accomplishes this. It is
quite logically worked out, however, and makes
for thoroughly good entertainment.
As subsidiary plots there is the hopeless love
of the doctor for the girl he has befriended and
also the love of the woman decorator, a matter-offact, downright character, for the doctor.
Also introduced is a gallant Italian count whom
Sally
meets when she goes to Italy on the firm's
business.
He adores her and she uses him to play a small
part in her scheme for regaining possession of her
son.
Incidentally, it is on that trip that she meets
her child, who is travelling abroad, and makes
friends with him. Thus, on her return she is
introduced to his father and learns about his
intended re-marriage.
The fact that her firm is asked to re-decorate
his house gives her the entree which enables her
to be near her son.
Ann Harding plays the role with a sincerity
that makes the character at once convincing and
humantheme.
; she never over-emotionalises the motherlove

to better
Brookwhose
seentheClive
Ihave rarely
into
lapsesadvandoctor
tage than as
drunkenness cause Sally such heartburnings.
His hopeless love strikes a poignant note and
yet he plays the role in a careless manner quite
unlike his usual rather intense characterisation.
The light touch he introduces makes the character
a thoroughly vital and convincing one.
A fine performance is given by Janet Beecher
as the proprietor of the decorating firm. She, too,
conceals deep emotion under a matter-of-fact
and worldly-wise exterior.
Otto Kruger is natural and attractive as the
child's adopted father, while Tallio Carminati,
who
used toasbetheDuse's
at one time,
is excellent
volatileleading
Italianmanlover.
As Kruger 's prospective wife, a selfish society
girl, Betty Lawford is well in character and
Dickey Moore is sound as the child.
Gregory La Cava has directed the whole thing
with a great deal of sincerity. It is a little spun-out
at the beginning and the continuity is apt to be a
little ragged in places, but his detail work is good
and he builds up his characters in an interesting
and appealing manner. — L. C.
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Ask

Mr.

You,

Chaplin
An

open letter from Malcolm D.
Phillips
to the famous comedian whom he considers has been

resting too long and too complacently on his laurels.
British production; even Gloria Swanson, who
came later, no longer marches in the front ranks.
And Chaplin is about to begin the first picture
he has made in three years — three years in
which much has happened, in which new idols
have risen and new techniques have been
developed ; three years in which we have only
had City Lights by which to remember him.
Already I can hear the shouts of the mob
acclaiming Walt Disney as the supreme genius of
motion picture comedy.
A little over two years ago I told you that
although it made a lot of money for you, most of
your fans were disappointed with City Lights
because by the time it was generally released the
public was so used to talkies that the silent
pantomime seemed outmoded and exaggerated.
is the has
samegrown.
peerlessPerhaps
Chaplin,"
I wrote,
the"Itscreen
it has
caught"but
up
with him. It makes me wonder if in two years
hence the fans will welcome another City Lights."
To-day I do not wonder at all. The screen has
caught up with and passed the Chaplin of City
Lights. Your new picture will not only have to
be a good picture, as City Lights undoubtedly was;
it will have to be a great picture, which City Lights
undoubtedly was not.
Make no mistake about it, the new film will be
regarded as the acid test of Charles Spencer
Chaplin's claim to genius — already shaky in a
3hort-memoried world that amid the acclamation
of the highbrows has forgotten the gifts of
comedy you once laid at its feet when you
were content to be just the world's greatest
comedian.
Dear Charlie,
Charlie in one of his most successful early short
The screen, as I have said, has marched on in
your absence. Once we had hopes that you would
comedies,
"The
Idle
Class."
do for talkies what you did for the silent screen.
SO at last you feel a picture coming on
again.
But you stalked away to brood in your tent
For
the
first
time
since
you
started
producing
while other and new leaders fought the good
For a long time whispers have been
reaching us from Hollywood that you your own pictures you are working with a script. fight to overcome the obstacles presented by the
are getting ready to dust away the cobwebs Does this decision, on top of the fact that the new medium. You left it to the Clairs and the
film's birth pangs have lasted three years, mean Lubitsch's to pioneer the new techniques for
from the make-up box and fetch the old that
you are setting out to create the crowning exploiting sound.
baggy pants, the boots and the cane out of the achievement of your career ?
Perhaps you have been studying them. Perhaps,
studio safe.
Or does it, coupled with the fact that Chaplin,
your new picture, you will carry them towards
Or perhaps they are not kept in the safe the star-maker, the artist who moulds great talent in
perfection. You see, you will have to justify all
under armed guard now ? Publicity technique out of inexperienced young extras, is reported to be that masterly inactivity and apparent apathy in
has advanced since the days when you first closely collaborating in the writing of the script with the greatest artistic crisis of the industry that
Paulette Coddard — until a short time ago a chorus gave you greater fame and wealth than to any
set your feet on the golden road to fame.
girl in a Sam Goldwyn girl show — denote that the other
of its favourites.
And so, may I add, have pictures.
There can be no half-way house for you now.
So far, there has been much of interest in old confidence in your own genius to snatch the
You must either give us a great picture that will
brightest
of comedy
inspirathe little that has been allowed to leak out to screen's
tion of the
momentgemsis not
what it from
used the
to be
?
firmly re-establish you on the highest throne of
Greater men than you might be pardoned, you comedy
us from that quaint, old-fashioned, red-brick
or else see Charlie Chaplin the Clown
studio of yours on La Brea Avenue.
see, for a certain wavering of confidence at present.
to the screen history books for ever.
We have long since been reconciled to the fact In the past I have watched your famous private- relegated
I believe that you can do it, too. if you can
life
Pagliacci
act
with
admiration
—
but
dry
eyes.
shake off the shackles of deference to the self-styled
that
never
permit
the "little
man" to
talk onyouthe will
screen,
so that
the official
announcement
But with all your fame and all your millions I intelligentsia and the false and fatal superstition
has caused no surprise.
feel sorry for you now.
(if, indeed, it still exists in your mind) that the
Your screen character, you feel, was established
You are paying the penalty of all those who
demands the old formulae.
before talkies were dreamed of and it is impossible accept the mantle of genius. And there is no fear public
I have always considered that your attempt
like the fear that assails those who have been
to give it a voice.
The film, we are told, will be laid in an industrial acclaimed great and become in all their enterprises to mix with
the "arty"
by your
the comedy
avant garde
who ambitions
neglected
city with a gentle story standing out in sharp haunted by the legend of their own greatness — inspired
"Charles
Spencer
Chaplin"
until
the despised
relief against a background of social unrest, afraid that they may be overwhelmed by it.
fans discovered " Charlie Chaplin " has been
poverty and squalor and will be true to the
In the past few months you must have seen filmdangerous
policy. Pre-eminent success in any
tradition of combined pathos and comedy. Both many signs in circles close to you that the big asingle
branch of achievement is the highest form
you and your new leading lady, Paulette Coddard, parade is marching on fast and that the old- of genius. It is not too late to remedy the damage
will be waifs of the depression — the heroine, timers must stride out if it is not to pass them by. that policy has caused by finding your artistic
possibly, even an escapee from an orphanage.
Of your fellow foundation members of United outlet if you must, in direction.
Artists, Bill Hart is lying ill and almost forgotten
And to-day there are many of the giants of the
You, according to your manager, will "be the in
retirement, Mary Pickford clinging to the music hall, in whose traditions you were reared,
hero
of City
the end clown
we shallwith
see you
drifting
on Lights"
again, and
the atpathetic
the remnants of the cloak of her "world's sweet- who are living in benevolent institutions because
breaking heart, unable to claim the girl he loves. heartdom," is on the stage while she searches
public
demanded
the lonely
old songs."
Does all this mean that you are maintaining your desperately for a new screen medium for her "my
Think
it over
in your
walks in the
faith in the old formula ?
talents, Doug. Fairbanks is taking a gamble with Hollywood hills.
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CAUTY
it is winter time and opportunities for sports axe
few.
"Then tell them to walk; to get into a lightweight coat, low-heeled shoes (I thought that
would surprise you — Jean Harlow never wears
high heels except on formal occasions), and walk

playing
one set theof
muscles ofagainst
others. It is also a
remedy for hollow,
undeveloped chest; it
makes the shoulders
take their normal
position, expands the
breathing.
lungs, and
ensures
room
for socorrect

Jean Harlow keeps herself in physical fitnessin her own green and white bathing pool at her
Bel-Air estate

d
figuTreYaree ofthefacedireanct
BEAU
outcom of good
health. If your
skin is muddy and
sallow, eyes dull and
watery, your hair lank,
and your tummy needs a
reducing belt, then itedis
about time you overhaul
your diet and your mode
of living.
"Be vital and cultivate
the day-to-day habit of
good health," said Jean
Harlow to me, " that's the
wayIt to
wasbeauty."
the first time I had seen the star in
the flesh, and immediately I realised that here
was the living embodiment of her own creed,
beautiful and vital, because she is so wonderfully fit. She has to be. There is no time
for sick headaches and bilious attacks in the
life of a star.
"Will you give me your own rules of good
health to pass on to the readers of The
Picturegoer ? " I asked.
And here they are :—
"Plan your health as you plan your clothes.
Make time for regular sleep, regular meals, and
physical jerks. And, in planning, leave a goodsized space for sport and open-air exercises. Fresh
air and sunshine, that's the greatest secret of all,
and it is amazing what it will do for you. Swimtennis," andthat
thenin Jean
Harlow
paused ming,
as golfing,
she remembered
England
now
20

and consistently, just as you clean your teeth.
Then use plenty of cold water on your face and
while the cheeks are still aglow, apply a massage
brush, not so stiff that it bruises the skin, but
stiff enough to whip the blood to the surface.
Like all other women who practise skin care,
Jean Harlow uses a cleansing cream at night,
followed by washing in warm water and the
application of a tissue cream.
Now to the daily dozen. Here are the exercises
which the star declares help her to keep that
gloriously slim and supple figure. She had a
tendency to stooping shoulders. It was cured by
a daily ten minutes of deep breathing followed'
by this :
Stand erect, two feet from a wall. Place the
hands on the wall about a foot apart with finger
tips towards each other. Push
forward
fromsame
the
shoulders
at the
time resisting the push
with the arms. Keep
chin
and head
back.up Then
bend well
till
the chin almost touches
the wall, still resisting
with the arms.
The value of this
exercise lies in the

A composite photograph showing
Jean Harlow getting ready for a
scene before the camera
till the wind and the
rain make checks glow
andThis
bloodhealth
circulate."
road to
beauty is by no means
a life of slackness and of
ease, it means a certain amount of sacrifice, too.
Rich foods and cream buns are not on the film
star's menu, and "no sweets" is one of Jean
Harlow's unbreakable rules. Looking at her
glorious skin, fair as a lily, and cheeks delicately
pink (she uses no make-up off the screen), I
enthusiastically agreed that all the denials in the
world were worth while.

Hipsspecial
and attention
tummies
need
to-day, for fashionable
frocks are merciless to
figures that are not all
they
shoulddownwards.
be from
the waist
There is nothing like kicking, says Jean Harlow,
for reducing the hips to a state of subjection.
Hold on to the back of a chair. Steady yourself,
then raise the left leg straight in front with unbent
knee. Kick backwards hard. Let the kick
be short and swift so that it tenses the
muscles.
leg.Repeat ten times before holding the other
side of the chair and repeating with the right
Make a habit of this and prominent hips will
be past history.

Jean Harlow referred to the tummy as a
" perplexing " part of the anatomy, with which
description I readily agree. Certainly it perplexes
a good many of my readers who write to say that
they do not know how to disguise it.
The following exercise will do more than disguise
it; it will dispose of it. Stand with feet 18 inches
apart, hands at sides. Rotate the hips slowly
till they move in a complete circle. Keep the
upper part of the body as still and straight as
possible. You will find it difficult at first. Do
After
eight Harlow
hours' sleep,
— it
for Jean
thinkseight
the hours,
girl whomark
gets you
along
slowly to begin and later on you will be able
to speedreally
up the
movement till the hips can be
with five hours' sleep and meals at any odd time, rotated
quickly.
just playing
fool with
her looks
she intakes
ais tumbler
of hotthewater.
It dilutes
the —acid
the
When you have got rid of the tummy thus wise,
stomach, flushes the kidneys and aids elimination. you need to wear nothing more confining than
There you have the secret of her marvellous a light unboned suspender belt. Jean Harlow
complexion. Since hot water tastes a bit flat, it believes — and in that belief she has the support
is given a bit of a kick with a dash of lemon juice of leading modern medical opinion — that to be
and a pinch of salt.
the body should be free and unTry it, and see the results, but do it regularly graceful
hampered.
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Tax Boer gave this hip-reducing
exercise to Florine McKitmey, and
she practises in " Prizefighter
Shorts "just
whenlikein those
action.Max

xevcise

and

[(EEP

JLIM

EAUTY of face is not your arms backwards over your head. Straighten
enough. Slack muscles, the legs, and with stiff knees, raise first one leg
a bulge about the line of and then the other. Then raise the two legs
the diaphragm, or spread
you and me this is an exercise designed
hips will make people on Between
absolutely natural lines. It is about the first
together."
forget your good points exercise
a baby performs, and when we can
in the recollection of the do it withthat
as much pep and grace as a six months
old we shall have mastered an exercise worth
ugly ones.
There is little excuse while.
♦
♦
♦
for an ungainly figure.
Kay Francis moves as beautifully as any screen
Get up fifteen minutes earlier, open the window, do a little deep breathing and then actress in the world. Her secret lies in a continuous good posture. She never slouches. She never
devote ten minutes to exercises. But don't lounges.
you would move as gracefully as she
perform them in a perfunctory manner. That does, watchIf out
on these points. Swing the leg
is waste of time. Do them with a good heart freely from the hip
at each stride. If your heels
and cheerfulness and you will benefit in are too high you cannot
do this for you are thrown
health and spirits. If you can exercise to too far forward and the knees are bent instead of
a tune played on the gramophone, so much the being straight.
better.
Hold the upper part of the body correctly, waist
braced up for the hips, shoulders steady and head
up. When standing for any length of time, keep
Mary Doran is an enthusiastic devotee of the the
weight evenly distributed on both feet.
daily dozen which stretch the muscles. " When Weight that is thrown first on one foot and then
you awaken, stretch thoroughly," says this slim on the other thrusts out the hips and increases
their girth.
and supple
young
"Stretch
your arms,
your
back, your
legs,star.
and even
your neck.
This
Correct sitting calls also for a braced waist.
starts up a good circulation, and could you more Do not slide forward and sit on the front edge of
fittingly begin the day ? You must have outdoor the chair. The base of the spine should touch the
exercise too." She is most emphatic about that. back of the chair. Then there is no strain on any
internal organ.
"Make
your choice
from tennis,
golf, swimming
or
walking.
Personally,
my choice
is tennis,
♦
♦
♦
because it provides good, all-round, well balanced
"
Walk
around
your
room
for
five minutes every
exercise."
day balancing a bowl or a book on your head."
This is the advice of Maureen O'Sullivan. "Wear a
Miriam Jordan, too, is an advocate of adequate bathing suit or loose blouse and shorts so that you
stretching, not only first thing in the morning, have no hampering garments. Take up a position
but whenever a moment or two can be snatched with feet together and hands on hips. Hold the head
during the day. She holds that it is a most erect, but without strain, and retract the abdomen
effective reducing treatment as well as a tone up so that you can feel a tightening up of the muscles.
to all bodily action. She tells me that she With wooden bowl or book in position on the head,
stretches for ten minutes before her morning bath walk slowly up and down the room with feet
and for ten minutes before going to bed. Here pointed straight.
There is no better exercise than this to induce
are her own instructions : " Lie on the floor without
a pillow or any constricting garments. Throw poise and a free graceful walk.

Perfect form ! With the aid of the cameraO'Sullivan
an
exerciseman,
thatMaureen
helpscondition.
her keep in illustrates
good physical

Boo.1:
! Maureenthe O'Sullivan
Benttaknowledge
Hume practise
acquisitionu>u:of
perfect
poiseexercising
by balancing
a book on t'ic:>head while
to gramophone-record
instructions.
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ON'T be a misfit in
make-up. Emphasise
your own type. This
is
particularly
of
make-up
fortrueeyes
and eye-brows.
sophisticated
If you are oftype,
the

Above: CastiHan-Moderne. Thtbna Todd
thorn the left, front and back vtews in
demonstrating the effectiveness of this
raven transformation.
The hair is
ktfy
waved
and
drawn
to the
tuts, ending in a duster over
of ringlets,
ve : Pcmpadour-Classique—the ultra
in platinum-blonde sophistication is
achieved in another coiffure by Thebua
Todd. The soft swirl waves are drawn
over to the right side, ending m a huge
cluster of ringlets.
22

you cannot successfully pretend to be
an ingenue.
Let us go to the
stars for a lesson in
make-up. Janet
Gaynor is fully entitled to speak for the
naturally girlish and round-faced lass. "Let
your eyes and eyebrows be as natural as
possible," she advises. What plucking is necessary should be done from the underside of the
brows. This has the effect of increasing the
apparent size of the eyes. Never, never use
a razor, but always a pair of toilet tweezers.
There should be a one-inch space between the
brows. If it is less, pluck out the hairs between.
If, in spite of grooming, the brows are still
inclined to be a bit unruly, make them lie neatly
by What
applying
vaseline.
abouta little
mascara
? Generally speaking, the
girlish type is more effective without it. If you
must darken brows and lashes, a blonde should
use brown mascara, and a brunette should use
black. But, better still, use a waterproof dye,
which is less obvious. Apply mascara or dye with
a brush against the direction in which the brows
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the fact that
dodge
cannot
fashions
are extremely hard
WE modern
on our hair. Curling, perming,
bleachinge — all these processes
constitut a strain to which women
of a previous generation were never required
to submit their tresses.
All the stars I have consulted are unanimous
on one point, and that adequate brushing.
"One hundred strokes a day and massage
with the finger tips," is Lilian Harvey's advice.
"Do not be afraid that it will brush out the
wave whether natural or otherwise. Contrary
to general belief, brushing deepens the waves,
and brushing alone can add the gloss that
shines on perfectly
♦ healthy
♦ hair."
♦
Myrna Kennedy is a red head and she has
special advice for girls of her own glorious
colouring. "Make your shampoo of Castile soap
anda grater.
rain-water,"
"Shave
soap
on
Boil itsheup says.
with some
of theupsoftthewater,
and when the shavings have all dissolved, add

some more soft water and beat up till the shampoo
is a foaming mass. Rinse in three waters. Let
the last one be tepid and add to it a tablespoonful
of strained lemon juice."
♦
♦
♦
Mae Clarke has a word to say about the theory
that poofrequent
washing
is bad
hair. "Shamit once a week,
unless
the for
hairtheis exceptionally
dry, when shampoo it as often as may be needed .
Occasionally massage the scalp with warm olive
oil. This keeps it absolutely free from any trace
♦
♦
♦
of dandruff."
Dorothy Wilson pins her faith to fresh air and
sunshine as the finest hair tonics in the world.
Get out into the open and let the wind and the
sun play through ♦your ♦
hair and♦ on it.
"Brief daily massage of the scalp; that is my
recipe for beauty of hair," says Mary Mason.
"It stimulates the sebaceous glands, improves the
circulation, and develops the natural beauty of
the hair to an amazing extent. But it must be
real massage, so that you can feel the scalp moving
over the skull."

Mae Clarke is
the only actress of
prominence
Hollywood whoin
has a boyish bob.
The hair parts on
the left side and
falls inwave.
one soft

If- V*

Isabel Jewell shouts you in these three
pictures the veto vogue for head curls.
The hair is worn straight off the face
with bangs.

Speaking
£YES
grow. This will ensure the underpart being soulful expression may be given to the eyes by
darkened as well as the top. When well dis- extending the line of the eyelid with an eyebrow
tributed, smooth the brows again with the brush. pencil. Use the pencil very lightly at the outer
For this type of make-up, eye shadow should corners of the eyes. Avoid a hard line by dabbing
never be used . It makes the eyes too heavy lidded . with the finger-tip.
A smear of vaseline on the lids will make them
For ordinary use it is a safe rule that eyeshadow should match the colour of the eyes,
glisten and accentuate the curves.
though for evening use lavender and green shadow
The Exotic
are permissible for brown eyes.
the eye-shadow only to the lower part
Eyebrows that arch near the temple belong of Apply
the lid so that there may be sufficient contrast
to the exotic and sophisticated type of girl.
Carole Lombard invented them. Marlene Dietrich between it and the skin beneath the eyebrows.
carried the arches to soaring heights. The girl
Natural Brows
who tits into this category and would look her
best should strike the happy medium.
Joan Crawford is an exponent of the vogue for
What can Carole Lombard teach us?
natural brows. If your eyes are large and
The natural curve may be accentuated and expressive, you might try this style, too, by way
the arch of the brows given height by continuous of a change.
training. This consists of always plucking the
But do not interpret "natural" brows to mean
underside of the brows and encouraging the top wild and woolly ones. Straggling hairs, and any
growth by the use of vaseline and upward brushing. that grow in the wrong direction, must be
But if there is no natural inclination to an arch, plucked. Daily brushing is necessary to train the
then art must assist Nature. Pluck out the ends brows in the way they should go. Mascara should
of the brows and finish the line in the required be avoided, and any darkening that is desirable
should be done with a waterproof dye.
direction with an eyebrow pencil.
Here is a tip that will make your eyes appear
Luxuriant lashes are necessary for this make-up,
and here again art must come to your aid if your as large and luminous as Joan's. Place a tiny
own lashes are not sufficiently thick and long. point of rose-coloured cream at the inner corner of
Artificial lashes are applied with a special adhesive, each eye. This is also a useful- hint for those girls
and then trimmed to a becoming length. A whose eyes are set too far apart for strict beauty.

This is known in Hollywood as the penthouse
bob. It is a new creation, fashioned by La
Polla for Martha Sleeper, who shoos you
the left side and back view.
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Soviet's contribution to
screen sex appeal is Anna
Sten, who will be seen soon in
the long-delayed " Nana."
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Stars

Tell

you

How

f

To

Eleanor Post
prefers
liquid form the
of
eye-lash and
here shows
you how it is

it with the finger-tips. The oil not only softens the
cuticles so that they may be easily pressed back
below the half-moons, but it also nourishes the
nails and prevents them from becoming brittle.
♦
♦
♦
applied.
"Don't walk in a cloud of perfume," urges
Constance
There's
nothing
subtlebe nor
attractive Bennett.
about that.
Perfume
should
an
elusive thing ; a hint of fragrance that is gone
almost as soon as it is noticed, so that one's escort
makes
it again.mental pause for a moment to try to catch
" Use it with discretion, and always with a
dropper or spray. Spray the inside of your hat
and keep your shingle cap perfumed. This will
give an indefinable fragrance to your hair. Place
a
spot of perfume on your wrists, behind your
press
evenly
over
the
face. The result is, of ears,
and when going to a dance, spray the inside
course, an over- of the hem of your dress. In this way you will
powdered look. But obtain just that suggestion of perfume that is so
then comes Maureen's
Miriam Jordan has a word to say too on the
great
removesecret.
the "Softly
excess
same subject. "Choose the old-fashioned perdesirable."
powder with a soft
fumes," she suggests. They are in perfect harmony with the frocks of the moment. Jasmine
brush
a baby's
hair
brush — will
do. You
and
honeysuckle
with their sweet country frawill be amazed at the
grance are a more fitting accompaniment to leg of
lovely
matt
complexion
mutton sleeves than a heavy Oriental essence.
OMAN'S quest for
♦
♦
♦
beauty is eternal.
♦
♦
♦
youThere
have isachieved."
True blondes sun tan badly, unless they have
Wherever they are
an art of the
digging up from the
lipstick, for badly the aid of a special protective cream which cuts
earth evidence of past applied it can ruin the entire make-up. Claire Trevor out certain of the more potent of the sun's rays.
civilisations, there has discovered the way of preventing it from smear- So if you are one of the lucky ones, who having to
an early holiday, intends to cruise in sunny
they find cosmetics
ing. She lightly powders her lips before applying take
seas,
accept a tip from Shirley Grey who always
the
lipstick.
This
gives
an
adherent
base
so
that
and the beauty boxes
uses this new cream and so achieves an even tan
of women who lived the lipstick does rot smear, nor does it leave without painful burn or skin injury.
♦
«
♦
thousands of years unpleasant traces on cups and glasses. A final
dusting
effect. of powder will tone down a too vivid
Walking gracefully is an art that every film star
ago.Still the quest goes
for the camera makes no comDuring the day the effect should be natural. must cultivate
promise with an ugly slouch or an ungraceful
on. If any can claim That is the view of Elizabeth Young. So she
to have solved the rouges the true lines of her lips only. But for posture. "Hold yourself erect," says Katharine
Hepburn, "and forget that you were ever taught
problem with com- evening she shapes them and matches her- lipstick at
school to turn out your toes. Point them
plete success, surely with her nail enamel. The lipstick is applied to straight and hold up your chin.
the film stars of the centre of the lips only and then spread with the
"When you do this you can feel your backbone
to-day are entitled to that distinction. They finger-tips.
straighten, your chest
know how to make the most of their beauty,
Hangnails are ugly
expand,
and After
your
abdomen retract.
and so present themselves to the audiences and distressing. You
a few minutes of this
of the world, perfectly groomed, exquisitely never will find Fay
turned out.
posture, there comes a
Wray with the slightterrible temptation to
♦
♦
♦
est suggestion of such
return to the old slouch
Ann Harding is rightly proud of her lovely a blemish, for she
for a few minutes rest.
hands, and she takes special care to keep them takes special pains in
Hut don't give in.
beautiful. Her sovereign remedy is one our caring for the cuticles.
grandmothers knew, glycerine and rosewater. Every night, she tells
Keep
and soon
it willit up,
become
perBut she adds to it just a little benzine because this me, she applies olive
oil to the base of the
ingredient keeps the si. in white.
and natural."
Nails must be immaculate, and to keep their nails. She paints it on
Our manentBeauty
tips white and free from any abrasions that might with a little brush
mar their beauty, she passes under them an because it is more
Service
orange stick dipped in zinc oxide powder. She has effecrive and far less
Write to Anne
no liking for highly coloured and varnished nails. messy than applying
Her choice is the old-fashioned dry polish of
Madison about your
natural tint, applied over the entire nail and
finished with a buffer.
own problem. She is
A dainty and well♦
♦
♦
at your service and
equipped
dressing-table
is important.
This
will be delighted to
Successful
by mere studio
one may supply
dabbing
with powdering
a powder isn't
puff achieved
over a carelessly
ideas. For expert
applied vanishing cream. "Spread your founda- some
help you. —Enclose a
stamped addressed
tion cream or lotion sparingly and evenly," says advice on the equipment
envelope
with your
Maureen O'Sullivan. Then with a large flat wool
see pagedressing-table,
46.
puff charged with a generous supply of powder, of your
26
query.
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HALF-PRICE
OFFER
PICTURECOER
READERS
• USE
COUPON BELOW
Every girl knows that her hair, after washing by ordinary
methods, still lacks the sparkle and sheen of really lovely
hair — that something more is necessary. Therefore
every girl reader of " Picturegoer " will want to take
advantage of this unique chance to try a wonderful new
" two-way " hair beauty treatment at half COST.
Do This First!
First you need a camilatone beauty rinse.
Choose the rinse to suit your hair (Fair, Auburn or
Dark) and immediately after washing your hair, with
soap and water or a good shampoo, rinse it thoroughly
with the CAMILATONE BEAUTY RINSE — rinsing your
hair over and over again in the sparkling solution it makes.
CAMILATONE BEAUTY RINSES are perfectly healthful
and contain the finest ingredients known to benefit the
hair. They do not dye, but really tone the hair, giving
it sparkle and life — taking all the dullness out of it, bringing a new loveliness you would never have believed

To introduce the beneficial and beautifying qualities of Camilatone Beauty Rinses and
lustrset, the new Camilatone setting medium, to Picturegoer readers, we are making
this SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER of one 6d. packet of Camilatone Golden RINSE or
one 6d. capsule of Camilatone TONRINZ and one 1 /3 tube of LUSTRSET at HALF PRICE.
After you have tried them thoroughly, remember they are all obtainable at Chemists
and Hairdressers. In the case of Rinses, during the next few weeks your local
retailer is running a SPECIAL OFFER of TWO 6d. RINSES FOR 9 id. But first use
the coupon below.

AUTY

RINSES

V-

There are FOUR Rinses to choose from. TONRINZ
possible.
Blonde, TONRINZ Auburn, TONRINZ Golden Brown,
(for dark Hair), and then the favourite Camilatone
GOLDEN RINSE, most famous of all brightening rinses
for the hair. They come in 6d. capsules or packets
(sufficient for three rinses) — obtainable at half PRICE
if you use the coupon below.
Then Do This!
Set your hair a New way! Forget all about "setting
lotions " and " wave-sets " of the usual type and set your
hair, after rinsing, with LUSTRSET, Camilatone's marvellous new setting medium — which is also a hair tonic
and beautifier in addition, and particularly helps your
hair after permanent waving. LUSTRSET comes in a rube
which, apart altogether from its convenience and cleanliness, isremarkably economical (there are 30 to 35 perfect
settings in each 1 /3 tube) — far better than setting lotions
in every respect.
THUS — with this simple "two-way" treatment — you are
assured of beautiful, fascinating hair every time you wash
it— rinsed into new life and beauty — set in perfect waves
exactly as you desire it. Make a test to-day— USE COUPON
below and take advantage, as a " Picturegoer " reader
of this special HALF PRICE opportunity.

LUSTRSET

•Fair
To CAMILATONE Ltd., CAMILATONE
HOUSE, WELSH HARP, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9.
Please send me POST FREE to the address below
ONE ,/3 LUSTRSET
'
Ji^W
HALF-PRICE
COUPON
AVAILABLE
TO
READERS

PICTUREGOER
ONLY.

•ONE 6d. capsule TONRINZ for Dark
Auburn Hair
_ .
ADDRESS
I enclose SO.
(„.oc«
c«tt«»»)
•ONE 6d. packet GOLDEN RINSE for FairI enclose
Hair 3Q.
»j
.
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED
==S
'Cross out any not rtquirtd.

Post this Coupon, with Postal Order or Stamps
for total amount, in sealed enrelope did. stamp).
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A halo of delicate lingering
fragrance — individual, haunting,
refreshing. That is the perfume
of " Evening in Paris " Beauty
Aids. Exquisitely fine powder
—cream which soothes the skin
and leaves it velvety and perfect
— lipstick of refinement — and
the world famous
Paris " Perfume.
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MEG, Jo, Beth, and
Amy live with their
mother in Concord, Massachuset s ;time being
the middle of last century.
Marmee has been called
to Washington to her husband, an Army chaplain,
who has been taken dangerously il .

banished where
by thesheothers
theJo,sickroom
had from
been
some hours, crept to the garret.
While her face was buried in the
worn red cushion, someone spoke
beseechingly.
Jo, isLaurie,
it that she
bad ?doesn't
"
"Oh,
know
me ! She doesn't look like my Beth.
How are we going to bear it?
Mother
seem on
so far
" I'm and
herefather
. . . hold
to away."
me, Jo

In the
after-life Jo was never to forget
"•w-T'S given me the shivers.
dear." comfort of those words.
I I feel pins and needles all
Presently she could look up and
S over," Amy observed, while express the thing that hurt most.
-A* Meg, winking away a tear
"We're sending for Marmee; but
I'm afraid she won't come in time."
or two, inquired ''Who
"She'll be here almost directly.
wrote it?" when Jo had finished
Grandfather and I got fidgety,
reading her latest masterpiece
so we telegraphed yesterday.
to her sisters.
" Laurie ! "
"Your sister," Laurie, who, as
With that, Jo threw her arms
round his neck and, blushing redder
sole
participator
in Jo's
secret,
had been
asked to join
the reading
at Orchard House, announced,
than any peony, stammered! "I
beg your pardon, but you're such a
as proudly as though he had been
dear. I couldn't help flying at you."
the author."
" Fly at me again ... I rather like
" Jo. Not really. Let's look. it," Laurie confessed. When he had
gone
to the station, Jo slid to her
'By Miss
Josephine
cried,
snatching
up March',"
the paper Amy
and
knees and prayed as she had never
done in church.
running into the hall at the sound
That night, when Marmee came,
of a well-known step. " Beth, Beth !
Beth had passed the crisis and was
Jo's written a story and it's been
sleeping, and Jo felt she understood
She was back in a moment, her the meaning of joy.
printed."
elation gone.
Though constitutionally delicate,
Beth's recovery, under the happiness
"Meg, Jo, something's wrong with
of Marmee's return, was steady. The
Beth."
day arrived when Jo carried her
what Beth,
is it?"whom
Jo cried,
the"Darling,
first to raise
they downstairs for the first time to the
found huddled in a corner of a
To see Beth lying there, talking
parlour.
cupboard under the stairs, sobbing.
her canary, cuddling the kittens,
"Oh, Jo, the Hummel baby's to
dead ! It died in my lap while and casting contented eyes at the
Mrs. Hummel was fetching the beloved piano, was happiness
doctor. He said it was scarlet fever. enough. Then Laurie must needs
put his head round the door and
Amy must
keepJo,away
never
had it.
does because
it start she's
with
inquire with a mysterious air, "Do
a sore throat and a headache and a the
Marchs
here?"the door was
The
next live
minute
queer feeling all over ? "
"I don't know. I'll look in flung wide and revealed a tall, spare
Marmee 's book. Oh, Beth, I do figure with silver hair framing a
face worn with suffering.
blame
! I oughtn't
to have
let you myself
go so much
to the Hummels
"Father!" cried Jo, and with a
bound was the first to cling to him.
all this time."
In
the middle of the commotion no
Hannah appeared to take charge,
and sent Laurie for doctor.
one noticed Beth, who was making
He came within the hour, said repeated efforts to leave the chaiseBeth had scarlet fever, and went
longue. At last she managed it and,
to the excited cries of the family,
away leaving the household as though
it had been struck by a tornado.
"She's walking . . . Beth's walkMeg and Jo arranged to share nuring," tottered
into her father's
"I'm
so happy!
sing with Hannah, while Amy
. . . Jo,arms.
Jo,
was escorted by him to stay with where are you? I've never been
Aunt March.
so Happiness
happy !" she
on cried.
this plane being too
Beth's attack proved serious.
Dr. Bangs looked grave and rarified to last, it was not long
before the rebel in Jo got the upper
counselled sending for Mrs. March.
Hannah, however, was optimistic hand and caused her heartache.
The warning issued by Laurie,
and put off sending the telegram,
fearing "it would worrit the poor about Meg in the wood, clamoured
lady."
CameDr.a never-to-be-forgotten
for
attention.
Since John Brooke's
day when
Bangs visited twice.
return
from Washington,
ao one
In the evening he looked at Beth,
with eyes in their head could fail to
who had been delirious and had sunk notice how she coloured when he
into a stupor, and said decisively : came near, curled her hair twice
"If Mrs. March can be got at, she instead of once a day, smiled in a
must be sent for."
far-away manner, and generally

Laurie joined Jo at the stile. He
had been trying to be serious with
her about something, but she had
laughed him off, feeling she had
enough of her own troubles.
behaved, as Jo put it, like an idiot.
Characteristically, Jo, coming into
the parlour one afternoon, and
seeing Meg start and half-drop the
flowers she was holding, likewise
notingfrock
her with
sister's
handiworksleeves,
in a
new
fashionable
determined to have the matter out.
you expecting
she"Are
demanded,
for Meg wasanyone?"
now at
the window and now at the vases.
"Why — no — what do you mean?"
"Meg, why can't things go on
as they are? Must you go and fall
in love, when we're so happy, and
spoil it all ? You're getting so far
away from me. Don't go and marry
that
you?" to marry any
"I man,
don'twillintend
man," Meg assured her. "If you
mean
Brooke,
hasn't
asked
me, andMr.if he
should heI say
decidedly
I'm sorry, but I agree with Mother
that
too not
soon."
Megit's was
prepared for Jo to
behave like a whirlwind, lifting
her sister off her feet, as she shouted :
"Hurrah for you, Meg! You're
a trump! Now things will be the
"Oh, my hair !" wailed Meg, and
was busy in front of the mirror when
same
1" door-bell rang. Jo disthe front
appeared, and Meg went to answer

STORY

FILM
Marjory

he
Willqi
fat
ms

it and find John Brooke on the
threshold.
"I've come for my umbrella I left
yesterday, and really to inquire
after
your you.
father. He's
Miss inMargaret."
"Thank
the rack,
I'll tell it," came the jumbled reply,
which, taken in conjunction with
Meg's
for Johnblushes,
to say :was excuse enough
"Surely you're not afraid of me.
"Oh,Margaret?"
no ! How could I be when
Miss
you
so kind
Marmee?
I wishwere
I could
thankto you.
No,
please,
rushedto
on,
awaredon't
that tell
nowme,"
was Meg
the time
20
be cool and collected.
"I only want to know if you care
for mehard
a little,
Meg.or Ihow
don'tlong
careI
how
I work
wait if {Continued
I can have onyoupagein 31)
the end."
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Binnie

Those boys are
so frightfully

Barnes
now playing Katharine
Howard in the film
" The Private Life

ways leave— soap
wasteful
alWhat

of Henry VIII"
finds
Oval Octo Sphere
Suspenders
'thoroughly reliable '
She says : —
" A thoroughly reliable
Suspender is of the utmost importance to screen
artists. The camera
picks out and exaggerates
any tendency to wrinkle
or ladder, however
slight, and in my experience onlySuspenders
" Sphere "
Oval- Octo
will sustain my finest
silk stockings with absolute security from

1 ROB

1 E IH

for
Mrs.

in the water —
yet they must
be given someseptic. antithing
Bertha's so
won't have
pernickety —
Rave . . .
scents,Dad,won't
And
all
over earth and
" new - fangled
talking
about

a

poor
Evans

I can't buy
FIVE kinds
of soap ! ! !
nonsense" —

— so many people J
to satisfy. Buy
Wright's Coal Tar
Soap, Mrs. Evans. Refreshing, antiseptic,

laddering "

a family, lathery soap ! Wright's can do
what no over-perfumed soap can do — clean
pores clean, give a woman a complexion like
a girl's, give a tingle on the skin for father,
health for all. And how it lasts, too !

CANNOT
CAUSE
LADDERS
Sphere

T'S
IGHfar
WR
coal
SOAP

OVAL-O
SUSPE
NDERS
BRITISH MADE CTO
AT LEICESTER
BY FAIRE BROS.
& CO., LTD.

Insist on Wright's, the original Coal Tar Soap
L. T. PIVER

Paris

TO

THE

the OltliilX \TOIt of the
MATT
TIMSU
V04.ii:

GLYCOLA
e LARK'S

Just when the picture gets
announce

exciting, throat noises are
most annoying. Get some
Zubes and ensure your own
comfort and that of your

that

PoudreMATTEVER
(formerly knotin 01 MATITfi)
is the atrigilllll matt textured face powder, only
(he name is changed The «»v«"r limit and
exquisitely
fine perfume
texture ofwillPoudre
with its delicate
appeal MATTEVh'R
to you The
only powder to give the |»«'rf<-«-| lltlHI
liui>li «-oiii|»l«'xl«ui I /? box in 9 shades
Parfum MATTEVER
just the same perfume you loved under its old name
of MATITf5.. \h to Trial sue l/}
By the same creator as I.e Tr«»fl«- Incarnar
and d' A V«*llltir«" Perfumes, Powders, etc.
Sole<-°ooe«Mloiiiia1re*(orUif
(C9;
W lutein Avi um-U.K.Panwcnl
London. WLid . Duke'- Rd.

neighbours.

To

protect

your throat and chest . . .

Go

• • •

Suck

a
2 OUNCE* &OlN FLAT TINS

ALL LEADING

CINEMAS

SELL THEM

ThoAd \ouoA AoiuU

4t?

ciUcudijuA trie complexion
&. VFOR BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXIONS
Use into
Clark's
A little massaged well
the skinGlycol*
will keep your bands,
face,
and
neck
smooth,
soft,
night and morning, it will and youthful. Used regularly
PREVENT
CHAPPED HANDS AND CHILBLAINS
Glycola is economical, protects the skin, and forms an
excellent
base. Massage
and
face powder
before applying
powder. a little on hands, arms,
TRY IT FREE
A generous sample of this wonderful preparation sent free
on application :—
CLARK'S GLYCOLA CO., LTD. (Dept. P.G.),
Oak GroTC, CricUcwood, N.W.J
Obtainable of all Chemists and Hairdressers, etc
aVid. (handbag tube), 6d. and i/- Jars.
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" I'm afraid I can't . . . Marraee and
I agree
... I'mit much
young."
She brought
out sotoo
nicely,
but
she hadn't reckoned on John doing
a dreadful thing by kneeling beside
her and imprisoning her hands.
Perhaps it was just as well that the
door handle turned at this juncture
and in came Aunt March with a deliberate tap-tap of her ebony stick
and her authoritative manner
literally telling John to be off.
Off he went, looking crestfallen,
and could hardly have got further
than the mat when Aunt March
began on Meg.
"Who's that? The Laurence
boy's tutor. I thought as much.
Then it is true."
"Sh-h, aunt. He might hear you,
and he has been so kind to father."
" Kinder of him if he went about
his business and left you alone.
You ought to make a rich match,
Margaret. This Brooke person has
no money and no position. "
"That doesn't mean he never will
have."
"Counting on his wife's relatives,
is he ? "
"Aunt March, how dare you say
such
thing
! MyanyJohn
marry a for
money
morewouldn't
than I
would. I'm not afraid of being
poor," Meg flamed.
" Highty-tighty.
You remember,
young
lady, if you marry
this Rook
or Hook or Crook, he'll take care of
you. Not a penny of my money
shall
get." the old lady-flounced
Withhe which
into the parlour and left Meg alone
with her indignation, but for the
fact that the front door soon reopened to admit a triumphant John.
"Then you do care, Meg. I
couldn't
umbrella. help
I never hearing.
took it, afterThat
all.
I had to come back. Then you will
give me leave to work for you,
darling."
What Jo thought when she came
into the hall to find Meg in "that
man's" embrace has never been
recorded, but her face as she subsided in the doorway, was comical in
its dismayMeg's wish to be married at home
was gratified. With her father for
pastor, three sisters as bridesmaids
and for guests, only lifelong friends,
the wedding, taking place in the
garden at Orchard House, was as
charming as any bride of twenty
could wish.
Only Jo tasted the bitter in the
sweetness of the day, for Amy was
too self-sufficient and Beth too contented to grieve over the change
that comes with growth in human
relationships.
The rebel was well uppermost in
Jo, as she slipped through the stile
beyond the home garden and sat
down to brood at the foot of a tree.
Laurie joined her. He had been
trying to be serious with her about
something evidently on his mind,
but she had laughed him off, feeling
she had enough of her own troubles.
Now he was the sympathiser as he
stretched himself at her feet.
"You've still got me, Jo. I know
I'm not good for much, but I'll
stand by you all the days of my life."
cry was
strangled
in Jo's
as ALaurie
kissed
and kissed
her throat
hand.
" Please don't ! Laurie, don't say it ! "
"I've got to.
lovedWhy
you,have
Jo,
ever since I knewI'veyou.
you kept away from me since I
came back from college ? I graduated with honours and it was all for
you. You could make anything you
like out of me."

—

Continued

No I...wishI don't
love you
to "...
I could.
You enough
should
many an elegant accomplished girl
who could grace your home. I hate
society and you like it. You resent
my scribbling and I can't get on
without it. We should quarrel."
"Not if we married, Jo. Do say
' Yes,' dear. Grandfather has set his
heart on it and I can't get on without

"Not now, little one. We have
frightened Miss Josephine already.
Come along, children. You play
soldiers. Tina, take some of these
sheets. Now, Dorothy, you are
lieutenant. You, Michael, are general.
So. Forward march 1 "
To the cheerful tune of " Marching
Through
Georgia" the procession
filed upstairs.
" He's such a lovely man," Mamie
confided, showing Jo her room.
" I know he must have been a gentleman sometime or other, but he's
poor
as
now."
"Whata church
does he mouse
do? " Jo
inquired.
" He's a professor. He learns
people how they talk in foreign
countries. I don't see what good it
does them when they're living right
here,"
Mamie,
unaware returned
that she practical
had whetted
the
edge of Jo's curiosity. Indeed, it
was helper
not so began
long before
Kirke's
new
making Mrs.
discoveries
on the subject of a fellow guest, for
herself.
Coming into the parlour with her
work-bag one evening after the
children were in bed, she found the
professor alone at the piano.

When Beth had set her foot on the
borders of the other world, Jo
thought she had probed the depths
of sorrow.
you." It was almost as hard to
stroke the dark, curly head she held
to her breast and tell Laurie to go
away. "I don't think I'll ever
marry," she finished sadly.
"You will. You'll meet some no
account
you'll and
fall indielove
and
live idiot
and work
for with,
him.
I know you will, and I shall have to
stand by and watch ... I'm hanged
made off through the stile
if IHewill."
with savage haste.
"Laurie, where are you going?"
"To the devil," came the answer,
and Jo felt she had stabbed her best
friend.
"Marmee, I should like to go
away and stretch my wings a bit.
Mrs. Kirke, in New York, would
have me to help look after the
children, surely. I should get new
ideas
stories." with a restless
Thus,for Jomy pervaded
mind and body that kept her awake
at nights, put the matter to Marmee,
who had come into her room that
used to be shared with Meg.
Mrs. March met the request with
a tact and understanding vouchsafed only to the elect mothers of
any century. Within a week everything was settled; Jo, full of enthusiasm, but already liking leaving
home less than she had thought,
stood on the steps of a brownstone
house, facing a sign announcing
"Board
and Rooms,
Excellent
table."
She need
not have
feared
her
reception. Mrs. Kirke, a motherly
soul, greeted her warmly and talked
so much that, for lack of time in her
busy day, she was obliged to call
"Mamie" several times.
"She will show you your room,
dear," Mrs. Kirke said, introducing
the young maid, who, like her missmiled come
geniallydown
at Jo.
be suretress,you
here "And
after
dinner and be sociable. I promised
your mother
wouldn't
feel
lonely
and II only
have lettheyoumost

His voice, surprisingly musical, for,
as Jo had said in her first letter
home, "he was rather an old fogey
to look at (in fact, he must be quite
forty)" held her completely. He
sang selfin withGerman,
accompanying
hima correctness
and sureness
of touch that spoke of early training.
But it wasn't technique that made
Jo spring up from the sofa, on which
she hoped she was unnoticed, to
answer his exclamation on turning
round on the music stool "Good
evening,don't
my stop.
little I've
friend,"
"Please
heard with
you
play that before and wanted to ask
what it was. I'd like to send it to
'"Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennl.'
The words are by Goethe. Do you
my sister."
Jo shook
" and give you the
German
speak
"Then
I her
try'head.

refined
people
staying
"
Talking
about
the here.
children
she
was to superintend and who, according to Mamie, took some handling,
Jo followed the girl up several flights
Shouts were heard on the top landing,
a door opened, and positive yells
rent the air as what appeared to be
an enormous black bear issued forth,
followed by two of what Jo took to
be her charges.
"Save me! Save me!" shouted
a small girl excitedly. " I^rofessor !
Professor ! " chimed in Mamie, whereupon the bear suddenly threw off
its skin and stood upright in the
form of a bearded, be- spectacled
gentleman of particularly mild
aspect.
"Here's Miss Josephine March as
is come to look after you children.
This is Professor Bhaer," Mamie
explained.
"How do you do? chorused the
Professor and Jo, which caused her
to laugh and him to smile.
"Let's
go onTina.
with the game,"
voted
youthful

Jo needed
no one
reminding of the
wish which stirred in
her at sight or hearing
of
any artistic endeavour.
"If only I could
write something like
that," she enthused,
"something splendid
that would set other
"That is genius,
hearts on fire."
. . . but you wish to
"I've always longed
write, he in ? "
whatI
to. s That
me 'shope
make
shall do something
good one day. As a
matter of fact, I have
sold two stories since
been here.
I've" That's
" —
good
very
like good.
to readI would
them.

Turning
to the piano, the Professor,
words
in English."
haltingly at first, then with confidence, took up the accompaniment
with " Only who knows what longing
is can know what I suffer . . . allein
. . . alone and parted from joy and
gladness. My senses fail, a burning
fire"Oh,
devours
me. ..."
I know
how he felt!" Jo
broke
out.
"Tchaikovsky did
also. That is why he
wrote this beautiful
heart -breaking
music," theher.professor
reminded

I?"

Weekly

" Would you ? I'd like to know
your
said with
a rush.
"I opinion,"
should beJo very
happy,"
he
assured her, leaving the music stool
and bowing slightly. "You have
the"Then,
ardent what
spirit.shallI like
1 ask that."
for at the
music shop ? " Jo went on, aware that
she didn't want the interview to end.
"Nur wer die Sehnsucht kenni,"
he began, then thought better of it
and began hunting in his pockets.
"I"Let
writemeit down
for you.
Well,onnow."
sew that
button
before
you
lose
it,"
came
out Jo at
the same minute and, impulsively
threading a needle, set to work.
"I — I really
sew on buttons," the
Professor
explained.
"Not very well, evidently," was
Jo's retort,with
and high
the meeting
that hadin
started
art ended
laughter.
Jo experienced no difficulty in
showing the Professor her work
during the coming weeks.
Fortune, in the guise of two
editors of weekly fiction magazines,
smiled on Jo so broadly that within
a few weeks her name was sprawling
across the yellow and red covered
"thrillers" brought in by the boarding-house inmates.
Mamie, who had taken a fancy to
Jo, came
into the nursery
one ofafternoon to interrupt
the story
the
"Three Bears," to which Tina,
Dorothy,
and eyed.
Michael had been
listening round
"Miss Josephine, you're to go to
the parlour right away. Someone
"Who is it, Mamie?"
to " see
you." miss. I can't tell you."
A surprise,
Thoughts of Laurie would race
through her mind as Jo went over
to the mirror. She had missed
him terribly — unaccountably. She
smoothed the folds of her secondbest frock. Would he think her
changed? Would he be the same
" Is the ' Place of the Coffin Tree',
or the 'Secrets of a Guilty Heart'
creepier than the ' Duke's Daughter, '
miss
inquired. " Can I read
?"
or ?" Mamie
"If you want to," Jo conceded
indifferently, removing her apron.
Even her work took second place
as,
her "thoughts full of the possible
them?
visitor,
she raced downstairs.
O sentimental shock and a profound
c^ sorrow await Jo. Next week will
also show her romance waiting round
the corner.
It was not so long
before Jo began making
discoveriesherself.
upon the subject of her fellow
Professor
Bhaer,guest,
for
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The

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦DINNER AT EIGHT
♦HE
KNEW TOO MUCH
♦MAROONED
♦♦♦SERVICE
♦♦♦ENE
MIES OF SOCIETY
♦HER IMAGINARY LOVER
♦HIS PRIVATE
♦♦THAT'S A GOOD GIRL
♦♦HER BODYGUARD
SECRETARY
♦HER SPLENDID FOLLY
♦YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU
THE LURE
♦MARY STEVENS, M.D.
Thelma Todd makes her British
film debut in " You Made Me
Love You."
e most interestthngs
ONE leof
's
thi
ekom
ing
es
arst wefr
re as , inapthi
Dinner at Eight, which
you will all want to see,
if only to compare the performance of its all-star cast, is the
acting of George E. Stone in
Enemies of Society.
It is one of those clever
characterisations which remain
long in your memory and which
you rate higher than those of
many much more boosted, but
less histrionically gifted, stars.

•••DINNER AT EIGHT
M.-G.-M.
American. Runs 108" A"minutes.
certificate.
Character drama.
Marie Dressler Cariotta Vance
John
Barrymore
Larry
Renault
Wallace
Beery
Dan Packard
Jean Harlow
Kitty Packard
Lionel Barrvmore Oliver Jordan
Lee Tracy
Max Kane
Edmund Lowe
Dr. J. Wayne Talbot
Billie Burke
Millicent Jordan
Madge Evans
Paula Jordan
Jean Hersuolt
Joe Stengel
Karen Morley
Lucy Talbot
Louise Closser Hale
Hattie Loomis
Phillips Holmes
Ernest
May Rob son
Mrs. Wendel
Directed
from theFerber.
play by
George byS. George
KaufmanCukor
and Edna
While this is basically a photographed version of the stage
play, it is done in a very competent
and workmanlike manner, without,
however, much use of the wide
pictorial scope of the screen.
Its main interest lies less in the
story, which I do not propose to go
into here, than in the individual performances given by the galaxy of
stars which go to make up its cast.
Each member of it has his or her
big scene, but the fact remains that,
while you are interested in the
characters, they are inclined to
strike an artificial note and that, as
a whole, the plot is not really
strongly dramatic.
There are, nevertheless, several
human touches and the dialogue is
very good, with many witty and
satirical lines and not a little worldly
wisdom. I dealt with this picture
very fully in the September 23 issue
of the Picturegoer, and I can only
recapitulate some of my criticisms
in my limited space here.
Because of the all-star cast
individual personalities are exploited
rather than the characters. You are
inclined to pick out the artistes as
such and not merge them completely
in the characters they represent. In
my opinion, the best performance,
the one that most completely submerges the individual in the part, is
given by Jean Harlow as the flashy
and common wife of an unscrupulous

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
business man. This latter role is well
interpreted by Wallace Beery, but,
just as in the case of Marie Dressier
as a passee actress, John Barrymore
as a star fallen from his greatness,
and Lionel Barrymore as a big shipowner, it is chiefly his own personality that is exploited.
John Barrymore has a suicide
scene, for instance, but you really
cannot raise any real sympathy for
the dramatic import of the sequence.
For the rest I would single out
Lee Tracy as a booking agent for the
fallen star; it is a very clever
characterisation .
The finest episodes in the film are
a slanging match between Harlow
and Beery, the first entrance of
Marie Dressier when she meets the
shipowner, who had loved her in the
past, after a long absence, and a
scene where John Barrymore is
politely ejected from his hotel room.
The picture is exceedingly well
set and photographed, and, while it
lays itself open to criticism on the
lines I have suggested, it is certainly
a picture not to be missed.
•••ENEMIES OF SOCIETY
Radio. business
American.
drama. " A"Runscertificate.
70 minutes.Crooked
George E. Stone
Max Werner
Phillips Holmes Terry Van Sloan
Fay Wray
Cynthia Glennon
Minna Gombell
Margy
Lilian Bond
Dorothy Norton
Reginald Owen
Darlington
Berton Churchill Colonel Higginbotham
Reginald Mason
Lord Latham
Sam Hardy
Slick Ryan
Edgar Norton
Butler

Chas. McNaughton
Wallack
Lucien Littlefield Registrar
Douglas Dumbrille Dan Thomas
Lya Lys
Peggy Reade
RobertUsher
Emmet O'Connor
Guy
SpeakeasyDetective
Owner
Claude King
Dunsmore
Del Henderson
Politician
Directed by George Archainbaud.
You'll
probably
George
E. Stone
for remember
his exceedingly
good little characterisations in gangster pictures. Well, here he is
dominating a strong topical drama
dealing with unscrupulous sharepushers. Itis definitely his picture.
What he lacks in stature he makes
up for in ability. In the play his
shortness is indicated as the one
weak point in the armour of pride
he dons as an astute share-pusher
and crooked financier, who comes to
England, rooks the public, flees to
America, and is eventually trapped
by
a woman whose fiance he has
ruined.
of and
the cleverly
crook's
riseTheand whole
fall is story
logically
worked out, and provides an interexposureapart
of share-pushers'
methods,esting
quite
from presenting antional
outstanding
and
character study. unconvenReginald Owen is very good as a
card-sharper whom Stone uses as his
assistant. It is a " silly ass " role, but
played
a certain restraint that
makes itwith
convincing.
Phillips Holmes is good as the
man the share-pusher uses as a tool,
but Fay Wray tends to be wooden
as his fiancee, the girl who eventually

" Her Bodyguard " presents
a new screen
and Edmund
Lowe.team in Wynne Gibson

Marie Dressier as the actress who
has seen better days iu the all-star
" Dinner at Eight."
succeeds in
getting the crook
* "SERVICE
arrested.
M.-G.-M. of London
American.business "life.
V " certificate.
Romance
Runs 81
minutes.
Benton
Lionel Barrymore

Alec B. Francis

Birkenshaw

George K. Arthur
Billy Bevan
Directed by Clarence Brown.

Willie
Elsie
Tressitt
Barker

Iwas taken up by a reader the
for saying
that from
"the
bestother
storiesdayof English
life come
America." She complained that
stories like Cavalcade and Berkeley
Square
are English.
Perhaps
I phrased my opinion a
little loosely. I had meant to convey
that the best films of English life
have been made in America.
Here is another example of what
I meant in this adaptation of C. L.
Anthony's
play, ofwhich
deals with
the vicissitudes
the owner
of a
big London store, with his employees, andishisthe
andkeynote
their families.
Tradition
of the
theme and, as the managing director
of the shop which is threatened with
extinction in the slump, but is saved
by a determination to face the odds
and carry on, Lewis Stone gives one
of his most notable performances.
As a clerk who is axed, but who
also faces the situation and is in
some measure responsible for his
former employer's decision to carry
on, Lionel Barrymore is brilliant; he
dispenses here with most of his old
mannerisms.
But it is not only a story of
devotion to duty; it contains a
strong strain of filial affection
introduced by the families of both
employer and employee who come
to their assistance.
Let me say — quite joyfully, too —
that there is no love affair between
the members of the two families.
There is a romance, but it is concerned withadmirably
the managingplayed
director's
daughter,
by
Elizabeth Allan, and his secretary,
as whom Colin Clive is not well cast.
He is inclined to be wooden and
unresponsive.
Benita Hume puts little life either
into
the rolewife,
of Stone's
gadabout
and
unfaithful
but Phillips
Holmes
is The
very atmosphere
good as his son.
of the shop and
the home
lite of onthepage
two34)families
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KURLOX
THE
SENSATIONAL

HAIR

WAVING
COMB

THAT
SAVES

POUNDS
YEAR

EVERY

*

SENT ON 7
ONLY
COSTS
DAYS FREE
Mansion*.
St. Martin'sW.C.
Wo must teU you
of hateKurlox
useful weCom*
find
TRIAL
jI CoTravelling
from
town
town as wo dc, mm
II cannot
attendtooa Eairdresser's
often,
lout
*cHM our
Kurlox
I we com Wave or Curi
our hair
fust as we wanta it.
You will see from the encloshouldsed photograph*
do without what
it we dodifference
not know.it makes. What we NO ELECTRICITY
Jessie LHoh \B^j^^TwUu.
NO RISKS OR DAMAGE TO HAIR
Blonde Dunn )
The KURLOX Hair-Waving Comb solves
all Waving and Curling problems. It Is
The Kennels, 4 Clifton Bill,
MANUFACTURED on a PRINCIPLE of
Science which
St. John'* Wood, y.W.
My
stage
engagements
demand a vers/ high standard
if hairdrtsting,
and until
discovered
the Kurlox
CombI
I was unable to maintain
GUARANTEES
this standard without very
greatI findexpense.
it exceedingly useful
ITS SUCCESS
and efficient.
Once you have obtained a KURLOX you can
Daphne Cclin-Pearse.
wave or Curl your Hair at often as you please
FREE.
No more expense or trouble, no longer watted
time or temporary hair dressing measures.
Every woman can have BEAUTIFUL WAVY
HAIR
a small outlay of S/-. The Kurlox will
last a for
lifetime.
Testimonials are reaching us dally from satisfied
users, why not YOU |oin the Hair Beauty throng.
DE LUXE MODEL GOLD FINISHED IN
BEAUTIFUL JEWEL CASE, 10/-.
NOW

Take a strand of your own hair. Hold ont
end of it between the thumb and first finger
of the left hand and then draw the thumb and
first finger of the right hand down tha hair.
Applyhow
a slight
of theNATURALLY.
thumb-nail.
See
the pressure
hair waves
This explains the simple bat ingenious
scientific principle of the KURLOX COMB.
COMB

THE

FILL
IN
COUPON
AND
POST
NOW
34

WAVES

KURLOX

INTO

YOUR

HAIR

D. SELBY A CO.. LTD..
8 Southampton Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.I.
I enclose P.O. for 5/- for Standard Model 1 (Add sixpence for
„ „Please
10/- forcrossDe out
Luxemodel
Modelnot /postage
required.and packing.)
I order on the understanding that my money will be refunded
if the comb is returned undamaged within 7 days.
Nome
Address
'?& lO/i/M.'

THE

SCREENS

concerned is most convincing, and,
except for one over-sentimentalised
sequence at the end, the whole
thing is human and sincere.
•♦THAT'S A GOOD GIRL
United Artists.
British.83 minutes.
" V " certificate
Farce. Runs
Jack
Elsje Buchanan
Randolph JackJoyBarrow
Dean
Vera Pearce
Sunya Berata
Kate Other
Helen Malone
Dorothy Hyson
Moya Malone
Garry
Moray
WilliamMarsh
Kendall FrancisTimothy
Frank Stanmore
Malone
Anthohy Holles.Canzone
Directed by Jack Buchanan from Douglas
Furber's plav. Music by Philip Charig and
Joseph Meyer.
n again tryJack
Here's ing to be aBuchana
Jack of all tradeshe played the lead, was part author
of the piece, and director.
If you like Jack Buchanan in
large doses — and I can stand a good
deal of him — you will find this
picture
taste,bebutdirected
I do wish
he
wouldto letyour
himself
, for
a change, and in a story that is
really worth while.
This one makes quite good entertainment, but it is constructed so
that the star is in front of the
camera most of the time and it
develops into a series of episodes for
hisThe
especial
benefit.
humour
is of the wholesome
and hearty British variety and the
song numbers are tuneful.
Buchanan is in very good form;
indeed, it is chiefly due to his rendering of them that the songs get over
so well.
Elsie Randolph is seen to better
advantage than she has been to date
in the role of a detective who is in
love with Jack and disguises herself
as a dumb telegraph girl to be near
him. Garry Marsh turns in a good
the- rest of the cast
performance and '
is thoroughly competent.
5
••HER BODYGUARD
"A " certxficatt. BackAmerican.
Paramount. stage
romance. Runs 66Casey
minutes.
F-dmund Lowe
McCarthy
Margot Brienne
Gibson
Wynne
Edward Arnold
Orson Bitzer
Alan Dinehart
Lester Cunningham
Marjorie White
Lita Leroy
Hines
Johnny
Fuzzy Knight Ballyhoo
Bunny Bates
Dare
Margofs Maid
Louise Beavers
Directed by William Beaudine from a story
by Carey Ford.
the
whichd covers
story ticate
obviouofs sophis
An field
romance,
y
stage
,
and
lightl
backand
crime
entertainingly.
Wynne Gibson is very good as a
musical-comedy actress who falls in
love with the private detective whom
one of her admirers, growing tired of
the opposition of a rival, employs as
being
her bodyguard — the excuse
that he is there to prevent her jewels
being
stolen. Lowe is in fine form
Edmund
t detective, while
as the persistenand
Edward Arnold
Alan Dinehart
turn in excellent performances as the
two rivals for the actress's hand.
•YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU
Broad farce.
Wardour (B.l.P ). British.
Runs 70 minutes. Tom Daly
Stanley Lupino
Pamela Berne
Thelma Todd
Berne
er
John Lod
Gerald
Rawlinson
......Harry Jerrv
Oliver
ew
Cab
James
sen.
Daly,Berne
Charles Mortimer
Mother
ry
Par
Charlotte
Hugh E. Wright
„Fath.cr
Brot her
Rigby, jun
Arthur
Maid
Marion Dawson
Directed by Monty Banks from by
a story
by
Frank
Scenario
Stanely Lupino.
Launder, with song numbers by Noel Gay,
Stanley Lupino, and Clifford Grey.

's first
Todd
Thelm
she
while
rea and,
ThisBritishis pictu
shows that she is a talented comedi-

N OW—

Continued

enne, the material at her command
is of a thin and obvious order.
She plays the role of a modern
Shrew with all the seriousness
demanded by farce, while Stanley
Lupino plays opposite her as a comic
Petrucchio who uses he-man's
methods to try and bring his unwilto heel.
It lingiswifeall
very broad knockabout
stuff, ingenuous in humour, with a
touch of "musical" thrown in.
Lupino puts over two catchy
numbers well and the technical
qualities
are sound.
•MARY
STEVENS, M.D.
Warner. American.
"A" 70certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Kay Francis
Mary Stevens
Lyle Talbot
Don Andrews
Glenda Farrell
Glen da
Thelma Todd
Lois Rising
Una O'Connor
Mrs. Simmons
Charles Wilson
Walter Rising
Hobart Cavanagh
Mr. Simmons
Harold Huber
Tony
George Cooper
Pete
John
Marston
Doctor Lane
Christian
Rub
Gus
Reginald Walker
Mason.. Hospital Superintendent
Walter
Doctor Clark
Ann Hovey
Miss Gordon
Directed
by
Lloyd
Bacon
from
the
novelRianby
Virginia Kellogg. Screen play by
Unconventional
dealing
with the love romance,
of two medical
James.
practitioners, played by Kay Francis
andTheLyle
Talbot.
latter
gets married to a rich
girl, but later lives with his first love,
hoping
divorce.
She hasfor a achild
by him, which dies
through a disease contracted through
the
devotion
to duty
and woman
she losesdoctor's
all interest
in life
until
fate re-unites her with her lover.
It is all very unethical and not
particularly savoury, but is well
presented and generally sincerely
acted.
Kay Francis gives a natural and
sympathetic performance in a none
too sympathetic part; Lyle Talbot
is adequate as her lover and Glenda
Farrell provides some well-devised
comedy
wisecracks.
•HE and
KNEW
TOO MUCH
Pathe. crime
American.
drama. " A"Runscertificate.
60 minutes.FanUsiic
Peggy Shannon
Nancy Weaver
Preston
Foster Inspector O'Brien
Ray Walker
Natural
Hobart Cavanagh... Parkhurst
Barbara Barondess
Gwen
Paul Porcasi
Nick
Harold Waldrioge
Joe
Jason
Robards
Clinton
Bryant Washburn District Attorney
Harry Holman
McGee
Directed by Phil Rosen.

a good
ance gives
c,
fantasti
in thisquite
perform
Shannon
Peggy
the less competently
none
but
directed, crime story, as a journalist
who tracks down the murderer of a
gangster who has been killed by a
It is dquite
dart.neatly worked out and
poisone
contains homely romantic sentiment
and some brisk
comedy.
•MAROONED
Fox. British. " V" certificate. MJodrama
Runs 67 minutes. Tom Roberts
Edmund Gwemm
Viola Lyel
. .Sarah Roberts
Iris March
Mary Roberts
Victor
Garland
Norman
Bristowe
Wally Patch
Wilson
Hal Walters
Ben
Philip Hewland
Jacob
Frances Davey
Mrs. Carfax
Wilfred Shine
Maille
George Manship
Peter
Griffith Humphreyes The Convict
Frederick Ross
A Showman
Directed by Leslie Hiscott from a story by
Michael Barringer.

rama,
entiou
per har-in
Unpret
use-kee
a slighthomelod
which
bours an escaped convict who claims
adopte44)d child.
father
to be the
nuedof onhis page
(Conti
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BARGAINS
All on Approval first, before you actually purchase
"Ambron" garments are not casual "readymade" clothes. Every model is available in a
number of graduated fittings, each carefully proportioned byexperts from actual experience to
"live up" to the luxurious quality of the material
. . . the infallible, unexagge rated, style that is
just right. Remember, any garment is
ON APPROVAL for a small deposit,
while the EASY MONTHLY TERMS
make paying imperceptible.

jS3

Nu - Style Corselette
with the special extending back, which
allows the body to be bent or straightened without any discomforting movement out of position. It simply expands
and contracts in gliding fashion. In
striped pink coutille. Soft web-net
brassiere. Under-belt. Four suspenders.
Bargain Price 8/1 1
On approval for I/- ; postage 4d.
Balance 2/- monthly. Sizes range from
30 to 46 in. bust. Give bust and hip
measurements.
Model

AS.

86

Shoes

New arch-support Shoes that eliminate
fatigue. Here's a Shoe unsurpassed for
delightful ease. The built-in support,
invaluable for arch trouble, makes no
difference to the fashionable smartness
of design. On approval for 1/6 deposit.
Balance 2/6 monthly.
Bargain Price 13/9
Postage 6d.
In Black Glace Kid or Tan Willow. Fullsix fitting. Military heel. Sizes 3 to 8
and half sizes.

BARGAIN
COUPON
Please sand me, on approval,
MODEL
A
CORSET
garment requested at present
Bargain Price. I enclose necesHips
sary
deposit
and
postage
and
will
Bust
mlt balance either In one sum
by (be monthly Instalments
ited. If not satisfied and I NU-STYLE
C ORSELETTE
urn the goods at once, unworn,
Waist
i will refund my deposit,
Bust
Hips
close Coupon with full
ne end address and Postal
MODEL
A. S. 86 SHOES
der crossed thus / /.
ond Irish free State, full Size
Colour
cosh onfy.
>ly fill In details applicable to MODEL
K. 302 FROCK
(arments ordered. (A)
Colour
Size
Hcturetoer." 10/2/34. No. 273.

AMBROSE
WILSON
LTD.
273 AMBRON HOUSE, *0 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD.. LONOOt

Model
A Corset
It will not be denied that this is the
most durable and long-wearing Corset
made. Low bust, skirt deep over
hips. All supports rustproof with
reinforced ends — practically unbreakable. Wedge-shaped dustproof busk
too.
Made
" super
corset cloth.fromThe" Ambron
four suspenders
are detachable. You can dean the
whole garment without removing
the busk, trimming or supports. Sizes
in White, Dove or Pink, 20* to 36*;
in Dove only, 37* to 42*. (Sizes 31'
to 36* O.S., 1/6 extra; 37* to 42*.
X.O.S., 3/- extra.) (Waist and Hip
measurements should be given.) On
approval for I/- deposit. Balance
2/monthly.
Bargain Price 8/11.
Postage
6d.

Model

K302

Frock

You charming
will appreciate
the Frock
" cut "withof
this
and useful
the new smartly tailored raglan
shoulder — very stylish. Sleeves have
a cascade of quaint wooden buttons
— a special feature this season. Made
in durable soft wool Afgalaine. The
generous bow collar contrasts in
elephant crepe. Yours for 1/6
deposit; postage 6d. — refunded if
you're not delighted. Balance 2/6
monthly if you are. In Light Navy,
Bottle Green, Black, Wine. Sizes are
S.W. 44 in., W. 46, 48 in.. O.S. 46,
48 in.
Special Price 14/11
Post the coupon to-day !
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Leslie Banks as he appears in the
new Gaumont- British production, "Red
Elstree

a

Invents

New

Kingdom

Hugh Wakefield as Emperor of Amnesia — Famous Continental Cameraman at
work on "The Magistrate" — Two Promising Juveniles — Margaret Bannerman
Returns — A Thrilling Chase — " Du Barry " Hoodoo
tleman in the
y geormegenwit
any
ce lad
CANaudien
h a map of
obli
Amnesia ?
Ah, thank you, sir ! Don't trouble
to hand it up — my assistant will come
down for it . . . Now then. Where are we?
Rinda, Sova, Jasdaff, Wenars, Lentia, Stalia
. . . that's it ! That's the capital — Stalia.
What do you know about Stalia ? Nothing ?
Stalia, in point of fact, does not exist —
except in the minds of the British International
Picture-makers at Elstree.
Neither, for that matter, does Amnesia —
which is a fancy name the Harley Street
doctors apply to loss of memory when they
want to charge a few guineas more for curing it.
However, it does very well as the name of a
kingdom for King Hugh Wakefield to rule over.

He Started It
Anthony Hope certainly started something
when he invented Ruritania, with its chief
cities, Zenda and Hentzau. For years the mythical
kingdom of Graustark was the only challenger,
but nowadays we seem to be straying into a new
continent, almost of imaginary countries.
Carl Brisson, for instance, was lately created
Prince of Arcadia ; Aufland and Zuriak have sprung
into being in the back streets of Islington for
Gainsborough's
Charming;
and Sirocco
Elstree for The Princess
Queen; and
now comes
Amnesia,at
which we may perhaps reasonably expect to be
the last of the mushroom States for a while.
There were doings this week in Amnesia, by the
way; nothing less than a riot outside the royal
palace, led by Chief Revolutionary Herbert

Langley, with Prime Minister J. H. Roberts doing
soothing things on the balcony.

largely responsible for launching the film industry
in France, and afterwards founded the Gaumont
Company, was paying a visit to a kinema owned
Ensign."
by " Papa
Kanturek.
Oh,
how,"
sighed
I should
like to take a photo Papa
of meKanturek,
and Mr. "Gaumont
Sigh not. Papa," squeaked little Otto in effect;
" I will do the dirty work with the camera; all you
together
have
to do! "is to pose pretty with the visitor." And
they did that.
So Willie — I needn't rub-in the moral, I suppose,
that if you're a good little boy and oblige your
Dad you'll grow into a cameraman with lovely
£2,00) cameras to twiddle with and a chest like
larzan — started his career.

Robert the Red

You Do It

All Milton
this is for
B.I.P.'sheContraband,
which Robert
directed;
directed Outward
Bound
in Hollywood. A fatherly film-censor, ever watchful of our morals, wouldn't let us see it, because it
was about a shipload of people who suddenly
discovered that they had all died and were on the
way to Heaven ... or somewhere.
I saw the play twice, and it was as innocuous as
Alice in Wonderland; but our morals have to be

Practically
my only aim (barring
a smallyou,
matter
of bread-and-butter)
is to please
my
beloved
readers;
but youWill
don'tHay
reallyandwantthemestarto
make the
pun about
... do you ?
Well, I'll tell you what I'll do — I'll compromise
with roll
you.
you "the makin's," and you
can
the I'll
pun give
for yourself.
Will Hay is a celebrated music-hall comedian,
who has now become a film star — or near-star.
He is also an enthusiastic amateur astronomer,
who recently discovered a new star in the heavens.
Now go ahead and make the pun — or, if you
can't,
you'll
mentions
Mr. find
Hay.it in any paper or magazine that
is playing
the title-role
The Magistrate.
In
thisHe film
he borrows
a bicyclein from
a boy, played

protected.
Milton doesn't look in the least like a director.
He is shortish, with a very pale kindly face, a
head bald on top, but ornamented with a fringe
of flaming-red hair, and a black felt hat worn
very far forward over the eyes.
He carries a thick walking-stick made of plaited
leather, but does not use it to stroke his players.
He does that with his voice, which is curiously
low and pleasing . . . for a director.
Whenever a stranger comes on the set he or she
asks first of all " Who is the red-haired man ? "
A Chesty Czech
On the next floor, where they are making The
Magistrate, they ask " Who is the man with
is Otto
theHechest
? " Kanturek, and he has a chest like a
schoolboy's
of a tuckbox.
Incidentally,
is one of the dream
best known
Continental
cameramen,he
who shot
Fritz Lang's
other
well-known
films. Girl in the Moon among
They caught him young — in fact, at six years old.
Leon Gaumont, the Frenchman who was

by Jimmy
Jimmy is Hanley.
the lad who took the part of Charles
Bickford as a youth in The Red wagon. Now he
tells me he has a contract to play opposite the
fourteen-year-old Nova Pilbeam in Little Friend
for Gaumont -British
Well, if they can escape the appalling danger of
the
well. Big Swelled Head, they should both do pretty
The Cast is Right
Also on the floor at B.I. P. is Over the Garden
Wall, the new starring vehicle for Bobbie
Howes and Marian Marsh.
(Continued
38)
This is called
a "comedyon page
with music,"
which is
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I'M TERRIFIED OF CATCHING
THE THREADS OF THESE
STOCKINGS— MY HANDS GET SO
ROUGH IN WINTER. I DO ENVY
YOURS, KAY. THEY'RE AS
SMOOTH
AS SILK.

reveals

her

Beauty

Weekly

Secret

THE world-famous skin specialist, Dr.
Kromayer of Berlin, says, " with 'Vaseline*
Jelly the skin again becomes soft and pliable."
It supplies naturally the oil your skin needs.
Begin tonight. At bedtime rub it well in, then
wipe clean. The pure oils sink deep into your
skin, healing and soothing while you sleep.
Another good reason why you should keep
" Vaseline" Jelly in the house — it shuts out infection from cuts, burns, abrasions. Doctors agree
it is a perfect protection. That is'why
it is used in thousands of hospitals.
Chesebrough Manufacturing Co.
Cons'd., Victoria Road, Willesden,
London, N.W.io.
Trad*
Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly

Mark

1^

fr STOP
f THAT COLD

^%
IN

THE TIME
f HALF
Deep seated colds start to go after
the first spoonful of Galloway s
It's the same
with coughsGalloway's means complete
recovery in next to
no time.

THAT'S what Clark's "Anchor" FLOX does
your embroidery
live! The
fulltostitches
stand out —inmakes
bold it
relief.
The
brilliant colors lend a gay, vivacious note.
And because this silky, substantial thread "fills
up" the
so quickly,
do
work inyou'll
half find it will help you to
the time. Ask at your
usual thread counter
for
Clark'sthe"Anchor"
FLOX—
brilliant
broidery.for bold emthread

Is surd by
FXA9/85
J. C~ P. Coats Ltd.

ANCHOR
Clark's

|

FILOSHEEN
The best thread for^jj
'H- matched.
. Fills up neatly,
mending stockings.
Easily^i
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VERY

REFRESHING
Premier 6? Double Bath Size 10?
Baby Soap 7 •
3- tab. box ot Baby Soap with Free Bib - 1/9?
VINOLIA CO.. LTD.. LONDON
P.V 270 B - 228

CILOREAL
FOR FASCINATING
LASHES & EYEBROWS
CILOREAL
complete
with Eye
ette and Palfull
instructions.
POST
FREE
or4from
- hifh/
class Chemists and Hairdressers.

No need to spend time each day
with Eyebrow Pencils and other
Cosmetics. Get CILOREAL and
in a few minutes you can permanently tint your Eyebrows
and Lashes so that they will be
the envy of all your friends.
Descriptive
C.
Nestle &folder
Co. sent
Ltd..on 3.request
Cilorealto
House. 48. South Molton Street, W.I

Hoarse
?
You need
/411enburys

Vas^PASTILLES
Your Chemist
stocks them
4d. per oz.
In Tins
2-ozs. 8d.
4-ozs. 1/3
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another
chorus."I, for
But,one,to
make up way
for of
thesaying
lack of"ain't
chorusno (which
wouldn't shed a single tear for, anyway) oblige
me by taking a flying squint at the cast.
Margaret Bannerman, to kick off with. No, I
agree with you, the films have not done right by
our Margaret.
She was in the ill-fated Lily Christine.
She was in the ill-fated Two White I/
Arms.
In neither of these did she show to
/
any particular advantage, poor lamb —
yet she is one of the most beautiful
creatures on the stage, and a very
clever actress as well.
Perhaps John Daumery will treat
her better than her other directors
have.
I like John Daumery very much.
Whether he is more French than
American or more American than
French I have never been able to discover, but he is very long and very
lean and a little stooping, and wears a
beret and the baggiest of baggy bags.
A fragment of chewing-gum completes his outfit; but I liked him better
when he used to direct at Teddington,
because there he wore his shootingscript dangling before him like a
sporran, secured to the second button
of his trench-coat (it was terribly cold
at Teddington in winter) by a length
of very knotted string.
A most amiable, courteous fellow,
and a director who can be relied upon to extract
the full value from his material.
Wandering Wenny
But to return to the cast. Behold, the prodigal
has returned — Henry Wenman, who tickled
usWatch,
all to pieces
with his
Og " in(I The
Middlein
and who
was" Marine
last seen
think)
Bachelor's Babies over a year ago.
Then he went away to Australia to visit a
brother who is in the theatre business, and his
going " impoverished the public stock of harmless
pleasure," as Samuel Johnson said about Garrick.
I'm glad he's come back to us. We need all our
first-class
of 'em. character actors, and "Wenny" is one
Then there are Viola Lyell, who is one of the
sweetest people I know as well as being a very
clever comedienne, and Bertha Belmore, who was
in Happy. Oh, and "Mary Sheridan — tall, dark, and
Eton-cropped
much
too long.— whom I haven't seen in films for
Yes, this is a cast.
Two Ends

now playing
Joyce
Kirby,
in "Everthe spirit of
green"daintily portrays
tine's Day.
St. Valen-

Bouchier, who seems to me (I may be wrong)
to have lost- much of her pep since she lost
I was
"in
at
the
death"
of
two
films
at
Elstree
this week, and in different studios. I saw the her Chili.
last scene being shot of Contraband, and the last
And Cyril Smith, who was the bus-driver in
one
of the
Sydney Howard picture. It's a Cop, at Friday the Thirteenth. So you see, we have every
British
& Dominions.
right to expect a good show for our money.
In the latter they were doing some realistic
"Limehouse" stuff, with a most convincing river- That Hoodoo
side scene built in the studio. There's practically
By the way, do you remember some weeks ago
no
scene the
theycamera
can't reproduce
deceive
nowadays. so realistically as to
my telling you that B.I. P. had decided to
But the picture doesn't keep mugging about produce Dubarry in the teeth of all the talk about
among
the ships-chandlers and old barrel-staves of it's being a " hoodoo 'ed " film ?
Limehouse.
Nonsense ! said hard-headed, practical B.I. P.
But listen, boys and girls. It may be just coinciNo, sir !
dence, but . . .
There's a thrilling motor-car chase, ending
Sutherland, the Hollywood director, was
at the Barn — which, in case you don't know, to Eddie
have
come over to direct the film at Elstree, but
is the new super-roadhouse on the Welwyn
a motor-accident,
involving a broken rib, preBy-pass,
vented him.
studios. only about a mile from the Elstree
No use pointing out to the superstitious ones
that the accident occurred years ago, probably
Rolling, and How
before Dubarry was thought of as a subject for a
Here, in order to shove in something really new film.
in the way of roadhouse entertainment,
They simply say "Yes, but it's only just
director Maclean Rogers incorporated some very developed
complications," and then they pick up
clever roller-skating by a team of trick skaters, a pin and walk round a ladder with their eyes
who do the most hair-raising things without, so to crossed and touch a button and thank goodness
speak, raising a hair.
haven't anything to do with such a Jonah of
Garry Marsh is in this film. I wondered when athey
film.
So
poor Eddie Sutherland lies in his little white
we were to see Garry again. I hadn't seen him
cot in the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital in Hollysince
Falling
for
You,
when
he
played
"Sausage,"
the German princeling.
wood (even the institutions have ballyhoo names
Also there is Donald Calthrop, whom I have yet there), hugging his rib and wondering whether
to see giving a poor performance. And Dorothy they'll start without him.
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Wonderful HERBAL Ointment
That Soothes, Softens & Heals the Skin
12 SHAMPOOS

your skin feels
IMMEDIATELY
rough, sore, or chapped, or you have
chilblains or cold-sores, apply Zam-Buk.
This refined herbal ointment supplies
the skin's shortage of natural oil — it
soothes smarting pain, allays inflammation and irritation, reduces swelling
and grows new, healthy skin.
Mr. R. Doe of Bridge Road, Gissing, Norfolk,
says: — "During the Winter months my wife and I
suffered with dreadful chilblains and cold-sores. The
places were very painful and swollen. They often
discharged, too. We found Zam-Buk a splendid
remedy. This ointment gave us quick relief from the
pain and protected us against the raw weather."

from

AMAMI
5. With
Camomile.
shades No.
of fair
hair.
& For
AMAMI No. 7. Camomile Application
and Shampoo.
An application
to preserve the light shades
of the hair
and
to restore fairness. And a sham- f. A
AMAMI
No.hair.
9. Tar antiseptic. For w*J»
hair
poo for isfairscurfy,
which
breaking, brittle, very
oily
and
generally
in
poor
condition.
Has a most soothing effect on f%e\
tender scalps.
AMAMI SPECIAL HENNA. Makes
brown hair a rich bronze or a
reddish chestnut shade, as LA
SHAMPOO. In bottles, £(J(
OU*
AMAMI
LIQUID PINETAR TONIC
desired.

Sets

and five other varieties.
From all chemists and hairdressers.

deep

PATTERNS
for 6*
6 Wave-Settings

CM©
LINGERIE RIBBONS
Send for your copy of this leaflet showing
actual patterns of dainty ribbons specially
woven to meet the needs of modern
lingerie. The colours aie charming and
absolutely fast.
POST THE COUPON BELOW.
To J. * I. CASH LTD. (Dept. RJC. 9), COVENTRY
■| containing
Pleue tend
a FREE copy of "Cash\ Ribbon Leaflet
actualmepatterns.
Name
I Address
■

1^

to

medium choose
dark mar. £ £<J^
AM AM I No. i. With Henna. For dark
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FREE
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What

Do You Think?

In

Letters from our Readers

Defence

of

Crooners

A Big Bouquet for Bing

Why
men
love
I asked 100 mea, many of them millionaires, what they loved most in woman. 9
out of 10 said they prefer to all else a
clear, white, soft skin. Thanks to a new
discovery it is now possible for any woman
to have the beauty that attracts men, at
very little cost or trouble. The new Creme
Tokalon is guaranteed to rejuvenate, nourish and clear your skin, or your money
will be refunded. Use it for 3 days and
nights and you will be amazed at the
results. It never fails in any case.

A
ing.

SHORT time ago a certain film
critic, in a very original but equally
silly moment, decided to criticise
that very popular type of singing
which is inadequately called croon-

" All the other ' critics/ in sheep-like manner,
followed their leader. Now Bing Crosby, the
King of Crooners,
who is also a very
good actor, is being
attacked through his
latest picture, Going
Hollywood.
" Film critics do
not think it possible
for any lady to fall
INJUDICIOUS
in love with the voice
of a crooner. I think
SLIMMING
it equally, if not
more so, impossible
for a lady to fall in
IS DANGEROUS
love with an opera
Read the warnings of the Medical Profession voice, which gives
the microphone a
chronic headache.
"A Direct Cause of Much
"The critics have
acted very unwisely,
Tuberculosis "
Bing Crosby
A well-known medical authority speaking at an important
conference recently said : " A great increase in Tuberculosis for anything that is
amongst
women,
especially
of
the
ages
from
twenty
to
twentyfive, is directly due to improper dieting with the object of popular with the
majority of the public
s limming."
is bound to be good, and crooning (I hate to
" PATIENTS— ESPECIALLY
use the word) certainly is very popular." —
A Chapman, Front Street, Burnham Market,
WOMEN"
Norfolk, who wins the first prize of £1. 1. o.
YOUNG
And here is another warning by an equally highly-placed
[Personally, I am a candidate for the office of
doctor.
cheer leader for any movement for the suppression
"As
a
result
of
injudicious
slimming
the
consulting-rooms
of many doctors, particularly in the West End, were visited by of screen crooners. But if Bing Crosby is the answer
patients, especially women."
I toA. disagree
?] and the maiden's prayer, who am
Chapman's
THERE IS A SAFE, SURE AND EXHILARATING to
METHOD OF SLIMMING WITHOUT DIETING, IN
THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM.
The Thor Electric Auto Juvenator Exerciser gives you the "HPhanks for the graceful tribute paid in this
full benefit of expert massaging,
A journal by Malcolm Phillips to those lesser
a safe method of removing super- known — by name — but most appreciated old
fluous flesh. It is an ideal substitute for the most invigorating troupers that he rightly calls ' The people who are
outdoor exer- the real atmosphere and backbone of the movies.'
"Without them the stars could not shine so
cises. Stimulates circulation,
skin and nerves. brightly, our enjoyment of the picture could not be
half
so much ; and how many times have these loyal
Removes excessive abdo- supporters saved a poor picture and a lazy star?
minal fat. Slenderises
"The stars owe no small part of their success
and beautifies the figure
to the faithful co-operation of these great — but
generally.
Banishes
constipation, liverish- not in name — performers. It would be refreshing
ness,
sleepiness.
tc hear more about these people who are the
Assists digestion.
substance of the shadows, and a little less about
Very helpful
in
cases
of
rheumatism and acidity, lack of the 'stars' of whom we already know rather more
exercise, excesses of eating,
drinking,
etc., exercise.
stiffness after than they do of themselves." — Bernard Heath,
unaccustomed
49 Hertford Road, Brighton.
Wakes up sleepy, tired bodies
[I am glad to publish this letter as it gives me an
to new vim and vigour.
opportunity to apologise for an error in a caption
THE

AUTO

EXERCISER
Hurley
Machine Co.
(England), Ltd.,
55/59, Oxford Street,
London, W.I.
Please send particulars of Thor Electric
your is
"pay as you use terms." The
voltage ofJuvenator,
my electricandsupply

Name.
Address .

in theappeared
article concerned,
by which
Oscar Fields.]
Apfel's
name
under a picture
of Stanley
"Tn the film world, a certain set of ideas concernA ing players, etc., seems to exist — ideas which
might be termed 'accepted facts.' For example,
do filmgoers really believe that :
"(1) Greta Garbo is a woman of mystery? Is
she any more 'mysterious' than Janet Gaynor?
"(2) William Powell cannot appear in a film
without giving a 'polished' performance?
"(3) All young British actresses who accept
Hollywood contracts are ruining their careers '
" (4) Every Continental film is a perfect example
of ' screen art ' ?
"(5) John Gilbert is the 'screen's greatest
lover
' ? A certain
half-dozen
players? always 'steal'
the"(6)
pictures
in which
they appear
"(7) Every raw chorus girl signed on is "a
potential
the firstmore
magnitude
' ? ridiculous
"There star
are ofscores
of these
'accepted
facts,'
most
of
them
based
slender foundations, and the majority of on
themvery
on

no foundations at all. It is almost regarded a
heresy
to breathe
— L. P..13,Perry
91 Trafalgar
Road, against
Moseley, them."
Birmingham,
who
is awarded the second prize of 10s. 6d.
[Certainly many of those "accepted facts" have
been overworked by the publicity departments.']
Stage versus Screen
" TLJT p toto the
two years
ago and
I was considered
a frequent myself
visitor
theatre,
capable of judging a good play when I saw one.
"During the last two years I have become a
regular film-goer, and have had many arguments
regarding
'Stage ago
v. Screen.'
"Two weeks
I saw Ivor Novello's play
Proscenium.
"To my surprise I found this play dragged,
although I must say that it was really a good
production and charmingly acted. I have no fault
to find with the story or the players, but I was
bored by the 'curtains' and the intervals, and it
took me nearly two acts to get accustomed to the
stage movements.
"Everything seemed so slow.
"Two years ago I would have argued this as
impossible, as I always thought that films were
one.]
much slower than stage plays; now everything
seems vice-versa. What do others think ? " —
Olive Rolfe, 20 Ashurst Drive, Ilford, Essex.
[I think your experience is a more or less general
"rT*he Hollywood trick of making their stars
A play under their- own names (whatever the
role may be) strikes me as very regrettable.
"Thelma Todd is an example. In two pictures,
of entirely different types, she was addressed as
Thelma Todd. Apart from being misleading, this
weakened the plot, and destroyed all sense of
realism.
" Again, Miss Zasu Pitts often plays in a screen
story under her own name. Other considerations
apart, she is inimitably Zasu Pitts, without having
to be labelled.
"Anyone who has a definite part to play loses
conviction if they persist in being themselves.
"It is a mere exploiting of personalities that
lowers the kinema as a serious art medium." —
F. W. Wheeler, 49 Avondale Road, Lancaster.
[There are pictures in which the use by players of
their own names is permissible, but artistically your
complaint is sound. Picturegoer has, more than
once, condemned this exploitation of names.]
" Qo they are going to change not only the
O name,
but this
also with
the regret;
personality,
of 'Ginger'
Rogers.
I read
we have
too few
comediennes and too many heavily dramatic
actresses.
"The public approves of her as she is, so why
run the risk of a box-office flop? Is it that they
think a popular actress loses dignity by remaining
a comedienne. Whatever the reason, I think it
is a mistake ; they can surely get variety into their
roles without changing their personality. — Walter
Baynes, 12 New City Road, Plaistow, London, E.13.
[/ cannot recall a case where the stunt of changing
the
name or "personality" of an established star has
the fans.]
produced profitable results either for the studicr- or
1
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interestpublished
week.ing letters
Letters
shouldeach
be
written on one side of the
paper only
and should
exceed
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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mm
stars
<P!f
^ ^M^sentb your home on ffiEE Approval/
Wear Uu type o!
■hoes wood's
that1»vouredHolly!«W
an
— ityles
new, wearinc
intricoing,
and
original — which will
give yon
and that
smartairneatbyo!
sochic
desired
themuchdiscerning
woman.wood ShoeTheCo.Hollyoffer
yon
a wide
wonderful
rangeandol
shoes, worn
in theby exact
styles
your
film favourites.
Owing mensetoturnover,
an itim-1*
possible
you
these shoesto offer
at prices
mil DTONT// FASCINATING/// which
are
considerably leas than
would ithave
to pay whether
were you to could
buy them
the usual
way, you
although
is doubtful
obtainIn
thaw
exclusive
styles conveniently
from anyyouother
quarter.
Prices range from 10s. 9d. upwards. On receipt ol a postcard,
stating
or shade
we shallsite,be type
glad oftoheel,
send andyoucolour
a sample
sat ofof shoe
shoes required,
on free
approral
toname
your and
own address
home. andSendyonnowillmoney.
Simply
let us
havs
your
receive
the
shoes
return. Then in your own time yon can make a leisurely choiceby
of what you require. If you do not wish to make any purchase,
simply return the shoes to us and the matter is at an end.
Write to-night :—

IIC1COTH

Have
tried

ilRHI,

HID*

you
the
famous

Don't
spoil

"My
Secret"
Beauty
Aids?
0$ not you have so far missed a wonderful
new experience, for "My Secret" Powder
Lipstick, elatiRouge,
as a first
revon to those Perfume,
who use etc.,
them come
for the
time. Such exquisite quality and such value
have never before been offered. Made from
the formulas of the famous Lesourd Pivert of
Paris, these beauty aids are unsurpassed for
quality and charm. Powder (Matt finish),
*T*
~1 The
Lipstick
and Rouge,
/- each.
tPfl.
Perfume,
I/-, 6d.
2/6& Iand
5/- *

of

stains
your

teeth
MADE IN
ENGLAND

Colgate's cleans teeth beautifully, brilliantly, completely
1— because Colgate's has TWO cleansing actions. First,
an emulsive action that loosens, washes away many
of the stains. Second, a safe, gentle, polishing action,
that promptly rubs away whatever stains are left.
What a difference these TWO cleansing actions can
make. See this difference reflected in your own mirror.

BEAUTILASH
Oruw>
Long.Bociety
Silk)- ETELA8HK8
that bewitching
Used by
Women and and
FilmgivesStars.
Also actslook.as
Eye Shadow.
3 months' sncalj. is t«t int. Send to-day.
. Ultra-Modem
y Specialist,
t BAKESCuUure.
ST., LONDON, W.
Lecturer
to LondonBeautAcademy
of Brant*
A

beauty

7

Many toothpastes fail to remove all 7 stains — because
they have only one kind of cleansing action. And all
stains simply will not yield to any one action !

WOMAN'S GREATEST CHARM AND THE
WINDOWS OF HER SOUL ARE HER EYES

HAD

the

Who would think that such a simple thing as an apple
could put stains on teeth ! Yet apples do. And so do all
the other foods we eat. All told, our daily diet leaves 7
different kinds of stains on teeth.

Ask at your usual shop or send P.O. to
LESOURD PIVERT, Perfumers,
(P.2) Park Crescent, Clapham. S.W.4

SHE

the

let

THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1 . Meats and other proteins.
4- Sweets
2. Cereals and other starchy
5. Fruits.
foods.
6. Beverages.
3. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

COLD-SO

SHE

"I'm so glad you
SHAMPOOED
HER

HAIR

told me about
Icilma Hair

You can shampoo your hair
quickly and thoroughly
without wetting — if you use
Icilma Hair Powder. Simply
sprinkle a little into the hair
and brush it out again. It

Powder."

only
takes your
ten hair
minutes
and
ever —so
soft leaves
and glossy.

HAIR POWDER
for a quick Dry Shampoo
Box of 7
each.
ICS>D e-4 i e

each J
'/* *D
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FREE

MEN

Let

George

Do

It

i

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c\o The PlCturegoer Weekly. When a reply
by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
B. B. (Hampstead, N.W.2).— <1) Write to
Bing Crosby c/o Paramount Studios, 5,451
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California ;
and toionsJack
British
& DominStudios,Buchanan
Boreham c/o
Wood,
Elstree,
Herts.
(2)
Your
letter
has
been
forwarded
to The
Picturecoer Post Card Salon.
3

Free
FOR ALL WHO

Gifts
DESIRE

Interested
(Leeds).
Tamara
films
are Falling
For —You(1) and
Jack Desni's
Ahoy.
(2) Write to her c/o Gaumont-Britisb Studios,
Lime Grove,
Shepherd's 13 ush,
W. 12if
asking
for aforphotograph.
I doLondon.
not know
she
charges
them.

Hair

M. H. (Walton-on-Thames). — What Price
Glory was shown in this country in 1928.

Beautiful
A famous Hairdressing expert writes:—
42 Albemarle St., London, W.
Dear Sirs, — No style of hairdressing can
be a success without superbly healthy hair.
Especially is this so with regard to a Frizewinning Hairdressing Style such as is
shown. I always advise ladies to use the so
wonderful "Harlene." If men, too, would
only use "Harlene" they would not be worried
by baldness and thinning hair. T. Renato.
Every reader is fortunate in being invited to test " Harlene-Hair-Drill " Free
of Charge. Just choose which 3 "Harlene"
Preparations you would like from the list
below and send the Coupon without delay.
1 'HARLENE'
HAIR GROWER { TONIC
No man or woman need fear Hair
Poverty while they use "Harlene."
For
the Roots—
true liquid
FOOD"Harlene"
for the isHarr
the
Champagne-like reviver of every
Hair Shaft. "Harlene-Hair-Drill"
takes only two minutes a day, yet
in that short time it performs
wonders. Bald Patches become
covered with a healthy growth.
Thin, skimpy, dull hair grows daily
in luxuriance and strength. Harsh,
brittle hair becomes marvellously
fine in texture, soft to the touch,
attractive and alluring to the eye.
Those
who heads
use ' 'ofHarlene
" possess
wonderful
hair which
are
admired by all! i/iyt, 2/9 and
4/9 per bottle. From all chemists.
2 'CREMEX' SHAMPOO
Provides a wealth of super-cleansing, super-beneficial creamy lather,
restoring the silken sheen and lustre
so much desired. Complete with
FREE Burnishing Rinse. All
chemists. 1/6 per Box of 7 Shampoos (single Sachets 3d. each).

4
'HARLENE'
Wave- Setting Lotion
A veritable
boon for
to
ladies.
Keeps "economy"
waves in place
long periods and makes them deep
and entrancingly beautiful. Saves
£££* on Hair- Waving Bills. 1/3
per bottle. POPULAR SIZE 7 yxd.
5 'HARLENE* Camomile
Golden Hair Wash
A dainty preparation for the
Blonde. Imparts a glorious " lightgold
sunshine
to fair
that "has
become touch
dull and
losthair
its
tone. 1/3, 3/- and 5/- per bottle.
6 • ASTOL' Hair Colour
Restorer
Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured and Faded Hair -even if
of
many
years' . standing. A real
co\o\ix-reslorcUive
3/- and 5 /-per bottle Popular Sizt 1,9

SAMPLE COUPON
On receipt of this Coupon
(postage 1 '/id.) and fourpence in
stamps to cover the cost of
postage and packing a set of
any
samples3 and" Harlene-Hair-Drill
a Manual ol Instruc-"
tions will be sent to any address
in the United Kingdom. State
which numbers are required.
3'UZON'BRILLIANTINE
Attach coupon to a plain sheet of
Should be used by all who wish
paper
address. bearing your name and
to add that final polish and finish.
Keeps the hair in position all day.
HOWARDS HARLENE, LTD.
All chemists. In Liquid or Solidified
(1.141), 20, Lamb s Conduit 81
Form. 1/1 '/i and 2/9 per bottle, or
mmmm^mm London, W.C.,^^^^^
1/3 per tin.
and Starts, or direct en receipt of Price,
' Harlene " Preparations are obtainable
all Chemists
the British Islet.
Pott Freefromwithin

Inquisitive 16 (Kcngoed). — (1) Herewith
cast
F.P.I Fen
; Ellissen
— Conrad
Veidt;
Droste,of— Leslie
ton; Claire
— Jill Esmond;
Lubin — George Merritt ; Photographer —
Donald Calthrop; First Officer — Warwick
Ward; Matthias — Nicholas Hannen; Konrad
— William Freshman; Doctor — Dr. Phillip
Manning. (2) Addresses : Leslie Fen ton,
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, California; Richard Barthelmess, c/o
Warners-First National Studios, Bur hank,
California; Eric Linden, c/o RKO Studios,
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California;
and John Boles, c/o Fox Studios, Beverly
Hills, California. (3) Richard Barthelmess
was born May 9, 1895; married (a) Mary
Hay, (b)wasMrs.
(4) Eric
Linden
born Jessica
in 1911, Sargeant.
and is not married.
(5) John Boles was born on October 28, 1900,
and is married to Marceline Dobbs. (6)
Leslie Fenton was born on March 12, 1903,
and is married to Ann Dvorak.
(Peterboro").
— Write
to Gene
Gene Gerrard
Gerrard Fan
c/o British
International
Studios, Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts,
asking him for a signed photograph. I do
not know if he charges for them.
Bitter Graavey
Sweet Fan
Femand
played(Southampton).
opposite Anna—
Neagle in the British film Bitter .Street.
The Three Nibs (Leeds).— <1) Conway
Tearle
played jers
opposite
Winnie Lightner in
The
ofonBroadway.
ArlenGoldwasDig,born
September(2)I,Richard
1899,
is married to Jobyrta Ralston, and has one
baby son, Richard Ralston Arlen. (3) Your
request is in picture form on this page.
— John
Wayne: The
will Big
be
26 Telegraph
this year. Trail.
Pictures
include
Trail, Girls Demand Excitement, Three Girls
Last, Arizona, Men Are Like That, Range
Feud, Maker of Men, Ride Him Cotcboy,
Texas Cyclone, The Big Stampede, Baby Face,
and The Man from Monterey. Write to
him c/o Columbia Studios, 1,438 Gower
Street, Hollywood, California.
R. H. (Barton) and PlCTVREGOER (Tufnell
Park).
(1) RKO
Addresses
as follows
Tom
Keene,— c/o
Radio Studios,
780 :Gower
Street, Hollywood, California; Tom Tyler,
Ken Maynard, and Buck Jones, c/o Universal
Studios, Universal City, California; Kent
Taylor and Lona Andre, c/o Paramount
Studios, 5,451 Marathon Street, Hollywood,
California; Sally Blane and Dorothy Wilson,
c/o Columbia Studios, 1,438 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California; Barbara Weeks, c/o
United Artists Studio, 1 ,041 North Formosa
Avenue, Hollywood, California; Ruby Keelcr
and Joan Blonddl, c/o Warner Bros. Studios,
Hurbank. California. (2) Cost of postage to
America is 1 ,d. for the first ounce.
C T. (Barking).— (1) Herewith the cast of
Gold Diggers of 1933 : J. Lawrence— Warren
William;
Carol— JoanPolly—
Biondell;
Aline MacMahon;
Ruby Tririe
Keeler;—
Brad— Dick Powell ; Peabody— Guy Kibbee;
Barney — Ned Sparks; Fay— -Ginger Rogers;
Don — Clarence Nordstrom; Dance Director
- -Robert Agnew ; Eddie — Tammany Young ;
Messenger BoyGottschalk.
— Sterling Holkwray
j Clubman
—Ferdinand
(2) Address
Dick
Powell c/o Warner Bros. Studios, Hurbank,
California. (3) The song hits of this film
were " Pettin" in the Park," " Shadow
Wahx,"
" We're in" Remember
the Money."My " Forgotten
I've Got toMan,"
Sing
a Torch Song."

Mary Carlisle is a native of America.
She is 5 ft. 4 in. tall, with fair hair
and blue eyes. Mary's films include
"Grand Hotel," "Justice for Sale,"
"College Humour," " Ladies Must
Love" and "Girl of My Dreams."
An Interested Film Fan (Manchester). —
(1) Ramon Novarro was born at Durango,
Mexico, on February 6, 1899; real name,
Ramon Gil Sameniegos; black hair and
brown eyes ; 5 ft. 8 in. tall ; unmarried ; hobby,
music
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Address
Culver City,
California. (2) Mitxi
Green will be 14 on October 20; she is a
native of New York and has brown hair and
eyes. Address her c/o Paramount Studios,
5,451 Marathon Street, Hollywood, California. (3) Gracie Fields was bora at
Rochdale on January 9, 1898; 5 ft. 7 in. tall,
auburn hair, and hazel eyes; married Archie
Pitt. Address her c/o Associated Radio
Pictures, Ealing Green, London, W.5. (4)
You pronounce Ramon Novarro exactly as
it is spelled and Greta as Gretta.
VAGABOND
Jim (South
Africa).—films
Irene :
Dunne
has appeared
in the following
Leatherneching, Cimarron, Bachelor Apartment, Married in Haste, The Great Lover,
The
Melody
Life,TheBack
Street,
Thirteen
Women,
The ofAce,
Silver
Chord,
Ann
Vickers, Behold We Live, and Afy Gal Sal.
Address her c/o RKO Radio Studios, 780
Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
— Of that
courseis my1 doname.
not
mindP. S.you(London,
calling meW.2).
George;
(1)
Herewith
a
list
of
the
awards
of
the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
— 1927-28, actress, Jsnet Gaynor, for
Seventh Heaven, Street Angel, and Sunrise;
actor, Emil Jannings, for Way of All Flesh
and The Last Command. 1928-29, actress,
Mary Pickford, for Coquette; actor, Warner
Baxter, Norma
for InShearer,
Old Arizona.
1929-30.
actress.
for The Divorcee;
actor, George
for Disraeli.
1930-31,
actress,
Marie Arliss,
Dressier,
for Min and
Bill;
actor, Lionel Barry more, for A Free Soul.
1931-32, actress, Helen Hayes, for Lullaby
(The Sin of Madrlon CUmdet); actor, Fredric
March,
for Dr. JekyU
Special
award, Wallace
BeeryandinMr.TheHyde.
Champ.
(2)
Baby
Le
Roy's
real
name
is
Lcroy
Winebrenncr ; his parents separated just before he
was bom on May 12, 1932. Pictures include
Bedtime Story, Tilly and Gus, Alice m
Wonderland, and Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen.
(3)
Ann Harding's: When
birthday
falls Meet,
on August
7.
Latest
Ladies
Double
Harness,pictures
and Gallant l.itdy.
Thank you
for
your good wishes.
P. S. L. (West Calder).— (1) Evelyn Knapp
was
GeorgeCalamity.
Arliss 'i (2)
screen
A Successful
Charlesdaughter
1 juightonin
played
the
role
of
Sir
William
Porterhouse
in The (Ma Dark Haute. (3) From your
description, I think the film you mean is
For the Lot<* of Mike, starring Bobby Howes
and Constance Shorter.
Anxious to Know (Canterbury). — <1)
Write to Jean Harlow c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer
Studios, Hepburn
Culver City.c/oCalifornia,
and
to Katharine
RKO Radio
Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
California. (2) Kltssa Landi is married to
J. C. Uwrrncr, they have no ch ildirn. I
am
glad you enjoy my page in Taat
PlcTtmariOBi.
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Hands

you

cry

could

over
so chapped
so red

CLYMIEL
soothes

back

JELLY
to comfort

Shrinking, wincing hands with thin skin easily inflamed and
roughened, cry out for Glymiel Jelly. Glymiel Jelly smooths
away chapped roughnesses, closes painful little cracks, feeds driedup skin. Glymiel Jeily keeps hands romantically soft and smooth.
Give your poor sensitive hands a Glymiel Jelly beauty treatment
to-night and every time you wash. Then your hands keep comfortable, look lovely, always.
No other preparation can do wbat Glymiel Jelly does.
Glymiel Jelly contains special softening and beautifying ingredients and is made by a process that cannot be copied.
You can try Glymiel Jelly for as little as 3d.

CLYM
\£LJe//y
TUBES
3d...6d ..!/•
DECORATIVE JARS 2'6
And just as Glymiel Jelly gives your bands lasting charm and
beauty, so Glymiel Face Cream (Lilac Blossom) gives delicate
charm and beauty to your complexion. Buy a tube to-day
from your chemist. Price 6d.
ENTIRE

LY

BRITISH
CONSTIPATION

Take

this

dependable
for

pleasant,
laxative

THOROUGH

Weekly

The KEW
Invisible Foundation
. . . slender and unconcerned about unruly
curves ? Or, are contours getting out of
hand? These flexible featherweight foundations will retain youthful lines, and coax
them back where they have got lost. Worn
by a full figure under or over the ordinary
Corset, a ' Youthiform ' gives added control.
Quite invisible
no bones:
seamless
: so soft.in wear:
Wear them
next
to the skin. Made of the exclusive
'fabric.
Liberty ' Wonderweave clastic
In several qualities
5/6 up.
In from
' Youihi/i
Brassieres

R0LL-0NS
.
Corselettes. Girdles & Brassieres
ASK YOUR DRAPER FOR THEM
If unable to obtain, write direct to
' Liberty-land,' Market Harborougb, for
name of nearest stockist.

Thisyour
amazing
M ^BS
enables
you andto
set
waves,newat anyclipptime,
quickly
easily.
Simply
damp
the
hair
(or
use
setting lotion) and K
apply the clip. waves
X
Remove
whenV e
SisE
hair
dry. The
Secret is in the
special TEETH
new form
of
SETTING.
From Hairdressers
and Stores, includHarrods. Selfridges.ing AlsoTimothy
Ifunobta
Jarrett

SAFE

RELIEF!

Feen-a-minl does not gripe ; it works
naturally, safely, thoroughly, without
over-action. Take this dependable
way to banish constipation. Children
especially love its fresh, mint flavour!

(2CLIPS)
ALWAYS

AMAMI
NAIL
VARNISH— 6d.
Complete Manicure Sets, 6d., 1/3, 3/6.

a mint
for the whole family
Obtainable at all chemists t/3 a box
n Send your name and
SAMPLE.
ee
FFREE
address and 1 id. in stamps (to cover postWhite's H3,
Laboratories
Ltd..
(Dept.age)C.I.to: ),
Thames House.
Westminster S.W 1
1
FEEN-A-MINT brand CHEWING CONFECTION,
WITH LAXATIVE PROPERTIES,
jf> D.
IS NOW OBTAINABLE
IN THE
POPULAR
\# SIZE

Beautifularewell-defined
wa*es
the result.

M. CARD
J^**/**J\/
if.™

AMD

RE-SETTER

Magnetic, Alluring
EYES
A
wonderful
new discoTerythree-quarter*
which nude
4
I my
of aneyelashes
inch ! Hugrowgivennearly
hundreds of women
Mr*. SteUinf't Lo—ip sYy*s ■* long,
dark,
thick, luxurious unlike
eyelashes.
guaranteed
other preparations. Brings ail tiring,Rapid,
upcurling
lashes in harmless,
a month. Completeall
outfit, 3/6. Includes FREE, my famous Beauty Eye-drill MoremenU,
sold
3/6. 08adopted
by famous
stars. Write— sirs. Lionel Stabbing.
Dept. atP.O.,
Dean Road,
London,filmN.W.3.
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DOWN

TO

FINGERTIPS

he

OW frequently it is said, " Yes, she's very beautiful, but ." It is
the attention to the minute details which count; and a girl's hands are
ai> infallible guide. You must be beautiful — right down to your finger-tips
— and there is no better way to ensure this than by the use of the famous
" Kraska " -Nail Polish, which is used by Royalty. " Kraska " is easily and
instantly applied, withstands the action of soap and water, yet is speedily
removed by " Kraska " Polish Remover. It is most economical and by far
the best polish for the nails. Every bottle includes brush for application.
" KRASKA" POLISH REMOVER
Instantly removes polish. Just a touch and then wipe off. I/" KRASKA" CUTICLE REMOVER
Supplied with patent Cuticle Extractor. I/- and 1/9
"KRASKA" NAIL POLISH
is made in 25 fascinating colours.
Blanche, Naturelle, Rosee, Double Rosee, Quadruple Rosee,
Deep Quadruple Rosee, Coral, Deep Coral, Chinese Lake,
Deep Chinese Lake, Orange, •Pearl, 'Rose Pearl, 'Gold.
•Silver, Ruby, Deep Ruby, Black, Blue, Green, Tango-Coral,
Deep Tango-Coral, etc
Prices I/-. I/* and 1/t per bottle.
•In 1/6 and 1/6 sizes only.

Kraska
Obtainable from all Chemists. Hairdressers and Stores, and
branches of Boots the Chemists.
" KRASKOL" for under-arm hygiene. Odourless, safe,
antiseptic; a preventative and
of perspiration
evils.
I/- and 16
In

Ciiiicura
Talcum
Sin»itu>M and Cool*
How

important it is to complete

the toilet with a fragrant, antiseptic powder ! After a cleansing
with t ulicura Son p. a light
application of < uiUura
Talcum will add the finishing
touch to your toilet.
Talcum I*. 3d.
44

Sold at all chemiatt.

made

a

"GRAND
SLAM"
If
you
saw
Helen
Vinson
in
Grand !SlamAnd"
you will agree that she scored "heavily
now "The Picturegoer" Salon has scored with
her
portrait
1 That's
beauty of
thesecharming
sepia glossy
postcards,
new theseries.
They
bring
out
crciy
characteristic
feature.no
No wonder these postcards are so popular,
wonder so many collectors take a delight in
showing
to their friends. Choose yours
from the them
list below.
4FR
EE
f POSTCARD ALBUM
5
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2^6 dozen. On subsequent orders you
will receive
substantial discounts
as well
as many
Club
privileges.
Choosesepia
your flossy
" Cards"
from list
Rich
Postcards
3d. below.
each
—2/6 dot. On sale to all. Full list on
request. Taiuari Oeaat
Clark Gable
Henry GMfod
Greta
OarOarat
bo
John
alary
Lilian Oljmnc
Harvey
Katharine Hepburn
5
EdwardBulbert
B. Horton
Jack
Dorothy Hyson
Ursula Jeans
Butiy Keeler
Jan
F.llaaaKlepora
Land!
Ida
Luplno
Francis
Lederer
Fredric March
Herbert Marshall
Georf • Sidney
Norma
ftRait
bearer
Adrienne Ames Out Cooper Syleta
Uonel
Atwill
Randolph
Scott
Joan
Crawford
C.
Aubrey
Smith
Cimmfaiy
Orabbe
Blnnle Barnes Barter
Bios Crosby
Constance
John
Wayne
TsJa
Bh-rell
Lyle
Talbot
John
Bale*
<'arl
Briaeon
LUUn Band Marlene
Diana
Wynyard
Dietrich Mae
RolandWest
Young
Braes Cabot
To " PICTUREGOER" SALON.
86 Long
London, ofW.C.2
Please enrol
me asAcre,a member
the
"Picturegoer" Postcard Club, and send
me Membership Card and full particulars
of
discounts,
orders.
enclose
order foretc.,not onlessfuture
than one
dozenI
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price
include
with 3s.
my «d.
orderdozen.
your 5s. Please
Free
Postcard
Album.
I
enclose*
Is. extra
cover cost of postage and packing
on myto
Name
Address
gift.
Amount
*P.O.
O tsi No
■■■ 1 cover
ras risesr**"*ff
shouldandsneln—
postage Is.. extra to
Crass P.O. /and On./ asd make peyabU to
" TUB rlCTUBBOOBB."
IV. 10.1.34

ON THE SCREENS NOW-Contd.
The main interest lies in the
situation where the keeper, his
family, the ex convict, and a local
policeman are storm-bound in the
lighthouse, and in the manner they
keep the truth about the fugitive
from the latter and the adopted
daughter.
It is quite well written and acted.
•HER IMAGINARY LOVER
Warner. British. " U" certificate. Farce.
Runs 66 minutes.
Laura La Plante
Celia
Percy Marmont Lord Michael of Ware
Lady Tree
Grandma
Emily Fitzroy
Aunt Lydia
Roland Culver.. ...Raleigh-Raleigh (her son)
Bernard Xedell
Davidson
Olive Blakeney
Polly
Directed by George King from A. E. W.
Mason's novel, "Green Stockings."
A revolving
farce, transparent
in plot,
anda
round the
use of
nobleman's name for the purposes
of satisfying a snobbish aunt as to
the
qualifications
of her
imaginary
fiance. The
name niece's
turns
out to have a real owner and the
complications which follow provide
the entertainment.
Laura La Plante shows a good deal
of her old spirit as the heroine, while
Lady Tree
excellent the
as her
mother whoisinstigates
plot.grandPercy Marmont is adequate as the
nobleman whose name has been
taken in vain.
•HIS PRIVATE SECRETARY
Gaumont
Ideal. comedy.
American.Runs 62"A"minutes.
certificate.
Romantic
Evalyn Knapp
Marion
John
Wayne
Dick
Reginald
Barlow
Mr. Wallace
Natalie Kingston
Polly
Alec B. Francis
Dr. Hall
Directed by Phil Whitman.
Romantic
comedyin with
background,
whicha business
Evalyn
Knapp gives an unaffected and
spirited performance, while John
Wayne is adequate as her lover,
whose
opposition
to theira
match father's
she overcomes
by takng
job as his secretary.
It is rather old fashioned in construction and the plot is very slight.
•HER SPLENDID FOLLY
Butcher. American.
"U" 60certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Lilian Bond
/Joan McAllister
Laura Gerard
Theodore Von Eltz \ Wallace
Morley
Alexander Carr Solomon Ginsberg
Lloyd Whitlock John De Silva
J.Beryl
FrankMercer
Glendon RichardMrs.Hemingham
McAllister
Roberta Gale
Sally Lee
Frances Lee
Natalie
Louise Beavers
An astasia
Wm.
Peace
HarryBurt
ToddJustice of theWitness
Directed by William O'Connor from a story
by BUELAH POYNTER.
A identity,
story of in
a which
case ofa mistaken
girl who
doubles for a film star is blackwho
refuses mailed
to bythat
believelady's
she ishusband,
not his wife.
It is all very artless, with a good
deal ofment,sugary
mother-love senticomedy. relieved by some quite good
THE LURE
Paramount.drama.
British.Runs
" A"66 certificate.
minutes. Mystery
Anne Grey
.Julia
Cyril Raymond
Dane
Alec Fraser
Baxter
Billy Hartnell
Billy
Philip Clarke
Peter
P. G. Clarkex
Merritt
Doris Long
Dorothy
Jban Ormrod
Mary
Directed by Arthur Maude from a play by
J. W. Sabben Clare.
Conventional
mystery and
drama,colourtold
in a commonplace
less manner, with little grip or conviction.
Acting is unremarkable, except for
an amusing drunk act bv Billy
Hartnell.
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Batlv

3«Q

Psyche
So beautifulof
was Psyche, lovely Goddess of
the ancient Greeks, that even Cupid fell in love
with her. Her greatest aid to beauty was her
famous bath, a secret of charm which is as
potent to-day as in ages past.
But where Psyche enriched her bath with
precious herbs and costly cosmetics, the modern
girl bathes in water super-charged with invigorating, tonic oxygen, to make skin soft and
velvety and beautify the figure.
So simple, too ! Just by crumbling a Reudel
Bath Cube in the water, a bath is transformed
into a beauty treatment — newly-liberated oxygen
envelopes you, wakening jaded tissues to new
life, cleansing minute pores deep down below
the skin, giving you new vitality, new poise, new
grace, new beauty. Truly
CUPID
LIVES
IN
THE
BATHROOM

Attractive teeth add charm
There is an irresistible attractiveness
in the smile that reveals pretty teeth.
Everyone admires and envies them.
Eucryl Tooth Powder quickly
removes nicotine and all other stains.
It cleans, polishes and disinfects,
and makes teeth white and glistening.
You will smile with confidence, and
have added charm if you use Eucryl.
FPU
8AMPLB.
Send Southampton.
Port Cud to
Knerrl Ltd.
(Dept.C.176),

Sold by
In Tins
7*" and
V

all chemists
BRITISH OWNED
STOMACH
ALWAYS

REUDEL

cube

2

BRITISH MADE
PAINS

ARE

A WARNING

Never Neglect them

However much you pride yourself on being
A BRITISH SAILOR BUILT HIMSELF EN- j fit, don't fall into the danger of neglecting symptoms of indigestion. Don't think " it's only
TIRELY BY MAXALDING WHILE AT SEA!
something disagreed with me." It only " disT
EARN
why
YOU
can
secure
a
physique
comparable
to
the
Apply the Oringa Knee Pack, a medi| agreed" because your digestion was out of order.
many thousands 01 Maxal elites all over the world)
<not Fuller's
Earthy
Remove*cated white
wasteclaymatter
and impurities,
And gastric and duodenal ulcers ' develop a
forming ao Ideal and complete cleaner. A 20,000-word Illustrated Treatise, explanatory of Maxalding, long
time before you know they're there.
Fall
particular*
free treatment,
on application,
will be sent to you personally in a plain cover, on receipt of
So
be sure to keep a bottle of that wonderful
or special
two weeks
1/6, your
name, address, age and occupation (2d. stamp for postage Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder always handy
post free. BOTSE-PRIPPS, LTD., appreciated).
Write to-day !
Dept. P., 9 Trunin St., Nottingham.
and take a dose or two whenever you feel the
I MAXALDING (Dept. 765), 14, Cursitor St., London, E.C.4. slightest stomach discomfort. It is the one sure
way to prevent acid stomach having really serious
and dangerous developments.
Get a bottle to-day but be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder with the signature " ALEX C.
MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but only in
Don't
Be
or Tablets.
1/3, der2/and 5/- bottles in cartons, of PowFAT!

M ARM OLA DISTRIBUTING
AGENCY (Dept. 85. J)
86, ClerkenwellE.C.1.Road, London.
Please
two-day
and
Marmolforward
Booklet,
also sample
Guarantee
form — FREE.
Name
Address

The birthright of every woman is a slim, youthful figure. Tc
achieve true happiness, get rid of the mask of ugly fat that is
hiding your beauty. Thousands of women have discovered a
new world in a simple, practical way to get rid of fat.
Doctors know that when food is taken into the body it is
either transformed into energy, or it is stored in the form of fat
The proper reducing treatment helps the body turn food intc
energy. That is the way Marmola brand Antifat Tablets work.
They supply the normal element that the body itself uses.
With Marmola Tablets more food is used for energy, less is
unused to form fat. That is why most people who take them
will usually say they feel better than they ever felt before in
their lives. And they can hardly believe their eyes as they see
that hated fat go.
Try Marmola Tablets to-day. Moderation helps, of course,
but starvation diets or strenuous exercises are not necessary.
Marmola brand Antifat Tablets are sold by all chemists at
3/- per box, or sent post paid on receipt of price by the Marmola
Distributing Agency (Dept. 85 J), 86 Clerkenwell Road, London,
E.C.i. Send this coupon or write for our latest book, a two-day
sample free, and our guarantee.

* fASCINA

TING-

THE WONDERFUL DISCOVERY
IvVEimticWE
EYES
Smile, as other beautiful women, and enjoy
life
through
surrounded
by beautiful
SWEEPINGeyes DARK
LASHES
so alluringLONG
and
fascinating that attract all.
Send for trial ntpplf {P.O. M. * Hi. Utmp)
tot-iktr witk the Ught GUARANTEE.
LASHCREAM, Mill StrMt, Ntwport, W»l*t,

AT ALL CHEMISTS. HAIBDBES5EB5 AND STORK I
45
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RADIUM
v. GREY
20
YEARS YOUNGER!
Whatever the cause of your greyness, however far
advanced it may be, "Caradium" will soon make you
look 10 to 20 years younger. "Caradium" works this
miracle rich,
by restoring
Hair colouring
in Nature'swithout
way todye,
its
original
lustrous,Grey
beautiful
stain, or risk of injury.
" CARADIUM " IS NOT A DYE
"Caradium" re grows the original colour straight from
the hair roots, quickly, safely, yet absolutely surely, due
chiefly to the radio-active water with which it is prepared.
"Caradium"
immediately
gives it a new stops
lease your
of life.hairITfalling
NEVER
FAILS. and
DANDRUFF BANISHED AT ONCE
•
REGD.

HAIR

size is now available for those
who
are ONLY
SLIGHTLY GREY.
WARKIBO.— S»t NO ftrmlr to all uaHiHom ai
7'6
do labatttatt wul fire " CABADIUM " rwatta,
Size WEEKLY
• • AS A TONIC
USED ONCE
G8ET HAIR WILL NEVER APPEAR IF "CARADIUM IS Large
"CARADIUM " is obtainable of all good chemists, Taylor's Drug Stores, Boots, Harrods, Wkiteleys
Self ridge's, Timothy Whites, or direct Post Free (plain wrapper).
Caradium Regd., 38 Great Smith Street, Westminster, London, S.W

A'-

How"different"
from
other

girls !
And so he chooses
her, first for a dance
and then for life. Because KHASANA
Blush Cream gave her
own natural colouring
its chance, emphasising
its beauty, giving her
distinction and charm.
KHASANA Blush Cream will do as much for you,
because its shade changes on the skin to match your
complexion, giving the cheeks a rosy bloom, so natural
and discreet. It has a cold cream base which makes it
easy to use and protects the skin from cold winds and sun.
In the same way KHASANA Lipstick produces a very
natural colouring on the hps, beautifying and protecting
them. KHASANA Preparations are kiss- and waterproof and non-detectable.

KHASANA
Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

A new thrill for your
palate in every flavour

Six flavours
COOSEiEMT
TANCE ■ I M E
IASMERRV
CRAPE f KUIT
LEMON FIC
2/6 boaet
1/-

NEW

BERRY

FRUITS
„„
with Fruit Liqueur Centre*

LEAVE

IT

TO

Anne
^Y7HATEVER your query,
" whether it belongs to the
beauty or the domestic category, I
am delighted to answer it. Please
enclose a stamped addressed envelope for a postal reply. I can
give you more space in a letter than
can be spared in this column.

a necessity for every
woman who aspires tole beis
letnedtab out.
mpchleabtely toitur
ir
E
TH Yoreuprcooaca
nnot achieve a
faultless make-up with a grubby
old powder puff and a messy tube
of cream, oozing at the wrong
end. As much care should be
bestowed on an orderly beauty
en.t as is bestowed on a
pmbe
uiro
eq
ward
The type and number of creams
required depend entirely on the
kind of skin you possess. Skins
may roughly be classified as
blonde, which is fine, pink and
white, with a tendency to be
delicate about cold winds and a
hot sun; brunette, which is of
slightly
texture,
mind thecoarser
weather,
but isdoesn't
sometimes subject to greasy open
pores: and medium, which is in
between the two.
The blonde skin needs special care
and creams. It requires a feeding
cream containing a pure natural fat
warranted not to grow hair, a
powder base that is not drying, and
a powder that will provide protection against winds and sun.
The brunette needs a skin food
containing less fat, because her skin
has a greater natural supply. Her
chief concern must be to prevent the
pores from becoming clogged and
enlarged.
Special creams are made
for this purpose.
The daily care of the normal skin
calls for skin food, astringent lotion,
vanishing cream and a good powder.
The Etceteras
Now for the etceteras. Lay in a
good stock of tissues and sterilised
cotton wool. Cleansing tissues are
infinitely better for removing excess
cream and make-up than a towel.
Moreover, they may be burned after
use. This is really important.
Nothing of this nature should ever
be used twice. That is why a pad of
cotton wool is preferable to a powder puff. Powder puffs grow grubby
after very little use, and it is
ruination to the skin to continue to
use a soiled puff .
You also require cotton wool to
apply astringent lotion, deodorants,
the making of compresses, and for
use instead of a face glove when
your skin is in a tender and irritable
mood. Tissues are also excellent
for rubbing out hard edges after
applying rouge and blush cream,
and shaping the lips after the
application of lipstick. The tissues
are obtainable quite cheaply at the
3d. and 6d. stores, and cotton wool
may be purchased in rolls. But wool
that is ready cut in squares, each

Rochelle Hudson illustrates Lilian Harvey's method of mahing-up her eyelashes.
The first
is toupper
apply lashes;
cream then
to thea
under
side step
of the
little ordinary face ponder is applied,
the cream
only theis amount
ary; thenholding
the mascara
applied.necessThe
cream lashes
end bodypowder
serve
to
the eyeand guard againstgivebrittleness.
square in its own little sterilised
envelope, is better still, if you can
afford the extra cost.
Lipsticks
Rouge for the lips is made in three
forms, stick or pencil, paste and
liquid. The lipstick, of course,
needs no accessory, but if you favour
the
liquid form, applied
it is most
easilypaste
and orsuccessfully
by
means of a brush. You might take
a tip from the him studios where it is
customary to employ a Chinese brush
for this purpose. You may obtain
one in any art shop, and you will find
that it produces a perfectly even
line without trace of smudging.
An eyebrow brush is the next
necessity. You may buy this very
cheaply from any chemist. It serves
not only
for eyebrows,
for eyelashes as well.
It is used but
for training
brows, applying mascara or dye, or
if you do not need these cosmetics,
for brushing a little vaseline or castor
oil through brows and lashes to
nourish them and give them a soft,
silky
An appearance.
atomiser that may be used in
any bottle is a splendid investment.
It is useful for spraying the hair with
a setting lotion, for lace lotions, and
for perfume. It quickly repays its
initial cost, for it economises in the
use of them all.
Finally,
yourmirror
dressingtable
with aprovide
magnifying
and
an unshaded light of great strength.
The light must be really merciless,
so that it will show up the slightest
exaggeration or mistake in your
make-up. If you look well under its
glare, you may be sure that in the
more kindly lighting you will encounter elsewhere, your make-up will
The magnifying
mirror helps to
appear
perfect.
this
end
also, for blurred lines,
blotched colour and unevenly
touched -up eyelashes are reflected
with emphasis. The mirror is also
useful when eyebrows are being
plucked, for it discloses every hair
that refuses to come into line with
its more orderly neighbours.
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\ UIMXUkAIUI SCIIMIIK DISCOVIRY
PKOULCtS IIIIS WOSDIUIl I IMIW SOAP
IOK I HOSE SIIKIMG SKIM HI U t\ . . .
Suifhazethan
ol " finer
is a combination
Soap Sulphur
Colrex
Activated Beaut/
Colloidal
(1,200 times
(or
blended
lanolin,
and
sulphur)
ordinary
sake. The use o( Colrex assures a clear, Beauty's
healthy
complexion.
SEND YOUR PHOTOGRAPH and enter the weekly
Colrex Fascination Contest (or attractive girls. Enclose
seal (rom a tablet o( Colrex Beauty Soap. Weekly prize
is handsome mounted enlargement o( photograph submitted and right to enter (or Grand Final Prize to be
announced soon. Entry implies permission to reproduce
winner's
name and photograph in " Picturegoer " and
other journals.
Delicately perfumed — Sd. per tablet.
mm

nteaidi^SOAV
OBTAINABLE
FROM
ALL CHEMISTS
Addreu your entry
"
Comp.
CM,"
Colrex
ProductsE C.iGt4. Britain), Ltd..
V2 Upper Tnames Street, London.

ear
' Ladye Helmet
Jayne "a
Slumber
duringpeciallysleep,
and set.
esafter a wave
It uallywill
keep
your
hair
continin goodwaves.
trim Faultlessly
and preserve
the set of your
cut
to a registered design, it fits perfectly and
keeps the waves genrly but firmly in position.
IT MUST
BE A "LADYE JAYNE."
, . for
/•„
Always look
the »• Many
tQ £ 6charming
fro* designs
Hj,*aressfrom
ers
Tab marked — "Lodye and Stores (including Harrods,
jayne " Regd Design. Selfridges and Boots Ltd.)
EAR A
■^••^•aT
1 adve
PURE

CLEAR
The greatest boon that
any woman can possess
is
a complexion
from
blemishes free
and
wrinkles — the youthful
freshness of soft, clear
skin.
No need to envy and
to hope — the opportunity is yours to obtain
blessing.
yourself
this priceless

SKIN
SPECIAL

OFFER

La RetDe Crimes doe* more for
the -km tic in other preparations
necaat*e it nink* right into the tissues
making the ekin healthy and a healthy nkin is the flrnt
atep
to beautv.
From1/9,oil Tubr*
Stores, Ch.mitts and Baitdwrs.
Pott from
Handbag 6d.
M;tnuf.tc t ured byfrom 1/3, Tub* for
J LESQUENDIEU, Mount Pleasant, Alperlon. Middl«*ex.
She uses
U

PEINE

^
(REMEs

PERFECT
BEAUTY
Be Beautiful and be
Admired. First of ail
ONE
you Figure,
most develop
your
I' 0 WEEK'S
matter howandan*no Trial
Supply
thapeJy
70a are
the
moment
I willat
■how
yen
how
to
poeeees
beautiful
ttmbe and a Perfectly Shaped Boat.rounded
I HAVE 5,000
SAMPLE PACKAGES
and I will forward yon one for 3d. postage,
or you can
one week's
remedy
for test
1/3 Post
Free. supply
Write toof myme
To-day.
MADAME ANDERSON,
(Dipt 6.38),
Hofihton Street,
SOUTH25, PORT.

SLUMBER HELMET
Jayne

VIVATONE
RADIO-ACTIVE
21- TOILET PREPARATIONS
offer to every woman the means of renewing, restoring
and preserving the glorious charm of a young complexion. To prove it we are making a special trial
offer for a limited period. Special 2s. offer.
1 jar of VIVATONE Foundation Cream. With this
perfect powder foundation the skin grows finer instead
of being coarsened.
1 jar of VIVATONE Cleansing Cream. The basis of
beauty — cleanses the skin immediately, smooths, softens
and protects.
1 jar of VIVATONE Blackhead and Open Pore Cream,
which penetrates into the skin, removing blackheads
and other impurities.
1 box of VIVATONE Complexion Powder. A delicate,
pure,
An exquisite
fragrance
and so gossamer-like
finely textured powder.
that it blends
into the skin
itself.
Send P.O.Girard
for 2s.
to-day
to
the
Laboratories,
Andre'
et Cie. St. Albans, Herts.

and

criarm

The subtle influence of Evan
Williams Shampoo gives
refinement, charm and distinction to the coiffure -a
degree of beauty unattainable
in any other way.
EVAN

WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO
"Ordinary" Grade for
Dark Hair in Blue Packet.
"Camomile" Grade for
Fair Hair in Green Packet.

These

hands

have just cooked dinner
but who would know . . thanks to

FIGURE
A

DRESS WELL
TO
HOW▼ »
■
on 10s. or £1 per month
>UT REFERENCES or
WITHOUT
OP DEPOSIT
_
■ItI Call
Call or
or Write for
for ADVANCE
ADVANCE SPRING
SPRING \m
upen
also gentlemen's
CATALOGUE,
GENTLEMEN'S
II
Credit a m\
||II catalogue,
catalogue, to Dept.
w.t.
CATALOGUE,
W.T.
I|
Account with SMARTWEAR, LTD.
263-271, Regent Street, LONDON, W

> t

MARGARET

LASHES

ALLURE
that
^
BANNERMAN
USES

LONG
LASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper Special
Beech. 3 months'
supply
dainty
container,
4d.
POST inFREE.
When
ordering I/-.
direct ask Brush
for book
" NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS are sold by
all Leading Stores, Hairdressers, and Chemists and
ALL BOOTS'
BRANCHES
- Created
and personally
supervised by
ADELAIDE

GREY

Beaut/ Specialist 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON W V

GLYCERINE
fire
Snou

"LJANDLING hot plates and utensils
won't coarsen your hands, nor
will preparing vegetables roughen
them if you are regular in your use of
Snowfire Glycerine Jelly. Keep it
handy by the kitchen sink — it is cool
and non-greasy and keeps your hands
dchghtfully soft and smooth.
BRITISH MADE
Of all Chemists. Coiffeurs, etc.
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BEAUTIFUL

FILfTl 6- RADIO STAR
" There's nothing more

delightful than a plateful
of Shredded Wheat for
breakfast. Nourishing
and yet slimming, it
is an invaluable aid to
health and beauty — and
it is quickly prepared
a variel
9

' *
mys.

The true natural beauty of sparkling eyes, glowina
cheeks and lovely hair can only come
rhat is why

so many famous

told us how

within.

beauties and actresses

they depend

on Shredded

leat for their fitness and good looks.

Rich in pure

lole wheat
■wanted

much

from

0

nourishment, it sustains without adjlngj

weight,

and

contains

ran to ensure perfect health.

all the

regulative

Have it once a

with hot or cold milk, fruits or butter.

You will soor

notice the difference both in fitness and appearance,
ail Grocers.
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NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS I

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX '
GROUNDLESS FEARS
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
LASSITUDE
MORBID THOUGHTS
WEAK NERVES
INSOMNIA
WORRY, ETC
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this
absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
a simple,
drugless homeireatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelope
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW
and
you
-will
be
delighted
to
learn
how
easily
you
can
acquire
strong
nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (P^.P c 31) 40, Lanb» Cond-it St., London, W.Cl
I

Ses^vaSstesfrom6d,o2s.6d.
fiiticura
^>
OINTMENT
Is best for skin troubles. Red,

BEAUTY
POWDER

rough skin, sore, itching, burning feet, chafing, chapping,
rashes, irritations, cuts and
burns, are quickly relieved and healed by applications Of rulirurn Oinlmoni No household
should be without it.
Sold at all chemUt:

2

Price 1:3d. and 2m. id.
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Lawton

Perhaps it was just a coincidence, yet
m
• » anythin8 sinister in the
rdle in "Friday the Thirteenth,"
assailed by appendicitis. Frank

Lawton s friends are wondering
fact that after completing his
the popular young actor
is, happily, recovered now. was
3
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Cadburys

nourishment

When you count your lunch-time in minutes; when pleasure
or business interferes with the normal routine — turn to
Cadburys Milk Chocolate and be satisfied ! For there's real
food, real sustaining power in it. Laboratory analyses prove

Milk

as
A GLASS OF MILK
A BOILED EGG AND
TWO SLICES OF
BREAD AND
BUTTER

that a i lb. of Cadburys Milk is equal in nourishment and
energy value to one glass of milk, a boiled egg and two slices
of bread and butter — a meal, in fact.

CADBURYS
MILK

a

very
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nourishing
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Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, W. C. Fields, Alison
Skipworth, George Burns and
Gracie Allen in " Six of a

Kind."
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What

About

away from the preview showing
CAMEring
I wonde
if it is significant that in the
opening sequences of Advice to the Lovelorn, which, unless the present Hollywood
ban is removed, will be the star's last
picture, Lee Tracy is shown draped in a sheet
and obviously recovering from a ''night
before."
It was, you will recall, his appearance, clad
only in a blanket on a balcony that caused
all the trouble in Mexico and had a sequel in
his suspension.
Later in the film Lee wisecracks about
being put in the "dog house."
Tracy, I believe, on his somewhat crestfallen
return to Hollywood after the Viva Villa
"incident," made retakes on the Twentieth
Century picture. Were the gags to which I
have referred in Advice to the Lovelorn an
attempt by a powerful studio to laugh the
whole thing oft as good, clean fun ?
Public Support
The case of Tracy is one of the most interesting
in Hollywood history. Most other stars
who have been thrown out of pictures under the
"moral turpitude" clause in their contract have
found themselves up against a solid wall of studio
and public disapproval.
Tracy, who has made a host of friends both in
the industry and among the fans, has inspired
much official and public support for his case.

LEE

Strong Move

TRACY

?

to Reinstate Star — New Light on Mexican Incident

— Janet Gaynor Refuses to Remake " Seventh Heaven " — New
Batch of 4 Exotics" — Gloria Swanson's Come Back — Changing
Screen Profiles
At the
a powerful and determined moment
move to havethere
him isreinstated.
The American press has largely thrown its
weight into the movement on the side of the star
and almost all the current papers demand his
restoration.
I myself have had a big post from Picturegobr
readersdeed, itwas,
askingshould
that beTracy's
"escapade," if, inoverlooked.

'* Merely Noisy "
A great
deal onof that
new afternoon
"evidence"
as to what
happened
in Mexico
City
has been adduced in the attempt to prove that
the affair was much exaggerated.
Irving Pichel, the well-known actor-director,
who was in the room with Lee at the time,
testifies
and noisy.that the star was merely high-spirited
There was no question of Tracy insulting the
parade or behaving indecently.
When he went to the police station to make his
explanation the friendliest possible spirit existed.
Apologies were tendered on both sides and
everybody treated the whole thing as a misunderstanding and a joke.
Mr. Pichel declares that during the whole time

they were there attempts were made to create
trouble for the company because the natives
resented an American studio making a film
about one of their national heroes and because
they have always had a grievance against Hollywood on account
for Mexican
villains.of the film capital's weakness
Forgive and Forget
Pichel's
account
of the
incident
and the
view that
Tracy
was balcony
made the
scapegoat
for
all the humiliations Mexico has received at the
hands of American studios is supported by George
Rigas, a member of the Viva Villa cast, and
many others who were there.
Tracy, Rigas — who watched the whole affair
from the street — declares, has been the victim of
a grave injustice.
One can sympathise a great deal with the
position of M.-G.-M. in the matter. If there is
some doubt as to whether Lee Tracy had the
spree, there is no doubt at all that the studio
suffered the hang-over.
In addition to all the trouble involved, they
had to remake a large portion of the film at a
cost of many (Continued
thousands onofpage
pounds.
Moreover,
7)
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(Continued front page 5)
they obviously could not afford to offend the
South American market.
Nevertheless, in view of the conflicting and
inconclusive nature of the evidence and the
unmistakable signs that the film public itself is
prepared to forgive and forget the whole unfortunate business, one hopes that some way may
be found out of the present situation.
Leeties theTracy
of the actors and film personaliscreenis one
needs.
Janet and the New " Seventh Heaven "
Recent
whichthecaused
quiteof
a stirsemi-official
in the film reports
world that
reunion
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell would result in
the remaking of Seventh Heaven with the stars
in their original roles, now seem definitely unlikely
to materialise.
Farrell, I know, was approached by studio
executives as to whether he would consider the
project and was stated to be keen to do that
"very remarkable fellow" Chico on the screen for
us again.
Janet, however, has put the well-known Gaynor
foot down with all the old well-known Gaynor
vigour.
"Under no conditions will I remake Seventh
Heaven,"
as saying.
not
equal my she
workis inquoted
the silent
version "I
and could
I do not
intend
invite she
comparison."
Well, toperhaps
is wise.
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"SUGGESTIONS"
PRIZE-WINNERS
IN COMPETITION

pleasuinre theof
theinners
I have
S week
THIannoun
cing the
prize-w
" Suggestions" competition and thanking all those thousands of readers who sent
in ideas of what their ideal Picturegobr
would be like.
Many of the suggestions have been helpful
and will be used to make the paper even
better.
The prize of two guineas is won by Miss
D. B. Hutchings, of 59, Wandle Road,
Croydon, Surrey.
Prizes of 5s. each are awarded to :—
C. A. Seaffham, 270, Skillingthorpe Road,
Swanpool, Lincoln.
Miss Myra Mackay, 445, Govan Road,
Glasgow, S.W.i.
C. Montgomery, 30, Rugby Road, Ranelagh, Dublin.
E. M. Barford, The Homestead, Selsey,
Sussex.
One popular suggestion that we have been
pleased to put into immediate operation is
that in addition to the existing prizes for
"Thinker" letters, prizes of 5s. be paid for
each letter published. The new conditions
are initiated in this issue.

Weekly

writing is our old friend Gloria Swanson.
It would be interesting if, now that Constance
Bennett has departed from the Radio lot in
search of fresh worlds to conquer, Gloria should
return to her throne there.
Miss Swanson's salary demands have apparently
undergone some adjustment. When she was with
United Artists she asked for and received somethingtionslikewith
£30,000
picture. Her
current hovering
negotiaRadio a indicate
a cheque
somewhere about £10,000 for the film.
/ Loved an Actress, incidentally, was written by
Gregory Ratoff. He should know something about
actresses. He is married to a most brilliant
and popular star, Eugene Leontovitch, who
created on the Broadway stage the role which
Garbo played in the film version of Grand Hotel.
Kinema Couplets
ThisHartley,
week's prize
of 10s.
goesStreet,
to MissMarket
Edna
2, Adam
and6d.Eve
Harborough, for :—
Cash
Design for Living
Awards of 2s. 6d. each go to the following :—
To Miss Jessie Paterson, 21, Watson Crescent,
Edinburgh, Her
for :—Imaginary Lover
Matinee Idol
To Miss H. D'Arcy, 40, Warren Road, Leyton,
E.io, for a joyous
statement
of the obvious :—
After Office
Hours
The Big Stampede
To Margaret M. Grace, 51, Fa we Park Road,
Maid Happy
Putney, London,
S.W.15, for :—
The Keyhole

Have You a 1934 Profile ?
Among this
week's
announcements is the
newsmore
that profound
fashions in
profiles
And to Mrs. H. H. Dorrington, 105, Sandford
are changing, according to James Wong Howe,
"If you can find a couple of people that fulfil Road, Moseley, Birmingham, for :—
who,
as
one
of
Hollywood's
best
cameramen,
Radio Parade
should know.
these requirements," Mr. Howe writes me in
For the Love of Mike
conclusion,
"send
them
around
and
I'll
put
them
"The 1934 profile won't look like the 1933
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
under personal contract."
profile
at
all,"
he
declares.
"People
who
hope
to
crash into films this year will have to judge
themselves by a new standard. Small noses, for
Screen
" Exotics
"
Garbo's Latest — and Greatest
Filmland
is busy
at the moment
trying to find
one thing, are 'out.' Leading ladies apparently New
will wear their profiles with good, strong noses
new types of exotics. One important newlike those of Constance Bennett and Marion
A DVANCE reports of " Queen
comer, whom we should be seeing shortly, is
Da vies.
Christina " indicate that in it
Lenore Ulric, who specialises in dynamic and
Garbo does the greatest work she has
"The 1934 star's chin, while firm, must have a intense characterisations in the American theatre
certain softness," the amiable Howe proceeds. and is now described as a "panther in a modern
ever offered the screen.
" It cannot be a hard, stubborn chin. Her mouth drawing-room." Then there is Kathryn Sergava,
A full review of the picture will
must be decidedly feminine, neither too large nor the Russian actress who, according to the Warner
appear in our next issue. The great new
too small. A good example of the new style in press boys, is described by Dr. Kenneth Williams,
mouths is provided by Lupe Velez. It must be
film is, in the meanwhile, presented in
renowned psycho-analyst, as "potentially the
mobile, quick to reflect expressions."
picture form on pages 18 and 19.
most dangerous woman" he has ever met.
Readers will also be pleased to hear
"Sergava is a 'smouldering' personality," Dr.
Williams, who makes an annual pilgrimage to
Madge Evans's Eyes
that
the " Daily Herald " has secured
Mr. Howe goes on to declare that the fashion- Hollywood to psycho-analyse the new players,
declares
.
'
*
The
cap
or
the
dam
may
hold
.
Or
again
able film beauty's eyes may be blue, brown
the story
rights of The
" Queen
for
serialisation.
storyChristina
is being"
or grey, but they must be large, yet not too large one may explode and the other may break away.
Sergava, trained as she is in the Russian school,
specially
written
by
Philip
Lindsay,
the
for the rest of her face. (I hope he doesn't run
into Joan Crawford in the Culver City corridors.) may go along peacefully enough in her career.
famous
historical
novelist.
But
again,
she
may
Evans is nominated as the best example show Hollywood
in Madge
this case.
something entirety
"The new star's forehead," he adds, "should be
Fredric March and Sylvia Sidney
straight and moderately high — not bulging. You new and different in
in "Good Dame." This is Sylvia's
the
way
of
temperacould take Garbo's forehead for a model."
And it does not matter whether she is a blonde ment.
first
filmafter
since
returntrip.
to
America
her her
European
"Some
tremenor brunette so long as her hair is soft and well
dous experience in
groomed.
her life has made
Sergava a woman of
Masculine Profiles, too
almost ungovernable
Ihave no wish to initiate a mirror-gazing vogue emotions," he
among the male population, but some readers
solemnly
affirms. ever
" If
of both sexes may be interested in the Howe her
control
physical qualifications for the 1934 hero.
snaps I would not
j
While not going so far as to say that all screen like to be the first to , g
juveniles this season will have to look like Wallace
encounter
Beery, he does say :—
Sergava, her."
who was
"Anybody can remember when the ideal formerly a ballet
masculine profile had to look like the 'collar dancer, makes her
advertisement.' That was only two or three debut opposite Paul
years ago. Last year we had a slight tendency Muni in Hi, Nellie.
toward the Barrymore profile. But this year the
juvenile can't look like that at all.
have toatown
chin likewith
Clarka hint
Gable's,
sort" He'll
of rounded
the abottom,
of a
Come-back
ia's
or
Gl
dimple. He'll need a good, strong mouth, somethat
Miss
Ulric
cted
expe
It
thing like Robert Montgomery's. His nose is would was
oduced
be
intr
not especially important, except that it can't to the screen in, /
look like Jimmy Durante's.
ss,
"His eyes must be strong and set reasonably Loved an Actre but
forward in his head, like Ramon Novarro's. His the plan has apparently fallen through
forehead must not be too high, nor yet too low.
and the most likely
John
Gilbert's
is
a
good
example.
His
hair
is
e for the
idat
not important, except that it must match the cand
rest of his face.
role at the time of
7
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Unsung

of

SCRIBES

the TALKIES

HELEN WAGSTAFFE
has a word to say about
the scenarists whose work is so important to the
production of a good film, but whose names generally
find little space in the credit titles.
Jack'sThethe Man
Boy, From
There Goes
the
Bride,
Toronto,
The Good Companions, and / Was
a Spy, are a few of his outstandingberssuccesses,
are nummore, for and
Mr. there
Lipscomb
has
been writing for the screen for five
years, and proposes to do six
scenarios a year.
A man with such a record
must have more than the
ordinary share of brains,
and as clever people
are usually rather overwhelming, itwas with
some trepidation that I
climbed the thickly carle peted stairs to Mr.
Lipscomb's
I need flat.
not have
"nerves."
any 's
hadscenario
Britain
" writer
ace "
welcomed me
with a box of
cigarettes
hand and ina one
tin
of sweets in
the other, and
then, settling
me into one armchair and himself
into a second, proceeded to smash
all my preconceived ideas about
that most difficult of all film
crafts — writing the story.
P

by presenting an already successful plot from
an entirely new angle suitable to screen
asked.
"What comes after the conference?" I
treatment."
"Another conference," said Mr. Lipscomb,
smiling,
"and Most
very ofoften
anotherwriting
and another
and
another.
my actual
is done
late at night here," he waved a hand towards a
paper-Uttered desk in the window.
" /Conferences take up most of the day, and
quite often an evening's work is completely
altered and re-arranged by the conference the
following morning ! "
"When the story is chosen," said I, "do you
next settle the cast ? "
the of
reply.
"Not
the"The
whole main
cast, parts,
becauseyes,"
in thewascourse
discussion,
parts of the original story may be cut, but the
chief characters are cast at once, because it is
essential to suit your adaptation to your leading

"For instance, I Was a Spy as it was written
players.
was
admirably suited to Madeleine Carroll. Had
the leading lady been a more exotic, glamorous
type I would have written the story from a
different angle, making her a master spy, revelling
in intrigue, more like Mata Hari.
"But for Madeleine it was far better that she
should portray a simple Belgian peasant, caught
in the toils of espionage almost before she was
aware of it. A reluctant spy as it were. An
entirely different 'slant' on the same story."
" All the stories you have mentioned have come
T have always had a mental picture of the author from books or plays," I ventured, "what about
of a film as a little, untidy man sitting in original
storieswritten
for the some,"
screen?" was the answer.
"I have
a corner writing away for dear life and finally
submitting a script which would be read through, "Channel Crossing was one. But on the whole I
prefer to make adaptions."
O.K.'d, and immediately ready for shooting.
I am entirely wrong. In the first place,
W. P. Lipscomb, the director and scenarist of
are other screen writers who find a greater
scenario writers, as represented by Mr. Lipscomb, There
fascination in writing original stories than in
" Colonel Blood," with Lesley Wareing as Frances
are neither small nor untidy.
Stewart, whom Charles II chose as the model for
them, and one of the best known of
In the second, scenarios are never written adapting
Britannia on the first issue of copper coinage.
is Michael Barringer, whose name has for
entirely without outside help. In fact, there is so these
been closely associated with British
time
some
much outside help that the finished article is Lion, for whom
he has written a number of
scripts.
nothing like the original story.
" A DAPTED from the famous novel by
" When you start a scenario," said Mr. Lipscomb,
I found him the other day in a sunny office
Soanso."
How the
manybottom
times do
//\ \ see
this at
of you
an dipping into the tin of sweets, "you have, in the down at the Beaconsfield studios, and was told
first
place,
a
conference
with
the
director,
assistant
■*» advertisement for a new picture. director, production manager, casting director and
"I'm
hands,
asseeweme.shook
almost apologetically
A good many. But it conveys little one or two more people, and you begin by dis- sure
want a toword
You leading
ought to
go
on theyouset don't
and have
with our
lady.
to you until you see a number of good pictures,
cussing from which angle the story will be most
all bearing the same name as the writer of successfully presented to the public.
I only
the stories."
Only write
the stories;
Please Mr. Barringer I
the story, that you begin to realise that every
"The story itself may have been the theme of
I
disregarded
his advice about the leading lady
picture adapted for the screen from a novel a well-known book or a play, but that does not and stayed instead
in the sunny office and there
script.
or a play has its story specially written by mean that it will necessarily be good entertain- heard
a story that would out-thrill many a
men who devote their whole time to this work.
ment presented in just that way on the screen.
They hide their light under a bushel, these
"Scenario writing is a definite craft . . . your
For Michael Barringer only decided to write for
men. Their names are not household words, scenario writer does not just 'have an idea,' fling the screen a comparatively short time ago.
in
a
few
camera
angles
and
some
snappy
dialogue
as are those of the stars.
During his early life, part of which was spent
and call that a script. He creates entertainment
The author of a play makes a personal
in Canada, he was a gold miner, and at another
time a lumber jack. The War brought him back
appearance on the first night. He is lauded,
to England and when it was over, he began to
-NEXT WEEK
applauded and generally lionised, especially
write stories, more for the fun of it than for any
if he has a reputation.
other reason.
For the real "authors" of films there is seldom
Consider these two men who work that you
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., has been
such recognition. On the credit sheet at the
be entertained : Mr. Lipscomb, who has
may
beginning of the picture their names appear no
speaking more freely in interviews pubthe highest test of success in writing not
passed
larger than that of the Assistant Cameraman.
lished in America about the reasons for
one good scenario, but dozens, and all of them
They are just the scenario writers, providing
his coming to England. Next week an
Barringer, whose versatile talents
good — Mr.
stories for our entertainment. Just the scenario
him to write drama and farce with equal
enable
writers.
open
letter
by
M.
D.
Phillips
takes
him
ease, and you will not in future, when you see,
In a quiet, spacious flat overlooking the Thames
to task about some of his remarks.
I met the author of some of the most successful
"Screen story by Soanso," think a little conBritish pictures ever produced — W. P. Lipscomb.
temptuously of"Soanso" as "just the scenario
8
I"
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JQAN BADNBs"
JOAN BLONDEi i

Is Joan Blonde!!, who recently sought to adopt her
" married name " for screen purposes, trying to effect
a compromise by having both ?

These bottles made a fortune for Harry Frink, who
used to supply the Hollywood studios with liquor
" props " during Prohibition. Now the studios can
buy their own. Frink is shown here exhibiting his
collection, which was gathered in all parts of the
world, to Ida Lupino.

Jean Howard shows you the latest thing in
raincoats. Plaids in brown and white accent
its chic.
The " Lens " cameraman (left) takes you
behind the scenes at Shepherd's Bush — a shot
of the shooting of " Evergreen."
Left, Centre: A real film "heavy." Richard
Alexander, who appears in " Scarlet
Pageant,"
is seen
here withweighs
Sally 240
Rand,pounds.
the fan He
dancer.
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Alexander Korda is, at
sored bynt,
sponnt
TO thebe prese
all that an aspirant
mome
to kinema fame could possibly hope
for.
The first director to be able to find
a vehicle worthy of Charles Laughton's
astonishing range of talents, and the first to
exploit those talents adequately, he now
hopes and expects to repeat the success of
The Private Ltfe of Henry VIII with his next
expensive historical film, Catherine the Great.
The "star" in that picture will be held to
be, I suppose, the remarkable Viennese
Jewess, Elizabeth Bergner, but she has a
great many brilliant performers against
whom to measure her art.
This film about Russia is directed by a
Hungarian, it's star is an Austrian. Important
parts in it are taken by Douglas Fairbanks,
jun., an American; Irene Vanbrugh, who is
English; young Griffith Jones, a brilliant
Welsh actor; and lastly G. Flora Robson,
who is a Scot.
Certainly Korda is making London the real
Cosmopolis of the kinema world.
My task in this article is to draw your
attention to the last of this remarkable
galaxy ; and to prophesy for her as sensational
a success in the kinemas of the world as she
has lately made on the stage in the West
End of London.
Flora Robson is an actress; and when I
say actress, I mean actress in the full sense
of that much watered-down word.
She is not a beauty.
She has, furthermore, little of the elfin,
Barriesque charm which distinguishes the
frail Elizabeth Bergner.
Her face is not particularly photogenic, or
even symmetrical. But it is a remarkable
face all the same, the face of -a real human
being, who has hated and loved, and suffered
and thought and observed.
Two
years ago she was a struggling character actress.

In the "profession," she was known as
an actress who knew her job and could
give more than ordinary significance to a
conventional part. To the general public, her
name was unknown.
In those days, Flora Robson found it as much
as she could do — and at times more than she
could do — to get parts.
Then, gradually, producers, and more gradually,
the public, began to take notice of her, and to single
her out as an actress who was likely to add lustre
to the theatre of her time.
St. John Ervine, most pontifical of dramatic
critics, and one not given to excessive praise,
informed his readers that he detected in Miss
Robson the qualities which might make of her a
great actress; a few months later he corrected
himself;
"Miss Robson is a great actress,"
he said.

Flora

Old Vic productions with Charles Laughton and
a dozen other first-rate actors and actresses.
Indeed, she belongs, with Laughton, Tyrone
Guthrie, James Bridie, and a few others, to the
group of young workers in the theatre — most of
them Scots or north-countrymen — which has
suddenly come to be regarded as the only hope
of the theatre in England.
Catherine the Great is Flora Robson's first
important part in a film. She brings to the screen
a reputation of being nothing less than the
biggest bet in the English theatre. She has been
compared, by conservative critics, with Siddons,
Bernhardt, and Duse; not even the Hepburn
lias boomed more rapidly.
I met Miss Robson in her flat in a Bloomsbury
Square.
an atmosphere
of whom She
she lives
has ain goodly
number. of " relatives,"
Her small flat is decorated tastefully and
modernly. The furniture is of the unvarnished
type popular to-day. A volume of reproductions
of Epstein's
testifies
to her ininterest
in this
artist,
and in work
modernist
tendencies
art generally.
On the walls hang a Van Gogh and a Matthew
Smith. A portrait of Paul Robeson was the only
other wall-ornament.
Her gramophone helps her in her systematic
study of all that is best in music. A big pile of
classical records lay beside it.
Her books show a catholic taste. I noticed on
her shelves a good deal of miscellaneous
theatrical literature, most of Shakespeare, Ibsen,
and Shaw, several modern poets, including T. S.
Eliot and Gerard Manley Hopkins, and a good
deal of older poetry, a smattering of recent
successes in fiction, including A. J. Cronin's
"Hatter's Castle," McKnigbt Kauffer's "Art of
the Poster," some of Paul Morand's work, several
of Dostoyevsky's novels, as well as a number
of heavy-looking tomes, by MacDougall and
others, on psychology.
Miss Robson takes herself and her work very
seriously. She dresses simply and uses no make-up;
she shares several other actresses' fondness for
talking with her legs curled up under her.
She is obviously very highly-strung, very
sensitive to what others may think of her — like
every great artiste, whatever he, or she, may say
to the contrary — and very willing, indeed anxious,
to explain and comment upon her achievements
in the past, and her aspirations for the future.
She has decided and original and clear-cut opinions
on most subjects.
I asked her to tell me something of her early
training.

" I started as early, I should think, as possible.
I was a child actress at five, and they were soon
calling me a prodigy. That's nearly always a bad
and I think I should never have ' lasted '
A succession of parts — some of them very small sign,
if I hadn't broken away from the theatre altogether
parts — as hard-boiled street-walkers, warned for several years.
Flora Robson that she was in danger of suffering
" I am naturally a very emotional, even an
the fate of every character-actress who gets a excitable person. I have any amount of it in me,
break. She was in danger of being typed.
but I'm absolutely sure emotion by itself, without
the necessary minimum of technique, is no good,
J.
B.
Priestley's
Dangerous
Corner
put
an
end
to that. Her brilliant performance in that excellent
more than technique alone."
play was followed by another direct hit in Somerset any" My
health wasn't very good when I was
young;
in fact, it never has been. At twelve I had
Maugham's
ruthless
picture
of
post-war
England
:
For Services Rendered.
stage, and I thought then that I'd
As the sex-starved, repressed daughter who to leavebe the
able that
to return
it. But,absence
as I'vewas
said,a
I think now
that to
enforced
saw only too clearly her prospects of being left never
blessing.
"on the shelf," Miss Robson drew, with enormous
success, upon her apparently bottomless emotional
" I returned years later, and studied under
resources.
Helen Haye, to whom I owe a very great deal.
The climax of this play in which she goes out She taught me what is one of the most important
of her mind was one of the most impressively lessons any actress of my type has to learn — how
tragic scenes seen on the London stage for to discipline my emotion, and how to stage and
many years.
time my big effort.
Then came what was perhaps her greatest
" That is a lesson I have had to learn, and one
which I believe several of our most famous
success
yet,
All
God's
Chillun,
in
which
she
appeared opposite one of the greatest artistes in actresses have not yet learnt."
She named one of the actresses she meant;
the world, Paul Robeson, and suffered nothing
in comparison.
but
don't mean
to name her here. I'm sure
is right.
Since then she has appeared, not quite so Miss I Robson
Williams'
Departing
promising young actors and actresses
—successfully,
in which shein Emlyn
was miscast
— and,Vessels
once more
with on "Many
the stage to-day have any amount of emotion,
great success, in two remarkably interesting without the controlling technique which would
10
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enable them to eke out the emotion as required,
and not more than required.
"One should conserve one's energy; indeed, if
one is to be completely successful, one must.
"Even worse are the older actresses and actors
who have grown blase and cold. With them it
is all technique and no emotion. It is dreadful
Screen
to act with them; often their minds are elsewhere
and they will not bother even to play up
to you.
"In every
thereeverything
is one point,
I know,
in
which
I haveplay
to use
I know
to get
over. I must get the audience moved to tears,
or, not so often, to laughter — or else I have
i by Glyn
failed. If I am in form, I can do it. If I'm not
I don't. It's all-important, and I always know
m.
Roberts
at once whether
I haveimmovable,
'clicked.' and
Oftenquite
the
audiences
are almost
'"PWO years ago the unsympathetic. The actor can always tell. The
in particular, are hard to manage.
■*■ subject of this stalls,
"I suffer badly from an inferiority complex.
article was a struggling I can't, like so many other women in my profession,
'throw temperaments' to order, and so I often
character actress who feel that I'm not doing myself justice. I often
temperaments' and wish
I could girls
do it 'throwing
I
knew her job, but was watch
not well known to the
"I suppose this complex helps me, really, in
my work. I have to work continuously to
public. To-day she is overcome it, and that makes my work fuller,
one of the big names in rounder and more sympathetic. •
" I haven't any illusions about myself. I know
the theatre and looks
when
I know and
as surely
whenin I'm
bad. I'm
Whengood,
PaulandRobeson
I were
All
like repeating her success on the screen. God's Chillun, people thought we must have
when they heard us talk. SomeHere she tells you of swelled timesheads
Paul would come off wreathed in smiles
her early struggles, her and say eagerly to me, 'I was good to-night,
wasn't I ? ' and, if I thought so, I'd say, ' You
ambitions, and her were.' Just as often, we said to one another,
' I wasactor
bad himself
to-night,'usually
and replied
' Youwell
were.'
successes and failures The
knows again
only too
his
in a remarkably frank shortcomings — better than any critic, and it's his
own critical judgment he's most afraid of.
and outspoken manner.
"I criticise
myself
a lot.
I suppose
an
introvert.
Edith
Evans
is an
actress I'm
of the
extrovert sort, I think. I couldn't act like
I asked Flora Robson her origins :
" Scottish.
Pure Scottish,
I wasn't
there.
I feel rather
without though
roots just
now, born
but
I'm a patriotic Scot, and very proud of Scots,
like Guthrie and Birdie, who are doing so well in
the theatre. I mix a lot with Scottish people in
" Do
you speak other languages ? "
the"No,
theatre."
but I'm learning. They say my accent
her."
in French is quite good. I'm learning German,
too,
though Elizabeth
Bergner learns
says it's
quite
unnecessary,
as every German
English.
Americans often think I'm American, as I
unconsciously adopt a slight American accent
when I talk to them."
This interview shows that Flora Robson has
her roots and her whole tradition in the theatre.
Her technique has been directed, hitherto, for
stage inpurposes,
and her great successes have been
won
the theatre.
The theatre and the cinema are very different.
Many great stage actors have been as great on
the screen as they were behind the footlights.
Many, like Douglas Fairbanks, down to the inconspicuous Katharine Hepburn, have found in the
kinema a far greater medium for their art.
Will Flora Robson do the same ?
She is intensely interested in the screen, and
anxious to be as successful as a film actress as
she has been on the stage.
After the first test shots had been made for
Catherine the Great, in which Flora Robson takes
the role of the Empress Elizabeth, Alexander
Korda. a man
not easily
impressed, said :
" Flora Robson is the greatest
emotional
actress
world."
We shall
see. in I,thefor
one,
think he may be right.

Paid Robeson and Flora Robson in a scene from "All God's
Chillun,"
play which Eugene
had a runO'Neill's
at the
Piccadilly Theatre.
II
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*

Tom

Keene

One cf the last of the westerners in a type
from the screen.
of scene that is vanishing
Tom Keene was once a XJ.S. Government
stage-coach driver, and it was at that
occupation that he earned the money to
attend a university. He graduated from
the stage to films some' years ago and
became one of the most popular ' horse
opera" stars in pictures. Here he s,is
seen in one of his recent successe
" Scarlet River."
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the dog house arid right out of the talkies.
I do not for a moment profess to know the
rights and wrongs of your present quarrel with
your M.-G.-M. employers.
But I do know that the fact of a popular star
" walking out " on a job because she wants more
money frequently leaves a nasty taste on the
public
The palate.
last year or two have made the fans very
weary
the spectacle
"arrived" nursed
player
who hasof been
carefully of
andan expensively
to stardom immediately turning round and
refusing to go to work unless they put a few more
thousand dollars in the pay envelope forthwith.

Open

Letter

Weekly

to

reason for the
have asa perfectly
may— that,
Youaction
I am not in a posi1 have said,good
tion to form an opinion upon — but holding up the
preparations for a picture in which you are
co-starred with Marie Dressier, as you are reported
to have done, is not in keeping with the fine

JEAN

n as ned
a "trouper"
reputatio
when,
you maintai
although seriously ill, you
insisted on being carried on
to the stage during your last
vaudeville tour and again
when you bravely steeled
work
backtheto tragic
to go after
yourself
Red Dust
on
death of Paul Bern.
These stellar rebellions
are
always .liable to be
misunderstood

'i

HARLO^

Miss Jean Harlow,
c/o The Dog House,
M.-G.-M. Studios,
Culver City,
California.
Dear Jean,
AM sorry about
the above, but it is
your last known
I address at the moment of writing.
I am sorrier still to
find Jean Harlow in
that well-known Hollywood institution. Per
haps you will be out by
the time this reaches
you. I hope so.
I hope, too, that the
head dog-house keeper
will forward this letter
to you, because I think
4fe^H^BS
I H ,
somebody should give
you
some
serious
advice.
Do you remember — it's not so very long
ago, really, though it may seem a long time
to one who has climbed so far and so high
since you have — when Picturegoer first
advised you not to attach too much importance
to your spectacular success as a new kind of
"Blonde Menace," to come off the divan, put
on some clothes and get down to acting ?
You were modest enough then in writing to
thank us for what you were pleased to call our
"encouraging notice," to express your ambitions
to become an " actress" instead of a "professional
sex vulture."
Long
you had
Angels,
and before
even when,
duringlived
the down
latter Hell's
stages of
your
sojourn under the banner of Howard Hughes,
Hollywood
was out
saying
you public
were "through,"
we
were
pointing
to the
that you had
talent as well as one of the screen's most decorative
figures.
Long before Red Headed Woman established you
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios we were
begging producers to give you a chance to act.
We feel, consequently, that we need make no
apology, in asking you now that those ambitions
have been realised and you have become,
deservedly, one of the screen's most popular
comediennes, if it is worth while taking the risk
of throwing it all away.
YoU have had some experience of the "dog

house" — Hollywood's colourful name for the
situation of those who are temporarily out of
favour with their studios.
You know that some of the stars who suffer
metaphorical incarceration here emerge triumMarlene Dietrich has done it on occasion. James
phant.
Cagney's
"escape" has become
Hollywood high-handed
history.
In your own particular studio dog house
Wallace
Beery 's career has hung in the balance
at least once.
Gar bo has solved the problem by consigning
the whole of Hollywood to her own private and
personal
with her
"I tank
I go 'ome"
formula — dog
but house
then, there
is only
one Garbo.
You must know, too, that many have never
emerged at all.
If I mentioned some of their names you would
recall them at once. Their cases are often discussed in filmland.
One particularly comes to mind. You cannot
have helped having heard it.
She was a big star and one of whom even
greater things were hoped. She had a mother
who did her talking for her in the "front
Relatives are notoriously, if pardonably, singletrack minded conversationalists on the subject
ofoffice."
their darling, white-haired girls, and to cut
a long story short she talked that star into

*• ^usually or
give wrongly,
the impression
Rightly
they
that the rebel concerned is
| either completely
naturally mercenaryandin unher
interest in the movies or
swollen headed. We know
from many people who know
you
and from
r~~ m
who have
reason many
to be others
grateful to you that the former
charge
Wr^:
gested incould
your never
case. be sugM
And I cannot for a moment
/ believe that you have "gone HollyI have always found you too
modest about your achievements
and success and too level-headed
for that possibility even to be
considered.
Nevertheless, I hope you will
wood."
appreciate that there is a possibility
that misunderstood
your "one man"
strikepublic,
may
be
by the
which sees only another film star
who cannot keep the big, bad wolf
away from the door on less than
4,000
dollars
a
Now let me week.
turn to the pleasanter task of
congratulating you on the successful outcome
of your campaign for recognition as an actress
rather than a kind of de luxe leg show.
Those of us who saw, admired and urged
your possibilities as an artiste, way back in the
days when most of the critics were concerned
only with wisecracks about how you escaped
double pneumonia, had our faith amply and
joyously justified by your polished performances
in Dinner at Eight, which has been generally
released here this week, Hold Your Man and
Blonde Bombshell.
Keepyourup present
the good
work
— but you can't do it
from
address.
Best
wishes,
MALCOLM

NEXT

PHILLIPS.

WEEK

EVERYBODY is eagerly awaiting the
verdict on Greta Garbo's come-back
film,
"Queen
Newshestars
have risen
in theChristina."
year in which
has
been absent from the studios, to challenge
her queenship.
"Queen Christina" will decide the issue.
review
In a full
will
tell you
the next
truth week,
about "Picturegoer"
the new film.

superstition and finally becomes
"emperor" of the island, fleecing the natives in taxation,
meaning to get away before revolt actually
breaks out.
His belief in the hold he has over his subjects,
however, is rudely shaken when they take to the
hills and Smithers tells him that they are preparing
moments of the classic comedies of the past. to kill him by witchcraft.
has
e
tur
pic
tor
Can
We toEdd
However, he decides to run for it and makes for
ANEcom
beiesomething of an event
Etting
singshasonetwosong,
More Love,"
Cantor
himself
good"Nonumbers.
and his latest contribution to the andRuth
the
jungle, where he is overwhelmed with superIf you like the Cantor brand of entertainment,
stitious fears and the ghosts of his past life.
ons is well up to pre- Roman
gaiety of stand
nati
Scandals
is
one
of
the
best
examples
of
it
ards.
vious
He staggers on, lost, until he falls in an ambush
of natives, who shoot him with silver bullets —
Roman Scandals, in fact, gives us the usual we have had since Whoopee. — M. D. P.
the only bullets, as he had told them, that could
quota of gags, Goldwyn Girls, spectacularly The Emperor Jones
encompass his death.
dressed sets and spectacularly undressed
There is quite a good amount of comedy in
choruses in a new and amusing setting with Ido not think that The Emperor Jones was a the opening scenes and also in the sequences
very
good
selection
as
a
vehicle
for
the
screen
ing
ack
Cantor, at the top of his form, wisecr
debut of that exceptionally fine coloured actor where "Emperor Jones" takes over the chieftainship of the island and dresses his subjects in
and clowning through it all as a species of and singer, Paul Robeson.
village idiot who walks out of West Rome,
gawdy
robes, giving them imaginary titles.
In the
first place,
O'Neill'sstudy
playof isa
It is a pathetic study and a very interesting one,
U.S.A., into the Imperial Rome of the Caesars. rather
a sombre
affair, aEugene
psychological
but the drawbacks I have indicated militate
The "book" is, I see, credited to a small negro who, instead of bringing out the best that
its being wholly entertaining.
army of writers headed by George S. Kaufman is negro in himself, copies the worst habits and against
Paul Robeson's characterisation is a brilliant
and Robert Sherwood, two of America's most ways of the "white man" boss.
one and I hope that his services will be still further
is definitely "theatre," the really big scene enlisted for the screen.
popular playwrights, but their ingenuity does is It
one
where
Paul
Robeson
holds
the
stage
all
to
not appear to have been overtaxed in the himself as, fleeing from the vengeance of natives
He has a chance, too, in various episodes in the
provision of a story and nothing more subtle whom he has fleeced in the role of a tinsel emperor, picture to let us hear his exceptionally melodious
than the usual dream is deemed necessary for he is lost in the jungle and terrified by every voice in nigger spirituals.
the transportation of Cantor, from 1934 back moving thing. On the screen it strikes a theatrical Dorothea Wieck
and Baby LeRoy
to the ancient City of the Seven Hills.
the dynamic
of Paul
acting but
is always
apparent.force
It holds
you, Robeson's
grips you as they appear
The result is a rather slow beginning, but once note,
it gets into its stride there is usually something and fascinates you.
The other drawback, so far as English audiences in a story of kidinteresting going on on the screen, although there
are moments when non-lovers of Cantor, whose are concerned, is the fact that it is very difficult Fane's Baby
nap ers, "MissIs
interest in the Eternal City is mainly academic, on occasions to understand the guttural "nigger"
might wish that they were home at their firesides talk and consequently a good deal of the dialogue
loses its import.
with
Latin. a copy of Cicero's Orations in the original
The story shows how a negro in America
The producers have, as was, perhaps, to be becomes a Pullman porter and, travelling in the
expected, given us a traditional musical comedy President of the railroad's private car, gets stock
Stolen."
Rome, with Mr. Cantor (re-christened Oedipus information by which he manages to make money.
He becomes swollen-headed and lives a loose
and appointed to the position of food taster to the
Emperor Valerius — no sinecure in view of the life until one day at a gaming house he kills a
man in a fight.
Empress's
determination
to market,
poison her
spouse)
being auctioned
at the slave
winning
the
In gaol, being ordered to flog a fellow
Colosseum from the Emperor at dice and invading prisoner who has collapsed after being in
the bath chamber of the palace beauties with the the sweat box he refuses and, killing his
guard, makes a getaway.
latest "slimming " song.
The glory that was Rome has been recreated
He boards a boat and jumps overboard
with a lavishness one seldom sees in the more when a lonely island is in sight. He
lands and is taken to Lem, the
serious attempts to bring it to the screen.
There are extravagantly spectacular ensembles chief of the resident natives.
in which the Goldwyn Girls establish new records
He is seen by Smithers, a Cockney
for nudity, a beautiful captive English Princess trader, who buys him, but it is not
(Gloria Stuart) to supply the love interest with long before he has out-smarted his
the aid of David Manners as Josephus, many new ship.
master and is taken into partnergags and several old ones and a. final hilarious
chariot chase that recalls some of the greatest
He then plays on native
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Dudley Digges is very good as the Cockney
Smithers and the negro cast shows to fine advantage.— L. C.
Fraternally Yours
conorder"
"secret
extremely
Americanssciousare
and their
wives are
probably
not too
ns
keen on the conventio which these fraternities
decide to hold from time to time.
You can gather that much at least from this
latest Laurel and Hardy full-length comedy,
which is the best they have made so far.
It is good, honest slapstick, with ingenious gags
of a hearty, rollicking nature which are entirely
independent of subtlety.
Stan and Oliver are depicted as hen-pecked
husbands who have sworn to attend the
convention of their order "The Sons of the
Desert,"
in Chicago.
Their wives
have different ideas, but
Oliver, feigning sickness, gets a doctor
to order him on a sea trip to Honolulu and, accompanied by Stan, he
proceeds gaily to Chicago.
Unfortunately, they arrive home
without learning that the boat
they are supposed to be on has
been shipwrecked.
Feverishly they endeavour to
conceal their presence till the
next day,stances arebut
too force
much offorcircumthem
and they present themselves in
a soaking condition — it is raining hard outside — and tell a
tale of having swum and shiphiked home which is received,
to say the least of it, coldly.
Stan, however, confesses to
his wife and she, having boasted
to Oliver's wife that her husband
always tells the truth, takes
him home in triumph and fetes
him.
Poor Oliver's reception is
not so good — most of the
crockery in his house is broken
on his devoted head by an irate
spouse.
As a rule, I do not think that
slapstick comedy is capable of
sustaining humorous interest
for six reels, but in this case I
found very few dull moments.
Both Oliver Hardy and Stan
Laurel are on the top of their
form. Stan in particular has
some miming to do — such as
Eddie
when he eats wax fruit in mistake for the real article — that
is
excellent in its comic expressiveness.
As the wives, Mae Busch and Dorothy Christie
provide about,
excellent
foils Chase
for the gives
comedians'
knockwhile Charley
an extremely
funny performance as one of those objectionably
hearty gentleman who insist on working practical
jokes off on you at every conceivable moment.
Altogether, I think you will get a really good
laugh out of this picture, which seems to me to
put an end to the slump in ideas which was
becoming apparent in the short Laurel and Hardy
comedies. — L. C.
Moulin Rouge
We cannot complain about the chance given
to Constance Bennett in this, her first
20th Century picture.
Even if the story is fairly conventional, there
is no doubt the film is good entertainment and
Connie acts like a star. So why worry ?
Helen and Jill were once a "sister act." They
were not actually sisters, but they looked remarkably alike. Helen is married to Douglas, stage
author, and she wants to go back to the stage.
Husband Douglas refuses even to allow her to
give an audition and has no faith whatever in her

Paul Robeson makes his film debut in Eugene
O'Neill's play, " The Emperor Jones''

Cantor and Gloria Stuart in the hilarious
new musical, " Roman Scandals."
talent. When the Great Racquel, of the Moulin
Rouge, is booked for the revue Helen discovers
that Racquel is Jill, once the other half of the
"sister act."
Helen confides her troubles to Racquel and they
decide on a little impersonation plot. Racquel
wants to go into hiding with her new lover to
escape a jealous French husband, so Helen is
made
up as She
Racquel's
double
and to
is to
attend
rehearsals.
will thus
be able
show
her
husband the talent she has. Racquel promises to
return for the opening performance.
During rehearsals Douglas becomes fascinated
by the woman he believes to be Racquel and even
promises to elope with her.
The great first night arrives. The real Racquel
is delayed, Helen has to carry on, all sorts of
excitements follow, Douglas refuses to elope —
says he loves his wife — and everything ends
"happy
ever after."
"Darling,"
he says, "I knew it was you all the
"You liar," she whispers as she snuggles in his
arms.
And we agree with her.
time."
Constance Bennett plays both parts and is

excellent as both women. She sings two good
numbers, and makes the most of the best part she
has had for a long time. And she knows how to
get the laughs in the right place.
Franchot Tone is good as Douglas and Tullio
Carminati is fine as the impressario.
Others in the cast include Georges Renevant,
whose "Merci beaucoup" is worth recording;
Hobart Cavanaugh (drunk again !) ; Helen Westley, the Boswell Sisters, Russ Columbo, and a
lovely chorus.
—M.Darryl
B. Y.Zanuck (of 42nd Street fame) is responsible for the production. Little more need be said.
Advice to the Lovelorn
If from
what being
may his
be best,
Lee Tracy's
picture
is far
it at leastlast
serves
to emphasise the loss the screen will suffer if no way can be
found out of the unfortunate situation that has
been brought about by the Viva Villa Mexican
"incident."
With a "manufactured" story and a series of
situations with which a whole cycle of previous
journalistic exposes have made us painfully familiar. Advice to the Lovelorn depends for its entertainment value almost exclusively on the highpressure histrionics and colourful personality of
the
star and
the quality of its wisecracks and
incidental
humour.
(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 15.)
Tracy works tremendously hard to infuse some
life and conviction into the film and, though at
times his efforts definitely lead him into the
offence of over-acting, it can be said that on the
whole he succeeds.
He appears as Toby Prentiss, a reporter who,
by way of punishment, is put in charge of the
"Miss Lonelyhearts
columnthe
— aGreat
transatlantic
newspaper
institution "to which
American
Public is invited to — and does — submit its love
problems for consolation and solution.
The results so far are largely up to what one
would expect. In the hope of summary dismissal,
he answers the lovelorn morons with typical
"smart
aleck" Tracy
and disgust
outrageous
moral advice.
To his epigrams
surprise and
his
cheap cynicisms are hailed as a brave and
advanced new philosophy and the column begins
to assume national importance.
wisecrack
firstrateThework
here anddepartment
there is atputs
leastinonesome
moment
of hilarious humour when an indignant mother
descends on the office with a horse whip.
It is in the familiarity of its dramatic formula
that the film descends to the rank of "just another
Hollywood
is the
fiancee
who newspaper
devotes mostpicture."
cf her lifeThere
to trying
to
persuade
the
hero
to
"quit
the
racket,"
a
situation we seem to remember in The Fro it Page and
most of its successors.
There is the girl who is ruined as a result of the
column and there is even the racketeer who seeks
to put him on the spot. With the experience he
gained in almost identical, though rather better
presented, situations in Blessed Event, Mr. Tracy
must have found handling these inconvenient
accessories
mere child'sthought,
play thisincidentally,
time.
It is a disturbing
that
gangsters have not, apparently, been bumped off
for picture purposes by the repeal of Prohibition.
That eminent and popular expert on screenic
homicide, Mr. C. Henry Gordon, pops up again
as suavely sinister as ever in the role of tie king
of the drug store " racket."
His activities also help to contribute an interlude of sheer melodrama when the columnist's
mother dies as a result of being treated with his
inferior quality drugs.
Apart from such handicaps as I have indicated,
I found it extremely difficult to believe that even
in America the gullibility of the newspaperreading public is so general and extensive that
reporters'
gangsters' girl friends, and other
such personsfiancees,
one would
expect to be reasonably adult, write to
the
Miss Lonelyheart's
columns
with their
problems.
Sally Blane has few
opportunities as the
heroine, and what acting honours are left in
what is largely a oneman show are neatly
appropriated by Sterling Holloway as
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Characters are very well drawn apart from that
Tracy's faithful
secretary.
Alfred Werker's
direction
is as slick
and workmanlike
as his of the bereaved mother. Alice Brady, for instance,
gives an excellent study of a poor working woman
material permits. — M . D. P.
with a large brood of children who feels deeply
for theher star's
back
child. loss and is the means of bringing
Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen
Her
family
life is amusingly depicted. Indeed,
Quick to seize on any topicality on which to
base a story, Paramount has produced in all through the film there are light comedy
this picture the first kidnapping drama since the touches dealing with children which balance the
tragedy of the actual kidnapping.
Hays' ban on this type of film was lifted.
The result is very sound melodrama with some
Dorothy Burgess is very good as one of the
excellent suspense values. Maybe it is not wholly gang who are involved in the crime as is Alan
Hale,
as her accomplice.
convincing and the long arm of coincidence is
rather unduly stretched but it makes good
The picture ends with an exemplary life sentence
entertainment with a strong mother-love and child on the kidnappers and a somewhat valedictory
speech by the judge followed by a piece of delightDorothea Wieck, as a famous film star whose
appeal.
ful comedy when Miss Fane entertains her child's
child is kidnapped, does full justice to the rescuer's family, to whom she had given a large
emotional nature of the role. She brings a wealth sum of money and who are not yet used to the
of tenderness and poignancy to it, but the part unaccustomed luxury of baths, etc.
The whole production is well set. The beautiful
actually does not allow her the opportunities to
show the depth of her histrionic ability in the same surroundings and appointments of the star's home
measure as Madcken in Uniform or her first contrasting well with the squalidness of the poor
American picture, Cradle Song.
woman's "shack" way ont in the country where
The kidnapped child is portrayed by Baby hideout.
the kidnappers take the child to their nearby
Le Roy, who looks natural and attractive, but let
There is a lot of human feeling which makes
us forget all the hokum about his being some
infant phenomenon or prodigy. His success lies one overlook its tendency at times to become
in the fact that he can appear natural on the rather hysterically melodramatic. — L. C.
screen
there is for his "acting"
ability and
goes what
to the credit
director.
Eight Girls in a Boat
The opening of the picture shows us Miss Fane
on location where she signs a picture for a poor A young
Francegirl,or Germany
— the
settings suggested
Christa, in
a "finishing"
school
woman with several children who has the utmost both inwith
a heavy side layer of Hollywood —
admiration for the star.
discovered she was going to have a baby.
This somewhat upsetting incident in the course
That night Miss Fane's baby is kidnapped.
At first she refuses to notify the police and is
studiesexamination
leads to herandgetting
"ploughed"
only anxious to pay the money demanded by the of
in aherhistory
also caused
much
criminals. But no message comes from them, so heart searching to the cause of the trouble, a
the police are called in and they decide to publicize young American medical student; you know —
the crime to its fullest extent by Press, wireless career or love, sort of idea.
and public appeals.
Christa did not dare tell her father, whom she
All this detail is most interesting and brings
rarely
and turned
her lover's
that he
home to you the enormity of such an inhuman crime. very
marry saw,
her was
down request
with ignominy.
The kidnappers, finding they are cornered, might
Christa finally contemplated suicide but at the
decide to get rid of the baby and cover their spot which she had chosen to swallow a deadly
tracks but, in the nick of time, they are discovered
there happened to be a statue of the Virgin
by the poor woman to whom Miss Fane had given poison
Christa decided to go on living and return to
her autograph and she, at great personal danger, and
the school.
manages to run away with it and lead to the
Then the next day the head girl decided to
capture of the gang.
her a taste of discipline — she had come
It is these scenes of the rescue that provide give
home unconscionably late the night before.
legitimate suspense and bring the picture to quite
She
takes her to the bathing pool and makes
a thrilling conclusion.
her dive and swim until finally she faints and the
truth about her condition becomes known.
Thereafter she becomes a sort of school heroine
and all the girls promise assistance.
Her lover, however, makes a belated entrance
and, having told her he really loves her, takes her
away
aftertosheherhasschoolmates.
said a sort of "grand chain " of
farewells
I have rarely seen such a concoction of unpleasant nonsense and it is rendered all the more
futile by being supplied with a sort of musical
comedy school background complete with a bevy
of bathing belles. Indeed, the pupils at this most
extraordinary school seem to walk about all day
in clothes most fitted to show their curves to
advantage. It is quite impossible, therefore, to
seriously.
take
the tragedy that nearly befalls the girl

Prances Dee and Chick
Chandler in a tense scene
from the crook melodrama,
"Blood Money," which
will be fullyweek.
reviewed next

Let Tracy is the
column in his new
editor of a "heart''
picture, " Advice to
the seen
Lovelorn."
He
is
here with
Sterling Holloway
as his assistant.

The sequence where the head girl takes disciplinary action, a long-drawn-out one, is thoroughly
sadistic in effect if not in intent, and I wonder
how any censor could have passed it.
Technically, the picture is very good, always
excepting the fact that the locale of the school is
entirely indefinite.
Dorothy Wilson is attractive to look at as
Christa, while Douglass Montgomery is good as
her vacillating lover.
Kay Johnson has little to do but look and act
like
sports captain as the head
of thea thorough-going
school.
Actually, the best performance comes from
Walter Connelly as the neglectful father, a selfmade man who has never given much thought to
his daughter's welfare.
By the way, the title of the picture derives from
the fact that there is a boat's crew which is shown
in action once. — L. C.
Giantland

is Mickey's own
Mouse.
Mickey
Anew
version
Jack
and This
theit Beanstalk.
I'm
not going
intoofdetails
because
might anticipate
one of the hundreds of laughs and that would be
a pity. — M. B. Y.
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Colman

Hollywood Hermit Plays Host — Harold Lloyd Learns
Chinese — Barrymore as " Caesar " — Bing
Crosby Strikes Oil.
ch
'Sacterese
d as whi
riserve,
hasLD
often COL
RONA
beenMAN
char
coldness, is something which is not
always understood, particularly by
American members of the film colony.
He finds pleasure in the company of a few
friends, and rarely frequents large gatherings,
but is liked by all who come in contact with
him.
Colman was a most courteous host at a
recent cocktail party which I attended at the
United Artists Studio. The affair was held
in Mary Pickford's bungalow, quite a spacious
little one storey house, but hardly adequate
to accommodate all the guests, who numbered
close to 150.
A buffet and bar catered to the wants of
the gathering. Many prominent people were
present, including Herbert Marshall, his wife,
Edna Best, and Gloria Swanson.
Colman told me he enjoyed his trip to England,
and considers that British production has
improved greatly. He is too tactful to express
an
opinion
on isBritain's
movie
capital,
but he
glad to bechallenge
returning asto awork.
He is now in Palm Springs, enjoying a brief
rest, but will soon be in Hollywood to prepare for
his next production. Bulldog Drumtnond Strikes
Back.

and he gave a performance
which
"ahs" and
"ohs" will
fromdrawfeminine
picturegoers.
Incidentally,
the baby's
earnings
are given
to an
orphans' home in which his parents are interested.
Cupid Wins
E. A. Freeman, a justice of Yuma, Arizona,
who has married many of our film celebrities, isnow a husband himself.
The jurist was recently married to a lady from
colony.
Los
Angeles, who is not a member of the film
AmongFreeman
the picture
folk who
said " Jean
I do"Harlow,
before
Justice
are Gloria
Swanson,
Tom Mix, Sally Eilers, Loretta Young, Grant
Withers, Dorothy Mackaill, Barbara Kent, Mary
Astor and Richard Dix.

The Flood's Toll
The recent heavy rains flooded the sections
outside of Hollywood and caused the loss of
many lives.
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee, who recently
married, had actual experience of the dangers of
the flood area. Their ranch home is on a hilltop.
For four days they were isolated from the outside
world, with the telephone out of order, and with
only a few cans of food to keep them from starving. Friends who attempted to reach them were
Stardoms Penalty
unable to do so until the flood had subsided.
Harold Lloyd is very busy these days, and it is
Between the earthquake, fires and the flood,
all due to the fact that he purchased The
Hollywood
has had
Catspaw as a starring vehicle.
as our boosters
wouldmany
say. "unusual" experiences,
The story, which appeared in a leading
American magazine, deals with the adventures of
A Lucky Child
ato missionary's
raised and
in China,
his home in son,
America,
proceedswhoto returns
reform If radio and screen listeners notice a smoother,
the crooked politics of the city.
richer quality in the voice of Bing Crosby
Harold discovered that it was necessary for him during the next few weeks — there is a fine reason,
to speak ten pages in Chinese I Nothing daunted, for it.
he engaged a Chinese scholar, and is hard at work
Bing and his brother-manager, Everett, have
acquiring the proper accent.
received word that an oil well, in which they
George Raft and Carole Lombard as dancing
This young actor owes much of his success to held a major interest, "came in" in the Ventura
his untiring industry. We have had better field. The famous "crooner" will turn the
partners in their new film "Bolero."
of the well over to his young son, Gary
comedians than Lloyd, but the latter's stories, profits
Evan.
a picture, but, at present writing, Gary will not
"gags,"
and
the
expenditure
of
much
time
and
money have caused him to surpass all his rivals
consent.
with the exception of Charles Chaplin.
He Was Embarrassed
Spencer
Tracy's and
facebeautiful
is very, French
very red
! A
distinguished
woman,
whose knowledge of English is very limited, was
introduced to Spencer on a set at the Fox studio.
She was asked if she knew the actor and shook
her head. A number of films in which he has
appeared were mentioned to the visitor but were
greeted with negative nods.
Finally,
companion
great
role inherTwenty
Thousandremembered
Years in SingTracy's
Sing.

—
Says
wood
— Ann
Harding
has That
a miniature
movie theatre
Holly
in her home which she operates herself.
♦
♦
♦
— Ginger Rogers loves thrills. One of her pet
stunts is to coax police ambulance drivers to take
her along on " hurry-up
"♦calls. ♦
♦
— Florence Desmond drinks cocoanut milk to
whiten and strengthen her teeth.
♦
♦
♦
"
You
must
have
seen
him
in
'
Sing
Sing!
'"he
asserted.
— Joseph Schildkraut is said to have the most
There was a flash of recognition.
extensive library in Hollywood. It includes
"Sing sing?" exclaimed the lady. "Oui, oui, 17,500 volumes. ♦
♦
♦
oui ! The Song of Song — with Marlene Dietrich ! "
— Pat Paterson, the blonde musical comedy
star from England, confesses that her hobby is
Capitalising Romance
collecting toy animals.
♦
♦
♦
While Ruth Chatterton and George Brent, and
Adrienne Ames and Bruce Cabot, are willing
—
One
of
Irene
Dunne's
hobbies
is singing to
All In the Family
herself.
to appear opposite their mates in the films, other
Richard Arlen and his baby son, Richard players take a different attitude.
♦
♦
♦
Ralston Arlen, are working together in The
The RKO- Radio Studio pleaded with Frances
— Dorothea Wieck, star of Paramount's Cradle
Baby in the Ice Box at the Paramount studio. Dee and her husband, Joel McCrea, to accept
and Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen, is the greatSally Eilers, who recently appeared in English leading roles in the same films, but the couple Song
granddaughter
of Schumann, the composer.
films, has the feminine lead.
declined
♦
♦
♦
Baby Le Roy had better be careful, for young
Gary Cooper and his bride, Sandra Shaw,
— Paramount have just purchased Fifty-two
Mr. Arlen is likely to rival him in popularity. I appear to share the views of the McCreas.
of a vaudeville trapezthe story
Florette,
saw Richard, jun., do a scene or two at the studio, Paramount would like to star Gary and Sandra in ist,
Weeksin for
which
Claudette
Colbert may be featured.

Caesar " Barrymore !
John Barrymore can have the role of "Julius
Caesar"if inhe Cecil
B. De to
Mille's
production
Cleopatra
is willing
accept
a smallerof
stipend than he at present demands. Lewis
Stone is also under consideration for the role.
is to play
"Cleopatra,"
is Claudette
having herColbert,
troubleswhosecuring
the added
fifteen
pounds demanded by Mr. De Mille. The actress
recently sprained her ankle, so perhaps her
enforced idleness will enable her to add the desired
poundage.
De Mille is greatly elated over Harry Wilcoxon,
the English actor, who is to be "Antony," the
lovertakeof his
"Cleopatra."
to
place amongWilcoxon
the mostappears
populardestined
actors
in Hollywood.
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REUNITES Greta Garbo am
re arof "histor
a roman
lovery
popul
theticmostmixtu
m<
the life of one of Sweden's
" Queen Christina," whic
Rouben Mamoulian, presents
teenth-century queen who
a boy to prepare her for h<
throne.

Christina (Greta Garbo) bravely
faces the future when after having
renounced her throne for the man
she loves, learns that he has been
killed in a duel.

abdicates in favour of her cousin,
The queenCharles
(Reginald Owen).

Christ

meet i
up asA) ,
by
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in Gilbert, once
m the screen, in
fiction based on
olourful women,
as directed by
*bo as a sevenbeen reared as
xession to the
nrm.

oho has been brought
is mistaken for a man
(Gilbert) when they
oentionally at an inn.

► »

ief interlude of happiness in the life of the tragic
Christina spends an idyllic holiday at an obscure
h Antonio (John Gilbert), Spanish Envoy to Sweden.

The queen discovers the duplicity of Magnus (Ian Keith)
— a dramatic moment in the film.
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HAS GONE BEFORE

Jo March — sister to Meg,
Beth, and Amy — having
refused Laurie, an oldtime friend's proposal of
marriage, has gone to
New York, to stay at a
boarding-house where
she has met a middleaged German professor.
The maid has just
announced the arrival of
an unexpected visitor.
Jo hurries down to the
parlour full of anticipation.

MY ! Aunt March !

A

"

What
!"
She ahadsurprise
expected
to see Laurie; nevertheless, the pleasure
at finding the home people was
almost enough to make her forget him — for the moment.
"Tell me everything," she
begged, having received Aunt
March's peck and Amy's kiss and
settling herself on the floor
between them.
"We can't stay long," Amy
explained. " We've got to get to
the shipping office before it
closes."
"Ship! Why, aunty "
"I'm taking Amy with me to
Europe," announced the old lady.
"Maybe you can go next time."
"Next time!" 'No use denying
the blow, though Jo tried hard to
conceal its effect. All the same, it
was a watery smile she achieved as
she harked back to her first question.
"Tell me, 'A' dear, is Meg all
right? How's Marmee and father?
And how's my Beth?"
" Better, but she doesn't seem to
have got over the scarlet fever like
we did."
" My poor Beth. And how about
Laurie ? "
"Didn't
when they
were
here ? you
He see
and them
his grandfather
are in Europe — have been for weeks."
" Laurie — in New York — and
didn't come to see me ! "
Jo was not so successful at concealing this second blow, nor did
Aunt March improve matters by
saying :
"What can you expect, after
treating him and everyone so shamefully, picking up with him and then
trotting off without saying so much
as With
'Good-bye.'
along.regretted
Amy."
an effort Come
she never
not to be a spoil sport, Jo said,
frankly, while Aunt March was out
of earshot : " It's dear of you to say
you wish it were me, Amy; but
you've longed to go abroad as much
as I, and you've always been sweet
Aunty "
to" You
seem to forget waiting cabs
cost
voice money,"
from the came
hall. the inexorable
It was a very different creature
20

who went up the staircase from the
one who had come hurrying down.
Jo was going into her room when
she ran into the Professor.
" Ah,of Miss
I've read
some
yourJosephine
stories. !Please
will
Jo obeyed,
youInstantly
come in ?a-flutter,
"
following him into the room where
he received his pupils.
" Do you like them ? " Jo ventured.
"Well — Miss March — I must be
honest. I was disappointed. Why
do you write such artificial characters — such melodramatic plots ?
Villains — murders — and what
women ! Why don't you write
a — there. Miss March, please — I
didn't mean to hurt — I wanted to
help you. What a fool I am."
Thus the Professor, while poor
Jo, unable to deal any longer
with rising tears, began to sob.
By the time he had fumbled
agitatedly in his pockets for a handkerchief, Johad got a hold of herself.
"It's all my fault. I'm stupid
to-day, but everything seems to
come at once. The rest doesn't
matter so much; I can bear that.
But Laurie — I can never get over
" Herr Laurie, ah I " the Professor
sympathised,
of whom
you
have told "the
me. friend
Something
has
that."
happened
to him
? " to New York
"No — only
he came
and didn't even come to see me."
"What a fool he must be !"
announced the Professor so vehemently that at any other moment
Jo would have been up in arms.

" Amy ! Aunt March !
What
exclaim-to
ed Jo.a surprise
She had .'"
expected
see Laurie; nevertheless, the
pleasure at finding the home
people was almost enough
to make her forget htm.
"Really, it's all my fault," she
insisted. I thought — but what does
that matter? I did think Aunt
March might have taken me abroad
instead of Amy. Not that I begrudge
her"The
the holiday
trip." to Europe that you
have looked forward to, that is too
bad,"
her of
companion
broke light
in with
the relief
one on whom
has
dawned. "That is a cruel disap ointment, Iknow, and on the
top of that a stupid Professor comes
blundering
things
worse."
"Don't. in Ifto make
I can't
stand
the
truth, I'm not worth anything. I
didn't think much of those stories
myself," cried Jo, determined to
make a clean breast of it. "Only
you see the ' Duke's Daughter ' paid
the butcher's bill and 'The Curse of
the Coventrys' was the blessing of
the Marchs, because it sent Marmee and Beth to the seaside."
" Just what I have thought. Then
I said to
to myself,
I have
no
right
speak, 'Maybe
but then,
again,
maybe I've no right to be silent,'
because,
talent."
"You you
reallyhavethink
so?" In the
instant Jo's troubles vanished.
"Otherwise I would not say all
this, but I do beg you to sweep mud
in the street before you are false to
your
talent.
to yourself,
will never
writeSay
a single
line that 'II
have not first felt in my heart,'
try that
— Oh,
Will"I'll
you do
? " peppermint! —
Good,"
Jo
promised,
diving into
the proffered bag of candy.

"You will not worry too much
about
urged have
the Professor.
"Thosetheoftrip,"
us who
been all
over the old world find many things
in the new that are beautiful and
young. It would give me great
pleasure if I could show you some
of these things while you are here."
"I wish you would."
Jo was three parts, at least,
genuine in what she said; the slight
doubt she entertained as to the
Professor's turning out an old fogey
vanished under his guardianship.
They visited
concerts
andweeks
art
until the
flew galleries
by with galore,
disconcerting
rapidity.
" Wasn't it too divine ? It makes
me feel I don't want to be a writer
any more,"
the spent
cry, inwith
which,
after an was
evening
the
gallery at the opera, she expressed
the fact that time had literally
ceased to be.
Abruptly she lowered her voice,
for it was past eleven and Mrs.
Kirke's boarders, were in their rooms.
"Happy,inquired.
my little friend?" the
Professor
"Terribly. How I long to be a
wonderful singer and thrill thousands
She swept a curtsey, starry-eyed.
" Bravo ! Bravo I But don't
make
up your mind too soon.
Remember
of people." how at the museum you
wanted to be a sculptress and at
the circus you thought a bare-back
"I know, but to sing like that,"
rider. ..."
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and Jo hummed the sextette from
Lucia till the Professor upraised a
finger.
Of course. I shall wake the
household, but I'm so marvellously,
gloriously happy."
"Then you haven't missed your
old friends so much lately ? "
They had reached the landing,
but neither wanted to say "Goodnight."
"You'rehim,
responsible
Jo
accused
frankly, for
andthat,"
slipped
down on to the top of the stairs to
hug her knees, whereat the Professor
sat beside her.
"I don't think they're missing me
much at home. They're too busy
with Meg and the blessed babies."
"All — the remarkable twins! I
don't wonder they are proud. Have
you heard from Europe lately?"
"Yes. Amy writes by nearly
every boat."
" And your friend — Herr Laurie —
have you heard from him ? "
"Only
through
Amy."
Somehow,
on this
occasion when
Laurie was mentioned, she could
speakVichy
quite and
naturally.
met
in
had a "They
wonderful
time."
' ' Miss March, ' ' the Professor began,
very
in earnest,
"I amWould
bold
to askmuch
a favour
of you.
you
yourandfather's
I wishgiveto mewrite
ask himaddress?
something."
Why, from
of course.
happy
to " hear
you. He'd
Theybe almost
know you. I've told them about
you and they always ask after you
in their letters. That reminds me,
one came by this evening's mail.
I haven't even opened it."
"That's good."
Jo, from hurriedly skimming her
letter, began to read more slowly.
The face she raised to the Professor
was startling in its expression of
sorrow.
" It's Beth," she broke out," she's
— oh !— I must go to her at once."
She got up and reached her room
door, only half hearing the professor's
eager question: "Not really?
Can't I do something for you ?"
"No
— there
nothing,
thanks."
Unaware
of hisis fond,
anxious
look,
Jo shut herself in her bedroom ; not
to cry, but to think how quickly she
might travel to Beth, who was said
by the doctors to be dying.
Perhaps only those who have
watched a cherished sister slip away
from life, can know what Jo endured
in the weeks that followed her
return home.
Beth had always been delicate. To
see her on chaise-longue or sofa
was not unusual, and during her
attack of scarlet fever she had
seemed so very ill. At first it was
hard to believe she would not now
get better. Though weak, she looked
so much herself that it was a continual shock to have the stern
reminder — sometimes in a noticeable
loss of strength, sometimes in Dr.
Bang's face, though he did not say
much — that she was steadily passing.
At first, Jo was doubtful if Beth
knew the truth about herself. She
would talk of spring, of Amy's
return, of getting well by then. Meg
would often come round and bring
the twins, Daisy and Demi.
Seeing their puckered, healthful
faces
Jo
would against
come Beth's
nearest thin
to cheek
breaking
down.
One day Beth spoke. Propped
up in bed beside the open window,
she
cheekssawon totheher tears
sewing.fall from Jo's
"Dear Jo, you mustn't be afraid.
Isn't that funny, when you've
always told me that? You're so

PICTUREGOER
brave and wild, like a seagull.
You've always wanted to go places,
and I've always been frightened of
leaving home. Now it's different."
"Oh!knowBethie
"
"I
I can't express
myself,
Jo. I've never been like you. I
could only try and say this to you,
because I couldn't to anyone else.
I'm not frightened any more. I'm
learning that I can't lose you, that
you'll be more to me than ever, and
nothing
us." Jo held on to
For a can
longpartwhile
her sister's hands and could say
nothing, till Beth spoke with a
quaint
tenderness
tore away
Jo's
heart, while
it could that
not take
the solace of the words that had
gone before.
"Jo, dear. I think I'll be homeyou, when
even the
in heaven."
So sickitfor was
last half-hour
came, when the austerity of death,
softened by a smile, infinitely sweet,
was imprinted on the loved face on
the pillow, that for the first time the
position of comforter was reversed.
It was Jo who drew the sobbing
into the
her anguished
arms, Jo's cry
voiceof
thatmother
answered
" Beth— my little daughter — my
baby ! " with :
"No, no, Marmee — we mustn't
cry — we must be glad she's well at
It was a surprise to Jo that she
felt the incentive to write during
the weeks when the loss of Beth was
last."poignant. In the course of
most
months she completed a novel which
she thought might pass the Proand dispatched
to him fessor's
with censorship,
a message
asking if heit
thought it worth while, to have it
sent to a publisher friend of whom
he had spoken.
Amy had been in Nice when she
had heard the news, that would
have brought her home by the next
boat, had not Mr. Laurence and
Laurie arrived from Germany to
persuade her to follow the advice of
Marmee's letter to stay in Europe.
With Meg married and Amy
abroad, Jo felt it incumbent on her
to be at Orchard House.
She was ironing at the veranda,
for the weather had turned sultry,
when the sound of horses' hoofs
heralded a visitor on the front step.
" Oh, the elegant young matron ! "
chaffed
Jo, approving
Meg's charming turn-out
and parasol.
"Salhe Moffat's lent me her
carriage for the afternoon dear and
I want to make some calls — I
want
to go with Jome."rustled her
"Notyou to-day."
print as she manipulated the iron.
"I'm not dressed. Stay and talk
to me for a minute."
"Have you had a letter from
Amy ? " Meg inquired.
" Marmee did, but she hadn't time
to "They're
read it out."
in Valrosa, and she says
it's Paradise. Jo — how would you
feel if you heard your Laurie was
learning to care for someone else? "
"Meg
You mean
" I don't! really.
I'm only" reading
between the lines, but — would you
"No. How could I ? It would be
mind ? "
marvellous.
Don't you think so ? "
"Of course I do, but I wasn't
sure. Do forgive me." The colour
rushed to Meg's pretty face, as she
hurried on : I've thought so much
about you lately — you seem so alone
— and I've thought that if Laurie
" better as it is.
"No,back
no! It's
came
I'm glad if he and Amy are getting
to care for one another. You're
right about one thing. I am lonely,
(Continued on page 22)
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USE Icilma Vanishing Cream every morning and
your complexion will be just as perfect at
half-past five as it was at nine o'clock. For Icilma not
only makes your powder cling, but it tones up the
skin, and keeps it soft, smooth and free from blemishes.
VALUABLE BEAUTY OUTFIT
For a COMPLETE TRIAL BEAUTY OUTFIT containing
tubes of Icilma Vanishing, Flesh-Tinted and Cold Creams,
two boxes of Icilma Face Powder (Naturelle and Rachel), a
full-size 3d. Icilma Shampoo, and a full-size 3d. Icilma Hair
Powder for dry shampoo, send 6d. in stamps to Icilma
(Dept.29G.), 45 King's Road, London, N.W.I. Your envelope
must be sealed and bear a l|d. stamp. This
offer does not apply to the Irish Free State.
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Cold Cream
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6d.
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and very likely if Laurie came back
II might
have differently,
said ' Yes ' — but
not because
because
love him
— well, it means more to me to be
ODORONO
loved
than a ittremendous
used."
It was
confession
on Jo's part,
for
she
disliked
dences, as a rule, and, thoughconfishe
would have hated to have been
is always
reminded, Beth's death was drawing
her closer to Meg, whose eldersisterly influence in girlhood days
she had often resented.
a necessity !
Pleased
news,
it wasthough
a shockshe towas
hearat byMeg's
the
next
mail
from
Europe
that the
Odorono saves clothes
knot had been tied and that the
following boat would bring Laurie
from ruinous perspiraand his wife home.
It was like Jo to wear herself out
tion stains ... it prewith preparation for the homevents underarm odour !
comers, retire to the garret for ten
minutes' quiet an hour before they
were expected, and fall into a doze.
She was wakened by a torrential
• Just now, when you're
downpour of rain on the leads and
living indoors and wearing
the sound of Laurie's voice.
heavier clothes, you need
Up came her head from the old
Odorono as much as in
red pillow.
"Oh, my Laurie !"
summer — to prevent the
"Dear Jo. Are you glad to see
underarm perspiration that
stains and ruins dresses . . .
He sat down on the sofa-end and
she studied him contentedly.
that causes offensive under"Glad? Why, my blessed boy,
arm odour. Above all, never
words can't express how glad I feel.
go dancing, or to any party,
Where's your wife?"
" Stopped with the others at Meg's,
without Odorono's protection.
but I couldn't wait to see you.
They'll
along atpresently."
"Let
me? all"mebe look
you. Why,
Odorono — a physician's
you're bigger and bonnier, and
formula — is your only sure
you've
grown Ia don't
moustaclook
he." like a
solution of this perspiration
"Anyhow,
problem. Use either kind of
married man and head of a family."
"Not a bit; and you never will,
Odorono
you
prefer.
They're
Laurie. You're the same scrapedescribed below.
She fixed his tie in the old way,
grace anas extra
ever."violent jerk that made
with
Odorono is obtainable at any
him
protest.
toilet goods counter, 1/6
"Really Jo, you should treat me
and 2/6.
with more respect."
For the first time since she had
held his head against her breast
INSTANT ODO-RO-NO
NORTHAM WARREN, LTD. (Dept. P.I).
under
the tree by the stile on the
215, Blackfriars Road. LONDON, S.E.I (colourless) is for use at any time
Enclosed is 4d. in stamps for samples of Instant of day or night. It gives 1 to 3 into
day her
of Meg's
wedding,
Lauriechanged
looked .
eyes and
his manner
Odorono, Odorono Regular and Deodorant
Creme Odorono.
" Jo dear, I want to say one thing
days' complete protection
against perspiration and odour. and"No."
then we'll
it byunfalteringly,
for ever."
Jo put
spoke
Nome
ODORONO
REGULAR with a heartache that wouldn't quite
be controlled. "I think it was
Address
(ruby-coloured) is for those who always meant to be — you and Amy.
prefer to use Odorono at night It would have come about naturally
and obtain the longest protec- if you'd only waited — only you
tion ... 3 to 7 days.
never
couldJo,bewepatient."
"Then,
can go back to the
happy old times — the way you
wanted it — when we first knew each
trattow's
NON-SPILL

BOX
POWDER
NEW

Obtainable from Good
CHEMISTS and
STORES everywhere.
H" and
4'ROUND—
sizes 1/- 3',
to 2/11.
sizes
2/6 to 6/6.
SQUARE—
2*" and 31*
In difficulty& CO.
writeLTD.,
to
8TRATT0N
Balmoral Work*
— BIRMINGHAM —

Jo shook
"We
can'therbe head.
boy and girl again.
Those happy times can't come back.
We couldn't
expect it. But if we
other? "
can't
be
brother beand playmates,
sister, and we
stickcan
to one
another
for the the
resttears
of our
lives."
She thought
stood
in his
eyes, and was glad when voices and
doors banging below made them
shout.
" Hereto they
are !which
" And shethere
a race
the hall
won.was
Aunt March, handing her umbrella
to Marmee, was easily the first to
be heard, in bitter complaint :
"After all the money I've spent
on my rheumatism, to come back
on a day like this I
"You look very well," Jo assured
her and turned to kiss Amy, whose
fashionable gown, with a bustle,
was calling forth the delighted com-

from page
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ment of Hannah. "Heavens to
Betsey ! If she ain't dressed in
silkThere
from was
heada general
to foot !confusion,
"
in
which Laurie could be heard demanding of Jo whether
wife wasn't
marvellous
and AunthisMarch
enlisting the admiration of the company
for her Paris hat.
But Amy, whom marriage
undoubtedly became, and whose
early affectations had totally disappeared in a genuine charm of
manner, found
affectionately
to Jotime
: to whisper
"I can never forgive myself for
staying away so long and leaving
one noticedto Jo
she slipped
youNo everything
bearas alone."
into the cupboard under the stairs
to whisper to a visionary face in its
little brown hood, among the cloaks
and shoes : "Bethie, isn't it fun
we're all together again ? "
I've
spenthadalla decent
my money
and
haven't
meal since
I've been away," Aunt March was
declaiming as Jo stood in the parlour
doorway,
to veto
Marmee's
suggestion inoftime
helping
Hannah
get
tea."Now you sit down, dear. I'll
give
Hannah
hand." She atfound
the good
soula consternated
the
"Dear,door.
dear, I must go for some
pantry
milk. I haven't enough for the
"Hand me that jug."
"You can't go. It's raining cats
"Never mind. I love it."
Jo dogs."
was off, hatless, but cloaked,
and
andbabies."
through the garden gate before
she had the chance of seeing a figure,
carrying an umbrella, entering and
walking up to the porch.
She got the milk and was coming
back when the same figure turned
away from the porch and bumped
into her.
"Professor
"My little Bhaer!"
friend ! I was just
here to leave your book. I wanted
to tell you my friend published it
and has great hopes. He thinks
"Never mind what he thinks)
"So much I cannot tell you in
it?"simple and beautiyou like
Did
English.
It was
"But you were going," Jo
reminded him. "If I hadn't come
along you would have gone without
telling
didn'ttheyoumaid
go intells
?"
"You me.
haveWhy
a party,
"Only
my sister
She's
married
to thejust
boycome
I toldhome.
you
"Herr Laurie. Ah I" Getting a
grip of himself, the professor hurried
on: "It's so long since you and I
have met,
ful." my little friend, so long
since I have wanted to ask you —
about."
yet
I darefor,notthough
say it —myI shouldn't
so bold,
heart is be
so
full,It Imay
have have
only been
these aempty
hands."
very dreadful
thing, when
but Jo being
couldn'tproposed
shilly-shally
even
to.
"Not
empty
now,"
she
said
and
me."
took the hands in hers. They were
in the porch and the door opened to
reveal Hannah, whose astonished
look at seeing the gentleman who
had just left, changed into one
broadly approving beam.
"Welcome home I" cried Jo and,
to the detriment of the umbrella
which fessor
he followed
forgotherto in.close, the Pro[The End].
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Baldness

using

KOTALKO
Preston.
Dear Sirs, — About four years ago I
was troubled with over a dozen very
large bald patches, and although I had
tried numerous kinds of hair drill, lotions, and
pomades, the hair would not grow on these
bold parts.
You can imagine how unsightly my head
must have looked, and I had given up hope
of ever being able to go out anywhere
where it would be necessary to take off my hat.
People used to stare so, and would remark
upon the condition of my head.
I used Kotalko, and after a while I was
able to write and report the excellent new growth
obtained through its use. All the bald spots
were completely covered with new hair.
This new hair continued to grow, both in
length and quantity.
Now, after four years, I am able to
confirm this testimony. In many cases
one hears of a new growth brought on after
baldness, but which in time falls out again.
But this is not so with the new hair growth
brought
for as stronger,
time has
passed onthewith
hairKotalko
has —become
longer,
and
thicker
—
which
proves
Kotalko is a True Hair Grower.
Yours truly, that
(Miss) Maggie Taylor.
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites,
Taylors, and all Chemists and Stores, per box
5/- and 12/6. Kotalko Soap 1/6 per tablet.

Legions of remarkable cases of
growth after baldness, falling hair
stopped or dandruff removed, have been
reported after using Kotalko and
Kotalko Soap.
Is splendid
for casestroubles.
of thin
andKotalko
brittle hair
or other hirsutal
It should not be confused with preparations which are merely intended to
beautify the hair. Kotalko does this;
but it does much more in stimulating
new growth from dormant roots.
Kotalko Soap Is a wonderful scalp
cleanser.

SEND
THIS COUPON
(or copy it)
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
9 Percy Street (104.AD), London, W.l.
Please send me, post paid, Testing Package of
KOTALKO and KOTALKO SOAP, with
directions,
stamps. for which I enclose threepence in
Name
Address
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦•THE PRIVATE LIFE OF
♦HOME SWEET HOME
HENRY VIII c^PHANTOM THUNDER♦♦♦CROOKS IN CLOVER
BOLT
♦♦♦POWER AND GLORY
♦THE FLYING CIRCUS
♦♦MIDNIGHT CLUB
♦EARLY TO BED
♦I HAVE LIVED
♦♦MOONLIGHT and MELODY
♦I ADORE YOU
A ROYAL DEMAND
Mae Clarke has a leading role in
" Crooks in Clover."
adgedweek
forEa ch
hein
by
ananingete,rest
QUIT
that masterly British
production The Private
"Life of Henry VIII,
which has done more good to our
prestige than pages of publicity-t
inspired eulogies of indifferen
films.
Maybe you thought you were
getting tired of crook plays.
Well, go and see what can be
done to an almost threadbare
topic by an ingenious plot and
clever direction.
Crooks in Clover is noticeable,
too, for all-round good acting —
especially that of Myrna Loy , who
has come to mean something
much more on the screen now
than an exotic "menace."
Then there is Power and Glory,
one of the most important and
dramatically forceful "biographies"
yet produced.

••••THE

PRIVATE LIFE OF
HENRY VIII
United Artists. (London Film Productions).
British " drama.
A " certificate.
Historical comedy
Runs 95 minutes.
Charles Laughton
Henry VIII
Robert Donat
Thomas Culpepper
Ladv Tree
Nurse
Binnie
Barnes Henry'sOld
Kathryn Howard
Elsa Lanchester Ann of Cleves
Merle Oberon
Ann Boleyn
Franklin Dyall
Cromwell
Miles Mander
Wriothesly
Wendy Barbie
Jane Seymour
Claude Allister
Cornell
John
Loder
Everley
Gregg Thomas
KatherincPeynell
Parr
Lawrence Hanray
Cranmer
William Austin
Duke of Cleves
John
Turnbull
Frederick
Cully
Duke of Holbein
Norfolk
Judy
Kelly
Lady
Rochford
Gibb McLaughlin French Executioner
Sam Livesey English Executioner
Directed by Alexander Korda from the
story by Lajoo Biro and Arthur Wimperis.
So much eulogy has been poured
on this picture, which was previewed in our issue of September 9,
1933, that any more must seem
superfluous. Yet, that is all
I can do, because I am perfectly
sure that it is the best production
that has ever been turned out from
a British studio — and there are no
exceptions.
The only criticism I have to offer
is that there is a tendency to present
Henry as too gross a character — that
is, emphasise his rough manners to
obtain a more comic effect. It is
very noticeable in scenes at table
when he eats like a swine and throws
his food about the room.
It is as well to reflect for a moment
that Henry VIII was a cultured
man,24who could speak two or three
languages,
wrote exceptionally well.

What the asterisks mean— **** An outstanding feature. **• Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
and composed music and lyrics.
That over-emphasis I consider
quite unnecessary and rather a
cheap way of raising a laugh ; but it
does not, of course, spoil the effect
of the picture as a whole, which is
brilliant in every department —
acting, composition, setting, costuming, and direction.
The way that Alexander Korda
has linked each marital episode with
its own quota of comedy and drama
is masterly. His treatment of the
subject fully justifies his title of
Britain's best director, a title which
his latest picture, Catherine the
Great, consolidates.
The story picks up the threads of
Henry VIII's life at the time of the
execution of Anne Boleyn — a
poignantly dramatic sequence this
— and then follows the events that
lead to the death in child-birth of
Jane Seymour.
Then comes his marriage to Anne
of Cleves and some of the most
humorous sequences in the production.
Henry and his none too well
favoured bride sit up on their
wedding night and play cards and
decide on the best terms for a
divorce !
Follows Henry's marriage to
Katheryn Howard and her subsequent execution for adultery with
one Culpepper.
It concludes with his old-age
shared with Katherinc Parr, who
treats him like a child and outlives
him.
Your attention is focused chiefly
on the performance given by Charles
Laughton. I am inclined to think

that he dominates the picture rather
too much, but there is no doubt
about the brilliance of his characterisation, even if it at times does
become more of a caricature.
There is nothing to chose in the
acting of the remainder of the cast
— each character is extremely well
presented — but if I had to single
out anyone for especial notice, I
would pick on Elsa Lanchester for
her restrainedly humorous depiction
of Ann of Cleves.
Special praise is due to Vincent
Korda for his artistic settings and
to John Armstrong, the artist, for
his
exceptionally well-designed
costumes.
George Pennel's camera work is
outstanding.
•••CROOKS IN CLOVER
M.-O.-U.
A " certificate.
comedyAmerican
drama. "Runs
88 minutes. Crook
Warner Baxter Jackson Durant
Myrna Loy
Gertie Waited
Charles Butterworth Lay ton
Mae Clarke
Mimi Montague
Phillips Holmes
Tom Sidall
C.
HenrySleeper
Gordon
JimSue Crelliman
Martha
Leonard
Nat Pendleton Tony Gazatti
George E. Stone
Murtoch
Robert
O'Connor Bodyguard
Stevens
Raymond Emmett
Hatton
Arthur Belasco
Bodyguard
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke from a story
by Arthur Somers Roche.
The been
strides
that Myrna
has
making
in herLoyacting
ability are fully exemplified in this
brilliant light crook drama, which
has some of the most effective
dialogue
recently. I have heard on the screen
She plays the rdle of Gertie
Wax ted, a woman whose moral code
is definitely lax, but who is ready to

You will see Mary Brian as a
dancer in " Moonlight and
sacrifice her life for a man who
treats her as a lady and respects her.
This latter part is excellently
Melody." Baxter. As
acted by Warner
Durant he depicts a lawyer who
defendscence ahe isgangster
whosehimself
innosure, andof finds
cut by his fiancee and society
friends.
His performance is very sincere,
and he makes you believe both in
the character and his ideals of
As Tony, the gangster whom he
defends, and who in the end is killed
justice.
saving Gertie from gunmen, Nat
Pendleton is exceptionally good ; he
draws an unusual type of gangster
with a touch of humour to leaven
the character.
The main plot revolves round
Du rant's attempt to clear Sidall, the
fiance of the girl who had jilted
him, fron. a charge of murdering a
woman, the mistress of a racketeer.
The action is both brisk and
ingenious, and the treatment free
from heavy melodramatics ; in fact,
the comedy touches predominate.
The racketeer's mistress is played
extremely well by Mae Clarke, while
Martha comer,
Sleeper,
comparativeas newshows to a advantage
Sue,
Durant's ex-fiancee.
As the racketeer who actually
frames Sidall, C. Henry Gordon is
effectively sinister, while Phillips
Holmes is quite good as Sidall.
A clever little character study is
given man
bywhoGeorge
E. Stonebyas Durant
a gunis terrorised
into giving the racketeer away, and
the light relief is in the capable
hands of Raymond Hatton and
Arthur Belasco, who are assigned
by Tony
to thedefended
lawyer
who
had as sobodyguard
successfully
him and for whom he later lays
down his life.
It is seldom one sees such a wellconstructed plot and one which
holds the interest so credibly.
•••POWER AND GLORY
Fox. American.graphical drama."A"
Runs certificate.
75 minutes. BioSpencer Tracy
Tom Gamer
Colleen Moore
Sally
Ralph Morgan
Henry
Helen Vinson... ,
Eve
Clifford Jones
Tom Gamer jun.
Henry Kolker
Mr. Borden
Sarah
Padden TomHenry's
Wife
Billy O'Brien
(The Boy)
Cullen
Johnston Henry (The
Boy)
J. Farrel MacDonald Mulligan
Directed by William Howard from the
original story by Preston Sturces.
Jesse
L. Lasky,
the producer,
has
christened
his method
of dealing
with the life of a man from his boyhood to his death, as a disillusioned
magnate whose business power only

Helen Vinson and Clive Brook share
honours of " Midnight Club " with
GeorgetheRaft.

(Continued
on page 26)
mocks him,
"narratage."
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Radium.
Radiumwithis
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your shoes
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and themanent result
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and attractive.
or faded shoes regain their lost
elegance and give twice the service. Try Radium
It is
obtainable
in all to-day.
the latest
coloursplete with
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6d. handy
per bottle
mop. comAlso Radium Cleaner for
cleaning and reviving reptile shoes of all colours— 6d.
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GIVES YOUR SKIN A 'LIVING' BLOOM
. . . The warm, youthful tint of the new English
Peach shade and the gossamer fineness of its texture make your skin so lovely, so flawless . . . that
even your own most searching scrutiny leaves
you marvelling.
Richly perfumed with the lovely Orchis perfume,
and in tints to suit your complexion.
Large

^ /—

Box

A testing sample of the
Orchis cluded
Perfume
inwith eachisbox.
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HALF-PRICE
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AVAILABLE
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THE

COULDN'T
WITHOUT

EAT ANYTHING
AWFUL
PAINS

One Bottle or Tablets Ends All Pain
What would you say if you had suffered from
indigestion and gastritis so badly that for 17
years
couldn't tablets
eat anything
andyour
thenpain?
one
bottle you
of stomach
ended all
Yet that's the story of Mr. W. Wooton of
Snaefell Road, Blackburn. These are his own
words :— " After 17 years of suffering with indigestion and gastritis Maclean Brand Stomach
Tablets have done me more good than anything
previously. I was wounded and gassed in December, 1916. Since then I have been troubled with
a bad stomach. I could not eat anything and
had awful pains day and night. A few weeks
ago I purchased a box of Maclean Brand Stomach
Tablets and now I feel a different man altogether
— the pains have gone ! They are a godsend."
You, too, can get this blessed relief from the
pain of indigestion, even if you have suffered a
lifetime. Simply go and get a bottle of Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder or Tablets, the remedy
which is restoring hundreds to health and happiness, but be sure to ask your chemist for the
genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder with
the signature "ALEX C. MACLEAN." It is
not sold loose, but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/- bottles
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
FIRST

TO

BEAUTIFY

YOUR

HAIR

by this New Method
All girls know that ordinary hair-washing methods leave much to be desired in the matter of sparkle and
sheen. Therefore every woman reader of the " Picturegoer" should take advantage of this unique opportunity to try a NEW two-way hair beauty treatment AT HALF COST. Forget " setting lotions" and " wavesets" of ordinary type, and learn the benefits of Camilatone's LUSTRSET, a 1/3 tube of which gives 30 to
35
perfect
introduce
new you
Camilatone
hairpacket
beautyof treatment
" Picturegoer"
special offersettings.
is beingTomade.
This this
entitles
to one 6d.
Camilatoneto GOLDEN
RINSE,readers,
or onea
6d. capsule of Camilatone TONRINZ, and one 1/3 tube of LUSTRSET at HALF PRICE.
Fill
in theandcoupon
now and find out for yourself the beneficial and beautifying qualities of Camilatone Beauty
Rinses
Lustrset.

•Fair
To CAMILATONE Ltd., CAMILATONE
HOUSE, WELSH HARP, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9.
Please send me POST FREE to the address below
NAME
ONE 1/3 LUSTRSET ^^Mldr.
1 enclose 7^6. (block letters)
ADDRESS...
P. 1.
•ONE 6d. capsule TONRINZ for Dark
Auburn Hair
- ,
I enclose jfj.
(block letters)
•ONE 6d. packet GOLDEN RINSE for FairI enclose
Hair 3Q.
_ .
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED
'Cross out any not required.
—

Post this Coupon, with Postal Order or Stamps
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(Continued from page 24)
As a matter of fact, it is actually
a rather elaborated form of flashbacks and, while not suitable for
general adoption, is admirably suited
to this form of screen biography.
The story is unfolded by a narrator,
the dead man's secretary, who is
defending his late friend's and
employer's
lifemany
to hisothers,
wife, who,
common with
look onin
him as a monster of iniquity.
So the tale does not run chronological y, but is made up of scattered
sequences as events of importance
occur to the mind of the narrator.
It is very ingenious in its presentation and certainly brings sympathy
to the chief actor in the drama.
The story shows the hero in his
youth proving his fearlessness by a
diving feat, and this is immediately
followed by his demonstrating the
same qualities as the powerful
managing quelling
director'a ofrevolt
a railroad
company
on the
board.
Then we see him as an illiterate
young inspector of the permanent
way, who is taught to read and
write by a young school teacher who
later becomes his wife, and who
carries on his job so that he may go
to a University and study engineering.
With this is contrasted his life as
a "big boss," his love for a young
society girl whose father has an axe
to grind, and the suicide of his wife.
Later he marries the other woman,
and the final phase in the tragedy
is told in chronological order. His
son, who has turned out to be a
waster, has an affair with his father's
young wife, and on learning of it
the now completely disillusioned
man commits suicide.
The treatment cleverly avoids
stressing the sordid side of the story
and concentrates on character drawing, and the result is an unusual and
gripping entertainment.
Colleen Moore shows considerable
skill as a character actress as the
first wife, and Ralph Morgan is
effective as the narrator of the story
and a close personal friend of the
dead man.
Helen Vinson is good as the
society girl, and Clifford Jones and
Sarah Padden are prominent supporting artistes.
••MIDNIGHT CLUB
Paramount.
American.Runs 62"A"
certificate.
Crime drama.
minutes.
Clive Brook
Colin Grant
George Raft
Nick Mason
Helen Vinson
Iris Whitney
Alison Skipworth ...Lady Barrett Smythe
Sir Guy Standing Commissioner Hope
Alan Mowbray
Arthur Bradley
Ferdinand Gottschalk George Rubens
Forrester Harvey Thomas Roberts
26

•I ADORE

Charles Laughton as Henry VIII
with Binnie Barnes, toho plays his
fifth wife, Katharine Howard,
in " The Private Life of
Henry VIII." The Duchess
Ethel Gripfies
Billy Bevan
First Detective
Charles McNaughton Second Detective
Teru Shimada
Nishi
Directed by Alexander Hall and Georges
Somnes from Oppenheim.
a story by E. Phillips
George
Raft here graduates
another step along his road
from great crook to great lover.
He is cast as a detective who
passes as a crook in order to bring
to justice a gang headed by none
other than our old great lover, Clive
Brook. What a queer reversal of
roles I
However, Clive Brook is a " gentleeffectiveto
fade-outman" crook
at and
the stages
end inan order
enable Raft to marry a feminine
member of his gang, extremely well
played by Helen Vinson.
It is a fantastic story, which does
not stand too close an analysis, but
it is well constructed and capably
acted.
One of the bright ideas of the
club which gives the film its title is
the fact that the leading members
have doubles who sit in the club
premises and thus establish alibis
for their crimes.
George Raft is quite good, and
interesting characterisations come
from Alison Skipworth and Ferdinand Gottschalk.
••MOONLIGHT AND MELODY
Universal.
American.
Backstage
musical
romance. "A"
Runs 82certificate.
minutes.
Leo Carrillo
Nick
Mary Brian
Sally
Roger Pryor
George Dwight
Herbert Rawlinson
Powell
Lillian Miles
Elsie
Bobby Watson
Bertie
William Frawley
Mack
Directed by Karl Freund. Songs and
lyrics by E. I. Harburg, Jay Gorney,
Herman Huppeld, Al Sigel, and Sammy
Fain.
Conventional
neatly andback-stage
brightly romance
staged,
with some good, cheerful musical
numbers.
Roger Pryor, who has been making
a name for himself on the stage,
makes his screen debut and shapes
quite well, while Mary Brian is
adequate as the modest heroine who
wins his love.
Lilian Miles is versatile as Elsie,
acleverly.
leading lady ; she sings and mimics
Leo Carrillo is good in a small
part, as is Herbert Rawlinson.
Opening with convincing smalltown sequences, the action takes us
to Broadway, where the detail is
good and revue numbers and dance
ensembles effective.

YOU

Warner. dance
British.
show. " U"
Runscertificate.
74 minutes.Song and
Margot Grahame Margot Grahame
Harold French
Norman Young
Clifford Heatherley Louis B. Koenig
O. B. Clarence
Mr. Young
Georgie Harris
Peter Butcher
Ernest Sefton
Mr. Pilbeam
Gavin Gordon Alphonso Buillibause
Peccy Novak
Telephone Operator
Directed by George King.
An song-and-dance
unpretentious but
quitewhich
brightis
show,
very slight in story values, but is
backedsome
up bynovel
good back-stage
detail
and
ideas in dance
ensembles.
Margot Grahame is sound as a
film star with whom a wealthy
youth falls in love and, in order to
win her, gains financial control of
the studio for which she works.
As the youth, who is of a shy
disposition, Harold French does well,
while that fine stage character actor,
O. B. Clarence, shines in the very
appropriate role of a character actor.
Clifford Heatherley is amusing as
a pompous managing director.
The settings are not too elaborate,
but they are effective, and there is
a free-and-easy atmosphere about
the whole thing which is quite
pleasing.
•HOME SWEET HOME
Radio. British.
"A" 72certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Marital
John Stuart
Richard Pelham
Richard Cooper
Tupman
Cyril Raymond
John Falkirk
Eliot Makeham
James Merrick
Felix Aylmer Robert Wilding, K.C
Ben Wblden
Santos
Barbara Everest Mrs. Mackenzie
Eve Becxe
Betty Martin
Joan Carter
Joan Pelham
Sydney Fairbrother Mrs. Bagshaw
Marie Ney
Constance Pelham
Directed by George A. Cooper from a story
by H. Fowler Mear and Terence Egan.
Emotional ment,
drama,
in senti-in
and veryforced
leisurely
action. It deals with a husband
who accidentally kills a man with
whom his wife had decided to run
away, but about whom she had later
changed her mind.
He is accused of manslaughter and,
to save his being sentenced, bis wife
admits misconduct.
John Stuart does his best to bring
conviction to a thoroughly artificial
role, but Marie Ney is ineffective
and very poorly photographed.
Richard Cooper and Sidney Fairbrother are quite good in two
comedy characterisations.
The trial scene is unconvincing
and incorrect in court procedure,
which is hardly excusable in a
British picture.
c'PHANTOM THUNDERBOLT
Gaumont-ldeal.
American.
certificate.
Western drama.
Runs 61"17"
minute*
Ken Maynard
Ken Peters
Frances Lee
Judy Lane
Frank Rice
Nevady
William Gould
Red Matthews
Bob
Mallory
HarryKortman
Holman"One-Shot"
Judge Wingate
Frank Bkale
Mr. Oldham
William Robyns
Norton
Wilfred Lucas
Mr. Eaton
Directed by Alan James
Familiar
the terrorising
round-up ofa
a gangstory
who ofare
small Middle West town.
It is rather slow in development
for its type, but plenty of roughand-tumble fighting and an absence
of bloodshed makes it a useful
feature for juveniles.
Ken Maynard shows to advantage
in horsemanship, if not in histrionics.
•THE FLYING CIRCUS
Radio. American.
" A "61certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Triangle
Arlinb Judge
Ann Hardy
Bruce Cabot
Ace Murray
Eric Linden
Bud Murray
Ralph Bellamy
Speed Hardy
Cliff Edwards Screwy Edwards
June
Screwy's Girl Kearns
Friend
Frank Brewster
La Rue
Directed by Richard Birdwell.

The main thing in this picture is
the introduction of aerial stunts'
parachute descents and trick flying'
and a collision between two 'planes
in mid-air.
There is thrill enough in these, but
the plot and development are obvious
and there is little real interest in,
or
sympathy for, the characters
involved.
The triangle drama of a conventional order is played against the
background of an aerodrome and
an aerial circus.
•EARLY TO BED
W. &Romantic
F. Anglo-German.
certificate.
comedy. Runs "U"
81 minutes.
Heather Angel
Grete
Lady Tree
Widow Seidelbast
Donald Calthrop
Peshke
Athene Seyler
Frau Weiser
Leslie Perrins
Herr Meyer
Fernand Graavey
Carl
Sonnie Hale
Helmut
Edmund Gwenn
Herr Kurger
Gillian Sand
Trude
Lewis Shaw
Wolf
Directed by Ludwig Berger from a story
by Hans Szekely and Robert Liebmahn.
Music by Werner R. Heymann. Lyrics by
Rowland Leigh.
There
is a plot
good of
dealthis
of resemblance
in the
picture and
Rafter Romance, in which Ginger
Rogers and Norman Foster appear.
A girl and a man share a room,
the one using it by day and the
other by night. Unaware of each
other's identity, they meet in the
street and each pretends to come
from a high station in life.
Their deception of each other is
revealed and their romance terminway. ates, but only temporarily. When
they both attempt to claim their
room at the same time, love finds a
Heather Angel is very attractive
as the heroine and Fernand Graavey
is natural as the hero. The supporting cast is a strong one and sound
throughout.
It is all very slight, but quite
pleasing. •I HAVE LIVED
Gaumont-ldeal.
certificate.
Social drama.American.
Runs 68"A"
minutes.
Alan Dinehart Thomas Langley
Anita
Jean St.White
Clair
Ali en Page
Vincent
Warren
Gertrude Astor
Harriet
Maude Truax
Mrs. Reynolds
Mathew Bet*
Blackie
Eddie
Boland
Dell HendersonSidney J.Cook
W.
Florence Dudley The First Actress
Gladys Blake The Second Actress
Harry Bradley The Small Towner
Edward Keane The Leading Man
Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Dramatic
story ofwho
a woman
easy virtue
becomesof
famous on the stage, but finds it
difficult to live down her past. It
is all very conventional and gives
little opportunity .to Anita Page or
Alan Dinehart, who play the leading
roles.
It is treated melodramatically
and the direction shows a lack of
imagination, which renders characters and plot commonplace.
A ROYAL DEMAND
Paramount. torical
British.
"U" 62certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. HisCyril McLaglxn
Lord Forest
Marjorie Hume
Lady Forest
Fred Rains
Walters
Vi Caley
Nana
Powell Edwards
Gen Orring
Howard Fry
Lord Wentover
Tich Hunter
Robin
Gisela Leip Robinson Lady Ann
Cynthia Clifford
Lady Janes
Directed by G. A. Minzenty from a story
by Jane Moorland.
A story
of the Royalists
the
Roundheads,
which is and
exceedingly weak in plot, atmospherically
unreal, and trite in dialogue and
theatrical in characterisation.
Some familiar historical incidents
are reproduced, but the only things
of real merit in the production are
the picturesque exteriors of Hampton Court Palace.
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A clean, healthy skin
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A well-known scientist knew
that if he could reduce
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known, to a form in which it
Miss A udrey Stratton could penetrate and beautify
the skin, millions of ladies
of Leigh-on-Sea
would welcome the result of
his labours. Colrex Beauty Soap is that result — a
combination of " Sulfhaze " Activated Colloidal
Sulphurbring
and real
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Beauty's sake. Let
Colrex
skin blended
beauty for
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* SEND YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
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British

Victor Saville gives a toast to Jessie
Matthews in the old Tivoli bar he has
re-created for ™ Evergreen
herd's Bush. " at Shep-

Sets

Virginia

CHERRILL'S
British

COUSINS

Film

Things are moving at Worton Hall — A Twickenham " Thrillie " —
Edmund Gwenn and Esmond Knight Together
Again — Rene Ray's Return
I haven't heard what the title of the Cherrill
a little more complicated
LIFE has grown entiou
s Studio Correspon- opus is to be yet ; but this, together with further
for the consci
details, I'll communicate to you as soon as the
referright,sixI'mmonth
you're
) inquite
s, information is passed on to me.
the last
myself
ringdentto(yes,
have floors,
information
the glad
Wortonto Hall
because about
I haveactivity
rather
but there's always a compensation, and on I'm
it's the vast increasess.of interest and a tender spot for this Georgian mansion, with its
in this case ement
in the busine
even excit
sound-stages rising with an air of complacent
For instance, I had a 'phone call this week surprise among its trim lawns and flower-beds.
inviting me to visit the Isleworth studios, This is the kind of thing that makes British
where they are making a film.
studios attractive. They don't conform to a
certain standard of design as the Hollywood filmNothing very remarkable in that, you factories
do.
think? Perhaps not in itself — although proThe
pity
is that they
don't always
conform
ductions in this studio-in-a-garden have a certain standard
of efficiency
either;
but toit
become something of a rarity since the micro- must be admitted that tremendous strides in this
phone took charge of our floors; but consider direction have been taken in the past two or
three years.
the cast, tnes enfants, consider the cast !
At one sad stage of its varied career, Worton
For example, does or does not the name of
Virginia Cherrill mean anything to you? Hall was known by certain critics as Heartbreak
because of the quality of films emanating
Yes, I see it does — and, as the voice from the House
from it. But I remember with gratitude the
back of the class so correctly observes, she large
fires in the dressing-rooms in winter.
was the adorable blind girl in the most recent
At any rate, this unit is considerably less
Chaplin opus, City Lights.
secretive than some others. For instance, the
Well, she's here; and that alone would be Twickenham people are making two films.
sufficient
send ofmeDarkest
galloping
hell-for-leather
down to theto wilds
Isleworth.
Along with her is one of our most successful Staple Diet
English character-actors, D. A. Clarke-Smith, who Iwas passing the Wimbledon Studio at Merton
has played a long succession of dirty-dog roles in
Park, and dropped in on the chance of there
films.
being something going on; and sure enough, they
Just by the way, I heard that Cary Grant was were in full cry with a typical Twickenham
down at Isleworth too. He is not appearing in the "thrillie".
You know the Twickenham formula, I expect?
picture butnaturally
he accounts
is Virginia's
fiancee there.
which not unfor his presence
Lonely house, attractive but quite unimportant
He is one of the young men of Hollywood
lady, corpse, police-inspector, and four or
who have rather captured my imagination. young
five assorted suspects — one of whom, at least,
I have only met him in the flesh once — for about must be innocent, in order to provide the final
two minutes in a Hollywood studio-restaurant — close-up clinch with the girl.
They turn these out at Twickenham with
but
struck
me aaspretty
being forceful
" different
"; and,
believehe me,
it takes
personality
unfailing regularity, in slickness and in stealth.
to
be different
in Hollywood,
every young
girl's Of course, they do more important work as well
ambition
is to look
like Garbo where
and every
— Lily of Killarney, for instance, was a corker,
and so, of course, was The Wandering Jew —
man's to resemble John Barrymore.
28

but these "spot the murderer" epics are the
staple
diet.P. were making them at Elstree, they
If B.I.
would have Hal Gordon and a diamond necklace.
At Twickenham they have Dorothy Boyd and a
corpse.
Among the notable gathering of red herrings to
be dragged across the trail of the true murderer
are Michael Shepley (whom I suspect strongly
after his dirty work in Black Coffee) and Michael
Hogan (whom I also suspect strongly after his
dirty work in several films).
alsoa Edgar
he doesn't
lookThere
muchis like
murdererNorfolk,
to me. butI suspect
him
of belonging to the Heart-throb Dept.
And there is Sam Livesey as the police-inspector,
who, I gather, is the whole works. Well, he can
carry it; at his own job of the bluff but determined
heavyweight
there isn't another actor
in
the studios policeman
to touch him.
Gone Coy
George Cooper is directing this one (called
Tangled Evidence), and they are all at
Merton because they have overflowed from
Twickenham ; but why they have overflowed from
Twickenham is largely a matter of conjecture,
because if they are making a film there (and I
have it on my usual unimpeachable authority
that they are) they are preserving a coy silence
about it.
Now Warner
on to Teddington,
a stone'sarethrow
away,
where
Bros. FirstbutNational
producing
a picture with all the boast of heraldry and pomp
of power, or whatever I mean.
That is to say, they are telling the world, which
is an entirely reasonable proceeding when they
want the world to tell its neighbour.
Father and Son is the name of the film, and it
will hardly surprise you to hear that father and
son are being played respectively by Edmund
Gwenn and Esmond Knight, who played the
elder and the younger Strausses in Waltzes from
Vienna for Gaumont- British recently.
Voice in the Knight
This time they are saddlers in a gossipy little
village; and Esmond Knight will have a
chance to air his fine voice in a scene depicting
a church bazaar. To support him in this picture,
Warners have a distinctly interesting cast —
B.I. P. "discovery"),
Courtney
DaphneyCarson,
Charles
O. B.(a Clarence,
and Roland
Culver.
This is a "human drama" — not a comedy; and,
that being so, I will give you four hundred and
eight guesses at the name of the director.
No, I'm sorry, you're wrong in all of them.
It's Signor (Continued
Bianchi, whoon recently
page 30) left us for a
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that abundant, velvety lather, which cleanses so
gently . . . soothing and beautifying in one action.
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preserving " that Schoolgirl Complexion."
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visit to his native Italy, and has doubtless returned
refreshed and renewed.
And Signor Bianchi is Monty Banks to you;
but
is doing
more what
than heI can
say. directing a "drammer" is
Incidentally, Irving Asher, who is the Warner
Brothers'
returned
from
a visitvicar
to hisupon
nativeearth,
and recently
United States
— so
he, too, is doubtless refreshed and renewed.
So we are entitled to expect something pretty
good from Teddington.

It

In the Chiltems
Henry Kendal), whom I had begun to regard
as a fixture at Teddington, has drifted on to
Beaconsfield, where he is playing the lead in
Safety First for British Lion.
Pretty little Nancy O'Neill, the Australian
brunette who was the Admiral's daughter and the
hero's delight in Jack Ahoy, has bobbed up here,
and also — another welcome sight — Rene Ray,
whom I haven't seen for a year or so.
Some day Rene will get her big chance and
"click"; but she is having a tough fight for it.
You remember my mentioning Vera Bogetti
recently as having been in a comedy at the
B. & and
D. so
studios?
Well,Kove,
she's and
in so
thisis Safety
First,
is Kenneth
Helen
Haye, and so are Wally Patch and Hall Walters;
Wal and Hal are being built up as a new comedy
team,
and we Even
may see
them and
"featuring"
one to
of
these
Laurel
Hardy had
make adays.
start !
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"I have used Amami for about 8
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" I started it when my blonde hair began to
fade. Amami soon restored the lovely
natural colour, and kept a beautiful wave
and curl in it. And then ... I got married
—thanks to Amami! Yes, really; my
husband always says it was my Amami hair
that he first fell for!"
Every Amami Shampoo you buy contains
47 ingredients. 26 of these are just to
make your hair lovely. The other 21
are tonic ingredients, to nourish, feed
every starved hair-root, banish hair- troubles ,
bring healthy hair, that lasts ! Buy AMAMI
to-day !
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Am I Right ?
Ihate to have to rub it in, but more and more
as the months flow past are British studios
beginning to admit that I may not be such an
entire bonehead after all.
One of the ways I have been getting myself
notorious is by insisting that films could only be
made efficiently and economically if one person
wrote the story, prepared the scenario, directed
the picture, and supervised the final cutting.
This functionary I call the Kinist; and whenever
a Kinist does rear his head in our studios, he
produces a film which is at least far more interesting than the mass-production efforts to which
we have become accustomed — so called because
masses of people are concerned with each production.
Bernard Vorhaus wrote his own script and
directed Crime on the Hill — which I found an
excellent sleep-preventer. W. P. Lipscomb wrote
story and scenario and directed Colonel Blood.
Now in the same studio (Sound City) Anthony
Kimmins is directing a comedy called By-pass to
Happiness, of which he also wrote the scenario.
And at the mystery -enwrapped Hammersmith
studio (sh ! Not a word !) a young man named
Ralph
I last saw
at of
Shepherd's
Bush, isSmart,
writing whom
and directing
a series
films for
P.D.C.
They seem to be coming round to my way of
thinking ... no?
Proving the Rule
Of course, Maurice Elvey has been writing his
own scenarios for years, but Maurice is a law
unto himself. If I point out that Maurice Elvey's
films are almost invariably box-office successes,
you'll
say I'm
in again — and I wouldn't
have you
thinkrubbing
that. itNo.
Anthony Kimmins is the young man who left
the Navy to make a small fortune by writing
While Parents Sleep, and has since taken to acting
himsell. He played leading parts in two
Sound City films.
Now he is a script-writer-cum-director.
In this By-pass one he has Kay Hammond,
Tamara Desni (you remember her in Falling for
You} Very easy to look at), Nellie Bowman,
Maurice Evans, Mark Daly (a clever comedian),
Elliott Makeham (a brilliant character actor),
Billy Holland and John Teed. About Messrs.
Holland and Teed I have no information.
A Saville Row
Victor Saville must dream about audiences.
Not
does he get 'em going with his
films, but only
I frequently
find him struggling with
them in the studios as well.
For instance, which of us that saw it will forget

A clever sketch of Robertson Hare, the popular
Aldwych " team " comedian.
the
gorgeous
in " The
Theatre Royal, Gatford,"
staged
for TheriotGood
Companions.
Tivoli Reconstructed
This week I found him with a much more ruly
audience, in a clever reconstruction of the old
Tivoli Theatre, which stood, once upon a time, in
the Strand. (Heavy sigh from the ten remaining
Stage
— the lineal forebears of the
GalleryDoor
GirlsJohnnies
of to-day.)
Hands up any of the class who remember the
old Tiv ? What, not one ? Drat you, you make
me feel a Methuselah.
Last time I saw it there were Harry Lauder
plastered all over it ; but down at Shepherd's
posters they
Bush
End
days. have gone back considerably before
Harry Lauder's time — or at any rate, his West
That Fatal Inch

1 found them precisely at the period when
chorus boys wore striped blazers and straw
hats (which didn't date them) and chorus ladies
wore long black gloves and long black stockings
which showed about an inch and a quarter of
chorus lady between the stocking and the frillies
(which did date them, and how !)
We are told that it is the object of Art to reveal
Art and conceal the Artist. The Art of the Old
Tiv. concealed Art fairly successfully, and
revealed just enough of the Artiste to make the
Johnnies come again to-morrow night.
Nowadays, chorus-girls wear an inch and a
quarter of whatever is in fashion, and there's no
point in anyone coming again to-morrow night.
The most prominent lady of the chorus was
Betty Balfour; they were singing that strangely
artless ditty, which was already old when I was
Buy Me a Bow-wow,
Wouldn't
young— "Daddy
accompanying terpsichorean
and the
Bow-wow";
evolutions (which consisted in tripping round the
stage hand-in-hand) was so exactly what I have
always seen choruses do everywhere and in every
age that I felt quite at home.
With Mo
himself at home was
Another fellow who found
Gerald Barry, who has been away from home
for a number of years — to wit, in Hollywood,
where he has been one of the few favoured
Englishmen who are regularly and continuously
employed.
In the few months since he returned he has
films, and a totally different part
played
This time he is Manager of the Old
in each.in seven
Tivoli, with a magnificent moustache, without
which no self-respecting manager of the old school
would care to appear in public.
Look out for Gerald Barry, boys and girls.
We're going to hear more of him.
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in REAL-LIFE

learn

technique from the talkies
*HE screen has long been the greatest same film. It cannot be done, and the puerile
factor in the education of the woman compromise between sophistication and naivete
which is foisted upon us in consequence is
V of to-day. It prepares her for any inevitable.
conceivable situation likely to arise in
"If films are ever to be more subtle they must
everyday life, and gives her a sang- be made without consideration for immature
froid she would otherwise not possess. In minds. Children would find such pictures poor
short, it is the finishing school for every entertainment, and either stay away or attend
modern girl.
only was
when exhibited.
something specially suited to thentaste
"Not so the men. They seem absolutely
"This
would
go far towards solving the difficult
incapable of absorbing any of the Novarro
Personality that women so appreciate and need . problem which always confronts the censor, of
'A' and 'U' certificates. And, on the whole,
would not children be better off without quite so
"They receive an
object lesson every
much ' picturegoing ' ? " — (Miss) C. I. Gadsby,
time they see Leslie
3 Myross, Landemann Circus, Weston-Super-Mare.
Howard playing the
[This is an age of compromises. The particular
gallant gentleman.
"puerile
sophistication
naivete to compromise"
which you referbetween
exists, not
because of and
any
Don't they know the
attempt
to
appeal
to
the
child
picturegoer
as well as
meaning of the word
tlte adult, but because adult picturegoers themselves
'gallant'? And
are of varying standards of intelligence. And surely
'gentleman.' Did he
it n ridiculously short-sighted to overlook the fact
go 'out' with powthat,
directed into the right channels, kinema enterhistory.}
dered wigs and
tainment could be the greatest educational force in
things ?
modern
youngto
man" Thenever
seems
Trailers Keep Them Away
connect the word
"TC'or the last three weeks at our local kinema
' respect ' with a girl.
Ramon Navarro
-T I have seen a 'Trailer' of / Was a Spy.
Xot only is this very boring, but I am now
is,"Anyway,
the men the
are fact
not
acquainted with all the most dramatic moments
taking their lessons at
in the film and so have had all my inclination
all well. Still, perhaps I'm wrong. Maybe to see this much talked-of picture killed.
Jimmy Cagney's 'rough stuff' holds more appeal
"This films;
happensto repeatedly
concerning
most
for them than Ramon Novarro's reverence.
popular
show the cast
is quitetheenough
"HaveHumphries,
the men anything
to say?" —Crescent,
(Miss) to draw the public to-day. — R. Brown, 1 Mount
Hilda
20 Summerfield
Kidderminster.
Edgbaston, Birmingham 16, winner of the guinea Pleasant,
[Exhibitors, please note.]
prize.
[The interesting problem raised here is one that
is, I think I can claim, outside both my province A Hepburn War
and experience. I can only repeat : Have male
readers anything to say ?]
"\^7elcome,
! If first
anyone
her
V V of beingKatharine
a personality
and accuses
an actress
secondly, that merely emphasises the amazing
force of that personality ! Because actually the
Too Many Comedies
accomplished actress with the astute brain is
" A re British films getting too popular? While revealed in every action she makes — every word
xX admitting that they have given us some she utters.
good and unusual super films, they are riding
some material to death in certain films.
"Katharine looks clever, and looks attractive
and fascinating, and looks a clean, straight woman.
"I have just seen Gene Gerrard in the usual What an astounding combination
Gerrard matrimonial mix-up. It's a Boy was the
"Who else has achieved it? I can think of
mixture-as-often-before. Beware of Women was only
two others, maybe three : Greta Garbo
the hundredth dose of the same medicine. And
will Sydney Howard console me with the eternal (despite many nasty roles), Anne Harding (the
darling), and, perhaps, less excitingly, Irene
garter tangle ?
Dunne!"
— (Miss) D. A. Wills, Moss Cliff e,
"At films
the with
present
time,Butfilmgoers
these
glee.
there willarebe swallowing
a reaction. Selcroft Road, Purley, Surrey.
A field that bears the same crops time after time
gets worn out.
"
atharine Hepburn may be a great find to
•^V the movie critics, but to me she is just a
"Our
films
will
not
always
be
adjudged
as
good
on the strength of a few exceptions. It is the pain in the neck.
average everyday film that must stand the strain
" I can't seem to see anything in her that would
and when these fail, the industry fails. No make people rave about her personality or acting
industry can pay dividends with a few supers." — ability — if she has either.
A. Inman, 46 Southey Crescent, Sheffield 5, winner
"When I glance through the pages of different
film books, her picture is always there with that
of the second prize of half a guinea.
[While I agree — and, indeed, Picturegoer has hungry look on her face." — (Mr.) R. Wright,
often pointed out — that there is a danger of these 11 Sparrow Terrace, Port hill, Stoke-on-Trent.
mixture-as-before comedies put over on stellar names
being overdone, the money they have made has
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
provided a war chest for the expansion of the
industry and the production of more ambitious
What you think about the stars and films ?
films.-]
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid
for the two most interestChildren's Films
ing, and 5/- for every
The scarcity of films suitable for children and
other letter published each
the unpromising outlook for juvenile
week. Letters should be
audiences is excellent news. If the shortage
written on one side of the
results in a drastic reduction in the numbers of
paper only and should not
the child picturegoers, the kinema will benefit.
exceed 150 words. Address to
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
"One
of
the
chief
handicaps
which
hinder
the
more intelligent producers must be the problem
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
of appealing to adolescents and adults with the
e THINKf R

SUPERmR
MACHINELESS
PERMANENT

WAVING

Have you heard about this wonderful new
perm without machine or electricity?
Superma positively
beautiful, strong,
markable safety . .
and cannot harm

ensures tight curls . . .
lasting waves ... re. supreme comfort . . .
the most delicate hair.

Insist upon your Hairdresser
giving
you the super
new Superma
machineless
perm.
Write Jot free pamphlet " About your Hair" to:
SUPERMA LTD. (DEPT. 18), 93-97. REGENT STREET,
i^—
LONDON, W.I. — — i^i^f
IS YOUR DAUGHTER ANAEMIC?
The Dangers of Girlhood
"She is as pale as death, just like I was when
a girl," remarked a mother recently about her
anaemic daughter. Very often anaemia is
inherited; in other cases it is caused by bad
working conditions, unsuitable food, hasty and
irregular eating, insufficient outdoor exercise and
not enough rest and sleep.
Anaemia comes on gradually, beginning with
languor and indisposition to exertion, irritability,
and a feeling of fatigue. Later comes palpitation
of the heart, and then headache and backache;
constipation is generally present.
There is no need to be unduly alarmed in a case
of this kind. The treatment is quite easy and
simple. Dr. Williams pink pills are just the tonic
needed to remedy this wretched state of health.
These pills create rich red blood, and this soon
causes the peculiar pallor to leave the face;
strength and energy gradually return; the backaches and headaches vanish. Continue the treatment until the last symptoms go, and there need
be little fear of a relapse.
The world-famous Dr. Williams Brand
Pink Pills can now be obtained at Is. 3d.
a box (triple size 3s.). From all chemists,
or same price, post free, direct from The
Dr. Williams Medicine Company, 36 Fitzroy
Square, London, W.l.
FREE. — Every girl, and every girl's mother,
should read the booklet ' ' Nature 's Warnings," sent free to all who write to M.H.
Dept., 36 Fitzroy Square, London, W.l.
Throat

Sore

You need

PASTILLES
Yoar Chemist stocks them
4d. per oz.
In tins : 2 ozs. 8d. 4 ozs. 1/3

?
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"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them turegoer
both Weekly.
c o When
The a reply
Picby post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
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oth
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Doris (Hove). — Herewith the cut of
No More Orchids : Anne Holt — Carole
Lombard; Tony — Lyle Talbot; Bill Holt —
Walter Connolly; Gran Holt — Louise Closser
Hale; Dick — Allen Vincent; Rita — Ruthelma
Stevens ; Cedric— C. Aubrey Smith ; Serge —
Arthur Houseman; Burk chart — William V.
Mong; Carlo
Merriwell
— Charles
Hills Captain
Mails;
Prince
w — Jameson
Thomas;
of Ship — Ed Le Saint; Cannon — William
Worthington ; Benton (butler) — Broderick
O'Farrell;
Housekeeper
Bracy.
Modiste — Harold
Minjuir;— Belle
HolmesJohnstone
— Sidney ;

girls !
And so he chooses
her, first for a dance
and then for life. Because KHASANA
Blush Cream gave her
own natural colouring
its chance, emphasising
its beauty, giving her
distinction and charm.
KHASANA Blush Cream will do as much for you,
because its shade changes on the skin to match your
complexion, giving the cheeks a rosy bloom, so natural
and discreet. It has a cold cream base which makes it
easy to use and protects the skin from cold winds and sun.
In the same way KHASANA Lipstick produces a very
natural colouring on the lips, beautifying and protecting
them. KHASANA Preparations are kiss- and waterproof and non-detectable.

P. L. (Warrington). — (1) John Boles
played
Laura (2)
La Warner
Plante in
the
Captain opposite
of the Guard.
Baxter
appeared
Miriam Jordan in the film
I Loved YouwithWednesday.
Jay-Bee (Cardiff). — Herewith the cast of
The Stlk Express : Kilgore — Neil Hamilton;
Paula — Sheila Terry; Clark — Arthur Byron;
Nyberg — Dudley Digges- McDuff— -Guy
Kibbee; Rusty — Allen Jenkins; Craft —
Harold Huber; Calhoun — Robert Bar rat;
Johnson — Ivan Simpson; Myton — Arthur
Hohl; Bums — George Pat Collins; Engineer
— Tom Wilson; Associate — Edward Van
Dr. Dumbrille.
Rolph — Vernon Steele; Assistant
—Sloan;
Douglas
V. G. (Notts). — You can obtain a picture
postcard
of Jessie Matthews,
price 3d.,
from
The
Picturegoer
Post Card Salon,
85 Long
Acre,
London,
W.C.2.
I
am
glad
you
like
this paper.

KHASANA
Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

just published
the

corot

L. M. S. (Stoke Newington). — (1) You
will seeturnedBetty
as shebe seen
has re-in
to BritishBalfour
films, soon
and win
Evergreen. (2) Estelle Brody has not
appeared in films for a long time. (3) Buck
still films
appearing
in films forValley,
Universal
—Jones
his islatest
are Unknown
The
Open Road, Gordon of Ghost City (serial).
Thank you for your good wishes.
was
bomVenus
in 1898(Bradford).
in London;— Henry
6 ft. tall,Kendall
brown hair
and blue eyes. Pictures include This Week
ofGrace,
Counsel's
the Ritz,
The Flying
Fool, Opinion,
Mr. BillKing
the ofConqueror,
The Shadow, The Flaw. High Speed, Innocents of Chicago, Watch Beverly, House
Opposite,
Ghost him
Camera,
and
Strange. The
Address
c/o and
76 Rich
Hodford
Road, Golders Green, N.W.I 1.
Shrimper
Chance
Heaven,
Flying (Dovercourt).
Down to Rio,— and
Sea Girlat
are all new films, and the release dates have
fixed yet;Nowwatch
"notOn been
the Screens
" forLionel
them. Collier's

!

spring

fashion
guide
write for your copy now
it will shew you an entirely new range
of models at prices from two guineas
and will give you a distinct indication
of what the woman of fashion will be
wearing this season, also it will
enable you to choose your own outfit for immediate wear and pay for
it by instalments, this service cannot
be overlooked by the woman who wishes
to be in advance of the fashion,
so call at the corot showrooms or post
the coupon below for full particulars.
" out and about ' '
shoulders receive much attention, by means
of padded rouleaux, on the threequarter coat
of this smart two piece of coat and skirt, made
of a new knob weave woollen cloth. ■«/ ,/
cash Signs.
lO/O
monthly.

(Southend-on-Sea).
— Lillian
GishInquirer
has returned
to the screen in His
Double
Life, and is living in Hollywood.
1. P.light (Coventry).
The onfullpage
cast26.of Moonand Melody is —given

St.,

(dept. p.g.338)
33 old bond
t
eoro
london, w.l
regent 0234
••post this coupon to corot to-daycorot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l.
■*P©© please send corot spring fashion guide and full particulars.
address
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— FranchotTone
is iNTBRESTED(Nottingham).
not married. He was bom
at Niagara
Falls, and his birth anniversary falls on
February 27. Latest films are Midnight
Mary,
Stage
Dancing Stranger's
Lady, BlondeReturn,
Bombshell,
and Mother,
Moulin
Rouge.
Address
him
c/o
Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
A CoURTNUDCB Admirer (Norwich). — (1)
Ages this year : Cicely Courtneidge, 41 on
April 1 ; Jack
April 24 Farrell,
- Janet
Gaynor,
27 onHulbert,
October42 6;on Charles
32 on August 9; Joe E. Brown, 42 on July 28;
(2) Addresses : Cecily Courtneidge and Jack
Hulbert, c/o Gsumont- British Studios, Lime
Grove,Gaynor
Shepherd's
Bush, Farrell,
London, c/oW.lFox2;
Janet
and Charles
Studios, Beverly Hills, California; and Joe
E. Brown, c/o Warner Bros. Studios,
Burbank, California.
CURIOUS R. (Inverness). — (1) You can
obtain photographs of Loretta Young and
Gene Raymond from The Picturegoer Post
Card Salon, 85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2,
at 3d. each. (2) The story of the film Zoo
in Budapest appeared in the September 9,
1933, issue of this magazine.
M. C." J.
(Birmingham).
— I(I)am See
" Ayein
Ready
above.
(2)
I think
correct
saying
that
Clark
Gable
uses
his
own
name
for professional purposes.
A Film Fan (Wales).— (1) Herewith the
details
you require
of Clark
Gable'sBennett;
films :
The Easiest
Way, with
Constance
Dance, Fools, Dance, with Joan Crawford;
Secret Six, with Jean Harlow; A Free Soul,
with Norma Shearer; The Rise of Heiga, with

Let

George

Greta
Night Nurse,
with Jordan
Barbara ;
StanwyckGarbo;
; Hell Divers,
with Dorothy
Possessed, with Joan Crawford; Polly of the
Circus,lude,with
MarionShearer;
Da vies No
; Strange
with Norma
Man ofInterHer
Own, with Carole Lombard; Red Dust, with
Jean Harlow; Hold Your Man, with Jean
Harlow
; Dancing
Joan Hayes.
Crawford(2);
and Night
Flight,Lady,
withwith
Helen
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., films are : Doom
Patrol, no leading lady; Dance Hall, with
Olive Borden; Little Accident, with Mary
Brian; OneBound,
Night with
at Susie's,
Billie Dove;
Outward
Helen with
Chandler;
Little
Caesar, with Glenda Farrell; Chances, with
Rose Hobart; / Like Your Nerve, with
Loretta Young; Love is a Racket, with Ann
Dvorak: Gentleman for a Day, with Joan
Blondell;
It's Tough
Famous,
Mary
Brian; Scarlet
Dawn,to bewith
NancywithCarroll;
Parachute pumper, with Bette Davis; Morning
Glory,
with Katharine
Captured,
with Margaret
Lindsay; HepburnNarrow Corner,
with
Patriciabeth Ellis;
Bergner. Catherine the Great, with ElizaJ. B. Hotel,
(Australia).
spreads :
Grand
May— (1)
28, Centre
1932; Rockabye,
January
28,
1932;
The
Good
Companions,
December 24, 1932; Cavalcade, March 11,
1933. (2) The story of the film : The Sign
of the Cross, September 16, 1933; Rasputin,
the Mad Monk, May 21, June 3, and June 10,
1933; Hold Your Man, December 23, 1933;
and Reunion in Vienna, December 30, 1933.
(3)
You can from
obtaintheback
numbers8 of
the
Picturegoer
Publisher,
Enddl
Street, London, W.C.2.
G. E. T. (London, N.W.I).— Herewith the
cast of It's Tough to be Famous : Scotty —
Douglas Fairbanks, jun.; Janet (His Wife) —
Mary
Brian; k*TL
Edna —BoyLilian
Ter ranee
n ton Bond;
—OscarSanford
Apfel;—
Moms — Emma Dunn; Chapin — Walter Catlett;
BlakeSutter
— J. —Carroll
—
DavidLieut.
Landan;
HaroldNaish;
Minjer;SteveMrs.
Ports* — Claire MacDowell ; Ada — Louise
Beavers; Ole Olafson — Ivan Linon.
D. M.Brook—
S. — (1)42Ageson andJune
heights
Clive
1, 5asft.follows
11 in.:
Fredric March — 35 on August 31, 5 ft. 11 in.
Leslie Howard— 40 last April 3. 5 ft. 11 in.
i2)
Addresses
Landi c/o Columbia
and
fredric
March: Elissa
c/o Twentieth
Century Studios, Hollywood, California ; Leslie Howard
c/o Radio Studios, Hollywood, California.
Renatecomes
MullerfromFan Munich.
(Cardiff). —A Renatc
Muller
letter
addressed to Gainsborough Studios, Poole
Street, Islington, London, N.l, will find her.
JANNEY(1) Fan
(Bootle) and who
J. B. (Leigh-on-in
Sea).—
William
A Successful
Calamity,Janney,
was born onappeared
February
15, 1908, Preston
in New Janney.
York City.
William
S ft. Real
10 in.name,
tall,
has dark brown hair and eyes. Write to
him c/o Warner Bros. Studios, Hollywood,
California. (2) Tom Brown waa 20 on
January 6. His latest pictures are Liberty
Road and Laughter in Hell.
J. P.didM. not(East
Dorothy
Jordan
take Sussex).—
any part (1)
in the
film
When a Feller Needs a Friend. (2) One Hour
With You was first trade shown in this
country on June 30, 1932. It was released
on January 9. 1933.
Piter (S.E.). — Alan Mowbray played in
the film Guilty Hands as the man murdered
by Lionel Barrymore.
D. M.are W.two(Selby).—
Jolson
different Eddie
people.Cantor and Al
ROSINA (Holborn). — No, Joan Crawford
did not appear in Emma, here is the correct
cast : Emma — Marie Dressier; Ronnie —
Richard Cromwell; Mr. Smith — Jean Hcrsholt; Issbelle — Myma Loy; District Attorney— John Miljan; Haskins — Pumell Pratt;
Matilda — Leila Bennett ; Gipsy — Barbara
Kent; Sue — Kathryn Crawford; BuiGeorge Meeker; Maid — Dale Fuller; Drake
— Wilfred Noy; Count Pierre — Andre
Cheron.
Evelyn (St. Albans). — Herewith the cast
of Cardigan's Last Case : Tom Cardigan —
John
Perry
— Helen Twelvetrees;Bi-rrymore;
Vanny June
Powers
— William
Boyd;
Lillian Ulrich— Jill Esmond; Nora Dean —
Mary
Duncan;
Ulrich
—
Oscar
Apfi!;
Senor
Al vara do — Raoul Roulien: Defence Attorney
— Ralph Ince; Judge — Frederick Burton;
City Prosecutor — Leon Waycoff.
Buyer (P.W.). — Both Loretta Young and
Maureen
O 'Sullivan
live inBros.
Hollywood.
Loretta works
at the Warner
Studios,
Burbank,
and
Maureen
at
the
Gold wyn- Mayer Studios, Culver City.MetroBOLBSTTE (Birmingham), J. B. (Birmingham), and JOHN
BOLESon Fan
(Hraintree).
John Boles
waa bom
October
27, 1900,—
at Greenville, Texas; 6 ft. 1 in. tall, dark
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Frances Dee was born at Los
Angeles on November 26,
1911. Educated at Univerof Chicago.
5 ft. hair.
3 in.
tall. sityBlue
eyes. Brown
Married to Joel McCrea.
Pictures include : " Monte
Carlo,"" Playboy of Paris,"
" Along Came Youth,"
" June Moon" " An American Tragedy,"
" RichWomen,"
Man's
Folly,"
,rNice
" Love is a Rochet," " This
Reckless Age," " The Night
of7une\3,"" Mth Avenue,"
" If I Had a Million," "The
Silver Cord," " King of the
Jungle," " One Man's Journey," "Little Women,"
" Blood Money," and " Rodney."
Address her
Fox
Studios, Beverly
Hills,cjoCalifornia, U.S.A.

brown hairDobbs
and and
blue-grey
married
Marcellite
has two eyes;
children.
He
comes from an old Southern family and
graduated with B.A. degree. Pictures
include : Love of Sunya, Fazil, Romance of
the Underworld, We Americans, Shepherd of
the Hills, The Last Warning, Rio Rita, Song
of the West, Captain of the Guard, King of
Jazz, One Heavenly Night, Resurrection,
Seed, Frankenstein, Careless Lady, Six Hours
to Live, Back Street, Child of Manhattan,
My Lips Betray, Only Yesterday, and
Beloved. Address him c/o Universal Studios,
Universal City, California. (2) John Boles
is not directed exclusively by one director
but by a different one for each film. If you
are thinking of any particular film and will
let me know I will give you further particulars.
Madge (Coventry). — (1) Jack Payne was
born at Leamington in 1899. (2) Fay Wray
comes from Alberta, Canada; her birthday
was September 15, 1907. (3) Herewith the
cast of Wild Horse Messa : Chane Weymer
— Randolph Scott; Sandy Melberne — Sally
Blane; Rand— Fred Kohler; Ma Melberne —
Lucille La Verne; Sam Bass — Charley
Grapewin; Bent Weymer — James Bush;
Indian Chief — Jim Thorpe; Slack — George
Horn — Buddy Roosevelt; Sheriff
—F. E.Hayes;
H. Calvert.
D. N. (Mill Hill) and M. F. (London).—
Write to Franchot Tone c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
You can obtain a photograph of him from
the Picture Postcard Salon, 85 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2, price 3d.
G. & V. (Peckham). — Herewith the cast of
The Strange Case of Clara Deane : Clara
Deane — Wynne Gibson; Frank Deane — Pat
O'Brien;
Nancy — Frances
Dudley Digges;
RichardDee;
WareGarrison
— George—
Barbier; Norman Ware — Russell Gleason;
Nancy (aged 4) — Cora Sue Collins.
Gable-Crawford
(Scotland).
— (1):
Heights
and colour Fan
of hair
as follows
Myrna Loy, 5 ft. 6 in. tall and red hair;
Jeanette MacDonald, 5 ft. 6 in. tall and fair
hair; Mimi Jordan, 5 ft. 4 in. tall and blonde
hair- and Boots
6 in. tall and
ash-blonde
hair.Mallory,
(2) Joan5 ft.Crawford
and
Clark Gable have appeared in the following
films together : Dance Fools Dance, Possessed,
and Dancing Lady. (3) Nell O'Day played
opposite
O'Brien
the filmhasSmoke
Lightning.George
(4) Your
otherinrequest
been
forwarded to the Picture Postcard Salon.
Seaside Girl (Thanet).— (1) Madeleine
Carroll's
to 7 Money
Was a Spy,
include : films
Guns inof addition
Loos, What
Can
Buy, The First Born, Atlantic, The American
Prisoner,
YoungEscape,
Woodley,
Race,
The W Plan,
The Kissing
School forCup's
Scandal,
French Leave, Madame Guillotine, Fascination,
The Written Law, Live and Let Live, and
Sleeping
Capt.photographs
Philip Astleyof
in 1931. Car.
(2) WeMarried
published
the stars you mention as follows : Madge
Evans, Art Plates in July 2, 1932, Feb. 18,
1933, April 15, 1933, and Front Covers

HAIR

SETS

X

July 23, 1932 and June 17, 1933, issues.
Elissa Landi, Art Plate in April 29, 1933,
Front Covers in July 1, 1933 and Sept. 16,
1933. Madeleine Carroll, Front Cover in
Oct. 3, 1931, issues of this magazine.
Inquisitive (Wimbledon). — John Gielgud
and Mary Glynn are connected with the
famous Terry family; John Gielgud uses
his own name for professional purposes, and
is the son of Kate Terry-Lewis and Frank
Gielgud; Mary Glynne is the widow of
Dennis Neilson-Terry.
Cinema Attendant (Pateley Bridge). —
(1) So far as I know John Stuart played the
organ in the film The Lost Chord. His
pictures include : Her Son, Hindle Wakes
(silent and talkie), In a Monastery Garden,
Number Seventeen, Mademoiselle from Armentieres, The Flight Commander, Smashing
Through, Kitty, High Seas, The Brat, Taxi
for
Two,of Atlantic,
Kissing Men
Cup'sof Steel,
Race,
Children
Chance, Midnight,
Little Fella, and The Black Abbot. (2)
Mademoiselle
from Armentieres has not been
made into a talkie.
Wondering (Scotland). — (1) The role of
Annie the servant girl in Cavalcade was
played by Merle Tottenham. (2) Tommy
Conlon played the role of Stephan in The
Sign of the Cross. Tommy was born in 1918
at Philadelphia; he has appeared in the
following films : A Buffalo Bill serial, Over
the Hill,SheCaught
Short,
Charlie Chan's
Chance,
Wanted
a Millionaire,
We
Humans, and Young America. Write to him
c/o Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, California. (3) Tamara
Desni isforJack
leading Write
lady toin
Falling
You Hulbert's
and Jack Ahoy.
her c/o Gaumont British Studios, Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Schoolgirl Fan (London). — (1) Richard
Powell works for Warner Bros. Studios.
Burbank, California, and a letter addressed
to this studio should reach him. Latest
pictures : Footlight Parade, Convention City,
College Coach, Sweethearts Forever, and
Wonder Bar. (2) Write to Ken Maynard
c/o Universal Studios, Universal City,
California. His most recent pictures are :
Strawberry
Roan, Riders of Justice, and
Wheels of Destiny.
A Wondering Fan (Cornwall).— Casts :
(a) White Cargo : Weston — Leslie Faber;
Ashley — John Hamilton ; Langford — Maurice
Evans;
The Doctor — Seabastian Smith; The
Missionary
— Humberstone Wright; The
Skipper — Henri de Vries; The Mate —
George Turner; Worthing — Tom Helmore;
Tondeleyo— Gypsy Rhouma; (o) Pleasure
Cruise : Shirley — Genevieve Tobin; Andrew
Poole — Roland Young; Richard OrlofT —
Ralph Forbes; Barber — Herbert Mundin;
Mrs. SignusMurchison
— Una O'Connor;
Judy Eltz;
— Minna
Gombell;
— Theo. von
Alf
— Frank Atkinson; Crum — Robert Greig;
Rollins— Arthur Hoyt. (2) Birthdays as
follows: Richard Bennett — May 21, 1873,
at
Indiana; Leila
SonnieHyams—
Hale —
MayDeacon's
1902,Mills,
May
1,1,1908,
at atNewLondon;
York.

WHEN

the
NEW
that

YOU

USE

wonderful
SHAMPOO

contains

no

soap

It's heaven for the hair ! Try AVA
to-night and see how your hair gleams
afterwards, how easily it takes a wave
— and keeps it.
That's because AVA really cleans,
without leaving a trace of the greyish
film that's almost inseparable from
soap. And the unique ingredients of
this new scientific discovery help to
soften hard water. No special "rinse"
or setting lotion is needed with AVA
— it works wonders in itself with

PER PACKET
(in U K. only;
Obtainable from
all Chemist;.

every kind of hair.
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the Certificate
of the Institute of Hygiene
AVA

MAKES

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

BRIGHT,

BEAUTIFUL

AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill. London. S.W.4
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Leave

IT

to

ANNE
QEIZE your pen without further
™ delay, pass that puzzling point
on to me. I shall be delighted to
help you, envelope
but enclose
a stampedaddressed
if you
wish for
a reply by post.

Watch

Your

Friends

SINGLE
HIM
OUT
If you like 6 ft. 1 in. of masculine attraction,
dark
hair anand irresistible
blue-grey appeal.
eyes, then John
Boles brown
will make
This new portrait does full justice to his good
looks. It's a " Picturegoer " postcard, new
series, which is just another way of saying "the
best
class".
Put delay,
some ofandthesethennewseecards
in yourof its
album
without
how
your friends will single out John Boles and
others
of
the
series
for
special
praise!
Choose from the list below.
f POSTCARD

ALBUM

5 ^FRE

E
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choosesepia
your glossy
" Cards"
from list
Rich
Postcards
3d. below.
each
— 2/6 dos. On sale to all. Fall list on
request.
TaDtari
Deaii
Clark Gable
Henry Garbo
Garat
Greta
John Gielgud
Mary
Lilian Glynne
Harvey
Kailiarlue
Edward B. Hepburn
Horton
Jack Hulhert
DorothyJeaiiK
H} m.u
Ursula
Ruby Klepura
Keeler
Jan
Ellasa Landl
Id*
Lupino
Francis
Lcdensr
Fredric March
Herbert Marshall
George Raft
KofSBS Sidney
Shearer
Adrieune Ames Gary Cooper Sylvia
Lionel At-will Buster Crabhe C. Aubrey
Boilth
BlnnieBlrrell
Barnes Joan Crawford Randolph Scott
Tala
Blng Croaby l.yle Talbot
Conrtance
John
Bole*
John
Wayne
Lilian Bond
Cumrniriffn Mae West
Carl
Bruce Briaaon
Cabot MarleneDietrich Diana
Roland Wynya.-d
Young

To " PICTUREGOER"
86 Long Acre, SALON,
London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one doxen
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5s. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
•Oval— ai reader* ahould enclose 2a. extra So
cover
par
km
r
and
Cross P.O. /and Co./ nod postaae.
make payable to
" THK rlCTURKOOKS."
He. 17.J.J4

Dorothy Lee samples the newest chic gadget — a cigarette lighter which looks
like a lip-stick and is ignited, not by flints, but by a chemical action winch
is automatically released when the little cylinder is opened.
wal
en opi
womDro
ully.
ngk
few
gracef
HOW
shoulders, hunched
shoulders, bent knees, overswung
arms — these are but a few of the
defects that may be seen in the
streets and parks. And it is a
great pity; if a girl cannot walk
and stand gracefully, she cannot
ever hope to achieve a good figure.
ure is the secret of an
Good post
attractive form.
Graceful walking is obtained
by the transference of the balance
equally from one foot to the other.
Recall the gait of a sailor.
That is the movement in an
exaggerated form.
That is the gait we should all
try to acquire, though in a less
marked manner. The weight
should be transferred from one
foot to the other but with the
minimum of sway.
Extremely high heels prevent
this balance, upsetting it by
throwing the weight too far
forward.
But it is necessary that the
whole carriage be correct as well
as the feet.
This may briefly be summarised
as head up, chin in, chest
expanded, abdomen retracted,
thighs drawn slightly back,
and the weight on the balls of
the feet.
" But I cannot think of all
this,"
complain.
Admittedly
it wouldyoumake
life difficult.
But
you can remember one thing, and
if you consciously practise that,
all the others will unconsciously
be added.

Try It Now
thing, and it is the
That
important, is abdomen
most one
drawn in. Stand up and try it
now.
Stand sideways to the mirror
and take a look at yourself.
Your head and shoulders are
slightly droopy.your chest slightly
hollow, and the curve of your
back below the waistline is too
pronounced.
Draw in your abdomen, retracting the muscles as far as you can,
and note the change in your
It is immediate.
posture.

34

There is a

general straightening up, and in
particular that unlovely curve at
the small of the back is also
straightened out.
So, you see, that if you
concentrate on these abdominal
muscles, tucking them in when
you stand and walk, and giving
them daily a little exercise to
strengthen them, very quickly
you will acquire a graceful carriage and an improved figure.
Many girls who complain of
backache and dragging down
pains, would find permanent
relief if they followed this simple
advice.
Sagging muscles allow the
organs to sag also and that sets
up an endless chain of minor
ills, including faulty elimination.
And that in turn has a great deal
to do with the spots and other
skin blemishes that worry so
many of my correspondents. It
seems a long cry from faulty
carriage to pimples, but there is
a very real relationship between
the two.
Some Simple Exercises
The andfirstmay
exercise
is extremely
be practised
whensimple
you
think of it during the day. It consists
of drawing in the abdomen two or three
times.
You may think this is too simple to be
of
use, butin the
that the
act any
of drawing
and fact
out isstimulates
the bowels and strengthens the muscles.
Now for the second exercise. Lie flat
on the floor with arms at sides, palms
downwards, and the body muscles well
braced.
Keeping the knees unbent, slowly
raise both legs together, till they are
nearly at right angles to the body.
Hold them there for a few moments,
before recovering the original position.
The next exercise is a variation on
the same movements.
After reaching the second position,
bend the knees sharply, and straighten
again, before lowering the legs to the
floor.
More difficult but worth the attempt
is the following exercise.
Lie prone, then raise the body on
the elbows.
Keeping that position, raise the legs
as in the first exercise.
Then try this one : Lie flat on the
back, with feet under a low piece of
furniture. Slowly raise the body to a
sitting position, then as slowly lower it
again to the floor.
Testing the Posture
simple
Avery
correctoutis
postureof isfinding
your means
whether
as follows : Stand with feet straight and

heels three or four inches from a wall.
The knees should be held easily and the
back of the trunk and the back of the
in. should just touch the wall. The
head
abdominal muscles should be well drawn
If the head and shoulders just touch
the wall, and you feel comfortable
standing in this way, there is nothing
wrong with your general carriage.
A final word about sitting. We love
to slouch in an armchair. It seems to
be a comfortable position, but it is not
really as restful as it seems, and it
spells ruination to good figures.
Nature has given us a pretty good
cushion of flesh to sit upon.
If we slide forward to the front edge
of the chair, instead of sitting in a
more or less upright position, we not
only throw internal organs out of gear,
but subject a certain number of nerves
to strain and pressure that they are
not intended to bear.
This is specially true of people who
have a tendency to sciatica.
Answers to Correspondents
Wendy (Wimbledon). — You must hold
your cigarettes very badly to get your fingers
into such a badly stained condition. But
don't
buy a special nicotine
removerworry,
from you
any can
chemists.
(Colchester).
— A lesswaterproof
moreHazel
natural
in effect and
bother to dye
applyis
than mascara. It is lasting and needs to be
renewed
at longandperiods.
can bedyeusedis
for bothonlylashes
brows. ItThe
available in brown and black.
M. M. (Romford). -You can rejuvenate
your
and cushion
of your
vacuumpillows
cleaner.
Fit it upwithwiththetheaidtool
that
blows instead of sucks, make a hole in the
seam of the cushion case large enough to
admit the nozzle of the tool, then start the
cleaner. The air blowing through the feathers
will toss them about and free them from
lumps.
T. L. P. (Caterham). — Always use the buffer
for
polishing
your nailsandin forwards
one direction
only.
Rubbed
backwards
it creates
heat and spoils the surface of the nails.
W. H Clarey (Hendon). — Many thanks
for
your worth
kindness.
decidedly
having.The information is
SALLY (Brighton). — Electrolysis is the
only method of permanently destroying
superfluous hair. The treatment is not cheap.
Depilatories destroy the surface hair, but it
grows again.
Puzzled (Birmingham). — The deeper
ochre
tintsskin
of powder
sre for
girl with a
sunburnt
or s natural
olivethecomplexion.
A sallow skin looks best with a pinky natural
powder. Your mother should use a creamy
pink.
This iswoman.
always the best choice for the
middle-aged
the idealbe
forVera
hair (Uford).
brushes.— Daily
Two washing
brushes isshould
kept
going.
Do
not
allow
the
water
to come
into contact with the back of the brush
and
add a little powdered alum to the rinsing
water to restore the stiffness of the bristles.
Remember also to wash your combs. The
teeth hold a lot of scurf. Add a little ammonia to the water.
N. B. (Wimbledon). This is the recipe
for making whey : Boil Vi pint of milk. Add
the same quantity of cold milk. Stir in
1 teaspoonful
of rennet,
set
aside
for half anof essence
hour. Break
up theandcurd,
then strain through butter muslin. Yon
cannot make whey with pasteurised milk.
Mados
—Your
nails
would (Soutbend-on-Ses).
look greatly improved
if you finger
used
s natural varnish. I can recommend the
A ma mi nail varnish, price 6d. You can also
obtain complete manicure sets from 6d. to
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HAPPY

She

ENDING

Lost
of Fat

18

Weekly

Pounds

in 5 Months

SOUTHALLS
the name

you can trust
9EC»

Enjoy your evening at the
pictures free from huskiness
or throat irritation caused
by tobacco smoke.

Zubes

No other
name enjo/s
so completely
the trust and
confidence of
women in all
walks of life
as that of
—"Southalls"
makers of
Sanitary
Towels for
over 50 years.

will safeguard your throat
and chest the best way of
all . . .

Go

• • •

Suck

a
Til OUNCl 9 & W/N FLAT TINS

AIL LEADING

Mike

CINEMAS

SELL ' THEM

STYLES

THE

STARS
WEAR
jentfoi/ourhomeon FREE Appowl/
Wmt the type of
■hoe» wood's
thatfavouredHollyfew
an
wearing
— styles
new, intriguing,
and
original—
whichairwinof
give
yon
chic
and that
tmartneaa
tothemachdiscerning
desired by
woman.wood ShoeTheCo.Hollyoffer
yoa
a wide
wonderful
raneeandof
shoes, ia the exact
styles
wore fey your
film favourites.
Owing lo an imNEW/ DlfFERENT// FASCINATING iff gEEKs
aely
less th»n
would itbare
to pay whether
won which
yooyouto areeoald
hoy consider
them
the anal
war. yon
although
is doubtful
obtainin
these exeratrre styles conveniently from any other quarter.
Prices
ranee from oflOi.heel,M. andupwards.
receiptof thoe
of a postcard,
stating
orOnahade
we shallsite,he type
glad to send yon colour
n sample
set of shoes required,
on free
appro
Til
toname
your and
own address
home. andS-udyonnowinmoney.
Simply
let ni
have
your
receive
the
shoes
return. Then in your own time yon can make a leisurely choicehy
of what yon ret aire. 11 yon do not wish to make any purchase.
»in-ply retain the shoes to as and the matter is at an and.
/^W Write to-nifht :—

IK

V

I II WGIII

STARS
OF THE
SCREEN
1934

PRICE
2'6

No Film Enthusiast can
afford to be without Stars Postage 4d.
of the Screen, the complete
guide to Films and the Film Stars. The
1934 edition is fully up to date and contains
nearly 500 Biographies and 200 Portraits.
It also contains Tables of Ages and
Marriages and a number of important
articles on subjects of film interest.

Nurse M. C, of Liverpool writes : "All my
life
have she
been began
very much
All her
life —I until
to getadmired."
fat. For Obesity
and Beauty never went hand in hand. When
fat
begins
to wipe the
out admiring
one's girlish
lines,becomes
charm
begins
to wane;
glance
the critical survey .
Bu t no woman will
surrender, without
a struggle, her
powernurse
to attract. :
This
"/ started states
taking
first one thing and
then another for reducing." Shetried
in vain — until
she
tried
Nature's
remedy,
whichownmelted away 18 pounds of
that unwanted fat in 5 months ! It was
Kruschen Salts, of course. Read her letter :—
" I am a hospital nurse, 38 years of age, 5 ft. 8 ins.
high and I have a very good figure, all my life I have
been very much admired. About 2 years ago I began
to get very fat, especially round the abdomen. This
worried me very much, not only that it spoiled my
figure, but I have to carry on my profession and
getting fat made me look much older, too. I started
taking first one thing and then another for reducing
the figure, until I got thoroughly disgusted. Then
I started taking Kruschen Salts, and although I
knew myself that I was getting thinner, I did not
weigh myself until last week and to my delight
I found I had lost 1 stone 4 lbs. in five months and
I feel so well. I have not dieted at all, but I have
considered the advice you give us with each bottle
and cut out things you say are so fattening.
ME A S U RE ME NTS
Before
After
Bust 40 in.
Bust
34 in.
Waist 32 in.
Waist 28 in.
Hips 42 in.
Hips 38 in.
Weight 12 st. 4 lbs. Weight n stone.
I think Kruschen Salts are wonderful for a reducer
and a mild laxative. I will recommend them to my
friends
and also 1934.
my patients."
Sth January,
Nurse M. C, Liverpool.
Kruschen represents the residual ingredients of
the mineral waters from various European spas,
natural aperient waters which have been taken
from time immemorial for the relief of various
ailments, including obesity.
Get a 1/9 bottle of KRUSCHEN SALTS at your
chemist's (lasts four weeks) and take half a teaspoonful
In a glass of hot water every morning.
Glfrida
POWDER
CREAM
AMAZINC VALUE
WONDERFUL QUALITY
OBTAINABLE TRY ITATTO-DAYALL
COSTSCHEMISTS
ONLY'*
FEEN - A - MINT
is the Safe
Natural
Chewingto Take.
Laxativeand Pleasant
TEST IT YOURSELF !
A FREE SAMPLE will be forwarded to you at once if you
send your name and address (and l}d. in stamps to
cover postage) to:
WHITE'S LABORATORIES LTD. (Dept. CL)
143, Thames House, Westminster, London, S.W.1

.LEtD*

PARTICULAR
FINGER-NAILS?
should use Kraska Liquid
so, you
II
I F Nail
Polish, to be obtained in all
the fashionable shades at the best
stores and chemists.

Took 6 inches off Bust : 4 inches off Waist :
4 inches off Hips : Read her letter :

WOMAN'S GREATEST CHARM AND THE
WINDOWS OF HER SOUL ARE HER EYES

ARE
YOU
ABOUT YOUR

Published by
HERBERT JOSEPH, Ltd., 9 JOHN ST. W.C.2

«
BEAtJTIUSH
Grows Long. Silky BTELAJ31XB8 and fires that bewit*hin» look.
Used by Society Women and Film Stars. Also acts 35as
Shadow. Ultra-Modern
t mo mas'Scanty
rarely.Specialist,
2s fast« tree.
Send LOKDOX,
to-day. W.
BOSSByenanwTW
HATER ST.,
e/r
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It

may

surprise

to

THAT

you

know

although D.R. Minors are made

of as mild Virginia tobaccos as are used
in the most expensive De Reszkes —

AND
although they cost only fourpence for ten

YET they smoke for a
full ten minutes apiece
— which is just the right
time for a good cigarette to last.
DE

Reszke

MINORS
A/so in handy card cases
containing 20 for eightpence
,o, 2160
Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, Odhams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, London, W.C.2, England. Registered at the G.P.O. as a Newspaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum, 6s. 6d. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Poat. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Ltd., also
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association. Ltd.
on sale at»ndW.Menageries
H. Smith &Dawso
Son. Ltd.'s
bookshops
at 248 Rue de Rivoli. Paris, and 75 lloulevard
tie MnyAlsoRruxcllcs,
Dawson.
13 Rue
,

A39

Diana

Napier*?

Douglas

Fairbanks

J*
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Still

another

reason

why

'Min

e's

a

'

or

n
Mi

\ can
De
in

now

get

Reszke
an

30

Minors

oval

tin /or 1/-

decorated

In quality and packing the equal
of much

dearer cigarettes, but

not quite so large — big enough,
however, to last a full 10 minutes.

5 FOR

2d.

♦

20

FOR

10

FOR

4d.

8d.

Plain, Cork or 'Ivory' tipped

De

MINORS
Reszke
Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
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come

to

corot

Weekly

first

before you buy your next frock,
come to the corot showrooms
and see the new collection of
delightful spring models.
or
post below
the
for the corot spring ^ft?

You'll

love

this

clinging

fashion guide and
full particulars of
how any frock may
be paid for by
instalments.
cash 31 gns. |Qy£
" only me " tweed
acoat
smartly
showstailored
an unusual
versionline,oflinedthethroughout,
scarf neck-

smoother

powder

Gives it a rose petal bloom — and a fresh,
clear, youthful look. Snowfire powder is
delightfully smooth to use and clings for
hours with a matt finish. It is delicately
and fascinatingly perfumed.

FACE
POWDER
Loose in attractive boxes, 2d., 3d. and bd. Flat compacts, bd.
Use Snowfire Cream, your
tM — skin
it's the
powder base and it keeps
softperfect
and lovely.
Handbag containers id. Tubes bd.

monthly.
coro
(dept. p.g.438)
33 old bond
street.
london, w.l
regent 0234
"■post this coupon to corot to-daycorot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.1.
f PGG please send corot spring fashion guide and full particulars.

Superma is safe — and ensures strong, lasting waves. Insist
uponsuper
your perm.
Hairdresser giving you the new Superma machineless
MAKE-UP
WILL NOT

Write for free pamphlet " About your Hair" to :
SUPERMA LID. (Dept. II). 93-9? BEGEIT STREET, L0NDO1I. W.l

HIDE

SPECIAL
FREE OFFER
Send a post-card
to-day for a
liberal sample
bottle of O.D.D.
Prescription to
D.D.D. Laboratories, 42 , Fleet
Lane,E.C.4.
London,

IMPERFECT

ODO

SKIN!
f~ REAMS and powder will only
^* partially disguise a blemished skin. The only perfect base
for make-up is a charming, spotless skin. D.D.D. Brand Prescription isa sure remedy for
enlarged pores, spots, pimples,
as well as for disfiguring Eczema, Rashes, Chilblains, or
other skin diseases. A few
drops of this marvellous preparation give instant relief.
Buy
a I/3 bottle to-day at any
chemist.

•

BRAND

PRESCRI
PTION
BANISHES SKIN TROUBLES

Men

are first attracted
by your hair!
Do you know 94 men out of every 100 are looking for a
girl with natural charm. This natural charm is easily
yours by using WINIFRED LIQUID HAIR FOAM the only shampoo with alluring distinctive perfumeIT IS A TONIC- brings out the natural tone in
every shade of hair. 2/- for six applications- postfree
WINIFRED MITCHELL, Cnwsgates, Leeds
(Mitchell Dispensing Chemists) f)

• RO

■

• JUL

TT is as necessary to prevent perspiration evils
-T now as in the summer. You should never
to a dance or a party without the protection go
of
Odorono. This preparation is sold at any toilet
goods counter, i/6 and 2/6.
INSTANT
ODO-RO-NO
(colourless) is for use at any time of day or night.
It gives 1 toand
3 days'
odour.complete protection against
perspiration

ODO-RO-NO
REGULAR
(ruby-coloured) is for those who prefer to use
Odorono
night and obtain the longest protection
- ■ ■ 3 to 7atdays.

NORTHAM WARREN, LTD. (Dept. PA),
215, Blackfriars Road. LONDON, S.E.I
Enclosed is 4d. in stamps for samples of Instant
Odorono.Odorono.
Odorono Regular and Deodorant
Creme
Name...
Address.

w^flK

monthly.
warmer"
a "fair
knittedandtweed
weave
cardiganridge suit
uses
to carttrim
sleeves
andtuckings
jacket,
cash 3 gns.
O,and
stitchings are effective,_

Sifted through silk again and again, this
Snowfire Powder flatters a beautiful skin.

Snowfire

^^Zj

A£lhe

STYLES

THE

WEAR
^fSTARS
sent b (jour home on FREE Approval/
Wear the type of
•hoes that Hollywoodfavoured lew
are
wearing
— style*
mw,
intriguing,
original — which snd
will
chic
and
smart
give yoo that airneatof
sothemuchdiscerning
desired by
woman.wood ShoeTheCo.Hollyoffer
you a wide
wonderful
range andof
sho«. in the exact
styles worn by your
film farouritei
Owing mensetoturnover,
an itim-is
possibleshoes
to offer
yon
these
at prices
NEW/ DlffiDENT//
FASCINATING///
which
are
considerably leu than yon would have to pay were you to buy them in
the usual way, although it is doubtful whether you could ohtain
these
conveniently
any other
quarter.
Prices exclusive
range fromstyles
10s. 9d.
upwards. from
On receipt
of a postcard!
stating lire, type of beet and colour or shade of shoe required,
we shall be glad to send you a sample set of shoes on free
approval to your own home. Send no money. Simply let us
have yourThennamein and
the shoes
return.
your address
own timeandyouyoucanwillmakereceive
a leisurely
choiceby
ofsimply
what return
you require.
It
you
do
not
wish
to
make
any
purchase,
the shoes to us and the matter is at an end.
Write to-night :—

IhlhnailSmXi
1IC ICRTW

STREET,

LEEE$

after
SMOKING
Soothe tickling
throats. Freshen the mouth.
DELIGHTFUL

TO THE TASTE
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Whatever your hair is like, AVA will make
it lovelier. Brighter, silkier, more abundantlooking. Easier to set.
AVA is the latest scientific discovery —
completely different from any other shampoo
you have ever tried. It contains no soap and
the rare ingredients really cleanse the hair,
with never a sign of the dusty film so often
left by soap.
Try AVA to-night. No need for any
special rinse or setting lotion with AVA —
and even in hard water it does its work to
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yet

as

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

as

OF MILK, A BOILED EGG
SLICES OF BREAD & BUTTER

and a comfortable feeling of satisfaction. That satisfaction is real
satisfaction. Laboratory analyses show that the energy-giving
power of a quarter of a pound of this chocolate is equal to that of
4
PER PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable from
all Chemists

a glass of milk, a boiled egg and two slices of bread and butter.

CADBURYS
MILK

MAKES

much
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A GLASS
AND TWO

perfection
Av a Shampoo has been awarded the Certificate
of the Institute of Hygiene.
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was taken and every sound was recorded in the Malay
Now " David Copperjield "
jungle.
rPhe week has brought some interesting producJL tion announcements.
George Cukor, who directed the enormously
successful Little Women, has been pressed into
service by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to make a
talkie version of David Copperfield.
The film, I understand, is to be produced as one
of the studio's supers for the season, with Jackie
Cooper
a cast of "star
In theandmeanwhile.
Radio contract
Pictures names."
are talking
of doing an all-colour version of The Three
Musketeers, with Francis Lederer, Joel McCrea,
Richard Dix and Irene Dunne.
The silent "Musketeers," it may be recalled,
was
one of Douglas Fairbanks's biggest silent
successes.

Jean Connors, the
16-year-old winner
of the contest held
by the Radio Studio
to select a principal
player for Blonde
Poison." Jean will
be seen first in "Hips,
Hips, Hooray."
lHESE cycles seem to be coming along
thicker and faster than ever.
The transcontinental bus series has
T arrived in this country and now the
news from the studios indicates that
the next will be a batch of behind-the-mike
in the wireless studio stories.
The first
is likely
to be Dick
Warner's
Hot Air,
which
is built
around
Powell,
and
Monogram's Loud-speaker.
Scenarists are reported to be rejoicing at
the discovery of broadcasting's possibilities
as a screen subject and are, apparently,
hoping thus to escape from the confinement of
back-stage and night-club settings.
Paramount and Fox, whose contract lists
are loaded with radio talent, are already busy
scouring the market for stories with a broadcasting angle.
Jungle Cycle
Then the jungle picture season will soon be on us
again. A note from the Radio studio reminds
me
that
(Bring
Backmonths
Alive) filming
Buck hasin
been busyFrank
for the
last 'Em
eleven
the wilds of India and Malay.
He has returned with 100,000 feet or so of
exciting celluloid and the results will be on the
screen as Wild Cargo within the next few
weeks.
In the meanwhile, the rival expedition, sponsored by Fox, has, I learn, completed Devil
Tiger. It is a rival expedition in more senses than
one.
It is headed by Clyde Elliott, who worked with
Buck
on Bring
'Em by
Backhis Alive,
and started
something
of a feud
statements
to the
Press on his return from the making of that
picture.
Mr. Elliott apparently pins his faith on those ani-

Still

More

Big New Team
Another production
announcement
intrigues me is the teaming
of Mariewhich
Dressier
and May Robson in a film which carries the
working title of Gram.
Marie and May between them should be able
to show a few points to the sex-appeal queens.
Then there is Corinne Griffith making
another come-back attempt in
Crime Doctor, while Joe E.
Brown, once a clown, is fulfilling
an ambition of several years' standing by making a circus picture.
Sawdust.

Screen

Cycles
Behind the Scenes in Radio Next — An Allstar " David Copperjield " — Jackie Cooper
in Dickens Classic — Ramon as " Kim " —
May Robson and Marie Dressier Teamed —
George Raft's Search for a Dancing Partner.
mal "duels to the death " that were such a controversial feature of the Bring 'Em Back Alive film.
More Animal Fights
Highlights of Devil Tiger, it is announced,
include a "mad stampede of wild elephants,
desperate fights between a leopard and a python
and between a crocodile and a tiger.
"A panther is seen chasing a baby elephant; a
monkey fights three giant crabs at the same time.
The expedition fords a stream which is alive with
alligators, one of which causes the death of a
member of the expedition.
"There are battles between a hyena and a black
bear, a tiger and a lion, a water buffalo and a
python
and a rat-like toothed binturong and
a40-ft.
monitor
lizard.
"The end of a man-eating tiger is perhaps the
biggest
the picture."
Every moment
foot, the ofstudio
takes pains to assure us.

" Kim
rro
Novarecently
The
Culverin City
studio" the
has
purchased
Rudyard Kipling stories, Kim
Captains Courageous.
RamonfansNovarro's
many
devout
in this country

also
two
and

and
may
be pleased to hear that Ramon
Novarro is the most likely candidate for stardom in the former.
Captainsnounced, willCourageous,
is anbe a vehicleit for
the
team of Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper who, incidentally, seems to
be in for a busy season.

Lee Tracy's Future
Following
my reference
to Lee Tracy
week
comes news
from Hollywood
of alast
growing
belief in the film capital that the star will shortly
be reinstated on the M.-G.-M. pay-roll or that of
some other studio.
Tracy has not left Hollywood and it is being
freely rumoured in authoritative circles that all
will be officially forgiven and forgotten after the
release of Viva Villa.
The film will be released in America at the end
of this month or early in March.
Raft Wants a Dancing Partner
Paramount officials are, I hear, busy helping
George Raft to find a dancing partner for
his stage tour (Continued
in England
and 7)the Continent.
on page
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Francis

Lederer

The Czecho-Slovakian matinee idol
will soon be seen in his first Hollywood who
picture,as"Man
Two has
Worlds."
Lederer,
a stageof actor
swept
the women theatregoers oj two continents
off their feet, began his acting career in
Prague. In addition to his work, he is a
keen student of international politics and
he is seen in this unusual picture in his
Hollywood study. Inset : Steffi Duna, one
of Lederer' s greatest friends, who plays
the part of his wife in "Man of Two
Worlds." Miss Duna, who is well
known to English film and theatre
audiences, is seen with Keen, a Siberian
husky puppy, who abo makes a Hollywood debut in the picture.

*1/
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(Continued from page 5)
And George insists that his partner must be fairly
dumb !
"No girl with too much intelligence will suit
me," he says, "because once a dancing partner
has any grey matter she tries to figure out ideas
of her own, whereas in a double dancing turn she
should
move and
thinkdown
like machinery
!"
Raft simply
has already
turned
hundreds of
prospective partners.
Raft, despite his recent fisticuffs with Barney
Glazer over a script, seems to be the white-haired
boy of the studio just now.
He has just been given a new contract under which
he will for the first time be officially starred.
King Laughton
It looks as if Charles Laughton, who started the
costume boom with The Private Life of Henry
VIII, will be doomed to playing kings for the next
few months.
As we predicted some time ago, he is to play
the
part of Louis
XVI Antoinette,
in M.-G.-M.'s
forthcoming
production
of Marie
which
is to be
Norma Shearer's contribution to the "Queen"
cycle.
Paramount, to whom Laughton is under
contract in Hollywood, is also reported to be
talking of another historical film for him.
What Beauty is Worth
Darryl Zanuck, chief of Twentieth Century,
has, I see, been working out the £ s. d. of
screen qualifications.
His deductions should provide food for thought
for those who believe that a pretty face and form
will take them a long way in the movies.
Here is his financial rating of the qualities "it
takes to get along" in Hollywood :—
Beauty, 30/- per day.
Brains, £20 per day.
Beauty plus brains, £200 per day.
Mr. Zanuck also provides us with a new and, I
think, excellent definition of glamour in "beauty
plus brains."
Case of Helen Hayes
It is his claim that, since the advent of talking
pictures, not a single actress has become a star
on
the strength
beauty
"The more
most
beautiful
actress inof the
world alone.
is not worth
than £10 a week without brains and talent," he inducement of £2,000 to speak the one word
emphasises.
"We have
by thefilms.
hundreds in "hello" on the radio failed to tempt her, while
the
dance choruses
of ourthem
musical
she calmly handed back a £10,000 contract for
they from
have the
brains,
few one week's work on the New York stage.
are"Occasionally
bound to emerge
chorusandto those
stardom,
A cigarette manufacturer who was prepared to
as in the case of Joan Crawford. But beauty alone
cannot bring its own weight in dollars every week. pay £5,000 for the well-known signature in
endorsement of his product for advertisement
" Helen Hayes is an example of an actress who purposes, got the most frigid Garbo snub.
climbed to the heights by brains alone," he
continues,
"but ifnot
she behadable
to to
depend
beauty
alone
she would
breakoninto
the Taking No Risks
ranks of a studio dance ensemble.
rT~*actful declaration by Maurice Chevalier on
A delicate situation regarding choice of leading
"With the exception of such rare individuals
as Miss Dressier and Helen Hayes — those whom lady for The Merry Widow :—
nature endows with the divine fire of artistry — an
"Mr. Lubitsch,
Thalberg, the
whodirector,
is producing
the film,
and
actress, to be a big star, must combine beauty Ernst
will make
a choice
and brains."
from among Joan Crawford, Jeanette MacDonald
and Grace Moore. I trust their judgment implicitly. You may be assured that whoever they
Katharine Hepburn's Next
Katharine Hepburn's next vehicle for Radio award the role will be most suited to it."
Pictures, a screen version of Lula Vollmer's
play. Trigger, will be released under the title Hollywood Reunion
T should have liked to have been present at the
Spitfire.
It is the story of a mountain girl who becomes A recent reunion in Hollywood of Mrs. Patrick
fanatically religious and practises the art of faith Campbell and C. Aubrey Smith.
healing.
Mrs. Campbell, who is in the film capital, of
Hated by many, who believe her a witch, and course, to play with Norma Shearer in Rip Tide,
loved only by a few beneficiaries of her miracles, achieved one of her greatest successes on the
she becomes an outcast.
legitimate stage in The Second Mrs. Tanqueray.
Mr. Smith, now the Grand Old Man of the screen
The supporting cast includes Robert Young,
Ralph Bellamy, Martha Sleeper, Sidney Toler, and one of the stalwarts among the studio's
Louis Mason, Sara Had en, Virginia Howell and featured players, was then her leading man.
Therese Wittier.
That was more than twenty years ago.
Short Shots
Garbo Refuses £50,000
Detractors of the Garbo who have accused her, While she was at Elstree Bebe Daniels wrote a
screen story called Cross Your Fingers
among other things, of being mercenary and
even miserly because of the frugality and lack of which may be made into a film by B.I. P. — Wallace
personal extravagance of her private life, may Beery drinks between two and three quarts of
receive something of a shock to learn that in the coffee a day when he is working — Greta Garbo
past twelve months Greta has turned her shapely uses the least amount of make-up of all the screen
back on more than £50,000 in cash.
actresses, with only a slight tinge of grease-paint
It is no secret in film circles that she recently covered by light powder — Joan Crawford's next
rejected an offer of £5,000 for a life-story interview picture is to be Sadie McKee — Zasu Pitts is to sing
for one of America's national magazines. An in her new picture, So You Will Sing, eh ? — Violet
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Tobin, sister of Genevieve, will be seen with Irene
Dunne in Behold We Live— Mint MacMahon plays
the part of a garage proprietress in her first starring picture. Heat Lightning — Deer Hunting is
the new Hollywood fad — Part of George
Arliss's new picture. The House of Rothschild,
will be in colour — Paul Muni seems definitely to
have thrown in his lot with movies — Mae West's
books are now to be published in Britain —
Claude Allister, who was in the original Bulldog
Dummond, has been assigned to the cast of Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Bach — Marlene Dietrich's Scarlet
Parade has been completed and arrangements are
being hurried on for the star's next.
The Movies in Mayfair
The movies have at last invaded Mayfair and
I have been wondering if the establishment
of the "exclusive little" (I quote the publicity
bulletins) Curzon Theatre, in the heart of fashionable London, may not be the beginning of the era
of specialised kinemas.
The Curzon, which opens early next month,
only seats five hundred people and its managing
director, the Marquis of Casa Maury, has been
searching the Continent for unusual pictures for it.
It will be one of these films with which the theatre
will be opened.
Kinema Couplets
ThisNorris,
week's13,award
of 10s.
6d. Port
goes Sunlight,
to C. A.
Boundary
Road,
Cheshire, forWhither
a curt political
:—
Germanycommentary
?
the each
Neck are awarded to the
Prizes ofUp2s.to 6d.
following
F. Jeffs,:—Northfields Farm, Horningsea, Cambs.,
for a little domestic
interlude Plumber
:—
The Passionate
Looking for Trouble
To Wal Starrity, 33, Gorton Road, Coventry,
Prosperity
for an optimistic
couplet :—
The Stranger's Return
To H. V. Kitson, 62, Danby Dale Road, Wakefield, Yorks., for a callous couplet for heartless
homes :— Little Accident
Journey's
And to Miss
J. Harrod,End37, Curpin Road, Burnt
Oak, Edgware, for a sound piece of philosophy :—
Advice to the Lovelorn
No More Women
For the benefit of new readers, I should like to
reiterate that the only rules of this competition
are that all attempts must be submitted on
postcards — you can put as many as you like on the
same card — and addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer Weekly, 93. Long Acre, W.C.2, marked
" Kinema Couplets."
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
i Our Cover This Week
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FAIRBANKS JR.
AND DIANA NAPIER

fatherof who
a famous
son of himself
has established
as one
the
FAMOUS
screen's most distinguished younger
actors. Born in New York on December 9,
1907. Educated New York, London and Paris,
started his
filmDespite
career paternal
as an extrainfluence,
and played his first
real role in Stephen Steps Out.
Hobbies : writing, sketching, music and
all sports. Makes his British film debut
opposite Elizabeth Bergner in Catherine the
Great. Has established himself here in a
sixteenth-century house in the most fashionable part of • London.
•
•
• •
One of the most prominent of Alexander
Korda's discoveries. Daughter of a doctor,
tall, a "red-head" and blue-eyed. Educated
at
and then lived for some
timeMalvern
in SouthCollege
Africa.

i Went on the stage on her return to
• England and was put under contract by
j London Film Productions soon after that
; company's
•
Has an inception.
important part in Catherine the
j Great as the Countess Voronzoff.
j Diana will next play in Don Juan and will
j thus establish something of a record, by
i having appeared opposite both Fairbanks's.
7
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j
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Otherwise they naturally feel cheated.
Other great actors like Coquelin and Irving,
you point out, never had to sacrifice their cherished
Plain
Words
to
art
to help
process
feminine
starsthe
of their
day.of "building up" the
" Imagine a Coquelin consenting to appear as
Bernhardt's leading man," you say.
"Picture," you write us, "what Henry Irving
would have had to say to the suggestion that he
DOUG.
Junior
'feed' a woman star of his day."
It is beside the point, perhaps, but I seem to
recall that it is on record that Irving appeared
\AALCOLM
D. Phillips has some pertinent things to say
on a great many occasions with Ellen Terry, who
(if these comparisons must be maintained) must
to Douglas Fairbanks Junior in this week's Open Letter.
be considered at least as important as Katharine
initial applause faded, however, it appears, if Hepburn, and as far as I know both their reputaDear Doug, jun.,
tions still seem to be fairly sound.
you are quoted correctly, of course, that your
the
main
reason
for
leaving
America
(and
therefore
in
her
fat
ed
eem
est
r orce news and your own presumably, your main reason for coming
div
societyyou
WITH
personalconcern
quarrel uswith
not,
with Miss to work here) is the fact that you consider Your
romance
rumoured
of course,
hereHollywood
— except indoesregard
Gertrude Lawrence prominently that you were treated rather shabbily in the matter to your very welcome appearance in British films.
We can, we assure you, to a very large extent,
featured in the Sunday papers, it of lines and scenes in Morning Glory.
agree to the general principle of your complaint
didn't
even
get
within
speaking
distance
of
might be said that your big bid to trans- theYouglory,
apparently.
that actors of ability should not be squandered in
don
ct Hollywood
ection. has been effe
at least onetodirLon
tive inplan
"Morning Glory would be enough by itself," performing what you are pleased to call ' ' stooge
are reported to have stated in an interview acts" on behalf of rising young screen queens.
However, it is with another subject that you
with Kathlyn Hayden (for whose prestige in the
We congratulate you, too, on your courage in
this letter is concerned.
world of film journalism I have the highest respect) so boldly expressing a view that one imagines will
You speak rather more freely, I notice, in under the heading of "Why I Quit Hollywood" not endear you to high circles in Hollywood and
your interviews for American consumption in the "Photoplay" magazine.
many
feminine members of that public of yours in
America.
than you do when, on occasion, you toss a
"My part was never even a fair leading man's,"
One would, however, have expected the
dignified but polite odd word or two of you complain. "Like all the others in the cast
wisdom to the English press.
I was only a stooge for Katharine Hepburn." exquisite and artistic Mr. Fairbanks, in burning
When "my public" (a phrase, incidentally, his Hollywood bridges, to be rather more tactful
Some time
ago, amid
one of regarding
Fleet Street's
which is used rather frequently in the interview) than to convey to his new-found friends the
periodic
outbursts
of hysteria
film pays
its good money to see Douglas Fairbanks, unfortunate, unflattering and doubtless quite
matters, we were invited to observe and applaud
jun., the diatribe goes op they expect their
impression that he thinks that the
the arrival of the Fairbanks's "to put England on money's worth out of seeing him doing his stuff. misleading
British film field exists primarily for the glorificatheFlags
world were
film map
"
—
I
think
that
was
the
phrase.
tion of Mr. Douglas Fairbanks, jun., and any
hauled out, burial services were
other actor who feels that he can strut his stuff
solemnly read over the future of Hollywood and
more importantly on the smaller and less fiercely
a duly impressed and expectant nation
competitive Elstree stage.
was adjured to sit back and watch you
produce the movie millenium out of the
Particularly
when only
you pictures
go on that
to say
: "In
Britain
I shall make
I consider
not quite brand new but still sound top
worth
while.
And
I'll
be
the
star
of
those
hat of your Hollywood reputations.
Now that the shouting has died
into the background and the
The whole tenor of the interview, rightly or
wrongly, in fact, leaves us with the inference
pictures."
that
you are taking yourself rather seriously.
You talk impressively of creativeness and rail
eloquently against commercialism and the star
system, but we are made to feel that you have
no
"stellar vehicles"
— provided
they objections
are DouglastoFairbanks,
jun. stellar
vehicles.
PICTUREGOER, Weekly

A happy
shot
of theinformal
subject
of open
thisletter.
week's

"Hollywood," you say again, "hasn't destroyed
Harold
Lloyd
or Charlie
Chaplin.
their own
bosses.
Nobody
can doButthemthey're
any
damage. The picture may be good or bad. but
at One
least might
it will be
be apardoned
star vehicle."
for hoping that this
"it doesn't matter if it is good or bad so long as
it is a star vehicle" creed is not the slogan you are
nailing to the mast in your battle to put our little
old British films on the map.
Nevertheless you must appreciate that it has
been made very difficult for your public to form
any other impression.
You might consider it worth while to explain.
Some of the critics, I note, have been unkind
enough to suggest that you have been guilty of
overacting in Catherine the Great — a charge that
has been made against you so frequently of late
in films where by no stretch of imagination could
it be said that you have been sacrificed to feminine
stars
that you it.might, again, think it worth while
to investigate
I had the pleasure of reviewing the despised
Morning Glory for this paper. I have said the
pleasure because it happened to be a good
picture, but perhaps that is a matter of minor
interest beside the fact that it was not primarily
a stellar vehicle for Douglas Fairbanks, jun.
You probably did not read it, but I think you
should read it now, not because it is my opinion
alone but because it was one that was generally
confirmed by other and more distinguished film
critics.
" Douglas
Fairbanks,"
I recorded,
" whose
manneriscd
histrionic
exhibitions
in recent
pictures have threatened the promise apparent in his
early career, You
again might
appearsconsider
as an interesting
actor."
that point worthy
of consideration, too. You must have met
a lot of ex-stars in Hollywood who are
ex-stars because they could not appreciate
that a good picture always enhances the
prestige of a good player and because
they looked for roles for themselves and
not for stories for the public.
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There is an old ordinance in Hollywood to the effect that you must not
ride onin horseback
permit."
Francesdid Dee,
who has
been
the habit without
of ridinga "toparade
and from
the studio,
not consider
herself a " paradeexpression,
" and hadthefailed
to get
permitticket.
— hence that puzzled
cop and
the atraffic

II
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1

Jean
in
characterParker
as Beth in
" Little Women " is
shocked at the
appearance of herself
in very modern
guise. Which has
the most appeal is
purely taste.
a matter of

LEblS

Baby Le Roy has
not arrived at the
Rolls Royce stage
yet but he has a
very efficient covered
wagon drawn by
thoseMutt
two and
canine
Jeff.stars -*J
Pert imitator,
Kelton may
be is
a '.
good
but she
no
imitation
cook.
She's
a good mixer, too, in \ |
every sense of the word.
Madge Evans displays the
latest dinner frock tn black
crepe with long, beaded
sleeves of black chiffon. The
high neckline is of an unusual
diamond design and the
ensemble is finished with a
black suede clip.
beret accented
with a diamond and ruby
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Picturegoer's
GOLD

MEDAL

7. Edna Best in The Faithful Heart.
8. Helen Hayes in Lullaby.
9. Winifred Shotter in Love Contract.
10. Hertha Thiele in Mddchen in Uniform.
r
o
It will be noticed that five out of the ten actors
f
1933
are British, and of the actresses only two.
This year the task may well be even more difficult. The period under review has not only been
notable for some outstanding pictures but it is
XY/E again invite you to judge
considered by many to have produced the
™ the best acting performances
highest standard of screen acting since
the talkies.
of the year.
Last year, too, we had the awards
of the American Academy of
ence
exist
in
been
only
has
it
GH
OU
ALTH for twelve months, the Picturegoer Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
add interest to the judging
Gold Medal for the best acting per- to
and the result, but for 1933
formance of the year has already the Academy has suspended
become internationally the most its distribution of honours
important award of its kind in the film world. and there will be no statuettes
"Never have I been so completely thrilled for the stars to carry home
as I was when Mr. Louis B. Mayer presented from the annual banquet.
Several big pictures
me with the medal. . . . My sincerest gratimore than one
tude and love to you all," wrote Marie featuring
brilliant individual perforDressier,
last year's
mance stand out promition at Culver
City. winner, after the presentanently when one looks
It is now one of her proudest possessions.
back
on
the more pleasurOver 26,000 Picturegoer readers helped
able moments of a year
to judge the outstanding portrayals of 1932. which has done much to
This year the same conditions of voting will increase the all-round
be observed.
quality of acting in films
The honour, unlike others here and in the and has all but marked the
United States, is not limited to the films of passing of the one-man
any one country. The artistes of Britain, band show.
Histrionic parades like
Hollywood and the Continent can be judged Rome
Express, Grand Hotel,
solely on their merits as artistes.
Cavalcade, and / Was a Spy
One gold medal is presented for the finest alone present difficulties. I am
individual performance by an actress in 1933, inclined to think that, though
and one for the finest individual performance it has since been superseded in
by an actor.
importance as a picture, Rome
The most important stipulation to remember Express is still, on the whole, one of
most brilliantly acted films the
is that only pictures that were generally the
talkies have given us.
released in 1933 are to be considered.
Sir
Cedric Hardwicke. Gordon Harker,
Write on a post card the names of the two
artistes of your choice and the names of the two Hugh Williams, Conrad Veidt and Frank Vosper
pictures in which you consider they establish without sacrificing dramatic balance to personal
all turn in performances that must be
their claim, and address it to "Award of Merit," "fireworks,"
entitled to consideration in any list of the best
Picturegoer, Long Acre, W.C.2.
work of the year.
Many readers last year made the mistake of acting
The battle for honours in the all-star Grand
sending in the name of their favourite star with a Hotel,
with its series of displays in more or less
list of all the pictures in which they had ever
water-tight compartments, resolved itself into a
appeared .
The Award of Merit is not a popularity contest. no-decision affair, with the critics and fans awardpalm to their own particular favourite
Its aim is the acknowledgment and honouring of star.ing thePersonally
I preferred Lionel Barrymore
acting performances that gave us pleasure and in Sweepings, in which
one was less conscious that it
contributed to screen art in 1933.
was Lionel Barrymore doing his stuff rather than
It might be interesting and helpful to recall the
character of the book. Wallace Beery, who
the
each the
section
the 1932
ballot.
though restricted in regard to opportunity did
Here"first
they ten"
are, inwith
actorsin given
first,
and excellent
work in the Metro mammoth, also has
in order of votes :
Flesh. Garbo is represented only by the
1. Ronald Colman in Arrowsmith.
(irusinkaya role and the somewhat ponderous
2. Kicardo Cortez in The Melody of Life.
and inferior As You Desire Me. She achieved her
3. Fredric March in Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde.
usual individual brilliance in both.
4. Emlyn Williams in The Frightened Lady.
Diana Wynyard lent a dignity and graciousness
5. George Arliss in The Silent Voice.
and histrionic polish to her role in Cavalcade that
<>. Herbert Marshall in The Faithful Heart.
makes her Lady Marryott one of the most memorable screen figures of recent years. It might be
7.
Hulbert
the Hoy.
8. Jack
Wallace
Beery inin Jack's
Hell Divers.
contended, too, that Clive Brook has never been
i). I^owell Sherman in What Price Hollywood?
so good as he was in the Coward epic. Madeleine
10. Walter Huston in The Wet Parade.
Carroll's
characterisation in / Was a Spy has
And the actresses :
won her much acclaim from the critics and public,
1. Marie Dressier in Emma.
and puts her in the forefront of the younger
English actresses of the year.
1. Barbara Stanwyck in Forbidden.
3. Greta Garbo in As You Desire Me.
One of the most distinguished feminine performances ofthe year, and a performance no less
4. Norma Shearer in Private Lives.
distinguished because it was one of the most
5. Marlene Dietrich in Shanghai Express.
6. Joan Crawford in Lettv Lynton.
popular at the box-office, was Norma Shearer's
IO

Gordon Harker, seen
here toith Harold
Huth, earns
sideration byhisconwork in " Rome

Express."
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Right, Norma
Shearer {with Leslie
Howard) gave one
of the most distinguished performances ofthe year in
" Smilin' Through."

/

succession to the Talmadge role in Smilin' Through.
Breaking completely away from the post-talkie
tradition of sophisticated Shearer heroines. Norma
created for us one of the most appealing characters
of the year. The memory of the fine sensitiveness
and gentle, unforced charm of her portrayal
leaves me with no hesitation about choosing
Smilin' Through as the Canadian star's entry,
rather than the dramatically more ambitious
Strange Interval.
I think, however, that most people are with me
in preferring Leslie Howard's work in The Woman
In His House. It was, I think, his best performance since Holiday. That picture also produced
two fine feminine characterisations — from Ann
Harding and a much improved Myrna Loy — that
one can hardly overlook.
Marie Dressier, winner of the 1932 medal,
although represented solely by Prosperity — far
from being her best film — reveals all the old
mastery over comedy and drama and must again
be a serious contender.
I shall expect, judging by my post bag, to see
much support for the claims of Sylvia Sidney's
Jennie Gerhardl — a not too good picture that
turned out a personal triumph for the star. Miss
Sidney is also entered with Madame Butterfly,
according to much weight of expert opinion, an
even greater characterisation.
The year, I think, has been particularly notable
for the quality of the contributions of the leading
male performers.
Walter Huston, who with a comparatively small
part as a degenerate weakling in The Wet Parade
won inclusion
last not
year's
"tenlessbest,"
repre-de
sented this timein with
much
than isa tour
force as a dynamic leader of men in Gabriel Over
the White House. There are few actors on the
screen with the versatility to stride the range from
the lowest to the greatest in man.
Paul Muni has I'm a Fugitive From a Chain
Gang, one of the most widely acclaimed performances of the year; Edward G. Robinson was at his
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brilliant best in Silver Dollar (and I think most of
you
will, incidentally,
take film
AlineintoMacMahon's
fine characterisation
in that
consideration, too) and Two Seconds; Spencer Tracy should
secure some votes for Twenty Thousand Years in
Sing Sing, and Lee Tracy for Blessed Event and
The Half Naked Truth ; and one of my most pleasurable memories of the year is of William Powell
(and Kay Francis) in One Way Passage.
Ronald Colman's claim stands on Cynara, while
George Arliss was seen at the top of his form in
The Working Man.
Then, in view of the importance which has
subsequently become attached to them, it is
impossible entirely to pass over Bill of Divorcement and She Done Him Wrong which produced the
stellar "sensations" of 1933.
In the former Katharine Hepburn leapt at one
bound to the very forefront of the younger screen
actresses.
She Done Him Wrong started for Mae West the
greatest "vogue" since Gar bo.
They may easily be the two most significant
events of a year, my random recollections of which
have gone on quite long enough.
The latter, by the way, should not be regarded
as anything more important than a personal
opinion. It is your opinion that we want.
Write the names of your candidates for the
Picture goer Gold Medal for 1933 on a post card
with the names of the films concerned and address
it to "Award of Merit," " Picturegoer," Long
Acre, W.C.2. It is important to remember that
only pictures released in 1933 are to
considered. M.be
D. P.
II
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York
you on a lightning tour of
Talkietown.
f^UNDAY
(a few minutes past mid^ night) . — Good-bye, New York ! Hello,
tj Hollywood!;
12,000 feet above the
Sierras — a forced landing in the fog.
Thirty-five miles by limousine to
Glendale Airport — party of friends headed by
Gordon Wescott waiting in cars — off to a
party at his house where Diana Wynyard,
Ginger Rogers, Mrs. Wallie Reid, Betty and
Louise Carter and others of the film colony
were enjoying themselves.
In the afternoon — celebration at the Rupert
Julians — hors-d'oeuvres and wine in their
baronial hall — Eric von Stroheim, Alan Hale,
Stuart Holmes and their wives.
Monday. — Greetings from many old friends —
Elizabeth Allan, Clive Brook, Herbert Marshall,
Mignon Anderson, Miriam Jordan, the Gleasons,
George
and Marguerite
Churchill,
Fazenda,O'Brien
Elsa Buchanan,
the Paul
Sloans,Louise
and
many others.
Tuesday. — United Artists Studio, now called
Twentieth Century. Saw the big set of House of
Rothschild in action — a street in Frankfort in 1804.
George Arliss and Loretta Young in a scene of
particular charm and these Britishers taking part
in the film — Boris Karloff, C. Aubrey Smith,
Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray, Florence Arliss,
Ivan Simpson, Holmes Herbert, Leonard Mudie,
and Peverell Marley at the camera.
Wednesday. — Fox Studio — talked with Heather
Angel about home and with Miriam Jordan about
the days when she was a beauty queen at Wembley
Exhibition. Prescott Foster anxious to come to
England — Will Rogers on the David Harum set
wisecracking for the benefit of studio visitors but
not too busy to chat awhile — Jimmy Cruze
directing Will and turning out a grand picture if
early results are to be relied upon — at Columbia
studios — Frank Reicher doing a scene — Jimmy
Thomas making retakes for Night Bus and Walter
Connolly sitting for some stills from the same
picture. Everyone greatly excited over Leslie
Howard's return — met also Binnie Barnes, Claude
Alister and a number of British players.
Thursday. — Paramount lot. The colourful
Dietrich and her equally colourful director, Josef
von Sternberg, lunching together in the studio
cafe, Garbo in one of her costumes from Catherine
the Great. Jameson Thomas and C. Aubrey Smith
in the cast. Baby in the Ice Box with Richard
Arlen in the lead and his own baby going into the
ice box — Robert Armstrong anxious to talk about
his wonderful times in London and Sally Filers
strangely silent about the same subject !— George
Raft playing a scene showing a rainy day in the
trenches (and how it did rain !) This from Bolero,
in which George does some wonderful dances with
the war sequences as a vivid contrast to the
modern part. Freddy March saying good-bye to
the Paramount lot for a while. His last part
before a vacation and a new contract.
Friday. — M.-G.-M. Studio. Johnny Weismuller
in Tarzan and His Mate in a marvellous outdoor
set that out-Africaed Africa — -his bride Lupe
Velez making some solo scenes in Laughing Boy —
signing autograph books in between and providing
plenty of entertainment for everyone — W. S. Van
Dyke directing and protesting that work in a

studio was far more pleasant than in the jungleRamon Novarro the star — watching on the Men
in White set and having some good laughs at the
comedy in the scenes on the big hospital set in
which Clarke Gable, Jean Hersholt, Wallace Ford'
Otto Kruger and Myrna Loy were taking part —
Rip Tide with Norma Shearer, Herbert Marshall
and Robert Montgomery working behind closed
doors
a "Welcome"
on the
but
Viva without
Villa with
Wallace sign
Beery,
Faymat,Wray,
Katherine De Mille, Joseph Schildkraut, and
Stuart Erwin (in the role vacated by Lee Tracy)
were glad to see us and Jimmy Howe, the Chinese
cameraman, chatted of the pleasant days he spent
in London on Sorrel and Son — It Happened One
Day had Lionel Barrymore, Mary Carlisle, Mae
Clark and Fay Bainter (well-known stage actress
making her one and only screen appearance) —
sorry to be too late for the Mystery of the Dead
Police which had Robert Montgomery, Eliza-

beth Allan, Lewis Stone,
Henry Stevenson and Forrester
Harvey. Its last shots were
just
Robson
eating incompleted
solitary— May
state in
the
restaurant — Lupe with a party of
friends and her two little Mexican hairless
dogs — Jean Harlow with a dark haired friend
— Maureen O'Sullivan, Neil Hamilton, and Paul
Cavanagh snatching a bite between scenes of
Tarzan, and the well-known directors table crowded
with noted screen celebrities.
Saturday. — Warner Brothers First National
Studios at Burbank and Hollywood. The beautiful Wonderbar set with a hundred beautiful girls
making an intricate dance number on a huge
turntable with mirrors surrounding the set — ■
Busby Berkeley
directing
— Alice
White,
Irene Franklin
and dance
Joe E. sequence
Brown playing
a comedy scene in A Very Honourable Guy with
Lloyd Bacon at the megaphone while at the old
Warner Studio Pat O'Brien was doing a solo
drinking scene for Hot Air and Glenda Farrell,
Hugh Herbert and a real live sheep had a funny
scene from Merry Wives of Reno.
Sunday. — Left Hollywood — forty hours by
'plane instead of twenty-four. Rain, fog, train
rides and everything else !
Good-bye, Hollywood .' Hello, New York !
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The
e is an event.
picturQue
BO
AGAR
en Christina has
g-awaited
lon
come to the screen and the usual
discussion will take place.
Garbo's fans (and many who have
hitherto not been her admirers) will vote this
as her best interpretation. Her detractors
may shrug their shoulders and say, "Just
GarI bo."
am one of Greta's ardent fans. I have
always considered her a great artiste, and in
this fictionised conception of Sweden's seventeenth century queen I think she is superb.
The part of Christina, a woman who
preferred to go about in male attire, gives her
a fine opportunity to show the range of her
ability. She dominates as a queen should.
Her personality triumphs, even when the
story is sometimes a trifle slow. And when she
falls in love she is able to bring the woman in
her uppermost, and get the full value out of
the romance.
She is able to convey more in a few words or in
a glance than almost any other screen actress can
in a long speech. Her voice retains that fascinating
deepness and she gives every word its correct
inflection.
I will only deal briefly with the
story, which is being serialised in
the Daily Herald by Philip Lindsay,
the famous historical novelist.
Christina is a much-beloved
queen, but she is tired of war and
GARBO
Stages
a
Regal
its empty victories. Her advisers
are anxious for her to marry the
(unnamed
on child
the programme)
; and Cora Sue
heroic Prince Charles, but she does not love hirn. the Spaniard will not allow the "youth" to put Collins
as the
queen.
She is partial to Magnus, the Court Treasurer, himself out. They enter the bedroom and as
The
director
was
Rouben
Mamoulian.
He took
until she meets Don Antonio, the Spanish soon as Christina takes off her coat the Spanish
Ambassador.
envoy realises that his companion is not a youth. a firm control of the picture and has turned out a
He is bound for Stockholm, and Christina,
No suggestion of separating comes from either. fine, restrained piece of work, with the right light
shadow, and some splendid pictorial effects.
dressed as a youth, gives advice how to move the The next day they say "good bye" vowing to and
coach which has become stuck in the snow.
meet again. Her farewell to the room in the inn is He has made the whole story live.
If you are a Garbo fan I need not advise you to
done.
For services rendered, the "youth" receives a exquisitely
She knows they will meet again, and when next see the film, because you will certainly go. To
tip — a thaler on which is inscribed her own
profile. She continues her ride and decides to put he sees her he is presenting his credentials to a the others I say, " Go and see a great artiste and a
fine film." — M. B. Y.
up at an inn where she engages the only vacant dignified queen.
room.
He is so overcome that he cannot find words to Blood Money
Enter the Spanish Ambassador. He, too, explain his mission. A private audience, however,
decides to stay the night at the inn. He and the reassures him and the love idyll begins.
Magnus is jealous of Antonio and works up the Far be it from me to quarrel with a film that
"youth" become friends and there are many
restores George Bancroft to our midst and
amusing episodes until it is time to go to bed. people against the Spaniard. Eventually, to
save
him, Christina decides to send him back to introduces so talented and ingratiating a newThe only solution is that they share the room.
comer as Judith Anderson, the popular American
Christina offers to give up the room to Don Spain. She abdicates in favour of Prince Charles
stage actress, but I cannot help wishing that so
Antonio. She will spend the night by the fire, but and is going to sail with Antonio.
The last scene ends in tragedy. On the way to notable a double event could not have been
the boat, Magnus and Antonio fight a duel and marked by something more important than a
merely workmanlike crime melodrama.
the Spaniard is mortally wounded.
Mr. Bancroft has a colourful r61e, however, and
And so we leave Christina facing the future
the picture achieves a fair level of entertainment.
alone.
I had occasion to remark last week on
This picture, too, reunites Garbo and John
Gilbert as lovers. Gilbert's Antonio is a good piece Hollywood's continued preoccupation with the
of work. He is naturally overshadowed but there gangster. Blood Money introduces us to a new
sphere of American racketeering.
are scenes in which he share the honours.
The hero appears as Bill Bailey, a professional
Of the others, mention must be made of Lewis
Stone, fine as usual; Ian Keith as Magnus, an bail bond provider — a figure in United States
admirable villain communities who apparently wields enormous
(who will probably power not only in the underworld but in civic
graduate
role life and politics.
of
a Garboto the
leading
Bailey swaggers through and dominates a world
man) ; Reginald made up almost entirely of crooks of one sort or
Owen, a dignified another — restoring safe-breakers to their friends
Prince Charles ;
and their relations and "O.K.ing" nominations
Aubrey Smith as for the mayoralty. Even the ingenue, a wealthy
Christina's valet ; society girl played by Frances Dee, is a kleptomaniac with a kink for the thrills of law-breaking
the valet to Antonio
and a weakness for big-shot burglars.
It isofthea little
girl who,
coming into
Bailey's venture,
life as a
result
unsuccessful
shop-lifting
C. Aubrey Smith causes all the trouble.
He falls in love with her, of course, but she
acts as valet to
Greta Garbo, who finds a bank bandit who happens to be the
dresses as a man brother of Bailey's mistress. Ruby, more exciting
for the title role in and elopes with him when he finds it necessary to
a quick trip out of town for the benefit of
'Queen Christina." make
his health.
She outrages all underworld ethics, however.
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Fay Wray,
Noah Beery, and
Nils A st her in a
scene from the
latest spy story,
"Madame Spy."

Come-back
by appropriating the money which her lover had
given her to provide Bailey with bail and the
latter gives away his hiding place to the police.
The infuriated Ruby, thinking he was actuated
by jealousy, then incites an underworld war against
the bail-bond king.
From this point the film, which has been
almost cynically sophisticated, takes a sudden
nose-dive into the naivety of the old-time serial,
complete with a billiard ball loaded with explosive
and
rescue.a hectic race by the heroine to the hero's
Bancroft is as powerful and engaging a personality as ever as the bluff, big-hearted Bailey.
Miss Anderson, who lends distinction to the role
of Ruby, brings to films one of the most distinguished reputations in the American theatre.
She will not cause Hollywood's beauties any loss
of sleep, but she is a mature artiste in the highest
possible sense and J, for one, hope that we will
see a lot more of her on the screen.
Frances Dee turns in another good job of work
as the kleptomaniacal debutante, although the
script has rather over-emphasised the character.
The direction of Rowland Brown is for the most
part colourful and there is much neatly timed
incident. Nevertheless, I cannot think that Blood
Money, reasonably good entertainment though it
is, is a sufficient excuse for once again idealising
and glamourising America's crooks. — M. D. P.
Fugitive Lovers
Anew cycle has started — the vogue of setting a
story in the amazingly efficient charabancs
which run across the continent of America, from
New York to Hollywood, and so on. Columbia
has done one, Universal has also produced one,
but this M.-G.-M. effort is the first I have seen
and an excellent job they have made of it.
There is an original and strongly dramatic
plot with an emotional climax that avoids being
maudlin and contains a strong child interest which
•A-ill appeal very widely indeed.
For my own part I must say that the somewhat
sudden transition of the plot from the cynical
and hard-boiled variety to the intensely emotional
rather upset my sense of dramatic balance, but
maybe I am inclined at times to become a little
pernicative about these things.
It is all so very well directed by Richard Bole-

slavsky that such a criticism may be carping
— nevertheless, I feel impelled to record the
impression I received.
What I particularly like about the picture and
what I like to see in any screen entertainment is
the attention paid to detail, to minor characterisations which fill in the bare outlines of the plot
and to pictorially efficient continuity ; thus, there
are no dead ends; the picture flows from one
sequence to another, being linked by little
pictorial details which match up with their
immediate predecessors.
The picture naturally has action and plenty of
it; when you are following the eventful lives of
several characters tearing across America, it just
has to move.
Just a snapshot of the story will give
you an
idea. to"Legs,"
ster, in order
get holda prominent
of a chorus ganggirl,
Letty, he fancies, buys up the show she
is in and attempts to force her to come
with him to Atlantic City.
Letty has other ideas and to avoid him
takes a charabanc from New York bound
for Hollywood. Legs follows and makes
himself a positive nuisance.
As they are passing through Eton, a
prison break takes place and one of the
convicts manages in an ingenious manner
to conceal himself in the luggage van of
the
change
into someone's
Laterbusheand
joins
the passengers
and clothes.
makes
friends with Letty, who asks his protection
against thediscovers
attentions ofidentity
"Legs."and finally
he "Legs"
is forced to leavehisthe
bus in order to
escape being caught. However, at another
stopping place where the charabanc has
been held up by a blizzard he rejoins
Letty and together they try to make a
getaway, stealing the bus from its garage.
They come across a party
of children stranded in the
snow and the convict and
Letty set about rescuing
them. The convict is seriously injured while rescuing
one of the children, who
has strayed, and next morning the police arrive and
have to dig them out of the
snow drift.
In other
the convict has words,
sacrificed
his
chance of liberty for the lives of the children and,
naturally enough, he wins a free pardon.
That is only a very bare outline of the plot;
the entertainment relies more on the introduction
of characters, passengers in the bus and the
varied detail work which is cleverly interwoven
into the main thread to make a dramatic whole.
Robert Montgomery departs rather from his
usual type of carefree characterisation and gives a
soundly dramatic performance as the convict,
Letty.
while Madge Evans is natural and attractive as
But the performance that struck me as far and
away the best is that of Nat Pendleton as the
overbearing gangster. It had a childlike quality
about it which was wholly pleasing and I'm
afraid my sympathies were engaged much more
by him than the less amorous and more chivalrous
convict.
Ted Healy, of whom I did not think a lot in
Dancing Lady, is extremely funny here as one
of those talkative travellers who try to ingratiate
themselves with everyone; incidentally, it was his
clothes the convict stole and it is he who puts the
police on his track.
As usual, C. Henry Gordon gives an excellent
characterisation; this time he is on the side of
law and order as a detective. — L. C.
The Crosby Case
While there is not much action in this crime
story— most of it takes place in a police
station — there is a good deal of ingenuity of plot
and some very good characterisations which make
the picture an entertaining one.
Edward L. Marin, the director, keeps you
guessing all the time as to the identity of the
murderer, and while you may not be very deeply
interested in the fates of the people concerned,
you are in the solution of the mystery and in the
clever manner it is developed and solved.
The story concerns a certain Dr. Crosby, who
is run over by a taxicab. It is discovered that he

Wynne Gibson and Onslow Stevens
|provide the romantic interest in " The
Case."
was dead fromCrosby
a bullet
wound before the
accident happened.
Inspector Thomas and a cocksure but dumb
sergeant collect all the possible suspects, which
include the driver of the cab, the hall porter at
Crosby's
apartments,
an old
mechanic
who had been,
apparently,
the German
last person
to see
the murdered man alive, Lynn Ashton, who had
been Crosby's mistress, Scotty Graham, an
aviator with a police record who had been married
to Lynn but had left her stranded when he was
gaoled for forgery, and a cheap crook who was
noted for "squealing" on his employers.
All these people had some apparent connection
with Crosby. The evidence at first points strongly
at Scotty as the criminal, but further investigation
reveals the murderer in a highly dramatic manner.
The lives of all these characters are cleverly
interwoven and the detail work throughout is
intelligent and significant.
William Collier, sen., is very good indeed as the
dumb sergeant who rapidly jumps to conclusions
and is ready to arrest anyone he may momentarily
suspect.
Alan Dinehart, too, is excellent as the Inspector;
it is a thoroughly convincing and natural performance. In a humorous vein Warren Hymer
scores as the taxi-cab driver, while both Edward
van Sloan and John Wray are very good as the
German and the cheap crook respectively.
Skeets Gallagher has been badly neglected, he
only has a walking-on part as a reporter who
the
mystery.
watches
the inspector's methods in unravelling
As Lynn and Scotty, Wynne Gibson and
Onslow Stevens are quite good and add a little
romantic touch to the proceedings. — L. C.
Dark Hazard
Two excellent characterisations in search of a
story. Although the title is derived from
the name of a champion dog and the film was, I
believe, made to "cash in" on the current greyhound-racing boom in America, it never quite
makes up its mind whether it is to be a race-track
(Continued on page 1 6)
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Here's your hero again,
John
Gloria
StuartBoles'
is fans.
his leading
lady in " Beloved."

ones, friends of the
family, who tell you
what they think about
«t and what they intend
to do.
This has rather an
irritating effect and produced an unnecessary
sense of artificiality to
my mind. However, it
does not spoil what is,
as a whole, an amusing
trifle. — L. C.
The Poor Rich

h is
a film whic
r apt title for
A rathe
in material, but
poor

(Continued from page 15)
thriller or a domestic psychological drama (in the
latter of which categories it occasionally rises
through its acting to considerable heights).
Interest, therefore, depends chiefly on the
character creation of Edward G. Robinson, as an
inveterate gambler and Genevieve Tobin as the
prim, straight-laced small-town girl he marries.
The alliance is inevitably doomed to disaster.
Though they are in love with each other, their
ideals and mode of life are a world apart.
It is in the general by-play and detail of this
psychologically sound clash of viewpoints that
you must find your interest in the story.
The greyhound racing part of the picture, which
has not been too neatly grafted on, is mainly
concerned with Mr. Robinson's obsession for and
subsequent ownership of the dog Dark Hazard
and I shall be very disappointed if the forthcoming
British films dealing with the sport do not do so a
great deal more successfully.
There is one glaring instance of careless production in the fact that although the canine hero is
shown winning two big events, one in America
and one later in Australia, the same race has been
photographed for both.
Mr. Robinson, as usual, contrives to make the
principal character interesting and Genevieve
Tobin creates the misunderstanding wife with a
sure, incisive touch that makes the character live
and recalled to me at least one menage of my
acquaintance.
Otherwise, Dark Hazard's only novelty lies in
the fact that Glenda Farrell, as a "sporty" girl
friend,
M. D. P.for onco gets her man in the end. —
Important People
This is a very unpretentious little picture
obviously made in a thoroughly economical
manner and it is put out by M.-G.-M. as part of
their quota.
Quota pictures have not earned themselves a
very good name as a whole, but this one certainly
deserves consideration for it is entertaining
and has a somewhat novel basis for its domestic
and marital comedy.
A husband and wife who are living a cat-and-dog
life both stand as candidates in a Parliamentary
bye-election — the latter as a prohibition candidate
and the former in the noble cause of the drinking
classes !
Their progress to the poll is most amusingly
shown with many a shrewd hit at politicians
generally, while the domestic side of their life is
also entertainingly depicted.
The result of the poll shows the wife as the
victor, so her husband decides to go away. A
recount, however, reverses matters and the wife
decides to leave home. On a third count the result
is a draw, so they both decide to go away together
and leave the county to its fate.
Both Stewart Rome and Dorothy Boyd show
to advantage as husband and wife, although the
former tends at times to be a little theatrical.
Minor roles are well cast and characterised.
Adrian Brunei, who directed, made an attempt
life at
main characters'
the audience
by having
novelty
at
by two minor
to the
explained
home
16
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The story opens in the Vienna of 1848. Carl,
the infant son of Baron Hausmann, is reared in an
atmosphere of music. His father hopes that he will
become a great composer and at the age of ten
the boy shows decided promise as a violinist.
Revolutionists kill the baron and Carl and his
mother are next seen in Charleston, where,
dropping her title, she teaches music. Carl
progresses musically and, reaching manhood, he
falls in love with a beautiful pupil, Lucy, daughter
of a proud and wealthy family.
Her parents refuse to consider his suit. The
Civil War breaks out and Carl goes off to fight.
War over, he returns to find Lucy and her mother
living in poverty. The young people marry and
they go to New York, where Carl tries to earn a
living teaching music, meanwhile hoping to
compose his great American symphony.
They have their adventures but through all
their love triumphs and their hopes are centred in
their son. He, however, has no use for music
and during the Spanish-American War the son
is killed and his wife dies in giving birth to a boy.
grandson
has "music
and afterof
theTheGreat
War achieves
famein ashim,"
a composer
jazz songs. He gives his grandparents luxury and
is finally able to arrange for the old man (the
grandmother is dead) to realise his ambition. His
symphony is played and in the hour of success he
closes his eyes in death.
There are one or two sad moments that might
be cut for those who do not like them, but I
would prefer the film as it is.
The principal parts are excellently played by
John Boles (who sings, of course) and Gloria
Stuart. Once or twice Gloria's make-up as an old
lady seemed not quite right. Probably due to the
"modern" eyebrows. She has rarely acted as well
as she does in this film.
Others deserving mention are Albert Conti,
Dorothy Peterson (very gracious), Richard Carle,
Lucille Gleason, Mickey Rooney, a number of
—M.
B. Y. and the director, Victor Schertzinger.
youngsters,

rich in talent.
The new comedy "team" of Edward Everett
Horton and Edna May Oliver, individually two of
the most brilliait artistes on the screen, does not
commence business too auspiciously here, in spite
of the support of such gifted laughter- makers as
Andy Devine and Thelma Todd, and one cannot
help wishing that the Laemmles had provided
them with something better for the occasion than
the hackneyed story of an aristocratic, impoverished family striving to " keep up appearances" in entertaining distinguished guests for
the week-end.
We even have such conventional situations as
the deputy sheriff, who has come to attach the
furniture, being pressed into service as butler and
the dinner party goose being reclaimed by its
Orient Express
rightful owner at the critical moment.
The distinguished guests are presented in the This picture struck me as a very weak variation
broadest American musical-comedy conception of
of The Rome Express. It is staged on a train
English aristocrats and are played by E. Clive, journeying from Ostend to Istanbul, where we
Merle Tottenham and Miss Todd.
meet the dramatis personae in the shape of a
The players, make the most of the material
girl going as a dancer to the Turkish
at their command and most people should penniless
capital, a Balkan communist leader who hopes to
find
The
Poor
Rich
pleasant
enough
entertainment.
lead a revolt in Belgrade, a wealthy young date
—M. D. P.
merchant, a woman newspaper reporter, a cockney
and his wife and a murderous crook.
Madame Spy
Thus it has much the same ingredients as the
British production, but it lacks its fine characterisation, brilliance of acting and dramatic force.
It Here
would isappear
thatstory
a "spy(unfortunately,
cycle" has begun.
another
very
Here we just amble along in a vague sort of
similar
to
Sealed
Lips)
that
deals
with
two
spies
—
manner. During the course of the journey the
a man and a woman.
The man is in the employ of the Austrian penniless young girl and the rich business man
service, the woman is spying for Russia. They fall in love, and at Belgrade, where the revolutionary gets off and is arrested, the former is also
meet, fall in love, marry. She knows who he is,
because she had been seen taking a letter
but naturally he is ignorant of the fact that his held
him just as his seizure was imminent.
wife is giving the enemy information. (Hint to from
time.)
The frontier guard also arrest the crook for
producer — why not reverse the positions somecarrying
Beforefirearms.
an impromptu military court — the
The associates of the husband suspect the wife
country
is under martial law — the revolutionary
and she goes through exciting adventures until is sentenced
to be shot, the girl to be deported to
she escapes and leaves her husband to go back to
Russia.
her own country and the crook to a month's
The husband follows as a spy and they meet at imprisonment and deportation.
As they are in their cell, in a sort of bam, the
a grand ducal reception. More excitement, a
picks the lock and urges them all to fly —
misunderstanding cleared up, she risks her life to crook
he himself remains behind, hoping to get off scot
save his and we leave them in the "happy ever free because he has not attempted to escape.
Unfortunately, the passport he had stolen
The picture owes a good deal to the director, happens
after
by the revolutionary
Karl stage."
Freund, since he has made the conventional leader andto hebe istheshotoneoutused
of hand.
story really exciting. He works up to a good
The other two manage to get away with the
climax whenever occasion demands it.
of the business man, who has come by car to
Fay Wray and Nils Asther are very good in the help
find out what has happened to his girl.
contributed
is
work
principal parts and competent
It is all
grip.very ingenuous and lacks any real
by Edward Arnold, John Miljan, Oscar Apfel, dramatic
Vince Barnett, Robert Ellis, Mabel Marden and
Heather Angel is attractive, but is not called
Noah Beery.
on to exercise her histrionic powers to any extent.
Had this picture been made two or three years
Norman Foster is pleasant as her lover, while
ago B.itsY. success would have been automatic. — Frank Morgan is suitably dignified as the revoluM.
tionary although a trifle wooden at times.
Herbert and
Mundin
nor are
Unasupposed
O'Connor,to
Beloved
whoNeither
as a Cockney
his wife
supply the humorous relief, appears to much
rT"*his is the type of film I enjoy. Some of my advantage.
J.
readers
may
call
it
"
sentimental
"
or
"
slushy
"
As the woman reporter who considers that
but occasionally I like an extra lump of sugar in
robbing
a passenger's luggage is part of her job —
my tea or coffee.
A good deal of the story is very true to life she is trying to ret a story about the revolutionary
and authors.
even if some
is "fairy
tale," I forgive — Dorothy Burgess is distinctly artificial.
the
I like ofto it
dream
sometimes.
Roy D'Arcy makes a convincing crook. — L. C.
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Miss West's next-door neighbour — Joan Crawford mystery —
Remodelling her home — Julie Hayden's "come
hack" — Clark Gable springs a surprise
BRISSON can go up and see
CARL
Mae West sometime — he won't have
to go far. Carl has been assigned the
luxurious dressing-room bungalow on
the Paramount lot, formerly occupied
by Fredric March.
On the one side of it is the dressing-room
of Miss West and on the other that of Marlene
Dietrich.
Brisson has been so busy at the studio,
working on his debut picture, that it was
necessary for me to journey to Beverly Hills
to interview him. He has most luxurious
quarters at one of the finest hotels in Beverly
Hills, where he is living with his wife and
family.
While I was chatting with Brisson, he
leceived a letter from the Danish Crown
Prince, congratulating him upon his arrival
in Hollywood.
Denmark, his native land, means much to
this actor, and one of his most cherished
possessions is a wooden nut cracker presented
to him by the Premier of Denmark, upon
which is fashioned a remarkable likeness of
this statesman.
impresses
as "stupendous,"
andHollywood
he is glad
of the Brisson
opportunity
to come to
California. He was very pleased at the impression
which recent British pictures have made in the
United States, and points out that London
producers are entitled to much credit because
they do not possess the almost boundless resources
of the Hollywood studios.
Brisson's first picture will be Murder at the
Vanities.

Greta's Romance
Despite speculation concerning the automobile
trip to Arizona made by Greta Garbo and
her director, Rouben Mamoulian, no one seems
to know whether wedding bells will ring out for
the film celebrities.
Greta preserves a deep silence, but Mamoulian
told me that it was merely a trip for recreation.
He and Garbo are the best of friends, he says, and
that is all.
A Stern Father
Actresses often suffer from the domination of
their mothers, but a father rarely intervenes
in film affairs. In fact, Hollywood hardly ever
hears
a feminine
celebrity's
male parent.
It isof quite
different
with Evelyn
Venable, the
clever young actress who, hailed as a coming
star, may leave films on account of a paternal
veto. This young lady gave excellent performances in Cradle Song and other films, her most
recent triumph being with Fredric March in
Strange Holiday, based on the stage success,
Death Takes a Holiday.
Paramount had Evelyn lined up for a leading
role in Double Door, a New York stage play, when
Professor Venable, who has exercised a close
watch
over inhisNew
daughter's
to
join him
York. career,
Evelyn,ordered
who isherstill
under age, had to obey.
The worthy professor does not care for the
films, and desires his daughter to confine her
acting efforts to classical plays.
Hollywood
is hoping
father will
relent
and permit
her to that
returnEvelyn's
to the talkies.

A Mysterious Lady
The film colony is wondering why
Joan Crawford is remodelling
her house in Brentwood Heights.
William Haines, who is devoting
more time of late to interior decorating than to acting, is engaged
on changing the aspect of the
former abode of Douglas Fairbanks,
The music room has been
transformed into a bar — a necessaryad junct in many film homes — a
jun. swimming pool is being innew
stalled, and the entire place is being
redecorated .
Joan is non-committal as to the
reason for all this activity. Her
divorce will soon become final, so
it looks as though a new master
will be welcomed to the Brentwood
Heights home, and it would not
be surprising if it turned out to be
Franchot Tone.
The Girl Who

/

Came Back

A medal
should forbedauntless
awardedcourage
Julie
Hayden, who recently scored a
success in Autumn Crocus, playing
the leading role in this stage play
opposite Francis Lederer.
After many months
contract at RKO-Radio
she attracted little attention, Julie was cast
adrift, and found other
studios evincing little
interest in her ability.
Instead of losing heart,
she kept fighting. Her stage appearance has
turned the tide.
This little girl is now showered with film offers,
which she cannot accept until the play finishes
its run.
"The Girl Hollywood Forgot" is no longer
forgotten. Keep an eye on Julie Hayden.
Genius Burns
Elissa Landi and Mae West have caused their
film sisters to become literary minded.
Jean Harlow and Dorothea Wieck are both
pounding the typewriter. Jean is writing a novel,
while Dorothea is working on a story which she
hopes Paramount will permit her to film.
Miss Harlow is absent from the Metro-GoldwynMayer studio, and the deadlock over salary still
exists.
A Splendid Actress
The advent of the talkies has given opportunity
to many middle-aged actresses who would
have had little chance for prominence in the
silents. Marie Dressier and May Robson head
the list.
Another player who has been on the stage for
many years is winning her way steadily towards
the film pinnacle. She is Marjorie Rambeau,
formerly a noted stage star, who has a leading
role in Palooka, which I recently saw at a preview.
Miss Rambeau, in the role of a prize-fighter's
wife, "hard-boiled" and slangy, dominates every
scene in which she appears. An episode where
she "knocks out" one of her husband's "lady
friends" makes one wonder whether she is not

A new picture of Ida Lupine, the little British
girl who went to Hollywood under contract to
Paramount Studios. She recently completed her
first American picture "The Search for Beauty"
rather a good boxer herself ! Her comedy scenes
would do credit to Mae West.
Stuart Erwin, Jimmie Durante, Robert Armstrong and Lupe Velez give the capable performances that audiences expect.
^4. WtS6 Mother
Adrienne Ames tells me that she does not
desire a film career for her g-year-old
daughter, although one of the studios recently
suggested that little Barbara would do very
nicely in a forthcoming production.
While Adrienne believes it is quite all right to
play
opposite
her husband,
Bruce inCabot,
she
considers
that children
should remain
the home
until they are old enough to decide whether they
desire a career in the movies.
A Racing Owner
It admirers
will be toa learn
surprise
that totheClark
famousGable's
screen many
lover
is the owner of a stable of race horses which have
acquitted themselves creditably at Agua Caliente,
the famous track across the Mexican border.
Gable's favourite of the string is Beverly Hills,
a speedy horse that has shown its dust to many
highly touted animals.

February 24. 1934
I ILIAN HARVEY'S third American
L_ picture shows her as a stage dancer
and gives her a chance to show that
terpsichorean art which first brought
her into prominence. It is a sparkling
romance, most artistically set, and introduces anovel puppet show interest.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee and
produced by Jesse L. Lasky.

te

A striking still of Lilian
Harvey as the ballet dancer in
one of her characteristic poses.

The climax of the
when, her leg
Suzanne makes a
phant return in

picture
healed,
triumballet.

Left : The puppet which Tony
had made in Suzanne's likeness creates a furore at its
first big stage performance.
At the reception afterwards
Suzanne, still crippled,
flies into a jealous rage at
the attention it receives.

Right:
a concertTony's
party puppets
consistinggive
of
excerpts from famous operas.
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When Eli had opened his
pocket-book he found it
empty, Julie pounced on
Miriam. "Now, then," she
demanded, " what have you
done with Dad's money ?"
But when Eli had
fumbled for and opened his
pocket-book he found it
empty.
pounced who
on
Miriam, a Julie
fair charmer
had
from discreetly
the piano. withdrawn
"Now, then," she demanded, "what have you
"Arewith
you Dad's
done
money?
wanting
your

; Freely based on the film, i
; "I Cover the Water- j
by permission
!j front,"
United Artists
Film Cor-of;•
• poration. Film House, •
: Wardour Street, London, :
W.I.
j See "On the Screens j
Now"thefeature,
page and
23, j■
j: for
full cast
j Lionel ofCollier's
this film.criticism :
" -y-^
awarehowof
■ J EING
precisely
preferI'mto
^ ^|' you
bathe,
naturally wondering what this is."
"Sure; it's my grandmother's bathing suit.
All the same, you might
hand it over. I can count
on having this cove
to myself, as a rule;
but how did you know ? "
If Jo Miller had not been up
the previous night, walking the
San Diego waterfront, in the
utterly barren hope of stumbling
on a news story that his vitriolic
news editor would print, he might
have thought the girl who faced
him, three parts protected by a
stalwart rock, as fresh and lovely
as the morning.
Instead, he wished somewhat
morosely that her reasons for a dip
au naturel were more sensational.
"Two old biddies saw you through
a telescope; that's why I'm here,"
he
" By that
the way,
what'sto
yourexplained.
name, seeing
I have
write half a column about you ? "
" Julie Kirk."
"Eli Kirk's daughter?"
"Yes. Do you know him?"
"A little. Thanks for helping a
poor
journalist
keep property,
his job." Jo
Tossing
Julieto her
left the region of golden sand, rustred rocks, and sapphire sea for the
more sophisticated scene of a typical
South Pacific coast town. San
Diego, head of a fish-canning industry, though little more than a huddle
of stone houses and factories,
possessed a considerable harbour
and waterfront.
"It's not the girl, but old man
Kirk, where my story's coming
from," JoMcCoy,
announced
on Irishman
reaching
home.
a lean
whose erratic ways added to the
casualness of Jo's two-roomed abode,
facing B dock, was always helpful
unless, which was often the case,
he was drunk
Handing Jo the binoculars through
which he had been studying the
harbour, he observed :
"Take a look at that if you're
thinking of Kirk. You're interested
in what's below the surface."
" Hmm. Does look as if Chris had
got
heavy at the
end.something
If your suspicions
are rope's
what
mineInsidearefive
— well.
you bobbing
later."
minutesSeeJo was
beside the dinghy owned by Chris,
an aged salt who eked a precarious
living from dragging for salvage.
"Want any help?"
After a pause, devoted to tying
20

The noise of the slap
face slapped ? "
come
hand
startledfrom
Jo, the
but it
didn'tof
the charmer. While
Miriam, outraged, was
recovering from the sting,
a wad of notes
from
Julie drewpounced
and withher stocking top. Having
paid the patroness, Julie got her
father into the street, where he
"Can Ifell help?"
Jo inquired.
promptly
down.
Between them
they lugged the old
man to his feet and through the
deserted streets. Even then, Julie's
spirits didn't fail her. " Isn't it a
gorgeous across
night?"
she He
declared,
peering
at Jo.
tried
cynicism, feeling there was nothing
particularly romantic either in the
night or the situation, but she
laughed
him off.
" And don't
think 1 want help any

up his own boat, Jo joined the old
man in hauling. Gradually, on the
surface of the greenish muddy water
they raised the trussed-up body of a
defunct Chinaman.
Chris regarded the pathetic thing
without sympathy.
"Phew! So that's what made
himHego indicated
to the bottom."
the chain several
times wound round the saturated
figure. "I know that comes from
Eli Kirk's smack. I bet he was
kinda in a hurry to lose this chap.
The coastguards have been smart
on smugglers lately."
"Sure you know the chain comes
from
Eli Kirk's
?"
" There
ain't another
smack within
miles as carries this type of chain."
"Very well, give me a hand, will
you, when
ashore?
about
to handwe mygetboss
a pieceI'mof
evidence."
If Jo Miller thought to impress
the city editor of the San Diego
Mercury with corroboration of Eli
Kirk's guilt ashea smuggler
Chinese
immigrants,
received of
a definite
impression to the contrary. The
boss, whose voice when he talked
over the 'phone, seemed capable of
making the wire red-hot, treated his
subordinate to a few terse statements.
"If you think this dead Chink
evidence — well, he's not. Nor a
length of chain either. Remember
how you messed up that account of
killing on the East side from jumping
to conclusions. You've got to get

facts before I print a line of your
story.
And, worth
moreover,
if you pretty
don't
get
a story
printing
Which
soon
you'reremarks
fired." were received by
Jo, with a depressing certainty that
pretty soon he would lose his
Having nothing to do that evening,
he
wandered intocould
Tony's,
the better,of
if comparison
be allowed,
two night resorts in the same street.
With a word to the hostess, Jo
job.
penetrated
to where Eli Kirk, surrounded by half the women of the
establishment, was seated at the
piano. He was a fine-looking man,
but for the weak mouth hidden by
a beard, and the sentimental sea
shanty which he was rendering with
lachrymose fervour delighted his
audience, although he was obviously
three sheets in the wind.
A girl came in-, looking for someone. Jorecognised Julie.
"Hullo, swimmer!" he smiled.
"How about a dance?"
Now he came to think of it, she
was attractive and earned his
approval when she said, taking the
words out of his mouth, as they
foxtrotted round the room :
"Don't tell me I'm too nice a girl
to be in this place. I know that
already. One turn and we'll go
She broke off dancing to grab
hold of Eli, who was rising
unsteadily from the piano. "Gome
home."Dad. Pay your score and let's
along,

more, either," she added. "I can
He sawperfectly
her, however,
manage
well." to the doorway
of
Eli's
cabin,
which
was not
far from his own, then,
because
his
late-night habits had given him a
distaste for bed, took a stroll along
the waterfront.
Joneared
cabin again,
built toona
piles, withEli'sa staircase
leading
trap door giving access to the rooms
above. A girl was at the bottom
of the stairs. For the second time
that evening, he recognised Julie.
" You're all different, " he
announced, taken back more than
he cared to admit by her Western
charm in Oriental attire. "Where
gave that
it togown?"
me. He brought
did" Dad
you get
it back from his last long trip. It's
had moved out on to the
realThey
Chinese."
dock.
invited her to sit beside
him on Jo
a bollard.
"Your father goes shark-fishing,
"Rather! I know you thought
he
acted heto-night
pretty poorly, but
doesn't
?"
you should see him at the wheel and
hooted and passed beyond
withA tug
a harpoon."
the red light of the jetty. "Isn't this
place
? " she
broke off.
" I don'tbeautiful
want father
to leave."
" Beautiful ! I can't see it. Don't
you get the
of rotting
sardines? I'mstench
bothered
if I think
those fish canneries aesthetic, great
ugly squat things with straight
chimneys and I'm pretty hardboiled as far as the waterfront's
"You don't write as if you were,
concerned."
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anyway. Look what pretty things
you said in the half-column you
wrote about me. When you come
to look folk
at them,
places?
where
make aaren't
livingmost
the same
There is a fascination even about
chimneys, and when the mist comes
up
wants they're
to take memarvellous.
to the South Father
Seas,
but I'd rather be here.
" Isn't your father making his
money here ? "
— butabout
— well —hishe reasons
doesn't tell
me"Yes
much
for
things."
She passed it off, but even in the
half -dark jo saw that she was
embarrassed.
"To find out how much the Kirk
girl knows about that boosing,
rascally father of hers, I'm following
her McCoy,
around," who
he confided
next daya
to
had suggested
meeting for lunch.
"Including making love, I suppose "?
"I might kiss her if necessary.
She's the best looker that's been
round this place in weeks," Jo
admitted.
Having an assignment to write up
a disused prison ship, an antique
structure that had occupied the
harbour since its inception, and
supplied
useful "copy"
ren intervals,
he askedduring
Juliebarto
accompany the tour.
She arrived in a coquettish turnout that piqued him into attempting
a kiss as soon as they were alone in
the hold, inspecting horrible instruments of torture. The attempt was
a failure. Julie repulsed him laughing, and it was only by the underhand means of clamping her into
a vice, intended for the reception of
fifteenth-century prisoners, that he
obtained toll of her lips.
Eli, who had left home that
morning, was reputed by Julie to
be out at least three miles, shark
hunting, and Jo thought to follow
up the ship episode with lunch,
when the office telephoned.
"Coastguards
out out
afterwhere
Eli
Kirk.
If you canarefind
he docks smuggled Chinese, IH
print
storyof in
came theyour
curt voice
the headlines,"
city editor.
Enlightened by suppositions of
to her
berthing
place,JuneJo asgot
in father's
touch with
the
coastguard's
office,
and
spent
the
afternoon arguing with government
officials in khaki and peaked helmets. The chief officer, having been
on board the Kirk smack and never
found contraband, was averse to
calling in the cutter from the high
seas to attend Jo Miller, newsreporter, because he had a fancy to
await
a certain
disusedEli's
dockberthing
in thein south-west
earner of the bay.
June, who said her father would
not be home till the day following,
spent the night with McCoy and Jo
at their digs, to which she imported
a certain life and freshness, even
chaffing the owner about the dirty
state of his windows.
"No thingwonder
you when
can't you
see anyin the view
only
look at it through inches of dust,"
she complained at breakfast, and
tried to remedy matters with a
handkerchief, while Jo chided her
for being particular.
He was quite glad when she
departed to get ready for Eli's return.
She had settled down and begun, to
attend to his wants in a homey, comfortable fashion, which, while it
appealed to him, was disquieting

— Continued

in view of what he had to do.
When, three hours later, he stood
among a squad of slightly contemptuous officials on the dock and
saw the Kirk smack coming in on a
gentle swell, he felt that life was
grand, after all.
Seen, even from a distance, the
deck, as Julie had described it, was
littered with shark. Somewhere on
board Jo fancied he could almost
smell Chinese. He pressed his way
confidently to the fore when the
gangway was in position.
Eli greeted him with a forced
smile and a rheumy eye. Kirk had
been through a rough passage on
the voyage, losing his mate from
shark-bite when the latter had been
left struggling in the sea, due to the
capsizing of a boat.
The mate had been carried on
board the smack and had passed
out while staring at an oleograph of
the Virgin and Child, the nearest
approach to the priest for whom he
had constantly asked. Tears had
filled
Kirk's
when the
he had
and he
had eyes
berated
men gone
for
failing to take off their caps, forgetting that his own head was
covered.
Now he leered at the government
officials and invited Jo to a seat on
one of the giant sharks that extended
along the width of the deck.
"You've found nothing on my
ship before, and I warn you you'll
find
nothing
again,
he
told the
former,
who gentleme
dispersen,"
d with
a considerable show of energy.
Jo was
sittingtalking,
on the shark's
head
and,
while
accidentally
slipped his hand between its jaws.
He was touched by something hard
and cold, and had no difficulty in
withdrawing a full bottle of whisky
from the creature's mouth.
Eli shot him a none too pleasant
look, which Jo ignored until the
custom's officers re-appeared on deck.
"Nothing to be found, Eli. All
quiet
this time."
"Thanks,
gentlemen
Still no word
from !"Jo until he
came
ship's escort.
side in The
the
wake round
of thetheofficial
single crane on the dock had got
busy and was just about to lift a
monster shark in mid-air, when Jo
shouted: "Hold it! Stand by
there
! Stop
!" box
At !lastDon't
the move
mechanic
in his
understood.
In face
the ship's
crew,
Eli, and
mildlyof astonished
custom's officers, the tail of the long
grey carcass gently touched the deck.
"Hand me a knife, someone."
Jo turned on one of the crew, who
handed from the folds of his darkblue jersey a prized jack knife.
With a vicious gesture, inspired
by the feeling that his suppositions
were founded on fact, Jo ripped up
the monster, the fact that the two
sides had at some time been skilfully
stitched together accounting for the
ease with which he worked.
A Chinaman, frozen with horror
to the immobility of a corpse, was
exposed to view ! With titanic
force.and,
Kirkwhile
landed
a blowwas atseeing
Jo's
chin
the latter
stars, dashed along the gang-plank.
A bullet from the chief inspector's
gun brought Kirk to his knees as a
red-hot pain seared his back. He
struggled along the dock, the chief
inspector behind him. The two
men grappled, rolled and entered
the water, where Eli, being an
excellent swimmer, soon outdistanced
his pursuer.
(Continued on page 22)
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POND'S

Right- hand photo
LADY DEL AMERE
"Tell every girl my advice
is to use Pond's splendid
beauty preparations regularly ifshe values an ex-

least twice a day."

quisite complexion."
Pond's Skin Treatment — -the method
of Beauty Care shared by these two
beautiful Leaders of Society — is the
simplest, most economical way of
keeping your skin smooth and white
— always radiantly clear.
Pond's
Cold Cream
overFirst:
face Spread
and neck.
Massage
it into
the skin with a light upward movement. Wait until the soothing oils
have penetrated right into the
pores and floated out the
dirt. Then wipe away
cream and dirt with
Pond's Cleansing
Tissues (softer, more
absorbent). Next, pat
Skin
to rebrisklyFreshener
with Pond's
fine-your skin.
Sun, wind, cold, heat

GUIDE

YOUR

photo.
LADYLeft-hand
WARWICK
"Pond's method of Beauty
Care is tfie best I know. I
use Pond's Cold Cream for
cleansing and nourishing at

whip the natural moisture out of the
skin — it becomes rough and coarse.
But Pond's Vanishing Cream contains
ingredients chosen to check this loss
of skin moisture and keep the skin
soft. It soothes away little lines and
wrinkles ami makes your skin so satinsmooth that powder lasts for hours.
As the Countess of Warwick says, " It
holds powder perfectly."
Other distinguished
THE COt' ISTESS HOWE
users of >Pond"
LADY SMILEY
LADY s
MILBANKE - LADY
MARY LYGON • THE
I Dl CHESS OF LEINSTEH
LADY JUNE CHARLTON
LADY ASHLEY
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THE

WATERFRONT

When Jo was next capable of
taking interest in anything but a
pain in his head, he heard from the
cutter's captain that the search for
Kirk had been temporarily abandoned.
Jo went to the office to turn in
his story, thence home to the company of McCoy, who, fortunately,
was, for once, entirely sober.
Whether from Eli's blow or not,
Jo's and
depression
had returned
in
full force
he was badly
in need of
sympathy as he wandered restlessly
about the two rooms. At every
turn he was reminded of Julie.
The old-fashioned fireplace had
caused
comment.
"Wouldn't
be nice her
to see
a new brick
one hereit
in the summer? " just as though she
never meant to go away. She had,
in fact, more than hinted that,
whatever her father did, she intended
to stay in San Diego. Then he
hadn't greatly cared one way or the
other; now the fact that Julie liked
him, iftional
nothing
burden. more, was an addi"I've done her a rotten deal," he
burst out to McCoy. "Whichever
way you lookto atmake
it. I love
needn'tto have
pretended
her,
kiddingI myself
At
least,
suppose I Ididn't
oughtcare.
to tell
He hurried down the waterfront,
took Eli Kirk's stairs two at a
time,
and banged on the trap-door
overhead.
"It's you, is it?" Julie looked
no happier than he felt. A toohasty application of powder to her
face her."
enhanced the impression that
she had been crying. "Go away!
I don'tout.want to speak to you !" she
flew
" But, Julie, let me explain. I
know I served your old man a hard
turn, but I had to. It was my

22

"She
Don't,
Don'tround
! " him.
putfather
her !arms
Kneeling together, they stared at
the limp body of the young man with
blood trickling through his coat.
Eli looked at his daughter. Whatfaults, he had always been
fond ever
of hisher.
"Listen, Julie child. Last night
— we were home together — you told
me you loved some newspaper
fellow, but you wouldn't tell me his
name.
Is this the"Never
one ? " mind what
She nodded.
I said, though. You can't stay here.
" I can't.
place in my back
Come
along atTheonce."
where the bullet was taken from
"She
Nonsense,
father
! Come
makes
me
weak."
hauled
him up,
urgingon."him
towards the companion.

Jo get
went,outbut! " neither to the office
Now
nor his
rooms. For a time he
hovered about the Kirk abode; from
a stance under the staircase, seeing
first a ginger cat, then a Chinaman,
going
up toJulie
Julie's
room.accompanied
Lastly,
herself,
by her yellow-faced guest, came out
and disappeared along the waterfront. For an hour or so Jo ponderedabouts,the andproblem
Eli'soff whereeventuallyof set
in the
direction of a derelict barge embedded
in mud off one of the docks. It
struck him as a good hiding-place
for a wounded man, for it was
accessible both from sea and land,
and the vast, dismantled cabin and
hold were empty of everything
except
The bilge
sight and
of rats.
a Chinese doctor
carrying a bag, coming away from
the
barge, He
was got
a boost
to Jo's
suspicions.
on board
and

"Cushions, clean windows, new
fireplace, a ginger cat with a ribbon,
you've prettified the place so that
I don't know where I am," Jo confessed, facing the smiling cause of
the changes that greeted him on
coming out of hospital, more or less
patched
"It's up
onlyandmyready
wayforofwork.
saying
thank you for looking after things
for me, since father died," Julie
said. " Have you finished the novel
you"Nearly.
told me you'd
begun,thought
yet?" of
I've just
the ending right now. The man
marries the girl. How do you like
his
it?"arms.
Jo inquired and took her in

try" Julie,
to comeanswer
back."me one thing. Do
you"Asknow
if I where
shouldyour
tell father
you if is?"
I did.

Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly

went down the companion-way. It
was so dark below that at first he
could see nothing, though he heard
groans. Gradually he was able to
distinguish a figure huddled on the
damp-rotting boards. Hearing footsteps, the figure with an expression
of pain turned itself over and faced
the reporter. It was Eli Kirk.
"So you're the swine who tipped
me off. Come to worry me to the
!" a
Take ofthatsteel,
finish,
Therehavewasyoua ? flash
report, and Jo collapsed with a
searing pain along his chest. Kirk,
who had struggled to his knees, was
about to fire a second shot when
there was a rush of high heels on
the companion-way
and through
Julie's terrified voice
echoed
the
mournful
barge
:

tried to consciousness,
move, failed, and
Jo,her,regaining
saw
mentally gave himself up. Suddenly
she was bending over, trying to pull
him to his feet.
"I can't leave you here. Do try
to walk. The dinghy's outside.
We'll take you some place."
With superhuman effort he staggered to the steps over which Eli
had fallen, temporarily overcome.
A rush of air, thick with mist,
revived Jo. The pain in his chest
was excruciating, but he managed
to
stern.himself.
Once
in again
boat,theEli dinghy's
seemed more
He took the wheel. Fog surrounded
them, no less dense than the doubts
in
Jo's and Julie's minds as to their
destination.
The chugging of the outboard
motor had lasted a bare ten minutes
when the dinghy's bow bumped
against a stone jetty. Familiar
objects loomed through the mist.
us back,
father! in"
criedYou've
Julie,brought
awed by
something
his face as he made clumsy efforts to
keep the boat alongside.
"Get Miller to hospital!" Eli
articulated and collapsed with his
head over the wheel— dead.

"Never mind what it was; you
needn't have tipped him off to the
coastguards. It was mean after —
after
pretending
to like
"That's
just it."
He me."
took a step
closer, longing to kiss the misery out
of her eyes, longing to say that he
loved her, to have the right to come
home evenings and find her there,
seeing beauty and romance and
laughterjob."
in all the commonplace
things. " I didn't know I cared,
Julie. Now I do. Can't you underfellow? from
"
"Getstand aaway
here and don't

Another reason why you
should keep "Vaseline"
Petroleum Jelly handy — it
shuts out infection from
cuts, burns and abrasions.
Doctors agree it is a perfect
protection. Chesebrough
Manufacturing
Cons'd.,
Victoria
Road, Co.
Willesden,
London, N.W.io.
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films
just released
***RING UP THE CURTAIN
♦THE WANDERING JEW
***l COVER THE
♦THIS DAY AND AGE
♦WALLS OF GOLD
WATERFRONT
ACROSS FIRE
**NO MARRIAGE TIES
♦♦BUREAU OF MISSING
c*THE TRAIL DRIVE
PERSONS
1 SPY
♦♦VOLTAIRE
TWO WIVES FOR HENRY
Judith Allen makes an attractive
heroine in Cecil B. de Mille's collegecum-gangster epic, " This Day and
Age."
ng k-is
offeri
t n,
bestai
a bac
the Cur
Up k's
Ring wee
THE
r
acte
char
drama in
stage
which Alice Brady makes
a very definite come-back
and Frank Morgan gives the best
performance of his career.
It is a very human story and
avoids being sensationally spectactular, concentrating more on
the development of character and
giving us a glimpse of life behind
the scenes with its successes and
failures.
Other interesting films are
Bureau of Missing Persons, a novel
picture dealing with New York's
special investigation department,
and / Cover the Waterfront, a
strong melodrama with a delicate
vein of romance with an outstanding performance by Claudette Colbert in the leading feminine role.

»**RING UP THE CURTAIN
M.-G.-M. American. " A" certificate.
Back-stmc domestic drama. Runs 88 minutes.
Alice Brady
Lulu Hackett
Frank Morgan
Ted Hackett
Madge Evans
Anne Ainslee
Russell Hardie
Ted
Hackett,
jun.
Jackie Cooper Ted Hackett as child
Eddie
Quillan
Ted
the
third
Micky Rooney
Ted the third as child
Tad Alexander
David
Edward Brophv
Ruth Channing Joe Mannion
Wanda
Jean Howard
Directed by Willard Mack from a storyGrace
VtiLLARD Mack and Edgar Allan Woolf.by
An excellent back-stage story, this,
which traces the life of a pair
of music-hall entertainers from the
'eighties up you
to the
present
day and
introduces
in turn
to their
son
and later to his son, who becomes a
successful talkie star.
It is all very human and gives an
extremely interesting insight of life
behind the scenes as well as containing some poignant moments and
clever comedy touches.
Alice Brady is excellent as a
music-hall artiste who is married to
a gentleman who considers himself a
bit of a dog with the ladies but who
is a very good trouper at heart.
Frank Morgan fills this latter role
admirably and brings to it a wealth
of humour and not a little pathos.
The pair " age ' ' very well and there
is a very human note in the way,
as
they get older, they are forced to
play in smaller and smaller halls,
with their names lower and lower on
the bills.
As the son Ted, Russell Hardie is
also very good. His life presents a
tragedy in that his wife, unable to
bear his unfaithfulness, commits

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature.
*** Very good.
c Also suitable for children.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
suicide, while he himself is killed in
the war.
Jackie Cooper is quite good in a
precocious manner as Ted as a
youngster. As the unfortunate wife,
Madge Evans is attractive and
sympathetic.
In the part of Ted, the third, as a
child, Mickey Rooney is very effective, while Eddie Quillan makes an
interesting study of him as a youth
whose success makes him swollenheaded and nearly loses him his
position.
Willard Mack's direction is very
good. The period atmosphere is
convincing and the back-stage and
stage sequences realistic except for
one spectacular number in colour
which only succeeds in holding up
otherwise smooth continuity of the
Dialogue is excellent and there
plot.several telling witticisms and a
are
moral to adorn the tale.
COVER THE
WATERFRONT
I nited Artists.of newspaper
American. reporter.
" A" certificate.
Melodrama
Runs 70
minutes.
Claudette Colbert
Julie
Ben
ErnestLyon
Torrence JosephEli Miller
Kirk
Hobarx Cavanaugh
McCoy
Maurice
Black
Harry Beresford
... OldOrtegus
Chris
Purnell Pratt
John Phelps
George Humbert
Silva
Rosita Marstini
Mrs. Silva
Claudia Coleman Mother Morgan
Wilfred Lucas
Randall
Directed by James Cruze.
Vigorous,
melodramaof
dealing well-planned
with the smuggling
Chinese into America which is based
on fact and put over with a number
of thrills which escape sensationalism
for sensationalism's sake.

Outstanding is the performance
given by Claudette Colbert as the
daughter of the smuggler to whom
Joseph Miller, a reporter, makes
love in order to trap her father, but
who later loves her in real earnest.
It is a fine characterisation which
adds still further to Claudette
Colbert's rapidly growing reputation.
Ben Lyon is good as Joseph Miller,
while the late Ernest Torrence is fine
as the smuggler ; it is one of the best
pieces of acting he ever gave us.
directionwaterfront
is virile
andJames
the Cruze's
San Diego
settings convincing and painstaking
in detail.
The strong meat of the melodrama is balanced by the love
romance, which is delicately and
intelligently handled.
One of the thrills of the picture is
the way the Chinese are smuggled
into the country in the bellies of
sharks and the encounters with these
sea tigers.
*»NO MARRIAGE TIES
Radio. American.
" A" 72certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Character
Richard Dix
Bruce Foster
Elizabeth Allan
. Peggy Wilson
Alan Dinehart
Perkins
David Landau
... Zimmer
Hilda Vaughn
Olmstead
Hobart Cavanaugh
Smith
Doris Kenyon
Adrienne Deane
Directed by J. Walter Ruben from the stage
play, "Ad. and
Man."
by Archibald
Charles
Curkan. Gaffney
Richard Dix gives a very good
characterisation here as a harddrinking, carefreee journalist who
regards marriage as an unnecessary
evil but who in the end takes a lifeThe character is not a particupartner.
larly likeable one, but Dix's perfor-

Marcelle Rogsz, a newcomer to the
British screen," / plays
Spy." the vamp in
mance brings out all its weaknesses
and
in highstudy.
relief and makes
it anvirility
interesting
The theme of the picture exposes
those advertisers, fortunately rare
in this country, who prey on the
credulity of the public and sell them
worthless
modities. and even injurious comDixful inisthe
depicted
being suddenly
successracketas until
the suicide of a girl whom he had
jilted
brings him to a sense of shame
and remorse.
As a matter of fact, this suicide
is the chief weakness in the film. It
touches the tragic note which is
quite out of keeping with the general
atmosphere of the picture.
Elizabeth Allan is sensitive and
convincing as Peggy, a young woman
who, having come to the end of her
resources, is prepared to start living
an immoral life, but who instead,
"mothers" the journalist and eventually wins his love.
Doris Kenyon is good as Adrienne,
the girl with whom the journalist
thinks he is in love but whom in the
end he jilts, realising that they would
not be happy together.
Alan Dinehart is excellent as
Bruce's partner, while two very
good character studies are given by
David Landau as a newspaper editor
and
Hilda
Vaughn as a highly
efficient
secretary.
•♦BUREAU OF MISSING
PERSONS
F.N. American.
" A"74 certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Social
Bette Davis
Norma
Lewis Stone
Captain Webb
Pat
O'Brien
Butch
Saund?rs
Glenda Farrell
Belle
Allen Jenkins
Joe Musk
Ruth Donnelly
.Pete
Hugh Herbert
Slade
Alan Dinehart
Therme Roberts
Marjorie Gateson
Mrs. Paul
Tad
.. ./
Caesar Alice
Paul
Xoel Alexander
Francis
Wallis Clark
Mr. Paul
Adrian Morris
Irish Conlin
Clay Clement
. Kingman
Henry Kolker
...Mr. Arno
Harry Beresford
The Gentleman
George Chandler
Homer
Directed by Roy' del Ruth from the book,
"Missing Men," by Captain John H. Ayers.
Thebranch
activities
a little-known
of theof American
police
force, the department confined to
the tracing of missing persons, forms
the background for this interesting
and human drama which is full of
clever little character studies.
Captain Ayres, from whose book
the film is adapted, has been for the

George Arliss, Margaret Lindsay and Doris Kenyon as they appear together in
the new Arliss film, " Voltaire."

famous
bureau
us
past fifteen
yearsandchiefhe ofintroduces
New York's
to several hitherto unpublished
stories dealing with the work of his
department.
Actually,
the main
plot 24)
is of less
(Continued
on page
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A scene from the fourth phase of" The Wandering Jew" showing Conrad Veidt
as the Doctor attending to " Ollala," played by Peggy Ashcroft.
Conrad Veidt
The Unknown Knight
[Continued from page 23)
Anne Grey...
Joanne de Beaudricourt
Bertram
Wallis
Boemund
consequence than the detail, which,
Hector Abbas
Issachar
in a vital and wholly convincing
Dennis Hoey
De Beaudricourt
manner, introduces you to cases
Jack Livesey
Godfrey
Phirous
that come up for investigation, but Takase
the romance of a detective and a Conrad Veidt
Matteos Battadios
girl who is suspected of murder is Joan Maude
Gianella
John
Stuart
... Pietro
Morelli
ingenious and contains several unArnold Lucy
Andrea
Michalotti
expected twists.
Lewis Stone is dignified and
Peggy Ashcroft Ola 11a Quintana
FrancisAylmer
L. Sullivan JuandeTexeda
natural as the chief of the departFelix
Ferera
Castro
ment, while Pat O'Brien acts well Ivor Barnard
Zapportas
as the tough detective who is Abraham Sofaer
Hilliard
Juan
humanised by his contact with his Stafford
Robert Gilbert
First Monk
chief.
Conway Dixon
Second Monk
Allen Jenkins is very good as a Directed by Maurice Elvey. Adapted from
detective of the comedy variety,
E. Temple and
Thurston's
by the author
H. FowlerplayMear.
while Bette Davis shows to advantage as the heroine.
An uninspired adaptation of
A clever little study comes fjom
Thurston's novel, which in a
theatrical
and pedestrian manner
Glenda Farrell as the hero's divorced
follows
the life of the legendary Jew
wife, who is always after him for
alimony, but who in the end he who spat on the Nazarene on His
discovers to have married him
way to the cross and was condemned to walk this planet until He
bigamously.
should come again.
There is a wealth of wise-cracks
It is divided into four sequences,
and the treatment generally is very
The first, the pronouncement of the
good and full of action ; it plays on
curse ; the second, with the Crusaders
a wide variety of emotions.
in the Holy Land ; the third, when the
♦♦VOLTAIRE
Jew is a merchant in Italy; and
fourth and best, the Jew as a doctor
Warner American.
U " certificate.
cal dramx. "Runs
72 minutes. Histori- in Spain where he is taken before the
George Arliss
..Voltaire inquisitors and condemned to be
Doris Kenyon
.Mine. Pompadour
burnt, and where he finds the rest
Margaret Lindsay ..
Nanette
Theoix re Newton
. Francois in death for which he has so passionAlan Mowbray
Count de Sarnac
ately longed.
Reginald Owen
Louis XV
This final phase has a sense of
Douglas Dumbrille
Oriental King
David Torrence
Dr. Tronchin
spirituality which is absent in the
Helen k Phillips
Madame Denis others and the Inquisition is conMurray Kinnell
Emile
ducted in a sincere and convincing
Leonard Mudie
Morteau
Dons Lloyd
Mme. Clairon manner.
Ivan Simpson
Lckain
Conrad Veidt is good as the Jew,
but somehow he failed to move one
Directed by John Adolfi.
deeply; his accent militates to some
Elaborately staged historical
drama based on some episodes
extent against his full effectiveness.
in the life of Voltaire and coloured
Abraham Sofaer is very good as a
with fictional touches.
fellow Jew who betrays his beneThe picture is again mostly Arliss
factor in the last phase, but otherwise the acting is not remarkable.
who, as usual, gives a polished
performance, but as a whole it does
As a whole, the picture is depressnot grip nor interest one very
ing and lacking in full dramatic
deeply. There is an air of artifi- force and its leisurely treatment
ciality about it which is induced,
makes it boring without being
perhaps, by some members of the dignified.
cast who do not seem quite at
home in their costumes of the time
♦THIS DAY AND AGE
of Louis XV.
Paramount.
American.Runs 81" A"minutes.
certificate• Crook melodrama.
The splendour and l?"'shness of
Bickford Louis Garrett
court life is well mirrored and good Charles
Richard Cromwell Steve Smith
,n detail. Doris Kenyon makes a Judith Allen
Gay Merrick
beautiful Madame Pomr odour and
Harry Green
Herman
Bradley Page
Toledo
Reginald Owen an effect: »'e pleasureEddie Nugent
Don Merrick
loving Louis XV.
Ben Alexander
Morry Dover
Lester Arnold
Sam Weber
Michael Stuart
Billy Anderson
♦THE WANDERING JEW
Oscar Rudolph
Gus Ruffo
Mickey Daniels
Mosher
laumcnt-British.
" A ". certificate.
Spectacular
Fuzzy Knight
..Max
coitume melodrama
Runs 108 minutes.
George
Barbier
Judge
Maguire
Conrad Veidt
The Wandering Jew
Directed by Cecil B. de Mills.
irlARiE Ney
Judith
Cicely2 Oates
Rachel
4
Dasii.Gili
Pontius Pilate If this picture, in which a band of
boys kidnap a gangster and

torture him into confessing to his
crimes, is any reflection on American
justice or American youth, there
must be something rotten about
both.
It is a highly coloured melodrama
which strikes an unhealthy note,
but there can be no doubt that Cecil
B. de Mille has treated his sordid
subject in a masterly manner —
technically.
There is a wide sweep about the
production, which apparently points
the moral that it is up to youth to
sweep awayteresting,corruption,
that ismob
inwhile the spectacular
sequences are splendidly handled.
De Mille's attention to detail and
continuity is also excellent, but in
spite of all these good qualities I
cannot recommend the picture to
any extent,
its brutality and artificiality are overwhelming.
Charles Bickford admirably represents awholly conscience-less gangster, while the schoolboys who bring
him to book are all well played by
Richard Cromwell, Eddie Nugent,
Ben Alexander and Lester Arnold.
Judith Allen, a newcomer, shows
excellent promise in the role of a
schoolgirl who endangers her honour
in order to trap the gangster.
The best acting comes from
Bradley
Page as the
gangster's
sinister bodyguard;
a thoroughly
evil but compelling characterisation.
♦WALLS OF GOLD
Fox. American. " A" certificate. Sex drama.
Runs 74 minutes.Jeannie Satterlee
Sally Eilers
Norman Foster
Barnes Ritchie
Ralph Morgan
Gordon Ritchie
Rosita Moreno
Carla Monterez
Roc hell e Hudson
Joan Street
Frederic Santley Tony van Raalte
Marjorie Gateson
Gassy Street
Mary Mason
Satterlee
Margaret
Seddon .. Honey"
Mrs Satterlee
Directed by Kenneth McKenna.
the seamy
A story
side of dealing
society with
life which
shows
how Jeannie Satterlee, a young
business girl, attracts a man who
wants to marry her, but after a
quarrel marries his uncle for his
money and finds nothing but misery.
Of course, all comes out all right in
the end. The characters are unsympathetic and the plot sexy but
purposeless. Ralph Morgan gives a
good, if unpleasant, study of the
philandering uncle who upsets his
nephew's romance.
ACROSS FIRE
Radio. American.
" V" 55certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Western
Tom Keene
Tom Allen
Betty Furness Patricia Plummer
Edgar Kennedy
Ed Wimpy
Edward Phillips
Bert King

February 24, 1934
Lafe McKee
Daniel Plummer
Charles K. French Jonathan Wheeler
Nick Cogley
Doc Stiles
Jules Cowles
Judge Wilson
Tom Brower
Charles Rudolph
Murdock MacQuarrie
Sheriff Wells
Stanley Blystone
Krueger
Exhilarating
with goodquick-action
small-town Western
atmosphere, slick riding and well-timed
Tom Keene is good as the hero and
fights.
the familiar plot is well staged and
Just the stuff for juveniles, this.
put over.
c«THE TRAIL DRIVE
Universal.
American.Runs 61" minutes.
U" certificate.
Western drama.
Ken Maynard
Ken
Cecelia Parker
Virginia
William Gould
Honest John
Frank Rice
Thirsty
Bob Kortman
Blake
Fern Emmett
Aunt Marthe
Jack
Rockwell
Marshal
Lafe McKee
Jameson
Directed by Alan James.
A the
spectacular
stampede
highlightcattle
in this
typicalis
Ken Maynard offering, which has
the conventional Western situations
enlivened by camp-fire songs and
dances.
I SPY
W ardour. comedy.
British. Runs" U"
certificate. Spy
69 minutes.
Sally Eilers
Olga
Ben Lyon
Wally
Harry Tate
George
H. F. Maltby
Herr Doktor
Harold Warrender
Real N.B.G.
Andrews Englemann .. Commanding Officer
Dennis Hoey
M.N.T.
Henry Victor
K.P.O.
Marcelle Rogez
The Vamp
Directed by Allan Dwan from a story by
Fred Thompson and
scenario by Arthur
Woods.
Very weak
burlesque
espionage theme
which ofisandeficient
in humour, poor in construction and
which, by asking you at times to
take it seriously, defeats its own
Sally Eilers and Ben Lyon make
object.
their
British debut in this picture;
it would probably be kinder to
forget it.
TWO WIVES FOR HENRY
Fox. British.
A" certificate.
comedy. "Runs
45 minutes. Marital
Garry Marsh
Henry Stetsoa
Dorothy Boyd
Estelle Stetson
Jack
Raine
Millicent
WolfHugo HorsefaU
Vera
Paul Sheridan Alphonse Pujol
Melindrinos
Gonzalez
Directed by Adrian Brunel.

of a a business
second
engages
manl who
comedy
Marita
"wife" for business purposes and
ler.
discovers she is a blackmai
Weak plot adequately handled and
moderately well acted.

Frank Morgan, Alice Brady, Russell Hardie and Madge Evans in the back-stage
picture, " Ring Up the Curtain."
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How
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FRAGRANCE

Shampoo

Hair

to Keep

it

Golden Always
Blonde hair requires special care if you wish to
prevent depigmentation (colour pigment elimination)
due to coal dust, gases in the atmosphere and faulty
diet. Now, at last, Stablond, this wonderful new
secret formula shampoo, not only brings back to even
the most faded blonde hair that golden beauty of
childhood, but it absolutely prevents the hair from
darkening. Stablond, also known in many other
countries as Blondex and Nurblond, is the largest
selling shampoo in the world. Makes the permanent
wave last longer. Even with one shampoo your hair
is lighter, silkier,
more beautiful.
for
children.
Not forandwomen
who wish toWonderful
bleach their
hair. Stablond contains no henna, camomile, dye or
injurious bleaches. Money back if not delighted.
Stablond
is madeat in6d.England
— soldLaboratories,
by all chemists
and
hairdressers
Stablond
Ltd.,
Acton Lane, London, N.W.io.
Sole Distributors : Fassett and Johnson Ltd.

For those who know and can command the best, the Yardley Lavender
is the chosen perfume for outdoor

STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

sports, and for all informal occasions.
Charming at all times, its fresh, clean

CHILDREN'S
STOMACH
PAINS
ARE

A

WARNING

If your kiddie has " tummy ache " and pain after
eating, take heed. Childish indigestion gives rise to
acidity, the root cause of so many gastric troubles,
even of terrible gastric and duodenal ulcers.
That's why
doctors
mothers
keep thein
wonderful
Maclean
Brandadvise
Stomach
Powderto always
the houses — the remedy made from the formula of the
famous doctor which ends indigestion pain at once,
counteracts the harmful acid and coats the poor,
tortured, inflamed lining of the stomach with a soothing
coating of curative powder.
This formula is being used in famous hospitals and
clinics to cure practically every form of stomach
trouble, and you can get it from your own chemist,
simply by asking for Maclean Brand Stomach Powder.
But be sure to see the signature " ALEX C.
MACLEAN
on bottle
and incarton
you buy.of
It is not sold" loose
but only
bottlesbefore
in cartons,
Powder or Tablets, at 1/3, 2/- and 5/- per bottle.
ICILMA

* I'd love to come
Joan, but reallq,
air
hi,
j

HAIR

*WhS not

fragrance is then delightful when
heavy, exotic perfumes are out of place.
And

the same exquisite fragrance weaves its way

through all the delightful Yardley Lavender toilet
luxuries, each one of the finest quality procurable.

Sprinkler Bottles 1/3 to 10/6, and in larger sizes up to 2 guineas. Lavender
Soap—' The Luxury Soap of the World '—2/6 a box of three tablets.
Complexion Powder 1/9, Complexion Cream 2/6, Compacts 21- &. 3/-,
Lipsticks 21- fk 3/-, Bath Salts 2/6, Talc 1/2 &. 2/6, etc
Print Jo not apply u> Ikt Irish Frit Stilt

YARDLEY

POWDER

SAVES

xThat did'nt take

slip out and

long-and

some
geil
t ma
Ic
Hair

nice it looks!"

Powder?'^

how

LAVENDER

THE

SITUATION
However pressed for time
you
be there
no
need may
for your
hair tois be
dull or greasy. In ten
minutes Icilma Hair
Powder gets rid of all
the dust and grease,
leaves your hair soft and
glossy and revives the
waves. Just sprinkle it on
and brush out again —
that's all there is to do.

HAIR POWDER
for a quick Dry box
Shampoo
of /
If

j each 1'6
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Gracie's

Field

Day

\lell Gwyn Burlesque — Activity in the Thames Valley — Betty
Stockfeld's New Film — Re-creating the Old-time Music Hall
— We Become " Stooge Conscious."
ance is as Sanger in The Constant Nymph, but you
It's a popular theme, of course, this relationship of parents and children. It was exploited
may not have seen that yet.
with conspicuous success in Sorrell and Son and
and Son.
Henry
is directing.
"Tedwards"
very
muchEdwards
in evidence
in this studio
(in which was
he Sarah
This time we have the reactions of a very
had
an interest)
someold years
see him
back at the
spot. ago; it's pleasant to average young bank clerk to the fact that his
father has come to live in the village after putting
in a trifling matter of fourteen and a half years as
Tangled — and How !
a compulsory guest of His Majesty.
The unit which (pending the completion of the
new sound stage) has overflowed from
Twickenham to Merton Park to make Tangled Gwenn, Jailbird
Evidence is also going right ahead. After hearing Also we have the reactions of the father to his
son's embarrassment — and as the father is
a brief resume of the plot I am inclined to think
the title is one of the most apt 1 have come across that fine actor Edmund Gwenn this is going to be
for some time.
interesting.
Esmond
Knight is the son. The sex-appeal is
There are a number of people who blackmail pretty
Daphne Courtenay, who I believe is still
each other, and one of them murders another; little
under
contract
to B.I. P., and whom I last saw in
but as to exactly who. . . .
Bill,
M.P.,
I
think.
Anyway, Reginald Tate has now been added
to the cast; and if you saw his performance as
She's pretty and intelligent. All that is
required in addition to that is the right director
the Captain in the stage-play Eight Bells you will and
the right cameraman, and )o ! a star.
A Better Betty
realise the importance of this screen debut.
Farther up the Thames, they are making
advised Tate some weeks ago to try his luck
Betty Stockfield is playing the young wife. in Ifilms;
By-Pass to Happiness, which sounds encouragI hope my advice will prove justified.
Betty has developed surprisingly as an
ingly like the Road to Recovery we have all been
actress since the days of 77 Park Lane and City of
searching for.
Song. Also she has an extremely attractive voice, Monty's All Right
This By-Pass is being constructed at Sound
which appeals equally to me and to the micro- At Teddington Warner Bros, have got well City, and the chief travellers along it are Maurice
under
way
with
their
new
film
Father
and
Evans
and Tainara Desni.
phone.
The young man who is trying to cut in on Lyn Son, the village drama which Monty Banks is
Evans you remember as the young man so
somewhat unexpectedly directing.
completely led from the path of virtue and terribly
Harding'sto preserves
glancing
at Betty,
difficult
blame him)(and,
is Leslie
Perrins,
whom it'sI
forgetful of the Old School Tie in White Cargo.
Still,
it's perfectly
logical
forfarce
a director
of farce
to
undertake
a
drama,
since
and
drama
are
last
as the
"menace"Irishin accent
Lily of which
Killarney,
usefulI had
actor,
he went
with saw
a very
creditable
was closely allied. For instance, they are more con- intoHe'sBalla atpretty
the Savoy
no but
idea until
he could
sing.
entirely assumed.
clusive than straight comedy, they deal more in
A Bell is Rung
Ben Welden (who is one of my favourite screen
sharp
and comedy
whitewash,"
Americans) is embroiled, as is also Aubrey Mather as
theyblacks
say in and
the whites
theatre) ("soot
than does
with
and Richard Dolman.
its half-tones, and in tempo they are both quick, In this film he is a young man who starts a
You know Dolman ? Played the young dancer, whereas comedy is leisured.
garage where a by-pass road is expected to be
Jerry Jerningham, in The Good Companions. Lyn
Having watched Monty at work on this picture, constructed, but
finds himself
{Continued
on page"out
28) in the blue."
I
feel
fairly
confident
of
the
outcome.
Harding's most successful recent screen appear26

BARGED fairly extensively round the
Thames Valley this week, and found
quite a little going on.
For instance, they were in the thick of
things at Twickenham, where they are
making a talkie of the old Edgar Wallace
play The Man Who Changed His Name.
If I'm not mistaken A. V. Bramble directed
a silent version of this five or six years ago,
with Stewart Rome in the title role.
Now Lyn Harding is playing it — the man
who has been acquitted some years before of
a series of particularly brutal murders, and
has changed his name in order to live it
down.
In the true Wallace vein, the story is an
exciting one, because a circumstance arises (to
wit, a spot of philandering on the part of the
ex-suspect's
wife with
much younger
man than heryoung
husband)
whicha makes
it seem
probable that all these murders may be
repeated.
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ick.wavy hair !
You, too, can have soft, abundant
hair. It's simply a matter of using this
easy method; approved by hair-specialists;
endorsed by stars of stage and screen;
used bylaborious
millions treatments.
who haven't time for thfc
more
To-night when you arrange your hair,
just put a little ' Danderine ' on your brush.
Then as you draw the bristles through your
hair, see how the scalp is toned and
soothed. See how the hair becomes softer,
easier to manage; how its natural colour is
brought out ; how it takes on new brilliance
and lustre !
' Danderine ' dissolves every particle
of dandruff; helps to stop falling hair;
keeps hair and scalp healthy; encourages
the growth of soft, silky, abundant hair.
Five million bottles used a year. That
proves
effectiveness
Sold by Danderine's
Chemists & Stores,
1/3, 2/6! and 4/6

'Da
e'
The Onende
Minute rin
Hair Beaut
ifier
Made in England.
MASCOT BIRTHDAY STONE RING.
Qennine ICet. gold-filled exceptional
PRESS RINO
act with Mascot Birthday Stone of
JAN brilliance.
Garnet. JUL Ruby.
FEB
Sardonyx.
MAR Amethyst.
Bloodstone. AUG
SEP Sapphire.
APR
MAT Diamond
Emerald. OCT
SO\ Opal.
Topaz.
JIN Agate. DEC Torqoolae.
A*tatUfitd.
aery ring Send
guaranteed
la
wear
5
yrart.
Cash
trill
be
returned
it
not
P.O. (or 1,6 and Port lid. to SIMS A MAYER (Dept. perfectly
P.G.8),
418-423 Strand. London. W.C.2. EaUhHahed 31 Team.
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
No deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Spring Catalogue, also
Gentlemen's
Catalogue, sent
SMARTWEAR
Ltd.post free.
263-271, Regent Street, London, W-1.

Here

are

the

that

7

discolour

1. Meats andother proteins.
2. Starchy foods.
3. Vegetables.
7. Tobacco smoke.

of

stains

teeth

4. Sweets.
5. Fruits.
6. Beverages

But gradu
You can't see all these stains right away
ally they hide the lustre of your teeth
discolour
them, make them dull.
And all these stains — because they are chemically
different — will not yield to any one cleansing
action.
But the TWO cleansing actions of Colgate's get
every last one of them off your teeth. An emulsive
action dissolves and washes away some of the
stains. A fine polishing agent — such as dentists
use — removes the others. Together they clean
your teeth beautifully, down to the bright,
sparkling enamel.
MADE IN ENGLAND

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

causes

Real Summer

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
MORBID THOUGHTS
INSOMNIA
WEAK NERVES
WORRY, ETC.
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this
absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
a simple,
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelope
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. P.G. 31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C.1

flavours

the whole

Six flavours
GOOSEBERRY
TANGERINE
RASPBERRY
GRAPE FRUIT
LEHON
2 (> boxesFIG
1, cartons

NEW

with

year round

BERRY

FRUITS
Fruit Liqueur Centres
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of a

FIGURE
is yours if you
wear a KEMPAT,
the brassiere that
stretches both
ways.
For, wherever you
may be — at a party,
a dinner or a dance —
the KEMPAT adjusts
itself toment ofevery
your movebody.
It is never slack and
never tight, always
just right, moulding
the contour into
lovely natural lines
without the hint of a
cutting strap.

THE KEMPAT SECRET IS PATENTED
It is the little ring at the back
which makes the KEMPAT fit so
snugly. It makes all the difference in the world !
Patent No. 366376. British made.
Designs for day wear in
everything from fine
mercerised lawn to pure
silk crepe satin with lace KEMPAT
insets from 2/1 1 to 14/11.
KEMPAT BACKLESS
CBiadiieiei
Evening Brassiere
Indiscernible
beneath the
briefest creation, from
5/11 to 15/11 All models
available in size 30 in. —
lit
42 in. even only from all
Stores and Drapers.
KEMPAT, LTD., KENIL WORTH HOUSE,
MARGARET ST., LONDON, W.I.
(Wholesale only)

of

Miss EILEEN MERRY,
STREATHAM.
Enter YOUR Photo by Next Friday
for the weekly Colrex Fascination Contest for attractive girls.
Enclose seal from a tablet of Colrex Beauty Soap. Weekly
prize is handsome mounted enlargement of photo submitted
and right to enter for Grand Final Prize to be announced
shortly.
impliesin permission
reproduce
winner's
name andEntry
photograph
Pictukegoerto and
other journals.
Watch this paper each week for winners.
WOMEN generally and girls in particular are becoming
excited about COLREX, the new Beauty Soap. It
contains
"Sulfhaze"
Activated
the
greatest known
cosmetic,
reduced Colloidal
in form toSulphur,
particles which
1,200 Istimes
finer than ordinary sulphur. These extremely active particles
penetrate
to the its
deepest
layers of the skin, cleansing, purifying,
and smoothing
texture.
To
girls
who
are
already
attractive, Colrex Beauty Soap offers
real beauty.
Delicately perfumed, 8d. per tablet.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL CHEMISTS and STORES.
I ii case of difficulty, send Sd. in stamps to address below.
Address : "Conip.
ColrexStreet,
Products
(GreatE.C.4.
Britain), Ltd.,
02 UpperC5,"
Thames
London,
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That
ringsleta mebellsee.
— and
bell atsituation
that. Now
. . . a loud insistent
Yes, I know. In The Millionaire, George
Arliss is in partnership with a young man who
unwittingly buys a garage where a by-pass road
(diverting the trafhc from it) is constructed, and
finds himself "out in the blue."
Really, this story problem is growing acute.
You can seldom see a film nowadays without being
vaguely reminded of one you have seen before.
Sometimes, of course, it's the silent version.
Sometimes it isn't.
For example, when I dropped in at the
Gaumont-British
planthadat just
Shepherd's
week I found they
finishedBush
the this
Old
Tivoli sequences in Evergreen, in which chorus
ladies incorouspink
tights
the fathers
mildly toindeevolutions
whichperformed
caused our
sit
up in their red-plush seats and cheer.
The More it Changes —
And at Elstree I found a very life-like representation of an old-time music-hall, in
which chorus ladies in pink tights performed the
mildly indecorous evolutions, etc. (as above).
Elstree one
British
International's
TheThisMagistrate)
goes(forback
further
than the
Gaumont one — back to the days when beer and
the chairman were frequently drunk together — :
back to such songs as "Don't Dilly-dally" and
" A Little Bit Off the Top"; back to the heyday of
Marie Lloyd and Little Tich, when the British
music-hall was British and no error ; before a single
negro saxophonist or yellow crooner had seeped
across the Atlantic.
It was all very noisy and beery and hearty in
those days and the audience had a thoroughly good
time, because they were being given exactly
what they liked by people who had taken the
trouble to find out what it was that they did like.
This, let me tell you, happens so seldom nowadays in the theatre ofthattheit's
worth
a look
at a reconstruction
jolly
dayshaving
when it
did,
if only as a museum piece.
In other words, it's History Without Tears, and
even with a few happy gurgles thrown in. But the
belly-laughs of yesteryear died away in our musichalls the night the last bottle of beer was removed
from the stalls, and don't we want them back . . .
or don't we ?
Marie is Barred
Anyway, the elders of us will have a lot of fun
criticising the imitations of old music-hall
favourites in this, done by such people as Jane
Carr (I like Jane Carr), Lily Morris, Harry
Bedford, Sam Curtis, and the Hartley Sisters.
Unfortunately, even if anyone could give an
adequate imitation of Marie Lloyd at her fruitiest,
the Censor wouldn't allow it, so what's the use ?
There are three productions under the B.I.P.
roof-tree at the moment — The Magistrate, Over
the Garden Wall, in which John Daumery is directing Bobby Howes and Marian Marsh, and a new
one called Freedom of the Seas, in which Clifford
Mollison will play the lead.
This will be directed by Marcel Varnel.
Grade Gwyn
At Fields
last, it's
happened.
have reserve
cast Gracie
as Nell
Gwyn. They
However,
your
judgment
for
a
moment.
It's
all
right,
it's
only
as a burlesque.
It occurs in Love, Life, and Laughter which
Maurice Klvey is directing at Ealing Green. The
action calls for the filming of a scene from "Nell
Gwyn," in which Gracie plays Nell to John
Ixxler's
We areKingto Charles.
be treated in this scene to a film
studio's notion of what film production is really
like and if a film studio doesn't know, who should?
I don't suppose Shakespeare was the fir^t to
exploit
the "play1 wonder
within awho
play"
wrote Hamlet;
will wheeze
be the when
last he
to
feature the " film within a film " idea ? And when?
The publicity-line about Gracie getting " £i a
minute" for her work in this film has produced
a great many headaches among people who try
to work out how much she is receiving for the
picture; but it has had one good effect— the somewhat leisurely-minded youth whose job it is to
inform the players in their dressing-rooms that
they art wanted on the set has now developed a
habit of running to summon Miss Fields, lest a

Will Hay, the " schoolmaster comedian" is
appearing as the " beak " in his first British
film,
" Theto Magistrate."
seen
submitting
beauty bench.
treatmentHere
on he
the isElstree
delay
of
an extra
Gracie

twenty
should cost the studio
13s. 4d. seconds
!
isduction.really
havingin aturn
field-day
in this in
pro-a
She becomes
a defendant

police-court, a debutante at a royal reception, the
proprietress
"Chelsea Inn
de Luxe"in (whatever
that may be,of ifa anything),
canvasser
a London
Hospital fund procession, singer, dancer, and
broadcaster.
Who Threw — ?
I regret
report that
Graacie"
has order
been
guilty to
of conduct
to the"ower
prejudice
of good
and military discipline in this film.
At least, that's how we used to put it when the
world was young and I was a bold soldier-lad.
Actually she is charged with "Throwing a missile,
to wit, an over-ripe orange, with intent to a breach
They are certainly going all out to hand you a
oflaugh
the peace."
in this one. I have it on my list of "films
of which I haven't seen enough in the making to
By the way, some time ago I told you about a
promising
beginner in this studio, one Elizabeth
satisfy
Jenns. me."
She is in Love, Life, and Laughter, and in
the
"Nell Gwyn " sequence she plays the Duchess
of Portsmouth.
A little while ago a Hollywood company was
nibbling
at her,Ifbut
don'tgo,know
it camea
to anything.
she I does
she whether
will be taking
long way round to success, because Elizabeth
lived in Hollywood before coming to England to
begin her screen career.
What is All This ?
What the dickens are Stooges ? Have you ever
seen a Stooge? Tasted one? Trodden on one?
I'm told there are three of them featured in
British Lion's Safety First , in which Henry Kendall
is playing the part of a young man who is trying
to convince his wealthy aunt that he is taking life
seriously
by running
home.
He collects
a numbera mental
of pseudo
patients, among
whom are Wally Patch and Herschel Henlere, the
famous pianist . . . and the three Stooges.
There are also, for extra value, Alexander Field,
Nancy
Helen Haye,
Walters,O'Neil,
and Kenneth
Kove,Yera
any Bogetti,
of whomHalI
would go a long distance to see.
Hut it will take those confounded Stooges to
drag me to Beaconsfield.
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BEAUTIFUL

totufAened
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coax

LmuL

GLYMIEL

yours

JELLY

back to beauty

„

ni ^
'OXYGEN 1 BATHS
HOLD SECRET OF LOVELY

However
coarse and rough, however
red and sore, no hands are too bad for
Glymiel Jelly to make soft and lovely.
Just smooth a touch of Glymiel Jelly
into moist hands each time you wash
\M
them, then watch the transformation.
Cracks and irritations are soothed away,
" 1 coarse red skin disappears.
Glymiel Jelly
gives your hands a lasting beauty, making
1 them white and supple, vital and alluring.
And this hand beauty is within your reach, for
Glymiel Jelly is so very reasonable in price.
No other preparation can do what Glymiel
Jelly does. Glymiel Jelly contains special
softening and beautifying ingredients and is
made by a private process that cannot be
copied.
Get a tube TO-DAY.
Ask for

SKIN

TO-DAY'S
chic and
dresscoarseness
lines pitilessly
skin blemishes
— just expose
as you
have noticed unattractiveness in others, so
you too are subject to critical scrutiny. A bath,
therefore, should not merely cleanse, it MUST
be a beauty treatment too! Make your bath
enchantingly fragrant, luxuriously soft and supercharged with beautifying oxygen by crumbling in
a Reudel Bath Cube. The oxygenated water
dissolves away secretions and holds dirt and soap
in solution so that it cannot wash back into the
pores. Thus imperfections disappear and body
'-kin takes on that glowing, velvety smoothness
which is the elusive secret of loveliness and charm.
Reudel

Bath

oxygenates your bath

Cube
L

GLYMIEL
Jelly
Tabes 3d. 6d. & 1/Just
as
Glymiel
Jolly
gives
your Cream
hands charm
and
so Glymiel
DecoratiTe Jars 2/6
charmbeauty,
and beauty
to yourFace
complexion. gives
Buy
a tube to-day 6d.

each.
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?
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Curls..

LASHES
i

Waves

deep

Tight

Your Chemist
stocks them
4d. per oz.
In Tins
2-ozs. 8d.
4-ozs. 1/3
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BRITISH

6 Wave-Settings
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BANNERMAN

USES

LONGLASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper
Beech. 3Brush
months'
supply in dainty
container,
I Special
4d.
POST FREE. When ordering direct ask for book
" NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS ore sold by
all Leading Stores, Hairdressers, and Chemists and
ALL BOOTS'
BRANCHES
Created
and personally
supervised by

ADELAIDE
GREY
Beauty Specialist 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON W V
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What Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers

Debunking

THE "LIBERTY "
SUP-ON CORSELETTE
Ideal for sports — on in a jiffy,
snug
-fit tingnextyet thefreedom-giving,
and worn
skin is a sure
protection against chills. The
exclusive two-way stretch
"Liberty"
Bodicekeepsfabric
washes
splendidly,
its
shape. Tea Rose and Whitesmall, medium and large sizes
3/8.

THE " LIBERTY
SLEEKIE
" Slim-fitting frocks look their
best over this exquisite artificial silk Sleekie," say the
Beauty Sisters. Vest, brassiere
and suspender belt all in one
SUmming, comfortable, durable. Plain or lace brassiere
top. Sixes 30 in. to 36 in. bust.
Tea Rose and Ivory, 3/11
to 8/11.

SLEEKIE
& Slip on CORSELETTE
Ask your Draper to show them to you.
If unobtainable,
write directfortocatalogue
"Liberty"and Products,
Liberty land,
Market Harborougk,
nearest stockist.

Every man
thrills at the sight
of fresh, new, white skin
the
kindthis
of test
skin yourself
you can"with
now adorable
have. Make
Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood. This now
contains whitening, tonic and astringent
ingredients, combined with predigested
dairy cream and olive oil. It instantly
penetrates, soothes irritated skin glands,
tightens enlarged pores and dissolves
blackheads. Gives amazing new skin
beauty and freshness in only three days —
such as can be obtained in no other way.
Use this new Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood every morning and watch results.
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the

Director

"Box-Office must be combined with artistry."
then proceeds to administer some drops. Surely,
President's physician might be expected to
the
stars
of
ndunki
' the great
of ng
the lege
going soon,much
de-b
a hypodermic syringe near at hand !
WITH
director ' might also be exposed. have
"In The Doss House, an old man falls in a
The industry and public would heap,
but continues to converse placidly; the
benefit equally if the genius
doctor
the attack to be 'angina
e
behind the megaphon were brought into pectoris 'pronounces
— which is, perhaps, the most exquisitely
agonising
affliction
that
flesh is heir to.
perspective.
"For too long there has been a tendency
"I am sure I voice the feelings of my medical
to hail the films made by certain well- colleagues when I protest against this slip-shod
publicised directors, as works of unparalleled treatment of medical matters in films." — V. R.
genius. In many cases the less reverent public Kamath, M.B.B.S., 59 Forrest Road. Edinburgh.
reverses this judgBenita and The Bath Tub
ment, but it seems
that box-office disasters have little effect
I was
to read Colbert
Malcolm entitled
Phillips's'Come
open
letteramused
to Claudette
on some directorial
Out of the Bath Tub.' I wonder what Benita
Hume thought about it all?
reputation
s. are made
"As films
"By a curious coincidence, you published a
with the sole object of
scene from few Suss in the same issue of
Picturegoer which depicts Miss Hume, once
separating the public
from their shillings,
again in the bath tub.
the director whose
"I wonder why it is, that as soon as Benita
film loses money is
enters a British studio, they start to get out the
bathroom fittings? If I remember rightly. Miss
incompetent. The plea
Hume spent some of the footage of Service for
that a picture is too
artistic for popular
Ladies in sitting in the bath tub, and before that,
in High Treason.
consumption, does not
bear examination. The
"Benita of the Bathroom is surely an easy
director who cannot
winner of the bath tub queen title. Incidentally,
Ernst
Lubitsch
combine artistry with
Hollywood preferred to exploit Miss Hume fully
entertainment does
dressed. I am a great' admirer of the actress,
but I do wish that she, too, would come out of
not know his job.
the bath tub.
"The great directors, such as Lubitsch and
Milestone, succeed with genuine art. Those whose
"However, before Miss Hume does that, I
masterpieces nobody wants to see are 'phoney' think it's only fair that she should take part in a
'de Mille' epic. With the. experience of Miss
geniuses." — L. E. Holland, Clifford House, Boundary Hume
and Mr. de Mille combined, surely it would
Road, Worthing, Sussex.
[I agree that there are many inflated directorial be the bath tub film, to end bath tub films." —
reputations, but I would hesitate to say that at the L. Scrimshire, 9 George Street, Hertford, Herts,
present time artistry can be combined with "box- winner of the second prize of half a guinea.
office." At any rate very few "artistic" films, even
In Defence of Westerns
by Lubitsch, have made money.']
" \i-VJ.
4 uch
against
thesebeing
days,said
I feel
it onlyWestern
right todramas
say a
Kinema' s Threatened Popularity
little
for
the
other
side.
Judging
from personal
Is the kinema losing its popularity ? Undoubtably, the keenness of many regular kinema- experience, and I can safely say I am a frequent
goers is approaching saturation point. A film picturegoer, and from comments overheard in
that will grip the imagination of these regular and out of kinemas, there are still many who,
patrons must be original and an absolutely first now and again, honestly enjoy a good Western
class production, as they have, by now, become picture, which, to myself, would seem to break
thoroughly acquainted with most variations of the chain of murders, marriages, mix-ups, etc.,
which form the main part of other films, and
the 'eternal triangle,' murder plots, and such like. which,
eventually, seems to become rather boring.
"Plain common sense should tell the film
up. I do agree that they need
producers that public taste will inevitably sicken brightening
"Nevertheless,
if they continue to present a succession of films
of the same, monotonous type.
If the heroine wouldn't get carried away in
" Radio, the stage, dancing, greyhound and the almost proverbial buggy, and if the hero
dirt-track racing, all these and many other forms would get killed for a change, it might give to this
comparatively
sound type of film a further lease
of public entertainment are now seriously com- of
life.
peting for the enormous popularity enjoyed by
the screen.
"My letter, I know, seems two-sided, but I
know that many will agree with me that these
" Bright, sensible, logical and, above all, original spectacular
and still entertaining movies should
film stories aided by first class acting and photography, this is what the public really desires and not be stamped out entirely. Good luck to them."
must have — otherwise the pendulum of public — (Mr.) T. Sagin, 8 Lanark Mansions, Pennard
Shepherd's
Bush,there
London,
entertainment will swing in another direction." Road,
[I, too,
think that
is stillW.12.
room for good
— L. Rosslyn, 36 Eileen Road, SparkhM, Birming- Westerns
on the screen.]
ham,
winner
of
this
week's
guinea
prize.
[Picturegoer has, for months, been warning the
movie moguls that this situation is arising. There
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
will be no substantial remedy, however, until the
output is reduced and kinema classification is
instituted.]
What you think about the stars and films ?
Let us hare your opinion, briefly.
Those Screen Doctors
£1 1*. and ios. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interest More often than not, I have observed an
ing,
and published
5/- for each
all
other letters
absoluteas ignorance
displayed
by 'doctors'
in film stories
regards the
elementary
rules of
week. Letters should be
diagnosis or treatment. I can give only one or
written on one side of the J
two examples :
paper only and should not
" In Gabriel Over the White House, the President
exceed 150 words. Address to J
collapses, and his doctor complacently allows him
"Thinker,'' The "Picturegoer I
to be propped up with his head above the level of
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2. I e THlNKf R
his body, while he diagnoses a 'heart -attack.' He
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TEETH

/^et ready for the Big
Picture. Pop a Zube
into your mouth. There's
nothing finer for the throat
and chest. Tobacco smoke

Feel with your tongue for a
slippery coating on your
teeth. That is Film. It constantly forms, absorbs stains
... it shelters germs. To
fight decay
Film
every you
day. must remove
Obsolete methods will not
remove Film. That is why
dentists urge the special
Film-removing tooth paste —

won't irritate your throat
now.
Ensure comfort . . .
Go

• • •

Suck

Pepsodent. Pepsodent is safe,
its special cleansing and polishing material is twice as
soft as those in common use.
As it removes Film, Pepsodent polishes teeth thoroughly and effectively.
Pepsodent stands unique in
Film-removing power ... in
giving
teeth back their
natural lustre.

a
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L. T. PIVER

Pans

the Oiltfit\ A TOR of the
MATT
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CLEAR

SKIN!

SPARKLING
VITALITY

this pleasant, dependable
laxative makes them
YOURS
!
Feen-a-mint gives glowing health
by giving thorough relief from constipation. No over-action; no
griping. Children especially love
its fresh, mint flavour !

1

RINSES

!

"

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER.
For a limited period any
good Chemist
or Hairdresser will supply
you
with two 6d. packets
(each containing
sufficient for three rinses)
for 9Jd. Choose the
rinse
of hair.to suit your shade

When you
have not time
to give your
hair a proper
wash or shampoo, rinse it
with Camilatone
Golden Rinse or
Tonrinz-the gentle, harmless
which
makes rinse
the
hair sparkle and
glow,
dull or however
faded it
may have been.
Golden Rinse,
Blonde Tonrini,
Auburn Tonrinz,
Golden Brown
Tonrinz.

a

mint

for the whole family
Obtainable at all Chemists. 1/3 a box
n Send your name and
SAMPLE.
ee
FFREE
address anJ 1 id. in stamps (to cover postWhite's 143,
Laboratories
Ltd.
(Dept.age) toB:6 ),
Thames House
Westminster S.W 1
Feen-a-mint brand Chewing Confection, with laxative properties, is
now obtainable in the popular

SIZE

announce

that

Poud re MATT

EVER

is the original matt-tenured face powder, the
one and only. The *»V«*r mill I and exquisitely
line tenure of Poudre MATTEVER with its
delicate perfume will appeal to you. The only
powder to give the |M»rf«M*l mall finish
eoinploxioil. 1/3 a box in 9 shades.
Parfum MATTEVER
one of the loveliest notes of L. T. PIVER preparations. 1/9 to 5/-. Trial size 1/3.
By the same creator as Le Tr«*fl«" Incarnat
and d'Avenllire Perfumes. Powders, etc.
UdL.Dnke'a R-1.
Par* rut\V.:i.
tin r.K.LoihIpii.
lull fuim ii ifciiunln
Wettetnii (orAvenue,
tPiii
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T HERE is no need to say, " i can't
afford it."
We offer you a new hobby that will ADD
POUNDS TO YOUR INCOME and that will
also give you a new dignity and respect
amongst, your friends.
It is an easy, pleasant and friendly hobby
that will bring you a Good Commission and
Profit-share (from £2 up to £5 and more) for
a few minutes of your spare time each week.
You have no samples to carry or selling to do
— you need no experience or capital, and it
will not interfere with your present employment. It is simply the organising of a
" Worldwide " Club amongst a few friends
or acquaintances, who buy direct from the
Warehouses, saving 5s. to 10s. in the £, on
the very simple terms of Is. weekly.
Send the Coupon to-day for Illustrated Bargain
Catalogue and full particulars of this money-making
opportunity — FREE and without obligation.
Associated Warehouses — ). D.
Williams & chester.
Co., Established
Ltd.. of Man1875.
British to the backbone — 60
years'ablereputation
for honourdealings and sending
over
3.000.000 parcels and packets
annually.
Directors :
E. C. & W. P. Williams.

★

POST

THIS

COUPON

TO-DAY

To :— WORLDWIDE
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSES
Charles Street
*
MANCHESTER, I
Please send me free and without obligation your Illustrated Bargain Catalogue
and
of the
up toparticu'ars
£5 and more
in my" Worldwide
spare time. " Clubs, showing how I can earn from £2
Name M
(Mr., Mrs. or Miss)
Address
I P.G.4

(Send

in unsealed

WORLDWIDE
Charles

envelope,

Jd. stamp

WHOLESALE

Street

*

amy required.)
requirea.)
only

I

WAREHOUSES

MANCHESTER

1

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both cjo The Picture GOER Weekly . When a reply
by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
E. B. (Brighton). — Casts as required : (1)
The Last Parade : Cookie Leonard — Jack
Holt;
O'Dowd Cummings
— Tom Moore;
PearsonMike
— Constance
; Larry MoUy
Pearson— Gavlord Pendleton; Marino — Robert
Ellis; Lefty — Earle D. Bunn; Vivi — Vivi;
Rosenberg — Jess de Vorska; Chief of
Police — Ed Le Saint; City Editor — Edmund
Breese; Alabam — Clarence Muse; Joe —
Gino Corrado; Danny Murphy — Robert
Graham. (2) Soldiers of the Storm : Brad
Aderton- — Regis Toomey; Natalie — Anita
Page; Spanish Waitress — Barbara Weeks;
Moran — Robert Ellis; George — Wheeler
Oakman; Soma — Barbara Barondess; Chuck
Bailey — Dewe\ Robinson; Red—George
Cooper.
Inquisitive Fan. — Kay Francis was born
in 1903 on inJanuary
she married Kenneth
McKenna
January,13 ;1931.
R. L. (South East Ham). — (1) Write to
Sally Eilers c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills,
California, and to Richard Barthelmess, c/o
Warners-First National Studio, Burbank,
California.
Sally Eilers'
new ofpictures
are
Made
on Broadway,
Walls
Gold, and
Disillusion.
(2)
Richard
Barthelmess's
new
films are Heroes for Sale, Massacre, and
A Modern Hero.
Regular Reader (Middlesex). — (1) Herewith the cast
of Adolphe
The CircusMenjou;
Queen Murder
Thatcher
Colt—
Josie La •
Tour — Greta Nissen; Kelly — Ruthelma
Stevens; Flandrin — D wight Frye; Sebastian
— Donald Cook; Dugan — Harry Holman;
Rainey — George Rosener. A criticism of
this film appeared in the September 23 issue
of this magazine. (2) Address Adolphe
Menjou c/o Warner Bros., Burbank,
California ; latest films are The Worst Woman
in Paris, Convention City, and Easv to Love.
(3) Write to Claudette Colbert c/o Paramount
Studios. 5451 Marathon Street, Hollywood,
California; latest films are Three-Cornered
Moon, Torch Singer, Four Frightened People,
and Night Bus. (4) Release dates as follows
Private Life of Henry VIII, Februarv 19,
1934; and Turkey Time, April 16, 1934.
(5) Gary Cooper will be 33 on May 7; he
also works at the Paramount Studios, and
is working in The Man Who Broke His Heart.
C. F. B. (Broxburn). — John Gielgud was
bom on April 14, 1904, in London, educated
Westminster School and Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art; 5 ft. 9 in. tall, brown hair and
grey-blue
and Films
stage
designing. eyes;
He hobbies,
is not music
married.
include Insult and The Good Companions.
M. H. Kiepura
(Falkirk) comes
and Jan from
Fan (Littleboro').
—Poland,
Jan
Sosnowiak,
and will be
32 this year.
He has
signed a contract to appear in films for
Universal Studios, Universal City, California,
and a letter addressed to that studio should
reach him.
W. G. H. (Newbury).— (1) There is no
W. H. Smith & Son bookstall on Paddington
Station, but there is one in Craven Street
close to the station. (2) Yes, Charles
Laughton comes from Scarborough, England.
He was born on January 1, 1899, educated
Stony hurst College and Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art; served during the war.
Married Elsa Lanchester; 5 ft. 10 in. tall,
fair hair and blue eyes.
An Admirer. — Frank Lawton was bom
on September 30, 1904, in London. Pictures
include : Young Woodley, Birds of Prey, After
Office Hours, Michael and Mary. Cavalcade,
Heads
We Go,
and Friday'
the Mth.
him c/o
Gaumont
British
Studio.Address
Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London. W.12.
B. W. is(Belvedere).—
(1) David
Manners'
realE. name
Rauff Acklom.
He was
bom
on April 30, 1902, at Halifax, Nova Scotia:
6 ft. tall, brown hair and green eyes; educated
University of Toronto, Canada. Married
Suzanne Bushnell (marriage dissolved). (2)
Addresses : David Manners, c/o United
Artists Studios. 1041 Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California; John Loder, c/o
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush,
W.12;Beverly
and
Charles
Farrell,
c/o London.
Fox Studios,
Hills, California.
fordFILMwill Struck
be 41 on(Darlington).
April 8. —SheMary
was Pickbom
in Canada; 5 ft. tall, fair hair and blue eyes.
Real name, Gladys Smith.
(Poplar).
Magda Schneider
wasInterested
bom on May
17 at— Auzsburg:
entered
films in 1931. Has just made Liebeli. a
French film.
BILL (Balliol). — The actor who appeared

Let

George

in Adorable, International House, When Ladies
Meet,
Gold isDiggers
1933, and Imaginary
Sweetheart
SterlingofHolloway.
Oh, Boy. — Conrad Veidt was bom on
January
22, and
1893, eyes;
in Berlin;
6 ft- 2Hobbies,
in. tall,
dark hair
married.
motoring and sailing. His latest film is
Jew Suss. Write to him c/o GaumontBritish
Studios, W.12.
Lime Grove,
Shepherd's
Bush, London,
Your request
has
been passed on to the editor.
Schoolgirl Fan (Bath). — Robert Young
was bom in 1907 at Chicago; 6 ft. tall, dark
eyes and hair. Address him c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio*, Culver City,
California. Entered pictures as an extra.
Appeared in the following films : Lullaby,
The Wet Parade, New Morals for Old,
Unashamed, The Kid from Spain, Men Hell
Below, Tugboat
Annie,
Saturday's Millions,
Beautiful,
to Romance,
Married to Right
Elizabeth
Henderson.and Trigger.
A. J.in (Penarth).
— Anna Neagle went to
Italy
September
entitled
The Queen. last year to make a film
W. (Northern
(1) and
WriteTomto
PhilM. Harris
of Melody Ireland).—
Cruise fame,
K eerie, c/o Radio Pictures, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, California. (2) Tom
Keene's
include : Theof Saddle
Sundown pictures
Trail, Freighters
Destiny,Buster,
Land
of the Six Shooter, Come on Danger.
"13" (Braintree). — I have managed to
find the replies to most of your inquiries.
(1) The role of Schuyler Brooks in The
Keyhole was played by Henry Kolker. (2)
Frank Atkinson
as George and
O'Brien's
buddy,
Alf, in appeared
Smoke Lightning
as the
Bathing-Pool
Attendant
(3) Maude Ebume,
who inyouSailors'
saw inLuck.
My
Lips Betray, is not related to George Marion,
who played the role of the scientist. Prof.
Otto Bauer, in Six Hours to Live. You are
no trouble.
N. W. (Glasgow).— Henry Kendal was
bom on May 28, 1897, in London of stage
parents.
EducatedhairCity
London
6 ft. tall, brown
and ofblue
eye*; School;
hobby,
music. He had an extensive and successful
stage career before he made his film debut
in 1931. Served in the Royal Air Force and
gained the Air Force Cross. His films,
other than the ones you mention, are : The
Stickpin, The Iron Stair, Timbuctoo, Great
Stuff, Rich and Strange, Watch Beverly,
Innocents of Chicago, High Speed. Mr. Bill
the Conqueror, King of the Rttx, This Week
of Grace, and The Flaw.
Film Goers. — Herewith the cast of the
Sporting Widow : The Countess — Alison
Skipworth ; Wilmer Hicks — Richard Bennett ;
Jack Houston — George Raft; David Butterworth — John Breedon; Alice Hicks — Evalyn
Knapp;
Patsy Hicks—
-Gertrude
Messinger;
James Butterworth
— Robert
McWade;
John
Adams — J. Farrell MacDonald.
(Oxford).
— (1)purposes.
Lilian Harvey
usesLilian
her ownFanname
for screen
She
is a native of Muswell Hill and was bom on
January
5 ft. 3 in.
eyes
and fair 19,hair1907;Engaged
to tall,
marryblueWillie
Fritsch. Films include : Maysie, A Knight
in London, The Temporary Widow, Her Dark
Spot, Hocus Pocus, The Model from Montparnasse.
The Highness
Love Waltz,
Le Chemin
du
Paradis, Her
Commands,
Congress
Dances. Happy Ever After, My Lips Betray,
My Weakness, and / Am Suzanne. Address,
c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills, California.
(2)
pictures
include
So Robert
This is Montgomery's
College, Their Own
Desire,
Free:
and Easy. The Divorcee, Big House, Richest
Man in the World, Our Blushing Brides, Sin
of
the Children,
Love Strangers
in the Rough,
War
Nurse,
Easiest Way,
May Kiss,
Inspiration,
Shipmates,
Man
in
Possession,
But the Flesh is Weak, Private Lives, Lovers
Courageous,
Letty Hell
Lvnton,
the
Follies,
Faithless,
Divers,Blondie
When of
Ladies
Meet, Night Flight, Another Language.
Fugutive Lovers and Rip Tide. Robert
Montgomery was bom on May 21, 1904, at
Beacon, New York; 6 ft. I in. tall, brown
hair and blue eyes. Married Elizabeth
Allen. Hobbies, polo, reading, tennis, travel
and
writing. Address
c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Studios.himCulver
City,
California.
O'Sullivan: Tugboat
will be
23 on May (3)
17.Maureen
Latest pictures
Annie, Stage Mother, and Tarzan and His
Mate. (4) Herewith the cast of Sunshine
Susie . Susie — Renate Muller; Arvey — Owen
Nares; Herr Has el —Jack Hulbert; K Upper
— Morris Harvey. The theme song of this
film
is "To-day
I Feel
Fern and
Graavey was
bomSoinHappy."
England; (5)
he
is the son of a Belgian refugee family. Has
appeared with Anna Neagle in Bitter Saeet,
which marks his first appearance in British
films.
Worried
(Wembley). — Herewith the
players
inFredric
Merrily March,
We Go Adrianne
To : Sylvia
Sidney,
Allen,
Skeets Gallagher. Esther Howard,
George
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Beautiful

down

to

her

IT!
Irving, Florence Britton, Charles Coleman,
Car y Grant, and Kent Taylor.
A Novarro Fan (Victoria*.— (1) I expect
Ramon Novarro will send you a photograph
of himself if you ask him nicely. Write to
him c/oCity,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Culver
California. (2) He isStudios,
still a
bachelor.
(3)
Dorothy inJordan
played opposite Ramon Novarro
Gay Madrid.
(4)
Novarro was born on February 6, 1899, at
Durango, Mexico. Real name Ramon Gil
Samen legos. Black hair and brown eyes,
5 ft. 8 in. tall: hobby, music. Films : The
Prisoner of Zenda, Ben Hur, The Student
Prince, Red Lily, The Midshipman, Devil May
Care, Daybreak, Call of the Flesh, Son of
India, Mata Hari, The Impossible Lover,
Sen-Daughter, The Barbarian, and The Cat
and the Fiddle. Thank ycu for your good
wishes.
E. (Bristol).
will you
let mewishknowto
theG. names
of the— Iffilmyoustars
correspond with I will be pleased to let you
have their addresses.
Lyon Hunter (Devon) and Post (Thornton Heath). — (1) Diana Wynyard has returned to America where she is making
Declasse. You can obtain a photograph of
Diana Wynyard from the Picture Postcard
Salon, 85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2. (2)
Her films include Cavalcade, Rasputin the
Mad Monk, Born to Kill, Reunion in Vienna,
and The Fountain. She is a native of London
and will be 25 this year. (3) You are correct
in addressing a letter to Bebe Daniels c/o
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, California,
but a letter to her husband, Ben Lyon,
should be addressed to Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, Hollywood,
California, although, I think, if you have
already sent a letter to the Warner studios
he will get it eventually. (5) Elizabeth
Allan is also working at the Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, and her latest pictures are
No Marriage Ties and Solitaire Man.
CuriousLittle(Stanley).
— JoanHouse
Marion's
include
Fella, River
Case, films
and
Her Night Out.
CURIOUS (Plymouth).— (1) Lyda Roberti
is the daughter of a famous European clown,
Roberti, and is a native of Warsaw, Poland.
Her pictures include Dancers in the Dark,
Million Dollar Legs, The Kid from Spain,
Broadway
Singer,
Three-Cornered
Address her
c/o and
Paramount
Studios, Moon.
5451
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California.
(Purley).
— (1) Babyhis Leroy's
realInquisitive
name is Leroy
Winebrenner;
parents
separated just before he was born on May 12,
1932. Pictures include Bedtime Story, Tilly
and Gus, Alice in Wonderland, and Miss
Fane's isBaby
is Stolen.
Helen Twelvetrees
married
to Frank(2)Woody
and has
one baby son. (3) Joan Bennett has a
daughter by her first marriage to J. Martin
Fox in 1927. This marriage was dissolved
and she is now the wife of Gene Markey.
(4) You can write to Paramount Studios and
inquire for a photograph of Baby Leroy.
Their address is 5451 Marathon Street,
Hollywood, California.
Interested (Reading). — The songs sung
in Prince of Arcadia are published by
Chappell & Co., Ltd., Music Publishers,
50 New Bond Street, W.l.
The Jolly
Admirerwas(W.bornCroydon).
(1)
Colonel
Tim McCoy
on April:— 10,
1893, at Wyoming; 5 ft. 11 in. tall, brown
hair and hazel eyes. Pictures include War
Paint, California, Foreign Devils, Bushranger
Masked
Last The
Raid,Indians
Sioux
Blood, AStranger,
Night onMorgan's
the Range,
Are Coming, Shotgun Pass, One Way Trail,
Gamblers'
Cyclone,
Ranger Man,Guns,
and Cornered,
Red Man. Texas
(2) Ages
this
year : Gary Cooper, 33 on May 7; Robert
Montgomery, 30 on May 21; Lionel Barrymore, 56 on April 28; and John Barrymore,
52 on February 15.
Schoolgirl Fan. — Casts — (a) Adorable :
The Girl — Janet Gaynor; The Young Man
— Henry Garat: The Prime Minister —
C. Aubrey Smith; The Detective — Herbert
Mundin; The Countess — Blanche Frederici;
The Prim* — Hans Von Twardowski. (b)
Pier 13 .-Dan Dotan — Spencer Tracy ; Helen
Reilly — Joan Bennett; Kate — Marion Burns:
Duke — George Walsh; Pop — J. Farrell
MacDonald; Baby Face — Noel Madison;
Sarge— Henry B. Walthall; Jake— Bert
H anion; Alian — Adrian Morris; Eddie —
George Chandler; Hank — Hank Mann;
Police Captain — Emmett Corrigan; Doctor
—theLemist
Jaoquie
part of Esler.
the little(2) girl
in the Lyn
Laurelplayed
and
Hardy film. Pack Up Your Troubles.
R. W. (Taranaki, N.Z.). — I regret I cannot
give you many details as most of the films
you mention are very old indeed and some
are shorts. Leo Maloney appeared in the
Trouble Buster, which was a five-reel Pathe
film, and Dorothy Dalton played in Law of
the Lawless, which was a six-reel famous
Lasky film.
J. S. (Walthamstow). — Claudette Colbert's

finger-tips

4

Katharine Hepburn was born at Hartford,
Connecticut, U.S.A. She is Sft. Sin.
tall with dark hair and eyes. Educated
at Bryn Mawr College. Has appeared
on
in " Art and
Mrs. BottlePic-"
andBroadway
" The Warrior's
Husband."
tures include : " A Bill of Divorcement,"
" Christopher Strong,'" Morning Glory,"
"toLittle
and "Spitfire?'
Write
herWomen,"
do R.K.O.
-Radio Studios,
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
real name is Claudette Cauchoin. Write to
her c/o Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, California. Latest films :
Torch Singer, Four Frightened People, and
Night Bus.
(1) Charles
Morton
hasT.notS. (Huddersfield).—
appeared in any films
recently.
(2)
Clive Brook is married to Mildred Evelyn
and has one son and one daughter. He has
not been married before.
Vetdt exactly
Fan (Brockley).
— Youandpronounce
Conrad
as it is spelled,
Veidt as
" Vydt."
Molly B. (Dorset). — Studio addresses as
follows : Clark Gable, c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer
Culver
California;
Phil HarrisStudios,
and Bruce
Cabot,City,
c/o RKO
Radio
Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood,
California; and Janet Gaynor, c/o Fox
Studios, Beverly Hills, California.
Filmin this
Fan country
(D.E.15).—
;(1) Richard
The only
film
made
starring
Tauber
was the Right to Happiness. (2) Nancy
Carroll was born o i November 19, 1906, at
New York ; 5 ft. 4 in. tall, red hair and blue
eyes. Real name Nancy La Hiff; married
Francis Bolton Mallory in July, 1931.
Pictures include Close Harmony, The Wolf
of Wall Street, The Dance of Life, Illusion,
Sweetie, Dangerous Paradise, Honey, The
Devil's
Holiday,TheFollow
Stolen Heaven,
Night Thru,
Angel, Laughter,
Personal
Maid, Wayward, Broken Lullaby, The Man
I Killed, Hot Saturday, Under Cover Man,
Child of Manhattan, Scarlet Dawn, The Kiss
Before the Mirror, and J Love That Man.
Address l.er c/o Paramount Studios, 5451
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California.
A Gaynor and Farrell Admirer (Southsea).
— (1) Janet
and The
Charles
are making
a filmGaynor
together,
Sun Farrell
Shines
Bright. (2) Richard Cromwell is the leading
man in Janet Gaynor 's new film, Carolina,
CarlInquisitive
Brisson wasJoyce
born (Birmingham).—
in Copenhagen (1)
on
December 24, 1897. Real name Carl
Pederson; 6 ft. 1 in. tall, brown hair and
grey eyes, married. Hobbies, dogs, motoring, riding, andAddress
boxing.himLatest
Prince
of Arcadia.
c/o film,
Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon Street, Hollywood.
(2) Anne
was bom
in London
in 1907.
Real
nameGreyEileen
Ewing;
dark hair
and
§res,
5
ft.
6
in.
tall.
Films
include
chool for Scandal, The Faithful Heart, The
The
Calendar, Lily Christine, The Old Man,
Murder at Covent Garden, No. 17, A Happy
Ending, Leap Year, Guilt, Man at Six. Arms
and the Man, The Blarney Stone, Just Smith,
The Fire Raisers, The House of Trent, The
Wandering Jew, and Colonel Blood.
B. B. (Leeds 12).— O) The part of the
bachelor in Wedding Rehearsal was played
by Roland Young. (2) Una Merkel took
the
part ofin Slim
Hattie,
HerSummerville's
First Mate.screen
(3) sister,
Hugh
Wakefield appeared in The Man They
Couldn't Arrest, not Roland Young.

said, " Yes, she's
It is the attention tois
y —it."
but
frequentl
very
the
details
Wminute
j |Obeautiful,
which count, and a
girl's hands are an
infallible guide. You
must be beautiful —
right down to your
finger-tips
— andwaythere
is no better
to
ensure this than by the
use
of "the
" Kraska
Nail famous
Polish,
Kraska
"
is
easily
and
which is used by Royalty.
instantly applied, withstands the action of soap and water,
yet
speedily
removedandbyby" far
Kraska
" Polish
It is Ismost
economical
the best
polishRemover.
for the
nails. Every bottle includes brush for application.
"KRASKA" POLISH REMOVER
"KRASKA" CUTICLE
instantly removes polish. Just a
REMOVER. Supplied with patent
touch and then wipe off. I/cuticle extractor. I/- and 1/9
" KRASKA " NAIL POLISH
is made in 25 fascinating colours.
Blanche, Naturelle, Rose'e, Double Rose'e, Quadruple Rose'e
Deep
Rose'e.
Coral, 'Pearl.
Deep Coral,
Lake
Deep Quadruple
Chinese Lake,
Orange.
'Rose Chinese
Pearl, 'Gold
•Silver. Rub/. Deep Rubv, Black, Blue, Green, Tango-Coral
Deep Tango-Coral, etc
Prices•InI/-,1/41/4,
bottle.
and and1ft 1/4
sizesperonly.

ObtainableKraska
from oil Chemists,
Boots Hairdressers
the Chemists.and Stores and Branches of
" KRASKOL" (or under-arm hygiene. Odourless, safe, antiseptic;
a preventative of perspiration evils.
I/- and 1/4
" KRASKA" Nicotine and Ink Stain Remover, for keeping the hands
free from unsightly stains.
I/- and 2/.

STOP
THAT COLD
HALF

THE

IN

TIME

Deep-seated colds start to go after
the first spoonful of Galloway's
It's the same
with cough? —
Galloway's means complete
recovery in next to
no time.

COUGH
SYRUP
Sold by all Chemists and Stores.
Price
or 2/6 per bottle or
direct 1/3
from
P. H. Galloway,
Ltd., London,
QualifiedS.E.17.
Chemists,

1A
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Leave

IT

to

ANNE

YV7HATEVER your query, whether it belongs to the
beauty or the domestic category, I am delighted
to answer it. Please enclose a stamped addressed
envelope for a postal reply. I can give you more space
in a letter than can be spared in this column.

Why

So Pensive

DOROTHY

?

You saw Dorothy Jordan's talent
shine in "Min and Bill" and other
masterpieces of the screen. Now see
her
a "snapped
Picturegoer
" Postcard,
new on
series,
in pensive
but
charming mood.
"The portraits are so natural and
lifelike " writes a Manchester enthusiast. Get some to-day and invest your
collection with more beauty than ever.
Make your selection from the list below.
f POSTCARD

ALBUM

5 AFR

EE
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely boond in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choosesepia
your glossy
" Cards"
from list
Rich
Postcards
3d.below.
each
—2/6 dox. On sale to members and nonmembers alike. Full list on request.
Tamari
1 i
Clark Gable
Henry Oaral
Oreta
Garbo
Joun Glelgud
Mary
Milan Glynne
Harvey
KaUtarine Hepburn
Fdward
8. Hnrtnn
Jack Hulbert
Dorothy Hymni
Ursula JeaiiH
RubyKlepura
Keeler
Jan
Kilssa Land!
Ida
Lupino
Francis
Lederer
Fredrte
March
Herbert Marshall
George
Rait
Norma Sidney
Shearer
Svlvla
Adrienne
Ames
Gary
Ciwper
Lionel
Crabbe C. Aubrey Smith
Irinnie Atwlll
Karnes BusterCrawford
Randolph Scotl
Tala
Blng Crosby l.yle
John Hi.
Bolesnil Constance
John Tallwt
Wayne
Lilian
Bond
dimming i Diana
Mae West
Carl Briason Marlene
Bruce Cabot
Dietrich Roland Wynyard
Young
To " PICTUREGOER"
85 Long Acre, SALON,
London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5s. Free
Postcard Album. 1 enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount.
• Overseas readers should enclose £*. extra to
cover packing and postage.
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and make payable to
"THE PICTURKOOBB." Pie. 2S.2.34
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common affection of the
is sa
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and ora scursefriou
UpFF
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DANDen
l
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y
em of beauti
hair.
Unfortunately, it is
extremely obstinate, and to cure
the condition the greatest patience
and persistence must be shown.
It cannot be cured in a week.
The trouble takes two forms,
scurf that is dry and powdery,
and the other type that is greasy
and moist. Both kinds cause the
hair to lose all bright lights,
prevent growth, and ultimately
make the hair fall. Dry scurf
comes from deficient secretion of
the sebaceous glands and in consequence the scalp is very irritable, and the hair brittle and
poorly nourished. In the case of
greasy scurf, the secretions are
excessive, and the scalp often
thickened and inflamed.
Both kinds are highly contagious because bacteria are
invariably present, and therefore
the greatest care should be taken
to keep hair brushes and combs
separate, so that healthy scalps
may not become infected too.
This is particularly true where
children are concerned. They
are liable to catch it very quickly.
It is important that the scalp
should be treated when it shows
the first signs of this trouble, for
if left untreated the original
patches tend to spread and join
up, so that the complete area is
affected.

The Treatment
The first essential in the treatment of the condition is scrupulous cleanliness by means of frequent washing. Many sufferers
from the dry form retrain from frequent shampooing under the mistaken idea that the washing makes
the condition worse. This is not so.
Many medicated soaps may be
obtained for the purpose, or any
chemist will make up a spirit soap
lotion consisting of 3 oz. of soft
soap and 3 oz. of methylated spirits.
To this should be added 1 grain of
bichloride of mercury.
This effects the temporary
removal of the scurf, but it will not
cure the trouble and the patches will
return again. There are a number
of lotions and pomades for attempting the cure of the trouble, but they
need to be varied according to the
particular type of dandruff and the
state to which it has advanced. It
is impossible to print them all here.
Hut if sufferers are interested, they
should write to me, enclosing a
stamped addressed envelope, and
describe the exact condition of
their scalps. I shall be delighted to
give them all the help possible.
Generally speaking, lotions are
easier to use than ointments. It is
difficult for the girl who goes out to
earn her living to use an ointment,
for it means that the scalp must be
washed next morning before she
can go to business. But the woman

who
stays at home can try that form
of cure.
Restoring the Hair
When
has beento
clearedtheup,dandruff
it is necessary
undertake a course of treatment to
nourish the hair and encourage new
Until the hair is completely
growth. again, it is better to use a
healthy
shampoo made from pure Castile
soap. The soap, which is very hard,
should be grated up and brought to
the boil with a pint of water. It
may then be whipped up and will
leather easily on the head. Take
care to rinse away every trace of
soap, add a tablespoonful of strained
lemon juice to the last rinsing water,
and if possible dry with towels.
While the hair is in an unhealthy
condition this is infinitely better than
drying by heat.
Clean Brushes
Have two brushes in use so that
you may take a clean brush every
morning, and if you use the rubber
cushioned type of brush, see that
the bristles are not of wire. Have a
good comb with blunt coarse teeth
so that it does not scratch the scalp.
And now, to take a tip from our
grandmothers'
oldfashioned brushdays,
andhave
comban bag.
It is not a good thing to leave
brushes in a drawer mixed up with
powder
Part and
the possible
hair indust.
sections and
brush each section thoroughly.
Brush it from underneath towards
the ends. This allows the air to get
to it, stimulates the scalp, removes
dust and dead scales, and distributes the natural oil along the
length of the hair.
It t,n// not spoil the wave. Many
girls neglect brushing their hair
thoroughly under that mistaken
impression. Brushing will improve
and deepen the wave, and give the
hair that glossy and well kept look
that is so desirable. Moreover, it
encourages the hair to lie smoothly
in the desired position.
Then of course, there is the daily
massage. Ten minutes will suffice,
but practise daily all the year round
will be of inestimable benefit to the
hair and scalp. It stimulates the
circulation and tones up the functioning of the sebaceous glands.
This not only keeps the hair in
healthy growth but goes a very long
way towards preventing greyness.
Beauty from Within
At readers
least fifty
cent,
the
of thisperpage
who ofwrite
to me for advice are suffering from
skin blemishes. " Give me the name
of a cream that will quickly rid my
face of blackheads, open pores, and
pimples," is the burden of their
requests.
There are numbers of creams —
many of them advertised weekly in
this journal — which will help to
improve the texture of the skin,
but without the co-operation of the
sufferer, the creams are not given
an opportunity to perform the work
they1 have
can said
do. before, and so essential

Irene Hervey demonstrates the
correct way to brush hair — strand
by strand the hair is brushed
vigorously from roots to the ends.
a truth is worth repetition, that all
skin beauty comes first of all from
internal health and cleanliness.
Vitamin deficiency is one of the
chief causes of imperfect skin and
blotched complexions. The diet of
the average adult is not so deficient
that it causes serious illness, but it is
continuously just short enough to
prevent perfect health and clear
skins. This is particularly true of
vitamin C. Include sufficient vitamin
C in your daily diet, and the troubles
of which so many complain are
halfway towards being cured.
Vitamin C
We find vitamin
most lemon
abundantly in orangeC juice,
juice, tomato juice, swedes, spinach,
and in salads and watercress.
Vitamin C is present also, though
not so abundantly in apples, carrots,
onions, potatoes and cabbage, grapes
and, in their various seasons, fresh
cherries, pears, peaches and plums.
Conservative Cooking
Cooking
effect inon general
vitaminhasC.a damaging
For that
reason many of the fruits and
vegetables should be eaten raw.
The shredded heart of raw cabbage
can be added to a salad, and grated
raw carrot is both refreshing and
delightful. It goes specially well
with a lettuce salad and cheese.
Steaming vegetables is to be
preferred to boiling them. Cooking
them in a casserole is better still,
for in this way practically the whole
vitamin content is preserved unamaged. If you
must boil
tables, dneither
common
sodavegenor
bicarbonate of soda should be
added, and the boiling should be
rapid. The longer the boiling
process,
more destructive
the
vitamins.theInstead
of throwing toaway
the water in which the vegetables
have been cooked, make your
gravies from it and drink a cupful
of it when it has cooled. In making
the gravy, use also a yeast extract
which you can buy ready for use.
This is rich in vitamin B, which
prevents anxmia.
Answers to Correspondents
Doris
(Bath).
"Sparva"
would be excellent for your
little—material
girl's summer
can obtain
this
in- plainfrocks.
shadesYonat
is. per yard and in printed designs at is. id
per yard. I would recommend your sending
toManchester,
"Sparva," for74,a Sparva
booklet. House, York Street,:
Mamienot(Tottenham).
the heel
should
be neglected— A orblister
it mavon develop
into a septic
place.
Use
a
footbath
taining amild antiseptic. Soak the footconfor
ten minutes, renewing the water as it cools.
Apply an
andit bind
place.
The antiseptic
blister needsdressing
care whil?
remainsin
wet. As soon as it has dried up it will take
care of itself.
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Head colds with their attendant
coughing, sneezing and dizziness
are about. They can definitely
be stopped quickly with 'ASPRO.' ,
is because ' ASPRO ' ^ A^^^km
The reasonfeverishness
reduces
in a few
minutes and has a soothing influence on the nerves. The attendant congestion is relieved — irritability soothed away — the temperature reduced.
The result is that after one or two doses of 4 ASPRO ' you will be quite free
from your cold. Definite relief follows the first dose. So you see there 's no
need to put up with colds. It costs little to try 4 ASPRO,' so why not try it?
REMEMBER—

VI NOLI A CO. LTD.. LONDON

PV. 271 B -228

FEVERISH

'ASPRO
TO
D
YI
'FLU EL
COLDS AND
'ASPRO'
COSTS
MORE
HEADACHES
BANISHED

Loddiges Road, Mare Street,
Gentlemen, Hackney, E.9.
It is with the greatest pleasure that I
write this letter to prove the genuine
effect oftimesyour
ASPRO 'which
tablets.is unbearI somebave a 'headache
able, but a little while after I ha o taken
two ' ASPRO ' tablets it has gone. When
I haveI have
felt agone" 'flu
" cold
me,
to bed,
drunkcoming
some over
hot
lemon water with 2 ' ASPRO ' tablets,
the nextI am.
morning I am as "fit as
aandfiddle."
Yours gratefully, B. C. R.

but who would know — thanks to

lire
Snou
GLVCERINE

Don't think that because you do
housework your hands must lose their
beauty. Just remember this — a little
Snowfire Glycerine Jelly rubbed into
your hands every time you wash will
keep away all roughness and redness
— will make your hands soft and
smooth and white. Quickly absorbed,
non-greasy.
BRITISH MA DM. Of «a CknmiKi. Colfftm, tie.

COMPLAINTS

ASPIRIN

THAN
DOES

NOT

HEART

OR

HARM

—

'

IT

THE

STOMACH

FOR
TRY
'ASPRO'
INFLUENZA
HEADACHES
SLEEPLESSNESS
NEURALGIA
ALWAYS FLIES TO
SCIATICA
GOUT
RHEUMATISM
ALCOHOLIC
4ASPROf
AFTER- EFFECTS
ASPRO
TO RELIEVE PAIN
TOOTHACHE
Dear Sir,
TO THE KIDDIES
Becontree, Essex.
COLDS
I must write and let you know bowTwo
simple methods of giving
thankful
I am Inof taking
'AS PRO,'
LUMBAGO
being a sufferer
rheumatism
and
' ASPRO ' to the kiddies are : (a) with
IRRITABILITY
neuralgia, and when I get acute pain
a little milk: or (b) break the tablet up
NEURITIS
and administer in a teaspoonful of jam.
I quickly
fly tohouse.
' ASPRO ' which I always
HAY FEVER
have
in the
The dose is : children 3 to 6 years, \
NERVE
SHOCK
My
husband
is
also
a
believer
in
PAINS
PECULIAR
tablet; 6 to 14 years, 1 tablet; 14 to 18
' ASPRO ' and would not be without
TO
WOMEN
years, medicine,
\\ tablets.
'ASPRO,'
like anyto
them.
MALARIA
other
should
not be given
babies under 3 years of age without
'Wishing
ASPRO• ASPRO 'S. every
ASTHMA
success.
FORD possible
(Mrs.)
medical advice.
•ASPRO' consists of the
AS A
purest
Acid thatAcetylsalicylic
has ever been
GARGLE
known to Medical Science
and its claims are based
Two ' ASPRO ' tablets in four
on its superiority.
tablespoonfuls
excellent
gargleof water make an
for sore throat,
COLLIN & CO.: PTY.
tonsilitis, and act
LTD. ('Agents
As pro ' Dept.)
as a deterrent.
J7A
PER
PACKET
Slough, Slough
Bucks. 608
\ Telephone:
EXTRA TABLETS FREE !
|claimed
No proprietary
rigid of
is
in the method
The
cheapest
tos
buy2
it the
''e
T
6Itway
3
2/4 ?
packet.
contains
ten' ASPRO
extra
tablets,
manufacture or the
next cheapestto way
equivalent
3;- isworth of ' ASPRO.' The
Made byformula.
ASPRO. Ltd.
the
1,3 packet,
contains
two which
extra
Slough, England.
All hading Chemists and Stores
tablets.
stoektnd diipliy 'ASPRO.'
REG. TRADE MARK
35
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LOVELY

use

this

"keeps

STARS

beauty

soap

skin

so
smooth—
** they say
"No experiments," say the film stars. "We use Lux Toilet Soap, it
keeps skin clear, smooth and youthfully attractive." The film stars discovered this simple complexion care and now declare it essential. Actually
705 out of the leading 713 screen and stage stars are using Lux Toilet
Soap — regularly. In Hollywood and England it is —
THE

OFFICIAL

BEAUTY

SOAP

IN ALL GREAT

STUDIOS

Such a simple, inexpensive beauty care . . . yet so very effective ! Use
Lux Toilet Soap — regularly. It will do for you what it has done for
Jean Harlow and hundreds of other lovely stars. Hold youth and beauty
in your skin . . . have a thrilling complexion that is always clear, smooth,
and youthfully attractive.
Lux Toilet Soap costs no more than ordinary soap ! Gives a rich, quick
lather which thoroughly cleanses the pores of the skin ... A lovely purewhite tablet delicately perfumed, daintily wrapped. Buy it from your
grocer or dealer and use it regularly — for your bath and shampoo as well.

Lesley

Wareing

Lux

x

Enid

Slump

Taylor

Toilet

tH
JEAN HARLOW (m.g.m.)
says " / use Lux Toilet Soap faithfully, for it keeps my complexion
exactly as I like it— velvety smooth,
clear and always youthful ."

^

Jeanne

Wendy

Barrie

ppliis
10 Gltllonly
Britain
thurn Ireland
^-s^z^
A I.h. I hH I'KOIM 1 I
W.C.2,
England.
Registered
at
the
O.P.O.
ai
a
Newipaper.
Post
A40
Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada I Imperial News Co., Ltd.. also
Ltdi ,'s»...
bookshops
iih... atn. 248 Rue de Rivoli. Paris, and 75 Boulevard

Soap

Printed
by the
Proprietors,
Oohams
Press 3s.
Ltd.,3d. Long
Acre, months.
London,
Free all -tnd
over Published
the world Weekly
: 13s. per
annum,
6s. 6d. for
six months,
for three
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. I or South Africa : Central News
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association,-■ Ltd.
Son,
■ ... Also
_ » on.....sale. at._ W.
j H. Smith:.. Scrv
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Reszke

in

an

decorated

/or

1/-

In quality and packing the equal of much
dearer cigarettes, but not quite so large
— big enough, however, to last a full 10
minutes.

5 FOR
Plain,

De

AND

2d. ♦ 10 FOR
'Cork'

or

4d. ♦ 20

FOR

'Ivory'

lipped

MINORS
Reszke
Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
IN

TINS

♦

30

FOR

1/-

♦

60

FOR

2/

8d.
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shop in bond st.
the practical way

For Your Child's
USE Tender Skin

open an instalment account
with corot, and you can
purchase the latest
models by instalments.
call at the showrooms
and seetionthe
spring collecof afternoon
and

Cut

it* lira
Soap
And know that you are laying
the foundation for a healthy
skin in later life. Pure, gentle
and delicately medicated, it is
ideal for keeping tender, senf^
sitive skins clear and healthy,
O
/
free from
rashes and
irritations.
Price Is.

evening gowns, coats, ensembles, etc., or post the
coupon below for the
corot spring fashion guide
and full particulars.

Sold at all Chemists.

" some of these

eck
a uch
in tothe re ofverschand
unusualed bushouttldoner-s
make thislennovelof tyimwopoolrtancoceat.
ys"
cash 6 Jda19/6
gns. monthly

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid |ears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX
LASSITUDE
MORBID THOUGHTS
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
WORRY, ETC
INSOMNIA
WEAK NERVES
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this absorbingly interesting book, which describes a simple, inexpensive, drugless hometreatment. A copy will be sent in a plain sealed envelope without charge or obligation. Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. PC 31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C.1
TP

THE

Weekly

coro

t

/

"as It should
the tunic ftreosctk
is at its smar
in etwloty toneslloefn,a
nwoivth lewaoother
.
buttons
gns. 5monthly
cash
15/"

(dept. p.g.139)
33 old bond st.,
london, w.l be"
regent 0234

■post this coupon to corot to-day
eopot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.1.
T PGG please send corot spring fashion guide and full particulars.
name
address
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RESCUE
Hew

FACE

POWDER

SECRET

Gives "DULL
FINISH"
to Greasiest Skin

Just when the picture gets
exciting, throat noises are
most annoying. Get some
Zubes and ensure your own
comfort and that of your
neighbours. To protect
your throat and chest . . .

Go

• • •

Suck

a
tl OUNCl «a» & W IN FLAT TINS

ALL

This new discovery will give you a fresh,
girlish loveliness no man can resist.
Absolutely no trace of shine all day long,
whatever you are doing.
The secret is a new process, patented by
Poudre Tokalon, by which "Mousse of
Cream" is blended with the finest triple
silk-sifted powder. That is what makes
Poudre Tokalon cling five times as long as
all other powders. Even after a long
evening's dancing in a hot room your
complexion is as fresh and lovely as when
you began.
The "Mousse of Cream" in Poudre
Tokalon prevents it from drying up the
natural oils of the skin like ordinary
powders
and
dry. do, causing it to become rough

LEADING

CINEMAS

SELL

THEM

4 SUM
FORM
Do you wilh
yourself3 toof 5unattractive
ounce*?
You tocanireereduce
tnchee and 'extra'
have a
lovely
elim figure
inremarkable
a few weeka.
SimplyReducing
rub in
3L1MCRKAM,
the
Vegetable
Cream, Guaranteed hannleai. Wonderful teattmoniala.
Month's
supply, 3/9.CREAM.
— Write Dept
for Free
Bent privately,
P.O.. 28Booklet,
Dean
Road,
LONDON, SUM
H.W.2.

as long
Stays
on
5 times

would
haveIf ayou
marvellous
and fascinating
complexion
make friends,
you thegetadmiration and envythatof will
all your
a box
of Poudre Tokalon to-day. See for yourself how entirely different it is from all
other
is
the powders,
exclusive because
secret of" Mousse
Tokalon.of Cream"
50 Linen Postcards with your Address.
70
Letter Heads 8x5.
Name, Profession and
Address.
50 Bill Heads 8x5. Name, Trade and Address.
25 Ivory Cards in Wallet, Name and Address.
Cash with order — Post free

1/6
1/9
1/9

MORAT
Printing Specialist, 125, Albion St., Leeds, I.
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hour

Milk

satisfaction. Laboratory analyses show that the energy-giving
power of a quarter of a pound of this chocolate is equal to
that of a glass of milk and a medium sized ham sandwich.

It

MILK

a
4

very

<

U

IMM

and

A GLASS OF MILK AND A
MEDIUM SIZED HAM
SANDWICH

comfortable feeling of satisfaction. That satisfaction is real
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West

MYSTERY

Age Controversy — Garbo's Supremacy Challenged — Meet Jean
Muir — Barbara Bennett's Comeback— Dietrich Film on Fire —
Lubitsch Condemns " All Star "
Pictures.
question
HOW old is Mae West? The
en
of Sex"
of the age of the "Que
loping into one of filmland's
is deve
major controversies.
Even the mystery of Joan Crawcance. ford's birthday date has faded into insignifiThe query is usually met with a shocked
silence within the precincts of the Paramount
studio, while the star's personal entourage
have been known to become aggressive when
questioned.
Cary Grant was masterfully tactful on the
subject during his recent visit to these shores,
but some of Mae's friends have gone on record
as saying that she is thirty-one.
On the other hand, it is well known that
May (the Mae was a later development) was
doing an adult act in American vaudeville
"small time" before 1912.
Make your own guess.

Seniors Challenge to Garbo
The according
days of toGarbo's
supremacy
a Hollywood
report.are numbered,
No longer may Greta stand, literally and metaphorically, unchallenged.
Jean
Muir,
discovery,"
plays her first the
leadnewin Warner
.<4s The "Earth
Turns, who
and
who according to people who should know is
very beautiful, takes a number nine to accommodate
her dainty little tootsies !
No Feminine Stars
The failure of the Warner studio to create a
new feminine star has become almost a
talkie tradition.
it. I wonder if Jean Muir will succeed in shattering
Joan Blondell has probably come nearer to
breaking the spell than anybody, but ingratiating
player though she is, Joan is no Garbo. The
same might be said of Ruby Keeler.
Kay Francis, Barbara Stanwyck and Ruth
Chatterton, the other big feminine names on the
pay roll, were all established stars before they
moved over to the Warner lot.
It appears probable now, too, that Chatterton

1934. Vol. 3.
No. 145 March
(New 3,
Series').
Editorial Offices : 93 Long Acre,
W.C.2.
Advertisement Offices :
57 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Telephone : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams :
Southernwood, Rand, -ta
London.

The
Goldwyn
Girls. One
striking
of the
scenes in
Eddie
Roman
Cantor's
Scandals."

(to whom, by the way,
there is an Open Letter
on page 8) will make
Journal of a Crime her last
picture for the firm.
More Film Feuds

Debut as Corpse
Jean
has only been in pictures for a little
overMuir
six months.
She made a somewhat unusual screen debut as
the corpse in Bureau of Missing Persons. Since
then she has been in five pictures — something of
a record for a new-comer.
Jeanyears
is from
three
on theNew
stage.York and has had two or
She does not smoke, never drinks cocktails and
takes a certain amount of pride in the fact that
she has bigger feet than Garbo.

Ruth's departure has left her luxurious
bungalow dressing room, the most magnificent in filmland, vacant and after many
executive head-aches over the rival claims of
Kay Francis, Ruby Keeler and Barbara Stannamed. wyck, the honour has been awarded to the last
(The Burbank studio, incidentally, seems to be
the storm centre of screenland at the moment.
/ Hollywood's
currentGenevieve
feud is The Sheik's Steed
that
between most
Joan spectacular
Blondell and
Tobin, who since they appeared together in Many picturegoers over 25 may be interested
to learn that Jadaan, the late Rudolph
Goodbye Again are reported to be not too compli- Valentin
o's Arabian horse, is returning to the
mentary about one another.
And Wonderbar, on the same lot, is said to have screen. Jadaan carried Rudy through many
produced a first class quarrel between Al Jolson of his greatest successes, including The Sheik.
and Ricardo Corte?
For several years
the horse,
now 7)the property of
(Continued
on page

Pat
Paterson

The Fox Company has
high hopes of making a
big star out of the young
English girl who once ran
away from school to go on the
stage. Pat is making her
Hollywood debut opposite
John Boles and Spencer Tracy
in one of the studio's biggest
musicals of the
season, at
present untitled in this
country.
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(Continued from page 5)
the University of California, has been cared for
on a large farm owned by a wealthy Californian,
and it appeared that his kinema days were over.
However, the animal has been borrowed by the
Radio studio, and will be ridden by Richard Dix
in Stingaree.
Barbara Bennett for Films
Fans who remember the early talkies will be
pleased to hear that Barbara Bennett, sister
of Constance and Joan, is likely to return to the
screen.
Barbara is married to Morton Downey, the stage
star, and all previous efforts to lure her back to
Hollywood have failed.
She is now in the screen colony, however,
visiting her distinguished elder sister and the fact
that she has engaged an agent, is regarded as a
sure sign that there will soon be a fourth Bennett
in pictures.
The Ten " Brainiest Stars
One brave man has finally taken his courage —
and his life — in his hands and named the ten
brainiest women in movies.
He is Maxwell Arnold, a casting director and
here, in tactful alphabetical order, are his selection—s :
Mary Boland, Kay Francis, Ann Harding,
Helen Hayes, Katharine Hepburn, Miriam Hopkins,
Aline MacMahon, Karen Morley, Jean Muir, Diana
Wynyard.
Mr. Arnold bases his choice on the consideration
that the
named
know what
what tothey
want,it
know
how ten
to get
it and" know
do with

PICTUREGOER
The Girl on the Cover
METEORIC

CAREER
NEAGLE

OF ANNA

the
is one ofstage
of Anna ofNeagle
career
Thegreat
the British
romances
and screen.
Formerly a gymnasium mistress, she took
up ball-room dancing with such success that
she reached the final of the all England
championship.
Determined to win fresh honours on the
stage, she entered the profession via the
chorus of Cochran and Chariot shows.
She went to America with Jack Buchanan's
Wake up and Dream company, and so impressed that popular star that, on his return,
he promoted her to the position of his leading
lady in his next show. Stand up and Sing.
And when Buchanan decided to make a
film of Goodnight Vienna, he again chose her
to Her
play screen
oppositesuccess
him. was as instantaneous as
her triumph in Stand up and Sing was on the
stage.
To-day she is among the most important
stars in English films.
real born
namein isEssex
Marjorie
Robertson
andAnna's
she was
on October
20,
1908.
She is 5 ft. 4% inches tall and has blonde
hair and blue eyes.
Pictures of Anna Neagle's latest success,
The Queen, will be found on pages 18 and 19:
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Kinema Couplets
The award of 10s. 6d. goes this week to Miss
Violet M. Rees, Ward 4. Adelina Patti
Hospital, Craig-y-nos, Penycae, Swansea, for :—
Cleopatra
Roman Scandals
Prizes of 2s. 6d. each go to James A. King, 10,
Burnham Gardens,
Hounslow, Tragedy
Middlesex, for :—
An American
The Crooner
To Miss M. Long, Deanwood, Pitville Circus
Rd., Cheltenham,
Glos.,Baggage
for :—
Excess
Pack
Up Your Troubles
To D. C. Crooke, 35, Glibe Road, Barnes,
S.W.3. for :— Murder in Covent Garden
Say it With Flowers
And to Miss K. Stanley, 170, Stackpool Road,
Southville, Bristol,
for :Night
—
Out All
The Man Who Dared
The only rule in this contest is that all attempts
must be sent in on postcards — envelopes will not
be opened. Address to me, c/o Picturegoer,
93, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
Short Shots
John Barrymore has practically decided to make
a film Hamlet — Prelude to Love, a story based
on the life of George Sand, has been purchased
for Katharine Hepburn — Zasu Pitts recently
revealed that she was secretly married in October to
Edward Woodall, a broker — Edna May Oliver
will support George Arliss in his next picture,
tentatively titled. Head of the Family — It is now
officially announced that Jeanette MacDonald is
to be Maurice Chevalier's leading lady in The
Merry Widow — simultaneous with the news that
Buster Keaton is arriving back in two-reelers,
comes the report that his sister Louise Keaton is
embarking on a career as a screen comedienne —
the role that Douglas Fairbanks, Jnr, has in
Success Story was created on the stage by Franchot
Tone.

once they
got women
it." Nowscorned
a fugitive
the Lubitsch Condemns All- Star Films
wrath
of have
several
he from
declares,
" that's my story and I guess I'm stuck with it."
All moment.
star " casts
out of favour
the
Ernstare Lubitsch
is, I atnote,
Dietrich Film Catches Fire
the latest authority to enter the lists against
thun.
The publicity departments spend half their life
No picture, he declares, should carry more stars
times asking us to believe that the love scenes
can find a legitimate place in that picture —
in certain pictures are so sensational that they had than
and by this I mean a legitimate place for the kind
to be printed on asbestos.
" Picturegoer " Gold Medal
I have been wondering if the theory will be of performance that the public has a right to Voting
The my
Picturegoer
Gold Medal
Award for
is keeping
postman busy.
expect
advanced
to explain
the fact
that Marlene
Dietrich's
If, hefrom
adds,them."
the industry has reached a point
new film Scarlet
Parade
actually
did catch
fire in where
Have
you
recorded
your
vote
yet
?
a production, in order to sell itself, has to
the studio projection room the other day.
Gold medals are awarded for the best perforIt occurred while the German star and her carry an array of distinguished performers simply
mance by an actor and actress in 1933. Write
they have big names for the display on
director Josef von Sternberg were watching a because
on
a post card the names of the two artistes and
the marquee,
then it is time that the industry
woke
up.
private showing. Von Sternberg was able to
' the pictures in which you consider they established
retrieve the situation and the rest of the film with
"I believe in stars," says the Herr Ernst.
their claims andLong
address
to "Award of Merit,"
a fire extinquisher.
Acre, itW.C.2.
"But I believe in playing honest with both the Picturegoer,
One reel was destroyed, but the fire, of course, public
The most important stipulation to remember is
and the stars. And it is not honest to
will not delay the picture. The negative was safe
that only films that were generally released in
exploit a 'Multiple star' cast of big names,
in the fire-proof vault.
with nothing for the big names to give to the 1933 are to be considered.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
audience."
Raft's 3-inch Heels
George Raft has, I hear, had his shoes built up
several inches for his role in Bolero in order
to overcome the handicap of his shortness of
stature.
More than one screen " Great Lover " has had
recourse to high heels to enable him to look more
impressive in the clinches with the average leading
lady.
Valentino, who was by no means undersized,
wore them in some of his pictures. George has,
however, created something of a record by a shoe
" build up " of three inches.
Bolero seems
to beRaft
Paramount
most
determined
effortlikely
to boost
into the's major
matinee idol class.
The highlight of the film is to be an interpretation of the
Spanish It" passion
the film
its name.
was the dance
tango "in that
The gives
Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse that really made
Valentino's fame.
Leslie Howard as " Anthony Adverse."
Leslie Howard, I note, is being mentioned as a
likely candidate for the star role in the film
version of Anthony Adverse.
It will largely depend on whether he will be
able to complete Of Human Bondage in time.
Also in the running for the part are Fredric
March and Paul Muni, who was telling me at the
preview of Hi, Nellie the other night that he hoped
to tackle a costume drama in the near future.
In the meanwhile, filmland is expressing its
sympathy for the adaptors who will have the
task of compressing a 1,224-page novel into a
movie script of reasonable length.

In silhouette. A novel behind-the-scenes shot that reveals, from left to right, Lets Ayres,June Knight,
Edward Bitzzell, the director, and John Fulton, cameraman, at work on a scene for " Cross-country
7
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to

Chat

Chatterton

\jtALCOLM

D.

PHILLIPS

addresses this week's Open Letter
to an actress who was " The First Lady
of the Screen," and whom he considers
has been
apathetically dissipating her
talents in indifferent talkies.

A striking studio
portrait
of Ruth
Chatterton.

Dear Ruth Chatterton,
EALLY, is it quaite
naice? I mean that
new picture of yours.
Female.
If, incidentally,
someone had told me a year or so ago that we
should live to see the day when Kuth Chatterton, the Ruth Chatterton of the New York
stage, would be starred in a picture called
Female, I might have saved myself — and a lot
of other people — a lot of trouble, sworn off
picturegoing for good and taken up crossword puzzles in the long winter evenings.
Nobody will quarrel with your desire to
play in something "light" after all the
screenic suffering you have been through in
the last few years.
All the best people have done it at one time
or another.

If you keep this sort of thing up, you know, they
will
be calling
Screen"
next. Mae West the "First Lady of the
I believe, by the way, that for many you still
hold the title even if you did commit a hitherto
unpardonable breach of Hollywood etiquette by
announcing your engagement to George Brent
before your divorce from Ralph Forbes had gone
through.
Among the few revelations which we were not
permitted in Female, however, were the flashes of
thespian genius that made you the queen of the
early talkies.
Let us admit at once that the part was not
designed to give you many opportunities for
excursions into the higher flights of histrionics.
As always, you turned in a neatly efficient and
polished job of acting.
Nevertheless, there was a time when the
Chatterton name on a kinema marquee was
almost as good as a gilt-edged guarantee that we
money.going to get the best show in town for our
were

cerned were so flawless as to defy criticism. An
examiner at a dramatic academy must have
awarded them full marks.
I hope that I am not ungallant, however, and I
hope more still that I am mistaken, if I say that
while the Chatterton of Lilly Turner and Female
still has the power to charm us, she is in grave
danger of being no longer irresistible.
Perhaps the explanation may be found in what
a colleague who watched you at work on one of
your recent pictures told me once.
You were about to do a movingly dramatic
scene. As you waited on the set to go into action
you were pensively chewing gum. I believe, by
the way, if I may digress for a moment, that you
have given up the gum habit which put the
publicity boys to the trouble of thinking up that
explanation for a trusting public that it was good
for the chin line. Your own explanation now, in
eschewing it, I understand, is that you have given
up smoking
.ind of
as the
you tobacco
only "chewed"
away
the taste
the gumto istake
no
longer necessary.
However, to return to that set. The camera
and lights "O.K.s" were given. The director
yelled out his "roll 'em." Ruth Chatterton
commenced to act — faultlessly. Anguish swept her
features, tears streamed down her cheeks, every
movement conveyed the tragedy of the scene.
"All right, cut," signalled the director. In less
than a split second th** anguish was gone, the
tears had ceased and the only discernible movement was the rhythmic champing of the Chattertor
jaws on the piece of gum that had not even beet
removed from her mouth.

R

'

Perhaps
verytheclever
indeedon toandbe off,
able butso
easily it
to isturn
dramatics
the incident coupled with the signs I have
indicated cannot but make one wonder if Chatterton is relying too much on her mastery of the
technique of acting and too little on sincerity.
It is an error into which many artistes fall,
particularly when it is so easy to be superior
about the screen.
It has been recorded that on occasion you have
We were at least certain of seeing some of the
the sentiment that you "hate the
most distinguished acting the screen had to offer. expressed
But, really, have you any reason to?
Would you mind, sometime, when you have a talkies."
You might like to cast your mind back a little
minute, looking back and adding up the really way into the past even if they nearly had to call
good pictures in which you have appeared in the out the riot squad when some of the Hollywood
last eighteen months.
girls who were starting a club with a membership
confined to film stars who had once been "in the
It had
may tonotsee bethea pleasant
task, but, after all, we chorus" invited you to be President !
films.
It might remind you that you were, if not "all
The Crash ? The Rich are A Iways with Us ? washed
up" on Broadway, at least no longer the
Frisco Jenny ? Lilly Turner ? Female ? Well, it power on the Great White Way you once had been
does
not
demand
the
services
of
a
chartered
when you packed your bags and trekked to
Where the Chatterton fans do have reason- accountant, does it ?
Hollywood.
able grounds for objection, however, is in
Talkies have given you a new and greater
They have all been reasonably agreeable
your apparent acquiescence and, indeed,
"stellar vehicles." Some of them might even have career, a larger fortune and wider fame and
co-operation, in what is understood to be the "got
by" as good entertainment had they come prestige than you had ever before enjoyed —
studio policy of "building up Chatterton into from lesser actresses than Ruth Chatterton.
That, for some reason or other, they lacked the scarcely
Neither,valid
me reasons
imagines,for is"hating"
the loyaltythem.
with which
a queen
sex appeal."
Quite aof great
deal of the length of Female is production and story values of some of your your public has supported you through the
devoted to the exhibition of your physical charms. earlier pictures is a fault that cannot be charged past few months of indifferent Chatterton
They stop the action every few hundred feet or so to you, although it is understood that under your
Perhaps this little sermon may be opportune
to show you partaking of your bath, stepping into contract ycu do have a large say in the selection
in view of the fact that with your contract
your step-ins or stepping out in your one-piece of your pictures.
pictures.
bathing suit.
But how are we to regard the fact that they
future plans are at the moment, I
We are shown more of the Chatterton chassis have lacked also the histrionic inspiration of your expiring,
understand,youruncertain.
and the Chatterton chemises than we have seen first talkie triumphs ? Please do not misunderstand
I hope so.
MALCOLM PHILLIPS.
ine. Technically, all the characterisations conof Jean Harlow since Hell's Angels.
8
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Shooting a scene from the new Universal picture,
" Beloved" which represents another return to the
romantically sentimental and was directed by
Victor Schertzinger. Gloria Stuart is seen seated
and John Boles facing her.

Isabel Jewell displays this sheer
wool frock with new dolman
sleeves and high draped neckline,
which continues to form a cape
at the back.

Diana Wynyard, the brilliant star of "Cavalcade" and j
"Reunion in Vienna," had much to say in the designing \
of her beautiful studio dressing-room,
which is one of\
the finest on the M.-G.-M. lot.

Elizabeth Allan, who is playing
the dramatic role of Barbara
in "Men In White," undergoes
a voice test studios.
at the M.-G.-M.

Miss Wynyard 's sitting-room, which adjoins the dressing-room,
also displays the star's innate sense of taste. Here she spends
her " between-scene " time resting.

9
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in the career of a journaSOMETIMES
list there occur the strangest inciI
dents. went
to Elstree recently to
interview a friend of mine, a film
star who
had unexpectedly been
called to England from Germany; but on
arrival I discovered that just on that day my
celebrity was not filming.
Disgruntled, I was just making my way to
the British International canteen to get a
cheering cup of hot tea when I felt a light but
firm hand on my shoulder and heard a voice
say : " Hallo, Mr. Witt, wie geht es Ihnen?"
It was my old friend Paul Ludwig Stein,
the famous producer, who had recently finished
work on his latest film, Red Wagon.
Five minutes of greeting gradually spun
themselves out into an hour's conversation
during which Stein gave me an account of his
many experiences in the film world of England
and America.
In the first place he told me how he himself
had fared. How, many years ago he, the
most successful actor in Vienna, suddenly and
IO
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was terribly proud. But a bit ashamed, too; for
I felt that they were crediting me with too
much.
"Then I suddenly realised that if one was to
serve the art of the films as such, one could not
do so by working exclusively from America, with
its somewhat one-sided, stereotyped taste.
without any real reason,
"One must not lose touch with Europe and its
on art, often so very different from those of
gave up his work and turned ideas
his enthusiasm to films, which America, of course, no less valuable.
" And so I suddenly decided, having arrived at
were then struggling against
peak of my career, to turn my back on
technical limitations, foreseeing the the
America with just as little provision as when I had
tremendous possibilities which the
future held for this newly discovered originally
I wantedsettooutgo thither.
back to Berlin. There where,
in the film-city of Neubabelsberg and in the stalls
sphere of art.
"With my modest savings, but without any of the German theatre, as one of the pupils of
contract or definite prospects, I bought a ticket the unrivalled Max Reinhard, I had once learn
to America one day, having then already worked something of his great artistry — there in Berlin I
in the Berlin studios for a year or two.
wanted to continue my film work and put to the
"For weeks I wandered about New York in test the wealth of experience that I had gathered
search of an engagement. But without success. in America.
Until one day Warner Brothers entrusted a small
film to me. ' Either you make a success of it, or "Tust as a murderer is always magnetically
you
go,' was their hardly reassuring word of *J drawn back to the scene of his crime," Stein conencouragement.
tinued tolaughingly,
"so Iof too
drawn backyears
to
the places
my was
unforgettable
"Well, a success it was; and that was the Berlin and
beginning of seven busy years in Hollywood, years of apprenticeship.
full of toil and joy and success, but not without
" But there I was up against the trend of
the anxiety and setbacks which can be avoided political
events. German filmcraft, which has
as little in our profession as in others.
been completely shattered by political experiments, is hardly the basis on which I can work
" For seven years I worked in Hollywood
amongst
the
world's
brightest
stars,
and
at
the
out
my
ideas.
time when this new art was going through a
"I came to England really on chance. But
period of artistic development more spectacular one day Mr. Maxwell, the General Manager of
and impressive, I suppose, than has ever been British International Films, asked me whether I
would make two films for him here in Britain. I
known anywhere.
"The zenith of my career there was reached accepted, and one. Red Wagon, has already had a
when Variety, the most famous theatrical journal run in London.
in America and, indeed, in the world, numbered
"Yet what really makes my work here so particularly interesting is the fact that, just as in
me among the world's ten most successful
America some years ago, when I was caught up
producers.
"Of course," continued Stein with a smile, "I in the almost superhumanly rapid surge of pro-
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by

Supremac

Paul

gress, here in EnglaDd I now find myself again in
the midst of a film boom.
" For there can be no doubt that at present in
England the film industry is making great strides,
and in record time, so that she is now not only
the second most important film-producing country
in the world after Hollywood, but also a serious
competitor to Hollywood itself.
"Apart from this, my work here gives me the
opportunity of comparing the two countries and
of drawing, from my own observations, conclusions which help me in the practice of my art.
"But work here in England is much, much
harder than in Hollywood. First of all, the
technique of the film has already been perfected
there. While one is always hindered here and
has still to overcome difficulties which cannot even
be remembered any more in America, where the
technical machine runs almost automatically.

Stein

"In these English
little towns
people
just atdon't
understand
films.
Theyoften
laugh
the
treatment of the story and indeed even at the
accent of speech. The public is conscious of a
foreign body with which it is not at ease.
"That West End dialect upsets them. And for
this the English industry must find some remedy,
sparing neither money nor trouble. It must, as
it has, as a matter of fact, already done to some
extent, bring over American actors; but at the
same time in spite of this it must preserve a distinctively English character.

" A part from this, of course, I am well aware that
Xx. films are produced here which are intended
exclusively for the British Empire and which can
therefore dispense with the need of flirting with
the American film-market. This is what we call
' Heimatindustrie '— goods for home consumption.
"England stands at a turning point. In an
Wiile the director in Hollywood has help on all ascending
course which in my opinion neither can
sides and everything at his disposal to lighten nor will be interrupted. I am lucky indeed to be
his labour, here he is relied upon for everything. able to play a part in this remarkable triumphal
This, it is true, makes his work much more inter- progress. I know that my work is still far from
esting and often more personal, but naturally it perfect. But it is already better than it was.
is much more exacting and nerve-racking.
"I feel like a schoolboy who learns something
" Of their
course weaknesses
the Englishliecompanies
exactlyof fresh and something more in every form. In my
where
and value know
the work
case the film takes the place of the school. Until
their producers proportionately higher. And this
too convinces me that when England has overNEXT WEEK
come her technical difficulties she will not only
catch up with Hollywood, but will be able to
" Who's Afraid of the
compete with its productions.
"There is only one serious limitation, as I see
it, to the scope for marketing English films in
America. It is the tremendous difference between
?"
Big," Bad
" Picturegoer
writes West
an Open Letter
the mentality of producers and actors in England
on the one hand and of America on the other.
to the star of the hour, Greta Garbo,
applyin sothatmuch
to New but
Yorkto
whose big come-back gamble has been
and"This
otherdoes
largenotcities
continent,
one of the major sensations of 1934.
the small towns which, as is well known, form the
majority of American film 'consumers.'
■

the spring I shall continue to work in London.
"Soon we shall be commencing a new film in
which I am presenting Richard Tauber the famous
tenor, one of the greatest of the present day.
" Tauber is considered the most perfect Schubert
singer in the world and now in a film he will
reincarnate the composer whom he interprets so
marvellously. But this Schubert film has nothing
to do with Lilac Time; it is just a play set to
Schubert's original music.
"When this work has been completed I shall
go back to Hollywood, where I am still under
contract; but I hope that my activities in England
will be interrupted only and not finally terminated
II
by this trip."
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SEALED -FRESH * SOLD -FRESH
CORK-TIPPED : 100% Pure Virginia

|
From : atheLadyoriginal
Smokerletter
at NeuBamet
can
be inspected at Arcadia Works.
To Carreras, Ltd.
May I say a little word of praise for Craven "A" ?
1 have smoked them for several years. Previous to
that, I dare not smoke more than one a day as other
Cigarettes used to make me cough so much and hurt
my throat.
Then I was recommended your wonderful Craven
" A," I smoke at least 20 per day and I can safely say
they do me no harm. I cannot praise them too highly?

CRAVENA
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Sensation

Will Alice Faye be a Big Star ?— Gloria Stuart on the Warpath —
A
Boom
in Crooners — Novarro's
Sister
Renounces Career

Fox studio, the othere day, I met
the Faye,
AT Alice
a little blond who has
sensation.
become Hollywood's latest
Publicity departments are wont to
wax over-enthusiastic, but a quiet tour
of the lots gives one an opportunity to " check
up " on highly heralded discoveries.
Hollywood
sold on "she
Alice
and
when
Scandalsis is" released
will,Faye,
I think,
be high in the film firmament. She was a
singer in Rudy Vallee's radio hour, and soon
reports were circulated that Rudy and Alice
were contemplating matrimony as soon as the
crooner could secure his freedom from Fay
Webb.
Rudy was signed for a star role in George
White's Scandals at the Fox studio, and
brought Alice to Hollywood, where she was
given a small part in the film.
Opportunity knocked when Lilian Harvey
" walked out " on the picture. Alice took
Miss Harvey's role, and studio employees
who have seen the rushes are still raving
about her acting, her singing and her charm.
Alice is a quiet little blonde, who is overwhelmed
by her success. She told me that she hopes she
will live up to the expectations of her film friends.
She looks at Hollywood through rose-coloured
glasses.
She certainly has reason to feel that way.
A Defiant Actress
Gloria Stuart is on the warpath, and she does
not care who knows it.
The charming Universal player feels that she
has been given minor roles, while other actresses
have been presented with outstanding parts.
Gloria did not like the idea of Margaret Sullavan
receiving the star role in Only Yesterday, and the
last straw was when Constance Cummings was
given the lead in Glamour.
The young actress would like a release from her
Universal contract, which the studio will not
grant. A close friend of Gloria tells me that she
was offered $3,500 per week to appear in British
pictures, but that Universal does not want her to
become accustomed to such a plethoric salary.
At last accounts, the affair was a deadlock.
Profitable Rivalry
Many clever girls are buried by their studios in
unimportant roles until other companies try
to borrow them. The home studios thereupon
show interest in the neglected actresses.
RKO-Radio has a far higher opinion of Helen
Mack and Julie Hayden since these young ladies
scored acting successes away from RKO. So it
is scarcely surprising that Kathryn Sergava, under
contract to Warners, is highly popular at the
Burbank plant since other producers began to
battle for her services.
Although Kathryn has only appeared in minor
roles for Warners, Columbia is trying to secure her
services as John Barrymore's leading woman in
Twentieth Century, one of the big specials of the
year, while Fox would like to borrow her for the
Fox Follies of 1934.

Crosby, Rudy Vallee, Russ Columbo, Ben Bernie,
Lanny Ross, and Jack Haley.
So movie-struck boys are doing their utmost to
cultivate their voices and singing teachers are
reaping a harvest.
Travelling in Style
Carl Brisson amazed Hollywood when he
arrived from London with eighteen trunks and
a huge, foreign automobile. Incidentally, I
understand that Brisson and one other star are
the only players permitted to drive their cars
through the gates of the Paramount studio.
The actor's
wife avoided the limelight and charming
quietly
slipped Brisson
off the train
while
was
greeted by a waiting
throng. Mrs. Brisson
1
has no desire for a film
career. She is quite
satisfied to be Mrs.
Brisson.
Brisson's first
American film will be
Murder at the Vanities,
in which he will sing a
number of songs.

J

All for Love
Carmen Samaniego,
Ramon
sister,
who Novarro's
has won
considerable fame as a
dancer, will abandon
her career in June,
when she will marry
Carlos Novarro, studio
technical advisor.
Carlos and Carmen
have been devoted to
each other since the days when they were children in
Awith new
stellar Adele
sport. Thomas,
" Skataplaning,"
Durango, Mexico. Both families were from
its inventor,
the Radio
Chihuahua, . and moved to Durango when the
Pictures
starlet.
The
"Skataplane"
can
children were young.
achieve 40 miles an hour.
As we all know, Ramon Novarro's family name
is Samaniego, the Latin star adopting the film
appellation of Novarro after his success in The
"Hell Hath No Fury Like a Woman Scorned,"
Thespian, who is not matriPrisoner of Zend a. It was a graceful compliment so the unfortunate
monially inclined at the moment, is in a quandary.
to old and loyal friends.
Spare the Rod
Richard Arlen and his wife, Jobyna Ralston,
declare they will never spank their small son,
Richard Ralston Arlen.
The child, according to Dick and Jobyna, is to
be raised with love and kindness, and the inexperienced parents fondly believe that this
method will be highly successful.
I sincerely hope that the Arlens will never have
to use a hairbrush upon their offspring but, if he
is like the average child, stern measures may be
necessary.
A Boomerang

" gave him a motorTarzan wife
scycle for"aMaynard's
A JealouKen
When
Christmas
present, she gratified a
wish he has had since he was a boy. What she did
not anticipate was that the gift would change
Tarzan, Ken's famous film horse, from a wellmannered and mild-tempered animal into a
creature of temperament and fury.
The day that Maynard rode into Universal City
on his motor-cycle, the office force lined up to
admire the shiny new gift. But Tarzan, when he
saw Ken riding along on the motor-cycle, started
out after him, snorting and showing anything but

It looked like a plain case of jealousy.
Lyle Talbot, Warner player, permitted a fan pleasure.
magazine to publish an article entitled,
"Wanted — A Wife," wherein Lyle was quoted as
yearning for a mate. Actor and writer believed Hollywood Says That —
that the story would bring Talbot plenty of
— Dolores Del Rio always gets out of bed on the
publicity, and it did, but not in the way they had left side because she never had any luck when she
Crooners in Demand
hoped.
From all over the U.S.A., and from foreign got out on the other.
Every studio in Hollywood is competing for the
♦
♦
♦
services of male radio singers, popularly countries, came letters from women of all ages and
— Sally Rand slept on a Central Park Bench in
known as "crooners."
sizes, ready to wed Lyle and settle down to life in New
York
city
after
being
ejected
from a $4 a
week room.
Among those now under contract are Bing Hollywood.
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Play The Beauty Game —

They

both

expensive

bought

MRS.

Oh,
IN

THE

THEIR

wool

DIFFERENCE
WASHING...

KEEP COMPLEXION LOVELINESS. — First of all,
remember that a clear, unblemished complexion is
the foundation of beauty. Housework plays havoc
with sensitive skins unless you adopt modern beauty
methods. If you would keep your skin pink-andwhite and youthful, just get an ounce or two of
Mercolized Wax from your chemist (this wax is only
sold by registered chemists, so be on your guard
against the many spurious imitations on the market).
Smooth a little of this wax over face and neck (hands,
too, if you would keep them smooth and unlined) at
bedtime. While you sleep the wax will do its work,
gently and imperceptibly removing the outworn skin
with all its blemishes, keeping lines and wrinkles at
bay, leaving your complexion fresh and flawless.
SHAMPOO LORE. — Though you may have neither
time nor money for frequent visits to the hairdressers,
there is no need to let your hair lose its loveliness,
Frequent washing with the right shampoo will keep
the scalp healthy and the hah* glossy. If you have
neglected your hair and rind that it lacks lustre, and
is dry and brittle in appearance, then you must
revise your shampoo methods. Try a Stallax
shampoo. Not only does Stallax make home-setting
easy with
permanent
waves,
but and
it encourages
natural
curls
to ripple
with new
beauty
even induces
the
most obdurately straight hair to take on a hint of
curl. Blondes, brunettes, and redheads can use it
withtheequally
satisfactory
results
and, asin aa teaspoonhil
of
little golden
granules
dissolved
cup of hot
water suffices for a shampoo, it is quite inexpensive.
PRESERVE YOUR CHARM. — If you would preserve
your charm and daintiness, be on your guard against
the disfiguring blemish of superfluous hair. Fear of
drastic depilatories or the use of the toilet razor is
no reason for neglect, for nowadays, Sipolite, the safe
hair eraser, comes to the rescue. Sipohte can be used
with confidence on the most sensitive skin for removing both facial and body growths, never leaving any
trace of irritation. Just try it yourself — get half an
ounce from your chemist and mix a little to a smooth
paste with cold water. Apply this to the unwanted
hairs, and, as the paste dries, they will shrivel off
leaving the skin satin-smooth, unblemished.
Throat

Sore

?

Yon need

ALL

your garments will look and last better if all the
dirt is really got out each washing.

Persil's mild soapsuds, made active with oxygen, make
certain of that. Ordinary washing sometimes leaves dirt
behind which gets hard and stubborn. But Persil alone —
without the addition of soap or anything
else ensures that every wash leaves your
linen absolutely pure and white. And for
silks and woollens Persil is just as good.

Persil
THE
PER'4 46t-107

AMAZING

OXYGEN

!

It is a wife's business to keep her home
lovely and it is equally important that she
should keep herself lovely, too. And it is so
fatally easy to "let yourself go" when there is
cooking and washing and cleaning to do. No
young husband likes to see the pretty girl he
fell in love with develop into a drab, unattractive wife — so play the beauty game, Mrs.
Newly-Wed. Our Beauty Expert tells you
below of the simplest and quickest beauty
methods.

jumpers..

BUT

NEWLY-WED

WASHER

IOSEPH CROintLO & >UNS LTD., WAR'INUIOM

«iJ PASTILLES
Your Chemist
4d. perstocks
ax. them
In tins: 2 ozs. 8d.
CHARMING

4 ozt. 1/3
LINGERIE

Actual
patterns
of Cash's
Lingeriewhich
Ribbons
are
included
in the
Free Leaflet
you
may have by filling in the following coupon.
Don't delay — the beauty of your lingerie
will be enhanced by these dainty ribbons.
T. J. * ). CASH LTD. (Da*. RJC. •). COVENTRY
PW i ofnd
. FREE copy of "OmVt Ribbo« L**(l*t*
I■ contain
artu*]mepattern*.
II
■ AoMm.
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Chester
Morris
Who is seen in " King
for a Night," and " Golden Harvest." Morris,
who comes from a theatrical
family, was born in New
York and achieved success
on the stage before he
entered films in 1928.
Scored his first screen
hit in " Alibi." Has been
married for seven years to
Sue Kilborn, has two
children, and lives in
Beverly Hills.

Weekly

PICTUREGOER Weekly
Allan Dinehart, Minna Gombell,
Lew Ayres and Jane Knight in
"Cross-country
will be reviewedCruise"
next week.which

Paul

the

Muni

Chain

Sheds

Gang

He is unmercifully ragged by his colleagues
whose ironic greetings of " Hi ! Nellie," at every
available opportunity, give the picture its somewhat unusual title, while the job drives him to
desperation and drink until Jerry Krale (Glenda
Farrell), a sob sister on whom the former managing
editor has inflicted the same punishment,
twits him with not being able to take his own
medicine.
He settles down to make a good job of the column
and subsequently an odd assignment connected
Verree Teasdale, who makes the most of her
with it leads him to a clue to the mystery of
opportunities in " Fashion Follies of 1934."
Canfield's disappearance, which he is able to clear
up in an exciting last reel.
PAUL MUNI has followed in the footIn the final shot we see Muni, Miss Farrell and
steps of his Warner colleague, Edward
G. Robinson, in an essay into light the rest of the boys giving the "Hi! Nellie"
comedy, Hi ! Nellie, as a change from greeting to Muni's hated rival for the managing
heavy drama, and it must be conceded editor's
Sound "desk."
characterisation rare in a film of its
that as in the case of The Little Giant the experi- speed and the well maintained atmosphere of the
ment isa success for everybody concerned.
newspaper office give an air of conviction and with
Mr. Muni, indeed, when he sheds the bullet- the ingenuity of Mr. Le Roy's direction help a
proof vest of Scarface and the chains of the familiar theme immensely.
The comedy relief is natural and unforced and
Georgia fugitive, stands revealed as one of
free both from vulgarity and double entendre —
the screen's most ingratiating, as well as one is
fact so unique in these days as to deserve special
of its most skilled, actors. He carries through amention.
a characterisation that might easily have been
A romance interest is merely hinted at, but
boorish with something like the easy grace Glenda
Farrell in one of her best impersonations of
and charm that has hitherto been the monopoly hardboiled feminity with the heart of gold gives us
of Ronald Colman.
the impression that she will get her man in the end.
Ned Sparks contributes a characteristically
I hope the fact that in certain respects it is
similar in theme to the previously previewed
cameo as Muni's faithful henchman and
Advice to the Lovelorn will not be allowed to lugubrious
the rest of the cast is well up to standard.—
prejudice the picturegoer against Hi ! Nellie. M. D. P.
Meryyn Le Roy, the director, is a master in this
particular field and here he has, by extracting the Fashion Follies of 1934
most out of a colourful, well characterised and
reasonably plausible story, given us the best An ordinary member of the male species is
likely to be flabbergasted by the magnificence
newspaper picture we have had for a long time.
Muni appears in the managing editorial chair of of fashion display in this new Warner Brothers
a newspaper office which bears more resemblance
to the newspaper offices I know than those in picture.
He will also learn many things about dress
most screen journalistic epics. A banker and designing and Paris fashions of which he had
reform leader named Canfield has disappeared hitherto been ignorant. Above all, he will
mysteriously and a big deficit has been discovered enjoy this fast moving film in which the revue is
at the bank. Muni, who has faith in Canfield's incidental and is introduced quite naturally.
Sherwood Nash is a man who is always founding
integrity, refuses to "splash" the story as a
" defaulting banker sensation ' ' and he is apparently new "Enterprises." When I tell you that this
live-by-his-wits" fellow is played by William
" scooped
" by every
other paperto inthetown.
As a result
he is demoted
Nellie Nelson "Powell,
you will immediately range yourself on
his side, no matter how cunningly he breaks the
" Heart Throbs" column, a journalistic institution law.
and punishment which I am particularly grateful
has not yet invaded this country.
With Snap, his assistant, and Lynn, an artist,
16

SHACKLES

he establishes a designing shop. He bribes truck
drivers to allow him to copy the exclusive Paris
models before they are delivered to the rightful
owners.
The importers discover their wonderful models
are being copied and sold in the stores and they
intend tosuadesput
Nashto soon
them toa stop
send tohimit.toButParis
steal perthe
designs for them
The trio, Nash, Snap, and Lynn, arrive in Paris,
and Lynn makes designs which Nash signs
"Baroque" or some other famous artist. Things
are pretty tough with them when Nash sees
Baroque, King of Paris Fashion, with a beautiful
woman masquerading as a Russian Grand Duchess.
Nash recognises her as one of his old flames — a
Hollywood small part actress.
At the same time, Nash meets Joe Ward, who
has an ostrich farm, but cannot sell the feathers.
Our lovable rogue soon has an idea. The Grand
Duchess,
Baroque,
— a revue to
make the world
ostrichostrich
featherfeathers
conscious.
Baroque finances the show, it is an enormous
success, and Baroque tries to double-cross Nash,
whereupon this resourceful rascal establishes a
rival house which draws all the fashionable people.
Meanwhile, Baroque has discovered that Nash
has been selling designs to America with forged
names and has him arrested the day Baroque and
the Duchess are married.
Naturally it is quite simple for Nash to extricate
himself from this trouble and we leave him with
Lynn bound
and Snap
— and a big cheque — -aboard a
liner
for America.
I should have mentioned that Lynn and Nash
are in love with one another and that their love
story runs a bright thread through the film.
The grand climax of the picture is the ostrich
feather number in the revue. It is the last word
in staging girls. Another fascinating number is
the Mannequin Exhibition, showing how modern
fashions are derived from old prints.
Through the film breezes our old friend, William
Powell. He is as delightful as ever, which is
maximum praise.
Our readers will remember that some time ago
we told them to keep an eye on a newcomer,
Verree Teasdale (wasn't it Skyscraper Souls?).
Well, see her in this film. She is magnificent as
the phoney Grand Duchess.
Bette Davies as Lynn is fine. She has a much
surer touch now and should be headed for real
stardom.
The comedy has been left to two of my favourites
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Really See The
You

Frank McHugh and Hugh Herbert. If you cannot
laugh at them and with them, there's something
wrong with you — or with me.
There are a few feet of film I would have cut
out had I been Warner Bros, (or the Censor).
It is a pity that one is forced to grimace even for
aM.B.moment
during this fine entertainment. —
Y.
The Big Shakedown
America is determined, apparently, to stick to
her racketeers. The beer racket is a thing
of the past, but in this picture we are introduced
to a new one — the drug racket.
This consists in making imitations of well
known proprietary commodities and underselling the genuine article. The racketeers, too,
have the same pleasant little habit they had in
the beer business of forcing chemists to buy large
stocks.
How all this is possible I do not know; the law
must be singularly lax, for I am assured that the
game has been operated.
In this picture the drug racketeer is played by
Ricardo Cortez, who gets a young chemist to fake
various toothpaste and toilet commodities. But
when he starts asking him to imitate a famous
antiseptic, and digitalis, a powerful heart stimulant, the chemist rebels.
The racketeer thereupon frames him in the
shooting of a rather importunate mistress who
had been giving his game away.
The chemist is forced to go on with the fraud
until at last his wife nearly dies in child-birth
through being given the faked digitalis; as it is,
the baby has to be sacrificed.
The chemist goes gunning for the racketeer,
but finds another has been before him. So he
throws the body into a convenient vat of sulphuric acid which dissolves it and eliminates all
traces of the crime.
He then hands the rest of the gang over to
the police and being freed himself starts again,
as the synopsis somewhat naively puts it "with
an Ithonest
is all drug
ratherstore."
tedious and slow in development
and one is never really convinced by the characters
or the plot. Continuity is scrappy.
The comedy moments are, however, good and
there is a sprinkling of wisecracks which will
give you a laugh now and then.
It is a pity to see an actor of Ricardo Cortez'
ability being given such a thankless role as that
of the racketeer, but he makes the most of it and
displays that polish and easy naturalness which
always distinguishes him.
Perhaps some company will give him another
break like The Melody of Life one of these days.
Bette Davis has little to do but look attractive
as an inglnue, the wife of the chemist, which
latter role Charles Farrell plays competently but
not remarkably.
Glenda Farrell is very good in the small role of
the ex-mistress who is so unceremoniously
"bumped off," while Allen Jenkins is excellent
as the racketeer's lieutenant. — L. C.
I Am Suzanne
Since his declaration of independence something
like a year ago, Mr. Jesse L. Lasky has become one of our most original and individualistic
producers, and here again he turns in a picture
that is charmingly "different."
/ Am Suzanne possesses the merits of novelty,
fine craftsmanship in construction, an agreeable,
if leisurely, story and, by no means least important, a good Lilian Harvey r61e.
It is, moreover, a very pleasing antidote to the
convention in plots which has in the past few
months caused us to experience the symptoms of
acute movie indigestion at the mere mention of
the Although
words " back
the stage."
story is set in the theatre, no
capering chorines blossom overnight into Broadway sensations, no pale young crooners turn up to
"save the show" at the last minute, and no
"spectacular" ensembles form themselves into
flower patterns for the purpose of holding up the
action interminably.
Novelty is provided by the introduction of the
famous Piccoli Marionettes and the Yale Pupetteers in support of the human players.

"Suzanne," played by
MissfulHarvey,
is a successParisian dancer
who is
managed by an engagingly
unscrupulous bogus Baron
and his mistress.
She meets Tony, a boy
marionette impresario,
and their friendship so
disturbs the Baron that in
order to preserve his
" meal ticket he proposes
marriage to her and by
skilfully arousing her symwins her consent.
Then pathySuzanne
crashes
in her tight-rope act one
night and breaks her
leg. Forsaken by her
manager who believes her career is over, she is
nursed to health by Tony and his family.
Here we are initiated into the strange backstage life of the Marionette people and made to
feel as if we know the members of this ancient
and hereditary craft whose lives are bound up
with their puppets intimately.
The exhibitions of the dolls, too, staged on an
elaborate scale are always interesting, and almost
overcome preconceived convictions that the movies
are not a good medium for marionettes.
The effectiveness of the picture lies largely in
the moderation with which all its points of appeal
have been accomplished. Its delightful moments
of phantasy are never overdone and the sentiment
never overstressed.
Mr. Lasky and Director Rowland V. Lee have
succeeded, too, where her other Hollywood
directors have failed, in creating the right mood
for the exploitation of Lilian Harvey's elfin
personality and she is better here than in anything have
I
seen her since Congress Dances.
The role, of course, gives her scope to demonstrate her dancing ability and in one adagio
number she takes a tossing that would horrify
anv other star in films to-day.
The acting honours, however, are all but stolen
by Leslie Banks, who brilliantly contrives to make
the Baron both the villain and the comedian of the
piece, and certainly the most interesting character.
Another fine piece of acting comes from Georgia
Caine, an artiste I cannot recall having seen on the
screen before, in the role of the mistress. The
photography is by Lee Garmes. — M.D.P.
Easy To Love
Here is a very good example of the way in
which farce should be put over. There is
not a great deal in the plot, but the director,
William Keighley, has seen to it that the action
keeps moving, and that there are no long dull
patches of dialogue.
It might perhaps have avoided stage conventions a little more rigorously but generally the
camera work is good and avoids giving a cramped
theatrical effect.
The cast is an exceptionally strong one. While
it does not contain names which scintillate in the
big lights, the artistes are drawn from the ranks
of those who really form the backbone of most
screen entertainments.
There is Adolphe Menjou, as serene and debonair
as ever in the role of a husband who neglects his
wife for polo. At least that is what he says.
"Polo" is actually a very attractive brunette
equally attractively played by Mary Astor.
The wife, excellently presented by that brilliant
artiste, Genevieve Tobin — who is another of
those on whom the limelight does not shine
sufficiently often — employs a detective to watch
her husband. Hugh Herbert is the sleuth so you
can imagine that the role has plenty of humour.
Having discovered the worst, the wife proceeds
to
pretend
love other
with her
best
friend,
Eric, towhobe isin none
than husband's
the inimitable
Edward Everett Horton.
The hitherto happily married pair drift apart,
much to the disappointment of the daughter,
charmingly played by Patricia Ellis, who has
always looked on their marriage as an ideal one and
held
a pattern
her fiance1couple
(Paul Kaye).
Thisit up
pairas shock
the toestranged
into a
reconciliation by running away to a hotel and
telling them they are going to live together,

l'

fil

Paul Muni and Glenda Farrell both
score in "Hi, Nellie!"
since marriage is obviously a disastrous affair.
They are followed by the outraged parents who
find them in bed and insist on sending out at once
for a justice of the peace to marry them .
(Our old friend Guy Kibbee makes of this small
part a clever little character study.)
The runaway couple agree to marry if the p arents
will re-unite. A promise having been obtained,
they disclose the fact that they were married the
dayThebefore.
dialogue is extremely witty and at times
daring, but the thin ice is skilfully skated over and
there are no offensive vulgarities.
The general atmosphere is sophisticated and
piquant. — L. C.
Sleepers East
There is little left of the original story by
Frederick Nebel in this adaptation of it, so
if you have read the novel you must be prepared
to be disappointed.
If vou have not, you will find it quite good
entertainment, rather slow in starting, but
working up a soundly exciting climax.
away.
The plot deals with a woman convict on parole
who gets involved in a shooting affair and runs
A gangster is arrested for the crime, but actually
it was committed by the son of the mayor. The
gangster'sandattorney
out while
to findthetheother
missing
witness
bring hersetsback,
side
do all they can to prevent her getting into court.
A romantic note is introduced by the woman
meeting her girlhood lover on the train which is
taking her back as the all-important witness.
There is plenty of excitement since the train
crashes and the lover is shot and wounded whilst
attempting to escape with the woman.
Also theand
counter-intrigues
between
the pay
gangster's
attorney
a private detective
in the
of the
mayor are ingeniously worked out.
The woman is finally brought to the trial — the
court scenes, by the way, are some of the most
convincing I have seen in American pictures —
and forced to give evidence.
I will not spoil the denouement for you by
telling what actually happens except that it
provides a good, exciting climax.
Train sequences — quite a lot of footage is taken
up
to the incourt
—
are by
verythewelltransport
done, as ofis the
the witness
actual smash
which
the engine driver is killed.
He, by the way, is made quite a character and
his little story is interesting in itself. He is doing
his last run before retirement and has been given
an old engine which he is determined to bring in
on schedule or "bust" its boilers.
Actually in the book the latter is what does
happen and I think it much more effective than
the collision which takes place in the film.
Wynne Gibson gives a noteworthy study of the
unfortunate woman who gets innocently involved
in criminal proceedings. She has a wide range of
expression and the power of making you believe
in the character she is portraying as well as enlisting sympathy for it.
Preston Foster is very good as her lover and an
excellent study of an unscrupulous private detective is given by J. Carrol Naish. Harvey Stephens
is natural and engaging as the gangster's attorney.
Roger Imhof makes an interesting little character study of the old engine driver. — L. C.

An example of the pageantry in
this light-hearted romance. The
c.x-shopgirl A'adina {Anna Xeagle)
is brought from America ami

Annascreen
h'cagle,
for wears
the first
time in
her
career,
a complet
range of modem clothes deigned
especially by Doris ZinknstH.

|N contrast to the wistful
romance of Bitter Sweet,
Herbert Wilcox gives us in
his new production a wealth
of comedy and satire. The story
concerns a young girl working
in New York who Is called
to be Queen of a Ruritanian
country, where she faces
revolution and finds romance.
The part is different from any
that Anna Neagle has yet
played. She Is supported by a
strong cast which includes
Fernand Graavey and Miles
Malleson.
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Hugo started to go under. His
eyelids drooped. He started to
mumble. Queer that obviously he,
too, was thinking of the past.
Memories of twenty years since were
brought back by his muttered
phrases: "Fairground — swings —
Virginia
— you
Biff, too,
beganandto I."
re-live the past.
Events appeared before his mind,
in sequence more orderly, in outline
more happening.
sharp, than at the time of
their

IFF, you ought to have
married
Virginia."
Naturally,
he ought.
JL—J Moreover, Snappy
Downer, of the fat,
drooping curl and broad grin,
wasn't the first man to appreciate,
— if he was, to give tongue to — a
fact that Biff Grimes had been
resenting for twenty years.
Swaying slightly with the
dentist's drill in an unsteady
hand, Biff started to file the lower
denture
intended for Snappy 's
massive jaw.

Romance
begun in the
early
nineteenhadhundreds.
Virginia
and Amy were sitting in their highwaisted,
high-necked
lins on a bench
in Averysummer
Park. musBiff and Hugo were workers in
the same carriage factory; Biff
nourishing the while, ambitions for
a dentist's diploma ; ambitions which,
nevertheless,
from
casting didn't
furtiveprevent
glances himat
Virginia, tall and blonde and beautiful, beside her friend.
"What'll I say to her?" Biff
wanted to know after Hugo with
a practised eye, had noted a dropped
handkerchief on Virginia's part,
deeming it sufficient encouragement
to conversation.
"Nevermind. I'll do the talking."
Which Hugo did. There was a
tree
youngto women's
bench,opposite
and Bifftheswung
and fro,
holding the trunk and using one
foot as a pivot, just to show how at
da
ease he was. When he did speak it
Romance begun
in the
y
) was tones : say with disconcerting frankarly nineteen hundreds.
"Why, of course, I know you,
Miss Amy. We met at school.
Remember the red flannel stuff you

"

"Amy's old-fashioned," he conceded as just criticism of the
wife of his bosom and frowned
through the consulting-room door
to the hall, whence her admonition had proceeded :—
"Biff, Snappy — do stop!
You're
makingshe acomplain
fearful because
noise."
Why should
a couple of old friends thought to
enliven toantheafternoon's
work,
addition
absence of the
formalin
white coat and the consumption of
much whisky, by vocal rendering of
songs from the shows? Possibly
because Amy disliked hearing songs
of twenty years since — songs that
excited Biff, making him reminiscent,
sentimental, and bitter.
" I don't know why Virginia should
have married Hugo Barnstead,"
Snappy mused. "The bottom teeth
don't bite too well, Biff."
"K — m, they don't. Maybe I've
given you another fellow's plate.
Let me look."
Things were slightly hazy to Biff
as he quitted the chair for a sidetable. Suddenly the telephone bell
rang.
"Answer, will you, Snappy?"
" It's a bloke wanting an appointment right now."
"Tell him I don't see patients on
Sunday
Snappyafternoon."
turned with his hand over
the old-fashioned mouthpiece.
20
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" It's Hugo Barnstead. He wants
a tooth
"Hugopulled."
— Virginia's husband. Tell
himThisto was
come adventure.
along."
Hugo Barnstead,
object
of
Biff
Grimes'
most
profound hate, would, by this trivial
incident to a tooth, be for seconds,
possibly for minutes, literally under
his power. Amazing thought !
"Did you ever?" Snappy was
commenting.
Hugo will soak "Wonder
this town how
for. much
They
do say he cleared a million in Denver.
'I'm on business here,' he says, "and
got"Stop
a raging
toothache
!'
talking,
Snappy.
Listen
Am"SoI all
"
far right?
aslook
I know."
"Don't
as if I had been
drinking,
do I ? " Whatever's the
"Not specially.
"Nothing.
Hugo's coming here,
matter?
isn't
he? " Well, I'm not going to let
the miserable blighter look down on
me. He and his millions."
"Quite so, Biff; then, I'd better
be "No.
going." Stop right here. I'll fix
youHeupdisappeared
later. Just a minute."
room. A clean whiteinto
drillthecoatcloakwas
in the cupboard. Amy never let
him down that way. Buttoning it,
Biff surveyed his unruly hair. The

WILLIAMS

mirror showed him to be goodlooking for his forty odd years,
except for signs of dissipation about
the mouth and eyes. Mastering the
excitement that invaded every limb,
he reappeared in the consulting-room.
Hugo
had arrived andto
was inBarnstead
the act of demonstrating
Snappy the exact tooth that had
caused a sleepless night.
Chubby - faced, clean - shaven,
smiling,
written in "prosperous
every line of rogue"
his face. was
Tapping his mouth, he embarked
on the details of prices paid in
Chicago and New York for exclusive
sets and professional services.
"How's Virginia?" Biff inquired
and, hearing that she was well,
installed Hugo in the chair and
located the root of the trouble, a
decayed molar in the upper jaw.
"I'm having gas," Hugo warned.
Could he have guessed the temptation that thereupon laid hold of
Biff's imagination, he would never
have yielded as complacently as he
did.Here was a chance of a lifetime.
Hugo's weak heart, rendering an
inquest
in Biff's
mind withinnocuous,
the idea ofjostled
prolonging
the
flow of gas until life ceased to
be. He brought up the apparatus,
operated levers.

Virginia looked shocked, and Amy
used toonewear?
" in causing her to
went
better
frown by admitting frankly :
"I
Evenalways
after liked
the iceyou,
was Biff."
broken and
the four agreed to go for a walk,
things were not always plain sailing.
If Amy liked Biff, Virginia plainly
showed her preference for Hugo.
Try as he would to prevent it
during their precious meetings
Hugo and Virginia would pair off.
It spoiled the joys of the park fairground and rubbed the gilt off his
victory in catching a baby porker
which he won in competition with a
dozen stalwarts.
Muddy and perspiring, Hit?
emerged from the trampled-down
enclosure with the pig in his arms
and a smile for Virginia, to find waiting for him, outside the circle of
spectators — only Amy.
Her confiding "Virginia and Hugo
have gone to the roundabouts. I
thought I'd rather wait for you.
Biff," expressed a devotion that did
nothing
annoyance.to assuage its object's
Desperately searching for a cause
of
he revised
his Virginia's
wardrobe.indifference,
For a meeting
on
the Saturday following the fair, he
attired himself in a new flannel suit
with
pin and
stripe,
wear tie,
straw gaudy,
boater. ready-toOver icesce ded iand
lemonade
he with
sucngetting
a ttte-a-lett
Virginia, when voices, loud-pitched,
travelling from a nearby refreshment table, came disasterously to
their ears.
"1 wonder at a nice girl like that
keeping
company
factoryhand. Easy
to guesswithwhata Virginia
is, if she goes with that type of
"Don't, Biff, please!" Virginia
cried, rightly alarmed at the glare
in her escort's eyes as he approached
the"Take
slanderer's
that I"table.
he announced and
fellow."
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laid our spokesman low. A second
landed Biff with as good as he gave.
A general scuffle ensued. The
beautiful boater, new for the
occasion, became permanently
dented before the proprietor of the
booth intervened.
" Don't talk to me. I'll get myself
out of here. I don't want no helping," Biff announced. His manner
was awe-inspiring. He was allowed
to go, but Virginia was angry.
"I'll never go out with you again.
Biff Grimes, if you behave so."
"You're coming," he announced,
"to meet me in the Park, same
bench,
o'clock, time
Friday."
At theeight
appointed
he sat on
hard wood, a bouquet stiffly wrapped
in white paper. He sat, one, two
hours. He talked upbraidingly to
a non-existent Virginia. It was
dark. Footsteps sounded on the
gravel.
"Amy!
Where's Virginia ? "
"She — she's not coming. Biff.
Couldn't — couldn't we walk a little
so that you could pretend you weren't
waiting for her?"
"Why ever should I?"
Mingled with the dull ache at his
heart. Biff became aware of many
footsteps, of a group of people — half
the folk whom he knew, in fact —
bursting in upon them with laughter.
"Biff, old fellow, you're properly
cut out this time. Virginia's married
Hugo Barnstead. They've just
caught the train to Toledo."
didn'tinstinct
know what
HisBiffone
was heto thought.
protect
his acute sensitiveness from ridicule.
' ' Virginia — married — what' s that
to me ? I didn't come to meet her."
Swift to parry disbelief on a
dozen
AmyBiffthrust
in : "As fora
matter faces,
of fact,
was waiting
me. We — we're engaged."
Among in others,
Snappy's face was
a study
amazement.
I didn't know you and Amy — "
he " stammered.
"You didn't? Well, you know
now."
Rash words, but they proved a
solvent to the inquisitive group
which,
leaving toriceBiff's
and relief,
confettidispersed,
behind
them. More dire than their company, however, was the fact of his
being alone with Amy. She said
nothing; just took his hand and
wandered into the ornamental wood
conveniently near. At long last,
she began :
"Biff,
sorry toI do
saidsomething.
that, but
thoughtI'mI had
You needn't stay engaged to me,
you know; not unless — "
"Hugh?"
"Not unless you like."
"Unless I-— that's an idea. Amy."
Pique, rebound, call the sentiment
which overwhelmed him at that
moment what you like, inasmuch as
it carried him off his feet. " We will
get married, see. Well show folks
Hugo's not the only man to get
spliced. I can afford it. I've got
a job and I'm going to be a dentist
some day. Let's do it."
"To-night, d'you mean? Oh,
!"
Biff
" If it can be done, somehow —
anyhow.
She held Come
back, on."
holding his restless
eyes under the rising moon, with a
tender, firm gaze. "You've forgotten something,
Biff. and
Kiss smiled,
me !"
He pecked
her cheek
glad to have got it over.
♦
♦
♦
He ought to have married
Virginia. No doubt of that. During
two years of wedded life, he never
forgot her, never half-kissed Amy
without thinking of her, never
ceased inwardly to chafe.
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Amy made him a good wife. He
was vaguely grateful, though he
could never bring himself to be
properly gracious over the trifles she
prepared for his comfort.
He would gladly have forgotten
the second anniversary of their
wedding if Amy had not remembered, by heaping on the table all
his favourite dishes, then demanding
to know what the day was.
"Blueberry pie, too; that has
done me," he confessed. "Amy,
you're a trump. "
He putcrust,
a fingerdrew
in theuppie's
weight
his feather
chair,
spread a napkin, when the doorbell
rang. In walked Hugo and Virginia.
"Cartwheel" hats were in that
season. Contrasted with Amy's
smooth dark head and polka-dot
voile with riband sash, Virginia's
plumes, nodding above a black
velvet brim, her Empire gown, satin,
trimmed with gold, appeared to
Biff the height of magnificence.
"Like her dress?" Hugo, now
manager of the carriage works and,
incidentally. Biff's chief, inquired.
"Fine. I'm getting Amy one like
it next spring," Biff riposted.
"We really came to ask if you'd
join us in an anniversary dinner —
ordered at the hotel already — you
can't refuse."
Amy,
awareunknown
that withto the
of foods
her, mention
as they
were to Biff, the bloom had left the
home-made scones and blueberry
pie, prepared to obey his orders to
go and dress with a shy: "I'm
afraid I've nothing grand to change
"Doesn't matter. You'll do as
you
HugoBiff,
condescended.
Left
aloneare,"
with
Virginia having
followed Amy, he became even more
patronising.
" I've
to."been wanting to talk to you,
Biff. I've got a scheme for making
you as big a man as myself. I just
want you to come round and tell
me what men you think I ought to
"Some of the men who are a bit
slow, or been there a long time; got
a fire."
bit
old-fashioned,
"That's
it. Thosemaybe?"
are the kind
we want out. Find out their names,

"Doesn't sound right, kicking a
man out who's been in his job
twenty, p'raps thirty years. I can't
get"Nonsense
on that way,
Hugo."never succeed
see."
! You'll
in "Don't
business."intend to in that line.
I mean to be a dentist."
When Amy reappeared she found
Biff in no mood to go out. Hugo
and Virginia having gone to consume
caviare alone, she watched Biff enjoy
her dainties until he was in a
sufficiently good temper to be
enlisted as a washer-up.
"Mother's struck a patch of bad
luck. I heard to-day she's had to
sell up almost everything. I wonder
if you'd mind her coming here for
a little?" Amy said as they were
wiping the dishes.
He acquiesced and promptly
forgot the matter.
Next day he learned the folly of
offending the man at the wheel, by
receiving in his pay envelope a
notice, signed by Hugo, to quit.
He passed Hugo in the lobby and
was glad to shake the factory dust
from his feet when, crossing the
road, he ran into Amy and an
elderly woman who smiled at him
very pleasantly.
" It's extremely nice of you to
offer me a home till I get settled.
I hopeshaking
I shan'thisbehand.
in the way," she
said,
(Continued on page 22)
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SUNDAY

AFTERNOON — Continued
period of reminiscence, jerking bis
He answered somehow, making
tremendous efforts meanwhile at thoughts back to the present.
He stared at Hugo Barnstead,
swallowing pride, and escaped, with
one idea — that of getting quickly
unconscious in the dentist's chair,
back to the factory, before he had as though he expected him to be
dead. He had, in fact, been under
time to change his mind.
less than half a minute. There
"Mr. Barnstead's in his office," he gas
was still time for Biff to act, time to
was told by the doorman.
commit murder, to get level with a
Biff knocked and went in. "Can
lifelong hate.
I see you alone for a minute?" he
Above the horror-struck face of
inquired.
Snappy, who appreciated in some
"Anything you have to say can
degree the conflict that threatened
be said before the Inspector," Hugo
to turn the commonplace room into
returned, indicating a prominent
a lethal chamber, Biff saw the door
member of the local police to whom
he had been talking.
open. He heard the tap of pointed
Wringing his cap as though it heels, became aware of an exotic
were wet. Biff began :
perfume, saw a woman wearing
black with white face and pillar-box
"The fact is my mother-in-law — I mouth.
He didn't know her till
wanted to ask you — Well, the old
she spoke.
lady's
been
unlucky
and
—
she's
"Hullo, Biff !"
coming to live with us; so I thought
"Virginia ! "
" If you want your job back you
Impossible! "That Hugo," she
can have it. You'll have to brisk remarked. "Just gone under.
Ridiculous old thing."
up ' 'aThank
bit, that's
you , Huall."
— Mr . Barnstead . ' '
"Listen to me." Hugo leaned
Sheher satlegsdown
so asuninvited,
to displaycrossing
them
confidentially
Tell from knee to calf. An over-ornate
me the namesoverof his
the desk.
chaps " who
bag dangled from its chain over the
need firing — you know them — right chair.
Bird-of-paradise plumes
thrust across an absurd hat, reveal"Can't do it, Hug — Mr. Barnmasseye.of peroxided waves,
tickleding a one
"I'm judge of that."
"Your husband won't be long,"
"Not on your life. It's a dirty
Snappy promised nervously, one eye
on Biff's set face.
stead."
"Thanks for the information. I
"Inspector,
man arm,
out."the
The
official
now."touch ofputthe this
spoken command, were the last wish Biff would put him out for
straws. Biff spun round and dealt
good.
use to me."
Biff He's
swungno round
towards the
outtrick."
a straight right. The Inspector
closed in. There was a sharp scuffle, chair. The words that coincided so
startlingly with his thoughts of
in the middle of which Hugo, withdrawing an automatic from the desk,
twenty seconds-earlier were nauseatNo, they were life-giving
fired
the when
Inspector's
leg. was well becauseing. they
rid him of a delusion.
As atusual
his back
He
seized
a pair of forceps. In
against the wall. Biff was the prince
half a minute the job was over, the
of bluffers. He got away, walked
levers of the gas apparatus in posihome and, with certain co-operation
tion and Hugo was coming to.
from the friendly members of the
force who arrived to take him in Thank God, he was coming to !
Biff handed him a mouth rinse.
custody, bluffed Amy and her
"All over now. Here's you wife
mother into believing he was
being called away on a friendly
come
home."
errand.
"Oh to! take
Hullo,youVirgie
!" Once the
All too soon Amy was destined to ordeal was over, Hugo, Biff noted
with gratitude, had no wish to
know that Biff was to serve two
prolong the visit.
years in the State prison for assaulting an officer. None the less, she
" Say, what do I owe you ? " he
remained loyal, supported herself inquired.
and her mother by taking in laundry,
"Nothing," Biff answered chokand even managing to send Biff
ingly. "You don't owe me anything.
correspondence courses in dentistry.
He didn't escape Virginia sidling
up till her feathers brushed his
Thebehind
day him.
the Biff
prison
gates
shut
hung about till Good-bye."
jacket, overpowering him with " Lily
evening before sneaking into Avery
Park and sitting on the bench where
of "the
Valley."
Maybe
you'll give me a consultafour years ago he had waited for
tion some time.Virginia
So long,
!"
"Good-bye,
I" Biff
Virginia.
"I'll see you to the car,"
Snappy
As then, not Virginia, but Amy
offered, experiencing a sudden desire
came to him. She hadn't altered
for fresh air.
in
two
years.
In
the
half-light
he
fancied, for the first time, that she
The door had hardly closed on the
three when Amy came in.
was pretty, though perhaps that was
because he had lately seen so few
"Biff,the you
Snappy
can't
women.
spend
whole and
of Sunday
drinking.
"I couldn't face the townsfolk
Have you finished the job ? "
seeing
me again,"
he confessed.
"There's
no need
to, Biff. I'm
"" Will
Yes, you
ma'am."
take me for a walk ? "
"
Yes,
ma'am."
.
ready
to go the
anywhere
you."
Showing
first signwith
of weakness
Looking into her eyes, he took her
in front of her, he dropped his head
by " the
down on her lap.
Amy,shoulders.
do you know what you
That was sixteen years ago, and
are? You're pretty, you're sweet,
his breath of affection for Amy had
— Biffyou."
— I'm too heavy.
fluttered and died away under the and"Biff
I love
drab, depressing influence of life in You've never lifted me before, and
a small town.
do "Who
mind cares
my skirt.
miles."
when It's
my up
wife's
got
True heThehadilluminated
got his dentist's
diploma.
scroll of the prettiest legs in town ! " declared
Biff,
and
carried
the
woman
he
honour, bearing his name on the
consulting-room wall, was the first ought
dress. not to have married off to
thing that came to him after his
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
Index to films just released
♦♦♦ONE SUNDAY
♦LAUGHTER IN THE AIR
♦BACHELOR MOTHER
AFTERNOON
♦♦NIGHT FLIGHT
♦THE GIRL
FROM MAXIM'S
♦AUNT
SALLY
♦♦INTO THE BLUE
♦THIS IS THE LIFE
♦THE WORST WOMAN IN
PARIS
♦EVIDENCE IN CAMERA
♦MIXED DOUBLES
♦DANGEROUS AGE
Benita Hume, the British actress
who has done so well in American
films, has an important rdle in
" The Worst Woman in Paris."
interestfilems moI sthave
seen
ONE r ofingth
fo some time is One
Sunday Afternoon; it
establishes Gary Cooper
as a first-rate actor and furthers
the reputation of Frances Fuller,
one of the young newcomers
whose career is going to be interesting to watch.
•••ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Paramount.
American.
"A" 77certificate.
Social psychological
drama. Runs
minutes.
For story freely based on the film by Marjory
Williams, see page 20.
Gary Cooper
Biff Grimes
Fay Wray
Virginia Brush
Neil Hamilton Hugo Barnstead
Roscoe Karns
Snappy Downer
Frances Fuller
Amy Lind
Jane Darwell
Mrs. Lind
Harry Schultz
.Schneider
Directed by Stephen Roberts from the
play by James Hagan.
In this picture, which is, in essence,
a very cleverly handled psychological study, Gary Cooper gives a
performance which puts him in that
class of actors who deserve serious
consideration on their histrionic
ability
value. as distinct from their " name"
Frances Fuller, whom Picturegoer singled out some time ago,
plays the role of a small-town girl
who marries a man on the "rebound" from another love affair
and sticks to him through thick and
thin with a wealth of humanity
and sincere naturalness.
The story is told in retrospect and
the director has brought out the
psychology of the characters
extremely well, although at times he
tends to spin out his situations beyond their dramatic holding power.
The only main criticism I have
to make is that when Gary Cooper
sees the woman he had wanted to
marry and is disillusioned, it was a
mistake to make her coarse, vulgar,
and amorous; the right touch and
a more convincing one would have
been obtained by simply making her
unattractively fat and nondescript.
The idea of telling the story in
retrospect as it flashes through the
mind of the dentist who has his
enemy in his power under gas is
ingenious and is carried out in a
manner which gives it tenseness and
unexpectedness.
Gary Cooper gives just the right
value to the contrast he draws as
the dentist between his wholly
unsophisticated adoration of the
girl whom he considers is stolen
from him and the toleration of the
girl whom he marries in a moment
of pique, and whose value and love
he finally realises at their trte worth.

What the asterisks mean — ***• An y.ilstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for childrenFay Wray is quite good as the
former and Frances Fuller gives a
sensitive and thoroughly sympathetic portrayal of the latter, enthusiastic young girl who is unable to
conceal her feelings about the man
she worships, but who ignores her
existence. Neil Hamilton is very
good as the self-confident, conceited
and overbearing Hugo, Gary Cooper's
rival.
Detail work is excellent and light
touches are introduced in a wholly
natural and unforced manner.
••NIGHT FLIGHT
M.-G.-M.
American.
"A" certificate.
Spectacular
civil
aviation
minutes. drama. Runs 86
John Barrymore
Riviere
Helen Hayes
Madame Fabian
Clark Gable
Fabian
Lionel Barrymore
Robineau
Robert Montgomery
Pellerin
Myrna Loy
Pilot's Pilot
Wife
William
GarganBrazilian
Brazilian
C. Henry Gordon
Daudet
Leslie Fenton
Radio Operator
Harry Berespord
Roblet
Frank Conroy
Radio Operator
Rale Harolde
Pilot No. 5
Directed by Clarence Brown from a story
by Antoine de Saint-Exupery.
It seems to me that star artistes
have been bundled into this
picture as a sort of make-weight.
Actually, there is a very good idea
behind it, and the spectacular flying
sequences are wonderfully well done,
but there is in evidence a very great
waste of acting talent.
Its theme is the inauguration of
the night aeroplane service in South
America.
The picture consists chiefly of
some really excellent flying sequences ,
which strive to emphasise the dangers
encountered by civil pilots in trying
to serve the public.
To give some sort of plot value,
we are first shown a child dying of
infantile paralysis and a doctor
sending a hurry call across the South
American continent for some serum
to be delivered by 'plane. The
ending shows the safe delivery of
the serum in time to save the child.
As to acting, we have a glimpse
of Robert Montgomery as a lighthearted pilot making a perilous
crossing of the Andes. Clark Gable
we see as a pilot who gets lost in a
storm, makes a parachute descent
over the sea, and is drowned; there
is no chance for him to act.
Sentiment is introduced by showing his wife, Helen Hayes, waiting
anxiously for him. William Gargan
is depicted as the pilot who, through
almost insuperable weather conditions, gets the serum through on
the last stage.
Feminine interest is again introduced by Myrna Loy as his wife.
John Barrymore plays the role of
the man who sponsored the night
service, and he is at his most

mannerised and artificial, while
Lionel as an aeroplane supervisor
has nothing to do but scratch himself— he is depicted as having the
itch — perhaps to give him something
to do.
Small roles are assigned to a
number of well-known players, but
the acting and the drama of the
story is swamped by the mass of
technical detail and the spectacle.
The plot is impersonal and lacking
in incisiveness, but the picture is
worth seeing for its aerial thrills
alone.
•♦INTO THE BLUE

Myrna Loy plays the wife of
one of the pilots in "Night
Jack Barty
Jim Scroggins
Percy Parsons
Lefty Finn
Ben Weldon
..Two Gun Mullins
Norma
Whalle
y
Miss
Basil Harvey
Count deVavasour
Marsac
Julian Percival
Royce
Plight."
Mackay and his Band.Bronson
Directed by Albert de Courville. Story
and scenario by Clifford Grey, R. P.
Weston and Bert Lee.
Brightly entertaining picture,
scrappily
developed,Harker
but proving that in Gordon
and
Binnie Hale we have a first-class
comedy
It is team.
the old story of the poor
couple who suddenly come into
riches, launch into society, and find
themselves broke again ; but a touch
of novelty is introduced by a couple
of American gangsters who try to
blackmail the pair.
Taken individually, some of the
scenes are very funny, and give full
scope to
both the Harker and Hale
brand
of comedy.

Equity.
" U " certificate.
Romantic
comedyFrench.
with music.
Runs 82 minutes.
Annabella Jacqueline Pascaud
Jean
Murat
Lord Kingsdale
Duvalles
Anatole
Biscotte
Jose
Noguero
Mirasol
Florencie
Benoit
Directed by Joe May from the story of
Marischka Muric by Granichtaetten.
Thisthat
is the
version
veryanglicised
delightful
Frenchof
film, Paris-M Miter annie, which I
reviewed very fully in the issue of
•EVIDENCE IN CAMERA
October 21.
Radio.
American. "A" certificate. Drama
The dubbed dialogue is very dis- of a news-reel
cameraman. Runs 60 minutes.
William Gargan
Bill Allen
concerting and detracts a good deal
Dee
Jane Mallory
from the charm of the original, but Frances
Ralph
Bellamy
Hal
Caldwell
it cannot completely spoil the effect Jack La Rue
Ricci
Gregory
Ratoff
Gottlieb
of the brilliant acting of the cast as
Wallace
Ford
Mike
a whole nor the originality of design
Hobart Cavanaugh
Happy
and direction; it is one of the best June Brewster
Betty
Kane
Radio Announcer
"musicals" we have had on the Robert Benchle y
Betty Furness
Secretary
screen.
Gangster's
Girl
The story, a modern version of Dorothy
Pur nell Burgess
Pratt
City Editor
the Cinderella theme, shows how
Henry B. Walthall Judge Beacon
Franklin Pangborn
Crocker
Jacqueline Pascaud, a young sales- Bill
Hudson
Ed.
woman, arranges to meet Anatole
Directed
by
Otto
Brewer.
Biscotte, a clerk, the winner of a
is quite a good deal of
car lottery, through the medium of rF*here
-I- excitement in this story of a
the Press; the idea being that they
should share the expenses of a tour which
news-reelendscameraman's
love affair^
with his rescuing
his
to the Riviera.
beloved
from
the
hands
of
gangsters.
By mistake, she meets Lord Harry
The excitement comes from the
Kingsdale, a wealthy Englishman,
cameraman's activities, whichinclude
and he is so impressed that he many
dramatic happenings, such as
decides to pretend to be poor and
the "shooting" of earthquakes,
impersonate Biscotte, a deception floods
and fires, rather than from
that brings a lot of trouble in its
the story itself, which is none too
train and a pleasing romance.
The whole thing is very lightly strong and very highly coloured.
Gargan is good as the
and humorously treated, and the heroWilliam
and puts over a likeable, breezy
acting is brilliant — in this version
personality, while Frances Dee
one has, as I have said, to make a makes
an attractive heroine.
big allowance for the doubled voices.
•DANGEROUS AGE
Annabella as Jacqueline is excellent, unsophisticated, charming, and
First National.
certificate.
Social drama.A merican.
Runs 67"A"
minutes.
wholly natural.
Frankie Darro
Eddie Smith
As Kingsdale, Jean Murat is Dorothy
Coon an
Sally
exceedingly good and a piece of Edwin Philips
Tommy
Rochelle
Hudson
Grace
wholly delightful irresponsible clowning comes from Duvalles as Biscotte.
Directed by William Wellman.
•THIS IS THE LIFE
In America a serious problem
British Social
Lion. farce.British.
U" certificate.
arose,
the depresRuns 78" minutes.
sion.consequent
Youths whose onparents
were
Gordon Harker
Albert Tuttle out of work
struck out for themselves,
Binnie Hale
Sarah Tuttle banded themselves
into
gangs,
and
Betty Astell
Edna Wynne
Ray Milland
Bob Travers caused a lot of trouble to the police.
Charles Heslop
Mr. Diggs
(Continued on page 24^
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This is a story of two such youths
who, in company with a girl, come
up against the authorities and are
finally sent home by a kindly and
understanding magistrate.
It is very slight in plot, rather
unpleasant in theme, and a hundred
per cent. American in the presentation of a problem which does not
arise
here, interest.
anc" is consequently of
little vital
Frankie Darro is emotionally
sound as one of the youths and
Edwin Philips is natural and sincere
as the other. As the girl, Dorothy
Coonan also gives a clever and wellbalanced performance.
♦LAUGHTER IN THE AIR
Universal.stage American.
comedy drama. " A"Runscertificate.
62 minutes.BackMyrt M inter
t Myrtle Vail
Donna Damerel .• Marge Spear
Eddie
Foy,
jun
Eddie
Hanley
Ted Healy
Mullins
Thomas Jackson
Jackson
Ray Hedge
Clarence
Grace Hayes
Grace
Trixie Friganza
Mrs. Minter
J. Farrell Mac Donald
Grady
Howard, Fine and Howard
Mullins' Helpers
Bonnie
Bonnie
The Colinette Ballet
Directed by Al Boasberc from the story by
Beatrice Banard (Mrs. Willard Mack).
A back-stage
storyoverof aa show
leading
lady who takes
on
a co-operative basis when the troupe
she is in goes broke and, after facing
innumerable troubles, finds the
necessary backing for success.
It is very scrappy in continuity
and thin in plot values, its redeeming
quality being a good human insight
into back-stage life.
Some good fooling comes from an
original comedy team , Howard, Fine
and Howard, and Ted Healy is
also in the cast.
♦BACHELOR MOTHER
British Lion. American. "A" certificate.
Drama of "reckless youth." Runs 62 minutes.
Evalyn Knapp
Mary Somerset
James Murray
Joe Bigelow
Margaret Seddon Cynthia Wilson
Paul Page
Arthur Hall
Astrid Allwyn
Lola Butler
Harry Holman
Judge Yates
Virginia Sale
Mrs. Stone
Eddie Kane
District Attorney
James Aubrey
Lam kin
J. Paul Jones
Mr. Cameron
Henry
Hall
Judge
Margaret Mann
Mrs.Boland
Price
Bess Stapford
Mrs. Waters
Stella Adams
Mrs. Smith
Directed by Charles Hutchinson.
Unsophisticated
wealthy and drama
reckless of
youtha
who is put on the right road by a
woman whom he gets to pose as
his aged mother in order to save
himself from imprisonment for a
motoring offence.
Acting is adequate, but there is
little real dramatic force or strong
emotional appeal.
♦THE GIRL FROM MAXIM'S
United Artists {London Film Production).
British
in France).
"A" 79certificate.
Marital (Made
farce with
music. Runs
minutes.
Frances Day
La Home
Leslie Henson
Petypon
George Grossmith Le General
Lady Tree
Mme. Petypon
Stanley Holloway
Mongi court
Evan Thomas
Corignon
Desmond Jeans
Etienne
Directed by Alexander Koroa from
Georges Feydeau's play "La Dame Chez
Maxim." Scenario by Harry Graham.

one of.
story inis the
Theperiod
gay old'nineties
the old,
Themuch-ma
rried man who visits
the
a night haunt and gets involved in
an intrigue, which he has to use all
his ingenuity to prevent coming to
the ears of his wife.
It is put over brightly enough,
although the humour is forced at
times and the conventionality of the
plot obtrudes itself.

NOW

—

Continued

The leading players in a strong
cast are all good, but Frances Day
fully.
as the "intrigue" does not wholly
succeed in putting over the tuneful
period song numbers entirely successLeslie Henson is in his element
as the straight-laced doctor who
"goes gay."
♦AUNT SALLY
Gaumont-British
(Gainsborough).
"U"
Gangster
comedy with
music. RunsBritish.
80 minutes.
Cicely Courtneidge
Sally Bird (Mademoiselle Zaza)
Sam
Hardy
Michael "King"
Kelly
Phyllis
Clare
„...Queenie
Billy Milton
Bury
Hartley
Power
"Gloves" Casino
Clark
Ben Weldon
Enrico Naldi
Little Joy
Ann Hope
Joan
Ivor Mclaren
Madison
Rex Evans
„
Percy
Tubby Cipen
Tubby
Directed by Tim Whklan from a story by
Guy Bolton, Austin
Melford and A. D.
Rawlinson.
There
is quite a oflot this
to praise
in the
production
boisterous
farce, which is set against nightclub backgrounds and introduces
songs, dances by the Gainsborough
girls, and the Debroy Somers band.
Unfortunately, the gangster plot
— do not we get enough of them
from America? — is very poor and
does no more than form an excuse
for introducing several Cicely CourtShe is, of course, very good, but
looks toneidgeme"acts."in danger of becoming
dangerously over-mannerised.
Sam Hardy is good as an American
ex-night-club king, while Hartley
Power and Ben Weldon make sound
if conventional gangsters.
•THE WORST WOMAN IN
PARIS
Fox. American.
drama. "A"
Runs certificate.
77 minutes. Romantic
Benita Hume
Peggy Vane
Adolphe
Menjou Adolphe
Ballon
Harvey Stephens
John Strong
Helen Chandler
Mary
Adbl St. Laur
Jeanine
Maidel Turner
Mrs. Jensen
Directed by Monta Bell from an original
story by the director.
an inconwith
story
tish
Novelet
aof sophistic
gruous
tmixture
gives very
which
tion and sentimen
few chances to the stars featured in
it.
Benita Hume is far from at her
best as the woman of the title role
who, after a railway accident, wins
an honest man's love, but gives it
up for fear of jeopardising his future.
Adolphe Menjou has little to do
in the part of her millionaire lover,
while Harvey Stephens tries to cope
with the heavy sentimentalities of
theIt"good"
man.artless.
is all very
♦MIXED DOUBLES
Paramount. British. " A " certificate. Society
comedy. Runs 69 minutes.
Jeanne de Casalis
Betty
Frederick Lloyd Sir John Doric
Cyril Raymond
Reggie Irvine
Molly Johnson
Lady Audrey
Gordon Mcleod
Consul
Quinton
Mcpherson Rev. Arthur Barrett
Escort
George Bellamy
Rani Waller
Roae
Atholl Fleming Ian McConocme
Directed by Sidney Morgan from the stage
play by Frank Stayton.
mix-op
ed
y in ped
marita
a l divorc
which
comed
y develo
Slowl
couple dmarry again and meet in the
y mansion
confine space of a countr
with their new respected spouses.
It is all very complicated, and
consequently overburdened with
dialogue and lacking in action.
The acting generally is quite good,
and there are some well -^developed
humorous situations and a song or
two from Jeanne de Casalis, who is
well cast as the remarried divorcee.
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GERTRUDE
tells

LAWRENCE
her

wardrobe

fresh

and

how

she

keeps

lovely

"there's a certain something that gives
a girl the right degree of assurance an<
leads to true popularity. Girls who have
the happiest time know that the whole
secret is to look their best every day ! "
says lovely Gertrude Lawrence.
"And to look your smartest always — yet
not be at all extravagant — is easy when you
use Lux," she adds. "I insist that my maid
uses it always — my undies and stockings
are washed out after every single wearing.
Other treasured things — negligees — the
most delicate blouses anil frocks wash
beautifully in Lux. Even the sheerest
fabrics are safe, I find."
LUX IS SAFE FOR COLOURS
You, too, should start to use Lux. No need
to rub with Lux — no soda in it. It is best
for all fine fabrics and colours — whatever
is safe in water alone is safe in Lux. Order a
packet from your grocer or dealer. Give
Lux care to your undies and stockings —
all your pretty things. It's so inexpensive
too. A BIG packet only costs 6d. Also
2d and 4d sizes.

Delightful gertri.de Lawrence, distinguished in any company for her
sophisticated smartness, knows that the first essential to feminine charm
is perfect freshness and daintiness. She sees that all her washable clothes
25
— even delicate creations of silk or organdie — are cared for always with
Lux. "I know that they will stay lovely so much longer" she says.
SAFE
Lx mvjoo

A LEVER

for

PRODUCT

colours
all

and

lovely

fabrics

PICTUREGOER
Henry Kendall in a
scene from his new
picture "Safety
First " with Vera
Bogetti.
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Search
for

a

-

DUBARRY

QLEEPLESS nights for B.I.P.
^ executives — veteran cars at
Elstree — anybody here seen Kathleen
Kelly ?— Randall Ayrton comes
back — Chu Chin Chow Casting
circular, if it comes to that) no springs, and no
pedals. You paddled yourself along with your
feet on the ground, and the police of that da)'
were simply death on it for speeding.
This links up us very prettily with the "velocipede" and Johnny
clothes Life
— curlybrimmed white
topper andWalker
high boots.
was
simpler then — but some people were happier than
we are to-day, and some unhappier. It all
depends.

trusnty old dictionmy anio
downcomp
me nch
HAND ary— stau
in a hundred
campaigns . . . Wardour Street,
r
et
dou
Stre . . . Here we are !
War
"A London street noted for antique
furniture."
Well, that was yesterday. To-day (and
for some to-days past, ever since the French
officials of Pathe- found that their favourite
cooking could be obtained just round the
corner in Old Compton Street) this narrow
thoroughfare is devoted almost entirely to
films.
Producers, distributors, renters, importers,
agents — most of them have their offices here;
and although there is frequently a genuinely
antique flavour about their methods, the
actual visible antiques have been crowded out,
and have found shelter in the studios.
Consider, for instance, Percy the Peugot.

Why, even when my
motoring career began (as
passenger) you had to climb
up into a car instead of
climbing down into it, and
a chain, exposed to all the
mud and grease, was the
medium of control and
persuasion.
Almost B.C.

Now,
for a change,
let'sBritish
turn from
to novelties.
In the
and antiquities
Dominions
K's
studio,
instance, I found a new girl named
A FewforKelly.
Kathleen
New to films, that is, having only figured very
modestly in one before — a not-very-celebrated
effort of Sound City. Some stage experience, a
charming manner, ambition, a modesty unusual
in this day and age, a pretty face, a lissom figure,
a good voice, fair and
hair — yes,
and wavy
gentlemen,
boysladies
and
girls, I should confidently
\
say that with ordinary
luck Kathleen will be
heard of again. Often .
She is playing in (or
On
the
should it be on?) Dangerous
Ground, a film which
Norman Walker is directing for Paramount in the
D. & D. studios. There is
British
incredulous)
a(prepare
murder —toandbe the
murderer
is Martin Lewis, a wellknown stage actor whom
I haven't seen in films
for
not since
Sets
Greeka long
Street,time
in —fact.
Kathleen Kelly plays his
Kennedy.mother is played
by Joyce
daughter;
and her
stepby E. G. COUSINS

Grief and Payne
1 chiefly remember Joyce in the stage production
of The Case of the Frightened Lady, in which she
played the Frightened One herself — the part that
Belle Chrystall played in the film. But whereas
Belle looked as though anything would have
frightened her, Joyce is made of sterner stuff,
and you realised that anything that frightened
her must be pretty frightening.
This difference in approach rather aptly
Percy, having kept himself free from the
paraffin.
the difference between stage and
Kick
vulgarity of film-production for thirty-four years, represents
has been pressed into service for The Magistrate, screen.
When Percy was a smart young car, his the Pinero farce which British International are
Joyce was in Say It With Music, in which she
owners got a terrific kick out of climbing filming at Elstree.
was the wife of Percy Marmont. Remember it —
away up on to him (you sat on, not in, a car when
gay vitals.
old bird, in spite of a certain wheezi- the one featuring Jack Payne's band ? Joyce had
Percy was a pup), gripping the tiller firmly (oh, nessOh,ina his
a spasm of that self-same " payne" when I menno, no steering-wheel;
it to film.
her; she didn't please herself very
If one cylinder missed fire in Percy's child- much intionedthat
vention) and launching that's
out on a anew-fangled
mad career inof
hood, you packed up and called it a day, for one
sometimes 12 m.p.h.
However,
she
pleased me, and I venture to
cylinder was all he had.
His top speed (official) was 15 m.p.h., but makers
think she pleased you also. And I further venture
were just as optimistic then as they are now in Small Fry
to think you will be quite satisfied with her in this
such matters; and as there were no speedometers
one — and Heaven knows you're difficult enough
in those days the Bench always took the con- But Percy is a gay young spark compared with
please. Keen is in this too — either as the
the vehicles which Gaumont- British have to Malcolm
stable's word for it.
>They got a terrific kick, too, out of the starting resurrected for Evergreen. Two of them are murderer or as a very effective red herring; I
handle, which was brought into play — if that " Penny-farthings" born in 1879 (you know— huge haven't quite made up my mind which. I saw
isn't too flippant a word for such a solemn business wheel in front, with pedals fixed at its centre, and in
himMurder
not so Party,
long agoI think.
working Heat keeps
Shepherd's
—
mostlyBush
to his
— by unscrewing a cover at the back of the car.
a tiny wheel behind) and a " Boneshaker," which
dates
Mutiny back
I to 1867 — ten years after the Indian first love, the stage, however.
Why
at
the
back?
Because
that's
where
the
engine was, stupid 1 That was the logical place
And there is Jack Raine, who in real life is
A boneshaker was a fellow with his two wheels married to Binnic Hale. Jack is the chap who.
for it, so that only a short length of chain was
(Continued on page 28)
needed to attach it to the rear axle.
approximately the same size (and approximately
26
That was eight years after the birth of Percy —
Jones,
you're was
quiteinaugurated.
right, the
yearyes,
the Johnny
Boy Scout
movement
So by a process of lightning calculation we
arrive
Percy's
is thirty-four
The at
thing
that age,
most which
impressed
me about. Percy
was his lamps — enormous things, much larger
than the lamps on the biggest of modern cars,
but not quite so illuminating, being lit by
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Lovely Dresses

Now
49

Since

Losing

Pounds of Fat
YES, LUCKILY
YOU HAVE THE
FASHIONABLE
FIGURE

*\)

"Dresses this year," says the fashion expert
with advanced news from Paris, "will be
specially
to accentuate
waist."
What doesdesigned
this mean
to you ? the
If you
are
one of those unlucky women who have "let
their figures go/' it means that the new,
flattering styles are not for you. It means
being content with out-of-date dresses —
unless you decide to do something about that
bulging fat above the waistline, and about
those too-solidly upholstered hips.
There is a thing to do. There is a way to
cast off those superfluous pounds, to lose
those extra inches — without starving, too,
and without loss of strength.
As a matter of fact, when you faithfully take
your "little daily dose" of Kruschen first
thing every morning in a glass of hot water,
you gain in energy and vitality, you increase
physical charm (skin clears, eyes grow
bright), all while you're achieving your goal
— a youthful, slender figure.
Mrs. D. S.. of Woodheven, writes:
"Only a few months ago I weighed i$st. 5/fc.,
and never could get a nice dress to fit. Now
from a 44 dress to a size 20 — weight gst. 12/6.
Many thanks to Kruschen. I've recommended
it to all my friends."
Kruschen is based on scientific principles —
it's an ideal blend of mineral salts found in
the aperient waters of those European Spas
which have been resorted to from time
immemorial for the relief of various ailments,
including obesity.
Get a 1/9 bottle of KRUSCHEN SALTS at
your chemist's (lasts four weeks) and take
half a teaspoonful in a glass of hot water
every morning.

Wera

l ■■■■■

WORK

ED

^CMJSE

ITJs

this
lessen G theandbeauty
wearingofwon't
'^yT ASHIN
colorful embroidery. It is worked
in the latest, smartest thread —
"Anchor" SOFT Embroidery. It
looks like wool — soft, fleecy wool;
yet
not
vast
The

|N

it's durable, fast and it does
shrink. And it's made in a
range of fashionable shades.
cushion shown here is made

of soft green canvas material, embroidered in twelve gay shades of
"Anchor" SOFT.

ANCHOR
CLARK'S

-So

ft

E M

6

RO

IDERY

*
Ask at ,vour needlework shop for the
transfer, with full instructions and color
chart all contained in a
transparent envelope,
price 6d. Or cut
out and send this
coupon to Clark &
Co. Ltd.
Issued by J. GfP. Coals Ltd.

Engels

— the lovely star of Radio Pictures
who vouches for the wonders which VIVATONE
preparations can accomplish.
She knows, as do most of the leading stars of
stage and screen — and thousands of women
throughout the world — that to keep the skin
fresh and youthful, free from blemishes and
wrinkles, there is no treatment to equal
VIVATONE
Radio Active Toilet Preparations
So
that youTakeyourself
m»y now
try Vivatone,
month.
advantage
of this. we are making a special limited offer available for one
SPECIAL 2j- OFFER
I jar Vivatone Cleansing Cream.
I jar Vivatone Foundation Cream.
I jar Vivatone Blackhead and Open Pore Cream I Box Vivatone Powder (any shade).
Send P.O. to-day to the Laboratories : ANDRE GIRARD ET CIE, ST. ALBANS, HERTS.

envelope.
P.O.
in sealed
Send with 6d.
COUPON
To CLARK & CO. LTD., Dept. L.19, Paisley, Scotland.
Please send, post free, transfer, color chort and working instructions for your new Cushion Design. I enclose 6d.
Name .
(in block letters)
Addreat .

BEFORE

BREAKFAST.
£eSF.

nd
rising JU

al

FiT

Weep

time ai»M
m_*,r bed■
*
»
!
V
l
t
t
b°o" e Use on
tehp ro~om16 BED
(y BEFORE
price

For Colds, influenza. Catarrh. Headache,

etc.
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WRINKLE

GONE!
After

6

Weeks

A woman of 6i in a hospital at Vienna
was treated daily for five minutes by a
famous doctor. In six weeks all her
wrinkles had completely disappeared.
She had regained a fresh, girlish complexion. The test was repeated, says a
Vienna Medical Journal, on other women
of 6o to 70 years of age with the same
astounding results.
Now the story of this miracle is published
to the world. Any woman may do the
same thing for herself. Prof. Dr. Stejskal,
of the University of Vienna, found that
wrinkles are caused by the loss of certain
vital elements from the skin. After years
of research he succeeded in extracting
these precious elements from the skin of
carefully selected young animals. This
product he called Biocel. The sole rights
to use this amazing discovery were bought
at enormous cost by Tokalon. Biocel is
now combined with other vital skin
nourishing ingredients in Tokalon Biocel
Skinfood. It rejuvenates the skin, removes
wrinkles and tones up sagging facial
muscles. "Women of 50 and 60 may obtain
a youthful beauty that many a young girl
will envy. Successful results guaranteed
with Tokalon Skinfoods or money refunded.
Everyone
looks
at
HANDS
'treKRASKA
"
specialities
have
a
world-wide
reputation and
used by Royalty.
"occasions.
KRASKA Gives
" LIQUID
polish
a perfectPOLISH.
brilliance, The
lastingideal
a full
week.for all
Naturelle.
Rosee,
Double
Rose'e.
Quadruple
Ros^e,
Lake (Red), Orange, Blue, Black, Ruby, Deep Ruby, Chinese
Green,
Coral, Deep Coral, Etc., Etc. Prices I/-, 1/4, 2/6
Gold, Silver and Pearl. Prices 1/6 and 2/6
K
I
Oblainablt frim all Hairdressers, Chemists and
I 3.S K.3. Stores, and all branches rf Boots, the Chemists.
for HOARSEN
ESS
Ingredients of Vick brand
Vapour-Rub in the form
of a sweet.

ON

THE

BRITISH

SETS— Cont.

staying not long ago at a country pub, was
recognised by the landlord (a wireless fan) as Jack
Payne. Nothing Raine could do would convince
the landlord of his mistake, but fortunately the
latter promised to respect his desire for privacy,
and the incognito was preserved !
Of course, all Jack need have done was to begin
to croon ; but apparently he didn't think of this.
Gordon Begg completes the cast. 'Stordinary
thing
about years
Begg, simply
'stordinary
Fourteen
ago, when
Norman ! Walker first
broke into the studios as Assistant Director, he
was working as Second Assistant on a film called
The Door That Has No Key. This was down at
Twickenham, at what was then the Alliance
Studio, and the First Assistant was Dion Titheradge
the actor-playwright-scenarist.
And Gordon Begg played the butler.
Now Walker is directing a film which Titheradge
has written (the fifth Titheradge story he has
directed, by the way).
And Gordon Begg plays the butler — and not
changed one iota.
This is the only film in production in the B. & D.
t
studios
this week, though the spirit of SuperQuie
production broods over the place, owing to the
impending start on the new Fairbanks Senior
film — the one for which Merle Oberon's trip to
Hollywood was cancelled.
At the B.I. P. studios next door they are rather
slack, too, for there are only The Magistrate and
Over The Garden Wall in production at the moment— though Dubarry and The Life of Schubert
are threatening to burst into production any
month now.
It's remarkable to see the change in Paul Stein
(director of The Red Wagon) since he was taken off
Dubarry and assigned to The Life Of Schubert. He
had begun to look positively haggard over the
business of trying to find a woman who fulfilled all
the conditions of a screen Dubarry. Now he has
regained his customary equanimity, for he has no
difficulty in finding a Schubert.
His Schubert's name is Richard Tauber, and
they
at school together in Berlin.
Broowere
dy
However, Frederick Zelnik (who directed Happy
for B*1.P.)
is beginning
brooding
expression
and gazes
strangelyto develop
at every awoman
he
sees who might possibly represent Dubarry, for
the job of directing this film has devolved upon
him.
These two productions are scheduled to start
together — when they start.
Meanwhile, an appropriate theme-song for
Elstree would be a song which was rather popular
during
War to— that,
" It's things
Quiet Down
Here."
And, the
come
are not
really very
much better anywhere. At Shepherd's Bush,
certainly, they have two important films under the
arcs — Evergreen and Jew Suss — but both fronts
were a little quiet this week.
For Jew Suss, Gaumont-British have given a
little order to the florist. I'll read out some of the
items, and you tot up what they'll cost. Ready ?
3,500 tulips, 12,000 harebells, 2,000 lilies-ofthe-valley, 3,500 primulas, 750 wallflowers,
2,000 squares of turf — Got that?
Well, never mind about the silver-birch sprays
and the crocuses, buttercups, irises, foxgloves,
daffodils,
daisy plants and ramblers — but they're
all in proportion.
Worse Than Death
About 26,000 blooms all told — and all to make a
suitable hunting-lodge for Jew Siiss in B Stage
at This
Shepherd's
Bush. the Hirsau house) is the scene
lodge (called
of the death of Naemi, Jew Sttss's daughter, who
prefers a somewhat sticky end to the dishonour
which the Grand Duke offers her.
I must say she chose a lovely place for it. The
garden was one of the most entrancing (and most
convincing) I have seen even in these studios,
where money is no (or hardly any) object to
securing the desired effect.
I have seen very little of Pamela Ostrer, who
plays Naemi. It is a very responsible r&le for so
young and inexperienced an actress, but she looks

A pencil sketch of Paul Graetz, the German
radio and stage star, who scored a hit in "Red
Wagon." He is also in "Jew Siiss."
the part so thoroughly that this may largely
offset her inexperience. I hope so, anyway A
great deal depends upon it.
Most girls would wilt with stage-fright at
appearing in the company of such players as
Conrad Veidt, Frank Vosper, Cedric Hardwicke,
Benita Hume, Gerald du Maurier, Mary Clare, Eva
Moore, Francis Sullivan, Paul Graetz, George
Merritt, Frank Cellier, Frank Stanmore, Randle
Ayrton, Helena Pickard, Sam Livesey, and all the
rest of them.
Well, maybe Pamela Ostrer has done a spot of
wilting in privacy ; but she certainly doesn't betray
any nervousness.
Round One to Honig
I'mfinegladactor.
to see Randle Ayrton back in films A
I haven't seen him (as far as I can remember)
since The Two Worlds, where he played an old
and orthodox Jew superbly — which is probably
the reason why he is in this one.
One Mr. Camille Honig has scored very neatly —
and without meaning to.
Mr. Honig is one of the greatest living authorities
on Jewish history and ritual, and was engaged to
supervise the detail in the scene representing a
Jewish Court-room, where Siiss stands his
trial.
Oneties,point
bothered
and just rather
to make
doubly thesurestudio
they authoriapplied
to the British Museum for a decision — whereHonig upon
! the Museum referred them back to Mr.
Herr Chow
They
got a step
the iscasting
Chu have
Chin Chow,
whichfurther
Walterwith
Forde
to directof
at Islington.
The central figure, Hassan, the Robber Chief,
who poses as the Chinese mandarin Chu Chin
Chow, is to be played by Fritz Kortner.
Herr Kortner is one of the successful
Shakespearean actors of the German stage.
George Robey is to play AH Baba.
Zaharat, the Slave Girl, will be played by Anna
May Wong, who first attracted attention on the
screen by playing the Slave Girl in The Thief of
Bagdad — with Doug. Fairbanks Senr., who is now
to And
play the
at Elstree.
First Robber is to be played by a Gael
with the fine fruity name of Malcolm McEachern.
What's in a Name ?
Ever heard of McEachern ? No ? You surprise
me ! Well, perhaps you have heard of Flotsam
and Jetsam ?
All right, then, Malcolm McEachern is Jetsam.
So never say again that you don't get value for
your money.
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DAINTY
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Player's Navy Cut Cigarettes
are also packed in handy
little cartons of 5 for 3d.
N.C.C. 207B

Ideal for the lady's handbag.

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd.

a

How"different"
other
from

girls !
And so he chooses
her, first for a dance
and then for life. Because KHASANA
Blush Cream gave her
own natural colouring
its chance, emphasising
its beauty, giving her
distinction and charm
KHASANA Blush Cream will do as much for you,
because its shade changes on the skin to match your
complexion, giving the cheeks a rosy bloom, so natural
and discreet. It has a cold cream base which makes it
easy to use and protects the skin from cold winds and sun.
In the same way KHASANA Lipstick produces a very
natural colouring on the lips, beautifying and protecting
them. KHASANA Preparations are kiss- and waterproof and non-detectable.

BEAUTIFUL

SK1X

attracts

mpii>>

MEN

are irresistibly drawn to a woman whose
skin is smooth and clear and petal-soft. So be
regular with your use of SNOWFIRE CREAM.
This pure, non-greasy Cream quickly improves the
texture of your skin and smoothes away all blemishes.
It keeps your complexion radiantly young and lovely—
makes you always farming, always admired.
DAINTY HANDBAG CONTAINERS. 3d.
TUBES. 6d.
Opal Jars. 1/M.

KHASANA
Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
i rial Size 6d.

VA
NISH ingJ CREAM
Snotufire

BRITISH MADE
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STARS
WEAR
DIFFERENT,
Yon limply FASCINATING
most have ft pair of
these thorn — they are the exact
styles
that
Hollywood's
favoured
few are wearing — styles which
are
new,
inthg-oinx
endsiroriginal
— and
and
will
fin
yoo
that
of
chic
smartness
which distinguishes
ityhah woman.
The Hollywoodthe
Shoe
Co. offer
ft wide
and
wonderful
range yon
o! shoes
in styles
which
are
definitely
different.
An
immense
much lessturnover
than yonmakes
wouldprices
pay
elsewhere, although it is doubtful
whether
you incould
obtainquarter.
these
exclusive• postcard
styles
an*
other
Send
stating
size, type
ofrequired,
heel, and colour or shade of shoe
SAMPLES andwillftbesetsentol SINGLE
on tree
Sbnt to your home

on

Free
approval
approval to your own home.
Send no money. Choose in your
own
timenotwhatwishyontorequire.
yon do
purchase,If
return shoes without obligation.
Write to-night.
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Do You Think?

Letters from our Readers

THE

STREET, LEE(*

Your Chance
GET
WELL

If you are a victim of ill-health, if you suffer
from Anaemia, Rheumatism, Indigestion, Nervous
Debility, or any disorder due to weak, impoverished
blood, here is good news for you. In response to
repeated demands, the proprietors of

Jack

and

Cicely-

A

fury

J

A Fan's Word
of Warning to the Hulberts
ii
N the next three years the Hulberts are names." — Eric J. Spragg, 115, Haslemere Road,
to make eighteen films. I wonder how Southsea, Hants.
[This week has brought many complaints against
much of their popularity they will have
lost by then? In my opinion it will star films. Producers might think it worth
to consider if the public really does want these
have waned immensely, unless they are while
many-named casts.
careful in the choice of stories.
♦
♦
♦
"Their type of comedy is not subtle and
read that
Bar is to be
another
rather broad. And broad comedy is apt to " "XXTe
VV all-star
film.Wonder
This increasing
propensity
run to duplicated situations or gags. In to make films with ' all-star ' casts is significant,
Falling for You we actually had duplication Surely one star in a film is enough (and more than
in the film itself in addition to the familiar enough, occasionally — sorry !) as a drawing
factor ?
Hulbert material.
"At a time when
"Team work is no good for a film star. This
we leave to the ' featured ' players (who have to
comedy wells are rather
dry is it wise to go to
act . . .) By ' all-star ' casts, we are losing the
the well too often?
of our film stars. The essential of
aindividuaUty
star is individuality.
The producers and the
"The 'star system' is a direct contradiction to
Hulberts may think
so-called 'all-star' films, which actually reduce
they have done a good
stroke of business but
the rank of a ' star ' to that of a ' featured player ' . —
mouth.
they must instead
give us newof
{Mr.) I. Ades, East Cliff Court, Grove Road, Bournematerial
cashing in on Jack and
Cicely's popularity.
Cashing in on ' popu"Symphonies"
"Vulgarity
T enjoy theinsimple
fooling of Walt Disney's
larity 'is apt to ruin
A ' Silly Symphonies' as much as any mischief
stars . " — Edith Race ,
loving youngster.
46, Southey Crescent,
"But oft-times the laugh has died on my face
Sheffield,
5, whoof 10/6.
wins
when an ill-conceived episode of blatant vulgarity
the
second prize
has been interpolated obviously for the particular
[/ cannot believe that
delectation of the adult audience; which has
the Hulberts are inCicely Courtneidge
sobered me with an unwelcome suddenness.
capable offinding and
" Now the chief reason, I think, for the universal
inporting enough material to keep them going appeal
of this comic-strip of the talkie screen is
at the top for many years yet. Nevertheless they its unpretentious
childishness.
would be well advised to take heed of the fact that
"Indecency, suggestiveness, and sordidness of
the public will not always stand for the same "act" such nature cannot possibly gladden the children's
hearts. Please, Disney, continue writing your
as they have given us in previous films.']
funny fairy-tales for the children — and the more
the moreStreet,
lovable
! " — Watson
Hollywood Opportunities — Oh, Yeah! childish,
ham, 6, Guerdon
Burnley,
Lanes. C. White[I
have
seldom
noticed
anything
offensive in
Onewere issheconstantly
reading
in Hollywood,
wouldthatbe 'so-and-so,
given her recent "Silly Symphonies."]

"Opportunity for what?
A Cheer for Chaplin
opportunity.'
" Marlene Dietrich went to Hollywood. She has
never been given the opportunity for real acting
Chaplin
worry? himself
she had in The Blue Angel — A German film. " \\Jhy
V V aboutshould
makingCharlie
any more
pictures
He is a
Dorothea Wieck went to Hollywood, and had the rich man while still young enough to enjoy the
priceless opportunity of being publicised as a golden results of strenuous years.
Pink
Pills
'cutie.'
"It is attributed to Samuel Johnson (no fans,
"Brian Aherne had the opportunity of appear- he was not in films) that a man who wrote for any
have now reduced the price of this world-famous
ing in The Song of Songs. ' Don't hold that other purpose but to get money was a fool.
remedy, and the pills can be obtained from all
" Mr. Chaplin is a business man and a long way
against him,' said the critics, 'See him in The
chemists at
from being a fool. But if he should wish to have
Constant Nymph ' (a British film).
a
little
flutter in films the odds are all in his favour
of America'sat few
1s. 3d.
a box
real"Dorothy
actresses, Sebastian,
was given one
no opportunity
all. especially if he has found bis ideal in Paulette
Jameson Thomas was given the opportunity of Goddard.
(Triple Siie, 3s.).
" He is probably big enough to succeed where a
part could
of butlers
etc.,a ingreat
'quickies.'
This remarkable Blood-enricher and Nerve playing
" BettytheMack
become
tragedienne, lesser man would fail. Even if his effort is not
Tonic is thus brought within the reach of all Edgar
classed as a great film it will be a Charlie Chaplin
Kennedy
a
world-famous
comedian,
but
sufferers. So lose no time in giving the pills a not in Hollywood. There they have every film, which being interpreted means a good film.
trial, and join the ranks of the thousands of
We shall all go to see it and that will be success
sufferers who have found new health and new opportunity — except that of doing good work." — for" him
and a pleasant change for us from some of
Johnson, " Lorrimore," Station Road, the hokum
vitality through the wonderful blood-making Alfred
and bellow for which producers now
Trimley, Ipswich, winner of this week's guinea
properties of Dr. Williams Pink Pills.
imagine
there
is a crying
want." Bristol,
— T. Jos.7. Hart, 10,
Churchways Avenue,
Horfield,
All-Star Casts
Slim safely, without dieting, in prize.
i
the privacy of your own room. " r I ''here is an old proverb that says 'Too many
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
-L
cooks
spoil
the
broth,'
and
I
consider
that
Send the coupon to-day for too many famous stars in one picture spoil the
'mSEMW&P
What you think about the stars and films?
Thor Electric effect. Grand Hotel and Dinner at Eight were
f\mmmw&r particulars of the
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
Auto Juvenator Exerciser. waited for by the general public with eager antiWkWm&t
,J]^ffi^Hurley Machine Co. (England), Ltd.
cipation,
whilst
Dinner
at
Eight
was
advertised
as
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
55/59, Oxford Street, London, W.l. the film of the year.
paid for the two most interestPlease send particulars of Thor Electric
these pictures are released with the
ing,
and published
5 s. for each
all
your is
"pay as you use" terms. The idea"Maybe
voltage ofJuvenator,
my electricandsupply
other letters
of advertising
actingis allowed
ability,
but each
star seems thedullvarious
becausestars'
no one
week. Letters should be
to sfcind out.
written on one side of the
Name
"Grand Hotel and Dinner at Eight have dispaper only and should not
appointed the public mainly because of the
exceed 150 words. Address to
Address
multiplication of stars, and also because they were
"Thinker,'* The "Picturegoei
boomed as extraordinary pictures, whereas they
e THINK* R
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
P are just ordinary pictures, with a lot of star
Dr.

Williams
brand
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J YOU THINK NO
PEN IS BETTER THAN
THE REST? FOR ONCE
YOU'RE
MISTAKEN !

ill Give

You

The

Surprise ofYour Life !
You* 11 find Pens priced Twice
as
Highthat
-butEndYouPenWon't
Find
ANY
Troubles
}
[ as Speedily as Parker.

The ultimate touch

of elegance is the gift of

the Yardley Powder.

Gossamer

fine, it will

give to your complexion that smooth and
flawless beauty which is the glory of youth.
Blending so perfectly with your own
Here is a pen,
priced at the figure
all can afford, yet
embodying many of
the classic features of
the world - famous
Duofold.
See its Iridium tipped i4«. gold nib.
Parker's famous
press-button filling
system, leak-proof,
with safety - sealed
cap. Spearhead feed
that ensures instantaneous flow — gives
you free,, smooth
writing, fast as you
can think ! Light,
streamlined,unbreakable barrel. Gorgeous
colours — Blue and
Black, Grey and Red,
Red Onyx and Black
and Gold.
Altogether a pen
you'll be proud to
own — that will give
you the surprise of
your life for value.
Parker belongs to no
"price protecting
ring."priced
Parkerproducts
are
and sold entirely on their merits.
amer
Vremiere
PENCILS TO MATCH 10/6
Alio
PARKETTE
7 «.in PENCILS
Pent made
in Canada.PENSPent10its6,made
Canada in A lit,
VS. 5/A.
barkers NON-CLOG I«£-9D&I 3

natural

colouring, only the rare loveliness of the
Orchis Perfume reveals its presence.
LARGE

^ f mm BOX

In tints to suit your complexion
A testing sample of the Orchis Perfume is included with each box.
YARDLEY

orchis
POWDER
33 OLD BOND STREET

Osa.Jd.c.
YOUR
DUE

TO

ILLNESS
WEAK

MAY

BE

ftecLutlful CURLS
MADE AT HOME

STOMACH

Do you ever think how many apparently different
illnesses are really due to your digestion getting out of
order?
If youtodon't
your foodand
properly,
you're
almost sure
get digest
constipation,
constipation
means
gradual self
poisoning;
get
the nourishment
it needs
and soyour
you system
become can't
a ready
prey
to
any
infection.
If you are feeling run down and out of sorts, lack
energy,
get aonefewcold
afterof another
just don't
feel
well, take
doses
Maclean orBrand
Stomach
Powder. It will clear any overloading of the stomach,
cleanse the bowels and intestines, and help your organs
to function naturally and healthily again. Your body
cleared of poison, gets its nourishment again and
vitality returns to help you shake off the weakness
of half health. It's the wonderful formula doctors
and hospitals all over the country are using for all
kinds of stomach trouble, even to prevent operations
for grave gastric and duodenal ulcers.
Try this remarkable Maclean Brand - Stomach
Powder, but be sure to ask your chemist for the
genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder, with the
signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN." it is not sold
loose,
but only
in 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- bottles in cartons,
of Powder
or Tablets.

%fr>jgCURMLIP
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
No deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Spring Catalogue, also
Gentlemen's Catalogue, sent post free.
SMARTWEAR Ltd.
««S-27i, Regent Street, London, W»1-

PICTUREGOER

"DESIGN
FOR

LIVING"

Riding,
andexcels.
swimming
all of tennis
which he
That— atis
Fredric
Design
Living."
It
must March's
be a good" one
for for
he certainly
looks wonderfully fit and he obviously
revels in having his picture taken ! If
you want portraits of your favourites
that really do them justice, pin your
faith to " Picturegoer
Postcards.
Get some "ofSepia
these Glossy
cards
now and add more sparkle to your collection.
Be sure that Fredric is amongst
them.
W POSTCARD ALBUM
5

FREE

Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choose your Cards from list below;
rich tosepia
glossy, and3d. non-members
each — 2/6 doz.alike.
On
sale
members
Full list on request.
TamartOeMe
Dean]
Clark
Henry
Garat
Greta
Garbo
John Glelgod
Mary
Gly
one
Lilian Harrey
Katharine
Hepburn
Edward
E.
Jack H albertHartoo
DorothyJean*
Hyson
Ursula
RubyKtepura
Keeler
Jan
Ellaaa Landl
Ida
Luplno
Francis
Lederer
Fredric March
Herbert
Marshall
George
Raft
Norma Sidney
Shearer
Hylria
Adrieone
Ames
Gary Cooper
Lionel Atwlll Joan
Crabbe C. Aubrey Smith
BuinJe Barnes BusterCrawford
Randolph
Scott
TaU
Blrrell
Bing
Crosby
I.yle Talbot
Constance
John
Wayne
John Bolee
Cummlng* Mae West
LilianBrlaaon
Bond Mariene
Carl
Wynyard
Dietrich Diana
Bruce Cabot
Roland Young
To " PICTUREGOER" SALON,
86 Long Acre, London, VV.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts,
orders.
enclose
order foretc.,not onlessfuture
than one
dozenI
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your So. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* 1b. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing 00 my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
TQisaeeae readers Should enclose fj. extra to
coyer
packing
and
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and postage.
make payable to
"THE PICTUREGOER."
Pie. S.Z.34
2
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Weekly
"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c 0 The Picture goer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Davida (Chelsea). — (1) Ages this year as
follows : Jack Holt, 46 on May 31 ; Mane
Dressier,
November
9; Richard
Cromwell, 2463 on onJanuary
8. (2) Bmg
Crosby
is married to Dixie Lee and they hare one
baby son. He is 5 ft. 9 in. tau, brown hair
and blue eyes. Address him c/o Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon Street, Hollywood,
California, where he is making We're Not
(3) Richard5 ft.
Cromwell's
real brown
name
isDressing.
Roy Radabaugh;
10 in. tall,
hair
and
grey
eyes;
hobbies,
painting,
swimming, riding, and tennis. Films include
Tol'ablehaiedDavid,
Fiftyof Fathoms
Deep, Strange
ShangLove, Maker
Men, Emma,
Love of Molly Louvain, Are These Our
Children?
of Culver,
That's
My
Boy,
This Tom
Day Brown
And Ate,
Above the
Clouds,
Hoop-la, and House of Connelly. Address
him c/o Fox Studios, Beverly Hills,
California. (4) Jack Holt married Marguerite
Wood (mar. dts.). He has three children.
He is 6 ft. tall, brown hair and eyes. Latest
films include Tampico, The Wrecker, and
Man of Steel.
An Admirer of Ida Lupino (Leicester). —
(1) Ida Lupino will be 17 this year. She
is the daughter of Stanley Lupino and Connie
Emerald ; 5 ft. 7 in. tall, fair hair and blue
eyes. She has a contract with the Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon Street, Hollywood,
California, and is working in The Search for
Beauty. (2) Claire Trevor is 5 ft. 3 in. tall,
blonde hair and hazel eyes. Her latest films
are Life in the Ram, The Mad Game, and
Jimmy and Sally.
Mass. — I regret it is impossible to let you
have the details you require.
Inquisitive Fan (Penrith). — If you write
to Joel McCrea, c/o Radio Studios, 780
Gower Street, Hollywood, California, and to
Gary Cooper, c/o Paramount Studios,
5,451 Marathon Street, Hollywood, California, asking them nicely for signed photographs, expect
I
they will send you one.
Film Crazy (Looe). — A picture of Jessie
Matthews appears on my page in the
February
issueof ofThere
this magazine.
Here- :
with the 3cast
Goes the Bride
Max — Owen Nares; Annette Marqusnd —
Jessie Matthews; Cora — Carol Goodner;
M. Marquand — -Charles Carson; Mme.
Marquand- — Barbara Everest ; Rudolph —
Basil Radford ; Housekeeper — Winifred
Oughton; Clark — Jerry Vemo; M. Duchaine
— Gordon McLeod; Mme. Duchaine —
Mignon
O'Doherty;
Chief Prosecutor
of PoliceLawrenceZucco.
Han rayThe; story
Public
George
of this film was—
published in January 14, 1933, issue of
Picturegoer, and a centre-spread of The
Midshipmaid
in the December 10, 1932,
issue.
T. L. F. M. (Glasgow).— Leon E. Janney
was born on April I, 1917, at Ogden, Utah,
he has fair hair. He made his first
appearance in films in 1927, and his pictures
include
DoorwayOldto English,
Hell, Father's
Children : ofTheDreams,
Penrod Son,
and
Sam, and Their Mad Moment. Richard
Cromwell was born on January 8, 1910, at
Los Angeles; he is 5 ft. 10 in. tall and has
brown hair and grey eyes. His films include
Tol'ablehaiedDavid,
Fiftyof Fathoms
Deep, Strange
ShangLove, Maker
Men, Emma,
Love of Molly Louvain, Are These Our
ChildrenThisT Tom
of Culver,
That's
My
Boy,
Day Brown
and Age,
Above the
Clouds,
Hoop-la,
and
House
of
Connelly.
Address
a letter to Richard Cromwell c/o Radio
Pictures, Beverly Hills, California.
Picturegoer (Grimsby). — You can obtain
photographs of Constance Bennett and
John Boles from The Picturegoer Post Card
Salon, 85 I»ng Acre, London, W.C.2, at
3d. each.
Fan Montana,
(Bath). — Gary
Cooner7, 1901
was bom
in Gary
Helena,
on May
; he
is 6 ft. 2{ in. tall and has light blue eye* and
brown hair. Gary was in England in 1931.
His latest films are One Sunday Afternoon
Design {or Living. Alice in Wonderland, ana
The Man Who Broke His Heart. If you
write to him c/o Paramount Studios, 5,451
Marathon Street, Hollywood, California, and
ask him for an autograph, I expect he will
send you one. A letter to Hollywood takes
ten days and coats I Jd.
J. M. P. (Ewell). — Bebe Daniels was bom
on January 14, 1901, at Dallas. Texas; she
is 5 ft. 3 in. tall and has brown hair and eyes.
She is happily married to Ben Lyon and they
have a baby daughter, Barbara. Bebe
Daniels'
films Write
are Cocktail
and
Counsellor latest
-at- Law.
to BebeHour
Daniels
c/o Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, California, and to her husband c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
California.

Let
D. B. Fairbanks
(Wandsworth).—
If a 1 i
Douglas
jnr. nicely
will send you a photograph. Addresi
Gassy Cooper Fan (NorwichJ-Gary Cocper
was bom in Helena, Montana, on May 7,1 901 ;
he is 6 ft. 2 J in. tall and has light blue eyes
and brown hair. Married to Sandra Shaw.
He has appeared in the following films :
It, Children of Divorce, Nevada, The Legion
of the Condemned, The First Kiss, The Shopworn Angel, Betrayed, Only the Brave, The
Virginians, The Spoilers, Morocco, City
Streets, I Take this Woman, His Woman,
One Sunday Afternoon, Design for Living,
Alice in Wonderland, and The Man Who Broke
His Heart. A letter to Ainci ica costs only
A. H. (London). — Mae Clarke was bom
on August 16, 1910, at Philadelphia ; she is
5 ft. 4 in. tall and las brew n hair and eyes.
Married to Lew Brice (mar. dis.). Her
latest films are Turn Back the Clock, Crooks
in Clover, Lady Killer, and Nana. Address her
c/o Metro- Gold wyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,Mr*California.
Two Young Chevalier Fans. — Maurice
Chevalier was bom on September 12, 1894,
at Menilmontant, France. He is 5 ft. 1 1 J in.
tall and has brown hair and blue eyes. His
favourite
died
when sport
he wasis boxing.
eleven andMaurice's
after tryingfather
his
hand at carpentry and electrical work be
obtained his first chance as a singer when he
was fifteen, and failed. He finally became
dancing partner to Mistinguette, but the
War intervened. While imorisoned in a
German military camp. Maurice met and
became friends with an Englishman from
whim he learnt to speak English After the
War he again appeared in musical revues
before being discovered by Paramount. His
latest films are A Bedtime Story, The Way
of Love, and The Merry Widow.
Chatterton Fan. — Ruth Chatterton was
bom on December 24, 1893, at New York
City. Her films include Sins of the Fathers,
The Doctor's Secret, Madame X, The Laughing Ladv, Charming Sinners, Sarah and Son,
The High
Road,Unfaithful,
Anybody'sTheWoman,
The
Right
to Love,
Magnificent
Lie, To-morrow and To-morrow, The Rich are
Always With Turner,
Us, Common Ground, 'Frisco
Jenny,
you
address Lilly
a letter to herandc/oFemale.
Warner IfBros.
Studios, Burbank, California, asking for a
photograph, I expect she will send you one.
Fan. —Mexico,
Bruce onCabot
bomJustin Another
Carsbad, New
April was20
and is married to Adrienne Ames; his latest
films are Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men, Ann
Vickers, and The Criminal Within. Write to
Joan
Crawford
Metro-California;
Gold wyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culverc/oCity,
Bruce
Cabot c/o Radio Studios. 780 Gower Street,
Hollywood. California; Miriam Hopkins and
Mariene Dietrich c/o Paramount Studios,
5.451 forMarathon
Street,
Holtywool.
nia ;and to Joan
Bennett
c/o 401 CaliTaft
Building,
Joan Crawford's
name was Hollywood.
Billy Cassin, which
she changed realto
Lucille Le Sueur for screen purposes; she
was afterwards allotted her present name by
public vote.
Paddy (Grimsby). — You can obtain
photographs
of Janet
Baxter separately
and Gaynor
togetherandfromWarner
The
Picturegoer Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2, at 3d. each.
Gracie Fields Fan. — The release date of
Gracie
Love.23,Life,
has beenFields
fixed film.
for April
1934.and Laughter,
Ida tall.
LupinoShewasis
bomD. PaRKES
in 1917 (Rotherham).
and is 5 ft. —7 in.
now at Paramount Studios, 5,451 Marathon
Street,lisle is 5Hollywood,
Carft. 4 in. tall ;California.
address her Mary
c/o MetroGold wyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City,
BRITISH AND DOMINIONS
SCHOOL OF DRAWING, Ltd.
COMPETITION RESULTS.
1st PRIZE £20.
A. E. ROTHNEY. ESQ..
39 Powis Place,
Aberdeen, Scotland.
2nd PRIZE £10.
L. D. DONIKIAN, ESQ.,
21 Sharia Kasr-d-Nil.
Cairo, Egypt.
3rd PRIZE £S.
H. CAIN. ESQ.,
25 Athol Street,
Gorton, Manchester.

GEORGE
California. Dorothy Hyson was bom in
1915; she is 5 ft. 5 in. tall, and you can write
to her c/o GaTxrrrrmt-British Studio-, l ime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Range* (Chiswick). — Marie Dressier was
bom
Coburg,
on November
1869. atHer
father Canada,
was Alexander
Koerber.9,
last surviving officer of the Crimean War.
She was christened Leila; married J. H.
Dalton. Write to her c/o Metro-Gold wynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
A Paul Supporter. — You can write to
Paul
c/o Warners-First
Studio,Muni,
Burbank,
California. HisNational
latest
films are The World Changes and Hi, Nellie.
E. S. (Edinburgh).— Ruby Keeler is the
wife of Al Jobon. She played in musical
comedy before her marriage, and made her
firm debut in 42mf Street. Write to her
c/o Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank,
CaCforrda.
J. K. (North). — Herewith the addresses
you
require : MaureenStudios,
O 'Sullivan,
c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Culver City,
California; Nancy Burneand Stanley Lupino,
c/o British International Pictures, Boreham
Wood. Etstrec, Herts.
Bunty (Gainsborough).— (1) The most
recent
film version
of Charley's
was
the
American
talkie starring
CharlieAunt
Rugxies
aswerethe Flora
" Aunt,"
Other members
of the June
cast
Le Breton,
Doris Lloyd,
Collyer. Hugh Williams, Flora Sheffield,
Rodney
McLennen,
HalliwellBenge.
Hobbes.
Phillips Smalley,
and Wilson
(2)
Richard Cromwell is not married. (3)
Richard
Arlen'sMoon,
newGolden
pictures
include
Three Cornered
Harvest,
Hell:
and
High
Water,
and
."lice
in
Wonderland.
Thank you tor your good wishes.
Bing Crosby Fan (Isleworth.) — (1) Bing
Crosby's latest films include: College Humour,
released January 1, 1934, Too Much Harmony,
released April 9, 1934, Going Hollywood,
released
May 28,
and (2)
We're
Not
Dressing, release
date 1934,
not fixed.
I would
Ltd:, 92 you
Regentget Street,
London,
(3)
suggest
in touch
with W.l.
Connie's
Write to the Douglas Fairbanks, father and
son, c/o the London Film Studios, Twickenham, Middlesex. (4) Gertrude Lawrence
was married to M. Francis Gordon- Ho wley,
but the marriage has been dissolved.
BLOND IE (Tottenham, N.17.). — Address
Franchot Tone, c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City. California, U.S.A.
His new pictures include : Stage Mother,
Blonde Bombshell, Dancing Lady and Moulin
Rouge.
Ida Lupino
theInquisitive
daughter of(Treharris).
Stanley —Lupino.
Lupinois
is their surname.
Interested (Leeds). — Richard Cromwell
was bom
January
8, 1910, 5atft.Los10 Angeles.
Real
name onRoy
Radabaugh;
in. tall;
brown hair; grey eyes. Films include :
Tol'ablehaiedDavid,
Fifty
Fathoms
Deep,
Love, Maker of Men, Emma,ShangThe
Strange
Love
These
Our Children off, Molly
Tom Louvain,
Brown ofAreCulver.
That's My Boy, This Day and Age, Flying
Devils, Hoopla, and Carolina. Address him
c/o RKO-Radio Studio, 780 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Rock-a-nor (Sutton). — Herewith the cast
of The Last of Mrs. Cheyney : Mrs. Cheyney
- — Norma Shearer; Lord Arthur Dilling- —
Basil Rath bone ; Charles — George Barraud;
Lord Elton — Herbert Bunston; Lady Maria
— Hedda Hopper; Joan — Moon Carroll;
Mrs. Wynton — Madeline Seymour; Willie
Wynton— Cyril Chad wick; George— George
K. Arthur; William — Finch Smiles; Mrs.
Webley — Maude Turner. I hope this will
help you to settle your argument.
Clarvio (Cardiff). — (1) Addresses as
follows : Emil Jannings, c/o Ufa Studios,
Berlin;
Nancy Carroll,
c/o Paramount
Publix Studios,
Hollywood,
California;Glenda FarreH, c/o Warner Brothers Studios,
California.
(2) Yes, onLilitheDa-rita
isBurbank,
in England,
she is appearing
stage.
An
Admirer
of
John
Stuart
(Brecon).
John Stuart was bom on July 18, 1899 —in
Edinburgh; 5 ft. 11 in. tall; brown hair and
eyes; educated at Eastbourne; married to
Muriel
include HerGarden,
Son,
Hindle Angelua.
Wakes, InPictures
a Monastery
Number Seventeen, Mademoiselle From
Armentieres, The Flight Commander, Smashing Through.
Micky (Ilford). — The Al Bowtly who was
in the film The Mayor's Nest is the same as
the Al Bowlly of I <w Stone's band. A letter
addressed
him c/o
" The Melody
Maker,"
85
Long toimmediately
Acre,
London,
forwarded
upon W.C.2,
receipt. will be
Inquisitive
7). — 8,Richard
well was bom (Leeds,
on January
1910, atCromIx»
Angeles.
Real
name.
Roy
5 ft. 10 in. tall; brown hair; Radabaugh;
grey eye*.
Hobbies : painting, swimming, riding, and
tennis.
His pictures
include Tol'able
Fifty Fathoms
Deep, Shanghaied
Loir, liatid.
Maker
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of Men, Emma, The Stremge Lave of Molly
lAtuvain, Are These Our Children, Tarn Brown
ofAbove
Culver,
Bey, This
the That's
Clouds, MyHoop-la,
and Day
The and
HouseAge,of
Connelly. Write to him c/o Columbia
Studios, 1,438 Cower Street, Hollywood,
California.
Gaynokc/o Fan
(Bradford).Movietone
— Write
to Janet
Janet Gaynor
Fox Studios,
City, Westwood, California, U.S.A. Send
an International Money Order for return
postage only. If there is any charge for a
send the balance
photograph,
signed
when you
hear fromyouher,canotherwise you will
net know how much to send.
(Gainsborough).(1) Herewith
castBUNTY
of the
most recent —screen
version thecf
Charley's Aunt : Lord Fancourt Babberly —
Charles Ruggles; Ela Delahay— Flora Le
Breton;
Donna Wykeham
Lucia D'Alvadorez
— Doris
Lloyd; Charley
— Hugh Williams;
Amy Spettigue — June Collyer; Kitty Verdun
— Flora Sheffield; Jack Chesney — Rodney
McLennon; Stephen Spettigue — Halliwell
Hobbes; Sir Francis Chesney — Phillips
Smalley;
Brassett — Wilson
Benge. (2)
Richard Cromwell
is not married.
(3)
Richard
Arlen's
latest
films
include
Corner ed Moon, Golden Harvest, HellThreeand
High Water, and Alice in Wonderland.
Thank you for your good wishes.
KATHLEEN ANN (Herefordshire).— Ycu can
obtain photographs of Ronald Colman and
Rudolph Valentino from The Picturegoer
Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre, London,
W.C.2.
so much. I am glad you enjoy Picturegoer
D. B. in(London).
— Janis atKiepura
born ina
Poland
1902. He
presentwasmaking
picture at the Universal Studios, Universal
City. ofCalifornia,
U.S.A.
letter him.
addressed
care
these studios
shouldA reach
A. M. G. (London). — (1) Address Clark
Gable c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, California, and James Cagney
c/o Radiowood,Studios,
Street, HollyCalifornia. 780(2) Gower
The postage
for a
letter addressed to Hollywood is lid. (3)
James Cagney will be 30 on July 17.
Dolly (Kennington). — Bcris Karloff did
not play in The Hounds of Zaroff.
Gwendoline (London.W.). — (1) Birthdays
as follows : (a) Ann Casson — November 6,
1915; (6) Gloria Stuart— July 4, 1910; (i)
Adrienne Ames — August 3 ; (d) Miriam Hopkins— October 8, 1902. (2) Margaret Lindfilms includeOnce
Thein All-American,
The
Fourth say'sHorseman,
a Lifetime, Cavalcade, The Penalty of Fame, and Voltaire.
Elise Marie (Bedford Park). — (1) Birthdays as follows : (a) Johnny Weissmuller —
Chicago,
(6) LupeMexico;
Velez — July
18,
1910, SanJuneLuis2; Potosi,
(c) Joel
McCrea — Los Angeles, November 5, 1905;
\d)
— Boyle,
May Maureen
17, 1911. O'Sullivan
(2) Herewith
a listIreland,
cf Fay
WUnholy
ray's pictures
:
The
Wedding
March,
Garden, The Finger Points, The
The
Street of Sin, The Kiss, The Four Feathers,
Thunderbolt, Dirigible, Doctor X, The
Hounds of Zaroff, King Kong, One Sunday
Afternoon, The Bowery, Master of Men, and
Madame Spy.
Moonstruck (Huntington). — Write to
Bing Crosby c/o Paramount-Publix Studios,
Hollywood, California. It costs l$d. to
send a letter to America and takes ten days
for it to reach Hollywood and another ten
days for a reply to reach England.
Audrey (N.C). — (1) Herbert Marshall
was born on May 23, 1890 in London.
Married to Edna Best, has one baby daughter.
Address him c/o Paramount-Publix Studios,
Hollywood, California. (2) Write to both
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell c/o Fox
Studios, fornia.
Movietone
City, Westwood,
(3) Frank Lawton
will be 30Calion
September 30 next. Write to him c/o
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.12.
Veidt Fan. — Conrad Veidt was born in
Berlin on January 22, 1893. Pictures
include : The Cabinet of Dr. Caligan, Three
Waxworks, Lady Hamilton, Lucrezia Borgia,
Brothers Shillenburg, Prince Cuckoo, Henry
IV, The Student of Prague, The Belovtd
Rogue,Erik
The theManGreat,
Who TheLaughs,
A Man's
Past,
Last Company,
The Lottery Bride, Rasputin, Rome Express,
and The Wandering Jew.
Teddy (Pcrtishead). — (1) You can obtain
pictures (price 3d.) of Douglas Fairbanks,
jun., and Joel McCrea from The Picturegoer
Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre, London,
W.C.2. I do not know where you can
obtain photographs free of charge. (2)
Birthdays as follows : (a) Douglas Fairbanks,
jun.— New York, December 9, 1907; (6)
Joel McCrea — Los Angeles, November 5,
1905;
1908. (c) John Wayne — Winterset, Idaho,
Curious (Brentford). — Herewith the cast
of The Hate Ship : Vernon Wolfe — Jamison
Thomas; Sylvia Paget — Jean Colin; Count
Boris IvanofT — Henry Victor; Roger Peel —
Jack Raine; Capt. McDonnell — Randle
Ayrton, Lisette — Edna Davies; Colonel

Paget— Ivy Dawson; Countess Olga Karova
— Maris Minetti; Arthur WardeB — Carl
Harbord; Dr. Saunders — Allen Jeayes;
Nigel Menxie* — Charles Dormer; Rigby —
Syd Crossley; Bullock — Charles Emerald.
Jeanette Mac Donald and Jian Harlow
Fan (Ruthin). — (1) Jeanette MacDonald will
be 27 on June 18 next. Her films include
The Native,
Lave Parade,
King, Bride,
Let's
Go
Monte The
Carlo,Vagabond
The Lottery
Oh,
for
a
Man,
Armaht
lie's
Affairs,
One
Hour
With You, Love Me To-night, Merry Widow
(French version), The Cat and the Fiddle, and
My
Sal. Address
her c/o
Paramount-(2)
PublixGalStudios,
Hollywood,
California.
The cast of T7ie Love Parade : Count Alfred
— Maurice Chevalier; Queen Louise — Jeanette MacDonald; The Valet — Lupino Lane;
The Maid — Lillian Roth. (3) Write to Jean
Harlow c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Culver City, California. Jean was 22 on
March 3 last. Her pictures are The Saturday
Night
Kid,Six,Hell's
Angels,
Man,
The Secret
Enemies
of theThePubluIron, Goldic,
The Beast of the City, Platinum Blonde, The
Red-haired Woman, Red Dust, Hold Your
Man, Dinner at Eight, Blonde Bombshell
Hollywood Parly, and Living in a Big Way
(4) See " D.of B.,
particulars
Jan (London),"
Kiepura. on this page for
H. D. G. (Hessle).— (1) Address Sydney
Howard c/o The Stage Door, Aldwych
Theatre, Aldwych, London, W.C.2, and
Leslie Fuller c/o British International
Studios, Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts. (2)
Bobbie Howes has appeared in the films
Third Time Lucky, Lord Babs, and For the
Love of Mike.
Coward Fan (Leyland). — (1) Gertrude
Lawrence married Francis Gordon-Howley
(mar. dis.). Her pictures include The Battle
of Paris, Aren't We All, The Gay Lady, and
Lord
Ladies.film(2)is Ida
5 ft. 7 Camber's
in. tall. Latest
The Lupino
Search foris
Beauty, made since she arrived in Hollywood.
(3) Noel Coward
December
16, 1899.was bom at Teddington on
An Eddie Cantor Fan (Church Gresley).—
No, Ida Lupino did not appear in The Kid
from
— herewith
the —fullLyda
cast : Roberti;
Eddie —
EddieSpain
Cantor;
Rosalie
Ricardo — Robert Young; Anita — Ruth Hall;
Pancho — John Miljan; Alonzo Gomez —
Noah
— J. O'Connor;
Carrol Nash';
CrawfordBeery;
— RobertPedro
Emmet
Jose
— Stanley Fields; Gonzales — Paul Porcasi;
Dalmores — Julian Rivero; Martha Oliver —
Theresa Maxwell Conover; Dean — Walter
Walker; Red — Ben Hendricks, jun.; Sidney
Franklin
— Sidney Franklin; Chief Dancer —
Grace Poggi.
Film Struck Marjorie (Heysham). — (1)
Tommy Conlon will be 16 this year and Torn
Keene
Herewith
castLaurier;
of I'll
Stick to30.You (2)
— Adam
Tipperthe— Jay
Pauline Mason — Betty Astell; Mortimer
Moody — Ernest Sefton; Wilkins — Hal
Walters; Matthews
Eve Oglethorpe
-Annie Esmond;
Ronnie
— Louis — Hayward;
Millie
Wiggins
—
Mary
Gaskell;
Pilgrim
— Charles
Childerstone. (3) I should not advise
you
to send your autograph album through the
post. You can write to Leon Janney c/o
Warner Brothers Studios, Burbank, California and ask him if he would send you his
autograph, then you could paste it in your
book when you receive it.
A Madge Evans Fan (Fountains).- — (1)
Herewith
a list of Classmates,
Madge Evans'Heartbreak,
pictures :
Sudden Riches,
Sporting Blood, West of Broadway, Son of
India, Guilty Hands, Lovers Courageous, The
Impossible Lover, Are you Listening t The
Greeks Had a Word for Them, Hell Below,
Beauty for Sale, Ring up the Curtain, Dinner
at Eight, and Fugitive Lovers. (2) Herewith
the casts ycu require : (a) Are You Listening? :Bill Grimes — William Haines; Laura
— Madge Evans; Sally — Anita Page; Alice
— Karen Morley; Clayton — Neil Hamilton;
Larry — Wallace Ford; George Warner —
Jean Hersholt; Honey — Joan Marsh; Russell
— John Miljan; Carson — Murray Kinnell;
Mrs. Peters — Ethel Griffies. (6) Son of
India : Karim — Ramon Novarro; William
Darsay— Conrad Nagel; Mrs. Darsay —
Marjorie Rambeau; Janice — Madge Evans;
Dr. Wallace — C. Aubrey Smith; Hamid —
Mitchell Lewis; Juegat- — John Miljan; Rao
Rama — Nigel de Brullier. (c) Beauty for
Sale : Letty — Madge Evans; Mrs. Sherwood
— Alice Brady; Sherwood — Otto Kruger;
Carol — Una Merkel; Mrs. Merrick — May
Robson; Burt Barton — Phillips Holmes;
Bill — Eddie Nuuent; Madame Sonia —
Hed la Hopper ; Jane — Florine McKinney;
Hortense — Isobel Jewell; Mrs. Lawson —
Louise Carter ; Robert Abbott — John Rcche ;
Gordon — Charles Grapewin. (3) Madge
Evans was born on July 1, 1909 in New
York. Unmarried; golden hair; grey-blue
eyes. Write to her c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California.
A Phil Harris Fan.— Write to Phil
Harris c/o Radio Studios, 780 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California. He has not appeared
on the screen since Melody Cruise.
(Cornwall).
— -You
see
AnnDvorak
DvorakFanagain
scon, for
she will
appears
opposite Maurice Chevalier in his new film
The Way to Love. Other films include :
Scarf ace. Sky Devils, The Crowd Roars, Love
is a Racket, The Strange Case of Molly
Louvain, Stranger in Town, The Crooner,
Three on a Match, College Coach, and
Wonder Bar.
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Anxious (Bombay 2). — No. Maurice
Chevalier has not any children. Chevalier
is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer <tar now; his
first film for this company will be The Merry
Widow.
Film Fan (Cheshire). — Con<tance Cummings was bom on May 15, 1910, at Seattle.
Washington; she is 5 ft. 4 in. tall and has
blue eyes and b:own hair. Her dims include
The Criminal Code, The Last Parade, Lover
Come Back, The Big Timer, Behind the Mask.
The Guilty Generation, The Lost Man, Movie
Crazy, Attorney for the Defence, Invisible
Power,
Thru'toa herKeyhole,
and
Trouble Broadway
Shooter. Write
c/o United
Artists Studio, 1,041 N. Foimosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
A. V. (Cromei).- — Paul Gregory took the
part of Wanenis in the film Whoopee. Your
kin rm a couplet has been forwarded to the
correct department.
M. ofN. the(Staffs).—
Herewithof
theA.cast
silent version
/
Sorrell and Son : Stephen Sorrel I
— H. B. Warner; Dora Sorrell
— Anna Q. Nilsson ; Christopher
Sorrell — Nils Asther ; Christopher, as a child — Micky
McBan;Joyce
Fanny; Florence
Garland —
Alice
Palfrey — Carmel
Myers;
Sgt.-Major
—
Louis Wolheim;BuckDr.
Orange
Allister —; Paul
Molly M.
Roland — M a ry
Nolan.

■

Adrienne Ames was born at Fort Worth, Texas. Birthday, August 3; 5/r. 5 in.
tall; dark brown hair; blue eyes; married (1) Stephen Ames, (2) Bruce Cabot.
Pictures include " 24 Hours," " The Road to Reno," " Two Kinds of Women,"
" Sinners in the Sun," " Guilty as Charged," " A Bedtime Story," " Disgraced,"
and " The Avenger." Address herCalifornia,
jo Paramount-Publix Studios, Hollywood,
The Chamberlain — Ernest Rhesiger;
JOHN (Newcastle).
(1) Write
to David
Manners
c/o United — Artists
Studios,
1041
Offenbach mental
— Julius
Falkenstein;
The RegiDoctor — Huntley
Wright;
The
North Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, CaliHospital Orderly — Reginald Smith; Marifornia.
New
pictures
include:
The
Devil's
in
Love, Torch Singer, and Roman Scandals.
a
n
e
—
Ruth
Maitland;
Etienne—
-O.
B.
(2) Frank Lawton is not married. (3) Clarance.
John
Wayne
was
bom
at
Winterset,
Idaho;
Lillian
Harvey
Fan
(Paris).
—
I
regret
6 ft. 2 in. tall; dark brown hair; grey eyes.
I do not know the general release dates for
Films include : The Big Trail, Girls Demand
American films showing in France. Perhaps
Excitement, Three Girls Lost, Arizona, Men your
local kinema manager will be able to
Are Like That, Range Feud, Make of Men,
you the information you require.
Ride Him — Cowboy, Texas Cyclone, and The giveMackaill
Fan. — (1) Dorothy Mackaill
Big Stampede.. Address him c/o Columbia
was 29 on March 4. (2) Casts : (a) This
Studios, 1438 Gower Street, Hollywood,
California.
Reckless
Age,
Bradley
Ingels —Bennett;
Charles Rogers
Donald Ingals — Richard
Mary
D.
M.
(Oldbury).
—
Ralph
Forbes
was
bom
Burke
—
Peggy
Shannon
;
Goliath
Whitney — ■
on September 30, 1905, in London; 5 ft. Charles Ruggles; Lois Ingals— Frances
Dee;
11 in. tall; fair hair; blue eyes; married
Frances Starr; Rhoda —
Ruth Chatterton (mar. dis.); educated Eunice Ingals—
Eburne; Pig Van Dyke — Allen
Denstone College, Staffs. He appeared in Maude
Matthew Daggett — David Landau;
both Christopher Strong and Pleasure Cruise, Vincent;
Lester Bell — Reginald Barlow. (b) Their
he is fair not dark.
Mad Moment, Esteban — Warner Baxter;
— Dorothy Mackaill; Miss Dibbs —
A. M.directed
E. (Liverpool
13). —the(1) White
Gregory
La Emily
Zasu Pitts; Suzanne — Nella Walker; Sir
Cava
Gabriel Over
House.
Harry
— Lawrence Grant; La Mere — Nance
(2)
role Much
of " Inspector
O'Brien"
in He O'Neill;
Stancia — Mary Doran; Narcio —
KnewThe Too
was played
by Preston
Foster. (3) Louis Calhern took the part of Leon Janney.
Maurice
Chevalier Fan (Folkestone). —
"Dick Bolton" in George Raft's picture
(1) Write to Maurice Chevalier c/o MetroNight After Night.
Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culverare City,
Interested (Birmingham). — Thank you California. His two
latest films
The
for your good wishes. Robert Young is a Way to Love and The Merry Widow. I
native of Chicago and will be 27 this year.
he will send you a signed photograph
Married to Elizabeth Henderson; 6 ft. tall; expect
himself if you ask him nicely, although
dark eyes and hair. Pictures include : of
there
may
be seme small fee for the photoLullaby, The Wet Parade, New Mcrals for
graph and postage. (2) Herewith the cast of
Old,
The
Kid
from
Spain,
To-day
We
Live,
A
Bedtime
Story
: Rene — Maurice Chevalier;
Hell Below, Tugboat Annie, Saturday
Sally — Helen Twelvetrees; Victor — Edward
Millions, The Right to Romance, and Trigger. Everett
Horton; Paulette — Adrienne Ames;
" Monsieur Baby" — Baby Le Roy; Max —
B. R.appeared
(London).—
Muller
hasJ. not
in any (1)
filmsRenate
recently.
(2) Earle Fox; Gabrielle — Leah Ray; Suzanne —
Louise — Gertrude Michael;
Nancy
the part
of " Lamentina"
in
the Brown
screen plays
version
of Red
Wagon. (3) Betty Lorraine;
— Ernest Wood; The General —
Addresses as follows : (a) Dorothy Hyson Robert
Reginald
Mason;
Police Agent — Henry
Kolker.
c/o Gaumcnt British Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.12. (b) Anne
Irish
M.B.R.
(Harpenden).
— (1) Addresses
Grey c/o Sound City Studios, Shepperton,
as follows : Joan Crawford, c/o MetroMiddlesex;
(c)
Joan
Crawford
c/o
MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culver City,
Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cali- California; Pat O'Brien, c/o Warner
fornia.
Studios, Burbank, California; BettyBrothers
Stockfeld, c/o Twickenham Studios, St. MarMickey
realEnid
name (Fishponds).
is Joe Yule,— jun.,
he wasMcGuire's
born at
garets, Twickenham, Middlesex. (2) Lon
Brooklyn
on eyes.
September 23, 1921. Black Chaney is dead.
hair
and blue
A Lover of Helen Hayes (Essex). —
Nordil. — Herewith the casts you require : (1) A centre spread of The White Sister
(1) Waltz Time : Rosalinde— Evelyn Laye;
appeared
in the May 12, 1933, issue of The
Eisenstein — Fritz Schultz; Adele — Gina Picturegoer.
(2) Helen Hayes was bom on
Malo; Frosch — Jay Laurier; Alfred — Parry October 10, 1902, at Washington, U.S.A.;
5
ft.
1
in.
tall;
fair hair; blue eyes; married
Jones;
Counsellor
Ivor Barnard;
Meyer-Falke,
— D. A."The
ClarkeBat!"
Smith;—
to Charles MacArthur; one little daughter.
Pictures include : The Lullaby, Arrowsmith,
Judge Bauer — Edmund Breon; Orlovsky —
George Baker; Fiacre Driver — Frank Titter- Farewell to Arms, The White Sister, Son —
Daughter, Night Flight, Another Language,
ton. (2) The Only Girl : The Empress —
and What Every Woman Knows. We will
Mady Christians, The Duke — Charles
be pleased to do our best to reply to your
Boyer; Juliette — Lilian Harvey; Didier —
Maurice Evans; Arabella — Friedel Schuster;
questions next time you write.
33
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Dancing all the evening in warm,
crowded ballrooms, your complexion will still bring you compliments iyou
f
use Icilma Vanishing
Cream before you "make up."
Not only does this cream make
powder cling evenly, but the
natural spring water — from the
Icilma Spring — which it contains
tones up the skin and keeps it
smooth and healthy. Buy a jar of
Icilma next time you are in the
chemist's!
VALUABLE BEAUTY OUTFIT
For a complete trial Beauty Outfit containing
tidies of
Icilma two
Vanishing,
anil
Cold
Creams,
Iw.xes Flesb-T'lHttd
of Icilma Face
Ponder (Nature/It and Kac/jel), a full- sky
3d. Icilma Shampoo, and a full-size 3d.
Icilma Hair Pan der (or dry slmmpoo, send
6d. in stamps to Icilma {Dept. 29 F ),
45 Kins>' s Road, London, JV.IC.t. Your
em-elope must be sealed and bear a \\d.
stamp. Tbis offer does not apply to the
Irish Free State.

VANISHING
Vanishing Cream
Tubes, 6d.
Jars, 9o\ 1/3
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CREAM
Flesh-Tinted Cream
6d.
I/- 1/9
Cold Cream
6d., 1/3

Anne
VW HATEVER
your query,
whether it belongs
to the beauty
or the
domestic
category,
I am delighted to
answer it. Please
enclose a stamped
addressed envelope
for a postal reply.
I can give you more
space
letter
than canin bea spared
in this column.

about foods that
contain a suffied
ciency of vitaekminwe C,talkthe
ASimTportwe
ant of all the
moLst
ns
n
know vitami if a beautiful clear
complexion is to be achieved.
This week I want to write of a
balanced diet — that is, a diet so well
arranged and proportioned that it
keeps you in good health and your
brain functioning as brightly as can
be. For, believe me, sluggish bodies
result in slow mental powers and
muddled thinking.
Under-eating is as bad as overeating. To eat less than is actually
required means that the body must
draw on its reserves to maintain
heat and energy and so you lose
weight. To eat more than is necessary means that the excess must
be stored up, and so you grow
fat.Meals should be balanced so that
each day the body is supplied with
just as much of the various elements
as it actually needs and no more.
Proper Balance
First of all, you need proteins. They
provide energy, growth, repair.
These are contained in meat, milk,
cheese, eggs, fish, of animal origin; in
bread, potatoes, and cereals, of vegetable
origin. Most women err in consuming
far too much meat. The average girl
or woman does not need more than
four medium-sized meat meals per
week. If she suffers from faulty elimination, she should cut it down to three.
For the other meals a variety of dishes
can be made from eggs, cheese, and
fish.
Then you need starch, which you may
take in the form of potatoes, macaroni,
spaghetti, baked beans. You must have
raw vegetables, such as lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, celery, steamed green
vegetables,
rawweek;
fruit, and,
such lastly,
as we
talked aboutandlast
milk, wholemeal bread, and butter.
It is not difficult to plan three meals
a day from the foregoing, allowing one
protein dish, one starchy dish, one of
raw vegetables, and one of raw fruit.
Add your bread and butter and, if you
can take it, a pint of milk a day. If
not a pint, then such quantity as you
can conveniently consume.
Tea and coffee should be taken in
strict moderation if you value your
complexion. It is far better to quench
thirst with copious draughts of water.
Even though you may not feel thirsty,
see that you take a sufficiency of cold
water between meals. The best authorities have it that we need three pints a
day, but certainly we should consume
not less than two pints.
Not Too Much Sugar

have a
you honey.
sugar it; ifwith
withsatisfy
sparing
Besweet
tooth,
Avoid fried foods, too many pastries,
and highly seasoned dishes. Take
vegetable soups, meat simply prepared,
steamed and grilled fish, steamed
vegetables, fruit, both raw and cooked,

The cold-cream brush for applying
cleansing cream and stimulating the
skin at the same time is part of
Florine Mckinney's make - up
equipment.
though not too much sweetened, and
preferably without pastry.
Take to this simple living for a few
months,prised and
you will
agreeably
at the clear
skin,bebright
eyes, surand
glossy
alive
hair
that
will
result.
Alcohol tends to coarsen the skin, and
at risk of seeming a killjoy, I would
say that cocktails are best avoided.
Faulty elimination is one of the chief
enemies of a good complexion. But
it is no way to a cure to dose yourself
indiscriminately with drugs. They serve
their purpose for a time, then cease to
have any effect. After that you go
through a similar routine with some
other
It isdrug.
best overcome by dieting. Take
foods containing plenty of roughage,
such as wholemeal bread and flour,
salads, and fruits. Take a good walk
every day and practise some exercises
which are designed to overcome this
trouble. Sip a glass of hot water the
first thing in the morning and the last
thing
at night.
Regular
meals should be the order of
the day. I know it is sometimes difficult
for business girls and the busy mothers
of families to take their meals by the
clock. But it is so important that the
whole of life should be a perfectly
rhythmical round of eating, resting, and
activity. Nothing is worse than irregutimes. and keep to it.
Makelarity inamealtime-table
But see that the last meal is taken at
least two hours before going to bed.
Answers to Correspondents
Sarah. — A balanced diet, such as M
described above, will help to improve your
complexion. To gain weight, eat freeiy ot
butter, cheese, nuts, honey, eggs, herrings,
salmon,
milk. sardines, and sprats. Drink plenty of
Kay. — Send a stamped addressed envelope
for the name of a special treatment.
Leah Carey. — It is impossible to tell you
in so small a space "all I know about face
Fat Bess. — Your query is too long for
reply in this column. A vinegar rinse is for
brown hair.
B. Gray (Carlisle). —Treat the red nose by
lifting."
rubbing in a little zinc ointment every night.
lotion.
In the morning mop it over with calamine
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MAXALDING
BUILT!

Always
wear a
• Lad ye Helmet
Jayne "
Slumber

■
GREY

HAIRS

ADD YEARS TO YOUR APPEARANCE.
Maybe your hair is faded — out of
condition — possibly a few stray grey
hairs mar the beauty of its youth. Call
in the aid of EVAN WILLIAMS'
TUNISIAN HENNA, it will overcome
this handicap effectively and safely.
•

SEND A CLIPPING
OF YOUR
GREY HAIR

and we will show you how perfectly
the natural shade can be restored.
EVAN

WILLIAMS
CO. LTD.
Dept. P.W., 14, UNION STREET, LONDON, W.I.

duringafter
sleep,
and sec.
es| fit
I II1'^' *peclally
a wave
lc w lteep your hjir contin"
j
/"filA^
IjLtnJ**^
ually°' inyour
goodwaves.
trim
and
preserve
IIjK/^^
J
to a tneregistered
design,
it fitsFaultlessly
perfectly
and
Iel
cut
w
keeps the waves genrly but firmly in position.
IT MUST
BE A "LADYE JAYNE."
Always took for the 0 Many charming designs from
I/- toStores
6 6 (including
From Hairdressers
Tob marked — "Ladye and
Harrods,
layne " Refd. Design Selfridges and Boots Ltd.)
EAR A

M>4***"J

SLUMBER HELMET
Jayne
e
WEAR
BELT
Ladvthis
and
keep
SLIM
AVOID
etc., Refor
reducingdoubtful
weight.medicines,
Wear thepills,
Beasley
ducing-Belt-Supporter, and get slim quickly
and safely. Slips over hips, instantly adjusting
itself to your figure. No straps, lacing or fasteners.MEN
Excellent OR
as a general
purpose belt for
WOMEN,
this garment Is made from strong woven Elastic
webbing. Women's model has four suspenders.
S£-4/ll
5/11
Add 2/- for sizes 38 ins. to 44 ins. waist.
Super
Quality 8/1 Id. Fine Silk Elastic 14 ins. deep,
12/1
Id.
O.S.
3/extra.
f«it(i«iiilnWeltU.oin.
Belt exehanaei or money refunded if not approved. Send
BEASLEY
BELT
Dept. 405
26, CHARING
RD„Men LONDON
W.C.2.
Write for freeCROSS
liet of oeUt for
and Women.
Burtical Belu unpplkd through Approved Societies.
Myrtie— Alluring — Bewitching
LOVE DROPS
A scent ment,toso that
enfoldyouyoumovein a wrapped
cloak of allurein the
very
seduction
of
the
East
— mysterious,
captivating,
enchanting—
enslaving
the
hearts
of
rich
and
poor.
Art Phials, carefully and plainly packed,
with full instructions. Post free 1/9.
Double size 2/11. Four times size 4 11.
Dept. D/I. EASTERN ESSENCES CO.,
235, Regent Street, London, W 1
What

Every
single thing
the beauty -shop
manicurist uses,
comes In this handy box
— and It costs 6d. t Try A ma ml
Manicure necessities this way.
Other
Manicure
1/3 & 3/6
OtuinmUt from
«R clfmUtM mn*Sets
hmirdrmtrt

AMAMI

British -made

MANICURE

Mr. A. J. Witt U a young Englishman who began Maxalding as
a youth. He Is not yet 21 years
of age but has already passed
the 45 'Inch expanded chest
measurement,
Is still
Improving. The and
accompanying
illustration
Is
from
an
touched photograph takenunre-at
the end of December 1933.
A YOUTH, aged 16 years S months,
wrote
"Dear onMr.January
Soldo, 31), 1934 :

Made

His

Hair
Grow?
Read His Letter for the Answer
" Two years ago I was bald
all over the top of my head.
" I telt ashamed for people
to see my head. 1 tried
different preparations, but
they did no good. I remained
bald, until I used Kotalko.
" New hair came almost
immediately and kept on
growing. In a short time I
had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever
since — and no return of
This verified statement is
by
Mr. H. A. Wild. He is but
baldness."
one
of the big legion of users of
KOTALKO who voluntarily attest it has stopped falling hair,
eliminated dandruff, or aided new, luxuriant hair growth.
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors and all
Chemists and Stores: per box 5/- and \2jtd. Kotalko Soap l/6</.
Send or Copy the Coupon
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.
9 Percy Street, (104AE) London. W.l.
Please send me, post paid, Testing Package of KOTALKO and
KOTALKO
in stamps. Soap, with directions, for which I enclose 3d.
NAME
ADDRESS .

"I have mastered all the exercises
of my ablefirst
lesson.
There onarethenoticeincreases
back
and arms.
Theof muscle
neck seems
thicker
and stronger.
"Mr HEIGHT HAS
INCREASED

ABOUT

Testimonial guaranteed unsolicited
and
to thisverbatim
paper. under forfeit of £50
INCHES."
IMPORTANT 4 NOTICE
Every inquirer for details of Maxalding is responded to
personally in a plain, closed cover. The postage requested is
used for this purpose and not for sending out a series of stereotyped letters.asNoMaxalding
"follow-on"
of anyof kind
are used,
for, wonderful
is, theletters
real value
the treatment
lies in its application to individual requirements. A little
indulgence is, therefore, requested to my response, which will
be personal and sent under conditions of strict privacy.
December 6, 1933.
A. M. Saldo.
A 20,000-words Illustrated Treatise explanatory of Maxalding
will be sent on receipt of your name, address, age, and
occupation. You will learn why you can cure yourself of
any functional disorder and secure a physique comparable to
the many thousands of Maxaldites all over the world.
2d. stamp for postage appreciated.
A. J. Witt, Esq.

MAXALDING

(Dept. 777)

14, Cursitor St., London, E.C.4
THIS WEEK'S
OF 1HEWINNER
COLREX
s FASCINATION PRIZE 0
Miss D-C'HYDl
ol I I \\ll\GIO\ M>\

YOU

may

MM

win
next
Prize
in
the Colrex
Fascinationweek's
Contest for attractive
girls.
Send us your photo together with a seal from a tablet
of Colrex Beauty Soap. Weekly prize is handsome
mounted enlargement of photo submitted and right
to enter for Grand Final Prize to be announced shortly.
Entryphotograph
implies permission
to reproduce
name
and
in PICTUREGOER
and winner's
other journals.
Watch Daily Sketch each Friday for winners.
npHE secret of Colrex Beauty Soap is Activated
-*■ Colloidal Sulphur (" Sulfhaze ") which is 1,200 times
finer than ordinary sulphur, but there is no secret of
what Colrex does for your complexion. The extremely
fine active particles penetrate the skin, preventing the
formation of blackheads, pimples, or other skin
blemishes. Scores of girls are " discovering " this new
Beauty Soap each week.
Delicately perfumed, 8d. per tablet.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL CHEMISTS and STORES.
In case of difficulty, send &d. in stamps to address belo
Address : "Comp. C.6," Colrex Products (Great Britain). Ltd.,
92 L'pper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
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LADIES

3

FREE
GIFTS
FOR ALL WHO
DESIRE

Beautiful
SPECIAL
Hair

OFFER

Growing-Hair

TO

TEST

1

Hair
THE

WONDERFUL

Restoring-Hair

Beautifying

42 Albemarle Strut, Londtn, W.
Dear Sirs, — No style of hairdressing can be a success
uithout superbly healthy hair. Especially is this so
withisregard
as
shown.to aI prise
alwayswinning
advisehair-dressing
ladies to usestylethesuchso
wonderful "Harlene." If nun, too, would only use
"Harlene" they would not be worried by baldness and
thinning hair.
T. Renato.

"Harlene
- Hair
- Drill"
" I am always being complimented on my beautiful hair," writes Miss
Rosalind Snow, the beautiful model of the Famous Hairdressing Expert,
(5) 'HARLENE' CAMOMILE
Renato. " My secret is ' Harlene ' and the regular practice of ' HarleneGOLDEN
HAIR WASH
Hair-Drill.' "
Every lady with fair hair should try the
Every lady reader of this paper to-day is fortunate in learning the Hair
Beauty Secret of Miss Rosalind Snow. They are doubly fortunate in being Golden
Beautifying
Camomile
Hair power
Wash. ofIt"HARLENE"
develops and revives
the
invited to test the wonderful powers of " Harlene-Hair-Drill " Free of beauty of Blonde Hair and imparts a Glorious
Charge. Just choose which 3 1 4 Harlene ' ' Preparations you would like Light-Gold "Sunshine" Touch to Hair that has
from the list below and send the Coupon without delay. Then you can test become dull and lost its tone. Price 1/3, 3/- and
how, in just 2 minutes a day, your hair can be made Thickly Luxuriant and
of a Beautiful Texture.
5/- per bottle.
HAIR GROWER
(6) 'ASTOL' HAIR COLOUR
AND TONIC
RESTORER
(2) ' CREMEX ' SHAMPOO
(D 'HARLENE'
Your
first
shampoo
with
CREMEX
is
an
For asnearly
50 yearsHair
' ' Harlene
has held
If your Hair is Grey, going Grey, or discoloured
place
the greatest
Grower ' ' and
Hair pride
Beautyof experience to be remembered. It's generous
should use "Astol," which will quickly
dainty perfumed creamy lather is delightfully you
Promoter. To-day it is more popular than ever.
restore it to a Youthful Colour — making you
" Harlene" is the true liquid food for the hair refreshing and super-cleansing. It frees the look years vounger. Price 3/- and 5/- per
from every trace of Scurf and Dandruff and bottle. POPULAR SIZE 1/9.
—shaft.
the "champagne-like"
reviver
every
hair hair
is most beneficial to the scalp. A FREE
Every hair root, every
tinyof hair
follicle,
comes under its restoring, revivifying power.
Burnishing Rinse is included with each sachet.
Lank, Lifeless, Lustreless Hair becomes Price 1/6 per box of 7 shampoos. (Single
Virile and Lustrous.
sachets 3d. each).
(7) ' HARLENE ' HAIR CREAM
Brittle, splitting, ' ' Rough ' ' Hair takes
Something new for MEN. A combined
on a glorious soft and silken texture.
Dressing and Tonic. Improves the condition
Hair stops Falling and Thin, Straggly
appearance of the hair, keeps it well groomed
Locks grow thickly luxuriant and unbeliev- (3) 'UZON' BRILLIANTINE and
ably attractive.
" Uzon" gives just that final touch of distinc- and in position all day. Every man should try
at once. i/'Vi and 2/- per bottle.
tion to the coiffure. It's dainty and discreet it
Take care of your children's Hair! "Har- perfume
is subtly alluring. This highly refined POPULAR SIZE 7ytd.
lene"
preserves,
strengthens
brilliantine gives a glossy appearance to the
and invigorates it.
hair, and is equally suitable for both ladies and
—SAMPLE
COUPON—
TO MEN
On receipt of this Coupon (Postage 1 Y^d.)
gentlemen. Invaluable to those with over-dry
Baldness, Thinning
scalp. In Liquid or Solidified form, 1/1% an^
and fourpence in stamps to cover postage
at the Temples, Im2/9 per bottle, or 1/3 per tin.
poverished Hair, etc.,
and
set ofa Manual
any 3 " ofHarlene-HairDrill packing,
" Samples a and
Instructions
make you look Old
will be sent to any address in the United
and Careworn. Mass(4) 'HARLENE'
WAVE
Kingdom. Attach Coupon to a plain sheet
age "Harlene" into
■SETTING LOTION
your scalp for TWO
of
yourrequired.
name and address and
statepaper
whichbearing
numbers
MINUTES a day— the
EDWARDS HARLENE, LTD.
difference in seven days
Keeps the Hair in wave for long periods, and
will amaze you ! All
makes the waves deep and entrancingly beautiful.
(H.984), 20/26London,
Lamb's W.G.
Conduit Street,
Chemists, price 1/1%.
Saves
£££'s on
Hair Waving
Bills
! Price 1/3
per
bottle.
POPULAR
SIZE
7
ytd.
2/9, and 4/9 per bottle.
"Harlene" Preparations are obtainable from all Chemists and Stores or direct on receipt of price, Post Free within the British Isles
Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietori, Odhams Press. Ltd., Long Acre, London, W.C.2, England. Registered at the G.P.O. aa a Newspaper. Post
A41
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum. 6s. 6d. for six months, 3s. 3d. for three months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Ltd., also
la:
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CE

THE

THE

STARS

EIOQOOO
GEORGE
LEW

RECORD
KATHARINE

ARLISS

AYRES

WALLACE
JACK

BOBBY
BEERY

JACK

BUCHANAN

ALFRED

BURDON

JACKIE

COOPER

CICELY

COURTNEIDGE

MARIE
GRACIE
JANET
JEAN

*

HOWES
HULBERT

CHARLES

LAUGHTON

LAUREL

AND

EVELYN
STANLEY

FIELDS

FREDRIC

MAE

LESLIE HENSON

LUPINO
MARCH

NORMA

HARLOW

HARDY

LAYE

DRESSLER

GAYNOR

HEPBURN

SHEARER

WEST

DIANA

WYNYARD

24 Film Stars on a
Double-sided Record
MADE

AT H.M.V.,
HAYES

REGAL-ZONOPHONE
RECORD

Proceeds in aid of the
I

I '6
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent Fund

ON
■

I

SALE

AT

CINEMA

YOUR
OR

LOCAL

FROM

MR. JEFFREY BERNERD, Hon. Secretary, Cinematograph Trade
Benevolent Fund, Film House, Wardour Street, London. W.I

V
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HIGH

Ill four charming
shades : Natnrelk,
Crewe {Rachel ),
Rose'e, Brunette
6d., I/-, 1/3

Face

Powder

speak of dress

you'll hear of corot too.
and the reason is easily found
in the amazingly complete
dress service that corot
offers to the smart woman,
an appreciation of design
coupled with a high regard
for good workmanship and a
personal
client. . .interest
. these in
are each
the
factors in the success of this
famous dress house, while
coupled with these is the very /
practical policy of payment
by one
instalments,
i\ pay
a visit
tr theforlondon
show-rooms
. .day
or write
their
I illustrated fashion guide and lull
' ' details of this instalment plan.
"even money "
N: "good
a smartly
ored suit intail-a
an
unlined
coat
in a novelty tweed mixture
woollen
weave,
beginning"
has shoulder
untrimmed
with weave usual
stitching on
back and collar. epaulettes.
4 gns. monthly
3 gns. monthly
cash
9/- cash 12/"

ROAD

—to
loveliness
The flower-like perfume of Icilma Face Powder is only one of many
reasons why you should use it. It clings faithfully and evenly, looking
as much a part of you as your skin. And being incomparably fine
and delicate — nine times sifted through silk — it cannot clog the pores.
Take your choice from the four different shades of Icilma Face Powder
— or write for the free samples.
For a complete trial Beauty Outfit containing twn boxes of Icilma Face Powder (Naturelle
and Rachel), tubes of Icilma Vanishing, Flesh-Tinted and Cold Creams, a full-size 3d.
Icilma Shampoo, and a full-size yd, Icilma Hair Powder for dry shampoo, send M. in
stamps and
to Icilma
Road, does
London,
N.W.i.to Ynur
envelope
sealed
bear a(Dept.29H),
1 Jd. stamp.45 King's
This offer
not apply
the Irish
Free must
State.be

women

coro

1

(dept. p.g.239)
33 old bond
st.
london, w.l
regent 0234
..............................post this coupon to corot to-day-—— —
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l.
ft*QQ please send corot spring fashion guide and ftill particulars
name
address

VIOLENT
ACID

PAINS

FROM

CHOOSE

YOUR

STYLE

STOMACH

—

Cured by Hospital Formula
For eighteen months this man was a martyr to acid
stomach — suffered such violent pain that his poor
stomach
Even and
six months'
treatmentseemed
faileddistorted.
to cure him
he lost hospital
weight
rapidly. He says :— ■
" For the past eighteen months I have been a
martyr to acid stomach. My stomach seemed distorted. When I ate I suffered violent pain and I was
losing weight. As a last resource I decided to give
your Maclean Brand Stomach Powder a trial. I
intend now to keep it always handy, as I am convinced
it neutralises excess acid. I have gained 9 lbs. in
weight since taking yourMr. powder."
C. G. S
, St. Neots.
If you suffer from acid stomach go to your chemist
and get a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder.
It is made from the famous hospital formula which is
used by doctors everywhere. But be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder, with the signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
It iscartons,
not soldof loose,
in 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- bottles
in
Powderbutoronly
Tablets.
...to wipe away
UNWANTED
HAIR
The latest discovery of science. A perfumed toilet cream which ends superfluous hair in three minutes.
Razors only make the hair grow faster.
The old-fashioned depilatories are evilsmelling and dangerous. This new beauty
cream, called New Veet, makes the hair
simply fall away. You just apply it from
the tube and then wash off with water.
Leaves the skin soft, smooth and white
without a trace of hair. No ugly dark
patch like the razor leaves because the
hair is removed below the skin surface.
New Veet is just like a sweet scented
face cream, and as easy and pleasant
to use. At all chemists and hairdressers,
6d. and 1/6.

p.g.239

Stifeyuaid,

Select your style and colour from this booklet and mark all
your linen with your name — tastefully woven on fine cambric
tape
willthenotriskharm
delicate fabric.
Namesthatlessen
of losstheandmost
confusion.
1 here are Cash's
many
styles and colours from which to choose. Send coupon below.

Magnetic, Alluring
EYES
m * sHI^^H^Hi I niy
A wonderful
which-quarter?
made
^^^^^^^^m.
eyelashes new
grow discovery
nearly three
of an inch ! Has given hundreds of women
Mm, Stcbbitto't Lovely Ey t long, dark, thick, luxurious eyelashes.
guaranteed
other preparations. Brings alluring,Rapid,
upcurling
lashes in harmless,
a month. unlike
Completeal •
outfit, 3/6. Includes FREE, my famous Beauty Eye-drill Movements
sold
at
3/6,
adopted
by
famous
film
stars.
Write
—
Mrs.
Lionel
Stebbini:
Dept. P.O., 28 Dean Road, London. N.W.2.

CLEANSING
6TISSUE
CREAMS
tOlEWISTS MAIBOBf55HlS
AND 5TO0ES

and

126 doz.
doz. 5/3/9
3 doz. 2/9
From all Drapers
and Outfitters.
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

NAMES

To J. & J. GASH, Ltd. (Dept. N.K.9), Coventry
Please send me FREE COPY of your booklet
" Safety First with Cash's Names."
Name
_
Address

I
|
j
|
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at

think

your

of

fingers

your

throat

trap*

tobacco

The

cause

of

tobacco

tar!

throat.

The

traps the one
You

that stain is the

Protect

your

fingers and

filter tip of a du
cause of burning,

enjoy the true Virginia

full and fragrant.

Maurier

of your
you

cough —

protect

your

traps tobacco

tar —

When even the choicest tobacco is burned,
tobacco tar is formed. It is tobacco tar,
not nicotine, tshich stains the fingers
and irritates the throat.
Nicotine is colourless, volatile, nonirritant — but tobacco lar is dark brown,
M-nii-Holid. hot and arrid.
The filter tip is so constructed that it
traps tobacco tar and other irri:ants,
t't miohing.
and
so increases the pleasure and charm

of dryness and of hoarseness
flavour— cool

Nicotine,

Rich, round flavour . . yes.

cause

tar

the charmer

and

. . yes.

But a stain for your

fingers, an irritant for your

sensitive

throat —

definitely no.
C

Have

should

du

you

tasted

be— free from

rare Virginia

as it really

tobacco tar?

MAURIER
cigarettes

4

with

the

exclusive

filter

tip

JEANETTE
MACDONALD
Who, after all, has
won the rdle opposite
Maurice Chevalier
in " The Merry
Widow." Jeanette
started in the chorus
of revue and graduated to films via
musical comedy.
Born in Philadelphia, June 18, 1907;
fair hair, blue-green
eyes. Miss Macdonald is one of the
most familiar on the
Beverly Hills bridle
paths — and she rides
side-saddle. She is
seen here with
Ghibot Chief, her

it
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DRINK

BETTER

CHOCOLATE

In less than Jive minutes you
Cadburys 'Cup' Chocolate —

can make yourself a brew

the same

brew that made

drinking fashionable in this country ! And

of

chocolate-

as you enjoy its bland

and heartening goodness , you will say that here, made by your own
hands, is a cup of chocolate as good as any you have ever drunk
on the Continent.

C

A

II

IK U

It

V

ft

hoc

01.

\

THIS

COUPON

in unsealed envelope (postage \d.) to Gift Dept.

Cadbury, Bournville. for free sample of Cadburys 'Cup' Chocolate.

(Ul ■ » «
T

<

j POST

Name.

ri:

! Mi""

115.C.
10-3-34

This °R 'er afpli" 10 the wm^Mw^
In \lb. and ilb. tins. g\d. and i/6
Special Cup Chocolate Services in the famous Spode
Blue Italian Ware (as illustrated) can be obtained from all china stores
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Fancy-Dress
BALL

.

.

.

A headache for somebody — The
boosting of Brisson — How Mae
West helps — Laughton's "Scarlet Pimpernel" — and his disputed
claim to genius — -Lee Tracy
signed up again.
boom oipsistnfaugsmte
evel co
dE
THinto the
f
st
gereenate coyrcyl,e
hist ers
in scr
and unless produc
,
nd
are careful filmla 's
big fancy-dress ball will leave the industry
with the biggest headache it has had since
the "musical" market collapsed in the early
days of sound.
I seriously doubt even now if the vogue
will survive the number of films already
scheduled. Almost every other major production announced falls into the categories
of historical drama, period drama, or biography.
Somebody is going to be left holding a nice
antique bag.

Mae gives Brisson a Boost
When the Paramount publicity department
quotas Mae West as describing Carl Brisson
as her "ideal man," the studio's announced
intention to make the Danish -matinee idol a
major star must be regarded seriously.
Seemingly gratuitous, but much ballyhooed
bouquets to her young actors from the queen of
the same lot are always an infallible sign that the
movie overlords are about to "build up" a new
masculine screen "rage."
It is one of the
glamourising
trade.best known tricks of Hollywood's
Joan Crawford, you may recall, performed the
same service in the interests of Clark Gable when
his possibilities as a Great Lover were first spotted.
In the meanwhile, it appears extremely likely
that Brisson will be Mae West's next leading man.
" I'll come up and see you sometime "
However, I hear that, quite apart from the
activities of the Press boys, Carl and Mae
have become firm friends.
They have one important interest in common
— boxing.
Brisson achieved some success as a pugilist
before he went on the stage, while Miss West
herself the daughter of a well-known boxer is a
keen ring fan.
She managed a Los Angeles "pug" as a matter

of fact until recently when
the studio authorities decided
that it might be bad publicity.
Brisson had been on the lot
only two hours when he located
the gymnasium
and boxed
four rounds with the studio trainer.
He intends to have a training round
or so every day. And when he told
Mae West of this, she said, " Fine. ... I
must come up and see you sometime !
Producing the picture in colour will make the
Big Colour Films
task more difficult, but he believes he has solved
The 1934 production season, as I have previously the problem.
predicted here, will be marked by a big bid
It is to be made as an all-star production.
to establish the all-colour talkie.
Now the Radio studio announces ambitious
plans to film Cynano de Bergerac and the The Last Laughton as " Scarlet Pimpernel "
Days of Pompeii by the newTechnicolour process So Charles Laughton is to be "the Scarlet
in his nextFilms
British
picture. that he
A Pimpernel
note from " London
announces
which Walt Disney has pioneered in the "Silly
Since the arrival of the official information of is to appear in a film made round the famous
Symphonies."
the
production of these two pictures, incidentally, figure of fiction.
Physically, Laughton upsets preconceived ideas
I have had private information from Hollywood
that an experiment will first be made with a picture of the Orczy hero, who, if memory serves me right,
was
very interesting.
tall, but he should at least make the
based on the legend of Rip Van Winkle, with character
Lionel Barrymore as the star.
It is also announced that Maurice Chevalier's
Solved the Problem
first English film for the Alexander Korda organisation is to be The Marshal and that Leslie
The making of the films will be supervised by Howard, now in Hollywood, is to star in Kongo
the studio head, Merian C. Cooper, who was Raid,
Africa.exteriors for which have been completed in
responsible for that remarkable mechanical feat
King Kong.
Of the three offerings. The Last Days of Pompeii Is he a Genius ?
will probably be the most spectacular and pretentious.
claim
to the
geniustesthasofnow,
The famous Bulwer Lytton novel was made into Laughton'stally,
undergone
the incidengeneral
a sensationally successful "silent" some 15 years showing of his most acclaimed success and judgago, but hitherto the technical difficulties it
by my mail, the public has not yet quite made
presents, have always been regarded as too severe up ing
its mind. The question appears likely to
for talkies.
become a major controversy.
For some months, however, Mr. Cooper has been
Ecstatic eulogies
and feelingly
demnations have arrived
in largeexpressed
numbers,con-in
secretly working on processes by - which the
eruption of Vesuvius and the destruction of the last few weeks, and about equal proportions.
(Continued on page 8)
Pompeii might be shown with realism.
7
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may see what interest the
world has in David Copperfield,
as well as to get ideas of the
public's conceptions
characters,
the studio ofis the
to
launch a compaign for suggestions on casting.
There are some 5,000,000
members of Dickens societies
throughout the world, and
these will be approached.
It was understood that
Jackie
for the Cooper
film andwasit ais certainty
therefore
interesting to learn that David
as a boy and in later years are
characters the studio is particularly keen to get fair
reactions on.
This method was followed
with conspicuous success in
the case of Little Women.
There will be sixty-one
speaking parts in David Copperfield, according to the script
being
prepared by Howard
Estabrook.
Charlotte Henry as

Preston Foster, Victor McLaglen and Dorothy Dell in a scene
from "The Man Who Broke His
(Continued from page
7)
Heart."
Personally, I find myself increasingly inclined
to accept
impression ofcaricaturist
the star's rather
screen
work
that my
he isfirst
an entertaining
than a great actor.
I am prepared
to Well,
be tornthat's
limb my
fromstory,
limb and
by thenowLaughton
fans.
New Charlie Chan
Anew Charlie Chan is about to make his
appearance on the screen. Our own Sherlock Holmes has been kinematically represented —
and sometimes misrepresented — by actors as far
apart as Clive Brook and Arthur Wonter (best of
them all), but through the years, filmgoers have
become accustomed to seeing Warner Oland as
the alert, philosophical Chinese detective of the
Earl Der Biggers stories.
But Mr. Oland and Charlie have now parted
because the Fox company cannot see eye to eye
with the actor on the question of salary. The
studio owns the screen rights to the character.
new Connolly
Chan in whose
Charlie first
Chan's
will
be The
Walter
role Challenge
at Movietone
City
Janet Gaynor's father in Paddy the
Next was
Best as
Thing.
In the meanwhile, we are to have two " Bulldog
Drummonds." Ronald Colman is now at work
on one at Twentieth Century and now B.I. P.
announce that The Return of Bulldog Drunimond is
to be made by Walter Summers. An actor for
the title role has not been found at the time of
writing.
Harlow Revolt Over
Our well-known modesty precludes us from
going further than drawing attention to the
coincidence, but many picturegoers will be pleased
to hear that following the appearance of our recent
Open Letter, the difficulties between Jean Harlow
and her studio have been straightened out and
the Platinum Blonde has emerged from the dog
house and returned to the pay roll.
While it is understood that all her demands
have not been met, her revolt has resulted in a
substantial increase.
Living In My Big Way in which Jean was to have
been co-starred with Marie Dressier when the
controversy started, however, has been temporarily
shelved and she will, instead.be put into Repeal,
a story
which isWoman.
to have "many of the elements"
of
Red Headed
" David Copperfield " Casting
nother item of good news from the Culver
A City studio is the report that in order that it

" Cinderella "
e have for so long been
clamouring for screen
pantomimes that the subject
has become a hardy annual
and it is difficult to believe that at last we may
really have them, as a regular feature.
Paramount, encouraged by the reception given
to A lice in Wonderland, is now making plans for a
" similar Christmas gift picture."
It will probably be Cinderella, with Charlotte
Henry in the title role and Larry Ross, a newcover of whom the studio has great hopes, as
Prince Charming.
Miss Henry, by the way, has just been rewarded
for her success as "Alice" with a new contract.
Lee Tracy at Work

W*
return to
Tracy's early
of Leematerialised
prediction
My work
.
has quickly
Lee is to be starred in I'll Tell The World, which
Edward Sedgwick is to direct for Universal.
It is, I understand, a one-picture contract.
I wonder, by the way, if Lee Tracy's famous

The Girl on the Cover
WHEN

GARBO

WAS

A HAT

" ADVERT "
of the
the Bernh
,
GARB
Stockholm,
in ardt
wasO. born
screen
GRETA
Sweden, September 18, 1906.
She is the daughter of Sven Gustafson, a
small business man of Stockholm, who died
when she was fourteen.
She worked for a while as clerk in the hat
department of the Bergstrom department
store and her first screen appearance was in a
film advertisement.
Eric Petschler, a Swedish comedy director,
saw it and gave her a test.
Her first picture was Erik, the Tramp, a
comedy. It brought her to the attention of
Mauritz Stiller, the greatest director in
Sweden, and from that moment her feet
were on the road to fame.
It was Stiller, incidentally, who changed
her name to Garbo. She made The Atonement ofGosta Berling for him and the combination was so successful that the picture won
Hollywood contracts for both of them.
Greta scored a sensational success in her
first American film, The Torrent, and now for
eight
of the years
screen.has held undisputed the queenship
Garbo is 5 ft. 6 in. tall, weighs 125 lbs., has
blonde hair and green eyes.
Favourite foods : corned beef, cabbage,
caviare and spaghetti.
Invariably wears a beret when not in
evening clothes and likes to whistle when she
feels pleased.
Reads incessantly (some say it is the fan
magazines) when not working and has a
large library of Swedish literature.
Is stated to have an aversion to publicity.

contract is to be preserved for posterity. It
marked the first occasion on which a film agreement contained a television clause.
First Talkie " Museum Piece "
Which reminds me that the first talkie "museum piece" isRCA
now Photophone
on public exhibition.
This is the original
apparatus
that was employed to record England's first
talking picture Blackmail, produced by British
International Pictures in 1928, and it is now on
view in the Science Museum, South Kensington.
It will be remembered that Blackmail was
directed by Alfred Hitchcock, starring Anny
Ondra, John Longden and Donald Calthorp.
Since talking picture technique was at that time
more or less experimental, both a silent and a
synchronised version were made. The sound film
was, however, so successful that Blackmail came
to be recognised as an example of this innovation
in pictures at its best.
The apparatus on view consists of the original
recorder, amplifier and microphone, and it is
day.
interesting to compare it with the modern up-todate and highly efficient recording system of toAnother Cave-Man

Cagney

I suppose it was inevitable. William Cagney
is to be a heroine-punching hero in his first
"William is making his film debut in typical
picture.
Cagney
according
to the set,
official
blurb.a
His firstfashion,"
day on the
Joe Palooka
he took
"sock " at Stuart Erwin, and got socked in return.
On succeeding days he punched various members
of the cast, as part of the story action, and
knocked Lupe Velez about.
"He wasn't required to push her in the face
with a grapefruit, but he did something just as
effective.
' kidbetter
brother,'
is talleris
and heavierJimmy's
than the
knownwhoCagney,
otherwise
a
replica
of
the
scrappy
actor
who
hardboiled himself to stardom.
"He knows the public will compare himto Jimmy,"
the bulletin continues, "and he knows he'll be
expected to behave like a Cagney and treat 'em
Who told him ?
all rough."
This Week's Great Thoughts
T have no plans for the immediate future; I am
A for a little space of time, living in a vacuum
where nothing apparently happens. — Mary
Pickford.
♦
♦
♦
I wanted to become a nun. I have become a
film actress. There is a wide channel separating
the two. — Constance Bennett.
♦
♦
♦
Love's an act. But a lot of girls forget their
fines at the wrong time. — Alice White.
♦
♦
♦
There is more sex in the advertising of pictures,
than there is in pictures themselves. — Jean
Harlow.
♦
♦
♦
Perhaps I'll get
used Hollywood,
to all the bizarre,
theatricalism
called
but Ielaborate
cannot
guarantee it. — Margaret
Sullavan.
♦
♦
♦
Hollywood is like an octopus, always reaching
out, always absorbing; it knows no pity and it
takes more than it gives. — Kay Francis.
Short Shots
Edna Best may do a picture in Hollywood
shortly
Bing Crosby's
expecting
blessed
event— —TheTreasure
Island isarefinally
to bea
made by M.-G.-M.,and W.S.Van Dyke is going to
Tahiti for exteriors — George Bancroft will probably
return to Paramount — Franchot Tone will again
Crawford in Sadie McKee —
Joan first
play opposite
Madeline
Carroll's
Hollywood film is to be
The World Moves On — Verree Teasdale sends a
note that the Verree is pronounced with the
second syllable stressed — Richard Dix and
Irene Dunne are to be teamed in Stingaree for the
first time since Cimarron — and Dolores del Rio and
Joel McCrea are together again in Green Mansions
— Sylvia Sidney will play her first dual role in
Thirty Day Princess — Sally Eilers is to be seen
next in She Made Her Bed — Warners are already
preparing for another big musical to follow
Wonder Bar; it is tentatively titled Dames —
Francis Lederer may be starred in The Count of
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Monte Cristo — It is now reported that Charlie
Chaplin will sing one number in his new pictureAnn Ronnell, the young song-writer who turned
out the rollicking lines in Three Little Pigs, has
been signed to write the songs for a new Radio
musical Down To Their Last Yacht.

Many Silent Kinemas Still
It comes as something of a surprise to learn that
in this year of grace, 1934, a third of the
world's kinemas are still silent.
A recent statistical analysis reveals that out
of 60,347 picture theatres throughout the globe,
42,000 are equipped for talkies.
Europe possesses 29,693, of which 20,933 are
equipped for sound.
America has 4,000 silent kinemas out of a total
of 19,000.
Soviet Russia appears to be the best provided
for. AH its 200 film houses are "talkie."

Weekly

Long Acre, London, W.C. 2. and marked " CoupEnvelopes will not be opened.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.

Mamoulian Discusses Garbo
Rouben Mamoulian has, I see, been revealing
lets."
II
FREE
to READERS
"PICTUREGOER"
his reactions to his screen association with
Garbo.
"Directing
Miss Garbo,"
he says,
like playing a fine musical
instrument.
She "is
is extremely
A Magazine within a
sensitive to fine shadings.
"I did not find her in the least temperamental. ^100,000 Gramophone Record
Magazine
Her ainsistence
quitting the
at 5 gets
o'clock
not
whim or on
a caprice.
She set
simply
tired.is Twenty-four film stars contribute to a new
gramophone record that must be unique.
"Miss
her part
a nobilityis helpless.
and lift.
PICTUREGOER
again takes
the lead anin
That
was Garbo
in her;gave
without
it a director
British film journalism
by providing
They include George Arliss, Katharine Hepburn,
amazing new service for the filmgoer.
Wallace Beery, Laurel and Hardy, Leslie Henson,
"The
best
he
can
do
is
light
up
an
actor's
character, accent it and predominate certain Stanley Lupino, Marie Dressier. Evelyn Laye,
Given free with next week's issue will be the
qualities. But the material must be there to work Gracie Fields, Janet Gaynor, Jack Buchanan,
first ofments—Picturegoer
Famous Films
Supple-in
Norma Shearer, Fredric March, Charles Laughton,
a magnificent 'ssixteen-page
magazine
with."
Jack
Hulbert,
Jean
Harlow,
Jackie
Cooper
and
Mr.
Mamoulian's
favourite
bit
in
the
picture
is
itself,
which
provides
an
enthralling
and
the scene in the inn where the camera follows Diana Wynyard.
comprehensive souvenir of one of the great
Greta as she walks pensively about the room,
If these artistes had been paid according to
expressing a mysterious and profound affection the rates stipulated by their contracts, they would
pictures of the year, " Lady for a Day."
for the various appointments.
The supplement, printed in photogravure
received jointly something like £100,000.
He considers that scene the finest he has ever have
and brilliantly and fully illustrated, forms a
However,
they
have
given
their
voices
free
in
aid
done.
complete record of the film that will not only
of a very deserving cause, the Cinematograph
Benevolent Fund.
add to your enjoyment in seeing it on the
screen,
You
will
find
particulars
of
this
novelty
on
More Theme Songs
another page.
wards. but will be valuable for reference afterIcame across a very unexpected and interesting
commentary on the practice of composing
Its many features include :—
The full story of the film.
songs whose titles are taken for those of successful Kinema Couplets
film productions the other day.
A
double-page article on the romance of the
The winner of this week's prize of 10s. 6d. is
A woman who does not frequently go to the Charles
screen's youngest and oldest players — fean
Causley, 23 Tredydan Road, Launceston,
Parker
and May Robson.
kinema now,
I'm toafraid,
pressDinner
very Cornwall, for a topicality in brief :—
regularly,
wanted
go to read
a filmtheandfanchose
Disorderly Conduct
Biographies of the other stars.
at Eight.
Good Night, Vienna
The behind-the-scenes story of the making
Her disappointment on returning was great.
Awards of 2s. 6d . each go to Miss Maisie Hutchens,
of
the film.
She had paid her 2s 4d. in the hope of seeing a 50 Clifford St., Bellahouston, Glasgow, S.W.I.,
The romance of the Columbia studio and
light " musical."
for a piece of feminine psychology :—
the men behind the picture.
When Blonde Meets Blonde
they did
evenchagrin
sing theat theme
song,"a
she"Why
lamented,
whilenot her
not seeing
The life story of Frank Capra, the director.
Bring 'em Back Alive
dinnermore
partyintense.
with "gardenias by the plate " was
To James A. King, 10 Burnham Gardens,
Profuse illustrations.
even
Hounslow, Middlesex, for writing a fiercely conSweet are the lures of advertisement !
The "Lady for a Day" Supplement will be
tested truth : —An American Tragedy
given
away copy
withearly
nextandweek's
Order your
make Picturegoer.
sure of it.
The Crooner
One of the
striking dance To G. Caird, 51 Hamilton Avenue, Chapeltown
numbers in the Road, Leeds, for another aspect of big business :—
new Warner
High Finance
musical
film,
Crooks in Clover
<« Wonder
And to William Futter, 6 Shakespeare Terrace,
Great Yarmouth,
for this
cynical observation :—
Careless
Lady
Almost a Divorce
For the benefit of new readers, I would reiterate
Bar."
that there are no rules to this contest except that
all attempts must be submitted on postcards and
addressed to me c/o Picturegoer Weekly, 93

it

%
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Dear Greta Garbo :
whole film
,ld onc
WELLwor
ellinng the
is egrovagai
at your feet.
Pardon me. Perhaps it was tactless to mention feet, and the whole
film world is a lot of territory.
However, you know what I mean.
And may I hasten to add that nothing has
afforded me greater pleasure than your
triumphal return to the screen in Queen
Christina, after a year in which what the
publicity boys are pleased to call the "Garbo
thrill " has been lacking in our lives.
It is in the opinion of the faithful, the most
important event since the kinema hoardings
announced "The voice the world has waited
for" andandwe learned
discovered,
went, that
looked,
listened
with relief
the
screen's
femininebrilliance
personality
emerged greatest
with undimmed
from had
the
devastating upheaval of the talkies.
There are very few stars, however great, who
could come back to huzzahs and box-office queues,
after a year's virtual retirement from films.
New idols and new types, moreover, had risen
in ycrur absence.
And America, at that time going through a
period of intense national consciousness, sang the
Star Spangled Banner, welcomed them with open
arms and was quite prepared to accept that
" Continental glamour is out, and the Continental
exotics are through."
The meteoric and spectacular success of Mae
West and Katharine Hepburn had fired the
patriotism of the rustics.
An extensive campaign of petty, but damaging
attacks on you was launched in the Press. There
were little gibes about your alleged frugality,
unflattering comparisons with the generosity of
the newcomers, criticisms of your attitude to your
public; little things like that which when given
wide and sustained publicity, can do more harm to
a star than anything else.
One national paper had a Mae West cover with
youAndin the
background
saying "I your
tank,last
I gothree
'orae."or
talking
of bad pictures,
four films before your departure were hardly
calculated to be helpful as a means of paving the
way for a welcome on your return.
10

Afraid
s
Who'
of

Big

the

Bad

■WEST

I

confounded the critics and Garbo has the last
laugh and a new lease of the highest throne in
filmland.
I can understand that quite apart from the
vital considerations I have mentioned the making
of the film must have given you a great deal of
pleasure and, perhaps, a little sadness.
Its setting and background in the history of
your own Sweden must have made the subject
one close to your heart. People who worked
with you on the film have told us of how
your earlier enthusiasm for pictures seemed to
have been rekindled by Queen Christina and of the
intense interest you showed in all phases of its
production, even to supervision of the detail.
The character, too, must have appealed to you,
perhaps,
for
us. more than any other you have created
After all, is there so much difference between that
queen of old Sweden who wanted to be a woman as
well as a queen, isolated and imprisoned by her
official position, the servant of her subjects,
unable to live her own life and the screen Queen
Greta of to-day who can never escape from her
success, who is spied on in her own home and cannot
take a walk without being followed by a battalion
of reporters?
And how that incident in the film when Queen
Christina, dressed in male attire, visited a humble
inn in her kingdom incognito must have appeared
to the pawky sense of humour of the Queen Greta
who " did " London in the disguise of a brunette
wig and stepped on board a cargo boat on her
return
clothes ! to America disguised in masculine

Malcolm d. phillips writes an
open letter to Garbo and welcomes
Queen Greta back to her throne.
At any rate the stage was all set for the official
installation of Mae West on your throne when
you quietly stepped through the gates of Culver
City and went to work on Queen Christina.
Your acceptance of the film was one of the big
gambles of talkie history with the most illustrious
career in films as the stakes. Your decision was
made long before the costume play boom set in
— enough of a gamble in itself.
You were prepared to risk everything, too in
your choice of a director who had just completed,
without particular distinction, the latest film of
I have referred to the fact that Christina may
your closest rival.
Hardly less a gamble was your insistence on have had its tender memories for you too.
There has long been a legend in filmland that
John Gilbert as your leading man, when one
considers how much was dependent on the complete Mauritz Stiller, the director who discovered you
and took you to America was the one great love
success of your " come back " picture.
But, perhaps, the greatest gamble of all was of your life. It has frequently been advanced as
why you have never married.
represented by your faith in yourself — your a reason
Stiller died, as Antonio did, leaving you to face
refusal to be stampeded by the Hollywood mob
into trying to make sensational changes in the the stormy voyage of your Hollywood career —
alone. He never lived to see you achieve the high
Garbo personality and the Garbo method.
You were prepared to stand or fall by your destiny which you had planned together.
sincerity of approach to the kinema and thereby,
The allegory is so striking that the continued
incidentally, must have convinced many of the persistency of rumours that Queen Greta is
sceptics of that sincerity.
seriously contemplating abdication are disturbing.
And now once again the judgment of the In closing this letter, may I express the wish that
Swedish girl, whose detractors have declared that you will continue to reign over us for many years
her silence is merelv a cloak for dumbness, has to come.
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Clark Gable and Elizabeth Allan, who
appear as doctor and nurse in " Men in
White," relax between scenes.
After seeing the rushes of this picture
M.G.M. have given the brilliant little
English artiste a new contract. Elizabeth
seems headed for certain stardom.

Through

Our

Ijns

Zinnia red, green, maize, white and
brown wool are combined in this handknit sports dress worn by dainty Dorothy
Lee, who is appearing in " Hips Hips
Hooray." Dorothy designed the frock
and made it herself with her own little
knitting needles. It is trimmed with
touch wood buttons from India, which
are believed to bring good luck.
The simple life. Joan Blonde 11 rushed
°ff for a camping holiday immediately
after the completion of her last picture.
Here she is with her husband, George
their dog.cameraman, and
Barnes, the famous

Madge Evans and Una Merkel are firm friends. Above they are seen studying
their lines in the former's dressing-room. The lower picture shows Una's own
attractive make-up table.
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Hollywood stars may
favour party orgies,
but Jessie Matthews
and Sonrtie
Hale
seem
to be happy
enough here with a
couple of cycles and
a good road.

s on
definite usviewscre
and stage star has very the
en
WS Sonnie famo
MATofTHE
SSIE
Hale. They
Mrs.
subject
JEthe
are two separate entities, each being
absolutely distinct from the other, Jessie
Matthews and Mrs. Hale.
I was tremendously interested, when I was
talking to Jessie Matthews the other day at
the Gaumont-British Studios (during a lull of
having "stills" taken) to hear what she had
to say on the subject of Mrs. Sonnie Hale.
We were discussing the question of stars, who
are married (whether a man or a woman) to a star,
so that the name of the star, either as "Mrs.
So-and-so," or "Mr. So-and-so" is equally well
known as their stage or screen name.

" T think that — speaking as a woman — if a
" A star is married, that her married life should
definitely.
not be publicised," said Jessie Matthews very
"For instance; in my case. I cannot see why
people should be interested in Mrs. Hale ? She is
an entirely separate individual from Jessie
Matthews. Why, therefore, try to link the two
and make them one ?
"Mrs. Hale should be allowed — if she chooses —
to be just a wife — -just a housewife, without having
(in the literal sense) any connection with Jessie
Matthews the screen star.
"She should have as little of the limelight of
publicity as if she happened to be plain Mrs.
Jones, or Mrs. Smith or Mrs. Robinson, the private
life of whom has not even a tiny interest for the
public, except, perhaps, their own immediate
circle of friends or acquaintances.
"Why,
therefore,
all this
Mrs. she
Hale's
home
affairs
and home
life ?interest
Why incannot
be
allowed to work out her own destiny, in whatever
way she desires ?
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LIFE

says

ie
Jesse
ws
h
t
t
Ma

t. A famous screen star and her husband at
*-y their own fireside. Mr. and Mrs. Sonnie
Hale go through their mail together.
This greenhouse glimpse pays
testimony to the expertness of
the Hales'activities.
horticultural

"Just because
she and
happens
to be
Matthews
on the stage
the screen
she isJessie
not
allowed for one moment to be herself — just Mrs.
Hale ! " said Jessie Matthews rather plaintively.
" I have no ambition for any limelight for myself
in my dual personality as Sonnie Hale's wife.
But I do ask to be allowed to do my best to be a
wife, who is proud of her home, and who treasures
highly every moment she is allowed to spend there
quietly, as Mrs. Hale.
justbenow,
I did notin happen
be a
star" If,no asoneI said
would
interested
the leastto what
Mrs. Hale thinks on any subject whatsoever.
But, because I am a star, I think quite a fictitious
value is attached to the opinion of myself as my

simply.

other self — -Mrs. Hale," she
There was not the slightest hint of affectation
about her as she spoke. For Jessie Matthews,
the star, hates affectation in any one, as she has
absolutely none, herself.
She is so absolutely sincere in her views regarding the right of the star to be allowed to have
some privacy at home, that one must respect her
for voicing those views in no uncertain manner.

"Well, I myself, as Mrs. Hale, feel much in
the same position as that mythical Mrs. A or Mrs.
B, whose private life cannot interest the public
in the least," Jessie Matthews went on.
" If I ceased to be a star all that interest in my
home life would evaporate I believe. Perhaps it
is
starpart
! of the price one has to pay for being a

" But, seriously, why cannot Mrs. Hale be left
alone?" she pleaded. For the moment she
became "just Mrs. Hale," in the intensity of her
plea for privacy.
•As a star she is only too delighted to please the
public,
and to answer her fan mail letters assidu" Qupposing,"
continued,
"thatin Mrs.
or Mrs.
ously. She values very highly her popularity on
O B, living inshesome
little house
some A suburb,
was asked by some person to disclose details of screen and stage. And to please her public she
do anything (within reason) she is asked to
her private life for publication in the Press, do will
you think she would consent? Most certainly do.
not, I believe.
But those who see her at home, during weekends, at her lovely house near the Thames, know
" In fact, I should not be surprised if either
Mrs. A or Mrs. B refused point blank to supply how
simple she is in her wifely and housewifely
the information desired about her home affair. role.
And nobody could blame her, or blame them, for
Her home, her garden, her dogs, all these appeal
refusing.
much more to Mrs. Hale than outside interests.
"Ask any private individual to put herself in She is passionately fond of her home, which is
Mrs. A's shoes and, no doubt, that individual run on simple lines, with none of the film-star
would feel just as ill-inclined to seek publicity.
atmosphere.
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And

yet

another

reason

why

'/ like their size, I like their price, I like
their heavenly flavour —

'Mine

's

a

r'

o
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M

There are two playing-cards, with patterned
backs, in every packet of 20 D.R. Minors.
'And incidentally I got this packet Iree,

Collect them until you get a complete

because Jim bet me his would

pack. Ideal for patience or for the children.

contain a

Nole : These cards have no exchange value
higher card than

De
5 FOR

14

mine, and

I won I'

Reszke

2d. ♦ 10 FOR

MINORS

4d. * 20 FOR 8d.
Sole Dislrtbulors : Godfrey Phillips Lid.

Plain, Cork or

Ivory' tipped
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Lionel

There

Real

COLLIER

says

i

is

Talent

Amongst

the

Amateurs

T HE author of this article, who acted as
a judge in a recent amateur film competition organised by the British Association
of Amateur Cinematographers, suggests that
producers would do well to explore this
avenue for new material in all branches of
kinematography.

directed by Cliff West and photographed by
Eric G. Notley.
It was made in a cellar studio, 30 ft. by 17 ft.
Meteor Films, of Glasgow, were responsible for
the second prize-winner, Hair, a horror story
which is told as a dream; an unsatisfactory
dramatic method. Nevertheless, it led well up to
its climax and was excellently photographed.
The director was Stanley Russell.
The third prize was gained by the Brondesbury
ar
stell
find
to
trying
t of
habiby
Society for a clever little comedy drama,
THE
the pernicious method of Cine
material
Is Not Gold, which was notable for its good
beauty contests still persists and how All
and intelligent editing.
our studios strive to find new directorial narration
The cameraman was A. D. Frischmann and I
l
or technica talent I do not pretend to will let him tell in his own words how the picture
know.
was made as it gives a very good idea of the way
majority of amateur clubs work and of their
There is, however, a breeding ground — if the
that does not sound too disrespectful a phrase difficulties.
— where it seems to me a very profitable
"Shooting
on this, our
first full-length
tion, was commenced
on January
5, 1933,producin St.
search might well be made.
I had not realised until I was honoured by Anne's Hall, Salusbury Road, N.W.6, which was
being asked to act as one of the judges in an then the society's headquarters.
"Funds only permitted us to rent the hall one
amateur film contest sponsored by a Sunday evening
a week and consequently members had
newspaper, just how much keenness and how to spend half their time erecting and dismantling
sets.
much ability there was amongst amateurs.
It was a revelation and I felt then that studio
"Nevertheless, a thorough camera script and
executives could do much worse than spend a day careful
preparation permitted rapid work and
or two looking through the ambitious efforts assisted by two fine week-ends for exterior shots
submitted by people whose heart is very obviously around Salusbury Road and along the Regent
in their work and whose ingenuity is taxed by the Canal towpath in Maida Vale, shooting was
obvious limitations put on their endeavours by completed within six weeks, a little under 400 ft.
such considerations as the size of stock and of film having been exposed.
financial matters.
"Technical particulars of our interiors at St.
The growth of amateur kinematography has
Anne's
of interest.
the house)
'pub'
been very rapid in the last few years and to-day, set
(the Hall
actionmay
opensbe and
closes in aFor
public
I understand, there are at least 250,000 owners of we utilised an actual corner of the church hall,
movie cameras of various makes.
complete with door, disguising the walls with
The particular contest in which I helped to
adjudicate attracted ninety entrants, representing beer and cigarette advertisements, etc. Bill's
(the leading
was created
in
140 reels of film, and it was divided into three another
cornercharacter's)
of the hallkitchen
by leaning
two flats
classes.
against the walls each side of the door.
Class A, story films by clubs; Class Bi, holiday
totalled only about 3,500 watts,
films, including travel and scenic; Class B2, our"Illumination
camera being a Pathescope de Luxe fitted
interest films, including industrial and advertising. with an f/2.5 Hermagis lens. Pathe direct reversal
With the exception of one story film, Hair,
which was on 35-m.m. standard stock, all the film was used throughout."
winning entries were on 16-m.m.
by the
directed
by A. B.
No story entered for the contest cost more than ThisC. picture,
Denman,
whoway,
alsowaswrote
the scenario,
£40 and the majority were made for considerably and a clever performance in the leading role —
less.
that of the treasurer of a slate club who had a
The first prize in Class A was won by a very penchant for backing horses and was really forced
Young.
cleverly directed story of a woman of easy virtue to
suicide because of it — was given by J. H.
who is involved in a murder charge, and on
coming out of prison starts her old life all over
Turning to Class Bi and Class B2 of the contest,
again. It was called Driftwood and was reminiscent we find a series of extremely good individual
in construction of that very famous old silent. The efforts. The cameraman comes into his own in
Street, with which Karl Grune caused a sensation. these, but there is also construction to be taken
It showed a good sense of dramatic values and into account.
was excellently cut and edited. The camera work,
I should say there are a number of embryo
too, was imaginative; there were no sub-titles at camera aces here.
all. There was, I think, a great deal of promise in
In Class B2 the award of the first prize caused
the acting of Phyllis Rob,ertson, who played the the judges some concern. There were two really
leading role. While performances which had no excellent entries, each in a separate vein. In a
trace of amateurishness about them were given by Valley in the Border Hills, an interest film showing
Ben Carlton as the murdered man and Frank the whole process of the manufacture of tweeds,
Briggs
the woman's
evil Movies,
genius. of Streatham, which would stand very favourable comparison
It wasas produced
by Ace
with any commercial interest short, made by

Sinclair Hill, the
well-knozvn British
director, who acted
as chairman of the
panel of judges.

Arthur Greaves of Newcastle, and
Symphony
Nature, made by Paul
Burnford ofofLondon.
The difficulty was settled by
combining the first and second prizes
and dividing them between the two
competitors.
Symphony of Nature sought to express a mood.
It started by showing such objects as still waters,
trees, the sea, corn, etc., and then gradually
worked up the tempo to storm pitch. Its fault
was an excessive footage of seascape and a lack
of motif continuity, but set to music it would be a
picture
ambitiousready
efforts.for comparison with many more
it was made by Paul Burnford, who is only
nineteen years of age and, to my mind, a youth
who ought to be using his talents in British
pictures.
The third award was gained by a film entitled
Saturday Afternoon, produced for the Bolton
Amateur
Association by George
N. Booth Cinematographers'
and P. C. Smethurst.
It was an ingenious film on the lines of
Berlin, the famous German impressionistic picture
and depicted in a series of pictorial impressions
the general spirit of a half-holiday in Bolton.
Atmospherically extremely good, it showed a
very good sense of pictorial expressionism.
A diploma of merit was awarded in this class to
another film depicting a mood of nature, Symphonic Pastorale, made by F. P. Barnitt, of
Tunbridge Wells.
A very intelligent effort this in pictorial tone
values with, if anything, rather more rhythmic
continuity than had Symphony of Nature, but not
quite such fine composition.
In Class Bi, Ian S. Ross, of Meteor Films,
deservedly won the first award for the vivid
depiction
a man
a girl's
out, starting
with a motorof run
and and
ending
with day
a dance,
entitled
All On a Summer's Day.
It was very well edited and again showed a
good sense of the importance of rhythm.
Excellent camera work and pictorial composition
secured
second
award Fjords,
for J. Basset
Lowke's
Cruising the
in the
Norwegian
while the
third
went to W. H. George, of Chesterfield, for a vivid
pictorial scenic of the Hebrides, entitled The
Outer Isles. Also, a diploma of merit was given to
Ian Gray McLeod, of Glasgow, for an impression
of
a small yachting holiday entitled Maritime
Moments.
These pictures all show a very high standard of
merit and deserve every encouragement, for
amongst their producers may be some of the
embryo aces of British production — that is if
some of our movie moguls would look seriously
into their activities.
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GAYNOR'S
yl^N'ET
Southern
Romance

Janet Gaynor as she appears in her new film
" The House of Connelly."
D from a novel, The House
TE
ADAPof
Connelly, by Paul Green, this
romantic drama of Southern America has been very skilfully adapted
for the screen by Reginald Berkeley,
the British playwright and author.
It is notable more particularly for its well
drawn characters; there is very little plot
value but the detail work leads to strongly
dramatic situations and all through Henry
King, the director, displays the human touch
which avoids both theatricality and false
sentiment.
The picture has a foreword which gives a good
idea of the atmosphere you are to expect in the
play. Here it is.
In 1861, the home of the Connellys in Carolina
was rich with great plantations worked by slaves.
From such institutions the aristocrats of the South
sent their sons to battle, confident that they were
soon to establish a new American nation.
Forty years after the civil war the House of
Connelly is nothing but a crumbling shell, enclosing
the family pride but little more.
With their causes lost, their future gone, the
Connellys live in the past, resent the present and
fear the future.
And the people who live in this atmosphere ?
There is first of all Mrs. Connelly, widow of a
gallant soldier who plans a wealthy marriage for
her son, Will, who is content to let life glide by
without attempting to rebuild the family fortunes.
Henrietta Crosman gives a very convincing
rendering of this familiar character, while Robert
Young is natural and sincere as Will.
Then there is Geraldine Connelly, the daughter,
aandhard-faced
womanAlmeda
to whomFowler
her mother's
wordin
wish is law.
is effective
this part.
The only other member of the household is
16

Bob Connelly, an old man, Mrs. Connelly's brotherin-law. He is penniless but proud and lives so
much in the past — particularly in a past romance —
that he is slightly mad.
The romance which took place with a governess
years ago in the Civil War was broken by Mrs.
Connelly
family. who looked on it as an insult to the
This is the character that dominates the picture
and in his rendering of it, Lionel Barrymore gives
one of his finest pieces of acting. He sheds his
mannerisms and brings conviction and a full
measure of sympathetic understanding to the part.
The scene in which, having heard that it was Mrs.
Connelly who prevented his sweetheart of years
ago meeting him again, he commits suicide, is the
most moving and dramatic of the production.
The girl who galvanises this household into
action is Joanna, a poor orphan who farms some
of the Connelly land and with whom Will falls in
love, entirely regardless of Yirginia, the rich bride
of his mother's choice.
It is Joanna who fights against prejudices and
measuring
her beaten
love against
tion is nearly
but inMrs.
the Connelly's
end revivestradithe
fortunes of the house of Connelly.
She persuades them finally to grow tobacco and
she and Will make a success of it.
I have rarely seen Janet Gaynor to better
advantage. She puts a lot of character into her
part and is devoid of that simpering affectation
which threatened at one time to become an
irritating mannerism.
The picture is picturesquely set in the country
of Carolina and is artistically photographed.
The romance between the pair is pleasingly
worked out and the tobacco interest adds to the
conviction of the picture as a whole.
The main criticism I have to make is that there
is a tendency for the action to drag at times — a
tendency which is increased by a flash-back interpolation showing the Connellys at the height of
their glory when they were visited by General E.
Lee — andthrough
also that
revival ofof tobacco
the family's
fortunes
the the
cultivation
could
have been made more prominent and vital.
The supporting cast is good. Yirginia is very
effectively presented by Mona Barrie, Richard
Cromwell is good in the small role of a village shop
assistant and Stepin Fetchit provides most
amusing " nigger " humour. — -L. C.
Flying Down to Rio

So much for the story. A trifle conventional
perhaps, but the treatment takes it out of the
ordinary run.
The music by Vincent You mans is tuneful;
there are some excellent numbers, and the dancing
and staging of the Carioca — a special dance —
is as good as anything we have had.
The principal parts are played by Dolores del
Rio as the Brazilian Beauty and Gene Raymond as
Roger. They are extremely good, but many may
think them eclipsed by Fred Astaire (Roger's
friend) and Ginger Rogers (the vocal part of the
band). These two provide the comedy and much
else. If I were a producer I would team these
two. They're a grand pair.
Raul Roulien gives an excellent performance as
Julio.
His rendering
is particulary
effective.of "Moonlight and Orchids "
All the minor parts are played by those competent artistes we see so often and who deserve
our thanks.
And just one bouquet for Thornton Freeland,
the director. — M. B. Y.
Jack Ahoy
Jack Hulbert is seen at his best in this riotous
comedy which is easily the funniest in which
he has appeared. As usual he holds the centre of
the stage all the time, but the material he has been
given is good and he puts it over extremely well.
Walter Forde, the director, has, except for a
tendency here and there to over-prolong a comic
situation kept the action moving all the time and
given the plot reasonable continuity.
It is, of course, all perfectly nonsensical and shows
how an A.B., descendant of a long line of naval
ancestors manages to save the Admiral and his
daughter as well as a captured submarine from
Chinese bandits.
The opening sequences forms a sort of prologue
where Jack Hulbert, clad in all the glory of an
Admiral in Nelson's day, waxes comically heroic at
the battle of Trafalgar.
Later, as the A.B.,he has a very amusing scene
where clares
hehis love
meetsto the
and him
dethe Admiral's
middle deck,daughter
which gives
the clue for song and dance — both of which are
putOther
over insequences
a lively manner.
which particularly tickle the
risible faculties in a provocative manner are those
in which he takes the place of the barber and goes
to shave the admiral, who takes him for a lunatic
when actually he wants to tell him that he loves
his daughter, and another aboard the captured
submarine with the rescued Admiral and his

is in something
this new Radio
film. in " musicals,''
different
you itwant
If here
One number — -if that is the correct term for it —
daughter.
As they are escaping they are taken for bandits
is actually staged in the clouds on the wings of and
bombed, shelled and depth -charged by the
aeroplanes.
We'vein had
the girls
now we have them
the air.
What innextthe? water, combined fleet with aeroplanes.
This is very well done, but it does not say much
Let me first tell you the story briefly.
Roger Bond and his band are a very good bunch for the marksmanship of the Navy since they
unscathed !
of entertainers, but they are continually looking remain Chaplin
influence, which is seldom lacking
for new jobs because Roger has a flair for pretty in The
a British comedy, is manifested here by a
In Miami, he spots Belinha, a Brazilian beauty, dream sequence in which Jack is drugged and
indulges in a nightmare ballet.
girls.
which terminates the band's engagement in
This, too, is very well put over.
M'ami. However, Roger has an offer from Rio,
The dialogue is quite bright, sometimes rather
and by a strange coincidence Belinha must fly to reminiscent,
but well suited to the broadness of the
Rio because her father is ill.
Next scene, Roger and the lady flying to Rio comedy as a whole.
Nancy O'Neil is attractive, but has not a lot to
make a forced landing on a " desert island."
as the
Admiral's
daughter,
while the
Admiral
There is a " strange interlude " here done by do
himself
is well
characterised
by Alfred
Drayton.
duplicate pictures instead of duplicate voices. I
Tamara Desni appears briefly but passionately
won't describe it in detail. See it and you will as a vamp who tried her wiles, on Jack, while Sam
enjoy something out of the ordinary.
Arrived at Rio, Roger discovers his band is for a Wilkinson
provides
a good
" stoogt
the star.is
As the leader
of the
bandits,
Henry" forPeterson
new
hotel owned
by Belinha's
and seems to have possibilities above the role
girl herself
is engaged
to his old father
friend, and
Julio.that the good
is called upon to enact here.
Complications ensue. A crooked syndicate, he Hulbert
fans are going to be very pleased with
anxious for the hotel to fail, prevent the granting of
a music licence to the hotel and in addition, the this picture and those who are not will find quite
a lot at which to laugh. — L. C.
course of their love doesn't run very smoothly.
But everything turns out right. The hotel
opens and there is a show with dance ensembles in Goodbye, Love
the
air on
the inwings
of 'planes, and Roger and Charlie
doesvery
his funny
best with
a comedy
Kelinha
marry
the air.
that isRuggles
often not
and frequently
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excessively vulgar in its bids for cheap laughs.
How the Board of Censors came to pass some of
its gags is beyond my simple comprehension.
Goodbye Love which is primarily concerned with
the alimony racket in America starts off quite
brightly, and had it been kept on a plane of
piquancy, might have been made really amusing.
Director Bruce H umbers tone, however, never
seems to be sure of his treatment, and as a result,
the film soon revolves itself into an unconvincing
muddle of sophistication and naivety, realistic
staging and impossible situations, with the
blanks filled up with much irrelevant and familiar
padding.
Ruggles appears as Groggs, valet to Chester
Hamilton (Sidney Blackmer). Both master and
servant
gypped
" for heavy
by their have
wives been
and "find
themselves
in the alimony
palatial
prison for alimony defaulters, when they refuse
to pay.
Groggs celebrates his release through the
financial assistance of his master, by a visit to the
seaside. Here, while masquerading as " Sir
Oswald
English
he meetsGroggs,
and "a
fallsfamous
in love
with big-game
Phyllis, hunter,
a gold
digger, who has previously hooked the wealthy
Hamilton and is to marry him as soon as his divorce
is made final.
Groggs is instrumental in exposing Phyllis
immediately after the wedding has taken place
and Hamilton has to stage a fake finance crash in
order to secure his freedom again.
Phyllis thereupon turns her attention to the
wealthy
Oswald this
Groggs,"
who is, inand
turn,aristocratic
exposed as " anSirimposter,
time
before the wedding service is completed.
However, there is a marriage in the end, when
Hamilton as we expected all along, weds his
silently adoring secretary, played by Phyllis
Barry.
Mr. Ruggles sees to it that Goodbye Love has its
moments and the resourcefulness of his comedy
work does much to off-set the shortcomings of an
indifferent production. The role of Phyllis is
excellently played by that increasingly busy
young actress, Verree Teasdale. — M. D. P.
Four Frightened People
Take four characters, assorted, set them loose
in a Malayan jungle, let them meet hostile
natives and various denizens of the forest, flavour
with romance, serve the whole with a liberal
helping of incredulity and you have Cecil B. De
Mille's
It islatest
one production.
of those weird conglomerations in
which the drama is often as amusing as the
comedy, since you hardly know whether you are
intended to take it seriously or not; the characters,
while well portrayed, are never plausible.
But in spite of all this there is a certain fascination about the picture — I think it resolves itself
into a sense of anticipation at what in heaven's
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Herbert Marshall and
Claudette Colbert, who
with Mary Boland and
William Gargan make
" The Four Frightened
name Cecil B. de Mille
will think People."
of doing next.
Also the settings are
remarkably good and
give an authentic jungle
atmosphere, while the
worthy. work is notecamera
The people concerned
in this story — they have
run away from a plaguestricken ship cruising in
Malayan waters — are
Judith, teacher,
an unattractive
school
Ainger,
an insignificant chemist,
Stewart Corder, a famous
journalist and radio star,
and Mrs. Marsdick, a
societyested inwoman
interbirth control.
Well enough assorted
you must allow.
Their problem is to cross the jungle and reach a
port and for this purpose we are introduced to a
half-caste, who wears his old school tie round his
neck and claims to be a white, who promises to
act as guide.
They get lost. Would it surprise you to learn
that the unattractive school teacher turns out to
be beautiful and the two men fight for her favours?
Cecil B. de Mille makes certain that you realise
just how beautiful she is by putting her naked
under a waterfall — the nearest thing to a bath
tub in the locality.
Well to cut a long story short, I'll give you a
brief disconnected synopsis of events. Mrs.
Marsdick is held hostage by a tribe to be ransomed
by a present of rice. Judith falls for the " inAinger," who
is wounded
by an arrow,
instead of significant
for the
bumptious
journalist.
After
many hardships, they reach civilisation, where
Ainger's wife divorces him — I forgot to tell
you that his " insignificance " was largely due to
his wife — and he seeks out Judith who is back
again in school asking a little pupil what the
principal exports of Malay are. He reels off a
list ending with nuts. Quite so.
Under trying circumstances, Herbert Marshall
is as natural as possible as Ainger, while Claudette
Colbert's artistry and versatility cannot be
vincing.
hidden by a role which is intrinsically unconMary Boland is most amusing. She billows
through the comedy situations with a verve and
taining.
sense of the ridiculous which is thoroughly enterWilliam Gargan is quite good as the bombastic
journalist, while Leo Carillo makes the one really
convincing character study of the piece with his
interpretation of the half-caste native. — L. C.
Cross Country Cruises
Hollywood seems to be determined to take
us for a ride. This is the second of the
forthcoming series of transcontinental bus stories
and I cannot say that it does much to remove my
previous prejudices against screen cycles generally.
Our passenger list, this time consists of such
interesting travellers as Lew Ayres, June Knight,
Alice White, Alan Dinehart and Minna Gombell.
Miss Knight appears as Sue, a mannequin, who
has arrived at the bus station to elope with Steve
(Mr. Dinehart) a romantic adventure which is
nipped in the bud owing to the inconsiderate
behaviour of the latter's wife (played by Minna
Gombell), in insisting on accompanying him on
the trip. Lew Ayres is Norman, a wealthy "play
boy" who hascharabanc
impulsivelyas followed
to the
a result Sue
of on
a chance
meeting in the street. The wife is
obviously suspicious of Sue from the
start. Steve, in reality a crook,
tries the dangerous expedient of
trying to continue the intrigue
without further arousing the suspicions of his wife, while Norman
does his best to attract the interest
of the girl.
The drama, such as it is, arising

out of this situation, is played out as the bus roams
on across the continent, culminating in a highly
improbable murder and a melodramatic final chase.
I found it difficult to believe, too, in the sudden
transformation of Mr. Ayres from an engaging
but quite irresponsible young man about town,
to a particularly keen-brained detective.
However, Director Eddie Buzzell has done the
best that could be expected with an imperfect
script. The characters usually grip one's attenand the "padding,"
of which
is a digger
great
deal,tionincluding
Alice White
as there
a gold
"working her passage" by tactful attention
to the drivers, and Eugene Pallette as one of
those travel-pests who quote from the guide books
at the slightest provocation, is in the main
interesting enough to compensate for the shortcomings of the plot. — M. D. P.
NEXT

WEEK

Famous

Films

Supplement
✓"7\ICTUREGOER institutes something
\J^^ new
in films
week in an
artistic,
full journalism
photogravurenextsixteen-page
supplement, it gives its readers a comprehensive survey
andproduction
souvenir
outstanding
Lady offorColumbia's
a Day.
Here in a comprehensive form is a complete
souvenir of this finely directed and acted
picture in which age and youth as represented
by May Robson and Jean Parker vie with
each other for acting honours.
This magnificently produced supplement
is full of information and contains all you
want to know about the artistes appearing in
the picture as well as incidents in its production; where it was made and the romance of
the company which made it; a romance that
deserves a place in the annals of screen history
In addition there is a story of the film
especially written for the Picturegoer.
which, in a colourful manner tells the tale of
the old apple woman who became "lady for
a day ' ' for the sake of her daughter.
This supplement goes well beneath the superficial details of the picture as a whole and
brings to you in a vivid manner the thought,
detail and construction which went to the making of a film which will appeal strongly to all.
Do you know how May Robson started
a career, at what age Jean Parker first trod
the boards of a theatre, what Warren William
did before he became a screen star, the
nationality and career of Barry Norton 3
All these questions and many more are
answered in the lavishly illustrated and
artistically designed supplement which is
given to our readers next week.
The demand is bound to be enormous. To
avoid disappointment place your order early.

OHNNY

WEISSMULLER
«and

LUPE

Velez

This picture, taken when Johnny flew out to
the Arizona desert where Lupe was on
location, is particularly interesting in view
of recent reports of a reconciliation between
the stars, who, after a few montlis of ,
marriage, announced that they were parting.
Weissmuller will soon be seen in " Tarzan
and His Mate," and Lupe's next will be
" Laughing Boy," with Ramon Novarro.
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Phil Lonergan Sends It Hot From

CHEVALIER'S
For " Merry Widow

Weekly

Hollywood

DANCING

" Role — Harry Wilcoxon

LESSONS
Settles Down — Gloria

Stuart's Revolt — Epidemic of Rebellions — Corinne Griffith Speaks
Out — Elizabeth Allan s Success.

IT seems incredible, but it is a fact. Maurice
Chevalier is taking dancing lessons. He is
studying under the tutelage of Mme.
Albertina Rasch, the famous danseuse.
Chevalier's next film is to be The Merry
Widow and he desires to do full justice to the
famous waltz which is the most important
incident in this celebrated play.
Hollywood had always believed that
Chevalier was an expert dancer. However, he
told me that, while he had danced on the
stage as a boy, he discovered that there were
many better dancers than he, so devoted his
talents to singing and pantomime. He believes
that careful instruction and constant practice
will enable him to perform properly the
intricate waltz in The Merry Widow.

Kruger, who had the leading male role, secured
the advantage of the close-ups. She did not like
her part, and thought it would do her great harm
as she has been absent from Hollywood films for
several years.
The actress, I understand, has promised to
appear in another film for Radio.
A Little Rebel
Mitzi Green, who scored such a great success
as a child actress, has been absent from the
screen for some time. She recently secured a role
in Finishing School and then walked out, she and
her mother declaring that the part was too small.
Rebellion seems to be in the air in Hollywood.

A Reward of Merit
Elizabeth Allan and Benita Hume were brought
from England a year ago to appear in
Fortune Smiles
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Looking Forward. After
a brief experience in the film colony, Benita
Helen Mack, the little girl who did such excel- returned to Lonlent work in All of Me with George Raft,
don, but Elizabeth
has another opportunity to win film fame.
remained. Several
Paramount likes this young actress so much that of the parts to
she was
it bought her contract from R.K.O. -Radio. She is which
to play the leading feminine role in Honour Bright, assigned did not
which Claudette Colbert decided was not sufficient- afford her much
ly important. Later Helen and George Raft will opportunity, and
she was
play opposite each other in It's a Pleasure to Lose. then
assigned
to the
feminine lead in
A Future Star
Men
in
White
at
I dropped around the other day to the Para- M.-G.-M., playing
mount studio to meet Harry Wilcoxon, the
young British actor, who has been given the opposite Clark
This charming
coveted role of Marc Antony in Cecil B. De Mille's Gable.
Cleopatra.
Wilcoxon had been in Hollywood only a few young actress gave
days when I interviewed him, but he told me that a splendid performance, and was imhe felt thoroughly at home, as everyone had been
mediately signed to
most kind to him. He trains daily in the studio a new contract.
The chances are that she will
gymnasium, so as to be thoroughly fit for a
play opposite Gable in future productions.
"he-man" role.
Solicitous friends, Wilcoxon told me, urged him
So William O'Bryen, Elizabeth's devoted
to read everything he could concerning Marc husband, will have to continue commuting from
Antony, but he disregarded their advice, feeling London to Hollywood.
that De Mille has definite ideas as to the interpretation ofthe part, hence he wishes to have an The Storm Abates
open mind when the picture goes into production. Lupe Velez and her husband, Johnny WeissWilcoxon told me he believes that De Mille is
muller, are living together in their home,
and there is reason for believing that Johnnv never
the
ideal the
choice
"JuliusbutCaesar,"
informed
greatfor
director,
did not and
believeso left it.
that his suggestion would be accepted. He feels
The pretty Latin star, living up to her wellthat De Mille's mind, like Caesar's, is concerned known changeable temperament, says that while
with thoughts of fame rather than with the elemen- she and her husband might "keel" each other,
tal affairs of life.
they never will be divorced.
Nearly every interviewer has asked Wilcoxon if
One reason for the rift, I hear, was that Lupe
he is married, and they appeared relieved when he liked to stay up late, while Johnny prefers to
told them he was not. However, this stalwart, arise about 6 a.m. So the combination of a night
good-looking Englishman will have his troubles owl and an early bird caused much recrimination.
avoiding the attentions of Hollywood's beauties.
Former Stars
Back to Journalism
William Farnum and Alice Lake will be
Gloria Stuart is fighting mad and declares that
recalled as stars of many years ago. Julanne
if the Universal studio does not release her Johnston was leading woman with Douglas
from her contract, she will return to a journalistic Fairbanks, sen., in The Thief of Bagdad and a star
of British films.
career with the "North China News."
So the lady declares she will sail for China within
To-day Farnum plays character roles, while
the next fortnight if Universal does not permit her Alice Lake and Julanne Johnston appear in bits
to work on the stage or for other studios.
and atmosphere. They are cheerful and apparentlv
These arguments are often adjusted amicably, happy, content to wait for opportunity to knock
however.
at their doors again.

"
Says "hasNo declined
The Lady Griffith
Corinne
to play the
feminine lead in The Crime Doctor at the
R.K.O.-Radio studio, and Karen Morley has
taken her place.
Miss Griffith does not mince words. She
declares that she was asked to play many of her
scenes with her back to the camera, while Otto

Pat Pater son, one of
the latest British exports
to the American film
C,'V> poses for the
Hollywood cameraman.
And we know Connie and her
husband have entered into an
agreement whereby they are to
spend six months of each year in Hollywood and
six months in London.
Corinne Griffith, on the other hand, believes that
Hollywood is conducive to happy married life.
In view of the numerous film divorces it is hard
to understand how Corinne can be so optimistic.
♦
♦
♦

Hollywood
SayswillThat
—
— Polly Moran
not enter
a dressing-room
where anyone is whistling.
♦
♦
♦
— Wallace Beery is a lieutenant-commander in
the United States Naval Reserve.
♦
♦
♦
— Richard Cromwell was a wage earner at the
age of eight, when his father died, leaving him the
main support of his
♦ family.
♦
♦
— Corinne Griffith declares she has had only
three facial massages in her life, and hates
exercise.
♦
♦
♦
A Heated Argument
— Wallace Ford was born in Bolton, Lancashire, England. His
Constance Cummings declares that it is exceed♦ real ♦name ♦is Samuel Jones.
ingly difficult to be married and happy when
appearing in Hollywood films. She declares it is
— Johnny Weissmuller took up swimming to
impossible to lead a normal married life, pointing fight off a serious illness.
out the lack of privacy, late working hours and
♦
♦
♦
other elements which preclude the companion- theatrical
— Cary troupe.
Grant ran away from school to join a
ship desired by all happily married couples.
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nce Benn
provides Consta
y d
t comed
THIS
part she piquan
has had for a long ti
under the new banner of T\

appears as Helen, a former v;
a successful song-writer, refus
because he has a poor opinior
the connivance of Raquel, the
her vaudeville partner, Helei
keeps up
the masque
so :
makes
ardent
love torade
his own
and there is a " h«

witn a theatrical background
ho has a dual r&le, with the best
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STORY OF
FILM

THE

by Marjory WILLIAMS
Freely based on the film, "The
Bowery," Film
by permission
of United
Artists
Corporation,
Film
W.I.
House, Wardour
Street, London,
Lucy feared
the advances
of the smoothhaired adventurer at first.
"

ttOU don't want to go
^/ round with other kids
trading pictures of
women. ' Skoits ' is
nutty, like fruit cake.
'Skoits' is no good. You can't
trust 'em. The world was made
for men. See."
Thus Chuck Connors, saloon
proprietor and "big shot" of
New York's Bowery in the
naughty 'nineties, delivered himself to Swipes, newsvendor, prot£ge\ and ex-guttersnipe.
The child thrust his spoils in
an inner pocket and looked quizzically at the big man with doublebreasted coat and pearl buttoms.
He knew that, after he was in
bed. Chuck, sipping brandy in a
huge glass at one of the best tables
in the saloon, would be turning
appreciative eyes towards the short
"skoited" and befrilled chorus, who,
behind the footlights, kicked legs
to the tune of "Ta-ra-ra Boomdeay."
All the same, Chuck was right
when he said that "skoits" didn't
interest him " poisonally." He had
almost a whole-time job in keeping
up his end against the increasingly
popular Steve Brodie. Steve, slickhaired gambler, treated his rival
with the contemptuous familiarity
with which Chuck found it harder to
cope than open emnity.
Carrie Nation, leader of the antidrink campaign and her tribe of
bottle-smashing Amazons, must be
mentioned
as occupying
in Chuck's
mind the chinks
left by Steve.
The kid Swipes, moreover, must
not be forgotten, seeing that he was
the secret
of Chuck's ambitions to
better
himself.
"Be otf," he bade him now.
"It's
bedtime.
Mind turn
you in.
cleanPlace
up
the joint
before you
was full of crumbs this morning."
"Can't I throw one stone at the
Chink's laundry. Chuck?"
22

See "On the Screens Now" feature,
page 28, for the full cast and
Lionel Collier's criticism of this film.

"What did I tell you ? Windows
is windows. You'll have the police
after
you."
"Just
one. Chuck."
"Well. Careful how you land it,
that's all. Be off."
With which Chuck applied himself
to his dinner, criticised a song-anddance turn that had just come on,
and made a mental note that the
two men with moustaches at a
certain table were white-slavers and
needed watching accordingly.
Steve, who, mainly to copy Chuck,
ran a voluntary fire-brigade, drifted
in and concluded a friendly bet with
his host by offering a cigar with his
favourite complimentary formula.
" Don't say I never give you anything."
Chuck beamed, lit the cigar,
which went off with a bang, and
was about to administer summary
justice when the warning fire-beil
rang lustily behind the bar.
" Bet you a hundred dollars I get
to thedashed
hydrantbehind
first,"the
bawled
Chuck,
and
counter
for
his helmet and bugle.
" Beta hundred
you don't,"a
countered
Steve, dollars
and dispatched
crony for similar insignia of his
profession.
The saloon became a seething
mob, from which Chuck eventually
merged with a string of supporters
on
fire their
escape.way to get out engine and
He was on the scene of disaster,
which he noted with misgiving to
be the Chink's laundry, referred to
by 'Swipes,
a minute
laterhis than
Steve,
who was
already on
feet
hunting to locate the hydrant.
Swipes, poised on an apple barrel
in mid-street, was frowning over
Chuck's non-arrival by the time
that gentleman appeared out of the
crowd and flung him off his perch.
"Thought I told you to go to
bed I" Chuck roared and, removing
the barrel, revealed the hydrant

underneath. He was fixing the
hose
supporters
dealt when
him one
one oftoSteve's
the point.
The
assailant went down under a similar
blow from Chuck's fist. Members
of the rival brigades swarmed about
their leaders, looking for handy
things to throw. The cobbled street
became pandemonium, while above
the hecklers the laundry blazed.
Thus the Bowery of the naughty
'nineties and incidentally one up to
Chuck. Steve, not intending to let
that pass, was quick to tempt Chuck
with a second and bigger bet regarding
the latter's favourite prize-fighter,
"Bloody Butch." A fight was
staged for him in the saloon against
a masked boxer, whose identity was
none other than that of John L.
Sullivan, well known as the "Boston
Strong inBoy."
"Butch"
the
count
the first
round,took
which,
seeing that a thousand dollars was
the stake, was decidedlv one up to
Steve.

You see, I didn't know. They
"Ain't meyoua job
got and
any place
to
promised
"
flop?" he inquired.
"Why, no. I slept last night in
" Better come with me, then.
Union
Park."
Poisonally,
But
it looks Ito don't
me as trust
if you skoits.
might
be on the up and up." He escorted
her in, lighted a living-room gasbracket, and pointed to a door.
"Me best boodoir's in there.
You'll find blankets in the chest of
drawers. Make yourself at home.
He tucked the eiderdown round
Good-night
Swipes in ! "the next room and
extracted a cat with kitten from the
tumbledown bed before turning in.
Next morning he was awakened
by a violent pomelling in the back.
"Chuck, there's a woman in
there ! What's she doing ? Thought

Next night Chuck figured in an
argument with the white-slavers,
who were occupying their usual
table. Sight of their companion —
a girl, unfashionably dressed, with
shiny straw hat perched on a chirrus
of fair curls, and a timid expression
- — caused him to investigate.
"What are you doing with a girl
like that?" he demanded.
"Lay off. Chuck. No harm
intended. We're only putting her
in the way of a job."
"Keep quiet, then. Miss, you'd
better get going. This ain't no
Half-amused
at her frightened
place
for you."
withdrawal
and thanks uttered in
countrified speech, he nevertheless
was as good as his word. Lort in
an
way.argument with Steve, he forgot
her until, going home to bed, he ran
into her in the shadow of his stair-

the sheets,
aHoisting
minute." himself
went offrom
tocoffee
the
livingroom.Chuck
The smell
was
no
less enticing than the appearance in
daylight
visitor in puff-sleeved
blouse andof his
no hat.
"You've been so kind, I thought
I'd"That's
get breakfast
mighty ready."
nice of you. Gee
— the place looks different — you
have smartened it up ! "
"I liked it better as it was,"
announced Swipes and received
explicit instructions to get dressed,
while, oblivious of his own shortcomings in that direction, Chuck
remained to admire.
"You will get rid of her. You

"I — I'm sorry. I didn't know
you lived here. I only wanted to
thank you for keeping off those men.

you"Gee.
didn'tSwipes
like skoits.
"
! 1 forgot.
Wait

know
hate ofwomen.
told meyoudozens
times," You've
Swipes
pleaded in private.
Chuck promised,
but justified.
Swipes'
anxieties
proved fully
In vain
did Swipes
protest
(Continued
on page
24) openly
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Pond's method of beauty care is the
best May that I know to keep my skin
always soft and fine.**

can

make
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simple, inexpensive
beauty care
skin with a light upward movement. Wait a few
Have you ever seen Lady Ashley ? She is one of
minutes until the soothing oils have penetrated
the most charming and popular of the young
Society leaders. The photograph on the right
right into the pores and floated the dirt to the
surface. Then gently wipe away cream and dirt
shows her delicate features, shining hair and
sparkling eyes, but it cannot do justice to her
with Pond's soft Cleansing Tissues. Next, pat on
fair, (lawless skin.
Pond's Skin Freshener to refine your skin and
The Countess of Warwick is one of our most
close the pores.
Sun, wind, cold, heat, are constantly whipping
exquisite brunettes. She has brown eyes, brown
the natural moisture out of the skin. It becomes
hair and a sun-kissed skin with the clear transperfectionandof aLady
child's.
Lady parent
Ashley
Warwick, blonde and
brunette alike, agree that Pond's Method of
Beauty Clare is '"the best, the easiest, and the
most economical in the world."
This i- how they both use Pond's: Every night
and morning first spread Pond's Cold Cream generously over face and neck. Massage it into the

rough and coarse. But Pond's Vanishing Cream
contains ingredients specially chosen to check
this loss of precious skin moisture and keep the
skin soft. It soothes away ageing little lines and
wrinkles and makes your skin so satin-smooth
and soft that powder clings for hours. In fact, as
Lady Ashley says: "Pond's Vanishing Cream is
a delightful powder base."'
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and in secret. Chuck would concede
nothing to his childish jealousy.
For the boy's crowning iniquity,
that of shutting Lucy in the broom
cupboard for the morning, he
administered condign punishment.
Disregarding
Lucy 'scries
"Please
don't,
Mr. Connors
! All ofkids
love

9
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FACE

POWDER

First the joy of opening the beautiful box.
As you lift the lid, the sweet fragrance
of the perfume - then the delightful
feeling of powdering with such a powder !
So fine, so smooth, and, with it all, so
effective in removing all shininess, and
replacing it by a soft, velvety surface,
lasting and lovely. Truly it is a
masterpiece created by a genius.
If the best costs so little and lasts for
so long, why buy anything but Coty ?

d 1^3
3 an
One of the2^
12 shades
will mutch your complexion
exactly — and it is in your favourite Coty fragrance.

For your handbag
A COTY CONtPACTE— neat and
practical in a variety of beautiful
designs. Always at hand for a quick
" touch-up "
from
2 ^6
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jokes like
that —Swipes
please —across
please his
!"
Chuck
whipped
knee and administered a tanning.
Five minutes later the street door
banged. From the window Swipes
was seen mooching along the street
with bent head and a kitten under
each arm.
"Never mind. He'll come back,"
Chuck philosophised.
This time
didn't,
and Chuck
brooded
overhe his
absence;
more,
when he found the boy had deserted
him for Steve. Steve had always
liked
Swipes and was glad of his
company.
Steve visited Lucy too, and made
love to her. Unsuccessfully at first,
it is true, for Lucy was dressing at
the time of his unheralded arrival
in Chuck's apartment. But, though
modesty forbade her to accept his
advances, it was plain that she liked
the smooth-haired man of fortune.
"You do love me?" he asked
anxiously, for his feeling for her had
made the great Steve Brodie
strangely humble.
"I love you, Steve," came her
answer, "but two things worry me.
I do wonder, sometimes, what you
do for a living — whether it's honest,
like Chuck's — and then, Chuck has
been so kind, I worn' because he
doesn't know."
Tt may or may not have been this
-t conversation that urged Steve to
fasten with limpet hold on to a
proposition
put whom
up to him
by and
two
master brewers
he met
interviewed on a dock in sight of
the Brooklyn Bridge.
The result of this interview he
made known to Chuck the same
evening in the crowded saloon .
"See here, Chuck, I'm thinking
of quitting
gambling.
ing to Messrs.
Herman I& been
Co., talkand
they think I could run a saloon
round here if I could do something
sensational. Something that would
make my popularity with the boys
go up like a flag on its pole. They
offered to put me in business, in
fact. 1 told them I'd jump off the
Brooklyn
Bridge." Madness, Steve.
"You what?
Besides,
the
you." ,
' ' Maybe not.police
Theywon't
can beletdodged
can't
? " do it, though. Bet
"Youtheycan't
you" Mean
— bet you
saloon
it ? this
I take
overyouthiscan't."
joint
lock, stock and barrel, if I do."
"If you do.observed
But youSteve,
won't."and
"Done,"
furnished his rival with a cigar and
matches with the customary results.
Preparations for his leap to fame
and fortune, however, were steadily
put forward. Knowing that a
funeral procession, due to cross
timedhour,to'
Bridge,at was
leave
the Bowery
a certain
Brooklyn
it was thought Steve should get
past the police stationed at the foot
of the bridge by following the cortege.
Bitter disappointment awaited
Chuck, who yearned for the moment
of full
witnessing
Steve's
in
view of the
localdiscomfiture
population
who were to turn out for the
occasion. Thoughts of Steve's
demise never entered Chuck's head,
his expectations being entirely taken
up with a mental picture of Steve,

from page 22

mountingto the
refusing
jump.bridge railing and
"Carrie Nation and her crowd are
coming down this way. Better get
to the saloon and protect your beer
barrels," was the information which
awaited Chuck from a friend on the
sidewalk at the time crowds were
and
bridge. en route for funeral
foregathering
" Just Not
my even
darn onluck
mumbled
Chuck.
this! "stupendous
occasion dared he leave the saloon
to the mercy df Carrie Nation and
her destructive Amazons.
He hurried off, and so missed
much that Swipes and Lucy, from
separate
witnessed.viewpoints well to the fore,
He missed the passing of the
funeral procession, the wreathed
hearse and one, two three, four
carriages, followed by the brougham
containing Steve, his face thrust
forward
kerchief. and buried in a large handMost of all, he missed the poise of
the single human figure on the
bridge rail, the leap, the swift
descent, the closing of the ripples
about the head, then, after a pause,
seeming to one feminine watcher to
last years, the reappearance of that
head above the body of a sure
swimmer.
What Chuck, watching warily outside his saloon, did not miss was
the news of Steve's victor}', carried
to him, not by Lucy, who was
embracing the victor with tears on
her cheeks, but by an informant in
atidings.
brown derby who brought double
"Look out. Chuck. Carrie Nation
and her gang are sure coming down
She arrived, a masculine-looking
creature,
the
street." whose very spectacles
threatened defiance of the comfortable form of Chuck, ensconced on
the pavement watching beer barrels
being lowered into his cellars.
"Disgrace to humanity," she
vociferated. " Poisoner of the nation.
We demand that you should close
your doors and try to make an
honest living."
Chuck
grimly.
If Steve
was tosmiled
take over
the saloon,
its
present proprietor would ensure its
being a place for heroes to Uve in.
"Perhaps you're right, ladies," he
conceded. "Come in and settle the
thing for yourselves. It's up to yon
with victory,
to Flushed
do any blamed
thing." they came
in. In years the Bowery had seen
no stranger sight than the demolition
of the Connor saloon by a handful
of umbrella-armed anti-drink enthusiasts. Beer ran in the street that
night and the number of bottles
smashed by steel ferrules would have
delighted the head of a glass factory.
Chuck may have been resigned to
fate, but actually it broke him.
With the saloon went ambition.
He hadn't the heart to accept the
offer made
by again.
a second-rate
brewer's
firm
to start
He lost
pride
in himself. The square-breasted,
well-cut coats, the diamond tie-pin,
in time the gay ties, found their way
to the pawnshop.
Dispirited, wretched and feeling
old, he had to eat; so tramped, one
day, up the steps of a newly opened
recruiting office. Consequent on the
blowing up of U.S. battleship Maine
in Havana, volunteers were being
called up for service in Cuba.
Chuck had no more notion than
the man in the moon whom he was
(Continued on page 26)
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" It's very simple," say these lovely
stars, " use Lux Toilet Soap regularly ! That's our secret ! We find
it essential to perfect complexion
beauty. It keeps skin as we must
have it : smooth, flawlessly clear

BINN
BAR

and always youthfully attractive. There is only one thing
you must remember — use
it regularly ! "
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by 846

leading

857

Soap
of the
stars

" Smooth, youthful skin "... screen stars
must have it ! . . . and must keep it ! That's
tvhy Lux Toilet Soap has become essential
to the stars. It holds youth and beauty in the
skin ! Because it does this, 846 of the leading
857 stage and screen stars made it the official
beauty soap in all of the great studios.
Lux Toilet Soap will do for you what it
has done for Adrienne Ames, and hundreds
of other lovely stars. Have that skin loveliness you see on the screen ! Hold youth
and beauty in your skin !
Lux Toilet Soap costs no more than
ordinary soaps. Gives a luxurious lather
which thoroughly cleanses the pores of the
skin. A pure white tablet, delicately perfumed, daintily wrapped. Buy Lux Toilet
Soap from your grocer or dealer. Use it
regularly. For the bath and shampoo as well.

AMES
ADRIENNE
Adrienne Ames says :
"1 have used this
, beauty soap for
\ years. It keeps my
skin so exquisitely smooth and

youthful."

A TABLET
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You can do anything you like
with your hair after washing it
with an AVA Shampoo — for AVA
makes the hair really manageable.
This remarkable scientific discovery
is something
entirely different
from
anything
you've tried
before.
It is a shampoo that
contains no soap ! You can use
AVA Shampoo in either hard or
soft water, and it never leaves a
dull sticky film so often found
with soaps.
Neither
does it
require any special rinsing afterwards. AVA Shampoo suits every
kind and colour of hair, bringing
out the natural beauty and leaving
it soft and rich-looking, easy to
handle, and lovely to see.
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the
Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.
AVA
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AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4
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to fight, but he affixed the sign that
served for his signature in the space
provided on the recruiting form, and
left the office, with orders to report
later.
Now that he had decided to leave
the
Bowery,
want heart
to quit,
so that
withhe nodidn't
lighter
he
went up the steps to his new
dilapidated quarters. Lucy had left
him some weeks to marry Steve.
Before he saw who it was. Chuck
knew someone was before him. The
someone, crouched behind the door,
was raised up by Chuck, whose
surprise gripped him by the throat.
" Swipes ! "
Tears stood in Chuck's eyes. He
couldn't say another word, while
Swipes, clinging to his neck, faltered
out."It didn't seem right my being
away, leaving you when times are
back."
come was
I've room
bad.The So
untidy
full of hope.
Never had Chuck realised what the
boy meant to him until this moment,
when ambition that so long had
been dead, was renewed.
"We can't stop like this. Swipes.
You've got to grow up, be a man,
do things, amount to somebody.
Wait till I'm on my feet. You and
I'll start right over again."
As pockets
a preliminary,
in his
to find outheif felt
the money
therein amounted to the price of a
meal, when his fingers made contact
with a piece of paper.
"Holy smoke ! I've forgotten.
I'm in the Army," he ejaculated,
adding
swift : "Never
I'll
get out, asomehow.
Wait mind.
here while
Thesupper."
couple of white-slavers who
I get
had
all but ensnared Lucy were
hanging about, ready to attract his
notice as soon as he reached the street.
"Listen, Chuck! We got news
for you. You think Steve Brodie
jumped
off the
Brooklyn
you ? All
BoweryBridge,
thinksdon't
so,
but he didn't. Come along with us
andUnwilling
we'll giveatyoufirst,
proof."
knowing the
reputation of the men. Chuck finally
consented to viewing the evidence,
armed with which and in the company of his moustached informants,
he took a cab.
The Connor saloon was much as
he had known it before the onslaught
of Carrie Nation and her tribe, except
that it was smarter and the splendid
sign back of the bar, bore the
inscription,
Brodie."
Steve, who"Steve
had been
leading the
feminine chorus in a stage turn,
twirling a silver-topped ebony cane
in the manner of the true comedian,
came in front of the footlights,
prepared to be genial. Prosperity
had altered neither him nor his
manner to his rival.
"Cut the cackle," Chuck told him
when he offered a drink. "You
didn't win this place on the level.
You never jumped off Brooklyn
Bridge,
the reason."
Seizingandhis here's
erstwhile
burden from
the floor. Chuck threw off the covers
and displayed a full-size dummy,
the features and slicked -back hair
of which were a creditable likeness
of Steve.
" Honest, Chuck, you're wrong.
That dummy was made for me by
some fellows and kept under lock
and key by Midas the Mute. He
mislaid it — Heaven knows why or
how.
Theboth
factways,
that I he
couldn't
talk, cut
assure
you.
Never a sign could I get out of him
on the morning it vamoosed. I
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took" Take
the jump.
knowsswine
it." !
that,Everyone
you dirty
No, wait a bit"— Chuck paused
with bare forearm — "I'll fight you
proper
any place
like toScuffly's
name."
"Right.
How youabout
Chuck
withdrew
to
take
barge, to-night, eight o'clock?"Swipes
to supper. At seven-fifty he and
Steve pushed off from the dock and
landed on the deck of the deserted
anchored barge.
Tht dock was packed with interested spectators who peered into the
darkness and rising fog, straining
their ears for sounds of scuffle and
betting on the unseen.
Half an hour had passed before
the splash of oars was heard, followed
by the vague outline of the dinghy,
seen
Whose?to contain a single figure.
Suppositions alternated between
shouts
of "Steve,"
until
the figure
scrambled "Chuck,"
up the landing
steps,
blood
dripping
from
a
series
of face cuts.
"If you want to know the toughest
man on the Bowery, tell yourselves
it's
Chuck Connors," announced the
victor.
uniform,
accompanied
Swipes,
Next day,
attired by
in soldier's
rigged
out
in
redeemed
doublebreasted suit with pearl buttons.
Chuck held a lunch party in the
saloon, occupying the seat of honour
at the long table.
Laughter from everyone but
Chuck had hardly died down when
suddenly his arm was seized from
behind. Two police officers and a
plain-clothesman had forced an
entrance.
"Chuck Connors, you're under
arrest for assaulting Steve Brodie.
now in hospital. You're wanted for
identification."
his idol,refusing
was alsoto conveyed
the
be parted tofrom
Swipes,
private ward where Steve, swathed
in bandages, but very much himself,
was smoking a cigarette lighted for
him by Lucy, who had only retired
by "You
requestidentify
of a nurse.
this man as being
your
" inquired the
hawknosed assailant?
plain-clothes-man,
indicating
Chuck with a wave of the thumb.
"Never seen him in my life,"
declared Steve. He stuck to the
decision until the somewhat disgruntled members of the law took
themselves off, unable to make a
charge.
"Thanks a lot. Steve I All the
" YouI licked
didn't.youI'dpretty
have done
same,
well." you
in "You
if I hadn't
slipped."
wouldn't
have."
"I would."
"Don't quarrel. Can't you be
friends and shake hands ? " entreated
Swipes. "Remember you're in the
me's
you. heChuck
Army, ain't
leaving
for Cuba,"
added and
proudly.
" Darned if I'd almost forgotten."
Chuck thrust out a great fist which
the other gripped. Memories of the
good
days Heof their
earlyward,
rivalrybutstirred
Chuck.
left the
had
to come back to say "Gee. I wish
you were coming with me, Steve.
" You bet I will."
you?"
Why
Side don't
by side
with rifles and packs,
having
said
"Good-bye"
who had kissed them both, to
and Lucy,
with
the knowledge that Swipes, for good
or ill, had stowed himself away in
the nearest Army wagon. Chuck
Connors and Steve Brodie left the
Bowery to carry friendship to the
great unknown.
J
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ODORONO
It protects you from underarm perspiration and odour!
This time of year parties,
dancing, warmer clothes and
indoor living keep underarm
perspiration active. So, just
as in summer, you need
Odorono — to prevent the
perspiration stains that ruin
dresses — to prevent the underarm odour so fatal to

taiilv o/jiectalisl
Correct beauty treatment is a clear-cut system of
practice — not just something in a fancy jar! And
this is where the Buty-Tone method is entirely
different.
It is a balanced blend of correct vital principles —
a complete specialised treatment in which each
item contributes its own indispensable part to the
beauty.
creation and preservation of flawless complexion
And Buty-Tone leads the field of beauty culture
by giving you — free — complete instruction in
such simple terms that you are able to carry out
the full treatment yourself, in just a few minutes
each day. Give Buty-Tone a trial.
FREE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
The Buty-Tone
gramophone record
and you
"whys"
of cortells
the "hows'
rect beauty
culture.
It comes to you free
on request. Please \
enclose 3d. for
postage.

charm. Perspiration odour
clings to woollens particu& jg larly.
Odorono, harmlessly and
surely, diverts underarm
perspiration to surfaces where
[ it escapes unnoticed. Use
either the famous rubycoloured Odorono Regular,
or the new colourless Instant
Odorono.
Odorono is a physician's
formula - — obtainable whereever toilet goods are sold,
1/6 and 2/6.
INSTANT
ODO-RO'NO
{colourless) is for use at any time
of day or night. It gives 1 to 3
days' complete protection
against perspiration and odour.

0 NORTH AM WARREN. LTD. (Dept. F.2),
215. Blackfriars Road. LONDON. S.E.I
Enclosed is 4d. in stamps for samples of Instant
Odorono, Odorono Regular and Deodorant
Creme Odorono.

ODO'RO-NO
REGULAR
Nome...
(ruby'Coloured) is for those who
prefer to use Odorono at night Address,
and obtain the longest protection
... 3 to 7 days.
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Liqueur -Newberry Habit

NEW

BERRY

FRUITS
with Fruit Liqueur Centres

Six flavivours
GOOSEBERRY
TANGERINE
RASPBERRY
GRAPE FRUIT
LEMON FIG
2 6 boxes
I/- cartons
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Collier
Lionel
Theby PICTUREGOER'S
quick
reference
ust released
index to films
***THE BOWERY
♦LADIES MUST LOVE
**BEAUTY
♦THE MAD GAME
**S.O.S. ICEBERG
♦THE PRIDE OF THE FORCE
**THE WAY TO LOVE
♦THE SHIP OF WANTED
♦♦DOUBLE HARNESS
MEN
ENEMY OF THE POLICE
♦EVER IN MY HEART
Ann Dvorak, who plays opposite
Maurice Chevalier in the romantic
comedy, " The Way to Love "

your entertainment
IFonyouthelike
rough and tough side,
you will thoroughly enjoy
Bowery, which depicts that
famous district of New York
in the 'nineties. Wallace Beery
gives one of his best characterisations in it, and I have not seen
George Raft to better advantage.
Its main weakness is an excess
of sentiment towards the end,
centred round Jackie Cooper,
who fails to be convincing.
This is easily the best picture
of the week.
♦•♦THE BOWERY
United Artists. American.
"A" certificate.
Period comedy-drama.
Runs 83 minutes.
For story freely
based
on
the
film,
Williams see page 22. by Marjory
Wallace Beery
Chuck Connors
George Raft
Steve Brodie
Jackie
Cooper
Swipes
Fay Wray
Lucv Calhoun
Pert Kelton
Trixie
George
Walsh
John Mr.L. Rummel
Sullivan
Oscar Apfel
Fehdinand Munier
Jumbo
Herman Bing
Mr. Herman
Harold Huber
Slick
Fletcher
Norton Carrie Nation
Googy
L u.i.i an Harher
Tammany Young
Carrie Nation
Esther Muir
"The Tart"
John Bleifer
"The Mute"
John Kelly
Lumpy Hogan
Directed
by
Raoul
Walsh
from
novel by
Michael L. Simmons and Bessie the
R. Solomon
adopted by Howard
Esatbrook
and
James
Gleason.
A wonderfully vigorous and virile
portrayal of life in the Bowery
in the 'nineties, with Wallace
Beery giving another fine characterisation as a prominent saloon
proprietor who is ousted from
popularity by a rival who jumps off
Brooklyn Bridge to gain notoriety.
This latter role is excellently
played by George Raft, who affords
a strong contrast to Beery in type
and methods.
The film is pretty rough stuff, put
over in a Rabelasian atmosphere,
and it has action, action all the way.
and a wealth of boisterous humour.
Its weakness lies in its sentimental
moments, which are introduced by
Beery's affection for a little waif,
played in a stereotyped manner by
Jackie Cooper, whose mannerisms
are becoming far too pronounced
these days.
The ending accentuates this sob
angle; it slows up in speed, and looses
much of its early conviction and
virility.
There is a good romantic element
introduced by both the rival saloon
proprietors falling in love with a
girl— a role attractively played by
Fay Wray.
Pert Kelton still continues her
starward course in a clever character
28

What the asterisks mean — ♦♦♦♦ An outstanding feature.
♦** Very good.
c Also suitable for children.
♦♦ Good.
* Average entertainment.
performance of a hard-boiled cabaret
singer, and the supporting cast is
well chosen, each giving full value
to the role he♦♦B
or EAU
she TY
sustains.
M.-G.-M. American. " A" certificate . Working
girl comedy-drama. Runs 80 minutes.
Madge Evans
Letty
Una Merkel
Carol
Florine McKinney
Jane
PhillipsKruger
Holmes
Jane's
lover
Otto
Sherwood
Alice Brady
Mrs. Sherwood
Eddie
Nugent
Carol's
I sob ell Jewell
Receptionbrother
Clerk
Directed by Richard Boleslavsky.
goldagainIt isamong
Back
diggers.
the old,the
old story
of girls out for a good time with a
heroine, who, warned by the fate of
the others, is able to find a husband
who loves her.
But it is not the plot that counts
in this picture; it is the excellent
characterisations given by the cast,
the well handled situations, both
dramatic and comedy, and the
piquancy and wit of the dialogue.
There is a vein of satire on beauty
parlours and the foibles of the
wealthy, but not too beautiful
society women who frequent them,
which runs amusingly through the
whole production.
I have not seen Madge Evans to
better advantage than here, as a
beauty parlour assistant, Letty,
who falls in love with a married
man and turns him down because
of the tragedies that befell two of
her friends in similar circumstances.
The man in her case is played by

Otto Kruger, and extremely well
played,
his love-making
done withtoo;sincerity
and requisiteis
lightness of touch.
His wife, whom he eventually
manages to divorce and so bring
his romance with Letty to a happy
conclusion, is excellently portrayed
by Alice
Her society
characterisation of aBrady.
neurotic
lady,
immersed in fads, is full of humour
and another milestone along the
road of her triumphant comeback.
The two "tragedies" w-hich influence Letty's life are represented
by Una Merkel, who presents with
her accustomed brilliance an embittered gold-digger who lives on an
elderly protector, and Florine
McKinney as a girl who lives with
the son of the proprietress of the
beautysheshop,
suicidea
when
finds and
that commits
she is to have
child and that her lover will not
marry her. It is a pathetic little
study,
matic. intensely moving and draPhillips Holmes is good as the
lover, while Hedda Hopper is
effective as his mother.
Letty has another admirer in
Bill, an insufferable wise-cracker,
which is interestingly played by
Eddie Nugent.
May Robson is very good as the
raw youth's
and rendered
a reception
clerk
is most mother
amusingly
by
I so bell Jewell.
See this film for the excellence of
the above characterisations.

Claire Trevor makes a very
attractive heroine for Spencer
Tracy in " The Mad Game."
••S.O.S. ICEBERG
Universal.
certificate
SpectacularAmerican.
drama. Runs "A"
77 minutes.
Rod
La
RocQue
Dr.
Carl
Lawrence
Leni Riefenstahl EUen Lawrence
Sepp Rist
Dr Johannes Brand
Gibson Gowland
John Dragan
Dr. Max Holsboer Dr. Jan Matushek
Walter Riml
Fritz Kumme
Ernst L'det
Himself
Directed by Tay Garnett. Produced on the
West Coast of Greenland under the auspices
of the Danish Government. Expedition led
by Dr. Arnold Fanck.
It in
tookthea year
to make
this picture
frozen
fastness
of the
North, and the camera work and
scenic qualities are outstanding.
One sequence, which depicts the
birth of an iceberg, is remarkably
fine and was obviously secured with
great personal
risk;photographed
the phenomenon has never been
before.
Unfortunately, the drama for
which all this spectacular magnificence forms a background is very
weak and lacking in human interest.
One feels that it would have been
better to concentrate on the scientific aspect of the expedition, for as
it is the picture falls between two
stools.
The artistes have little chance,
and Leni Riefenstahl is further
handicapped by a doubled voice.
••THE WAY TO LOVE
Paramount.dramaAmerican.
certificate. Light
Run* "A85 "minutes.
Maurice Chevalier
Francois
Ann
EdwardDvorak
Everett Horton Madeleine
Bibi
Mydia Westman
Annette
John
Marco
Minna Miljan
Gombell
Suzanne
Blanche
Frederici
Mme.
Bibi
Arthur Pierson
Joe
George Rigas
Pedro
Sidney Toler
Pierre
Grace Bradley A Sunburned Lady
Arthur Housfman The Drunkard
Billy Bevan
Monsieur Prias
Douglas Dumbrille Agent Chapusard
Directed
by
Norman
Taurog
the story
and scenario by Gene Fowler from
and Benjamin
Glazer. Music andand Leo
lyricsRobin.
by Ralph Rainger

Parisia
e Cheval
iern
tic
Mauric
a synthe
nst ound,
Agaibackgr
puts over a very slight romance
with a circus girl whom he protects
an, a very ferocious
from her
guardi
ng expert.
throwi
knifeIt is all very laboured and
artificial,
Chevalier's
manages but
to come
smilingpersonality
through,
and he has some really amusing
scenes in a shop where advice and
help
is given
to people
theiror love
affairs.
He also
sings a insong
two
Edward
very
well. Everett Horton is amusing" as a cheap-jack professor, but
his material is very limited.
Ann Dvorak, in the role of heroine,
has a thankless task and does not
show to advantage.
(Continued on page 30)
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SO THIS IS THE FIRST TIME
YOUVE BEEN IN LONDON

TOLD

Weekly

ME

clings

WELL I HOPE OUR GRIMY
CITY WONT RUIN YOUR
CHARMINGLY FRESH
COMPLEXION

How fine this Snowfire Powder
is — how smooth and soft to
use. Sifted through sheerest
silk time and again — that is
the reason.
And
what a
fresh, clear look it gives —

what a delicate rose-petal
bloom. This lovely powder
clings for hours and its
perfume is fascinating —
you'll never tire of its
fragrance.

Snowfire
FACE

POWDER

SHADES— NATURELLE, ^=^>(T=:=='* » fCHELLE & PECHE
Loose in attractive boxes,
Use Snowfire
too — itit'skeeps
(he
perfect
powderCream
base and
2d., 3d. and 6d. Flat com
your skin soft and lovely.
Handbag containers 3d. Tubes 6d.
pacts 6d.

Take

The nervous, grimy life of
cities ages women beyond
their years — unless they
guard against " Tired Skin "
with Knight's Castile. This
gently active soap stimulates
the glands of the skin, keeping your complexion
young and lovely. Its creamy lather and
delicate fragrance soothe skin and nerves,
freshening you, invigorating you. Only fourpence a tablet.
Get one to-night.

and

eas

ily

end
Knig
ht's
TOILET
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SOAP ile
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KC I 32- 1 43 JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED, SOAP MAKERS SINCE 181;
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Nine

people

allow

their

out

hair

to

of

ten

fall

out

COMPARE your head as it is
to-day with photographs
taken a few years ago. You will
then probably realise the importance of the loss of hair and
the difference in appearance
that has taken place.

The question of how to avoid this
tragedy no longer arises since the
wonderful discovery of the famous
biologist Dr Weidner. who isolated
living hair cells and brought them
into stable solution called Silvikrin.

Naturally you will ask yourself: Am I to go on like this?
There are many cases similar to
yours. Read what Mr. E. H., an
accountant, writes us: —
" The loss
ofwhichmygavehairme reached
proportionsdays
concern. Some
I counted much
more than
fifty in with
my comb,
and Imyfeltscalp
was
covered
dandruff
ashamed
to meet my
friends,
I had to
shampoo
several
timesand
a week
" A Iriend who had sucli a splendid
head of hair that it attracted everyconfidedreqularly.
to me that
he uses body's
yourattention
products
and
that
suffered
same he
trouble
as I formerly from the
" I three
followed
his advice,
ana now —
after
do not
myself.
Noweeks
more— /loss
ol recoqnise
hair my
scalp is clean and healthy, and very
many new hairs have appeared I
understand
why your
have such a now
tremendous
sale products
all over
the world."
To fully understand the effect of
Silvilcrin. you must realise that dandruff and falling hair are caused by
impoverished roots and lack of
organic
nourishment
to isthethe hairforming tissues
Dandruff
first
sign of approaching disaster to vour
hair.

Silvikrin perforins real miracles on
your scalp, removes dandruff almost
overnight,
hair isarerapidlystopped andfalling
bald patches
soon
covered with new hair.
If. therefore, you are not satisfied
with your
whetherscurf
you orarefalling
suffering fromhair,
dandruff,
hair, do not wait until it reaches an
advanced stage endangering the
delicate hair roots.

A few drop* of Silvilcrin contain
millions of tiring hair cell*.

ABSOLUTELY

FREE TRIAL

You owe it to yourselt to learn
what this invention can do for you
The
" Your
contains
full booklet
particulars
of Hair
Dr " Weidners
invention and valuable advice on the
care and preservation of hair and
scalp Doctors say that if people
followed this advice, there would be
no more hair trouble.
/><» not nerut any money or »l(im/».
Just till in the coupon and post it
to-day We will send vou free and
post free a copy of this booklet
together with a generous sample of
a Silvikrin preparation.

0

COUPON
Laboratories,
nSilvikrin
W\ Silvikrin
has
been
145. Sydney Rd.. King's Parade, London. N.
tested in ofHospitals
and
Universities
many coun
Please send me free and post tree:
tries
on
most
hopelesscases
The results obtained were
1. AThesample
Bookletof "Your
Moir "Preparation.
2.
a Silvikrin
aii
previouslypos ibleconsidered
imand caused
a real
3. Opinions of the Medical Profession. 1
sensation
in
the
medical
world
Many thousands of people
Name
owe to Silvikrin the abundance,
health
and
beauty
of their hair.
Address
Please write tn block letters,
and potlvelopeinwith umeoled
en'Ijd stamp.
P.G.

SilviVrin

yoei to tAe root

Aovr trcu£^e

,

THE
SCREENS
••DOUBLE HARNESS
Radio. American.
drama. "ARuns" certificate.
70 minutes. Marital
Ann Harding
Joan Colby
William Powell
John Fletcher
Henry Stephenson Colonel Colby
Liliam Bond
Monica Page
George Meeker
Dennis
Reginald Owen
Butler
Lucile Browne
Valerie Colby
Kay Hammond
Eleanor Weston
Leigh Allen
Leonard Weston
Hugh Huntley
Farley Drake
Wallis Clark
Postmaster General
Directed by John Cromwell from the play
by Edward P. Montgomery. Adapted by
Jane Murfik.
While not very original in story,
this picture has a lot to
recommend it. The situations, for
instance, in the old tale of the
woman who makes marriage a
business, but who, in danger of
losing her man to another, discovers real romance, is full of wellhandled situations. The direction
is polished, the dialogue bright, and
Ann Harding puts into the leading
role all that intense feeling and
understanding of which she is so
eminently capable.
It is one of her more notable
performances, and she is ably
seconded by William Powell as the
husband she beguiles into matrimony and finally learns to love.
There is not a great deal of scope
for dramatic acting, but there is a
polish about the treatment.
•EVER IN MY HEART
Warner.
American.
" certificate.
marriage
drama. "ARuns
69 minutes. Mixed
Barbara
Stanwyck
Mary
Otto Kruger...
Hugo
Ralph Bellamy
Jeff
Ruth Donnelly
Lizzie
Laura Hope Crews Grandma Archer
Frank Albertson
Sam
Donald Meek
Storekeeper
Clara Balndick
Anna
Directed by Archie Mayo.
A in
somewhat
affair,
which melancholy
the heroine,
an
American girl who has married a
German and been separated from
him through the outbreak of war,
finds her husband a spy in France
and kills him and herself, so that
they should never be separated again.
There is a certain amount of
tenderness and sincerity about the
opening love-making scenes, while
the gradual growth of racial hatred
is convincingly depicted.
The war scenes are artificial and
somewhat fantastic.
Barbara Stanwyck and Otto
Kruger
roles. give full value to the leading
•LADIES MUST LOVE
Universal.
Romantic comedyAmerican.
with music. "A"
Runs 60certificate.
minutes.
June
Knight
Neil Hamilton Jeannie
Bill
Sally
Dot
DorothyO'Neal
Burgess
Peggy
Mary Carlisle
Lou
George
E. Stone Sally Joey
Maude Eburne
Madama Fin
Oscar Appel
Naussbauer
Edmund
Breesk Wilbur
Van Mullrr
Dyne
Richard Carle
Berton Churchill
Gaskins
Virginia Cherrill Society Girl
Directed by E. A. DirrONT.
Conventional
of theothers,
golddigger who, story
with three
plans to exploit a young man about
town, but falls in love with her
intended victim.
It is presented quite brightly with
song and dance interpolations and
contains some smart dialogue and
sound acting. It passes an hour
pleasantly enough.
June Knight is efficient in the
lead and Sally O'Neil shows signs
of a promising come-back as one
of the quartet of gold-diggers.
•THE MAD GAME
Fox. American.
" certificate.
melodrama. "A Runs
73 mins. Gangster
Spencer Tracy
Edward Carson
Claire Trevor
Jane Lee
Ralph Morgan
Judge Penfield

NOW — Continued
Howard Lally
Thomas Penfield
J. Carrol Naish
Chopper Allen
John
Matt Miljan
McHugh William
Butts Bennett
McGee
Kathleen Burke
Marilyn Kirk
Mary Mason...
Lila Penfield
Willard Robertson
Warden
John
Doctor
Paul Davidson
Fix
Lou
Jerry DeVine
Mike
Directed by Irving Cummings from a story by
William Conselman.
beenthelifted
kidnapNowhas that
Willfrom
Hayes'
ban
ping films, we shall probably get a lot
of
them is— also
especially
racket
a thing asofthe
the "booze"
past.
Here is depicted the manner in
which a reformed boot-legger who
has his features changed by plastic
surgery, sets out to bring his old
gang, who have broken into the
kidnapping
to book. between
There is aracket,
love interest
him and a woman newspaper
reporter who aids him and, for a
change, an unhappy ending, for the
ex-convict is mortally wounded.
It is all rather fantastic, but put
over with some well-timed suspense.
Spencer Tracy is good as the
gangster and his make-up exceedClaireingly Trevor
effective. is attractive as the
heroine.
•THE PRIDE OF THE FORCE
W ardour. British.Runs" U"75 certificate.
Slapstick
Leslie comedy.
FullerminutesBill and Bob
Faith Bennett
Peggy
Nancy Bates
Sheila
Hal Gordon
Dick
Alp Godoard
Sergeant Brown
Frank Perpitt
Inspector
Ben Welden
Tony Carlotti
Pat Aherne
Max Heinrich
Rosie Howard
Gertie
"Rough-House" King Curtis Big Steve
Directed by Norman Lee.
Leslie
Fulleroneplays
the dual who
role
of twins,
a policeman
wants to join a circus and the other
a farm hand who wants to be a
policeman, in this hectic comedy.
He contrasts the athleticism of the
one with the fatuousness of the
other well, and his lively, if artless,
knockabout humour gets full scope.
The circus atmosphere is convincing, and there are sequences in
all-in
wrestling
ring well
and staged.
a lion's
cage which are very
The supporting cast lives up to
the liveliness of the unsophisticated
entertainment as a whole.
•THE SHIP OF WANTED MEN
Butcher. American. "A " certificate. Melodrama ofthe sea. Runs 66Irene
minutes.
Dorothy Sebastian
Reynolds
Fred Kohler
Chuck Young
Leon Waycopf Captain John Holden
Gertrude Astor
Vera
Maurice Black
Spinoli
Jason Robards
Craig
James Flavin
Busch
Directed by Lew Collins from an original
story by Ethel Hill
Vigorous
action ofmelodrama,
which takes all
place the
on
a schooner at sea. It is rather
obvious inin treatment,
developmentbutand
"rough
house"
characters
are quite well drawn.
ENEMY OF THE POLICE
Warner British. "A " certificate. Comedy.
Runs 51 minutes.
John
Stuart
John Tapleigh
Meakin
A. Bromley
Davenport.. Sir Lemuel
Margaret Yarde
Lady Tapleigh
Viola Keats
Preston
Violet Fairbrother Lady Salterton
Ernest Skpton
Slingsby
Winifred Oughton Marthe Teavle
Alp Goddaro
Galacher
Molly Kisher
Ann
Hal Waters
Bagshaw
Nora Brenon
Lobelia
Directed by George King.
Verysecretary
thin plot,
the
of dealing
a socialwith
reform
society who gets thoroughly mixed
up with crooks and is taken for one
himself.
It is all very ingenuous.
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YARDLEYLAVENDER

This pleasant

Dependable
LAXATIVE
SAFE

RELIEF

™
i™

CONSTIPATION
Feen-a-minf is utterly safe, utterly dependable.
No griping; no over-action ; and it is not habitforming. Children especially love its fresh
mint flavour !

nt
en
Fefor
theawholemi
family
Obtainable at all Chemists, 1/3 a box
FREE SAMPLE. Send your name
and address and 1jd. in stamps (to
cover
postage) C.2),
to : White's
Laboratories
Ltd. (Dept.
Thames
House.
Westminster,143 S.W.I

Feen-a-mint brand Chewing Confection, with laxative properties, is
now obtainable in the popular

So fresh and fragrant, the Yardley Lavender
gives you a daintiness and charm which no
other perfume can quite equal,

SIZE

A Lovable Fragrance— exquisite at all times
and especially perfect for the informal occasion
when a heavy, exotic scent might be out
of harmony.
Sprinkler Bottles 1/3 to 10/6.
up to 2 guineas.

Larger sizes

Lavender Soap—' The Luxury Soap of the World '
YARD—LE2 Y6 a box of three tablets, Complexion Powder I/9,
Complexion Cream 2 6, Compacts 2/- and 3/-,
Lipsticks 2/- and 3/-, Bath Salts 2/6, Talc 1/2, etc.
OLD
ARE FIRST ATTRACTED
BY YOUR HAIR !
Do you know 94 men out of every 100 are looking for a
girl with natural charm. This natural charm is easily
yours by using WINIFRED LIQUID HAIR FOAMthe only shampoo with alluring distinctive perfume —
IT IS A TONIC— brings out the natural tone in
every shade of hair. 2/- for six applications — post free.
WINIFRED MITCHELL, Beauty Specialist
CROSSGATES ROAD, LEEDS. #

MEN

but who would know- -thanks to

§11011
lire
GLVCERINE

Lastingly
Housework soon steals the beauty from
your hands. But not if you use
Snowfire Glycerine Jelly every time
you wash. It keeps your hands soft
and white, and banishes all redness and
roughness
. Non-greasy, it's absorbed
in a minute.
BRITISH MADE
Of all Chemists, Coiffeurs, etc.
****************

C

MB

15 O

Have you seen the lovely
transfer
for ?Clark's
ion Design
You new
will Cushenjoy
working i t on sof t green canvas
material in gay shades of
Clark's " Anchor " Soft Embroidery. Just fill in the Coupon
and enclose 6d., and the transfer, together with a colour chart
and working
instructions,to you
will post
immediately beforwarded
free. Don't delay ! Washing and
wearing won't lessen the beauty of
Clark's "Anchor" Soft Embroidery .

BOND
TicklingThroats
NDON
ST LO
Quickly
and
pleasantly
relieved with |LOl^H^l^i
DELIGHTFUL TO THE TASTE

Lovely
I D

ECy

COUPON

Send with 6d.

envelope.
P.O.
in sealed

To CLARK & CO. LTD., Dept. L.19, Paisley, Scotland.
Please send, post free, transfer, color chart and working instructions foryour new Cushion Design. I enclose 6d.
Name .
(in block llttkrs)
AddreM .
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herself as I have seen and heard her distinguishing
herself
and "Lion
on themust
air."get busy and
The on
deartheoldstage
British
think up some decent parts for Aileen Marson to
play — and then let us judge of her star value for
ourselves.
A Non-star
ThatNovais what
Gaumont-British
doingbutwith
Pilbeam.
Nova is not are
a star;
she
has (so far) a full measure of that rare and precious
thing, childlike simplicity. If she can retain it
for the whole duration of the production of Little
Friend, we shall see on the screen something we
hardly ever see in American films, never in British,
and only now and again in Continental- — a little
girl
whoof really
might
somebody's
instead
a spoiled
and be
precocious
little kid
brat sister
of a
child-actress.
Gosh, I'm looking forward to that ! It's almost
too good to be true.
Interesting, this Little Friend. Instead of
looking at the child as though she were something
odd preserved in a bottle (a trick too many adults
have), this film looks at the adults through the
eyes of a child, and is making a sporting effort to
discover, and portray on the screen, what is really
Everyday
going on in the child's mind.
The almost
story itself
the of
kindyour
that morning
you can read
any isissue
paper;in
a father who is too preoccupied with business
interests to spend much time with his wife and
daughter; a mother who seeks consolation with an
actor lover; a quarrel; the Divorce Court . . . it's
all painfully familiar.
But this time we are to see it as the child sees

The eternal triangle as de
pitted in "The Man who
Changed His Name." Left
to right: Betty Stockfeld,
Lyn Harding and Leslie
Perrins.

it; Berthold
and I, forViertel
one, say
" Hurray it.
! " Matheson Lang
is directing
is the father.

seen
is the mother.
— and sheI'vewasonlylovely;
film — DonQuixote
in one Sherwood
O herLydia
V_>vy
• V^J4
TQTTVTQ
f\TLJolIN
f J. (
she is a distinguished stage player. Jean Cadell
fine actor
actress)
is(a the
lover.plays the nurse; Arthur Margetson
Creeps
Good cast.

MYSTERY

New

of

a

Star

An Unspoiled Child-Actress — Gordon Harker as a Lighthouse Keeper —
Sound City's New
Gwenn

Musical — New

Employs
EVER see Juno and the Paycock ? It was
probably
Sean O'Casey's most successful play, and made into a very good film.
The Paycock, one Captain Boyle
(who had gained his honourable rank
by working before the mast on coastal
steamers), was a philosopher; and in his
moments of deepest philosophising, he would
gaze up at the moon and say "Phwat is the
moon?" and then he would gaze up at the
stars and say '* Phwat is the stars ? "
Well, I'm no sea-captain (though "I was a
Major wanst" as Private Mulvaney might
have said but didn't) ; but I do claim to be
something of a philosopher.
And at this very moment I find myself
gazing at the stars and saying "Phwat is the
"
stars
The ? stars
are so very mysterious.

Directors — Edmund

And now prepare for a spot of shuddering. You
remember The Ghost Train — a creepy-crawler
in which Jack Hulbert was a silly-ass who was
really a detective . . . yes, I see you do. It
endeavoured to reproduce the success of a very
effective stage-play of the same name, and didn't
quite
come off.Gaumont-British are having another
However,
shot at it. This time it is labelled The Haunted
Light, and instead of the protagonists (or, if you
are fussy, participants) being gathered in a country station waiting-room, they meet in a lighthouse on the rugged Welsh Coast.
Gordon Harker (who is by way of being a dab at
spinal chills when he is in form) is to play the
lighthouse-keeper. Those who approve, kindly
contrary
signify in ?the usual manner. Thank you. On the
Carried unanimously.

no "Doubles"
No Funny Business and The Big Sweep. Blowed
if I can remember her in No Funny Business.
Can you remember her in The Big Sweep ?
But she must have had important parts, because
she's a star ! You know what a star is ? A player
who is accorded more publicity than the name of
the film.
Something funny here . . .
Ah ! Wait a bit ! She speaks French, Ger- Sound City Sings,
man, and Rumanian fluently, and also has a good
Two new things- — a new departure by Sound
smattering of Italian, Greek, and Arabic.
But does that make her a film star? And if and aCity,
which added
is making
"musical."
new studio
to the itsringfirst
of productionnot, what does ?
centres which encircles London.
To be fair to Sound City, it has been threatening
us
this Excellency,
" singie " forMr.some
time —but under the
/ Hail 'Em !
titlewith
of His
Cupid.
A knowledge of Rumanian is useful if she is
Fortunately, however, someone in authority
going to Rumania; but if (pardon me) she is has realised just how dire that title is, and the
going
'ere toin act
our before
studios,theit camera.
will be more opus is to break upon a grateful world as A Friend
useful toto remain
know how
Like You.
You faithful little company of half a million or
Tamara Desni plays the lead, opposite Harold
so readers who optimistically scan these columns French. Well. I was considerably impressed by
year in and year out will admit that I am rather La Desni in Falling for You , although she had
Pleased to Meteor
ready than most cynical old-timers to wel- very little to do in that except look fetching, and I
Take for instance, the new star that the more come
the beginner into the studios; but when that have been rooting for Harold French for years
British Lion (of Beaconsfield, Bucks) has beginner is hurled at my head as a star before she past, because he seems to me to have a singularly
just seen through his telescope. Her name is has played her first important screen-role, all my attractive screen personality ; but I never enAileen Marson, she is beautiful and young (they well-known sweetness of disposition just oozes
visaged these two carrying the weight of a musical
tell me) and she has had a meteoric rise to fame.
away and I become Old Man Grumpy himself.
show on their own four shoulders. I hope the
So as well as being a star, she is a meteor.
You see, I have rather a long memory ; and 1 experiment
Weighty will be a great success.
Oh, and she is talented. And she won a remember the fanfare of penny whistles that
scholarship at the Royal Academy of Dramatic greeted Betty Astell's being put on long contract
Art five years ago. And she has played in many at these same British Lion studios.
I have still to see Betty in an adequate part in a Talking about weight, Davy Burnaby is in this
important stage plays.
film (taking a little change from Heaconsfield
And (now we're getting warm) her films include film, which will give her a chance to distinguish
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and the B.B.C.), and Gibb McLaughlin, and Morton
Selten (who I hope will be spared to us for many
years— he's only 74), and Percy Walsh.
And a bunch of girls. Is it my notorious ignorance, or ha* any of these girls made a name for
herself in films ? Peggy Novak, Carol Kees
Marjorie Corbett, Pearl Rivers, Kay Walsh. . . .
Well,they
I dunno.
claim
are stars.But anyway, the studio doesn't
This film is about one of those mythical European kingdoms— so I was quite wrong in my guess
that Amnesia might be the last of them for a while.
Harold French is a young British diplomat with a
leaning towards women. (Ah, you think you
know the plot now, but let me remind you this
isn't a Chevalier film).
Tamara
a ballerina
who, having
no boyfriend of herDesni
own,is tells
her friends
she
is engaged to the young man. Complications, which are smoothed out
just in time for the picture to finish
to schedule.
»
A Hammersmith Hollywood
I've seen very little of the Sound City
product.
Now for the new studio. It's at
Hammersmith,
and I've about
seen hearing
whispers
and rumours
it for
some time; but now I have actually
been officially informed that the Mayor
of Hammersmith had officially opened
the building ; so now the whole thing is
very official and in order, and I suppose
I shall have to trot along and have a
look at the new joint one of these days.
It belongs to the Triumph Film
Company, and I hope that is an indication of the kind of films they are
going to make there. 1 hope so. . . .
These films are intended for P.D.C. (which
stands
for Producer's
Company)
distribute.
Up to theDistributing
present this
companyto
(except, I think, for a short period of production
some years ago) has been in the habit of buying
pictures made by small independent companies
to satisfy its quota requirements.

five minutes' conversation with her; but she won't
get off so easily this time.
Ian Hunter is to play opposite her in Church
Mouse; it ought to be a pretty good team.
And, while I think of it, Ralph Ince, who was
playing for B.I. P. the other day, is to direct and
play at Teddington. He's a real old timer, having
started with Vitagraph in New York in the earlydays.
I've always thought him one of the most
effective
American players
screen. of "abysmal bmte" parts on the

Hands

Weekly

that wince
fivm

water

Strenuous
m

Weather and Son finished up really strenuously at
Teddington last week, with Edmund Gwenn
comfort them back to beauty
with GLYMIEL JELLY
Poor hands ! Sensitive from chaps and
cracks ; hating the touch of water. How
gratefully they absorb comforting Glymiel
Jelly. Rub in a little Glymiel Jelly at bedtime. Overnight Glymiel Jelly feeds underlying tissues, soothes chaps, closes up
horrid little criss-cross cracks. Every time
you wash, rub in Glymiel Jelly. Soon your
hands are supple again, and deliciously
white. No other preparation can do what
Glymiel Jelly does. Glymiel Jelly contains
special softening and beautifying ingredients and is made by a private
process that eannot be copied. And
you can test wonder-working Glymiel
Jelly for as little as 3d.
Just as Glymiel Jelly gives your ban
charm and beauty, so Glymiel Facej
Cream
gives charm
y to your
rnmplojtion.
Buy aandtubebeautto-day,
6d.L',
Jelly
GLYMIEL
A clever pencil impression of the British stage
and screen artiste, Dennis Hoey, in character.

plunging into the Thames to rescue a drowning
boy (mercury almost dropping out of the bottom
of the thermometer and cameramen stamping
about on the bank to keep warm), and
a fight between Edmund Gwenn and Roland
Culver.
Gwenn takes his work more seriously and systematically than almost any other actor I know;
and consequently Roland Culver was quite well
pleased when that fight (which for the purposes
of the story he had to lose anyway) came to an
end.
Meanwhile, Night Club Queen has got well under
way at Twickenham, with Mary Clare, Lewis
Casson, Jane Carr, George Carney, Merle Tottenham, and Lewis Shaw.
This film employs the well-worn method of
" flash-backs"; the opening scene is a court where
Mrs. Brown (Mary Clare) is being tried for murder
and defended by Mr. Brown, a crippled barrister,
played by Lewis Casson.
Naughty
To explain the causes leading up to the killing,
You remember our old friend Twin Beds ? 1 Mr. Brown narrates the story of their married
saw it as a stage play many years ago — in New life — and you see it taking place.
Well, if anyone can get away with this, I think
Zealand, I think. It was considered delightfully
risqut and near the knuckle in those days — but Bernard Vorhaus can ; he's just naturally busting
our ideas have all gone west since Mae arrived on his way into the front rank of directors; and
the screen.
there's plenty of room in the front rank, let me
I don't remember whether it was ever filmed; mention.
anyway, it is now being produced as a talkie — by
the Teddington stalwarts, who have rechristened
NEXT
WEEK
it Life of the Parly. It sounds an intimate kind
of party to me.
Following this, the chair still left warm by Mr.
A sixteen-page supplement which
Dawson will be filled by Monty Banks, who will
direct Church Mouse. This was shown on the
deals fully with Columbia's brilliantly
characterised picture, " Lady for a
West End stage some time ago. Monty Banks is
a peach of a director.
Day," cluded
inin every
everyissue.
aspect will be inSay, though, talking about peaches, who's this
playing the lead ? None other than my very
It is lavishly illustrated and contains
favourite
interesting facts about all the players,
La Plante. comedienne of silent days- -Laura
and a full story of the picture.
It forms a souvenir which will be of
She Got Away
I met Laura down at this Thames-side studio
permanent interest to all kinemagoers.
some months ago, when she was playing with
The demand is bound to be enormous
Percy Marmont, Lady Tree, and Emily Fitzroy.
so do not neglect to place your order
I didn't
see gave
the film
were and
making,
some-to
now in order not to be disappointed.
how Laura
me they
the slip
beetledandback
the States before I had time for more than about

ENTIRELY
BRITISH

TUBES ... 3d 6d
DECORATIVE JAR5.

Experiment
Now Triumph are going to turn out no fewer
than eighteen full-length pictures this year,
all for P.D.C. They are trying an experiment, to
begin with, by turning a radio play into a movie.
The Path of Glory made quite a splash "on the
air"; the talkie features several well-known stage
names — Felix Aylmer, Athole Stewart, Stafford
Hilliard, Maurice Evans, John Deverell — all of
whom, I think, have also appeared in films.
Dallas Bower is directing this one; and I'm
afraid that's all I know about Dallas Bower.
That fatal ignorance again.
But new directors are springing up all over the
shop. At Teddington, for instance, the new
Warner Brothers First National production is
being directed by Ralph Dawson. Now who in
Teddington is Ralph Dawson ? Must certainly
go down next week and find out.

.2'B

3*>

I/-

PREMIER

VINOLIA
SOAP
SO VERY

REFRESHING

Premier 6? Double Bath Size 10?
Baby Soap 7?
3- tab. box of Baby Soap with Free Bib-1/9?
VINOLIA CO . LTD . LONDON

PV 269 e -228
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What

Do You Think?

Male
Yes, They Have

Letters from our Readers

Readers
Something

to Say to Miss Hilda Humphries

wishesS toMiss
know
men
do who
not
ries,
HildawhyHumph
PERHAP
absorb the ' technique ' of the talkies,
is aware of the vast upheaval of all
the rights of women since the time
of 'wigs and things,' of the demand for
equality, of the adoption of masculine airs,
and of the undertaking of masculine feats,
and successfully, too.
"If so, she will also be aware of the only
possible reactions that a man can have to
this attitude; either he endeavours to treat
the woman as his equal in feats of strength
and endurance, and
this, I assure her, is

"It

my

was

AMAMI

HAIR

John

that

fell

for

UERFS what "AMAMI hair"
did for an A ma mi girl in Devon!
"I have used Amami for about 8
years " (she wrote us recently).
" I started it when my blonde hair began to
fade. Amami soon restored the lovely
natural colour, and kept a beautiful wave
and curl in it. And then ... I got married
— thanks to Amami! Yes, really; my
husband always says it was my Amami hair
that he first fell for!"
Every Amami Shampoo you buy contains
47 ingredients. 26 of these are just to
make your hair lovely. The other 21
are tonic ingredients, to nourish, feed
every starved hair-root, banish hair-troubles,
bring healthy hair, that last* Buy AMAMI
to-dav !

AMAMI
TONIC
SHAMPOOS
AMAMI No. 1. With
AMAMI
Antiseptic. No. °. Tar
6d.
Henna. For dark hair.
3d. and 6d.
AMAMI SPECIAL
HENNA. Makes brown
AMAMI No. 5. With
hair a rich bronze or a
Camomile. For fair hair.
reddish chestnut shade,
3d. and 6d.
as desired. 6d.
and six other varieties
AMAMI No. 7. Camomile Application and
Shampoo. 6d.

Amami Product are obtainable fromHalr&rauori.
all ChamUU and

Rally

Gallantry Out of Date
Ingallantry
an ageis anof anachronism.
sophisticated Sowomanhood,
long as the
modern tesque
girl caricature
continues
to 'type'Shearer,
herself Crawford,
in a groof Garbo,
and the rest, so long will the modern young man
cease to regard her with that air of respectful
adoration depicted by Leslie Howard.
" He knows
' respect
' to a girl
the evening
excites
ridiculethat
when
she meets
her inoffice
friends
in the morning. She prefers the Chevalier
portrayal.
"The over-rated importance of the talkies to
young women illustrates the utter lack of all
sense of proportion of the latter.
" Whereas a man leaves the shadowy heroine to
continue her amorous episodes in the half-light
of the kinema, a woman endeavours to carry
them into her private life — with disappointing
Stourbridge.
results." — J. F. Stevens, 132 Brettell Lane,

the
any greatest
man can'respect'
pay to
a woman, or else he
passes off the attempts comment
with a sarcastic
and
a shrug of the shoulMiss 1934 Does Not Inspire Romance
ders, which is, someHark to the modern miss bewailing the lack
of gallantry and romance among the males
ranted. times, justly warof this hard-boiled world, when, all the time, she
herself is responsible for their absence !
"Even her own 'gallant
gentleman,'
Leslie
"The modern girl does not inspire romance or
Howard himself, cansentiment,
and,thein movies.
my turn, I might just as well
blame that on
not give his courteous
manners full play unless
Leslie Howard
"Truly, she has studied her screen lessons well
backed up by the sweet— Norma Shearer has taught her how to be a
ness and demure charm of Heather Angel and 'free soul,' Garbo to be aloof and independent,
the appropriate old-world settings of Berkeley and Mae West to be hard-boiled.
" When she becomes natural and feminine again,
Square.
"How on earth, then, are we to preserve a she will find that the qualities which now appear
gall ant bearing when all and sundry seek to to be missing in the mere male will re-appear."
create the equality of Katharine Hepburn or the — Ernest H. Jakins, 230 Hertford Road, Waltham
familiarity of Mae West, and the woman says, Cross, Herts.
'Oh, I'll shake a leg with you," when the man [Thinker says : Miss Hilda Humphries' ears must
says,'
I have
the pleasure ofRoad,
the next
dance?' E." have been burning during the last week or so.
— A. May
Fenby,
8 Scarborough
Driffield,
Never before have I had such an avalanche of letters
from male readers. 1 have only been able to publish
Yorks, who wins the first prize of £i. is. *
a few, but to a mere male they appear to build up
a pretty formidable case for the feminine fans to
Silly Posturings
Miss Humphries, I sympathise with you. answer. Haven't the women anything to say?]
After having sedulously cultivated the
correct Garbo — or is it Hepburn? — manner, it must Unofficial Press Agents
be indeed provoking to find that the boy-friend
has failed to imbibe his screen lessons ; thus
Does the average film patron realise that
indirectly he is responsible for the booming
depriving one of the opportunity of exercising of certain
films. As an illustration : We will
the sangfroid one has gained.
assume
that
a person obtains rather scanty in"Fortunately, we men are less gifted with the
formation rega>ding a film; perhaps it may be the
ability of self deception. Whilst appreciating the
technique of the great screen personalities, we cast and just a glimpse of the action culled from
hesitate to exchange our genuine individualities photographic illustration ; and at the first opporfor but a poor imitation. If the silly posturings
tunity tells a friend or neighbour what a wonderful
and oglings of movie-struck girls are the result of picture this particular one is.
listener is often under the impression that
screen 'education,' then we men prefer to resist it. the"The
narrator has first-hand information ; such as
"
Also,
you
sigh
that
we
lack
respect
for
the
female sex. Really, Miss Humphries, would you the reading of the book or a film critic's report.
not have us regard you as human beings, rather The
former passes on the information and so on •
than, as did those gallant gentlemen of yore, a and the boom is prevalent.
"The point, however is, that the persons to
'cross between an angel and an idiot.' Come,
Miss Humphries, be yourself!" — Edward Hilton, whom I refer are the first to decry a film if it is
7 Filey Street, Sheffield, who is awarded the second not up to the visualised standard." — Frederick
Evers, 65, Hughes Avenue, Wolverhampton.
prize of ios. (>d.
Not Milksops
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
Yes, Miss Humphries, the films do fail entirely
to make milksops of men ; neither do they,
What you think about the srars and films!
through the childish jaw-punching technique of
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
one 'Cagney,' make them brutes.
"'Gallant' and 'Gentleman' did not go out
£1 is. and ios. 6d. will be
with 'powdered wigs'; they were shocked into
paid for the two most interest disuse by the advent of the cigarette-sucking,
ing, letters
and published
5 s. for each
all
other
painted,
under-dressed
and pathetically "foolish
females known
as Miss Modern.
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
"Novarro's 'respect' is but the reflection of
the producer's
respect
for
the
box-office.
Knowpaper only
and should
ing the surface saccharine sentimentality of Miss
exceed
150 words.
Address notto
Modern, these shrewd business men tell their
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
screen
heroes Purley,
to exploit
it." — L. Jennings, 84 Old
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
Lodge Lane,
Surrey.
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•LIBERTY* M.IP-ON
CORSELETTE
The perfect garment for
sports and everyday
wear. 1 1 is snug-fi tting yet
freedom-giving. On in a
jiffy and worn next the
skin, is a sure protection
against chills. Washes
splendidly because ot
the exclusive two-way
stretchRose' Liberty'
fabric.—
Tea
and While
Small, Medium or Large
sizes, 3/6.

DO YOU KNOW WHY
YOUR TEETH ARE
NEVER CLEAN ?
YOU NEVER GET AIL

\ 'YOUTH
• LIBERTY*
I FORM
ROLL-ONS
Youthful lines can be
retained and unruly
curves can be coaxed by
these flexible featherweight foundations.
They have no bones,
are seamless, and so soft
worn next the skin.
Made of the exclusive
'elastic
Libertyfabric.
' Wonderweave
Corselettes
and girdles from 5/6 up.
Youthiform Brassiere?
from 2/11} up. •

BRITISH MADE
PRODUCTS
OFFER A COMPLETE COBSETB Y SERVICE
FOR CHILDHOOD AND WOMANHOOD
% Ask your Draper for them
' Liberty 'udProducts,
directforte c&UioirtK
obtain, H»rwrite
It usable toMarket
bum
borough,
IJhertTUnd,
of Dearest
stockist.
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are very
dull and
grey. rude, Toothbrush I can't help it if my teeth are naturally
Girl: You
Toothbrush : That's just the trouble — they're not really They're only stained.
Impossible. 1 brush them twice a day.
Toothbrush : Of course you do, but with a dentifrice that does only
MADE IN
ENGLAND
Qirl: half the job.
Girl: What do you mean by " only half the job ? "
Toothbrush : Listen — Your dentifrice has one cleansing action only,
and all stains won't yield to any one action. It takes
two! So your teeth get duller and duller. It's gradual
discolouration.
Girl What can I do about it ?
Toothbrush ;
Simple. Just get Colgate's.
Girl: Has Colgate's two cleansing actions?
Toothbrush: Certainly.
An emulsive action that dissolves some
stains and washes them away— and a fine polishing
action that gets rid of the rest of them.
Girl:
Will
I notice
any difference if I use Colgate's
regularly
?
Toothbrush :
Honestly, I think you'll discover a lustre and
beauty you never knew your teeth had.
Girl:
That settles it. I'll buy a tube of Colgate's to-day.
6°&Y
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
TWO SIZES
1. Starchy foods.
4.
foods.
5. Fatty
Minerals.
2. Sugar foods.
3. Protein foods.
6. Fruits,
-and tobacco.

Yet
She

PICTUREGOER

7. Beverages,

MADE

a

Shiny
Nose!
A little perspiration from dancing ami
she found her complexion ruined. Her
powder would not stay on. Her nose
shone and her skin looked greasy. Frequent
use of the puff seemed of no avail. She
did not know that just a little Mousse of
Cream in her powder would have made a
world of difference. Mousse of Cream is an
exclusive Tokalon patent process. It
makes the powder stay on in spite of wind,
rain, or perspiration from dancing in overheated rooms, or playing tennis. It
prevents your nose from getting shiny
and makes your skin as smooth as satin.
Mousse of Cream is the reason Poudre
Tokalon is the most popular and widely
used face powder. Try it to-day and see
how different it is from ordinary powders.
6d. and if- a box.

PoudfcTokalon
Mouise of Cream Face Powder.

LASHES

Mecyitiful

AT HOME

CURLS
a damp

that
ALLURE
MARGARET

BANNERMAN

USES

LONGLASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper Special
Beech. 3 months'
dainty
container,
4d.
k supply
POST inFREE.
When
ordering I/-.
direct ask Brush
for book
9
" NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
ore sold by oil Leading Stores, Hairdressers, Chemists and
ALL BOOTS'
BRANCHES
Created
and personally
supervised by
ADELAIDE

GREY

Beauty Specialist 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON W V

lock of
hair around
fingeruntilandRoll
fix
clip
dry.
ers,From
StoresHainlress& Boots,
6d. per card of 2 clips.
Jarrett, Rainsfo>d &
Laughton Ltd., Birmingham.

%fr^CURKLIP
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- op £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
No deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Spring Catalogue, also
Gentlemen's Catalogue, sent post free.
SMARTWEAR Ltd.
a«s-aTi, Regent Street, London, W.1.
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Greta Garbo
One

in

a

Thousand
The cameraman might snap the
Garbo a thousand times without
getting a more lovely photograph
than the one which has captured you
now ! That's the beauty of "Picturegoer"
Postcards
your
favourites
in their— they
most reveal
captivating
moods — exquisite and lasting souvenirs of happy hours spent at the
talkies. Get some of these sepia
glossy postcards to-day and put Greta
Garbo at the top of your list.
f POSTCARD ALBUM
5 4FRE
E
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2^6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choose your Cards front list below;
rich tosepia
glossy, and3d. non-members
each — 1/6 do*.alike.
On
sale
members
Full list on request.
Taiuari
Desnl
Clark Gable
Henry
Garat
Oreta
Garbo
John Glelgud
Mary
Olynne
Lilian Harvey
Katbarloe Hepburn
Kdxnrd K. Horfni
Jack
Hulbert
Dorothy
Hyson
Ursula Jeans
Ruby
Keeler
Jan
Mi ...Kiepura
Landl
Ida
Lupino
Frnin
1 firm
PredrlcIs March
Herbert
Marshall
George
Raft
Norma
Hhearer
Sidney
Adrieane
Ames Gary
Lionel Atwlll
BlisterCooper
Crabbe Sylvia
Aubrey Smltli
Binnle Barnes Joan Crawford C.Raudnlph
Hi .,11
Tala Birretl lolietAuce
Bin*- Crosby John
Lyle Talbot
Wayne
John
Lilian Botes
Bond Marlene
Cummlngs Mae West
Carl BrUson
Wynyard
DtetrMi l>iana
Roland YounB
Brace Cal-ot
To " PICTUREGOER
85 Long Acre," SALON,
London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of the
"Picturegoer"
and send
me Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one doien
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5s. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extra to
cover cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount ...
• Oversea* readers should enclose fa. extra to
cover
rewiring
and
Cross P.O. /and Co./ and postage.
make payable to
"THE PICTUBRQOHB."
Pic. 10.S.34

George
!
j
j
j
i

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former trill be happy to answer
any
regarding
films, with
the
latterquery
anything
connected
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c\o The Pic- j
turecoer Weekly. When a reply \
by post is desired a stamped, ad- \
dressed envelope must be enclosed.

Anon. — Two Hearts in Waltz Time will
be generally released on May 7, 1934 and
By Candlelight on June 25. 1934.
G. M. (Folkestone).— Yes, Richard Dix
appeared in the film Nothing But the Truth.
FrankLawton
Lawton
Fan on (Manchester).
—
Frank
was born
September 30,
1904 in London. Educated, Langley Hall;
5 ft. 9 in. tall ; dark air and eyes; unmarried.
Son of Frank Lawton, the well-known stage
artist. Address him c/o Gaumont British
Studios, Lime Grove, Shepherds Bush,
London, W.12.
V. C. A. (S.E.6.).— Write to Richard Arlen
c,o Paramount-Publix Studios, Hollywood,
California.
(Fulham).
The pictureAs you
to Bobbie
us is one
of Jean— Harlow.
you sent
did
not enclose an address, we are unable to
return it to you.
Walter Huston Fan (Glasgow). — Walter
Huston's films since Storm at Daybreak
include
: Ann Vickers,
Woman's
and Rodney.
I regret Every
the release
datesManof
these have not been fixed at the time of
going to press and would suggest your
watching
for
these. On the Screens Now," feature
B.D.V. (Leith). — J. Farrell MacDonald is
aHecharacter
of many
years' standing.
was bornactor
in 1875
at Waterbury,
Conn;
U.S.A.
Priscii.la (S.W.18). — Herewith the cast of
From Hell to Heaven : Colly Tanner —
Carole Lombard; Charlie Bayne- — Jack
Oakie; Wesley Burt — David Manners;
Sunny I^ockwood — Verna Hillie; Joan
Burt— Adrienne Ames; Cuff Billings —
Sydney
Blackmer;
James
C.
Eagles;
Winnie Tommy
Lloyd — Tucker
Shirley— Grey;
lack Ruby — Bradley Page; Pop Lock wood —
Walter Walker; Toledo Jones — Berton
Churchill; Steve Wells- — Donald Kerr, Sue
Wells — Nydia Westman ; Mrs. Chidman —
Cecil Cunningham; Lynch — Thomas Jackson; Pepper
Allen Wood;
Elsie — I
Rita La
Roy; Murphy
— —Clarence
cannot
trace
aSampicture
entitledMuse.
Lion (2)
Man
and suggest the film you mean is King of the
Jungle- and give the cast : Kaspa — Buster
Crabbe; Ann Rogers- — Frances Dee; Neil
Forbes — Sidney Toler; Sue — Nydia Westman; Joe Nolan — Robert Barrat; Corey —
Irving Pichel ; Ed. Petew — Douglas Dumbulle ;
Guana — Sam Baker; Kitty — Patricia Failey;
Kaspa (age 3) — Ronnie Cosbey.
Googe AND Oli a (Billericay). — John Gielgud
was
born onGielgud
April 14,and1904.
London.Lewis;
Son
of Frank
Katein Terry
educated Westminster School and Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art; 5 ft. 9 in. tall;
brown
hair; :greyTheblue
Films include
Clue eyes;
of theunmarried.
Neui Pin,
Insult and The Good Companions. If you
write to him c/o The Picturegoer, the
letter will be forwarded immediately upon
receipt. You can obtain a picture of him
price 3d. from the Picture Post Card Salon,
85, Long Acre. London, W.C.2.
PlCTL'REDOME (Maghesa). — Herewith the
cast of Justice for Sale : Judge Moffett —
Walter Huston; Mike Thomas — Phillips
Holmes; Mary Thomas — Anita Page; Judge
Osgood — Lewis Stone; Elizabeth Osgood —
Mary Carlisle; Crawford — John Miligan;
Janitor — Jean Hersholt; Grogan — Tully
Marshall ; Lil Baker — Noel Francis.
Film Fan (Mitcham). — Ivor Novello was
bom on January 15, 1893 at Cardiff. Real
name, Ivor Da vies; black hair; brown eyes;
5School,
ft. 11 in.Oxford.
tall; educated
College
Write Magdalen
to him c/o
this
maga7ine. Films include : Call of the Flesh,
The White Rose, The Triumph of the
Rat, Downhill, The Romantic Prince, The
Constant Nymph, The Return of the Rat,
The South Sea Bubble, A Symphony in Trco
Flats, The Lodger, Love and Let Love,
Sleeping Car, (generally released October
1933), 7 Lived with You (generally released
March, 1934) and Autumn Crocus.

Do

It

!

H. A. P. (Birmingham). — Address Anna
Neagle, c/o British and Dominion Studios,
Elstree, Herts. I expect she will send you
her
nicely. photograph of herself if you ask
a signed
Joy (Manchester). — (1) The cast of
Britannia of Billingsgate : Mrs. Bolton —
Violet Lorraine ; Bolton— Gordon Harker ;
Pearl — Kay Hammond; Fred — John Mills;
Mrs. Wiggleworth — Druscilla Wills ; Westerbrook — Gibb McLaughlin; Garibaldi —
Anthony
Holas; Hogarth
Sol'des;
Maud — Glennis
Lorriner— ;Walter
Joan—
Joyce
Kirby; Gwenn — Grethe Hanson; Fay —
Jane
Cornell;
Bolton's
Pal
—
George
Turner;
Publicity Man — Ernest Sefton; Market
Inspector — Jack Spree; Harry — Wally Patch;
Producer
— Cecil Ramage,
— Eliot Makeham.
(2) SoHogarth's
far as I Butler
know,
Gene
Raymond
"crooned"
himself in
Ann Carx'er's Profession.
Curious (Rugby). — Binnie Barnes has
appeared in the following films : Love Lies,
Partner's Please, Toreadors Don't Care, The
Last Coupon,
His Night
Opinion,
The Silver
Spoon, Out,
Heads Counsel's
We Go,
The Private Life of Henry VIII, and The
Lady is Willing. (2) The cast of To-morrow
at Seven : Neil Broderick — Chester Morris;
Martha Winters- — Vivienne Osborne ;
Clancy — Frank McHugh; Dugan — Allen
Jenkins; Drake — Henry Stephenson;
Winters — Grant Mitchell; Simons— Charles
Middleton; Marsden — Oscar Apfel; Mrs.
Quincy — Virginia Howell ; Henderson —
Cornelius Keefe; Coroner — Edward Le
Saint: Pompey— Gus Robinson. (3) Joan
Blondell "s pictures include : Illicit, The Office
Wife. Night Nurse, Enemies of the Public, My
Past, Blonde Crazy, Larceny Lane, Gentleman for a Day, The Famous Ferguson Case, The
Crotvd Roars, The Greeks Had a Word for
Them, Make Me a Star, Miss Pinkerton, The
Lawyer
Big Footlight
City Blues,Parade,
CentralHavana
Park,
Blondie Man,
Johnson,
Widows, Convention City, and I've Got Your
Number.
Oakie Fan (Huddersfield). — (1) Write to
Jack
LilyanHollywood,
Tashman, California,
c'o ParamountPublixOakie,
Studios,
and
to Elissa Landi, c/o Columbia Studios,
1438, Gower Street, Hollywood. California.
(2) Ten cents is the equivalent of fivepence
in English money.
(Belfast).
made
hisRONNIE
talkie film
debut— (1)
in Jan
The Kiepura
City of Song.
(2) Gene Gerrard's latest film is The Love
Nest.
Lupino's
mostYourecent
pictures(3)areStanley
You Made
Me Love
and
Happy.
(4)
HemicMuller
made
films Sunshine Susie and Marry twoMe.British
She
returned to Germany and has made several
pictures
there
with
L'fa
among
them
The
Waltz Vendeha.
Dorothy
An January
art plate 30,of
Warner
Baxter(Finchley).
appeartd— (1)
in the
1934 issue of PICTUREGOER. (2) I will carry
out your other requests in due course.
(3) A picture of Leslie Howard is printed on
page
34 of
thisLynne
issue.
The by three
chief roles
in Fast
were (4)
played
Ann
Harding. Clive Brook and Conrad Nagel.
(5) Patricia Ellis was George Arliss' screen
daughter in The King's Vacation.
(Edinburgh).
von Stroheim's
lastMepicture
— at the —timeErich
of going
to press —
was As you Desire Me.
BUNTV to(Islington).
George ArlissMrs.is
married
Florence— (1)
Montgomery.
Arliss has apneared in several films with her
husband including The Millionaire, Disraeli,
and
The new
King's
Vacation.
Bushell's
pictures
are / (2)
Was Anthony
a Spy,
NEXT

WEEK

ALWAYS in the vanguard ofPicturegoer
journalistic
endeavour,
gives its readers next week
a superbly illustrated and
graphically written supplement of that outstanding
picture, " Lady for a Day."
Its sixteen pages are full
of the information which
you all want about the stars
and personnel of the production. To avoid disappointment, order early.

Elizabeth Allan and Junior. Elizabeth
was born on April 9, 1910, at Skegness.
Marriedhair;W. blue
J. O'Bryen;
5 ft. 6-m. tall,:
brown
eyes. Pictures
"Alibi,"
"The Rosary,"
"Black include
Coffee,"
" Rodney Steps In, Chin-Chin-China
man," "Michael and Mary," "Nine
TiU Six,"
"Many
Waters,"
"The
Chinese
Puzzle,"
" Service
for Ladies,"
"Down our Street," "Insult," " The
No Marriage,"
"Lodger,"
Ties," and" Service,"
" Solitaire " Man."
Address
her
c/o City,
Metro-Gcldteyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culver
California.
Channel Crossing, Crime on the Hill, and Red
Wagon. Married to Zelma O'Neal.
Friendship (Edinburgh). — You can
address
a letter to ItF'lora
care of
the Picturegoer.
willRobson
be forwarded
immediately upon receipt.
A Crawford-Lombard Fan. — (1) Joan
Crawford will be 28 on March 23. She is
5 ft. 4 in. tall and has red-brown hair and
dark
brown eyes. Studios,
Address her
c/o MetroGoldwyn-Maycr
Culver
City,
Califcmia.
(2)
Carole
Lombard's
is Carole June Peters and she will real
be 25nameon
October 6 this year. 5ft. 6 in. tall; fair hair;
blue eyes.
Write
to her c/o
ParamountPublix
Studios,
Hollywood,
California.
D. M. B. (Darbvston). — (1) Herewith the
cast of Sally in Our Alley : Sally Winch —
Gracie
MilesDesmond;
— Ian Hunter;
Flotrie Fields;
Small —George
Florence
All
Copt) — Fred Groves ; Jim Sears— Gibb
McLaughlin;
Sam
Bilson
—
Ben
Field;
Tod
Small — Ivor Barnard; Lady Daphne —
Renee Macready; Mrs. Pool — Barbara Gott,
Mrs.
Kemp— Florence
Harwood; (2)
Duchess
of Wexford—
Helen Ferrers.
Kay
Hammond is married to Ronald George
Leon. Her pictures include : Fascination,
Out
the Blue,a Divorce,
Carnival,A ANight
NightLike
in Monmarte.of Almost
This,
The Third String, Nine Till Six, Sally
Bishop,
and Let Love, Bitter Sweet and
By-Pass Love
to Happiness.
Renee L'anxioux (Sheffield). — Dennis
King was born on November 2, 1897 at
Coventry, England. 5 ft. 11 in. tall ; brown
hair; blue eyes; educated at Birmingham;
married Edith Wright. Hobbies : swimFilms include :
fencing.
ming, polo, tennis,
The Fra
Vagabond
King.You
Paramount
and
Diavolo.
can obtainona Parade,
picture
Post Card
the PictureW.C.2.
from London,
him, 85,priceLcng3d.,Acre,
ofSalon,

Blondie of the Poly (Glasgow).— The
cast of The Trespasser is as follow* : Msnoo
Donnell — Gloria Swanson: Jack Merrick—
PurneU
HectorB.FergusonAmes ;Henry
Robert Fuller—
Walthall; Jsckie
Pratt.
« illiatn
Snr.—Fndena;
John Merrick
Albright;
Wally
Blanche
Holden;
Merrick— Kay Hammond;
Flip "Potter"Miss
Catherine
Mir. i II i Corday.
Mrs. Ferguson — Mary Forbes ; Blanche —

Cherie (Mcston).— (1) Gary Cooper will
be 33 on May 7, 6 ft. 2 Yi in tall; light blue
eyes; brown hair. (2N Garbo is a blonde.
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CO
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>ist tells story of her
Amazing Romance
Mrs. B. ... of Hammersmith has
recently married the son of an enormously
rich manufacturer. When interviewed she
said : "You
ask why
my a typist
husbandin
choose
me ? Well,
I useddidto be
his father's office. I could not afford
expensive frocks like all the other girls he
used to go about with, but I always took
the greatest care of my skin. My husband
has since told me it was my wonderful
complexion that first made him notice me.
I always use Tokalon Skinfoods — the
white one during the day and the rose
colour at night. It is simply astonishing
what a tremendous improvement it makes
to one's looks in only a few days. I shall
never use any other creams."
Tokalon Vanishing Skinfood (Non-Greasy;
contains pure olive oil and dairy cream.
These penetrate deep into the pores and
remove impurities which soap and water
can never reach. Blackheads, enlarged
pores, and skin blemishes rapidly disappear.
The skin becomes fresh, smooth and clear.
To get rid of wrinkles use Tokalon
'ofBiocel
Skinfood
— theof amazing
discoveryof
Prof. ' Dr.
Stejskal
the University
Vienna.
The manufacturers guarantee that any
woman who uses Tokalon Skinfoods as
directed will get a new and beautiful complexion in 28 days or her money will be
rehmd^d^n^ull^jrube^d^ars^^^nc^^3
Fashions
DOWNS

Latest Craze
TOMATO}

Winifred
fanuwtFloral
Beauty
offers
to youMitchell
a very— thebeautiful
(SownBpecfaliKt
to match—
your
new
and
frexh
complexion
and
-"ft
glisteninc
hair. Winifred Mitchell will nuiofext the xhade most
suitable
for your
and Bust,
hah*,
ifI'ii-you andrtatc
full connexion,
particular
andeye.iirive
Lensth
measurement*.
Made of
aeoloartnj(%
new l.'nrniMhaMe
the>* lovely Oepe
Kuwnn Inaregloriouo
worth
32/6.to hutdrawareattention
offered for
Post free
all,
to mr21,'-.Winifred
Seriesto
of Beauty Product?. SKND NOW to:—
VINIFRED MITCHELL
Beauty Specialist,
CROSSGATES ROAD, LEEDS. YORKS.

CO
O

"
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"
This mightYes,
have beeuYOU
true a year CAN!
ago, but to-day
"Oh
you have at your disposal Stablond, the wonderful
new secret formula shampoo, which will not only
prevent
from due
darkening,
but if it has alreadydarkenedyourandhairfaded,
to depigmentation
(colour
pigment elimination) will bring back that golden
beauty of childhood. Depigmentation is caused by
coal dust, gases in the atmosphere, and faulty diet.
Stablond corrects this. It is also known in many
other countries as Blondex and Nurblond, and is the
largest selling shampoo in the world. Makes the
permanent wave last longer. Even with one shampoo
your hair is lighter, silkier, and more beautiful.
Wonderful for children. Not for women who wish to
bleach their hair. Stablond contains no henra, camomile, dyes, or injurious bleaches. Made in England.
Sold
at 6d. Stablond Labo.Mtories, Ltd.,
Actoneverywhere
Lane, N.W.io.
Sole Distributors : Fassett & Johnson, Ltd.
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WAVING

Eulogised by the National Press — The
Timet.
The The
DailyEvening
Mail, The
Chronicle,
News,Newsetc.
— Superma, the only completely
machineless system of permanent waving
is now available all over the country.
tn
CO
O
a

<
Q
6

Gone the fear of electricity, the discomfort of being
strung comfort,
up to a machineinstead,
absolute
complete
freedom, and a more lasting wave.
Superma Machineless ensures deep,
lustrous and lasting waves, and the tightest of curls — for hair of every shade and
texture — including white, over-bleached,
dyed,
or fine — the result will
always
becoarse
perfection.
most delicate
hair. It cannot harm the

Write for free pamphlet "About your hair" to :
SUPERMA Ltd. (Dept.fc5), 93-97, RECENT ST.
LONDON, W.I.

STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO

Everyone
looks
at
HANDS
/~\THER blemishes can be concealed, but you cannot .Side your
^ hands. That is why it is so important to keep them
beautiful.
"areKRASKA
" specialities have a world-wide reputation and
used by Royalty.
" KRASKA Gives
" LIQUID
polish
occasions.
a perfectPOLISH.
brilliance, The
lastingideal
a full
week.for all
Made
in
Naturelle, Rosee, Double Rosee, Quadruple Roset, Chinese
Lake (Red), Orange, Blue, Black, Ruby, Deep Ruby, Green.
Coral, Deep Coral, Etc., Etc. Prices I/-, 1/6, 1ft
Gold, Silver and Pearl. Prices 1/4 and lft
•• KRASKA cuticle
" CUTICLE
extractor. REMOVER.
Prices I/- andSupplied
1/9. with patent
Obtainable /rem all Hairdressers, Chemists and
Kraska Stores, and all branches of Boots, the Chemists.
Hoarse

HEADACHE
44

LINES"
FACES
Frequent headaches make the face careworn
and add unwanted years to one's appearance.
But why put up with headaches? In ZOX
you have a well-proved remedy — simple, safe,
quick, convenient, inexpensive. Zox is in
powder form for better and quicker action.
" it acts like magic." Take
Sufferers sayadvantage
of the

OFFER
ZOX
FREE
Zox powders 2d. each or is. 6d. and 3s. per box.
Send iy2d. stamp (cost of postage) for 2 free
powders
"now. The
Zox Mfg.
Hatton Garden,
London,
E.C.i.Co. (Dept. 6), 11,
HEAD

WON'T
YOU

ACHE
TAKE

IF ZOX

?

You need
/^llenburys

V&^PASTILLES
Your Chemist
stocks them
4d, pep oz.
In Tins
2-ozs. 8d.
4-ozs. 1/3

Stranded

CILORE
THE PERMANENT

AL

TINT FOR 1™"%,

!Palette ■»«
tod
EYELASHES
6- tinting
Guaranteed
takesbybutSun a jljJJ,,"11*™*"
EYEBROWS
few
minutes harmless,
and it is not
affected
Rain, or even Sea Bathing.
Oeter.pti.e
folderHou.e,
tent on*9 ,*qun(
to C Nettle
Ltd. 2 C.loreal
South Molton
Street. A W.ICo or
POST from
FREE
high
■
elut
Chemists
and
Hairdressera.
(off,
fie,

IN 350
GUARANTEED
FAST SHADES

OatKSJnchor
PILOSHEEN
(or wzndh>iq ftocJfinc/f
LETS YOU
LAUGH
AT LADDERS...

437/-
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She

to

ANNE

never

QEIZE your pen without further
delay, pass that puzzling
point on to me. I shall be delighted
to help you,envelope
but enclose
addressed
if youa stampedwish for
a reply by post.

for KHASANA Blush
Cream will always
bring out that natural
colouring which is just
right for her, so discreetly alluring, so
unobtrusively correct.
By using KHASANA Blush Cream you too can be
sure that your own individual colouring is absolutely
right. For KHASANA is no ordinary rouge, it is
made so that the colour changes on your cheeks to
the exact shade which suits your complexion.
KHASANA Lipstick has a similar effect on the lips,
giving them a most natural rosy glow, which is kissand water-proof and non-detectable.
Be a KHASANA Girl and always look your best.

KHASANA
Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
"INFERIORITY COMPLEX
MORBID THOUGHTS
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
WEAK NERVES
INSOMNIA
WORRY, ETC.
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this absorbingly interesting book, which describes a simple, inexpensive, drugless homeireatraent. A copy will be sent in a plain sealed envelope without charge or obligation. Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS rDept.P G.31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London. W.C.1

!(uticura
SOAP
: MEDICINAL

IT

need

doubt —

Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

Leave

Has stood the test for over
fifty years and is today one
of the best known and
largest selling medicinal
and toilet soaps on the
market. Made of the
purest materials, chosen
for their emollient and
cleansing properties,
t uiiYura Soap is delicately medicated, and perfumed with natural flower
odours. Ideal for daily use.
Price Is. Sold at all chemists
Cutlcura Shaving Cream Is. 6d.

i

women, or young girls
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HAhead
that puts lines on the brow.
Our cute little hats are not
without blame. They afford
no protection to the eyes, and
uenntlyin a we'
ng
con
frowni
n see
wheseq
verrey all
strong
light.
Habit accounts for a few more
lines. We wrinkle our foreheads
when deep in thought, when we are
cross, when we are surprised and
when we are puzzled.
Heavy lines should be dealt with,
but in aiming at a smooth forehead,
we should not seek to erase all the
lighter ones and so wipe off the
intelligence too. For undoubtedly
there are certain lines that give
character and intelligence to the
face. These lines are generally the
horizontal ones.

Theing really
line is deepens
the frown-it
line. Baduglytemper
and weak eyes make it very obvious.
If you suffer from either complaint,
attend to it, before you can hope to
eradicate
the line entirely by cream
and massage.
The Value of Massage
Payyourasforehead
much general
to
as you doattention
to the rest
of the face. I wonder how many of
you cream your faces religiously
every
night,This
yet isstop
the
forehead.
the short
reasonat that
so many brows are of a sallow,
unhealthy tint compared with the
rest of the face. If your forehead
can be described like that give it a
specialsagecleansing
a while.cream,
Maswell with aforcleansing
wipe off the cream with a tissue and
then treat the forehead with a
bleaching mixture made from
glycerine and lemon juice.
The lines you wish to disappear
should be treated by placing cream
along their length. Leave it to soak
in for a few minutes, then gently
massage with the finger tips, smoothing the brow from temple to temple.
Using the second and third fingers
place them against the bridge of the
nose. Press firmly and then give
a downward pull. Repeat this
movement, raising the fingers a
little each time of repetition till
you have covered the brow to the
line of the hair.
Special Treatment
Still using the finger tips anointed
with cream give the forehead circular massage, moving from right to
left. When the entire brow has
been treated, remove any surplus
cream and treat the forehead to an
astringent bandage. Take a length
of butter muslin, soak it in witch
hazel and place it across the forehead. Tie in position with an old
silk scarf or handkerchief. Then
lie down and relax for fifteen
minutes. Kelax every muscle and
clear your mind of every thought.
Be as near nothing as is possible for
a human being. This will not only
improve
the entire your
bodv.forehead but refresh

Madame Sylvia, physical culture authority ,
who has
conditioned demonstrates
many of the screen's
most
effectivefamous
method ofstars,
banishing fat, with anMartha
LaVenture, cast,
of theas "Flying
Down to Rio"
her subject.
If the lines are very deep seated, you may
need a little more drastic treatment to
remove them. Wrinkle shields are worth
trying and are specially useful for the busy
woman since they may be worn during sleep.
They are made in the form of small plasters.
These
are applied
line, left on overnight
and washed
off in tothethemorning.
Herbal astringent paste is used in very
much the same way but left on for a shorter
period. This is specially useful where the
forehead tends to greasiness. After washing
the herbal powder is made into a thin paste
and spread on the skin.
Improving the Shape
Theoldershape
of thehasforehead
the case
woman),
sometimes(in been
spoiledof
by
fashion ofHairbrushing
the been
hair
backa childhood
from the brows.
that has
treated like this in youth never falls softly
round the face. Where the hair seems to
recede above the temples, nightly massage
should
given forehead
with a stimulating
hair tonic.
A toobe wide
may be appreciably
narrowed by dressing the hair in soft curls
and waves from ear to ear. Another "narrowing" tip is toacross
brush the
from a side
parting
the hair
opposite
and
thenstraight
have it waved tofrom
this point.temple
On the other hand, the forehead that is too
narrow needs the hair brushed well back.
The "Alice in Wonderland" headdress that
is so much worn now, comes to the aid of the
girl
a narrow
suits with
her very
well. forehead and generally
Answers to Correspondents
Mashurina. — Milk is a beautifier for the
skin. Dip a wad of cotton wool into a small
quantity
of milk Allow
and apply
face
and neck.
it to todrytheon.skin of the
Correct it. — The unequal development is
by nocoming
means event
unusual.
Leave matters
The
will probably
help toalone.
put
things right. If you feel nervous about it,
consult your doctor and he will reassure you.
Zitha (WestclifT). —As your mouth is
rather large
never Apply
carry the
to theof
extreme
corners.
in lipstick
the centre
both lips
ringer
tips.and shade it off to the sides with the
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Enjoy your evening at the
pictures free from huskiness
or throat irritation caused
by tobacco smoke.

Zubes

will safeguard your throat
and chest the best way of
all . . .

Go

• • •

Suck

a
2i OUNCE «J & O IN FLAT TINS

All LEAPING

The

CINEMAS

SELL THEM

FAMOUS

PERFUME

"My

Secret"
FREE

Messrs. Lesourd Pivert, Perfumers of Paris,
through their London Factory, make this remarkable offer to those who have not yet tried
their
famous
. .is . their
Afterprivilege
sixty years'
experience andproducts.
success, it
now
to offer to everybody their high-quality beauty
aids at the most popular prices.
fl
MAKEBEAUTY
"MY SECRET
YOUR SECRET
11 OF
AND "LOVELINESS.
1/- Free
Bottle ofLipstick
Perfume,in Large
Box of case.
Matt Powder
and
Permanent
daintysizenickeled
M IM* |
The Complete Set for
Powder (It. ordk. Rachel, Natural, Flesh, Suntan). Lipsticks (Orange, Light, Medium, Dark). Rouges, Eye
Cosmetic, etc., at 6d. and 1/- Perfume 1/-, 2/6 and 5/Obtainable through
Boots',etc.,Chemists
Hairdressers,
or send and
P.O. from
to: — most Stores,
Leiourd Pivert, Perfumer, Dept. A, Clapham Park Road, 8.W.4

Most washers leave a little dirt behind, deep down in
the fabric— but Persil never. It's been definitely proved
that Persil's amazing action alone — without soap or
anything else added — gets perfect whiteness every time,
because Persil contains the two things necessary — good
soap made active with oxygen.
Just the same with coloured things, dainty woollens
and silks ; better washing in the gentle Persil suds
is going to give them longer life and better looks all the
time. Are you usintr Persil vet ?
THE
PER 4S6- 1 07

AMAZING

OXYGEN

REGISTCREO
Persil

WASHER
39
JOSEPH CROSF1ELU St SONS LTI » . , WARRING IOX
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GREAT NATURAL REMEDY
for DISEASES of the
VEINS and ARTERIES
& All Ailments Arising Therefrom
Stagnation Means Decay
Some of the most painful and distressing ailments that afflict mankind
are the direct results of poor or sluggish circulation of the blood. Take
for example that very common disability, varicose veins. Here we have
one of the physical consequences of cell-starvation, a weakening of the
vein walls and of the surrounding tissues due to an impoverished blood
supply brought about by a stagnating blood stream, or, in other words,
bad circulation. In all diseased conditions, no matter what the ailment
may be, the blood stream is at fault and no treatment can give lasting
results if this all-important fact is overlooked. Keep the blood free-running
like a deep, fast-flowing river, enrich it with the necessary elements for
cell building and for the removal of toxic and acid waste materials, and
health MUST result. That means take Elasto, for this is precisely what
Elasto is designed to do; it is actually what Elasto does, surely and effectively,
by a method new to curative science.

HEAL

TH

ELASTO, the wonderful blood substance, which positively
must be present in the blood to ensure complete health,
is now known to be the active principle which controls the
healing properties of the blood.
Such troubles as varicose veins, varicose ulcers, eczema,
psoriasis, swollen legs, inflamed wounds, phlebitis, thrombosis,
piles, prolapsus, varicocele, rheumatism, hardened arteries,
and relaxed conditions in any part of the body are directly
traceable to degeneration of tissue-cells resulting from a
deficiency of this vitalising principle in the blood. These
ailments will not respond to ordinary treatment ; to effect a cure
it is essential to remove the cause of the weakness, whether
local or general, and this can only be done by making good the deficiency inthe blood. Elasto, the great blood revitaliser, does this,
surely and effectively, with results that often appear miraculous .
You
Naturally
What booklet
Is Elasto
? in
This
question
is fully answeredAsk
in an—interesting
which explains
simple language the Elasto method of curing through the blood. Your copy is
free, see coupon below. Suffice it to say here that Elasto restores to the blood
the vital elements which combine with albumin to form elastic tissue and thus
enables Nature to restore contractility to the broken-down and devitalised fabric
of veins and arteries and so to re-establish normal circulation ; the real basis of
sound health !
Every sufferer should know of this wonderful new biological treatment which
quickly brings ease and comfort and creates within the system a new health
force ; overcoming diseased conditions, increasing vitality and bringing into
full
activity Nature's
own laws
Elasto isthe
prepared
in tiny
be dissolved
on the tongue,
andofishealing.
the pleasantest,
cheapest,
and tablets,
the mostto
effective treatment ever devised. For the outlay of a few shillings you can
now enjoy the tremendous advantages of this modern scientific treatment
which has cost thousands of pounds to perfect. Elasto saves you time, worry,
suffering, and expense.

Whatveins Users
Of ' Rheumatoid
Elasto arthritis
Say—gone ; I have
' No sign of varicose
now.
' Elasto put new life Into me."
' Lumbago
' Wonderfully active at SO."
never feltcured
better."after 3 years of
' My Doctor highly praises Elasto."
' suffering.
Elasto has saved
' Now walk long distances with ease."
Age be66."memorepounds."
' Elasto should
widely known
' Elasto has cured my bad legs."
' Worked wonders : legs quite clear."
' Cured my rheumatism and
' toHadthe rheumatism
so
badly
I could
public."
hardly
walk,
but
Elasto
cured
me."
'
Cured
my
sciatica
12
months
ago :
' Now free from piles."
' Ineuritis."
feel 10 years younger."
' still
As soon asfit."I started taking Elasto I
put me veins
on my completely
feet."
couldquite
go about my work In comfort,
'' ItVaricose
gone."
'' All
signs
of
phlebitis
gone."
' no
Varicose
veins quickly cured after 12
Completely cured my varicose
pain whatever."
' years
I wouldof useless
like to bandaging."
recommend Elasto to
' I am now free from pain."
skintones
Is as up
softtheas system
velvet." and cures
' Cured my swollen legs, although I had
'' My
Elasto
all
ulcers."
beensufferers."
suffering
for years.'
These extracts are taken from letters received
from
grateful
people who KNOW,
who have tested and proved for themselves, the extraordinary health-restoring
powersdepression."
of this wonderful new blood treatment — Elasto. We guarantee the authenticity of every extract quoted.
Here is Your Great Opportunity !
COUPON
—
for Trial
Sample of Elasto
The Great Blood Revitaliser.
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT Co. Ltd.
(Dept. 191.
A.), Cecil
House.London, E.C.
Holborn
Viaduct,
FREE
Please tend me Free Sample and Special Free Booklet
fully explaining how Elasto Treatment cures through the
blood.
A
Generous
Sample
of
(Please Print in Capital Letters.)
NAME
this Wonder
Treatment

Beware

of Imitations

!

Simply fill in the Coupon for a Free Sample and a Special
Free Booklet fully explaining Elasto, the New Biological
Treatment. These, together with copies of recent testimonials, we will gladly send privately, post free. Don't
lose another moment ! Write for these to-day— NOW,
while you think of it ! Or send Ss. for a full month's
treatment (in plain wrapper) and see for yourself what a
wonderful difference Elasto Blood Treatment makes ! !
THE NEW ERA TREATMENT CO., LTD.,
(Dept. 191 A.), Cecil House, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.
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fiiticura
Soap
VSHAVING
STICK
leave* f/ic sAiti cex>l wtd re^res/teel
It produces a rich, creamy, lasting
lather that holds its moisture, is
delicately medicated and contains
soothing properties. It gives you a
clean, smooth shave without the
slightest irritation and leaves the
skin in good condition.
Price Is, 3d.

Sold at all chemists.

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS I

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is do greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
MORBID THOUGHTS
WEAK NERVES
INSOMNIA
WORRY, ETC.
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelopea simple,
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

finger-tips
MOW frequently it is |
said, "Yes,
Yes, *she's L
W
n Mid,
l,
tifu
very
beau
bly n to
uent
ItHOisWbeautiful,
thefreq
attentio
i
very
but
— ." *
the minute details
which count, and a
girl's
hands are an
infallible guide. You
must be beautiful —
right down to your
finger-tips — and there
\k
1 is no better way to
ensure this than by the
use
famous
ka "the
" Krasof
Nail Polish,
which is used by Royalty.
Kraska " is easily and
instantly applied, withstands the action of soap and water,
yet
speedily
remo
Kraska " Polish Remover!
alvedandbyby" far
It is ismost
economic
the best polish for the
nails. Every bottle includes brush for application.
"KRASKA" CUTICLE
"KRASKA" POLISH REMOVER
REMOVER. Supplied with patent
instantly removes polish. Just a
cuticle extractor. I/- and 1/6
touch and then wipe off. I/" KRASKA " NAIL POLISH
is made in 25 fascinating colours.
Blanche, Naturelle, Rose'e. Double Rose'e, Quadruple Rose'e
Deep
Rose'e.
Coral, •Pearl,
Deep Coral,
Lake!
Deep Quadruple
Chinese Lake,
Orange,
*Rose Chinese
Pearl. 'Gold
•Silver. Ruby, Deep Ruby.
Black. Blue. Green,
Tango-Coral
etc.
Tango-Coral,
Deep
Prices•InI/-,1/61/4,
sizesperonlybottle.
2/6 2/«
and and

Kraska
Obtainable from all Chemists,
BootsHairdressers
the Chemists.and Stores and Branches of

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. P.G. 31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.Cl

the woman who dresses at corot
deserves admiration . . . and gets it.
to know that one is perfectly dressed is the
surest way of attracting admiration from
man and woman alike.

£o love
ly

that is why the best dressed man has his clothes
made in ravile row. that is why the wise woman
comes to corot ... to bond street.
here,
fashion
discriminationis totempered
achieve with
the
perfect result, at prices we can
afford, and on an instalment plan that
takes any strain off the bank balance.
st
post the" lacoupon
below for the
corot fashion guide and particulars
of instalments, or call at the showrooms and choose a model.
' ' seats for a
a smartly
tailored cardiminu
gan te
suitweave
in" a
novelty
woollen,
jacket
cash
has
scarf Qand/

two piece of
frockandmatching
coat
inweave.
a unlined
softneewoollen
"
mati
frock
13/6
trimmed pleated
edging monthly
of self.
pockets,monthly cash
3 gns.
*i gns.

Norman Foster and Ginger Rogers in Radio's " Rafter Romance."

The loveliness of a skin cared for by Snowfire
Cream enchants every man. For who could
resist the charm of the velvety smoothness, and
flower -like texture that fragrant, non- greasy
Snowfire Cream gives? From to-day let Snowfire
Cream begin beautifying your skin— let it keep you
radiant always.

Snowfire
zw>% Cream
Dainty Handbag Containers 3d.
Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3
British Made.

(dept. p.g.339)
33 old bond street
eoro

i, w.l
regent 0234
t
...............post this coupon to corot to-day
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l.
free please send corot spring fashion guide and full details.
address
n
p.g.339
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CCIt is natural and human to want to
make the most of one's appearance,"
says lovely Miss Madeleine Carroll,
Gaumont-British star. "It is an added
pleasure in every woman's life to know
she is looking beautiful.
"Clothes, of course, are one of the
essential features — and that is why it
is important to take great care, even
over such apparent details as the freshness and smartness of one's stockings
and undies. My maid would tell you
that all my precious undies and cobwebby stockings are washed in Lux
after every wearing. What a blessing
to find anything so safe even for the
most delicate fabrics. "
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Or so Will Hays says —
New Purity Push —
Screen Czar's twelve
commandments —
Greta Nissen should be

You may not see
like this of Adele
Thomas
Czar"
any
more if
"stills
Hays Shalt
en"Will
Thou
forces his new

more careful — Rending the Garbo veil —
Tallulah Bankhead to
come back.

Passionate

is

Publicity

OUT

FilmcausCens
rd toof the
tion
ish
e ors'
ribuBoa
of a
cont
latestBrit
THE
nobler and cleaner screen is the banning
of the use . of the phrase " sex appeal "
in pictures
In the meanwhile I note with satisfaction
a professed Hollywood campaign to " clean
up " film publicity.
So far the application of the mops and
brooms has been seen directed mainly to
indecent stills and misleading advertising- —
two departments which have long stood in
need of their attention.
A censorship authority has been set up to
deal with publicity photographs and many have
had to be rejected.
Judging by those that got through, they
must have been pretty bad.

The Twelve Commandments
Czar Will Hays recently formulated twelve
new commandments for the industry, amid
headlines
such press.
as "Hays two up on Moses" from
a ribald trade
Seven of these commandments are Must-Nots
regarding the type of publicity pictures sent out;
five are Must-Nots about the type of advertising
copy.
In substance, they are as follows :
i . Thou must not pose girls in lingerie, panties
or less.
2 Thou must not show girls lifting skirts to

reveal
legs, isgarters
or "gussets." (Please, Mr.
Hays, what
a gusset?)
3. Thou must not take pictures of girls in
suggestive positions, showing legs above knee or
"sections of the thigh."
4. Thou must not take fan-dance photographs,
in which certain parts of the anatomy are covered
only by fans, feathers, lace or transparent material.
5. Thou must not take photographs of chorus
girls in silhouette, showing outlines of figures
through filmy garments.
6. Thou must not take bawdy photographs
appealing to the salacious-minded.
Thou must not make "stills" of horizontal
love7. scenes.
8. Thou must not write advertising that
misrepresents pictures.
Thou mustin not
use the copy.
word "courtesan" or
any9. synonym
advertising
10. Thou must not reprint dialogue from
pictures in advertising to make pictures seem
something else besides what they are
11. Thou must not appeal in advertising copy
to persons seeking the unclean in pictures.
12. Thou must not use adjectives in advertising
that suggest that a character in a picture is base,
dishonest, unholy, profane or "otherwise a low
Naughty
person." Nouns
Then, perhaps, green-eyed with envy about
Mr. Shortt's "sex appeal" decision, Mr.
Hays has further decreed that the word "Hell"
is to be deleted from title-writers' vocabularies.

Most filmgoers, however, will have no regrets if
most of the proposed restrictions are enforced.
Advertising which misrepresents the facts in
order to appeal to people seeking the unclean in
pictures has done the screen more harm than
anything and by recalling the naughty nounsNots"
and
purple phrases from publicity copy the industry
could do a lot to restore the confidence and respect
of audiences.
I have
said have
they couldMr. Will habit
Hays' ofcleanliness crusades
an unfortunate
never
quite reaching their goal.
A Word to Greta Nissen
Miss Greta Nissen, a guest within our gates
and, may I assure her, a very welcome one,
might be well advised to see that her private
correspondence or what is alleged to be her private
correspondence, is not exhibited in the public
press on the other side of the Atlantic.
This paragraph, which with its typically illmannered and ignorant American comment,
appears in the current issue of Photoplay, is not
exactly calculated to endear Greta to her British
What does an American movie star do when
she is presented to the Prince of Wales?
What would you do ?
:— didn't do just the approved thing, very
If you
public
probably you would stir up no end of commotion
and comment, just as Greta Nissen did
recently.
We're going to let you in on an interesting
letter written by Greta to a friend in Hollywood.
"It was all a very stiff and formal affair,"
says Greta, "and the English ladies curtsied
deeply upon the arrival of the Prince. I, for
one, did not curtsey; being a foreigner, I did
not feel I had to — but as I was the only one in
the whole room who did not, it stirred up quite
a commotion."
So weto gather
thatis the
thing
do whenfromyouGreta's
meet letter
a prince
to best
say,
"home
How talent.
do you do ? " Leaving the nip-ups to the
(Continued on page 7)
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Claire

Trevor

When Sally Eilers staged her recent
revolt and, dissolved screen partnership
with James Dunn by " walking out " on
"Jimmy into
and the
Sally,"
Trevor
rushed
rble. Claire
She made
suchwasa
good job that she has again been
" teamed " with Dunn in " Hold that
Girl." Claire was born and educated
in New York. Studied at the American
Academy
University.of Dramatic Art and Columbia
Served
acting in stock. Broadway success in
" Whistling in the Dark " led to film
engagement. Blonde and 5 ft. 3 tn. tall.
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upon to tell the story of how Greta lives in Hollywood and now a writer has gone to the lengths of
The Best Film of 1933
tracking
Sweden. down the facts of the star's early life in
This week the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
One paper even prints a photograph of the preand Sciences announces its choice of the best
picture made in 1933 and for the first time a screen Garbo standing in the doorway of the Stockholm barber's shop where she was once employed
British picture — The Private Life of Henry VIII —
will be in the final list from which selection is and of the dining-room in the Gustafson home.
made.
The owner
of the that
barber's
as revealing
Gretashop,
was incidentally
very popularis
When last I heard the entries had been narrowed quoted
with the customers and gave them beautifully
smooth shaves.
down to nine. The other "finalists" are :—
Cavalcade
Forty Second Street
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang
Greta " Steps Out
Lady for a Day
In the meanwhile, Greta herself has been startling
She Done Him Wrong
the Hollywood
frequently
in the filmrustics
city. by "stepping out"
Smilin'
State FairThrough
The other day she turned up at one of HollyA Farewell to Arms
wood's busiest beauty parlours and announced that
Which reminds me. Have you voted in the
her athairthe"dressed
for evening."
arrived
rush hour
and without an
Picturegoer Gold Medal Award for the two best sheShewanted
appointment, but calmly declared that she did
acting performances in films released in 1933 ?
Write the names of the actor and actress on a not mind waiting.
And some support is lent to the legend that she
postcard and the films in which you consider they
surreptitiously buys all the movie magazines by
excelled
and address it to "Award of Merit," the
fact that she read one until there was a vacant
Picturegoer.
chair.
Her arrival for lunch at the Hotel Ambassador,
accompanied by Rouben Mamoulian, created an
Stars of To-morrow
From the Fox Studio comes a list of ten new even greater sensation.
personalities who are being "groomed for Tallulah to Return ?
stardom."
Their names should prove interesting to British
intriguing report has arrived this week that
filmgoers. They are : Hugh Williams, Steppin An Tallulah
Bankhead will essay another attempt
Fetchit, Ketti Gallian, Mona Barrie, Alice Faye at talkies.
(for whom, it is reported, Rudy Vallee reserves
The proposal is that she will co-star with Helen
his best crooning), Peggy Fears, Pat Paterson, Morgan
in Frankie and Johnny.
Rosemary Ames, Nick Foran and Shirley Temple.
The
interests me for another
I am particularly intrigued to see what Holly- reason. production
It will mark the reopening of the old
wood will do to Hugh Williams, whom I long
considered one of our most promising leading men Biograph
York's
famousmany
Bronx.
Biographstudio
was intheNew
studio
in which
of the
and expressed the opinion so often here that our
film-famous
began
their
careers.
movie moguls have no excuse this time for letting
D. W. Griffith wielded his megaphone there
America "discover" him.
Ketti Gallian, whom Winfield Sheehan found fifteen years ago and Mary Pickford, Mabel
the Gishes were among the celeon the London stage, will be seen first in Marie Normandbrities whoand
first faced a camera on the old lot.
Galante, while Pat Paterson makes her debut in a
musical, the title of which is so unlikely to be
used here that I shall not bother to mention it.
Leslie Howard's Next
Mona Barrie, an Australian, impressed me Be.tte Davis has, it is reported, been cast opposite
favourably in The House of Connelly.
Leslie Howard in Of Human Bondage.
Nick Foran is 6 ft. 3 in., red-haired, former
Mr. Howard, meanwhile, has some interesting
University football player.
things to say regarding his recent visit to England.
" I simply cannot understand what has happened
to the theatre over there lately," he states,
according
to his latest American interview.
Steppin Fetchit's Come-back
The news that Steppin Fetchit is again headed
"They absolutely refuse to patronise anything
for the big money is also interesting.
The ebony-hued comedian is something of a
philosopher. His spectacular extravagances during
his previous tenure of film fame have for long
been held up by the film world as a horrible
example to successful newcomers who show signs
of indulging in the belief that £i,ooo-a-week movie
pay cheques go on for ever.
Steppin, however, is satisfied that he has the
last laugh. He had a good time with his money
while it lasted, he points out. Most of those who
saved theirs lost it in the recent bank and stockmarket crashes.
He has the first big r61e in his come-back
campaign in The House of Connelly and, personally,
I found him as amusing — and unintelligible — as
ever.
" Exposing " Garbo
Garbo's
veil by
of mystery
is gradually being rent
to shreds
the reporter.
Previous employees have of late been prevailed

A Striking scene
from Maureen O'
Sullivan's latest picture, '' Stage
Mother."
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that is serious. Revue, musical comedies, thrillers
and, above all, farces, seem to flourish like nothing
you have ever seen. But when it comes as a
drama of genuine merit — they just don't want to
Idolatry.
Leslie, apparently, is still feeling bitter about
the comparative failure of his play, This Side
The
Guilty Party
see it."

the
where toed apportion
know much-play
at last,
Now,blame
for wethat
song hit,
'Have You Ever Seen a Dream Walking "
As most readers are aware, it was sung by
Sitting
Rogers in one of the romantic interludes of
Ginger Pretty.
It is not generally known, however, that it was
Miss Rogers who "discovered" the song.
She was to have sung a song called "Gypsy
Lover" during that sequence, but she had heard
ditty "something about a dream,"
little piano
a newoff
fresh
heart
on the
singing it.of a composer and had set her
After much trouble the executives gave in.
And now it has become one of the hits of the
This Casting Business

r Korda is casting
The news that Alexande
Charles Laughton as Lord Percy in The
Scarlet Pimpernel raises the whole question of
What34. the public thinks
studios.
about itincanBritish
be seen
on page
casting
It seems to me that not nearly enough attention
is paid to the part stars and even bit players are
called upon to enact. Not everyone, after all, is
as versatile as Cedric Hardwicke or Walter Huston.
This week, for instance, there is a bad case of
in Alfred Hitchcock's picture, Waltzes
mis-casting
from
Vienna, which is fully criticised on page 18.
disof amorous
a countess
as under
Fay Compton
of the part,
the skin
position never gets
and Jessie Matthews should never have been
called on to play the romantic ingenue.
They do this so much better in France; indeed,
I think a course of French pictures for British
directors would be an admirable idea.
Making the Human Background Live
French picture we are
lly toevery
Practica
see over here, whether good, bad
privileged
or indifferent, has this in common — the casting
down to the smallest bit player is perfect.
Atmosphere (Continued
induced byon settings
page 8) is important
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(Continued from page 7)
enough, but atmosphere created by the verisimilitude of the types selected is more important still.
In fact, in the majority of cases it is safe to say
that the players should be selected to suit the
story and not just chosen on their drawing power
and popularity and forced into roles to which
they are totally unsuited.

Probably no other picture in the history of
Hollywood has been produced in the atmosphere
which permeated the Wonder Bar set. All through
the making of the film, according to my Hollywood
reports, the artistes stood around in sullen groups
airing their real or fancied grievances and
periodically rushing off to the front office to ask to
be taken out of the film.
Practically nobody wanted to play in the
Dull Spring Fashion Season
picture. "It was the grandest little shanghaing
writer.
One result of the historical boom which is act
ever staged in Hollywood," according to one
already making itself felt is a dearth of new
fashion hints from the screen.
Stars like Marlene Dietrich, Carole Lombard,
Claudette Colbert and Greta Garbo, from whom Kay's Complaint
William, when approached, raised his
up till now feminine filmgoers have always had Warren
eyebrows and nimbly stepped on a train to
dress inspiration, are all disporting themselves in New York,
but the others were not in a position to
refuse.
the impracticable furbelows of past generations.
" It looks like a dull spring in the ready-to-wear
trade marts," according to my latest advice from
the "style" departments of the big studios.
"Manufacturers of medium-priced lines, many
of whom depend upon still pictures from new
motion pictures to provide ' inspiration ' for their
designers, are being handicapped no end by the
current
trend towards
period pictures," writes
the
Paramount
one.
Makers of women's dresses are having to turn
elsewhere for ideas to provide a sufficient number
of new styles to meet the demands for their retail
outlets.
Film musicals at the moment are providing the
bulk of new fads and fancies in fashions, to be
copied, machine cut, machine sewn and rushed to
the shops.
"It has long been no secret that early stills
from new pictures are at a premium in the manufacturing district," the writer points out. "The
various studios have not been particularly happy
to discover that a design created at considerable
cost for a particular star makes its appearance in
the so-called speciality shops as quickly, and often
more quickly, than the picture can be edited and
released."
" Picturegoer' s " Scoop
Norma Shearer has twenty changes of costume
in her new picture Rip Tide, and all her
gowns and even her hairdress are being kept
secret until the picture is released, so that they
shall not be copied.
Picturegoer, however, has been able to obtain
advance news and stills of all that is latest and best
in the new film fashions.
These are to be incorporated in a special
Fashion Number of the paper next week. As a
special tip of my own, I should advise you to make
sure of getting your copy early.
Baby he Roy's Earnings
The indications that Baby Le Roy is "growing
out" of his film sphere of usefulness is not so
unfortunate for the infant star as it might appear.
In the nine months in which he has been in
pictures, he has practically provided for his
future.
To-day he owns a ranch, twenty-five miles from
Hollywood, where he lives with his mother. With
his screen earnings he could already retire as a
"gentleman
farmer."and the Paramount executives
But his mother
are interested in his future, and most of his screen
dollars are being turned into insurance.
One of the policies assures him of a college
education and is written in such a way that he
cannot touch the returns unless he attends a
university. It will provide a steady income for
the lour years' schooling.
Another policy will pay him nearly ^500 when
he graduates.
Those Divorces
In view of the fact that 1933 has already come
to be regarded as something of a boom year in
film colony domestic disruptions, the official
statistics, just to hand, contain some surprises.
They reveal that the year produced twenty-five
divorces and thirty-one marriages.
In 1932 there were thirty-seven Hollywood
divorces, compared to thirty-two marriages.
The conclusion is, I suppose, that 1933 divorces
involved more important names.
The Battle of the Century
Filmland's
most was
embattled
London and
privatelypicture
shownhasthereached
other
night.
8
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mount— M.-G.-M. is experimenting with a new
sound invention for the recording of the music in
The Merry Widow — Joan Crawford has developed
a craze for metallic gowns — Katharine Hepburn's
favourite indoor sport is walking on her hands —
Gingera new
Rogers'
find
firstown
namechoice
for in
her theis campaign
Gloria — Mrs.to
Patrick Campbell has been smashing stellar egos
in Hollywood and is credited with more direct
hits than George Bernard Shaw — Mae West has
refused to follow the example of other Hollywood
stars by engaging a bodyguard, bat announces
that she now "packs a gun" — Joan Marsh claims
to have the smallest feet in Hollywood — The
dialogue for Cleopatra will, it is stated, be in
modern English; oh, yeah !— Miss Penelope
Dudley Ward, a societv beauty, has been launched
amid much ballyhoo as a film star and will make
her debut in Emil Jannings' English, film.
U.S. Likes " Catherine "
Catherine the Great has, I see, had an excellent
press in America and some of the New York
critics are hailing it as a worthy successor to The
Private Life of Henry VIII.
The got
New into
Yorkits Sun
"England,
which
stridedeclares
with thethat
earlier
Korda
picture, again contributes what bids fair to be the
most
pictureNewof this
Theimportant
conservative
Yorkseason."
Herald Tribune
describes it as one of the most distinguished
dramas
the year,
"the another
production
of which
takes theof British
kinema
notable
step
Beauty
forward." Shortage in Hollywood
And now comes the staggering pronouncement
that there aren't eleven beautiful girls in
Hollywood.
After interviewing more than 750 applicants
for show-girl parts in Murder at the Vanities, Earl
Carroll, the famous New York impresario, could
find only seven girls whom he considered beautiful
enough to be chosen.
The seven lucky girls will join the eleven
beauties Carroll took from New York as show girls
for the picture.
"The selections," Carroll said, "followed my
usual formula with but a single addition. I
always judge the girls on beauty of face, beauty of
figure, gracefulness and personality. In this case
I added photographic possibilities.
"There were many lovely girls in the group,
but only the seven selected fulfilled my requireThe film,
of course, marks the Hollywood debut
ments exactly."
of Carl Brisson.

Two laughter-makers in serious mood. Edna
May Oliver and Edward Everett Horton, as
they appear in " The Poor Rich "
The general complaint, of course, was the
alleged smallness of the parts.
Kay Francis, the best of good troupers, was
quoted as complaining that she was given only a
"bit." "I told them that I didn't want to do it,
but thev insisted— and I had to play it.
" If Wonder Bar were being made by an all-star Kinema Couplets
cast
frompart.
this But
studio,
to doing
a minor
this I iswouldn't
different.object
Not only
was The first prize of 10s. 6d. is awarded to Miss E.
Cuthbert, 38 Kenton Road. South Hackney,
I cast in a role in a picture I did not want any
part of, but I was put in a picture in which the for a curt commentary on the quality of the
male lead is not a recognised star and the girl with B.B.C. programmes :—
the only feminine part that can be called a part is
The Big Broadcast
Early to Bed
borrowed from another studio."
Four awards of 2s. 6d. each go to the
Them's fighting words, as they say in the
Westerns.
following :—
W. E. Classey, 28 High Street, Collin Wood.
Merton, S.W.19, for an appropriate epitaph for a
And Kibbee
He Knew Too Much
Even the genial Guy Kibbee went about his
Smoky
spot of picture-stealing with a grievance. gangster. Say
It With Flowers
To Miss L. Mills, 23 Fairfield Road, Derby, for
"It's no fun wearing the uniform if the other
fellow's. the whole band," he is reported to have the somewhat cynical couplet :—
stated
The Torch Singer
That trouble soon developed between Ricardo
To
Norma
Hoggard, Neville Avenue, Beverley,
Cortez and Al Jolson is well known. " Ricardo
battled it out," another of the cast, Dick Powell, East Yorks, for a lightening expression of the
reported. "Anybody who hogs a scene with him Englishman's half-holiday :—
will have to step lively, but I'm new in pictures
Saturday's Millions
and I couldn't do the same.
The Sports Parade
To
Miss
M.
Conway. 332 Gallowgate. Glasgow,
"I had to go through with it and take the
crumbs that fell my way. A singer who appears in for a piece Channel
of advice Crossing
to Continental travellers :—
support of a star who is also a singer has a thin
Hold Everything
And to E. C. James, 45 The Grove, Gravesend,
■ Now it will be interesting to see if Dick is again
Kent, for this sales slogan :—
teamed with Ruby Keeler — Mrs. Al Jolson.
Streets of Women
However, these competitive conditions do
The Bargain
time." good films.
produce
There are no rules to this contest except that all
entries must be sent in on postcards marked
Short Shots
" Kinema Couplets." and addressed to me, c/o
Long Acre, London. \V(\j
It's a girl at Joan Bennett's" — Gary Cooper has Picturegoer, 93 MALCOLM
D. PHILLIPS.
signed a new long-term contract with Para-
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Two famous stars
who will appear
together for the
first time on the
screen in " Rip
Tide" Lionel
B anymore and
our great stage
actress, MrsPatrick Campbell.

1

v

•-*

Fay
Lukas Wray
while and
away Paul
the
time between scenes in
" Monte Cristo," capping each other's stories
of adventure.

-

Myrna tinctive
Ley fashion
strikes
a disnote in
this
full length coat with slippered shoulders and high
collar. It is a white clove
design on black velveteen
and is completed with a
black suede beret.
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MARY

S

PICKFORD'
OWN

STORY

by Gladys

PICKFORD said to me,
MAR"Y
son is to
etiemes, to hold a perpme
Somrfer
with his develo nt. I
inte
did not interfere ... I have never
discussed this situation before. I
shall never discuss it again. From this day
forth and from this story forth, a door is
closed. But it hurts me, even now, when
unkind criticisms are made of Douglas. They
are unjustified, unwarranted. He has worked
hard all of his life. He should be able now to
live and to work where he pleases — and it is
my pleasure to have him do so.
"Wh3n I make this statement, I am not speaking for publication only, Gladys, but between you
and me, honestly, from the bottom of my heart."
Mary a had
Douglas' hearth.
room,
where
fire suggested
blazed onlunch
the in
man-sized
Douglas' pipes were on their pipe rack, his pictures
of his travels, his scrap-books and trophies were
as they had been when he went away. Nothing
had been moved in that room. Nothing had been
changed. From the wide window where we
sat at table, we could see the lawn of Pickfair with
the swimming pool in the distance and the far-off
horizon wrapped in mists. What lies beyond
the horizon — for Mary?
I wondered. I wondered as all the world has
wondered, what she is thinking, what she is
feeling and planning, now that the old order has
definitely passed away. In the confusion of
reports, rumours and conjectures that have
buzzed
around
head Fairbanks
since the news
her
separation
fromMary's
Douglas
first ofbroke
and astounded the world, she has preserved the
dignity of an utter silence on the subject. She is
breaking that silence now for the first time and the
last.
As we talked, the happy sound of young voices
came from the guest house below us. Gwynne,
daughter of her sister, Lottie, adopted by Mary and
loved as her very own; Letitia and Lucille Fairdaughters other
of Douglas'
brother,
and six banks,
or seven
youngsters
were Robert;
making
merry at Pickfair. Gloom has not settled down
over the house that once was called "the happiest
in Mary
Hollywood."
sat there, young and golden, wearing
turquoise-blue corduroy lounging pyjamas. She
looked very young and very, very wise — with the
wisdom of one who has grown, through work and
love and success and defeat, beyond the ordinary
human limitations, beyond the petty human
passions and demands. You know this as you
look at her closely, listen to the tone of her voice,
and become aware.of the tranquillity, the breathcatching peace in her eyes. You know that there
10

HALL

and books, my lovely lingerie and perfumes and
fresh flowers, the sun flooding in at my windows,
the white walls and green carpets, the gay spirit that
is Pickfair. I love the happy hours that walk,
Happier days. When Doug, and Mary celebrated
still, in these rooms. There isn't one tiny object
their " wooden " wedding — planting a tree at
anywhere
little tonguethatof doesn't
its own. speak to me with a tender
Pickfair.
" I know all about the reports, rumours and talk
is, and has been, a change at Pickfair. But it is of a possible reconciliation between Douglas and
supposed to take place in New York as soon
less the sailing away of Douglas, this change, than myself,
I get there. I can certainly say that those
it is the sailing into harbour of Mary. She has as
rumours
were — rumours unfounded in fact.
come safely into port. She is happy with the
Douglas has begun production on his picture,
hard-won happiness of one who waits and does not Adios
Don fuan. He will be in Spain for a
ask, who releases because she, herself, is free.
great
many
of his locations. Naturally, he
Somehow, you know that Mary has found sanchave been planning to come to New York.
tuary, aretreat, where the noise of love coming or couldn't
There
was
never
talk of it between us. I have
going, careers failing or returning on flood tide, no idea when he any
is returning to America. I think
cannot matter. Mary, in her retreat, sees now with he
has no idea, either.
a clarity of which the physical eye alone is incapable.
want to say this — and even this phase of it
She said to me, " The linnet is blinded before he "TA doI have
never discussed before — I cannot understand
the criticism of the Press because Douglas
But to start at the beginning. I said to Mary,
" tell me something about your is making, one, two or more pictures in England.
"Couldn't
can sing you
Why NOT made
? Haven't
a great
and
present
emotions,
— forIt the
first actresses
pictures,
done many
playsactors
abroad?
time? It is hard your
for mefuture
to askplans
this.
is hard
for you, I know, to answer me. But the world is There has never been any particular comment
interested because, after all, the world is your about it. It has been accepted as a perfectly
normal procedure. When English actors come to
friend. Friends have a little right, I think "
us here — Clive Brook, Leslie Howard, Ronald
her way out of the Colman and others — we are glad to have them.
replied
Marysilence
that slowly,
she has feeling
preserved intact from the We love them. There are no if's, and's or but's
about it.
first, " I them,
can't analyse
my feelings
you.
"Douglas is not taking American dollars out of
dissect
take them
apart,fortag
and I can't
label America.
is being paid with English money.
them. If I could place my feelings in a test-tube or And that He
is being spent right here in
even in words, I wouldn't have felt very deeply. America, asmoney
well as in England. He is releasing
I only know that you cannot lose anything or
anyone who has been near to you. Not really. through United Artists and because he is making a
No matter what happens.
picture in England, he
"I am beyond insisting that others conform to
my formula for happiness which, contrary to is helping
America'sit
by making
statements that have been made and beliefs that quota
possible for this country
seem to be held, does not necessarily entail the to export to England
making of pictures or residence in Hollywood alone. one more picture, too. It
"But Pickfair in NOT for sale. I could not figures something like
bear the thought of other people living in it — that. His releasing
other families, who might not know and might through United Artists
not care about all the love and thought and tender- means money in the
ness and dreaming that have gone into the making exchanges both here
of it. Perhaps, some day, I should like it to be and abroad. It also
used as a place for people to come and study, as a means employment for
sort of a small museum, as a place that might, in a great
"I domany
not people.
believe
some form or fashion, mean beauty to others as it
that
Douglas
has,
has meant beauty to— to us.
ever has had, anyor
"Of course, having Pickfair makes it easier for intention of becoming
me. It is ridiculous to say that there is anything
consolatory or glorious about poverty. It is an English citizen.
harder to keep happiness where there is fame and He is too worldlywealth and world-attention, but it is also easier to wise for that. The
bear unhappiness. I get a thrill out of all of it. English would resent
it quite as thoroughly
I'd be false and silly to deny it.
"I love my lovely things, my china and glass as the Americans
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''THIS is the one and only interview that Mary has given about
*■ the end of her great
♦ romance
♦ with
♦ Douglas Fairbanks.
" Pickfair is not for sale. I could not bear the thought of other
people living in it . . . Douglas has earned the right to live and work
where he chooses . . . Life will go on for me again. I am more at peace
than ever before . . . I am glad that the storm has passed. I have
found myself . . . You cannot lose any one you really love. They
can't take themselves away from you. And I am happy because I
know this."
would. He has, undoubtedly, been misquoted
on far more than one occasion.
" You know Douglas and his penchant for foreign
places. He has always had exciting ideas and
desires to live first here, then there. At one time
it was Ceylon. He extolled the glories of Ceylon.
It was the one place in the world to live. It was
Paradise. At another time it was Peking. Now
it is England. Douglas lives on a Magic Carpet
all of the time — not only on the screen. This time
his magic carpet has taken him to England. And
anyway, as I have said, he has worked hard all of
his life and he has earned the right to live and work
where he chooses. No one should attempt to
gainsay him that.

been in my life before.
I have been through a
great deal. I believe
that I have come through.
I am glad that the storm
is past. There is relief.
I can't say
that I haven't
known
loneliness.
That
wouldn't be true. I
have never been alone
before, you see. I went
from my first marriage
to my second marriage
and even through my
marriages my mother
was with me. And so,
Ihave no plans for the immediate future. I am, it has been a strangeness
for a little space of time, living in a vacuum I have had to get used
where nothing, apparently, happens. Just as in to. But mine has been a loneliness in which /
Nature a fallow period, a time of quiescence have found myself. I know where I am going. I
follows after a storm, such a space of time has am un-confused now.
"And I have learned, through my mother's
come
to me.
you beeverno noticed
how, after
a storm,
thereHaven't
seems to
development,
no passing and my brother's, how brief the little
lives
of humans are. How relatively unimportant
change, no progress ? Just a stillness. There
come such periods in human lives, too. A period it is where we take or what we do with this sixtyin which, after years of hard labour, after stress seven cents' worth of chemical compound our
and strain and readjustment, we find that we are physical selves consist of. Whether I am here
not striving any more. We are growing inward. or Douglas is there, physically, is trivial. Separation is not separation until it affects the spirits of
The roots are striking in. Development is taking
place, but it is in the heart, the mind, the spirit. us.
This is how it seems to be with me.
" I have come to realise how inescapable are
and suffering.
But Ihuman
haven'tcreature.
one ounceNotof
"My mother used to say to me, 'Mary, you pain
resentment
toward any
wouldn't drive a little mule the way you drive toward anyone. We do not own other human
yourself ! Can't you stop ? ' There was a time beings. We are not controllers of the destinies of
when I couldn't. Now, if I choose, I can. At the others. Because they have crossed our paths or
moment I am waiting. Life will go on for me
again. There will come new interests, new activi- walked for a while along the way with us does not
give us the sovereign power of dictatorship. You
ties, new friends along with the old.
release
your child, don't you, when he wants to
"
I
should
like,
of
course,
to
find
the
supremely
right story for myself and for the screen. I go ? You want him to be happy in his own way,
believe that I shall. But material has always been not in yours. You want him to be happy, above
difficult to get, ever since the very inception of all, more than you want anything else.
— "
pictures
I mentioned
that I would have liked to see her
I believe that a great deal of love, so-called, is
selfishness. Mere possessiveness. It is the ME
do
Only
Yesterday
— a story of a great love, a
sacrificial love.
and not the YOU that matters. I think we do not
"I wish I had known about it. I haven't seen learn this philosophy — this acceptance of life as it
it yet, but I understand that Margaret Sullavan is and not as we would like to have it, childishly
gave a poignantly beautiful performance . . . petulant, while we are very young.
My problem is to find THE story for me, certainly.
"More and more, I think of life as a school
If I cannot find the right vehicle, then I might through which we pass, if we work hard and grow in
understanding,
from one classroom to another
want to direct. I've had offers for the stage."
(She has recently accepted one. — Ed.) "I've had higher up. As we go on, we grow better. We put
some very flattering offers from the radio. I am away our toys. We may put them away with a
interested in writing. But I think I am not sigh and a tear, but we do put them away and
turn toward other things. More vital things.
ready yet.
that I'm Inotwould
readyneedformore
the More
adult things. We must have suffered and
terrific
burdenI know
of production.
concentration than I have been able to know lost much and found ourselves richer, not poorer
recently.
I am for the losing ... as the linnet is blinded before
enjoying life right he can sing . . .
now, in a new way,
"All of which means that Douglas is a childS .#« m a very simple spirit. He is perpetually young, you know. His
\
way. For the eager enthusiasms, his abounding vitality, his
moment, it interests that fly the world around are young.
The very pictures he makes are indicative of the
suffices
— ■ more at
"I am
boy
in him. He wouldn't, instinctively, turn to
peace with myself problem
plays for his stories. He would, instincthan I have ever
tively, turn to Magic Carpets and Thieves of
Bagdad and all the gallant, adventurous things that
have stirred the hearts of boys and made middleaged men feel young again ..."
there,of right
these words
of Mary's,
theAndkernel
the in
complete
explanation
of lies
the
separation
of
the
House
of
Pickfair.
Douglas,
" The World's
Sweetheart," with the adventurous athlete, the eternal youth, the
Adolph Zukor, the little-boy-longing-for-adventure, the child who
Paramount Chief, throws off the old orders and familiar things —
signing an agreement mated with Man*, the eternally wise, the profoundly sweet and sane and still woman who
to play on the New
York stage — her first keeps things as they are, unchanged and indestheatre appearance
tructible; though the one she loves comes or goes, is
with her or away from her. A woman wise enough
for 20 years.

The writing of the script of " The Three Musketwas begun on the Fairbanksian
spacious lawnenergy.
at Pickfair
witheers"characteristic
to give freedom. The child-mother of a little
boy who sailed away on a Magic Carpet and said,
" I don't wanter come home ! "
There
this here
earthbefore.
and there
are
souls are
who oldhavesouls
neveron* been
So Mary
believes. As a child clings to its mother through
his early years, so may an older child cling to his
spiritual mother for a period of time. And then
there develops the phase where the child whether
still a child or now a man, grows impatient,
balks at restraint, wants to throw off order and
routine, wants to try his wings afresh, in foreign
lands, among foreign people and new adventure.
... So it has been with Mary and with Douglas.
This is the basic motivation of this broken idyll.
All of the rest is subsidiary.
Mary said, poking at the embers of the dying
fire, her grave, sweet face very intent, very serious,
"You cannot lose anyone you really love. They
can't take themselves away from you. You can
only send them away from you by not thinking of
them. And I am happy because I know this.
"The world is too wide, there are too many fine
people in it for anyone to be crushed by any one
person or any one circumstance. Besides, martyrs
are revolting. . Any person who sits in the glorious
sunlight and wraps a black cloth over his eyes and
enjoys
being
black cloth
overmorbid
my eyes.is revolting. I have no
' ' I took the final step between Douglas and
myself because I believe it to be for the good of both
of us. I wanted to set him free, not only for
myself, but for him. It will define our positions
clearly. It will put an end to speculations,
rumours, innuendoes, hints of this and that. It
will give Douglas the unequivocal right to live
where he pleases and to go about with whom he
pleases, without" constraint or criticism.
" It is too bad to destroy a beautiful thing. It
didn't come easily or at once. But isn't it impos ible to say which is most beautiful — the Past,
the Present or the Future ? "

NEXT

WEEK

T^ILMLAND is becoming increasingly a
dictator of fashion. PICTUREGOER has
secured the lastest news and views from the studio
style departments and the stars' own designers,
and they will appear in a special Fashion
Number next week. Make sure of your copy.
II

Donald
Cook
Who has in the last
year or so developed
most one
interesting
leading
into
of the screen's
men. Once, like Fredric
March, a bank clerk
and subsequently ran a
business college before
he went on the stage.
Donald made a modest
entry
intobut
films
" short,"
was inputa
under contract and had
his first important role
opposite Ruth Chatterton
in " Unfaithful."
His recent
successes inMoment,"
" Fog clude""Briefand
" The
World Changes."
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they

Stopped

rom
*

Acting
T F Nancy O'Neil had listened to the
A doctors she would never have been
Jack Hulbert's leading lady. A
serious illness laid her low, but willpower and concentration won the day
and now all she asks is— a difficult
acting role.

o well
OW
ll thheisr anto interKNca
Ito
view.
And I can tell you
that no one will ever
be able to interview
Nancy O'Neil successfully. They'll want to
becauses she's Jack
Hulbert' new leading
lady. They'll want to
g for
beecauseghlishghe'tss headinar
th hi
of st dom
anyway — wait until you
see Jack Ahoy ! and the
new film she is making
for British Lion. But no
stranger will succeed in
" getting at" the Nancy
O'Neil that lies behind the
e show.s
Nancy suO'alNeil qush
to a ca
ac aintance
She'll talk with you, she'll
laugh with you — she'll be
sweet to you. But there's
so much of herself she can't
help holding back until she
knows
you well.
due
to
a thing
called It's
reserve.
Apart from watching her
at work in the studios, I
have seen Nancy with
many backgrounds. Cocktail parties, dances, restaurants, cinemas — but it is only at home in her own
flat that she sheds this reserve.
"I can't," she said once, when we were trying
to fathom why it is she is sometimes thought high
hat at the studios, "rush up to strange people,
fling my arms round their necks and call them
darling ! I couldn't do it to anyone, unless I
knew them very well."
it in her
all right.
But the answer is
thatShe's
she got
happens,
as well,
to be sincere.
Sincetheleaving
O'Neiltwice,
has spent
been
round
world, school,
back toNancy
Australia
one and a half years at the Academy of Dramatic
Art, ploughed her way through repertory playing
juvenile leads, toured England playing Peggy
Ashcroft's
in The
Breadwinner,
and Shehadhasa
very
seriouspart
illness
lasting
over a year.
understudied Helen Spencer in The Rats of Norway,
played with Owen Nares in the West End and
played the lead in her very first picture Jack
Ahoy ! She is now starring in a film with Henry
Kendall and Helen Haye and is still only twentytwo, so you can judge for yourself that she must
be able to put across a good line in acting.
Five feet high, and almost pathetically shy
under an exterior of supreme poise, Nancy went
down
to Shepherd's
August She
withhada letter
of introduction
from Bush
Cyril last
Maude.
never
been in a studio before. Walter Forde gave her a
test for Jack Hulbert's new film. He said : "But
I don't want you to have any ideas about playing
this part — you are much too short to act with Mr.
Hulbert." However, when he and Jack Hulbert

Nancy O'Neil and Jack
Hulbert in the latter' s new
naval
comedy
" Jack

A charming new studio
portrait of the subject
of
Ahoy ! "
this articleknow!" She went flying
with Kingsford-Smith, the
Australian record-breaker
who, she says, is one of the
few people who agrees with
her about the "little steady
concentration." After some
time she got
her father's
permission
to appear
in a
play that was being put
on in Melbourne. And after
that she brought her younger sister to study
in London, and got herself a job at the
same time.
Nancy O'Neil suffers from the most painful sort
there be
is. described,
Her's is thatparadoxically,
kind of shynessas
thatshyness
can only
saw the test they forgot about this and, six weeks of
later, she was given the lead opposite Jack.
"brazen." You know it? Always self-possessed.
Yet if Nancy had listened to the doctors she Always in command of the situation. Would
would never have got beyond touring in The Bread- never let you guess what she was going through
winner. It was then that the serious illness I if she could help it. It was this acute shyness
made her behave in such an absurd way
spoke of began. " It was the touring that did it," that
at the first presentation of Jack A hoy !
she
says,
"and
the
doctors
all
said
that
the
irregular life and the irregular meals would kill
Nobody knew she was there !
She arrived after the programme had begun,
me. Oh, it was all very spectacular. I was in
bed for ages. I was all alone in London. My driving straight from British Lion, after a hard
mother came the thirteen thousand miles from day's work with very- little in the way of a meal.
Australia and fetched me back to Sydney. / was "Sitting in a Rolls Royce," said her sister, who
told by the doctors that I must never act again. Or recounted the story to me, "and eating a cold
smoke. Or eat all the things I liked best. In sausage ! She made us leave just before the end,
short, life was not going to be worth living !
she couldn't
face wrote
everyone
But, luckily for her, her father is a doctor too. because
Phillip sheandsaid
Aimee
Stuart, who
Nine! ' ' Till
Which is only another way of saying she was not Six, want her for one of their new plays. Alter
encouraged, at home, to be an invalid. "And seeing her with Owen Nares, Mrs. Stuart told me,
there's something," Nancy remarked, "in exercis- "What I liked about Nancy O'Xeil's acting was
ing alittle steady concentration — in really making the 'clear-cut' feeling with which it left us. There
was nothing misty about it. And she has a rare
up your mind about a thing !
After seven months, she started going about quality of emotional restraint and of depth behind
again. She was determined to get back to the that restraint. She won't be able to help becomstage. She played tennis and went riding and surfbathing once more. Friends and relations raised
There's
only! " one thing Xancy O'Xeil wants at
ing a big star
their eyebrows and exclaimed in the way friends
the moment. What she describes as "a really
and relations do exclaim: "Ought you to be difficult
part — one where I get a chance to do a
doing this? You've been most terribly ill, you
bit of acting ! "
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The " on approval" serv
of disappointment and ensures, moreovel^
fitting of every garment, ^'j^ are iust tttree y*^^5
you can't afford to miss. Ttw^smal^d^o^t is J\ that
is necessary. It brings the garmeWtyou oraer\on
approval by return . . . your deposit Is refunded, in
full unless you are more than pleased, while the
advantage of the easy terms costs nb^"jr^penny more.
SPECIAL

BARGAIN

COUPON

pte send me, on approval, model indicated at Present
rgain Price, stated above, i enclose the necessary deposit,
(ether with 6d. for postage, and will pay balance of price
her in one sum or by the stated monthly instalments.
I return the article unworn at once, you will refund my
sit.
close Coupon with full name and address and postal
' tr crossed thus / /.
trseas and Irish Free State, full cash only.
(A)
DETAILS
K.326 DETAILS
A.S.III DETAILS
COLOUR

COLOUR

HIPS

SIZE

SIZE

Sizes range from
30 to 46 ins. Bust.

LENGTH.

Sizes range from 2
to 7 and half sizes.

27 3

THE
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BROSE

WILSON

273 AMBRON
HALL BRIDGE

17.3.34
Ltd.

HOUSE,
Rd.t LONDON, s.w.i

TERMS
COST NO
MORE . . .

Eiegant Black or Brown Su&de
A.S. III. Suede one-bar Shoe with attractive white piped vamp girdle and small real
lizard trimming. Leather lined. Good
solid sole and finely modelled covered Louis
heel completed a very pleasing and fashionable model. In black or brown suede. On
approval for I/- deposit. Balance 2/monthly. Special Bargain Price. 9/9.

Lovely Fancy Afgalaine Model
" know you are smartly
K.326. You
EASYwill
dressed in this very latest fancy wool
Afgalaine model. Demure tucks on bodice
edged with dainty frill. Set off to perfection
with newest white bone buttons. An
amazing bargain for 13/1 1 (WX., 1/6 extra;
O.S., 3/- extra). On approval for 1/4
deposit. Balance 2/4 monthly. In Lido.
Rust, Sage Green, Navy. Black. Sizes:
SW 44. W 46. 48. WX 46, O S. 48.
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BUCHANAN

This week's open letter to the popular musical comedy star raises
the pertinent question whether actors should direct their own films.
Dear Jack Buchanan,
possibility that under the
is aange
ther
SO stell
are exch
system shortly to be
ed d Artists'
Unitywoo
inausgura
to do
to Holl
maybygo the
youted
unit
a picture.
Your public here will miss you, but, after
all, it is not as if it is another permanent
American "capture," and I am not at all sure
that a Hollywood picture at this juncture
would not be a very good thing for you.
The projected exchange method, as a matter
of fact, is one that must commend itself to
the attention of anyone who is seriously
interested in the development of British films.
I am not of the school of thought that blindly
accept, because the Hollywood glamour factories
have, by every artifice of bunk and ballyhoo,
brought the production of " miUion-dollar movie
personalities
to an unapproached
pointfilmof
efficiency and' ' effectiveness,
that the Coast
capital necessarily improves the performers it
imports from this and other countries.
We have seen the Dietrich developed into
a Queen of Glamour. We have seen our Herbert
Marshalls disporting themselves in the Cecil B.
de Mille-ionAlollars jungles and some of our
most sensitive
artistes hacks.
given "sex appeal" and
turned
into Hollywood
Nevertheless, the Hollywood system not only
discovered Laughton for us, but paved the way
for the success of The Private Life of Henry VIII
in the very important American market.
A one-Hollywood-picture contract could at the
worst do you very little harm as an artiste, but
the international "build-up" it would involve
might easily be of enormous help to you and to
the British screen by increasing the value of one
of its biggest assets.
It might be pointed out that your previous
American talkies failed to do for Buchanan what
Devil and the Deep did for Laughton, but they
were, I think, made at an inopportune time, before the sound upheaval had subsided.
Moreover, if I may be permitted to say so, you
have since improved considerably in adapting
yourself as an actor to the needs of screen
technique.
A Hollywood visit at present, too — and again
Iin hope
you willinpardon
me — might
the lessons
kinemacraft
it offersbe tobeneficial
so keen
and intelligent a student of film production as
yourself.
Not only would you, doubtless, capitalise for

the glory of yourself and
British films, the newknowledge you would
gain, but it would by no
means, I think, be harmful if you were temporarily, at any rate, to absent
yourself fluencefrom
the inof the dreadful
convention that has grown
up in British studios — that the best pro
ducer of a film is the principal actor,
provided, of course, that he has a big
stage reputation.
These one-man shows may be excellent
in theory, but take a look at the
The producing companies have, in the
pictures.
main, in the exploitation of stage stars,
been
satisfied
to dotheatre-won
a quick "cash
in" of the
deal on
the local
popularity
player, pocket a profit and call it a day — except
for popping into Fleet Street on the way home
to complain that a wicked transcontinental conspiracy isin existence to prevent British pictures
getting a world market.
But why a successful stage career and acting
experience in one or two pictures should
immediately
a starisasone
heaven's
gift tomany
the
art of film qualify
production
of those
mysteries of British studios that are inexplicable.
So far there has been little in the whole history
of films seriously to upset that ancient wisecrack
about the cobbler sticking to his last.
There is another old wisecrack, perhaps even
more apt in at least one respect, about Jacks of
all trades, but I refrain from the obvious comment,
chiefly because its application would in your case
be neither fair nor true.
You have proved your mastery of the trade for
which
trained, direction.
but Buchanan's talent
deservesyouthe were
best possible
That it had that advantage in Yes, Mr. Brown,
your first directorial effort, or in your last picture,
That's a Good Girl, in which you were not only
star, director and producer, but part author as
well, I very much question. In the latter, quite
incidentally, you were only away from the centre
of the screen once.
They were treated with loving kindness by the
WTest End critics on strength of your own excellent
performances, but as pictures they were not likely
to keep Lubitsch, Clair, Mamoulian and Co. awake
o' nights worrying about their thrones.

the great
theAllground
up. directors learned their job from
Charles Chaplin and Lowell Sherman, the only
two players who have directed their own pictures
with success, had been in films for years before
they took up the megaphone.
Quite apart from any lack of brilliant artistic
qualities in production, your insistence on
directing yourself has, in the opinion of many
sound critics, detracted from your own brilliance
in the acting department.
Britain's most ingratiating light comedian
should not try to make his appeal to audiences in
the slapstick that was a feature of those two films.
And it is a dangerous policy for any artiste,
however scintillating, to be in the spotlight from
the beginning to the end of a production.
I hope you will understand that if I feel and
have expressed myself somewhat strongly on these
points it is because I am an admirer and wellwisher of Jack Buchanan.
I hope that in your next picture, whether it is
here or in Hollywood, you will have the services
of a producer and a directory worthy of your
undoubted screen acting talents.
Jack Buchanan at his best is a first-class
performer. We need first-class performers — and
we already have a superfluity of indifferent
directors. MALCOLM PHILLIPS.
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Shampoo
soap

No hair can be lifeless ard uninteresting-looking ifshampooed with an
AVA Shampoo, and beautiful hair
can be kept beautiful and in perfect
condition if washed with this amazing
new product.
AVA Shampoo is a scientific discovery, that thoroughly cleanses the
hair — in hard or soft water — and never
leaves a trace of dull film over the
hair, as is so often the case with soap.

AVA MAKES
HAIR BRIGHT,
HEALTHY
AND
BEAUTIFUL
AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4
16

PER PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists
PLAYER'S
OR

CORK

NAVY

CUT

TIPPED

CIGARETTES
• 50

™ 2'5
°

No special "rinses" are required, and
any kind of hair is left soft and
pliable, and takes to its waves with
new life, after an AVA Shampoo !
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the
Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.
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Sends

It Hot

Madeleine

From

Weekly

Hollywood

in Movieland

English Star Impresses Film City — So Does " Catherine
the Great " — Garbo's Holiday — Dietrich
Moves into New Home
her ropes which guarded the entrance to the
theatre. Who could blame them, for
LED on Madeleine Carroll at
ICAL
hotel in Beverly Hills a few days after practically every star in Hollywood was
her arrival.
entering the playhouse !
Among those I saw were Jean Harlow, Diana
This young actress' charming perhas already impressed itself on Holly- Wynyard, Lupe Velez, Jeannette MacDonald,
sonality From
wood. time to time English actresses, Maureen O'Sullivan, Flizabeth Allan, Alice Brady,
Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper, Leo Carillo, Stuart
who adopted a "Ritzy" attitude, found
Hollywood far from enjoyable, and soon Erwin and Robert Montgomery.
returned to England.
The Feminine Touch
Elizabeth Allan, Diana Wynyard, Heather
Angel and Madeleine Carroll, however, are George
O'Brien's
Fox
Hollywood
studiodressing-room
is being made at
verythepretty,
pleasing examples of the type of English so that any lady who enters the place will utter
stars whom Hollywood likes and respects.
cries of ecstasy.
Madeleine tells me that Hollywood surprised
Gone are his chaps, his boots, guns, gun-belt
her because she had imagined it to be entirely
other he-man gear with which George won
more bizarre. She feels quite at home, as the and
fame in the movies. The place is being redecorated
film colony is filled with English players whom in
blue
and white, with drapes and other tasteful
furnishings.
she knew in London.
She says she supposes that whenever she is seen
No, George hasn't developed an art complex.
reason for the renovation is that "George
thatas the
friend but,
withhinta amale
chattingwill
Alice White
writers
romance,
we "chatter"
know, she The
doesn't
live there any more."
wearing
shorts
in
happily married and her husband is with her
is
Heather
Angelquarters.
is moving into Mr, O'Brien's
California.
former
dressing
and
jacket
in
blouse
linen with ofa
She is a Helen Hayes enthusiast and considers
Miss Hayes to be one of the finest stage and
broadcloth
screen actresses she has ever seen.
A Star's Son
with woven
Her first Hollywood picture is to be The World Harold Lloyd, jun., age 3, may make his film
Moves On, an epic story of the Cavalcade type.
Si
debut
in
his
father's
picture
The
Cat's
Paw.
stripes thing
— t h ine
latest
The hero is first shown as a small boy, and the
Franchot Tone, Joan Crawford's Franchot, plays Lloyd
executives believe that Harold, jun., would
opposite Miss Carroll.
be just the one to play the part.
sports wear.
Marlene Dietrich used her daughter in Scarlet
Empress,
while
Jack
Holt
is
considering
placing
his
"
" Cathe
wood
Holly
the favour of the boy in his next picture, so the idea of utilising the
won rine
Great has
e theLikes
Catherin
film capital's critics. I saw this picture at a family appears to be contagious.
Artists'
at thetheUnited
preview
presspassed
recent
e of studio
jaded A New Tenant
assemblag
around
and word
again d! " There Colleen Moore has leased her handsome home in
it
done
has
"England
s
—
journalist
were a few dissenting voices — Hollywoo has its
Bel Air to Marlene Dietrich, who has moved
pessimists — but the overwhelming majority of the
in with her little daughter, a retinue of servants
writers praised the picture.
Elizabeth Bergner did not impress the audience and a small army of armed guards.
Marlene, following her usual custom, will
with her beauty — she is, of course, rather plain — undoubtedly
have bars placed on the windows of
but everyone raved about her acting.
Douglas Fairbanks, jun., came in for his share the nursery to protect her child from kidnappers.
the guards will maintain vigilant the event when it was learned that Miss Starrett
of the bouquets. It was generally agreed that his Meanwhile,
acting in this film far surpassed anything he has watch.
had no parents or friends and was entirely alone
done in Hollywood.
in the world.
Flora Robson, as the Empress Elizabeth, won Her Old Post
Frances, who has one of the biggest hearts in
the favour of the writers.
film colony, took the injured extra under her
The critics are waiting to see whether the It will be more than acting when Sidney Fox plays the
wing, and defrayed all medical expenses necessary
the
role
of
a
hat
check
girl
in
Down
to
Their
in
Dietrich
Marlene
surpass
will
Catherine
English
to aid the girl to recovery, including the services
Scarlet Empress, which deals with the same historic Last Yacht, the story of a wealthy family's
character. It is entirely possible that the two financial losses and their subsequent menial of a face specialist who guarantees to remove cuts
which will be produced as a musical at which otherwise would terminate Ruth's film career.
pictures will not conflict and, in fact, may aid positions,
Radio.
each other, for the Dietrich opus deals with RKOWhen Sidney was 12 years old her family lost Burglar Proof
hectic episodes in Catherine's life, while Miss their money and she secured employment as a
•*
°
Bergner 's film shows the Empress as a "one-man hat check girl in a New York restaurant.
Warner Baxter desires it to be known that he is
woman" !
installing photo-electric burglar alarms
It has certainly given new interest to Miss
The She
picture
role inanda throughout
his spacious new home at Bel Air.
year.
has will
been bein Miss
New Fox's
York, first
studying
Dietrich's picture.
preparing for her return to Hollywood.
The
electric
cell, ofusing
a "black" light, can
detect the presence
a shadow.
A Mysterious Trip
Baxter believes in electrical "servants." His
The Manly Art
garage doors swing open automatically upon
Greta Garbo and her director, Rouben Mamouapproach
and his heat ranges are all operated by
lian, departed for New York but on separate Our film heroes keep in splendid condition.
trains.
At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, Mike
But the burglar alarm is his pride.
Speculation is rife and one theory is that they Cantwell, famous trainer of Max Baer, Max "juice."
desired to have a quiet marriage, which they may Schmelling's conqueror, is giving daily work-outs
and boxing lessons to Ramon Novarro, Clark A Russian Refugee
attempt to keep secret indefinitely.
This may be exceedingly difficult to achieve, as Gable, Robert Montgomery, and, last but not
reporters all over the United States will watch the least, Jackie Cooper.
Kathryn Sergava, who Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
couple like hawks.
once held in reserve, pending Garbo's return,
Genuine Sympathy
intending,
if necessary,
to usetoherthea;front
Greta'sat
successor, is
rapidly coming
A Glittering Premiere
Frances Dee and members of the cast of the film Warner's, where she is now under contract.
which she is appearing, including many Several studios have tried to borrow her for
Queen Christina had a most impressive opening extrain girls,
called at a hospital to see Ruth leading roles, and her future is assured.
at Grauman's Chinese Theatre.
Adoring fans by the thousands gave the police Starrett, a little extra girl who was injured in an
Miss Sergava, when a child, fled from Russia
plenty to do and frequently broke through the automobile accident. A poignant touch was given with her parents at the outbreak of the revolution.
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Teacher and pupil fall in love — some exquisite
scenes — and they want to marry. But stern
father has Schubert sent back to Vienna heartbroken. Three months later he receives^ message
to return and arrives on the day when his loved
one is marrying another man. The younger sister
had sent for him, hoping he would arrive in time.
She now persuades him to forgive. He appears
at the wedding reception and offers as his gift to
the bride his now finished symphony.
He plays it. Just at the same vital moment
she is reminded that this is where she laughed.
She becomes hysterical and faints. The music
stops. Schubert tears out and destroys the
additional pages he has written, and thus the
symphony remains for ever unfinished.
That is the simple story of this picture, but it
has been superbly produced. Willy Forst, the
director, has refrained from staging any enormous
scenes, and when you realise that he had at his
command the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, the
Vienna Opera Choir, the Vienna Boys' Choir, and
the Horvath Guyla's Tzigane Orchestra, vou will
appreciate his strength in making a simple picture.
The philharmonic orchestra is only heard and
not seen. There may be some who will find a
better ending for the picture where Schubert
tears the pages from his book. But it may have
been a popular concession to introduce and finish
on the famous Ave Maria.
The director and the cameraman have used their
imagination to bring some lovely pictures to the
screen.
Of Martha Eggerth I have already written. It
is worth seeing the film if only to hear her sing
the Serenade or for her scene with Schubert in
the inn, where love follows her wild gipsy dance.
Hans Jaray is splendid as Schubert and Louise
Ullrich is fine as the pawnbroker's daughter who
loves him.
All the minor parts — down to the schoolboys —
are plaved with that perfection that makes a film
like this such a delight. — M. B. Y.
Waltzes from Vienna
Alfred Hitchcock has not been well served either
with his material or his artistes in this, the
In " Son of Kong," first picture under his direction I have seen for
the sequel to " King some time.
Pre- Views of The Latest Films
Here is a leisurely sentimental romance adapted
Kong," Helen Mack
from the stage play, and, somehow, I do not think
follows Robert
Armstrong into a lost Hitchcock's mind runs to sentimentalities.
world,
teeming
with
Nevertheless, the touch of the artist is present
the
J JNFINISHED SYMPHONY is
pre-historic monsters in his composition and, speaking from a technical
m J "unusual" film chosen for the
and a photographic angle, there is a great deal to
■ / opening of London's "unusual" musical plays, and has gained a reputation in admire in the picture. He understands the value
X«X kinema, The Curzon. Let me say many Continental capitals.
of simplicity in settings very perfectly.
straight away that there is nothing
The story deals with Johann Strauss the
You may ask why I give you these details.
Because
I
want
Picturegoer
readers
to
know
the film, unless every good
"unusual
so labelled.
film must" beabout
younger's
Blue Danube"whoandis
something of an artiste who will, in the normal his love forcomposition
the daughterof "ofThea pastry-cook,
I have now and again warned my readers course of events, undoubtedly reach universal wildly jealous of the attention paid to him by the
Countess von Stahl, who ultimately enables him
that although I have enjoyed a picture stardom.
And now let me tell you the story of Unfinished to have the famous waltz played and
immensely, they may not find it as entertaining. I repeat the warning with regard to Symphony. It is supposed to be an episode in the
To do this she has to overcome the jealousy of
life of Franz Schubert, and tells how and why
Unfinished Symphony, although I can give you his
famous Symphony in B Minor came to be published.
Johann
the elder,position
the boy's
father, who
no adequate reason why anybody should not unfinished.
believes Strauss
his musicianly
is unassailable.
find the picture a lovely entertainment.
The authors have in their imaginative manner This she does by a trick; working on the older
Maybe the German speech may not be helpful introduced true biography where possible. Thus man's vanity. It nearly brings about a duel
(I should have told you the film was made in we see young Schubert pay frequent visits to the between her husband and young Johann, but, as
Vienna), but the English sub- titles make it pawnbroker to make ends meet. We see him as in all good romances, all ends well and the pastrya schoolmaster changing a dreary lesson in
easy to follow the story.
cook's daughter and the composer marry.
What I particularly liked about the production
As I watched this picture my mind went back arithmetic into a joyous music class.
Then comes his great chance to play his music was the pictorial continuity and expressiveness
to a film made in this country last year, which
was unsuccessful. It was Where is the Lady ? and at an "at home" given by Vienna's great hostess. which the director has introduced. There is a
His future seems assured. He selects the theme clever wedding of sound and picture in one scene
the principal artiste was Martha Eggerth.
It seems inconceivable, watching Unfinished of his Symphony in B Minor and at the moment in particular, where young Johann, being shown
Symphony , that this girl could so have escaped of his great inspiration he is interrupted by round the pastry-cook's kitchens, starts to compose
the attention of our producers or that any director a woman's loud laughter. He slams down the his famous waltz in his head to the rhythm of
cooks tossing rolls about and kneading dough.
could, or should, fail to turn out a worth-while piano lid and makes his exit.
This exhibition of manners, however justified,
The main trouble, apart from the slightness of
picture with so fine an artiste as Martha Eggerth.
Here are some particulars about her. She was bars him from doing anything in Vienna. He has the story, which is partially concealed by good
born in Budapest, April 17, 1912. She spent her tried to finish his symphony, but every time at detail work, lies in the casting.
early childhood in America, and at the age of nine the same part comes to him the memory of that
Fay Compton is most unusually lacking in
she made her operatic debut as the Doll in laughter.
expression as the Countess who falls for and helps
When all seems hopeless there is an invitation the voung composer. She does not strike one as
Tales of Hoffman at the Royal Opera House,
vital or sincere; certainly the part does not
Budapest.
to him to be the music master of Count Esterhazv's either
in Budapest. Arrived there he dis- suit her.
Until the age of fifteen she remained "the daughters
covers that the elder daughter is the beautiful
Jessie Matthews, too, is singularly out of her
little ofprima
donna" of this she
theatre.
Before
the young woman
who so shattered his inspiration by depth as the romantic ingenue; a comedy moment
end
her apprenticeship
appeared
as the
her
laughter.
This
is
her
manner
of
apologising
soloist in over fifty philharmonic concerts. She
here and there gives her her only real chances.
Fdmund Gwenn is good as Johann Strauss, but
has created the star parts in many operettas and and making amends.
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I do not think for one moment that he will strike
you as a famous Viennese composer.
On the other hand, I liked Esmond Knight's
portrayal
young "Schani"
very much,
there was ofa sincerely
romantic Strauss
atmosphere
about
his performance and also a pleasing sensitivity.
Frank Vosper turned in a good straight comedy
character sketch of the Countess's jealous husband.
The musical setting is very good and "The Blue
Danube" remains "unplugged," but is put over
finely in one of the concluding sequences when
young Strauss first conducts it.
You will find this rather leisurely but
quite good entertainment, in spite of the
weaknesses to which I have referred. — L. C.

Circle : Warren as
the
"fake" to
doctor
u re-united
his
faithful nurse, Jean
Muir inwill
" Bedside,"
which
be fully
reviewed next week.

I Like It That Way
This is a nice, unambitious, human sort
of picture which provides admirable
entertainment. It is a musical since there
are "girls
and music,"
the type
story ofcounts
for
more than
is usual but
in this
film.
Jack Anderson is a breezy insurance
salesman whose slogan is " Sell the Women,
they'll look after the men." He has sold
himself pretty thoroughly to his nextdoor
neighbour, Peggy, who works in a night
club.
Jack's hisgreat
is tobut prevent
Peggy
meeting
sister,aimJoan,
the inevitable
meeting takes place and Joan gives up
being a telephone operator in order to
work in the night club.
Meanwhile Jack has fallen
sincerely for Anne Rogers without
knowing that she is Dolly La
Verne, the headliner at the night
club.
Thus the stage is all set for
complications and eventual reconciliations.
The acting is uniformly good.
Gloria Stuart plays the part of
Anne and is well teamed with
Roger Pry or.
I would suggest eliminating
one drunken scene in the early
part of the picture. It is coarse
and unnecessary. — M. B. Y.
La
Rue
Sans Norn
Brilliant acting and
human characterisations are a feature
of this French production, directed by
Pierre Chenal , the whole action of which takes place
in a mean Parisian street and deals with thugs and
denizens of the underworld.
Actually, there is nothing particularly kinematic
about it; it relies on its dialogue and the sincere
manner in which the various roles are interpreted
for its entertainment. If yon have not a good
knowledge of French, you will not find it very
comprehensible.
Brilliant portrayals are given by Constant
Remy, as a criminal Mehoul, and Gariel Gabrio
as an old accomplice of his. whom he is forced
to shelter together with his very pretty
daughter.
The main pivot of the plot depends on the
attitude of these two men to one another, which
alternates between loyal friendship and bitter
suspicion and enmity.
Dependent on this is the effect of the pretty
daughter on the other inhabitants of the street.
She falls in love with one Cruseo, a role excellently
interpreted by Ennco Glori, and is assaulted by
Mehoul 's gross son, Manu played by Paul
Azais.
The final result of this jealousy is that Manu
gives her father away to the police, and his own
father, disgusted at his behaviour and his own
betrayal of a comrade, gives himself up, too.
Another poignant side-issue is introduced by a
middle-aged man going mad through his hopeless
passion for the girl.
It is all rather sordid, but certainly sincere in
atmosphere and the depiction of the types it
concerns. — L. C.

Clive Brook and Irene Dunne are well worth
seeing in " Behold, We Live."
It could happen, but tt is one of those unlikely
touch of unreality to apicture.
give aand
things
ClivethatBrook
Irene Dunne play their
parts with ease and competence.
Nils Asther is almost wasted, and good work
is contributed by Vivian Tobin, Tempe Pigott,
Laura Hope Crews and
Henry Stephenson.
Lorraine
Nichean.
Elliott Nugent directed. Is there any need to
give flashes of conventional Parisian stuff to let
ns know we're in Paris? It's so old-fashioned
when it has no bearing on the story. — Af . B. Y.
The Queen's Affair

Hindle Edgar and Jessie Matthews in a scene
from Aifred Hitchcock's new picture, " Waltzes
from Vienna."
Behold, We Live

ce
has certai
romannly
Rnritanian
this Wilcox
Herbsetert
very elegantly and the technical
side of the production is exceedand conven
thin
but it inis plot,
ingly good,tional
and one feels a sense of
artificiality about the
characters.
He has tried to invest
the story of a romance between a queen and
a revolutionary leader with a touch of satire,
but
it lacks subtlety and the action is developed
too slowly.

As a whole, it provides quite pleasant, if not
outstanding, entertainment, however, and is
very definitely picturesque in setting.
TwoIreneof Dunne
my favourite
artistes
are inForthisthat
picture
—
Anna N eagle lacks depth of character as a
and Clive
Brook.
reason
I would recommend yon to see the film, although shop girl who is hauled from New York to a
European kingdom to be a queen, and Fernand
I must add that I was vaguely disappointed.
I had a feeling that, even with this conventional Graavey, while natural and personable as a
revolutionary leader, who deposes her and later
story, a better picture could have been made.
falls for her when she is exiled and he is resting
Gordon
Evers,
barrister,
is
drinking
"himself
to
death in Paris. An unhappy marriage and a incognito, hardly suggests leadership.
The pair meet at a lonely mountain resort and
war bullet lodged in a vital spot in the body give
fall in love with each other without either knowhim his reason for not caring to live.
He meets Sarah, an American girl who is married
ing the other's identity.
to a brute. Life suddenly becomes worth while, and
The Queen is recalled to the throne and. believing her lover has been fooling her all along,
they intend to marry when each has obtained a
arranges to have him trapped, relents, and
divorce.
Sarah gets her freedom, but now that Gordon is finally keeps the throne with him as her
one of the most successful men at the Bar, his consort.
wife refuses to let him go.
A very good performance comes from Gibb
Learning that their companionship is likely McLaughlin as a general in the Army and Miles
Malleson
is effective as the Chancellor.
to affect Gordon's career, Sarah pretends she has
grown tired of him, but Gordon discovers the
rhe best acting comes from Muriel Aked
tiuth and decides to take a 100 to i chance and as the Queen's old nurse, who also has some
have the bullet removed.
of the most ^unnsing dialogue in the play
Of course the chance comes off and we leave to utter.
the two lovers looking forward to a happy future.
resort "
lonely is mountain
Fxteriors
The English atmosphere has been well sustained
excellent in
and the
the "picture
very well dressed,
although it seems highly improbable that Gordon are
excellent
and
n
compositio
good
and contains
would be offered a judgeship at the early age of 38. camera
work. — L. C.
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liette Davis, who plays the
part of Lynn, the fashion
designer who helps
Sherwood Nash
(William Powell) to
run a fake fashion
" racket."

The human harp ! One of
the ingenious ensembles that
help to make the film one
of the most
spectaculai o!
the year.

\

■■I

1

9

WILLIAM POWELL and Bette Davis in a
spectacular and brilliantly-staged comedydrama set in the intriguing new world, kinematically, of fashion.
There is an interesting story, much to charm the
eye, pleasant incidental music to please the ear,
and some fascinating sidelights on the dress racket.
It is directed by William Dieterle.

£2

Some members of the mammoth
beauty chorus specially selected by
Busby Berkeley, wt hesitate to
regard their costumes, however, as
a scii<>us forecast of the degree of
the " Fashion Follies of 1934 "

The feather dance, which is
one of the outstanding
features, is one of the most
ambitious yet attempted on
the screen.

William Powell is
the engaging
turer mho stealsadvendress
designs from the
Paris experts and
eventually becomes
an amazingly successful couturier on
his own account.

Another shot of the striking feather number which is introduced to the story try a stage revue piu
on as a stunt by William Powell to bring the ostrich feather back to fashion.
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JT/tor
! Freely based on the film
■ " Morning Glory." by
j permission of Radio
j Pictures. Ltd., Dean
Street. London, W.I.
; See " On the Screens
Now the
" feature,
page and
26,
j: for
full cast
i Lionel ofCollier's
this film.criticism

ni

nj

RY
Eva must have been nearly
starving on the memorable night
of
the to
party
giventhebyopening
Lewis
Easton
celebrate

j
i
;
I

night of "Blue Skies."
always turned on acting and the
theatre. Eva's great
was
otherworldliness.
She attraction
was a sincere
classicist, living on the plane of
artistic appreciation and endeavour.
Only
her fierce
from starving
in aegotism
garret. saved her
Nearly starving she must have
been on the memorable night of the
party given
by Lewisnight
Easton
celebrate
the opening
of Blueto
Skies
and
particularly
in
honour
of
Rita Vernon.
The talented actress arrived late,
magnificent in white furs and wearing the necklace Lewis had sent her
that morning. It was part of Lewis
Eastern's religion to pay court to
Rita and allow her to return him
nothing except her professional
capabilities.

j
ii
j

us ! Queer
withh aa geni
love
INtha
t suc
fate, unkind,
divine — call it what you
will — should have befallen
Joseph Sheridan, poet and
successful dramatist.
Too easy-going, placid a person
you might have thought him for
such an experience, loving his
pipe as he did, and a chair in his
theatrical
office above-producer's
the Lewisluxurious
Easton
Theatre, New York.
Besides, genius doesn't happen
every day. Joseph Sheridan
might have been born a dozen
times, and lived without meeting
anyone so unusual as Eva Lovelace.
He had been casting his latest
play. Blue Skies, with Lewis Easton,
and had left the office for a copy of
the script, when he first saw her
For the moment, he recognised the
young woman in nondescript, dark
clothes and hat, as only another
stage aspirant to be turned down.
With a "Nothing for yon, young
lady;
I'm sorry," he closed a door in
her face.
Then he did not know Eva
Lovelace. Ten minutes later he
saw she had actually waylaid Lewis
Easton outside his office and was
babbling to him about a letter of
hers.
"From Bernard Shaw — yes, the
one and only. It's never left me.
I even sleep with it under my pillow.
You see, I sent him a notice of a play
of his we did in the Franklin Theatre.
I said I expected to come to New
York and be famous and act in his
Cleopatra. Do let me read it.
It was a more genial letter than
one would expect from such a
writer.

Joseph, reading excerpts, blissfully unconsciousat offirst,
the producer's
mild antagonism
chuckled.
"This
is
great.
Shaw
says he
thinks it was cheeky of the Franklin
amateurs to produce a play of his.
He's sure it was a piratical performance, but he's glad Miss Lovelace will help to see he's properly
recognised and hopes she won't
forget him."
"I never shall," Eva breathed,
reverentially folding the worn sheet.
"There'll always be a Shaw play in
my repertoire, as long as I have
a theatre. I mean to be a great
actress, one
too;night
and at
when
my
zenith,
the I'm
end at
of the
play,
I shall
die onabout
the stage."
Words
flowed
herself, her
confidence of success . Even the
producer had to listen. Joseph did
more. He became curious. How
22

TheHedges."
butler announced
"Mr.
forward
to welcome the Joseph
elderly came
and delightful
English actor, when he saw Eva was
with him — Evat in fljl nondescript
clothes — Eva with the deep voice
that
range. had aheady acquired a new
THE

STORY
by MARJORY

old was she ? Twenty — perhaps less.
Judged by ordinary standards, she
was plain, except for the intense
magnetism of her eyes. The voice
was deep and monotonous; no
knowing, but with training, it
might develop an amazing range.
Suddenly she startled Joseph by
speaking
Molnar's
play. Theof
Golden
Bough,of his
translation
which Easton was to produce, in
spite of its highbrow tendencies,
alter the run of Blue Skies, with
Rita Vernon, darling of Broadway,
in the principal role.
"The Golden Bough. Ah? Die
Mieftel. I translated it from the
original German. I translated all
the foreign plays we used in the
Franklin
myself."
IndeedTheatre,
! What
other acting
experience have yon had. besides
amateur?" Lewis Easton inquired.
''Nothing that you'd call experience, but that means 111 take
less money. Of course, I need a
certain
my lessons.
I'm
taking amount
elocutionforwith
Mr. Hedges.
He's Blue
just gone
in toSuch
sign ahis charming
contract
for
Skies.
actor. He speaks beautifully. Then
I owe the professor at home who
taught me German, but my debts
can wait. One thing I must tell
you — never, under any circumstances, can I play a part with
which I don't feel a sincere congeniality. Money means nothing to
me. I'll play any part that appeals
to At
me which
for twenty
dollars."
staggering
statement it
was only natural for Lewi6 to
dismiss the young woman with
a promise of letting her know if
a suitable role turned up. If,
however, he thought thus to have

OF

THE

FILM

WILLIAMS
done with her, he reckoned without
his host.
Joseph and he were deep in
a discussion of the merits of Philip
Emerson as leading man, when in
she came, bombarding the producer's
private office merely to say "Good"Come again. Miss Lovelace, when
you've had another letter from
Bernard Shaw," Lewis offered with
a suavity that rarely deserted
him.
"I won't wait that long, Mr.
Easton. I've always reverenced you
for
the
finemakes
thingsup you've
done.
Your bye."
charm
for anything
with which I might have found fault
before. Before I say Au revoir,
won't you let me play in The Golden
Bough if Miss Vernon doesn't
"She's nutty. Pray, heaven, we
don't seemarkedher
reas theagain,"
door, Easton
at length,
closed.
Joseph thoughtfully lit his pipe.
" Isuit?"
don't know. At least, I wonder.
She's
got something."
"She's
got nerve," the other
remarked
tersely.
Chiefly, Easton,
however,being
at tooJoseph's
instigation,
clever
a man to despise the opinions of
others, offered Eva a part in a small
uptown show. She was a failure.
Though privately liking her at
rehearsals. Joseph foresaw she would
be. It was a flippant part, utterly
unsuited
live it. to her, and she couldn't
At the closing date, after a short
run, she disappeared, leaving no
intimation of her whereabouts.
Joseph began to worry. He
wished he had been more practical
in their conversations, which had

" How d'you do, Mr. Easton ! . . .
Mr. Sheridan, isn't it? ... I hope
you'll forgive my not dressing.
I wasn't invited. I know, but
Mr. Hedges met me unexpectedly —
we were having after-dinner coffee —
and"Very
he brought
pleasedme toalong."
welcome any
friend of Bob Hedges," returned
Lewis, the perfect host, while
Joseph, who was taken up with the
impression of how ill Eva looked,
heard the English actor whisper
" The poor child hasn't an address
aside
:— sure some food wouldn't go
and I'm
" I'll get something hot."
Joseph
stayedacquiring
at the abuffet
for
some
minutes,
not too
conspicuous trayful of solid
nourishment. He found Eva oa
the
staircase flirting with Henry
amiss."
Lawrence, the critic, Van Deusen,
the playwright, and Pepi. an objectionable gigolo, representing Rita
Vernon's latest taste in male
escorts.
"Don't give me anything as
prosaic
as food,"
Eva cried.
been drinking
champagne
with "I've
dear
Mr. Lawrence. He's promised not
to hold it against me that I reverence
everything he writes.

Let's dance."

Next, she
perched
the arm
P>rarms.
a minute
was inon Joseph's
of Lewis Easton's chair, she was
attracting the notice of the entire
company
by poise.
her incoherent talk,
her unsteady
Not a pretty sight. Though
certain guests found it comical,
Joseph
agree.at
He
hatedwasto too
see asensitive
woman to
drunk
any time, and with Eva he was
already three parts in love. To him,
her abandon was pitiful, but he
could do nothing to check it.
Swaying half-compassionate
towards Easton's halfamused,
upward
glance,
she
broke
out
:
—
" I'm the greatest actress in the
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world, and I'm getting greater every
day. You'll see. I'll show you.
Either I'm a great actress or I'm
a rotten
Look." she was
With aactress.
swift movement
hugging the corner of a vacant sofa,
lost, as was confirmed by every line
of her, in profound meditation.
Of all things in the world,
Hamlet's
be or hearers.
not to be"
reached her"To
astounded
Joseph knew that he had never
heard a rendering, from any man,
half so compelling.
Eva's voice had acquired an
amazing range and the technique
of her performance was good.
But that
why,timeinandheaven's
choose
place? name,
One member of the half-bored,
half-irritated audience said someabout Charlie
ing ofthing
Hamlet
being Chaplin's
funnier. render"You don't know anything about
it," Eva blazed, "if you can think
tragedy's comedy. Listen, all of
you.Snatching
I'll showa you
silk something
shawl fromelse."
the
piano back, running to the staircase
that opened into the room, she
rested her head on the balustrade
and
started
Juliet's speech on the
balcony
to Romeo.
This time Joseph was enthralled,
knowing that any member of the
party who counted for anything
would be enthralled with him.
The cooing voice, the head resting
sidesway on the clasped hands, the
adoration in the face — these belonged to Juliet. A child of fourteen
with the experience of a woman of
forty \
Eva was the living interpretation of that well-known phrase. She
finished the speech.
Joseph gave her a cue, trembling
all over when the honey voice made
answer.
Henry Lawrence was the first to
render her a critic's tribute of
appreciation when she had finished.
A few offered congratulations.
Others started an impromptu dance.
Worn out, Eva fell asleep at
Easton's
to bed. knee and had to be carried
The party broke up with suggestions from Rita and others that, as
nothing much was doing, they might
as well go elsewhere. Knowing that
Eva waswent
assured
Joseph
home.of one night's rest,
He was summoned early to
Easton's flat by telephone.
Lewis, wearing a dressing-gown,
was obviously very much worried.
Unlike him, he beat about the bush
at first, but Joseph gathered that
he had involved himself on the
previous evening with a young
woman and needed co-operation to
extricate himself.
"She's so young, so damnably
young," Lewis commented. "That's
why she's on my mind. I know if s
not a pretty story. I didn't mean
to — but it happened. I was wondering if you'd see her and give her this
cheque."
"I— will, if you like." Joseph
was rather appalled at Easton's
savoir /aire having turned traitor.
"She's so romantic," he went on,
"a romantic child. What I'd like
you to do was to say I'm out of
town — had a long-distance call to
Chicago or something. If only Eva
would "
Eva ! Though his thoughts
had revolved round her since
last night, Joseph hadn't known
till this moment the identity of
Easton's . . . no, one couldn't
call Eva by any evil-smelling
name.

If she had sinned, it had been in
ignorance, or for the sake of her
god, experience. Experience — any
experience — is necessary. I must
have it. How often had she said
that.
"I'll take her the cheque, if you
want,"
he the
promised,
himself for
interview.and braced
At least he was spared the effort
of a search,
by herafter
coming
stairs a moment
Lewisdownhad
left the room.
Her walk, her look when she came
to a standstill on seeing him, made
mincemeat of all he meant to say.
"Oh, Mr. Sheridan! I'm going
into the park for a long, long time.
I want toof be
happy
because
Mr. alone.
Easton I'm
and sowhat
he
means to me. I'm going to help
him do his best and he's going to
help
do my inbest.
It's like
two
riversmeflowing
the same
channel
towards the same goal. I must be
by myself to think about it all.
Can't you understand ? "
course, he understood.
he Ofexperienced
the rapture Hadn't
of first
love, of finding all things new ?
Hadn't he had his moments of
exaltation, of spiritual ecstacy ?
He couldn't have brought Eva to
earth any more than he would
have
cast down the Virgin's image
in
chapel.
He took her hand, and she
stroked it. "You've always been
so terribly kind to me, Joseph.
You remember that wonderful day
in Mr. Easton's office, when I first
sawImpossible
him and recognised
his charm."
to say more
to her.
She went out through the golden
gates staring
of a fool's
and hand
left
him
down paradise
where her
had touched his.
He knew, when the truth did
reach her, that she would disappear
again and he would be powerless to
help. It happened, but by dint of
patience he traced her, following her
depressing career of two years, but
always from a distance.
Eva had many times expressed
her contempt for stock companies,
but the closing down of The Del
Brayton Stock Company in the
middle of June was a serious matter,
for it meant the loss of her job.
From stockville,she
thenceproceeded
to cabaret,to vaudehating
them both, growing thinner and
more tired. At last Joseph, by the
exertion of considerable pressure,
induced Easton to take her on as
understudy.
producer's thoughts
were
entirelyThe concentrated
at the
time on the opening of The Golden
Bough, about the success of which
high-flown asplay
concerned
he. Joseph was as much
Rita Vernon had gone from
success to success under Easton's
managership. Yet she had asked
for no increase of salary. Joseph,
who did not underestimate the
actress's "flair" for Lewis, doubted
this was her only reason for being
content with the same remuneration
as she had received for a lesser part
in Blue Skies.
At the same time, he doubted her
ability to star in The Golden Bough
with success. She was too competent, too sure of herself. To make
up for her plethoric self-confidence,
he was unusually nervous on the
opening night, walking up and down
Rita'sdress
dressing-room,
fidgeting
with
his
tie, while she.
handsome
and flashing with sequins, ready for
the first act, applied final touches
to her make-up.
"What you want is a drink,
"Thanks,
no. on I page
can't
(Continued
24) touch
Joseph."
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ALL STOPPED

DANCING

& EXCLAIMED-

MORNING

GLORY

anythinghard.
till it'sYou
over.
Rita,toyou've
worked
deserve
make
Marvellous Results of
"What
Lovely
'HARLENE-HAIR-DRILL'

WHOSE

HAIR

IS DULL, LIFELESS

"I always do, whatever I give

Hair"

& FALLING

OUT

Does your hair command such instant admiration — or is it
Dull, Thin, Skimpy, Lifeless and Falling Out?
Are you PROUD of your hair — or worried because it is poor
and rapidly losing its good looks? If so, you should try at once
the marvellous results of 'Harlene-Hair-Drill.'
Whether you are a man or a woman, you are invited to accept
TO-DAY a magnificent 3-fold Gift of any 3 of the wonderful
' Harlene ' Preparations listed below. Choose which 3 you would
like for YOUR hair and send for them NOW. Then you can see
how quickly you, too, can possess a Thick, Luxuriant, Healthy
head of Hair which compels admiration.
(4)
d)
•HARLENE'
Hair Grower and Tonic
No man or woman need fear Hair
Poverty while they use 'Harlene.'
For
the true
liquid
FOOD'Harlene'
for theis Hair
Roots—
the
Champagne-like reviver of every
Hair Shaft. 'Harlene-Hair-Drill'
takes only two minutes a day, yet
in that short time it performs
wonders. Bald patches become
covered with a healthy growth.
Thin, skimpy, dull hair grows daily
in luxuriance and strength Harsh,
brittle hair becomes marvellously
fine in texture, soft to the touch,
attractive and alluring to the eye.
Those
who heads
use of
'Harlene'
possess
wonderful
hair which
are
admired by all ! Take care of your
Children's Hair! 'Harlene' preserves, strengthens and invigorates
it. 1/1 y2, 2/9, and 4/9 per bottle.
(2)
'CREMEX' SHAMPOO
Provides a wealth of super-cleansing, super-beneficial creamy lather,
restoring the silken sheen and lustre
so much desired. Complete with
FREE Burnishing Rinse. 1/6 per
box of 7 Shampoos (single sachets,
3d. each).
(3)
'UZON' BRILLIANTINE
Should be used by all who wish to
add that final polish and finish.
Keeps the hair in position all day.
In Liquid
24 or Solidified form. i/i l/2
and 2/9
per bottle or 1/3 per tin.

"All the same, don't take those
final
speeches else?
too fast."
hit."
a"Anything
"
"Well — yes — I thought the part
them."you try and hide your tears,
where
you might cry outright, as though
no "Dreadful,
one were about."
perfectly hopeless —
with the part played as- it is. I
warn you, I shan't play it differIt wasn't just the nervousness
over a first night that made them
quarrel. Fundamentally, Rita
ently." equal to her part. He knew
wasn't
it. He had always known it.
No time then to brood. The
curtain was due to go up in half
an hour. Lewis came in — immacucalm as ever — and began to
chat tolate,Rita.
Suddenly Joseph realised the
pair
were of
indulging
in 'Rita
a violent
difference
opinion.
was
airingother
herthings.
views about salaries — ■
and

'HARLENE'
Wave-Setting Lotion
Keeps waves in place for long
periods and makes them entrancingly beautiful. Saves £££s on
Waving Bills. 1/3 per bottle.
POPULAR SIZE, 7»/2d.
(5)
HARLENE' Camomile
Golden Hair Wash
A dainty preparation for the
Blonde. Imparts a glorious 'lightgold'
sunshine
that has
becometouch
dull to
and fair
losthair
its
tone. 1/3, 3/-, and 5/-.
(6)
«ASTOL'
Hair Colour
Restorer
Restores colour to Grey, Discoloured, and Faded Hair — even if
of
many
years' standing.
A real
colour-restorative,
from chemists,
3/- andPOPULAR
5/- per bottle.
SIZE, 1/9
'Harlene' andPreparations
are obtainable
all
Chemists
Stores, or direct
on receipt from
of price,
post free within the British Isles.
SAMPLE
COUPON
On
receipt
of
this
Coupon
d. )
and fourpence in stamps (postage
to cover1 ' ,the
cost of postage and packing, a set of any
'Harlene-Hair-Drill'
athree
Manual
of Instructions willsamples
be sentandto
any address in the United Kingdom.
Stale which numbers are required. Attach
coupon to a plain sheet of paper bearing
your name and address.
EDWARDS
HARLENE, LTD.,
(H. »96), 20-26
Lamb's
Street,
London,
IV C Conduit
\.

"T'm not asking for back pay. I've
■A never asked you for a rise these
two years, though I've been making
you
you'veBecause
never
givenpotsme of amoney
rise. and
Why?
you think I'm going to make a flop.
You don't think I'm suited toThe
Golden Bough. And you think,
after I've flopped in New York,
I can take it on tour, and that's
how"Myyou'll
get Rita,
rid of what
me." are you
dear
driving
at ? What
do youlights,
want for
?"
"My name
in electric
one thing, Lewis. A contract to
play
on Broadway,
the
road, my
and part
in London.
I want on
fifteen
hundred dollars a week, half the
profits, and a cut in on the picture
"Ridiculous!
absurdities.
What You're
a time toasking
start
letting me down — fifteen minutes
before
the curtain
"There
doesn't ! " have to be a
rights."
curtain,
" !"
"Don't does
talkthere
like ?that
" Who's to stop me ? "
A minute's more wrangling and
Joseph got Easton into the passage.
"This is a ramp. You can see
Rita means it. Take her at her
word. Let her go. I've got money
in this as well as you, and I know
what I'm talking about. Rita's got
beyond herself; besides, she's no
good
in the dopart.
You ? "know it."
" Who'll
it better
"I've a girl, the general understudy you told me to get. Remember
Eva Lovelace J She'll do it, governor.
Tell Rita she can go to — r— "
Worried, hustled, goaded. Easton
was finally persuaded. Resplendent inmink coat, accompanied
by a coloured maid, Rita Vernon, the
darling of Broadway, swept out of
her dressing-room at the Lewis
Easton Theatre, and a girl in a faded
kimono took her place.
While Lewis hurried a dresser to
alter Rita's gown and issued orders
to delay raising the curtain, Eva
broke down.
Joseph, who had expected this,
looked on the sobbing, huddled
figure and sought desperately for the
right word to speak as he had never
sought to put it on paper.
" Joseph, I can't play to-night.
I'm so tired, so terribly tired.

—

Continued

I can't act. What does it matter
" So much. Your whole life, Eva.
It's the chance you've longed for.
Don't
let us down, either Lewis or
if I don't?"
He was prouder than she when,
ultimately, she rose to the challenge,
creating a part such as he had
dreamed of her playing, but with
the unexpected touch that hails
from genius.
Critics who had dropped into the
theatre for the first act stayed for
the last, watching her take call after
call.
Joseph
was with
in the
dressing-room
whenEaston
the congratulations, the speeches, the arrival of
me."
flowers, had given place to silence.
He knew that, flushed with success,
Eva was unhappy. Lewis chose the
right time to put in the knife with
a few pregnant words, uttered as
sensibly as he knew how.
" Eva,
my knows.
dear. Take
from
one who
Every advice
year,
in almost every theatre, a young
girl makes a big hit, a phenomenal
success. How many of them last?
I don't want you to be a Morning
Glory, fading almost before you've
begun
your head
career.
to
keep your
if youYou've
want got
to go
on. You must put me, as you must
put every man, out of your heart.
You belong now to the theatre.
Our association is purely business
and,
theI want
most
valuablebecause
propertyyou're
I have,
you to sign a contract to play as
long as the public will come to see
"That
I understand."
was all. But, when Easton
had gone, Joseph had to give
himself away, had to take her hands
and raise her up from the chair on
which
flower. she drooped like a wilted
"You're the only one who's
understood me all this time," she
said through tears. "Why is that,
"I'll tell you why. I love you."
"Please, Joseph, don't say
wonder
didn't? ' ' mean to. I know I'm
I "I
no use toyou."
you — as a lover. You
have so much to do, Eva. You
can't think of anything but your
work. You must eat the right
food —tokeep
You've
got
hangyouronfeetandwarm.
be careful.
that."
Good-bye. dear."
He ran
intowent
Nellie,out.
the stage
dresser,
as he
Thoughtful,
sad-eyed Nellie, who was kindness
itself. She had been a Morning
Glory. Her success had come and
gone in an hour. She was best
company for Eva. She could help
and advise her.
Did Eva regret his going? He
never knew. He didn't see Eva. as
Nellie saw her, in the sequined
dress and ermine collar in which she
had triumphed in the last act of The
Golden Bough in an exultant mood,
cutting like a sabre through the
tenderer emotions with her almost
hysterical
of :— wants me to
"Nellie !shout
Everyone
be sensible, but I'm not ready — not
yet. I want to ride through the
park. I want a white ermine coat,
I want to give you all presents.
I want rooms full of white orchids,
and they've got to tell me I'm more
wonderful
else.Glory.
I'm
not afraid ofthan
beinganyone
a Morning
Whv should I be afraid ? "
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""THINK of it — for only 2d. a day the greatest
A novels of the world can be yours. Dickens,
Wells, Stevenson, Dumas; each one a master of
thrills, romance, tears, and laughter.
THESE EXQUISITE VOLUMES COME TO
YOU IN A NEAT POLISHED OAK CASE,
WHICH IS A FREE GIFT TO YOU.
Act at once — what is so enjoyable as reading
in the sunshine, on holiday or at home ?
You will be under no obligation whatever if
you
makemoretheabout
inquiry.
Isn't it worth
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this wonderful
offer? while
CHARLES
Who else
could day
por-?
tray so vividlyDICKENS.
the life and— people
of every
—suffering
who elseandcould,
stir
so
deeply
with
tales
of
wrong ?
H. G. WELLS. — The most brilliant imaginative
writer of to-day, whose stories of the world of
might-have-been, such as "The Invisible Man,"
"The Food of the Gods," etc., are only equalled
bv the amazing humanity of " Kipps," "Mr.
R.
L. STEVENSON.— Always polished yet
Polly."
gripping
— there's a thrill in every line of
"Treasure Island," "Kidnapped," and "Catriona."
Each
book byin "The
is a gem of perfection
the mostWorker's
exquisiteWriter"
taste.
ALEXANDRE DUMAS.— Past master of historical romance. Dumas makes old France
re-live
as a vastcharacters
and glamorous
pageant in which
move famous
of history.
EVERY BOOK PROVIDES MANY HOURS
OF DEEP ENJOYMENT.
YOU MUST
NOT MISS THIS GREAT OFFER. FILL
IN THIS COUPON NOW.
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BRITISH BOOKS LTD., 86 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Send Booklet on the following Editions, with particulars of vour offer to forward the
Set of Books with small Table Bookcase for First Payment of 5/- only.
THE NOVELS OF H. G. WELLS (20 Volumes)!
THE NOVELS OF CHARLES DICKENS (25 Volumes).
THE NOVELS OF R. L. STEVENSON (20 Volumes).
THE NOVELS OF ALEXANDRE DUMAS (20 Volumes).
(Strike out Author you are not interested in.)
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'
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;
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;
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LARGE
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and a comfortable feeling of satisfaction. That satisfaction
is real satisfaction. Laboratory analyses show that the energygiving power of a quarter of a pound of this chocolate is
equal to that of a glass of milk and two poached eggs on
one large slice of buttered toast.
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by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

Ginger Rogers is the heroine of
" Rafter
Romance
a charmingly
directed
little" romance

d deal more
a gooth
RteE
restis in
is week's
THEin
releases than usual.
Three-Cornered Moon, besides proving a personal
triumph for Mary Boland, is
easily one of the best domestic
comedies I have ever seen; Lady
for a Day contains outstanding
characterisations and a plot that
is right out of the ordinary rut;
and MorningGlory gives Katharine
Hepburn another chance to show,
if it were needed, that she is an
unusually fine actress and not just
a publicity-boosted star.
**•• THREE CORNERED MOON
Paramount.
American.Runs"17"
certificate.
Domestic comedy.
78 minutes.
Claudette Colbert... Elizabeth Rimplegai
Richard Ablen
Dr. Alan Stevens
Mary Boland
Wallace
Ford Mrs. Rimplegai
Kenneth
Tom Brown
Eddie
Lyda Koberti
Jennv
William Bakeweli
Douglas
Hardie Albright
Ronald
Joan Marsh
Kitty
Sam Hardy
Hawkins
Directed by
by Gertrude
Elliott Nugent
from
the
play
Tonkonogy
This is one of the best pictures of
the year and, just because it
has been ushered on to the screen
without
any that
" ballyhoo,"
it still
more deserves
title.
I wrote very fully about this
production in the issue of October 7,
J933. but 1 should like to recall to
your memories the salient features
now it is released.
While it is adapted from a stage
play, it is kinematic both in treatment and in intelligent use of the
camera. It marks a personal triumph, too, for Mary Boland as a
totally vague and irresponsible widow
with three grown-up sons and a
daughter, who gets involved in the
depression and is perfectly unable to
understand why she is becoming
penniless.
You must visualise a totally irresponsible household which lives well
and suddenly faces the prospects of
poverty . The reaction of all of them
to this state of affairs forms the
basis of some excellent comedy and
brilliant characterisation
For instance, there is Claudette
Colbert at her best as the daughter
Elizabeth, who, realising that her
lover is a work-shy parasite, turns
him down in favour of a young
doctor who is trying to help the
family in their difficulties.
As the parasite lover, Hardie
Albright is delightfully objectionable, while Richard Arlen affords a
strong contrast as the practical and
clear-thinking doctor.
Tom Brown is excellent as the
26

PICTUREGOER'S
quick reference
index to films just
**MY released
WEAKNESS
****THREE-CORNERED
♦SAT
URDA
Y'S MILLIONS
MOON
BAY
♦TIGER
***LADY FOR A DAY
♦SKY WAY
♦♦♦MORNING GLORY
*** RAFTER ROMANCE
♦TOMBSTONE
CANYON
♦THE FLAW
**THE KENNEL MURDER
♦DAY OF RECKONING
CASE
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
youngest son, who fools his way
through the crisis until he is really
ill and hungry, and breaks down and
sobs; a fine piece of work this.
Wallace Ford is boisterously
human and humorous as the eldest
son, and William Bakeweli is very
good as the would-be actor member
of the family who walks about
striking attitudes and delivering
himself of impassioned speeches.
Lyda Roberti gives a very clever
little characterisation of a Polish
maid whose knowledge of English
is negligible, and who clings to the
family, because she really does not
understand what is happening.
How all the members of this very
amusing and attractive family find
their feet and realise what is happening makes one of the most joyous
and human entertainments I have
seen in a long while.
•••LADY FOR A DAY
Columbia.
American. Runs
" I' "75certifiial
Dramatic fantasy.
mtnutes. .
Warren William Dave, the Dude
May Kobson
Apple Annie
Giy Kibbee
Judge Blake
Glenda Farrell Missouri Maitin
Ned Sparks
Happy
Jean Parker
Louise
Walter Connolly Count Romero
Barry Norton
Carlos
Directed by Frank Capra firm the story bv
Damon Rum von adapted by Robert Riskin.
This week we are including in the
Picturegoer a supplement
which deals with every aspect of this
cleverly acted and human story,
which is full of humour, strong in
emotional appeal, and wistful in
sentiment.
For this reason, I do not intend to
go into it at length, but merely to
state that May Kobson fjives a
performance
Annie,"
which
will lingeraslong"Apple
in your memory
and that every character is most
faithfully and cleverly drawn by the
artistes concerned.
Warren William, always a dependable artiste, is at his best as
the gambler who helps her in her
effort
daughter'sof
fiance tothatconvince
she isher
a woman
substance, while Guy Kibbee is
brilliant as the man who poses as
her husband.
Glenda Farrell, Walter Connolly,
Nat Pendleton, and Ned Sparks are
all deserving of your especial attention, and the production as a whole
has that delicate touch of humanity
and sincerity which is not by any
means a common heritage of the
screen.
Frank Capra s treatment and
direction is exceedingly good, and it
is with a sure touch that he contrasts
the loyalty and common weal of the
underdogs with the upper ten, with
whom force of circumstances makes
them come into contact.
There is a touch of fantasy surely.

but in introducing it Capra never
loses his sense of the realities underlying it.
•••MORNING

GLORY

Radio. logical
American.
" A "stage
certificate.
drama with back
settings.PsychoRuns
72 minutes. Eva Lcvelace
Katharine Hepburn
Adolphe Menjou
Louis Easton
Douglas Fairbanks, J nr.... Joseph Sheridan
Mary Duncan
Rita Veinon
C. Aubrey Smith
Robert Hedges
Directed by Lowell Sherman from the play
by Zoe Atkins adapted by Howard J.
Green.
For story fieely
based seeon page
the 22
film by Mai joiy
Williams
Katharine
Hepburn
makes girl
the
familiar role
of a small-town
with theatrical ambitions appear
almost novel, she gives such an
intensely human and psychologically
correct interpretation of it.
She is in essence the picture,
although Douglas Fairbanks, junior,
gives of his best as a young playwright
who is in love with her, and Lowell
Sherman, one of the few directors
I know who can fill the dual role of
director and leading artiste, has
brought to bear all his imaginative
faculty and clever pictorial expressiveness.
Aubrey Smith is delightful as an
old actor who believes in, and helps,
the heroine, while Adolphe Menjou
is as polished and cynically impervious as usual as a theatrical
impressario.
As a temperamental stage star
whose outbursts makes way for the
budding
heroine's
success,
Mary
Duncan deserves
a meed
of praise.
Incidentally, this story closely
follows the actual experience of
Katharine Hepburn's whilst trying
to get on the boards, and it gives her
a chance to reveal herself as the most
magnetic and dramatically sound
actress discovered for the screen
for some years.
Just because she arouses such
fierce controversy as to her ability,
there must be something vital in
her; one does not worry to argue
about nonentities.
•••RAFTER ROMANCE
Radio. American.
comedy. "A
Runs "certificate.
69 minutes. Romantic
Ginger Rogers
Mary Carioll
Norman Foster
Jack Bacon
George Sidney
Max Eckbaum
Robert Bemcbxei
Hubbell
I-aura Hope Crews
Elise
Guinn Williams
Fiitzir
Sidnkv Miller
Julius
Directed by William Seiter from a stoiy by
John Wills adapted by Glenn Trvon.
Here
is another
unpretentious
picture
which entertains
more
than many a much more publicised
stellar vehicle.
It is a charmingly directed little
romance between a man and a girl,
both
who theshare
he
using poor,
it during
day aandroomshe— by

Claudette Colbert is at her best
in the delightful domestic comedy
" Three Cornered Moon "
identity.
night — without knowing each other's
They meet outside, fall in love,
bluff each other as to their means,
and finally discover the truth about
each other.
Of course, they still remain in
love — after a hectic quarrel.
The plot is very well directed, and
Ginger Rogers and Norman Foster
form a thoroughly attractive romantic team.
Robert Benchley, once editor of
Life, is exceptionally good as a none
too clean-minded chief salesman;
Laura Hope Crews is excellent as an
amorous and usually intoxicated
spinster ; and George Sidney brilliant
as a Jewish landlord.
The atmosphere of the cheap
lodging house is very realistic, and
the camera work keeps the action
flowing easily and with excellent
pictorial
••THE detail.
KENNEL MURDER
CASE
Warner. American. " A " certificate. Murder
mysteryPowell
drama. Runs 73 Philo
minutes.Vance
William
Mary Astor
Hilda Lake
Eugene
Pallette
Heath
Ralph Morgan
Raymond Wrede
Etienne Girardot
Doremud
Paul Cavanagh Bruce M*cDonals
Helen Vinson
Deris Delaneld
Arthur Hohl
Gamble
Hewrv Conroy
O'Neill BrisbaneDubois
Frank
Coe
Robert McWade
Markham
Jack LaRue
Eduardo Grassi
Don
SpencerBrody
ChartersQuackenbush
Snitken
Charles Wilson
Hrnnrssry
James Lee
l-ian*
Directed by Michael
a Van DineCuktii,
stoiv. adapted fiom
Herein ishisWilliam
role of Powell
Philo back
Vance,again
the
polished and hawk-eyed detective.
He makes the fantastic plot almost
credible by his natural acting.
It istion,quite
in construcbut one ingenious
has to take
on trust
the reasoning that led Philo Vance
to discover the murder of two
brothers who hated each other.
As in all screen detective tales
suspicion
cast isona everyone
avail-of
able, but isthere
definite flow
continuity and some good individual
characterisations, notably from
Mary Astor, Eagene Pallette,
Helen Vinson,
Arthur Hohl.
••MY and
WEAKNESS
Fox.
' " V " Runs
certificate.
Camedv
romanceAmerican.
witk music.
75 mtnutes.
Lilian Harvey
Lookw Blakr
Lew Ayres
Roonie Gregory
Charles Butterworth Geiald Gieffory
Harry Langdon
Cupid
S10 Silvers
Maxie
huUM
BSMIUi
|ane
Holroan
Hehrv Travers
SJkry Gregoiy
Adrian Rosley
Bapistr
Mary Howard
Diana
Irene Ware
Ere
Barbara Weeks
Lots
(Continued on page 28)
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SLIM
HOW

THOUSANDS

OF

REGAINED
Without

OVER-FAT
SLIM,

MEN

YOUTHFUL
■

Dangerous Drugging, Starving,
Violent Exercises

AND

WOMEN

HAVE

FIGURES
Purging

or

IT is now an accepted truth that no one need be excessively
fat. The slim, subtle figure so universally admired is a
possession which everyone can enjoy. To-day thousands of onceburdened men and women now delight in the possession of a
Slim, Youthful figure.
Many more thousands of those who

A

exhibit a tendency to "put on flesh" are finding that easily,
simply and with considerable benefit to health, they can
control that tendency and keep indefinitely the slim, graceful
lines which fashion dictates and well-being demands.
The scientific remedy which has achieved these marvellous results
is SUP Brand Obesity Tablets.
At last such dangerous and pernicious practices as drastic Dieting,
Drugging, Purging and Violent Exercises are exposed in all their M
futility. Seekers after Slimness should avoid them at all costs — for
not only are they definitely harmful and injurious but absolutely *
unnecessary !
Silf is a scientific method of weight reduction which enables every fat-burdened person
to once more enjoy the pleasures and joys of
youthful and healthful slimness. It is a
remedy for obese conditions which,
while reducing excessive fat in a natural
and safe way also restores and rebuilds
the ruined health.
>
As the fat is melted away from overburdened limbs and bulky bodies, as stifled
internal organs are freed from their strangleThis photo shows the
hold of fat, so does the ungainiiness and discharming sylph-like
tress, the shortness of breath, the sluggish/ l|
ness of movement, the agitated beating of the
figure
admired
gf
J
heart, the weakness and depression also
vanish.
The SILF way to slimness
is the way of wisdom . . . and
MONEY
BACK
OFFER
it is the certain way as the
many amazing successes so
WE
invite any stout person to puramply prove.
chase a 1/3 box of Silf (Brand)
Obesity Tablets from the nearest
LOST
6 st.
21bs
Chemist, and if not satisfied that Silf
will prove beneficial your money will
be refunded by the Silf Co., Ltd., of
Never Felt Better in Health.'
39 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.i,
A Chatham Lady says :
under the terms of the undertaking
enclosed in every packet.
Dear Sirs, — Your Splendid fat-reducer, "Silf,"
has done so much for me that I am writing to say
how grateful I am.
Until six months ago I weighed no less than
1 6 st. 12 lbs. — much too heavy for a woman of my
height — but to-day I only weigh io st. 10 lbs.
What
6 st. 2 albs.wonderful change — a reduction of
And let me say I have never felt better in
OBESITY TABLETS
health — for I had got very run-down — had to be
always resting — could scarcely walk about and felt
a worn-out woman with nerves shaken and no From all Chemists and Druggists or post
energy left.
free by sending the price to —
Let me also say that I never altered my
THE SILF CO., LTD. (Dept. 63K)
habits of eating and diet. I still enjoy all my
food, and this fact should be of good cheer to all 39, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON. W.I:
stoat people.
Yours faithfully,
No proprietary rights are claimed in the
(Signed) Mrs. M. C.
preparation of this remedy.

■

N
WAS
NOW

13st.

91bs.

9st.

31bs.

London.
Dear Sirs, — 1 am writing this letter
to say how grateful I am to your marvellous "Silf" Brand Obesity Tablets.
Only a short time ago I weighed 13 st.
9 lb., but now I am only 9 st. 3 lb.
I cannot express my gratitude for
this remarkable change for the better,
but can only say I will recommend
" Silf " brand tablets to anyone I
know who would benefit by taking
them, as I know Yours
they truly,
cannotF. fail.
G.
Whether your excess weight runs to
many stones or is merely a few pounds
— the action of " SILF " is just as
wonderful.
The discovery of "Silf" Brand Obesity
Tablets has solved the problem of superfluous fat for ever. Not only is this Natural
Remedy Perfectly Safe but it achieves its
object without "starvation dieting" or
other perilous practices. It restores to the
fat-weakened system the lost health and
strength — tones up every weakened organ
and sets you on the right road to Health as
well as Slimness.
Start " Silf " now, and then " Watch
your Weight," for you will soon be
gratifyingly surprised.
As the slim, trim figure lines of Nature
return and those health worries fade away
you will be only too happy to admit that
we have given von the wisest of wise advice !
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NAILS

MADE

LOVELY
IN

Apply Cutex Cuticle
Remover & Nail
Cleanser to the
cuticle and under
nail-tips. The dead
cuticle is instantly
softened, easily
wiped away and the
nail-tips cleansed

JUST

Then moisten a
piece of cotton wool
with Cutex Liquid
Polish Remover, and
rub this lightly over
your nails so that
it will remove every
trace of the old
liquid polish.

FIVE

MINUTES

Brush on Cutex, the
long - tasting liquid
Polish. Choose the
tint that is right
with
—
either your
Natural,frockRose,
Coral, Cardinal,
Ruby or Colourless
will be quite perfect.

Cutex Nail White
Pencil or Cream will
make
your nail-tips
immaculate.
Finish
off your manicure
with Cutex Cuticle
Oil or Cream to
soften cuticle and
keep it smooth.

ON THE SCREENS
Susan Fleming
Jacqueline
Marcelle Edwards
Maricn
Marjorie King
Lillian
Jean Allen
Consuello
Gladys Blake
Mitzi
Dixie Frances
Dixie
Directed by David Butler. Story dialogue
by Buddy G. De Sylva.
Lilian
Harvey survives
a rather
heavy-handed
Hollywood
attempt to bring Cinderella up to
date in an atmosphere of 1934
sophistication.
The Anglo-German
star isplayboy.
:«en as
a slavey
whom a wealthy
Lew Ayres, for a wager, undertakes
to groom in to a lady and marry to
a millionaire. . She falls in love with
her mentor, of course, and the plot
follows conventional paths to a
happy ending.
My Weakness was the first American made Harvey picture to be
shown in the States and this may
account for the fact that it gives the
impression that the producers have
strived too hard for effect. There is
athepretentious
" aboutto
piece that" preciousness
is not conducive
the creation of the right atmosphere
for fairy tale romances of its kind.
However, the film has its bright
moments and some novelty. The
comedians, Harry Langdon, as a
hard-working cupid who supplies
something like a running commentary on the development of the
story, and the always reliable
Charles Butterworth, as a wealthy
crank who is selected as the main
object
of Lilian'shusband,
campaign render
for a
million-dollar
invaluable assistance to Miss Harvey
in saving
show. The
star herself is as the
irresistible
as ever,
and
performs the transformation from a
drab " char " to a high-powered
charmer with engaging cleverness.
* SATURDAY' S MILLIONS
Universal.
American.Runs 75" Uminutes.
" certificate.
Football drama.
Robert Young
Jim Fowler
Leila Hyams
Joan Chandler
Johnny
Hack
Brown
Alan
Andy Devine
Andy
Grant Mitchell Eira Fowler
Mary Carlisle
Thelma
Joe
Coach
MarySauers
Doran
Maiie
Paul Porcasi
Felix
Lucille Lund
Society Reporter
Richard Tucker
Mr. Chandler
Paul Hurst
Tiainei
Herbert Corthell
Baldy
William Kent
Sam
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
Familiar
storywhoof athinks
young more
collegeof
footballer
what he can get out of the game than
of the game itself and who, getting
mixed up
with
crooks,
finally
covers that
there
is more
in dislife
than money.
It is conventional material, quite
capably worked out, with an exciting football match climax. Sound
acting from Robert Young, Leila
Hyams, and Andy Devine.
•TIGER BAY

CUTEX
MADE IN OR FAT BRITAIN'
THE LONG-LASTING LIQUID POLISH
Cutex preparations are obtainable at chemists, stores and hairdressers
CUTEX SPECIALISE IN EVERYTHING FOR "LOVELY NAILS
28

A.H.F.n. drama.
British. Runs
" A "66certificate.
minutes. LuiOriental
Anna May Wong
Cheng
Henry Victor
Olaf
Rene Ray
Lctty
Victor Garland
Michael
Margaret Vardr
Fay
Ernest
Alf
Laurence Jay
Grossmith Whistling Ruius
Ben Soutkn
Stumpy
Wally
Patch
Wally
Brian Buchell
Tony
Ley On
Ho Tang
Directed b\ J. Elder Wills, fiom a stoiy by
J. Elder Wills and Eric Ansell. Scenario
by John Guin.
looks
Anna
ic
fatalist
calm, nly
of the certai
part Wong
the May
Chinese woman who sacrifices herself to save a young English orphan
whom she has adopted, from a
brutal seaman, but otherwise the

NOW — Continued
production is very conventional, artificial and strained in construction.
Henry Victor is fair as the seaman,
but Victor Garland is theatrical as
the orphan's English lover. Dialogue
is commonplace and the Eastern
atmosphere distinctly synthetic.
•SKY WAY
Pathe. American.
" U "69certificate.
story. Runs
minutes. Romantic
Ray
Walker
Nonis"
Kathryn Crawford "Flash
Lila Beaumont
Claude Gillingwatfr Mr. Beaumont
Lucien Littlefield
Cleik
Arthur Vinton
Baker
Directed by Lew Collins
Moderately
entertaining
of a
young aviator
who isstory
accused
of embezzlement, after taking a post
in a bank, in order to please the
father of the girl he wants to marry.
Conventional construction, but
quite well acted, with natural
dialogue, and well photographed
and varied settings, including planes
and seascapes.
•TOMBSTONE CANYON
GaumontWestern
Ideal. drama.
American.
" certificate
Runs 61" Uminutes.
Ken Maynard
Ken Mason
Cecilia Parker
Jenny Lee
Sheldon Lewis
The Phantom
Frank Brownlee
Alf Sikes
Jack Clifford
Sheriff
George Gerwinc
Clem
Lafe Mckee
Colonel Lee
Edward Peil
Henchman
Directed by Alan Jambs.
Western mystery
with
Competently
directed drama,
and acted
Ken Maynard putting over his usual
robust performance, which should
please the juveniles well enough.
•THE FLAW
Paramount drama.
British. Runs" A 67" minutes.
certificate. Crime
Henry Kendall
John Millwav
Eric Maturin
James Kelver
Phyllis Clare
Laura Kelver
Eve Gray
Irene Nelson
Elsie Irving
Charwoman
Douglas
Kavne
Inspector
Sydnev Seaward Detective Barnes
Sergt.
Vera Gerald
Mrs. Mamby
E. A. Wiluams
Jennings
Diiected hy Norman Walker, from a stoiy
by Brandon Fleming.
Story
of a "man
whobutplanned
" perfect
crime,
left thea
usual flaw which leads to his
discovery.
It is quite ingenious, if not wholly
convincing,
ties are sound.and the technical qualiUseful performances are given by
Eric Maturin as the villian, Henry
Kendall as the hero, Phyllis Clare
as the villian's wife, and Eve Gray
as his mistress.
•DAY OF RECKONING
Af.-G.-M.
American. Runs " 68A "minutes.
certificate.
MaritalDix
drama.
Richard
John Day
Madge Evans
Dorothy Day
Conway Tearle
Hollins
Una e iih
Mamie
Stuart
Erwin
Jerry
" Sfanky "
Johnny
Isobel Jewell
Kate Lovett
James
Bell
Slim
Raymond
Hatton
Hart
Paul Hurst
Hany
John
Abraham
WilfredLarkin
Lucas
Guard
Samuel
O'FarreUby
Directed byHinds
Charles
Brabin,
from
a
story
Morris Lavine.

cearti-is
mstan
of
long arm
Theundul
thision
in
chedcircu
stret
nical
ficial andymecha
variat
of
the old triangle theme.
Richard Dix is unable to make the
leading rdle of an absconding clerk a
convincing one, while Madge Evans
at ease in the role
appear wife.
doeshis not
of
butterfly
Conway Tearle is poor as the
inevitable false friend. Good
is given by Stuart Erwin
comedy
and
Una Merkel.
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BEAUTY

Refinement
. . . The subtle influence of
EVAN WILLIAMS SHAMPOO

FIT

FOR

A

Weekly

QUEEN

MERLE

GIVES . . . refinement, charm
and distinction to the coiffure
—a

degree of beauty unattainable in any other way.
i Ordinary
"
for
Dark
Write
My guide
Story to"
Hair in the Blue
Booklet for
the " safe
Packet.
real hair beauty to EVA N
WILLIAMS
CO.
LTD.,
' Camomile
Fair
Hair in " theforGreen
Dept. P.W. 14, Union
Packet.
Street, London, W.I.
EVAN

DBERON

mocdeJ

WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO

I
Potter

&

Moore's
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OF ALL CHEMISTS & HAIRDRESSERS
Miss Merle Oberon, the brilliant young film star who plays Anne

Lustrous,

Dandruff
by

- Free

Glossy

Boleyn in the London Film Production's great success "The Private
Life of Henry VIII" says :

Hair-

"In my part of Anne Boleyn it was necessary to
give very careful attention to my complexion to
help me impersonate the lovely and fascinating

4'

Thick.

using

KOTALKO
"andMy fullhairof was
very thinIt
dandruff.
was a tremendous relief to
find that after 1 had used
Kotclko
a few weeks
there wasfora noticeable
improvement. My hair is now
thick and wavy and I am ab le
to recommend Kotalko with
confidence." Miss D. Mathieson.
Are YOU Losing Hair ?
Thousands of men and women have regrown
fine new heads of hair by using Kotalko. It
regrows the hair because it frees the scalp from
hair-stifling scurf and poisonous and malodorous
grease, softening the hardening scalp, and restoring its healthful circulation, and reviving new
and vigorous life and growth in the sleeping
hair-roots.
KOTALKO
[TRUE HAIR GROWER I
Kotalko is supplied by Boots, Timothy Whites, Taylors, and all
Chemists and Stores, per box 5/- and 12/6. Kotalko Soap, 1/6.
y°u have
or are
or ifentirely
bald,dandruff,
use or copy
the losing
Coupon hair,
below.or if you are nearly
To JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Ltd.,
9 Percy Street (104 .AF), London, W.l
Please send me, post
Testing Package of KOTALKO
and KOTALKO SOAP, paid,
threepence in stamps. with directions, for which I enclose

Every jar is fitted with
a dainty mirror. Price
I/- 0 jar. In all popular powder shades —
everywhere.

Queen.
"I took the advice of other Film Stars who unanimously recommended Potter & Moore's PowderCream, and I can only say that I am more than
delighted with the result."
The action of Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream
is almost magical. Immediately it is applied, the
skin absorbs the pure ingredients on which it
nourishes, and only a delicate matt Powder
Surface remains. Just a little on the tip of the
finger is all that is required. On Sale everywhere, inall popular powder shades.

&
Potter
MITCHAM

Moore's
LAVENDER

NAME
ADDRESS.
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more desperately now than ever we did) it will
be a sheer triumph of acting ability for Anna.
If not,
will not have "done right by
Nell"
or byHerbert
Anna, either.
I
shall
await
the
than usual interest. finished picture with more
A touch of originality is introduced by not
having Charles II played by Alan J eaves, who has
played the part so frequently that his face is more
familiar to us than the portraits of Charles.
As recently as in Colonel Blood (one of the best
historical films turned out in a British studio, and
by far the best production of Sound City), Jeayes
demonstrated that he not only looked like Charles
(an important consideration to begin with), but
had managed to get into the skin of that complex
character.
Now we are to see the newly created theatrical
knight. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, as Charles, which
means that we have to accustom ourselves to
a different conception of the part.
Also, we are to have a different Pepys and
Mrs.
(EsmeChesney
Percy and
and Stella
HelenaArbenina).
Pickard
insteadPepys*
of Arthur
This reminds me of the time, not many years
ago,
Sherlock
represented
in
three when
different
films byHolmes
three was"
different
actors, all
totally dissimilar and all appearing about the
same time.
Yes, My Lady !
By
that
seen

BIG

TEST

for

ANNA

NEAGLE

Star to Play Nell Gwyn — B. & D.'s Ambitious ProductionA New Jerry Verno Comedy — Surprises at Gainsborough
Studios — George Robey's Proud Boast.

a Nell Gwyn after all !
havetold
we are
SO First
that Grade Fields,
we towere
in her latest and only-just-completed
film. Love, Life, and Laughter, was to
y Nell." Well,
"pre
portmeraya bit
in my solar plexus,
a joltwitt
oftty
that gave
because I didn't see how "ower Graacie"
could ever be made up to look like the popular
conception of "our Nellie."
She certainly has one essential qualification
— a touch of the gamin which Nell also had ;
but everyone who thinks of Nell Gwyn
conjures up a vision of a pretty, baby-faced,
plump and kittenish, carroty-haired little
hoyden with ringlets and dimples. And
Gracie, whose success is attributable to her
native wit, her charm, and her humanity
rather than to, her acting ability, would have
to be not so much made-up as made-over to
fit into a part like that.
Saved
However, it was next explained by the dstudio
that this was a kind of modernise Nell
Gwyn — "how would Nelly behave if she lived
to-day" sort of thing — and only for one brief

0

episode, a semi-burlesque of the Charles II period,
with John Loder as Charles himself, would Gracie
actually
impersonate
"sweet Nell of Old Drury."
So all was
well.
Now Nelly has broken out in a new place —
to wit, in the British & Dominions studio at
Boreham Wood.
you'reInternational
quite right, studios
these studios
do adjoin
theYes,
British
at Elstree;
but
B. & D. are quaintly averse from the idea of
being the
in insistence
any wayon connected
with B.I. P. —
hence
Boreham Wood.
This time Nell Gwyn is Nell Gwyn and no
nonsense or modernisation about it ; but Nell Gwyn
is also Anna Neagle, which raises another
problem.
Inscrutable
Anna has always seemed to me the perfect type
of a well-bred English young lady, with her
emotions under control and her inhibitions
sufficiently obvious for even a Harley Street
psychologist
to detect.
Now, Herbert
Wilcox, in his inscrutable wisdom,
has cast her as an ill-bred English young
ragamuffin, with her emotions flying round loose
and no inhibitions to speak of at all.
If she succeeds in this part (as I sincerely hope
she will, for we need successful British pictures

the way, Helena Pickard is Lady Hardwicke,
but I haven't quite got used to calling her
yet. She is a clever actress who has been
very little in films. However, I have an idea
that that will soon be put right.
There are also Jeanne de Casalis
(wife of Colin Clive) as the Duchess
of Portsmouth, Dorothy Robinson
as Mrs. Knipp, whoever she may
be, Miles Malleson as Chiffinch (Keeper of the Backstairs), and Lawrence
Anderson as the Duke of York.
Anderson is one of the handsomest
men on the stage, but he, too, has
not
seen much in films — at
least been
recently.

It is claimed that "the film will
deal with several new aspects of the
life of Nell"; as the pretty witty
orange-seller died nearly two and
a half centuries ago, and has been
the subject of innumerable books and
articles ever since, British & Dominions have set
themselves a task to find new aspects.
At any rate, we are assured of a first-class
production, for in these studios (where both
Private Life of Henry VIII and Catherine the Great
were produced) they spare no pains to get their
pictures right. Certainly those two films were
made by London Film Productions, not by
B. & D., but the tradition and the general
amenities of the studio are very important factors
in their success.
Jane Pleases
By was
the the
way,talkie
Jack version
Raymond
(whose and
lastSon)
effortis
of Sorrell
in action again. This time he is directing a farce
called Girls Please that will introduce John Tilley
to the screen.
One of the girls who please is Jane Baxter.
Good. She certainly pleased me very much in
the recent production of The Constant Nymph.
In fact, I thought her one of the highlights of
a patchy
picture.
Peter Gawthorne
is here, too, and also 1-ena
Halliday, whom I haven't seen for years. She
used to play mothers-in-law with great effect, so
I don't mind betting that's what she's doing now.
It's very difficult to get rid of your label !
Down on the River
Betty
Astell, who
has all the
a first-rate
comedienne
whenqualifications
she is givenof
a part that suits her, has left the ratified atmosphere of the Chiltern Hills, where she has been
on contract to British Lion, and is now down at
Teddington, playing opposite Jerry Verno in a
new comedy called TKe Life of the Party.
There are one or two other people I know in
this-— Kenneth Kove. Vera Bogetti, and Hermione
Hannen, towhotakeis to
the thesecond
of Nicholas Hannen's
children
films.
(Continued
on page 32)
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Hullo, Miss 1934!
WAITING
PRINCE

Thick,

Wavy

Hair

Follows NEW
Vogue
*' YOU'VE no idea how silky and gleamy
it makes your hair," say fastidious girls.
" And it takes such a little time," declare
the busy ones.
This quick, new way of caring for the hair
is taking women fairly by storm. A little
' Danderine ' on the brush each time you
arrange your hair, and oily film goes. The
full, natural colour reappears. Your hair
takes on new life and lustre !
' Danderine ' dissolves dandruff. It works
every time; and quickly. Scalp is cleansed,
soothed, toned. Hair is encouraged to grow
longer, thicker, more abundant. Dry hair
and scalp is quickly corrected.
Danderine
the
hairHowin marvellously
place. How 'much
softer' holds
it makes
the hair. How wavy, and lustrous ! No
wonder ' women
Danderine
smartest
! ' is so popular with the
Of Chemists and Stores, 13, 2 6, and 4 6.

The One Minute Hair Begufifier
'Danderine'

I always
use

i

Eucrul]

Eucryl Ltd.,
Southampton.

FREE SAMPLE.
Send Post Card to
Eucryl Limited,
[Dept. C 192]
Southampton

EUCRYl
BRITISH

FOR

CHARMING?

Beneath her blase exterior every Miss
Modern cherishes a secret dream of a Prince
Charming. But in these days there is much
competition for the title of Princess Charming,
and unless she plays Fairy Godmother to
herself, the plain girl is more than likely to
hear the wedding bells ring for her pretty
sister. A fresh, flawless skin, lovely hair,
daintiness, and charm — cultivate these, Miss
1934, and one day your dream may come true.
THE GIFT OF A GOOD COMPLEXION. — Not
every girl can boast the possession of perfectly regular
features, but this is no reason why she should be
classed as unattractive. Given a clear, unblemished
skin, you are well on the way to beauty. Perhaps you
complain that your skin is sallow and muddy? Then
play Fairy Godmother to yourself and make yourself
a gift of a brand new complexion. To do this, just
get an ounce or two of Mercolized Wax from your
chemist (this wax is only sold by registered chemists,
so be on your guard against the many worthless
imitations on the market), and apply this nightly.
Gently and imperceptibly it will absorb that old,
unlovely complexion, revealing in its place a youthful,
peach-bloom skin. Keep your new complexion lovely
by adopting the wax habit permanently.
HEADING FOB BEAUTY. — Well burnished, softly
waved hair, gleaming with lights and shades, is not
always a gift of Nature. It is more often attributed
to a waving shampoo known as Stallax. Many of
Europe's
BeautyJustQueens
owe theirof beautiful
hair
to thislovely
shampoo.
a teaspoonful
the little
golden granules dissolved in a cup of hot water makes
a shampoo which is ideal for setting permanently
waved hair, coaxing natural curls to take on new
beauty, and encouraging straight hair to develop a
hint of wave. However neglected your hair may be,
it will respond to this beauty treatment. Just try it.
GOOD GBOOHING COUNTS— Modern beauties
realise that good grooming is all-important. They
are scrupulously careful in dealing with that most
disfiguring blemish, superfluous hair. No drastic
depilatories, no fearsome razors for them ! In place
of these old-fashioned methods, they have adopted
Sipolite, the safe hair eraser. Sipolite is simple, safe,
and speedy in action — get half an ounce from your
chemist to try. Mix a little to a smooth paste with
cold water. Apply this to the unwanted hairs. As
the paste dries, the hairs will shrivel away, leaving
the skin velvet-smooth, unblemished. No matter
how sensitive your skin may be, you can use Sipolite
with perfect confidence to remove both facial and body
growths.
IF YOU'RE RUN-DOWN,
IT YOUR STOMACH?

MADE

BEAUTY
SECRETS
FROM
BOND
STREET. . .
To women who covet the elegant, wellgroomed appearance of costly Beauty
Parlour treatments, Yardley offers a range
of the finest quality preparations for a
Beauty Treatment at home, which is
simple and efficient.
First a cream : Yardley English Complexion Cream, three creams in one — at
night for cleansing and nourishing, and by
day as powder
foundation. It protects
the skin and assists
rouge and powder to
adhere lastingly. It is
ideal tor dry skins,
whilst for the ' not so
dry ' skin there is
Yardley Next,
Foundation
EnglishComplexionCream j,t> Cream.
Rouge
Foundation Cream 2 j„.
.
.
.
cream
or
dry.
The Rouge
Cream is in two delightful jarlets, for
day andCompact
evening (dry)
use.
The
Rouge is in a neat
platinum - finished
case. Both are
made in shades tor
day and evening —
tor blonde and bru-

IS

Half the times you get run-down and out of
sorts, lose all your energy and interest in life, it is
really the fault of your stomach. If your digestion is out of order, how can your system get the
nourishment it needs ?
if you're
not feeling
try thePowder,
effect ofthea
fewSo,doses
of Maclean
Brandwell,
Stomach
wonderful formula for indigestion that Hospitals
and Doctors all over the country are using even
for serious disorders like gastric and duodenal
ulcers. You will find it simply marvellous how
quickly Macleans will regulate your digestion and
how quickly you will find your health and looks
improve.
Get a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
from your chemist to-day, but be sure to ask him
for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder,
with
signature
'ALEX
It
is notthesold
loose, but
only C.MACLEAN."
in 1/3, zj-, and 5/bottles in cartons, of Powder and Tablets.

Deaf
TINS 7i^nd 1'
BRITISH OWNED

YARDLEY

Scpt.'33

Dear Sirs,
I have been a dental nurse
for 7 \ years, and patients are
always remarking about the
whiteness of my teeth, and
naturally ask how I keep
them so white. I always use
Eucryl.
I am enclosing my photograph, but prefer my name
and address not to be mentioned.
Yours faithfully,
G.m.f
Certified as a true copy by
the Chairman of Eucryl, Ltd.

Weekly

Ask
for an

'Ardente-fitted Seat'
at the Cinema— No Fee/
installed by Mr. R. H. Dent. 309 Oxford St . London. W.I

Rouge Cream
Compact
Rouge 2/16
nette. Now that subtle artist the Powder
.Box
. . '. Yardley
Silver
Powder 'is
so
mistily fine ; it clings
without clogging and
imparts a delicate,
down - like bloom,

perfectly shinePoivder 2/proof. With a
special tint for every
complexion and in
the newest shade,
Eug/ish Peach, which
imparts a warm
youthful
And forappearance.
the final
rrnpdling
Scri-w Action
j/- 2/touch of vitality in Lipsticks,
make - up — Lipst ic k
. . . issued in shades
to match the rouges,
and also in a new
shade, 'Poppy',
specially designed to
blend with English
Peach Powder.
Yardley Kail Enamel is
Manicure j[o each, o?
made in two shades:
4j- stand compute
a natural flesh pink
and a deeper, ruby shade.
Enamel and
Rer over can be bought singly, or together.
OF ALL CHEMISTS, COIFFEURS AND STORES
YARDLEY
33 OLD
BOND
STREET
Ok 1, J
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Peter, the elder, a most promising young actor,
fell a victim to a tragic mishap when he was
playing in the British Lion studios in The Water
Gipsies, catching pneumonia during production
of an exterior scene, which proved fatal.
1 am glad to welcome Hermione into Filmland ;
if she has anything of the talent of her brother
and her distinguished father, she should be a great
asset to British production.
Gwenn Again

Rheumatism
and fat — banished by Kruschen
Here is a woman who not only prescribes
Kruschen Salts for others, but uses it in her
own home. If she confidently recommends
Kruschen for rheumatism, it is because her
husband, who is liable to attacks of acute
rheumatism, has proved that Kruschen is the
sure means of keeping the old trouble at bay.
If she tells you that Kruschen will, beyond
the shadow of a doubt, banish ugly, unhealthy
fat, it is because she herself has had the
satisfaction of watching Kruschen melt away
30 superfluous pounds. Read her interesting
letter :

Verno himself is "the Life of the Party," and
I can't imagine anyone better suited to the
part.
I know. He's one of the most ebullient comedians
At Beaconsfield, Aileen Marson, British Lion's
new contract player, is being launched in Passing
S/tadows, directed by Leslie Hiscott, as most of
the Beaconsfield films seem to be nowadays.
Edmund Gwenn, who lately took a rest from
films extending to nearly three weeks, plays the
lead in this, and the rest of the cast is exceptionally
strong. Barry McKay has journeyed up from
Shepherd's Bush (he has been playing the lead
opposite Jessie Matthews in Evergreen), and we
have also Viola Lyel, D. A. Clarke-Smith, Barbara
Everest, Barry O'Neil, Wally Patch, and John
Turnbull. So that's all right.
Art

There
a runfilms
on these
Castle"
titlesis for
just"Elephant
now. Forand instance,
Tangled Evidence, with its peculiarly tangled plot,
was finished at Twickenham last week, and was
immediately followed by Whispering Tongues.
This is a kind of Raffles story; a young man
" My husband has been prone to acute rheu- turns
crook to avenge himself on the people who
matism all his life. As soon as his eyes become
the least bit bloodshot. I know iritis is the signal have betrayed his father and brought about his
that he is in for an attack of rheumatism, so I suicide.
Kelly is theReginald
heroine. Tate is the "hero." Judy
immediately stop all meat eating and give a
1
am
grateful
for one thing —
course of Kruschen Salts and this procedure has they have handedto meTwickenham
the best smile 1 have had
saved us scores of pounds in doctor's bills, loss for some time by describing this film as a Real
Art production.
of work, etc.
"Again.
reduced17 St.
a woman
years
of age Iwhohaveweighed
2 lbs. to of11 sixty-five
St. 6 lbs. J AM Surprised !
by the aid of Kruschen Salts. She could not -walk,
her legs were so swollen. By reducing the weight on The Gainsborough studios at Islington are full
of surprises this week.
her legs they soon became normal. I met her the
The first one occurred to me when I leaned
other day. site had walked from home to the park, a
distance of three miles.
negligently against a pile of natural-coloured
camel-hair rugs on the Chu Chin Chow set, and
"I
also
reduced
myself
from
11
st.
9
lbs.
to
9
St.
7 /6s. by taking only a moderate course of Kruschen the whole pile lurched, tilted, scrambled to its
Salts. The only thing I cut out of my diet was feet, and stood looking round at me with the most
offended expression 1 have ever seen on a film
actor's face.
cream."
Mrs. Jessie E. Forsyth.
Of course, I might have known that the superThe formula of Kruschen represents the
realism of these studios would oblige them to at
ingredient salts of the mineral waters of those least one real camel in an Arabian market-place
European Spas which have been used by genera- scene — but he did look so like a pile of rugs from
tions of people for the relief of rheumatism and behind !
the reduction of weight.
But he is not the only newcomer to the studios;
Every chemist sells Kruschen in 6d., 1 - the casting department plunged into the East End
and 1/9 bottles. A 1/9 bottle lasts three for types for this scene, among whom are scattered
months — a farthing a day for health and a few of the usual crowd-people made up for the
occasion; and there is also Gertie, the Goat, who
happiness.
is making her first film appearance.
ACCEPT
THIS
LIFT ALONG
Gertie Expects —
That is to say, she will make her first film
appearance as soon as a certain interesting
event has taken place; at present she lies in
a carefully screened -off corner of the studio,
ALMOST magical t% the added thai 111 which comes to chewing the cud and contemplating the mad
uteri of Icilma face powder nine time* sifted business of film-production.
ofthrough
Spring.silk, and perfumed with the flower-laden breath
By the time you read this, Gertie and her
progeny should be all ready to take up their
TRIAL OUTFIT OF 7 BEAUTY AIDS
For a complete Trial Beauty Outfit containing 2 boxes responsibilities to the British screen public.
of Icilma Face Powder (Naturelle and Rachel), tabes of
Another surprise (to me) was Fritz Kortner,
Icilma Vanishing. Flesh-Tinted, and Cold Creams, a
full sice 3d. Icilma Shampoo, and a full-tire Id. Icilma who is playing "Chu Chin Chow from China"
Hair Powder for dry shampoo, send id. in stamps to : himself. Somehow 1 expected something more
Icilma. (Dept. 29H) 45, King's Road. Condon. M.W.I. of the Spreading Chestnut Tree type, as I had
Your envelope must be sealed and bear a lid. stamp. only envisaged Oscar Asche in the part. Kortner
This offer does not apply to the Irish Free State.
is large, but not enormous; facially he is a little
FREE ! ABSOLUTELY
FREE t
reminiscent of Wallace Beery.
For
cont
at
eaKravKMt
only
m
r
will
aead
yon
I watched him do a scene in which he bribes
thla rrntUnr l»-ct. eld nlU-J PHUKET KINO,
beautifully hand engraved «rnh yoox mm the cobbler, Baba Mustafa, to take him to the
Initial.
P.O. lor KING
1/3 andaetpostage
DAINTYSendTABLET
with 1One1,1 house where he has had the somewhat unusual job
eualttv
atone*. HappUre.
EoM-raVd. aeani-urrcioaa
or t arbon DiawuDda.
Hend P.O.Baby.I K of sewing up a corpse. It was good ; both he and
and pontage
l(d. ajinNHal /ar lire pi mi.
Frank Cochrane, who plays the cobbler, are
Sears r/af
accomplished actors, and the incident had just
Cmth re/auaaM (/ not prffrtlf aalujUd.
SMS * MAYER (Dept. P C S).
the
right amount of "menace" without being
overdone.
Eat. 31 roars.
. W.Ci
THE

ROAD

TO

LOVELINESS

Aof the
pencil
new sketch
stage
knight, Sir
Cedric Hardcarries
wicke, ter.in Hecharachis xoell deserved
honour with
dignity.
Veterans
Cochrane is one of the few members of the
original cast who are playing in the film;
another is Sydney Fairbrother, as Mahbuhah, and
there are a few of the smaller-part people who
have been brought in, more or less for the
sentiment of the thing, very much as the same
people are brought into Peter Pan year after
A Japanese actor, Kyoshi Takase (familiarly
known as "Taxi") makes his reappearance in this
film. It's amazing how people disappear from
the studios . . . and then bob up when you least
expect
year.
Two them.
of the most important members of the cast
are George Robey and Anna May Wong. Neither
was at the studio when I turned up there this
week, but I hope to encounter them on my next
visit.
There is this to be said about Robey — that he
is always there when he is wanted. Indeed, it is
his proud boast — and a very honourable one —
that in more than forty years on the stage he has
never failed to appear when billed.
His two hobbies are keeping himself fit (for
work) and making violins; I hope they are as
well strung and tuneful as he still is.
Who

Are They ?

in Filmland,
hold asthe Who's
floor
JewWhoSuss,
with a castcontinues
almost asto long
at Shepherd's Bush. It must be admitted,
however, that the cast-list is swollen by names
that mean precious little to me — -such as E. A.
Hill Mitchelson, Woolf Silverberg, Gwen Clifford,
and Selma vaz Dias. Maybe some of you radio
fans or cabaret habitues can enlighten me.
However, I have just discovered that "Mrs.
Knipp" is the seventeenth-century actress whom
Iperhaps
have Ialways
known
as "Mrs.
Knep."
So
have met
all these
other good
people
under different names. One never knows.
NEXT

WEEK

The specially enlarged number of " The
Picturegoer " will contain fashion
articles of the utmost interest to
our women readers. A notable feature
is a profusely illustrated article on Jean
Harlow's trousseau, and the early
spring fashions are foreshadowed.
Place your order early to avoid
disappointment.
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W&ves

Tight

Curls

y
penn
n!e
ng
ttio
e~
a tsf
Witching waves and captivating curls . . set
while you sleep ... at a cost so small you
hardly
notice
hairyouat
night, and
the it!
waves"Wave-Set"
your mirroryourshows
in
the
morning
are
waves
a
"professional
would be proud of. Simply a little AMAMI "
"Wave-Set"
pats you
and
pinches
... a .tight. acapfew while
sleep . . . and your coiffure will be
the
every girl who doesn't
knowenvy
yourof secret.
From all Chemists and ^^^^^^
^ r
Hairdressers. ^^ammemt ^

(Jeopatta
at
the
bath

CINCE the world began the bath has
been one of the most important
stages of the feminine toilette . .To her
bath, Cleopatra undoubtedly owed
much of her famous beauty, which cap'
tured the heart of handsome Anthony.
The precious herbs and costly cosmetics oi
Ancientplete Egypt
made Cleopatra's
a combeauty treatment
. . . to-day bath
the modern
woman may have a bath just as beautifying, a
bath that is super-charged with oxygen, that
clears and tones up the skin, that revives every
weary nerve and muscle.
So simple too ! Just crumble a Rcudcl Bath
Cube in the water . . . your bath is made fragrant
as a flower garden, luxuriously soft and impregnated with beautifying oxygen. The oxygenated
water makes skin soft and velvety — it holds
soap and dirt in solution so that they cannot
wash back into the pores. Thus you get new
vitality, new grace, new loveliness.
CUPID LIVES
BATHROOM

FREE

A FULL-SIZE
BOTTLE OF
THE FAMOUS

IN

0)JyGE^|

THE

E

find them effective
enburys
^PASTILLES

Perfume

Your Chemist
stocks them
In tins, 2 oz. 8d.
4 szoz. 1/3
\2

H
P
b^
u*
yo
SILKY, FADELESS
ECONOMICAL
SPARVA, the silky but sturdy fabric, is
ideal for pretty, practical clothes for
mothers and children. 100 smart plain
colours and numerous printed designs.
Fast in wash or light, sea or sun.
Sold by Drapers everywhere.
SEND
FOR
SHADE CARD
Write for shade card and
name of nearest retailer
to "SPARVA," 74.
" Sparva " House, York
Street, Manchester.

Deaf

Messrs. Lesourd Pivert, perfumers of Paris, through their
London factory, make this remarkable offer to those who
have not yetandtried
their itfamous
products.
years'to
experience
success,
is their
privilegeAfter
now sbrty
to offer
everybody
their
high-quality
beauty
aids
at
the
most
popular
prices.
MAKE " MYOF SECRET
8ECRET
BEAUTY" YOUR
AND
•
LOVELINESS #
Here is the wonderful offer — 1/- FREE bottle of Perfume,
lar'^c-size box of Matt Powder, and Permanent Lipstick in
dainty nickeled case. The complete set lor only 1/6.
ALWAYS USE " MY SECRET "
Powder (light or dark Rachel, natural, flesh, suntan). Lipsticks
(orange, light, medium, dark), Rouges, Eye Cosmetic.etc, at
6d. and 1/-. Perfume : 1/-, 2/6, and 5/-.
Obtainable through Boots, Chemists and mast stores, hairdressers,
etc., or send postal Crescent,
order to Clapham,
Lesourd Pivert
S.WA. (Dept. D.), Part

Thi« attractive one-piece garment is just right for the modem
well-fitting
frock. In Lockntt.
top.shades.
and daintily
trimme<1
with
lace.
theoperanew76->
5 8 only.
poal
free.—
(P). Supplied
WIL-F1T,in allLTD..
Wandsworth
Road.
London. S.W.I*..
NEVER GO TO ANY PARTY WITHOUT USING
OOO-RONO
It protects you from under-arm perspiration and odour!
# NORTHAM WARREN, LTD. (Dept. P.2),
215. Blackfriars Road. LONDON. S.E.I
Enclo^?d is 4d. in stamps for samples of Instant
Odorono,Odorono.
Odorono Regular and Deodorant
Creme

Ask
for an

Ardente-fitted Seat*
at the Cinema— No Fee/
installed by Mr. R. H. Dent. 309 Oxford St. , London, W. i
MADE

AT HOME
a damp
I * I Roil

Nome...
Address

, rhair ock
aroundof
ringer and fix
cap uDtil dry.
From
ers, StoresHairdress& Boots,
6d. per card of 2 clips.
Laughtor. Ltd., Birmingham.
Jarrett, Rainsford &'
^/^OIRKLIP
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Tokalon

Skinfood
TO
WOMEN
WHO
LOOK

WANT

TO

YOUNGER

CREME
•II

'Biocel' is the amazing
discovery of Prof. Dr.
Stejskal, of the University
of Vienna. Extracted from
the skin of carefully
Uorj selected young animals,
Jo
BIOCEL
' Biocel ' element
is the precious
natural
in the
SKINFOOD
skin which keeps it young.
DO
' Biocel ' is combined with
nourishing ingredients in
Tokalon Skinfood according to the exact formula of
Prof. Dr. Stejskal. In
official tests at the University of Vienna,
wrinkles on women of 60 years of age
disappeared
after six
weeks' use.theTokalon
Biocel Skinfood
rejuvenates
skin;
removes lines and wrinkles and tones up
sagging facial muscles; makes sallow,
faded complexions fresh and young again.
Successful results guaranteed with Tokalon
Skinfood or money refunded.
A full-sized tube of Biocel Skinfood will
be given free to every purchaser of a 6d.
box of Poudre Tokalon during the next
few days. At all Chemists, Hairdressers
and Stores.
GET

Letters from our Readers

YOURS

TODAY

Before your Dealer is Sold Out
OUTGROWING HER STRENGTH
The Girl Who Becomes Anaemic.
"She seems to be outgrowing her strength,"
remarked a mother anxiously about her sixteenyear-old daughter. It is just at this time, when
the strength is sapped by too rapid growth, that
there is danger of anaemia developing.
Usually the first signs to be noticed are peevishness, languor, headaches, and backaches. Neglected anaemia leads to decline, but if you see that
your
daughter's
blood The
is enriched
theretonic
needever
be
no cause
for anxiety.
finest blood
discovered is Dr. Williams pink pills, and the pure
rich blood created by these pills soon dispels all
traces of anaemia.
Read what Miss N. Peake, of "The Plough,"
Cadsdean,
" Last year
had to
spend threeBucks,
monthssaysin:—hospital
with I anaemia.
This year it came back again. One day I read
about Dr. Williams pink pills and decided to give
them a trial. From the first box I began to
improve; my appetite returned and the colour
came back to my cheeks. I have had five boxes
of the pills and my friends now say how well I
look. Dr. Williams pink pills saved me from
having
go into hospital Dr.
again."
The toworld-famous
Williams Brand
Pink Pills can now be obtained from any
chemist at Is. 3d. a box (triple size 3s.). Get
a box to-day.
FREE. — All mothers of growing girls should
read free
the to
booklet,
sent
all who" Nature's
write to Warnings,"
M.E. Dept.,
36 Fitzroy Square, London, W.l.
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Storm

of Protest

Over

"Scarlet Pimpernel" Casting
performers than the less glamorous Helen Hayes
t and Barbara Stanwyck.
abou
ense
nons
on
this
let
les
ght
all
Scar
'
the
as
Lau
Char
is
WHAT
" As America is the chief market for Hollywood's
per
Pimculo
us.nel'? How utterly films, this enthusiasm for sensational personalities
ridi
rather than for sound technique, may explain the
" I have great admiration for poor level of acting in so many pictures. We
must do our best to redress the balance between
Mr.
Laughton's
His characterisations
are wonderful. acting.
But where
the resemblance genius and glamour." — L. E. Holland, Clifford
House, Boundary Road, Worthing, Sussex, who is
to the famous ' Sir Percy ' ?
awarded the second prize of 10/6.
"He is talented, but he is certainly not
[Picturegoer's faith in the judgment of its
romantic,
the 'Scarlet
one readers
is expressed in the form of the Award of
of the mostandromantic
heroesPimpernel'
of fiction.is The
book describes him as tall, of slender, though Merit. Have you recorded your vote, by the ivay ?]
powerful, build and remarkably agile.
Miss Humphries Again
"Not once is he
" ~\ It iss Humphries' statement that the screen
referred to as being
XVI has been the greatest factor in the educarotund. Indeed, I
tion of the woman of to-day is so manifestly absurd
doubt if he would
that it cannot be allowed to pass unchallenged.
have had so many
"The modern girl's head is a garden of mental
hairbreadth escapes,
weeds which have sprouted and flourished under
the
artificial sunrays of the kinema.
if he had been. His
build alone would
" It has killed her individuality, undermined
her intelligence, and given her an entirely mishave betrayed him to
leading and superficial view of fundamentals.
his enemies.
"It fills her head with notions of luxury far
"I fear this choice
beyond her station, discourages serious effort,
will cause a lot of
substitutes affectation for sang-froid, and gives her
controversy among
an approach to marriage or a career which is as
admirers of the
shallow as it is pathetic.
is rif;litschool
when ofshethedescribes
' Pimpernel.'
"Not long ago, I
the"Miss
kinemaHumphries
as the finishing
modern
Alexander Korda
girl. It finishes her all right! [Mr.) William
read that Leslie Howard
was to appear in this
Burgess. 33 Xorth Drive, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lanes.
role, and I think the part is ideal for him. He
fits
the C.
description
perfectly,
in every
—
(.V/iss)
Mundv. so
3 Gough
Road,
Maidenway."
Lane,
Typing " Joan Blondell
Liverpool, 13, who is awarded the first prize of £1. is.
As may
one ofI voice
Joan aBlondell's
countlesstheadmirers,
protest against
type to
[The casting of Laughton as the Orczy hero, has which, of late, she has been assigned?
brought a storm of protest to mv mail bag. I 1933
"In my are
opinion,
Miss thrown
Blondell's
and
can only pass this representative plea on to Mr. personality
absolutely
awaytalent
on such
Alexander Korda.]
films as Good-bye Again, Havana Widows, and
Convention City, and I think even her most
ardent fan will agree with me that she was wrongly
What is Wrong with the Kinema ?
cast in that otherwise fine film. Gold-diggers of
The question ' Are Kinemas losing some of
their popularityWeekly,
? ' raised isbyoneL. that
Rosslyn
The Picturegoer
needsin
following up. Mr. Rosslyn points out that the
radio, stage, dancing and greyhound racing are
giving the picture theatres serious competition.
"We have recently, certainly, seen a stage
revival
— both in regard to the legitimate drama
and
variety.
"But there is much room for improvement in
the talkie programmes. What is lacking in the
kinemas is all-round brightness and, above all,
better music at first hand, "not the mechanical or
organ apology. The all-round brightness can be
obtained by including more comedy and travel
films.
"Scrap theThese
kinemaneedorgans
and bring back
the
orchestras.
not necessarily
be very
large."—//.
V. Fifoot,W. " Ingledene," Surrey Road
South, Bournemouth,
[A great deal more imagination could certainly be
used in showmanship at most kinemas outside the
big
centres. Orchestras will never return unless the
ment.]
public makes a very strong move for their reinstateOur " Award of Merit "
It will be interesting to .see the results of
Picturegoer's ballot to decide the best
performances of 1933. There is, I suggest, a
much greater appreciation of genuine acting in
this country than in America, and the actor and
actress who big.
top the poll will have to have done
something
"If one run
may injudge
from the
results
of similar
contests
America,
sheer
merit
rarely
decides the issue. The personal popularity of a
star evidently blinds the U.S. public to glaring
technical deficiences, with the result that girls
such as Joan Crawford are held to be better

"She is definitely not the type for such films as
these.
"Miss Blondell is a popular actress, but 1 fear
she will lose some of that well-merited popularity
if Warner Bros, persist in typifying her as a
"She is 'gold-digger.'
seen to far better advantage in her
perpetual
former successes
— The Famous Ferguson Case,
Three on a Match, and last, Blondie Johnson. —
L. J. Layberrv. Peas Pottage, Crawley, Sussex.
[As a fellow Blondell fan, I agree that Joan is
in danger of becoming typed as a boudoir bandit.]
Marlene's Eyebrows
" \X/hv
do producers
omit smallscenes
effects.of J
VV For
instance, forget
in theor opening
The Song of Songs, Marlene Dietriech appears
dressed as a peasant girl, and yet it is immediately 1
noticeable that she has this terrible modern idea j
of plucking the eyebrows to form, or give the
illusion of, well-formed eyes.
W. G. Wright, 311 Waterloo Buildings, Wilmot
Street, London, E.2.
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interesting, letters
and published
5 s. for each
all
other
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
not
and should
paper
exceed only
150 words.
Address to
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.
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H I N E LESS

PERMANENT WAVING
Eulogised by the National Press — The
Times. The Daily Mail, The NewtChronicle, The Evening Newt, etc.
— Superma, the only completely
machineless system of permanent waving
is now available all over the country.
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Cjxeate* <^>a^ctii
Gone the fear of electricity, the discomfort of being strung up to a machine —
instead, absolute comfort, complete
freedom, and a more lasting wave.
Superma Machineless ensures deep,
lustrous and lasting waves, and the tightest of curls — for hair of every shade and
texture — including white, over-bleached,
dyed, coarse or fine — the result will
always be perfection. It cannot harm the
most delicate hair.

Write for free pamphlet "About your hair" to:
SUPERMA Ltd. (Dept. 76). 93-97, RECENT ST.
■■■■■
LONDON. W.I. ■■■■
WEAR

The

OLIVE

this BELT

and
keep
SLIM
AVOID doubtful medicines, pills, etc., for
reducing weight. Wear the Beasley Reducing-Belt-Supporter, and get slim quickly
and safely. Slips over hips, instantly adjusting
itself to teners.
your Excellent
figure.
straps,purpose
lacing belt
or fasas a Nogeneral
for
MEN OR WOMEN,
this garment Is made from strong woven Elastic
webbing. Women's model has four suspenders.
s#4/ii
yjr 5/11
Add 2/- for
to 44Elastic
ins. waist.
Quality
8/1 sizes
Id. 38Fineins. Silk
14 ins. Super
deep,
12/lld.
O.S.
3/extra.
PtUee
on
all
modett
id. extra.
Belt exchanged or money refunded if not approved.
Send
BEASLEY
BELT
Dept. 405
26, CHARING CROSS R D., LONDON, W.C2
Write for free tut of belli for Men and Women.
3nrgic*l Beita supplied through Approved Societies.

Deaf

in

(Pcdmoiim

TEN

Ask
for an

MINUTES

has

20,000 beauty specialists stress the vital importance of
deep, natural cleansing — soap and water cleansing, night
and morning. But they warn against using any soap . . .
" it must be an olive oil soap — Palmolive ! "
Palmolive Soap, blended by a secret process, is rich in
an abundance of natural palm and olive oils. This alone
gives it that particular soft green colour. And from the
inclusion of these same valuable oils comes, too, that
plentiful velvety lather which, without irritating the
most delicate skin tissues, performs a three-fold
function — cleansing, soothing, beautifying. That is
the secret of" that Schoolgirl complexion."
tablet

Ardente-fitted Seat'
at the Cinema— No Fee!
installed by Mr. R H Dent. 309 Oxford St. London, W.I

"Isn't my hair
a sight !
I don't know
what John

OIL

3

MADE

"Why not give
it a shampoo
with Icilma
Hair Powder,

ALL

THE

Except in I.F.S.

DIFFERENCE
Sprinkle on — brush out !
That's the newper ten-minute way of shampooing
with Icilma Hair Powder.
It's so convenient when
you're in a hurry. Keeps
the waves in, too.

dear?"
"Ready, darling?
I say, how
pretty you're
looking"

HAIR POWDER
lor a quick Dry Shampoo
3d
Box of 7 3°
each
each
ICS 6-4 I 6
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She
need
never

i
\
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"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them
both do When
The a reply
Picture goer Weekly.

\ by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
doubt —
for KHASANA Blush
Cream will always
bring out that natural
colouring which is just
right for her, so discreetly alluring, so
unobtrusively correct.
By using KHASANA Blush Cream you too can be
sure that your own individual colouring is absolutely
right. For KHASANA is no ordinary rouge, it is
made so that the colour changes on your cheeks to
the exact shade which suits your complexion.
KHASANA Lipstick has a similar effect on the lips,
giving them a most natural rosy glow, which is kissand water-proof and non-detectable.
Be a KHASANA Girl and always look your best.

KHASANA
Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

NOTE : IF YOUR SKIN IS
INCLINED TO BE GREASY.
ASK FOR LA REINE DES
CREMES WITH THE RED
BAND.
Prices for both kinds :
Tubes for handbag
6d.
Larger sizes trom I^J
Pots from
Your usual hairdresser, store or
chemist will supply you.

Lipstick 1/6 8t 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

E. M. (Old Kent Road, S.E.17), Constant
Reader (Leeds), and Two Ivor Novello
Fans
— Ivor
Novello Real
was
born on(Wolverhampton).
January
1893,
at Cardiff.
name,
Ivor
Davies.15, Black
hair,
brown eyes,
5 ft. 11 in. tall; educated Magdalen College
School, Oxford. Pictures include The Call
of the Flesh, The White Rose, The Triumph
of the Rat, Downhill, The Romantic Prince,
The Constant Nymph, The Return of the Rat,
The South Sea Bubble, A Symphony in Two
Flats, The Lodger, Love and Let Love, and
Sleeping Car. A letter addressed to him
c o this magazine will be forwarded immediately upon receipt. (2) Write to George
Raft
Paramount-He Publix
Studies,
Holly
wood, c/oCalifornia.
celebrates
his birthday
on September 27; 5 ft. 10 in. tall, black hair,
brown eyes; unmarried. (3) Mrs. Carl
Brisson is not a film star. (4) Two Hearts
in Exile will be generally released on April 9,
1934. (5) Your requests have been handed
to the Editor. (6) You can obtain photographs of Ivor Novello, Carl Brisson and
George Raft from the Picture Postcard
Salon, 85 Long Acre, London. W.C.2.
Interested (Coventry). — -General release
dates
follows16,: (1)1934.
See above.
I'm No
Angel—as April
(3) The(2) Invisible
Man—
Moon— May
March23,19,1934.
1934. (4) Three-Cornered
D. F. (Leeds). — (1) Write to Buster
Crabbe c/o Paramount-Publix Studios.
Hollywood,
California.
Crabbe tois ofVirginia
Californian birth.
He is married
Held. (2) Frances Dee works at the Fox
Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Troubled Schoolgirl (Swanley Junction).— Gracie Fields was bom at Rochdale
on January 9, 1898; 5 ft. 7 in. tall; auburn
hair; hazel eyes; married to Archie Pitt
Address her c/o A.R.P. Studies. Ealing
Green, London, W.5, or care of this office.
Films include : Sally in Our Alley, Locking
on the Bright Side and This Week of Grace.

(W andsworth).
— A centre
filmJo Little
Women appeared
in thespread
Januaryof the
13,
1934, issue of this magazine. Little Women
will be generally released on Mav 14, 1934.
Film Struck (Notts).- (1) Herewith the
cast of The Kid from Spain : Eddie — Eddie
'Maybe
Cantor; Rosalie — Lyda Roberti; Ricardo —
you are
Robert Young; Anita Roth Hall ; Panche —
John Miljan; Alonzo Gomez — Noah Beery;
Pedro — J. Carrol Nash; Crawford — Robert
Emmet O'Connor; Jos* — Stanley Fields;
it"
STARVING
Gonzales — Paul Porcasi; Dalmores — Julian
Rivero; Martha Oliver — Theresa Maxwell
Your face cream should be a food, Concver; Dean — Walter Walker , Red — Ben
Hendricks,
jun.;DinrrT
Sidney— Grace
FranklinPoggi.
— Sidney
Franklin; Chief
(2)
not a mere covering to camouflage Jan
Kiepura
is
not
married.
Write
htm
Universal Studios, Universal to City,
blemishes. It should be absorbed c/o
California.
deep into the pores of the skin,
Rex and Jack (ChappeU). — You will be
leaving only a dull matt surface. able to get all the information you require
from
cast of That's My Boy :
That is what distinguishes La Tommythe— following
Richard Cromwell ; Dorothy —
Dorothy Jordan; Mom — Mae Marsh: Pop
Stone; Adams — Douglas DumReine des Cremes, the really world- — ArrhuTUncle
Ixmie — Lucien Littlefield;
famous cream, from all others. It brille;
Al Williams— Leon Waycoff; Pinkie —
Russell Saunders; Cari — Sumner Getchel;
brings to your skin an adorable Mayor — Oris Harlan ; Hup — Dutch HenFirst Student — Elbridge Anderson;
softness, makes it clear as a petal drian;
Second Student— Crilly Butler; Tommy (as
boy)
—
Douglas
Haig. Thank you for your
and as exquisitely fresh.
good
wishes.
It is a complete Beauty Treatment
Film-struck Fanny (Leicester). — (I) Jean
was 23 on March 3; 5 ft. 2) in. tall;
in itself, for day and night use. Harlow
platinum-blonde hair; blue-green eyes. (2)
It cleanses and vanishes z well. Clark Gable was 33 on February 1 ; 6 ft. 1 in.
tall; blown hair; grey eyes. Ronald Caiman
Perfumed with a delicate lasting was 43 on February 9; * ft. tall; brack hair;
brown eyes.

Dorit get CROSS

with your skin

perfume.
J. LESQUENDIEU,
Mount Pleasant,
Alperton, Middx.
IAREINE1

(REMEs

Curious •■(Rugby
).^-(l)pageA picture
of Birmie
Barnes
irs no this
with a list
of her
films include
in the :caption.
Joan Wife,
Blonddl's
films
Illicit, The(2)Office
Night
Nurte, Enemies of the Public. My Past,
Blonde Crazy, larceny Lane, Gentleman for a
Day,
Roars,TheTheFamous
GreeksFerguson
had a Case,
Word The
for Crowd
Them,
Make Me a Star, Miss Pinkerton, The Lawyer
Man, BigFootlight
City Blues,
CentralHavana
Park, Widows,
HI,,,,..
Johnson,
Parade,
Convention
City
and
Hell's
Bells.
(3)
The
cast of To- Morrow al Seven : Neil Broderick
— Chester Morris; Martha Winters —
Vivienne Osborne; Clancy — Flank McHugh;
Dugan — Allen Jenkins; Drake — Henrv

Let

George

Stephenson; Winters — Grant Mitchell;
Simons — Charles Middleton; Marsden—
Oscar
Apfel;— Cornelius
Mrs. Quincy Keef
— Virginia
Howell;—
Hendersone ; Coroner
Edward Le Saint; Pompey — Gus Robinson.
R. G. (Streatham). — (1) June Clyde plays
the
role of(2)Frank
wife in :HoldHenry
Me
Tight.
The McHugh's
cast of Whoopee
William — Eddie Cantor; Sally Morgan —
Eleanor Hunt; Wanenis — Paol Gregory;
Sheriff Bob Wells— John Rutherford; Mary
Custer — Ethel Shutta; Jerome Underwood
— Spencer Charters; Rlack Eagle-^Chief
Caupolican; Chester Underwood — Albert
Hackett; Andy McNabb — Will H. Philbrick;
ludd wood—Morgan
Marilyn— Walter
Morgan.Law; Harriett UnderK. (Chiswick).—
I regret
haveE. V.notM.heard
anything more(1) about
LupeI
Velez's
dog. making
(2) Johnny
Weissmuller
has
justpetfinished
Tarzan
and His
Mate.
— If Grey
you
carePuzzled
to send (Lytham
a second St.
letterAnnes).
to Anne
and to Frank Lawton you can address them
c/o
this magazine
and upon
they will
be forwarded
to them
immediately
receipt.
A.a position
J. H. (Burnley).
— I am sorryhalfI ofam your
not
inletter.
to reply
Herewith
the tocasttheoffirst
/ Was a Spy :
Martha Cnockhaert — Madeleine Carroll;
Stephan — Herbert Marshall; The Commandant— Conrad Veidt; The Doctor —
Gerald du Mauri er; The Burgomaster —
Edmund Gwenn; Cnockhaert — Donald Calthrop; Canteen Ma — Eva Moore; Scotrie — ■
Nigel Bruce; Madame Cnockhaert — May
Agate ; Aunt Lucille — Marti ta Hunt ; Captain
Reichmann — George Merritt; Otto —
Anthony Bushel!.
Laddie (Portsmouth). — (1) Jean Parker
was
girl who
took the Blanche.
part of " She
Eloisewas"
in Thethe Secret
of Madame
bom at Deer Lodge, Montana, on August 1 1
eighteen
ago. Rasputin
Pictures the
include
Divorce inyears
the Family,
Mad :
Monk, Strange Rhapsody, What Price Innocence fLady for a Day and Little Women.
(2) High Stakes is Mae Murray's first talkie.
— Service
is anInquirer
American (Newcastle-on-T,-ne).
film made in Hollywood.
The
cast included : Benton — Lionel Barrymore;
Gabriel Service — Lewis Stone; Isobel —
Benita Hume; Caroline — Elizabeth Allan;
Michael — Phillips Holmes; Geoffrey — Colin
Clive; Birkenshaw — Alec B. Francis; Mrs.
Benton — Doris Lloyd; Felton— Halliwdl
Hobbes; Willie — Douglas Walton; ElsieViva Tattersall; Bendicott — Lawrence Grant;
Tressitt — George K. Arthur; Burton; —
Charles Irwin; Barker — Billy Bevan.
An Interested Reader. — Th ■ Constant
Victoria Hopper's first fi'm. She is
aNymph
Britishis actress.
M.M.S.
on Tyne). — (I
Stone
was (Newcastle
bom on November
15.) Lewis
1879.
Phillips Holmes is not his son. He has two
daughters. (2) Phillips Holmes is the son
of Taylor Holmes, an American stage vtor
SylviasheSidney's
firm Fredric
is Good March.
Dane,
in(3)which
appears latest
opposite
F. A. (Sheffield).—
not
married.
He was bomLeeon Tracy
April 14,is1898,
at Atlanta, U.S.A. ; 5 ft. 10 in. tall, farr hair,
blue eyes.
Address,
c/o City,
Metro- California.
GoldwynMayer
Studios.
Culver
Pictures include Big Time, On the Level, Born
Reckless,
River, Blessed
Quick Millions,
She
Got
What UpShetheWanted,
Event, Night
Mavor, The Strange Lace of Molly /wwii,
Phantom Fame, Doctor X, Love is a Racket,
Hard to Handle. Private Jones, Turn Back
the Cloth, Advice to the Lovelorn, and Blonde
Bombshell. You are no trouble.
G. S. (Berks).— Write to Mary Carlisle J
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver!
Citv, California. The postage for a letter to
Hollywood is ljd. for the first ounce. Some .
of the stars do charge for signed photographs,
but I regret I do not know which artistes do.
— (1)26,Madeleine
wasTERRY
bom (Bracknell).
on February
1906, atCarroll
West
Bromwich: 5 ft. 5 in. tall, blonde hair, blue
eyes.
Father
an
Irishman
and
mrthgr
Frenchwoman. M.A. of Birmingham.a
Married Captain Phillip Astlcy in 1931. At
present in Hollywood. Films include Guns
ofHorn,
Loos.Atlantic,
What 'Money
Buy, The
First
The Can
American
Prisoner,
Young
Woodley.
Kissing
Cup's
Race,
The
W Plan, Escape. The School for Scandal,
French Leave, Madame Guillotine, Fascination, The Writttn Law, Love and Let Iahm, »nd
/ Was a Spy. (2) Diana Wynyard is twenty-!
five
this
year. name
She isisa Dorothy.
Londoner and
her
real christian
Picturdj
include Rasputin, the Mad Monk, Reunion in
Vienna, Cavalcade, Men Must Fight, DeclassS
(3) Yes, you can obtain picture post cards
of
stars 85fromLongTheAcre,
PlCTl'RECOa*
Postthese
CardtwoSalon,
I on Jon,
W.C.2.
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D. W. (St. Annes).— (1) Regis Toomey
was born on August 13, 1902, at Pittsburg;
5 ft. 9 in. tall, grey-green eyes, light brown
hair. Pictures include Alibi, Rich People,
Delusion, Crazy That Way, Good Intentions,
Light of the Western Stars, Street of Chance,
Framed, The Steel Highway, Shopworn,
Midnight Patrol, Whirl of Life, Finger Points,
Finn and Hattie, Scandal Street, Kick In,
Murder by the Clock, Graft, Twenty-four
Hours, Playing the Game, They Never Come
Both, Wkirhmd Wilson, and laughing at
Life. Address him c/o Universal Studios,
Universal City, California. (2) Herewith
the cast of Men Must Fight : Laura — Diana
Wynyard; Edward Seward — Lewis Stone;
Bob Seward — Phillips Holmes; Maman
Seward — May Robson; Peggy — Ruth Selwyn; Geoffrey — Robert Young: Albert —
Robert
Chase — Hedda
Hopper;
Steve — Greig;
DonaldMrs.DiUaway;
Evelyn—
Mary
Carlisle; Soto — Luis Alberni.

FREE

8). — AddressCity,Janet
Gaynor
c/oKay
Fox (Liverpool
Studios, Movietone
Westwood,
California. I cannot guarantee that Janet
will letters
reply tosheyou would
personally
imagine
alt
the
have ; just
to write
if she
answered all her fan mail herself. However,
it will get her signature. A letter would take
approximately ten days to reach Hollywood
and
for thesmall
replycharge
to get forto
you.another
There ten
may daya
be some
a photograph.

WITH

EVERY

1/- TUBE

OF

(Derby).
— Jack Holt was
born
on Goldilocks
May 31, 1888,
at Winchester,
Virginia;
6 ft. tall, brown hair and eyes. Married,
and has three children. Pictures include
The Woman Thou Gavest Me, North of the
Rio Grande, Avalanche, The Water Hole,
The Lone Wolf, The Vanishing Pioneer, Sunset
Pass, Flight, Submarine, Father and Son,
The Last Parade, Vengeance, Border Legion,
Hell's
Squealer ,Fifty
Dirigible,
Express, Island,
White Shoulders,
FathomsSubway
Deep,
A Dangerous Affair, Makers of Men, Behind
the Mask, This Sporting Age, War Correspondent, Plain-clothes Man, Pole, Forgotten
Man, Tampico, The Wrecker, and Master of
Men. Write to him c/o Columbia Studios,
1,438 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Dreamy (Essex).— (1) Both Nils Asther
and
Paul ofLukas
are featured
(2)
The role
the American
adviserplayers.
to General
Yen, in The Bitter Tea of General Yen, was
played by Walter Connolly. (3) Nils Asther
took
partof ofSorreft
the grown-up
the
silent the
version
and Son, Kit
(4) A inletter
addressed to Nib Asther c/o Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, Culver City, California,
should reach him safety. (5) Herewith the
cast of The King of Kings : Jesus — H. B.
Warner; Mary — Dorothy Cumming; Peter —
Ernest Torrence;
— Joseph
Schildkraut;
Matthew
— Robert Judas
Edeson;
Thomas
— Sidney
D'Albrook;
Mary
Magdalene
—
Jacqueline ;
Logan ; Caiaphas — Rudolph Schildkraut
Pharisee — Sam DeGrasse; Pontius Pilate —
Victor Varconi; Simon of Cyrene — William
Boyd; Mark — M. Moore; Martha— Julia
Faye ; Lazarus — Kenneth Thomson ; Satan —
Alan Brooks. (6) Yes, Nib Asther is
included in the list of picture post cards.
Binntc's Fan (Hampstead). — (1) Your
request isculars.at(2) Addresses
the top of the
page with
partias .ollows
: Robert
Donat and Merle Oberon, c/o London Film
Productions, Ltd., 22 Grosvenor Street,
London, W.l; Anna Neagle, c/o British
International Studios, Boreham Wood,
Els tree, Herts; Norma Shearer, c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
California. (3) The role of Katherine Parr,
Henry'sVIII,
last was
wife,played
in Theby Private
Henry
Everley Life
Gregg,of
and the part of Thomas Peynetl, Anne of
Cleeves'
lover, you
in the
film, wishes.
by John
Loder. Thank
for same
your good
Regular Reader (Camberwell). — Sylvia
Beecher played opposite Maurice Chevalier
in Innocents of Paris.
Flossie (Battersea). — (1) Donald Cook
celebrates his birthday on September 26,
and he comes from Portland, Oregon. He is
divorced from his wife. Latest pictures are
Brief Moment, Fig, Fury of the Jungle, and
The World Changes. Write to him c/o
Columbia Studios, 1,438 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California. (2) Frank Albertson
was twenty-five on February 9 last;
unmarried. Address him c/o Fox Studios,
Movietone
City,Donah!
Westwood,
California.
(3)
J. Farrell Mac
was born
in 1875.
(4) Frank La wt on will be thirty on September
30 next; unmarried. Address him c/o
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove
Shepherds Bush, London. W.l 2. (5) Paul
Muni was born on September 22, 1897,
in Vienna. His real name is Muni Webenfreund; married to Bella Finkle. Write to
him c/o Warner Brothers Studios, Bur bank,
California.
D. G. (Rickmansworth). — Conrad Veidt,
appeared in the German version cf Rasputin
in the title role. It b one of the finest
performances of the year and affords an
interesting contrast to Lionel Barrymore's
interpretation of the " Mad Monk."

Birmie Barnes was bom on March 25,
1908, in Kent; 5 ft. 5 in. tall, dark hair
and eyes. Married Samuel Joseph.
Pictures include " Love Lies," " Partners,
Please," " Toreadors Don't Care," " The
Last Coupon," "His Night Out,"
" Counsel's Opinion," " Heads We Go,"
" The Silver Spoon," " The Lady is
Willing," " The Private Life of Henry
VIII." Address
clo London Street,
Film
Productions,
Ltd., her
22 Grosvenor
London, W.l.
O. P. (York). — Lilian Harvey was born at
Muswdl Hill, London, in 1907. Her latest
film b / Am Suzanne, in which she has a
chance
danseuse.to dance. She was originally a
Frenchfilm,Fanat (Kensington).
The newis
French
the Rialto, —London,
La Rue Sans Norn. It b fully reviewed in
this issue. It was directed by Pierre Chenal.
G. (Glasgow).
— The
Prince
wasL. made
as a silent
firm, Student
starring Ramon
Novarro and Norma Shearer. It has not
been produced as a talkie. I agree with
you that a revival of it would be welcome.
Curious (Bristol).— The story of The
Late Christopher Bean was adapted from the
stage play which, in turn, came from the
French version, Prenez garde a la Peinture.

NEXT WEEK
Fashions have a way nowadays
of following the film. Next week
"Picturegoer" has pleasure in
presenting the latest thing in the
world of chic. In an enlarged
forty-tight-page paper, articles
concerning fashion's foibles will be
a prominent feature, but there are
a host cf other intriguing articles,
and an early order to your newsagent would be advisable if you
do not want to be disappointed.

TOOTH

PASTE

The Colours are
LILAC, BLUE,

In tune with the fashion for self-

IVORY, PRIMROSE
ORANGE, FLAME
The Embossed Motifs
Show
1 Mary had a tittle lamb.
2 Hey ! Diddle Diddle.
3 Utile Boy Blue.
4 Little Jack Horner.
5 Hickory, Dickory Dock
6 Humply, Dumpty.
7 Simba the Lion.
8 Jacko the Monkey.
9 Jumbo the Elephant.
I 0 Reynard the Fox.
I I Bobby Bear.
1 2 Stripes the Tiger.

coloured fable-ware, fhese handsome, unbreakable spoons are
all fhe rage. Useful at teafime
and for ices, jellies, trifles and
especially in the nursery. The
colours are superb and on the
handles are embossed

familiar

nursery rhyme characters.

These gaily coloured occasional spoons are offered
lo you free1 -— lube
one ofwith every
ODOL TOOTH PASTE.
TOOTH

PASTE
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Leave

IT
to

ANNE
TW HATEVER your query, whether it belongs
to the beauty or the domestic category, I
am delighted to answer it. Please enclose a
stamped addressed envelope for a postal reply.
J can give you more space in a letter than
can be spared in this column.

Lew

in

Lightsome
Mood
Tice looking, debonair, with a smile playing
" round the corners of a sensitive mouth.
Dark
whichof aremanner.
seen bestThat
in a love
scene.brown
Greateyescharm
is a
roughly sketched portrait of Lew Ayres. The
same portrait, greatly embellished, smiles up at
you from
" Pictnregoer
" Sepia Glossy
Postcard— thecards.a best
postChoose and
some most
now life-like
from theoflistall below
and place Lew Ayres at the top.
POSTCARD ALBUM
BUM
POSTCARD AL
5f
L F R
E
E
Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Albura, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choose your Cords from list below;
rich On
sepiasaleglossy
Postcards,and3d.non-memeach — 2/4
do*.
to members
bers alike. Full list Tainari
on request.
Desni
( lark OaMe
Henry Oaral
Greta
Oar bond
John Olelf
Mary
Glynne
Lilian Harvey
KatharineE. Hepburn
Edward
Horton
Jack
Hulbert
Dorothy
Hyaon
Uraula Jeana
RubyKlepura
Keelar
Jan
Ellaaa Landl
Ida
Lupino
PrancU Laderer
Predrfc March
Herbert Marehall
George
Raft
Norma
Shearer
Sylvia Sidney
Adrlenne
Amee
Gar?
Cooper
Lionel
will Joan
ButlerCrawford
Orabbe C. Aubrey Smith
Blnnle AlBarnee
Randolph Scott
Tala
Birreil
Bint
Croeby
I.) le Talbot
John
Wayne
John
Bolet
Conitance
< •|imi»ln|, Mae Weat
Lilian Bond
Carl Briuon Marlene
Diana
Dietrich Roland Wynyard
Brace Cabot
Torjng
To "PICTUREGOER"
85 Long Acre, SALON.
London, W.C.Z
Please enrol me as a member of "The
and send
mePicturegoer"
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, new series, sepia glossy
finish, price 2s. 6d. dozen. Please
include with my order your 5a. Free
Postcard Album. I enclose* la. extra to
cower cost of postage and packing on my
gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
* O i ■! ■— ■ raadara ehould aacloee If. extra to
eoeer packing and poetace.
Croat r.O. /and Co. I and make payable to
" THE rlCTUREOOBR." Me. 17 I 34
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just as pass
as winter
clothes. In short, it discovers the need for a spring clean.
There is nothing like a pack
for cleansing the skin from winter
grime, and tightening and toning
up the muscles. It also restores
the contour of the face. First of
all the mask should be prepared.
Take some butter muslin or a
piece of old linen and shape it
roughly to the face. Cut out
holes for the eyes and the mouth,
and sew two pieces of tape to
each end so that the mask may
be tied behind the head. In
cutting allow sufficient material
to cover the neck. For, of course,
you should treat your neck as
well. At this time of year necks
are apt to look very sallow and
almost dirty after a winter of
swathing in fur collars and
scarves.
If you decide on a clay pack,
you must buy the clay ready
prepared from the chemist. Prepare the skin by sponging face
and neck with warm water.
Then pat dry with a soft towel.
Spread the clay in an even layer
over the face. Carry it well
down under the chin and round
the throat.
Put on the mask and allow
the clay to dry slowly. Allow it
to remain for half an hour after
drying. Then remove by gentle
sponging with a face cloth wrung
out of warm water. Dry the
skin, massage with your usual
skin food or a good cold cream,
and lastly apply a mild astringent
lotion.
The skin will look considerably
fairer and clearer after this treatment, and if a weekly mask is
given for a few weeks, it will
work wonders with a winter
grimed complexion.
A Bleaching Pack
Another
pack that
skin that
has will
neverwhiten
reallya
recovered from last summer's overdose of sun bathing is made from
almond meal and peroxide of
hydrogen. Make 2 oz. of almond
meal into a thick paste with a
mixture of z parts peroxide of
hydrogen (10 vols), i part lemon
juice, and 2 parts rosewater. Beat
this with a wooden spoon till quite
smooth. Then apply it as directed
above,
preparinn the skin in the
same way.

Wear the mask for at least half an
hour.
Open pores trouble so many of
my readers that I think I must give
you all the recipe of a mask designed
to close them. In this case fine
oatmeal is used. Cook half a cupful of the meal thoroughly. Then
stir into it 2 tablespoonfuls of milk
and 1 tablespoonful of glycerine.
If the paste is still a little too
thick to spread over the skin
smoothly thin it down with rosewater
till it is soft and workable.
Yet another pack will smooth out
wrinkles as well as cleanse. This is
made by mixing fine raw oatmeal
with honey and white of egg. Beat
the white stiffly .stir in a tablespoonfulfulsof honey,
and then
tablespoonof oatmeal.
Work 2 in
sufficient
rosewater to make the mask soft
and easy to spread.
Banishing Wrinkles
White entofandegg
may is bea strong
used toastringbanish
wrinkles quickly. It is excellent
for use on special occasions when
you want to look your best. But,
and here is a word of warning, it is
too strong for general use.
Beat up the white of the egg and
then apply it to the face with a
camel hair brush. Allow it to dry.
Give another application of the
white. When this has dried, paint
the skin over with the well beaten
yolk of the egg.
After 20 minutes bathe off the
egg with warm water and superfatted soap, dash some cold water
over the face, pat dry, lightly massage with cream, and lastly apply
extract of witch hazel mixed with
half its quantity of rosewater.
Answers to Correspondents
M.C. (Hammersmith). — To cure the red
shiny
nose with
mix some
Fuller's
to a paste
milk. ordinary
Spread over
noseearth
and
leave till dry. Remove by dabbing with
sponge and warm water. Then apply following lotion with pad of cotton wool. To
4 01. rosewater add a few drops at a time,
and beating after every two or three drops,
ico drops simple tincture of benzoin.
Cuuo cream
Mail — atPlace
a smallcomer
dot ofof rosecoloured
the inner
each
eye to make it appear larger. Clear whites
come only with very good health. Improve
your general condition and they will cease to
look a "dirty white."
Snubnose (Leeds).— See your doctor
Facial moles are not suitable for home treatment.
Anxious Ann'. — Summer freckles will
yield to a bleaching lotion to be bought from
any chemists.Dab"Permanent"
are
irremovable.
the pluckedfreckles
eyebrows
with extract of witch hazel.

Florine
MetroGoldwyn McKirmey,
- Mayer player,
sprays a little perfume in her
hair, the
rather
thanways.
use it in
obvious
Woxried
— EatDrink
plentyplenty
of fruit
taining Girl.
Vitamin C.
of concole
water between meals, and on rising sip :
glass of warm water to which a few drops ol
lemon juice have been added. Be careful
to remove Thoroughly
all make-up cleanse
from your
face with
beforea
retiring.
the face
mixture of soft soap and fine oatmeal in equal
farts.
this first
well helps.
into the
teamingRub
the face
Closeblackheads,
the pores
with an astringent lotion such as extract of
witch hazel mixed with half quantity of
orange flower water.
Bettyall extremes
(Romford).of— heat
To cure
the redAvoid
nose
avoid
and cold.
indigestible
foods.
Rub
in
a
little
zinc
ointment every nieht. Also use it as a base for
M.M. (Sidcup).
— Never
mole.
Serious
trouble may
resulttamper
if you with
do. a Some
powder.
moles are suitable for removal by modern
treatment, but only your doctor can pronounce on the point. If the mole can be
removed he will introduce you to a surgeon.
P. H.the(Southampton).
After have
the bride
hasS. cut
cake and the —toasts
been
proposed
and
the
responses
made,
she
leaves
the reception to change her dress and prepare
for going away. When she has changed into
her going-away dress, she appears again and
says good-bye.
Young Del (Hackney). — Dab the open
pores with
with Calamine
extract of lotion.
witch hazel and the cold
sores
Greta
The toilet
ment of any(Morecambe).
of the large —London
stores departwdl be
able to supply you with your needs.
omitted
to Regular
tell me theReader
colour (Totnes).
of hair —andYoueyes,
so I
cannot advise you about your make-up.
Dulcie (Greenwich). — You cannot increase
your height.
Try with
massage
cream
and douche
cold with
water atoreducing
tighten
up the muscles.
Mary (Wandsworth). — The redness of your
hands is probably due to the first warmth
that presages Spring. Do not dispense with
your gloves with which you have carefully
guarded your hands all through the winter
too early
— foronthere
is still
touch thein
the
air even
a mild
day.a steely
To avoid
roughness you mention rub in Glymiel Jelly
before you go out; it will keep your hands
smooth and white. Another great asset it
that it is neither sticky nor greasy.
R. G. is(Liverpool).
— The You
birthday
stone
forK.March
a bloodstone.
can obtain
a ring with your stone in it from Sims and
Maver (Dept. 418-422), Strand. London,,
W.C.2, for Is. fld.. postage 1 '..<
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THE ORIGINAL
MATT
F AC E
Poudre

FINISH
POW D E R

MATTEVER

leaves no visible " make-up ", and is the
guardian of that essential feminine attribute
.CHARM.
IN 9 SHADES

Artificial silk linen
elastic-white celluloid

DAINTY BOTTLES

l'9fo4'- i'Parfum
UfTI MATTEVER
IT|a**ll
■ h W bl\
refrnhinj?
Ad citjumtc
ot that Sweetly
haunting
perfume
which
makes reproduction
Poudre Minever
so distinctive.
B » the nat cttnot as Le Trellf lacarnat
and d'Avrilirf Powders. Perfumes, cte.
l.t.pTv
e r
PAR
Sol* Ca*crtt*o* ntnrrt /«# tM U.K.
PARSCENT LTD., Dukes Rd. Western A*. London. W.3
THIS
CHOCOLATE
4

4C| BANISHES
X

OVERNIGHT !
British Science has put at your
disposal a Chocolate Laxative
under the name of BROOKLAX. It is considered
by many as one of the marvels of our century.
BROOKLAX tastes like delicious chocolate, and
yet within twelve hours rids your system of poisonous waste. Being gentle, harmless and non-habitforming. Doctors recommend it for adults and
children. Try a piece to-night, and you will be a
new person to-morrow. 2d., 6d. and 1/6.
From all chemists, including all branches of Boots, also
Taylors. We are so certain that you will derive
benefit from BROOKLAX that we offer you a trial
at our expense.
j TRY BROOKLAX AT OUR EXPENSE
Post this coupon to Westminster
Laboratories, Ltd. (Dept. 2),
IFREE 4- 12 Palmer Street, London, S. W. I
NAME
ADDRESS

suspender clips suitable for towels
with or without
loop ends. In various
colours - from all
drapers VHOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
So deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Spring Catalogue, also
Gentlemen's
SMARTCatalogue,
WEAR sent
Ltd.post free.
263-271, Regent Street, London, w>1«

FOR BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXIONS
Use Clark's Glycols
A little massaged well into the skin will keep your hands,
face,
and
neck
smooth,
soft, and youthful. Used regularly
night and morning, it will
PREVENT
CHAPPED HANDS AND CHILBLAINS
Glycola is economical, protects the skin, and forms an
excellent
powder applying
base. Massage
and face before
powder. a little on hands, arms,
TRY IT FREE
A generous sample of this wonderful preparation sent free
on application :—
CLARK'S GLYCOLA CO., LTD. (Dept. P.G.).
Oak Grove, Crlcklewood, N.W.2
Obtainable of all Chemists and Hairdressers, etc.
4%d. (handbag tube), 6<L and i/- Jars.

This Beauty

TO

YOUR

HAIR

TCinse

AFTER

WASHINGorSHAMPOOING
Apply catedthewhite( erinpi
Face Fuller
Pack, s. aEarth)
mediclay (not
Removes
and impurities,
fori.
line anwaste
ideal matter
and complete
cleanser.
partit-uUrs
free on
application
orFullspecial
two weeks
treatment,
16,
port
free.
BOYSE-PHIPPS,
LTD.,
Dept. P.. 9 Truman St., Hottiueham
REAL

RELIEF

for dry, husky, r
tickling throats.
DELIGHTFUL

TO THE TASTE
Tb« beat scientific Noae
NOSES. ' Marhinea in the world.
Remedy
ugly
nose*
kinds.forWorn
daring sleep. Stampedof all
envelope
full
particulars.
lately
eureaNOSES.red nosea, 4/6. post free. Foreign,
RED
l'« extra.
Rubber Ear Cape
'remedy outstandUGLY
EARS.
eara, 7/i,EAT,
poet free.
Foreign.CRITERION
1/6 extra.
P.BUILDingLEES
SperdaJiat.
DIG, PICCADILLY
S.W.L CIBCTJS, LOXDOH ,

Don't let friends
tell you
yourmuch
hair
used
to look
let your casual
acquaintances
prettier.
Don'tit.
Here's athink
simple,
secretly
quick
remedy.
Just rinse
your
hair
with
Golden
Rinse or Tonrinz
after regular
washing pooing.or No matter
shamhow lessdull
or
life- be — whether it be fair, dark or
may
auburn,yourahair
Camilatone
Rinse will give it a warmth
and youthful sparkle which will delight you.
GOLDEN RINSE
BLONDE TONRINZ, AUBURN TONRINZ,
GOLDEN BROWN TONRINZ.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER. For
a limited period any good Hairdresser
or Chemist will supply you with two 6d.
packets or capsules (each containing sufficient for three rinses) for 9 %d. Choose
the Rinse to suit your shade of hair.

39
BROOKLAX
CHOCOLATE

LAXATIVE

Ardente-fitted Seat'
„
fo
f
atD
the
Cinema—
No A*
Fee/
ea
installed by Mr. R. H. Dent, 309 Oxford St. . London. W. I
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Read what LYNN BROWNING, the lovely and
talented Warner Brothers player, says :
"Work on the Set makes heavy demands
on vitality, and unless a player is very
careful the bloom of youth speedily disappears. Shredded Wheat for breakfast is
an ideal meal, bringing the sparkle of health
to the eyes, and the firm soft lines of beauty
to the figure. It is invaluable, too, In
providing plentiful energy to get through
a tiring day's work."
Shredded Wheat is indeed a sunshine
food — it contains all the goodness of
sun-ripened wheat, and it is so healthful and nourishing that it speedily
promotes sunny health and fitness.
Eyes sparkle with delight when they
see delicious Shredded Wheat upon
the table, and continue to sparkle with
the vitality which Shredded Wheat so
liberally gives. Of all Grocers. Eightpence per packet (in U.K.).

WHEAT

SHREDDED
MADE

J2*

BY

THE

SHREDDED

EAT

CO.

LTD

ELWYN

GAR DEN

CITY
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on sale atandW.Mesaageries
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MOST

SENSATIONAL

SPECTACLE

THE

WORLD

HAS

EVER

SEEN

300 dazzling beauties in breath-taking dance
routines actually staged under water! Just
one of the amazing surprises in Warner
Bros.' new show of 1000 thrills! "42nd Street
and 'fcj/HlYTHING actually surpassed by the
uasrer vmakers of musicals — in a show so
imf^it it's like a new form of entertainment!
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corot
speak

Haltering

to

IJOlif

skin

f

designs
for

and

Weekly

prices

themselves.

on what basis do you buy your clothes ? do perfection of line and cut, up to the minute designs and
modest prices influence you? judge corot models by
these standards alone and let your conclusions
speak for themselves,
call at the corot showrooms and see the spring collection, or
post the coupon below for the corot spring fashion guide and
full particulars of the corot instalment plan which is an
additional service we offer to our customers.

This Snowfire Powder is finer,
smoother, because it has been sifted
through silk again and again. It
makes your skin velvety — gives it
a rose-petal bloom and a fresh,
clear look. And it stays on for hours
— subtly, fascinatingly perfumed.
Snowfire
FACE
POWDER
shades ••• naturelle «achui( c pechs
Loose in attractive boxes, 2d., 3d., and 6d.
Flat compacts 6d.
Use
Snowfire
too — skin
it's thesoftperfect
base and it Cream,
keeps your
and powder
lovely.
Handbag containers id. Tubes 6d.

All kinds of
THEATRICAL
FANCY
HISTORICAL
COSTUMES
THEATRICAL
WIGS
PERRUQUIER &. COSTUMIER
PROPERTIES
etc.
Wardour St., W.
on hire or 41-3EVERY
REQUISITE FOR
purchase
& SCREEN
Ttlrphoxe : STAGE
Qrrrard 4133
Cotillion and Carnival Novelties

DOMINO
MASKS
etc.
For
FANCY
DRESS
DRESS

6

Add rest" :
"TeUgrapit'c
Winery, Lender*

RtTfl
HAIR REffiOVIDG GLOVE
SURE

- SWIFT

"up and doing "
a jacket and skirt of novelty
weave woollen has a blouse of
striped art silk in a toning
shade, many colours "| W
available.
AO"
cash 5 gns.
monthly

BALLS

A marvellous advance, not a mere improvement, but something really NEW.
Entirely dispenses with razors, paste, or
dangerous chemical*. A few minutes soothing
massage and the hair disappears, leaving
smooth-white skin. No odour, no mess, no
irritation, or clogging of the pores. Be free
from unwanted hair on legs and arms.

plus pottagefrom
l|d.
direct
Greta Products,
6 Gordon Place,
London, W.C.I.

" somerevers
of these
days ' ' with
checked
contrast
the plain basket weave woollen
of this coat with its
button
19/6
trimming, lined art
crepe.
monthly.
cash 6 54 fins.

— SAFE!

coro
(dept. p.g. 439.)
33, old
bond
street,
london, w.l.
regent 0234
— post this coupon to corot to-day —
-j
corot ltd., 33 old bond St., london, w.1
/to
please send, without obligation, %corot latest fashion
W~
guide and full details of your instalment plan.

P-g-439
address.
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Ovaltine
looks

far good

says
ana
healtK

MERLE

OBERON

charming

film star

"WERLE OBERON, who is
A such a great success as
Anne Boleyn in The Private Life
TRUE charm and beauty can only come from radiant health.
And this perfect physical fitness which brings a glow to the
cheeks and a sparkle to the eyes, depends almost entirely upon
correct and adequate nourishment.

of Henry VIII, writes :—
"To play your part in a busy life
you must be fit. That is why so

To be sure of obtaining an abundance of correctly balanced nourishment for all needs of the body, brain and nerves, make delicious
' Ovaltine ' your regular daily beverage. ' Ovaltine ' provides in the
most easily digestible form every nutritive element required for
giving and maintaining glorious good health and vitality.

many of us rely upon 'Ovaltine.'
If you wish to see the tired face
lines fade out, to be replaced by
the beauty which only good

But — it must be 'Ovaltine,' and not an imitation made to look the
same. There are obvious and very important differences.

health and happiness can give —
drink 'Ovaltine' every day, and

' Ovaltine ' does not contain any Household Sugar. Furthermore, it does not contain Starch. Nor does it
contain Chocolate, or a large percentage of Cocoa.

enjoy life to the full."

Scientifically prepared by exclusive processes from the highest qualities
of malt extract, creamy milk and new-laid eggs, 'Ovaltine' stands in a
class by itself for quality and health-giving value.
Quality always tells — insist on ' Ovaltine '

OVALTINE

Prices in Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
1/1, 1/10 & 3/3

9he

Supreme

Beverage

for Health
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Marshall win the family's film honours, is coming
back to the screen.
Edna is to do a picture in Hollywood — The Key
for Warners.
It was originally, I believe, a role intended for
Ruth Chatterton.
Miss Best's come-back has, incidentally, provided something of a problem for Richard Barthelmess. The British star is occupying his studio
dressing-room suite while he is between pictures.
His dressing-rooms are strictly masculine in
decoration
wondered
how he could " dainty "
them
up forandthehe Best
tenancy.
After a lot of heavy thought, he compromised
by removing some very tired-looking tennis balls
and locking up some old hats in a spare cupboard.
Edna will have to do her own "feminising."
" Cavalcade " Team Again
Another
casting Wynyard
announcement
the
week important
is that Diana
and ofClive

JANET
R

GAYNO

MUST

GROW

UP

" No Longer to be a Cinderella "
— Shearer Not to Join Queen Cycle
— Edna Best Comes Back — Talkie
Teams Re-united — Why Marie
Dressier Was Annoyed — Cleaning
up the Musicals.
ND now we are to have a new Janet
Gaynor. According to a declaration
of policy by Mr. Winfield Sheehan,
A mogul-in-chief at Movietone City, the
"world's sweetheart" is no longer to
be a Cinderella.
"We don't want childish Cinderella stories,"
he declared
to the
assembled
Fox
executives.
"Neither do we want wholly
sophisticated ones.
"We want her to play in slightly more
mature characterisations, but always in situations where the world is primarily against her
and where the audience will want to come right
up Iand
do help
not her."
know if the announcement was
greeted with three hearty cheers, but if it was
not I should like to rectify the omission at once.
A New Will Rogers, Too
Also pleasing is the adoption of a similarly
definite policy for the exploitation of Will
Rogers.
With one or two distinguished exceptions, such
as State Fair, the American star's pictures have,
for the most part, been eight reels of excellent
philosophy and wise-cracks, but little else.
Now the studio which pays him £4,000 a week,
has decided that that has gone on long enough
and is searching for real stories and characterisations for him.
Another "New" Valentino !
Requirements for the studio for their other
headline players are also listed.
Lilian Harvey is to be given comedy and stories
permitting her to dance; Warner Baxter is to be
provided with more important vehicles; Spencer
Tracy is to be fed on strong roles, and Charles
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Shimmering grey satin and grey and black vulture
feathers are combined in this alluring neglig&e
worn by Pert Kelton in Radio's " So You Won't
Sing, Eh!" hair
It sets
advantage her Titian
and offrichto colouring.
Boyer," romantic European yarns of the Valentino
Mr. Sheehan also declares against costume
pictures and pronounces that his organisation will
make very few.

Brook
are to be "teamed" again for the first time
since Cavalcade.
They are to appear in a film version of The
Dover Road, one of A. A. Milne's most successful
Other players already cast are Billie Burke,
Alan Mowbray, and Reginald Sheffield.
plays.
Both Miss Wynyard and Mr. Brook are at the
moment well in the running for the Picturegoer
Gold Medals for the best performances of 1933.
Readers who have not yet cast their votes
should write their selections on a postcard and
address it "Award of Merit," Picturegoer
Weekly, 93 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Marie Dressier Annoyed
Is Marie Dressier British ? The point is raised by
the fact that her American citizenship has
been questioned
in a listthat
of "alien"
artistes
submittedby toinclusion
the committee
is considering the proposed new legislation to bar
American
studiosMarie
to "foreign"
Here is what
herself hastalent.
to say about it :
"I have resided in the United States ever since
I came from Canada fifty-five years ago. I
married an American thirty-five years ago and
that gave me citizenship. I have been an American since." If the subject was brought up again,
she declared in a final broadside, she might "run
down to Washington and tell 'em a few things,
Reunion Week

Now that Living in a Big Way is on the shelf
again, Marie is to be reunited with Polly
Moran in Coming Round the Mountain.
The picture is scheduled to start any day now.
type."
In the meanwhile, Jean Harlow and Clark
Norma
Not
to
"
Go
Royal
"
Coming on top of this, I am wondering if it is Gable will be seen together again in China Seas.
another popular Culver City combination is
significant
that M.-G.-M. has "temporarily" Yet too."
shelved
Marie Antoinette.
brought together again in Treasure Island, in
The studio got caught in the last big film boom, which Jackie Cooper and Wallace Beery make the
and for years it was dangerous to mention the word reunion week complete.
"musical" in the neighbourhood of Culver City.
I hope, ofincidentally,
that young
Cooper's
the Stevenson
classicMaster
will be
more
Is the studio waiting to see how the historical version
successful than its Jackie Coogan predecessor.
cycle will last?
Norma Shearer is to be switched right away
into The Barretts of Wimpole Street which, after More Hollywood Stories
months of heated wrangling between the rival
factions on the lot, has finally been awarded to her. Hollywood continues to be the background for
film stories. One studio has had 365 Nights
Production will start as soon as Rip Tide, now
in Hollywood, by Jimmie Starr, a film colony
known as Lady Mary's Lover, is completed.
newspaperman on the stocks for some time, and
now it is scheduled for early production.
Edna Best Returns
Universal is to give us Weather Permitting, as
be particularly pleased far as I know, the first screen story devoted to the
to hear that EdnawillBest, who for the past year life of the film extra.
filmgoers
(Continued on page 7)
or^^risotish
has been
content to let husband Herbert
5

Madeleine

Carroll

One of the first Hollywood studies of Mrs. Phillip Astley — Madeleine
Carroll to you — who is in America to play in the Fox production, "The
World Moves On." Madeleine was born at West Bromwich on February 26,
1906. She was a French mistress at a Hove school but success in amateur
acting decided her to take up the stage as a career. She has fair hair, blue
eyes, is an M.A., and the daughter of a French mother and Irish father.
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(Continued from page 5)
And the film world is waiting with interest and
some trepidation the production of By Your
Leave, tionsa of stage
movie play
stars.which satirises the trial separaDunne, feminine
one of Hollywood's
model wives,
hasIrene
the leading
role.
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W. E. Classey, 28 High Street, Colliers Wood,
Cleaning Up Musicals
Merton, S.W.19, for :—
Advance reports indicate that the current big
Mickey's
Nightmare
The
Cat Creeps
picture purity push has resulted in a "cleaning
up"
of
forthcoming
musicals.
The chorus girls, who in recent song and dance
J. Hughes, 30 Bengel Street, Liverpool, 7, for
shows have been establishing new limits of nudity, this short, sad story, which acquires topicality in
view of recent events in France :—
will be fully clothed.
X Marks the Spot
In one picture which will shortly be shown
here the Hays office intervened to dissuade the
He Knew Too Much
Wholesale Horror Stars
producer from carrying out the bright thought of
R. H. Pimm, 41 Pentney Road, Balham, S.W.12,
The film public cannot be so easily frightened hanging near-nude chorines from chandeliers !
for this interesting but perhaps dangerous theory :
as it used to be. At any rate, the Universal
In the meanwhile our own censor's contribution
Radio Patrol
studio has had recourse to teaming those two is the changing of the title of Nana to Lady of the
The Big Bluff
eminent professors of the macabre, Messrs. Boris Boulevards.
Karloff and Bela Lugosi, in one picture.
And M. Smith, Davenham Lodge, Graham
The horrific combination of Frankenstein and
Road, Malvern, Worcs., for :—
Dracula has been brought together to provide £60,000 for Wells Picture
A Cure for Love
bigger and better thrills for the filmisation of London Films, I hear, are to spend £60,000,
My Wife's Family
quite a lot for a British talkie, on Whither
Edgar Allan Poe's The Black Cat. one of that
There are no rules and regulations in the
author's best-known short stories.
Mankind,
it's H.
G. Wells
story of the
Edgar Allmer is the director.
The famous
author
has completed
his future.
synopsis Kinema Couplets Competition, except that all
must be submitted on postcards and
and is still immensely enthusiastic . about the attempts
addressed to me, c/o Picturegoer Weekly,
Kay Francis Does it Again
The period of the film will, of course, be fifty 03 Long Acre, W.C.2. Envelopes cannot be
project.
A little while ago I was lamenting here the years hence, and he has visualised strange cities, opened.
Warner star.
studio's apparent inability to develop with giant buildings, and weird and wonderful Short Shots
a feminine
machines — a robot age in which powerful monsters
I have been wondering since if the case of Kay of iron and steel are held in leash at the end of a
slender wire and released at the press of a button. Lilian Harvey and her studio have settled their
Francis is one of the reasons why.
differences — Gloria Swanson's first comeI am innot
mainto movie
mission
life quite
at the sure
momentif Kay's
is an effort
make
back picture for M.-G.-M. will be Three Weeks —
up for the slump in gangsters or the express The Week's Best Wisecrack
The title of Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen has been
bumping off of Ricardo Cortez. At any rate it Someone was congratulating Zeppo Marx upon changed to Kidnapped — and that of Fox Follies to
the success of the brethren in Duck Soup.
is not likely to advance her popularity with the
Stand Up and Cheer — David Selznick, the M.-G.-M.
film public.
"It's nothing," he replied. "Just a little thing production chief, may come to England to look
You may recall that she put a bullet through we tossed off in six months."
for
Copperfield
— Leslie Howard
has players
taken for
up David
amateur
kinematography
and is
Mr. Cortez when his presence became inconmaking
an
American
travelogue
—
The
Private
Life
venient in The House on Fifty -Sixth Street.
Now again in Mandalay she pulls off one of the Kinema Couplets
of Henry VIII is included in the ten most profitable
neatest little murders of the season and that
shown in America last year — Jimmy
half-guinea
prize is Street,
awardedDar-to pictures
Durante has written two songs for his new picture.
gentleman is again on the receiving end. This This
Leslieweek's
Herbert,
87 Addcnbrooke
time it is poison.
laston. South Staffs, for the following neat com- Strictly Dynamite — Gregory Ratoff is to appear in
Forbidden Territory, a British film of life in Russia
Even Kay Francis cannot make unjustifiable
mentary on a current studio preoccupation :—
homicide a pleasurable or elevating spectacle.
— Jack Hulbert has been learning to ride for his
The Blue Danube
part in The Camels Are Coming — Lew Ayres has
Weary River
the lead in Canal Boy — Ramon Novarro states
Movie Masks
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to that
the play he is writing for his London theatre
season
will be a tragedv.
A note from the Firebrand set at Twentieth
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
Century brings news of another technical
innovation which seems likely to make life more
difficult for filmgoers.
Some genius has invented perfect flesh-coloured
rubber masks — so perfect, that when worn they
move with the facial muscles and permit changes
of expression.
In this case they will be worn by Fredric March
and that prince of screen villains, Louis Calhern,
who have some dual scenes in Firebrand.
The invention offers some intriguing possibilities, however. I shall look forward to seeing
Wallace Beery doing his stuff in a Janet Gaynor
mask or Janet Gaynor playing Cinderella in
Wallace Beery 's rugged features.
Where Do Our Baby Stars Go ?
What happens to all the youngsters in British
studios who are from time to time announced
as
stars"?
I don't know, because so
very"coming
few of them
ever arrive.
Their names are mentioned as "baby starlets"
— and that is about all that happens. When the
big roles come along they are mostly given to
stage or Hollywood invaders ; some of the latter of
whom have not been stars for years.
Our movie moguls might well consider whether
the time has arrived for a definite training policy
for their undeveloped acting talent.
Studio Stock Company
Hollywood's methods do not always commend
themselves, but I heard recently of a Paramount experiment that seems to be on the
right lines.
The studio is presenting their younger players
in stock company productions before audiences of
critics, film stars, directors, and studio executives.
The scheme it is considered will give the
youngsters a chance to develop versatility.
In the first, Double Door, for instance, Ida
Lupino plays the role of a fifty-five-year-old
matron, while Gwenllian Gill, the young Edinburgh girl, will portray a fifty-year-old spinster.
Other pupils in the school include Buster
Crabbe, Colin Tapley, and Eldred Tidbury.

Do you recognise the lady with Herbert
Mundin
in thisBetty
scene Blythe.
from "Ever Since Eve ?" Yes, you're right,
it's our
old friend
7
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Stuart

1JOW will the
and Wests
Our contributor
this

Back

Jackson

talkies of 1934, and the Garbos
he regarded 50 years hence?
tries to supply the answer in
fascinating article

'N this year of grace and kinematic
enlightenment, a.d. 1984, it is interesting
to look back over the past fifty years of
I progress
at the curious conditions which
prevailed in, say, the year 1934.
Kinematic, changes have been revolutionary
in that time; more so than the "revolution"
which is said to have shaken the industry
with the introduction of what were somewhat
crudely known as "talkies," in that distant
date, 1928.
Pre-eminent, of course, has been the perfection
of tele-films, which altered the outlook of the
kinema in a way undreamed of by those early
pioneers who were experimenting as far back as
1933 behind closed doors in Hollywood, the major
centre of film production at that time.
But kinema theatres themselves have changed
greatly, too, both from the architectural and
decorative standpoint and in the facilities offered.
In the kinematic departments of the museums
there are old prints in existence which show large
crowds lined up outside the kinemas of the
time.
It appears that audiences would stand for
several hours at a stretch, in all kinds of weather
conditions, for the purpose of seeing some specially
attractive
They complaint,
seem to have
this
without" picture."
much marked
and suffered
kinema
managements considered that such a spectacle was
indicative
"big business."
The have
elemental
fact
that such ofweary
preludes must
militated
against the complete enjoyment of the ultimate
entertainment seems to have escaped notice.
Kinema queues in 1984 would be regarded as
a curiosity, and it is certain that the officials of
the
Pedestrians'
Safetycongestion.
Board wouldIt quickly
action
against such
is true take
that
steps were taken in those early days to provide
such amenities as cafes, lounges and small
rest-rooms, but the theatre of 1984 would have
been considered a dream of Babylonian proportions.
The kinema which combined the amenities of a
vast social club for filmgoers with all facilities
for shopping
and would
the pursuit
of a prolific
ment of interests
have been
colossal assortto the
mind of 1934. It seems that the kinema of that
day, more or less lavish though it might be in its
own circumscribed way, was just a place where
"pictures" were shown, and little more.
The gigantic plan which led to the co-ordination
of
throughout
countryhad kinemagoers'
yet to be put interests
into operation.
The the
tremendous
"chain" circuit which, in conjunction with the
all-powerful Kine League, secured a monopoly by
building huge kineclubs where, for a nominal
subscription, the atmosphere of the kinema
and everything relative to it was available at
any time, was viewed as a staggering piece of
enterprise.
The year 1984 takes its kineclub as a matter of
course. The queue would be considered an
anomaly in an age when members of the Kine
League enter the auditorium at leisure after
passing the time of waiting in pleasure, either in
8

\

the reading
lounges, the
restaurants, the
roof gardens, the
swimming-pools,
the ballroom or
in the attractive
shopsin thebuilt
withtowering
walls.
Another
anomaly of
early 'thirtiesof
was the
the distribution
"talkies" in tin cans at
dates long after the film had been
produced, so that those enthusiasts
who were not numbered among the
favoured few privileged to see "prereleases" would invariably have to
put up entertainment.
with what was, in effect,
"stale"
Protest left its mark on the trade to
the extent that "release dates" were
moved forward. Thus the provincial
and suburban kinemagoer was given 'the
opportunity of seeing a new film within three
months of its actual production, as compared with
the wait of nearly a year which had been tolerated
previously.
But with the advent and subsequent perfection
of the tele-kine, the system of screening a film
even three months "stale" (except for educational
purposes) completely disappeared. So did the
practice
of "distributing"
in
tin cans
bv train and byfilms
road.from town to town
The premiire of a film in London shared a
simultaneous pretniire with Manchester, Liverpool,
Birmingham, Newcastle, Glasgow, Leeds and
other big cities— the latest tele-film being radiated
from a "key" centre under the control of one of
the important tele-kine combines.
One of the most striking curiosities of the
'thirties was the "star system," concerning which,
according to old newspapers and magazines in our
museums, a good deal of ink was spilt. Under
this
that dictatorsome of these "stars'
couldsystem,
assumeit aseems
virtual
ship to the companies who employed them.from the records, the
Judging
actress known as Greta Garbo —
whose legend has survived to this
day in an industry where memory
is
so short most
— was inthethis
"star"
who
featured
respect.
Many old records refer to her
habit of remarking "I fink I go
'ome" (she was ot Swedish origin)
liking.
whenever
matters were not going precisely to her
This actress created a fad for being "Sphinxlike," which meant that the less she said the more
was she put into print. This practice apparently
paid so well that a number of upstart actresses
endeavoured to imitate her. What is more
astonishing is that, in the vernacular of the time,
they were allowed to "get away with it," but

they flourished on synthetic success for just a year
or
so, and then withered like the mushrooms they
were.
The film executives of 1984 must certainly be
astonished that though their predecessors paid the
price they seemed hesitant to call the tune.
Another curious feature of the screen of those
days was the preoccupation with what was then
known as "sex appeal." It appears that this
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Left : There will be no kinema queues in
the television-equipped age of 1984.

Below : Will the legend of
the Garbo survive} The
author thinks it will.

term was so freely flung around in the industry
that it came to be looked upon as something
that could be sold in chunks, like any commercial commodityMore and more "stars" were incited to be the
exponents
of "sex
appeal,"
until all sense
proportion was
lost, and
it was considered
essentialof
to the success of a "picture." It seems that
"more
sex appeal
to be
with have
the
sordid "sidecame
of sex,
andsynonymous
though it must
been obvious to more far-seeing minds that
satiation point must inevitably be reached, large
numbers of these films continued to be produced,
irrespective of the financial falling off which
ultimately came in their train.
To such an extent did this craze go that, in the
general confusion, there followed a glorification
of the vulgar which would be repellent to the
kinematic mind of 1984, attuned, as it now is, to
the mental and emotional harmonies of more
subtle entertainment.
The flagrant posturings and blatant back-chat
of a large woman known as Mae West would
seemtheincredible
as "entertainment"
in the eyesof
of
Kine League,
that vast organisation
kinemagoers which now determines the type
of entertainment with which it shall be
provided. A celluloid record of this Miss West
is preserved as a curiosity in the trade museums.
It is a remarkable commentary on a confused age
in the history of the kinema — confused, too.
because it was blind to evidence when any critic
dared to suggest that all was not well within its
fold.
" Sex appeal " now. of course, is subservient to
the story, instead of the story being subservient
to "sex appeal," but it is remarkable to reflect
that this loss of proportion might have involved
the industry- in calamity and crash.
Ft one thing,tainment
it made
for a or
" sameness
" in bound
enterthat, sooner
later, was
to bring boredom to audiences desiring variety.
But
a more
was themeanings
"loose"
attitude
whichserious
creptconsequence
into films, double
and innuendoes that became more prolific as they
got past the Kelson whose board controlled
censorship.
It is true, that these "loose" products of a
self-contained community made money — but only
for a time.
Unhappily,
"example"
was so extensively
imitated
that their
it became
the fashion
to wink at
screen products which should have been criticised
in their true colours.
This state of affairs reached its climax about
the year 1936-7, and then, a few of the
film magnates looked forward and saw: —
obliteration.
Here they were with an industry still too much
in its infancy to be an art, and becoming too
artless to survive as an industry unless something
were done to provide it with a real foundation.
many "cycles"
of films
(the foolishtype
practice
of Soimitating
ad nauseam
one particular
that
had proved a success) had been produced, so
bankrupt of ideas had they become in consequence
of suppressing originality, to such an extent had
stories been "manufactured" instead of kinematic
writers encouraged to provide sincere scripts — so
much had this industry become like a snake about
to swallow its own tail, that thought of the future
of films threw these magnates into a panic.
They were men who had grown up in this
industry and had learned to love it. They
wanted to think that they had done their share
in contributing to something that would survive.

mm

They now saw that the whole business of film
production, particularly since the advent of those
"talkies,"
steeringprinciple.
a course that was
too much onhadthe been
catchpenny
In those years of crisis they saw that their
industry stood sorely in need of stability. The
audience who entered the kinemas to-day — what
guarantee was there that they would be there
to-morrow ? Supposing some new attraction
cropped up of an outstanding kind — something
that would call for the real backbone of competition, prestige?
These men met in conclave and reviewed the
entire position, for they now saw that only a.
policy of prestige would give the industry the
stability it needed. For some time they had been
told that they were underestimating the intelligence of those kinemagoers who saw their films,
and now this fact could no longer be ignored.
Thus began the fight to put prestige into
"pictures." It was a long fight, for they met
with much opposition from those within their own
camp who were not so far-seeing. But that they
won through in the end is evinced by the prosperity

which is apparent in kinematic circles in the year
new 1984.
era ! Let us salute those "pioneers"
of the
grace,
NEXT
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piCTUREGOER'S
lucent
Lady
for a Day" Supplement
has "created
a sensation in film journalism and has
had an unprecedented welcome from the
week comes the second of the
filmNext
public.
Famous Films Supplements-" Christopher
Bean,"
co-stars Marie Dressier
and
Lionelwhich
Barrymore.
Do not miss this magnificent 16-page
all photogravure supplement, free to
every reader, in next week's issue.
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Don't buy it, June
Knight, in spite of
1^

Muriel Evans, Marion Byron, Ruth Channing and
Irene Hervey, M.-G.-M.
" baby stars," are ready to
challenge the world in any
cooling contest since they
appeared in the culinary
" short " " Vital Victuals."

wiles
! He is nots
the saleswoman'
likely to want to
wear it and a tie
wrongly
been
known to chosen
disrupt has
families,
let alone friendships !

Henry versal
Armetta,
Uni-a
comedy star,thetakes
few lessons in dental paste
advertising from his canine
partner, a fine Alsatian, in
" Full Average."

vA
Above : Al Jolson and Ricardo Cortez get
into a little " huddle" all their own during
the
: William
K. making
Howardof "Wondtr
directing Bar."
Mary Left
Carlisle
and
Lionel Barrymore
in
"
This
Side
of
Heaven."
The cameraman is Hal Rosson.
io
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Authors

"STARS'

WlMPERIS

(^)NE of the most distinguished scenarists in
^ British films — who collaborated in the writing of
the "books" of "The Private Life of Henry VIII"
and " Catherine the Great " — answers a question
raised
by aa little
recent
" contributor
and reveals
known" Picturegoer
side of the picture
business

writer of a successns why
THE fulreaso
film gets
littlethe or no publicity, as
compared to his brethren of the
stage play, are many.
To begin with, the stage playwright
is, or should be, the "only begetter" of the
play.
The man who "produces" it does so under
the author's supervision and in accordance with the author's stage directions, as set
forth in the script. The producer has his
own ideas, of course, and, if he is worth
his salt, they are all to the good of the production.
But they have to be submitted for the
author's approval, and he is in a sense, the
author's instrument.
In the case of the screen play, however, the
position is reversed. The director, to use a
colloquial
and the
author, or phrase,
authors, isare"thecogswhole
in a works,"
vast machine
of
which he is in sole control.
director " sitsrhythm,
in " at every
story conference
theTheconstruction,
and dialogue,
are all;
prepared under his eye. Necessarily so, since it
must be through his eyes that the public eventually see the picture.
The screen author is, in fact, writing to order,
though this does not necessarily mean that he is
a "hack writer" !
Another fact to be taken into consideration is
that in most cases he is not by any means the
sole author of the film.
In my own case there are three of us in col-

Griffiths
Jones
and
Elizabeth
B" Catherine
e r g n e r the
in

laboration
— first and foremost Alexander Korda
Great."
(privately known as Alexander the cruel, owing
to the merciless manner in which he dismisses
our pet ideas !), who has forgotten more about
story construction than most people ever
knew.
Then Lajos Biro, famous Hungarian playwright,
novelist, and publicist, who is architect in chief;
last and least, myself, who writes that brilliant
dialogue, which you never hear because it gets
cut out by A. the C.and contributes those witty
scenes, which you never see for the same
reason.
Not until the resulting shooting-script is, in the
director's
fool-proof, does
the actual opinion,
shootingcomparatively
begin.
Charles Laughton and Wendy Barrie in a scene
from " The Private Life of Henry VIII."

By that time many other expert forces, marshalled by the director, have done their part —
designers of dresses, sets, and so forth — brilliant
people some, with a positive genius for th<-.ir
the in"play's
the thing,"
and thatOtherwise
is made
or But
marred
the scenario
department.
to take a great liberty with Omar :—
The Movie finger writes : and having writ .
Moves on : Nor all your piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line.
job. Nor anyone make head or tail of it.
Writing
the the
screen
differs
technique
writingfor for
stage,
andin u^El
you from
have
mastered film technique, you must itot complain if
your story is handed over to another department to
be expertly handled !
Dialogue
mustnotbeimply
shortthat
'andit to
though
this does
needthelosepoint,
any
of its subtlety, rather to the contrary.
Wit " comes over" on the screen as on the stage ;
the same line will raise a laugh on both.
But writing for the screen presents far more
problems than writing for the stage. There is.
in fact ,a problem a minute, since no scene on
the screen must be dull, and no scene should
last longer than a minute. The average picture
therefore, that lasts one and a half hours, presents
ninety problems for the poor author ! The slogan
of
the film
"speed"
every scene
must be
packed
with isaction
that and
is definitely
progressive,
so that the audience is never left with the
irritating feeling that the story is "hanging
On the stage, dialogue can sometimes supply
the need of action, but on the screen never —
dialogue can only be the complement of
action.
Will film authors get more recognition in the
future? Probably all they deserve ! Certainly
nothing like the kudos of the stage playwright.
Because never, at their best, will they be more
than fire."
efficient cogs in a machine controlled by the
director.
Personally, I confess to hugging my chains
as a galley-slave of Alexander the Cruel —
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Trouble starts for them, however, when Marie
gets used as a tool by a gang of crooks and is
arrested by the police, but Terry soon puts that
right bybeating
discovering
finally
them the
up. gang's whereabouts and
Sounds a bit thin, you say ? Maybe so in broad
outline, but it's the detail work and ingeniously
dovetailed situations which bolster up the main
plot,
which go to make the picture such firstrate entertainment.
Besides, meet these other characters : Allen
Jenkins, playing
Terry's
a pessimistic
individual
who views
with mate,
disfavour
his companion's way with the women; Eugene Pallette,
as the supervisor
telephone
electrical
engineers, ofwhothealways
has acompany's
down on
Terry; Nickey, the smooth crook, played most
convincingly by Gordon Westcott; and Bonnie,
a fake spiritualist, amusingly rendered by Glenda
Farrell.
Thetion workings
of a telephone
intercommunicaforms a convincing
background
for the story,
and it is ingeniously introduced both to enable
the
to do their job and for Terry to discover
who crooks
they are.
Incidental situations show Terry at his work
repairing lines and machines, arid getting into
thrilling as well as amorous situations.
For instance, he has to go and cut away a cable
that is being endangered by a big fire.
This provides a real thrill and is excellently
pictured. Again the fake spiritualist, Glenda
Farrell, uses a hook-up with the telephone to get
her "spirit voices," and there is a piece of fast
and furious fooling when Terry is ordered to
investigate the irregularity and clear up the
The picture, while singularly poor and uncon- line.
possess.
vincing inplot, is interesting in that it introduces a
Ray Enright's direction is adriirable for this
potentional new star in Jean Muir, who has the fast-moving type of picture he has had to handle.
role of a nurse who loves the fake doctor, and for I have only one complaint, and that is that the
whose sake in the end — she is lying dying after a laughter occasioned by a situation or wisecrack
motor accident and he is unable and incapable of is apt to swallow up the next — they follow in
operating on her — he exposes himself so that a such quick succession. — L. C.
Mandalay
genuine medico can perform the operation.
Ramon Navarro and Jeanette MacDonald
She struck me as having distinct possibilities.
She is natural and unaffected, good looking,
appear together for the first time in the screen
version of " The Cat and the Fiddle."
without
being is"dolly"
or stereotyped.
part It is not a bit of use, you cannot get sympathy
she has here
negligible,
but, properly The
handled,
for a heroine who commits a cold-blooded
I feel she will go far.
murder
— her
especially
a murder
which does not
advance
cause one
iota.
There is also another newcomer in this picture,
led this film
RADIO have bravely label,"
girl whom M.-G.-M. kept on the stocks all the
That's what they have made Kay Francis do —
" A serio-comic phantasy
which to atime
Garbo was away as a possible successor to "murders" are becoming quite a habit with
a great extent disarms criticism.
her these days — -in Mandalay, and not all her charm
After all, under a label like that you her throne, if necessary.
Her name is Kathryn Sergava, and she has the nor all her acting ability can make the part either
can pack a good deal and get away comparatively
small part here of an actress whom likeable or, indeed, very credible.
with it.
The victim in this case is Ricardo Cortez, who,
the fake doctor nearly kills by performing a
This offspring of Kong is just as funny as minor operation without knowledge or skill.
by the way, must be getting as used to being
the Old Man was fierce and in addition he has
I do not think that Garbo need be unduly murdered as Kay Francis is to being a murderess.
disturbed.
a touch of knight-errantry.
This picture, by the way, was originally intended
Our old friend Carl Denham has to leave
Good performances are given by David Landau as a vehicle for Ruth Chatterton, but she turned
down, and I think that Kay Francis would
New York because since King Kong ran wild, as a disgraced doctor who passes his diploma on it
have been wise to have done the same.
everybody appears to be claiming damages to Warren William and Allen Jenkins as a press
The pity of it all is that the production generally
from him. To escape being sent to gaol he agent who boosts the faker to social eminence.
well-handled
severalabout
and thereit are
very good,
is
visits Captain Englehom who still owns the
dramatic
situations;
is only
midway
I've Got Your Number
"Venture,"
and
who
is
also
liable
to
be
through
that
it
starts
becoming
highly
coloured
indicted.
hokum, and so detracts from your sympathy
One of the brightest comedies I have seen for and
interest in the characters.
They decide to leave New York and find what
some time. It is ingenious in story, novel
they can in any old corner of the world. In one in setting, pack full of action, and contains more
The formula on which it is based is the familiar
of these they run across a travelling circus where wisecracks to the foot than one would have one of the girl who lives with a man who leaves
the only Hilda.
worth while being is the proprietor's thought possible; incidentally, the wisecracks her, starts to exploit men to her own advantage,
daughter
often "naughty" but, as the song has it, and then — falls in love. Of course, her original
"nice."
Her father is killed in a drunken brawl by are
lover comes back, and that is one of the main
Helstrom, who in order to escape persuades
There is a galaxy of talent in the acting line causes of the trouble; solved in this case by a
neatly administered glass of poison.
Carl and Englehom that there is a buried trea- here, too. Let's look them over.
The picture is set in the Far East — quite a
There
is
Pat
O'Brien
as
Terry,
an
irrepressible
sure
on
Kong's
island.
Carl has refused to take Hilda on board, but she amorously disposed telephone mechanic of the convincing
one for a change — and starts in
stows away. Just before they reach the island, treat-'em-rough and leave-'em-early variety.
Rangoon, where Ricardo Cortez, a gun-runner,
Helstrom promotes a mutiny and Carl, Engelhom,
He gives a breezy performance, full of per- decides to drop his mistress and leaves her flat
Hilda and the Chinese cook are put over the side
sonality and pep. Of course, he has to fall in
a night club of unsavoury moral character
in a small boat. But the crew decide to have no love and he does so — showing great discrimination in
run by Warner Oland.
boss, so Helstrom is also dropped.
— with Marie, a telephone operator, most appealIt is here that Kay Francis, in her character
The party find a landing-place and begin explor- lingly played by Joan BlondeD.
of Tanya, proceeds to fleece the men until finally,
12
ing. Carl and Hilda discover a young edition of
Kong, bogged in a swamp. They rescue him and
Kong's son constitutes himself their guide and
Then follow adventures fast and furious.
protector.
Scraps with prehistoric animals, the finding of a
treasure, sea monsters, and an earthquake, during
which the island sinks to the bottom of the sea.
Carl is saved by young Kong who presumably
dies in the process.
Helstrom is dead and the rest are picked up by
a passing steamer. Naturally Carl and Hilda
decide to pool their treasure and the future.
It is hardly fair to compare this film to King
Kong. No effort was made to construct so
ambitious a picture but there are some fine effects,
and, if viewed in the right spirit, should provide
good entertainment.
Robert Armstrong again plays the part of Carl
and is very good. Hilda is played by Helen
Mack and this young actress gives a performance
that adds to her rapidly growing reputation.
Mention should be made of Frank Reicher,
John Marston, and Victor Wong. — M. B. Y.
Bedside
Ido not think I have ever seen Warren William
to worse advantage than he appears here as
a " fake" doctor who lives on his wits and personality and gets a qualified practitioner to attf r>d to
the real needs of his patients.
It is all patently artificial, and I can only
imagine that Warren William felt it so, and failed
even to express the irresistible appeal to woman
which the character he represents is supposed to
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Let our Film Critics
who really see the
pictures
guide you

having made a pile by blackmailing a colonel,
decides to travel to the cool hills of Mandalay.
On the river boat she meets a doctor whose
chief occupation is getting drunk; he had performed an operation while under the influence of
liquor and his patient had died, and he is trying
to drown
memory
by going to a black-fever
belt
which that
is virtual
suicide.
Tanya pulls him together, and the pair fall
in love.
At this critical juncture re-enter the gun-runner,
who proceeds to try to win his mistress back.
However, he learns the police are after him and
stages a fake suicide by poison, leaving clues
which make him look as if he had thrown himself
overboard.
So the course of true love appears to be clear
again for Tanya and the doctor, who decide to
go together to the fever country as a sort of
penance for their former sins.
Up pops the gun-runner again ; he had been
hiding isin nothefake
engine-room,
this His
time
there
about his and
death.
former mistress puts poison in his whisky
and, by a stroke of luck, in his struggles
he pitches out of the porthole.
No suspicion thus attaches to the
"heroine," who leaves the boat,
head erect and triumphant with
the doctor.
Ricardo Cortez is good as the
gun-runner, but the part allows
him few opportunities.
Kay Francis does her best to
bring sympathy to the role of Tanya
and in the opening appears to excellent advantage; all through, indeed,
her acting is polished, but she cannot
make the part wholly convincing.
One of the best pieces of acting
comes from Warner Oland as the exotic
cabaret proprietor. He gives a brilliant
little character study.
Lyle Talbot is fair as the doctor, and
some indifferent light relief comes from Lucien
Littlefield and Ruth Donnelly.
The Eastern atmosphere is very good and
extremely picturesque. Settings are excellent;
indeed, the technical side of the production is the
best thing about it. — L. C.

Lyle Talbot is Kay Francis' leading man in
the Far East-cwn-murder picture "Mandalay."
The Cat And

Leslie Perrins, Lyn Harding, and Betty
Stockfeld in a scene from the Edgar Wallace
story " The Man Who Changed His Name."

The Man Who Changed His Name
This Edgar Wallace story is quite a fair enterEverything, of course, ends as it should with
tainment. Wallace knew how to build up virtue triumphant.
a story to a climax and Henry Edwards who
Lyn Harding is good as the husband, Ben
directed has maintained the suspense all the way Welden
(not too well made up) contributes an
through the film.
excellent study as a transatlantic lawyer, Aubrey
It would have been a first-rate picture had some Mather makes Sir Ralph Whitcombe an extremely
of the acting been better. Leslie Perrins is not real person, and Stanley Vine adds atmosphere
well cast in the part of Frank Ryan. He is unable as the butler.
to do full justice to it. It may have been due to
I wonder if a little more preparation would not
under-rehearsal.
have
given infinitely better results.
The same remark applies to Betty Stockfeld.
Here was a chance to make more than an
I was disappointed with her. There are many
quota picture. There was a good story
opportunities in the part of Nita Clive for some ordinary
and
plenty
of people to play the parts to perfecreally fine acting, but she does not get anything
like the maximum out of it.
M. B. Y.tion. It is pity to miss such opportunities. —
Picture a wife, Nita Clive, who is in love with
another man, Frank Ryan, and who believes her
husband, Selby Clive, to have been a notorious
NEXT
WEEK
murderer. Ryan is merely making use of the
wife in order to obtain some valuable concessions
from Clive.
" CHRISTOPHER BEAN "
When Ryan and Nita discover that Selby is the
SUPPLEMENT FREE
man who changed his name they live in constant
terror of being murdered.
" Picturegoer " presents its readers
This part of the picture has been well directed.
with another magnificently produced free
Little incidents are made to appear (and rightly
so) important links in the chain of evidence against
16-page
supplement
week'spopular
issue.
This time
the film with
is thenext
widely
the "villainous husband." This makes for a
better climax and for a more exciting story.
" Christopher Bean," which co-stars
Yet a little more subtlety in the acting— during
Lionel Barrymore and Marie Dressier.
the game of billiards for example— would have
You cannot afford to miss this informheightened the desired effect.
Nita discovers that Ryan cares for nobody but
ative, brilliantly illustrated and comprehensive souvenir of one of the great
himself and somewhere in her (she might have
indicated this better) is a streak of love for
films
of
the
year.
Selby, her husband.

The Fiddle

There are many noteworthy points about the
film version of this stage musical.
For the first time two of the screen's most
romantic personalities, Ramon Novarro and
Jeanette Macdonald, are teamed together. There
are sequences in technicolour, and most enjoyable
of all — to me at any rate — there is Charles
Butterworth.
Forgive me if I forget this musical romance
and its scintillating stars to dwell for a moment
on this fine character actor. You have doubtless
seen him in many films — Accidents Wanted,
Crooks in Clover, Love Me To-night, Manhattan
Parade, Beauty and the Boss — yet you would find it
difficult to recall him. I challenge you to see The
Cat and the Fiddle and forget Charles Butterworth.
From the moment he makes his appearance as
a mourner at his uncle's funeral he is a joy. That
delightful unforced humour is responsible for real
laughter. To see him at the harp is a study in
rare comedy. If he is under contract to M.-G.-M.
may I suggest, or even plead that he be given due
consideration in any picture in which he plays.
To me he is funnier than the vast majority of
alleged
comedians.
And now
to return to the film. Ramon and
Jeanette make a good team. They are well cast
for their parts as music students who are anxous
to gain fame and fortune.
The setting is Brussels and Paris. Shirley
(Jeanette Macdonald) arrives in Brussels to study
at the Conservatoire. Riding to her lodgings in
a cab she suddenly discovers Victor (Ramon
Novarro) as a fellow passenger.
The acquaintance thus begun ripens into
friendship and love. Shirley becomes famous
with
her song
"The Night
for The
Love,"
and Victor
is struggling
withwashis Made
operetta
Cat
and the Fiddle.
The scene changes to Paris. Shirley now has
luxury. She is pursued by Daudet the music
publisher, who offers her everything, and is
loved by and loves Victor.
Daudet engineers a separation between the
lovers and the next time they meet is on the
stage
in the
first performance
of Victor's
operetta.
Both the
principals
have walked
out on the
eve of
production and the two lovers take up the parts.
"happy
INaturally,
was not everything
particularlyends
struck
with ever
the after."
story.
I think it could have been better, but there are
compensations.
is Jerome there
Kern'sismusic,
there is Ramon There
and Jeanette,
Jean
Hersholt, Henry Armetta and Sterling Holloway
(a tiny
part,
not mentioned
on the He
programme)
and
there
is Charles
Butterworth.
alone is
worth the price of admission. — M. B. Y.
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Letter

to

Ann

might, indeed, go so far as to suggest
that there is a danger of your name
becoming too closely associated with
a type wood
of hokum
pseudo-intellectual
of which, I Hollythink.
Westward Passage, When Ladies Meet,
and Double Harness are fair examples.
I have already spoken of the
charm of your speaking voice, but do
you think it is wise to become so
talkies?
has become
"wordy"a
with almost
prominentlyIt identified
certainty
that Ann
Harding's
name on now
a kinema
marquee
will
mean
an
evening
of
"
smart
"
dialogue.
It is a tribute to you that we still
find your rescue act irresistible.
I can appreciate your difficulties
and those of your studio. Stories
like Holiday and The Woman in His
House are not easy to come by. And,
in any case, there is no telling what a
story that may look reasonably
interesting and intelligent when you
read the script will look like by the
time it is produced and a director, a
corps of executive yes men and a
supervisor or two have had a go at it.
There is a legend that you were so
disappointed with Prestige when you
saw it on the screen that you offered
to buy the film from your studio to
prevent it being exhibited.

Dear Ann Hardtng :
onds
moun
vise Bo
mori
ny Pa
maen
,o t wh
d
MANYag
re
ss
ke
ro
ic
rs
a
ac
fl
fi
screene in a preview
theatr at that time
still accustoming itself to sound,
this department first fell in love
with Ann Harding — kinematically,
of course.
To some of us, still doubtful
then about the permanence of the
success of the new medium the
arrival of an actress who brought
to the screen a deep, pleasant
voice that was not hard on ears
shattered by previous early talkies,
and an intelligence and intellectual
inspiration almost unique in the
genus film star of the silent era
was as a bright shining ray of
hope in the darkness.
I hurried away to look up the
record of this new discovery.
I found that she came from
Texas and that she was the
daughter of an army officer. That
a friendship with the daughter of
Otis Skinner, the famous American
actor, had secured for her first
association with the theatre and
her first training in elocution.
It was some years, though, before you could
realise your ambition to go on the stage. Next
to the theatre you always had aspirations for a
business career and your first job was as a stenographer in the offices of a New York insurance
company. Your salary, you have told us, was
£2 10s. a week. It did not take you long to
realise that your career lay before the footlights
and you made a modest start with the Provincetown Players.
You thought you could "earn,' a spear or a
flag knew
or something,"
and the
manager
thought
he
a good looking
blonde
when who
he saw
one
told you to report for rehearsals next day.
A few months later you were terribly thrilled
when your salary was raised to the princely sum
of £7 a week. I believe you get £20,000 a picture
now.
Your first
the "big
town"that
was Thein
Tarnish,
but bigit hit
was insome
time later
Woman Disputed definitely established you as one
of Broadway's leading actresses.
It was the need for a holiday that took you to
Pasadena and led to your more or less accidental
entry into movies. When a newspaper happened
to mention that " Ann Harding, the famous stage
star," was "on vacation." so near to the studios
you were inundated with offers. Your test was
a success and the result was Paris Pound — which
brings us back to where we started this letter.
From the time that I first had occasion to take
the trouble of looking up the record of Ann

f the
you.
solution
youYou
will

Harding I have followed her career with the
greatest possible interest.
And in many ways, I must confess, the study
has not been without its disappointments for the
ardent Harding fan.
There have been too many indifferent pictures
saved by the personality and skill of Ann Harding,
and
too few offering her worthwhile " vehicles" for
her art.
When you come to think of it there has since
Holiday been only one really good Harding picture— please don't misunderstand me, by a
"really good picture," I mean one that was not
solelythat,
dependent
the The
rescueWoman
work inof His
the House,
star —
and
of course,on was
one of the few really intelligent talkies yet made.
Naturally, you are in no way to blame for the
quality of the majority of your pictures.
You have, incidentally, I see, pioneered "studio
vacations" for stars, just as some years ago you
originated the innovation of "stage holidays."
In your present contract you insisted on the
inclusion of a clause permitting you to make one
picture away from your home studio, and to be
able to make your own choice for that picture.
Most people will agree with you that the idea
is a sound one even if we may not be unanimous
in approval of your choice of Gallant Lady as your
first selection.
Nevertheless there is a tradition of sameness
growing up about Ann Harding pictures. I

story is true, I don't blame
the
you will byfindwhich
inPerhaps
the arrangement
choose
outside films.
have, your
I know,
recently

expressed
opinion
you more
consider the the
matter
of athatstory
important than salary.
"It gives a player a chance," you
add,
testjudge.
his or her
airingas a "to
story
Whenown"you
are
under exclusive contract to one studio
there may be grounds for differing
with your producers on the story
they select for you.
"But where a contract permits you to make
your own deal you stand or fall by your judgment. Such an arrangement also gives you a
change of studio environment which is stimulating.
When a painter takes a vacation he carries along
a palette and brushes and sketches new scenes
Changing your studio occasionally is similarly a
sortI of
vacation."
hopeworking
and believe
that the arrangement will
give us some pictures really worthy of Ann
Harding's talents. At any rate, although one
could have wished for something less conventional than your first attempt Gallant Lady, I
have faith that you will stand and not fall by your
In the meanwhile we are looking forward to
judgment.
seeing
you infurther
the three-colour
which should
associate theworld
name outside,
of Ann
Harding with the making of screen history.
_
NEXT WEEK—
DOUG

JR. HITS BACK

can " take
it "Douglas
— and heFairbanks,
can" dish Jr.,
it out."
Next week he makes a vigorous reply
to Malcolm
D. ofPhillips'
Letter
criticisms
him. recent Open
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Phil Lonergan Sends It Hot From Hollywood

Mae

Wests

New

Leading

Man

George Raft for " It's No Sin " — Garbo's Plans — Cagney at War Again —
Why Ginger is Changing her Name — Man who has Bossed 100,000 Girls.
However, the two of them were at Palm Springs
tells me that she has recently and a news cameraman asked Bennett if
WEedSTwritin
MAE finish
g her next original
he would pose with Connie.
story — It's No
Sin — and that a
"Oh, she wouldn't have her picture taken with
t
g
eren
e
tly
din
vas
diff
typ of lea
man
me," replied Bennett. A little later the cameraman
is to play opposite her.
asked Connie to pose. " I will if my father will be
This new leading man is George Raft !
it, too,"whosaidseeConnie.
the picture may not appreciate
According to Miss West, Raft has the looks in Those
of Valentino, the grace of Anton Dolin and the fact, but a photograph of the two Bennetts
the brains of six Hollywood leading men — together is almost history-making.
he is also " tall, dark and handsome."
Raft, incidental^, is the only member of When "Ginger" is not so hot
the cast so far chosen for It's No Sin.
Now the reason for the proposed change of
After Miss West had stated that she could
namestarred
is out. in Ddclassi and
MissGinger
RogersRogers'
is to be
not resist George Raft for this film, the
sensational star added a few other things you can't star a name like "Ginger" in a role
which Ethel Barrymore, no less, created on the
which are always irresistible to her.
These include : tall, dark, handsome men; stage.
De'classi
has time
been itascored
bit of aa success
problemon for
handsome men; men; diamonds; calling
wood. At the
the Hollystage
policemen by their first name; writing her a divorced woman was socially ostracised — the
stories and film scenarios in bed; fur coats; play, of course, pivoted on that point.
food and more food !
Now they will have to make the heroine a
It is interesting to recall, incidentally, that murderess or somebody's mistress at least.
Mae West's first screen role was a " bit" in George
Raffs Night After Night.
What's in a Name ?
Which reminds me that Hugh Enfield, a
Universal contract player, is having a
Garbo's Future
terrible time with his name. His parents named
The film city is particularly interested in the him Hugh Enfield, but when he was assigned a
reports from London of Prince Sigvard of part in the Perils of Pauline, his moniker was
Sweden's romance.
There have been persistent rumours here for changed to Robert Allen, which, incidentally, is
some time that Greta Garbo was negotiating with the combination of the first names of his two greatBathing suits will be shorter in
the Prince to become a picture producer in grandfathers.
the legs and higher in the neck
But since his role in Cross Country Cruise, he
Sweden.
this season. June Brewster
finds his name changed back to Hugh Enfield
In the meanwhile, further excitement has been again.
Officials at Universal City have decreed
displays
one-piece
model of
in
dark redthiswool
with insets
caused over the Hollywood tea-tables as a result that he will keep that name from now on. But
of the fact that Rouben Mamoulian's father is
grey and grey shoulder straps.
Enfield isn't at all sure.
Beach sandals will also be the
quoted as saying that the director will marry the Hugh
There is something of an orgy of name-changing
Swedish star.
vogue andhave
mostheels.
of them will
on at the moment. Harry Wilcoxon, for instance,
has now become Henry Wilcoxon. And Harriet
Lake is now Ann Sot hern.
Jimmy Isn't " Mortified "
numbers. Rehearsals and
of
hit
the
scored
Jimmy Durante, by the way,
"takes" go off with amazing
the evening at the elaborate Hollywood He KnOWS Wompn
precision. When Sammy speaks
preview of Queen Christina at the famous Chinese The man who knows most about women in
into the microphone and his
Theatre.
Hollywood is not a matinee idol nor even a
voice is amplified over the
handsome juvenile. He has handled somewhere in
"
You
are
probably
wondering
why
I
am
here
loud-speaker system, the girls
after reading all that stuff about Garbo and the neighbourhood of 100,000 girls — and he was
jump to rigid attention.
Mamoulian," he declared when asked to make a always the boss.
That sounds like an excellent source from which
speech.
"Well,should
it isn'tintroduce
true."
Somebody
Jimmy to Greta to obtain advice for harassed husbands, perhaps, Over-acted !
some time.
but the man — Sammy Lee, one of America's During a rehearsal of a scene for All Men are
Enemies, Hugh Williams, the young English
greatest dance directors — admits he can't concoct
rules for winning the dictatorship of the home.
lead, was called upon to tug frantically at a
Cagney s Billing
Sammy, who bossed some 400 chorus and show locked door.
James Cagney, whose one-man revolt some time girls in a revue number from Stand Up and Cheer at
He did — and the door-knob broke, cutting
ago was an international sensation, has, it is the Fox Film studios, has taught nearly 1,000 girls Hugh's finger.
reported, been at war with his studio again.
dance routines for the five numbers in the film.
As a prop man dressed the cut, Helen TwelveThe trouble arose, apparently, over the billing And ever since Sammy came out of the army he
for Footlight Parade. Stars are more touchy has been directing girls in dance routines — in the trees came up and asked, "What happened to
about billing than ladies are about their age.
"Follies"
other Broadway shows, and in
"I just over-acted," was Hugh's rejoinder.
It seems that Jimmy was rather upset when he Hollywood and
.
noticed the Warner Theatre in Hollywood had
your hand ? "
put
theatreJoan
front.Blondell's name above his on the Two Assistants
Mitzi Postpones " Comeback "
He promptly engaged a cameraman to make a Lee has two assistants with whom he plans the Because she did not consider the part in Radio's
record of the fact. He claims that his contract
dance routines. Next, a selected group of
Finishing School quite suitable for her " comeback" in grown-up roles, Mitzi Green has asked
the most talented and beautiful obtain- permission
to withdraw from the cast.
specifically stipulates that ' ' no one shall be billed fifty girls,
able
out
of
the
3,000
or
more
available
in
the
The Radio studio has given its consent and
before Cagney."
film city, is rehearsed carefully.
Miss Green will return to New York for
It is really this group, Sammy admits, which is further stage work, whilst her part has been
A Unique Picture
the mainstay of his discipline.
actress.
given to Dawn O'Day, a well-known screen child
While there has been no actual, throwing of
The special
girls arethesubsequently
"planted"
the chinaware between Richard Bennett carefully
throughout
ranks of the
chorus.
Miss O'Day joins a cast which includes Frances
and
daughter,
it's hot
no It is their particular job to maintain discipline — Dee,
Ginger Rogers, Bruce Cabot, Billie Burke.
secrethisthatglamorous
the arguments
haveConstance,
often waxed
not by ordering it, but by setting an example. - The picture
will be the first directorial assignment
and furious. Bennett, pere, explains it by saying
The system seems to work — Lee has yet to be
to
be
given to Wanda Tuchock, the second of
that they are both too much alike.
even half a day behind schedule in completing
Hollywood's women directors.
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WOMAN'S
position depends
by the clothes she wears.

has ever been

founded

on her distinction, whilst her taste is judged
The reputation of Marshall & Snelgrove

on these two qualities

taste and

distinction.

TOIITHFULTIMS
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prices are so inexpensive.

Marshalls are noted for
Gowns, and the departments note abound with
delightful creations, all
destined for a smart
Spring Season.

Write
for the netv Spring
catalogues, sent post
free on request.

OXFORD

LONDON

STREET

•
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Jeff, the world-renowned hat designer of
Berkeley Square, used the palest of ice
cream pink straw for this delightful little
boater in order to enhance the lovely
shade of Merle Oberon's skin.

Marshall & Snelgrove
have created this charming
beige silk Restaurant Gown
in which the new season's
neckline is shown to advantage. The belt is of soft
suede to tone. The ensemble
is completed with a new
" shallow crown " hat in
fine straw.

Here Merle Oberon is seen wearing
a very smart suit designed by
Nicoll's of Regent Street. It is
symbolic of the development from
the slim and boyish to the more
feminine. The double collar and
flag basque are very new, as is the
hook and eye fastening.
white
clasp.handbagThe has
knotted string
a
conical-shaped gold and sapphire
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the famous British screen
actress, acts as manneparade of the latest
quin for "Picturegoer's'''
from London's
styles showrooms.

This cunning little sailor hat is a model by Jeff.
Merle Oberon wears it perched coyly over one
eye. It is in stiffened brown felt, trimmed and
bound with saxe blue velvet.

Above : This frock is in the new
crackle crgpe, and is brown with
white
embroidered
spiders'andwebs.
It is open
down the front,
the
three-quarter length sleeves are
turned back with a wide cuff and
caught into position with a white
cubic button — two of these buttons
are also at the neck of the dress.
A white satin scarf, knotted, is
fastened with a diamond brooch.
Left : Merle Oberon smiles at
you in a Cocktail Gown by
Marshall & Snelgrove. It is in
marocain with lavish sleeves
trimmed with monkey fur. The
new waistline is accentuated by
the diamante' buckle.
20

Above : Hostess Gown, by
Marshall & Snelgrove, in
black lace over a pale pink
crlpe-de-Chine slip, with
detachable complementary
coatee. Note the new
" waterfall" line at back.
Right: A perfectly
plain
uncrushable
velvet frock,
designedblack
by
Merle Oberon herself.
The lilies at the neck
very distinctive.
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TV/HO
helped Hollywood's most
famous recent bride to choose her
new wardrobe, and tells you about it
in this bright and helpful article.

OOD morning ! This is
the Duchess of Ginsberg
speaking. Get out of
G bed, darling. Maybe
you haven't noticed —
An attractively " schoolgirl "
but it's a perfectly beautiful day
black med
frock
of velgrana
trimwith dainty
lace bows.
and I'm going shopping for a
trousseau. Want to come along ? "
Jean Harlow's voice came
bubbling over the wires, gay with
excitement.
dear; that's the morning tonic that puts them in
Did I want to go along ? Does
a mood to do battle against the world for the
Mussolini like black shirts !
We met in front of Bullock's
little
woman
Jean's
jolly! " laughter
out but
Wilshire, that classically modern
help
wishing
all youngrang
brides
had I ascouldn't
much
wisdom.
shop where the clerks look like
"No," she went on, "I'm going to keep my
French countesses andactas if they
were personally interested in you.
more exotic ' hostess ' dresses for dinner at night.
And, anyway, I think brides
You want to be exciting and glamorous, then."
exert a charm all their own,
As if in direct answer to that last sentence»
don't you ? Because clothes
The Wonder appeared. Jean named it that at
never have appeared more
first glance.
scrumptious. And when you
It was an evening ensemble of that very
consider the bride was
new "sauvage" velvet in a luscious deep green
jewel shade. The kind of costume that speaks
Jean. . . .
itself in soft-shaded hours.
" I sort of reversed the order
of things. Married before I
There's something about a princesse frock
•with a train that makes you remember
bought my clothes ! But we
romance
isn't at
justthean back,
illusion.
This and
one was
had
do thingsas inwea hurry,"
to the waist
moulded,
had
she to
chuckled
entered
the regally quiet eighteenth
a draped-shoulder effect.
The only ornament was a jewelled buckle in front.
century salon. Then the fun
■I Above left : Perfect taste — -perfect tailoring
The sleeveless coat accompanying it also hjld to
began.
& the star's golf suit — which will stand up well, too,
the princesse line but fell in gentle folds to the
Out came a negligee that was like
ankles. Around the armholes were corded rolls
1 under hard wear to and from the studio. It's
sipping a heady cocktail while you
m
of green wool.
of the sauvage velvet.
listened to your favourite symphony
" Oh, oh I " came an exclamation from beside
— if you know what I mean.
W This is the season of seasons to haul out all me, "there's my formal 'picture' gown." Every
Well, look at it yourself on page 22.
Exhilarating and at the same time
^ those "fine feathers and fluff" of former times, trousseau needs one. For those occasions when
aesthetic. The material was dove
have them cleaned, and use them to marvellous you want to be outstanding at a large ball or at
the theatre.
pink crepe patterned with delicate satin advantage.
"Urn, I said I'd never go in for pastels," Jean
And there simply isn't anything like corded
flowers in pastel shades. And if that doesn't do
things to the imagination ! Like all self-respect- was musing to herself, "but, heaven help me, gold lame. It's striking without doing sharp
ing negligees, it had a sheath silhouette and I'm weakening."
things to the figure. And pictorial — oh, my
finished with a grand swirl of a train. What
"You know, Virginia, I don't think men want dears ! Especially when it just hints at being
made it even more exciting were the huge cuffs their wives to be boyish or brilliant across the an Edwardian court dress like this one. Get out
and the collar of blue-crchid maribou. Instantly breakfast fable. They want to leave for the day's the plush album and look at those pictures of
my mind reverted to that maribou of mother's work with a pretty, wholly feminine picture in
Likely as not she'll have butreposing all these years in a half-forgotten trunk. mind. . Fluttering - hands - about - the - coffee - pot mother-as-a-girl.
tons skipping down the front and a ruffle around
the
bottom.
Then
look at the 1933 version of an
Wouldwould
I delve
of thing — so you have to be sure your sleeves
now
I ! after it as soon as I got home — sort
{Continued on page 22)
are as becoming as your neckline. Pink, my
21
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(Continued from page 21)
old
and
honoured
style — times.
"zipped Tantalizing,
up" to be
in tune with modern
isn't it?
In this case the buttons skip down the back
with onlv the top one actually buttoned — and
they emphasize the verv snug fit of the gown.
Adjustable kinds of necklines are the newest
thing for both day and night.
With this gold lame\ you can either close it
high in front or leave it to fall into a soft
rever that ends in a sun-pleated ruffle. You
have to be well poised to wear a gown of this
variety with distinction.
All picturesque gowns demand poise and good
posture. So do trains. Ah, these trains. You
find them on house coats and long-sleeved dinner
dresses as wrell as formals.

Naturally, as soon as Jean saw that black
velvet creation shown on page 21 it was as good as
sold. She can't resist it. Ah me, who could? Charm. dramatic
. dazzling.
velveting . .with
touches .of. white
fur ! That's black
First of all it has that stunning new decolletage
that rises serenely about the throat under the
chin and goes sliding down to the waist towards
the back. It's slit in such a way that you can
wear it open for dancing and closed for dinner.
A rhinestone clip gives the bodice a very slight
draped look. And notice those dropped shoulders
again.shoulders.
They're considered a shade smarter than
bare
The
poured
to the
There

gown
suggests
been
into itsmoothly
and tapered
off — that
untilyou've
you come
bottom, which ends in a devastating train.
are two startling slits in the front hem

Every bride wants an adorable fluffy
negligee. And Jean, who ordinarily
sticks to pretty severe lines, weakened
just once when she saw this dove pink,
maribon-trimmed creation at the left.

best inway,
they're
not the
too long,
catchit
theThedress
backif just
above
knee isaridto lift
until the train is out of harm's way when you
dance. Otherwise carry them over your arm.
The ruffled fish-tail kind that adorns Jean's "picparticularly
Andture gown
that" islittle
shoulder popular.
wrap would add an
exciting
touch
to
any
frock.
straight
cut,
you see, and folded over on oneIt'sside
for about
three inches. The idea is to join it high in front
and let it drape, cowl fashion, down the back.
The stiffer the material, the better the cowl effect.
22
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which maice it even more exciting, but they have
amovement.
very practical purpose — to give you freedom of
And don't overlook that huge double bow at the
back. It's grand to effect lissom lines on slender
people
— but if
you're
a bit The
thickish
through
hips, better
leave
it off.
sandals
you the
see
Jean wearing are black and silver.
Usually, for evening, you want to look so
poised — at your glamorous best.
Then let me tell you, get either one of the
latest fascinating "monk's capes" that hint that
you're in a dashing mood, or a three-quarter length
fitted
to Jean's black
velvet.
it's
part ofcoat
the similar
above mentioned
ensemble
but Yes,
you can
wear it as easily with pale chiffons or slinky white
satin. The ermine collar has self buttons and
there are magnificent ermine cavalier cuffs.
You see, short jackets and flares are young and
sprightly. Perfect for youngsters who want to
look perky enough to capture football heroes.
But hardly in keeping with the "grand dame"
air.Look how youthful and s^venteenish Jean
appears in that cocktail suit of Rodier gold tweed
shown below. The high collar of the mink-brown
satin blouse is the one sophisticated thing
about it.
Tweed and satin ! They're doing astonishing

At the right is the
sort of outdoor outfit
which any bride
7. oai J adore for weekend trips with him.
The is logwood
coat
lined Kith seal
gay
Above : A cocktail suit oj
Rodier gold tweed, with
mink-brown satin blouse
and a crazy little hat,
circled with mink

pluid, to match the
skirt.
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things together- this winter — and going innumerable places. To luncheon, on to the matinee and
tea, to make that Sunday afternoon call when
you don't want to look too "dressed up."
The suit has a soft, not-so-tailored look.
Padded shoulders, wide lapels, a single link button
closing the coat. And an unusual stitched treatment that winds up in three inverted pleats in
front makes the skirt different.
A tiny mad hat with a band of mink around
it strikes a corresponding note with the mink
muff.
Oh, there are a lot of things you can do with a
suit like that. Have you noticed (it is shown
on page 22) the coat is collariess — which means
your fox skin can swirl around it one day and
your neat little kidskin jabot set it off the next.
Or you might just let it serve as a complement
to the collar of your blouse as Jean does.
Collars — dress necklines — they do for your face
what frames do for pictures.
The thought crystallized suddenly when I saw
Jean in that little black velgrana frock with
its small stand-up collar accentuated by the most
feminine of fly-away lace bows. Turn back to
page 21 and study it.
But supposing you wanted to give a worldly
wise air to the frock. Take off the lace. Supplant itwith a daring flare or ribbon or one of these
white satin collars that goes off at bizarre angles
and has equally bizarre cuffs.
Witha bride
a little
there's no end to
what
can imagination,
do with her trousseau.

Weekly

clothes in the world will give charm unless there pocket trimmed with a band of the logwood seal.
is personal daintiness.
The angora sweater blouse is the last word in
Elsewhere in this magazine there is a whole slipovers. And have you noticed that most of
department devoted to it. An expert advises on the sports hats are brimmed now? That brown
the finest method of cleansing the skin, of felt one is and young Mrs. Hal Kosson certainly
knows how to wear it at a dizzy angle !
arranging the hair, of using depilatories.
And now we can get back to our shopping.
" Hal and I actually fell in love during our first
"Personally, I believe more thought and money
I'll
"I think the
together,"
gamegreen
golf that
should be spent on interesting daytime clothes get
wool golfmused
suit toJean.
commemorate
occasion
!"
It
would
be
a
tribute
to
any
such
than on formal ones," observed Jean. "Some- occasion —that suit. So trig and tailored with
how, evening things always manage to look
intriguing — but it's difficult to make everyday its wide stitched collar and trim lines Jean
wears the newest type of Oxfords with it, those
ones romantic ! " Which was why she decided with
side closings, and her sweater is of green
on that scrumptious Scotch plaid and logwood
seal outfit you see on page 22.
angora with two-tone cnx;het ties.
She bought the accessories along with each
It's the sort you'd choose for gala days with
-which, after all, is the most satisfactory
him. Comfortable and just right to put you costume
way to shop.
in a gay gipsy mood. The swagger coat is of
It occurred to her that a brown corded wool
the seal, lined with plaid woollen to match the
suit she had purchased needed a very special kind
wrap-around skirt.
topcoat — and she found it in a loosely woven
Then, just to retaliate, the skirt sponsors a of
tweed in brown and white check. Here it is on
Right : The black velvet and ermine
wrap that goes with the Platinum Blonde
star's velvet evening gown.

But let's be quite frank for a minute. No

Above left : Th

Above left : Jean chose
beige and brown for her
riding habit. The coat and
slipover she wears beneath
it are beige suede. The
breeches are cavalry twili.

Miss Harlow' — s
separate
so handy topcoat
logo with
other costumes.
This is loosely
woven tweed in
a brown and white
check.

this pa^e. An awfully swanky coat that flared
around the bottom and tucked snugly under
the chin.
Tnen came the riding habit. Unquestionably,
Lhev do bring out a certain fascination in a girl !
Jean's final choice was beige and brown: A beige
suede slipover that fastens down the front, with
brown leather buttons and has the new laced
collar and cuffs ; a coat of the same suede that has
enormous buttons and patch pockets; beige
cavalry twill breeches; brown boots that match
the buttons and ribbon on the hat — and you have
symphonic
trails ! day
And so wesplendour
came to for
the the
end bridle
of a glorified
-and Jean's glorified trousseau.

Muriel Evans shows
you
the latest
in widebrimmed
hats,
with
extremely low crown and
bandeau to give it the
new tilt, banded in dawn
blue grosgrain. It is of
stitched chocolate brown
organdiestraw.
over sisal

Fashioned of rumba-rust wool, this
tunic dress worn by Wynne Gibson
has a slit at the from, which
adds width to the garment. The
stitched bows on the front and sleeves
are drawn through
buttons. unique metal
Parma violet, an exquisite new shade,
is a feature of this silk net frock,
made bouffant by shirred insets and
ruffles of tulle, worn with waistline
ruffled jacket with long, tight sleeves
by Una Merkel.

White Angora for the new
sports
stoeater
with sleeves
smart
club collar
and polo
is what Madge Evans
favours. It is worn with a
gay
green, red,
and plaid
blackskirtonof white,
the
ensemble being completed
with a brimmed white felt
hat with bright feather atop
the crown.
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"The Picturegoer" here preser
its parade of advance Spring fashilions
from the screen.
Although they represent the
choice of some of the best-dressed
women in films, all these clothes are
adaptable for everyday wear. They
will help you to introduce star
glamour to your wardrobe.
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SHI
With its entire yolk of heavy beige lace, this
lovely night garment, worn by Joan Carmer,
Radio Pictures player, is made of apricotcoloured satin. Tiny satin bows hold the
opened sleeves,
and the
a satin
across
ha:k. bow extends
Muriel Evans' " models " again.
Basket-weave straw cloth, in black
and white, creates this smart offt he- face hat with box-pleated
crown and navy grosgrain bow at
back. Note thebag.
matching envelope

Marian Marsh, who appears
in the Universal musical drama,
" I Like It That Way,"
displays the latest in white
flowered chiffon dinner gowns.
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SCHIAPERELLI

TALKS

on

BRITISH

FILM

FASHIONS

Tn an interview with Helen Wagstaff, one of the best-known
A dress designers in the world, she tells you how you can
learn from our own studios.

personality, specially designed for her, as indeed
they are for all stars.
Madame Schiaperelli has designed frocks for both
American and French films, but until now her
services have never been secured for a British one,
and it is a great triumph for Gaumont-British that
she has consented to come over from Paris to
design the clothes for Little Friend.
In the severely furnished showrooms of her
London establishment with its concealed lighting
and pale grey walls, Madame Schiaperelli told me
that designing clothes for films was a part of her
work in which she was particularly interested;
she has extended her London premises and British
staff specially to cope with the work she will be
doing over here.
"Some of my most successful materials have
come from this country," she said with a smile,
"and indeed, all the woollens I am using in
my designs for this picture have been bought

carefully as it is cut, and Gaumont-British, who
have long ago realised this, have built up a
particularly efficient costume department which
includes among its staff that brilliant young
designer, Mr. Berleo.
For a young man in his early twenties,
Mr.
Berleo's accurate knowledge of detail
amazing.
where dresses of all periods are concerned, is

AH the clothes for Evergreen which GaumontBritish have just completed, have been made to
his design, and so complete is each one of his
sketches that it is impossible for the costumier
to go wrong in the smallest detail.
Mr. Berleo does not wave his pencil negligently
over a sheet of cartridge paper, make a rough
sketch and hand it to the dressmaker with a
"something like that, please."
He sees
exactlyit in
eye what
he
wants,
and draws
downhistomind's
the furthest
flounce,
the tiniest hook and eye. He even makes the
"Your particular speciality. Madame?" I faces of the figures themselves faintly resemble the
actress for whom the gowns are designed, and in
inquired. " What is it ? "
looking at his sketches you can see that he
here."
Madame
waved an exquisitely manicured hand imagines the mood of the model as he draws.
Jessie Matthews wears this smart and piquant
to the further end of the showroom. "My There is an exultant Jessie Matthews, in an
tussore silk morning suit, specially
speciality is line," she said briefly. "Schiaperelli exquisite organdie "rumba" frock; there is a
is
for her
apartfirst
fromthing
the that
fact dignified Jessie in a creation of black and white
designed for her by Berleo, in "Evergreen,"
thatfamous
the cut
of a' line,'
gown and
is the
satin; there is a piquant Jessie, in a smart tussore
walking suit and a hundred others designed to
distinguishes
it
from
its
fellows,
'
line
'
is
more
telling than anything else when it comes to represent her in all her different moods. And
many
good
a
of
s
sheet
t
credi
theican films you will see the name dressing for the screen. The most sumptuous that "hundred others" is no exaggeration,
ON Amer
trimmings, the most fetching frills and furbelows for in Evergreen, Jessie has no fewer than 127
of Adrian, one of the best dress do
not have nearly so good an effect as a suit or changes !
designers of the United States.
a
gown
that is faultlessly cut."
e
g
Befor long you will be seein a
"Next to 'line,' I think the most important
British picture in which the gowns are thing to consider when designing clothes for The designer has not confined his attentions
designed by one of the most famous the screen is material."
also
Balfour's
Betty pencil,
all thearelesser
and frocks
his creative
result toof Jessie.
the solely
coutourieres in the world — Madame Schia" Beautiful fabrics photograph well and need
no additions to make them striking. Hollywood members of the cast, Jessie's many girl friends,
perelli.
has exploited trimmings to the nth degree; and numberless others, are represented in his
The film fashions of to-day are your fashions there is no new way of displaying ostrich feathers sketch book.
of to-morrow. Almost are the screen fashions or swansdown on lingerie, or furs on evening
As if that wasn't enough, he has devoted
of one month adopted by the multitude the wraps and gowns. I only use the best materials, a page at the back of it to a variety of
next.
a good many of them original ones of my own, men's heads in the hairdressing of different
periods.! Young Mr. Berleo leaves nothing to
Gone is the time when "advance fashion" and rely on drapery to do the rest." The truth chance
hints could only be gleaned by attending of the matter is that the drapery relies on
You may say that watching a bevy of eighteenth
exclusive dress parades or going to the Schiaperelli to do the rest.
century beauties parade in the costume of the
theatre, which meant as far as the majority
One of the chief parts in Little Friend is taken by period will have little effect on the style of your
a child of between twelve and fourteen, and 1934 suits; some of you may even be heard to
of
wereoutconcerned,
onlypeople
leaked
by chance.that "the latest" you might imagine that this would limit the scope murmur that it is easy to dress lavishly
It is possible nowadays for the least clothes of even so versatile a designer as Madame when the question of expense has not to be
conscious among us to have access to the most Schiaperelli, but she has a little girl of exactly considered .
the less most of you will find it hard
up-to-date fashions by going to the pictures. the same age, and is full of ideas on the subject to None
deny that you take the majority of your
And to British pictures at that.
of dressing children.
When I visited the Little Friend set at the styles from the screen and adapt them to suit
It is no use baulking the fact that there was Gaumont-British studios, I saw some of her
your pocket.
a time when the question of dress in British theories attractively put into practice.
pictures seemed to be the last thing the producer
The young heroine was sitting up in a tiny white
that
considered .
a brim
felt ishatto with
bed, wearing the most fascinating pink pyjamas That
dips jaunty
over one little
eye, that
be found
in every
You chose your story, arranged your cast, put in a crinkly crepe Schiaperelli material, and cut wardrobe has its counterpart, slightly more
them into some suitable clothes, and started with a Peter Pan collar, so becoming to the elaborate and usually made of straw, in the
shooting ! But that was way back in the early very young. A bright red romper suit in soft eighteenth century days. The flat bows or
days of picture making. Imagine glamorous Anna woolly stuff lay over a low chair, and the original, frilled bustles on most of your evening frocks
Neagle as she is to-day being photographed in gaily-patterned chintz chosen for the bed-vallance are inspired by the same period.
something
just "suitable." It simply isn't and
Why did you buy a frock like that? What
curtains showed
that confined
Madame Schiaperelli's
done.
inspirations
are not
entirely to a stupid
question to ask. Because they are worn,
Her costumes are thought out for her as clothes.
of course ! yuite. But why are they worn ?
A
well
photographed
film
with
a
good
story
is
Because they became the fashion after they were
carefully as her make-up is adjusted for each
"shot" and styles that suit her peculiarly fragile not enough; a picture must be "dressed" as first seen and admired on the screen.
20
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FOR
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Weekly

QUEEN

MER.LE

OBERON

p<mtti,

POWDER

iheiiJmfur

CREAM

BEAUTY

FASCINATING

MIRROR

Miss Merle Oberon, the brilliant young film star who plays Anne Boleyn in the
London Film Productions1 great success " The Private Life of Henry V///," says :
M In my part of Anne Boleyn it was necessary to give very careful
attention to my complexion to help me impersonate the lovely and
fascinating Queen.
M I took

the

advice

of

other

Film

Stars who

unanimously

411
IN

ONE

Just a little on the
tip of the finger is
all that is required

1

recommended Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream, and I can only
say that I am more than delighted with the result."
The action of Potter & Moore's Powder-Cream is almost magical. Immediately it is
applied, the skin absorbs the pure ingredients on which it nourishes, and only a delicate
matt Powder Surface remains. The fresh natural bloom of the complexion is thus
revived — and so refined is the effect, that it is almost impossible to detect the use of
any make-up.
On sale everywhere, in all popular powder shades.

&
Potter
MITCHAM

PCWDER

Moore's
LAVENDER

CUEAM

There is a dainty mirror
in the base of the jar.
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Freely based on the film "Bed of
Roses
by permission
of Radio
Pictures," Ltd.,
Dean St.. London,
W.l.
See "On the Screens Now "feature,
page 34, for the full cast and
Lionel Collier's criticism of this film.
" For some time Lorry and
Dan talked under the stars
until his arm slipped
round her."
inquired
overshea
Smuggling?"
plate she
of found
fish
which
unexpectedly to
her" No.
taste.Too much
trouble. I transport cotton on this
barge; bales and bales of
it. I'm taking a load to
"I don't think much
New Orleans now."
of your home. How d'you
she
said to
frankly,
manage
live looking
here ? "
round the ten by ten
cabin, fitted with the bare
necessities of life and not
even boasting a piano.
" Pretty well. It's hard
about the a river
work, butcinationthere's
fas-

of a young life.
the course
INLorry
Evans had done manv
things entitling her to room
and board in numerous
American
State penitentiaries. Never, so far, had she
robbeds. a man and she was feeling
nervou
On the alert in a cabin of a
Mississippi river steamer, she
strained to hear every word of
the brief conversation in progress
outside the matchboard door, a
conversation
in which
voice alternated
with the
thatpurser's
of her
" pigeon."
" Hey, purser, you've a couple
of crooks on board.
I've had
sixty dollars taken."
" What?"
"Sure. They're in there. Get
the captain."
Footsteps receded down the deck.
"What's the matter with you?
Been eating ants?" Minnie inquired
of her cabin mate. Though alike
in social standing, the two girls
differed remarkably. An inherent
vulgarity, an out-and-out knowledge
of her profession, were the causes
of Minnie's clothes, walk, and makeup. With Lorry, fair haired and
slender, the sway of the hips, the
cynical twist to the mouth, the
hardness in the lovely eyes, the
flippant speech, resulted from a
pose.
Inwardly loving the beautiful, the
refined things of life. Lorry, taught
by prison experience, believed that
simplicity was the mark of a fool.
Fine homes, gorgeous jewels,
luxurious yachts were not denied to
girls of her profession, but to
achieve them one needed duplicity
and brains.
When she scrubbed floors with
yellow soap and turned a flock
mattress under the eye of authority,
during what she determined was to
be her last stretch in Louisiana
prison, she pictured the bed she
would one day order for herself.
Cunningly coiled springs, finest
28

be wanting
to turnYou'll
in —
and
going places.
say one thing — whv did vou jump

by Marjory
hair, softest down, silk
fought desperately to
sheets and luscious
gain
the white and
WILLIAMS
scented
rose - buds,
green
lightsbarge
of a slowcaught in a satin covermoving
that
loomed up in the mist. Darkies,
let, went to the making of that
squatting on the fore deck, accomvisionary bed, no mean counterpart
of the life that was to be hers a
panied their singing with banjos.
veritable bed of roses.
Primitive, pathetic music, to Lorry,
How far were those dreams from getting short winded, it was the
grandest in the world.
the present, the peremptory knockA young man standing by the
ing on the cabin door, followed by
the entry of Captain Scroggins and deckhouse saw her trying to grasp
the rope ladder on the ship's side
the partly sober "pigeon."
" Miss Evans, this gentleman
knelt to help her. Lorry's thin
accuses you of robbing his pocket and
legs waved frantically in mid-air, a
suspender gave way, and the precious
of notes top.
parted company with
"I've never been so insulted in wad
her stocking
my life. Take this vulgar person
book."
out
of here.
She
threw He's
backdrunk."
her head in
cern as she
was gained
Lorry's the
chief deck,
conimitation of a lady of title, regarding Their loss
assisted by the firm, brown hand
her accuser, a bald-headed man,
of the young man wearing slacks
obviously more sinned against than
sinning, as if he were so much dust. and an open-fronted shirt, to whom
she made bitter complaint.
" Search the room ! " commanded
the captain.
" Vou shouldn't take your purse
when
remindedyou
her. go swimming," he
Conscious of sixty dollars hidden
"Take that!" she riposted and
in the top of her wide-mesh
stocking. Lorry made a bolt down
pushed, laughing to see him reel at
the unexpected impact and fall into
the deck
for the
ship'swake.
rail, Miuuie
and
the others
in her
the current.
A crowd gathered while she nimbly
' ' What did you want to do that
mounted and stood daringly poised for? " he demanded, having rejoined
in front of fog and darkness.
the deck as wet as she. " Here's
"If you guys don't leave me
forPicking
the bright
her idea."
up in his arms, he
alone,
I'll jump
overboard."
A word
of contempt
from the threw her into the Mississippi, from
captain and she had dived into the which a moment later he was helping
her out, satisfied they had now met
icy water. Coming up to breathe,
she swallowed a mouthful of fog on an equal basis.
and heard the order given to stop
Judging by his conversation, he
the engines.
hadn't the remotest idea who she
Gradually the swish swish of was or from where she had come.
Comforted by the discovery, Lorry
revolving paddle wheels died down.
She swam recklessly, hearing cries accepted the loan of dry overalls
from
ship, which presently got and a supper below, served by a
under the
weigh.
darkie servant whom her host
A landing of some sort being a
"Alice."
necessity if she wished to live, she addressed
"What asd'you
do for a living?

did "know. "I've got my
off Sothathe ship?
reasons," was- all she admitted and
was relieved when, pointing to a
somewhat disordered bunk, he went
away, as he expressed it, " for a
snoose on deck."
In bunk
a wall
opposite
the
hungcupboard
a jacket.
For some
time Ixj rry meditated, swinging the
door to and fro. Dan Walters,
barge owner, was a nice boy.
Something clean and decent about
him. She didn't want to rob anyone like that, but she had the futuri
to consider -the life on a bed o
roses.
When, in the pearl grey dawn,
the barge docked at New Orleans,
Lorry was first on the quay, avoiding
the eye of Dan, who was still asleep.
As the first step to fortune, she
acquired business-like clothes, a pair
of horn-rimmed spectacles and a
suppositious uncle, a congregational
minister, well known in West
Virginia.
In the senting
guise
of a sob-sister,
reprethe American
Newspaper
Syndicate, she invaded the office of
Stephen Paige, a book publisher
whose name she had heard mentioned on the lx>uisiana qua v.
She found a man of forty at least,
grey-haired, unmarried, and
politely interested in her wish to
include him in a volume of articles
dealing
with successful business men
of the South.
While she prattled on about
Uncle Rupert,
intimated were,
how handsome most bachelors
and
listened
to
Stephen
Paige's
views
on Prohibition, she sought for the
quickest way to find out if he was
capable of getting drunk
with her
board
theAs show
boat,"pigeon"
so she onbelieved
inebriety a short cut to wealth.
Finding her patter beginning to
flag, she
spoke ofon leaving,
(Continued
page 30) gasped
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gelling beautiful
La Reine des Cremes quickly proves its worth. After
a few applications, your
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skin becomes clear, delightfully soft and velvety and
always looks fragrantly
fresh and beautiful.
La Reine des Cremes

is

non-greasy. Use it by day
Tubes .
HandbagS 6d.
Larger sixes from I /3

your luuof Hairdresser,
Store or Chemist will
supply you.
NOTE: If your skin is
inclined to be greasy,
ask for La Reine des
Crimes with the red
band.

but don't forget to use it night time
too. It is a complete Beauty
Treatment in itself. It cleanses as
well as vanishes and can be used
as a day or night cream. Delicately
perfumed with a lasting fragrance.
WORLD FAMED FOR THE COMPLEXION
J. Lesquendieu, Mt. Pleasant, Alperton, Middx.
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CREAMS

first no this! Immediately
after washing your hair, with soap
and water or a good shampoo, rinse it thoroughly
CAMILATONE
BEAUTY with
RINSEa
to suit your hair (Fair, Auburn
or Dark). CAMILATONE BEAUTY
RINSES contain the finest ingredients known to benefit the hair.
They do not dye, but really tone
the hair, giving it sparkle and life.
There are FOUR Rinses to choose
from. TONRINZ Blonde,
TONRINZ Auburn, TONRINZ
Golden Brown (for dark Hair),
and then the favourite Camilatone
GOLDEN RINSE, most famous of
all brightening rinses tor the hair.
They come in 6d. capsules or
packets (sufficient for three rinses)
— obtainable at half PRICK
through the special INTRODUCTORY OFFER below.
FREE. Write to Conlowe,
Ltd., Dept. C.8, Congleton,
Cheshire, for this dainty
Underwear Style Brochure
showing ail the latest fashions.
You will love the luxuriant
silkiness of lace-trimmed
Conlowe undies and the fine
embroidery. They are
economical too, standing up to any amount of
wash and wear and will not ladder.

6

rib

Artificial Silk
E
UNDERWEAR & SLUMBERWEAR
OW
FULLY GUARANTEED

BEAUTY

RINSES

—THEN THIS! Set your hair,
after rinsing, with LUSTRSET,
Camilatone 's marvellous new setting medium which is also a hair
tonic and beautifier in addition
and particularly kelps your hair
after-perniauetitivaving.
I USTRSET
comes in a tube which,
apart
altogether from its convenience
and cleanliness, is remarkably
economical (there are 30 to 35
perfect settings in each 1 3 tube).
THUS
with this simpleyou'"twoway " — treatment
are
assured of beautiful, fascinating
hair every time you wash it —
rinsed into new life and beauty —
set in perfect waves exactly as you
it. MakeBELOW
a testandto-day
—desire
USE COUPON
take
advantage,
as special
a " Picturegoer
reader, TORY
of this
INTRODUC- "
HALE-PRICE
OFFER.

&
LUSTRSET
SPECIAL
HALF»PRICE
COUPON
lo CAMIJLATONE Ltd., W ELSH HARP, HENDON. LONDON, N.W
Please sendme I'OS f tRkE w the address
NAME
he low :
ONE i 3 LUSTRSET
•for dry Hair.
j 1 1 (clock ce n t
for greasy
Hair.TONRINZ
I encUwe * ->0. ADDRESS
•ONE
capsule
•for
Fair6d.Hair
for Auburn Hair
^ 1 (BLOCK
P. 2. LETTI
for Dark6d.Hair
I enclose j*fl»1
♦ONE
packet GOLDEN
RINSE Total
for Fairamount
hair enclosed
I enclose *0« Post this Coupon, with Postal Order or Stamps
lor total amount, in sealed envelope!, I stamp ■
*Ctoij out any not required.
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and relaxed in her chair by Stephen
Paige's desk.
"I've such a pain — round the
heart. I must try — no, I'm afraid
I can't make it yet. I suppose you
haven't a dash of something warming— my Uncle Rupert used to
From a half-closed eye she
watched Paige at the wall-cupboard,
producing
decanter
and glasses.
"
advise
It was disappointing when he
refused to join her in "something
warming,"
for, in heexpressing
his
view
on Prohibition,
had admitted
a personal leaning towards intoxicants. Trusting to that suspicion,
she sipped her liqueur and gladly
accepted an invitation to dine.
The latter part of the evening
was ugly, if successful. A long
bout of abstemiousness had rendered the publisher susceptible to
the fiery potions unmentioned in
the Volstead Act. He was also
attracted to Ixnry, more genuinely
than she knew. About 4 a.m. she
took him home and went to bed,
leaving a silk stocking and satin
slipper in the living-room for him
to find in the morning.
He did find it along with an
intolerably aching head — he still
had the "head" when she arrived.
"What are
he
demanded
withyou
an doing
attempthere?"
at being
dignified in a dressing-gown.
"Stephen, how can you? You
carried
me nothing
here, of of
course."
(He
had done
the kind.)
" Don't you remember saying you
loved me and drinking champagne

Miss Merle
Oberon, the
popular film
(tar, wearing
her Britannic
Watch Bracelet

<zJHcaL

OheioiL

appreciates
ltd ucaiih
j

Miss Merle Oberon is delighted with
her Britannic Watch Bracelet — specially
made for a beautiful wrist. Like so
many other lovely women, Miss Oberon
appreciates its beautiful appearance, and
the exquisite craftsmanship which produces it. Every Britannic Bracelet is
GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
during which time the expanding band
will be maintained and the springs
renewed free of charge, through any
jeweller. There are a variety of beautiful designs of Britannic Watch Bracelets
in Gold, White Gold, and Platinum,
complete with watch heads, at prices
from £4 : 15:0.
Of all good jewellers.
ALSO MADE WITH CLIPS TO
REPLACE RIBBONS AND STRAPS.
Illustrated list Free London
from B.C. Ml BRITANNIC.
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outShe
of my
slipper?"
flowed
on in the familiar
vein.
"Tell me what you want — how
much?" he cut in irritably.
"I don't want anything, Steve
dear.
"YouI want
can't you."
have me. I'm a
respectable citizen. At least, I was
till you turned up and tricked
"Tricked you. After all the
things
you saidthe last
you remember
love night.
nest we Don't
were
going to have, and Uncle Rupert
always said you were an honest
"I don't believe you've got an
Uncle
"Don'tRupert."
you? Well, I'll kill myself
me."
on your doorstep if you don't look
after mc. I will. I'll scream."
Stephen was in no mood to call
her man."
bluff. The entrance of a servant
with a bromo-seltzer may have had
something to do with his climbing
down, or it may have been that
Stephen was a lonely man. The
existence of a slender slip of a girl
with honey-coloured hair, whose
outrageous behaviour seemed to he
no part of her real self, may have
meant something to him.

was
Lorryt and
n a inmonth
Withi
installed
an apartmen
furnished with a wardrobe as luxurious as she could desire. Life on the
bed of roses had literally begun.
Yet in Lorry's daydream*, as she
lay on coverlet,
silk sheets
a rosestrewn
there under
were memories
of an untidy barge cabin and a
young man with honest eyes.
Attired one breezy morning in
black with sedate white collar, she
visited Dan on the Mississippi
"Never expected to see me again,
did you? Well, I've come to bring
back your dough. You must have
Queen.
raged when you found it gone."

" At first, then I thought you
must have needed it prettv
badly; so I didn't worry. Forget
His smile went straight to Lorry's
heart. She said soberly : "I did
need the money. It got me clothes
"Good. Where are you now,
and"Governess
a job." to some children. A
She turned the conversation, glad
nice
to be family."
done with lying.
? " you get off some evening
then
"Surely
in the week. You must meet me
was saying.
and we'll dance some place," he
When she said "Good-bye" she
was almost
sorry that she wasn't to
dine
with him.
it."
Minnie
called
thatonevening
while
she was
trying
a new negligee, an elaborate, ruffle-trimmed
affair, typical of her new life. Minnie,
though the same as ever, had a
surprise in store in the shape of her
marriage to Mr. Oglethorpe, whom
she had met in Louisiana.
Minnie married, was a topic that
revolved through Lorry's thoughts
during the days until Dan was due
in dock. If Minnie could find a husband, why shouldn't
she?and white
Donning
the black
costume, she took a walk along the
New Orleans waterfront. It was a
clean, windy day. Towers, spires,
buildings, and factories rose clear
cut against the blue across the
floated
at anchor
gay
broad rippling
river.flying
Dan's a barge
pennon.
On
the
quay,
cotton
bales
were being dumped.
I-orry spied a tall figure, pipe in
mouth,
superintending the work of
the
cranes.
Knjoyingfinished
your now.
job, I Marvellous
see."
"" Neariy
day, isn't it? Don't go away. I've
got something for you in the
Presently she followed him down
the companion way and undid the
"A
silk more
shawl. thanHow
Glowing
in anylovely!"
negligee,
she
perched on the table edge and,
parcel.
cabin."
above the soft-hued silk watched
him take down a china mug and
start to shave
"This is a privilege. No girl has
ever been allowed to watch me
shave," he informed, lathering with
firm strokes. A moment later he
was gently repulsing her when she
offered her hps. Awed, for the first
time in her short existence, she
followed his lead, maintaining an
impersonal, friendly intercourse
until, after supper, provided with a
lantern, he lead her on deck.
For some time they talked under
the stars till his arm slid round her.
His sincere boyish face was near
hers. Words came haltingly.
" Reckon I can't do without you,
little girl. I'm crazy about you.
Marry me and run this barge as it
She was
doubtful at first; not
should
he run."
that
she
loved
With ofa her
woman's
instinct and thehim.
wisdom
kind,
she had known that from the first.
Could she lead the life of a barge
owner's wife ?
She thought of the rose-strewn
bed and smiled.
"Okay, Dan. You want me to
come along to-morrow at six and
marry you before we take the trip
(Continued
pagecome."
32)
to Ix>uisiana,
thenon I'll
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eveals the secret of her flawless skin
These Society Leaders
share the Same Method
of Skin Care
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secret !

You can prevent " Tired Skin " from ruining your
complexion. Knight's Castile is specially made to
counteract the ageing effect of smoke-laden air and
stuffy indoor atmospheres on the skin. The rare oils
which it contains nourish and revive the delicate
skin glands, restoring lost loveliness and keeping
the complexion fresh, smooth and ever youthful.

Knights
TOILET

JOHN KNIGH1
LIMITED
HC I 33 143

Castile
SOAP
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" I have tried other creams, but
Pond's is my favourite," says Lady
June Charlton, who is blessed with
the fair beauty that Englishwomen
are famed for all over the world . . .
"All Pond's Products are wonderful
at keeping
she
adds. your skin at its loveliest "
You, too, can make your skin as
flawless as Lady June's . . . Try Pond's
gentle, nourishing beauty care. So
simple ... so inexpensive . . . yet
recommended
beautiful women.by Society's most
First, massage Pond's Cold Cream
over face and neck. Let the soothing
oils penetrate into the pores and

float out any dirt, wipe away cream and
dirt with Pond's Cleansing Tissues.
Pat on Pond's Skin Freshener to refine
the skin. Lastly, before powdering,
smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream
over face and neck.
Wind, cold and the dry air of
over-heated rooms whip the moisture
out of one's skin — it easily becomes
rough
coarse.
But Pond's
Vanishing and
Cream
contains
ingredients
chosen to check this loss of moisture
and keep the skin soft. It sootheaway lines and wrinkles, and "it's the
best
powder
beautiful
Ladybase
June.I know of" says
Other distinguished users of Pond's :
THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK • THE
COUNTESS OF GALLOWAY • THE
COUNTESS HOWE • LADY ASHLEY
Guide your skin to beauty with

POP'S
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Idly, on the crest of happiness,
she drifted through the apartment
next morning, carelessly hoping for
a meetingup.withSheStephen,
whocoloured
hadn't
turned
called the
maid to pack. "Just put in anything, Genevieve; I've signed on to
Humming
scrub
decks." to herself, she took up
the telephone.
"That you, Minnie? It's happened. I'm getting married. Can
you
We're
sailing
six. believe
I thoughtit?I must
let you
know.at
See you when I get back. GoodSheStephen,
hung up
in time
to last
see
correct
to the
detail of his morning dress, greyhaired and in a grey mood.
"Going somewhere. Lorry? You
seem
a hurry."
"I —toer be
— Iinwanted
to tell you I'm
walking out on you really and truly.
bye."
I'm getting married."
"I heard so, but I didn't believe
"It's true."
"And that gives you the right to
leave me, you think. The lucky
fellow's rich, I suppose."
"Steve, don't look at it that way.
I wouldn't go for just anyone. I
love" You
the love
man."him ? "
"Yes. He's poor. He owns a

Fashion-minded
women

say
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Cutex

" Tinted nails or natural ? " is the question we
put to dozens of smart Society Women.
And these fashionable women answered :
" Both, of course ! " — Vivid nail polish for
gowns in neutral colours — natural polish for
gay bright costumes. The polish, they say, must
be just the right shade for each . . .
For the right shade of polish, smart women
insist on Cutex. There are 6 lovely shades to
choose from — Natural, Rose, Coral, Cardinal,
Ruby and Colourless. Moreover, Cutex Liquid
Polish doesn't dry in the bottle and it lasts on
your nails. No cracking or peeling, but a smooth,
even lustre that keeps them sparkling all the time.
For the perfect manicure : Cutex Cuticle
Remover — to keep the cuticle smooth.
Your favourite shades of Cutex Liquid
Polish — two are enough to start with.

riTTl?
1£A
Li
THE

LONG-LASTING

AND

EVERYTHING

Cutex Polish Remover. Lastly, a Cutex
Nail White Pencil, or Cream. Cutex
preparations are obtainable at chemists,
stores and hairdressers.
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cotton
"Well barge."
— I only hope he knows as
much as I do about you."
Lorry bitStephen
her lip.forOnenot couldn't
it."
vituperate
having
thrown the past, about which he had
acquainted himself, in her teeth.
Fear inspired her to be angry with
someone.
"Why should I spoil my life by
telling the only man I've ever cared
"Because, sooner
or later, he'll
for, that
find
out. IYou " can't love him and
marry him without telling him."
"Meaning you'll tell him if I
" Possibly."
"Listen, Steve; you can't do that.
I'm"You'd
going tobetter.
be straight
withA him."
Lorry.
man
don't." the woman he marries as
imagines
something set apart, as something
clean. That's why young love is
different from anything in the
she"You're
flung out.being old-fashioned!"
"So are most men."
world."
Horribly true. She had known it
all along. Ironical that Stephen
should be the one to uncover the
knowledge
that she had tried to
hide.
"You've got me scared," she
admitted. He swung her to him.
"Lorry, don't tell me you're going
to quit to take a cook-and-washerwoman-job
on Young
a barge.
never stand it.
love You'd
would
never
last.
Ours
might.
We've
never fooled each other. Genevieve,
come here — your mistress won't
need that suitcase. She's changed
Winking away a tear. Lorry laid
her
handsmind."
on her property. "Thanks,
I'll have it, Genevieve. Good-bye,
"Where are you going?" Her
face, her ! "attitude denied any sugStephen gestion that she was leaving for the
cotton barge.
"I don't know. Guess I'll find
"Little
fool!"
a job
She somewhere."
sent no word to Dan. There
seemed nothinc to sa v and no manner

of saying it that would avoid giving
him a clue to her whereabouts.
She didn't want him to find her.
Like a sick animal, she wanted to
hide.
She found a job in a multiple
store and a room in a back street.
For six months she lived- a business
girl's
life, wrapping
parcels,modestly
dealing
with change
all day, eating
at night, and going early to bed.
When the shrill siren from the river
announced the departure of a boat
she stuffed the bedclothes in her
ears. She never visited the docks.
She gave no one her address.
A big sale was in progress at the
store, the afternoon Minnie tracked
her to the stocking counter. Whatever Minnie lacked, it wasn't push.
Disregarding
a dozen
women
customers who were
making
demands
on Lorry's time, Minnie planted her
elbows on a basket of marked-down
hose, and observed :
" Hello, Lorry ! My hubby's giving
a Mardi-gras party and we want you
Four times she made this remark
while Lorry bustled about serving.
Forcome."
the sake of peace and quiet,
to
she
gave
in to
request.
After all, she
had Minnie's
almost forgotten
what a party was like. Somehow,
she got together a fancy dress and
joined the throng of masked and
costumed figures in the ballroom of
New a Orleans'
leadingabout
hotel.
There
was
lack of lustre
her gaiety
on arriving which had not improved
when she followed Minnie and her
I'usband, rather too appropriately
dressed as a court fool, to their
table.
Minnie's vulgarity jarred on her.
Lorry foundofshethe
didn't
be
reminded
old want
life.to She
looked at her plate and saw a
velvet case beside it; inside the
case a bracelet set with brilliants.
A masked figure of Napoleon
detached itself from the throng to
stand beside her.
" Hullo, Steve ! " she said. Minnie
and her husband discreetly faded
away to dance in a manner which
suggested their services as host and
hostess had been commandeered;
which was the truth.
" Are you still hearing barge
whistles?
inquired
the Mardi-gras
party.the real giver of
Lorry looked at Stephen cleareyed. "That's all over with me,"
she said firmly, "and with you,
too." She handed him the velvet
case. "Take care of this. It isn't
wise to leave jewellery about."
A afewfewdaysweeks
— or,— -later,
perhaps,for itwhen
was
one has nothing to look forward to,
one takes scant heed of time, a
knock
came room
on the
of Lorry's
bed-sitting
as door
she was
due to
start for the store.
A youngcap man
stood on the
threshold,
in hand.
"Dan, how did you find out
"Never mind. Why did you go
where I was? "
" Didn't you guess that I was
afraid. There was an awful lot I
should
have I told
I
" I've
" Don't.
know you.
everything.
"
?
awayMinnie, but even she couldn't
seen
tell me why you're living here and
slaving
in a you,
store."
" I loved
Dan 1 wanted to
prove to myself that I could be the
kind of girl you wanted me to be.
"Is it?" inquired Dan and kissed
her.
That's
all."
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FOUNDATION
CREAM

The quality and supremacy
of Coty Cream and Face
Powder, as a means of
keeping the complexion
flawless, are recognised by
women throughout the
world.
Coty Foundation Cream
holds the face powder —
preserves, protects and
imparts an attractive finish
to the complexion, and
is the perfect safeguard
against wind and cold. It
is perfumed.
IN JARS

with enamel lid
IN TUBES
Large size
Small size
1'3

9"

Try
anil

waffle
a
fried
egg

for

breakfast

Breakfast becomes

interesting when WAFFLES are served as
delicious, light and crispy alternatives to
toast. Try a WAFFLE, with your fried or
scrambled egg. w ith grilled bacon or tomato
- WAFFLES with marmalade are quite
irresistible too, one can ring the changes
indefinitely — that's the beauty of them !
Waff LES made with eggs, milk and flour , or
specially prepared WAFFLE FLOUR are most
easily, quickly and cleanly cooked by electricity.
The SOLON ELECTRIC WAFFLER is all ready
to plug into a lighting or heating point — simply
switch on and in three or
four minutes the waffle is
perfectly cooked on both
sides without turning.
There are innumerable
ways of delighting your
family and friends with
Waffles. FREE
Write for
RECIPE BOOKLET
to :
W.T HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. Ltd., Holborn
Viaduct, London,. E.C.i

COTY
CREATIONS
PERFUME

FACE

POWDER

In 24 fragrances and 12
delightful shades. A master*
piece created by a genius.
Its fineness of texture protects the skin, and leaves
a soft velvety surface.
Large
box
1'3
2/3
I C.F.H.360 I

a hundred times more

3/9, 6/-, 10/-, etc.
CLEANSING CREAM
6d., 1/-, 2/6
GITANE LIPSTICK
2/6
EAU DE COLOGNE
1/6, 2/6, 4/6, etc.
ROUGE
2/6
TALC POWDER
2/<

IEI

J—.

SOLON
EEC
CZT

I

Cr

WAFFLER

TII1KTY-TWO
AN©
SIXPENCE
complete with recipe book and l-lb. sample of Waffle Mixture. If unable
to obtain Pleate tend >/« the name of your nearest dealer or stores.
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the

Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

♦LOVE.
PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
HONOUR.
***THE CONSTANT NYMPH
AND
OH! BABY
♦♦JIMMY AND SALLY
♦GENERAL JOHN REGAN
♦♦TURN BACK THE CLOCK
♦♦BED OF ROSES
CAKING OF THE WILD
♦BROADWAY SINGER
♦TO THE LAST MAN
SHOT IN THE DARK

The

Esther Ralston, who makes her
screen reappearance after a long
absence, still retains all her attractiveness as the heroine in " To
The Last Man."

th
ek,, wi
welm
Br
The
Ritisthhin fi
ANOTaHnsEta
nt Nymph, taking
Co
the chief honours. I do
not think that this
e
ur
pict
is going to be everybody's
"meat," but it is notable for its
technical qualities, its sincerity in
the adaptation of the famous
novel, and for the acting, more
particularly of Brian Aherne, who
has never appeared to such
advantage as he does here.
There is a good deal of amusement
to be got out of Jimmy Dunn and
Claire Trevor's first co-starring
vehicle, Jimmy and Sally — the
"Sally" end of it being originally
intended for Sally Eilers, whose
place Claire Trevor filled.
Lee Tracy, too, should be seen in
Turn Back the Clock, an unusual
comedy drama which is ingenious
in treatment.
***THE CONSTANT NYMPH
Gaumont-British.chological "drama.A "Runs certificate.
97 minutes. PsyVictoria Hopper
Tessa
Peggy Blythe
Lina
Jane Baxter
Tony
Jane Cornell
Kate
Beryl Laverick
Susan
Lyn Harding
Sanger
Brian Aherne
Lewis Dodd
Mary Clare
Linda
Leonora Corbett
Florence
Fritz
Schultz
Jacob
Birnbaum
Tony de Lunco
Roberto
Jim
Gerald
Trigorin
Athole
Stewart Charles Churchill
Directed by Basil Dean from Margaret
Kennedy's novel.
A sincere and pictorially brilliant
adaptation of the novel, which
I feel will please those who have read
it more than those who have not.
If you have not been introduced to
the Bohemian Sanger family, the
head of which is an eccentric
composer who dies leaving his
progeny, collected in different parts
of the world, to their fate, it is
probably that you will find little
hiatuses in action that may leave
you a little bewildered.
But you cannot help but be
charmed by the love affair between
Tessa Sanger and Lewis Dodd, an
erratic composer who has known her
from childhood, but does not realise
until after he has married that he
loves her.
The story ends tragically with her
death in a Brussels lodging-house,
where he takes her when he runs
away with her, after the performance
of his first symphony.
I reviewed this picture very fully
in our issue of February 3, and I
34

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
would refer readers to that to
supplement this brief recapitulation.
Brian Aherne scores the hit of his
career as the wayward Lewis Dodd.
It is a sensitive and well-balanced
rendition of a difficult role.
Tessa is excellently portrayed by
Victoria Hopper.
Hers is a delightful performance,
but I'm not going to be rash enough
to prophesy stardom for her because
of it.
The opening scenes in the Austrian
Tyrol, where the Sanger family lives,
are really beautiful, and the atmosphere and the characterisations are
sincere and convincing.
Later, when Tessa comes to
London, the atmosphere is again
admirably caught, and the relations
between Tessa and the girl whom
Lewis has married, and who has
undertaken to look after the little
orphan, are excellently developed.
A highlight is the performance of
Dodd's
symphony
the Queen's
Hall, which
is bothat effective
and
realistic.
The casting is particularly good,
and every member of the company
gives a performance which helps
build up the atmosphere of this
unusual and well-balanced story.
♦•JIMMY AND SALLY
Fox. American. " U " certificate. Romantic
comedy drama. Runs 69 minutes.
James Dunn
Jimmy
Claire Trevor
Sally
Harvey Stephens Ralph Andrews
Lya Lys
Pola Wenski
Jed
GloriaProuty
Roy B. W. Marlowe
Shirley
Directed by James Tinling. Music by Jay
Gorney, lyrics by Sidney Clare.

selfof a man
ed Irish
storypublicity
amusing
An opinionat
who takes a fall, but eventually
comes to his senses and wins the
girlIthe isloves.
all very slight, but well
seasoned with wisecracks and
capably acted, with two catchy
song numbers thrown in as make
weight, "It's
the Irish in Me" and
"You're
My Thrill."
Jimmy Dunn is very good as the
swollen -headed publicist who, by
devising a stunt in which an elephant
runs riot in the streets, gets fired,
but
is taken
on byartiste.
his employer's
mistress,
a cabaret
This appointment causes trouble
with his girl, Sally, a role pleasantly
played
although
at timesbysheClaire
strikesTrevor,
a rather
harsh
note both in character and appearance.
idea for
forJames'
the actress
is toa publicity
announce stunt
that
she is secretly in love with the
handsomest gangster in town.
This causes a riot again, and this
time James is fired for good. The
ending is the conventional one of
the hero making good, coming back
in a more humble mood to his love.
••TURN BACK THE CLOCK
M.-G.-M.
American.
" A " certificate.
Psychological comedy
minutes.drama. Runs 79
Lee Tracy
Joe
Mae Clarke
Mary
Otto Kruger
Ted
George Barrier
Evans
Peggy Shannon
Elvina
C. Henry Gordon
Mr. Holmes
Clara Blandick
Joe's Mother
Directed by Edgar Selwyn from the story
by Edgar Shi wyn and Ben Hecht.

CUutdette Colbert combines the
role of mother and cabaret star
in " Broadway Singer."

the
has treatwhich
esincere
pictur
A advanta
of novelty
ment and a ge
human inoutlook.
It deals with a man living contentedly in a small way with his
wife, and gets both drunk and
disgruntled with his lot.
He is knocked down by a car and
taken to hospital, where, under an
anaesthetic, he dreams himself back
at the start of his career with all the
knowledge he had accumulated later.
He proceeds to re-live his life and,
instead of marrying the girl he loves
— as he did — turns her down in
favour of a rich girl who in actuality
married his friend.
His experiences lead to misery,
and he wakes up convinced that he
is happier
a poor
could
have asbeen
if he man
had than
orderedhe
his life with only an eye to wealth.
Lee Tracy is extremely good in the
leading rdle, vital and likeable.
Mae Clarke
simple
unaffected as his iswife,
whileandPeggy
Shannon affords an incisive contrast
as the rich girl, Elvina.
Sound supporting character
studies are given by Otto Kruger as
the wealthy friend, George Barbier, C.
Henry Gordon, and Clara Blandick.
The director has touched on world
events, such as the Great War, in
a logical and illuminating manner,
philosophising on them through his
leading character, who. of course,
forsees them all and can get no one
to listen to his warnings.
••BED OF ROSES
Radio. American.
" A " 65certificate.
drama. Runs
minutes. Romantic
For stor. freely
based onsee thepagefilm28 by Marjory
Williams
Constance Bennett
Lorry
Joel McCrea
Dan
John
Haludav
Paige
Pert Kelton
Minnie
Samuel Hinds
Father Doran
Directed by Gregory La Cava.

n of
variatiowhich
ioned theme,
hackney
ratherredempt
A the
is made entertaining by the performance given by Constance
Bennett.
She puts a wealth of artistry and
character drawing into her rdle of
the orphan girl and succeeds in
winning sympathy for her.
Joel McCrea and John Halliday
are adequate as Dan and Paige
respectively, but a really brilliant
low-comedy study is given by Pert
Kelton, who relieves the atmosphere
of its touch of sordidness and pours
out a ceaseless stream of wisecracks
in an inimitable manner.
The picture
draws
conventional
contrast
between
truea love
and the
Peggy Blythe, Brian Aherne, and Victoria Hopper as they appear
in the latest screen version of " The Constant Nymph."

guilty
splendour
easy virtue,
and
the director
has ofmanaged
to invest
it all with
a
semblance
of
conviction.
(Continued on page 36)
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HEADACHE
"LINES"
FACES
Frequent headaches make the face
careworn and add unwanted years to
one's appearance. But why put up
with headaches? In ZOX you have
a well-proved remedy — simple, safe,
quick, convenient, inexpensive. ZOX
is in powder form for better and
quicker action. Sufferers say " It acts
like magic."
Take advantage of the
FREE
ZOX
OFFER
Zox powders 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/- per
box. Send I <d. stamp (cost of postage)
for 2 free powders now. The Zox Mfg. Co.
(Dept. 6), II Hatton Garden, London,
E.C.I.
HEAD WON'T ACHE IF ZOX YOU TAKE
Your

Cuticle

Problems
Solved

at last!

Beautiful hands are essential
'o a well-groomed appearance.
Untidy of
cuticles
the ' *
beauty
your destroy
hands. The
Cuticle Solvent created by Madame Arline
removes the cuticle, and nourishes & strengthens
the nails. Prices 2/6 ar.d 4/6.
The original CAMOMILE GOLD HAIR
WASH imparts that rare ash-blonde shade.
Price; 3/6. 5/9, 10/6.
SPECIAL OFFER for a limited period,
2/6 size for 1/9. post free.
Manufactured by Madame Arline for
THE ORIGINAL
'VEGETABLE'
BEAUTY PRODUCTS
LTD. (Dept. I.) 116a, KNIGHTSBRIDGE,
LONDIN, S.W.I.
Telephone: KENsington 2072 & 3579

ri
V
OBTAINABLE

&l frida
_
POWDER CREAM
NOTHING
BETTER ■hli
' COSTS ONLY
AT
ALL CHEMISTS

' .
Ardente-fitted
Seat*
Deaf
at the Cinema— No Fee/
installed by Mr. R H. Dent. 309 Oxford St.. London, W. I

kinds

of stains

is no

wave

teeth —

Colgate's
removes
all seven.
You may have lovely teeth, without the world ever knowing it
Yes, without even you, yourself, ever knowing it.
Don't
resign
dull teeth — dinners,
as a matter
Fate.suppers
Fate does
not dull
youryourself
teeth. to Breakfasts,
teasof and
do!
Everything we eat and drink, from soup to coffee leaves stains
on teeth . . . seven different kinds of stains, all told.
But you can take them all off — completely — with Colgate's. Know
why I Because Colgate's has the TWO cleansing actions necessary
and most other toothpastes have only one action — do only half
the job of removing the stains.
When
brush your
with and
Colgate's,
things
First, anyouemulsive
actionteeth
loosens
washestwoaway
most happen.
of the
stains. Second, a gentle, polishing action safely rubs away
other and more stubborn stains.
Isn't
teeth itcanworth
be ? a shilling to find out how really lovely your
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCO! OCR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins.
4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Vegetables.
6. Beverages.
7- Tobacco smoke.

A Eugene Wave has yet to be equalled
for natural beauty and permanency. There
is nothing harsh or forced about the
Eugene Method or the lovely creations it
produces. Just soft-flowing waves of
natural loveliness which still look beautiful long after others have ceased to charm.
TAere

discolour

like

a

S,nd to the address belim for interesting booklet
and. free specimen Eugene
Sachet ami make
your Hairdresser uses
exactly similar Sachets sure
for
your next Eugene Wave. Eugene Ltd., Publicity
Dept., Edgusare Road, Hendon, N.W.

TWO SIZES
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THE

SCREENS

•TO THE LAST MAN
Paramount.
American.Runs " 68A "minutes.
certificate.
Western drama.
Randolph Scott
Lynn Hayden
Esther Ralston
Ellen Colby
Jack La Rue
Jim Daggs
Buster Crabbe
Bill Hayden
Barton MacLane
Neil Stanley
Noah Beery
Jed Colby
Gail Patrick Ann Hayden Stanley
Directed by Henry Hathaway from a story
by Zane Grey.
Familiar
story
a feud
which two
has
existed for ofages
between
Western families, which is healed
by the love of the son of one of the
conflicting parties with the daughter
of the other.
This pair manage to outwit a
crook who is trying to extend the
feud to his own advantage and bring
peace and unity to their parents and
the district as a whole.
The picture is notable for some
excellent scenic qualities and some
fine sequences of cattle herding.
The acting of Randolph Scott as
the hero is sound, while Esther
Ralston retains all her attractiveness as the heroine.
Jack La Rue makes a soundly
sinister villain.
•LOVE,

IF

WASHED

the

New

WITH

wonderful

Soapless

Shampoo

AVA is a new scientific discovery —
a shampoo that contains no soap.
Thoroughly cleansing the hair and
scalp, it leaves the hair soft and
silky without a trace of sticky film
so often left by harmful soaps and
alkalis
After shampooing with
AVA in either soft or hard water,
it is a positive joy to set any kind of
hair — the whole head is stimulated
and alive and every hair seems to
fall in with your slightest wish. Try
it to-night, and see for yourself why
thousands of women are now treating
their hair to this inexpensive new
luxury.
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the
Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.
AVA

MAKES

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

BRIGHT,

BEAUTIFUL

AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4

HONOUR
AND OH !
BABY
Universal.
American.Runs "A"
certificate.
Broad comedy.
60 minutes.
Slim Sumherville Mark Reed
Zasu Pitts
Connie
George Barbier
J. B. Ogden
Lucille Gleason
Flo
Verree Teasdale
Elsie
Donald Meek
Luther
Purnell Pratt
Marshall Durant
Directed by Eddie Buzzell
Another
vehicle
the Summerville-Pitts
team,of which,
if you
have enjoyed its predecessors, you
will like just as well.
Personally, I feel that Zasu Pitts
is worthy of better things and that
she requires a partner who would
prove more of a foil to her own
lugubrious characterisations.
This time the plot is all about
a breach of promise case, which
Zasu engineers so as to get her Jover,
Slim, a lawyer, a job.
There are numerous complications,
plenty of action, broad dialogue,
and a strong supporting cast.
•GENERAL JOHN REGAN
United Rural
Artists.comedy.British.
" certificate.
Runs "74Uminutes.
Henry
Edwards
Dr.
David Horne
MajorO'Grady
Kent
Fred
O'Donovan
Doyle
W. G. Fay
Golligher
Dennis O'Neill
Kerrigan
John
Father MacCormack
Tor in Travnor
Thatcher
Gregg
Chrissie White
Moya
George Callichan
Moriarty
Eugene Leahy
Colgan
Archibald Batty
Lord Alfred
Ben Welden
Billing
Mary
Gregg
Madge O'Farrell
Brindley Mrs. deMrs.Courcey
Pegeen Mair
Mary Ellen
Directed by Henry Edwards from the story
by (•. A. Birmingham and scenario by
Lennox Robinson.

4
PER PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists

Chrissie
and Henry
Edwards White
appear together
again,
after a long interval, in this homely
and faithfully adapted version of
Birmingham's
The comedynovel.
is arrived at by
planting
a
peppy
hustler
into a small Irish American
town, where
he
informs the residents that he is
searching for details of the life of a
General John Regan.
The local practitioner calls the
American's bluff by manufacturing
the non-existent hero and having a
monument unveiled to him with full
civic honours.
Henryacter asEdwards
is well indoctor,
charthe blarneying

NOW

—

Continued

while Chrissie White, in the small
role of the heroine, is effective. The
surely.
supporting cast is quite sound.
Development is rather too leiHowever, characters are well
brought out and the Irish humour is
cleverly conveyed in the dialogue,
which
is ipso
facto more important
than the
action.
c»KTNG OF THE WILD
Columbia.
American. Runs" U 64" minutes.
certificate,
Western melodrama.
Rex
Rex, the hero
Lady
Lady, the heroine
Marquis
The Villain
William Janney
Red Wolf
Dorothy Appleby
Wanima
Wallace MacDonald Clint Boiling
Directed by Earl Haley.
Conventional
with
the exploitsstory
of adealing
wild horse
which helps to circumvent the plans
of a crook to steal thousands of
horses from an Indian reservation.
The main feature of the otherwise entirely naive picture is the
intelligence of the horse Rex, which
is shown to the utmost advantage.
Scenic qualities, too, are good.
•BROADWAY SINGER
Paramount.
American.Runs" A" 68certificate.
Mother-love melodrama.
minutes
Ricardo eCortez
Cummings
„Tr?nt
(Sally
Colbert Tony
Claudett
\M1m1
Benton
David
Manners
Mike Gardner
Lyda Roberti
Dora Nichols
Baby LeRoy
baby
Charley
Grapewin Dora's
Mr. Judson
Sam Godfrey
The Announcer
Florence Roberts Mother Angelica
Virginia Hammond Mrs. Judson
Mildred
Cora Sue Washington
Collins Sally (j Carrie
years)
Helen Jerome Eddy Miss Spaulding
Albert Conti
Carlotti
Directed by Alexander Hall and George
Somnes from Grace Perkin's story Mike.
Lavishly
and melodrama,
technically
up to staged
date, this
dealing with a mother of a love
child who eventually marries its
father, after having become a
famous cabaret singer and broadcast in the children's
hour, is very
unconvincing
and thoroughly
out
of date in theme.
Its naive emotionalism makes
very little appeal, and Claudette
Colbert is unable to make the transition from maternity home to
cabaret anything but artificially
ingenuous.
Ricardo Cortez and David
Manners support as well as they
can in the circumstances.
SHOT IN THE DARK
Radio. British. " A " certificate. Murder
mystery. Runs 33Rev.minutes.
O. B. Clarence
John Malcolm
Jack
Hawkins
NormanWaugh
Paull
Michakl Shepley Vivien
Dave Burnaby Col. Michael Browne
A. Bromley Davenport Peter Browne
Russell' Thorndike Dr. Stuart
Hugh E. Wright George Yarrow
Henrietta Watson Angela Browne,
Dorothy
Browne
Margarkt Boyd
Varde Alaris
Kate Browne'
Directed by George Pearson from a novel
by Gerard Fairlie.

of any aged
recluset'swhoportrayal
lives in
Davenpor
Bromle
the
fear of being murdered, and who
is eventually found shot, is one of
the best things in this otherwise
unconvin
murder cing
story. and slowly developed
O. B. Clarence is well cast, too,
as a local clergyman who investigates the circumstances of the
death and stages a trap which
catches the murderer.
Otherwise the acting is not outstanding Settings of the old
mansion are quite effective and
there is some well-timed comedy.
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IT

WEARS

till.it

AND

WEARS

wear, of your own *A
HEAVY
or the children's clothes,
call for "Sparva"
is a defini
• bf^ Taffet
a -dete-luxe
— the economy
fabric that is silky in appear'.'nc
ance and reliable in wear. In
the 100 plain colours and
numerous smart designs, there
are patterns in plenty to suit
all tastes.
For Casement Curtains also, "Sparva" Is splendid
Sold by Drapers and Stores everywhere. If any difficulty,
write for Shade Card and name of nearest Retailer to
SPARVA," 74 "Sparva" House, York Street, Manchester.

NEW

COLOUR FAST IN WASH, LIGHT, SEA OR SUN
P L A I N PRINTED

RADIUM
v. GREY
HAIR
20 YEARS YOUNGER!
Whatever the cause of your greyness, however far
advanced it may be, "Caradium" will soon make you
look 10 to 20 years younger. "Caradium" works this
miracle by restoring
Grey Hair in Nature's way to its
original
stain, or rich,
risk lustrous,
of injury. beautiful colouring without dye,
" CARADIUM " IS NOT A DYE
"Caradium"
original
colour straight
the hair roots, regrows
quickly, the
safely,
yet absolutely
surely, from
due
chiefly to the radio-active water with which it is prepared.
"Caradium"
stops
your
hair
falling
immediately
and
gives it a new lease of life. IT NEVER FAILS.
^ Write for
DANDRUFF BANISHED AT ONCE
REGD.
Free Booklet
size is now available for those
who
are ONLY
SLIGHTLY GREY. 7'6
WABKIMO.- Ssy NO irmly to all imitations u
no substitute will gin " CARADIUM " resulta.
GREY HAIR WILL NEVER APPEAR IF " CARADIUM " IS USED ONCE WEEKLY
AS A TONIC
Size
LargeStores,
"CARADIUM" is obtainable of all good chemists, Taylor's Drug
Boots,....
Harrods, Whiteleys
Selfridge's, Timothy Whites, or direct Post Free [plain wrapper).
Caradium Regd., 38 Great Smith Street, Westminster, London, S.W.

A pleasant surprise for
sweethearts and wives

Sir flavours
GOOSEBERRY
TANGERINE
RASPBERRY
GRAPE FRUIT
LEMON FIG
2/6 boxes
II- cartons

PICTUREGOER Weekly
Look for the registered tab. It la ~A
satisfactory
service.of quality and
^~ your
guarantee

BERRY

FRUITS
with Fruit Liqueur Centres
I IIBFO*D

•'Gracious ! has Peggy got a better job ?
"No, but she's got a pleasant hobby
and that pays for her new clothes."
" How do yon mean, Alice ?"
" Well, she run* a ' Worldwide ' Club in her spare time, and earns a good Commission
and Profit-share."
" Oh, yes, I know. I got a lovely coat for £1, and only paid 1/- a week for it, but I had no
idea it paid her so well."
" It's true, May. I run one myself. I got £2 commission from mine last week . . . You
should start one in your district — it's quite simple, and great fun."
" A good idea, Alice — I will. Ill send for their Catalogue and full particulars to-night.
I'm glad you told me — I could do with that extra money."

4'-

Organise a " Worldwide " Club— the friendliest hobby in the world. You can earn from
£2 up to £5 and more, easily and pleasantly, in your spare time. No experience or capital
required ; no samples to carry or selling to do. Send the Coupon for Illustrated Bargain
Catalogue and full particulars (Free).

TO :— WORLDWIDE WHOLESALE WAREHOUSES,
Charles Street, Manchester, 1.
Please send me free and without obligation vour Illustrated
Bargain
and particulars
" Worldwide" Clubs
showing
how I can earn
from £2 up ofto the
time. Catalogue
£5 and
more in my spare
Name
(Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Associated
— J. D.of
Williams &Warehouses
Co.. Ltd.,
Manchester. British to the
backbone
years' dealings
reputation —for 60
honourable
and sending over 3.000,000
parcels and packets annually.
Directors
Williams. :—E. C. & W. P.

Address
P.G.S...

WORLDWIDE
CHARLES

ST.

WHOLESALE

WAREHOUSES

MANCHESTER,

1.
37
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Cedric Hardvricke as Charles II
and Anna Neagle as Nell in
"Nell Gwyn" now being made
at British and Dominions Studios
under the direction
Wilcox. of Herbert

Storm

Over

Ealing

Green

Parker for Pep — Strong Cast for "Rolling in Money"
— Good Role for Rene Ray — And a New Stellar
STORM has struck
" bet " — Cedric Hardwicke as Charles II — An unrecogEaling Green. Not
nisable Anna Neagle.
rain, not thunder,
-not lightning, not
snow, but Parker.
With him are Isabel Jeans (she was in Sally
recapitulate. Casting for
Al Parker, the name,
Bishop) and Lawrence Grossmith as respectively
type
is
choosing
players
for
And don't stand there
the way they look and the Duchess and Duke. "Larry" is very much
looking at me, get a move
kind of people they are, like his better-known brother George, but seems to
on, folks, say now, are we
rather than for their ability me to have fewer mannerisms. He has spent
by R G. Cousins
to assume characteristics most of his time in the States, where they like
ready to go, AWL right
him very much.
to themselves.
then, all together, folks, and gimme all you've foreign
Get the idea?
got, now then, SHOOT !
For instance, take Nell Gwyn. If I wanted a Prizewinner
Excuse me. I've been watching Mr. Al Nell Gwyn, I should cast a plump, flirtatious,
Parker in active eruption, and it's a little rather saucy little chit with dimples and a Then
thereto isfallJohn
Loder,
provided
for the
heroine
in love
with.
And there
are
catching.
way with men; preferably with red hair. Never
mind whether she could act or not.
two fine "old stagers" in Horace Hodges (I last
He's
erupting
on
behalf
of
Messrs.
Fox
—
the British end of the Old Firm at Fox Hills,
All she has to do is to assume certain expressions saw him as the elderly judge on Dartmoor in
Los Angeles, whence Mr. Parker has but and go through certain evolutions to order. That Escape) and C. M. Hallard — and there is Garry
Marsh, bless his little heart. If there was a prize
lately come.
isn't
acting
, in the act
stage
sensea mirror.
of the word. It's offered for the most popular person in the studios,
acting
as
children
before
You wouldn't guess why he's come — not in
Garry would pinch it while they were counting
months. Give it up?
the votes.
And there is Millicent Wolf in a tiny part as the
He's come looking for the romance of What They Forget
film-making.
Duchess's maid. She's a weakness of mine. She
Yes, I thought that would shake you. It wouldn't do on the stage. Gosh, no ! You looks straight at you and says what she thinks.
have to have a laboriously acquired technique Also she's very good-looking, for which I am much
You imagined all film-making was equally
there. But we are not dealing with the stage, obliged to her.
romantic, didn't you ? Nay, not so, but far and that is what so many film-producers (here and
And — you won't believe me, I know — here is
otherwise — according to Mr. Al Parker.
in Hollywood) forget.
Rene Ray. Fresh paragraph for Rene Ray.
However, tradition insists upon actors, and if
possible stage actors, being employed in our We Want Rene /
We Begin
studios; so Al Parker compromises by casting for
Production in Hollywood, he tells me, is losing each part a player who at least looks the part. I have seen Rene badly miscast, but I have
yet to see her give a bad performance. She's
its zip. It's getting too mechanised, losing If you have a chance, see Rolling in Money — the
the personal element. He thinks British produc- current Fox opus — and see the effect of this. It's a clever little actress, who could be built up into
a
first-class
box-office proposition if only someone
tion is now waking up — which is nice of Mr. pretty good. There's a strong cast. Leslie
has the most important part. Maybe you would take a gamble on her — and bring a little
Parker — and there's more fun being mixed up in Sarony
saw him in Gainsborough Soldiers of the King, intelligence to bear in casting her.
something that's just beginning.
A4 Parker has done that; but one part doesn't
Yes, "just beginning" was what I said. For with Cicely Courtneidge.
three things I am grateful to Mr. Al Parker —
And I've seen him working in this one, and I make a successful career, any more than one
besides his kind opinion of British production. think we're in for a pleasant surprise. He's swallow makes a summer. I want you to see
Firstly, he carries into practice a favourite theory developed a screen personality (he's made a Rene in this film, and make up your minds whether
more of her, and if so, demand
of mine, by casting for type.
number of " shorts," of course, which has probably you want to seespats,
boys
For the benefit of new pupils who have joined had something to do with it) and this role is her. Dash my(Continued
on and
page girls,
40) you can get
the class since my last lecture, I will briefly
"right up his street."
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over
so chapped
so red

GLYMIEL
Captured
BLONDE

by her

STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
GASTRIC

WITHOUT

back

to comfort

Hair

A confirmed bachelor, but one day he saw her golden
hair. He was captured. No wonder, for beautiful
fair hair has that irresistible allure. That is why so
many blondes keep their hair radiant with Stablond,
the wonderful new secret formula shampoo, which
not only corrects depigmentation (colour pigment
elimination) in blonde hair, by bringing back to even
the most faded blonde hair that golden beauty of
childhood, but absolutely prevents the hair from
darkening. Depigmentation is caused by coal dust,
gases in the atmosphere, and faulty diet. Stablond
corrects this. Even with one shampoo your hair is
lighter, silkier, and more beautiful. It makes the
permanent wave last longer. Stablond is also known
in many other countries as Blondex and Nurblond,
and
is theforlargest
selling
the wish
world.to
Wonderful
children.
Not shampoo
for womenin who
bleach their hair. Stablond contains no henna,
camomile, dye, or injurious bleaches. Made in
England. Soid everywhere at 6d. Stablond Laboratories, Ltd., Acton Lane, N.W.io.
Sole Distributors : Fassett & Johns"n. Ltd.

CURES

soothes

JELLY

ULCERS

OPERATION

Mr. Albert Cooper, of 8 Salcombe Avenue, Copnor,
Portsmouth, suffered constantly from the worst kind
of indigestion for four years. " I tried " — these are
his
own success.
words — " Eventually
all kinds ofI so-called
but
without
collapsed cures,
and was
taken from a local cinema and arrived in hospital
where a to' gastric
ulcer upon.
' was Imagine
diagnosed.
I fully
expected
be operated
my surprise
when they started giving me Maclean's Powder.
" Only
I was
cured,
and six
haveweeks
since afterwards,
enjoyed perfect
healthdischarged
in every
way and can eat what I like, whereas before I used to
hate the very sight of food, which always made me
ilL No words of mine can speak too highly of Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder."
Whatever kind of indigestion you suffer from, you
ought to try this wonderful Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder at once. Any chemist can supply it, but be
sure to ask for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder under that exact name, with the signature
" ALEX C. MACLEAN." It is not sold loose, but
only
in 1/3, 2/-, and 5/- bottles in cartons, of Powder
or Tablets.

Shrinking, wincing hands with thin skin easily inflamed and
roughened, cry out for Glymiel Jelly. Glymiel Jelly smooths
away chapped roughnesses, closes painful little cracks, feeds driedup skin. Glymiel Jelly keeps hands romantically soft and smooth
Give your poor sensitive hands a Glymiel Jelly beauty treatment
to-night and every time you wash. Then your hands keep comfortable, look lovely, always.
No other preparation can do what Glymiel Jelly does.
Glymiel Jelly contains special softening and beautifying ingredients and is made by a process that cannot be copied.
You can try Glymiel Telly for as little as 3d.

^^^^

GLYM
MlJef/y
TUBES
3d . 6d I/OECORATIVE JARS 2'6
And just as Glymiel Jelly give* your hands lasting charm and
beauty, so Glymiel Face Cream (Lilac Blossom) givss delicate
charm and beauty to your complexion. Buy a tube to-day
from your chemist. Price 6d.
ENTIRE

LY

BRITISH

M'ODEN

BEHIND

FILM?

Smokers
FIND THEM EFFECTIVE
llenbunys
?
PASTILLES
Your Chemist stock* them
hem I
In tins, 2 oz. 8d
4 oz. 1/3

Apply cated
the whiteCeriutra
Fa< eFuller
Pa» k,* a Earth)
mediclay (not
Remove* wast* matter and impurities
fnrruinc
ad Ideal andfreecomplete
cleanser.
Full particular*
on application
»r fpeclal two weeks treatment,
port P..free.9 Truman
BOYSE-PHIPPS.
LTD., .
Dept.
St., Nottmirham

" It is natural for teeth to
sparkle,"
Dull,
lustreless say
teethdentists.
are the result
of Film which constantly
forms and absorbs stains.
Film harbours germs of decay. It must be removed.
Film clings so tightly that
ordinary ways of brushing
fail to remove it successfully.
Pepsodent Tooth paste, with

TTWII" til'" II "' 1 ) ■■' """"

its new and revolutionary
cleansing and polishing
material — twice as soft as
materials in common use —
removes Film thoroughly . . .
safely. At the same time it
polishes
brilliance. teeth to sparkling
Get a tube of Pepsodent
today. Watch teeth regain
their whiteness as Film goes.
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the players you want if you ask for them. And
I'm in
pretty
sure you'll
her
a suitable
part. want Rene, when you see
La Lee

Your

Vitality...

Your

Charm...

Of course, all the fuss in this film is really
about Anna Lee. But I can't tell you much
about her, I'm afraid, because she was having
an off-day when I dropped in at the studio.
I hear she's considered a good bet. Parker is
grooming her, and seems all shot away about her.
He's
her go todizzy
as he's
made
Rene made
Ray return
her -blonde
natural (just
brown,
for which

Keep them with this pleasant,
dependable

laxative

Feen-a-mint guards your vitality and charm
by ensuring internal cleanliness. It is the
dependable laxative. No over-action ; no
griping. It is not habit-forming. Children
especially love its fresh, mint flavour.

peenamint
for the whole family
Obtainable at all chemists 1/3 < box
FREE SAMPLE. Send yo„r name
and address and
cover postal e) to : IJd. in stamps (Co
Laboratories Ltd. (Dept.

Feen-a-mint brand Chewing Confection, with laxative properties,
V»y SIZE
is now obtainable in the popular r 6

I'm thankful), and she certainly looks an eyeful
in
seenherher.portraits. I'll tell you more when I've
But I was starting to be. grateful to Parker,
wasn't I ? Item Two, he gets his film moving.
The tempo of a couple of scenes I watched was
smart, brisk, snappy — "not a bit like a British
film " as the cynics would say. We need that.
Thirdly, he brought back to me a whiff of the
past, when directors were dynamic, forceful,
eruptive people, alternatively blowing 'em up
and kidding 'em along.
We have a few like that still — Maurice Elvey,
Walter Forde, Hayes Hunter (and where, oh
where, is our little Hayes gone ?) ; but generally,
nowadays, you have to ask which is the director,
if you don't happen to know him. And they
point at someone who you took for a second
assistant cameraman with a retreat complex.
Discovery
You don't have to ask when Al Parker is
directing. No sir ! He's here, there, and
everywhere. I have an idea his film may be
here,
I mean.there, and everywhere, too. In the kinemas,
He directed Doug. Fairbanks, senior, in The
Mack
He also Helen
"discovered"
Morgan. Pirate.
Allan Dinehart,
Vincent. Ralph
Helen
Mack. Pat Paterson, and Heather Angel. . . .
And Valentino, of course. Everyone discovered
Valentino.
Down on the Thames this week I was reminded
more than ever of "Alice's" complaint: "Jam
yesterday,
to-morrow,
never jam
to-day."
At Warnerjam Bros.
First but
National
Teddington
Studios (what a mouthful -let's call it "Warners") they had finished a film yesterday, and
were starting another to-morrow. Same thing
at Twickenham. No consideration for the poor
weary footsore Studio Correspondent.
An Old Friend

L

e
up bet-or
pulls
a carBiase
When Hotel
y door
s statel
The
a
Says the sergeant

I l^e best of al

after SMO
Soothe tickling
throats. Freshen the mouth.

DELIGHTFUL

TO THE TASTE

At Church
Warners' Mouse,
they were
plungewhich
into
fromjusttheabout
stageto play
Gerald
du Maurier
on last
year. It's brought
the not
altogether
unknown putstory
of Cinderella,
up to date and none the worse for that; especially when Cinders herself is I .aura la Plante.
This clever little comedienne, who seemed to go
right out of our lives when talkies came into them,
is slowly but surely returning. She has started
by completely captivating the studio personnel.
I'm not surprised. She captivated me long ago.
Ian Hunter (The Alan from Toronto, you remember ?) is playing opposite her. I think it will be
a pretty good team. Then there is Gibb
Mclaughlin, who is justly held in high esteem at
Teddington, Clifford Heatherley (these two were
together in Catherine the Great), John Batten, who
hasn't been seen for some time I think, Edward
Chapman (a clever character actor), and Jane

Anna Lee, who appears in "Rolling in Money "
and is reported to be a "good bet."
This
to say
drammer,is aof"heavy
conflict d rammer,"
between a not
father
and mellera son.
The son will be John Mills, who lately finished
his
The the
Magistrate
heardroleyetin who
father isatto Elstree.
be, thoughI haven't
I have
my own theories about it.
At night, while I am recovering from the heat
and turmoil of the day, the good people of
Twickenham are making Whispering Tongues,
with George Pearson in charge. By the way, I'm
sorry to hear that Judy Kelly has been down with
laryngitis, so that her tongue will not whisper
after all. Her part in this film has been handed to
Jane Welsh, whom I haven't seen in a film for a
year
because she has been very
busy or
on sothe— probably
stage.
"Nell Gwyn"
The main British & Dominion production in
progress at the moment is Neil Gwyn. I saw
Cedric
Hard regal.
wicke in a scene with Anna Neagle. He
looks very

Anna Neagle was almost unrecognisable in a
flariing red wig as Nell Gwyn.
Anna must be about as different as it is possible
to be from the last Nell Gwyn whom Herbert
Wilcox directed. That was Dorothy Gish, and it
all happened in the Gainsborough studios at
Islington nearly eight years ago.
Randle Ayrton was the Charles II then. Fred
It doesn't make the slightest difference to my
partiality for Jane Carr when they tell me her Kains (father of that Claude who has just made
real name is Rita Brunstown. Besides, 1 can an auspicious film debut in The Invisible Man in
Can*.
hardlv believe it. anyway.
Hollywood) was there, and Sydney Fairbrother.
Aubrey Fitzgerald. Donald McArdle. Juliette
<~ompton,
Judd the
Green.
Butt. taken
Rolf 1-eslie
. . and now
last Johnny
three have
their
Keeping in Trim
I .1-1 Call, and the others are mostly scattered.
Monty
who usual
is to custom
direct this
Only Sydney Fairbrother remains this week at
will Banks,
follow his
and picture,
play a Islington,
where she is in Chu Chin Chow, and by
small part in it, just to keep his hand in. This is a coincidence, it was Herbert Wilcox who directed
all to the good. I should hate to think of Montv the silent version of that
getting rusty.
One of the few names in the cast-list of that
And at Twickenham 1 found that the "jam silent Nell Gwyn that still grace the call-boar 1 is
to-morrow " was the screen version of The I. ash, that of Gibb Mclaughlin; but he's been fourt-«en
I which Henry Edwards is to direct.
years in the business, and he's noi the habit
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MATT
FACE

FINISH
POWDER

Poudre MATTEVER
means : no greasy skin . . no
constant powdering . . no visible
"make-up" . Poudre MATTEVER
\ is the guardian of that
essential feminine attribute
...charm. The ONLY powder
which ensures a fascinating
matt bloom, undisturbed by
hours of sport and dancing.
IN 9 SHADES
1'3 BOX
CREATED BY

DAINTY BOTTLES
to 4'SIZE I'-

V9
TRIAL

L.T.

PIVER
PARIS
rea^eSS n a

Parfum MATTEVER
. Sweetly refreshing.
An exquisite reproduction of that haunting perfume
which
makes
Poudre
Mattcver so distinctive
By

the

viog *e

Soot*

same
creator
as Le Trefle Incarnat
and d'Aventure Powders, Perfumes, etc.
Suit Votttettiotnwret jor Or I' R.

(I Sympathetic

est

Jigt/ie

it

Support
Beauty of figure line
is always assured
^^^
with perfect comfort,
^ if
you wear a
KEMPAT,
brassiere that the
stretches
two ways. For,
wherever you may
be, at a party, a
dinner, or a dance,
the sympathetic
KEMPAT adjusts
itself toment ofevery
your movebody.
It is never slack and
never tight, but
always just right !
. . . moulding the
contour into lovely
natural lines without
a hint strap.
of a cutting

THE KEMPAT SECRET IS PATENTED.
It is the little ring at the back
which makes the KEMPAT fit so
snugly. It makes all the difference in the world !
Patent No. 366376. British made.
Designs for day wear in
everything from fine
mercerised lawn to ptire
silk rrepe satin with lace KEMPAT
insets from 2/11 to 14/11.
KEMPAT BACKLESS
Evening Brassiere
Indiscernible beneath the
briefest creation, from
5/11 to 15 11 Allmodels
available in size 3d in. —
lit
42 in. even only from all
Stores and Drapers.
KEMPAT, LTD., KENILWORTH HOUSE,
MARGARET ST., LONDON, W.l.
(Wholesale onlyl

Eve knows the value of colour in the
t : V | subtle art of dressing, how a brilliant
"HACClMOIl*
handkerchief of similar or contrasting
tones will accent the chic note of her
\ ■#
ensemble. She favours " Maccleboil "
Handkerchiefs in the new nnge of
beautiful fast-to-boiling shades.
All good shops sell them from I/- and
1/6 each. Also Ladies' " Maccleboil "
Scarves atkerchiefs
5/11
from 2/6each
each.and Men's Hand-

Vee?s

****

Every
single thing
the
beauty-shopuses,
manicurist
comes in this handy box
— and it costs 6d. I Try A rna ml
Manicure necessities this way.
Other Manicure Sets 1/3 & 3/6
Obtninmhie fr*m ail ektmitt* ltd Kairdrrttrr*

"MACCL
BOIL
PURE E
SI Lk

HANDKERCHIEFS
Sole Manufacturers:
David Whitfield* Co. Ltd. .Macclesfield

AMAMI
British -made

MANICURE
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Letters from our Readers

Box-Office

Hollywood

have

done

Names

with Gracie

Fields?

the word ' picturegoer ' becoming synonymous
itings tale
in explo
Engl
has with the word 'cynic'." — W. A. Smith, na
hopeless
ly and
seemnt.utter
producer
Kettering Street, S.W.ib, winner of the half -guinea
supplied some of the finest ■ star
material ' in the world, yet not,
[Picturegoer, as far as possible, tells the inside
until it has been ' groomed ' at story of picture-making. But I should value the
views of other readers.]
Hollywood, is it turned into ' star.'
"The great Charles Laughton was hardly
known — apart from London theatregoers — prize.
until he went to Hollywood to be made a In Defence Of The Hulberts
world famous film
In a recent Picturegoer, a reader condemns
star.
the Hulberts' pictures for containing the
"What would
same situations and gags, and adds that their
popularity will wane in consequence.
Hollywood have
done with our own
"I seen
disagree
entirely
remarks
have
all their
films with
from these
The Ghost
Trainas toI
'Gracie' ? They
Aunt
Sally,
and
cannot
detect
any
duplicated
would have cut out
gags or situations in any.
the over-exploitation
"Both Jack and Cicely are far too brilliant
of Lancashire dialect,
artistes to turn out anything but excellent films.
which appeals only
"My favourite pictures are dramas, but when
to Britishers, and
the king and queen of mirth appear, I am for
comedies every time. As for their popularity
made her 'World'
waning, it should prove quite the contrary if
instead of 'England'
famous.
they continue as they are doing." — (Miss) Rita E.
"Despite what a
Guest,
Clifton,
recent Guinea Prize
[/ am 159
glad Whiteladies'
to publish thisRoad,
defence
of the Bristol,
Hulberts.]8.
winner said on this
Gracie Fields
page,
Marlene
is
world
famousDietrich
; and
They Should Stick To Their Stories
"
' I 'ruth is certainly not stranger than film press
was
it
Hollywood's
fault
that
Brian
Aherne
did
not shine in Song of Songs ?
■l agents' fiction, the inconsistency of which
is
becoming too ridiculous for words.
"The few other unknown players he mentions
are neglible, when you think of Charles Laughton
" I had always understood that Ramon Novarro
and the long list of Hollywood-made English had seven sisters, all nuns, and had been duly
stars." — L. Jennings, 84 Old Lodge Lane, Purley, impressed with the picturesque circumstance.
Surrey, winner of the guinea prize.
"Imagine my embarrassment when I read that
[The old controversy as to whether our stars should
be groomed on the Hollywood plan is again in the one of Ramon's hallowed sisters. Carmen
Samaniego,
had a recently
renounced
a dancing '
news. Despite recent criticism of the American career
to marry
studio technical
advisor.
system, the fact remains that British studios have
" If the stars must be saturated with glamorous
hitherto been unable to create names with box-office
uniqueness,
let itDrive,
at leastWestbe Derby,
consistent."
— Oliver
Perry,
54 Queens
Liverpool,
13.
value in the outside markets.']
[/ agree that if press agents must have their story,
they should stick to it.]
Colour Films
OUR

"It

my

was

AMAMI

HAIR

that

fell

for

LJERE'S what "AMAMI hair"
did for an Amami girl in Devon !
"I have used Amami for about 8
years " (she wrote us recently).
" I started it when my blonde hair began to
fade. Amami toon restored the lovely
natural colour, and kept a beautiful wave
and curl in it. And then ... I got married
— thanks to Amami! Yes, really; my
husband always says it was my Amami hair
that he first fell for!"
Every Amami Shampoo you buy contain*
47 ingredients. 26 of these are just to
make your hair lovely. The other 21
are tonic ingredients, to nourish, feed
every starved hair-root, banish hair-troubles,
bring healthy hair, that lasts I Buy AMAMI
to-day !

AMAMI
TONIC
SHAMPOOS
AMAMI No. 1. With
AMAMI SPECIAL
HENNA. Makes brown
Henna. For dark hair.
hair a rich bronze or a
3d. and 64.
reddish chestnut shade,
as desired. 44. and
AMAMI No. S. With
Six other varieties: —
Camomile. For fair hair.
No. 1, for children M.
3d. and bd.
No. 3, for mart Sd .
No. 4, Dry shampoo M.
AMAMI No. 7. CamoNo. 6, Auburn Applicamile Application and
tion IINo. 8, Cocoanut
64.
Shampoo. M.
No. IS, Almond Oil 6d.
J
mmmi
frWwu
mr€
mktminAMAMI No. 9. Tar
•Sir fromflmtrdrttrrrr.
OS ChmmUU and
64.
Antiseptic.

" JL
Ts bilities
the film
industry films?
exploringThethefewfullof possiof coloured
these In Praise Of Dancing
films we have seen have illustrated the scope of
this new feature.
' \\Thy
do film critics
always
V V members
in films
like disparage
4 2nd Streetdancing
? I,
" Undoubtedly, all films which rely upon their
scenic effects gain in appeal when shown in colour. among others, welcome these diversions, even
The current film. Ring Up the Curtain, bears out though it delays the action, because I am keenly
this statement, though in this particular instance interested in dancing of all kinds.
the coloured effects are introduced in rather
" What an opportunity for a producer to make
haphazard fashion and, consequently, break the a film for dance-lovers of, say. Carnival and
continuity of the film. This fault must be avoided. Prince Igor, in colour if possible. What gorgeous
effects could be procured. If this one paid,
"Of course, the technique of films in colour scenic
there are numerous others.
must
be
perfected,
just
as
the
'talkies'
had
to
be
improved. But why is no apparent advance
" I dare say Karsarvina, Lopokova, Sokolova
being made in the right direction ? — L. T. Rosslyn, (my cousin), Massine, Woizikovsky, Lifar, etc.,
could give as fine interpretations now as they
36 Eileen Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.
[As Picturegoer has already predicted, the next used to.
" Please don't let the critics rid us of the small
few months will see some big developments in the
exploitation of colour. Radio Pictures, for instance, proportion
N.15.
of dancing we get in films now ; it is
are filming "The Last Days of Pompeii" and the only attraction, to me, of film musical comedy.
" Rip Van Winkle," among others under the new — (Miss) C. Sterlini, 67 Lang ham Road. London,
Technicolour process."]
" Debunking " the Stars
I read
Georgeinches
Raft for'has
shoes
built that
up several
his had
role his
in Bolero
in order to overcome the handicap of his shortness
of stature.
"Why tell us these disturbing facts? 1 am
definitely
not toa have
' Raft known
' fan ; ofbutthisI should
have
preferred not
deception.
"The constant 'debunking' of stars, together
with descriptions of fake scenery and the general
trickery employed in the making of films presents,
to my mind, a serious menace to their continued
enjoyment.
"Studio secrets should remain studio secrets.
The shattering of all our illusions will result in

YOUR VIEWS WANTED
What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interest ing, letters
and published
5 s. for each
all
other
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
psper
and should
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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Tip

OHILD and puppy .... equally happy . . . equally
fit. Mummy gives careful thought to the feeding of
both those "precious pets," puppy as well as child.
She feeds him on Spratt's Ovals, those dainty morsels
of tasty nourishment, each of which is a perfect doggy
diet in miniature. And when she buys them, she asks
for them by name, and looks for the name on the bag.
Then she's sure they're the genuine

TT'S
SPRA
OVALS
Send for free copy of 100-page " Guide to Dog Management," which
will help you give your dog the expert care and consideration he
deserves. Spratt's Patent Ltd., 58 Mark Lane, London, E.C.3.

FREE

"My

A
FULL
- SIZE
BOTTLE
OF
THE
FAMOUS

Secret"
Perfume
Messrs. Lesourd Pivert,
Perfumers of Paris,
through their London
Factory, make
remarkable offer tothisthose
who have not yet tried
their famous products.

THERE is another reason why yon
should keep "Vaseline " Petroleum Jelly
always handy, it shuts out infection from
cuts, burns and abrasions. Doctors agree
that it is a perfect protection. Chcseb rough
Manufacturing Co. Cons'd., Victoria Road,
Willesden, London, N.W.io.
Mark
feig

Tr

Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly
ade

. . . After and
sixtysuccess,
years'
experience
it is their privilege now to
offer to everybody their
high-quality beauty aids
at the most popular prices.
MAKE "MY SECRET" YOUR SECRET
OF
BEAUTY
AND LOVELINESS
Lipstick Large
in dainty
FREE 1/- Bottle of Perfume,
size nickeled
Box of Matt
Powder and Permanent
case.
J.'^Jj
-The Complete Set for
Powder (It. or dk. Rachel. Natural, Flesh, Snntan).
Lipsticks (Orange. Light.
Medium, Dark). Rouges, Eye Cosmetic, etc., at 6d- and 1/- Perfume 1/-, 2/6 and 5/-.
Obtainable through all branches of Boots' the Chemists, most
Stores, Chemists, and Hairdressers, or send P.O. to :—
Lesourd Pivert, Perfumers (Dept. T), Clapham Park Rd., S.W.4
43
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HOLIDAY

A NY portrait of Mae West electrifies,
" Picturegoer
" portrait
showsbutthethis
enchantress
surcharged
with
all those alluring, enticing charms that
have brought millions to her feet and
broken box-office records. Make a
place for this card in your album in
company with others you will find listed
" postcard
—below.
the bestIt'svoua "canPicturegoer
buv.

HAUNTS
11
ON SALE EVERYWHERE
SIXPENCE

5f

m

FREE M
POSTCARD ALBU

Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of i(b dozen. On subsequent orders you
will receive
substantial discounts
as well
as many
Club
privileges.
Choose your Cards from list below;
rich On
sepiasaleglossy
— J/o
dos.
to all.Postcards,
Full list3d.oneach
request.
Harvey
J.1 ih..1.1....(ilelgml
KatharineHymn
Hepburn
Dorothy

1

What
It must

lovely
be washed

hair
with

SHAMPOOS

'each
Box of 7-1 '6
44

each

!

Ruby Keeler
Crania
J. ....Klrkland
Alexander
Klii^i
Landi
li.
Lupluo
Jail
K
1.
Margaret ;.!.■..
Mndaay
1fAline
. .ledric.
1 . rMacMahon
Raft
March

(linger
U.'trr.
nvlvla
Norma Hldoey
Rhearer
C.Randolph
Aubrey IcsM
Hmllh
Mi
A uie* Hi...- Cmany
Joan Crawford Barhara Staaayck
Lionel
Atwtll
Blnnte Hame*
ConradTalbot
Veldt
John
John Wayne
Bnicc Bolei
Cabot
Mnrlene Dietrich Lyle
Toby
Wing
Uarbo
Tommy
Coolntt C......
Hilark11 Oable
Uarat
Oary Cooper
Mae Weal
i .... 1 . i ■ , .. 1 . i . Tamarl I ..■•in Diana
Roland Wynyard
Young
To "PlCTUKEi.OER" SALON,
86 Long Acre, London, W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of " The
Picturegoer" Postcard Club, and send
me Membership Card and full particulars
of
discounts,
orders.
enclose
order foretc.,not onlessfuture
than one
doienI
Postcards,
sepia
glossy
finish,
price
2a.fcd.
dozen. Please include with my order
your 5s.
Free toPostcard
I enclose* Is. extra
cover costAlbum.
of postage
and packing on my gift.
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
•Overaraw •-over
reader*Marking
shouldandencloar
poatage.ts. extra
(Vow I'.O."THK
and Co.
and
make«K Spayable
Pic.
M,
r 1. 1 1 hi ...K

QEIZE your pen without further
& delay, pass that puzzling
point on to me. I shall be delighted
to help you,envelope
but enclose
addressed
if youa stampedwish for
a reply by post.
blemish; nevertheless, they
iguremen
areEN
a disfveins
Theyr
are t.a mino
BROK
often appear on a weather-beaten
face, and are also caused by a
poor digestion and a faulty diet.
It is useless to deny that they are
extremely stubborn and difficult
to cure. When of long standing,
nothing short of
expensive electrical treatment will have any
effect.
They should be dealt with as
soon as they appear. Astringent
tonics will constrict them to a
certain extent, and very gentle
massage with a good cold cream
is also beneficial. The cold-cream
massage should take place at bedtime, and the astringent should be
used two or three times a day.
Extract of witch hazel mixed
with
of rosewater an
is a equal
suitablequantity
mild astringent
for the purpose.
Strict attention to diet is
necessary. Very hot beverages
should be avoided, and all highly
seasoned dishes and sauces,
pickles, etc. Alcohol makes the
veins decidedly worse, and the
minimum of sugar should be
consumed.

Moles
The mole is a birthmark. It may be
the size toof worry
a pin's about,
head, when
is nothing
or it there
may
cover several square inches, when it
certainly
is anface.embarrassment if it is on
the arms or
But, however embarrassing, let me
say, right away, you must not tamper
with it yourself. Amateur treatment of
moles is a dangerous proceeding, specially when the moles are facial ones.
Some moles — not all — are suitable for
removal
by cautery
freezing
with
carbon dioxide
snow.or Hut
only your
own doctor can pronounce an opinion,
and if he considers they can be removed
he can effect an introduction to a practitioner for the operation. It is quite
painless and costs a few guineas.
Warts
There
main need
typesconcern
of warts,us
only are
one three
of which
— and that the common wart, recognisable as a rough, ridged overgrowth,
the backs
the hands. Ifit
agenerally
wart isondealt
with ofimmediately
appears it will sometimes yield to an
ordinary corn plaster. When of longer
standing,
needed. more drastic remedies are
The best and least harmful in amateur
hands is glacial acetic acid. It should
Ik> applied with an orange stick or a
pointed match-stick twice a day. If
this fails, medical aid must be sought.
The doctor has half a dozen means at
his disposal for the destruction of warts.
Kilmlnv. I have no personal knowledge
of the process vou mention. Use your
depilatory more liberally and it will not leave
the growth of stubbly hair. Coty have a full
range of byproducts
the tints you mention.
Stocked
all goodin chemists.
Margaret (Bedford).— Various device*
have
to help
dirty walker,
but I been
know introduced
of none that
is a the
success.
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fast writers write
WITH PARKER THAN WITH

Y

ANY OTHER PEN

writes-

60

"This recipe made
look 20 Years Youni me

" — in two months all my
wrinkles vanished."
"face
At my
age itbe seemed
natural
my
should
wrinkled
and that
I have
frequently consoled myself with this
thought. One day, however, I read of
some remarkable tests on women of 72
years of age with a new skinfood which
gave astonishing results. It was claimed
that the wrinkles completely disappeared
in 6 weeks. I determined to try this for
myself and found out that the new
discovery was contained in Creme Tokalon
Skinfood. After two weeks I could see an
improvement and my joy can be imagined
when after two months treatment all my
wrinkles vanished and friends said " How
young
are looking."
skinI advise
is now
clear andyoubeautifully
smooth,My and
all women of my own age to try Creme
Tokalon Skinfood. It is a wonderful
mental tonic to see one's face growing
younger-looking
everyabove
day."prefers not to
The writer of the
have her name published, but her original
letter may be seen. Creme Tokalon
Skinfood is guaranteed under a forfeit of
£1,000 to contain the highly nourishing
food ingredients great specialists say your
skin must have to keep it clear, fresh,
firm and free from wrinkles. Use Creme
Tokalon Skinfood Rose Colour at night.
White Colour in the morning. You will
be amazed at the improvement even
overnight. Results guaranteed or money
refunded.

Not only the
latest styles, but a
standard of quality
high above the average,
with everything exactly as
described.
The " West
Modes to 1 'bemethod
enables
everyEndwoman
really
well
and
fashionably
dressed In
the most economical way.
You are invited to call and see our
latest models. You are sure to be
impressed
Ladies out of town with
can the value
depend upon their
orders ingby post
immediatereceivand
personalwriting
attention.please
When
state measurements.
JAYNE — >
A charming twoflannelsuit
suiting,
with
piece
in Gent's
the fashionable
three
quarter
coat,
tailored
suit ^ lined
with
a good-quality
g
art crepe. A perfectly cut and man5 gns. monthly
and Herring
Also in'stedGent's
WorDIANA Bone suitings, 6 J gns.
A really prising
smart two-piece
suit,
comgeorgette
coat latest
and
floral art silkunlineddress,
m all the
designs and colours. Both 4e/
long sleeves
5 gns.
monthly
WEST
END MODES
LIMITED
7 Newman Street, Oxford Street, atjtt
01
London, VTA.

WAVE

SET

a

"The Pen

That Ends

" Mental Static" Occurs When Your
Pen Scratches and Halts the Flow
of Ideas. Quick, Instant
Thinking
Stat
ic'
Mental
By Parker
is Encouraged
Fast Writing
Nib DuofoU's

FOR a Pen that
lets youout write
effort, withthink
without irritation,
choose a Parker
Duofold. It means
an
end because
to "mental
static"
you
write by merely
directing
the gliding
pen —
the lightest,
action you could
possibly imagine.
Slender,
lined, streamperfectly
balanced,
able and in aunbreakrange of
classic colours,every
Parker Duofold is
insured for free reYou'll marvelplacementatif lost.
the
smoothness of its
hand - ground gold
nib — there's a point
to suit your individual style — and
you'll delight in
guaranteed
for it's
25
knowing that

3*

3

LASHES
rXUPERM

that
ALLURE

MARGARET

BANNERMAN

USES

LONGLASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper-. Special
Beech. 3Brush
months'
supply
in
dainty
container,
4d.
k POST FREE. When
ordering Idirect
ask for book
f
" NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
are sold by aft Leading Stores, Hairdressers, Chemists and
ALL BOOTS' BRANCHES
Created and personally supervised by
ADELAIDE
GREY
Beauty Specialist 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON -W-V

I J9

W
Obtainable from Hairdressers & Chemists or
post free from the manufacturers
Walden, Walden & Co., Makers ofNufix
15 Grape Street, London, W.C.2.

Deaf

Ask
for an

A rdente -fitted Seat*
at the Cinema— No Fee!
installed by Mr. R. H Dent. 309 Oxford St. . London, W. I

Trulyit ata your
pen you'd
to own.
Prove
nearest bepenproud
counter.
years.

"Duof
BtrLer
old
Pens
CPencils
a nmade
a made
d ain,
in
Canada
and U.S.A.
50/-; 41/-; 37 6; 35/-; 30/-; 25/P«nclU to Match: 25/-; 21/-; 17/*; IS/-.
Also Parkin, P*w iof6 & 7/*- Pemils 7 1* & th

5
Yarkers NON-CLOG Iw*-9°&1 45
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cffleauty cfpecialisb
How would you like a beaut/ specialist to come to
you and personally tell you the precious secrets of
modern beauty culture?
Buty-Tone offers you this service as a free gift in
the form of a gramophone record which will be sent to
you on receipt of the mere postage cost of 3d only.
This record explains the entirely new technique of
the Buty-Tone method of home beauty culture so
fully, yet so concisely, that you have only to listen
carefully to become your own fully qualified
beauty specialist.
It is so easy and so inexpensive to bring out all the
latent natural loveliness of your complexion. All
you have to do is to follow a few very
simple daily rules — and to use the special
Buty-Tone
which guarantee
the
success preparations
of the treatment.
Write for the record to-day. All ButyTone aids to loveliness are 2/- each
(except in I.F.S.), and are sold by highclass establishments everywhere. If any
difficulty in obtaining, write direct
to: —
STREET,
S.W.I

7he\>m

if
PERFECTIOn
e Fashi
WHEN
rfingeon
that
decreesDam
nails shall resemble blossoms in variety of tint, and
that they shall glisten
bewitchingly in the light,
we must be sure to use a
polish which will not fail to
compel admiration — and
quite the best for this is
"Kraska" Nail Polish, which
has for long been a favourite
with smart women. "Kraska" is economical, easy to
apply, and waterproof.
y
le
udes a
Ever
brush. bott incl
■KRASKA"
POLISH
CUTICLE
TV
USED BY ROYALTY
REMOVER
ER "KRASKA"
REMOV
lust brush on nails and wip« away. With patent cuticle extractor .-^^^mak
I/I/- and l/»
KRASKA NAIL POLISH
is made in 25 fascinating colours: Blanche, Naturelle, Rosee, Double
Rosee. Quadruple Rosee. Deep Quadruple Rosee. Coral. Deep Coral.
mi
Chinese Lake, Deep Chinese Lake, Orange. 'Pearl. 'Rose Pearl. 'Gold.
•Silver, Ruby, Deep Ruby. Black, Blue. Green. Tango-Coral, Deep
Tango-Coral, etc.
Prices I/-. I '4. and 2/4 per botcle *ln 1/6 and 2/4 sizes only

Kraska
Obtainable from Boots and all Chemists. Hairdressers and Stores.
"KRASKOL" for, underarm hygiene. Odourless, sale, antiseptic; a
preventive of perspiration evils. I/- and 1/4
"KRASKA" Nicotine and Ink Stain Rcmov

Let

George

Do

It!

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c o The Picture goer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.

Theresa (Birmingham). — (1) George
Raft's films
sincein Palmy
include
Scar/ace,
Dancers
the Dark,DaysNight
After :
Night, The Sporting Widow, Madame
Racketeer, Hot Saturday; If I Had a Million,
The Bowery, All of Me, Midnight Club, and
Chrysalis. (2) Francis Lister has made Up
to the Neck since Counsel's Opinion. (3)
Henry
pictures
sinceKingCounsel's
Opinion Kendall's
include : The
Shadow,
of the
Ritz, Timbuctoo, The Man Outside, Great
Stuff, The Stickpin, The Ghost Camera, This
Week of Gra'c, The Flaw, The Gay Lcrd
Strathpeffer.
Kon<; (Kingston). — Films as follows : (1)
Myrna
What The
PriceBlack
Beauty
? Bitter
Apples, Loy
Don —Juan.
WaU.h,
The
Desert Song, The Squall, State Street Sadie,
Evidence, Hardboiled Rose, King of the
Khyber Rifles, Great Divide, Cameo Kirb\ .
Isle <if Escape, Under a Texas Moon. Cock
c'thetheDuanes,
Walk, Bride
of the Bound,
Regiment,Renegade.
Last of
Outward
Truth About Youth, Rogue cf the Rio Grande.
Devil to Pay. Body and Soul, A Connecticut
Yankee. Naughty Flirt, Rebound. Hush
Monev. Transatlantic Skyline. Consolation
Marriage, Arrowsmith, Emma, Married in
Hastt, Dr. Fu Manchu. Thirteen Women.
The Woman in His House. When Ladies Meet,
Night Flight. Crooks in Clever, and Every
Woman's Man.
(2) Joan Blondell— Illicit. The Office Wife.
Nigkt Nurse. Enemies of the Public,
My Past, Blonde Craxy, Larceny
Lane. Gentleman for a Day, The
Famous Ferguson Case, The Crowd
Roars, The Greeks Had a Name for
Them, Make Me a Star, Miss
Pinkerton, Tke Lawyer Man, Big
City
Blues,Gold
Central
Park,ofBlondie
Johnson.
Diggers
1933,
City.
Good-bye
Again,
Fontlight
Par ad* ,
Havana Widows, and Convention
(3) JoanThree
Bennett
— Bulldog
mond.
Live
Ghosts.DrumThe
Mississippi,
Gambler,
Dfsrarli,
Putting on the Ritz. Crazy that Way.
Moby
DccU rs ' Wives,
aCareless
Slip. Dick,
Hush
DetectiveMany
— Bart.
Lady,Money.
She Wanted
a Clive
Millionaire.
Week-ends Only, Wild Girl, Salomy Jane.
Fiom Arizona to Broadway, and l.ittlr
Women.
(4) Ruby Keeler— 42nd Street. Gold
Diggers of Forever.
1933, Foctlight Parade, and
Sweethearts
Pretty.
(5) Toby Wing — 42nd Street, and Sitting
(6)
BolesUnderworld,
— Loves of We
Sunya,
Fazit,
RomanceJohnof the
Americans,
Shepherd
of
the
Hills,
The
Last
Warning,
Rio Rita Song of the West. Captain of
the Guard. King of Jazz, One Heavenly
Night. Resurrection. Seed, Frankenstein,
Careless Lady, Six Hours to Live, Back Street,
Child of Manhattan, My Lips Brtrav, Onlv
Yesterday, and Beloved.
(7) Party.
Fredric TheMarch
— TheMurder
Dummy,
The
Wild
Studio
Mystery,
Footlights and Fools, Paris Bound. Jealitusv.
Marriage
Playground.
Sarah onandParade,
Son, Ladi-s
Love Brutes,
Paramount
True
to the Navy, Manslaughter, laughter,
Roval Family of Broadway, Honour Amo u
iMvers, Night Angel, My Sin, Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde, Strangers in Love, Merrily
We Go To . Twill? Through, The Sign
of the Cross. The Eagle and the Hawk.
Design
Living. All of Me, and Death
Takes a for
Holiday.
(8) Hing Crosby— TV King of Jazz, The
Big Hrcadcast. College Humour, Too Much
Dressing.
Harmony. Going Hollywood, anr* We're Not
J. A. (London). — (1) Herewith the cast
of V ou.ig Carroll;
Woodley : Laura SimmonsMadeleine
Mr. Woodley — Aubrey
Mather; Milner — Cerald Rawlinson;
Cone
— Tony Halfpenny; Mr. Simmons — Sam

Genevieve Tobin was born on November
29, 1902. green
in New York;
5 ft. 3 educated
in. tall,
fair
New hair,
York and eyes;
Paris.unmarried;
Pictures include
:
"A Lady Surrenders," "Sincerity,"
"Blind Wives," " Seed," "The GasDiplomat,"
With UnderYou,"
" Hollywood "One
Speaks,"Hour
" Perfect
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
,
"
1
"
Loved
a
Woman,"
"
Golden
Harvest,"
Hazard,"
Love." and"" Dark
Let's Fall
in Love." Easy
Addressto
her clo Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank,
California.
Livesey; Vining — Billy Milton; Ainger —
John Frank
Teed ;Lawton
Young Woodley
Lawton.
(2)
was bom— Frank
on September
30. 1904. and you can obtain a photograph
of him from the Picture Postcard Salon, 85
Ixing Acre, London. W.C.2, at 3d. each.
R. W.
(Newof your
Zealand).—
the
replies
to some
questionsHerewith
; space does
not permit the rest to be printed this week.
(1) Blue Metodv was distributed by Butcher
and was 5,216 ft. long. (2; Tke Love Duet
was produced by < < . and L. Leroy and was
7,500 ft. in length. (3) Mother Imc produced by " General," and ran for two reds.
(4)
was We3,983Dineft. atin Seven
length. was made by Fox and
P. J. P.c/o(Stoke).
— Write
to Constance
Bennett,
Twentieth
Century
Studios,
Rouge.
Hollywood. Her most recent is Moulin
R. M.is (Camberwell).
Al Jolson's
new
picture
Wonder Bar in— which
he appears
with Kay Francis and Dolores Del Rio.
Ada (Liverpool).
celebrates
his birthday—Johnny
on June Weissmullei
2. Write u
him
c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culver City, California.
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MAKE-UP
WILL NOT
HIDE

And

so

made

it was

that

old

Persil

Weekly

that

frock

IMPERFECT

SPECIAL
FREE OFFER
Send a post-card
to-day (or a
liberal sample
bottle of D.D.D.
Prescription to
D.O.D. Laboratories, P2S, Fleet
Lane,E.C.4.London.

SKIN!
/"REAMS and powder will only
partially
a blemished skin. The disguise
only perfect
base
for make-up is a charming, spotless skin. D.D.D. Brand Prescription isa sure remedy for
enlarged pores, spots, pimples,
as well as for disfiguring Eczema, Rashes, Chilblains, or
other skin diseases. A few
drops of this marvellous preparation give instant relief.
Buy
a 1/3 bottle to-day at any
chemist.

like
Vve
used

new?

only
Persil

for boiling
linens

BRAND
PRESCRIPTION
BANISHES SKIN TROUBLES
WHEN

YOU

ARE

DANCING

HE WILL NOTICE YUUR FACE in every detail.
Are your lashes as lovely and fascinating as they should
be? They will be an added attraction if you use
LASHTONE, the only scientific, colourless lashgrower
and beautifier on the market. Lengthens and darkens
the lashes naturally and harmlessly. 2,o per tube.
\-JLP\JOT\J^
A combination lipsalve and
-^»»^-' rouge — in neat screw-capped j
black
and
gold
container
— delicately
perfumed;
three shades : medium, dark
and Tangerine
2/6 jj

From Boots, Harrods, Selfridgts, Timothy Whites,
Taylors,fromand N.allA.high-class
direct
Hindon, Chemists
Dept. H., andEatonStores,
House,or
High Street, Newmarket.
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
So deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Spring Catalogue, also
Gentlemen's Catalogue, sent post free.
SMARTWEAR Ltd.
2*3-271, Regent Street, London, W-lMEN ARE FIRST ATTRACTED
BY YOUR HAIR!
Do you know 94 men out of every 100 are looking for a
girl with natural charm. This natural charm is easilv
yours by using WINIFRED LIQUID HAIR FOAM
the only shampoo with alluring distinctive perfume
IT IS A TONIC- brings out the natural torn in
every shade of hair. 2/- forsix applications post free.
WINIFRED MITCHELL, Crossgates, Leeds
(Mitchell Dispensing Chemists) 0

Bur Persil is perfect for all washing — woollies
and coloured frocks as well as for sheets and
tablecloths.
Do you mean just Persil by itself?
A.

with
oxygenway
in them
marvellous
of — and
wonderfully safe — but it s>

it'severything
the most :
s

an

extra

why it
thorough
better resultscleansing.
with all theThat's
dainty things as well

REGISTERED

Persil
Deaf

Yes, just Persil by itself. No need to add soap;
cleani
Persil gives all you need
—ngpure soapsuds

as making the linen so dazzling. W hy don't
you use it for everything too ?

Ask
for an

Ardente-fitted Seat'
at the Cinema No fee /
■mulled b, Mr R. H. Dent. 309 Oxford St., London, W.

THE
PER 458- I 07

AMAZING

OXYGEN

WASHER

JOSI.PII CKOSI ll-LD & SON'S LTD., \\ AKKINI.TON
ts
ge47
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keep
s
fresh
AWLOAtclothe
OAut
this

way—9'

and
lovely
P^/l
cttO^

says

Y7*""'HE fashions you sec on the screen are
v^sniart and practical — if you follow screen
stars' way of keeping everything new-looking,"'
says Joan Blondcll, lovely young star of
Lux is official now in all the big studios.
" There's hardly a garment in the studio
we don't wash with Lux — dresses, negligees, flannels, even draperies" says N'WAS
McKENZIE (right) of Warner BrothersFirst National. "It's such a saving— keeps
stockings dnd costumes new-looking twice
as long. Lux cuts down cleaning bills too. "

IT (truer Brothers' "Footlight Parade."
"My maid always uses Lux for my stockings and lingerie. And nowadays, when it's
fashionable to be economical, I've learned how main
frocks and Mouses can
also he kept like new at
home with Lux.

v
Lx 1327-109
73
■w A

A LEVER

too-

It's the

greatest blessing to know that delicate things
and lovely colours are safe in it."
You treasure your lovely undies, sheer
stockings, fragile precious Mouses and frocks.
You want to keep them always as delicious ly
fresh-looking as the day you first wore them.
It's easy— follow Joan Hlondell's example
and care for them with gentle Lux. With Lux
there's no rubbing. There's no soda in Lux.
Colours and fabrics sale in water alone are
safe in Lux. Your grocer or dealer has HIG
6d packet-. Also 2d and 4d siz< >.

UX
Prolog
teftj
L

PKODUCT

OMxi ail lovely $cdyvic&
V" an lov«N Y,c
Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, Odhams Press. Ltd., Lone Acre, London, W.C.2, England. Registered at the G.P.O. as a Newspaper. Post
Free all over the world : 13s. per annum, bs. 6d. for six months, 3a. 3d. for three months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Agencies
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon & Go ten i Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Ltd., also
Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association,
Ltd. Max,AlsoRruxelles,
on sale atandW.Mesaageriee
H. Smith 4Dawson,
Son, Ltd.'a
bookshops
248 Rue de Rivoli. Paris, and 7S Boulevard
Adolphe
II Rue
Alhnuy. atParis.
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Still
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reason

why
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now
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Mi
30

De

Reszke

Minors

oval

tin

in

an

decorated

lor

1/-

In quality and packing the equal of much
dearer cigarettes, but not quite so large
— big enough, however, to last a full 10
minutes.

5 FOR

Plain,

De
AND

2d. ♦ 10 FOR

or

Cork

FOR

'Ivory'

lipped

MINORS
Reszke
Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
IN

TINS

♦

30

FOR

1/-

♦

60

8d.

4d. ♦ 20

FOR

2/
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there's nothing casual
about corot
AND

FRIED

EGGS

Doesn't it sound delicious?— Yes, and it tastes just as good.
Waffles are irresistible with almost anything — and so
simple to prepare on a SOLON ELECTRIC WAFFLER.
your family and friends with
Just plug in and delightWaffles.
SEND

FOR FREE

RECIPE

BOOK

Even' reader of the " Picturegoer" will be sent POST FREE AN
INTRIGUING RECIPE BOOKLET *ad lull particulars by
forwarding a postcard to:
\V. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO., LTD.,
HOI. BORN VIADUCT, LONDON, EX. i

Not

if you've ever in your life felt that nobody except
yourself cared if your new frock was the smashing
success you longed for, or just anybody's thing,
you've never been to corot.
here
they
do
it's all
a part of their care,
servicebut. they'll
. . likequietly
their say
monthly
„. paymentsuchbusiness
a help. that's
call In at their rather
%
nice showrooms and see,
or if you're abroad, or in
the country, write for their
fashion guide and order
through the post, without
a night's sleeplessness.
fields"
padded
accent
the
chine
frock"fresh
jacket.
with
jabot
J ^J 3/6
shoulders
ofrouleaux
this apure
silk crepe
dc
and rouleau collar,
monthly.
casta 4 J gns.
a slick costume
in tweed weave,
has a skirt "get
with going"
a yoked top and a
monthly.
jacket
casta 4} lined
gns. art. crepe,
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PERMANENT

I free

RECORD

of Kay Francis
THE
other sfavourites which
and glimpse
you get on the screen are all too
.
have a? permanot charms
fleeting
of their
nent recordWhy
" Picturegoer" portraits show the
stars in their happiest and most bewitching moods and they are large
enough to accentuate each attractive
feature. The black and white glossy
finish gives them added sparkle, and
the thick card of which they are made
gives them a long life. Choose yours
from the list below. Full list on request.
SPECIAL 2/6 ALBUM
Many graphfilm
to placemade
theseespecially
large photos in the lovers
speciallikeAlbum
for
them. Beautifully bound in stiff cloth, to hold 52
portraits, bevelled edges and lettered in gold, * The
Picturegoer's Gallery,' the Album is a'joy for ever. '
THE "PICTUREGOER"
GALLERY, PORTRAIT
"Picturegoer"
Salon,
85 Long Acre,
London,
W.C.2.
•
Real photographs in black and white gloity
finish. Size, 9} by 7{ inches. Thick card paper.
Single photo
I/Any 3 photos
2/6
„ 6 photos
4/6
„ 12 photos
8/6
Post paid to any part of the world.

london, w. 1
regent 0234
post this coupon to corot to-day—
!
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l.
please send, without obligation, corot spring fashion
guide and full details of instalment plan.

address .

p.g.539

THIS
Corinne
Griffith
Helen Hayes
Leslie
Howard
Leila Hyams
Barbara Kent
Bessie
Myrna Love
Loy
John
Boles
Mary Brian
Jeanette
Nancy
Dorothy Macdonald
Mackaill
Ronald Carroll
Colman
RobertMcCrea
Montgomery
Joel
Jackie Cooper
Mae
Murray
Joan
Pola Negri
MarleneCrawford
Dietrich
Anita
Page
Richard Dix
Douglas Fairbanks, Dolores Del Rio
Norma Shearer
Sylvia Sidney
Kay Francis
Greta
Garbo
Norma Talmadge
Janet Gaynor jun. Helen Twelvetrees
Cary Grant
Lupe Velez
Elizabeth Allan
John
Barrymore
Lionel
Barrymore
Constance
Bennett

SPECIAL
ORDER
FORM
To: THE "PICTUREGOER" PORTRAIT SALON,
65 Long Acre. London. W.C.2.
OFFER I. Large Portraits of Film Stars.
I wish to participate in your special reduced price offer. Please send me immediately
large photographs of Film Stars. I have indicated which I require by
placing a tick(s) in the attached list.
I enclose Postal Order No
Value
Cross P.O. "and Co." and make payable to "The Picturegoer."
OFFER 2. Special Album.
Please send mi one of your Special Large Size Photograph Albums to tike 52 photos as
offered at 2/6, post free.
I enclose P.O. for 2/e. No
Please write very clearly in block letters
NAME
Full Postal Address
Date

(dept. p.g.539)
33 old bond street

"Picturegoer," March 31, 1934.
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First do thi? I Immediately after
washing your hair, with soap and water
or a agood
rinse itRinse
thoroughly
with
C amishampoo,
l atone Beauty
to suit
your
hair
(Fair,
Auburn
or Dark).
Camilatone Beauty Rinses contain
the
finest ingredients known to benefit the
hair. They do not dye, but really tone
the
hair, Rinses
giving itto sparkle
and life.TONRINZ
There
are FOUR
choose from.
Blonde, TONRINZ Auburn, Tonrinz
Golden Brown (for dark Hair), and
then the favourite Camilatone Golden
Rinse, most famous of all brightening
rinses for the hair. They come in 6d.
capsules or packets (sufficient for three
rinses) — obtainable at Half Price
through
the special Introductory
Offer below.

BEAUTY

WAY

PRICE OFFER
— Then this ! Set your hair, after
rinsing,
with LUSTRSET,
Camilatone'*
marvellous
medium
— which
is also a hair new
tonicsetting
and beautifier
in
addition and particularly helps your hair
after
permanent
watting.
LUSTRSET
comes
in a tube which, apart altogether from its
convenience and cleanliness, is remarkably economical (there are 30 to 35
perfect settings in each 1/3 tube). THUS
—— you
with arethisassured
simpleof "two-way"
treatment
beautiful, fascinating
hair every time you wash it — rinsed into
new life and beauty — set in perfect waves
exactly as you desire it. Make a test
to-day — Use Coupon Below and take
advantage,
a "Picturegoer"
reader,
of this specialas Introductory
Half-price
Offer.

RINSES

4
LUSTRSET
SPECIAL
HALF-PRICE
COUPON
To CAMILATONE Ltd., WELSH HARP. HFNDON. LONDON, N.W.o.
Please send me POST FREE 10 ihe address
below
ONEdry: 1/3
•lor
Hair.LUSTRSET
NAME
(block
c
for ureasv Hair. I enclose
ADDRESS
•ONEFair6d.Hair
capsule TONRINZ T\6.
•for
(SLOCK LETTI
for
Hair
for Auburn
Dark Hair
I enclose 3d. P. 2.
•ONE
6d.
packet
GOLDEN
RINSI! for Fair hair I enclose 3d.
Post
this amount,
Coupon, inwith
Order^ I id.
or Stamps
Total amount enclosed
for total
sealedPostal
envelope
stamp)
*GlWI out it*i\ rot required.
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Cadburys

Milk

much

nourishment
as
A GLASS OF MILK AND TWO
When pleasure or business interferes with the normal routine
POACHED EGGS ON ONE LARGE
— turn to Cadburys Milk Chocolate and be satisfied ! For

slice of buttered

toast

there's real food, real sustaining power in it. Laboratory
analyses prove that a 1 lb. of Cadburys Milk is equal in
nourishment and energy value to a glass of milk and two poached
eggs on one large slice of buttered toast — a meal, in fact.
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a
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Film

You

MA

Never

See

-Fashion
Some fine work from Russia
'Notes
and
Arithmetic — Marlene's
Novelty — Gambling on a Star — Is it
fair to China ?— Britain to the fore in
new Hollywood Film — Famous Director
to visit us.
me tell you something r about a film
LETmost
of you may neve see. It is
called October and was shown by the
Film Society. The director was Eisenstein, who is regarded by knowledgeable folk as one of the greatest brains in
the screen world.
You will remember the storm that was
caused by the alleged mishandling of his
Thunder Over Mexico. Well, in the case of
October he was his own boss, and he has produced a io,ooo-ft. film, much of which has World, has been shown in Germany and U.S.A.
been edited with the genius one expects from Probably a better version (the film can be cut
without loss of effect) will be shown here. See it,
such artistes who work with Eisenstein.
if you can, as a picture worth seeing irrespective
of the political angle.
Clever Doubling
Our thanks are certainly due to the Film Society
for showing October, and if any of my readers
When I tell you that it was originally produced want
further information about the activities of
(in Russia, of course) as part of the Tenth
Society, write to Miss J. M. Harvey, 56
Anniversary Celebrations of the October Revolu- the
tion you will naturally understand that the film Manchester Street, London, W.i.
was, and is, strong political propaganda. It is
designed to show the events in Petersburg from Our Fashion Number
February to November, 1917. The historical The success of the fashion supplement in last
structures shown are all actual and the historical
week'sclusion.Picturegoer
personages are doubled so as to reproduce actual
The effect of the was
screena onforegone
modern conlife
physical appearances. When Lenin appeared on is too well known and too well understood by our
the screen he received quite a round of applause. readers to need any elaboration here.
It was a remarkable likeness.
Perhaps a note from Travis Banton, the
Paramount stylist, is not amiss here. He tells
me that capes, trains, boas, and feathers will be
Amazing Crowd Scenes
popular. I also discover that there will be no
The picture tells of the abdication of the Tsar — more fumbling in the handbags in a frantic search
effective symbolism is employed for this — the for a lipstick at awkward moments. Marlene
formation of a provincial government, how the Dietrich
has solved the problem by acquiring
Soviets met, the Kornilov revolt, and the final
a lipstick ring which a Hollywood jeweller made
triumph of the Bolsheviks.
One need not be politically-minded in any sense to her design. The ring, with an inch-long silver
to appreciate the production, and the amazing setting, contains a miniature lipstick and mirror.
way in which the crowd scenes were handled. Some Arithmetic
Nor need one be pro or ante the picture to applaud
the casting. The whole thing struck me as an You have heard how sometimes one of the
heads of a film company emits an agonising
astonishing news reel, which is really a high form
of praise. Only the highly imaginative touches yell. I am told one such cry rent the air at the
Fox Movietone Studio when the head of the
reminded me that this was a propaganda film.
There are many striking shots that I will long wardrobe department turned in the following
remember, one or two that made me shudder. itemised list :—
Edward Tisse, who was responsible for the
600 yards black satin.
600 „
„ taffeta.
photography, is a rare artiste. If only for that I
1,000 white „
would like you to see the film.
One version, which I understand was far from
5,0008 trains,
,, black
14 feetribbon.
long.
satisfactory, entitled Ten Days That Shook the

Claudette Colbert caught by the cameraman
putting
finishing
touches for
to her
wedding"
make-up thewhile
on location
" It" Happened
600
300
1,032
98
2,000
500
1,000
330
200
1,000
200
300
1,000
250
1,000

Night."
yardsOnecrepe
Elizabeth.
,, blue silk net.
feathers.
yards silver cloth.
,, silk net.
,, Mousseline de Soir.
bunches sequin.
,, velvet.
yards pink satin.
,, sequin trimming.
,, white chiffon.
„ rhinestone trimming.
,, Chantilly lace.
bandana handkerchiefs.
yards calico.

500 ,,
The materials
weregreyusedsatin.
in clothing the 100
1.5°° showgirls used in four elaborate
chorus and
numbers Baxter,
of the "Fox
Warner
Madge Follies,"
Evans, which
Jimmy features
Dunn,
Stepin Fetchit, Shirley Temple and twenty
headliners of the vaudeville stage and screen.
When Does He Sleep ?
Talking of Warner Baxter reminds me that he
has 41 talking pictures to his credit and is
engaged in the leading role of No. 42, while No. 43
is already waiting.
Baxter's star has steadily risen since In Old
Arizona. His present picture is Too Many
Women, and playing opposite him is Rosemary
Ames, who is fairly well known on the London
stage. She is (Continued
supposed toon bepage
a great
7) screen find.
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Carole
Lombard
A

Acknowledged to he one of the
screen's most attractive women.
Her latest
"Bolero,"
with success
George is
Raft.

March 31. 1934
(Continued from page 5)
I wonder if our searchers of talent in
London have again been beaten.
In spite of the constant demand for
Warner Baxter's services, he has found
time to excel at tennis, amateur cookery,
bridge,
gardening.
He's home
putting
finishingand
touches
on his new
andtheis
planning a European trip.
An Investment or a Gamble ?
On page 8 you will read the story of
Anna Sten, who is starring in Lady
s. - You are by now
of the Boulevard
acquainted with the story of how Samuel
Goldwyn groomed her for stardom.
What I would like to see are the fiftyone tests that were made of her. Goldwyn certainly deserves to succeed if only
*o point the moral to British producers.
Why Chinese ?
I hear that the Chinese Minister is
making inquiries concerning Jack
Ahoy. One Shanghai newspaper is most
incensed against this film and refers to
it as a "disgrace to China." The Chinese
certainly have good ground for complaining. Rarely is a Chinaman anything
but a brigand or a villain.
Shanghai Express was never shown in
China, and now M.-G.-M. technicians
who went to Shanghai in the hope of
photographing backgounds for a screen
version of The Good Earth have found themselves
faced with great difficulties. It is more than likely
that although there are bandits in the book, they
will not appear on the screen.
The First Love
Richard Bennett says he is tired of "the
shooting galleries," as he calls the studios,
and is leaving Hollywood to star again on the
stage. He has been absent from the theatre
since 1930, and his best screen performances have
been in Arrowsmith, If I Had a Million, and Nana.
Arrangements are being made for him to appear
in the title role of The Great Romancer , a story
about Alexandre Dumas.
Walter Huston has also returned for a spell to
his first love and among the parts scheduled for
him
Moor.is Othello. I'd like to see him as the tragic
"Forbidden Lips"
There will be more than a British leavening in
Jesse Lasky's new production, which will be
an adaptation
Levy'sto stage
play. Springtime for Henry.of InBenn
addition
the British
author,
Heather Angel, Herbert Mundin, and Nigel Bruce
will have important parts. Otto Kruger and
Nancy Carroll will play the leads. The title has
been changed to Forbidden Lips.

PICTUREGOER
James
tells
the taleCagney
" to "Bene
Davis in "Jimmy the

Weekly

stage in Hollywood and San
Francisco. He has a part in Scarlet
Empress with Marlene Dietrich.
This Week's Wisecrack

Gent."

Lupe
Velez always
says attracts
or does
something
which
attention.
The vivacious Mexican actress,
playing in Hollywood Parly, was
hanging by her knees from a
cross-bar.
The usual delays connected
with the filming of a scene
kept
Lupe
suspended
fromcared
the
bar far
longer
than she
to be.
Lupe " blew
up ! " '" she shouted.
"Make
it snappy
"I'm not Tarzan, I'm only his

Kinema Couplets
' I ''his week's award of 10s. td.
1mate ! " to Miss Winifred Chard,
55 Cook Street, Avonmouth, Bristol,
for lelling us what we all know :—
The Big Bluff
The Head of the House
Prizes of 2s. 6d. are awarded to
Miss E. Barnes, Spring Cottage,
Munton,goesBishopston, Swansea, for
tion, but it is, of course, possible for an error of reflection on modern
:—
that sort to creep in.
A Search maidens
for Beauty
Entrants can help us considerably by trying to
Behind the Make-up
avoid sending in efforts which have already won
To Mrs. D. C. Cross, South Cliff Farm, Kirton
By the way, I should like to state that the Linelsey, Gainsborough, Lines., for this inspiriting
prizes.
Editor's decision is final in this competition and challenge :—Let's Fall in Love
that we can enter into no correspondence about it.
Welcome Danger
To
L.
Elston,
13 The Dale. Woodseats, Sheffield,
A Good Record
8, for this dictum
Dinner onatsocial
Eightamenities :—
Friends of Jameson Thomas have written to ask
Come Clean
me for news of him. The latest I have is
To Miss M. Langdon,
that he appears with Claudette Colbert and Clark
Gable in It Happened One Night. Although
37
man Despard
brevity :—Road,
Hollywood
Speaks
Jameson has been in Hollywood only since 1930 Highgate, W.,
for this "yes'
he must surely hold the record for the actor who
Yes, Mr. Brown
has appeared in most pictures in most countries.
There are no rules to this contest except that
Here are some of them : England, France, all attempts must be sent in on postcards, marked
Germany, Austria, India, Australasia, and a host "Couplets," and addressed c/o Pictureof islands in the South Seas and the Pacific.
93 Long Acre, W.C.2. Envelopes will not
Jameson has also found time to appear on the goer,
be opened.
M. B. Y.

Don't Write to Me
I'mforthcoming
half afraidvisitto tomention
George
Engand.
The Cukor's
famous
director is scheduled to come here to study the
Dickens background for the screen version of
David Copperfield . Since the book is so well
known, M.-G.-M. have decided not to take any
chances. Radio were wise that way with Little
Women. I understand that about half the picture
will be devoted to David as a boy and that Cukor
may look for an English child to play the part.
Now you fond mothers and fathers, please don't
write to me about it. Cukor and I are good
friends and I want to remain so.
An Explanation
1 regret that a prize was awarded twice for the
same couplet — American Tragedy — The Crooner
— in our kinema couplet contest.
The winning postcard in the first issue was sent
down again to be set up in mistake for another
entry which has since been awarded a prize.
There is a very large entry for this competition,
which has proved exceedingly popular and which
I think you will agree has produced some amusing
and witty results.
Every possible care is taken to avoid reduplica-

Richard Bird and Nancy Burne in a sceneWalter
from "Summers.
The Warren Case.

The British film directed by
7
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Then she was called back to Moscow and given
a contract by Meschrabpom, the largest Russian
film-producing company. Here she played the
leading parts in some of Russia's most successful
pictures, including Moscow in Joy and Tears, The
Yellow
The Other
Child. films were
Those Ticket
were and
the times
when Man's
the Soviet

is nearly two years since I last met Anna
ITSten.
I had gone down to her pretty
little villa in the West End of Berlin to
bid her good-bye the night before she left
for Hollywood.
Everywhere there were signs of departuie
trunks and bags standing in the hall ready
for shipment, the rooms bare of all those
personal little touches that had made Anna's
home so typically her own.
But the samovar was still in its usual place,
and in operation, and over a glass of Russian
tea we discussed the future and her great
adventure.
I thought, perhaps, she might
have been a little afraid of
Hollywood and suggested so, but
I found her quietly confident.
She did not underestimate the
difficulties she would have to
overcome, especially those of mastering the English language, but she
was determined to succeed. I knew
how that "determination to succeed' '
had carried her through one of the
most remarkable careers in the
history of European films.
Anna Sten was predestined to
become an artiste. It was always
an ambition
of but
her mother's
to goit
on
the stage,
she found
impossible to defeat the prejudice of
her parents. Nevertheless, she came
into the world of the theatre
when she married Anna's father, the master
of a ballet-school in Kiew, where Anna was
born.
From her own parents she has not only inherited
her artistic aspirations, but also the prevailing
features of her character. From her mother, who
was of Swedish descent, she has inherited energy
and determination, and from the father, an
Ukrainian, the blend of sentimentality and gaiety
so typical for the Slavic race.
Anna entered her father's ballet-school and
made her first public appearance when she was
barely five years old. Her artistic development,
however, was interrupted by the war and the
Russian revolution.
The father died, leaving the family penniless
During the first years of the Soviet regime,
moreover, there was neither theatre nor ballet,
and instead of the dramatic academy, which had
Anna's ambition, she had to go to work in
abeen
restaurant.
But even in the drudgery of the life of a waitress
failed to kill her courage and her enthusiasm for
the theatre. Later, when a group of young artistes
formed a company to give theatrical performances,
she joined
them, and soon her talent was recognised.
The enterprise met with success from the point
of view of public support and approval from the
authorities, who had by then learned that entertainment was not merely a bourgeois luxury, but a
necessity for the proletarian masses.
In that period of her life Anna Sten also made
something of a name for herself as a journalist
by regularly contributing articles to a local
newspaper. The Kiew Truth.
In the meanwhile, the Soviet Government
had commenced to organise the production
of films, realising that they were an excellent
medium for education as well as for political
propaganda.
As in other cities, a film academy was founded
in Kiew and Anna Sten became one of its first
students.
One day she saw that Sowkino, one of Russia's
best-known
talent for theproducers,
screen. was advertising for young
Again it did not take her long to decide to go to
Moscow and apply in person.
There she was set to the task of playing the
same dramatic sequence both in a tragic and comic
form. Although she was able to pass this by no
means easy test with considerable success,
Sowkino had no suitable role for her, and she
cooled her heels in the outer office for weeks
without getting any work.
Finally, she was sent to Jalta, the Crimean
production centre, where she worked for the first
time in a film studio.
s

making their sensational and triumphant progress all over the European
Continent.
To a great extent this success was
due to Anna Sten. She was recognised
as the leading Soviet star.

From

Red

Moscow

Hollywood

by Irene
PARKER^HEYMANN

CAM Goldwyn saw Anna Sten
^ playing opposite Emil Jannings in
"
Tempest
" The
Ufa production
the decided
and
that she was
of the
stuff of
which stars are made. She already had a
big name in Russia and Germany, and
now it looks as if her first Hollywood
production " Nana " will make her
internationally famous. Here is the
romance of her rise to fame.

andsome contracts were offered
her by various foreign production
companies, but not until her director,
Fedor Ozep, accepted an offer to go
to Berlin did Anna Sten decide to
leave the Russian screen.
In Ozep's first German picture,
The Murder of Karamazov, adapted
from Dostojevski's famous novel, she
appeared as the heroine, Grushenka.
Her partner was Fritz Kortner, one of
Germany's best actors, who is now
in England, where he will play the
part of Hassan in Chu Chin Chow, to
be The
produced
Murderby ofGaumont-British.
Karamazov scored a
tremendous success on the Continent
and in America. It was screened in
London by the Film Society and it was
another personal triumph for the young Russian
actress.
Then Anna made Salto Mortale under the
direction of E. A. Dupont, and as a result of that
picture Erich Pommer signed her up for Ufa.
Here she played the Queen in Captain Craddoc
— the part played by Sari Maritza in the English
version.
The picture that won Anna Sten her greatest
recognition in England, however, was her second
Ufa vehicle.
Tempest, in which she appeared opposite Emil Jannings.
Sam Goldwyn, to whom so many screen stars
owe their discovery, was again searching Europe
for new talent.
He saw Anna in Tempest and decided to take
her to America. It is rumoured that he has spent
nearlv £300,000
in grooming
a fiont- rankto
actress,
and he has
given herAnna
everyinto
opportunity
make the sensation which he foresaw her appearance in American films would create.

the
completely
beenbeen
ahadthatnothad
Annroles
selected satisfied
for her inwith
Berlin
after Karamazov. and she did not find it difficult
to take the Hollywood plunge.
Now her first American picture Nana, has arrived
in
England. It is showing in the West End this
week-end.
According to all reports, the fascinating Russian
beauty has made a tremendous hit in America and
is now the sensation of Broadway.
Her name seems certain to shine among the
outstanding
celebrities of the international
screen.
Thus, Anna Sten's career leads in a straight
line from a comparatively small beginning to a
wonderful achievement.
In her home country she was the most
prominent actress of the Russian films, in
Germany she won European fame, and America
now offers her the opportunity to be counted
among the great stars of the world.
NEXT

WEEK

" You see I'm not really a good actress
— a good actress can control her emotions —
This is Katharine Hepburn, the worldme." speaking to Gladys Baker
but not artiste,
famous
during a special interview for " PictureIt is the most revealing pen picture of
Hepburn ever published. You cannot
afford to miss it.
ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY. j
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Dorothy Hyson, who is
starring in " Cup of
Kindness,"
has Viertel,
a chat
with Berthold
who
" Little
Friendis directing
" and who
was
also responsible for " The

Spy."

Cliff Edwards, Ukelele Ike
to you, puts in an extra
bit
off-stage
fooling. Heof
is of
doing
a burlesque
Henry VIII in " George
White's Scandals."

Elizabeth Young, one of
Paramount' s contract
players, shows you one of
the early spring fashions in
sports wear. It is of green
knit, cut high and finished
with an original note in the
tie. Note the attractive
balloon sleeves.

Carl Laemmle, veteran president of Universal,
cuts a 67-/6. chocolate cake on the occasion of
his 67th birthday. With him are famous stars,
directors and producers associated with him.
How many stars can you recognise ?
9
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My

Destiny
b-i
— —
1 —in

described to you and who has always been my
More than that Cupid's most elusive target in
the film colony went on record as declaring that
she was in no particular hurry to launch into
matrimony. She's only twenty-three, you know,
and
besides, she's of the opinion that movie fans
ideal."
prefer
their screen stars
remain that
unmarried.
It

k
ii

Also,
that
her there's
young another
Lochinvarhurdle
will
have to take in order to storm
the
citadel
of Sylvia'swith
affections.
He will
be endowed
a highpowered persuasiveness that will
break down her instinctive indifference to people which
amounts to an impenetrable
armour of self-sufficiency.
Most humans being motivated
by the herd instinct, are unable
to understand this pretty young

^

girl's needalone
for atsolitude.
entirely
times is forBeing
her
an inner necessity.
Nor is it
a pose.
It's breath
as essential
to her
as
food and
and sunlight.
Her house in Beverly Hills is free from intimate
associations of friends or family. She is, I believe,
the
film luminaryby I've
ever interviewed
who
was only
not surrounded
an entourage
of business
managers, panionpress
agents, secretaries
coms. It was impressive
to find herandentirely
alone except for the servants.

Sylvia Sidney gives an
oriental impression in
her neu picture " Good
,

SIDNEY curled up on the huge
SYLVIA
sofa, her dark hair, olive complexion
and vivid mouth accentuated by a
background of flame gladioli, and talked
for the first time about her ideal
Prince Charming.
Don't rush, aspiring swains, don't rush !
For the man who will succeed in capturing
the heart of the diminutive Dreiser heroine is
cut from no ordinary pattern. Her requirements are many, exacting, and as uncompromising as her ideas about everything that
affects her personal life and her career.
First of all, there is the demand for prematurely grey hair. The warning that this
requirement might result in a deluge of
white-haired Apollos amused her. But she
was still adamant in her order for iron-grey
locks as part of her hero's physical adornment.
Then there's the question of eyes. Her own
being definitely hazel with a fascinating dash of
brown in one of them, it's a case of "opposites
attract" with the elfin movie celebrity.
The eyes of her conquering hero must be blue.
Simple enough ? Not really. For the colour is the
least part of it.. Rather is it a much less tangible
quality having to do with expression.
No large, melancholy orbs such as El Greco set
in vogue among Castilian ladies during his reign
as portrait painter in Spain. On the contrary,
these eyes a la Sidney must be exceedingly luminous, with quick apprehension and aliveness.
"It's not so much the colour," she explained,
10
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"but they must show that he's a person of
awareness
keentheresponsiveness.
When is I'm
introduced ...
to aofman
first thing I notice
his
eyes.
If
they're
dull
and
lustreless
I
feel
that
has passed life by and that his temperament heis
stodgy, unimaginative. Just one look at his eyes
and I don't have to know anything else about
him.
For I believe
that .eyes
individual's
most revealing
feature
. . are
theyan mirror
deep,
hidden
qualities
The mouth
? Iwithin."
can give her legion of masculine
admirers no definite instructions as to that save
that the size and shape and modelling are entirely
inconsequential. As she laughingly expressed it,
" It's what comes out of a man's mouth in the way
of interesting talk that's important. You see, I'd
much rather listen than talk myself, so it's
necessary for the man 1 'd care about to be able to
say things that are worth hearing."
Iput forth the theory of certain scientists that
attraction between male and female is entirely
due to subtle chemical vibrations. That emanations between two persons of opposite sexes
either
or they didn't — and that was the
end of clicked
it.
Positively she shook her head. "Not for me.
Besides, it's part of my destiny that's written in
theSylvia,
stars." it seems, had her horoscope cast some
years ago and Myra Kingsley, the astrologist.
made certain startling predictions and unearthed
facts in her life which were then unknown to her
client. "Everything has been proved except her
prophecy that I'd marry the sort of man I've

I dependent
suppose I onacquired
the habit
of notso much
being
other people
from being
alone during my childhood. I was an only child.
My mother and father had separated and my
mother was my only companion. Much of the time
I was left to myself and it was necessary to cultimy inner Iresources.
always
had my
best
times vatealone.
remember I'vewhen
I came
to New
York to live with my aunt at the age of ten or
eleven, I used to run away and if I had a nickel it
would open up for me a whole day of adventure.
My hours
magic on
carpet
the subway
! I wouldin ride
for
end —wasthrilled
and interested
the
She's the most
amazing combination of youth
around me."
peoplematurity.
and
Despite her diminutive size and
quaint whimsicality, she not infrequently utters
words of rare truth and wisdom. This is a part of
her nature established by such immutable forces
as heredity and environment. From her mother,
who is Russian, she inherited a Slavonic sensitivity
to the heartbreak of life. A minor strain in her
nature casts her not infrequently into deep
melancholia from which she can only recover by
being entirely alone.
She will not choose for her matrimonial partner a
gregarious individual whose amusement depends
on crowds and parties.
"People take so much out of me. If I'm at a
party and people crowd about me, I feel suffocated
and want to make for the nearest exit. One party
drains me of more vital energy than weeks of
steady
work anin the
studio." philosophy is a sure
Because
individual's
index
to their
character,
I asked on behalf of the
world's eligible bachelors, if she had worked out
any creed of life or code of ethics to help her over
the rough places.
"I've no orthodox religion, if that's what you
mean, and I don't suppose a code of ethics is
possible for a person who's had so little contact
with peop'e. But I believe terribly in honesty,
loyalty and integrity. The people 1 care most
about know that they can count on me being
truthful
I expectthatthe her
sametriumphant
of them." Lothario
Then and
I learned
must be possessed of genuine and habitual
" I think," she mused, " that a person could take
politeness.
the simple rule of courtesy as a guide to their
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Written

says
Sylvia
Sidney

star,
ial
"J^HE
in fam
aousspec
to
interview
n
ve
gi
Gladys Baker, talks
of love and life,
and reveals the type
of woman she really

is.

conduct and come out rather
well from it. I think this
characteristic means so much
to me that it colours my
opinion, not only of people,
the
but of Iplaces.
reason
fell in That's
love with
England last summer.
Everyone — shop girls,
waiters — everyone I came
in contact with were gentleand considerate."
mannered
Then I gathered what
should be heartening news
to her ambitious admirers.
Sylvia Sidney, by her own
admission, is the least
temperamental actress in
Hollywood.
I told her that the charge
of being temperamental had
been brought against her
in various quarters ever since
she was said to have " walked
out" on the filming of The
Way to Love with Maurice
Chevalier.
"That's stupid and
unfair ! " dark eyes flashing,
"I'd almost rather die than
let anybody down. I left
the picture because I was
ill. I've a gland in my
throat that has a way of behaving badly. It
swells to the size of a hen's egg and all I can do is
to stay quietly in bed and on the strictest sort of
diet until it returns to normal. It's horrid of
people to say I walked off the lot. My producers
know I didn't."

A scene from
"Good Dame . "
Fredric March and
Sylvia makelent team.
an excelThe latest studio portrait of the little «ar
who is as versatile as
she is clever and has yet
to turn in an indifferent
performance.

can't even argue about
come
out on the I'dleanrather
side
my contracts.
of the ledger than to get
myself in a fury over
a n y t h i n g — especially
money. It just isn't
I regarded the small
worth it."
figure with
shapeliest legs curled beneath
her. theThescreen's
plain
black frock with its youthful white organdie
collar accentuated her slimness.
"I'm five feet three inches," she explained,
"but
my heelsGreer,
are responsible
for the inches
And Howard
costume designer,
says I!
have the smallest waistline in Hollywood. He
so, there are other thought that was a compliment, but I didn't. All
say the
didn't
she who
Though
producers
know
stamina of this my life I've wanted to be tall. Crosby Gaige told
dynamic little person. Samuel Goldwyn, for in- my mother when I was working in my first play
stance, saw her go through the shots of City Streets for him, ' I wish she'd grow up. She can't possibly
with a broken ankle. It caused her excruciating be full grown as she is.' But I was. I was almost
pain to go limping across the set with her entire leg twenty ! " But to get back to my ideal Prince
in a plaster cast and for long shots leaving off all Charming. He mustn't be too tall. But not too
support except a bandage. Crosby Gaige could short, either, for my feeling about being so small
tell also about the time she kept on in a stage play myself amounts almost to a complex."
But her exquisitely feminine figure has been one
f ;r three weeks under the same painful conditions.
the assets that has worked effectively in building
"I've no patience with the manufactured of
display of emotions that masquerades under the up her vast screen following. Ncr has her size
name of temperament ! That sort of temperament prevented Miss Sidney from being rewarded time
means first of all that you've got to get good and and again with roles of dramatic power and
mad every now and then, and whenever I get angry intensity. In her screen career of three brief
years she has proved her potentialities as an
all it does to me is to give me a pain in my actress
in such emotional roles as those demanded
stomach ! " She laughed merrily. "I'd do almost in Strett Scene, Madame Butterfly, The Miracle
anything to escape a row. Believe it or not, I

Alan, An American Tragedy and Jennie Gerhardt,.
the two latter being taken from the Dreiser
novels.
Her portrayal of Jennie Gerhardt brought a
wire of enthusiastic appreciation from Theodore
Dreiser, than whom there is no author more notoriously difficult to please. But none of her roles has.
ever brought her complete satisfaction.
"I'd wanted to play the part of Jennie for so
long and had cared so much about it. Then,
when I saw myself in it at the pre-view I had the
desire to do it all over again. It left me depressed
for weeks. Really, I was inconsolable."
But we were digressing. I recalled the object of
my interview by inquiring if there were any
other qualifications for the man who would events
ually be known as "the husband of Sylvia Sidney."
"Oh, yes. It's quite necessary that he should be
patient and sympathetic. Especially when I'm
ill. I don't believe I get sick any more than other
people, but when I do I'm more depressed. I
couldn't bear for my husband to be the type of
man who regards illness in his wife as a neurotic
"You don't really believe you'll find this
mythical
do you?" in the centre
outbreak."
We had Prince
risen.Charming,
She was standing
of the spacious drawing-room. "Of course I
do," she said steadily. "It's written in the stars
and is part of my destiny."
I had the feeling upon leaving that Sylvia
Sidney will go right on searching for her dream
lover and because her faith is the sort that removes
mountains, perhaps she may find him. Whc
H
knows5
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Hugh

Williams

One of Hollyivood' s captures. His performance in " Sorrell and Son"
proves that America's gain is a serious loss to us. He is now ivith
Fox and great things are expected of him.
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The author with
Barbara Stanwyck
in " Ever in My

Heart.''

FILMS
by Otto KRUGER
This brilliant young actor, who has a big
future before him, tells you his Hollywood
experiences. He tried many occupations before
the theatre claimed him, and once hoped to
become a famous constructional engineer. One
thing he never wants to be classed as is a
" romantic type."
a year ago that I arrived
just about
ITinwasHoll
ywood after playing for several
weeks in Counsellor at Law on the Broads picture obligaway
Paul
Muni'
d him
had calle
tionsstage.
to the
film capital,
d
and I playe his role until the play closed.
I was a little apprehensive about the place
because of the stories I had heard about
forgotten actors and writers who languished
in their homes and offices waiting for assignments.
That almost happened to me. For several
weeks there was no mention of a role for me.
I did, however, visit the various sets, watching
the technique of veteran screen artistes like
Wally Beery and Lionel Barrymore.
There is really a definite and different art
to screen work, although stage experience
is a tremendous help.
At any rate, I approached one of the
executives one day and inquired about my
status.
He explained that none of the pictures
then in production could afford me any
parts, but that Edgar Selwyn and Ben Hecht
I were writing a screen play called Turn Back the

Clock in which I would have one
leads.
We discussed my lack of activity in the
interim and it was decided that I might
appear in the California stage production of
Counsellor at Law.
It was a big success there, just as on
Broadway.

Clock wasfinean direction
incentive of
to me.
Mr. theSelwyn's
Turn After
Back
that I was cast for Beauty For Sale, and found
myself making love to Madge Evans instead
of playing the character roles I fully expected
to do when I signed my contract.
But everyone appeared satisfied, and I
signed
a new long-term contract after that
film.

Madge
Mr.
Kruger
" Beautysweeps
Evans
off for
her
feet in
Clark Gable looks on
with amusement while
Otto Kruger hands Jean
Hersholt Sale."
a carefully
wrapped package in
" Men In White."

I alsoWith
enjoyed
working
in Everyperformers
Woman's
Man.
me were
such sterling
as Walter Huston, Myrna Loy, and Robert
McWade. But Max Baer was the big surprise.
He's just a big youngster, as jolly as they
come, and very earnest about his work. And
did he act ? Ask the critics and the public.
I went over to Warner Brothers for Ever
in My Heart, and to Twentieth Century for
Gallant Lady. Then, finally, I was given a
lawyer role.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer did not buy Counsel or atLaw,
they acquired
Hughin Herbert's
original
screenso story,
The Women
His Life.
I believe that to be the kind of story which
appeals to all.
Irene Hervey, who plays the feminine lead,
is a girl to be watched. One look at the
"rushes" convinced me she'll be getting
more good roles from now on.
Just now I am pretty much enthused over
White, the Cosmopolitan picture in which
IMen
am in
working.
I understand that the stage play stands
an excellent chance of winning the Pulitzer
Prize. All of the cast like the picture immensely.
Working in pictures is not easy. Except
between pictures one gets little chance to see much
of Hollywood and its environs. But I'm not
complaining.
With the pleas int surrounding:; at M.-G.-M ,
and the special consideration given each player,
1 don't regret leaving the stage to come here.
As far as future stage work is concerned — well,
I don't know right now.
Perhaps some day I'll take another fling at it,
and I hopeat Law.
the play will be as successful as
Counsellor
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A

Character
Study

of

Robert

Young

by Eleanor PACKER

A N intimate picture of the life and
career of this popular actor who
came so rapidly to the forefront but
found heartbreaks on the way.
countless disappointments, crushed hopes and
nerve-wracking uncertainties, would have been
stripped of sentimentality, would have been
disillusioned
and schooled in hardness. But not
Bob.

A new studio
portrait of the
subject of this
article.

blue moncoen indoa
o
ou find a man
yY
ONLw
o
h
is unaRobert Young
shamed of being
.
l
a
nt
with his wife
sentime
For some
and baby daughreason, men senetmimentto assoter, Carol Ann.
ciate se
wiyt.h
softness and femininit
But there is one young man in Hollywood
who is unafraid of sentimentality, who is proud
of it. Robert Young admits frankly and
without reservation that sentiment plays now,
and always has played, a large part in his
scheme of living.
"I don't talk about it much," he explained,
"because I'm afraid that people will laugh at
me, will think I'm a silly fool. I don't know
why the average man will try to go to the birthdays were big events in our family life. In
opposite pole of hardness and indifference to spite of the fact that we had little money, we
always managed to make a big celebration of
hide any sentiment which he may feel. That holidays
birthdays. Nothing in the world
training begins in boyhood when the other could haveandforced
me to miss that
family
fellows make fun of you if you show any sign birthday dinner with the cake and little
the small,
inexpensive gifts which we opened with so much
of what they call "silliness."
" I remember once when I was in the fourth or
ceremony."
fifth year in school, a gang of boys planned to go
And Hollywood has been as powerless in
on a hiking trip one Saturday. I said I couldn't changing Bob as was that group of boys.
Most young men, who have fought their way
it was my sister's birthday. They
because
go
laughed
14 at me and teased me about it. But I upward from poverty, who have struggled in the
heart-breaking
game of motion pictures with its
didn't go. I couldn't explain to them that

The first time I met him was three years ago
when he had just signed a contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. His enthusiasm was boyishly
naive. He was fresh, eager and thrilled by the
wonder of it. After years of struggling along in
a community theatre, working in a bond house
or a bank during the day, and working in the
theatre at night, he could scarcely believe he had
signed a contract with a motion picture company.
He made you feel that he was secretly pinching
himself to try to reassure himself that it was all
true and not a dream.
The day that he was given the role of Helen
Hayes' son in Lullaby, he was almost speechless.
" Just think," he repeated again and again,
"I'm
going
Miss Hayes.
years
she has
beento aplay
sortwith
of ideal
of mine. ForI never
dreamed that this would happen to me."
It was the same way when he played with
Norma Shearer in Strange Interval.
Then came near-stardom and a gala Hollywood
world premiire of The Wet Parade. One year, to
the exact day, from the time when he signed his
contract. Bob was one of the central figures at
a Hollywood premiire. And, because Bob is Bob,
he did not invite any of the glamorously lovely
young women of Hollywood to share his glory on
that night. He escorted his mother, the mother
who had struggled to keep a roof over the head
of her small brood during the lean years when they
had lived and hoped and dreamed in a little
house on the wrong side of the railroad tracks.
Then, with its cruel inconsistency, Hollywood
decided that it had given the young man enough
of glory. From near-stardom Bob slipped back
to small parts, some of them scarcely more than
bits.
For more than a year Bob seemed to be doomed
to the oblivion of unimportance. Then, just as
suddenly, six months ago conditions changed.
During these last few months Bob has played
leading feminine
rdles opposite
several
of theKatharine
screen's
greatest
stars, Ann
Harding,
film
recent
most
His
Gaynor.
Janet
Hepburn,
r61e is in M.-G.-M.'s Lazy River.
Remembering the first Bob of three years ago.
I was almost afraid to meet him again. I was
afraid of what Hollywood might have done to
him. But he was the same Bob with the same
fine enthusiasm and almost bewildered boyishness.
"I couldn't be hard and cold if I tried to be,"
he confessed, "so what's the use of pretending.
have talked to me, have advised
people
Lotsto oflearn
me
to be indifferent about things. Perhaps
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they are right. Perhaps I would avoid a lot of
by being that
way.
lose
asuffering
lot of happiness.
After
all, But
the I'd
littlealsosimple
things of life are the most important — to me, at
least.
to lose
When I am
Bobtrying
first not
began
to sight
attainof athem."
place in
Hollywood, these same advisers talked to him
about going places and being seen with the right
people, with the younger feminine players whose
names make news and about whom there is
a certain aura of glamour. In a town which
boasts few eligible young bachelors, Bob was
invited everywhere.
He tried to follow that advice — for a few weeks.
But in a short time he went back to his own quiet
way of living. And back to the one real love of
his life, the girl whom he had known since grammar
school days.
"I suddenly realised that life was too short to
waste it trying to be something which I was not,"
Bob explained;
"I aknow
people
thought
that I was
fool, that
that aI lot
was ofthrowing
away a chance which was given to few people.
But I didn't
like
social
affairs.care.
I wasI wasn't
happier happy.
going toI don't
a kinema
with Betty than I was going to the most elaborate
party."
So Bob and Betty were married and Hollywood
lost another bachelor. Shortly before last Christmas, their baby daughter, Carol Anne, was born.
Betty stayed in the hospital a few days longer
than necessary just so that she could have her
homecoming on Christmas Day. Because Bob
and Betty, with their warm, young sentimentality,
knew that day was the day of all days to bring
the third member of their little family into her
new home.
And what a day that was ! Both families.
Carol Anne. Blazing fire. Huge Christmas tree.
Gifts and gifts and more gifts.
"Mother had worked for days, making special
foods," Bob smiled. "The house was decorated
from top to bottom. And, as we all sat there,
I thought about other Christmases, when we had
managed to be happy, to make a big celebration,
even though we only had very inexpensive gifts
for each other and no money for special foods and
decorations. I am glad that I was born in that
kind of a family. We have always found pleasures
in little things which other people wouldn't
notice."
Bob admits with a grin that
he celebrates everything. The
day that he signed his new
contract with M.-G.-M., a much
better contract than the first,
he and Betty invited the entire
family to a huge celebration A I
dinner as nearly as possible
like the one which had marked
the other contract three years
w
before. Then Bob and his 1
familycottage.
had been living in a ',j
little
A year later, when Bob
moved his family into a lovely
little bungalow on one of
Hollywood's
older streets,
they ,
had
another celebration
. And
recently, they again celebrated the move into a home
at
the
beach,
Bob's
mother can
see where
the Pacific
Ocean outside her windows,
something of which she had
dreamed for years.
Bob and Betty and Carol
Anne live in a little bungalow
on the outskirts of Hollywood, their honeymoon house.
They are planning to build
some day their own home, a permanent home.
And house.
they are already collecting little things for
that
"Not long ago we went to Mexico for a weekend," Bob told me; "in a little store on the border
we saw a lovely vase on a matching
tray. In
almost the same breath, we both said, 'Wouldn't
that look fine in our new home ? ' So we went in
and
bought it. That was the real beginning of
the house.

"Almost the same thing happened long before
Carol
Anne was born. We were walking down
Hollywood Boulevard one afternoo
n and in a
window we saw a bonnet and little coat. We
both knew that they were just the right bonnet
and coat for our baby — if we ever had one. So
we bought them. It will be months and months

Weekly

before Carol grows large enough to wear them but
we shall probably always treasure them as the
very first articles of wearing apparel ever bought
forInher.his dressing-room
Silly? Maybe. BobButhasnotplaced
to us."
a framed
motto from the Arabic, "The Greatest of Virtues
is Humbleness." A strange motto for the
make-believe world of Hollywood.
"A friend of mine gave me that motto at the
time when I needed it most," Bob confessed.
" I went through a phase of almost losing my head.
That was when I first began in pictures. I was
nothing but a foolish youngster, awed by the
glitter and the razzle-dazzle of it all. It must
have been the old-fashioned sentimentality in me
which pulled me through. That is the only way
I can explain it. Women flattered me and I fell
for it. I began to think that I was a pretty
important person. Boy," Bob whistled through
his teeth, " I certainly had a narrow escape from
becoming a complete fool.
" If I had been all alone without any responsibilities, probably
I
would have fallen under the

must have been looking after me, because,
suddenly, I seemed to realise what it was all about
andClark
get my
common
back."the same thing,
Gable
once sense
admitted
confessed that he almost lost his sense of balance
in the suddenness of Hollywood. And Clark is
an older and more experienced person than the
boy who walked out of a bank into the very centre
of studio life.
So, to-day. Bob is not only proud of his frank
sentimentality, and his insistence upon the
importance of small things, but he is clinging to
them as to an anchor. His small bungalow,
Betty, Carol Anne, his family and the family
over the dinner table, birthdays, a few friends,
anniversaries, pilgrimages back to the neighbourhood where he and Betty spent the days of their
courtship — -little things which are so big.
He looks at them so that his eyes will not be
blinded
glitter of the make-believe world
in
which byhe the
works.

"Now, when I look back on that Bob who
spell.
thought
that the world was his oyster, simply
because he had signed a contract and because
famous women went out of their way to be nice
to him — -from professional interest and courtesy,
I realise now, not from personal interest — it is
like looking back on another person.
"Hollywood offers more tests for stability,
probably, than any other place. It is so fantastic
and unreal. Some guiding spirit or something

Owing to unforeseen circumstances, we
are unable to publish Douglas Fairbanks,

AN

ANNOUNCEMENT

jun.'s reply to the open letter written to
him by M. D. Phillips in our issue of
February 24. We hope to give our readers
the star's spirited defence next week.

As the star appeared
with Norma Shearer
in " lude,'Strange
Inter' the picture
which exploited the
'spoken thought 'idea .
With Helen Hayes
and Jean Hersholt
"Lullaby"
in whichin
he scored a big
success-
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Phil Lonergan

Sends

Margaret

It Hot

From

Weekly

Hollywood

Sullavan

Mystery

The Progress of Carl Brisson— Juvenile Car Thieves —
Madeleine Carroll's Big Chance — Heiress Seeks Stellar
" Kissless"
Honours — A Chevalier Romance? — The
Actress !

SULLA VAN.who scored
MARGAR
suchET
a success in Only Yesterday,
has the Universal studio worried.
She frankly admits her aversion
to Hollywood, and its intrusions
upon her privacy, and is constantly flying to
New York, sometimes when she is in demand
at the studio. She is as difficult to interview
as Greta Garbo or Mailene Dietrich.
Miss Sullavan's next film for Universal is
to be Little Man, What Now ? The title might
well be changed to Little Girl, What Now?
For when the studio sends word to Margaret
to come to work, they hardly know what
kind of an answer they will receive, or where
she may be !
Hollywood believes that Margaret is in love,
and that possibly the rumours of a recent
marriage are based on fact.
A Clever Showman

Everyone is watching the progress of Carl
Brisson. Carl, who is appearing in Murder
at the Vanities, at Paramount, attracted city-wide
attention when he arrived with a car-load of
trunks, following which he majestically entered
the studio in his huge European motor, a car
which evoked a gasp from Marlene Dietrich, who
has an imposing one of her own.
Marlene gasped some more when she learned
that Carl had the right to drive his machine on the
lot. Hitherto Miss Dietrich was the sole possessor
of such a privilege, at least among the players.
The latest publicity stroke of the Danish star
is to have his luncheon, cooked in the approved
Danish style, driven to the studio from his
Beverly Hills home. Carl climbs into the car
and eats his noonday repast, spurning the services
of the studio restaurant.

Lady and, just previous to that, was
featured in Blonde Bombshell.
John Ford directs, while Reginald
Berkeley, who turned out the widelyacclaimed
screen
adaptation of
Cavalcade, is the author of The
World Moves On.
A Publicity " Gag " ?
, the demure inEvelyn Venable
genue, who is known as Hollywo d's "kissless " actress, has lost her
title.
Miss Venable and Kent Taylor,
appearing in David Harum, a Fox
film, exchanged a few osculatory
salutes during the progress of the
story. It is now reported that the
yarn ofa Evelyn's
" kisslessness " is
merely
publicity inspiration.
I sincerely hope that Evelyn will
not launch into sophisticated roles ! We ■»=
have outtoo
manyadditions
"sexy" toactresses
any more
the list. withThe War is Over
Gloria Stuart and the Universal studio
officials have buried the hatchet, and
not into one another ! The pretty actress is
not leaving for China to resume her duties with
the paper for which she was formerly a reporter.
Instead,
she isandappearing
Tell the World,
for
Universal,
appears in
quiteI'llhappy.
From a confidential, semi-official source, I learn
that Gloria and the studio are "ironing out their
differences," which were matters concerning an
increase of salary and more important parts.
Battling Hollywood
Thousands of girls come to Hollywood to crash
the gates of fame, but few are as fortunate
as Kitty O'Dare, whose real name is Catharine
Flynn. She is pretty and the heiress to $ 1 ,250,000
which
she inherited last year on her twenty-first
birthday.

Plundering the Stars
Joel McCrea and his wife, Frances Dee, were
held up, while driving along the Pacific
Kitty has not secured a film contract as yet
Palisades, and sustained a loss of valuables
so she is dancing in a night club, and, in her
estimated at $150.
leisure moments, giving very lavish parties in her
Constance Cummings' mother had her car stolen
recently. Connie saw the car a few days later, luxurious home. She is said to have expended
in a few weeks.
containing three youths, jumped on the running overHer£20,000
mother and sister, members of New York
board, and was ungallantly pushed off by one of
society, came to Hollywood to induce Kitty to
the occupants.
Police located the machine in front of a school return to the eastern city, but acceded to her plea
have a few months in which to decide whether
a short time afterwards, and remarked that the to
theft of the car was probably due to a boyish she can win film fame.
This girl must wish to win film success on her
prank.
merits, for if she took off the strings on her
An application of the parental hair brush would own
do considerable good to juvenile car thieves, but, bank roll she could get results at once, particularly
alas, in Hollywood we do not have ancestor in these days when so many studios are "in the
red," and could use an extra million with ease.
worship, but child adulation.
Home Theatricals
An Imposing Film
Joan Crawford, who has been renovating her
With Madeleine Carroll and Franchot Tone
home, presumably for the advent of a new
heading the cast. The World Moves On is husband, is building a small theatre at the rear
of her mansion, where she plans to put on stage
under way at the Fox Movietone Studio.
It is hailed as one of the biggest and most performances, aided by a number of her celebrated
spectacular Fox productions of the year, and it is friends.
The theatre will include footlights, scenery and
planned for release in mid-summer.
Miss Carroll should win new laurels in this film, everything else that goes with a well-equipped
and, while she is an idol of the British fans, her
first American picture should also establish her playhouse.
as an American favourite. I regard her as a very
serious rival to Helen Hayes. The latter lady " Cagy " Actors !
has no competition from American actresses.
Humans and a wild animal reversed positions
during a filming of She Made Her Bed, at
Franchot Tone, who has rapidly come to the
the Paramount studio.
front
in
the
past
year
as
one
of
Holly
wood's
most
Robert Armstrong played a role wherein he was
popular leading men, was last seen in Dancing

A new picture of Margaret Sullavan who has the
studios worried because she is never where she is
expected to be. The rumour is that she is in love.
supposed to be eaten by a Bengal tiger, and, for
a time, it looked as though not only Bob, but the
rest of the cast, might furnish a meal for the
ferocious animal.
The tiger leaped over the enclosure where it
was confined, and Armstrong and the rest of the
assemblage rushed into the cage, where they
remained until the trainer subdued the tiger, and
placed him in another cage.
This story illustrates the joys of a movie actor.
A New Romance
Maurice
Chevalier has been seen about
Hollywood quite a bit with Kay Francis, and
everyone is wondering if a romance is in the offing.
While Chevalier has been attentive to many
attractive ladies, Kay appears to be the type which
would win his serious attention. She is one of
Hollywood's feminine stars who really would
appear
quite Kay
all right
in a free
real ofdrawing-room.
However,
is not
her matrimonial
ties, although she has filed an action against her
husband, Kenneth MacKenna. According to
California laws, a divorce received in the state is
not effective until a year after the interlocutory
decree is granted.
Poor Mimi
I had luncheon a few weeks ago at the Fox
studio with Mimi Jordan and some of the othe.Fox players. The pretty blonde actress entered
the restaurant apparently alone, but when she
reached the table, she opened her coat, and there
was a tiny Pekinese resting under her arm. The
reason for her action was that dogs are prohibited
in the studio restaurant.
Mimi worships this dog, but, sad to say. it
disappeared while she was visiting her bank.
Placing itand,
on the
turned
teller'sit
window,
whenfloor,
she she
looked
for to
the the
canine,
was gone !
For several days' she was desolate, but, after
offering a reward, mysterious individuals got in
touch with her, and, for a generous recompense,
restored the Peke to her welcoming arms.
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Let our Film
Critics who
really see
the Pictures
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The fivewhich
stars will
of " beWonder
Bar,"
fully
reviewed next week. Left
to right : Ricardo Cortez,
Dolores Del Rio, Al Jolson,
Kay Francis, and Dick Powell.

Six

Comedians

Search
discussed comedy on
e ofte
thishav
page
andn we have come to the
conclusion that one man's joy is
another man's gloom. Therefore, in
dealing with a picture like Six of a
Kind, one feels a little restrained.
Let me say straight away that I enjoyed it
immensely. It gave me one of the most
enjoyable spells I've had in a kinema for a
long time. I also took the precaution of
seeing it when the theatre had an audience,
because I wanted to see what the reaction
would be. There were continual roars of
laughter and a constant gurgle of merriment
all the time.
Therefore, I feel safe in recommending you
to see this film. If you do not enjoy it, you
will be the exception.
Here is a brief outline of the story. Charles
Ruggles, a bank clerk, decides to take his wife,
Mary
on a two-weeks'
tourin across
AmericaBoland,
on a second
honeymoon.motor
Mary,
order
to save expenses, advertises for another couple to
join them.
Who should answer the advertisement but our
old friends Burns and Allen ! And they bring the
dog along ! Imagine this quintette in a car,
trekking across the continent.
The climax is reached when they put up in a
small mining town where W. C. Fields is the
sheriff and Alison Skipworth is the proprietress of
an hotel. To see Fields at the billiards table is to
enjoy one of the funniest scenes screened for a
long time.
Through it all runs the thread of a bank robbery,
in which Ruggles is innocently involved, and
which adds to the humour. The final shot of
Charles and Mary Boland achieving what they
originally set out to find — a little romance — is
delightful.
Now that you know who is in the cast, there is
no need for me to assure you of the excellence of
the acting, livery artiste gives full value to the
lines and the situations, and thev all share the
honours. There is no picture snatching and no
one person tries to blot out the other. Leo
McCarey, the director, deserves much praise for
his handling of the team.
Also let us give a bouquet to Paramount and
18
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the director for having given us a funny picture to
which we can take every member of the family, including the children and Aunt Prudence. — M. B. Y.
" The Search for Beauty "
As this
a satire
on theproves
"healthextremely
and beauty"
picture
good racket,
entertainment; italso serves to introduce, in a fairly
natural manner, the thirty winners of the International Beauty Contest organised by Paramount.
They are, however, of very little importance to
the plot and merely serve as a sort of chorus to it.
It would be impossible to judge from their brief
appearance here whether any of them are going to
get anywhere in the screen world.
The plot shows how Larry Williams and Jean
Strange, two ex-convicts, with the assistance of
Dan Healy, another shady individual, start a
"Health and Beauty" magazine and inveigle two
international swimming champions, Don Jackson
and Barbara Hilton, to become editors.
They send Jackson off on a hunt for fine types
from America, Great Britain, and the Dominions,
and, while he is away, proceed to make the
paper pornographic and sexy.
Back comes Jackson, ready to upset their
schemes; they buy him out, however, with a farm
in the country and ten thousand dollars. Jackson
intends to turn the place into a health resort,
assisted by Barbara and the thirty men and women
he has selected in the beauty contest.
Jean is sent down to spy on his plans and get an
interest in the business. With her help, Larry and
1 )an try to turn the resort into a notorious roadhouse, but are signally defeated.
The whole thing has been treated by Erie C.
Kenton in comedy vein, and it is action and wisecracks all the way, only interrupted temporarily
for a display by the aforesaid contest winners and
a bevy of beauty who put over an attractive
spectacular dancing ensemble.
Robert Armstrong and James Gleason make an
excellent team. Their "back-chat" is exceed*
ingly amusing and both of them draw sound
characterisations of a credible nature.
much;it
sheI liked
is castIdaasLupino's
Barbara performance
Hilton, andvery
played
naturally and sincerely. By this showing, she
should soon be getting in the bright lights — always
supposing she is given the chance.

Besides being a fine specimen
of manhood. Buster Crabbe
gives an attractive and likeable
performance as Don Jackson,
while Gertrude Michael i? very
well in character as Jean Strange.
As a "dumb" office-girl, Toby Wing shows to
advantage and adds to the general gaiety of the
proceedings. — L. C.
"La Robe Rouge"
There is very little kinematic about this adaptation of Brieux's play, which contains a strong
protest against the late French practice of allowing
prisoners to be questioned by an examining
magistrate without the presence of their counsel.
It was largely due, I believe, to his work that
the system was abolished.
While the director, Comte Jean de Marguenat,
who is said to belong to the modern school and is
now engaged on a new production, La Flambee,
has done nothing much more in essentials than
give us a photographed version of the play, he
has directed his artistes extremely well.
As in practically every French picture we see
over here, the casting is admirable and every
player gives a really worth-while performance.
The story is quite a simple one, and deals with
a smuggler who, accused of murder, is brought
before an examining magistrate and cajoled and
threatened into making a confession of guilt.
This he refuses to do, strong in his innocence,
although
his childrentheandmagistrate
his wife. plays on his feelings for
At the trial'he is acquitted because the prosecuting counsel, who has made out a flawless circumstantial case against him, has qualms of conscience
and puts his doubts as to his guilt before the jury.
However, the wretched man's life is wrecked
because, in the course of cross-examination, it
transpires that his wife had been seduced ten years
ago and had been sent to prison for receiving stolen
money from her seducer.
He leaves her, and the woman, under emotional
stress, goes and murders the examining magistrate
who was the root cause of the whole tragedy.
It is a sombre affair with very little light relief;
what there is is introduced through supporting
characterisations and is thoroughly effective.
There is a very banal and bathetic touch at the
end, when the accused's little son falls down on
his knees and prays for his mother. This strikes
a painfully theatrical note, but otherwise the dramatic construction is good, although continuity does
not run as smoothly as it might.
A brilliant performance is given by Jacques
Gretillat as the examining magistrate ; he presents
a cold-blooded, relentless character and is sinisterly
Theimpressive.
accused man is very well presented by
Daniel Mendaille, while Suzanne Rizzler is emotionally tragic as his unfortunate wife.
As the prosecuting counsel, Constant Remy is
sincere and natural.
All through the picture there are cynical
touches relating to the procedure of the French
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from the pleasing performance given by Robert
Montgomery as a crook who reforms.
Do not, however, run away with the idea that
it is one of the conventional reformation stories;
there is no attempt to point a moral but merely
a successful endeavour to present a pleasant
hour's entertainment.
Robert Montgomery as Revel is excellent, but
he is certainly the most un-crooklike person I have
ever seen on the screen.
He steals a diamond and Scotland Yard is
convinced that if they can find the thief they will
" The Warren Case "
lay their hands on a maniac who has been murdering policemen
After the opening scenes of this film I was wholesale
manner.in a very
hoping that we were going to have a good
One night the scarf of
newspaper picture, but it just resolved itself into
a man named Marche,
an ordinary crime story.
who
is engaged to Jane,
Lewis Be van, a drink-sodden crime reporter of
The Morning Sun, is not pulling his weight, and daughter of the Chief
Sir Richard Clavering, the proprietor, tells him so. Commissioner, is found
Sir Richard has a daughter, Mary, who is near a murdered policeman. He is arrested.
engaged to Hugh, and presumably Bevan is in
love with Mary. Bevan and Hugh meet at a Revel then makes a bold
move and, going into
theatre and they go on to a night-club.
Bevan has arranged for Pauline Warren, one
magistrate's court,
of the hostesses of the club, to inveigle Hugh to the
perjures himself by swearher flat and to keep him until Bevan arrives. She
ing that he had seen
gets him there, mixes his drinks, and refuses to
allow him to leave. There is a scuffle and next
morning The Morning Sun carries an exclusive
Buster Crabbe and Ida
story of the strangling of Miss Warren.
Lupino both give fine
From clues provided to Scotland Yard it is an
easy matter to pin the crime on to Hugh. Bevan
performances in " The
leaves the Sun for a rival paper, The Courier, and
Search for Beauty."
presumably he writes articles which are prejudicial
to Hugh.
At the trial the prisoner is found guilty and
sentenced to death. But the real murderer has
reckoned without love, which in the end triumphs.
Unfortunately, the story becomes hardly credible after the murder. The work of Scotland
Yard is too amateurish.
Wouldn't they have asked the prisoner who he
was with on the night of the murder ?
Wouldn't they have established that Bevan
knew the murdered woman intimately?
Wouldn't they have done a hundred and one
things
were soallobvious.
But Ithey
coulddidn't
even dohavethatforgiven
that had some
of the acting been adequate. Most of the men
were quite good, although Hugh seemed a spineless
specimen. Richard Bird played Bevan well,
although the character should have had more
light to its shade.
The women,
the programme),
exception ofwere
Hugh's
mother
(unnamedwith
in the
not
capable of giving anything like full value to their
parts. It's a pity.
Walter Summers directed with ability. — M.B. Y.

courts — how justice and conscience are swayed
by personal consideration of advancement.
There is rather a spate of dialogue, but it is
those who
pointed and extremely natural. For
have no French, there are sub-titles which explain
the situation satisfactorily.
The play is set in the picturesque Basque
country, but the camera has not done full justice
to the beauties of the countryside. — L. C.

"Trouble"
This is a Sydney Howard picture, which means
that if you like Sydney Howard you will
certainly like the film.
Sydney is a steward on a pleasure-cruise boat.
You can see the possibilities for comedy— broad,
Howard-like comedy. On board is Mrs. Orpington
with a £3,000 pendant. Yes, there are a couple of
crooks, too.
I needn't go into detail, but Sydney triumphs
and confounds* the villains.
The picture is not as funny to me as it might Marche, drunk after a dinner party, knock down
have been, because from the moment we meet the policeman and take his helmet. His evidence
Sydney Howard we realise he could never be is supported by a taxi driver who is in league with
the steward he is supposed to be. And therefore Revel. So Marche is fined and imprisoned for ten
all the absurd things he does do not register as days for assault.
This perjury enables Revel to get acquainted
they should.
the Commissioner and he and Jane become
There is no doubt about this comedian's with
friendly.
ability but I think his comedy would gain enor- very
However, a detective, Connor, is suspicious and
mously if he were made a more natural figure.
The essence of farce is that it should deceive one believes that Revel is the mysterious murderer X.
I will not spoil your enjoyment of the picture
into believing it is all true, while one is watching
it.
by detailing the manner in which Revel outwits
the police, succeeds in running the murderer to
I am also getting a trifle bored with the mono- earth
and also manages to win the love of Jane.
tony
of
Muriel
Aked's
impersonations.
She
can
It is all perhaps a little far-fetched but ingenious
act and I would advise a change of character.
The rest of the cast is competent and the and holds your attention very well.
As I have said, the picture is dominated by the
"news
reel" shots
are admirable.
— M. ofB. sports
Y. on deck and so forth personality of Robert Montgomery, who acts in
an easy and natural manner and makes love
equally felicitiously.
Elizabeth Allan has little to do as Ann except
" The Mystery of Mr. X."
look ingenuous, which she does effectively. A
There is not a great deal of tenseness about this certam timbre in her speaking voice which is
mystery story; it is treated in a light and sometimes noticeable and jars ?. little seems more
airy vein with a strong flavouring of romance, noticeable in this picture than in her previous
but it is ingenious in construction and gains a lot one.

The comedy team,
Mary
and
Charles Boland
Ruggles,are
together again in
" Six of a Kind."
Gracie Fields has a
new leading man,

M

f

John Loder, in her
latest film, " Love,
which will be fully
Life, and Laughter,"
reviewed next weekRalph Forbes
definitely
weak asis
Marche; he strikes a
stilted and artificial
note but Lewis Stone is excellent as the detective,
Connor, as is Henry Stephenson as the Chief Commissioner.
A brilliant comedy Cockney
characterisation comes from
Forrester Harvey as the taxicab driver.
Edgar Selwyn's direction is
very capable
and mein that
view he
of
that
it amazes
should have made such absurd
mistakes in the conduct of
an English court and in the

geography
of London.
The atmosphere
because of
induces an artificial note which is
BE' sometimes laughable
The murders are committed in various
parts of London and when Revel goes to
-*
a map to try to discover where the
murderer is likely to strike next he reels out
familiar landmarks which are hopelessly inaccurate
in relation one to the other.
With Hollywood efficiency at such a high
pitch in other respects, it seems incredible that
accuracy so easily obtainable should be neglected.— L. C.
" The Crimson Candle"
Here is one of M.-G.-M.'s British quota pictures,
a thoroughly ingenuous and aimless hauntedhouse comedy-drama which is dated in idea and
production and would need a very unsophisticated
audience to appreciate it.
It is a pity that such artistes as Eve Gray,
Eliot Makeham, Kenneth Koves and Kynaston
Reeves — all of whom do their best with the
poorest
of plot.
material — should be given such a
nonsensical
One would expect M.-G.-M. to be a little more
discriminating in their British output considering
their reputation and the quality of their American
Perhaps, one of these days they will sponsor a
product.
British production of a calibre which has made
the lion a visually welcome trade mark on the
screen and live up to their motto, " Ars Gratia
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Three little women (Anna Sten, Mae Clarke and
Alttriel Kirkland) for whom life held few illusions.

a
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BOULEVARDS

Zoia's famous
of Emile
is an "adaptation
Thisstory,
Samuel Goldwyn
Nana," which
has used as a vehicle for starring Anna Sten.
She plays the part of the gutter lily who comes
to a tragic end.
She is supported by an excellent cast and
has had the advantage of Dorothy Arzner's
direction.

The dashing young lieutenant
(Phillips Holmes) who has fallen
in love with Nana (Anna Sten).

The tragic end of Nana. Her two s&
friends are played by Mae Clarke fffej
and Muriel Kirkland.
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" Chuck
" I had
said to
waiting

! Listen ! " said Shapiro,
to come. Something you
Cramer while you were
to come up here — something about an accident."

Chuck's working for other people."
Two days later, she evidently
forgot Shapiro was within sight and
hearing when talking in the hut to
mings. time-keeper, Tom CumChuck's
Tom was a white-collar man, a
Harvard graduate, and was not
averse when Mary looked like
accepting his kiss.
"Would you mind shutting the
door first?" Shapiro inquired, after
a discreet cough. Politeness, thinly
veiling hate, was his attitude to her
thereafter. Hers to him was worse.
exist.
She treated him as though he didn't
When Chuck and she had been
three years married and their boy,
David, was a year less, Shapiro,
determined not to be ignored,
became a lion
in boldness.
Perhaps he
had excuse.
Under the
auspices of
RfC
Kfl
the
highlysuccessful
t
concern,
"The Regan
known as

ing off !
ITouE
Mok
t ! go
Can't you
DYNALo
read, man? Can't
t u-of
trib
you ? " tioJu
Punishremen
n. st
y.
o,
dl
ir
the ungo
Sam Shap
the
Jew, hearing the shout, acknowledged the fairness of what was
coming to him. Sam Shapiro,
with an Italian wife, four children
and a portmanteau crammed with
junk from the demolished remains
of a luxury hotel, was aware of
the risk he ran in ignoring the
Pacific Wrecking Company's
notice: "Danger. Keep Out.
This means You."
A dull rumble, followed by the
leap into mid-air of what had been
a floor containing a dozen bedrooms,
threw Shapiro on his face. He
didn't see the man who had shouted
leave the bosun's chair at the end
of the derrick boom, whence he had
supervised the work of demolition,
swing groundwards on a rope's end,
fall
way. upon and roll him out of harm's
The accusing portmanteau, disclosing ahost of electric -light bulbs,
lay open on its side. Shapiro sought
through mud and gore to see his
rescuer.
"Seems like every bone in my
body's broken."
" Lucky your neck isn't. I've a
good mind to break it myself to
teach you a lesson."
Shapiro relapsed into unconsciousness, rousing to find himself in a
foreman's hut and a doctor examining his leg.
"Broken, I'm afraid. Pretty
badly."
He proceeded to set it there and
then. Through agony, heightened
by the acute sensitiveness of his
face, Shapiro clung to the hand of
the man who had saved his life.
Their eyes met. A smile softened
the tense expression of Chuck Regan,
work's foreman— a smile which was
gradually returned from the agonised
face on the improvised pillow.
Friendship flowed between them.
Shapiro has met with kindness.
Shapiro never forgets. Thus the
keynote of the little man's behaviour
22
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by Marjory
WILLIAMS
Freely based on the film,
"The Wrecker" by
permission of United
Artists Film Corporation,
Film House, Wardour
Street, London, W. I.
See "On the Screens
Now" feature, page 26,
for the full cast and
Lionel ofCollier's
criticism
this film.
to Chuck Regan during the weeks in
which the hut became his bed and
reception-room. He had found the
right man to idolise.
Chuck Regan, with a genius for
wrecking buildings, knew how to
construct careers. Not only his
own. Many a man, though he
didn't know it, owed to Chuck the
mounting of another rung of success.
Physically, he was tough, with
splendid proportions and the endurance of a pioneer. Mentally, he had
his weaknesses.
Lying prisoner day after day, Shapiro learned of Chuck's unreasoning fondness for Mary, who kept a
coffee stall on the works, and was
touchy about her sole rights as
saleswoman. She was a dazzling
blonde, but not the girl for Chuck,
being too flippant, fond of gumchewing, and, as Shapiro surmised,
too fond of number one.
"When are you and Chuck thinking of getting
marriedthe? "necessity
he inquiredof
of her,
grudging
acknowledging their engagement.
Mary waited while exploding
dynamite had settled the descent of
the Doric columns of the ex-hotel
portico.
" Soon as he has his own business,
I guess. I'm sick and tired of

Wrecking
merchant, Company,"
had also madeShapiro,
a name.junk
He had palatial offices, a handsome sideboard at home, and two
more children to romp over the silk
dresses of the Italian wife. With
these assets, well-groomed clothes,
and a neat moustache, he ran into
Tom Cummings on the doorstep of
the Regan Wrecking Company's
offices.
"Good day, Mr. Cummings!
Pray,
be up
in ato hurry.
I've
an ideadon't
to put
Mr. Regan.
You must come in with me." His
enthusiasm carried Chuck's erstwhile rival-in-love into the private
sanctum. Chuck, big and bluff, was
unchanged; though he, too, wore a
white collar. He took Shapiro
aside.
" Listen ! I've been able to fix
that deal with Amalgamated Schools.
Cummings is to get the building
contract. Thanks for getting me in
touch with the directors. Don't tell
Cummings I had anything to do
with it. Oh ! Hullo, Tom ! How's
Pretty
good.up aThere's
talk onof
putting
new school
trade?"
Dart's
Meads. orHave
heardyour
?"
"A rumour
two.youKeep
eyes open, Tom. I pull down. You
"It's a good joke. Seems like no
time since you were punching time
input
theup."
Pacific
office."me what we're
"That
reminds
here for. Time passes. Chuck.
Your boy David's two years old
to-day.
thought
maybe you'd
ask
Tom
and I me
to celebrate
at your
house, so we can see the kid with
his presents — that is, if Mary doesn't
A bold move for Sam Shapiro,
seeing that in three years, despite
their friendship, he had never been
asked
to Chuck's house. was rife in
object."
Uncomfortablencss
Chuck's face as he took up the
telephone.
"Mary — that you? I'm bringing
a couple of folks to dinner to-night.
You know them — Tom Cummings
and Sam Shapiro. Right, dear. Goodbye. Okay, boys ! That's fixed."

All the same, Shapiro sweated a
little inside his immaculate dress
clothes when he and Tom arrived
in the Regan mansion on the boulevard, and found only Mary, and
David immersed on the pile carpetwith his toys, to receive them.
"Chuck's late. He won't be here
for an hour yet. He 'phoned, as
she
companyShapiro
usual when tothere's
Cumming
complain
s. ,"
ed
saw that she wasn't going to notice
d'you do,"
bare "how
him
conof nervous
let go a a stream
and beyond
versation, finally settling himself on
the floor to amuse David, who
proved appreciative.
Even
Chuck's
with formore
parcels
for hisarrival
son, kisses
his
wife, and a welcome for his friends
couldn't melt the ice of disapproval
in Mary's eyes. Shapiro overheard
her whisper : "I thought 1 told you
over
the 'phone
wretched
littleI wouldn't
Jew manhavein that
the
The telephone ringing, as dinner
was announced, brought Chuck to
an elegant fluted pillar supporting
Mary.
the drawing-room to answer it.
Covering the mouth of the transhouse."
mitter, he communicated briefly to
"Spot of bother at the works at
Chicago. I must go to-night."
"Chuck, you can't. You're
always going away. I never see
you. You can't let your friends
Shapiro saw him look at her, then
down, into
either."
speak
the transmitter : "Sorry,
I can't possibly come along. Settle
Not so easy, apparently. While
the
voice at the other end of the
it yourselves."
wire could be heard in croaky protest,
Shapiro Words,
saw Cummings
take between
Mary's
hands.
looks passed
them. Mary shook Chuck's arm by the
pillar.It was
"Sorry,
you'll
go.
selfishdarling.
of me. Say
Of course,
you must attend to business."
Likefromlightning
the words
Chuck's mouth
to the ripped
wire :
"Right. I'll come along, then.
Have Cramer meet me at the station
and book me a room at the hotel."
He nesswasthat made
gone, and
withanit ordeal
the chillidinner
for
Shapiro returned. Valiantly he
strove to engage Mary in conversation,monologue.
relapsing at length into a hopeless
Suddenly Mary and Tom began to
talk to each other in French.
Though the entree was excellent,
Shapiro thrust aside his napkin,
rose,
left. bowed, excused himself, and
Afterwards he wished he had not
been so precipitate, though, had he
stayed, vented
he thecould
have pre-in
crisis hardly
that occurred
the small hours of the morning.
Similar crises perhaps were happening all over the world, but, because
this one involved Chuck, Shapiro
knew a keener agony than he had
undergone while his leg was mending.
From Cramer, trusty foreman of
the Regan Wrecking Company, he
learned what had happened to
Chuck after the night of crisis when
he arrived home unexpectedly from
Chicago at 2 a.m. to find Tom
Cummings
withCramer
his wife.observed as
"Y'know,"
the noise from a tangle of steel
girders falling, like a house of cards
under the influence of oxy-acetylene
files, died away on the company's
latest site of demolition, "I did
think the boss ought to have contested his divorce. He might have
had a chance to see his kid if he had.
Now, he's no right to look even at
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David. He was all for him, you
remember? "
Shapiro thought of a birthday
evening and Chuck hugging a sleepy
two-year-old before yielding him up
for bed, and remembered.
"Where is Mr. Regan this mornSince his divorce had gone through
ing?"
and Mary was the wife of Tom
Cummings, Chuck had shown signs
of collapse. A month he had been
away and Shapiro, who made it his
business to look him up every
morning, was getting anxious.
" Not back yet," Cramer informed.
"Hasn't been here for days and
days. Mr. Shapiro,
I've has
beena
investigating.
Pal of mine
beat on East Street. He's been
round the doss-houses, getting
information. It seems Mr. Regan's
lodging here."
He handed an address on a paper.
Shapiro took it and departedon a
search in the slum quarter of the
city.
"Can I speak
to Mr. making
Regan?" him
he
inquired,
nervousness
more polite than usual, of a man
with a bald head who dozed halfdoped at the top of a foul-looking
staircase.
"Never heard of him. Go in and
getBreathing
him if he'scircumspectly,
here."
for the
doss-house was malodorous in the
extreme, Shapiro passed between a
double row of iron bedsteads, each
containing a blighted specimen of
humanity. He stopped presently,
horror-struck. He would not have
known the matted hair, the face
covered with a fortnight's beard ;
only the hand clutching the dirty
Dlanket was recognisable as the hand
that had held his during a few
moment's excruciating pain.
"Chuck," he breathed, dropping beside the prone figure. "Come along.
You've
got tothen
get only
out of
here."
No answer,
muttered
negatives with a curse or two thrown
in.
The curse
proved Shapiro's
inspiration
.
"Curse me, do you ? " he shouted,
shaking a fist. " Curse you, rotten
drunkard ! You're too weak to get
up, too frightened. You're vellow
— see— Y-E-L-L-O-W."
The hulking, untidy, fortunately,
fully-dressed figure of Chuck Regan
struggled to its feet and, before1 the
last derisive syllable had been
uttered, dealt a blow that brought
Shapiro to his knees in a corner.
Trembling, sure that he was hurt,
but still determined, the Jew got up
and, with a pathetic imitation of
violence, tackled his assailant.
Get on ! " he shouted, administerYoumayknowbe able
you'reto
too feeble toing a kick.
walk. "You
stand, but you can't get down those
stairs. You're a coward. That's
what
Thisyoutimeare—
he C-O-W-A-R-D."
had Chuck in front
of him, staggering backwards down
the ramshackle stairs attempting to
spar with blows that luckily missed.
Perspiring, this time not from
nervousness, Shapiro put an arm
round the big man in a taxi.
"Listen, Chuck. You've got to pull
yourself together. It's Christmas
Dayspend
to-morrow,
and David's going
to
it with you.
"Nonsense ! How can I see him ? '
"He's coming to my house for
dinner. I invite him and you.
Mama and the kids will be so happy."
"Sam, it's no use. I can't come
to a party. Look at me."
"Here's
what you
want."a Turkish
He saw Chuck
through
bath, shave, and haircut; finallythrusting into his hands, as he
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emerged from the drying-room looking like a human being, a wad of
notes.
" Presents for David," he reminded
apologetically. "You be at my
house six o'clock, for certain,
Shapiro left him, satisfied with
Chuck's lodging near the works.
Worse
please."lay ahead. Shapiro had
counted his chickens long before
they were hatched. He had yet to
tackle Mary on the subject of her
son. She was at home. The butler
showed him into the pillared drawing
room. Four years had changed her
from a flippant girl, in a check frock
and frilled apron, into a woman, in
trailing evening dress, black against
her gleaming skin. Her eyes and
mouth were harder than ever when
Shapiro, not a little nervous, made
his tremendous plea.
"Allow David to go to his father
— certainly not — not for a moment! "
"Mrs. Cummings, please! This
is Christmas, a time when we forget
percentages.
Couldn't
you give
your
husband
a present
? You
wrecked
his home; now you have everything
you little
want.thing?
Won't The
you child
yield shall
him
this
come to my house. He shall have
He no! " I refuse!"
every
"No —care.
no — and
"But, Mrs. R — Mrs. Cummings."
Her hand went to the bell . The butler appeared instantaneously.
" Eliot, this man is leaving."
Shapiro backed out stammering
he hardly knew what, but his blood
was had
up. the
By four
nexthouse
day
he
childo'clock
in his
rehearsing what he was to say to his
father, including a dramatic appearance from behind
Christmas
tree. the gaily-decorated
The programme went perfectly.
Shapiro's
wife,thekindly
soul, mothered
David while
six offspring,
awed
by their father, behaved themselves.
When Chuck appeared, punctual
and spruce, his arms full of bcribboned parcels, Shapiro was as
excited as David. Like a child
himself, he sported a paper crown
at dinner, confident of his scheme's
success. David had half-recognised
and been wholly glad to see his
father. Chuck had been overjoyed.
Nothing mattered.
The feast occupied some time and
was, fortunately, over before
Nemesis approached. Two detectives, greatly agitating Mrs. Shapiro,
who let them in, singled out Shapiro,
who was reaching the grand climax
of a recitation, with which he was
regaling the company.
"You're wanted for child kidcame the made
curt voice
the law. napping,"
Shapiro
light of
of
spending a night in the cells. He
had forseen that a dozen men could
be prevailed upon to bail him out.
Meanwhile, he had a rod in pickle
for Tom Cummings and, as soon as
the holiday was over, sent for him
on a plea of urgency.
" How are you feeling? " Cummings
inquired with would-be sarcasm.
"Quite as good as you, Mr. Cummings, I've no doubt. I suppose
you intend to proceed legally against
me, though why I don't know.
True,
I kidnapped
child for
a few hours,Mrs.butCummings'
he is safe
now and at home. What I did
was for the best reasons."
likely.
Theywife.
don'tCertainly
concern
me," Very
however,
or my
I shall prosecute."
" If you do, I shall do the same
by you.ledge. HeSam
Shapiro What
has knowhas facts.
about
the school on Dart's Meads you've
put up?
Chuckon got
{Continued
page you
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The Colours are
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In tune with the fashion for self-

IVORY, PRIMROSE
ORANGE, FLAME
The Embossed
Show Motifs

coloured fable-ware, fhese hand-

1 Mary had a little lamb.
2 Hey ! Diddle Diddle.
3 Little Boy Blue.
4 Little Jack Horner.
5 Hickory, Dickory Dock
6 Humply, Dumply.
7 Simba the Lion.
8 Jacko the Monkey.
9 Jumbo the Elephant.
I 0 Reynard the Fox.
I I Bobby Bear.
1 2 Stripes the Tiger.
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WRECKER — Continued

contract.
Maybe Heyou did
don'tit know
it.
But he did.
on the
assumption that you'd do the job
thoroughly, use the best materials,
employ the best brains. Have you ?
Shapiro knows. He's been too long
in the junk trade not to know that
your
material's
junk,charging
third-rate,
fourth-rate,
and you
top
prices, looking after your rake off.
YouHe miserable
pressed a rat."
finger on the buzzer.
A page appeared.
leaving,"
he observed."This man is
"Have you been reading the libel
laws?"
Cummings inquired at the
door.
"Maybe. And I've been reading
the Old Testament as well. Doesn't
it say something about 'An eye for
an eye. A tooth for a tooth ' ? "
About of noticed,
sultryperhaps,
weather,
unby those
engrossed in public and private
affairs, occurred and took a hand in
the game that Shapiro, Regan and
Cummings were playing against each
other.
For Shapiro realised more keenly
as the months went by that, if
Chuck Regan were to be saved from
falling back into the doss-house, he
must have his son. Truly, the
strong man had his weakness. He
was incapable of building up his
life out of tragedy unless he had
something to spur him on. He took
Shapiro into partnership and stuck
to his job ofway.
demolition, but in a
half-hearted
A stimulus was needed and
Shapiro ached to supply it. Then
nature took an unexpected hand.
It was sultry weather, portentous
weather, to those who knew the
signs, earthquake weather. Meanwhile, the school on Dart's Meads
stood complete. The opening ceremony was staged.
Before an audience of five hundred
people assembled in the hall, the
Mayor of the City congratulated
Mr. Tom Cummings, the builder, on
his handiwork. The "National
Anthem" was sung. There was a
storm of applause. Gradually the
crowd left the building. Before the
last of it had left, there was a
distinct earth tremble. Another
followed. Another, more serious.
Houses rocked. Panic filled the
streets. The word went round.
The
school's
collapsed,
collapsed
withnewfive
hundred
women
and
children mercifully outside it.

Genevieve Tobin and Jack Holt in a scene
from " The Wrecker " — a Columbia Picture
24

Through
mass broken
of wreckage,
twisted agirders,
plaster,
relief men forced their way in search
of two people. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Cummings had not had time to
leave the building when the main
shock occurred. Dead or alive, they
had undoubtedly been trapped.
One man found them, alive,
crouching behind steel girders that
had become bent and twisted like a
child's toy. Above man and wife
was a mass of plaster and debris,
more bent girders, broken columns,
the whole mounting to the height of
the original buildings and precariously poised, supported by steel
framework, which if moved would
precipitate
the mass on their live
bodies.
One man found them thus; the
only man who knew how salvage
could properly be carried out.
Chuck Regan.
He faced the members of the
city's salvage corps who had followed him to where two panic-

stricken figures stared between the
interstices
ing help. of a steel grating, implor"This is a wrecker's job. I can
undertake it. The pile must be
moved gradually, piece by piece
from the top. Working from underneath, as you advise, would kill
those two in five minutes. Get me
a bosun's chair and my file working.
I'll have them clear."
Shapiro found him at work at the
end of the boom, using an oxyacetylene file that flamed and
spurted and sparkled and ate into
the steel girder that stretched
between them, like wire drawn
through cheese. Shapiro stood on
the square foot of platform beside
the lift in which, for he hated
heights, he had made giddy
ascent.
"Chuck! Listen! I had to
come. Something you said to
Cramer while you were waiting
to come up here — something about
an accident and no one knowing.
Maybe I know what you were thinkYou're and
thinking
your dead
son.
If his ing.
father
motherof were
faceIn was
the stern.
light of the flare, Chuck's
' "IT That if I was thinking, Sam.
VV You'd understand, wouldn't
you ? That
ve gotOne
a chance
— a marvellousI 'chance.
of these
steel
stays goes wrong. The mass falls. It
was an accident. Who's to know ?
Who's to blame? Two rats meet
their due, that's all. And I have
"Chuck, you can't do it. You
can't judge. There's only one
"Get out ! I never asked you to
Judge. Leave it to Him."
David."
"Very well. then. I don't go. I
interfere."
— this."
— toplatform
t — tthe
Shakingon allhere,
over,like
he left
cling
and clung to the slanting girder,
closing his eyes so as to avoid the
horrors beneath. "W — when this
g — goes — I g — go ! " he gasped.
The man
the bosun's
looked
at himin sharply.
His chair
eyes
lost their hardness.
"You win I" he shouted.
"No."
"Y — you '11 do your best? There'll
be no accident? "
man's
Before
ion was
te, nature
wrong.
comple
demolit
He was
once more took a hand. Not by
murder, but by result of earthquake
and Mrs. Tom Cummings
shock,
failed toMr.escape.
According to their secretary,
Messrs. Regan and Shapiro are in
conference on a Monday morning.
Actually, they are more often
engaged in explaining to David the
mysteries of some new toy. Though
he has seven childen now, Sam
Chuck
his father.
the world's
So doesDavid
wonder.
Shapiro thinks
Regan the Wrecker.
NEXT

WEEK

| The story of " One Man's
i Journey " in which Lionel
i Barrymore gives an outstandsation, and one
\ ing characteri
\ which once again assures him
I of the pre-eminent position he \
\ holds amongst the big stars of \
the screen.
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TO
EARLY
HOLIDAYMAKERS
WHO
RAIL

WILL
WITH

SUMMER

TRAVEL
PENNY-

BY

A- MILE

TICKETS

Everything is in your favour for a wonderful time. The seaside and inland resorts of
the West Country, at all times unmatched
for natural beauty and holiday attractions,
are at their best in the Spring and early
Summer months. Not only that, but the
days are longer with hours more sunshine;
accommodation is cheaper; and there is
no waiting for a game of tennis or golf.
In fact you are to be congratulated if you
have to go away early.
It will be a pleasure for the Great Western
Railway Company to afford you all possible
assistance, but just as a suggestion, think
over the possibilities of Devon and Cornwall— the Channel Islands, where you get
the flavour of the Continent whilst still
under the protection of your own

country

— mountainous

Wales — Somersetshire

—

Dorsetshire — Herefordshire — or the many
other shires of the West Country. What
a marvellous choice !
" Holiday Haunts " price 6d. will describe
their attractions in detail, whilst giving you
a selection of 8,000 addresses. Moreover,
Holiday Season Tickets will be available in
most districts to give you unlimited travel
over a wide area for a modest 10s. a week.
Any information will be gladly given at
Great Western Offices and Agencies, or, if
you prefer, write to the
Superintendent of the
Line, Paddington Station,
London, W.2, and your
requests will be attended
to immediately.
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦CHRISTOPHER BEAN
♦THE IMPORTANT
c ♦♦JACK AHOY
WITNESS
♦THE JEWEL
♦♦THE WRECKER
♦DELUGE
c^BLIND ADVENTURE
♦SMITH
♦A SOUYTHERN MAID
♦BIG EXECUTIVE
♦BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Peggy Shannon plays the lead
in the spectacular flood drama,
" Deluge."

N
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r Marie Dressier, who
dominates every scene in
which she appears. It is a
n comedy-drama and
very humaar
is particul ly well adapted from
the stage play.
This week's inset gives you all
the information you could possibly require about the production as well as a full-length story.
Hulbert fans particularly will
be delighted with his new offering, Jack Ahoy, which is certainly
one of the best comedies he has
offered us, while, if you like
really strong, virile melodrama
with a touch of the spectacular,
do not miss The Wrecker.
•••CHRISTOPHER BEAN
.M.-C.-M.
American.
V " 88Certificate.
Small town comedy
drama. " Runs
minutes.
Marie Dressler
Abby
Lionel Barrymore Dr. Haggett
Jean Hersholt
Rosen
H. B. Warner
Davenport
Helen Mack
Susan
Beulah Bondi
Mrs. Haggett
Russell Hardie
Warren
Helen Shipman
Ada
George Coulouris
Tallent
Ellen Lowe
Maid
Directed by Sam Wood, based on the play
The Late Christopher Bean.
A small-town comedy drama
which relies largely on characterisation for its effect, and which is
dominated by Marie Dressier in the
role of a faithful housekeeper whose
devotion to a memory provides both
sincere sentiment and clever comedy.
The story deals with a small-town
doctor who tries to obtain possession
of a valuable painting from his
housekeeper. His schemes are
assisted by his wife and his daughter,
but they are frustrated by the
housekeeper, who turns out to be
the widow of the artist, whose
paintings have become valuable
after his death.
Lionel Barrymore is exceedingly
good as the doctor, but I found that
Marie Dressier dominated most of the
scenes in which she appeared with
him.
The rest of the cast acts extremely
well, but special mention is due to
Beulah Bondi for her rendering of
the odious wife of the doctor; she
makes it as thoroughly unpleasant
a character as it should be.
Sam Wood's direction is excellent,
and there is no sense of a photographed stage play about the production, which reveals unerringly
the foibles of human nature and
blends comedy with underlying
deep emotion.
26

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
At times, perhaps, Sam Wood has
rather over-accentuated comic situations, but they are undoubtedly
hilariously funny.
One, for instance, where Marie
Dressier has trouble with a runaway car, is in the best Chaplin
tradition.
c*MACK AHOY
Oaumont
British. Runs"U"81 minutes.
certificate.
Broad ccmedy.
Jack Hilbert
Jack Ponsonby
Nancy
Alfred O'Neil
Drayton Admiral Patricia
Fraser
Tamara Desni
Conchita
Henry Peterson
Lario;
Sam Wilkinson
Dodger
Directed by Walter Forde from a story by
Sidney Gilliat and John Orton.
Jack Hulbert is now in the Navy
as an A.B., who falls in love with
an Admiral's daughter, and rescues
her, her father, and a captured submarine from Chinese pirates.
He holds the centre of the stage
practically all the time and, while
one can have too much of a good
thing, there is no doubt that he
works hard to make this one of the
best comedies in which he has
appeared.
A great deal of the credit is due
to Walter Forde, who has made this
robust, nonsensical, and wholly
British comedy run smoothly, with
plenty
of action
and well-sustained
situations.
At times,
however, he
seems to me to hold on to a scene
too long and so attentuate its
humorous content.
Board-ship scenes are convincing
and well presented, but the submarine sequences — the entire British
forces in those waters are called out
to try to sink the vessel which

they still believe to be in the
hands of the pirates and are unable
to do so, which is, of course, lucky
for Jack —while well done, lack the
realism that would have added to
their comedy.
Equally the pirate scenes could
with advantage have been played
with less obvious slapstick. Jack
Hulbert's fooling needs a background
of people taking themselves seriously
which is an essential for the most
effective farce.
However, you are going to be well
entertained and will find Nancy
O'Neil attractive as the heroine
and Alfred Drayton excellent as the
choleric admiral.
Tamara Desni has a small role as
a vamp, in which she is efficiently
voluptuous, and Sam Wilkinson
provides
Hulbert. a sound foil for Jack
I particularly liked Henry Peterson's acting as the leader of the
Chinese bandits; he played the role
seriously and proved that he has an
excellent sense of characterisation.
••THE WRECKER
Columbia.
American. Runs
" A 71" minutes.
certificate.
Triangle melodrama.
Jack Holt
Regan
Genevieve Tobin
Mary
George E. Stone
Shapiro
Sidney Blackmer
Cummings
Ward Bond
Cramer
Irene White
Sarah
Russell Waddle
\ rfc_t ■
P. H. Levy
Hyam
,un.
Albright J Chuck,Doctor
EdWallieLe Saint
Clarence Muse
Chauffeur
Directed by Albert Rogell fiom a story by
the Director adapted by Jo Swerling.
For the story freely based on the 61m by
Marjory Williams, see page 22.

Elizabeth Young makes her screen
debut in " site
Big Ricardo
Executive
Cortez." oppoWhile there
of artificialityisabout athetouch
development
of this strong melodrama, it is well
put together
and contains
clever
characterisation.
It is some
also
set against an unusual background —
that of the work of demolition contractors in America — and a topical
note is introduced by a spectacular
earthquake
which mirrors
the Californianclimax
disaster.
The acting honours are taken by
George E. Stone in an intensely
human characterisation.
He is one of three friends, the
other two being Jack Holt and
Sidney Blackmer, all engaged in the
house-breaking and building businesses.
The former gives a characteristically hard-boiled performance as
Regan, the man whose wife is filched
from him by his friend Cummings,
in which role Blackmer is also good.
The wife is very well presented by
Genevieve Tobin.
The house-breaking episodes are
spectacular and interesting, while
the earthquake which avenges Regan
for his betrayal are excellently
•DELUGE
produced.
Radio. American.
" certificate.
Spectacular romance. " A Runs
67 minutes.
Peggy Shannon
Claire
Sidney Blackmer
Martin
Lois Wilson
Helen
Matt Moore
Tom
Fred Kohler
Jcphson
Ralf Harold
Norwood
Edward Van Sloan
Prof. Carlysle
Directed by Felix E. Fiest from a novel by
S. Fowler Wright.
It flood
is thewhich
spectacular
of a
wipes outscenes
the entire
world, with the exception of a few
survivors, which proves of interest
in this film. They are excellently
done and mark a further return of
the camera into its own.
Unfortunately, they are followed
by a very conventional and artificial
romance between two of the survivors, which follows the approved
line of "desert island " stories, comwith the " bad brought
" man, who
is, of
course,pleteeventually
to book.
is also
in There
the case
— thethewife"other
of thewoman"
romantic lover who thought she had been
killed.

Tamara Desni does her best to vamp Jack Hulbert without success in
"Jack Ahoy."

The girl solves the love problem
simplylover
by swimming
out his
to seafamily;
when
her
re-discovers
whether she is drowned or finds
some more survivors is left to your
imagination.
The whole thing, including the
ingenuous romance, is very well
staged and the acting generally is fair
but not outstanding in any respect.
{Continued on page 28)
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Girl
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" Do you remember my writing you in 1925,
to tell you how pleased I was when I discovered AMAMI? That was nine years ago ;
and my hair is now as luxuriant and radiant
as ever ! My hair must always look at its best
for my work ; and I selected AMAMI because
it left such unique brightness and lustre. But
I found that AMAMI is a hair-tonic too. I've
never had a day's worry over my hair ; it's
kept thick and healthy through the years, and
to-day
justalwa\s
as colourful,
and not
a dayI
older ! it's
I shall
use AMAMI
. . . and

-

only wish we had WAVE-SET

GIRLS

AMAMI
for
" Just
had my
Years— see what
they say to-day !
hair is
"AMAMI
has " AMAMI
300th
AMAMI
essential for tiny
kept my hair

Good

Shampoo

needs!

Twenty-six of the forty-seven ingredients
in each AMAMI Shampoo are put in
simply to make your hair attractive, in all
the cleverest ways known to hairdressing
science. Dull, depressing, faded hair shampooed with AMAMI on Friday night means
a scintillating; gleaming halo on Saturday
morning— a crowning glory that is admired
and envied, fragrant and colourful, all that
a pretty woman's hair should be !
Confains
©

Good

all a

Hair Tonic

who

in 1925 ! "—
Peggy Bay field.

Since I wrote "you some years
back
I have treated my poor
young
hair very roughly ! It has been
cut, curled and permed; dressed
in different styles; and I have
changed
colour uptwicesmiling,
— but
it alwaysthecomes
thanks to AMAMI. I really
think AMAMI is the best hairtonic on the market ... it has
certainly kept ?ny hair young !
Miss A. P. T., Leicester.

have

used

/Hair"
have for
had years
glorious
AMAMI
now:" AMAMI
has won
me several
beauty
competitions; and it has always
kept my hair
in Ai condition.
Buthats
I am "really writing to tell
you how much I appreciate
' Wave- Set ' ; it has saved me
pounds in hairdressing bills
already, and is absolutely
essential for when you wear
fashionable little hats. R.
Lachlan, 9 Burleigh Mansions,
Westcliff-on-Sea.

AMAMI Varietie
kJNo.- ■I. U/.'jI.
LI
r* hair
f. - which
_..t • tis scurfy,
e.. break& * " ^^^^
AMAMI
With Henna
Wave-Set " is one of the
For
11
oo'HJ
For dark
and mediums darkof
hair. Powder
ing, brittle or Shamp
very oily. With
biggest ayg.C
hairdressinggf
boons
3d.
*
id.
Rinsing
Powder
id.
ever
invented, a non-sticky,
AMAMI Mo. S. With Camomile. AMAMI SPECIAL HENNA. non - powdery,
For all shades of fair hair. 3d. & id. Makes brown hair a rich bronze
setting
AMAMI No. 7. Camomile or a reddish chestnut shade, as non-oily
will fix which
deep,
Application and Shampoo. An desired -------- id. lotion
application to restore fairness.
and six other
lasting
waves
And a shampoo fo' fair hair.
. varieties .
inest,
the straightWith Rinsing
- - id.
hair. lankest
Use it
AMAMI
No. Powder.
9. Tar A ntiseptic.
to-night !
Amami Products are
Obtainable from chemists
and hairdressers everywhere.

needs!

And the other twenty-one ingredients are
what make AMAMI so much more than a
weekly wash. While the shampoo part of
AMAMI glorifies and beautifies your locks,
the twenty-one tonic-ingredients rub new
Health, Energy and Vitality into every
hair-root in your scalp. There are no hairtroubles where there is AMAMI. The
tonic-ingredients see to that. For Dandruff,
Falling, Splitting, Fading, Lifelessness, Lost
Wave or any other trouble, use AMAMI
to-night . . . and every Friday night in
the year !

/ started AMAMI in 1926 . . .
and Ive reckoned it out that.
I've just had "my three-hundredth
' ni
Amami
ght!Night ! ' Is this a
record ? I've tried various other
things,
not anumber
patch
on
goodbutoldthey're
AMAMI
one (I'm a brunette). I used to
suffer
dandruff
once,eood;
but
Amamifrom
banished
it for
now my hair really looks topping.
D. M. Cox, 12 The Square,
Harborne, Birmingham.

AMAMI
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If you wish to look really
smart get your frock from
Marshall and Snelgrove.

Smart Dress in printed crepe
Pekalaise, new shape neck, augmented with small bows.
In brown,
ly" black and
olgreen,
lido, M
red,
navy. Hip measures
37, 38, 40 and 42
30/Send a post-card saying
you
are a reader of the "Picturegoer " and you will be sent a
free copy of the new Spring
catalogue.

Marshall

^Snelgrove

STREET

• LONDON

-W-l

Start using Cuticura Soap
to-day. See how much it helps !
Through its use many thousands have found relief from
apparently hopeless skin
troubles. Cuticura Soap
contains the same delicate
medication that has made
Cuticura Ointment the first
thought in treating pimples,
eczema and other skin ailments. Make Cuticura your
daily toilet soap and enjoy a
clear, healthy skin.
PRICE is.
Sold at all chemist*.

A

Fascinating Little Book — FREE !
"To the
packed full of good
soundyou Information on Bride"
Wedding Is arrangements.
It tells
how to
prepare for the Wedding day, describes the ceremony
and It contains all details regarding the reception. It
also contains a full selection of Wedding Rings and
Wedding Gifts. Send for your copy to-day.
COUPON FOR FREE BOOK
PHONf TERM JI5I ..CUTOUT C PO»T
RING fOK /2«
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ON THE SCREENS
•BIG EXECUTIVE
Paramount.
certificate.
Financial American.
drama. Runs" V68" minutes.
Ricardo Cortez
Victor Conway
Richard Bennett. ..Commodore Richardson
Elizabeth Yoi'nc Helen Richardson
Sharon Lynn
Miss Healy
Dorothy Peterson Sarah Conway
Barton MacLane
Harry
John
CharlesM. B.Sullivan
Middleton TheHarrison
Sheriff
Pop Kenton
The Crooner
Maude
Wife
Albert Eburne
Hart Coroner's
Rev. Oates
Frank
Darien
Richardson's
Secretary
Wilson Benge
Caddy
Tenen Holtz
Pawnbroker
Directed by Erle C. Kenton from a story by
Alice Duer Muller.

the
withwhile
dealing
picturecrash
Anothe
Wallr Street
which,
weak in plot, gives Ricardo Cortez a
chance to play the hero, for a
change, and Richard Bennett an
opportunity to turn in a strong,
human characterisation as a nonogenarian commodore.
Cortez plays very efficiently the
role ofcier an
incredibly,
ruthless
who is
broken on
changefinanby
the irascible old commodore
with whose daughter he is in love;
he loses his money, but wins the girl.
As the heroine, Elizabeth Young
is pleasing to look at, but obviously
lacking in experience.
Sharon Lynn is very good as a
devoted secretary.
*BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
P.P.C. American.
romance of "ageA "andcertificate.
youth. Simple
Lew Cody
Dr. Travers
Aii.een Pringle
Diana
Sally
O'Neil
Judy
Marceline Day
Miss Brown
Edward Morgan
Dick
Edward
Martindel
Phelps
Pauline Garon
Gwen
Claire McDowell
Mrs. Carroll
Gladys Blake
Helen
Wilson Benge
Withers
Directed by Frank Strayer from a story by
Frank Strayer and Robert Ellis.
Homely
in sentiment
humour
this story
of a and
middle-aged
doctor who falls in love with his
ward, but is sensible enough to
accept the inevitable when she in
turn falls in love with his fiancee's
young
Sallybrother.
O'Neil is natural as Judy,
while Lew Cody is well in character
as the doctor.
An old favourite, Aileen Pringle,
appears
advantage
as his fiancee.
Whileto thin
dramatically,
the
direction is generally efficient.
•THE IMPORTANT WITNESS
Sterling. melodrama.
American. "A
Runs"certificate.
bo minutes Gangster
Noel Francis
Ellon
Donald Dillaway
Steve
Dorothy Burgess
Ruth
Noel Madison
Gus
Sarah Padden
Deaf Woman
Franklin Pangborn
Groom
Robert Ellis
Duke Farnham
Directed by Sam Newfeld from a story by
Gordon Morris adapted by Douglas Dotv.
Conventional
gangster
plot, dealing with the
attempted
suppression
of
a
witness
in
a
murder
case who can clear her friend on
whom the killing has been planted.
It is naive material, quite well put
over, with plenty of action.
Noel Francis is very good as the
abducted witness and Donald Dillaway effective
friend,hera escape.
motorcoach
driver, aswhoherhelps
Noel Madison is true to type as
the gang leader.
•THE JEWEL
Paramount.
American.Runs 67
" V minutes.
" certificate.
Crime drama.
Hugh Williams Frank Hallam
Frances Dean. ..Jenny Day, Lady Joan Clive
Jack
Roberts
Mary Hawkins
Newland Peter
Lady Carleigh
Eric Cowiev
Major Brook.;
Annie Esmond
Madame Vanheim
Geoffrey Uoodheart
Mr. Day
Clare Harris
Mrs. Day
Vincent Holman
Houpla Man
Directed by Reginald Denham from a 1 1
by Edgar Wallace adapted by Basil MasoN.

NOW — Continued
acting.
Thewhichbest
of this picture,
tails part
off dramatically,
is the
It is the story of a jewel theft
which has strong comedy elements,
which, however, are not always
effectively put over.
The entire cast does its best to
make upment for
the looseness
and lack
of grip ofbydevelopgiving
sterling performances.
Hugh Williams is particularly
good in the leading role of a young
man about town from whose aunt
the jewel is stolen.
c*BLIND ADVENTURE
Radio. American. ■" U " certificate. Mystery
drama. Runs Richard
6z minutes.Bruce
Robertcomedy
Armstrong
Helen Mack
Rose
Roland Young
Burglar
Ralph Bellamy
Jim Steel
John
Regan
Laura Miljan
Hope Crews Lady Rockingham
Henry Stephenson Major Thome
Phyllis Barry
Gwen
John Warburton
Reggie
Marjorie i.ateson Mrs. Thome
Beryi Mercer
Chambermaid
Tyrell Davis
Gerald Fairfax
Dirccte.1 by Ernest Schoedsack.

an
ofwith
story
incredible
Very
encesons
experi
Americ
are
Situati
London.
in an's
crooks
livelv in action and the opening,
impressions
the America
showing
is good.
hotel, n's
a London
of
Dialogue
helpscharacters
to cloak the
ness of the
and thinthe
motives actuating them.
Production is efficient and the
picture, as a whole, should appeal
particularly well to juveniles.
•A SOUTHERN MAID
Wardour.
British. " V " certificate. Romantic
Clifford
Mollison
Jack 8.x
Rawdon
with music. | Runs
minute*.
BebecomedvDaniels
Juanita,
Dolcres
f Willoughb) Rawdon
Lupino Lane
Lopez
Harry Welshman Francesco del Fuego
Hal Gordon
Pedro
Morris Harvey
Vasco
Amy Veness
Donna Rosa
Nancy Brown
Spanish Singer
Directed bv Harry Hughes from the musical
plav bv Dion Clayton
Calthorp and Harry
Graham.

s
obviourostoryandis anstagy
mance. Theial
y artific
Aver
dealing with the love of a young
one,
Englishman and a South American
he snatches away from
whom rival.
girl,
his hated
A prologue shows us his father
doing
sameis thing
— and the rival
in boththecases
the same.
Harry Welchman is theatrical in
the role of the disgruntled lover, but
putsBebea song
or twoin over
with role
spirit.of
Daniels,
the dual
heroine, does her best with poor
material at her command. She has
exercise her
no opportunity
undoubted
dramatic totalent, however.
Lupino Lane supplies humour of
an acrobatic variety efficiently.while
Clifford Mollison
only cases.
fair as the
successful
suitor inis*both
•SMITHY
Warner. British. " A " certificate. Social
comedv. Runs 53 minutes.
Edmund i.wenn
John Smith
Peggy Novak
Jane
D. A. Clarke-Smith
Boyd
Clifford
Heatherley
Sir
W.
Olds
Violet Compton
Lucy
Charles Hickman
The son
Evi Grav
The daughter
Directed l y George King.

nt
givesofan aexcelle
Gwenn tion
nd terisa
Edmu
charac
s to stockbreak
broker's clerk who decide
the monotony of existence with one
m in this
of freedo
night comedy
us little
gloriont
.
pleasa
He is well supported by Peggy
Novak and the rest of a strong cast.
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PARTY
icilma Hair Powder is a
wonderful help when
you need a shampoo
in a hurry. Just sprinkle
a little into the hair, and
brush it out again with
aYou'll
good
stiff brush.at
be surprised
the gloss it gives, and
the way
hair
retainsyour
its wave.

'Heavens! It's Bobby's
party to-night and
haven't time to wash
my hair'

OCjJLrJOL
HAIR
POWDER
for a quick Dry Shampoo
BOX1/6OF 7
ICS each*
7-416
7C\^T " inva'uable f°r reducing a high
temperature, relieving bad Headaches, Neuralgia and Nerve Pains. Send
lid. stamp (cost of postage) for two free
powders now, to the Zox Mfg. Co.,
11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C1. (Dept. 6)
Zox Powders 2d. each or 1/6 and 3/- per box.
ALWAYS

EMBROIDER

FEEN - A - MINT
is the Safe
Natural
Chewingto Take.
Laxative —
and Pleasant
TEST IT YOURSELF I OR
A FREE SAMPLE wiH be forwarded to you at once if you
■end postage)
your name
cover
to: and address (and 1 Jd. in stamps to
WHITE'S
LTD. London,
(Dept. S.W.I
B.7.)
143, ThamesLABORATORIES
House, Westminster,

Ask
for an
♦Ardettte-fitted Seat'
at the Cinema— No Fee.'
installed by Mr. R. H. Dent, 309 Oxford St. . London, W. I

WITH
STRANDED
hNCAy

IN 350 GUARANTEED
isiuio »r j s v co»Ti ita
k's
Clar

FAST

COTTON
SHADES
. . .

95
9'9

PER

WE

/

FREEHOLD
What a lovely house ! Outside and in,
its cosiness and charm spell 'home.'
It's the very place that you've been
searching for — and so well-built. Ultramodern in its planning and arrangement— Crittal Steel Window Frames
throughout — and so convenient, only
25 minutes from Waterloo and electric
trains every 20 minutes. Large gardens
too, with
room— afor
you
come
and see
car garage.
waits at Won't
the station
for you all day.
BOOKLET

FREE

Post the coupon below To-day !

S9

ULTRA-MODERN
SUN-TRAP
HOWARD

HOUSES

Howard * Webber, Upper Farm Estate, (adj. sen.)
Wast Molasey.
Mol.: 1214.
Name

Address
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Real

Anna

May

Wong

is an Enigma — Conrad
Veidt's
Versatility — Walls
Lynn at it again — This British Climate Business —
Matheson
speare and she was Katerina
in a silly film-skit on the
Fairbanks-Pickford version of
Taming
of theyears
Shrew,
Elstree some
ago. made at
Punishment

Anna May Wong, as the slave
girl in " Chu Chin Chow," chats
with the director, Walter Forde,
and his wife.

say about the
ngughI will
thioro
ONEGainsb
studios at Islington;
they may be difficult to reach; they
may lurk in one of the slummiest
slums in London; grubby little
urchins may swarm all over the clean cushions
of your car when you leave it outside, imprint
impassioned fingermarks on the windscreen,
run the batteries down by pressing the
starter-button with the engine switched off,
and arrogantly demand twopence for "minding it"; the haughtiest commissionaire in
London — last (I hope) of a long line of
haughty commissionaires — does his excellent
best to bar your way.
But when you're inside, it's worth all the
fuss
and pother;
they've
interesting
to show
you. always got something
This week they excelled themselves by
having Anna May and Oswald. Either of
these two people would have attracted me
to Alaska, let alone Islington. They are both
playing in Chu Chin Chow.

Keeps You Guessing
Anna May (Miss Wong to you, and scarcely
that) is an enigma; but then, she is Chinese,
and although she has never been in China you
can't help
a trifle
enigmatic
if thecourses
pure
blood
of a being
thousand
Chinese
ancestors
through yc-ur veins.
The Chinese are strong on ancestors, and
equally strong on enigmas.
She is a surprising creature. She looks utterly
Celestial, and when she speaks you expect (unless
you know her) a torrent of Chinese — and instead
you get pure Californian (which is a very pleasant
language, with neither the nasal quality of the
Middle West nor the assertive tone of the New
Yorker), and a very matter-of-fact manner.
I hadn't seen her since I was William Shake-

30

She had to throw custard pies
at me ; they were hard, hard
as
boards,
didn't
find out
until
after and
she Ihad
thrown
her
first pie that she was an expert
baseball-pitcher.
It spUt my Up and nearly
knocked me over backwards;
but it didn't lessen my affection
for Anna May, who is a curiously
likeable person.
But she doesn't at all five
up to her name, which means
"Frosted Yellow Willow." She's
willowy (especially in the
irreducible minimum of clothing
which she wears as the Slave
Girl in Chu Chin Chow) but she
isn't
yellow, and she certainly
isn't frosted.

Lang's New

Role.

by no ordinary laugher. It started faintly in the
distance, behind several pairs of closed doors.
I went into the studio to investigate, and saw
flunkeys flinging wide successive doors to admit
the Laugh, which swelled to a stentorian roar as
the laugher came into view.
It was Conrad Veidt as Jew Suss in the film
of that name, which has overflowed from
Shepherd's
Bush to Islington for the filming of
certain
sequences.
There was no joy in that mighty laugh; it was
the laugh of a man who has fawned and crawled
and flattered his enemy until that enemy is in
his power. The laugh of a man who has only
to bring his hand down — slap ! like that — to
squash his enemy flat.
It made me feel a little sick, which is a tribute
to a great actor.

— And Mourning
Curiously enough, I saw Veidt in a sharply
week. contrasting scene at Shepherd's Bush this

He built
was ininonea of
the largest
"honeycomb"
ever
British
studio.
Anyone in sets
the
class who doesn't know that a honeycomb set is
one with rooms opening from one to another,
hold up his hand.
Apricot Eyes
Good ! Everyone knows. Well, this one consisted of library, hall, ante-room, salon, study,
S peaking
of yellow
me of Oswald.
Gosh, reminds
what a
and bedroom; and Veidt was wandering about
personality
!
these, apparently haphazardly, restless with grief
He darned nearly hypnotised me, as soon as at
the loss of his beloved daughter, Naemi.
I met him. I'd heard he was capable of doing
You notice I said apparently haphazardly?
that, but I didn't believe it until I actually found
Heavens, the tangle they'd get into if he happened
myself coming under his baleful influence.
into the study instead of the bedroom !
I hear that it's become a favourite lunch-hour to Itwander
was easy in silent days. All they had to do
diversion for the camera-boys to go to Oswald's
was
to mount
on a "dolly"
and Some
push
dressing-room and be hypnotised.
it about
after thethecamera
wandering
Jew Suss.
It's his eyes that do the trick. Not exactly
yellow, but more apricot colour, with pupils like cameramen even had tricycles with a mounting
for the camera
just pedalled.
above the handlebars, and
pools of black ink; lids that close with a curious "turned"
while they
sweeping motion from the top inner corner to
the lower outer corner; and a disconcerting habit
of closing his eyes independently.
All Very Wiry
And, when he's hypnotised you, he breaks your
back with a single snap of his appalling beak—
that is if you happen to be a mouse or a rabbit How the studio staff must sigh for those silent
days to! wires
Now, tonotsupply
only must
the "dolly"
be
or Ia was
squirrel,
I'm not.Oswald is attached
the current
to drive
also which
glad heI'mwasthankful
in a cage.
camera (for only newsreel men turn camera
the most fearsome bird; Indian Eagle Owl is his the
handles nowadays, and very few of those), but
full title, and he deserves every syllable of it.
another and even more complicated set of wires
has to maintain touch with the microphone when
In Reverse
that diabolical invention chooses to travel on the
There are also a large number of Sloth Bats in "dolly." And every one of these wires has to be
this film; they are nasty-looking objects with paid out and controlled and manhandled by the
wings like perished black leather, that hang floor-staff.
upside down all day to cool their feet.
The "dolly," when she is travelling on a
And, while we are on the subject of hanging "tracking" shot, looks like a huge spider spinning
upside down, I brushed my head against some- her web of several thick cables as she goes; and
thing in theof Robbers'
Cave whose
set, andlatefound
was you
what asit'sshelike
the hand
a skeleton,
ownerit had
to turncanandimagine
come back,
did when
in thisshe
Jew wants
Siiss
evidently met his (or her) death through being shot.
Add to this the fact that absolute silence must
suspended by the ankles to the ceiling of the
cavern for the duration.
be maintained, and you can see the reason for
All very gruesome and nightmarish; but if the widespread baldness among production
Walter Forde (directing) and George Robey managers.
(playing Hassimababamahbullalah or something)
Bernard Knowles, the wild and woolly-looking
but brilliant Gaumont- British cameraman (an l
don't
manage
to
get
some
mirth
into
the
thing
between them, I shall be very much surprised.
I said British), told me he had tracked for 220 feot
And speaking of laughter, last week in this same in this one shot. Now cast your mind back four
studio I was standing in the corridor outside years, and think of the excitement caused by the
one of the sound stages, when through the open enterprise of a sound engineer who sat on a
door came the sound of a Laugh.
step-ladder and
suspended
the microphone
over
{Continued
on page
32)
It was no ordinary laugh, and it was laughed
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ON APPROVAL
JIpw

FOR JUST A SMALL DEPOSIT
EXTRA SMARTNESS FOR EVERY DRESS
'\. F.F.
Thli lightly
boned byFreeexperts
Form who
modelknow
It Ideal
figurerequireneedt.
It is skilfully
conceived
justfortheaverafe
foundation
" menu for the sheerest of modern frocks, while combining a fitting that is
A faced
really cloth.
snug withIt comfort
satinlaces at that
back. is undeniable.
8-in. busk. Very
Four pleating
adjustableIn lovely
suspenders.
Only
Balancein tea-rose.
2/- monthlySpecial Bargain Price, 8/11. On approval for I/- deposit.
SPECIAL BARGAIN COUPON
Please
me, onBargain
approval,
F.F. DETAILS
model tend
at Special
PriceFreeof Form
8/11.
I enclose deposit of I/-, together with id.
for postage, and will pay balance of 7/11
either in one sum or by monthly Inttal- BUST
ments ofat2/-.
I return
unworn
once,If you
will the
refundarticle
my
deposit.
Enclose Coupon with full name and HIPS
address and postal order crossed
thus / /.
Sizes range from
Overseas and Irish Free State, full cash only. 30 to 46 In. Bust.
No. 273 THE PICTUREGOER
AMBROSE
WILSON
LTD.
273 AMBRON HOUSE.
60 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON. S.W.I

watme/tkul
ijcni ate!
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No
Ginger Rogers and Norman Foster
in Radio's "Rafter Romance."
Nothing attracts a man quicker than a skin that is
petal soft and radiantly clear. That cherished beauty
can soon be yours. Care for your skin with Snowfire
Cream. This fragrant, non-greasy Cream improves the
texture of your skin — making it finer, whiter, more
smooth — makes
you
always
sure
of charm.

matter

a

necessity

!

saves clothes

from ruinous perspiration stains ... it prevents underarm odour !

TO "SILF"
TRIBUTE
WONDERFUL
'T'HE story of how " Silf " Brand Obesity Tablets freed
Mrs. Stacey, of Middlesex, from no less than 4 stone
MONEY
9 lbs. of superfluous Fat once again emphasises the outstanding value of this Natural and SAFE remedy for
BACK
Obesity. Once again, too, does it show how absolutely
unnecessary it is to resort to Dangerous "Starving,"
OFFER
Drugging, Purging, or Violent Exercises to achieve
Slimness !
REDUCE
WEIGHT
AND
REGAIN HEALTH
Every 1/3 box
Do this in nature's way, by taking '* Silf." Fat, both external and
of Silf' Brand
internal, is removed by " Silf."
Tablets contains
1/3, 3/- and 5/- per box.
from all Chemists and Druggists.
the details of a
Do not delay, but tend 1/3 to-day
to the address given below,
money back
when a box will be sent yon
post free.
offer if you are
Tht Silt Co., Ltd. (Dept. 63K),
not satisfied.
OBESITY TA8LETS
39 ShatUsbury Ave., London, W.I
No proprietary rights are claimed in the preparation of this remedy.

• Just now, when you're
h'ving indoors and wearing
heavier clothes, you need
Odorono as much as in
summer — to prevent the
underarm perspiration that
stains and ruins dresses . . .
that causes offensive underarm odour. Above all, never
go dancing, or to any party,

MARGARINE

AND
r rtiiT THIS COUPON
BOOK
FREE
STORK RECIPE
name aanaTHE
a«Mrr n. „, out this coupon
Fill in vour SJ
Dept.
.n.lposliUn'Van.l. lever House. Un*»" E.C.4
Name
Address

Season

is always

v^^s Cream
Tubes 6d.
Opal Jars 1/3.
British Made

STORK

the

ODORONO

Odorono
Snowfire
Dainty Handbag Containers 3d.

what

without Odorono's protection.
Odorono — a physician's
formula — is your only sure
solution of this perspiration
problem. Use either kind of
Odorono you
prefer. They're
described
below.
Odorono is obtainable at any
toilet goods counter, 1/6
and 2/6.

(Dept. P.3),
LTD. London,
WARREN, Road,
NORTHAM
215. Biackfriars
s.e.i
Enclosed
is
4d.
in
stamps
for
samples
of Instant
Odorono, Odorono Regular and Deodorant
creme odorono.
Name

Mdress

N O
O •time
D O at• Rany
INSTANT is for O use
(colourless)
of. day,Or night.
, , It gives 1 tO 3
days' complete protection
against perspiration and odour.
ODORONO
REGULAR
(ruby-coloured) is for those who
prefer to use Odorono at night
and obtain the longest protectlon ... 3 to 7 days.
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SETS— Cont.

each ! player's head in turn with the aid of a fishing
rod
Tempora certainly mutantur in the film studio,
nos et jolly well have to mtitare, too. if you will
excuse my somewhat indifferent Portuguese.
Formula as Formerly

For freshness and vigorous health !
Only toilet soap to receive the Blue
Seal (highest award) ol' the Institute
of Hygiene. Wright s — in its new
maroon - and - yellow packing — idlers
you the saving of a larger tablet at
the former 6d price.

And, while we are at Shepherd's Bush, so are
at it Tom
again. Walls and Ralph Lynn; and they're
This time it's A Cup of Kindness; and although
I haven't seen the play, I'm told it follows the
Aldwych recipe pretty closely.
Anyway, Tom Walls does his famous drunk
scene, Robertson Hare the hairless is meek and
browbeaten and downtrodden, and Ralph Lynn
is Ralph Lynn ; so what more do you want ?
Anyway, you have the lovely Eva Moore into
the bargain — one of the most beautiful women on
the stage, and easily our most attractive "stage
mother"; and you have Dorothy Hyson, who is
a worthy chip of the young block — if you could
apply such a word as block to such a delightful
mother as Dorothy Dickson.
Miss Hyson is also a worthy successor to
Winifred Shorter as a person for Ralph Lynn to
be foolish about; I give you my word I could
quite
her myself
— if only
the oldeasily
heart get
werefoolish
not so about
encrusted
with selfishness
and cynicism, and were not at the same time by
way of being otherwise occupied.

Dangerous Ground
But, seriousness apart, a particularly susceptible
man must find the film studios most
embarrassing territory. I know one such — a
young
gossip-writer,
hadlove
an with
agonising
time,
for
he fell
head over who
ears in
a different
I
'
T
H
O
girl nearly every week.
WM
coal tar
Now he has a job in one of the largest studios,
JfcO
and instead of meeting Us girls twice or three
times a week, he sees them all day long, and the
poor fellow is nearly pop-eyed with confusion of
SIXPENCE
TER TABLET
(VJC. only) choice.
The chorines, in particular, are guaranteed to
turn a Trappist into a Casanova in six lessons.
MAKEj
^OUR
By the way, before leaving the GaumontGainsborough menage, I beg to report that the
BATH
expectant Nannygoat at Islington duly produced
twins on the Chu Chin Chow set. They have been
named Chu and Chow — presumably because
neither of them has very much chin.
Beauty
It Does Try !
The
English climate very seldom pleases
everybody; and there are occasions on which
Treatment
the poor thing can't please anybody.
For instance, it provided a first-rate fog at
Beaconsfield last week, which is normally outside
the fog radius — indeed, the British Lion studios
were built there for that reason.
The visitation gave the camera -crew an anxious
time keeping the beastly stuff out of the studio;
and this week, when the unit got round to filming
scenes in a railway station on a foggy night, the
weather was beautifully bright and clear !
I'm told the language of the art department on
this
occasionquite
produced
thick haze,
it wasn't
considered
dense aenough,
and but
artificial
fog
had to be provided.
Nowadays this is done with Nujol sprayed from
an atomiser; in my young days a prop man used
Once, a
to burn six inches of film, plunge it into a bucket
beauty bath was
of water, and then rush about the set holding it
a most elaborate
in a long pair of pincers, and leaving a thick trail
of sulphurous yellow smoke which made everyone
procedure — now
it s just a simple
cough; but as you couldn't hear them coughing
matter of crumbling
because the film was silent, and couldn't see them
a Reudel Bath Cube into the
because of the smoke, this process worked
admirably.
water. The newly liberated
oxygen gives your skin a
Fried Fog
clear, youthful glow, a delightful stimulated, refreshI like the method of a man in the B.I. P. art
ed feeling — that makes you
department at Elstree recently, who produced
look and feel your best 1
a common or kitchen frying-pan and a little bag
of chemicals whose contents he proceeded to fry
over a brazier fire.
The result was the finest fog seen in those
studios, and no casualties.
Talking about Elstree, the B.I. P. picturemakers
are off on a musical production, called Give

Penelope Dudley Ward,
the daughter of the Hon.
Mrs. Dudley Ward, who is making a
picture debut opposite Emil Janmngs for
British and Continental Films.
Me a Ring, and described as "really lavish."
Well, I'm not very excited about lavishness in
a picture as a rule; there are many more important
ingredients;
but I agree that in a "musical"
lavishness is essential.
And lavishness means vast expenditure of
money; and money is one of the few commodities
of
we which
have. Hollywood has immeasurably more than
So just why British studios should choose to
make the very kind of pictures in which they
cannot hope to compete with the Hollywood
product is more than I can say.
directing
Perhapsit. young Arthur Woods can. He's
Steady, Steady
I wonder whether the repercussions of the
Youssoupoff case will cause B.I.P. to reconsider
production of The Great Defender, which is said
to be modelled closely on the life of a certain
famous K.C.
Matheson Lang is announced as the star of this
production, which is to start in the next few
weeks; and much of the action will take place
in the sombre, dramatic atmosphere of the
criminal courts.
I've always maintained that there is more
drama there than anywhere else in England; if
onlv B.I.P. put it on the screen as it really is
we are at least assured of a fine exciting
picture.
A "Monster" Film
Seymour
is the star
of ThetheSecret
the
Loch, a Hicks
film written
around
I-och ofNess
monster. Mr. Hicks is delighted with the
character he will portray as it will give him his
first serious film part and will show him as an
eccentric old professor who believes wholeheartedly in the existence of the monster and
determined to prove it. The part calls for a
tremendous amount of characterisation, and will
give him many big dramatic moments. It is
being directed by Milton Rosmer.
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THE "LIBERTY
SLIP-ON CORSELETTE
Ideal for sports— on in a jiffy,
snug-fitting
freedom-giving,
and worn nextyet the
skin is a sure
protection against chills. The
exclusive two-way stretch
" Libertysplendidly,
" Bodicekeepsfabric
washes
its
shape.
Tea
Whitesmall, mediumRoseandandlarge
sizes
3/«.

THE SLEEKIE
"LIBERTY"
" Slim-fitting frocks look their
best over this exquisite artificial silk Sleekie," say the
Beauty Sisters. Vest, brassiere
and suspender belt all in one.
Slimming, comfortable, durable. Plain or lace brassiere
top. Sizes 30 in. to 36 in. bust.
Tea Rose and Ivory, 3/11^^
to 8/11.

SLEEKIE

& Slip on CORSELETTE
Ask your Draper to show them to you.
If unobtainable,
directfortocatalogue
" Liberty"and Products,
Libertyland,
Market Harwrit*
borough,
nearest stockist.

LOVABLE

FRAGRANCE

Ranelagh and Hurlingham, Ascot,
Goodwood, Cowes and Wimbledon,
wherever the sport-loving English
girl is found, the Yardley Lavender
greets you. Its fresh, clean fragrance
is the one perfect perfume for outdoor and all informal occasions.
And the same exquisite fragrance weaves its way
through all her immaculate toilet ; the finest of Toilet
Soaps, the Snowy English Complexion Cream, the
finest of fine quality Powders . . . throughout the
delightful Yardley Toilet Luxuries, each one of the
finest quality procurable.

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

Sprinkler Bottles 1/3 to 10/6. and in larger sizes up to 2 guineas. Lavender
Soap — ' The Luxury Soap of the World ' — 2/6 a box of three tablets,
Complexion Powder 1/9, Complexion Cream 2/6, Compacts 21- Si 3/-,
Rouge Cream 2/-, Lipsticks
Pricei do2/-not &.apply3/-,
to Ih,Bath
lus/l Ft&SaltsStale 2/6, Talc 1/2 & 2/6, etc.

Ardente-fitted Seat*
at the Cinema— No Fee!
installed by Mr. R H. Dene. 309 Oxford St., London, W.I

YARDLEY

LAVENDER

Ask tor a Eugene Wave by name.
Whether waves, ringlets or curls, the
experienced Eugene Waver using only
the Eugene Sachets and clean gentle
steam will transform hair of any shade
or texture into waves of natural
loveliness and lasting beauty

*\here

is No

^uve

like

u

etGfeiMe

wAve

Send to the address below for interesting
booklet and free specimen Eugene Sachet
and make sure your Hairdresser uses exactly
similar Sachets for your next Eugene Wave.
Eugene Ltd., Publicity Dept., Edgware
Hood, Hendon, N.W.
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Weekly
What

How

Do You Think?

I Got
Gallantry

RID OF

Letters from our Readers

WRINKLES

Screen

Hero

Goes

Methods

Unhonoured

Lost on Modern

Woman!

books seems to them the unforgiveable sin.
" "y NSPIRED by a recent letter on this page, history
" But I notice that some of our more successful
I determined
' gallantry
■ of
film heroes toin reproduce
my businessthe life.
When ' directors with commendable daring realise the
compelling power of the extraordinary and proceed
■A- one of my ' work-ladies' arrived late, to lay it on thick.
instead of 'going for her' I smiled gently,
"I wonder just how dull a film would be if
told her not to worry about it, and bowed her Henry
VIII and Queen Christina were exact
models
for the genius of Charles Laughton and
out of my office — she giggled, leered, and gave
Greta Garbo. Without the spice of romance and
me her 'phone number.
" That night I missed every bus from early outrageous behaviour added by the imagination of
evening until midnight, and had to walk home the artistes it would never be a box-office success.
' ' Ods bodikins ! Out on these varlets who would
through adhering too rigidly to the ' Ladies tie us to the school books. We want entertainment
First
' rule. I was asnot facts Primrose
for a history
Charlton Mead,
"Twice
Lilvbank,
Lane, exam."
Glossop,— Derbyshire,
who
suited by unromancic
wins the second prize of 10s. 6d.
husbands for offering
[I am inclined to agree with this correspondent,
the shelter of my
but I do feel thai the main issues of an historical
picture should be adhered to. Paint in the detailed
umbrella
background as you will.]
caught in tothe' Ladies
storm, '
and a policeman eyed
me suspiciously when
Familiarity Breeds Contempt ?
I spread my coat in
the mud to save a
Doesfonder
absence
make the ' fan ' heart grow
?
' Lady's ' shoes
" I am forced to the finding that it does.
"When I remon"If a ' popularity ' vote were taken of presentstrated with my partday picture players we should I am positive find a
ner for sacking one of
pronounced preference for those stars we seldom see
our 'work-ladies,' he
in comparison to others.
rudely
suggested
I wets
" Ivor Novello is a case in point.
' barmy'.
I am trying
James Cagney
the screen
too rare
—
Grandmother reveals Secret
but" His
how appearances
wonderfully onwelcome
theyareareall when
they
the ' Cagney ' punchem'-on-the-jaw technique in future." — Bernard do come.
Heath, 49 Hertford Road, Brighton, who wins the first
of Smooth Young Skin
" In the film fan firmament I have found that
familiarity breeds clear contempt, for there is
prize of £1 is.
"No one will believe that I was sixty
[We can only hope that this is an isolated case of something unaccountably sweet in looking forward
years
of
. . of. age last week," writes Mrs. K.,
gallantry going unrewarded .']
to a ' talkie treat ' in the shape of the appearance
of players whom we know we can only con at
" Even my granddaughter, aged ig,
This Censorship Business
elongated Road,
intervals."
— Robert
Lock, Clarence House,
and her young friends are envious of my
Clarence
Exmouth
, Devon.
smooth unwrinkled skin. I owe my
[There
is
no
doubt
that
the
infrequent
appearances
It agives
me
a
pain
in
the
neck.
One's
interest
in
film is aroused by advance publicity, stimuyouthful complexion entirely to regular
lated by piquant details of its stars appearing in or rather well judged time lapses between pictures
use of Tokalon ' Biocel ' Skinfood."
film publications, and reaches its zenith in the made by such stars as Harold Lloyd, Charles Chaplin,
Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks in the past
' Biocel ' is the marvellous discovery
laudatory
comments of professional critics — only to have
preserved their popularity over the long period
of Prof. Dr. Stejskal, of the University of
be knocked stone cold by the ban of a local they
have enjoyed it.]
Vienna. Now contained in Tokalon Skincensorship. To live in a large city, and be told
by some country bumpkin in a neighbouring village
food (Rose Colour), it nourishes and rejuvenates the skin. Wrinkles quickly
Get Them Out of the Rut !
that,
be a grand
that be,'
is an experience
that is' Itenough
to rile film,
anyone.
It seems
to me that
disappear; sallow, faded cheeks become
" A re our film heroines pampered too much?
to
be
exempt
from
the
insidious
influences
of
films
fresh, clear and youthful. Toka'on
x\. We get film after film built around the
one must desert the city office and flee to the corn'Biocel' Skinfood will make you look
fields. Why is it that so may films are banned in character and personality of the female star
concerned.
The much boosted Song of Songs was
ten years younger in a month.
large
passedLane,
in small
— W. supposed to show us a different Marlene Dietrich.
s,
manufacturer
ham,cities
19. 41 yet
Maskell,
Wellhead
Perry villages?"
Barr, Birmingnow obtain
paperthemay
reader of thiswith
R rirn • any arrangement
JTKPFF
But the film was just another excuse for parading
a de luxe Beauty Outfit containing the new Tokalon
skinfood creams (rose for the evening, white for the
[The whys and wherefores of local watchcommittees, the very familiar Marlene material.
day) . 1 1 contains also trial packets of Tokalon " Mousse
"Marie Dressier, Constance Bennett, Ruth
quite aside from the vagaries of the Board of
cost:
stamps to cover
3d. in expenses.
ofof Cream"
Chatterton, all have stories where the heroine is
Censors, is too much for me. I give it up.]
Address
and other
packing Send
postage, Powder.
the
star concerned. All these stars and several
Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. 529K), Chase Rd., London, N.W.10.
others are such fine actresses and would give
The Elusive Pimpernel
amazing performances if they were asked to be
WEAR
this BELT
Ihave just read that Charles Laugh ton is to someone else but themselves.
portray The Scarlet Pimpernel. That is I think
"Whilst the star is just being herself one of the
a mistake. Mr. Laughton is admirably suited to small
and
keep
SLIM
part players is busy putting in an unusual
AVOID doubtful medicines, pills, etc., for
such roles as he has had in The Sign of the Cross, and performance and then we read that so-and-so steals
reducing weight. Wear the Beasley ReThe Private Life of Henry VIII — but, I am afraid the film from the star. Come on, Mr. Producer.
ducing-Belt-Supporter,
get slimadjusting
quickly
and safely.
Slips over hips, and
instantly
he is altogether unsuited to play The Scarlet Give the stars a chance to be someone else for a
itself to teners.
your Excellent
figure.
No
straps,
lacing
or
fasPimpernel.
change." — Edith Race, 46 Southey Crescent, Shefas a general purpose belt for
MEN OR WOMEN,
" That great figure of fiction was, as described
field. 5.)
in the book, a very tall gentleman and I should readers
this gam'ent Is made from strong woven Elastic
[Here think
I am 1]with you all the time. What do other
not imagine that he had much superfluous flesh.
webbing. Women's model has four suspenderCharles Laughton is a good actor, but in my opinion
S£-4/ll
5/11
it would spoil the character he is reproducing
Add 2/- for sizes 38 ins. to dUr
44 ins. waist.
Super
Quality 8/lld. Fine Silk Elastic 14 ins. deep,
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
entirely to use a man of Laughton's build . you might
12/1
Id.
O.S.
3/extra.
Fttmfn
ma
mMt
U.
atrm.
just as well imagine Jimmy Cagney as a hunchback
Belt tsiehangrd t.r men#y rtfundtd if not approved . S*nd
What you think about the stars and films ?
Lon Chaney. — Nigel Wells, 91 St. Paul's Avenue,
BEASLEY BELT Dept. 405
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
26, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON. W.C.2 Slough, Bucks.
[Judging by the number of letters I have had on
CfcUlOftucH
through ApproTcd
8ocUimm. I. »"!> "I H M■» ron1 request
' ". StuYtc&l
"iMHopm. B«IU
H .1 •supplied
also Mtnchettrr
(270 Drtmnlte).
the subject the general opinion seems to urge that
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
Laughton in such a rdle would be miscast.]
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
Ask
other
letter published each
Entertainment, Not Facts !
week.
Letters should be
for an
Deaf
" ' I 'here are some amazing opinions held on the
written on one side of the
-L manner of presenting screen stories.
not
and should
" Historical films appear to draw out the quaint
paper only
♦Ardente-fitted Seat'
exceed
150 words.
Address to
ideas of people more than any other kind. To give
"Thinker,"
The
"Picturegoer
at the Cinema— No Fee /
play to the imagination and allow the directors of
Weekly," Long Acte, W.C.2.
instilled by Mr R. H. Dent. 309 Oxford St . London. W.I
these popular pictures to diverge a little from the
34
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DIFFERENCE
WASHING...

apitfeeifites
ltd otaatij

Miss Merle Oberon is delighted will
her Britannic Witch Bracelet specially
made for a beautiful wrist. Like so
many other lovely women. Miss Oberon
appreciates its beautiful appearance, and
the exquisite craftsmanship which produces it. Every Britannic Bracelet is
GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
during which time the expanding band
will be maintained and the springs
renewed free of charge through any
jeweller. There are a variety of beautiful designs of Britannic Watch Bracelets
in Gold. White Gold, and Platinum
complete with watch heads, at prices
from £4 : 15 : 0. Of all good jewellers
ALSO MADE WITH CLIPS TO
REPLACE RIBBONS AND STRAPS
Illustrated list Free from
B. CM. I BRITANNIC London

WATCH
FOPv, SAFETY

CrUELET§
AND SATISFACTION

lenburys
JSw

PASTILLES

Chemist stock* them
tins, 2 oz. 8d.
oz. 1/3

MADE

AT HOME

RoU
S'Jhp^ a damp
fw nair lock
aroundof
anger
fix
clip untilanddry.
From
Hairdressers, Stores & Boots,
6d. per card of 2 clips.
Jarrclt, Rains/ or d (g
L aught on (G.), Birmingham.

IIRRF.'S some dirt ordinary washing simply can't shift however much
boililirt
andgets
scrub.
ayou
little
ironed Take
in. Mrs. Gray's unhappy looking sheets. Every week
But Persil alone without extra soap or anything else — makes certain of
getting all the dirt out. Its safe oxvgen and soap action loosens dirt, dissolves
it, pushes
out. now
That's
why she
Mrs. was
White's
sheets
look itas right
da*ylin<j
as when
first
married.
It's the same with eoloureds, silks, and fabrics of
every sort. The Persil action washes safely, quickly,
perfectly.
THE AMAZING
PER 460- 1 07

OXYGEN

WASHER

■OSEPH CKOSTIELD A; SOSS LTD.. WARRINGTOS Persil
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Let
" George " and "Arme " are
your enquiry departments- The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them
both cjo. When
The a reply
Picture goer Wkekly
by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.
R. H. H. (Leeds). — -Herewith the cast of
The Past of Mary Holmes : Mary Holmes
(Maria di Nardi) — Helen McKellar; GeoffreyHolmes (Geoffrey di Mardi) — Eric Linden;
Joan Hoyt — Jean Arthur; Jacob Riggs — -Ivan
Simpson; Etheridge — Clay Clement; Brooks
— Franklyn Parker; Pratt — Skeets Gallagher;
Flannigan — Eddie Nugent; Klondike —
Kent — J. Carrol Naish; Kinkaid
—Rosco
John Ates;
Sheehan.

life

PLAYER'S MAVY CUT CIGARETTES • PLAIN
OR CORK
TIPPED • 50 «>" 2'5 IOO™»4'8

J. H.
N.W.3).—
Bombshell will(London,
be generally
releasedBlonde
on April
23,
1934.
Sbree (Winchester). — Casts as follows :
(1)
— Rainbow
EddieTheDow Rainbow
ling; MaryManLane
— Marian Ryan
Nixon;—
Billy Ryan — Frankie Darro; Doc. Hardy —
Sam Hardy; Colonel Lane — Lloyd Ingraham;
— George
The (silent)
Dog — :
Beans. (2)BillWhen
KnightsHayes;
were Bold
Sir Guy de Vere — Nelson Keyes; Lady
Rowena — Miriam Seegar; Sir Brian Ballymot t e — Eric Bransby- Williams ; Widdicombe
— Wellington B riggs ; Lady Waldegrave —
Lena Halliday; Barker — Martin Adeson;
Whittle — Hal Gordon; Aunt Thornidge —
Edith Kingdon; The Dean — E. L. Frewin.
DAVIDA
(Chelsea.
Release
dates
as follows
: TheS.W.3).—
House (1)
of Connelly
not fixed at the time of going to press.
Winged Devils— May 14, 1934. Maker of
Men— July 11, 1932. The Strange Case of
Molly
1932. was
(2)
The titleLouvain
of the— November
film Above 14,
the Clouds
altered to Winged Devils.
DOUBTFUL. — The leading man in The Last
Coupon was Leslie Fuller.
Frank. — Mary Nolan has not appeared in
pictures for some time.
Robert Frazer (Handsworth). — (1) Robert
Frazer is a native of Worcester, Massachuis 5 ft.married.
11 in. tall(2)andMary
has
dark setts,
hair U.S.A.
and Heeyes;
Pickford was born on April 8, 1893, at
Toronto, Canada. Real name, Gladys
Smith. (3) Ages as follows : Richard
Barthelmess— 39 on May 9; Clara Bow —29
on July 29; Winnie Light ner will be 32 this
year.
(4) Winnie
Ligntner'sSone
filmsof include
Gold Diggers
of Broadway,
Songs,
She Couldn't Say Nc, Hold Everything.
Life
of
the
Party,
Sit
Tight,
Gold
Dust
Gertie.
Side Show, Manhattan Parade, Plav Girl,
and Dancing Lady. (5) The following is a
list of players who have died within recent
years : Gladys Brockwell. John Bunny,
Lon Chaney, Sidney Drew, Robert Harron,
Barbara La Marr, Mabel Normand, Wallace
Reid, Larry Semon, Milton Sills, Olive
Thomas, Rudolph Valentino, Renee Adoree,
Robert .Ames, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle. and
Jeanne Eagles.
Doris (Southwark). — Herewith the casts
you require: (1) The Ghcul, Professor
Morlar.d — Boris Karloft ; Broughton — Cedric
Hardwicke; Laing — Ernest Thesiger; Betty
Harlow — Dorothy Hyson; Ralph Morland—
Anthony Bushell; Kaney — Kathleen Harrison; Aga— D.
Ben A.Dragore
— Harold Huth;
Mahmoud
Clarke-Smith;
Nigel
Hartley — Ralph Richardson. (2) The Secret
of the Blue Room, Irene von Hcllsdorf —
Gloria
Hellsdorf
Lionel
\ twill. Stuart;
CaptainRobert
WaltervonBrinkPaul— Lukas;
Commissioner Foster — Edward Arnold ;
Frank Faber — Onslow Stevens; Thomas
Brandt — William Janney; Paul, the Butler —
Robert Barratt; Betty — Muriel Kirkland;
Mary — Elizabeth Patterson; Max — Russell
Hopton; Stranger — Anders van Haden;
Foster's Assistant — James Durkin. (3) The
Old Dark House, Morgan — Karloff; Roger
Film Fan
The Henry
FilmcanClub.—
Readers
interestedEdwards'
in this club
obtain
full
the Hon.
Secretary.
Missparticulars
Kathleen from
Costello.
32 Amesbury
Avenue, Streatham Hill. London, S.W.2.
The All-star Fan Club of England
AND AMERICA. — The members of this club in
Newcastle-on-Tyne were asked to designate
certain
players
the Hollywood
here
is the result
of theunder
voting
: Thetitles
Most—
Popular — Clark Gable and Mai ion Davies.
The Most Beautiful — Marlene Dietrich. The
Most Scholarly — Elissa Landi. The Most
Thorough
Gentleman
— Richard Bennett.
Barthelmess.
The Best Dressed
— Constance
The
Hardest Worker — Joan Crawford The Most

GEORGE
Penderel — -Melvyn Douglas; Sir William
Porterhouse — Charles Laughton; Margaret
Waverton — Gloria Stuart; Gladys DuCane —
Lilian B>nd; Horace Femm — Ernesr
Thesiger; Rebecca — Eva Moore; Philip
Waverton — Raymond Massev; Saul Femm —
Brember Wills ; Sir Roderick — John Dud(4) The Mummy,
Im-Ho-Tep—
Boris geon.
Karloff;
Helen Grosvenor
— Zita
Johann; Frank Whemple — David Manners;
Professor Muller — Edward Van Sloan; Sir
Joseph
— Arthur —Byron;
BramwellWhemple
FletcherjNubian
Noble Norton
Johnson— ;
Professor Pearson — Leonard Mudie; Frau
Muller — Katheryn Byron; Doctor — Eddie
Kane;
Inspector
— Tony
Marlow;Grey;Pharaoh
Maes Crane;
Knight
— Arnold
Marion—
— Henry Victor. (5) At the time of going
to press, Karloff has not made a film entitled
The Return of Frankenstein.
M. G. L.wasW. born
(Colchester).—
Donaldin
Dillaway
on March <1)
17, 1905,
New York. Address him c/o Fox Studios.
(2) The postage for a letter to America is
ljd. Bet
(3) Lew
latest pictures
are
Don't
on Lot Ayres'
;, My Weakness,
and Crosswishes. country Cruise. Thank you for your good
Steppers (Walsall). — I regret that I am
not in a position to help you, but would
suggest
you get92 inRegent
touch Street,
with Connie's,
Ltd., FilmthatAgents,
London,
W.l.Joe-Joe (Bethnal Green). -<1) The cast of
Hard to Handle : Lefty Merrill — James
Cagney;— Ruth
Ruth Donnelly;
Waters — Mary
Lit
Waters
Radio Brian;
Announcer
— Allen Jenkins; Marlene Reeves — Claire
Dodd; —John
— Gavin
Gordon;
Hawks
EmmaHayden
Dunn;
Charles
ReevesMrs.—
Robert McWade; Ed. McGrath— John
Sheehan;— Louise
Joe GoetzMackintosh.
— Matt McHugh;
Weston
(2) Mrs.
Joan
Blondell's latest pictures are Fiotlight Parade,
Havana
Bells. Widows, Convention Citv, and Hell's
Recular Reader (Selby). — (1) Write to the
following : Mclly Lamont and Constance
Shotter, c/o British International Studios;
Gina Malo, c/o Gaumont British Studios.
(2) TheFriend,
leading
in the new
film.
Little
are players
Nova Pilbeam,
Matheson
Lang, Lydia Sherwood, and Jean Cadell.
(3)
Maria
Douglas
Fairbanks'
leading
lady Alba
in Mr. was
Robinson
Crusoe.
She is
a film player. (4) The cast of Leave it to Me :
Sebastian Help— Gene Gerrard; Peavey —
Olive Borden; Eve — Molly Lamont; Cootes
— George Gee; Baxter — Gus McNaughton:
Lord Emsworth — Clive Currie; Lady Constance— Tonie Bruce; Siefried Velour — Peter
Godfrey;
Beach — Syd Crossley; Freddie —
Melville Cooper.
Wontner
(1) 1875,
Arthurin
Wontner
was Fan
born (Croydon).
on January— 21,
London. Address him c/o Twickenham
Studios (2) Herewith the cast of The
Sleeping Cardinal:
Sherlock
— Arthur
Wontner;
Dr. Watson
— IanHolmes
Fleming;
Mrs.
Hudson — Minnie Rayner; Ronald Adair —
Leslie Perrins; Kathleen Adair — Jane Welsh;
Colonel Henslowe — Norman McKinnel;
Thomas Fisher — -William Fazan. Tony
Rutherford — Sydney King; Marston — GorBegg; Inspector
— Philip
Hew landdon-Colonel
Moran — Lestradc
Louis Goodrich;
J. Brown
J. GodfreyEves.
— Charles
Paton.obtain a photo— You can
graph of David
Manners85 Long
from The
uoer Post
Card Salon,
Acre, PlCTURFLondon
W.C.2, price threepence.
—(1) Warner
is CURIOUS
married to(Chasetown).
Winifred Bryson.
(2) TheBaxter
cast
of Paddy, the Next Best Thin* : PaddyJanet
— Warner
Baxter; Gaynor;
Majcr AdairLawrence
— Walter Blake
Connolly;
Jack
Breen — Harvey Stevens; Eileen — Margaret
Lindsay; Collins— Joseph M. Kerrigan;
Dr.
Day — Fiske
Breen — Mickv
Claire
McDowell;
Maid O'Hara;
— Merle Miss
Tottenham;
—Roger Imhof; Sellaby— Trevor Bland.
the role of Molly
Gaynor
(3) Janet
Car
in Sunny
Side played
Up, and that of Heather
Gordon in Delicious. Charles Farrell was
Jack
Cromw inellDelicious.
in Sunny Side Up, and Larry'
Beaumont
Shotter
Winifred
in London.
5, 1904,
November— (1)
on jughton').
born (L
wasLaurie
Notices
and GretaTheGarbo.
— Charles Chaplin
Original
Best
Guy Cooper.
The Best Looking—
The Most Perfect
Arlen.
Richard
Natured—
Best Dressed
Lady — Mary
The
Morris.Men—
Chester
and The
LoweBrian.
Edmund
Most Versatile — Fredric March. The Most
Wynne Gibson, Glenda
Likely to Succeed—
Farrell, Dick Powell and Joel McCrea.
Imperial Film Club.— This club held a
Film Star Dance at the Portman
Grand
Rooms. Baker Street, recently and a
was had by both
thoroughlyand enjovable
this
members.timeParticulars of
visitors
to the
club can be obtained by W.writing
Minde. 100
Mr. F.
Hon. Secretary.
Lane, London. E.8.
Dalston
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Her most recent film is Sorrell and Son. (2)
Ida Lupir.o was born in 1917 and her first
American picture, The Search for Beauty, is
reviewed on page 18 of this issue. (3) The
cast of Hell's Angels : Roy Rutledge — Hen
Lyon; Monte Rutledge— James Hall; The
Girl — Jean Harlow.
Just celebrates
Smith (Gloucester).
Crosby
his birthday —on(1)MayBing2.
He
is
5
ft.
9
in.
tall
b'ue and
eyes has
and one
fair
hair. Married to and
Dixiehas Lev
baby son, Gary Evan Crosby. Address him
c/o Paramount Studios. (2) Carl Rrisson
was born on December 24, 1895, Copenhagen, Denmark. Real name, Carl Pederson; 6 ft. 1 in. tall, brown hair, grey eyes,
married. At present in Hollywood, where
you can address him c/o Paramount Studios.
(3) The cast of Prince of Arcadia : Prince of
Arcadia — Carl Brisson; Mirana — Margot
Grahame; Princess — Ida Lupino; Queen —
Annie Esmond; Equerry — Peter Gawthcrne;
Detective — Demier Warren. (4) Bing
Crosby's
films include
King of Jazz,
The Big Broadcast,
CollegeTheHumour,
Too Much Harmony, Going Hollytoood, and We'n Not Dressing.
DORIS M. S. Y. (near Chatham).An article on Robert Young appears .]
on pages 14 and 15 of this issue.
Robert is 27 this year and a
native of Chicago. He is married and
has one baby daughter, Carol Ann; 6 ft. tall,
dark eyes and hair. Address him c/o
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Films
include Lullaby, The Wet Parade, New Morals
for Old, Unashamed. The Kid from Sbain,
Tc day We Live, Hell Below, Tug-boat Annie,
Saturday's Millions, The Right to Romance,
Trigger', and The House of Rothschild.
Inquisitive Schoolgirl (Cardiff). — (1)
John
include HerGarden,
Son,
HindleStuart's
Wakes, pictures
In a Monastery
Number Seventeen, Mademoiselle from Armentieres, The Flight Commander, Smashing
Through. Kitty, High Seas, The Brat, Taxi
for
Two,of Atlantic,
Kissing Men
Cup'sof Steel,
Race,
Children
Chance, Midnight,
Little Fella, Millionaire Pauper, The Lost
Chord, and This Week of Grace. Stuart was
born on July 18, 1899, in Edinburgh;
5 ft. 1 1 in. tall, brown hair and eyes. Married
Muriel Angelus. (2) Leslie Howard was
born on April 3, 1893, in London. Real name,
Leslie Stainer; 5 ft. 11 in. tall, fair, brown
eyes. Married Ruth Evelyn Martin; has
afilms
son,include
Ronald;Outward
and a Bound,
daughter.Never
Leslie's
the
Twain Shall Meet, Daughter of Luxury, A
Free
Through,
The
WomanSoul,in Devotion,
Her House,Smilin'
Captured,
Berkeley
Square, The Lady is Willing, and Of
Human Bondage. Address him c/o Radio
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Park, Middlesex.
Associated Radio Pictures, Ealing
Green, London, W.5. _
_
British and Dominion Imperial Studios,
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood, Elstree, Herts.
BritishCity,
Instructional
Garden
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington, London, N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.l.
Nettlefold Studios, Hurst Grove,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street, London, S.W.I.
Sound City Studio, Littleton Park,
Shepperton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham,

EASILY

YOUR

HAIR

WHEN

Miriam Hopkins was born on October 18,
1902, at Georgia, U.S.A.; 5 //. tall;
golden hair, blue eyes. Married (1)
Brandon Peters (mar. dis.), (2) Austin
Parker (mar. dis.). Hobbies — painting
and reading. Pictures include : " The
Hours Between," " Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," " Two Kinds of Women,"
" Dancers in the Dark," " The World
and the Flesh." " Trouble in Paradise,"
" No Man of Her Own," " The Stranger's
Return,"" Design for a Living," " All of
Me,"" TheMan
Who BrokePublix
His Heart."
Address
her c\o Paramount
Studios,
Hollywood, California.

|
j
■
■
j
j
•
| Studios. (3) I think you must mean Jerry
in Peg o'Stevens.
My Heart; this role was played by
Onslow
P. A. (Maida Hill West, W.2).— <1)
Reginald Bach was born on September 3,
1886. Pictures include The Hounds of the
Baskervilles
Crabbe is 24and
this Hohson's
year. Choice. (2) Buster
NEMO
(Slough).
'n' Andy
in one film, Cheek —Amos
and Double
Check.appeared
Violet (Isle of Wight). — There was a film
version made in the silent days of Where the
American Studios
Rainbow Ends.- I quite agree, it would be well
received as a talkie, which would delight
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
juveniles.
Hollywood, California.
MICHAEL (Pinner).— The original version
Educational Studios, Santa Monica j
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde featured John
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
First National Studios, Burbank, j Barrymore. Most critics agree that it is the
California.
finest piece of acting he has ever given on the
Fox California.
Studios, Movietone City, West- j screen.
wood,
Songster (Swansea). — Jan Kiepura was
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa i intended
for the law, but took singing lessons
and
at a contest in 1925 won the title of
Monica
Boulevard,
Hollywood,
Calij
fornia.
" King of Tenors." His films include The
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver j City
of Song and Tell Me To night. I do
City, California.
not know whether we shall hear him again
Paramount-Publix
Studios,
Hollywood,
i
soon.
California.
German Fan (Uxbridge). — Emil Jannings
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
has been seen very little on the British screen
| Hollywood, California.
the arrival of the talkies. His biggest
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, j since
picture since then has been The Temoest.
j California.
also appeared in a very indifferent oicture,
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City, i He
Le Roi Pausole. He is now making a film
| North Hollywood, California.
for British and Continental Films.
Warner
Brothers
Studio,
Burbank,
|
; California.
Inquirer (Ilford).— Forrester Harvey is
j United Artistes Studios, 1041, North!
5 ft. 6 in. tall, brown hair, hazel eyes. Some
: Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, California. j of his best-known America-! pictures have
■ Universal Studios, Universal City, ! been Smilin' Through, Sky Devils, Red Dust,
and The Mystery of Mr. X.
) California.
(Continued overleaf)
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YOU

SETS

USE

wonderful
SHAMPOO

contains

no

soap

It's heaven for the hair ! Try AVA
to-night and see how your hair gleams
afterwards, how easily it takes a wave
— and keeps it.
That's because AVA really cleans,
without leaving a trace of the greyish
film that's almost inseparable from
soap. And the unique ingredients of
this new scientific discovery help to
soften hard water. No special "rinse"
or setting lotion is needed with AVA
— it works wonders in itself with
every kind of hair.

PER PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists

Ava Shampoo has been awarded the Certificate
of the Institute of Hygiene
AVA

MAKES

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

BRIGHT,

BEAUTIFUL

AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4
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Roiison Fan (Cardiff). — May Robson was
born April 19, 1865, in Melbourne, Australia.
She went to America as a child and became
a popular stage star. She is married.
W. F. (Glasgow).— W. C. Fields was for
years a popular music hall juggler. His later
films include Million Dollar Legs, If I Had
a Million, Tillie and Gus. and Six of a Kind.
PAT (Islington).
Marian
Nixon hair
was
divorced
in 1933. — She
has chestnut
and brown eves.
Harry HeWelchmanConstant
is married(Liverpool).
to Sylvia —Forde.
made
his film debut in The Maid of the Maintains.
He appears in The Southern Maid which is
released this week. Yes, he had has a long
and highly successful stage career. Thank
you for the compliments.
Patience
— Paul HeMuni's
real
name
is Muni(Sevenoaks).
Weisenfreund.
was born
in
Vienna.

Took
BY

thousands
STORM

"pvIANA
by stormin
during took
1932. Broadway
Her lovely portrait
"The
Picturegoer
"
sepia
glossy
has also taken by storm thousands ofseries
her
keenest admirers. An enthusiast writes
to say that she finds "Picturegoer"
postcards "bring out every charming
characteristic."
veryoftrue
the cards listed This
belowis and
Dianaof
Wyn yard's portrait in particular. Send
for some of these cards to-day and invest
your collection with still more glamour.
POSTCARD

ALBUM

Join " The Picturegoer " Postcard Club
and we will present you free with a 5/Album, handsomely bound in Art.
Leather to hold 300 cards. To join,
simply send an order for not less than
one doz. new sepia glossy postcards at
the regular price of 2/6 dozen. On subsequent orders you will receive substantial discounts as well as many Club
privileges.
Choose your Cards from list below.
Sew arrivals In rich sepia glossy 3d. each —
2/6 doz. On sale to all. Full list on request.
John
LUUn Glelgud
Harvey
KatharineHyaon
Hepburn
Dorothy
Lrimla Jennt
RubyKlepura
Keeler
Jui
Alexander
Kllasa LtndlKuitUnn'
Margaret
IJjidaay
AlineLupino
MacMahuu
Ida
Fredrtc Raft
Karoh
George
Ginger
Norma Rogers
Hhearer
Sylvia Sidney
C,Randolph
Aubrey Scott
Bmlth
Adrienue A tne* Juan Crawford Barbara Stanw
yck
Lionel Alu ill Blng (>oiby
Lvle
Talbot
IHnnle
Baniea
(
onrad
Veld
I
Marlene
John Role*
John Wayne
Hruce Cabot Tamari Dietrich
Demi Mae
Toby Wnl
Wing
Tommy Conlon < lark Gable
Gary
Garat
Diana
lluaterCooper
Crablie Henry
Roland Wynyard
Young
Greta Garbo
To " PICTUREGOER"
85 Long Acre, SALON,
London. W.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of " The
Picturegoer"
and send
me
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, sepia glossy finish, price 2s. 6d.
dozen. Please include with my order
your 6a. Free Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extraon tomy cover
and packing
gift. cost of postage
Name
Address
P.O. No
Amount
•Oversea* rover
reader*packing
uliouldandenrloMpoHtave.it extra to
Croat P.O. 'and Co., and make payable to
" Hi PKTURBGOKR."
Pic. 3I/3/.14.

R. G.is S.Harlean
(Swansea).
— Jean Harlow's
real
name
Carpentier.
Jumped into
prominence
Hell's
Angels. with the only female role in
O'Brien
Maureen
Sullivan
was (Dublin).
educated —Yes,
in Dublin.
She waso'
born at Boyle and was discovered by Frank
Borzage in a Dublin restaurant.
G. K.in (Sourhsea).
— Warner
Oland wasin
born
Sweden, but
was educated
America. There is nothing oriental about
him although Ms character studies of orientals
are so convincing.
SOI.O covered(Newport).
— Annabella
by Rene Clair
and made was
a big dishit
in Le Million. I am afraid French films
rarely get widely released. In London, the
Academy, Kinema House, Oxford Street,
and
the Rialto,films.
all in London, show the best
Continental
GEORCE BROWN (Beck en ham). — Guy Kihbee was born in El Pass, Texas, and had
twenty-five
he appeared years'
on the stage
screen. experience before
SALLYpicture
(Earlsis Jimmy
Court). —theJames
latest
Gent.Cagney's
A full
review
will
appear
in
next
week's
issue.
No,
inhe it.is as tough— if not tougher than ever —
Musical Fan (Eastbourne). — Jeanette
started in the chorus of a Ned Way burn
revue. She was horn June 18, 1907, in
Philadelphia; 5 ft. 6 in. tall; fair hair,
blue green eyes. Her latest picture is The
Cat and the Fiddle opposite Ramcn Novarro.
LionelLadies
Barrymore's
twoElsie
latest(Manchester).—
films are Should
Behave
and This Side of Heaven. In the first he
appears
with
Alice
Brady
and
in
the
second
v. ith Mae Clark.
SILK (Bournemouth). — It is true that
George Raft has not had much chance to
display his dancing ability. This is, however,
remedied in Bolero, where a feature is made
of it. The cast includes Carole Lombard
and Sally Rand.
Characterisation (Acton). — Edward C.
Robinson is a Rumanian born in Bucharest,
December 12, 1893. He is married. His
new picture will be Dark Tower and it will
te followed by Napoleon: His Life and
Loves. It is expected to be his greatest role.
Autographs (Burnley). — The addresses
for which you have been inquiring are now
tabulated on page 39.
A. K. C. (Surbiton). — Ginger Rogers is
5 ft. 4 in. tall; brown hair and eyes. Her
marriage with lack Pepper was dissolved.
She won a Charleston competition which led
to vaudeville and stage work. Her films
include Young Man cf Manhattan, Honour
Among Lovers, Suicide Fleet, Bad Timber,
The Thirteenth Guest, The Tenderfoot, 42nd
Street,
Embassy Girl. She is nc relation to
Will Rogers.
L. M. (Hull). — It was Stewart Rome who
played the farmer in The Song of the Plough.
He ful
wasBritish
in one
of theDark
earlyRedand Roses.
most successtalkies.
Keithwas(Liverpool).—
director
of Alec
The Champ
King Vidor. The
Incidentally,
it secured him nomination for the 1932
award
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts andof Sciences.
(Eastlin ourne).—
Yes, Jack(2) Oakie
didSam
appear
// / Had (1)
a Million.
Born
November 12, 1903. at Sedalia, Mo. (3)
Real name Lewis OflField. He says his hobby
is wise cracking and I can quite believe it.
Query is(Chelsea).
Ramon
Novarro's Others
latest
picture
The Cat — and
the Fiddle.
include Son Daughter, Mata Huri and The
Impossible Lover.
P. (Norwich).
(1) Ricardo Cortez
has
notL. had
a leally— outstanding
role since
The Melody of Life. He comes from Vienna,
where he was born July 7, t899. (2) He
made his film debut in Sixty Cents an
Hour.
Nemo (Ealing). — It was Richard Cromwell
who
created
in Tol'able Height
David.
His real
namethe istitle
RoyroleRadabaugh.
5 ft. 10 in. Born, January 8, 1910. Brown
hair, grey eyes.

Leave

IT
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ANNE

YY7 HATEVER your query, whether it belongs to the beauty or
W the domestic category, I am delighted to answer it. Please
enclose a stamped addressed envelope for a postal reply, lean
give you more space in a letter than can be spared in this column.
riet
use of goodMAS
prop
thet
andtoile
E aryare
SAG
ns
FUmsL and lotio
crea
the
CARE
two sure ways towards keeping a
beautiful and youthful complexion.
I advise proprietary preparations,
not because I want to boost advertised products, but because they are
the best.
Many readers inquire how they
may make this cream or the other
lotion.
There are certainly a few
lotions which women may concoct
for themselves, but I rarely if ever
advise them to make their own
creams. And this by reason of the
greatest bogey of all women —
superfluous hair.
The best feeding creams are so
prepared that they may be said
not to encourage the growth of
hair on the face. Creams, crudely
prepared at home from animal
fat, wall most certainly encourage
growth of hair.
Massage, skilfully performed,
stimulates the muscles, nerves, and
blood vessels of the face and neck.
You may use a skin food, almond
oil, or cold cream for the purpose.
It must be used liberally, not
only for nourishment, but to
prevent abrasion from friction of
the finger-tips.
After the massage the face should
be rinsed in warm water, then in cold
water, and finally patted with an
astringent lotion or a toilet eau-deCologne.
Many readers ask my opinion
of ice as an astringent. Ice is said
to close the pores. But in my experience italso results in congestion
and those ugly broken veins which
are practically incurable.
Excessive heat is just as bad,
so
hot avoid
water.washing your face in very

Simple Movements
There
a dozen simple
which,areperformed
nightly,movements
will keep
your skin young and elastic and your
muscles without sag. But remember that
it is regularity which counts.
First spread the cream on the skin
and
also anoint
finger-tips.
be stingy
with thethecream,
otherwiseDon't
the
massage will stretch the skin.
Movement No. i. — Place the hands
with wrist touching under the chin and
finger-tips level with the ears. Work the
palms mentof overtheboth
hands
with a rotary movecheeks.
Movement No. t. — Begin again from
the same position, paying attention to
the sides of the cheeks, up to the
temples.
Movement No. 3. — Clench the bands
and, ingusing
them with
an alternate
and lifting
movement,
kneadpressthe
line of the jawbone from the chin to
the ears. Take care that the backs of
the fingers are massaging the underchin.
Movement No. 4. — With the tips of
thumb and first two fingers, pinch the
cheeks all over. Perform this massage
gently, unless your face is too fat when
the pinching may be done somewhat
more vigorously.
Movement No. 5. — Beginning at the
chin, work upwards and outwards in
short steps, kneading both cheeks. If
the thumbs are placed under the chin,
the movement may be carried out with
the first two fingers.
Movement No. 6. — Cover the second
and third finger-tips with cream and
gently
under and
the eyes. There should
be
no pat
pressure
at the
inner
corners. no pulling. Begin

"A stringent lotion
cotton
pad pores
helps toofa
applied
with
keep
the
nose and cheeks fine
in texture and is a
me 'Mckimey.
' says
daily
ritualFlortne
with
Movement No. 7. — With the tips of the
first two fingers, smooth the skin backwards and upwards from just beneath the
outer corners of the eyes towards the
forehead.
Movement No. 8. — Anoint the tips of
the two forefingers with cream. Close
the
Place theof two
on
the eyes.
outer corners
the finger-tips
eyelids. Pat
gently towards the inner corners.
Movement No. o. — With first and
second fingers of both hands, firmly
smooth skin above the eyebrows. Follow
them towards the temples.
Movement No. 10. — Place the creamed
finger-tipsStroke
together
in thefromcentre
of theto
brow.
firmly
centre
temples. Then hold one temple firmly
and with the fingers of the other hand
stroke towards the opposite temple.
Repeat the other way. Finally, stroke
from the top of the nose to the hair line.
Movement No. 11. — Let the finger-tips
meet on the nape of the neck. With the
pads the
of thumbs,
massage
over
entire neckgiveandcircular
under the
chin.
Movement No. 12. — Beginning under
the nose,
knead
and work from
outwards across
any cream
lines extending
the mouth.
Greasy Skins
who suffer very much from
Girls
the conskins can
greasy
n.
ing improve
the circulatio
dition by stimulat
the
skin
the
unless
towel,
Afacerough
a good
is too sensitive, will help, and of
towelling across the back of the neck is
.
a splendid
A little stimulant
fine oatmeal
placed in the
palm of the hand, worked into a lather
with a good superfatted snap, and then
applied with vigour to the face and neck,
will also help to take up excessive
Answers to Correspondents
grease.
Faith (l.eicester).— Sallow skin is usually
caused by bad circulation or a sluggish liver.
If, however,
to lastto whiten
summer'sthe badly
worn
tan, try ita ismuddue pack
skin.
N. rectP.the(Plymouth).—
A
chin
strap
will
coryourat chin
improve
the
contour. sag
Wearof this
night.andEvery
morning
pat under the chin with a pad of cotton wool
soaked in astringent. Continue till the reaction
is felt. < You can buy a chin strap from all
chemist
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PREMIER
VINOLIA
SOAP
R
SO

VERY

AND

REFRESHING
Premier 6? Double Bath Size 10?
Baby Soap 7?
3 -lab box of Baby Soap with Free Bib -1/9°

t*iem *n *ke bud " is a good suggestion,
' ' ^°these colds
Jam^ for
*^ y«^11 9r> *cC^r^
can very quickly develop into serious
complaints if neglected.
Two ' ASPRO ' tablets and
a hot lemon drink will definitely banish a cold in one
night. In doing so, they may save you serious illness
and lying-up. They certainly will stop the cold,
dispel the feverishness, the aches and pains, and the muddle-headed feeling.
What is more, they will do it quickly, without harming either the heart or
the stomach.
Apart from 4 ASPRO ' being, after ingestion in the system,
an anti-pyretic, a solvent of uric acid, an internal antiseptic and a germicide,
it promotes skin action and so enables the poisons to be thrown out through
the millions of pores of the skin. So you see 1 ASPRO 1 does not suppress
the cold (suppression is harmful), it eliminates it in a natural manner.
Why not get a packet of * ASPRO ' now to protect you against the ills, chills,
rheumatic attacks, irritability, sleeplessness, and headaches that are so
prevalent at present?

GET
pv 27i b -aaa

Tbe
method"Weil
enablesEnd
everyModes"
woman
to be really well and fashionably dressed In tbe most
economical way.
Ladies who send
their orders by post
and mention the
"Picruregoer." can
depend ceiving
uponimmediate
reand personal
attention.
<r~ DIANA
A really smart twopieceing unlined
suit, georgette
compriscoat and floral art silk
dress, in all the latest
designs and colours.
Bo*h
long 4fZI
IO/m
5sleeves
fins. monthly
JAYNE — >
A charming twopiece
in Gent's
flannelsuit
suiting,
with
the fashionable three
quarter coat, lined
with a good-quality
art crepe. A percut and 4r-i
mantailoredfectly suit
5 gas. monthly
ID/When writing please state measurements
WEST
END MODES
LIMITED
7 Newman Stnef, Oxford Street,
London, W.\.

Deaf

a

'Ardente-fitted Seat'
at the Cinema— No fee/
installed by Mr. R. H. Dent. 30V Oxford St, . London, W. I

COMPLICATIONS

w There are lots of colds about — the feverish kind.

BETTER

VINOLIA CO. LTD.. LONDON

SAVE

YOUR

Read
TLU

SURE

COLDS

' ASPRO

These
AND

HE AD ACHES
BANISHED

THAN

SORRY

*

NOW

Letters

COLDS
QUICKLY
DISAPPEAR
H.M.S. Danae,
America and West India Station.
Sir, — and
-It's tell
a great
meDear
to write
you ofpleasure
the greatto
benefit I have derived from your tablets. Many a time I have felt a bad
cold coming on, but after taking a
couple denly
of 'ASPRO
' tablets
disappears and
I feelIt sudO.K.
again.cine ever
I think
it
Is
the
finest
made, not only for medicolds
but many other things. — I remain,
gratefully yours,
F. J. WARNE.

'ASPRO'
COSTS
MORE
THAN ASPIRIN
—IT DOES NOT

LoddJg.es Road, Mare Street,
Gentlemen, Hackney, E.9.
HARM THE
It Is with the greatest pleasure
that I write this letter to prove tbe
HEART NOR
genuine Ieffect
of yourhave' ASPRO
tablets.
sometimes
a bead- *
ache which is unbearable, but a little
STOMACH
while after
tablets
it hasI have
gone.takenWhentwo I 'ASPRO*
have felt
a Ho cold coming over me, I
AS A
have gone to bed, drunk some hot
lemonlets andwater
with morning
2 ' ASPROI am' tab-as
tbe next
GARGLE
"fit as a fiddle." — I am.
Two
'ASPRO'
tablets
Yours gratefully, B. C R. FINDS ASPRO
'ASPRO'
four
of water
make tablespoonfuls
an excellent gargle
for
MUCH
BETTER
sore throat, tonsil itis, and act as
a deterrent.
HEAD PAINS CO
THAN ASPIRINS
Bishop's Walt ham.
Dear Sirs,
Buxton.
Sir,— I thought
pleasure
in writingI would
to saytake
thattheI For the past few months I have
think • ASPRO ' Tablets are wonder- been
taking better
' ASPRO
found
ful things. Why I am writing this
than 'theandaspirins
is because my husband has suffered them much
I have previously used.
a great deal in the bead, so seeing which
Thanking you and wishing you
these ' ASPRO ' so much in the continued
success. I always recompaper I got him some and he says
mend them now. — B.Yours
be feels twice the man now. — I am,
Mcl. faithfully,
(Miss).
yours respectfully,
L. K. (Mrs.).
'ASPBO' ctntlsli tf
the
purr AHAit Arttnltslieglit
thai hot
tV€T
t>ttH Seirxcr.
JctlOtmandto
INFLUENZA COLDS
Mrdical
TRY'ASPRO'FOR
itt rlairiu
an bmsrA pa
it* mptriority.
HEADACHES LUMBAGO
SlEEPtESSNCSS IRRITABILITY
GCLLIN * CO. PTY .
NEURALGIA NEURITIS
Amis:
Ltd.' Dept. .
SCIATICA MAY FEVER
(' Atpro
GOUT
NERVE SHOCK
RHEUMATISM
S ETEXTRA TABLET
FREE !
TO WOMEN
3°6T32'6
ALCOHOLIC
RACK
RER
Slough 608.
AFTEREFFECTS Gains'
MALARIA
So™D£*h!™M
proprietary
right
U
peculiar claimed
cheapest
' is the
The
AST'RO
'
way
to
buy
in the method
TOOTHACHE
ASTHMA
2/6
packet.
It3/-way
contains'
extra tablets,
next
cheapest
Is often' ASPRO.
of
manufacture
or
the
equivalent
to
worth
' The
ALL LEADING CHEMISTS AND
MADE formula.
BY ASPBO
the 1/3 packet,
which
contains
two
extra
STORES STOCK AND DISPLAY
LTD..
SLOUGH.
EBOLA 90.
tablets.
REC. TRADE MARK
'ASPRO'
3Q
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Hollywood

British

stars

MARIAN NIXON says. "I use lux
Toilet Soap rcKularly."

JOYCE K1RBY. another
GilHMOHt-British him star. S.ns.
" l( is a splendid skin soap

JANE CARR.one or the British stars who I HOPF DAVFY. well known in British hints,
is another rt cular user of I.ux Toilet Soap. says. "It keeps my skin him as I like it —
*' I love its lather." she says.
i youthfully clear and soft."

rou have seen on the screen the charm
of smooth, youthful skin. You see it
in everyday life. How to have and hold
that vital charm . . . that is your problem,
jji^r

MARIAN NIXON will solve your problem. She
is one of the 846 lovely stars who use Lux Toilet

diana cotton, a Cuiimmn- Soap. These are her words : " We've all been using
British screen star, finds. " It leaves
my skin so softly smooth." Lux Toilet Soap for years. It does keep the skin
young-looking; I've used this beauty soap myself
for a number of years and it has always kept my
skin as I like it — youthful, exquisitely smooth and
clear." Could there be greater proof than this ?

The reason is the same for all these stars. " Lux
Toilet Soap holds youth ami beauty in the skin." Thi>
is why they made it the official beauty soap in all
the great studios in Hollywood and England !
You can have and hold a smooth, clear and youthful complexion. Use Lux Toilet Soap — regularly !
It costs no more than ordinary soaps. Gives a quick,
rich lather which thoroughly cleanses the pores of
the skin. A pure-white tablet, a delicate perfume.
Buy Lux Toilet Soap from your grocer or dealer.
Use it for the bath and shampoo as well.

This and
priceNorthern
applies toIreland
Great only
Britain
(i tablet
» l.t.l I K I'ROIH « I
3"
*
Primed and Published
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by
the
Proprietors.
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Ltd.,
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Acie,
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W.C.2,
England.
Registered
at
the
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as
a
Newspaper.
Poat
I*
SOA
IL
A46
Xannum, bsTO
Free all over the LlJ
world : 13s. per
6d. for six
months,ET
3s. 3d. for thrte months. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Poat. Agcnciea
for Australia and New Zealand : Gordon St Ootch, Ltd. For South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Agents for Canada : Imperial News Co., Lid., also
a Canadian Wholesale Newsdealers' Association.
Ltd. Max,AlaoRruxelles,
on sale atandW.Messageries
H. f mith StDawson,
Son, Ltd.'s
bookshops
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Adolphe
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Reszke
an

30

Minors

oval

tin for ilm

decorated

In quality and packing the equal
of much

dearer cigarettes, but

not quite so large — big enough,
however, to last a full 10 minutes.

5 FOR

2d.

♦

20

FOR

10

FOR
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FILMLAND'S

LATEST

&

GREATEST

I

WHO'S
Tells you
all about

Despatched to you at
once for
WHO

the

stars -studios

Weekly

ONLY
plus

I/- for carriage, packing,

insurance, etc.

The
? stars
live the
in which
to knowtheyabout
you want
do world
WHATand the
The
?
eyes
Garbo's
Greta
of
colour
address of Ronald Colman ? The life story of Jessie
Matthews ? This great " Who's Who and
Encyclopaedia " tells you everything ,about everybody in filmland — Stars, Directors Producers,
Artists, Authors, Cameramen, and Studios.
Containing over 600 pages — more than 250,000
words — nearly 100 full-page art plate photographs,
over 4,000 biographies — it is a work you could not
buy in the ordinary way under £1 Is. Yet it can
be yours — despatched to you at once — for the
amazing special privilege price of 2s. 6d. only
(plus Is. for carriage, packing, insurance, etc.)
making 3s. 6d. in all, if you apply now.
Here, at last, is a work that lays before you the
whole
glamorous
panorama
— the
greatest stars,
the greatest
screen of
plays,filmland
the greatest
performances, film-making from the inside, dressing
the stars, studio glossary, behind the scenes, etc., etc.
In his special foreword to this work, George Arliss,
"volume
The First
Screen," says
:"A
such Gentleman
as this, of of
so the
comprehensive
a nature,
cannot fail to be a constant companion and a permanent
delight to everybody who is interested in films."
Luxuriously produced in heavy stiff covers of
Crimson Silk-grained Art. Leather, and beautifully
embossed in gold, this volume weighs nearly i lb.
and measures %\ in. deep by 6 in. wide.
ALSO A DE LUXE EDITION
There is also a De Luxe Edition, as illustrated,
bound in magnificent Green antique-finished Art.
Leather, richly decorated, embossed in gold, with
Green burnished dust-proof top edges — head and
tail bands, and reinforced cloth-jointed end papers.
Privilege Price 3s. 6d.(plus is. to cover cost of carriage,
packing, insurance, etc.) making 4s. 6d. in all.
Supplies of this work are limited. Apply on Form
below immediately.
Post

the

Form

below

To-day

SPECIAL
PRIVILEGE ORDER
FORM
"The Picturegoer's Who's Who and Encyclopaedia"
To The People's
5 Castle Home
Street, Library
London, Dept.
W.C.2.G.W.I.,
Please
send me,I have
at theindicated
Privilege
Price shown, " The Picturegoer's Who's Who "
in
the Edition
below.
ORDINARY
I £L
edition O

(Plus 1/- to cover cost of carriage, packing insurance,
etc.) making 3/6 in all.
(Plus 1/- to cover cost of carriage, packing, insurance,
etc.) making 4/6 in all.
Cross out Edition NOT required.
I enclose P.O. No
Value (3/6 or 4/6)
Cross cheque or Postal Order /& Co./ and make payable to Odhams Press Ltd.
Write clearly in block letters.
NAME
FULL POSTAL ADDRESS.
Aetual size
8J ins. deep
6 ins. wide.
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TO
EARLY
HOLIDAYMAKERS
WHO
RAIL

WILL
WITH

SUMMER

TRAVEL
PENNY-

BY

A- MILE

TICKETS

Everything is in your favour for a wonderful time. The seaside and inland resorts of
the West Country, at all times unmatched
for natural beauty and holiday attractions,
are at their best in the Spring and early
Summer months. Not only that, but the
days are longer with hours more sunshine;
accommodation is cheaper; and there is
no waiting for a game of tennis or golf.
In fact you are to be congratulated if you
have to go away early.
It will be a pleasure for the Great Western
Raiiway Company to afford you all possible
assistance, but just as a suggestion, think
over the possibilities of Devon and Cornwall— the Channel Islands, where you get
the flavour of the Continent whilst still
under the protection of your own

4

country

— mountainous

Wales —

Somersetshire

—

Dorsetshire — Herefordshire— or the many
other shires of the West Country. What
a marvellous choice !
" Holiday Haunts " price 6d. will describe
their attractions in detail, whilst giving you
a selection of 8,000 addresses. Moreover,
Holiday Season Tickets will be available in
most districts to give you unlimited travel
over a wide area for a modest 10s. a week.
Any information will be gladly given at
Great Western Offices and Agencies, or, if
you prefer, write to the
Superintendent of the
Line, Paddington Station,
London, W.2, and your
requests will be attended
to immediately.
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And one for Victor Saville —
Politics and Pictures — DanThree Big

Stars Change Studios — Two
Sweetheart Teams Reunited

'HE controversial political picture
is again in the news.
Since I announced Edna Best's
Hollywood screenic adventure in
The Key, the other day, the interesting and somewhat disturbing news has
arrived concerning that film that it is to
be about the Irish Revolution.
Without in any way pre-judging the
Messrs. Warners' latest project, it is not
difficult to appreciate the dangers that
must beset the filming of such a subject.

Tragic Trail
Thestonycome-back
be
for formertrail
starscontinues
and hardlyto any
of the recent attempts to reclimb to the
heights are encouraging.
John Gilbert made a valiant bid with the
noble help of Greta Garbo in Queen
Christina, but if anybody has been killed in
the rush to offer him another million-dollar
contract I have not heard of it.
Clara Bow's
are unsettled
moment,
thoughplans
I hear
she may atgo the
to
Twentieth Century. Colleen Moore,
although she has proved a more competent
actress than we imagined in the days of her
glory,return.
has had no sensational success since
her

Must Not Offend
"LJollywood's
to deal
its
own currentattempts
controversies
havewith
never
been entirely satisfactory. Apart from
being hedged round (and many consider
rightly) by a labyrinthian growth of
official restrictions, the screen as a
business concern must strive not to
offend any of the cash customers, and the
result is usually a meaningless, valueless
and pretentious exhibition of what is
known in political circles as ' ' egg dancing. ' '

The Case of Rhodes
Mr. Victor Saville, too, is likely to lose some
beauty sleep over the proposed film version
of the life of Cecil Rhodes, of which, quite incidental y, Ihave been in a position to make a
considerable study.
Rhodes' career, associations and times were so
full of political controversies that have not yet

Admirers
the comedy
"short"of will
be
glad to ofwelcome
the return
Buster
Keaton, who is making a modest bid to
"come back" in two-reelers.
It is thirteen years since Buster abandoned shorts for the more dignified and
lucrative field of feature-length comedies,
and nearly two years since he was seen on
the screen.
The Gold Ghost is the first of the new
pictures and it is well suited to his type of
humour. He arrives in an abandoned

£1,000 a Picture
the studios
away from
yearswrought
Twohave
able
' consider
changes in Keaton himself. The
days when he was one of the bestknown figures
at over.
the film
city's
pleasure
resorts are
A recent
illness has compelled him to look
after his health and he is, of course, not
earning the money that he was.
He is reported to receive £1,000 a picture
for the new series of shorts, of which six
are scheduled for the next six months. At
M.-G.-M. he received that much every week.
His two sons are attending a rnilitary
college, protected by a £50,000 trust fund
established in more" prosperous years.

— Challenge to Mae West.

Ban Possibility
A film that is too sympathetic to the Irish
revolutionists or any way gives rise to
dangerous controversy will obviously be
barred from the kinemas of Britain.
The strong Irish influence in America which
has made its weight felt more than once
more important matters, quite as obviously
cannot be defied in the home market.
And if the studio tries to placate both sides they
will probably end by satisfying nobody.
It will, however, be possible to draw on the
dramatic effectiveness of a hitherto untapped
story source without becoming involved in the
political aspects. I hope so — but I do not envy
the producer his job.

Keaton's Come-back

mining camp and for a reel doesn't speak a
word.
During the rest of the film other characters come to the place, but his lines
cover scarcely a typewritten page, with
the rest carrying the dialogue.

gers ofFilm About the Irish
Revolution —

Nearly all of them amiably sat on the
fence to some extent and certainly all of
them gave an unmistakable impression that
the kinema crusaders knew their place and
were being careful not to overstep the
bounds.
On the other hand the cumulative
effect of the undeliberately propagandist
gangster cycle, for instance, undoubtedly,
aroused our own consciousness to the possible results of prohibition, as well, I am
sure, as playing a big part in America's
repeal decision.

Can Gloria do it ?

Roscoe Karns, Grace Bradley, and Richard
Arlen in " Come on, Marines."
completely died, that producers of any kinematic
record will have to tread very warily if they are
not to step on sensitive toes.
Influence of Gangster Cycle
The screen is undoubtedly the greatest medium
for propaganda in history, but the value of
deliberate picture propaganda is still open to some
doubt despite — or perhaps because of — the much
ballyhooed recent preoccupation of Hollywood
with the social conscience as represented by such
mild and harmless celluloid sermons as / Am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang, Massacre, Dangerous
Days, Cabin in the Cotton, and Gabriel Over the
White House.

It will be interesting, however, to watch
the for
progress
of Gloria
Swanson
whoseis
battle
revived
kinematic
acclaim
by M.-G.-M., the greatest starbuilder sponsored
of all the studios.
Gloria's initiative effort in her come-back
bid will probably be Three Weeks, although there
is a possibility that she may do Heavenly Sinner,
Montez.
a story based on the life of the notorious Lola

Good-bye Week at Warner's
will probably be William
the way,
Key, bylast
ThePowell's
picture for Warners, whose
star list, with Ruth Chatterton and Richard
Barthelmess also departing, will be almost
unrecognisable .
Powell, is, I believe, to work as a freelance.
He feels that he can make five pictures a year at
£12,000 each.
Miss Chatterton,' who, like the male star, went
to the studio during the famous raid on Paramount
(Continued on page 6)
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from Plutarch, not one of them has suggested:
"Why don't you sign up this guy Plutarch and
have him come to Hollywood and write the screen
Warren William as Caesar
story
In the? " meanwhile Warren William has been cast
for the role of Julius Caesar in the new De
Mille opus and Claudette Colbert is busy putting
on weight for the title role.
I hope for the benefit of the weight-increasing
process that nobody has told her that the part has
a jinx
tied to it.
According
to legend it virtually ended the
career of The da Bara.
Taking off too many clothes also proved a setback to Betty Blythe, who is now essaying a comeback, when she played the Queen of Sheba.

Tom Walls literally interprets the title of his new picture,
Rose. "A Cup of Kindness."
some years ago, has not renewed her contract,
and is reported to be negotiating with M.-G.-M.
Her husband, George Brent, has gone off the
pay-roll with her.
Boosting Lesser Known Players
The Warner lot will not seem the same without
Dick Barthelmess, who has been there ever
since the firm took over First National.
His present immediate plans include a picture
for Paramount.
Barthel mess's contract called for something like
£150,000
a year
Ruthwhile
Chatterton's
salary also
was
on
much the
sameandscale,
William Powell
earned big money.
The three salaries thus saved, I learn, will be
usedTheto studio
build uphas
the instudio's
known publicity
players.
mind lesser
strenuous
boosts for Aline MacMahon, Jean Muir, Verree
Teasdale,
Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell and Donald
Woods.
Two Sweetheart Teams Reunited
Bigger and better reunions seems to be the
slogan at Movietone City.
Not content with, in response to the clamour of
the fans, bringing together again Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell in The World is Ours, the Fox
chiefs have added Sally Eilers and James Dunn
to the cast.
The results should be interesting.
The story will present the quartet as a group
of youngsters who graduate together from a
university and set out in search of careers.
Panning for Hepburn
Katharine Hepburn, I note, is getting a bad
press in the Hollywood papers just now.
The
film persistent
scribes are refusal
getting totiredface
of her
and her
the "line"
Press
cameras.
Among other things she is accused of having a
tailor sew those patches on the famous overalls,
"guying" the public about her marriage and
generally indulging in eccentricities that are no
longer necessary now that she has arrived.
However, the fact that Katharine Hepburn is
not altogether unapproachable if tackled in the
right way is revealed by the fact that Picturegobr
has secured with her one of the most intimate
interviews ever given by a star. You will find it
on page 10.
6

The girl is Veronica

De Mille's Little Joke
Perhaps we have been wronging Cecil B. de
Mille all these years. Perhaps the great
maestro has a sense of humour after all.
At any rate he is responsible for an amusing
claim to prove that Hollywood is on the upgrade,
intellectually speaking.
Although (he says) he has mentioned to several
supervisors on the lot that he is getting some
assistance for some of the lines for Cleopatra,
BEST OF H. G. WELLS
FOR YOU !
So great is the demand for the magnificent
twelve-volume library of H. G. Wells' best
works, recently offered by The Passing Show,
that this week, in response to many requests,
a further opportunity is extended to all its
readers.
And you, too, may accept the cream of all
H. G. Wells' brilliant works if you get The
Passing Show — out to-morrow, Friday,
Think
April
6. of it ! Here are works already
immortal — already classics — stories that are
as modern as the minute yet are destined to
live for all time — tales written to amuse and
amaze you, to thrill and enthrall your
children, to astound and astonish your grandchildren—books that are your heritage, that
will be handed on as family treasures.
Here in one superb collection are twentyfour of the greatest works ever written, each
in the forefront of world literature.
As you read you are swept swiftly along,
plunged into new adventures, new experiences with new thrills, carried from page to
page with bated breath and tense excitement
— wondering what the next chapter will
bring — at the end you feel you have lived an
age in a day.
You should let The Passing Show lead you
into the magic wonderlands of adventure,
love, romance, thrills, horror, humour, and
tragedy
that
has
conjured up
and Wells'
describedinspired
for all tobrain
read and
enjoy.
Be sure you get your copy of The Passing
Show— out to-morrow — and accept this
sensational offer without delay !

Lilyan Tashman
Lilyan
Tashman,
screenland's
woman,"
and unofficial
Queen of"best-dressed
Hollywood,
is mourned by film lovers in every corner of the
world. Her brilliant wit and lazy grace won her
a firm place in the hearts of millions.
was husband,
just ten years
ago —Lowe,
in 1924
that inshea
andIt her
Edmund
set— out
third-class carriage for Hollywood.
Both found fame — Lilyan, who specialised in
' ' vamp " roles, rose to greater heights. Although she
played star parts in scores of films that broke
box-office records, she will perhaps be best
remembered for her brilliant performances in
Camille, The Prince of Head Waiters, Bulldog
Drumntond, One Heavenly Night, Putting on the
Ritz, Mama Loves Papa and Too Much Harmony.
Lilyan never claimed the title, yet she could
justly
been named
Hollywood's
She andhaveEdmund
Lowe "had
discoveredBest
the Wife."
secret
of married happiness — they understood each other.
A Screen Fight
Therecords
latest for
reports
from that
the It's
Sin spent
front
posterity
Mae NoWest
nearly two months investigating the customs
and conditions of the southern states of America
story.
of fifty years ago before she completed her
A delightfully named gentleman called Mushy
Callahan, a former world's welter-weight boxing
champion, is to "wage a series of thrilling ring
battles in the picture."
That Scarlet Pimpernel Casting
Protests against the casting of Charles Laughton
as the Scarlet Pimpernel in the London Films
screen version of the Orczy story continue to pour
into this department in such large numbers that
Mr. Alexander Korda might be well advised to
consider whether he has made a wise decision.
One disgruntled fan suggests that Marie Dressier
or Alison Skipworth be imported to play the role
of
Lady Blakeney.
"Both,"artistes,
he points
brilliant
and distinguished
but out,
they "are
are
about as much like the character as Laughton is
to 'Sir Percy'." His own nominations for the
two parts are John Gielgud and Madeleine CatToll.
Have you Voted ?
Mention of Charles Laughton, who carried off
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences award for the best acting performance in
a 1933 produced film, reminds me that voting in
Picturegoer's Gold Medal award of merit will
have to be closed shortly.
The English star's characterisation in The
Private Life of Henry VIII. incidentally, is not
eligible as our award has to be confined to pictures generally released last year.
Picturegobr awards two gold medals— one for
the best performance by an actress and one for
the best performance by an actor.
All you have to do is to write on a postcard
the names of the two artistes of your choice and
the films in which you consider they establish their
claim. Address to Award of Merit, Picturkgoek.
entries
be in by April 14.
93 All
Long
Acre,must
W.C.2.
Not Too Many Films

Lasky enters the lists against
Jesse L. r's
Mr. Picturegoe
frequently expressed view
that too many films arc being produced.
" I am in agreement with the theory and in mv
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personal practice, he writes. But as a student
of film and theatre economies, I realise that
there must be some form of modified quantity
production to supply the thousands of theatres.
"Most of us feel that mass production is
responsible for some of the poor pictures being
produced. Mass production, with its handicaps
of company policy, release dates, minimum budgets, set schedules of production and star assignments, gave birth to the programme picture.
"The programmer
us because
is an
economic
necessity. isItswith
existence
can beit made
worth while and the quality average raised
immeasurably through the fostering of unit or
independent production.
"Also by placing the blame for mediocre product not upon the producing company, but upon
the shoulders of those who make it."

Weekly

An Improved Offspring
" HP his movement," he adds, " is growing rapidly.
JL Already many of the major studios are producing under the unit system. And many fine
quality pictures have resulted.
"As the movement gathers momentum and
responsibilities become more clearly defined, the
programme picture of to-day will vanish and in its
place will come its improved offspring — a picture
intelligently produced that represents full value
in story, cast and production for the amount
expended.
Plenty of Stories
" T et us, above all, encourage the true showman,
JL/ whether he is called producer, supervisor,
director, or what not. Because without showmanship the industry would indeed fail.
" Unlike many people, I believe that there are
many times fifty good story possibilities hovering
about Hollywood. After all, there is nothing
original in stories.
the plots
tremendous
successes
and
the"All
pastofhave
and themes
that ofareto-day
centuries
old.
"We do not lack stories so much as we lack
novelty of treatment and the moulding of these
stories into new forms and patterns."
Short Shots
John Barrymore. who looks tall on the screen, is
actually 5 ft. 7 in. — Clark Gable wants to
get back to he-man roles — Jimmy Durante takes
his gag man with him when he is lent to other
studios — Josef Von Sternberg directs Marlene
Dietrich in German — Sixteen-year-old Ida Lupino
has taken a twenty-four-room house with three
garages and a living-room in which she intends to
hold her parties — W. C. Fields draws our attention
to the fact that Mae West is worrying the grammarians because she ends all her sentences with a
preposition — Joan Marsh has shed thirty pounds
and is staging a revival via Melody In Spring —
Lee Garmes is the latest cameraman to be promoted to the directional ranks; his first will be
Fledglings — Onslow Stevens, according to an
announcement from Universal, will be elevated to
stardom shortly.

Will Garbo be jealous ? Lupe Velez and Jimmy (Schnozzle) Durante form an interesting new team in
Palooka." Jimmy marries the girl in the end.
Trovatore," these beautiful works are blended
humorously into the action, and the atmosphere
throughout the film is one of gay and lighthearted
comedy.

M. Reynolds, Fairview, Gobowen, Shropshire,

Sailors'
Luck Ties
No
Marriage
In addition to the operatic airs, Kiepura 's
H. Keighley, 171 Moorside Road, Eccles Hill,
magnificent voice will be heard in specially- for:—
Bradford, for
written and composed theme-songs.
The:— House of Rothschild
It is expected that he will again be teamed with
Walls
of Gold
Sonnie Hale.
R.
H.
Collins,
98 Bruce Grove, Tottenham,
After the
certain
at the
Shepherd's
Bush
Studios,
Unit work
will leave
for location
at Naples
Bill of Divorcement
and on the Italian Riviera, where sunlit sequences
of
great beauty take place in Mediterranean sur- N.i 7, for :— Symphony in Two Flats
roundings.
There are no rules to this contest except that
all attempts must be sent in on postcards, marked
"Couplets," and addressed to me, c/o PictureRecording " The Merry Widow "
The most careful recording ever attempted in a goer, 93 Long Acre, W.C.2. Envelopes will not
studio, with the use of a special "broad repro- be opened.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS.
duction band" capable of recording anything
from the highest to the lowest note the human
ear is able to hear, is to be a technical feature
of production of The Merry Widow, the Irving
Thalberg talkie soon to be filmed with Maurice
Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald as stars, and
Ernst Lubitsch as director.
Technicians in the sound department are at the
present time carrying on intensive research into
the plan, designed to reproduce the famous music
of Franz Lehar in all its original colour.
The use of special microphones and light valves,
special handling of the filmed sound track, are all
involved in intricate calculations by which the
At Shepherd's Bush
engineers propose to reproduce the last word in
filmed music.
The British
week's studios
best news
is probably
of Jan
Kiepura,thethereturn
famousto
Italian tenor.
Kiepura will make his re-appearance at Kinema Couplets
Shepherd's
in A Song For
You, anEin
English
version of Bush
the Continental
smash-hit
Lied Thisis week's
of 10s.
awardedprize
to Elsie
R. 6d.
M.
fur Dir, which is due to go into production within Paterson, 1 George Street, Baththe next day or two.
gate, W. Lothian,
—
The film world became Kiepura -conscious on
Looking
for for:
Trouble
the release of Tell Me To-night, the Gaumont
Three on a Honeymoon
British-UFA picture in which he appeared with
Prizes of 2s. 6d. each
Bonnie Hale, and which was received with immense
enthusiasm by filmgoers in Europe and the British awarded
Miss M.to :—Dean, 8 Cleveland
Isles.
Hawley,
Staffs, for :—
In America, Tell Me To-night achieved the dis- Road, His
Last Performance
tinction of a "straight run" of ten weeks in
Feet
First
Hollywood itself. No former European film had
ever enjoyed a success in any way comparable
with this in the hyper-critical Film City.
Carole Lombard, who must
Riviera Location
be one of the busiest
Although the story is laid in a setting of Grand actresses on the Paramount
Opera, filmgoers who find opera " heavy on the lot, has been cast opposite
hand," need have no fear, for, although Kiepura Btng Crosby in " We're
will sing arias from Verdi's "Aida" and "II
Not Dressing."
7
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What

III

Do

Holiday
by Warner

on

in Europe

n

BAXTER

The famous star tells you what his plans are for his forthcoming holiday in
Europe. He is no "luxury" traveller, but means to see all the things that
matter and the life of the people in a simple, unassuming manner.
He will
not be a " visiting star," but a star unobtrusively on holiday.
third-handed automobile, or maybe a motorcycle that isn't too ambitious and young —
anything, in fact, that huffs and puffs and
stops.

Breuvannes.
map it'sthe
the entire
smallest
dots,
but it On
oncethequartered
Fifthof
Regiment of Marines.
thatI suspect
village. that my friend has a mission for me in
He
wants me to see Rosa and tell her that
While it is true I haven't spent much time on an
itinerary, I know pretty much where I want to he didn't steal those rabbits which appeared
go and what to see. My travelled friends in
mysteriously in the Headquarters Company's
Hollywood have been filling me with hot-pot
some time in December, 191 8.
places
worth
seeing
for
the
past
six
months.
He says I'll find plenty of typical French farmers
Breuvannes. He'd like to know whether the
Some say Biarritz is the finest in
depression hit its occupants.
place to go; others favour St.
From Breuvannes he says I ought to go to
Moritz
and other
groupsspots
tell ofmeallI'llif Damblain, which is about the size of the other
be missing
the finest
village, and scold the proprietor of the Bucket of
I don't go to the Riviera, Monte Blood for charging him five francs for a sour
Carlo,
Paris,
or
Vienna.
A
lot
of
bottle of vin rouge that he later sold to Captain
names !
I really made up my DeCarre for ten.
The cafe has a new name now, I suspect, but
mind where to go a month find it I will.
ago, when I spoke to a
There are many other small places I shall visit
disabled war veteran — a
former member of the before I reach historic Rheims, near the Champagne front, where my friend was sorely wounded
Marine
He'd been at Mont Blanc.
to Paris,Corps.
Dijon, Bordeaux,
From there I'm supposed to go to the Argonne,
London, and the Rhine where
my friend stuck a sign in the mud reading,
cities,
didn't of
paint
miles to the nearest female."
lurid abutpicture
themas "Twelve
And if I find it I am instructed to bring it back
as I expected he would.
home with me. I'm afraid that is carrying
friendship a little too far !
would
he
where
1 asked
go if a sizable amount
of money were placed in From
sector I'll
thentherollArgonne
into Germany
andjourney
Coblenzto onMetz,
the
his hands and he had Rhine,
where our soldiers were quartered some
several months to do with
eight or nine months after the Armistice. After
as he pleased.
It didn't take him long I've seen all I want to of that sector, I expect my
be so thoroughly a wreck that I'll have to
to answer : "I'd visit the car
give will
it away.
battlefields,"
he
said.
Boarding
a train at Cologne, I plan to go to
" All of those I knew as a
Berlin for a few days and, if I have time, travel
Marine,
and and
then English
I'd go by 'plane to Moscow for a sight of Russia. After
to
the French
won't be much time left and I'll fly
fronts, lingering at the that
back there
to London.
most
Thatfamous
fellow spots."
gave me the
idea of retracing the steps
of the American soldiers
in France. First of all,
I'll go to London, hire or
purchase my small vehicle
there, and travel the
most picturesque roads
OME time in May or June, I plan to in all England up to the Scottish border.
make my first trip to Europe. This
Mind you, I'm going to make plenty of stops in
may not sound so very interesting at out-of-the-way places, small villages preferred,
where I can get a first-hand view of how the
first,
but I've
arranged
for enough
novelties
to make
it one
of the British people live.
Of course, I'm going to "hit" all the historical
strangest journeys abroad ever taken by an spots,
the Norman ruins, and the tumble-down
American.
abbeys there are to see. A fine list of these has
In the first place, I plan to motor. Not in been given me by Clive Brook.
When thoroughly satisfied that I have seen all
a de luxe car driven by a liveried chauffeur,
the
I'll go back to London, spend a few
but in some rattle-trap of a bus that won't days sights,
there analysing the show business, and then
make me tempt speed laws. If the car is so
ship
my
transportation
St. Nazaire, where the
old that its radiator springs a leak, its motor first American soldiers andto Marines
landed in 1918.
dies, and its tyres flatten out on me, all the
Following the advice of my friend, the veteran,
better.
I'll spend several days touring the coast-line
You see, I want to look at the country as an trying
to find a lighthouse where he used to call
itinerant tourist. I want to learn something on Marie, the keeper's daughter.
of the peasantry in France, to see all I can of
He wants me to tell Marie that he wasn't fooling
that peaceful English countryside Clive Brook her at the time he tried, in extremely poor French,
and Leslie Howard have been pumping into to
tell herwillshetrywasto the
I really
findprettiest
this ladygirlandhe'dgiveeverherseen.
my
my system these many years.
friend's message.
Travelling in style, rushing from one great
And I hope I don't compromise myself too
in the attempt — my French being what it is !
city to another by train, isn't my idea of seeing much
After St. Nazaire, he wants me to motor to
Europe. And so I'll travel in some second- or

At my ofhotel
there
no doubt
be greeted
a stack
cables
fromI'llthe
Fox studio
tellingwith
me
my time is up, and so to New York and eventually
Hollywood.
In Hollywood, no doubt, I'll see my friend, the
veteran, and he'll ask me about that sign I was
to get in the Argonne. I'll have a good excuse
ready for him.

SEE

OLYMPIA

THIS

WAY

a
The Ideal Home Magazine gives
ition Number of
Exhib
Special tunit
THE
y
e
best
the
see
to
oppor
uniqu
features of the Ideal Home Exhibition from
one's armchair.
Domestic architecture, as represented by
the
"Village
of To-morrow,"
with reviewed,
its cleancut and
inviting
frontages, is fully
as well as the furnishing of the modern home,
not forgetting the innumerable devices which
save time and temper — always one of the
most popular corners of the exhibition.
Charming glimpses are given of "The
Garden
of History and Romance" — sixteen
plans
homes. from old manor houses and historic
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As a prize in a Mae West slogan contest, Catherine Queen, of Cleveland,
has been spending a holiday in Hollywood as the star's guest. Her winning
slogan was : " The Girl Nobody No's."
Madeleine Carroll in Hollywood. She is seen here toith Franchot
Tone, Roy Simmonds, the Fox publicity chief for Britain, and {on
her left) John Ford, the director, on " The World Moves On " set.
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Fairbanks, sen., starts work. Doug being fitted by Oliver Messel for the
costumes he will wear in " Exit Don Juan," his first British picture.

When the " strong arm "
squad of ticket sellers for an
actors' charity invaded the
set of " The Man Who
Broke His Heart." Despite
the well-known persuasiveness ofJames Cagney and
the charm of Robert Montgomery, got
Chester the
Moms
seems to have
nod
from Dorothy Dell.
Earl Carroll and Carl
Brisson watch the filming
of the Danish star's first
American picture, " Murder at the Vanities."
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Katharine

Hepburn

TALKS

ABOUT

HERSELF

IN

this interview specially

A obtained for " Picturegoer"
readers by Gladys Baker the
famous Screen Star indulges in
some revealing self analysis.

"
rmj
Em
U

XIT glamour !"
Katharine Hepburn crowed into the
the mirror of her dressing table as she
went about the business of removing
her make-up.
The graceful gown of pale gray velvet
which she had worn in the final scene of The
Lake had been changed for a nondescript
bath robe such as schoolgirls wear among
themselves in not too fashionable dormitories
and Katharine Hepburn, the most discussed
actress in America was a madcap, freckled
faced gamin; laughing, chatting slangily,
swearing, making faces as she flashed through
the processes of scrubbing her face and untangling the mop of recalcitrant red hair.
"This," she announced, "is the most important
discovery of my life." She held aloft a small,
oblong box of mascara for her eyelashes, "It
doesn't run all over my face when I'm weeping."
"Do you actually shed tears?""
"Heavens, yes! You see, I'm not really a
good actress — a good actress can control her
emotions— but not me. I bawl to beat the band
when I'm really touched by a part I'm playing,
and the trouble is I can't play the part unless I am
touched by it ! I've got to feel whatever I'm
doing
in order
to get
to feel it."
It was
typical
of the
her audience
lack of conceit
to berate
herself for one of the qualities of acting found
only in the truly great; the quality of being able
minutely and faithfully to reproduce within
herself the emotional state of the character
prototype.
I mentioned this peculiar quality of her acting.
Now she was serious, as she generally is when
discussing her work.
"Well, whatever it is, it certainly wasn't on the
job the night of the opening. I simply walked
through the part. I wasn'*: mentally up to it. I
couldn't think and when I can't think my lines
every minute a robot would be an improvement on
Hepburn. The critics gave me an awful panning."
" Not all of them."
"Well, if there was one who didn't, I must have
missed his paper ! But at that they gave me
no more than I deserved, I was terrible !
"Do you know why?" words swiftly tumbling,
"I was scared stiff. It was only the third time
I'd played isonno Broadway
and that
beingcurtain
a stargoesin
Hollywood
help at all when
up out there. People think because of my breezy
way of talking, that I'm hard-boiled, but that's
just a protective veneer. Honestly, underneath
I'm hyper-sensitive. But to go back to the
critics. I wouldn't have blamed them if they'd
walked out after the first act. That's what I
would have done. It was swell of them to stay
and they were sweet about the way they administered their spanking."
" What do you mean 'sweet'? "
" They had the attitude between the lines of
saying, ' we hate to pan the kid, she did the best
10

she could considering her lack of experience,' you
know, they were darn good sports about it."
"Never mind, you'll have them on their knees
after your next Broadway performance."
"Yes, by George, I'm going to have another
whack at it and show them I've profited by their
constructive criticism."
" Gosh, I look like awful, don't I ? " The
reflection in the mirror showed a winkling of
retrousse"
of freckles.nose with its indiscriminate sprinkling
Yet judged by traditional standards I saw in
that much publicised face none of the obviously
beautiful features which move poets to immortalise the object of their inspiration.
"You weren't at all pretty as a little girl," I
commented.
She threw back her head and roared.
Pretty ! And you don't suppose anyone
thinks I'm pretty now ! It was because the
make-up man who fixed me up for my first screen
test tried to make me pretty that I was delayed in
getting to Hollywood. He tried his best to transform me into the candy-box type — you know,
rosebud mouth; shy, drooping eyelids; round
dimpled cheeks. Ye Gods ! I was ludicrous.
The RKO artist had the good sense to accentuate
what he saw in my face that gave me individuality.
Unless we're to look like we're rolled out of a
stamp machine the face has to retain the natural
lines and contours that are put there by our
ancestry, our thoughts, our emotional reactions
and just by living. Otherwise it's not interYes, that was part of the answer. The face
was interesting without being beautiful. But I
esting."
sought further to discover the secret of Katharine
Hepburn's
physical
appeal beauty.
which has actually
set
a new vogue
in feminine
Some quality, vibrant and lovely, made me look
at her more closely and these lines flashed through
my mind :
'* For she shall catch the wind's young hands
And run along the uplands of the sun,
And down the valley of the Spring . . ."
A poet, after all, had helped me to a closer
understanding of the complex personality.
She was chatting away about Hollywood. In
fact, in her present mood of exuberance she talked
incessantly. "I'm going back in June. They're
doing
Wench.Joan of Arc for me and later The Tudor
" I'm glad you're going to do Elizabeth."
"And am I? I kept asking for it until finally I
got it." It was not difficult to understand that
Katharine Hepburn's was the sort of persuasive-

ness that even the hard-headed movie
found themselves incapable of resisting.
" I hope the public won't be fed up with
before my turn comes. All my rivals, you
— a wry smile — "have gone into the

Moguls
queens
know,"
Queen

Her maid came to the door. " I don't need you
Jeanie," she waved her away, " I can manage all
right,
thank you." All the while she kept right
business."
on
talking.
"I'm mad about Hollywood. Simply adore it.
I'd be a pretty ungrateful cuss if I didn't, don't
you think? I'm keen about working in the
movies. It gives you so much more of a chance
All you do is act natural with the camera right up
close — and I'm vain enough to like that ! Also
it's much easier — you don't have to keep up
sustained
as you There
do on the
A rap ataction
the door.
was stage."
no pause as she
continued
adjusting
beret.
"Come man
in,"
she
shouted.
It was her
Colintiny
Clive.
her leading
in Christopher Strong and in her present stage
vehicle. The manner in which she received the
handsome British actor whose presence is usually
conducive to female heart palpitation was characunselfconscious.her"Hey,
she
shouted and teristically
began scrubbing
teeth there,"
vigorously.
Her utter lack of affectation, I observed, as
another
of Hepburn's
disarming
As we facet
left the
stage entrance,
crowdscharm.
of people
lined the
standing
for aa
solid
hourpavements.
in the cold They'd
rain ofbeen
midnight
to get
glimpse of her. Courteously they made a lane
for her to pass to her car. As she smiled and
waved her hand their tired faces lighted with
adoration. At least for the moment they were
her loyal subjects and the slim young girl their
uncrowned Queen of • Filmdom.
• •
A few days later I went to have tea with
Katharine Hepburn in her charming house overlooking the East River. I was early but Barclay,
the major domo of the establishment, made me
welcome.
Barclay
of the
as he and
still
lingeredspoke
to make
sure weather
there wereandcigarettes
that the fire was doing well, I surmised that he
wanted to speak of his famous young mistress. I
asked how she was. Instantly the brown face
was wreathed in smiles.
"Miss Kate ? Oh, she's fine — she's always fine,
thank you ma'am. My I we certainly is glad to
have her home again. It's a din" rent place when
MissTwoKate's
homeSiamese
— even kittens
the cats were
feel diff'rent."
lovable
doing their
best to demolish the rug but Barclay was too

engrossed in his subject to notice. " I hope and
pray I'll be with Miss Kate the rest of my natu'al
life. There she comes now!" And Barclay
resumed a dignified silence.
All at once a quiver of excitement seemed to go
through the house; one sensed that something
thrilling was about to happen. Yes, there she
was, running up the stairs, smiling and gay.
"Do you mind coming up to my room?" she
yelled over the banisters. " I have to put oil in
myShehairwaited
beforeformymeshampoo."
and up we went to a large
room which she explained she had chosen for her
own because it captures the morning sun.
I observed the exquisite Tanagra-like figure
wrapped in a beautifully tailored grey suit.
"Oh, I am glad you like it!" she exclaimed
when I expressed my admiration. " I can't bear
fussing over clothes, so if this is becoming I'll
probably wear it morning, noon and night."
She has been criticised for going about Hollywood in overalls and slacks. Her designer,
Howard Greer, trailed her all the way across the
continent to design for her the three costumes she
wore in The Lake. He bemoans the fact of her
indifference to clothes but admits that once a
costume is finished, she transfigures whatever she
is wearing.
It was an interesting hour. As she sat looking
into the fire, she was quiet and poised, expressing
now and again her deep love for her work. I saw
still another side of her mercurial temperament
which changed as swiftly as the patterns of light
and shadow cast by the glow of the flames.
" I see so much mediocrity in the theatre that it
appals me," she mused. "I hate coming in
contact with things I can't respect. Poor books
you don't
haveat;to but
readpoor
; poorplays
paintings
you don't
have
to look
and movies
are
being constantly foisted upon the public. Why
do they accept them ? You see, in a way the
public is as much at fault."
She spoke then of her family. Her own people
are very dear to her and she is notoriously loyal.
Every Sunday during her stay in the East, she
journeys up to Hartford to be with them and if
ever the
she best
is ill,physicians
heads straight
for "Daddy" —Both
one
of
in Connecticut.
parents are blessed with superior wisdom for they
permitted their children to be the individuals they
were destined to be.
I asked her if it were true that she suffered from
an inferiority complex. "No," she replied, "but
I knew what was right for me and so didn't do the
things which may have seemed right to an outsider. You see," she put her hand on her breast,
"nobody lives in here except myself."

Above : The star
in thoughtful
mood. Right:
With Jean Parker
in "LittleWomen"
Honesty is the key-note to her character. It is
that and the ability to stand up and conquer any
situation that is part of her power; for power she
certainly has, of personality, of individualism, of
real charm, plus a fine mind, a mind that is as
fresh and bracing as a keen wind over flowering
fields.
Barclay appeared with tea for the caller and a
supper tray for the actress whose early appearance
at the theatre necessitated an early repast. Her
meal was surprisingly substantial — a juicy beefsteak, potatoes, the inevitable spinach, a custard
and after-dinner coffee.
" T^\on't look astounded," she laughed, "that,"
i-J pointing to the tray, ' ' represents my last act.
I burn up energy so fast that if I didn't fortify
myself, by 10.30, I'll be hollow and I'd act hollow
too. You see, I believe in the theory of climax,"
now she was one
serious
"justa climax,
as in a somusical
composition
buildsagain,
towards
must
an actress playing a part. I could mark my parts,
I believe, with musical terminology. For me that
is where the chief interest lies — in the everchanging colour and contrast. There's nothing
really newandin beauty,
the theatre.
richandin
wisdom
waiting It's
for allus there,
to take
interpret
can."
I spoke asofbest
how werhythmically
she moved on the
stage. "If I do, it's entirely due to my dancing.
I've worked hard at it." There is no sterner
critic of Katharine Hepburn than Katharine
Hepburn herself. No wiser judge of her capabilities and no one more eager to learn.
On a small table I noticed a French grammar.
She saw me and said : "I study with a teacher
every morning, but I'll never learn to roll my r's.
I try
hard her
that voice
I get blue
in thewas
face announced.
!"
At so6.30,
teacher

"I'm awfully sorry, but I always work a halfhour before I go to the theatre." She introduced
me
to her to
coach
demanded
knowwho,
whatalter
she Hepburn's
held been greeting,
doing to
herself.
"Oh, nothing," replied the pupil, looking like a
small child caught in the jam cupboard.
"But you're hoarse," reprimanded her coach,
" where were you yesterday ? "
"Oh, I went up to see the family," still looking
guilty, eyes fastened on the floor.
"Yes, and what did you do up there? "
"Went skating on the ice."
" Did you keep your mouth shut ? "
"No, I did a lot of yelling with my kid brothers
— I'm sorry. But really I forgot. Tell you what,
if you'll let me off without a scolding this time,
I'll swear to wear a muzzle next week. Is it a
I strongly suspect that it was. For upon leaving I noticed that the professional severity of the
voice instructor had thawed. Like all humans
who are exposed to it, she too had come under the
spell of Katharine Hepburn's provocative charm.
II
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Dorothy

" From stenography
Wilson
to
" rsumsof
caree
thedom,
up star
Dorothy, who was a
typis
was
whenthesheRadio
Studito at
spotted by a casting
director and given
the lead in " Are
These our Children ?" She has
her biggest part to
date in " Eight Girls

in a Boat."
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"Appearing
with Elizabeth
B'Catherine
e r g n e r the
in
Great ' was uii
experience ami a
privilege."

Junior

Hits

Back

NKS is not going to take
J^JR.theFAIRBA
criticism of him in a recent open
letter lying down. Here, in an interview, he
vigorously replies to the charges made against
him.

~WM

nEOPLE who are in the public eye —
/ and actors are necessarily in the
|:J public eye — are, I suppose, open to
JJ1L criticism. And if it is fair criticism,
we do not object to it.
Personally, I have been in the film business
long enough not to lose my sleep every time
some disgruntled journalist has a liver to be
worked off or a page to be filled somehow, in
a hurry.
But there is some criticism that cannot be
allowed to pass unchallenged — either because
it is sufficiently constructive or intelligent to
be worth while replying to, or because even
an actor has a right to defend himself against
gross misrepresentation in a journal of the
influence and importance in the film world as
PlCTUREGOER.
In picking up the gauntlet here, I am
inspired by both of these reasons — and one
other. So much that is misleading and conflicting has been written about our decision
to come to make films in England, that I
should like to make our position clear once and
for all.
In a recent open letter, Malcolm D. Phillips,
rather savagely and, I think, very unfairly, took
me to task in regard to an interview attributed
to me in an American paper.
have saidas"very
unfairly" should
becauseknow
Malcolm
D. I Phillips,
a journalist,
that
interviews do not always fairly reflect the views
pronounced by the person concerned.
Judging by the tone of his comment your
writer, who appears to set himself up as a general
guardian angel of everything from public morals
to the entire film industry, was very annoyed
about that interview.
I can understand and appreciate his reactions.
He was not nearly so annoyed as I was when it
was brought to my notice.

And, as everybody knows, there is nothing
quite so damaging as a half truth, or so difficult
to refute.
I most certainly cited Morning Glory as an
example of the Hollywood film factory system
that the conscientious actor is up against, which
is a very different thing from saying that I left
Hollywood because I was dissatisfied with my
part in that picture. Nothing, of course, could
be more ridiculous.
Hollywood, by initiative and drive, has built
up the world's
greatest
efficient
making machine,
but itand
is a most
machine,
and moviethose
who serve it are liable to become its slaves.

Ethel Barrymore, whose hostility to Hollywood
is well known, recently referred to John and
Lionel, who have more definitely thrown in their
lot with films, as "a couple of institutionalised
factory hands,"
I would,
of course,
hesitate
to endorseandthatwhile
opinion
about two
screen
actors for whom I have the highest admiration,
Miss Barrymore has, in general, expressed a view
that is, at least, worthy of consideration.
Artistes are literally shoved into parts because
they happen to be on the pay roll or because they
happen to be free at the moment, or because a
box-office name is wanted, or for many other
reasons, most of which are not connected with
that artiste's suitability for the part.
In regard to Morning Glory, incidentally, Mr.
Phillips, by accident, design, or because he
did not think it important, omitted to mention
an accurately quoted passage which might have
helped to make my remarks concerning my
attitude to that film rather more clear.
Katie Hepburn has no greater admirer than
Miss Kathleen Hayden, who was responsible
for the offending article, has considerable myself. I knew as soon as I saw the script that
prestige in film journalistic circles, and deservedly; it was no great role for me. And so did Adolphe
and distortion would, I am sure, be quite out of Menjou.
It was mainly the fact that it was turning out
the question.
Nevertheless, in the involved and mysterious such a great role for Miss Hepburn that we put
processes of transcription, sub-editing and printing all we could into it to help make it the triumph
what I had to say in explanation of why we came for her she deserved.
I am also taken to task, I note, for too frequent
to England has been completely misinterpreted.
I have, incidentally, made representations to reference to "my public" in the "Photoplay"
the paper concerned to correct the impression interview.
I have never used the phrase in my life.
created by the misquotations.
It was, for me, a particularly unfortunate
Equally
ridiculous is my supposed "eloquent
interview in that while it contained much of
against
commercialism
films."
what I said, the alteration of a word here or the railing
I
earn
my
living through incommercialism
in
omission of a phrase there, completely reversed films.
Commercialism in films, nevertheless, does not
the whole sense of the views I advanced.

necessarily mean blind slavery to money-making.
Our production activities here are a great experiment. I may not make the money which I
earned in Hollywood, but I shall, at least, be
trying to do something worth while.
Please do not misinterpret this (as it was
misinterpreted in the Hollywood interview) into
a belief that I want to put on one-man stellar
shows with Douglas Fairbanks jun. in the centre
of the camera from the opening to the final fade
out.By "something worth while" I do not — and
did not — mean demanding all the personal honour
and glory, but suitable roles in worth-while films
in which I can give the film public the best that
I, as an actor, can do, which is what the public
Malcolm D. Phillips' formidable charge sheet
also indicts
pays
for. me for alleged over-acting in Catherine
the Great (although I think I may claim with
modesty that many more-distinguished critics
have been very kind about my performance).
But, on the facts, he can hardly accuse me of
putting my supposed and diabolical plot to hog
the Elstree limelight into operation in that
picture.
chiefly because,
Catherine
accepted tothethepart
1 addition
it suitable,in
I considered
factin that
it gave me the privilege and the grand experience
of playing opposite Elizabeth Bergner.
Doug. sen. and myself have come to make
films in England because we have faith that good
films can be made here and because, as I think I
have said here before, we believe that the
centralisation of the film industry in Hollywood
is
in the long run to film-making as
an detrimental
art.
It is unnatural and artificial that talkies, international in their distribution, should be the
products of an industry that is centralised up to
the hilt.
Our little experiment, on which we have set
out in high hopes, is, we believe, a modest step in
the direction of the decentralisation which must
be
brought
about if films are to achieve their
greatest
heights.
And, rather
finally, seriously.
Mr. Phillips accuses me of taking
myself
If, after all I have been through in the last two
years, I still took myself seriously, I would not
have had to be an actor to interpret the part of
Mad Peter in Catherine the Great.

Lot liar Mende.
explains the
methods
of a
Jewish
schoolmaster to Randle
Ayrton
who plays
that rdle
in a

1
|
i
I
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ghetto schoolroom 1
in " Jefj Suss."

Lothar

and

MENDES

Berthold

Talk

About

Latest

VIERTEL

Their

rilms

6\ Peter Witt
''TWO famous German directors now in
■*■ England discuss their ideals and aims
and give you an insight into their new
productions which are, respectively,
"Jew Suss " and " Little Friend."
N the Gaumont-British studios at Shepherd's Bush there are at present, working
side by side, two men who, for all that
they first saw the light in the same
country, belong to two utterly different
worlds.
One of them, Lothar Mendes, is busy
directing Jew Suss. The other, Berthold
Viertel, is hard at work as author and director
of his film, Little Friend, for which GaumontBritish brought him over from Hollywood.
It was in the Ghetto of Frankfurt-am-Main
that I met Lothar Mendes.
Does that puzzle you ? I mean, of course,
in the ghetto which has been reconstructed
with
Bush. such amazing virtuosity at Shepherd's
Lothar Mendes (and, for that matter,
Berthold Viertel) is a pupil of Max Reinhard ;
his career has taken him from Vienna via
Berlin to Hollywood.
In appearance he is so unlike a film director, that I thought my friend, who introduced
him, must have made a mistake.
Yet, before Ithewasendconvinced
of our half-hour's
conversation,
that here
was one of the great men of the film
world.
Although Lothar Mendes has acquired
American
citizenship, he is so impregnated
14
with Continental ideas about films that even

without the foreign intonation in his English
one could guess his origin.
" For years," he told me, " 1 have been carrying
about with me the idea of Jew Suss. It seemed
strange to me that I was never able to persuade
my friends in Hollywood to make a film around
this figure.
It may, of course, have been that we have
no really appropriate actor there.
" Of course, there are great actors in Hollywood,
but none of them would be the right man to play
the role of Jew Suss in more than a restricted
phase of his life.
" T7or example, Barry more would be wonderful
-T as the Duchess's favourite ; Muni would doubtless be most attractive in the earlier stages of Jew
Siiss's life.
But to compass the whole personality
of Jew Suss and portray his life from start to
finish lies within the power of one man only —
Conrad Veidt, to whom this English film now
affords a wonderful opportunity of demonstrating
his great artistry.
"I know Conny Veidt from my Berlin days
and, when I heard from him that he would be
willing to accept the part, I was resolved that
there could, there must be no obstacles which I
would not overcome.
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"I have no intention of making a propaganda
play out of this film. Nor have contemporary
events in Germany influenced me.
"No, the history of Jew Suss in itself seemed,
as it were, to cry out for representation on the
scieen. The preparatory spade-work was long
and arduous.
" Feuchtwanger and I spent weeks and months
in America and Europe making the scenario from
the novel — a scenario which should do justice
both to the period it portrays and to our own
time.
" Jew Suss is a Continental figure, a man belonging to the Courts of the petty princes of Germany
and peculiar to them.
"It requires
a verythespecial
mentality
to revivify
those
times and
characters
which
moved
against the background. Jew Suss was no common
usurer.
"He was a man who, by virtue of his insight
and ability, would in our own day probably
have risen to be minister. Minister in England,
though, not in Germany. In Germany he would
most likely have been a banker."
Lothar Mendes proceeded to tell me of his
great hopes for the success of this' film, which
owes its existence to the English spirit of enterprise.
"Actually, I can't see any reason why it
should not be a success. A great story, enthusiastic collaborators, marvellous actors, and that
spirit which is evoked only by great efforts in a
great cause."

Mendes is a man who is very reluctant to speak
about himself, his ruling passion being his work.
"Just watch us at work," he said as we parted,
"and
may,believe
perhaps,
tell meof
whetherthenyou,youtoo,
that bewe able
shallto make
it Then,
the success
which
I hope."ghetto behind us,
leavingfor the
Frankfurt
but
five paces
left, set
we came
boudoir.
Aliento the
worlds
side byto the
side.Duchess's
Benita Hume and Frank Vosper; German court
life, cold, impersonal, volcanic, thickly veneered,
grandiose, ostentatious. Could this film fail to
be a success ?
Berthold Viertel, though a German like Lothar
Mendes, is an entirely different kind of man.
He, too, worked in Vienna, Berlin and Holly-

wood before coming to England But he is
typical of these literary men who are the peculiar
product of Viennese cafe life.
Intellectual, analytically-minded pioneers,
imaginative and unremitting in their pursuit
Viertel'sof most famous
new effects,
of
German
film wasBerthold
the History
a Ten-Mark
Note
In all the adventures which befell this banknote
on its journey out into the world, as it passed
from hand to hand against the changing background of different social strata, it was the tenmark note which usurped the place of the filmstarBut all this belongs to the past. Now, all his
thoughts are centred on his latest film, Little
Friend.
He is making it for Gaumont-British. He is
utterly absorbed in his new piece, so absorbed
that he eagerly welcomed the opportunity of
analysing and explaining it to me.
It is the story of a marital crisis, seen through
the eyes of a little girl who looks up to her parents
with boundless love and confidence, believing
them to be almost godlike.
Suddenly she feels rather than sees that even
in this relationship, for all its apparent harmonv,
there are deep, deep rifts, occasioned by an
actor's liaison with her mother.
Actually, the film is based on a Viennese
story, but Margaret Kennedy has adapted it to
an English setting and so made of it a story which,
while typically
national appeal. English, still retains its interThis
high-brow
is what they
would
call it on(Kammerspielartig
the Continent) treatment,
this
unreal and at the same time intensely human
atmosphere made a deep impression on Berthold
Viertel, the intellectual from Vienna.
Originally, he belonged to the theatre, was and
still is a dramatist.
He acted as dramatic adviser to Reinhardt
and it was he who introduced playwrights of
the stamp of O'Neill into Germany.
Elizabeth Bergner, Moissi, Jannings and Werner
Krauss have worked under his direction and in
America he made films for Fox.
He collaborated in Murnau's Four Devils and,
in his opinion, The Seven Faces is one of the most
interesting films he has ever directed.
"I am fighting to establish the value of this
film," he told me. "I am sparing no effort for it.
The
lyrical, the more psychological a manuscreenmore
scriptplay.
is,the more does it attract me as a potential
"There are some themes which are acceptable
only in Europe; and we have to forge a real link
between America arid the Continent. This is
what makes me so glad to be working here.
"There was a time when films of this type were
acceptable in Germany, or at most, perhaps, in
Russia, too, provided one introduced sufficient
propaganda into them.
To-day,
world's
in
London.theCould
one film-makers
wish for moremeet
significant
evidence
of
England's
great
progress
in
the
film world ? Success draws men after it and
itself creates further successes.
"With Rome Express a new era in British film
production was inaugurated; it was the first of a
series which has continued unbroken up to the
present day and which, I hope, will long
continue.
"And may I also hope that Little Friend represents a milestone and by no means the last on
that triumphal march."
NEXT

WEEK

' I 'HE famous British director, Victor
Saville, discusses in aa frank and
unbiased manner the ever - present
problem of sex and the screen. His wide
experience makes him particularly suited
to pass an opinion on this subject and
what he has to say will be well worth
studying.

Conrad
Germany's gift to
one of the most
Berlin on January
and eyes.
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Veidt

British talkies, who in the last year or so has become
popular star in our studios. Veidt was born in
22, 1893. He is 6 ft. 2 in. tall and has dark hair
He will shortly be seen in " Jew Suss."
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Phil Lonergan Sends It Hot From Hollywood

John

Boles'
on

Views

Love

Rules for Married Couples — A Twin " Stand-in "
— the perfect screen Debutante — A Tiger Rag !
Sally Eilers, and Grace
I— "HE film colony has just been treated Bradley strong,
were in more danger than
1 to
views
the question
of John
love —Boles'
but he
doeson not,
on the they realised at the time.
A tiger had to dash across the
L strength of that, consider himself set and the trainer watched its
qualified to give advice to the love- progress nervously. When the
loin.
sequencemarkedwas
finished,
he rewith relief
:
The star who appears opposite Margaret
Sullavan in Only Yesterday told me the other
"The tiger did pretty well,
he ? " That was the first
day that he is more in love every day — didn't
and since he is of Irish extraction, and the time he was ever out of his cage
Irish are the most romantic race that is not and I was a bit worried that someto be wondered at.
A startled
production
body might get
hurt ! " manager,
who had been told that the tiger
Happy Though Married
was a tractable, well-mannered
Here are his rules for married couples. Husbands animal, has assured Paramount
must not accept their wives as a matter of officials that a certain menagerie
course. Their life should be a perpetual honey- proprietor's word will not be
moon and romance conserved if their love is to last. trusted in future !
He believes that love outside the law can be
just as tender and satisfied as that made with Advice to the Lovelorn
marriage vows, but he states that generally
speaking the ideal love must be based on the The film colony's newest church is being
established within a stone's throw of my
acceptance of social conventions.
apartment house. The permanent building has
not yet been erected, and services are now being
held in a tent.
Nigel Bruce's
Double
There
is one man
in Hollywood whom Nigel
The church organisation is up-to-date. Radio
Bruce, the California-born English screen broadcasts
are sent out daily from a local station,
favourite knows is downright sincere in wishing and a publicity representative has written to all
for his continued good health and film success.
the movie papers, inviting the patronage of film
That man is Ralph Banks, who was signed the celebrities
matrimonially inclined, pointing out
otherTrintdad,
day to act
Bruce's
" onfirst
Murder
In
in as
which
Bruce" stand
makesin his
real that the new church will be sound-proofed and
equipped for radio broadcasts.
debut on the American screen.
"Why go to Yuma, Arizona, to be married,"
thatthat
Banks'
are brown
while Bruce's
areExcept
blue, and
he haseyesa bald
dome instead
of the you
is thecanmoving
the film and
favourites,
"when
be wedplea
in to
Hollywood
the ceremony
thick
hair
that
grows
atop
the
British
comedian's
head, the men are as alike as twins.
broadcast all over the country? "
All for Charity
The Sincere Good Morning !
Tom Brown, the clever young screen actor, is
enthusiastic over his plans to produce and
They're
six-footers,
weighscolouring,
slightly
over 14both
stone,
they have each
the same
direct
his own 16- millimetre pictures.
the same reddish moustaches and other physical
young RKO- Radio star will make the films
features. Banks, who once started out in Buffalo withThe many
of his famous young
to become an actor, hadn't been enjoying the best picture friends in the cast, and intends
turn the proceeds over to a worthy
of But
luck he
whenknows
he wonnowthe that
" stand-in
" job.as Bruce to
charity.
so long
continues on the screen, he has no need to worry
will be theasfulfilment
Tom's
about work.
lifeIt ambition,
he hasof always
So there's real sincerity in Banks' voice each wanted to direct, and this will be his
morning when he greets " the boss " with : first opportunity.
"Good morning, Mr. Bruce, I hope you're well."
Miss 1034
That- to set his birthday
Asked to describe what type of girl he thought Hollywood
— Franchot Says
Tone consented
would make the best screen debutante for the forward a day in order to celebrate the event
new year, Carl I-aemmle, veteran president of jointly with Madeleine Carroll, with whom he is
Universal Pictures held a contest among the 300 sharing honours in the Fox film production.
applicants for dancing roles in / Like It That Way The World Moves On.
♦
♦
♦
and chose Gwen Ray, 16-year-old Los Angeles
— John Ford, the director, and Reginald
High
School
student,
as
"
Miss
1934."
With Stanley Bergerman, producer of the Berkeley, author of the story, agreed to provide
musical drama, Mr. Laemmle, for the first time in the double-decker birthday cake.
♦
♦
♦
many years, personally interviewed the many
— Anna Sten has two loves — travel and work.
applicants for screen work and chose Miss Ray
♦
♦
♦
because, "she possesses the girlish wholesomeness,
wide awake, happy, healthy appearance every
— Sam Coslow and Arthur Johnston have
modern girl should have and theatre audiences
written a special song entitled Crooner's Lullaby,
always
♦
♦ to Bing
♦ Crosby's baby.
Gwen applaud."
Ray, a professional dancer for three which they have dedicated
years has been dancing since she was four years
Sally Rand, has just had a plaster statue made of
old, plays basketball, golf, tennis and is fond of herself, to be used for dress-making purposes.
♦
♦
♦
swimming and horseback riding. She is five feet
four inches tall, weighs 112 pounds, has reddish
Carole Lombard is to play opposite Bing Crosby
hair and blue eyes, measures 32 inches at the bust, in Paramount's musical, We're Not Dressing.
25 inches around the waist and 35 inches at the George Burns and Gracie Allen are also featured.
♦
♦
♦
hips.
What now Mae West ?
— Richard Cromwell is building his own house
in a canyon near Los Angeles and is getting
Hold That Tiger !
exercise by doing ♦
hard manual
♦
♦labour.
While on the set for a scene in She Made
— Lilian Bond was a beauty contest winner.
Her Bed, Richard Arlen, Robert Arm-

A new evening creation designed for Joan
Marsh. It is of violet crepe trimmed with
shaded flowers
— Donald Cook studied to be a marine wireless
♦
♦
♦
operator.
— Jack Holt is taking up skeet shooting.
♦
♦
♦
— Ramon Novarro taught piano lessons in
Los Angeles.
♦
♦
♦
— Walter Byron, at the age of three, appeared
as "Little Willie" in East Lynne.
♦
♦
♦
— Gary Cooper worked as a cartoonist for
a newspaper in Helena, Montana.
♦
♦
♦
— Clive Brook is a proficient violinist,
♦
♦
♦
— Fredric March was a clerk in the National
City Bank of New York.
♦
♦
♦
— Boris Karloff worked on a farm in Ontario.
Canada.
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J OLSON

COMES

BACK

Edmund Louie
and Sally Blane
in the latesttributioconn to the
Lowe - McLaglen
series, "No More

Women."

u

BAR"
R
ONDE
to Eternity.
But Al learns that Fate has
HIS is a greatW
entertainment.
I am sorely tempted to indulge another card up her sleeve. Tommy, not he,
in a long string of superlatives which, wins Inez, and as the sun rises on the charwomen ready to clear up the debris of
as our readers know, we only do on
very rare occasions. But whatever Wonder Bar's revel the night before,
the police
to say
adjectives I cared to employ, nothing could Ferring
and 'phone
Harry have
been that
killedVonin
be more effective and more enticing, I hope, a car accident.
might imagine from a bare recital
than the plain statement "great entertain- of You
the story that it is a gloomy affair.
it.
ment."
Wonder Bar is remarkable for many things, FarItfrom
is a musical show with
but to me one of the most outstanding is the musical
numbers and with two
return of Al Jolson. This artiste had almost dance numbers created by Busby
become a legendary figure. His Jazz Singer Berkeley that are more ambitious
and Singing Fool have become part of kinema
history. He was regarded by most people as a
flashing comet that had streaked across the
talkie firmament.
After seeing this picture most people will agree
that Al Jolson is a shining star, dimmed in the
last year or two by the cloudy material in which
he was supposed to scintillate. He dominates
Wonder Bar, and yet he does not swamp the
other players. He becomes the natural centre
of the film.
There has been a deal of gossip about Jolson
"hogging" the picture and the consequent
temperamental unpleasantness among the stars
in the film. This may be true or untrue. But
even if it is true the producers and director were
justified in allowing Jolson to have so much of the
limelight.
From all this you will gather that our old friend
Al has returned to his high place with no uncertainty, and he can remain there indefinitely
if the producers will give him the right kind of
material.
Before proceeding with a further analysis of
the picture and its players, let me tell you the
story.
The Wonder Bar is the gay Parisian cabaret
which draws the pleasure seekers, and where
brightness masks many a human tragedy.
Al Wonder, the proprietor, loves Inez, the
dancer, who in turn is passionately devoted to
Harry, her heartless and philandering partner.
Madame Renaud is infatuated with Harry, and
has given him a necklace. Her husband is
suspicious.
Tommy, the band leader, must croon and play
while he watches the tragedy of Inez and Harry,
remembering how once he and Inez were happy and more effective than anything yet seen. In
and had looked forward to life together.
devices, there appears hunCaptain Von Ferring has decided on one last one, bydreds mechanical
and hundreds of girls and in the other, a
fling. For him there will be no to-morrow.
negro's idea of heaven, there is a fine blending of
Al realises that Inez and Harry have quarrelled fantasy
and humour.
again and that their relation is near snapping
Indeed, the comedy is one of the strongest
point. Harry knows that the police are making features. In addition to Jolson there are Guy
inquiries about the "missing" necklace of Madame Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, Louise Fazenda, and
Renaud. He wants to leave Paris that night. Ruth Donnelly — two married couples — who made
He must have money.
an extremely amusing quartette.
On the serious side are Ricardo Cortez and
He offers the jewels to Al, who buys them in
order to get rid of Harry, hoping thereby to remove Dolores del Rio as the dancers. Both are exhis rival. He learns that the necklace belongs to
cellent. They fit their parts magnificently.
Madame Kenaud, and that she is about to run Kay Francis, as Madame Renaud, had little to
away with Harry, and not desiring a scandal he
beautythere
in distress.
returns the jewellery and persuades her not to do
easybutfor look
Kay.likeI wish
had been aAnd
big that's
scene
go on with her folly.
for
her.
That's
merely
personal
prejudice.
Inez has discovered that Harry is going to
Dick Powell is his usual adequate self as Tommy,
leave her, and during a Mexican dance, where the bind leader, and mention should be made of
ferocity plays a natural part, she stabs Harrv Robert Barrat as Von Ferring, Henry Kolker
with a dagger. The audience believes it is part as Mr. Renaud, and Fifi D'Orsay and Merna
of the show, and the dying man ami the girl take Kennedy as two of the cabaret hostesses.
their bow.
The director was Lloyd Bacon, who has now
Al and his old friend, the manager, carry earned an enviable reputation for this kind of
production. He deserves the maximum award,
the
car,over
believing
he and
so does the film.
M. B. Y.
will dead
carry man
out to
his Von
boastFerring's
anil drive
the cliff
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Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable are teamed
for the first time in Columbia's " It Happened
One Night."
No More Women
Here they are again doing what they have
always done, fighting for the favour of a
fair lady. The only difference here is that there
is only one feminine prize and not the usual galaxy
of bright-eyed houris; in other words their tastes
have apparently become less catholic — they have
also become purer in speech and outlook.
And so far as the type of entertainment they
have that
always
that
is topresented
the good. is concerned I'm not sure
I expect you have guessed by now, if you did
not know before that " they " are Victor Mel^aglen
and Fdmund Lowe and the object of their affection is Sally Blane.
The formula is the same as in their previous
partnerships only this time they are deep sea
divers, rivals in salvage work as well as in love.
This gives an opportunity for some excellent under
water sequences including a fight to the death
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Jimmy the Gent
The indefatigable Messrs. Warner expose
another American " racket," with their
equally indefatigable Mr. Cagney as the proprietor of a nice little business for providing
lost heirs to fortune under wills.
For the benefit of those who still attach some
significance to talkie titles it might, perhaps, be
made clear at the outset that any impression that
this one gives of a temporary cultural and social
elevation of Mr. Cagney's screenic personality, is
quite definitely misleading. Indeed, I have
seldom seen a rougher, tougher Cagney. In the
interest of art, moreover, he has got himself what
I believe is known technically as a Bowery hair cut
for the role- — shaved two inches above the ears all
round his head — and Cagney with a Bowery
hair cut has to be seen to be believed.
For the rest, Jimmy the Gent is a high-speed
graft comedy drama developed on characteristic
lines, with plenty of incident to keep up the pace
and much valuable support from the wisecrack
department.
The sidelights it provides on the niceties and
ramifications of the will "racket" are, moreover,
always interesting and amusing, if not
elevating. Cagney as Corrigan, a shyster
lawyer, bribes hospital and morgue
officials, produces fake heirs, organises
bigamous marriages and digs out
murder
suspects.
"double crosses"
his girlHeoverevena cheque
when in the last reel they
are
moon.setting off on their honey-

A behind-the-scenes shot of
" Wonder Bar." Ruby Keeler
visits husband Aljolson on the set.
between two divers. A thrilling if not very
convincing affair.
I found the wisecracks were not so numerous
and not so hilarious as in some of their former
efforts and also that there was a noticeable lack of
spice and wit to bolster up the prolonged quarrel
between the pair when each tries to go one better
than the other for the sake of their lady love, who,
of course, leaves them flat in the end.
The nautical atmosphere is very good, however,
and the technical qualities and direction effective.
Altogether it provides quite good entertainment
although in no way outstanding.
Victor McLaglen breezes his way heartily
through the picture as the big-hearted, but
somewhat dumb diver, Forty Fathoms, while
Edmund Lowe, as usual, uses his wits to discomfort his rival as Three Time. The names, by
the way. are significant. Forty Fathoms is the
deepest the one diver has descended, and Three
Time suggests that if he went down for a treasure
a third time he would not come up if he had not
found it.
Sally Blane is attractive as the heroine who
inherits a salvage boat, on which the friendly
enemies both eventually work while Minna
Gombell is fair as a grasping insurance agent on
whom for a brief moment the pair had cast
amorous eyes. It is when she walks out on them
both with another admirer that they solemnly
shake hands on their new resolution — soon to be
broken by the way — " No More Women."
The picture is adapted from a novel, Underseas,
by John Mikale Strong and directed bv Albert
Rogell. — L. C.

The story, which has its
moments of ingenuity, is
mainly concerned with the
rivalry between Corrigan and
James J. Walsingham (Alan
Dinehart), who is in the same
business, but cloaks his
operations under a pretence
of philanthropy and impressive gentility.
His apparent sincerity so
impressesjoan,that
one she
of Corrigan
investigators,
goes to's
work
for him.
When both firms discover that the
heir to a 200,000-dollar fortune is a
gangster "wanted" for murder, the fun
begins in earnest. Corrigan, of course,
eventually gets the money and the girl and
if his methods in doing so are not likely to
commend themselves to our own Law Society,
they are sufficiently interesting to be spared for
your own discovery.
Cagney, of course, dominates the picture
throughout, but excellent support is contributed
by Allen Jenkins, Alice White and Mr. Dinehart.
Bette Davis, however, is not too happily cast as the
girl in the case. She appeared to be unable to
"play
to the inroleherandromance
it was consequently
difficultdown"
to believe
with the repulsive
young
tough
represented
by the
"hero." — M. DP.
Good Girl
It is something new to see Fredric March as a
petty twister in a travelling circus with a
penchant for a trim figure and come-hither eyes.
Personally I do not think he is altogether suited
to such a part, his usual refinement, however, is
well concealed and his accent is suitably altered
to suit the occasion and he makes the character
a vital and human one.
It is good, I think, for an actor to have these
variations in roles, for it saves them not only
from being typed but also from being stereoBut the hit of the picture, with its simple little
typed.
romance of a somewhat unusual character, is
Sylvia Sidney.
As a chorus girl who has her own ideas of
morality, who is sophisticated on the surface but
deep down has a child-like innocence, she draws
an exceedingly natural and interesting character
with which you have the fullest sympathy.
The stage is held practically all the time by
this pair and there is a good deal of dialogue, but
so skilful is Marion Gering's direction that never
for a moment do you lose interest or feel that the
action is at all cramped or confined.
The plot simply shows how Lillie, a chorus girl,
eventually wins the love of Mace, a side-show
circus man, and brings out the best in him.

Weekly

I Let our Film Critics who
! really seethe Pictures Guide You
Not, however, till she really feels he is sincere
and
has does
given sheup consent
his "loveto 'em
leave 'em"
attitude
marryandhim.
The marriage takes place in a night court where
Mace has been hauled for assaulting a man and
where Lillie has followed him to state the true
facts of the case, although she, too, is liable to
imprisonment for having defied an order to leave
the town after she had innocently, been involved
in a case against the immoral dancing that had
been staged at the circus.
This I found the least satisfactory part of the
picture. It was over-sentimentalised and artificial,
but the characterisation all along had been so
good that I could easily overlook it.
The whole thing is very well staged and the
dialogue is particularly good. While dealing with
sex, it avoids being blatantly vulgar and gains in
effect by this same restraint. Jack La Rue is well
in character as a tough circus boss and Russell
Hopton sound as Mace's companion in petty
crime. — L. C.
It Happened One Night
" A A onev back if you're not more than satis1V1
That fied."
is what I would be tempted to do if I
were presenting this film. For never was I more
certain about recommending a picture.
Of course, you will say I am prejudiced because
Claudette Colbert plays in it and Frank Capra
directed. That may be so, but let me tell
you that since they are both in top form
they deserve all the kind things I can say
about them.
In addition, there is Clark Gable. He is starred
with Claudette and they make one of the best
teams seen on the screen. This is the first time
they have appeared together. May I suggest —
or plead, if necessary — that these two be put into
another film (provided the story is as good) and
that Frank Capra directs it.
From all this preamble you will rightly conclude
that I am enthusiastic about Happened One
Night. I know that some of my more captious
readers will find similarities in the story to
Platinum Blonde and The Taming of the Shrew,
but that, in my opinion, does not detract one iota
from the entertainment.
The picture is so human and natural that even
improbabilities do not offend or worry us in the
slightest.
Ellie Andrews, heiress, is being held "prisoner"
on her father's yacht off Miami. She has just
married King Westley. Her father is seeking to
have the marriage annulled. She escapes and
takes the night bus to New York.
Peter Warne, a journalist who has just been
fired, is also on the bus. He recognises Ellie, for
whom her father is searching the country.
Peter, amused by the girl's superciliousness,
"squashes" her at every opportunity. He comes
to her rescue when her bag and money are
stolen.
When it is necessary to spend the night at an
auto camp, he registers as man and wife for
financial reasons. A blanket hung across the room
— the Walls of Jericho, he calls it — assures her of
her safety and privacy.
Adventures follow rapidly and Peter, who all
along has loved Ellie, discovers that she loves
him. On the night before they are due to arrive in
New York Peter, while Ellie is asleep, rushes into
New York to sell his story to his ex-editor in order
to raise some money. She awakens, believes he
has deserted her, and telephones her father to
bring her home.
How Peter and Ellie meet again, and how the
triumphant trumpet is blown for the Walls of
Jericho to fall I leave for you to find out when
you
to seesee
it. the film — since I'm sure you're going
The acting of Claudette Colbert and Clark
Gable is all that can be desired. They're both
An admirable cast includes Walter Connolly as
Elbe's
grand. father, Roscoe Karns — an excellent piece
of character acting — Jameson Thomas as the
first husband and a host of really competent
artistes.
And, of course, Frank Capra directed. — M . B. Y.

Bill brings Trina home to the tumbleMA
lown community by the waterfront. He
lappens to be in evening dress because of ^fl
an advertising stunt.
1

SOMETHING different in love stories. A reckless rover
meets a starving girl and gives her the shelter of his shanty
in a squalid riverfront community. The friendship develops
into love. The film is lifted out of the ordinary by the skill
of Frank Borzage, the director, the scenario of Joe Swerling,
and the fine cast headed by Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young.
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based Journey,"
on the film
"Freely
One Man's
by
permission of Radio
Pictures,
Ltd., Dean
Street, London, W.I.
See "On the Screens
Now" feature, page 26,
for the full cast and
Lionel ofCollier's
this film.criticism

O you've come back to
Willow Springs. Starting all over again, eh ? "
" I guess so. You see.
I lost my wife up East,
and most of my practice went.
I thought, maybe, if I could
raise five hundred dollars "
Eli Watt, M.D. — dark, spare,
not yet thirty — flashed a look at
John Radford, real estate dealer,
behind the office desk, and felt a
sinking of the soul. How he was
hating the business of getting
through life ! What one thought
a terminus in the journey turned
out to be junction. There was
no permanent resting-place by
the bedside of a dead wife. One
merely changed trains and went
on.
"Thought I'd take out a
on the old place and startmortgage
practising," continued
John heRadford, . man of business,
produced a document from the
drawer. " Afraid I can only offer
you two-fifty for signing on the
dotted line."
"H-m." Eli dipped his pen. "I
suppose the ink's free ? " he remarked
dryly.
Settling in his one-time bachelor
home with three-years-old Jimmy
was simple, on account of the fewness of their joint possessions. Eli
cooked farina, which the youngster
hated, in a double saucepan in the
duo-decimo kitchen, incidentally
lecturing Jimmy by request on the
attributes of the human skull.
The makings of the scientist and
research man were definitely in Eli,
but
turn inthatlife's
journey
gave
him the
no outlet
way.
The hand
that knocked on the door, while
Jimmy played with his bowl of
farina, was that of a typical resident
of Willow
Springs,
a low-type
farmer
with little
education
and less
breeding.
22

It was blow
Letty'sthefourth
and the
the inevitable
Doctor washappened.
helping her to
candlesbirthday
out, when
Eli got out, carrying the bundle
"Come in, McGuinnis. What can
to the phaeton, where a waking
I do
for
you?"
"You're the new doctor, ain't Jimmy raised the doubtful compliment, "Isn't he red, daddy?"
you ? My wife's expecting a baby
Aided by Beans, fox-terrier of
'most any time. To tell the truth,
I would have gone to the doctor in uncertain pedigree, Jimmy proved
an efficient nurse. On an income of
"Oh I"
potatoes
and turnips, however, the
"
Hampton.
"He don't come without money,
haphazardness
the Wattandhousehold
could
but ofcontinue,
soon
and maybe you won't. I could pay
as
was
only
to
be
expected,
roused
you"I'll
in potatoes.
come." A couple of sacks."
a woman's sympathy.
Because there was no one to mind
Sarah MUlin had known Eli
the child, Jimmy went with his before the day that brought her
father in the phaeton, staying out- ample person, in its spotless print
side the McGuinnis cottage for with chestnut toupee, to the doctor's
hours. At long last, Eli faced
McGuinnis at the bedroom door.
" Eli Watt, you're living in the
parlour.
"Well — it's a girl."
past,"
she announced with a prod
"Pity. I wanted a boy for the at the family album on the round
farm.
Happen inwardly.
it'll please the
wife."in table. " You want a housekeeper,
Eli shrank
How,
or you'll be making no end of
heaven's
he say
what
he name,
knew ? could'
Somehow,
he
As if in support of her words, a
made McGuinnis understand. The
cry
from the next room heralded the
mistakes."
uncouth farmer strode to the sight
of Beans and the infant Letty,
bedroom and back.
sharing
basket. were
Eli's
protests aoflaundry
independence
"She's dead I" he gasped. "Get
out of here before I kill you for drowned in a flood of baby talk.
Sarah proved more than worth
her share of potatoes. In spite of
killing her ! "
Eli could be patient. He took
its initial set-back, Eli's practice,
the man's arm and led him to the freed from domestic trammels, took
window. Weary of waiting, Jimmy
tentative and, finally, firm root.
slept in a corner of the phaeton.
Eli, who adored Letty hardly less
than his boy, was instructing her to
"Listen, McGuinnis. That's my
boy. I lost his mother when he blow out the candles on her fourth
came into the world — another doctor
birthday cake when McGuinnis
darkened the open doorway.
— not I, was attending her. I know
"I don't want no doctoring. I
want to talk to you, doc. Fact is,
how"Getyou outfeel."
!"
"I must talk to you about the I've changed my mind about Letty.
care"I ofwon't
the baby."
look at her. I'll send
"So her."
you do. What have you
I want
her" You
to thecan't
county
farm."
ever
done
do that." Eli fetched
"Nothing,for Iher?"
know. I'm grateful
the morsel of humanity in its shawl
for what you've been to her, but
and showed him. "Look man, it's I'm different now. I've been living
your
own out!
flesh and
and straight for months. I've
"Get
I'm blood."
holding myself clean
tidied up at home and got ■< woman
who
could
look after Lettv. Rememback now, mind you, but "

ber what you told me? She's my
own flesh and blood. That's why I
mean to have her, though I don't
doubt the law will be agin me."
flameanddiedthen,
downthough
in Eli's
for A there
he heart,
might
put up a show of fight, he knew no
fight existed.
Though Letty returned to the
McGuinnis cottage, he continued to
love her like a daughter, watching
her growth
charming
woman-to
hood with aninto
almost
equal pride
athat
doctor.
in fostering Jimmy's career as
Money was, indeed, the only
stumbling block in this stage of the
journey.tinued toAspaylong
patients kind,
conin asvegetable
there was no cash to meet the
mortgage on the house, and John
Radford grew restive.

tion wereJimmy's
another medical
difficulty.educaThe
Fees for
year of his entering medical school
was one of epidemics for Willow
Springs. First measles, then mumps,
finally smallpox. Eli, empowered
by the health authorities at Hamp-.
ton, dealt with the dread outbreak
He instituted an anti-dirt campaign, turned the street into a
dressing station, the church into a
hospital. Aided by Sarah, and
finally he
by doctored
Letty, whocasewouldn't
stay
away,
after case,
scarcely eating, hardly sleeping.
His work did not go altogether
unrecognised. Columns in various
newspapershandling
eulogised
Watt's
intelligent
of theDr.situation,
praising his rapid mastery of the
scourge.
Privately, the epidemic had fostered Eli's opinion of Sarah, who
had proved not only a good housebut an efficient
"You keeper,handled
that nurse.
chloroform
case
very well,"
he told
He
was driving
his new
Ford her.
through
beechwoods beyond the village, and
might (Continued
have noticed
on pagethe23) pleased
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smile attention
on Sarah'snothomely
had
his
been face
directed
towards two figures in a nearby
hollow, one of which was unmistakably Letty's.
Sunlight
white
frock
and onwastheonfacetheofgirl's
the young
man who held her closely, seeking
her lips with hungry intensity.
"Bill Radford's car," observed
Sarah, indicating the red-and-cream
coloured roadster off the track.
Neither spoke of their thought;
condemnation of Bill as a possible
husband for Letty.
Bill Radford, plump-faced from
self-indulgence rather than from
good nature, was a bit of a gay dog,
Eli fancied.
Within half an hour of reaching
home, Eli was answering the telephone. He called Sarah.
"Bill's car's overturned. Letty'j
all
right, but
boy's Get
hurt.Jimmy
They'reto
bringing
him thehere.
'phone the Hampton Hospital, will
you ? "
With Sarah dropping chloroform
through
gauzeto over
and nose,
Eli got
work Bill's
on a mouth
badly
smashed arm. He was fortunately
through when John Radford strode
in, uninvited and fuming.
"Why didn't the boy go straight
to hospital? Damn the expense !"
" He is going,
right now. Jimmy's
arranging
an ambulance.
Certain
things had to be cleaned up at once.
Only
chance Radford
of saving was
his arm."
Finally,
calmed
down. Eli, who went to Hampton
to attend the operation on Bill,
which was to be performed by a
specialist, was secretly delighted at
being asked to assist. He felt like
a dog nosing a fresh trail. Hard
work, sparse fare, constant thought
of others, had kept him at the top
of his form. Physically and mentally
he was as fit and keen as any surgeon
in the theatre, responding at once to
the ordered, scientific atmosphere of
a modern hospital.
John Tillinghast, noted general
surgeon, spoke up while masks and
overalls were being removed.
"Don'ttestedcompliment
progenially to the me,"
seniorhehouse
surgeon. " I could never have saved
that
boy's have
arm, lost
and his
mostlife,certainly
he would
but for
the fine emergency work done by
Dr. Watt here. How long have you
been practising in the backwoods,
eh, doctor? "
" Nineteen years. A lot of water's
run under the bridge since then.
Wish I could have kept pace with
all the discoveries, advancements.
It's mytioneropinion
ought to goa togeneral
school practievery
five years."
"Quite.
like —to
come
to New How
York would
MedicalyouCentre
do post-graduate work? What's
your special bent?"
''
EliNeuropathology.
was becoming excited.
Before
Tillinghast had scrubbed up and
vacated the wash-basin for Jimmy,
"the
plug"to found
had
all butcountry
promised
leave he
Willow
Springs
for
career.and embark on the longedAlmost promised. An abiding
question
this stage.in life's journey entered at
" I don't make much money, Dr.
Tillinghast, and there's my boy.
I'm sending him to Vienna to
specialise, after he's through here."
It warmed Eli to hear the lad's
eager:
"Never mind that. Dad. Stick
to the chance. It's what you've
always wanted."
"Don't worry too much. Dr.
Watt
Of course, you would be

doing some staff work with a
reasonable
salary."
With every
hindrance removed,
Eli flung heart and soul into leaving
Willow Springs. Packing, even
under the aegis of Sarah, was trying;
worse, because in a measure unexpected, was a farewell scene with
the villagers.
"You may come crowding round
now," Sarah told the cluster of
stolid forms and bovine faces settled
in the surgery on the morning of
departure. " You didn't think much
of He
vour was
doctor
at first, reports
did you when
?"
collecting
the door opened timidly.
"Come in, Letty, my dear."
Private regrets at saying "Goodbye " to her were swallowed instantly
by the conviction that tragedy
lurked behind the bright eyes and
forced smile.
"Letty, you aren't like this just
over Jimmy's and my leaving. You
ought to be glad that we're both
going to school, as it were. What's
the"Uncle
matter Eli,
? " I don't know how to
tell you. You won't be angry with
me, will you? Only I and Bill
Radford — we love each other. I
can't ask him to marry me — yet I
what shallherI do?"
ought.
While Oh,
he smoothed
hair, saying nothing, his thoughts raced.
Presently he left the surgery.
"Sarah, I'm going to see the
Radfords.
He found I'll
Bill bein back."
bed, in argument
with his father. John Radford was
in a fine temper by the time he got
to the study, trying to take the
words out of Eli's mouth.
"Suppose you've come to see me
about
thank the
you mortgage.
for what youWell,
did I've
for myto
son — and you
didn't
two
thousand
dollars,
likecharge
the New
York fellow. Say, I tear up the
document and release you from any
more responsibilities that way."
Gently Eli put him on the right
Radford's rage flared
white track.
hot.
"My son and that squatter girl.
I ain't worked all my life to see
them
marry."
"Listen,
Letty means as much to
me as if she were my daughter.
She's in trouble and she's got to be
helped.
prevent
life from
going on Weandcan't
hurting
people,
but
we can make it easier for them to
take the blows. Besides, it isn't
as though Bill doesn't care about
her. You know he'd marry her if
it The
wasn'targument
for you."was still in progress
when the 'phone rang. Eli used to
anguished messages over the wire,
could
still feel anxietyByattheSarah's
brief communication.
time
he had got home, looked at Letty
lying unconscious on the horsehair
couch, examined the discarded bottle
three-quarters full of iodine, and
gloried
presence asofmuch
as
in inhisJimmy's
deft handling
the
situation, he had made a decision.
"Listen, boy." The fine hand',
used to the noblest of man's work,
went to his son's arm. "You get
You've
train
to. atcatch.
Igoing.
shall stay
for aa few
days,
any
rate. I'm wanted here, and I guess
NewNothing
York can
thatwait."
anyone could say
could alter the determination.
Already Eli felt the offer from the
world of science belonged to a
dream, reality being the soil of
Willow Springs, whence he had no
intention of departing.
Days merged into weeks, into
months, into years. Bill and Letty,
both recovered, married, had onf
(Continued on page 24)
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(This is a report of a remarkable lest carried
out at the London School of Dietetics.)
Fifty business girls were taken at random from
the staff of a large stores.
They were examined,
and details of their general condition and
health registered by an eminent Specialist.
Then they were given Bourn-vita to drink daily for
three months.
The girls were observed during
that period and again examined at the end of the
time, and in every case the Specialist records a
definite improvement in general health and a
marked increase in energy.
Those troubled with
nerves all showed a great improvement, and 28 of
the 50 (though none had suffered from insomnia)
voluntarily reported "much better sleep."
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ONE
MAN'S
)OUKNEY-Continued
two children. Eli Watt stayed,
she'll pull through, and that seems
low, unusually so for the age. You
content to be a country practitioner,
know
the patient, I believe. Dr.
hearing only, in his dreams, voices
from that other world into which he
Watt.
MaybeBillyouRadford,
can help."
Eli sought
who was
had nearly strayed.
waiting in the next room, and took
Jimmy came home, a fully fledged him
on one side.
doctor from Vienna with a secret.
"This is no time for silence, Bill.
"By theto way,
governor, Joan
I'm Your wife's in great danger; greater
engaged
be married.
she doesn't wish to live. Is
Stockton's the name. I met her because
abroad; but you know the father, there any reason why she should
Fred Stockton, who owns the paper
feel like that?"
"Of course. Sounds all right, Bill,
awkward,
his had
feet,a
admitted
the shifting
truth. He
Jimmy. I hope I may meet the friendship with a girl whom Letty
didn't like. "You saw her, doc., at
"As soon as you like. I'd say the
New Year's Eve party; you
young
lady."
this evening, only I've to buzz off to noticed." Eli nodded. "All the
thePondering
County Medical
meetingEli atdecided
nine."
mill."
the matter,
same, I swear there's no cause for
not to let the young have sole rights Letty to — there isn't anything Letty
of the verb to hustle. He rang up
I love
"Gomind.
and tell
her her."
so," counselled
the local florists, carefully chose the need
best of two many-flowered primulas
Eli
and,
lifting
Bill's
in his
carried her to youngest
the bedside.
in pots, and dispatched it with a arms,
Like a wax image, Letty was
note to the Stockton home. He
was smoking a pipe of peace alone in unresponsive at first to the child's
the living-room when the result of touch on her cheek, the eager little
voice asking Mummy to come and
Lis mission was shown in by Sarah.
"Jim said I should find you if I play. Presently her eyes opened
was lucky. I want to thank you
and Bill's hand was drawn by hers
for the wonderful plant and the to where her heart beat feebly.
note. You said lovely things about
That evening Eli, who, on account
of the birth of a fine pair of twins,
my being
beautiful.
As come
you'veto arrived late, found himself the
never
seen me,
I had to
unexpected
of honourMedical
at a
dinner
of guest
the General
He drewit."the girl's hands in his as Council, to which Jimmy had
disprove
she perched, friendly fashion, on
the arm of his chair.
secured him an invitation.
Dr. Babcock, leading neurologist,
"My dear," he said truthfully,
"you're much better than that.
saw the sparse, silver-haired man
You're the sort of woman Jimmy
quietlytable
take and
his rose
placeto atspeak.
the flowerfilled
needs
to look afterwhyhim."
"Gentlemen, I wish to introduce
He wondered
the tears came
in her clear dark eyes, and she had
you to-night
reala guest
honour.
Thereto heoursits,
countryof
to go over to the mantelpiece and
trllc from there, hiding her face.
practitioner who has worked all his
"You're a darling. I so hate to life in a quiet corner of the vast
American scene. In spite of that, he
tell you, but I'm not going to marry
possesses a power of healing that far
Jim. standYou
see,
he
doesn't
underexceeds mere scientific knowledge.
what's important, being human
"In the recovery to-day of a
and kind — he's always at his work,
patient in Hampton Hospital, whose
I know. To-night's the Medical
Council, last night it was the life, after all that noted surgeons
Chamber of Commerce he had to could do, was despaired of, we have
attend. To-morrow it will be the
an
example
Watt's
genius.
He has
made of
use Dr.
of tact
and human
Women's Federation. I couldn't
understanding where science failed
marry a man who spends his time
— of loving kindness — the greatest
at committees, speech-making.
therapeutic
forcehand-clapping.
in the world." Eli
Tumultuous
Eli knew the young too well to realising he was the focal point of
argue more than. After all, such
a hundred eyes, rose, tried to spoak,
things are helping to make Jimmy
the success he is. Of course, if you
tried tomered afew
express
stamwords,appreciation,
nervously feeling
can't, you can't; but I'm sorry.
his
watch
chain.
Modesty
overcame
He's never had a mother."
him. He sat down with bent head,
"He's had you. It should have
made him human, but he won't be. striving to hold back tears.
Jimmy came to the rescue.
He's a careerist."
"Perhaps you don't really know
Standing
his befather's
chair,
he
said all behind
that need
said, adding
him,
Miss
Stockton.
Jim's
afineman."
" I'm sorry. I shouldn't have said only, what obviously, even in such
a company, he was unafraid to
that.
you call
me Joan?"
Ihe Won't
telephone
ringing
at the express — a son's pride and affection.
moment settled the question.
"Excuse me, Joan," he said and
" Tf
onlyEli'sJoan
hearBack
him,"in
A was
one could
thought.
slow
voice forgot
came over
wire from
her.the McGuinnis'
promptly
Willow Springs, he made her listen
the Hampton Hospital.
to the gist of Jimmy's tender speech,
"Say, doc. Letty must be pretty and
Joan understood.
bad.
Jim's
got
specialists
up
from
After the young people's wedding,
New York but I wish you were
Eli might be pardoned for believing
lifetheas same
a "country
run
in
directionplug"
to the would
terminus.
"I'm sorry, Joan. Letty McGuinnis — a personal friend, not just a
Sarah ordained otherwise.
case — she's been ill for some time — I
"Always thinking of other folks.
Never have time for yourself. I
Withgo this
confidence, astounding
have to do everything for you ; even
must
atwhose
once."
for
one
rule
was
never
to
here."
our honeymoon," she grumspeak of his patients, Eh left. He arrangebled. "How
?"
met Dr. Tilhnghast coming away
Eli looked about
at the Niagara
faithful Fails
partner
from the operating theatre, and
the matter with the
of "What's
years.
both
Letty
's bed.
" I'vejoined
done Jimmy
all I can,"at the
specialist
chuckled.
Canyon? It's farther off 1"
Grand
said. " It's a question of vitality if he
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Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

The British actress, Heather
Angel, who gives an outstanding
performance in the American picture, "Berkeley Square."
TTirHAVE no hesitation in sayM ing that Berkeley Square is
1*1
of the
outstanding
talkies
I ill one
of all
time.
It is directed
with delicacy and understanding and is a triumph of
acting for Leslie Howard and
Heather Angel.
I am, however, quite ready to
agree that it will not please
everybody equally well. If you
can understand the sentiment
and the sincerity underlying the
fantasy of the production as a
whole, if you can feel that here
is the epitome of romance, which
is what struck me so forcibly,
you will agree with me; otherwise, I'm afraid the fragrance
and charm of it all will elude you
and you will query my four-star
marking of it.
Another picture which is as
human and well constructed as
it is entertaining is One Man's
Journey ; it is a tour de force for
Lionel Barrymore and eminently
well worth seeing.
•♦••BERKELEY SQUARE
Fox. American.
Romantic drama.
Runs 8a"t/."Minutts.
Leslie Howard
Peter Standish
Heather Ancei
Helen Pcttigrew
Valerie Taylor
Kate Pettigrew
Irene Browne
Lady Ann Pettigrew
Beryl Mercer
Mrs. Barwick
Colin Keith Johnston Tom Pettigrew
Alan Mowbray
Major Clinton
Juliette Compton... Duchess of Devonshire
Betty Lawford Marjorie Frant
Ferdinand Gottschalk Mr. Throstle
Samuel Hinds John Quincy Adams
Olaf Hytten Sir Joshua Reynold
David Torrence Lord Stanley
Directed by Frank Lloyd from the play by
John L. Balderston.
I dealt very fully with this picture,
which I consider to be easily one of
the
Pre- best
Viewsof last
in theyear's
issueproductions,
of Novemberin
11, 1933 to which I would refer
readers who want to amplify the
brief recapitulation that space imposes on me here.
It is a beautiful conception
handled with delicacy and sincere
romanticism which postulates a
modern man finding himself back in
the past
re-living
a romanceof
which
hadand
befallen
an ancestor
his. He is, in fact, the re-incarnation
of that ancestor.
This experience in the past — and
you must realise that it is not a
dream sequence but simply a
postulation that time and space are
abolished temporarily — makes him
break with his fiancee when he
finds himself again in the modern
world and cling to the memory of a
26

PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released
♦♦♦♦BERKELEY SQUARE
^TROUBLE
c^FLYING
FURY
♦THE ROOF
***ONE MAN'S JOURNEY
**MY WOMAN
♦RIOT SQUAD
♦♦TURKEY TIME
♦THE SOLITAIRE MAN
♦LOVE ON SKIS
**TOO MUCH HARMONY
♦STRIKE IT RICH
♦HAVANA WIDOWS
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
•* Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
girl who had been dead over a
hundred years.
It is fantastic, of course, but yet it
manages to convince you and play
delicately on all the emotions; humour is present, a whimsical, subtle
humour which derives from the fact
that the modern youth finds it hard
to adapt himself to the conditions
of the year of grace 1784.
The direction is perfect and the
eighteenth-century atmosphere
ing.
thoroughly picturesque and convincLeslie ofHoward's
is a
triumph
restrained,performance
natural acting
both in the modern and past periods.
His gestures,
pose and
lated voice make
the well-moducharacter
irresistibly sincere and attractive.
No less good is Heather Angel.
She brings to the role of the eighte nth-century girlwhose romance
ends in death — a death that holds a
promise of an enduring future life —
wistful charm and understanding of a
very difficult role.
Three other outstanding performances are those of Irene Browne
as the mother of Heather Angel,
who is anxious to many off her
daughters to wealthy men, Ferdinand
Gottschalk as the crabbed, middleaged
one ofCompton
her daughters'
hands suitor
and for
Juliette
as the
famous Duchess of Devonshire.
All the minor roles are splendidly
cast and extremely well acted.
Technically, this picture is a
triumph for Frank Lloyd and I
sincerely advise you to go and see it
if you have any romance in your
composition.

•♦•ONE MAN'S JOURNEY
Radio. American. "A." Biographical drama.
Runs 71 minutes.
Lionel Barrymore
Eli Watt
May Robson
Sarah
Dorothy Jordan Letty McGinnis
Joel McCrea
Jimmy Watt
Frances Dee
Joan Stockton
David Landau
McGinnis
James Bush
Bill Radford
Buster Phelps Jimmy Watt (age 6)
Oscar Apfel
John Radford
June Filmer
June Filmer
Sam Hinds
Dr. Babcock
Hale Hamilton Dr. Tillinghas
For story freely
based onsee thepagefilm22.by Marjory
Williams,
Directed by John Robertson.
Lionel
is atofhisa best
this Barrymore
human story
doctorin
who sacrifices his career for the sake
of his son and a girl he befriends
but in nition
theof hisendmedical
gains askill.
belated recogSet in a narrow-minded, small
town atmosphere, it is cleverly
developed and brings out forcibly
the point that a servant of humanity's rewardheis inhasseeing
the happiness
of those
served
and that
illusory.
financial success is actually more
Barrymore brings all this out very
clearly and lives the part he has to
portray.
May Robson makes a most effective foil as an old spinster friend who
insists on coming to look after his
small son when he loses his wife.
Dorothy Jordan is also very good
and has a worth while part for once,
and the cast is uniformly sound.
This is not a widely proclaimed
"super" film but it has much more
in
it than many spectacular productions.
It appeals to the heart in its

Judith Allen makes an attractive
heroine in the musical comedy
film " Too Muck Harmony."
story and to the critical faculties in
its polished acting.
••MY WOMAN
Columbia. American. "A." Triangle drama.
Runs 72 minutes.
Wallace Ford
Chick
Helen Twelvetrees Connie
Victor Jory
Bradley
Warren Hymer
Butler
Raymond Brows
Pop Riley
Claire Dodd
Muriel
Hobart Cavanagh
Miller
Charles Levison
Agent
Ralph Freud
McCluckey
William Jeffrey
Cargle
Lester Crawford
Treech
Boothe Howard
Webster
Edwin Stanley
Studio Manager
Lor t n Raker
Assistant Manager
Directed by Victor Schertzinger from
the screen play by Brian Marlow.

terial and a theme that is
Out of quite commonplace maonal, Victor Schertwholly conventi
zinger has made an enjoyable and
entertaining picture; he has been
assisted in this by some excellent
Ford.a bumptious,
by Wallace
acting
The story
deals with
illiterate vaudeville performer who,
throughcomes abig
his noise
wife'son endeavours,
the radio. beThe usual thing happens; success
turns his head and he falls "for a
society
dame infinally
a big way."
His conduct
causes him to
lose his job and his wife, who later
finds happiness with the director of
the radio corporation.
Helen Twelvetrees is artificial as
the wife, but Victor Jory is effective
as her high-minded lover.
As I have said, the play is domiFord'sandpresentation ofnated
theby Wallace
objectionable
highly
unsympathetic
husband.
One of the most amusing sequences
— the general trend of the picture is
towards
— is sequences
a radio auditionindeed,
; lightness
the radio
as a
whole are both novel and hilarious.
••TURKEY TIME
Gaumont-British. British. "A." Comedyfarce. Runs 72 minutes .
Tom
Max
RalphWalls
Lynn '. David
Robertson Hare
Edwin
Mary Brough
Mrs. Gather
Dorothy Hyson
Rose
Norma Varden
Ernestine
Veronica Rose
Louise
D. A. Clarke Smith
Westbourne
Marjorie
Corbktt
Florence
Daphne Scores
Jane
Gwen Clifford
Cook
Directed by Tom Walls. Screen play and
dialogue by Ben Travers.
combination
amusing
but much
Personally,
I find
the Walls-Lynn
too inclined to stay in a rut. Here is
the usual formula for their farces

George Gee and Gina Malo as they appear in the British farce " Strike
it Rich."

(Contintud on page 28)
again.
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Hair

■ DANDERINE ' insures your hair for a
penny a day.
Less than a minute — less than a penny — to be
sure of your hair all day long ! To have the satisfaction of knowing that it is not only clean, but
that it really looks clean. To know it will stay as you
arranged it. And to know no dandruff will appear.
When you've had your hair shampooed,
' Danderine ' will keep it from getting out of
place. When you pay good money for a wave,
'Danderine' will help you to retain it. Unlike
sticky dressings, and oily tonics, it is delightful to
use. Its delicate fragrance is appealing and it creates
a marvellous effect of freshness and cleanliness !
With all the care a woman gives to her hair, it is
a pity to omit this last touch that means so much.
It's no trouble. Yet you can hardly believe anything so mild and delightful as ' Danderine ' could
bring such a change in the condition and appearance of hair and scalp. Just try it. You can buy
' Danderine ' at all Chemists and Stores, 1/3,
2/6, and 4/6.

The ultimate touch of elegance is the gift of
the Yardley Powder. Gossamer fine, it will
give to your complexion that smooth and
flawless beauty which is the glory of youth.
Blending so perfectly with your own

natural

colouring, only the rare loveliness of the
Orchis Perfume reveals its presence.

—D
^—
FOR THE HAIR
—
'
ander
ine
MADE CURL
AT HOME
S
fiegjitifid

LARGE

2^ f mi BOX

In tints to suit your complexion
,> 4- ^/
»7 a Mtoll
damp
--^Tlock of
hair around
fingeruntilanddry.
fix
clip
From
Hairdressers, Stores & Boots,
' 6d. per card of 2 clips.
Jarrett, Rainsford &
Laughton (G.), Birmingltam.

A testing sample of the Orchis Perfume is included with each box.
YARDLEY

orchis
POWDER
33 OLD BOND STREET

Oja.Jd.c.

^frfoyOIRIrCUP

EnR

WEAR

BEYOND

Even in rough-and-tumble use children's garments made
from " Sparva " can be trusted to serve perfectly. You can
employ it equally well for your own smart frocks and undies —
it wears and washes beautifully and its silky texture remains
undimmed. Patterns in numerous designs — 100 plain colours
— and as many uses.
IN

I PRINTED

Use " Sparva " for your new Casement Curtains. Always
fresh and attractive in appearance.
Look for the name on the selvedge.
It is your guarantee of good service.
Sold by Drapers and Stores everywhere. If any difficulty, write for
Shade Card and name of nearest retailer to " SPARVA," 74
" SPARVA " House, York Street. MANCHESTER.
COLOUR FAST IN WASH, LIGHT, SEA OR SUN
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SCREENS

Two cousins. Max, a tough guy
from abroad, and David, a harmless,
assinine gentleman, staying with
their
straight-laced
and his
sour wife. relation, Edwin,
They take an interest in Rose,
who is pestered by the attentions of
her boss.
They both try to protect her and
this leads to Edwin being compromised and his sanctimonious
home being upset. However,
romance clears away all misunderstandings.
Both the stars appear to advantage and I can only reiterate what I
always feel about this combination,
that if you like them you will be as
amused as ever; if you do not, you
will find it slightly tedious.
That the majority of filmgoers
are of the former opinion is mirrored
in the box-office returns of former
productions.
••TOO MUCH HARMONY
Paramount. American.
"A." Musical comedy.
Runs 74 minutes.
Bing Crosby
Eddie Bronson
Jack Oakie
Benny Day
Skeets Gallagher Johnny Dixon
Harry Green
Max Merlin
Judith Allen
Ruth Brown
Lilyan Tashman Lucille Watkins
Ned Sparks
Lem Spawn
Grace Bradley
Verne La Mont
Kitty Kelly
Patsy Dugan
Mrs. Evelyn Oakie
Mrs. Day
Henry Armetta
Mr. Gallotti
Anna Demetrie
Mrs. Gallotti
Directed by Edward Sutherland from the
story by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
Original treatment and good
acting save this picture from
being just another conventional,
back-stage musical.
Its story is of the slightest, dealing
with the love affair between a
successful Broadway crooner and a
girl he brings to town from a small
town variety act.
Complications are introduced in
the person
of the crooner's mercenary secretary.
Hitherto, I have not had much use
for Bing Crosby as an actor apart
from his crooning, which is a
desperate pain in the neck to me,
although I am quite ready to agree
that to a large number of people it is
as sweet as a heavenly choir.
Here, however, Bing Crosby shows
distinct improvement histrionically
and presents the hero in an attractive guise.
But
it is and
Jackie
Oakie's unique
personality
irresistible
fooling
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that is the mainstay of the picture,
although Skeets Gallagher, too, puts
up a most amusing show.
Judith Allen is attractive as the
heroine and you all know how
Lilyan Tashman can vamp.
To top off the cast, there is Harry
Green, whose never-failing sense of
humour is always an asset.
Song numbers are tuneful and
catchy.
•HAVANA WIDOWS
First
National.
American. Runs"A"f>2 minutes.
certificate
Comedy o f gold diggers.
Joan Blondell
Mae Knight
Glenda Farrell
Sadie Appleby
Guy Kibbee
Deacon Jones
Lyle Talbot
Bob Jones
Allen Jenkins
Herman Brody
Frank McHuch
Duffy
Ruth Donelly
Mrs. Jones
Hobart Cavanagh
Mr. Otis
Ralph Ince
Butch O Neill
George Cooper
Mullins
Maude Eburne
Mrs. Ryan
Charles Wilson
Timberg
Garry Owen
Wheelman
Directed by Ray Enright.
Conventional
comedyof
which has gold-digger
the advantage
being snappily presented and well
cast.
Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell
are true to type as the chorus girls
who pose as widows and try to
extract money from a susceptible
old married man.
The latter role could not be in
better hands than those of Guy
Kibbee, while Frank McHugh as a
drunken and disreputable lawyer is
immense.
As the dumb bodyguard of a
gangster from whom, by a ruse, the
girls get the money for their gold
digging activities, Allen Jenkins is
at his best.
The humour is daring and lively.
c*TROUBLE
United Artists.
"V" certificate.
Comedy. British.
Runs 70 minutes.
Sydney Howard
Hollebone
Betty Shale
Mrs. Orpington
Hope Davy
Miss Carruthers
Muriel Aked
Miss May
George
Vansittart
Dorothy Curzon
Robinson Capt.
Cora Vansittart
Abraham Sofaer
Ali
Frank Atherley
Captain
Ballard Berkeley First Officer
Wally Patch
Second Steward
George Turner
Clarke
Directed by MacLean Rogers, Herbert
Wilcox production. Story by Dudley
Sturrock and Walter Tennyson.

as a steward on a
Howard
Sydney
e cruise
pleasur
who restores
a stolen jewel to its rightful owner,
exploits his lugubrious humour well
and will satisfy his fans.

Glenda Farrell and Joan Blondell are true to type as gold-diggers in
" Havana Widows"
28

Lionel Attoill, Elizabeth Allan and Herbert Marshall are members of the
strong cast in " The Solitaire Man."
•THE SOLITAIRE MAN
Most of the action takes place on a
liner bound for the Orient and at M.-G.-M. American. " A " certificate. Mystery drama. Runs 66 minutes.
times it becomes too leisurely to be
Herbert Marshall
Oliver
wholly effective
Elizabeth
Allan
Helen
There is some good slapstick,
Lionel A twill
Wallace
however, when the boat arrives at Mary Boland
Mrs. Hopkins
May Robson
Mrs. Vail
Tangiers and the jewel thieves, are
Ralph
Forbes
Bascom
chased through its picturesque
scenery.
Lucille Gleason
Mrs. Peabody
Robert McWade
Mr. Peabody
Directed by Jack Conway from the story by
c*FLYING FURY
Bella and Samuel Spewack.
Universal.Western.American.
'•(/"
certificate.
Runs 56 minutes.
Ken Maynard
Ken Master
In machine-made
spite of an excellent
cast this
drama tends
to
Ki th Hall
Alice Edwards
Harold Goodwin
Bart Hawkins prove
boring
and
is
overloaded
with
Frank Yaconelli
Shanty dialogue.
Charles King
Curley
It concerns a jewel thief who is
William Desmond Colonel Brownlee
James Marcus
Big Jim Edwards going to marry and go straight,
Tarzan
Tarzan getting involved in a bit of bother
Produced by Ken Maynard.
just before he flies from Paris to
London with his fiancee, who has
Lively Western
with ofKenpep Maynard putting plenty
irto also been in the racket.
Practically all the action takes
manship.
his
fighting and skill into his horseplace
in ofa 'plane
wherea stool
the hero
has
a
duel
wits with
pigeon
It is familiar stuff with some wellshot spectacular stampedes and a who poses as a Scotland Yard
wild horse interest.
detective and who actually committed the murder, which had
•THE ROOF
involved the hero in this particular
Radio. melodrama.
British. "A"
certificate.
of bother.
Runs 58
minutes. Crime spotExcept
that the cast is a particuLeslie Perrins Inspector D arrow
larly strong one,in there
is very little
Michael Hogan
Samuel Morton to recommend
this picture.
Russell Thorndikb Clive Bristow
Ivor Barnard
Arthur Stannard
•LOVE ON SKIS
Eliot Makeham Joan Rutherford
George Zvcco
James Renton
Swiss. Runs
"U" 64certificate.
Directed by George A. Cooper, adapted from British
Romantic Lion.
comedy drama.
minutes.
David Whitelaw's novel by H. Fowler
Bull
Him «lf
Buster
Himself
Mear.
Joan Austin
Hella
Crime
story and
dealing
with a which
jewel
Directed by L. Vaoja.
robbery
a murder
rather stretches the long arm of
coincidence but is competently acted.
Extremely slight story of a girl
who structengages
inIt covers a long period of time
ors toteach hertwo
to skicomic
in order
from pre-war to the present day and
to
surprise
her
fiance,
who
thinks
would have benefited by brisker
she is a drawing-room beauty only.
treatment.
It is the pictorial side of the picture
The acting honours go to Russell
with its Swiss scenery and exhibiThorndike, George Zucco and Eliot
tions of ski-ing, bob-sleighing and
Makeham.
other winter sports that is the main
•RIOT SQUAD
attraction.
Bull and Buster prove quite
P.D.C. American.
"A"
certificate.
Detective drama. Runs 64 minutes.
amusing as well as exceptionally
Madge Bellamy
Lil Daley clever trick skiers.
Pat O'Malley
Bob Larkin
•STRIKE IT RICH
Jambs Flavin
MacCue
Addison
"Diamonds" Jareck
Harrison Richards
Greene
Nolan British Lion. British. "U" certificate.
Ralph Lewis
Judge Moore
farce. Runs 71 minutes.
Directed by Harry S. Webb from the story GeorgeComedy
Gee
.Eddie Smart
Gina Malo
Mary
by Jack Netteford and Barney Sabecky.
Davy Burnaby Humphrey Wells
Betty
Astbll
Janet
Wells
The with
theme
this picture
deals Ernest Sbfton
Sanky
the ofactivities
of a littleCyril Raymond
Slaughter
known branch of the American
Wilpbsd Lawson
Raikes
police force, but otherwise it is
Directed by Leslie Hiscott.
conventional gangster fare, robust in
treatment and fairly adequately
characterised.
al music
and
song with
and farce
incident
British
a bright
Quite
The acting is fair and there arc dance numbers. The main burden
thrills of a familiar but popular of the entertainment is sustained by
order.
George Gee.
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WHY

HE

LOVED

HER

A Reader's Question Answered

THE

"My fiance told me, in confidence, that it
was my good looks, disposition, and active
spirit that attracted him to me. Unlike other
girls he had known — ever out of sorts and
difficult companions — he said I always seemed
well and vigorous. Little did he know that I
had a secret and that this was a regular
nightly dose of Bile Beans, and a larger dose
once a month.
"It is this precious habit which keeps me
the picture of health. I never ail anything,
and escape pain. These famous vegetable pills
give me so much energy that John tired on
one Easter hike long before I did."
All girls and young married women are
better famous
for a regular
nightly
the world's
most
vegetable
pill.dose
The ofgentle
action
of Bile Beans corrects all bodily functions,
rejuvenates the female system, and thereby
restores or keeps the body healthy and vigorous. By their purifying action, also, Bile Beans
keep the complexion free from blemishes and
spots and really help natural beauty.
Stick to your regular nightly dose and your
appearance will attract the most critical of
the male sex. Bile Beans are sold everywhere.

ORIGINAL

MATT
FACE

FINISH
POWDER

Poudre MATTEVER
means : no greasy skin . . no
constant powdering . . no visible
"make-up'! . Poudre MATTEVER
is the guardian of that
essential feminine attribute
...charm. The ONLY powder
which ensures a fascinating
matt bloom, undisturbed by
hours of sport and dancing.

DAINTY BO
¥9
to 4
TRIAL SIZE

TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY
If you wish to keep fit and healthy and
improve your appearance, here is an opportunity to test Bile Beans without cost. Send
a postcard with full name and address to
C. E. Fulford, Ltd., Carlton Hill, Leeds, 2.
Mention Picturegoer and the sample will be
sent by return, post free.

Parfum MATTEVER
. Sweetly refreshing.
An exquisite reproduction of that haunting perfume
which
makes
Poudre
Mattever
so distinctive
By

12

the

Years

same
creator
as Le Trefle Incarnat
and d Avenlure Powders, Perfumes, etc.
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Stomach
Hard

Constant
Pain

Ended in 4 Weeks

1

worked

a

hands . . .

I

but who

I

would
know. . .
thanks
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G l_V CERINE

If for 12 long years you had never known a day
without
pain, wouldn't
you beweeks?
gratefulJust
for something
which cured
you in four
read this
amazing letter from Mrs. P
, of Egbaston, in
her own unvarnished words :
" I cannot speak too well of Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder. I have had dyspepsia for 12 years and have
been under five doctors and twice under hospital treatment. Idid not know what it was to be without pain
one day during that time. I spent pounds on different
medicines and tried everything recommended to me,
but got no better. Then I was told about your " What a marvellous idea. I have been masting a long time
powder, which I have taken for four weeks. I feel as
well now as I did when I was 20. I will tell all stomach for such a splendid gadget as the KIRBIKURL. It curls any
stray ends beautifully. ' '
sufferers
I know what
to tryit isit."to suffer from indigestion, why
If you know
not try this wonderful Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
that all the doctors are recommending?
But be sure to ask your chemist for the genuine The charm of present-day hairdressing is expressed in
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder, with the signature those dainty curls which are so desirable yet difficult to
maintain. The problem is solved if you use KIRBIKURL
" ALEX C. MACLEAN." It is not sold loose but only End
Curlers, out
inexpensive
yet most the
efficient
without damaging
curls. in use. Slide
in
1/3,
2/and
5/bottles
in
cartons,
of
Powder
or
Tablets.

Vanishing

KEEP a tube of Snowfire
Glycerine Jelly handy in
the bathroom and by the kitchen
sink. Use it every time ycur hands
have been in water. Then you'll
banish redness and roughness
from your hanus — make them
smooth and whi:e. Quickly absorbed, it leaves no "stickiness" after.
BRITISH MADE. Of ail Chemists, Coiffeurs, etc.
Siruwmmuwmmmniimnmmn
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Tidy

wear

NETS
»• HAIR
Pttmnt T. tht Ha,' Htkn
sill,1* C.$ri*a 5*2

Soft and Silky Conlowe Underwear does
not ladder and will last for years. Your
favourite shape and colour is included in the
great variety of styles.
Write to CONLOWE LTD., Dept. C.9, Congleton,
Cheshire, for the Conlowe Underwear Style Brochure
showing ail the latest underwear fashions.

Bairdrttter*. Draprrt & 8ton*.
Hsde in Brnltnd by
KIRBV, BEARD * CO., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM, LONDON and REDDITCH.
Patented of Uu " KXBBIGRIP " Bobby Fin.
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Marian Marsh, the
Hollywood blonde,
and Bobby Howes in
a scene
the new
B.I. from
P. comedy,
"Over the Garden Wall."

this is a regular trick of his —to look the part.
The clean-limbed, personable, etc., is Frederick
Peisley. Some years ago, when you were a tot
and I wasn't quite so tottery . . . well, say seven
years for luck, a play was presented in the West
End called To What Red Hell ; and a young actor
called Frederick Peisley gave a memorable performance in it. (A film of the story was made
afterwards.)
It has taken Peisley a long time to gravitate to
films, but he's here now, and how. And Sex
Rears the Head of Nancy O'Neal, so I'm sorrv I
said
few paragraphs
one ofUgly
the aprettiest
things thatback,
ever because
came outshe's
of
Australia — arid those Aussie girls are dinkum
bonzer, whether you understand Australian or not.
Nationality Cocktail
The richly
smaller attended
parts ? The
parts (but
have surely
been
to. smaller
Ben Field
you remember the proprietor of the Scottish Cafe
in Jack's the Boy?), Stafford Hilliard (a fine stage
actor), Norah Jones (a Welsh girl with an Irish
name who was discovered playing in a Scottish
sketch in Newcastle — League of Nations, please
copy),Hindle
and two
and
Edgar.reporters, played by Bil'y Watts
Billy Watts is known wherever reporters figure
in British films, for the Powers That Be have
decided that he looks like a reporter and as soon
as the Casting Director's pencil comes to the
word "Reporter,"
Watts
" beside it. it automatically writes "Billy
When he is not reporting in films he is running a
cafe in the West End of London where film-folk
congregate.
Hindle and Hounds

The

LOCH

MONSTER

NESS

MOVIE

How It Will be Brought to the Screen — Gibson Gowland as a Ghillie — Sound
City's Next — Watch Mary Lawson — A New Basil Dean " Discovery."
n CT 7" ELL, boys and girls, you may not
vKi/VKk/ be^ve m fairies any more, but
WW
you'll have to believe in the Loch
V V Ness Monster in a few weeks,
see it on
the screen
and, as we because
all know,you'll
the camera
cannot
he.
You may have thought that a famous
petrol firm had secured exclusive rights in the
monster a few weeks ago; not so, but far
otherwise.
The Monster belongs, lock, stock and barrel
— or perhaps it would be more appropriate to
say hook, line and sinker, since you would
presumably fish for lake monsters rather than
shoot at them — to Messrs. Wyndham Productions, who are making a film about him, her or
it at Ealing Green of all places; or at any
rate, partly at Ealing Green and partly on the
bonny, bonny banks o' Loch Ness.
Dp Bobs Sex
Of course, film people have to be different.
They do, in fact, shoot at the beastie; and
wound
away ahead, at, or near, the
other endit; ofbutthethat's
picture.
It all starts off with a harmless and rather
elderly geologist beetling off up to the Highlands
to do a spot of research.
He becomes convinced — as some thousands oi
people have become in real life — of the existence
of the monster. An army of reporters invade the
scene, among them being a young man, cleanpersonable
yes, toI perceive
see I needn't
him any limbed,
further
for— you
that hedescribe
is the
Hero.
Anyway, the geologist has a daughter. (Sex
0

Rears Its Ugly Head.)
And so we go on.
And it all sounds very jolly and improbable
and exciting, and is guaranteed to take your mind
for an hour or so off Final Demands, Summonses,
Distraints. Accounts Rendered, and all the other
everyday monsters that keep us guessing how we
can make their ends meet.
Seymour Films
Milton Rosmer is directing it. Seymour Hicks
is playing the geologist, and I am looking
forward to his performance in this with great
interest, for I have never seen him in a film
which he had not directed himself, and "I say
and
I'll say again"
remarks canin
The Outcast)
that only(asoneGladdy
actor Sewell
in a thousand
direct films and play in them.
Seymour Hicks is a brilliant actor, and this is
an actor's part.
The supporting cast is interesting, too. Did you
ever see a brilliant film, directed by Von Stroheim
in Hollywood, called Greed ? It featured Za Su
Pitts (in the best role of her life) and Jean
Hersholt, but the outstanding character was a
giant named McTeague — a giant in personality.

Hindle Edgar is a less familiar figure, but I
think we are going co grow accustomed to
him too. He is the comedian from the North
(where all the best comedians come from) who
played the young pastrycook in Waltzes from
Vienna recently — the one who had the argument
with Esmond Knight as to which should rescue
Jessie Matthews from the fire. He was good.
Also there are four of the finest dogs I ever saw
in my life — a leash (or clutch, or pride, or whatever
the correct collective noun is) of Irish wolfhounds,
which fit better into the story than you would
think, for they are Scottish wolfhounds too.
I would
keep pounds
dogs likeof that
if theysirloin
didn'tevery
eat
seven
or eight
the best
day. They will have a job to steal the picture from
Seymour Hicks and Gibson Gowland and the rest,
but they are going to have a darned good try at it.
Personalities — Off
Two of the outstanding people in this production
will not appear on the screen. They are Bray
Wyndham, the managing director of the company,
who has been described (and I think justly) as
the most go-ahead of the independents, and
Graham Soutten — only it never occurs to anyone
to call him anything but Ben — who is assistant
director. You may like Ben (I do) or you may
dislike
him has
(I don't),
but it's impossible
ignore
him. He
that uncomfortable
but toexciting
quality
which
applydifficult
the word
and he tofinds
it awelittle
to "dynamic"
suffer fools
gladly. In fact, I don't think he ever tries to, very
much.
Consequently he numbers very few fools among
his friends and admirers.
Incidentally, when a one-legged man is wanted
in a British film, Ben unbuttons a leg and plays
the part. He did that in Hindle Wakes and in
The Sign of Four among other films, and always
with success. And always the same leg.

The Shirt Question
little disappointed
am a Florence
of Ealing,for I which
Speaking
Desmond
that Blackshirt,
is not to be
Hollywood,
from
way
the
all
travelled
A Brawny Near -Scot
made after all ; not that I was particularly anxious
That
was played
Gowlandin —Hell
his to see Flo running round in a black shirt, but 1
first role
prominent
part.byHeGibson
also played
Harbour, and a number of other important films, feel it would have led to a "shirt" cycle.
However, in the interests of peace and harmony,
and has just played the lead in SOS Iceberg.
Now he is at Ealing, a Highland ghillie in The maybe
it's just
as well. mimic, which reminds me
is a brilliant
Mystery of the Loch — which is not so very far of Florence
Jane Carr. who is also more than ordinarily
from his native heath, for he is a Northumberland clever
in that direction.
man, bred and brawn, as you might say (but I
I heard that Jane was working in the new film
(Continued on page 32.)
hope
wouldn't).
He youlooks
very much of a ghillie, but
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FACE

POWDER

A complexion of fascinating beauty. A
smooth ' matt ' finish to the skin that lasts
all day. A natural loveliness that is not
affected by wind and rain or perspiration
while dancing. These are guaranteed only
by Poudre Tokalon.
The secret is the patent process by which
Poudre Tokalon is made. "Mousse of
Cream," a marvellous new ingredient is
blended with the finest triple silk-sifted
powder. Therefore, Poudre Tokalon cannot
dry up the natural oils of the skin causing
it to become rough and dry like ordinary
powders do.
This secret is known to over 5 million
regular users of Poudre Tokalon in the
British Isles, and many millions more all
over the world. Only such an enormous
production enables the manufacturers to
produce a powder of such superlative
quality at the low price of 6d. and ij- a box.
If you are not delighted with results money
refunded in full.
Put

a Glint

in your

Hair

Hair is the most important item
in the beauty ensemble, and the
question which thousands of
women are asking is :—
What is there I can use to
bring out to the fullest advantage the natural beauty
of my hair and keep it up to
standard ?

Vita-Color Hair Rinse
Renews the life, colour and lustre of dull, lifeless
or faded hair ; covers up unwanted grey hairs
NOT A DYE, BUT A HARMLESS VEGETABLE PRODUCT
There are 12 shades from Platinum Blonde to Raven Black.
" NUSHEEN
VITA COLOR
to thewith
rinsing
water after
aAddshampoo.
Can be " washed
off or renewed
the greatest
ease
PRICE 2 for 6d.
FOR FREE TRIAL SAMPLE OF NUSHEEN VITA COLOR
send
stamped BROS..
addressed
BOSBSWiLD
Dipl.envelope
P.O., 27. toStVU:— Street. Londnn. B.C.2. Stale
colour
required.
Apply the Cerlnga Face Pack, a medicated white claymatter
(not Fuller's
Earth)
Removes
and imparities,
forming anwaste
ideal and complete
cleanser.
Pull particulars free on application
or special two weeks treatntenl. 1/6,
post
BOYSE-PHIPPS.
LTD.,
Dept. P..free.9 Truman
St.. Nottingham.

all

for

and
"
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A
T
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Once

C
/ know what

CATARRHAL
DEAFNESS

it is

to be everlastingly clogged in
all my breathing passages,
to be dulled and incapable in
mind and suffer from heavy
brow aches,
to be deafened in hearing and
driven to distraction with
singing, buzzing noises in
my head,
to be hateful to myself and
objectionable to others
with my never ending
nose- blowing, clearing,
sneezing, short breath
and thick speech,
to be kept awake at night
with discharges falling into my
throat,
to be disappointed time and again
with so-called remedies and
reliefs.

I have banished

this

4 nauseating complaint
for 100,000 others. I
can do the same for
L1C 1U
not cost you < 1
YOU or it shall " i°-

/ don't believe in Free Samples. They prove
nothing. I prefer to give you better evidence
that my treatment ends the trouble permanently.
Write to me for particulars of my FAR
FULLER AND EXTENDED TRIAL and
how you are covered by my absolute and legally
binding GUARANTEE.

/ have suffered myself !
I know what is behind your mind at this very
moment.
You areeaser
saying,that
"This
another Catarrh
may,is probably
or may only
not
give me a little relief." Very hkely you have
reason enough to be sceptical. Maybe you have
spent pounds on inhalants, atomisers, gargles,
mouth washes . . . AND YOU'VE STILL GOT
CATARRH, though you have very little faith left.
My way to end Catarrh is fundamentally sound and
totally different. Whether I stumbled upon it by
sheer
to say.inspiration or cold logic, I will not attempt
But I do wish to emphasise that it is the method
of a man who made the total banishment of
Catarrh his guiding principle. I HAD TO. For I
could see that if I did not succeed there would be
little joy left in life for me. Mercifully, I DID.
And every grateful letter I have had since from the
thousands of unfortunates with whom I have
shared my discovery has renewed my own joy in
being permanently free myself. I want to show
you why, how and where Catarrh originates — not
in the head, as is commonly thought. How it permeates and infects the whole body, and why Indigestion, Flatulence, Heartburn and Constipation
follow as a result. How it drags you down so that
you catch cold after cold, and are always one of
the first
'flu.youAnd,
important of all,to I bewillattacked
show youby how
can most
speedily
and
comfortably end your Catarrhal troubles once and
for all — whether you have suffered for years,
months, or only weeks.
I make no charge whatever for the information
I send to sufferers. If they follow my advice the
cost is quite small and the method is so successful
that I am able to say NO ONE NEED SUFFER
ANY LONGER. Now is the time to conquer
your complaint and get rid of it for ever so
that you will never have to suffer in winters
to come as you have in the past. Not even
hay fever martyrs need dread the coming
Summer, because my treatment has met with
remarkable success in such cases.

If you are in earnest to end your suffering, write
to me on the convenient coupon below. There is
nothing to pay — nothing to promise. You may
if you wish, send i y2d. stamp to cover postage of
my reply, but even this is optional.
/ have just got room to print this guaranteed genuine
letter of appreciation. I have picked it haphazard
from many hundreds I hold at my offices and reproduced in fall the writer's own heart-felt words. It
should encourage you to look forward to a happier and
brighter future for yourself.
" CATARRH

GONE

IN 3 DAYS

"forI am
writing
withresult
sincerewasRETURNED"
thanks
for your wonderful
treatment
NEVER
Catarrh.
The
most wonderful.
I was only
taking
the treatment three days, and to my surprise the third morning
I awoke and found the dreadful complaint was gone. I have
delayed writing, thinking perhaps it would return, but I have
never felt the complaint since, and am now in perfect health.
It is now two years since I had your Treatment, but have
not had a recurrence. I feel as if I have never even suffered
with Catarrh. People bad asked me how I got rid of it, and it
has been a pleasure to recommend your treatment."
(Signed) C. MARKS.
Let

me

To Mr.

tell

ALLAN

you

how

COOPER

33 Strand, London, W.C.2.
Without cost or obligation, please tell me how to
permanently rid myself of Catarrh and Head Noises.
Name
Address
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at Sound City, so of course that's where I went;
but dash my spats, that girl is the most elusive
person ! She had gone on to Teddington, where she
is playing in Church Mouse — doing two perfectly
good parts at once.
SAFE

RELIEF
from

CONSTIPATION
with this pleasant
dependable
laxative
Feen - a - mint banishes constipation
safely, thoroughly, dependably. No overaction ; no griping; no after-effects.
Children especially love its fresh
mint flavour!

Mystery Title
The Sound City one is called Intermezzo,
which
my dictionary
defines of
as "large
short musical
movement connecting
main divisions
work," which doesn't seem to help much.
Anyway, it's a story of two families, one all
County and Mayfair and the other all Co-op.
and Balham; the Mayfairy (Jane Carr) falls for_
the Balham bone (Grey Blake)
while the Mayfair boy obliges
by falling head-over-tip in
love with the Balham boy's
sister — and I don't see how
you
blame him, seeing it's
MarycanLawson.
Mary is the stage actress
who pliceplayed
Blood's
in the theft
of the accomCrown
Jewels in Colonel Blood, made
in these same Shepperton
studios and, in my humble
opinion, played it remarkably
well.

The Mayfair boy is Ballard
Berkeley,
I haven't
seen since whom
A Chinese
Bungalow
(which,
incidentally,
nt
mi
aen
/or
the
whole
family
Fe
marked
the
first
or
almost
Obtainable at all Chemists, 1/3 a box =6 the first screen appearance of
Anna
Neagle).
FREE SAMPLE* Send your name
and address and 1 id. in stamps (to
The moral of the film seems
cover postage) to :
White's
Laboratories
Ltd.
(Dept.
C.3).
to
be that
in
143. Thames House. Westminster. S.W. 1
order
for it's
Mr. perfectly
Mayfair to
marry Miss Balham, but Miss
Mayfair is a sap if she takes
up with a young man from
Balham. This argument may
Feen-a-mint brand Chewing Conbe confidently expected to
fection, with laxative properties, is
SIZE
cause more than a little discusnow obtainable in the popula
sion, and acrimonious at that,
in the households of Balham.
Tradition

THE

WONDERFUL
REPUTATION OF EVAN WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO ... has been handed

down mother to daughter for
nearly 40 years ... it is still
blended to the original formula
Dark
" Ordinary
for Bli
DaI lie
Write
My guide
Story to"
Hair In " the
Booklet for
the " safe
Packet.
real hair beauty to EVAN
WILLIAMS
CO.
LTD.,
" Camomile
Fair
Hair in " theforGram
Dept. P.W. 14, Union
Packet.
Street, London. W.I.
EVAN

I

WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO
OF ALL GHEMI8T8 & HAIRDRESSERS

Of course, it's based on the well-known screen
tradition that it's a grand thing for Cinderella
to be elevated to the ranks of royalty by Prince
Charming, but not so advantageous for the lowly
young man to aspire to the hand of Milady.
Queer, but there it is.
Talking about Prince Charming, Mary Lawson
has been playing in pantomime in Birmingham
ever since she finished playing in Colonel Blood —
she wasn't Prince Charming, but Dandini, which
is quite as heroic and much more amusing.
Her Birmingham audiences will get the surprise
of their Brum lives when they see how utterly
feminine she is in Colonel Blood.
After her first screen appearance I feel inclined
to say that her discovery by Sound City is one of
the most important events in the year in the
Britisha Studios'
talent.
With
few more rather
of the spasmodic
right parts,search
properforlighting
and direction and a spot of publicity, she will
develop into a very considerable asset.
Miles Ahead
Miles Mander is directing Intermezzo. He used
to ring all the bells and take all the coconuts
as a director of silent films, and he also produced
talkies in England (under De Forest patents)
when talkies were still in the circus sideshow class.
But I haven't
directing aCarroll
talkie since
Fascination,
in seen
whichhim Madeleine
was
starred in an unsuitable part.
I happen to know that he experienced quite
unnecessary and hampering difficulties during
production of that film, and I wasn't a bit surprised
that it didn't set the Thames on fire.
I have a feeling that he will be much more
successful with Intermezzo.
A Sound Bunch
Grey Blake (the new young man playing the
part of the Balham boy who is a musician)
is a discovery of Basil Dean, who has a reputation
forHefinding
'em. in one or two stage plays, but
has played

Safe and sound. The name of Lloyd in
finance has always denoted security and
this baby great done appreciates the fact
nestling in the arms of Gwyneth Lloyd,
Gaumont- British junior star, daughter of
Howard Lloyd, former director of the
famous bank, and now starring in " Wild
this is his first screen role of any importance.
Arthur Chesney and Irene Vanburgh are playing
Lord and Lady Wilmington (of Mayfair), and the
cast is completed by the inclusion of Eric Maturin
(who is gradually transferring his polished
villainy from the stage to the screen), Kenneth
Kove, Betty Davies, and William Fazan.
Oh, and I nearly forgot Belle Chrystall as the
Balham
is in danger of
being cut boy's
out byhoneybundle
Jane Carr. who
Boy."
Miles Mander ought to be able
to do something
pretty interesting with that bunch.
Bilked /
Hearing that Jane Carr was at Teddington,
playing in Church Mouse, I went down there
post-haste, but found, of course, that she had left
the studio an hour before. It's pathetic, the way I
go dashing about all over the country in pursuit
of that girl, who always manages to elude me by
a few minutes.
However, I did find Laura La Plante, who is
another pronounced weakness of mine. And I
did find Ian Hunter, who is playing opposite her,
and Clifford Heatherley, who is contributing one
of his clever character studies.
And I did find Monty Banks, who is directing
this one as well as playing a part in it — that of a
window-cleaner. His success in this leads me to
believe that he will make a good job of directing
himself in So You Won't Talk ? in which he is to
make his long-delayed return to the screen in a
leading role.
Monty is one of the few directors (the one in a
thousand I mentioned) who can direct a film while
playing the lead ; he used to do it in Hollywood in
the silent days with conspicuous success. And in
You Made Me Love You he directed one of the
snappiest
ever turned out from a British
studio; 90 comedies
I have hopes.
i
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Magnificent
New

Serial
You'll

love

this

clinging

smoother

of

powder

Sifted through silk again and again, this
Snowfire Powder flatters a beautiful skin.
Gives it a rose petal bloom — and a fresh,
clear, youthful look. Snowfire powder is
delightfully smooth to use and clings for
hours with a matt finish. It is delicately
and fascinatingly perfumed.

The

by

Madness

Snowfire
FACE
POWDER
Loose in attractive boxes, -d.. id. ami 6d. Flat compacts, bd.
Use Snowfirt Cream, your
too — skin
it's the
powder base and it keeps
softperfect
and lovely.
Handbag containers id. Tubes 6d.
BE
r

YOUR

OWN

BEAUTY

THIS

FREE

GRAMOPHONE

For 3d. postage you can
have the free Buty-Tone
gramophone record on
which a famous beauty
specialist explains how
you can so easily preserve
and enhance the allure
which makes all the
difference in your social
and business contacts.

WARWICK

RECORD

ButyTone aids
to loveliness
are
sold
by
higk-classs
establishment
everywhere
at 2/each
(except
I.F.S.).
If anyin
difficultytaininginwrite toob-:
ROBEL, LTD.,
109 Jermyn St.,
London, S.W.I

IN

Passing

ON

Friday,

«OMf

Pye

SPECIALIST

Oscar Wilde revealed penetrating observation in
the epigram, " Simplicity is the last refuge of
complexity." This has never been more strikingly
demonstrated than in the Buty-Tone method of
home beauty culture.
The greatest achievement of the specialised ButyTone method is the ease with which the treatment can be carried out at home.
GET

Professor

Don't

BEAUTY CULTURE

DEEPING

THE

Show

SALE

April

Miss

13

It!
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What

JESSIE

MATTHEWS'

Do

You Think?

Letters from our Readers

Who

are

the

Garbo's

Claim

" F in the distant future, a history of the
motion-picture is compiled, I wonder
how many of to-day's favourites will be
.singled out for mention in its pages?
"How many of them are great enough to
be remembered when the rest are forgotten ?
"To my mind, there is only one star on the
screen to-day who has really achieved greatness— Garbo. She alone will join that tiny
group
of kinema
will
be familiar
and 'immortals';
she will still her
be name
discussed
years
"In after
that shegrohas
up definitely left the screen.

IMMORTALS

?

to Lasting Fame
"History learned at school was not interesting'
but read out of school when old enough to
appreciate details, it abounds in spicy situations,
even spicy enough for present-day audiences.
"Why, then, must film makers re- write any
episode they wish to make so that when seen
upon the screen it has no relation to the original
whatever, excepting, perhaps, in the title.
"To-day, there is quite a rush on these
hysterical historical pictures, most of them being
practically
fables, Hazelcourt,
written by the
studioRoad,
hack."
—
(Miss) J. Pilgrim,
Seafield
Hove,
winner of the second prize of 10s. 6d.
[There appears, from my mail bag, to be a
significantly growing feeling against talkie tampering
with history. My personal views are in complete
agreement with those of this letter. The real life
story is usually much richer in drama than anything
that can be invented on the typewriters of the studio
scenarists. Some of the so-called historical dramas
might just as well be set in Ruritania.]

already are Mary
Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Rudolph
Miss Jessie Matthews, the famous GaumontValentino — one or
British Film Star, writes : " During long days two others. Their
and late nights rehearsing, I have found Potter
be remem& Moore's Powder-Cream invaluable for keeping names beredwill
so long as films
a nice complexion. It clings perfectly without
are made.
Did they do such things in the Bowery ?
clogging and maintains a lasting, lovely finish.
"Then, many will
' ' It seems to me such an excellent idea to have com1 thought,
I saw
The Bowery,
that but
the
ask, what of the other
bined powder and cream in one, and the mirror
time was until
past for
mistakes
in pictures,
there
are
three
very
prominent
mistakes
in
that
in the bottom of the jar is a real inspiration."
great stars — West,
film.
Hepburn,? Dietrich,
Crawford
Mae West
You
use
It
just
like
a
"The first is the song "When Irish Eyes Are
face cream and It is a passing rage and
Smiling," played by the band accompanying the
gives a perfect matt will, I dare to profilm.above
As this
period ofof inthethose
'nineties
and
powder finish.
Greta Garbo.
the
song iswastheunheard
days, you
phesy, not lastyearmoreor
Just a little on the tip than another
see slip number one.
Of the finger is all so, when she will fade .
that is required.
"Then we see Fay Wray at a very twentiethinto obscurity as do all similar sensations in the century
telephone. My recollection of telephones
Every Jar is fitted kinema world. She is not an actress, but a of the 'nineties is that to call the exchange it was
with a
to turn a handle. Slip number two.
'type.'
Hepburn Garbo
is a good
dainty
but she Katharine
will never dethrone
as hasactress,
been necessary
"As George Raft and Wallace Beery go off to
mirror.
suggested. She lacks restraint, and relies on her The Spanish- American War, period 1898, the
In all popular
ultra-modern personality — which cannot remain
bandcomposed
played 'Good-bye,
which Slip
was
ultra-modern.
not
till our own Dolly
Boer Gray,'
War, 1900.
shades— everywhere
three."
—
Richard
J.
Fraser,
19
The
"Dietrich is not a great actress, but rather a number
mistress of pose. And Joan Crawford — well, Avenue, Tottenham, N.ij.
Pofter & Moorcs 1/- Joan lacks the subtlety which makes for greatness.
[" The Bowery" detail has come in for quite a lot
A good actress, yes, but when she leaves the screen,
of criticism. I, myself, distinctly heard George
MITCHAM
LAVENDER
her name will go with her. Into the same category
Raft exhorting a gay 'nineties cabby to '' step on it."]
fall Norma Shearer, Ruth Chatterton, and many
others.
Those Meteoric Chorus Girls
"There is only one actor in pictures to-day
who
has
achieved
anything
approaching
greatness,
" T would like to venture a protest against a
i mm
twm
and that is George Arliss. Perhaps, in the ,
A point which, to me, has often spoilt the
history, he will be mentioned respectfully now and feasibility of an otherwise good plot.
then, but even he does not belong to that little
"The story concerns, shall we say, a singer
struggling for recognition. For years she meets
band of 'immortals' who will tuver be forgotten."
with
little success and we, the audience, are not
— Ernest H. Jakins, 230 Hertford Road, Walt ham
particularly surprised on hearing samples of her
Cross, Herts, who wins this week's guinea prize.
[/ agree as to the movie immortality of the Garbo. art (for she has been chosen by the producer for
Other readers, however, may have something to say.] her acting, not her singing) ,and yet we are expected
to believe that when her great chance comes, her
audience (whom I see no reason to suppose are
He's no Angel, but . . .
less intelligent than we) give her a marvellous
" T'm no angel, and have what I consider a very reception.
A modern viewpoint. So I went and saw Mae
" For a plot like this to be convincing, an actress
West's I'm No Angel.
who is also a prima donna is needed, but as this
"This was the first time I had seen Mae West
is rather out of the question, I suggest that all
(I hope the last), and I came away thoroughly
that is required to indicate the success of the artiste
disgusted with this glorification of a prostitute,
glimpse of the enthusiasm of the audience.
for it was nothing less. What effect must a is a' ' The
case of Susie Dean in The Good Companions
picture of this kind have on our modern 'good- is an example of my point." — E. Wilcox (Miss),
25 Esmond Road, W .4.
"According
to this film a girl can sink to the
time
girl'?
New Way To
lowest depths with as many men as she thinks
fit, and then when she tires of all this, pick up a
END
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
decent and respectable man and marry him.
UNWANTED HAIR
What you think about the stars and films?
"Could
self-respecting
fall in love,
let
The latest discovery of science. A peralone
marryany such
a girl as isman
portrayed
bv Mae
fumed toilet cream which ends superfluous
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
hair in three minutes.
West?"—/?. R. Dyball (Age 21), Wymer Street,
Norwich.
Razors only make the hair grow faster and
£1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
thicker. The old-fashioned depilatories are
paid for the two most interestevil-smelling and dangerous. This new beauty
ing, and 58. for every
Talkie Tampering with History
cream, called New Veet, makes the hair
other letter published each
simply fall away, leaving the skin soft, smooth,
week.
Letters should be
" "VJot
every tomember
of an with
audience
is an inexpert
and white. No ugly dark patch like the
IN ready
find fault
a film;
fact,
written on one side of the
razor leaves, because the hair is removed
the majority of people visit the kinema for the
below the skin surface.
sole reason of being entertained, notlung more.
paper
and should
New Veet is just like a sweetly scented face
exceed only
150 words.
Address notto
" But there must be a great many, like myself,
cream, and as easy and pleasant to use. At
"Thinker," The "Picturcgoer
who are interested in history and hate seeing it
all chemists and hairdressers, 6d. and i/6.
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2
re-fashioned to suit the producer or the star.
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Tells
Woman
Happy
Her Secret
EMBROIDf
fOR

' Three months
ago I never dreamed
that a man would look at
me twice. Anxiety and trouble had made
my face wrinkled and sallow and I had
almost given up hope when I read in the
paper of a woman of over 6o getting rid of
her wrinkles and looking 20 years younger
simply by using Creme Tokalon Skinfood.
I made up my mind to try it and to my
joy and astonishment I could see my face
actually looking younger every day. My
present happiness and romance I owe
entirely to Creme Tokalon Skinfood and
I advise every woman to try it for a month.
The results are marvellous."
Naturally this new bride prefers not to
have her name and address published.
Her husband is an important bank official
and her letter can be vouched for. Creme
Tokalon Skinfood contains "Biocel," the
marvellous discovery of Prof. Dr. Stejskal
of the University of Vienna. It nourishes
and rejuvenates the skin; lines and wrinkles
quickly disappear; sallow, faded cheeks
become fresh, clear and youthful. By
using Tokalon "Biocel" Skinfood regularly
you
can look at least 10 years younger in
one month.

A

new

THIS

and last — avai

e in a laree

selection oi lovely colors.
Use

it for workuig

beautiful Cbair

e

tins

Back.

Ask your needlework shop for tlic
lea flet giving working instructions,
price id. Or send lid with the
coupon to Clark & Co. Ltd.

-t \J IN in sealed envelope.
v.
with i^d in stamps
Post Ltd.,
jttj
^To CLARK
&-y-rCO.
Dept. C.B.19,
Paisley, Scotland.
Please send, post free, instructional leaflet
for your new Chair Back design. I enclose
i|d in stamps.
Name
(IN BLOCK LETTERS)
Address

ASEA 8 65

Issued bjJ.&P. Cm Is Ltd.

Where

No

g

UTIfUL

tliread, ANCHOR

The Eugene Method produces
waves, ringlets or curls with
equal perfection. The experienced Eugene Waver with
the aid of the Eugene Sachets
and clean, harmless steam will
give your hair all the permanent,
natural beauty you have always
desired.

u

8£A

Soft Embroider y — durable

A SUM
FORM
Do
job
wish
to
free
yourself
extra a'
ooncea ? Too can reduce 3 toof 5unattractive
Inches and 'hare
loreiy
dim
ngvte
la
a
few
weeka.
Simply
rub In
ftXXMCBEAM.
the harmless.
remarkableWonderful
Vegetabletestimonials
Reducing
Cream.
Guaranteed
Month's
supply. 3/9— WriteDart.
for Free
•est
P.O., 2*Booklet,
Dana
Boa*, privately,
LOHDOH.SUMCBsUM,
K.W.2.

e

RY

n

^Nave

like

is

a

e?^w.w4ve
Send to Ike atldress Mint- for interesting booklet
11your
net free
specimen uses
Eu <■■'»,Sdelutsimilar
and makeSaciots
sure
Haitdrtsser
exactly
for your next Eugene Wave. Engine Ltd.,
Publicity liepl.,F.dgt»are RoaJ, Henjon, V.l»
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ONE

WOMAN

TO

ANOTHER

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to unswer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both cjo The Picturegoer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.

\
j
j
j
\
j
1

T. D. (Dumfries). — (1) Address Jackie
Cooper and Ramon Novarro c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios. (2) Jackie
Cooper was bom on September 16, 1923.
(3) The postage for a letter to America is
lid. for the first oz.
Miss M. (Edinburgh). — Address Clyde
Beatty
Studios,Studios.
and Edmund
Gwenn c'o
c/o Universal
Gaumont British
Film
Crazy
(Glasgow).
— Phillips
Holmes was born at Grand Rapids, Michigan.
U.S.A., on July 22. Educated New York,
Cambridge, Paris and Princetown University.
Son of Taylor Holmes the actor ; 6 ft. ; blonde
hair; blue eyes; unmarried. Address him
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios.
Pictures include : His Private Life,
The Return
of Sherlock Holmes, Pointed Heels, Only the
Brave,day, Paramount
on Parade,
Grumpy, Her Man,
Dancers, Devil's
Man to HoliMan,
Stolen Heaven, Criminal Code, An American
Tragedy,
The
Man
I
Killed,
Her
Dilemmas,
Manhattan Lullaby, State Fair, Justice for
Sale, Beauty for Sale, Crooks in Clover,
Storm at Daybreak, Stage Mother, and Nana.
(2) John Boles was bom on October 27,
1900, at Greenville, Texas; 6 ft. 1 in. tall;
dark brown hair; blue-grey eyes; married
to Marcelite Dobbs with two children;
hobbies hiking and tennis. Films include :
Loves ofworld,Sunya,
Fazil, Romance
We Americans,
Shepherd ofofthetheUnderHills,
The Last Warning, Rio Rita, Song of the
West, Captain of the Guard, King of Jazz,
One Heavenly Night, Resurrection, Seed,
Frankenstein, Careless Lady, Six Hours to
Live, Bach Street, Child of Manhattan, My
Lips
OnlyFox Yesterday,
Beloved.to
AddressBetray,
him c/o
Studios. and
(3) Write
Buster Crabbe co Paramount Studios.
Recent pictures include : To the Last Man,
The Thundering Herd, and The Search for
Beauty.

contains elements similar to those found in the
skin itself. Thus it prevents " Tired Skin " — the
ageing effect of city grime and stuffy atmospheres
on the skin — and keeps the complexion eternally soft and young.
Fourpence per tablet.

TOILET
SOAP
Knight's
Castile
JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED
SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
KC 134-143

Christine (London). — Casts as follows :
(1) The Secret Six : Scorpio — Wallace
Beery; Newton — Lewis Stone; Carl — Clark
Gable; Peaches — Marjorie Rainbeau; Anne
— Jean Harlow; Hank — John Mack Brown;
Colino — John Miljan; Mizoski, the Gouger
— Paul Hurst; Donlin — De Witt Jennings;
Metz — Murray Kinnell ■ Delano — Fletcher
Norton ; Eddie — Louis Natheaux; Judge —
FrankMcGlynn;DistrictAttomey
— Theodore
von
Eltz. (2) He Learned About Women
. Peter
Potter Kendall — Stewart Erwin, Mute.
Vivienne Polidor — Alison Skipworth; Joan
Allen — Susan Fleming; Eddie Clifford —
Gordon Westcott, Wilson — Sidney Toler;
Appleby
Grant— Gertrude
Mitchell;Norman;
Angus — Drake
Tom
Ricketts; —Suzette
—Claude King; Stage Doorman — Irving
Bacon.
M. G. (Finchley, N.).— (1) Frank
Lawton'stherecent
films are(2)Heads
We Gospread
and
Friday
Thirteenth.
A centre
of Cavalcade appeared in the March 11, 1933
issue of PlCTURECOER. (3) Herewith the
cast of Cavalcade : Jane Marryot — Diana
Wynyard; Robert Marryot — Clive Brook;
Alfred Bridges — Herbert Mundin; Ellen
Bridges — Una O'Connor; Fanny Bridges —
Ursula Jeans; Joey Marryot — Frank Lawton;
Edward Marryot — John Warburton; Margaret Harris — Irene Browne ; Edith Harris —
Margaret
Tottenham;Lindsay;
Cook —Annie
BerylGrainger
Mercer;— Merle
Mrs.
Snapper
—
Tempe
Pigott;
George
Billy Bevan. The Children Grainger
: Edward—
Marryot — Dick Henderson, jun.; Joe
Marryor — Douglas Scott; Edith Harris —
Sheila McGill; Fanny Bridges — Bonita
Granveille.
Curious (Claygate). — (1) Toby Wing is
a blonde. Her pictures include : 42m/
Street, College Humour, and The Search for
Beauty. (2) Release dates as follows :
Queen Christina — September 3, 1934; Jack
Ahoy— -April 2, 1934; Catherine the Great —
September 3, 1934.
J. A.is 5(London,
Lawton
ft. 9 in. tallW.ll.).—
and has(1)darkFrank
hair
and eyes. (2) Herewith the cast of Young
Woodley :Mr.Laura
Simmons
— Madeleine
Carroll;
Woodley
— Aubrey
Mather;
Milner — Gerald Rawlinson; Cope — Tony
Halfpenny; Mr. Simmons — Sam Livesey;
Vining — Billy Milton; Ainger — John Teed;
Young Woodley — Frank Lawton.
Film Struck (West Hartlepool), and A
Young Fan — (Wandsworth).(l)Robert Young
is 27 this year. Bom in Chicago ; 6 ft. tall ;dark
eyes and hair; married; one baby daughter.
Films include : Lullaby, The Wet Parade, New
Morals for Old, Unashamed, The Kid from
Spain, Strange Interlude, To-day We Live, Hell
Below,
Tugboat
Annie, Saturday's
Millions.
The Right
to Romance,
Spitfire, and
The

House of Rothschild. (2) The cast of The
Flying Circus : Ann Hardy — Arline Judge;
Ace
Bruce Hardy
Cabot;— Ralph
Bud Murray
Eric Murray
Linden; — Speed
Bellamy;—
"Screwy" Edwards — Cliff Edwards;
" Screwy 's " Girl Friend- — June Brewster;
Kerans — ■ Frank La Rue. (3) Victor
Varconi was bom on April 31, 1896, at
Kisvarda, Hungary; 5 ft. 10 in. tall; brown
hair
and Changing
eyes; married.
Triumph,
Husbands,Films
Feet include:
of Clay,
The Dancers, The Last Days of Pompeii. The
Volga Boatmen, King of Kings, Chicago,
Tenth Avenue, The Angel of Broadway, The
Divine Lady, Sinners' Parade, Eternal Love,
CaptainTheThunder,
Camel,
Men in Doctors'
Her Life, Wives,
Safe in Black
Hell,
The Rebel, The Doomed Battalion, and The
Song You Gave Me. (4) Bruce Cabot was
bom on April 20, 1905, at Carlsbad New
Mexico; 5 ft. 11 in. tall; dark brown hair;
blue eyes; married to Adrienne Ames.
Films include : The Roadhouse Murder, King
Kong, Disgraced, Aggie Appleby, Maker of
Men, Ann Vichers, and The Criminal Within.
(5) You can obtain photographs of Robert
Young
John 85,
Stuart
Picture
PostcardandSalon,
Longfrom
Acre,the London,
W.C.2. Thank you for your good wishes.
E. L. (Eastbourne). — (1) Clive Curry
appeared in The Skipper of Osprey. Write
to him c/o the Associated Talking Picture
Studio, Ealing, London, W.5. (2) Write
to Connie's, Ltd., Film Agents, 92 Regent
Street, London, W.l.
Regular Reader. — Joan Bennett and
James Cagney did not appear in Syncopation.
Herewith the full cast : Lew — Morton
Downey; Alexander Winston — Ian Hunter;
Flo — Barbara Bennett; Benny — Bobby WatPeggy — Dorothy
Lee;— Osgood
Rita EliotPer—
Verreeson;Teasdale
; Hummel
kins;
Sylvester
Cunningham
—
-Mackenzie
Ward; Astino — Leon Bark.
Aubwin Admirer and George Raft Fan.
—Leiber.
(1) Ken
Maynard
married toStudios.
Mary
Address
him c/ois Universal
(2)
to George Raft c/o ParamountPublixWrite
Studios.
(Peckham
S.E.15). '
— Schoolboy
(1) FootlightFanParade
will Rye,
be generally
released on April 16, 1934. (2) Casts as
follows : (a) The Phantom President :
Theodore K. Blair and Peter Vimey —
George M.Colbert;
Cohen;
Felicia
Hammond
Claudette
Curley
— Jimmy
Durante;—
Senator Ronkton — George Barbier; Professor Aikenhead — Sidney Toler: Senator
Scranton — Louise Mackintosh; Jerricho—
Jameson
Juliusof
McVicker.Thomas;
(b) It's Senator
a King : Melrose
Albert, —King
Helgia and Albert King — Sydney Howard,
Count Yendoff— -Cecil Humphries; Colonel
Brandt — George de Warfaz; Revolutionary
leader — Arthur Goullet; Salvatore — Franklyn
Maude.Bellamy; Princess Yasma — Joan —
Curious (Shrewsbury). — Clyde Beatty
The appeared
Big Cage. in one film only and that was
has
Veidt Fan (Chester). — The German version of Rasputin was shown in London last
year. I do not know if it will be shown in your
locality and can only suggest that you
inquire
of yourto local
manager.March
The
year referred
in theki'nema
Picturegoer,
17,Regular
was 1933. Reader and Harlow Fan
(Wallingford). — (1) Donald Calthrop did not
appear
in The Southern
Maid. (2) Address
Ruth Channing
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios. I expect she will send you a signed
photograph
if youcharge.
ask her(3)nicely,
out there mayof herself
be a small
Jean
Harlow's films since Red Dust include :
Dinner
at
Eight,
Hold
Your
Man,
Blonde
Bombshell, A Hollywood Party, and Lnvua/
inanda Big
Way.I will
(3) Ifreply
you tosendyouryourlast full
name
address
question
by post.
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Leslie Banks, Jimmy Godden, Herbert Smith, Abraham Sofaer and Frank
Pettingell are in this group taken at the Imperial Film Club Dance, held
recently at the Portman Rooms, Baker Street.
Beautiful
Hair
Micky (Willesden). — (1) Address Ginger of Zaroff, King Kong, One Sunday Afternoon,
A famous Hairdressing expert writes:
Rogers
Studios. (2) Ann Carver's Conf ssion, Shanghai Madness,
Richard c/o
ArlenR.K.O.-Radio
was bom in Charlottesville,
The Bowery, and Man of Steel. Thank you
U.S.A., on September 1, 1899. S ft. 1<H in. for your good wishes.
42 Albemarle St., London, W.
tall; brown hair; blue eyes. Married to
Jobyna Ralston, with one baby son. Address
Dear
Sirs,
—
No style of hairdressing can
Fan
Club
News
him c/o Paramount-Publix Studios.
be a success without superbly healthy hair.
Irene fDidsbury). — (1) Walt Disney is the
Fan Club for Betty Astell. —
is this so with regard to a PrizeMickey Mouse and Silly Symphony car- Admirers
of Betty Astell, the British Especially
toonist and he is very much alive making
winning
Hairdressing
Style such as is
more Mickey and Symphony pictures. (2)
have formed a " Betty Astell shown. I always advise ladies to use the so
Cora Sue Collins acted with Sylvia Sidney in star,
Film Club." Several hundred memJennie Gerhardt.
wonderful "Harlene." If men, too, would
bers have already joined the club,
Tan Yonc Heng (Singapore). — Lilian and all those who are interested
only use "Harlene" they would not be worried
Harvey's latest picture is / Am Suzanne.
by baldness and thinning hair. T. Renato.
should write to the hon. secretary,
J. B. (Northampton).
mention
would have to —be The
faked.incidents you Charles C. Belcher, Priestwood
Every reader is fortunate in being inTerrace, Bracknell, Berks, who will
I am afraid
vited to test " Harlene-Hair-Drill " Free
do Warren
not knowFanwhat(Durham).
Warren —William
uses onI supply all details of the club's
his hair and can suggest that you write and activities.
of
Charge.
Just choose which 3 "Harlene"
ask him yourself. Address him c/o Warner
An inauguration dance will be Preparations you would like from the list
Brothers Studios. His films include : The held
at
the
end
of
this
month
at
below and send the Coupon without delay.
Honour of the Family, Expensive Women,
The Woman from Monte Carlo, Under Bracknell, which will be attended
Eighteen, Beauty and the Boss, The Mouth- by Miss Astell and several other
piece, The Dark Horse, Skyscraper Souls,
1 'HARLENE'
4Wave-Setting
'HARLENE'Lotion
Three on a Match, The Match King, screen stars.
Employee's
Entrance,
HAIR GROWER h TONIG
Goodbye Again
and LadyGoldforDiggers
a Day. of 1933,
A veritable
boon for
to
ladies.
Keeps "economy"
waves in place
Studio Addresses
Fredric March Fan. — Release dates as
No man or woman need fear Hair
long
periods
and
makes
them
deep
follows: (1) Design for Living — June 18,
British Studios
1934. (2) All of Me— August, 1934. (3)
and entrancingly beautiful. Saves
Poverty
while they
use "Harlene."
I Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley i For
Good
Dame
and
Death
Takes
a
Holiday
—
"Harlene"
is the
true liquid
release dates not fixed at the time of going | Park, Middlesex.
£££'* on Hair- Waving Bills. 1/3
FOOD
for
the
Hair
Roots—
the
per bottle. POPULAR SIZE 7 y2d.
to press, but they will be after August,
j Associated Radio Pictures, Ealing I Champagne-like reviver of every
- 1934. (4) Little Women— May 14, 1934.
| Green,
W.5. Imperial Studios, j
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
5 'HARLENE' Camomile
Hair Shaft.
Regular AgeReader.
— (1) Smith
The — cast
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
takes
only two"Harlene-Hair-Drill"
minutes a day, yet
Dangerous
: Eddie
Frankieof
Golden Hair Wash
British International Studios, Boreham ; in that short time it performs
Darro; Sally — Dorothy Coo nan; Tommy —
Wood, Elstree, Herts.
Edwin Philips; Grace — Rochelle Hudson;
wonders.
Bald
Patches
become
A
dainty preparation for the
British Instructional Studios, Welwyn j
Lola — Ann Hovey; Dr. Heckel — Arthur
Garden City, Herts.
covered with a healthy growth.
Blonde.
Imparts a glorious "lightHohl; Mr. Smith— Grant Mitchell; Mrs.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street, i Thin, skimpy, dull hair grows daily
gold" has
sunshine
to fair
Smith — Claire McDowell ; OUte — Sterling
Islington, London, N.
that
become touch
dull and
losthair
its
Holloway; Mr. Cadmust — Charles Grapein
luxuriance
and
strength.
Harsh,
Gaumont
British
Studios,
Lime
Grove,
j
win; Judge White — Robert Barrat; Red —
tone.
1/3,
3/and
5/per
bottle.
Shepherd's
London,Hurst
W.l. Grove, J brittle hair becomes marvellously
Ward Bond; Buggie MayHn — Adrian
NettlefoldBush,
Studios,
fine in texture, soft to the touch,
Morris; Harriet — Shirley Dunstead; Aunt
6 'ASTOL' Hair Colour
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Carrie — Minna Gombell; Captain of Detecattractive and alluring to the eye.
London
Film
Co.,
22,
Grosvenor
!
tives—
Willard
Robertson;
Director
—
William
Restorer
Street,
London,
S.W.I.
A. Wellman. (2) Address Frankie Darro,
Those who use "Harlene" possess
c/o First National Studios.
Restores colour to Grey, DisSound City
Studio, Littleton Park, ' wonderful heads of hair which are
Shcpperton,
Middlesex.
coloured and Faded Hair— even if
admired by all ! Take care of your
An Admirer (Swansea). — Write to Nils
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham,
Asther c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.
Nils was bom on January 17, 1901, in
of many years' standing.
A real
Chiidrensserves,Hair
! "and
Harlene
" precolouT-restorative.
3/- and 5/per
strengthens
invigorates
Sweden. 6 ft. tall; black hair; grey eyes;
bottle. POPULAR SIZE 1/9
American Studios
married Vivian Duncan (mar. dis.), one little
it.
i/iy2,
2/9
and
4/9
per
bottle.
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
daughter.
From all chemists.
Hollywood, California.
Dora
(Manchester).
—
Address
Dick
Powell
Educational
Studios,
Santa
Monica
c/o First National Studios.
SAMPLE COUPON
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
2 'CREMEX' SHAMPOO
First National Studios, Burbank,
Caroleand Lombard
On receipt of this Coupon
California.
wasC.W.
bom (Highbury).—
on October 6,(1)1909,
her real
Provides a wealth of super-cleansname is Carole June Peters. Address her
Fox California.
Studios, Movietone City, West(postage to
1 V^d-)
and the
fourpence
in
wood,
c/o Paramount-Publix Studios. (2) The
ing, super-beneficial creamy lather,
stamps
cover
cost of
films you mention will not be shown again
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
restoring the silken sheen and lustre
in the West End, but I would suggest that
postage and packing a set of
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
so much desired. Complete with
you make inquiries at your local kinema.
FREE Burnishing Rinse. All
(3) Bolero will be generally released in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
Culver
any 3 and"Harlene-Hair-Drill"
August, 1934.
samples
Manual
of InstrucCity, California.
chemists. 1/6 per Box of 7 Shamtions will be asent
to any
address
Paramount-Publix Studios, Hol'yv. ood,
L. C. H. (S.E.24).— (1) General release
California.
poos
(single
Sachets
3d.
each).
in
the
United
Kingdom.
Stale
dates as follows : Little Women — May 14,
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
1934; Duck Soup — May 12, 1934; Turkey
which numbers are required.
Hollywood,
California.
Time — April 9, 1934; Broadway Singer —
A ttach coupon to a plain sheet of
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, j 3 'UZON' BRILLIANTINE
March 26, 1934; Three Cornered Moon —
California.
j
Should be used by all who wish
March 9, 1934; Aunt SaUy— March S, 1934;
address. bearing your name and
paper
Ma-JiHollywood,
Sennett Studios,
Lady for a Day — March 19, 1934; This is the
North
California.Studio City, j to add that final polish and finish.
Li/e— March 5, 1934; I'm No Angel—
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, ' Keeps the hair in position all day.
April 16,mately1934;
The 24,Queen's
California.
EDWARDS HARLENE, LTD.
37
All chemists. In Liquid or Solidified
September
1934; Affair
The Son— approxiof Kong
United Artists Studios, 1041, North
— approximately July 30, 1934. (2) Fay
Form. 1/1 % and 2/9 per bottle, or
Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood,
California.
(H.921), 20, Lamb's Conduit St.
Wray's
pictures
includeTheTheFinger
Wedding
March,
Universal Studios, Universal City,
The Unholy
Garden,
Points,
The
mmm^mm London, W.CaaHHIHB
California.
Street of Sin, The Kiss, Four Feathers,
Chemists
and Stores, or direct on receipt of Price,
"Harlene"
Preparations
are
obtainable
from
all
1 13 per tin.
Thunderbolt. Dirigible, Doctor X, The Hounds
Post Free within the British Isles.
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QEIZE your pen without further
delay, pass that puzzling
point on to me. I shall be delighted
to help you, but enclose a stampedaddressed envelope if you wish for
a reply by post.
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'* Picturegoer
" Postcards
set a new
standard
in quality
and charm.
The
keenest collectors prefer them to all
others because they really do justice to
film favourites. The warm rich tones
of
glossy " varietywhilst
must the
be
seenthe to" Sepia
be appreciated,
"stars
coloured
glossy
"
cards
show
the
in their bravest and smartest
attire. British made, these cards are
the best in the world. Place some in
your album without delay and invest
your hobby with still more allure.
Sepia Glossy or Coloured Glossy, 3d. each,
2s. 6d. dozetu Choose from the list below.
Full list on request.
Liberal
to "Picturegoer"
Postcard discounts
Club members.
Write for
particulars.
Rei i. ■ Adoree Carlyle Bbukwell Virginia tberrUl
Pat
Bally Blane
Betty Cheater
BrianAberne
A heme
Maurice
Joan Blondell
Chevalier
Henry
Ainley
Monte
Blue
Elizabeth Allan
Mady
Christian*
Adriertne Alien Betty
FJeannrBlythe
Belle Chry
stall
Claude
AlUater
Bnarduian
Marguerite Church
Don Alvarado John Bolen
AdrienneAmenAmes Lilian Bond
Be mice
Gerald
Ina
ClaireClare
Kdwtna Booth
Dorothy
Robert
Ante*
Mae
"will Andre
Bone bier EthelClarke
Claytou
Heather
Angel Clara Bow
Colin
CUre
1-ew Cody
Pearl Argyle
Dorothv
Boyd
Richard Arlen William Boyd
laudette
George
ArUas
Colin Colbert
Maurice Braddell (Jean
RobertArnnitrong
Bradln
<
oilier.
Win.. )un.
Yvonne Arnaud Jean
Kl Brendel
Jnae Colllnn
Jean
June Colly er
Rvelyn Brent
Brent
NO* ArtArthur
her
George
Ronald Colman
le Breton Betty
Mary
t ompann
Uonel Aftnr
At » ill Plora
Mary Briaaon
Brian
Pay Compton
Lr» I- AyreCarl
Juliette
Cntnpton
Olga
Baclanova
Cheater Conkllu
WUUain Bakewell Eatelle Bmdy
Tommy
i i 1 1 Jackie CoopConlon
Qeorge
lire Brock
no
Tallulah Bancroft (Betty
Robert t oogan
Brock*
Bank head Loul>e
Mary
Brnugh
Gar>'
Cooper
Vtlma Banky
( ooper
MargaretBannertnan Johnny MackBrown Jarkle
GUdy«
Cooper
K.
Brown
Richard
Cooper
Norah BartnK Joe
Brown
Maria Corda
Btnoie Barne* Tom
Jack
Buchanan
Ricardo
Cortex
Nigel Barrle
(
Icety
Burne
WendyBarry
Barrie Nancy
Kdruund
Burnt Dolores Costetlo
Joan
Marion Burn*
Courtneidge
John
Barry
more
Mae
Bunch
Coward
Lionel Barrymorc Anthony Ruahell Noel
Buater
Crahbe
Richard
i- \.
Barthelmeaa Ft .io.Buahman,
RichardCrawford
fun. Joan
Dorothy
Bart
lam
Walter
Byron
Cromwell
Jane Baxter
Brace Cabot
Croaby
(Brag
'onstanoe
Warner Barter Jamea
Cagnev
Hilda
Bayley
Eddie
Cantor
Cunimlngs
Barbara Bedford Mary OarilMe
Noah Beery
Carol <arroll LUHelenDagover
Wallace Beery Sue
e D'Algy
Madeleine
Dorothy
Dal ton
Ralph
Bellamy
Nancy
Carroll
LIN
Damlta
Belle
Bennett
Viola Dana
Ann Caaann
Conatanre
Cavanagh Bene Daniels
Bennett Paul
Helen
handler Roy D'Arcv
Joan
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Ruth Chatterton
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RECENT article on hair
brought so much correspondence from readers
who were worried about
the condition of their hair, that I
feel we
may return to the subject
with
advantage.
"How often should mv hair be
shampooed?" Many asked that
question. The average head may
be washed every ten to fourteen
days. A particularly dry scalp
should not be washed more frequently than every three weeks.
A very greasy scalp requires a
weekly shampoo.
As the dry scalp is washed less
frequently, extra time should be
given to massage and brushing.
But all three types need both
massage and brushing. The massage
is specially beneficial. It stimulates
the circulation and regulates the
oily secretions. It prevents the
blocking of the hair follicles with
dust and scurf. If they are blocked the health of the hair suffers
because it is denied its natural
lubricant. Moreover, regular massage postpones the day of the first
grey hairs. Lastly, a regularly
massaged scalp pays handsome
returns in the gloss and vitality of
the hair.
But, I hear you ask, if a dry scalp
is massaged to stimulate the natural
lubricant, why massage a greasy
scalp that already has oil to excess ?
For this reason : the massage acts
in two wavs. Whipping up the
circulation by massage brings the
blood to the surface and much of
the excess grease is absorbed.
Most hair benefits from the
application of a little brilliantine
after the shampoo. It replaces the
natural oil temporarily removed.
There are various kinds of brilliantine. For greasy hair one may be
bought that is free from the slightest
trace of greasiness. A very dry
head is best treated with a few drops
of violet oil.
Neither preparation should be
brushed directly on the head. A
little should be dripped into the
palm of the hand, the brush drawn
over it and then applied to the hair.
The hair should be brushed from
underneath upwards. This not only
avoids spreading the preparation on
the parting where it would show, but
also keeps it away from the roots —
a matter of importance for the
fair-haired .
How to Massage
Massage
performed
with
the tipsshould
of the befingers
with gentle
pressure. First the finger tips should
be rotated to the right, then to the left.
The scalp should move over the skull.
Pass from the forehead to the crown,
from the ears to the crown and from
the nape of the neck to the crown. In
this ally
waycovered.
the whole scalp is systematicIf you massage at night, then spend
at least five minutes each morning in
brushing the hair. Choose a rubber
cushioned brush — a good one, please,
with real bristles — not imitation bristles
of wire. These scratch and irritate the
scalp. For the same reason, use a good
comb, with blunt teeth. After general
brushing, part the hair in sections and
brush each section front underneath
upwards. This aerates the hair, makes
it glossy and stimulates the new growth.

ANNE
If you can manage a clean brush
every day, do so. If not, wash your
hair brush twice a week.
Shampoos
The manytised in these
excellent
adverpagesshampoos
provide for
the
hair in health. But if the scalp is out
of condition, special treatment is
indicated till health is restored.
Shredded Castile soap is a good base
for the home-made shampoo. About
one-third of a cake dissolved in half
a pint of boiling water will set to a jelly
when cold. Tar soap may be used in
the same way and this will be found
most refreshing and soothing.
The jelly will readily beat up
to a lather when more hot
water is added. An infusion of
camomile flowers may be
added
the fair-haired.
Greenby soft
soap makes a
most effective shampoo for
greasy hair. An ounce of
the soap, with half a pint of
cold water should be heated
till the soap has dissolved.
Let it cool then add warm
water till it lathers.
kindly to
hairEggthatshampoo
is out ofis condition,
weak and falling. It is made
by adding the yolk only of a
well-beaten new laid egg to
half a pint of hot water.
Then add two tablespoonsful
of bay rum and half a teaspoonful
of powdered
After these
have beenborax.
well
beaten, a tablespoonful of
finely grated Castile soap
should be added, a gill of
warm water, and the mixture
beaten till foaming.
Straight and Strong
A straight
and supple
is as much
to be desired
as a back
milk-and-roses
complexion. As one leaves childhood
farther behind, the tendency is for
flexibility to disappear, and a set
appearance
to take a its
For that reason
few place.
exercises which
specially strengthen and improve the
back should always be included in the
daily
But dozen.
first of all a word about faulty
posture in sitting and standing, for both
are enemies of a young and supple
back view. Let us take the question
of sitting, for so many of you spend
your
at typewriters, sewing and
living. lives
other
machines, in order to earn your
The correct way to sit is with the
base of the spine against the back of
the chair. Thus are the whole lengths
of spine and thighs supported. When
you slide forward and sit on the edge
of the chair, both are unsupported,
chest and lungs are cramped and
shoulders droop.
Girls who stand all day are just as
apt to adopt faulty postures in an effort
to relieve aching muscles. Standing
first on one foot and then on the other,
increases fatigue rath- r than lessens it.
The weight should be evenly distributed
on both legs. When one hip is thrust
outwards it encourages a middle-aged
spread and induces an ugly hollow about
the small of the back.
When the back aches, considerable
relief may be gained from lying face
downwards on a bed. Ten minutes will
give greater relief than an hour or more
spent the other way.
Try These
Hereandis flattens
an exercise
that strengthens
the whole
spine. Lie
prone on the floor with arms extended
at sides. Inhale deeply while slowly
raising the arms and taking them above
the head till they rest on the floor.
Stiffen the body and exhale slowly as
the arms are returned to the original
position. Breathing in slowly again,
raise the body gently to a sitting
position. Take care to keep head and
shoulders in line and not in front of the
trunk. Extend the arms till the toes
may
grasped.
bend theto
knees.be Breathe
out Do
whilenotreturning
the first position.

The only thing wrong vitk drinking milk
out of a bottle is that it complicates
drinking, according to Dorothy Lie, who
keeps )it with milk during picture making.
In this as in all exercises care must
be taken not to strain to accomplish it
all at first. The second part is really
difficult and few people can accomplish
it immediately. To begin it is better
rising.
to place the feet under a low piece of
furniture. This gives assistance in
Special care should be taken, too, by
women no longer very young. If this
or any other exercise causes a feeling
of giddiness or exhaustion, it should be
dropped at once.
Sleep Straight
In tocoldcurlweather
it is for
a great
temptation
up in bed
warmth.
This
habit spoils a pretty back. Moreover,
it prevents complete relaxation. Your
spine should be straight as you lie in
bed, and every muscle should relax.
Hugging yourself makes tense muscles,
even puts a strained expression on your
face, and a strained expression dur.ng
sleep is a producer of wrinkles Let
your mattress be firm and unyielding
and the pillow low.
Answers to Correspondents
Pkggv (Horbury Bridge). — Cleanse the
open
pores soft
with soap
a mixture
tine oatmeal
and green
in equalof parts.
Then
close tbera with the following astringent :
i oz. spirits of camphor, i ox. extract of witch
hazel, and 2 oz. orange flower water.
U N ATTaACTi vc (Manor Park). — I advise
you
to get your
eye* tested.
I th-nk you
are
probably
suffering
trom aeyestrain.
For
external
treatment
make
lotion from
to1 , dry.
drachm
of
tannic
acid
dissolved
in
I
oa.
eau-de-Cologne. Paint on the skin and allow
Wondering. — Time alone will completely
fade out the scars. You can help a little by
the use of a peroxide cream. Sitting too
close
to the fire
a dangerous habit. Serious
skin trouble
mayis result.
freckles
be removed. —Summer
freckles
Akna cannot
(Wolverhampton).
"Permanent"
will gradually yield to a freckle cream such
as may be purchased from all chemists.
Adcicnni (Wimbledon).— Some skins are
more susceptible to chapping than others.
Use
neither
for
washing
vour very
hands.hotBenorsurecold
you water
dry them
thoroughly. Take rare not to use an alkaline
soap. Kub every nicht with cold cream or
one o( the special hand preparations t.«oitioned in this paper Sleep in cotton gloves.
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So

much

depends

CON

upon

LOWE

discreet
Ddishtlul to look upon —

make-up !

a joy to wear. And they
wash so heroically and will
not ladder, that you might

That is why KHASANA Blush Cream
is so popular with the
modern gir 1— s h e
knows that so much
depends upon correct,
discreet make-up. So
for delicate colouring which exactly matches her complexion, she chooses KHASANA Blush Cream — the
only rouge which you can rely upon to look perfectly
natural.
With KHASANA Blush Cream it is best to use
KHASANA Lipstick, which gives the lips just the right
amount of colour, a natural, healthy glow, defying
detection.
KHASANA Preparations have a cold cream base, which
facilitates their application and protects the skin from
sun and wind.
KHASANA is kiss- and water-proof and non- detectable.

almost tire of them if you
could

owl

Artificial Silk
UNDERWEAR
& SLUMBERWEAR
FULLY C UARANTCED

FREE.
Mr/ie lor Brochure showing
latest Underwear Fashions
retailer
CONLOWE,
Ltd.,
and
lor tonearest
"Conlowe"
Deptd Conqleton, Cheshire.

KHASANA
Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

get tired ol such

loveliness !

Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

STRIKING

TRIBUTE

The
LASHES

TO

MAXALDING

Business
that

Girl...

ALLURE
MARGARET

Only hygiene which affords
the fullest protection and
comfort, yet which can be
disposed of in a moment
without trace, can put
PRICES
a woman perfectly at
ease at all times, and in
all places. That is why
particular women show
112, 1/6 and 2 In cartons of twelve.
such a marked preference for the ideal
Also in id. pkts. in
Ud.. I -, I 2, I 6 him
soluble hygiene —

FREE SAMPLE COUPON
To Miss Haynes, 168 Old Street, London, E.C.I
Please send me samples of SU-CAN Soluble Towels.
NAME
IN BLOCK CAPITALS
ADDRESS
__
(-S.S.)
id. stamp sufficient if envelope unsealed ••••••

BANNERMAN

USES

LONGLASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper
Beech. 3Brush
months'
supply in dainty
container,
I -. Special
4d.
• POST FREE. When ordering direct ask for book
V NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
are so/d by all Leading Stores, Hoirdressers, Chemists and
ALL BOOTS'
BRANCHES
Created
and personally
supervised by
ADELAIDE

GREY

REAL
SUPERMEN
instead of weaklings, says the President of the Newark
P. C. Club, whose photograph appears herewith.
December 1, 1933.
Here are his exact words :Have you received your
" HavingCIPLES forbeen
a
follower
of
the
MAXALDING
PRINsome time, I believe that your courses
are
to the appreciation of the body of strength,
de Luxe Beauty Outfit ? conducive
mentally and physically. Keep them up and the world
will be blessed with real Supermen instead of weaklings,
which are a burden to humanity. Once more please
CDCC, By
with Picturegoer
the manufacturers,
any arrangement
reader of The
may
accepthasmy been
appreciative
for the great consideration
that
renderedthanks
me.Gratefully
now obtain a de luxe Beauty Outfit containing the
yours,
new Tokalon skinfood creams (rose for the evening,
white for the day). It contains also trial packets of
(Signed)
Gerard Nisivoccia,
Ll.B."EXPLANTokalon to" cover
Mousse cost
of Cream"
Powder.
A 20,000-WORDS
ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE
stamps
of postage,
packingSend
and 3d.
otherin
ATORY OF MAXALDING will be sent on receipt of your
expenses. Address : Tokalon Ltd. (Dept. 529K),
Chase Road. London, N.W.10.
name, address, age, and occupation. You will learn
why you can cure yourself of any functional disorder
and secure a physique comparable to Mr. Nisivoccia.
2d. stamp for postage appreciated.
PoudfeTokalon
MAXALDING
(Dept. 796)
Mousse of Cream Face Powder
39
14, Cursitor Street, London, E.C.4
Beauty Specialist 27 OLD BOND ST- LONDON W V
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I keep

my

clothes

fresh

LS

and

WCUj

lovely

/

r

Qhi
SAYS

BENITA

" Lovely clothes are a passion with me ! "
confesses Benita Hume, so fascinating in
this exquisite net-bee frock. " Why not,
indeed ? Women always want to look their
prettiest — and we know how very much
clothes help us to do that when they are
beautifully fresh.
"Notice. I said beautifully fresh clothes
— they don't need to l>e neir," she adds.
"Extravagance is quite out of fashion these
days. There's a way to keep clothes as
lovely and new-looking as the
most fastidious woman can

HUME

that's washable — frocks and blouses as
well as stockings and underwear. It's the
*
*
*
greatest blessing ! "
Your lovely things — don't they deserve
this safe care ? Lux is so gentle — no need
to rub. There's no soda in it. Delicate
colours and fabrics, safe in water alone,
are safe in Lux. Ask your grocer or dealer
for Lux. You can gel a BIG 6d packet.
Also 4d and 2d sizes.

desire. 'Never use anything but
Lux for washing my things ! '
I've told my maid. You see.
I know Lux is safe for even
the most delicate colours ami
fragile fabrics. I trust it for
everything in my wardrobe

Charming BENITA
HUME, one of the
loveliest British film stars,
knows that entrancing
clothes are as important off
the screen as on. "Nearly
everything is washable
"these
What days."
a boonsite
thatsays.
is !
Because by using Lux always even the most delicate
things last and look lovely
almost indefinitely.''
Lu» h official in all the big studios
-FRANK C. RICHARDSON
(right), Wardrobe Director of the
Paramount Studio, says: "Costumes
represent a big investment which must
be safeguarded. Tluit's why Paramount
specifies that all washable costumes be
cared for with Lux. It keeps them new lunger
and saves money."

J6

j

I UK AT i M — Notice is given
that in last week's issue Tokens
Nos. 74 tently
andprinted
A45as were
Nos. inadver75 and
A46. foreNot.
74
and
A45
therebe omitted from will
the series.

* LKl'KR prodi <t
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Still

another

reason

why

'Mi

ne'

s

a

/

can

now
get
r'
o
n

Mi
30

De

Min

ors

oval

tin

Reszke

in

an

decorated

for

1/-

In quality and packing the equal of much
dearer cigarettes, but not quite so large
— big enough, however, to last a full 10
minutes.

5 FOR

Plain,

De

AND

2d. ♦ 10 FOR

or

Cork

FOR

'Ivory'

tipped

MINORS
Reszke
Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
IN

TINS

♦

30

FOR

1/-

♦

60

8d.

4d. ♦ 20

FOR

2/
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choose your frocks at corot ^ %
and pay for them in the modern way
So

inexpensive, exclusive
models may be chosen
from the amazingly
varied range now being shown
in our delightful bond
street showrooms, in an
atmosphere of courtesy and
personal
attention,
or post
if a
call
is not
possible,
the coupon below for a
beautifully illustrated fashion
guide, tionscontaining
of the latest illustramodels,
which will be sent with
full particulars of instalment

much

depends

upon

discreet
make-up !

That isBlush
why Cream
KHASANA
is so popular with the
modern
she
knows thatgirl
so —much
depends upon correct,
discreet make-up. So
for delicate colouring which exactly matches her complexion, she chooses KHASANA Blush Cream — the
only rouge which you can rely upon to look perfectly
natural.
With KHASANA Blush Cream it is best to use
KHASANA Lipstick, which gives the lips just the right
amount of colour, a natural, healthy glow, defying
detection.
KHASANA Preparations have a cold cream base, which
facilitates their application and protects the skin from
sun and wind.
KHASANA is kiss- and water-proof and non-detectable.
KHASANA
Lipstick 1/6 & 2/6.
Trial Size 6d.

Blush Cream 1/6.
Trial Size 9d.

Violent
Acid

"here and there "
novelty
woollenonsuit10/with
stit' bed weave
trimming
the jacket.
Ittj "
cash
4 gns.
monthly
plan.
"sweet somebody"
suede crepe frock with loose
georgette collar, edged /*/
with lace.
O/ —
cash
2 gns. monthly.

coro
(dept. p.g. 240)
33 old bond
st.
london, w. I
regent 0234
.post this coupon to corot to-dayconot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.1.
f P66 please send corot spring fashion guide and full particulars
name
address

Pains

Stomach

Cared by Hospital Formula

SEND FOR

THIS NEW

PATTERN BOOK
You can solve the shoulderstrap problem once and for all
by studying the strength and
quality of Cash's Ribbons
shown in this new pattern
book. Post the coupon below.

For 18 months this man was a martyr to acid stomach
— suffered such violent pain that his poor stomach
seemedment failed
distorted.
Even six months' hospital treatto cure him
and he lost weight rapidly. He
says :
For thestomach.
past eighteen
been distorted.
a martyr
to " acid
My months
stomachI have
seemed
When I ate I suffered violent pain and I was losing
weight. As a last resource I decided to give your
Maclean Brand Stomach Powder a trial. I intend now
to keep it always handy as I am convinced it neutralises
excess acid. I have gained 9 lb. in weight since taking
Mr. C. G. S
, St. Neots.
your powder."
If you suffer from acid stomach go to your chemist
and get a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
It is made from the famous hospital formula which is
used by doctors everywhere. But be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder, with the signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
It is not sold loose but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/- bottles
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.

eugene
permanent
LINGERIE

RIBBONS

To I. & J. CASH, Ltd. (Dept. R.K. 9) COVENTRY
Please
sendactual
me FREE
containing
Patterns.copy of Cash's Ribbon book
Na
me
I
I Address-

p.g. 240

from

waves
Increase your charm with a natural wave produced
by a genuine Eugene Sachet. If you write at once
to the address given below, mentioning that you are
ainteresting
reader of the
"Picturegoer,"
will receive
an
booklet
and free you
specimen
Eugene
Sachet. Make sure your Hairdresser uses exactly
similar Sachets for your next Eugene Wave.
EUGENE, LTD. (PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT)
EDGWARE
ROAD, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.

" I can't do anything
to keep my hair

Blonde'9

"Oh Yes, YOU CAN/
This might have been true a year ago, but
to-day
you havenewat secret
your disposal
the
wonderful
formula Stablond,
shampoo,1 «
which will not only prevent your hair from
darkening, but if it has already darkened and
faded, due to depigmentation (colour pigment
elimination) will bring back that golden
beauty of childhood. Depigmentation is
caused by coal dust, gases in the atmosphere,
and faulty diet. Stablond corrects this.
It is also known in many other countries as
Blondex and Nurblond, and is the largest
selling shampoo in the world. Makes the
permanent wave last longer. Even with one
shampoobeautiful.
your hair is lighter, silkier and
more
Wonderful for children
Not for women who wish to bleach their hair
Stablond contains no henna, camomile, dvs
or injurious bleaches. Made in England
Sold everywhere at 6d. Stablond Laboratories.
Ltd., Acton Lane, London, N.W.10.
HAVEACTUALLY
YOU TRIED
STABLONDFAIRWAVE
LIGHTENS
HAIRSET ?
Sole Distributors: Fassett and Johnson. Ltd.
STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
3
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VISCOUNTESS

MILTON

(^Joncl

says

s beauty

treatment

is tite
V
now

If you have ever seen Lady Milton
you must have admired her complexion — il is exquisite. Yet her
beauty care is amazingly inexpensive— within the reach of et'ery girl
— Pond's famous preparations . . .
As Lady Milton says — " Why
clutter up your dressing-table with
all kinds of complicated, and probably expensive beauty preparations
when Pond's easy, reliable and
miraculously inexpensive method
of beauty care keeps your skin in
perfect condition ? "

Why
Pond's
makes
your skin beautiful
chosen to check this loss of skin moisture.
wipe away surplus cream. They are so soft
As you pat Pond's Cold Cream over face antl
they cannot stretch the most delicate skin.
neck, the pure, rich oils penetrate down into
And. because it gives your skin such satinthe under skin, ami float to the surface all the
\<'\t pat Pond's Skin Freshener on your face
smoothness, Pond's Vanishing Cream is the
dust or prime that has buried itself in the
ami neck to close the pores and refine the
ideal base for powder. "The best protection
pores out of reach of soap ami water.
skin. And lastly, before powdering, smooth
I have ever found," says Lady Milton.
on I'ond's Vanishing Cream.
But Pond's Cold Cream does more than
cleanse, it lubricates the natural oil glands so
Sun. wind, cold and heal are constantly
Prices from 6d
that your skin is kept fresh, clear ami youthw hipping the natural moisture out of the skin.
ful looking.
It becomes coarse-textured, even rough. But
Always use Pond's Cleansing Tissues to
Pond's Vanishing Cream contains ingredients
GUIDE

YOUR

POND'S

SKIN

11

TO

BEAUTY

WITH

CREAMS
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No. 151

(New Series). Vol. 3.
April 14, 1934.
Editorial Offices: 93 Long Acre,
W.C.2.
Advt. do. 57 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Telephone : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer, Southernwood, Rand, London
ON SALE EVERY
THURSDAY, 2d.

"Profit sharing

Solving

these

Senseless

Salary

Squabbles

Growth of Percentage System — Applying the Box-office Test — The
Quota Racket — Look Out, Jackie Cooper! — Laughton to Play
Henry

Again — Ambitious

Korda

Talkie — A

Successor to the

" Three Little Pigs "
Films organisation are working under similar
arrangements.
The latest advocate of the system is no less a
person than Mr. Adolf Zukor, President of
Paramount and one of the leaders of the industry
for over a quarter of a century.
Mr. Zukor may be inspired by the fact that
Paramount has had its share of salary squabbles,
revolts, walk-outs and other costly forms of
friction in recent years.
The American Press has on occasion, too,
drawn attention to his own impressive earnings 1
Paramount Chief's Views
The depression, moreover, has created a
/^harles Laughton, as is well known, will dangerous
public reaction against the huge
^* delight the Income Tax authorities as a contract salaries of the stars and he has unresult of the amazingly successful outcome of
doubtedly chosen an opportune moment for his
his gamble in accepting a " cut " of the takings declaration of policy.
of The Private Life of Henry VIII in lieu of a
" film star " salary during production. Douglas " Fairest Arrangements "
Fairbanks, jun., was telling me the other day
is becoming increasingly impossible to
that he has a share in the profits of Catherine " Tt
determine," he writes in a note I had from
the Great and I understand that the other theJL Marathon
Street movie factory the other day,
major "names" associated with the London "just what an actor is worth in terms of salary.

HE question of paying film stars on
a percentage basis has again been
brought into the field of practical
picture politics.
Katharine Hepburn, Constance
Bennett and one or two other important
personalities are already, I believe, working
on contracts which give them a share of the
profits over a certain amount.

mengem
toentbe
the appea
fairersst toarra
between studios and those
artistes who have become distinct box-office
assets. I believe that as soon as improving
conditions in the film industry warrant such a
move, this method of paying outstandingly
valuable personalities should be adopted.
"Whenever a star reaches a point where his or
her name and talents win an extraordinary
number of followers and admirers, then it becomes
necessary for studios to pay these artistes a fair
and proportionate percentage of what their
productions are making.
"Such a system would encourage the best
efforts always and the public would reap added
entertainment benefit.
" The general adoption of the system," he adds,
" is a definite possibility."
The Difficulty

1 think that most people will agree that the
application of the acid box-office test is by
far the most sound and logical way of determining
stellar salaries.
Applied properly, it is fair to the star, it is fair
to the movie moguls and it is fair to the cash
customers. And it would spare us those unedifying brawls that have become a feature of
studio life in recent years.
There are, however, many difficulties to be
overcome, the chief of which is, of course, the
amount of the percentage and the fact that with
one or two exceptions the most over-paid people
in films are not the stars but a number of studio
"higher-ups" vaguely defined as executives.
What The Stars Think
Practically every star with whom I have
discussed the subject — and I have discussed
it with several — has been enthusiastic about
working on a percentage basis, with one important
reservation.
{Continued
page: "Our
7) experience
As one of them
put it toon me
5
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Norma
Shearer
Whom we will soon
be welcoming back to
the screen in " Lady
Mary's Lover," after
absence.
almost a Reports
year's
from the lot indicate,
that the fans are
likely to see a new
and greater Shearer
in that picture.
Norma was born on
August 10, 1904, in
Montreal, Canada.
She thumped a piano
in a kinema before
entering pictures in
1920. She has brown
hair, blue eyes and
is 5 ft. 3 in. tall.

April 14, 1934
(Continued from page 5)
has been that in far too many cases by the time
the studio heads have had their rake off and the
studio accountants have done their job of including
the overheads, a million-dollar box-office hit looks
likeFredric
a bankruptcy."
March who, as a prominent executive of
the Actors'hasGuild,
speaks
with some
however,
openly
expressed
his authority,
views in
support of trying the percentage system as an
experiment and advances a solution of the
problem. The percentage he advocates must be on
the gross earnings of the film, "because so many
things are charged against the net profit."
The Gold Medal
Norma Shearer, by the way, appears from the
present state of the count to be well up in the
running for Picturegoer's Gold Medal for her
performance
in Smilin'
Through.
Others among
the leaders
are Diana Wynyard,
Madeleine Carroll, Garbo and Dietrich, while
on the ninle side, Clive Brook, Leslie Howard,
Gary Cooper and Conrad Veidt seem to be doing
well.
Owing to an eleventh-hour flood of nominations ithas been decided to keep the voting open
for another week. Entries must now all be in by
April 21.
All you have to do is to write on a postcard the
name of the actor and actress who in your opinion
. gave the two best performances in 1933 and the
names of the films concerned, and address it to
Award of Merit, Picturegoer, 93, Long Acre.
It is important to remember that only films
generally released in 1933 are eligible.
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Tudor period and film one of the most glorious
chapters in English history in The Field of the
Cloth of Gold.
If existing casting arrangements stand, it will
be Britain's most spectacular all-star picture and
probably the costume picture to end costume
pictures. In addition to Laughton as the young
Henry, Maurice Chevalier will be seen as Francis I,
King of France; Douglas Fairbanks, jnn., as
Charles V, Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire;
Flora Robson as Catherine of Aragon and Merle
Oberon again in the r81e of Anne Boleyn.
The original Henry, I learn, took £188,147 at
the first 200 kinemas at which it was shown in
Britain.
But isn't Mr. Korda carrying originality a little
too far by rechristening the Douglas Fairbanks
picture The Private Life of Don Juan ?
More Honours
In the meanwhile, not only has The Private Life
of Henry VIII achieved the unique distinction
for a British film of being burlesqued in a
"super" (George
Scandals),
but
aHollywood
major Californian
studio, White's
Twentieth
Century,
in
Firebrand,
" believesandthatpopular
it has
a announcing
successor toTheHenry
in humour
intoThetheFirebrand
costume marks
series. Constance Bennett's entry
She plays the Duchess of Florence to the
Benvenuto
appeal" Cellini of Fredric March.

Will Dietrich and " Von " Part ?
The studio gossips are again busy with the
The Quota Scandal Again
filmland's
greatest
Svengaliteam isthat
due for
a dissolution
of partnership.
In the last few weeks we have had at trade and Trilbyreport
rumours have been reaching my ears
press shows a minor deluge of new English- of Persistent
strained relations between Marlene Dietrich
made talkies and the standard of a great many of
them makes one wonder if the authorities should and Josef von Sternberg on the Scarlet Empress set.
not seriously consider if the time has arrived for Pointed comment is also being made upon the
the revision of the Quota Act in the direction of a fact that while they were previously inseparable,
they have not been seen about together so
Quality Clause.
In its present form the Act has largely outlived frequently in public of late.
Tongues have been wagging more strenuously
its sphere of usefulness. The vast majority of
exhibitors to-day are showing a considerably than ever since an alleged "incident" in the studio
caf6 a few days ago when Marlene, arriving late,
higher percentage of our own films than the law received
no attention from the director and
requires.
Its main effect at the moment appears to be glided quietly away to another table for luncheon
providing certain American companies who are alone.
turning out cheaper and quicker quota quickies
an opportunity to tie a tin can to the tail of the
rapidly improving British talkie industry.
" Wimpole St. " in Hollywood
Still" cameramen and studio experts have been
A Rival for Jackie Cooper
weeks.busy at 50 Wimpole Street in the last few
It looks as if Jackie Cooper may at last get some
As Radio did with the Alcott home in Little
serious competition in the infant prodigy ranks.
The youngster who may provide it is Frank Women, so M.-G.-M. is doing with the even more
Thomas, a ten-year-old actor who has scored a hit
on
stage inplays
Wednesday'
Child,York
one
of the
the Broadway
most successful
of the s New
season.
He has been signed to go to Hollywood at the
conclusion of the run and play the same role in
the film version.
Moreover, although it will be his first picture,
Frank is to be starred — a situation unique in
Hollywood history.
Wednesday' s Child, a somewhat sombre play
about a young boy whose life is shattered by the
divorce of his parents and who finally comes to the
realisation that he is not wanted by either parent,
provides a severely exacting r61e for any juvenile
and the New York dramatic critics have given
Master Thomas the highest credentials.

Weekly

famous building that is to be the setting for the
film version of The Barretts of Wimpole Street
which
vehicle. is to be Norma Shearer's next starring
The building is to be reproduced with fidelity
on the Metro lot thousands of miles away in
California, from photographs and measurements
made in England.
The house, now, of course, a Browning memorial,
will provide the plans for both the interiors and
exteriors used in the film.
Barrymore's
The caption to Next
an illustration in a recent issue of
Picturegoer of Lionel Barrymore and Mrs.
Patrick Campbell on the Lady Mary's Lover set, at
Culver City may have given rise to a misleading impression that Barrymore was appearing in the film.
The cast in support of Norma Shearer, of course,
consists of Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall
and Mrs. Campbell.
Lionel's next is The Copperhead , which I seem to
recall as one of his earliest silent successes, something like twenty years ago. It was also one of
his most famous stage roles.
Kinema Couplets
This week's award of 10s. 6d. goes to Miss A.
Jones, 57, Webster Road, Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 7, for an elucidation of the Crooner
mystery :
The Crosby Case
Too Much Harmony
Awards of 2s. 6d. each go to Miss D. Mae
Rowlands, 163 Rowley Avenue, Sidcup, Kent, for :
Evergreen
Innocents Abroad
To Edwin H. Collins, 98 Bruce Grove,
Tottenham, N.17,
for: —
The Constant
Nymph
To the Last Man
To E. H. Osborne, Hartsloone Road, Woodville,
Burton-on-Trent, for :—
The Crowd Roars
Money for Speed
To T. Beard, 17, Boyer Street, Derby, for :—
Disorderly Conduct
Good Morning Judge !
To Fernando Lux, 117 East Road, City Road,
London, N.i, for
:—
Broken
Idols
Common
Clay
Will new readers please note that all attempts
must be sent in on post-cards — no envelopes will
be opened — marked Couplets and addressed c/o
Picturegoer, 93 Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
The Editor's decision
final andintono with
correspondence can beisentered
regard
to this contest.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS

Lee Tracey's Five-Year Contract
Another
stageis "capture
" whoconsidered
is expected
to do
big things
Jane Wyatt,
by many
sound judges to be one of the three most brilliant
ingenues in the American theatre.
She has been signed by Universal, which at the
moment is busy on a campaign to increase its
" star-power."
A recent move in the campaign was the signing
up of Lee Tracy on a five-year contract. Lee will
probably make four pictures a year.
Laughton as " Henry " Again
So Charles Laughton is again to be "Henry the
an Alexander
TheEighth"
Londonin Film
ProductionsKorda
studiopicture.
announces
plans for an ambitious project to return to the

Ramon Novarro and Lupe Velez enjoy a game oflocation.
cards with members of the "Laughing Boy " company on
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SEX
and

the

SCREEN

Victor
Saville

''THE famous British director, who
declares that " we have acquired
the common sense to come out in the open
and treat with natural respect that which
in the Victorian era was clothed with
unhealthily suggestive secrecy.
can make it undesirable. Very few films are intentionally grimy, it is only cheapness of mind that
renders them so, though it must be remembered
that there is a difference between sensuality for its
own sake, and sensuality when it is necessary, say
in a historical characterisation like Henry VIII,
or in Jew Suss. In the films I have directed,
from Tessa to Evergreen, I have had at
times delicate sex problems to direct which form
part of my story. I have never had one of these
situations turned down by the censor. Surely it
must be something in the handling of a story that
calls forth protests against sex situations.

rm N recent discussions on sex and the kine|;j ma, the box office has been accused of
r«j
" cashingIt inhas
" onbeen
over-stressed
Bl tions.
predicted sex
too,situathat
1934
will
see
a
"rising
tide
of
sex
",
that
situations and dialogue hitherto considered
indecent, will be given licence, and that
scantily clad figures will be alluringly revealed
on any and every screen.
And now let us honestly examine these questions, and see how far they are true, and how far
film producers have progressed in the sex education
of the k inertia masses. It is necessary to go back a
Little — say to 1915. Just about that time there
came a succession of seductive vamps of the
Cleopatra type, who created a vogue for vamp
themes. These influenced the screen for a considerable period, and were entirely sensual in
character. Then came Rudolph Valentino whose
effect on the screen was devastating, for he literally
swept hysterical mobs off their feet, and caused ail
other studios hastily to begin grooming potential
rivals of the same type. Glamorous love plays
thenIt isreigned
supreme
until that
Valentino's
death. come
significant
to notice
screen phases
and go in ''waves " one wave always being followed
by an opposite wave as reaction — in the same way
as governments and politics. Recently we have
has a fashion for gangster films and war and spy
pictures, and emaciated women like Garbo. The
answer to Garbo is Mae West, but not for reasons
of sensuality. That is if we can judge by the
8

A charming domestic shot of Mr. and Mrs.
Victm Saville in their home at Highgate, with
their little daughter Anne and their favourite
Great Dane " Spy."
success in America of Little Women, which
effectively shows the trend of public taste, and
definitely points to quite the opposite view. Undoubtedly, however, we in England are set a higher
standard to conform to than our American counterparts. Scenes, situations, and dialogue, which
have been passed in American films, are not per-,
mitted by the censor to appear in English films!
Imagine an English firm trying to do a Mae West !
or trying to get away with a scene like Garbo and
Gilbert in bed in Queen Christina !

Screen freedom to day is, in my opinion, being
tackled intelligently and not exploited, and there
have been many plays artistically and wholesomely
presented, which a few years ago would have been
considered untranslatable. As a matter of fact,
the more latitude films are given, the less harm
they are This
likely may
to do,sound
and the
"cleaner" but
will itbe isthea
result.
paradoxical,
psychological truism, and as everyone has more or
less dabbled a little in psychology to-day.they will
understand what I mean. Actually for instance,
the mode for nudism has had the opposite effect to
what the accusing critics suppose, and has very
effectively stamped out the sensuality which
existed in the "hush-hush" days. In fact nudism
is both dull and respectable ! I can guarantee
that the present day Folies Bergeres in Paris, with
their almost nude song and dance choruses, do not
create half the sensation (or the box-office receipts!)
as the allure of the old Can-Can days, with their
lavish display of frilled underclothes and slender
black be-stockinged legs. Half measures are far
more indecent than whole measures !

To-day
become
more sincereWeboth
our
actionsweandhavein our
conversation.
hidein less,
and therefore we suggest less, and the films are
merely following the trend of modern psychology.
Our ideas are far more logical too, and the younger
generation have been brought up on more commonsense lines than their elders were. Consequently
they are no more self conscious about the facts of
Is Noit true
that
directors
are
"cashing
in
"
on
sex
?
it is not. But if it were true, and sensuality life, because wise parents no longer clothe them
was succeeding, then the fault would he with the with unnatural mystery, or exalt them to an untrue
public t I do not believe, however, that the major- proportion. The result is that they come to the
ity of the public applaud "dirt," or in any way go kinema with open minds expecting to see real life,
to the kinema to enjoy cheap sensation. It is as they know it, on the screen, and I am certain
perfectly true that to-day films are allowed more that what they see is viewed from a perfectly
latitude and freedom, and this in my opinion is a normal standpoint. They no longer see sensuality
good sign, showing that we have acquired the where their elders saw it. While the old-fashioned
common sense to come out into the open, and seductive vamp scenes, would simply provoke
treat with natural respect, that which in the them to laughter, and what was considered a
Victorian era was clothed with unhealthily sugges- daring repartee of the nineties, would probably
tive secrecy. For it is undoubtedly a fact that it merely pass unnoticed. The modern kinema
is the interpretation of a situation or dialogue that audience is an intelligent crowd, far more intelligent and critical than of old, and it is up to the
renders it harmless or suggestive, it is the stress
laid on the action, and not the action itself that screen not to forget this.
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Through

Our

LENS
This " nonchalant " brown velvet swagger
ensemble with matching beret and worn with
a blue hand-knit sweater blouse is from Joan
Crawford's personal wardrobe. Joan will
be seen next in " Sadie McKee," written by
Vina Delmar, and hailed as another " Bad
Girl."

Lew Ayres and Isabel
Jewell share a magazine
between scenes of " Let's
Be Ritzy." Isabel, who
has been making a name
for herself as an actress
in pictures like
" Counsellor-at-law," is
Lee Tracy's fiancee.

Weekly

and there is not a trace of nervousness to be seen
in her acting.
Peggy Sullavan is twenty-two, very selfpossessed, slender as a borzois, and just as graceful.
Her hair is brown and her eyes are blue-grey.
And she is already well-known in America because
of her stage work.
The latest autographed studio portrait of the
subject of this article.
HAVE just had the pleasure of hearing
from Carl Laemmle, junior's, own hps
that he is going to build Margaret
Sulla van into a star.
I'm not surprised. She shared the
lead with me in her first talkie, Only Yesterday,
and she tried to steal every scene from me.
Not intentionally. Just naturally.
I should like to be able to say later on,
when she is a star, that I helped her in her first
film — but the truth is that she needed so
little help that I had to put all I knew into
my scenes to avoid being overshadowed by
her !
She is one of those fortunate people — a natural
screen actress. She really needed very little
guidance before she mastered those intricate
points which make screen acting different from
stage acting. I have just seen her first talkie test,
10

The famous star gives you an
intimate pen picture of a girl who is
hailed as one of the discoveries of the
year and who, he says, is going to
" make you pay attention to her."

arguments of a persuasive official could make her
accept.
The official is reported to have gone home with
a severe headache when he discovered that, a few
days after rejecting his offer, Peggy went into
Hollywood,"
she edge
confessed
to me,
as we set,
sat stock at a figure of something like £11 a week !
one day on the
of the Only
Yesterday
We weren't appearing in any scenes on that
day, and it was then that I first got to
watching a Benita Hume scene being shot, " is particular
know
her at all well. She had arrived in the
better
than
I
thought
it
would
be
I
I
didn't
want
to come out here, first of all — I was too keen on studio in a pair of old corduroy trousers and shirt.
my stage acting. Three different movie com- Which was lucky, for she sat down on the studio
panies made me offers, but I turned them all floor
and gathered quite a lot of dust and dirt on
her clothes.
Any fears that she was wearing her clothes in
"What made you come, after all? " f asked.
this fashion just for the sake of publicity were
She shrugged her shoulders.
down."
"What makes you do anything? What made soon dispelled. She told me that she had always
me want to go on the stage? What makes a been partial to this rig-out, and, to prove that she
person fall in love? Sometimes, you simply was not merely cashing-in on the current vogue
can't tell. I just happened to be in the right for masculine attire, she did her best not to be
mood, I suppose, when Universal came along. I photographed while dressed this way, and she was
was playing the part of Paula in Dinner at Eight careful not to let a single reporter see her I
when this offer was made — and, well, I thought
I'd give myself a birthday present by coming.
WhatPeggy
madewasyouabout
go on tothereply
stage?"
queried.
"I'm never too certain of what to-morrow will
when I Director
John Stahl glared warningly in our direction.
bring
" she this
added.
received
offers !than
one, "I'd
but had
turnedbetter
themfinancial
down. When that scene was in the box, she replied :
"The usual thing, I suppose I Amateur
Then something made me say 'yes' — and here I
theatricals while at school, and a wonderful opinion
You soon discover, though, that Peggy Sullavan of my own abilities ! I kept up these amateur
is more interested in success than cold hard cash.
shows after I left school, then told my father that
I heard afterwards that one of these film offers I wanted to become an actress.
was for well over ^300 a week, but not all the
"He said 'No.' I said 'Yes.' He said 'No'
am ! "
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One picture, " Only Yesterday," has won
world-fame for the newcomer a big scene
from that film in which you will discover
many prominent artistes.
stage play. Film-making is very much like one
and I find this helps me a lot."
rehearsal,
long
Even
Hollywood doesn't know much about her
yet. She has met very few of the stars, and she
has been viewing Hollywood in a new way. Most
tourists come to see the stars. Peggy Sullavan
is just like an ordinary tourist in any other place

V

Introduces

Margaret

Sullavan

The first kiss, which means
so much to the girl portrayed by Margaret
Sullavan in terday."
" Only
The man,Yes-of
course, is the
author of this
article.

again, so I ran way, and got on the stage. He
fetched me home, but later on, I ran away again.
I think he fetched me home seven times in three
years before he gave his official permission, and
after this I managed to make quite a hit in A
Modern Virgin.
— she spends a lot of her time
"1 was in several shows after that, then along
came Dinner at Eight, and this Hollywood offer.
exploring
district
She cametheonsurrounding
to the set one
day
That's all. Some of us are born lucky, aren't
bubbling
over
with
enthusiasm
for
we ! "
Gay's Lion Farm, which she had
She is something of an enigma, though. She is,
just seen
the her
firstjust
time.
other time,forI met
after Anshe
in many ways, typical of the modern young
had paid a visit to the beach,
girl — fresh, athletic, and full of confidence. I
where she had been out with some
have seen her out on a horse, seated superbly,
fishermen.
and
I've
seen
her
playing
tennis
and
swimming,
both of them well.
Following Only Yesterday, she was cast for
" She tried to steal every scene from me, not
But when we invited her to a party, she shook
Little Man, What Now? I don't dabble in
her head.
intentionally, just naturally."
astrology,
or foretell
future
any onother
—
but I do advise
you tothekeep
yourin eye
this way
young
" Sony. Not for me ! "
And so far, I don't believe she has been seen
newcomer
to you
Hollywood.
But Margaret
there's Sullavan
no need
at a single party. Nor has she given one. Once thought in their heads of getting talked about.
for
me to give
this advice.
"shooting"
is over for
the day, she just disappears
Margaret Sullavan doesn't seem to care in will make you pay attention to her, if I'm any
to her Hollywood
apartment.
theBut
least.
She is living in filmland the life she led in
"What do you do at home?" I asked her,
-NEXT WEEK
New York — a feat which most Broadway actresses casually, one day.
judge !
attempt when they come to Hollywood, but few
And she replied :
succeed in doing.
C. A. Lejeune, the eminent critic,
"Oh, just read, or write, or draw." (I've seen
That's why you haven't heard much about some of her drawings; they are excellent.) "And
contributes
a revealing interview urith
Peggy Sullavan. To get all those publicity pars, rehearse,"
she added. "I take my lines home
a newcomer simply must be seen about. Most go every night, and read them out aloud to my dog.
Paul Muni which presents both the man
out of their way to attract the attention of He's a great critic !
and the actor.
columnists, and they go to parties with the one
" I used to do this when I was rehearsing a new
ii
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Edmund
Lowe
The sympathy of fans will go
out to Edmund Lome, whose
marriage with the late Lilyan
Tashman was one of Hollywood's perfect partnerships.
His wife's flair for film colonypolitics did a great deal to
advance his career. On the
screen Eddie recently rejoined
forces with Victor McLaglen
and the result, " No More
Women,"
in the WesthasEndbeen
in showing
the last
few weeks.
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An

Open

Letter

George

to

Raft

D. PHILLIPS
MALCOLM
remarks to the star who
becoming

known

as

Weekly

Hollywood's

addresses a few
is in danger of
walk-out

king

Dear George Raft :

The well-known Raft
right hook again came
into the news a little
later as a result of a
report from the Bolero set
that you had with
marked effectiveness
settled a little matter of
artistic principle arising
out of the script by taking
a neat sock at the
whiskers of Mr. Barney
Glazer, amount
prominent
Para-I
executive, who
should imagine is, from
the point of view of age
and training in pugilism,
nowhere near your fighting weight. in any way
Without
Well, that's my Fairy Story and I stick
to it. If it does not make Walt Disney
a verdict of guilty
envious at least everybody will know that it passing
on you in regard to these
is a Fairy Story.
the prominHowever, to return to earth from these wistful two affairs,
ence given to them makes
wanderings, if you are trying, to lower the Cali- it necessary to suggest
fornian, open-to-all-comers " walk out " record that if you want to go
you are going along very nicely in spite of the about punching people
handicaps of those built-up heels, the recent with whom you beg to
disclosure of which has got me into so much trouble differ on the jaw, the
with the faithful.
Indeed, already you can give the Jimmy proper place for it is the
I unCagneys, the Clark Gables, the Jean Harlows, the prize ring,derstand,which,
you once graced
Continental temperament queens and other less with your presence. At
proficient performers an odd revolution or two, the moment you are
a suspension, an autographed copy of the Inter- making a bid for our two
nationale, and a bout of fisticuffs and still have the and fourpences as an
length of Hollywood Boulevard in hand.
actor and in any case the
quality of your supposed
Now
please
don't
get
me
wrong.
Restrain
the
old itch in that trigger finger for a moment.
opponents so far does not
There ma}' be, and I am quite prepared to impress us sufficiently to
believe that there are, quite a number of excellent regard your potentialities
reasons behind the fact that George Raft has as a White Hope with
interest.
become the leading contender for the world's
And now at the time of
heavyweight walk-out championship.
writing, George Raft is
We are obviously not in a position adequately to on " hoi iday " after
judge the rights and wrongs of your various another performance of
differences of opinion with sundry important and the celebrated "walknot so important Hollywood personages.
out" act, this time from
But we do know that in the last year or so, your Mae West's It's No Sin.
name has constantly been in the headlines in
Again, please do not
association with revolts, assault and battery and misunderstand me. My views on these stellar
similar enterprises of martial kind, both in and out rebellions are well known to readers of this paper,
of the studios.
but I have followed your stormy trail through
There was, for instance, the great Raft Rebellion Hollywood with a great deal of sympathy.
over The Story of Temple Drake, when you took one
It only took the unveiling of a few reels of the
look at the script, put on your walking shoes and completed picture to establish incontestably the
bluntly told the front office that you were not soundness of your judgment in refusing to take
going to play an unsympathetic part which you the role of "Trigger" in the Temple Drake talkie,
considered would harm you in the eyes of your one of the most gratuitously unpleasant films ever
public.
put on the screen.
The studio, presumably to your surprise,
It certainly did not do Jack La Rue, who has
promptly suspended you from the pay-roll since been typed in si milarly sinister roles much good.
and put Jack la Rue, whom you yourself had
And judging solely, of course, by the place of the
previously superseded in Scarface, in the part.
hero in the scheme of things in the two previous
About the same time, you came to the conclusion vehicles by, with and for the glory of Mae West,
that you could not clothe and feed the elegant one can at least appreciate the possibility that
Raft body in the balmy climate of southern
case ofactor
your of
latest
"it's might
no sin."
California on the two thousand or so dollars a in
Anythe young
yourrevolt,
standing
be
week that Paramount was paying you when you pardoned for thinking twice about playing in
support of a star who is not only the reigning
weren't ' ' walking out . ' '
In view of recent events it is interesting to recall, queen of the lot, but writes her own stories.
Nevertheless all these things are getting you a
incidentally, that it was whispered in film circles
at the time that Mae West played a prominent reputation for artistic temperament and you
part in the peace negotiations.
should know as well as I do that a reputation for
is by no means the best qualification for
I next read of an "incident" at the Hollywood "AT."
stadium in which you were alleged to have a career in the studios.
Those "walk-out" powders are dangerous
"beaten-up" a journalist who had written medicine
up and coming young star. It
something that did not please the august "new should notforbe any
necessary for me to remind you that
Valentino."

when I am feeling
days
theseicul
CNE in aof part
arly whimsical mood
after a good dinner and one of
Janet Gaynor's more Cinderellaish
displays, I shall sit me down and
write the year's best Fairy Tale — about a posttalkie masculine movie discovery — who having
been taken from comparative obscurity and
poverty and elevated to world fame, wealth
and a million-dollar mansion with a marble
swimming pool,- did not immediately go on
strike for more money, an eighth of an inch
higher billing type, bigger and better parts
or beca
ties. he didn't like the supervisor's
in use
taste

Ann Dvorak, who, at your side, climbed to fame
in
took a big one— and her career is
stillScarface,
convalescing.
More than one actor and actress has walked out of
a studio lot before now — and right out of pictures.
The big bosses got tired of the act.
Because I like you so much and because I
believe the screen needs you, I should hate to
ring you atlantic
up intelephone
your one
dressing
on the
day room
and be
toldtransthat
"Georgie doesn't live here any more."
Oh, yes, and there is just one little word more
of advice. We are all looking forward to welcoming youBut
on your
England.
pleaseforthcoming
try to restrain"stage"
yourselftourfromin
telling the local Press boys about "me and my
buddy
the Prince
of Wales."
It simply
isn't
done — which is slang for
lay off the Royalty stuff or else . . .
The British public, which is funny that way,
hasn't
that "buddy"
interview
credited quite
to youforgotten
in the Hollywood
Press some
time
For myself, I hope to be able to take a chance
on that doubtless libellous legend that criticism
ago.
of George Raft qualifies indiscreet journalists
for a handful of clouds and (I trust the phrase
does not jar any tender spot) come up and see
you some time.
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Hollywood

by

Mae Clarke
who has had
some of her
verse
lished.pub-

Marion

ERSE writing, it was once
thought, nourished best in
)
garrets, on crusts of bread,
with loneliness and misery as
companions.
But Hollywood versifiers are rapidly
altering that impression.
The poems
of Hollywood film people are written with one
hand, while the other is left free to receive
ample pay checks to keep them well fed and
poetically inclined.
Mae Clarke doesn't write her verses down
on paper. She composes them extemporanethem. been
" Justpublished.
a Bust,"
one of ously,
herand never
verses,forgets
has already
Here are two of her recent ones :—
ONE OF MY OPINIONS
Will-power makes some people strong
And there are those who suppress a sneeze ;
SayBut"No,"
meanin " the
Yes,"
and you'll live long —
die weak
knees.
PATCHWORK
I've given to this one, and thai one, and that
A part of my heart, but turned them down flat
The wholeness, because I thought
could save
Enough of it so as to laugh at the knave
the bidding
Wko'd
think himself able to do all
skidding
Of how it should act, and then I'd go
Right
out ; of his arms, perhaps to
another
The ache of those tidbits were easy to
smother.

poets

SIMMS

But here is a boy ot whom I would gladly
Present my whole heart, but kindly note sadly,
A new heart can grow where a full one was taken
But the patchwork's so widespread that hope's near
Roland
Young's book of his verse and caricaforsaken
tures. "Not. For Children," is well known. The
following are taken from it :—
THE COQUETTISH WHALES
The he-male whale woos the she-male whale
By leaping from the sea,
Says the she-male whale to the he-male whale
"I the
bet he-male
you can'twhale
catch tomethe!"she-male whale,
Says
While surging through the water,
"Oh, doctor, tell me, will it be —
"A little son or daughter "
Another of Young's verse is entitled '* The
Goat," and goes like this :—
The has
Billya goat's
a handsome scent.
gent,
But
most far-reaching
The Nanny goat is quite a belle.
Let's hope she has no sense of smell.
David Manner's father was a book publisher in
New York for years, and David worked in book
stores during school vacations, so it is not surprising to hear that he does a little writing now and
then himself. Here is a poem of his, untitled :—
The perfume in my garden is sweet ; the shadows
reach out
And the hills are rich with colour.
The image of your face is in the clear pool,
Star framed, and I am weary of waiting.
Suddenly the night fog is upon me ;
I pace the wet grass, counting seconds.
If you come now, I cannot run to you nor cry out ;
The fever is sapped by silence and broken.
Oh, dearest, I have waited too long for you.
And the peace in my garden is holy /
Come not now where the scent of jasmine is a
sharp sword.
Where the dawn wind moans in the Cyprus and
tears fall.
But if you should come, leave softly,
dearest. Say no word !
Love is sleeping in my garden.
their
typewriters
solely
for tapping
James
and Lucile
Gleason
don't out
use
plays and scenarios. Now and then
they try verse.
Here are two,
The verse of Roland Young (in circle) is
famous. Below : James and Lucile
Gleason both try their hands at poetry.

David Manners
writes
sleepingofin" love
my
garden."
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''PHERE is a wealth of talent among the film.
stars. Most of them are gifted in other branches
of art.
Here our contributor introduces you to the
Tennysons of the talkie studios and their works.

Louise Fazoida finds
ver*c-making soothing to the nerves.

I want of life those things that last.
And hope and long with prayers
and tears
For things to bless the coming years.
AA string
of jade
a gown
motor-car— a —lover
true of blue —
A nd pearls and furs and hats and

Lilian Bond
started writing
when she was a
schoolgirl in
London.

one from each of the popular film couple
A MAIDEN'S PRAYER
By Lucile Webster Gleason
When I was young and life was new,
I as/ted of Fate a thing or two.
And opened wide my arms and hands
To grasp the things that youth demands.
A string of jade — a gown of blue —
A motor-car — a lover true
And pearls and furs and hats and frocks
And yachts tied up at private docks.
But now the years are running fast.

And yachts tied up at private docks.
James Gleason frocks
called his latest poem "My
Kingdom," There
and put
all inandseven
are itmen
men lines :—
And women and women
And girls and boys, of course :
And dogs and cats.
And mice and rats.
But, BOY !
Give me a HORSE ! !
Louise Fazenda sits down and scratches out
verse in pencil when she is nervous and cannot
sleep. She has been doing ditties ever since she
was a star English class student at the old Los
Angeles high school. Here is a recent one :—
For I have sold my bleeding heart for laughter —
My grief-wrung hands have pantomimed a clown,
Traded my bitter tears for smiles, and after '
I took my Calvary' d soul and flung it down.
Down as a fool and watched its gay caroling — ,
Macabre-dancer, begging for applause,
Give just a little and I'll go a-sorting
Graves — for all your apple sauce.
Lilian Bond has been writing down her thoughts
in verse since she was a schoolgirl in London. The
following was written in a pink and blue-paged
note-book, and has been preserved by her mother,
since Lilian usually tears up the pages as soon as
they are written.
MIGHT-HAVE-BEEN
For me there is a Might-have-been,
For me there is a Space unseen.

Except the vision of my mind,
Where I often look and always find
There might have been, if things were not
As things are now, a different plot.
There might have been another place,
There might have been another face,
Together in some other land
We might have wandered hand in hand,
Forgetful of the outside world,
Wondering at our thoughts unfurled
For each other's eye to see
Within the garden made by our unity.
There might have been — Oh ! do repent
Those minutes in Might-have-been spent.
Just ramblings of the Discontented One
Longing for something not yet done,
Oh, not yet done, to me it seems
A better thing, than Might-have-beens.
A recent one of Lilian Bond's is called simply
I" :—
/ cannot complain, the world is kind
To me, who though not blind
Cannot even see the glorious sun
Or hear the birds upon the bough —
II hear
see another
— unseen,
another race
song,
unsung,
I write a poem — incomplete,
I see a poet down the street ;
I must do this — this thing to-day,
I don't, I won't — I'm in the way,
I should destroy this restless me,
I hate it so, yet let it be.
I know I must forget me soon,
I'll catch the moonbeams of a moon,
I had forgotten almost when
observing
men soul,
—
I grew
do notupblame
a single
I know I lightly chose the rSle,
I enjoyed, for a time, at least
My little I, my little beast.
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Phil Lonergan Sends It Hot From Hollywood

He

Knew

Garbo

Brisson Once Gave Greta a
Holiday — Bette Davis' Pluck —
Mae West Goes Rural —
His Mate to be
mystery
is not
O that
is in town,
Brisasondeep
Carlsuch
GARBnow
for the Danish actor was acquainted
with Greta in the good old days
long before she made her debut in
the films.
While chatting with Carl the other day, he
told me how he engaged the Swedish actress
as a supernumary thirteen or fourteen years
ago when he was stage manager of a theatre in
Stockholm. Years later Garbo met him and
expressed her appreciation. The supernumary
role, she felt, started her on the road to fame.
The dynamic Brisson is a friendly soul. He
tells me he enjoys giving his autograph to the
fans who besiege him when he appears in
public. He has written "Carl Brisson" on
books, newspapers, letters, shoes, and everything else where a signature can be placed
except upon blank cheques.

Wearying of Fame
Ramon Novarro is departing soon for a tour of
South America, which will take him away
from Hollywood for nearly a year.
I hear that Ramon is tired of motion pictures,
and it is no secret that he prefers concert appearances. He is not money-mad and, as he is well
blessed with the world's goods, he craves a life of
quiet.
But film stars always come back ! Like Garbo,
Novarro will miss Hollywood and will soon be
counting the days when he is once more working
before the camera.

When

Job — Ramon Novarro's
Renee Gadd Arrives —
" Tarzan" and
Teamed.
to
Hollywood,
not returned
interesting
recently had
experience.
Miss Sergava made a trip from
New York to Hollywood by air,
and all the passengers in the
'plane thought she was Greta,
particularly as she kept to herself
and did not fraternize with the
other people.
the 'plane
the
airWhen
terminal,
her realarrived
identityat was
discovered, much to the disappointment of an enterprising
journalist, who had made the trip
for the sole purpose of getting a
story from " Garbo " !
An English Newcomer
Every month more young English actresses are
brought to Hollywood. The latest English
player to join the film colony is Renee Gadd, who
has been appearing in New York in a musical
comedy called Be My Love.
Universal has signed Miss Gadd, who will be
featured with Genevieve Tobin and Edward
Everett Horton in U ncertain Lady. Miss Gadd is
well known in British films and on the West End
stage.

Truly Rural
Mae West, a typical city lady, yearns for the
quiet of the country. She has purchased
a six-acre ranch near Van Nuys, where she can
have cows, chickens, and rural atmosphere.
The glamorous actress tells me that she is tired
of city noises and finds sylvan quiet very stimulating. She can motor from the ranch to the
Honouring McLaglen
Paramount studio in less than half an hour.
1 recently attended a review of the Canadian
Gary Cooper and his bride, Sandra Shaw, live
Light Horse, at which Victor McLaglen was
near Mae's new home.
elected colonel of this military organisation.
The affair was held in the Hollywood hills, and
this mounted group, composed of veterans of the Lucky Ida
is sailing along serenely in Hollywood
World War, presented a most impressive appear- IdaandLupino
stardom is now in sight for her. This
ance.
McLaglen, in accepting the appointment, made young English actress is attracting the attention
not only of the film colony, but of American fans,
athe"Hands
the Seas " address,
declaring
BritishAcross
and Americans
were cousins
and that
that who did not know of her existence a few
British-born men who lived in the United States months ago.
I saw Ida in Come On, Marines at a preview at
should like the country or leave it ! He stated
that he would devote time and money in an effort the Paramount studio. She plays opposite
to bring the troop up to a high state of efficiency. Richard Arlen and gives a very virile performance.
Arlen is excellent as a young marine sergeant,
As he served as an officer in Mesopotamia during
the World War, he should be the right man for while the always popular Monte Blue gives a fine
the post.
performance as Arlen's lieutenant. Roscoe Karns,
Incidentally, some of the Canadian ex-Service as a marine private, contributes some excellent
men who have been out of work during the comedy and also quite a little drama.
After a few more pictures, during which time
depression have been given employment on the
Ida will become a household word in the United
McLaglen estate.
States, this beautiful girl will be made a star.
A Plucky Lady
Back to Nature
Bette Davis is suffering from a cold, complicated
Johnny
Weissmuller and his tumultuous bride,
by a high fever, but is pluckily continuing
Lupe Velez, may play opposite each other for
with her scenes in Of Human Bondage, in which
the first time, if the plans of the Metro-Goldwynshe plays opposite Leslie Howard.
Mayer studio do not go awry.
The director
held anrehearsals
in Bette's
dressing-in
The studio has a story, Turea, written by the
room,
giving her
opportunity
to recline
comfort on a couch. The filming of the picture is late F. W. Murnau, laid in the South Seas. It is
going on, but many of the scenes which are being believed that the leading native role will be ideal
taken are those in which the young actress does for Johnny, while there is another part suited for
Lupe. A trip to the South Seas is contemplated.
not appear.
She is called upon to work in as few scenes as
possible, so that when she is fully recovered she
can do full justice to the dramatic moments of the Misfortune's
Reginald DennySonis beginning to believe that
story.
fate has it in for him — after going through
two
narrow
week's him
time. narrowly
The Wrong Actress
The latest escapes
whim ofwithin
fate abrushed
during
the
heavy
thunder
and
lightning
storm
Katharine Sergava, who looks like Garbo and
would have been her successor at the Metro- several weeks ago. He drove out to a friend's
Goldwyn-Mayer studio if the Swedish star lad house, and had been vhere only a few minutes

A new picture of Bette Davis, who, in spite of a
bad feverish cold is carrying on with her work
on her new film " Of Human Bondage "
when lightning struck the car and set it afire.
A few nights previous, while Denny was visiting
his ranch, the wind blew the cellar door shut,
imprisoning him until the following morning.
A Matrimonial Precaution
Pat Paterson, the young English actress, who
recently married Charles Boyer, the French
star, does not intend to endure marital unhapSo Pat refused to occupy a certain dressingroom on the Fox lot, formerly used by Marian
piness.
Nixon, Boots Mallory, Sally Eilers, and Miriam
Jordan, ofwho
tenants
the separated
bungalow. from their mates while
A Faithful Pet
Rooney, a mongrel dog who was Douglas
Fairbanks' pet for ten years, is dead.
The animal was buried on the grounds of Pickfair,
terrier,close
Zorro.to the grave of Mary's wire-haired
Doug, as we know, is in England, while Mary
is
making cities.
a personal appearance tour of eastern
American
Hollywood
Saysis That
— pilot.
— Ann Harding
a licensed
♦
♦
♦
— Adolphe Menjou, considered the best-dressed
man oldon clothes.
the screen, receives many letters asking
for
♦
♦
♦
— Ann Southern, whose real name is Harriet
Lake,
a famous ancestor, Simon Lake, inventor
of the has
submarine.
♦
♦
♦
— Dolores Del Rio is taking singing lessons.
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Let our Film Critics
who really see the
Pictures Guide You

AND

FTER two years " grooming " in
Hollywood, Anna Sten, who made
a sensational appearance with Emil
Jannings in that great German
gangster film The Tempest, is presented to us by Sam Goldwyn in Lady of the
Boulevards.
The effect of the " grooming " has been to
give us a stereotyped Hollywood product
which I must confess is a bitter disappointment.
Fraulein Sten appears to have lost her
naturalness and her acting has a touch of the
mechanical and artificial about it as though she
had been over directed by Dorothy Arzner.
As she is to-day, she has a family resemblance
to Constance Bennett with a touch of Marlene
Dietrich — they have even made her put over a
song of a similar nature to the one the latter
actress performed so significantly in The Blue
Angel.
No one will deny that she has good looks in
plenty and that her inherent ability is still there,
but it definitely has not been brought to function
in this out-moded and slowly developed picture
which is based on Emile Zola's — at the time —
daring novel. Nana.
A brief outline of the plot will give you an idea
of the sort of material with which Anna Sten has to
cope; and I may add that the dialogue which is
unusually trite does little to help her.
Nana, brought up in poverty, determines on
her
to become prosperous whatever
the mother's
methods death
she uses.
So she goes to Paris where as a demi-mondaine
she catches the eye of Gaston Greiner, a theatrical
impressario. He makes a star of her — they must
have been easily pleased in the Paris of the 'sixties
— and incidentally, although an old man falls in
love with her.
She vamps a Grand Duke and then falls in love
with the usual handsome lieutenant, George Muflat.
His brother. Colonel Muffat, highly indignant,
not only gets George sent to Algiers but also gets
Nana dismissed by the jealous Greiner. Nana,
heartbroken, sinks near the poverty line, hopeless because her letters have not been answered.
The reason for this is the good old timeworn
one that her friends have been tearing hers up
andWhile
not delivering
she is in George's.
this state of despair. Colonel
Muffat, who has apparently been suffering from
sexual repression for years, makes her his mistress
and reinstates her in another theatre.
Nana is miserable and takes to drinking heavily.
Then the Franco- Prussian War breaks out, George
returns to find his own brother is keeping the
woman he has loved. All difficulties are solved,
however, by Nana conveniently committing suicide.
The trouble with the picture is that it leaves one
cold. The sympathies are not fully aroused and the
characters strike a distinctly artificial note.
On the other hand it is well set and
obviously there is a great deal of interest in
watching how the Russian actress shapes in her
first American film.
As I have said, Anna Sten does not strike a
very responsive note and is definitely mannerised.
As George Muffat, Philips Holmes is adequate
but rather inclined to stilted heroics, while Lionel
Atwill overdoes the dourness of the character of
his brother the Colonel.
Richard Bennett gives a very good little
character sketch as Greiner.
Mae Clark and Muriel Kirkland are too American
to fit either into the atmosphere of the story or the
locale, but they do provide a little welcome light
relief which is badly needed in this picture. — L. C.
By-Pass To Happiness
There is an air of amateurishness about this
British production which has a very ingenuous
plot developed in an irritatingly slow and disjointed
18
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It is so naive that it fails to register conviction
or hold the interest to any extent.
It appears to be intended as a sort of "GaynorFarrell"
An ex-officer
the
Air
Force type
and of
his romance.
mechanic open
a garage inwhere
they believe a by-pass is going to be opened up.
The officer falls in love, at first glance, with a
wealthy girl, who tries to help him monetarily
by
introducing him to a Mr. Miller with whom she
is staying.
He offers to finance him on condition he leaves
the girl severely alone; this, by the way, at his
wife's
injunction.
What could a hero do but
refuse such
aid ?
Misunderstandings follow until the officer
receives a legacy in the shape of a vase from an old
flower woman he has befriended and which turns
out to be worth ^4,000.
Most magnanimously he sells it to Mr. Miller for
^2,000. The misunderstanding between himself
and the girl are satisfactorily cleared up and the
long expected by-pass is begun.
The love interest is very slight and the lovers
fall in love quicker than any pair I have ever seen
on the screen — so quickly does their romance
progress that it is impossible to believe it at all.
The andsentimental
passages
the exofficer
the old woman
he has between
aided are artificial
and the legacy of the vase provides a most
mechanical and obvious solution to the
difficulties.
Direction is straightforward but does not seem
to
allow the artistes to show to any great advantage.
Tamara Desni as the heroine is attractive but
her dialogue is at times rather difficult to catch,
while as the hero, Maurice Evans is adequate.
Mark Daly is fairly amusing as the Scottish
mechanic and Kay Hammond gives one of her
usual characterisations as a maid who is innocently
the cause of a misunderstanding between the
lovers.
The best acting, indeed the only really worth
while performance so far as characterisation is
concerned, is given by Eliot Makeham as the
kindly Mr. Miller.
As the old flower woman, Nellie Bowman
suggests she could be very good given better
material. — L. C.
Love at Second Sight
Our readers are now well acquainted with our
views on the importation of foreign artistes
into our studios. Let us repeat again that we
welcome
director,
cal man any
who artiste,
can be producer,
of assistance
to theor techniBritish
Industry.
On the other hand we think it only fair to say
that when artistes are imported from abroad they
should be given parts
t
worthy of their talents.
Which brings us to
Marian Marsh and her
Tamara Desni,
new starring vehicle,
Nellie Bowman and
Love at Second Sight.
Maurice Evans in
Miss Marsh has proved
the romantic comedy
that she has ability, but
" By-Pass to Hapthis film fails to reveal
why
Br'tish any
artiste competent
could not
have played the part.
The story tells of the
pines "

A
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Claude Hidbert is so
bashfulthonywith
Bushell Anand
Marian
Marsh
" Love at
Secondin

Sight."
Cyril
ValerieGardner
Taylor, and
the
stage star in a scene
from " Designing
Women" which will
be reviewed next
week.

I
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,
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daughter of a match king who falls in
love with a man in an adjoining train.
In order to meet her again, his friend
writes a song entitled Love at First
Sight, and broadcasts it.
They meet but she now falls in love with the friend
who wrote and sang the song.
Complications ensue and everything ends as
everybody knew it would end.
Marian Marsh is adequate and she is assisted by
Anthony Bushell, Ralph Ince, Joan Gardner,
Claude Hulbert, Stanley Holloway (an all too
brief appearance), Neil Ken yon and Vivian
Reynolds.
A good cast, but the story is twenty years out of
date. — M. B. Y.
The Night Club Queen
Auntis run
Aggies'
" is aBrown
notorious
by Mrs.
and night
a manclub.
namedIt
Hale. Mrs. Brown needs the money to send her
son Peter to Oxford and her husband — ex-barrister
crippled in a railway smash — cannot earn sufficient by his writing.
Like most night clubs of a certain period
"Aggie's" thrives because licensing laws are
disregarded. A raid is imminent and Hal tries
to double-cross Mrs. Brown. There is a row. Hale
threatens with a revolver, a scuffle, and Hale
drops
Mrs. dead.
Brown is tried for murder. Actually this
is how
the story
Her a ex-barrister
husband
is
wheeled
to theopens.
court in
chair to defend
his
wife. To prove her innocence he tells the story
of their married life. This is seen in a flash back.
Although no definite verdict is given there is no
doubt how it will end.
It is quite a workmanlike story competently
acted. Mary Clare plays Mrs. Brown and Lewis
Casson isbutionsgood
as theLewis
husband.
come from
Shaw asPleasant
the son contriPeter
and Jane Carr as the cabaret girl he loves. She has
some good numbers and renders them well.
An excellent character study is provided by
George Carney as Hale. Merle Tottenham (the
maid in Cavalcade) is once more a comic maid.
Must screen maids always be funny? — M.B.Y.
Palooka
P is always interesting to watch the progress of
Small, of Reliance Pictures, which has in the last
year or so been advancing steadily in the direction
of the big league, here turns in what is probably
his most ambitious offering to date.
And while it lacks something of the final polish
imparted in the more important offerings of the
major studios, it may be said that he has done quite
a workmanlike job of entertainment.
Palooka, moreover, possesses the distinction of
being a boxing story that at least deviates a little
from the well-beaten path of Hollywood ring
epics. Its hero, Joe Palooka, so far from performing any impossibly prodigious
pugilistic
feats,
Jane Carr and Leais
appears
to
be
Show in " Night Club
"punch
from birth drunk"
and a
fc^ John BcUs, Victor
very inferior
former with perthe
Jory and Ror.etnaiy
Ames in "I Believed
The story opens in
WA in You," "■huh zvill
an earlier generation
be fully
reviewed
Queen"
gloves.
WL
next v:eck.
when
father,is
Pete Joe's
Palooka,
champion of the
world and his
mother a Broadway
actress. Success
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goes to Pete's head, his wife leaves him and Joe
is brought up on a farm. It is here that Knobby
Walsh, a boxing manager, discovers him and takes
him to New York.
Joe, a simple country bumpkin, is knocked out
in his first fight as a result of his opponent having
whisperedHowever,
something
to soon
him about
his a" wife
kids."
he is
sent into
fight and
for
the world's championship as a "set up," and
chiefly owing to the fact that the title-holder, Al
McSwatt, enters the ring blind drunk Joe surprises everybody but himself by knocking out his
Thereafter Palooka develops the swollen head
opponent.
that appears to afflict all successful boxers on the
screen. Fighters paid by his managers to lie down
give him an impressive string of victories, he
trains in night clubs and on manicures, while the
girl back home on the farm is forgotten and he
becomes the devoted slave of Nina, a worthless
cabaret dancer.
It is all good if not always clean fun, boisterously
put over and with a welter of wisecracks and
What faults it possesses may be due to the fact
that the hero is based on a well-known comic strip
cartoon. Thus, with Jimmy Durante playing the
manager, we have two principal characterisations
that
gags. are caricatures rather than convincing
studies, and there is little room left for subtlety.
Palooka, I understand, is American slang for a
dud and though Stuart Erwin gives an excellent
conception of the character as created in the script
the film might have been a great deal more
interesting if they had made him a little more
human.
Durante has more opportunities than in any of
his
you like the
Schnozzle's
act previous
you will pictures
find the and
film ifeminently
amusing.
Lupe Vele?, daringly gowned, gives her usual
devastating performance as the cabaret girl whose
affections change hands with the middleweight
championship, and it would be difficult to find
fault with a supporting cast that includes Marjorie
Rambeau, Robert Armstrong, Thelma Todd and
Tom Dugan, one of my favourite bit players.
Palooka also serves to introduce to an expectant
public. Bill Cagney, who in appearance, at any
rate, is a chip off the old block, or, if you prefer it
according
of the film's best wisecracks, a
slice off thetooldoneham.
While he gives a fairly competent portrayal of
McSwatt he is, as far as I am concerned, not likely
to put brother Jim out of business.
The boxing detail is in the main quite good,
although no satisfactory explanation is supplied
to account for Palooka being given a world
championship fight after only one professional
bout
M . D. inP. which he gave an inglorious showing. —
The Crucifix
In this very unpretentious little picture, G. B.
Samuelson has given us a most human and
touching
character
study dealing
relations between
a dictatorial
mistress with
and athefaithful
maid.
It is a cameo taken from life staged in the
simplest manner but brilliantly acted.
The mistress who dominates her servant, body
and soul but, who, before she dies, makes some
sort of restitution by leaving her her property,
is played
Nancy whose
Price. abilities, if they had been
She is anby artiste
fully exploited on the screen should have a
reputation as big if not bigger than Marie Dressier.
The maid is acted by that sterling stage and
screen artiste Sydney Fairbrother, who makes of
it one of the most pathetic and moving characterisations have
I
seen ; she is another English artiste
whose capabilities have been almost entirely
neglected by British producers. True she has had
small character parts, but she has never been
headlined in the manner that her artistry
demands that she should be.
The pathos of this picture lies in the fact that
for the forty-seven years the maid has slaved for
the mistress she had never asserted herself and
that is just what the old autocrat had wanted her
to do.
At the very last, taunted beyond endurance, the
maid speaks her mind and this so pleases her
mistress
favour. that she promptly makes a will in her
is by humanitv
no means and
a "super"
production
but
it This
has more
fine acting
than many
r.
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informal picture of some of the principals,
ft to right) Dick Powell, Ricardo Cortex,
'ores del Rio, Al Jolson and Robert Barrat.
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j Freely based on the film "Every
i Woman's Man " by permission of
i Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures
j Ltd.. 19-21, Tower Street. Upper
i St. Martin's Lane. London W.C.2.
i See "On the Screens Now"
; feature, page 26, for the full cast
i! and
Lionel Collier's criticism of
this film.

Belle fetched the
Professorgetherand
towent
towards the theyring
to
help Steve.

!
!
i
I
i
j
j
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gether. How about your keeping
"I'llinattend
to that
Belle
her place
? " when the lady

gets here," Ryan promised. "Oh —
He Belle
mastered
the lump in the
! " from
hullo.
throat,
arising
the swift glad
conviction that she
was alive and apparently well;
prettier than ever
in greylingwool
travelcostume
and
soft" Where's
fur collar.
Steve

~ES, sah, de dress she
wore de night before
was thrown on the
floor and her travelling
dress was gone from
the closet. But I don't know
where Miss Belle is. No, sir."
" I didn't ask you."
Having voiced his irritation,
Willie Ryan, New York nightclub proprietor, almost ceased to
be aware of the brawny negress
whom his henchmen, Pat, known
as the Adopted Son, and Mike
Hogan had ushered under protest
into the office behind the bar.
Willie Ryan had a genius for
visualising facts, scenes, that
would have stood him in good
stead had he been an artist.
Even at this, so far the biggest
crisis in his life, his mind, pinning
itself to the salient fact that Belle
Mercer had left him, concentrated
on the visual impression of the frock
he had bought for her in Fifth
Avenue, lying anyhow (Belle was
terribly untidy) on the apartment
floor. The rumpled satin, the tossed
laces, brought a vivid memory of
Belle, slender, willowy, provocative.
He had never realised how much
he loved her till she had gone.
"D'you think anyone could have
been with Miss Belie?" he inquired
of the dusky serving maid. No hint
in his even voice of the steps he
meant to take if the answer was in
the affirmative. For all his suavity —
and none knew better than Willie
Ryan how to suit his manner to
evening-dress clothes — his methods
could be primitive.
" Dere was a couple of beer bottles
opened, but they hadn't been
poured."
"Then get away and stay in the
apartment
until I call you," he
ordered.
After all, why deny facts that
were as good as proved ? Why
set Hogan and the Adopted Son on
a chance trail to find Belle when her
coloured maid talked of a gap in the
wardrobe and a discarded dress?
His memory for scenes and faces
recalled
in detail
ings in the
club. last night's happenBelle, haduptown's
most When
magnetic
hostess,
arrived late.
she
did turn up, he found her not talking
to the right patrons, but to a young
man who had deliberately beckoned
her to his table.
How Ryan had at once detested
his live face, fine carelessly-held
torso and crinkled hair. How Belle
had suggested the cut of a whip
with
her introduction, too casually
delivered.
"Oh. Willie ! I want you to meet
Steve
Morgan.
I've Duveen
been watching
him knock
out Ted
in the
snuggest little fight club you ever
saw."
"Really, who's backing you, Mr.
Morgan ? "
" Friend of yours. Professor
Bennett. He sure knows a good
puncher when he sees one. Only
natural he should spot me. Tell you,
22
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Morgan
? " demanded Professor
Bennett.
She smiled entrancingly,
deliber"Over atelyinignoring
your

4

office, Professor,
Ryan.
you."e
tooutseehimself
waiti
ngloses
befor
"Get
he

again,"vised
sulkily
adRyan. The
Professor withdrew,
nodding to Hogan
and the Adopted
Son, who faded
tactfully from the
office.
Left alone with
RyanPerched
could
think of nothingBelle,
to say.
on the writing table, she interrupted
his moody pacing of the Persian rugs
with. "Is it hard for you to begin,
Willie
? Perhaps
me to."
" W hat
was the you'd
matterlikewith
you
last night? Were you drunk? All
that rubbish about going to have
a shampoo. What racket did you

THE
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Mr. Ryan, I'll be drawing thousands
to Full
the ' of
Garden
' before
I'm through."
bombast,
youth,
and push.
So Ryan had summed him up.
Summed
up, too,
thatglances
Belle wasn't
missing any
of the
Steve
Morgan flashed at her above their
Martinis.
"Guess I'm tired," Belle had said
languidly, as though sensing Ryan's
displeasure. " I had a bust-up getting
here — did you know, Willie ? Car
overturned and Steve had to help
me out. My hair's clogged with
dust. I'm going right home now
to Shortly
have a shampoo."
after her exit, Steve
Morgan had left.
At this point in his reminiscence
Ryan pulled himself up in the office
chair, cursing himself for not having
realised then that the two would be
sure 'to get together. A knock on
the door caused his abrupt "Come
was smartly
dressed
andRyan's
wore visitor
a carnation
in his button-

in."

WILLIAMS

hole. The cut of his pin-striped
trousers and black coat, however,
suggested the dude of a bygone day
and accorded indifferently with his
lined face and seedy moustache.
"Where's that fighter of yours.
Profes
sor Bennett?" Ryan
demanded.
"Meaning Steve Morgan. That's
what I've come to you about.
Morgan's a coming fighter. I picked
him out of a Forty-seventh Street
speakeasy. He was polishing glasses.
Last night he knocked out Ted
Duveen easy as pi."
If you think so much of him,
you should
know Iwhere
is."
"Look
here, Ryan,
suggesthe you
speak
Belle with
about
him. It's
always to
the same
me nowadays.
No sooner do I get an up-and-coming
youngster than some woman starts
turning
to puttyturn
before
-"
"StevehimMorgan'll
into HamfI get hold
him."boy alto"You burger ican't
blameof the

go "No
on ? racket.
Answer ! " Something marvellously beautiful happened Willie."
Whenever
he heard her use
that tone had
of voice?
"Beautiful! What? With a guy
like Steve ! " Metaphorically he was
kicking the bounder, black curls and
all. round Times Square.
" I knew you wouldn't understand,
Willie. It's the only thing that
"Understand! My girl running
away
"No."from me. Coing off like a
tramp. What d'you expect me to
do ? Take you back ? "
He stood at the writing table, his
hurts."
hands gripping her white throat, the
tiger in him ready to spring. The
touch of her fur, the perfume on her
lips, drove him crazy.
"I'll have you both dropped out
of sight," he muttered.
"Whatgivegood
thata do?"
"I'll
Stevewould
Morgan
kerosene
bath and light it myself."
You won't."
"" Who's
going to stop me ? "
"I
— I marriedfor?him
" Whatever
" this morning."
" I love him."
She opened her smart handbag.
Jewels and a housekey rained on to
the desk. He recognised a sapphire
and diamond bracelet, an uncut
emerald set as a solitaire, the pearl
stud earrings he had bought from
a wholesaler on the East side — fine
India pearls, too.
"That's everything, I think,
Willie. Don't forget the key."
He pushed the heap aside and
poured two drinks from the tantalus.
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"Not for me, thanks."
"You can keep them," he said
shortly, his eyes on the gleaming pile.
She raised her head and he was
obliged to see the green clearness of
her eyes.
"No, Willie. Let's start fair.
I know there are some clothes —
those would come in handy."
" As you like."
He avoided looking at her while
." The door
" Good-byeThe
said opened.
Adopted
closedsheand
Son stood on the threshold wearing
a trilby. The bulge where his gun
was concealed was obvious to the
acute witness.
"Hey,demanded.
where are With
you going?"
Ryan
lowered
voice he went on: "I'm not mad,
and you can leave Miss Mercer's
business alone till I am."
Morgan,
boss," observed
the"Mrs.
Adopted
Son, removing
his hat.
" Mrs. Morgan," echoed Ryan, and
stared at the jewels on the desk
thoughtfully.
the blighter
Steve
ever gives her "anIf unhappy
moment,
Son, you can spill his guts over any
alley
pick out."
An you
intensive
study of the sporting
columns of the daily and weekly
press occupied
much months.
of Ryan's time
during
the ensuing
Phdadelphia, Cleveland, St.
Louis, Chicago, represented to the
night-club proprietor not towns, but
points from which young Morgan
rose to further heights of ringside
success.
"Steve Morgan's back in New
York, billed at the Broadway
Theatre in a variety boxing turn,"
the Adopted Son announced, coming
into
Ryan's
office.What
"I just
passedof
the pit
entrance.
a queue
women ! I guess he's the rage."
' ' Book me a stall for this afternoon's matinee, will you ? "
With the idea of confirming
rumours about Steve not deducible
from the newspapers. Will Ryan
took his seat in the second row.
The boxer's turn came fifth. It
was, as Ryan had expected, a show
to attract women. A female chorus
in shorts and sports' ties performed
evolutions at rope ends in mid-air
in a fantastic gymnasium. As central
figure, Steve Morgan, in immaculate
white flannels, smiled irresistibly,
the overhead lights shining on his
crinkled hair.
Now a song from him while he
delivered mock punches to the
footlights; the chorus knees bent
preparing for a straight right. Smile,
Steve, and take your bow in the best
music-hall manner. Now the scene
was a cottage window with widely
open shutters, displaying Steve in
the room beyond, the chorus clustered about him; touching his shirt
front, a very charming blonde.
Ryan, immobile in the stalls,
watching every movement on the
stage, felt a surge of contempt for
Steve mingled with a throb of
excitement. This play-acting with
punches, smiling at girls as though
he liked it; sure signs of impending
ruin to his boxing career.
Ryan was nearing the stage door
after the performance, his thoughts'
cynical trend further developed at
the sight of women jostling round
the entrance, when a cab drew up.
A woman got out and spoke to the
driver
ever. — Belle, chic and willowy as
She pushed through the crowd,
Ryan glimpsing the tread of her
unmistakably pretty feet, feet that
he loved to hold and rub gently
when
arches. she complained of aching
The crowd closed in and he knew
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she had got past the stage doorkeeper. He waited so long that the
feminine worshippers, disappointed
at not seeing their idol, went away.
Belle came out, the flush high on her
cheeks, her eyes ultra bright, and
re-entered the cab. Presently a
peroxided blonde appeared at the entrance steps. She, too, went away.
Will Ryan, speaking to no one,
went home.
He was checking accounts next
morning when the Adopted Son
announced Mrs. Mercer Morgan.
"Belle, by all that's wonderful!
drew a chair facing the light,
SitHedown."
studying
her as she sat crossing her
slim ankles.
"When I said 'Good-bye,' Will,
I promised always to think swell
things about you. Could you do
something swell for me now ? Have
youHe a didn't
job round
here ? "
answer,
to tilt back her
chin. allowing himself
" How are things at home ? Pretty
"Remember the shampoo I told
" going home to get — and
you
toughI ?was
didn't. Well, I had it last night."
" Tell me."
"I'll be frank. You know Steve's
playing at the Broadway. I called
for him yesterday after the matinee.
He was pretty drunk. He nearly
always is after he's come off the
stage. Daren't take anything before.
Reaction, I suppose. He asked me
to get him some aspirin. Then I
found out with whom he had been
drinking — Lola Martin, one of the
" Peroxided ? "
chorus."
Howcarrying
did youon know
? Steve's
for some
time, been
and
she isn't the first."
"I know. I've been hearing
didn'tgethave
things.
on
like that
Guys you
a chance.I knew

they can't
and choke
mountain
of a the
top
and
air. They
breathe
"
Boys !the
dizzy. pressed
getRyan
buzzer. The
face of the Adopted Son appeared
in the office.
"Hogan there? "
"Yes, boss."
"Take him and bring in Steve
Morgan. Never mind where he is.
Bring him along. Use the gloves
yourself
necessary." from an hour's
Steve, ifsummoned
training, with Bugsie, his faithful
second, while Professor Bennett
looked on, came without difficulty.
Cocksure and carefree, he resented
the efforts of the Adopted Son and
the Irishman Hogan to push him
into
sack ofRyan's
coals. office as if he were a
"Give me time," he implored, "or
I may find it necessary to send you
both to sleep. Can't you look after
your henchmen, Ryan ? Why, Belle
— nice
isn't it?"
Ryan family
at the party,
desk jerked
an automatic out of the drawer.
"Listen, you filthy little rat!
When Belle married you, I promised
myself a treat if you ever caused her
a minute's unhappiness. Guess I'm
going to enjoy myself right now.
You're one
do without. of the folk the world can
"Will, put it away ! You can't
do "He's
that." got no use for you, Belle.
I've got no use for him. Nor have
"You're right, honey," Steve
parried. "What did you tell me
last night ? I was a sly, filthy little
boy; not worth the bother of sweepHeyou."
had struck the right note.
ing up."(Continued on page 24.)
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WOMAN'S

Morning sunlight that threw up the
lines in Belle's face could also show
the fine physique of the boxer.
Coupled with his entirely new pose of
humility, Steve could be a conqueror.
"He's not worth the trouble of
yourvoice
clearing
up,"in Belle
said,
and
her
quavered
spite of
herself.
Looking at her, Ryan put away the
automatic.
"I'm sorry," he said to Steve.
"It's my temper. Forget it. I'll
leave
to talk."
Withyoua and
nod Belle
towards
the door for
the benefit of his two henchmen, he
left. Not that he considered the
subject closed. Circumstances demanded the planning of a more
subtle revenge.
Following a talk with Professor
Bennett, a meeting was arranged in
the office of Jack Dempsey, professional fighter.
Will Ryan was flying high, planning nothing less than a fight between
Steve Morgan and Primo Camera,
world's heavyweight champion.
Thesigned
day onstood
whichouttheclearly
contract
was
in Will
Ryan's
photographic
memory
as
apex of an achievement which, the
on
account of the enormous guarantee
naturally demanded by Camera, was
considered by Hogan and the
Adopted Son as masterly.
They knew, as who in boxing
circles did not know, what the result
of the fight would be; that it should
take place at all was astounding to
outsiders who, when they learned
that Jack Dempsey had agreed to
referee the contest, felt a confidence
in getting their moneysworth. that
ensured a steady sale of tickets.
Belle remained at Ryan's night
club entertaining patrons in the
newly decorated room with coloured
sketches of Spanish pirates and rumrunners on the painted walls. Ryan
avoided her.
After she was free, but not till
then, would he return to the old
intimate life. As information about
the coming contest crowded out
lesser news in the papers. Ryan
began to calculate how soon, after
Steve's
had received
its
final boxing
smash. career
Belle would
consent
officially to break with him.
Preparations for the fight kept
Ryanof, hebusy.
there-of
came As
in the
for promoter
an amount
publicity far from displeasing, lournalists poured into his office, while at
the end of innumerable wires Europe
waited for news that fluttered New
York from Hoboken to Brooklyn.
On the appointed night, Madison
Square Garden was jammed.
Twenty thousand people applauded
Jack Dempsey as he climbed into
the ring. Ryan, in evening dress,
had a front seat below the ropes.
After months of keeping away
from Belle, he was acutely conscious
of her being next him. She was to him
the most disturbing element there.
Absorbed
was hein was
the
nearnessthough
of the hefight,
quick to notice the slight sneer with
whichance inBelle
greetedBeyond
Steve'shimappearthe aisle.
Ryan
picked out Professor Bennett. The
professor had refused to manage
Steve in the present contest, backing
out almost at the eleventh hour, dethat he was
wouldn't
be party to
a fightclaringthat
tantamount
to
homicide. Nevertheless, there he
was among the crowd, cigar in
mouth, gardenia in buttonhole, on
his face a controlled calm.

MAN-Continued
The massive form of Camera,
world champion, climbed into the
ring. Steve's comer was immediately
opposite Belle. Ryan, watching her
closely, thought he looked at her.
The look was not favourably returned, andunusual
Steve's toface
a sullenness
him. resumed
At the sound of the bell, Camera
was on his feet. Astonishing to the
crowd, who had been expecting a
knock-out, the round was indecisive.
Steve gave as good as he got,
arriving eventually at a clinch from
which Dempsey parted them. Ryan
saw
Steve's
face asthehe cocksure
straddled look
in his on
corner
and
prayed for the second round to begin.
His yearning was justified. The
champion, who had evidently been
sizing up his man, let go, delivering
a smashing one to the point within
the first few seconds.
Steve sagged at the knees and, as
by a miracle, recovered. Furious,
he waded into Camera, reaping the
reward of folly
well-placed
right. by the champion's
In the third round, Steve, who
had been half-dazed, went down,
face forward, on the canvas.
Confident that this was the end,
Ryan ceased almost to listen to the
referee's count and stared at Belle.
Her face was drawn, pitiful in its
rang.
horror.
— nineand "thecame
the voice "Eight
of Dempsey,
bell
Bugsie, the little second, was
nearly in tears as he stormed over
Steve, holding him the funnel.
Belle was on her feet. Ryan was
never sure if Steve, raising himself
up in what seemed the last stages
of exhaustion, caught her eye.
Anyway, she left her seat, crossed
the the
aisle,arm.
and tapped
the "professor
on
He looked
in need of"
pulling together. His collar and tie
were adrift, the cigar gone from his
mouth. Hair hung limply on his
forehead.
Ryan, over
following
in Belle's
tripping
a dozen
feet, wake,
heard
her" You've
say :— got to get over and help
him.
You on,
can Belle,
pull himyou've
through."
"Come
had
enough," Ryan pleaded. "Dempsey
'11 stop the fight this round. Let
Belle and the Prome Notakeanswer.
youwere out."
fessor
making for the ring.
Above the bald head of a steel
magnate, Ryan caught sight of
Steve's face, temporarily cleansed
of gore, and the sudden smile that
transformed it as he saw Belle.
The gong sounded. Ryan gritted
his teeth as Steve, obviously full of
battle, got to his feet and managed
to stay there. Five rounds went
by and Steve was still standing.
Belle and the Professor had won his
day. To vociferous cheers, Dempsey
announced a draw.
Late that evening Ryan, who had
carried Belle fainting from the
ringside, brought a visitor to her
dressing-room.
" Here's your ' Good-bye ' present.
Belle. Slightly used up. but I guess
you don't
want anyat rebates."
He
smiled
whimsically
Steve, whose
face was
disarmingly
grave.
"Yougo
look
tired,
youngster.
Better
intoHe a went
clinch out
and quickly,
hang on."afraid to
trust himself with a final tableau of
Belle, one that never, by force or
he disturb;
would
any
a manother
who method,
knew when
he was beaten
was in Steve's amis when th«
doorSheclosed.
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Everything is in your favour for a wonderful time. The seaside and inland resorts of
the West Country, at all times unmatched
for natural beauty and holiday attractions,
are at their best in the Spring and early
Summer months. Not only that, but the
days are longer with hours more sunshine;
accommodation is cheaper; and there is
no waiting for a game of tennis or golf.
In fact you are to be congratulated if you
have to go away early.
It will be a pleasure for the Great Western
Railway Company to afford you all possible
assistance, but just as a suggestion, think
over the possibilities of Devon and Cornwall— the Channel Islands, where you get
the flavour of the Continent whilst still
under the protection of your own

country

— mountainous

Wales — Somersetshire

—

Dorsetshire — Herefordshire — or the many
other shires of the West Country. What
a marvellous choice !

V Holiday Haunts " price 6d. will describe
their attractions in detail, whilst giving you
a selection of 8,000 addresses. Moreover,
Holiday Season Tickets will be available in
most districts to give you unlimited travel
over a wide area for a modest 10s. a week.
Any information will be gladly given at
Great Western Offices and Agencies, or, if
you prefer, write to the
Superintendent of the
Line, Paddington Station,
London, W.2, and your
requests will be attended
to immediately.
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by Lionel
The

Every woman's Man,
formerly titled The Prizefighter
and the Lady — a much better
nomenclature, to my mind — has
great possibilities.
He does extremely well in this
conventional boxing drama, which
is lifted out of the rut by clever
characterisation, excellent detail
work, sound humour, and some of
the best staged fights I have ever
seen on the screen; the drawn
one between Camera and Max
Baer will arouse most people to
enthusiasm.
With regard to Mae West's film,
I'm No Angel, I can only say that
she will either appeal to you
strongly or after a reel or two of
her — she dominates the picture
entirely — you will begin to get
bored. I am sure, however,
that it is worth while experimenting with your feelings in the
matter; so go and see her sometime.
•••EVERY WOMAN'S MAN
M.-O.-M
American. prize" Afighter
" certificate.
■ Romantic . drama
interest.
Runs with
102 minutes.
(For story freely based on the film by
Marjory Williams, see page 22.)
Max Baer
Steve
Mvrna Loy
Belie
Primo Carnera
Camera
Walter Huston
Professor
Jack Dempsey
Promoter
Otto Kruger
Willie Ryan
Vince Barnett
Bugsie
Robert Evans
McWade
Sonny
Muriel
Linda
Jean Howard
Cabaret Girl
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke from a story
by Frances Marion.
In spite of the fact that the old
formula of boxing stories is used
again here as a basis, it has been
so well padded with detail and so
capably handled and directed that
it makes convincing and holding
entertainment.
Moreover, the fights are some of
the best I have ever seen staged,
and the one at the end between
Max Baer (the hero) and Carnera is
especially thrilling; it is of interest
too because a real fight may be
arranged later between the pair.
Max Baer looks in fine fettle as
a boxer, but equally he shapes
exceedingly well as an actor, and
I shall be surprised if he does not
win considerable fame in the screen
world even if he does not win
championship honours.
His performance is a very natural
26
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PICTUREGOER'S quick reference
index to films just released

♦♦♦EVERYWOMAN'S MAN
••I'M NO ANGEL
••FOOTLIGHT PARADE
c^SMOKY
♦FOOTBALL

Irene Bentley at: attractive
newcomer to the screen appears
opposite Victor Jory in "Smoky"
TTIT T NDOUBTEDLY Max
rj
Baer, the heavy-weight
I'j
whoanmakes
mIL^O. boxer,
debut as
actor his
in

Now

♦THE FORTUNATE FOOL
♦POLICE CAR 17
♦KING FOR A NIGHT
CTTHE FUGITIVE
COACH

What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. **• Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for ' children.
one, and he holds the sympathy;
his lapses from the straight and
narrow path of marital virtue are
more like youthful escapades rather
than vicious habits.
Myrna Loy, still continuing her
steady progress to the forefront rank
of actresses as distinct from
"beauties," is delightfully frank and
charming as the wife. She gives a
well-balanced performance which
avoids excess of sentimentality and
over-emotionalism .
Otto Kruger shows to quiet
advantage, too, as the political boss
who has a sincere love for the girl
who had been his mistress and who
is taken from him by the successful
fighter.
Another outstanding characterisation is given by Walter Huston as
the boxer's manager; it is just
versatility.
another
example of that fine actor's
The direction is exceedingly good,
and comedy and drama are well
blended. The continuity leads
smoothly to the big fight climax
which is excellently staged in
Madison Square Gardens with
notably good detail work in the
auditorium to accentuate the thrill
of the fight itself which, of course,
ends in a draw.
All the minor characters are very
well
drawn,
andarethe
picture's
technical
qualities
outstanding.
••I'M NO ANGEL
Paramount.
" A 85" minutes.
certificate.
Tough romanticAmerican.
comedy. Runs
Mae West
Tira
Cary Grant
Jack Clayton
Edward Arnold
Bill Barton
Ralf Harolde
Slick

Russell Hopton
Barker
Gertrude Michael Alicia Hatton
Kent Taylor
Kirk
Dorothy Peterson
Thelraa
Gregory Ratoff Benny Pinkwitz
Gertrude Howard
Beulah
William Davidson The Chump
Nigel de Brulier
Rajah
Irving Pichel
Bob, the Attorney
George
Brugge man
Onnes
Nat Pendleton
Harry
Morrie Cohen
Chauffeur
Walter Walker
Judge
Directed by Wesley Rugglks from the
original
by Mae screen
West play
from byan Harlan
idea by
Lowell story
Brentano,
Thompson.
Mae typeWest,
whichexuding
reminds sex
one ofof the
the
full -bosomed barmaids of the
'nineties, holds the centre of the
stage right through this wisecracking drama, and since one can
have too much of a good thing, I
found the picture much less entertaining than her previous film, She
Done Him Wrong, where she was
supported
by members
excellent ofcharacterisation by other
the cast.
Mae West is definitely a personality you either like or dislike,
and it depends on the strength of
your admiration for her just how
much you are going to enjoy this
production.
As Tira, a circus attraction,
singer, dancer, and lion tamer,
Mae West utters daring innuendoes
with an air of innocence — which
perhaps accounts for the Censor
allowing some of them to pass — and
has a love affair with a wealthy
young man whose fiancee she freezes
out with a few well-chosen vul-

Evalyn Knapp
is the heroine of
McCoy.
"Police Car 17" starring Tim
garities, and then proceeds to fall
in love with his equally wealthy
friend who is endeavouring to break
up Misunderstandings
the pair's relations. lead to a
breach of promise case in which
Mae vamps the judge and jury and
finally agrees to settle out of court.
Enter true love — or so we are
asked
long. to believe, although Mae
West hardly suggests that domestic
wedded bliss is going to endure for
Mae West is definitely amusing,
but not in such large doses as we
get here. Cary Grant is fair as the
lover who sees the gold beneath the
dross of his charmer's exterior,
while Gregory Ratoff shines in the
small role of a Jewish lawyer.
Settings are good, and circus
atmosphere realistic.
••FOOTLIGHT PARADE
Warner. musical
American.
" A "101certificate.
Spectacular
show. Runs
minutes.
James Cagney
Chester Kent
Joan
Blondell
Nan
Ruby Keeler
Bea
Dick Powell
Scotty
Guy Kibbee
Gould
Dorothy Tennant
Mrs. Gould
Claire Dodd
Vivian
Hugh Herbert
Bowers
Frank McHugh
Francis
Arthur Hohl
Frazer
Gordon Westcott
Thompson
Renee Whitney
Cynthia
Philip Faversham Joe Grant
Juliet
Herman Ware
Bing Miss Smythe
Fralick
Pail Porcasi
Appolinaris
William Granger
.Doorman
Charles Wilson
The Cop
Directed
by
Lloyd
Bacon.
Numbers
and directed by Busby Berkeley.created
Conventional
back-stage
story,
none too convincing
and hardly
strong enough to bear the weight of
the spectacular ensembles which are
the main point of attraction.
The opening becomes tedious with
a lot of reduplication of dance
rehearsals, but in the latter part the
spectacular
looking
at. sequences are well worth

The love interest in the musical " Footlight Parade " is in the capable hands
of Ruby Kecler and Dick Powell

James Cagney does well as a
high-pressure musical comedy producer who gives stage shows at a
moment's notice which would
actually have taken months of
He is inclined, however, to be a
preparation.
little unintelligible at times — at
any rate to English ears.
Joan Blondell is well cast as
Nan, his effective and equally hardboiled secretary who gets him out
of his troubles with his wife, a
gold-digger,
and and
a gentleman
steals his ideas
helps him whoto
fame and fortune.
Some really good comedy is
supplied(Continued
by Frankon page
McHugh,
28) Guy
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KT I G H T and day, for years, Elstree and
Hollywood have been proving to
millions of women that Lux Toilet Soap
keeps skin flawlessly clear, smooth and
youthfully attractive. Actually 846 of the
leading 857 stars use this one soap.
Miriam Hopkins says : " I find that the
regular use of Lux Toilet Soap keeps my
skin in perfect condition . . . always smooth,
clear, and youthful." That is her reason . . .
and the reason of the other stars ... for
declaring it the one official beauty soap in
all great studios !
Make Lux Toilet Soap your ofiicial beauty
soap. Have the skin loveliness that wins and
holds hearts ! Smooth, youthful skin is just
as necessary to you as to the most famous
stars . . . Use Lux Toilet Soap — regularly.
Lux Toilet Soap costs no more than ordinary'
soap — yet does so much ! Even in the hardest
water it gives a quick, rich lather which thoroughly cleanses the
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Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, and Dorothy
Tennant, while the love interest,
such as it is, is in the capable hands
of Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.
c*SMOKY
Fox. American. " U " certificate. Dramatic
biography of a horse. Runs 69 minutes.
Victor Jory
Clint
Irene Bentley
Betty Jarvis
Frank Campeau
Jeff Nicks
Hank Mann
Buck
Le Roy Mason
Lefty
Leonid Snecoff
Junkman
Will James author of the book and narrator.
Directed by Eugene Forde.
There is a certain amount of
novelty about this story of a
horse which is thin in substance
but well presented. It contains some
excellent scenes of breaking-in wild
horses, and the range settings are
picturesque.
Smoky, a wild colt, is taken from
a herd by Clint, a broncho buster,
who breaks him with kindness.
Later he is stolen by a half-breed,
but escapes. He is eventually
caught and his spirit broken in
rodeos; he ends up by pulling a

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES • PLAIN
OP COPK-TIPPED
• 50ro"2'5 lOO""^
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his owner is about to send him
junkAs cart.
to the slaughter-house he is recognised by Clint, who saves him and
gives him the freedom of the open
range.
The human element plays only
a small part, but Victor Jory is good
as Clint, and Irene Bentley an
attractive heroine.
Where dialogue is not required
a running commentary is supplied
by Will James, who is the author
of the book on which the picture is
based.
Detail work is good, and the
picture represents fair average,
entertainment of a refreshing nature.
•THE FORTUNATE FOOL
A.B.F.D. drama.
British. Runs
" A 73" certificate.
minutes. Comedv
Hugh Wakefield
Jim
Joan Wyndham
Helen
Jack Rains
Gerald
Elizabeth
Jenns
Mildred
Arthur Chesney
Batty
Sara Allgood
Rose
Bobbie Comber
Marlowe
Mary Mayfren
Mrs. Falconer
Griffiths Humphreys Police Sergeant
Directed by Norman Walker from a story
by Dion Titheradge.
Simple
quixotic
novelist
who tale
goes ofto a the
Embankment
for copy and finds romance.
Too much dialogue and slow
development militate against wholly
satisfactory entertainment in spite
of some pleasing sentiment and a
good human touch here and there.
As a matter of fact things are
kept going chiefly by the efforts of
Hugh Wakefield as an asinine author
and philanthropist, and Arthur
Chesney, as an incorrigible thief
whom he picks up on the Embankment together with an attractive
typist down on her luck.
this latter
rdleJoan
quiteWyndham
well, andplays
the supporting
cast is sound.
•POLICE CAR 17
Columbia.
A " 58certtfuate.
Melodrama of American.
radio patrol. "Runs
minutes
Tim McCoy
Tim Con Ion
Evalyn Knapp
Helen Regan
Wallis Clark
Dan Regan
Ward
Bumps
Harold Bond
Hubar
Johnny O'Neill
Davis
Edwin Maxwell
" Big Bill " Standish
Charley
West
Harry
Jack Long
Ace Boyle
Df. Witt Jennings Captain Hart
Directed by Lambert Hillykr.
melodrama in which
AnTimartless
McCoy once again breaks
away from Westerns and puts up
a lively performance as a radio
patrolman who saves a police
officer and a girl from a ruthless
bandit.

NOW

— Continued

Does he win the girl? I should
sayAction
he does.is well speeded up with
hectic situations and not a few
rousing knuckle fights, but otherwise the development is very
obvious and the plot ingenuous.
•KING FOR A NIGHT
Universal.
American.
Boxing-cum-murder
drama. "A"
Runs 74certificate.
minutes.
Chester Morris
Bud Gloves
Helen Twelvetrees Lillian
Alice White
Evelyn
John Miljan
Grant
Mitchell
Rev. Douglas
Gloves
George E. Stone
Hymie
George Meeker
John Gloves
Maxie Rosenbloom
Himself
Directed by Kurt Neumann from the story
by William Anthony McGuire.
which melodramatic
a boxer, assuming
Highly
story thein
guilt of his girl who shoots a man
with whom she has had an affair,
is sent to the chair.
There is much too much mock
heroism to make it convincing, and
the dialogue is very reminiscent of
transpontine drama.
Chester Morris does his best to
draw a realistic character as the
boxer, but Helen Twelvetrees strikes
an artificial note as the heroine.
Alice White puts over her tough
girl act effectively, and Grant
Mitchell appropriates what acting
honours
father. there are as the boxer's
Boxing sequences are up to
standard.
c*THE FUGITIVE
Pathe. American. " V " certificate. Western
drama. Runs 56 minutes. Joe Keyes
Rex Bell
Cecilia Parker
Georgia Stevens
George Haves
Judge Childers
Robert Kortman Dutch Walton
Tom London
Foreman
Gordon de Maine
Nicholson
Phil Dunham
Cook
Theodore Lorch
Parker
Dick Dickinson
Red
Earl Dwire
Spike
George Nash
Smith
Directed by Harry Frazer.
Old-fashioned
plot put
with
plenty of punch
and over
fisticuffs.
Very ordinary production generally.
Rex Bell is adequate as a secret
service agent who goes to gaol to
try
and robbery.
discover the perpetrators of
a mail
supported
Parker
in Hetheis small
rdle byof Cecilia
the heroine,
and Robert Kortman as a crook
from whom he gets information.
•FOOTBALL COACH
First
National.
American.
" certificate.
Football and college
drama " Arith
musical
interludes. Runs 76 minutes.
Dick Powell
Phil Sargent
Ann Dvorak
Claire Gore
Pat O'Brien
..CoachSargent
Gore
Arthur
Byron Dr. ..Philip
Lvlb Talbot
Buck Weaver
Hugh Herbert
Bamett
Guinn Williams
Matthews
Nat Pendleton
Petrowski
Phillip Faversham
Editor
Charles C. Wilson
Hauser
Directed by William Wellman.
American
the
intricaciesfootball
of which story
mean little
to a British audience. It resolves
itself into a fight by college trustees
and students to keep out of the hands
of professionalism.
There is also a love interest introduced through the love of an
unscrupulous
coach's wife for her
husband.
Pat O'Brien is good in the latter
role and Ann Dvorak sympathetic
and sincere as the wife.
Dick Powell and Lyle Talbot are
ballers. effective as two young footquite
wellFootball
handled.sequences are pictoria'ly
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YARDLEY

that's
BEAUTY

SECRETS

BOND
STREET. . .
To women who covet the elegant, wellgroomed appearance of costly Beauty
Parlour treatments, Yardley offers a range
of the finest quality preparations for a
Beauty Treatment at home, which is
simple and efficient.
First a cream : Yardley English Complexion Cream, three creams in one — at
night for cleansing and nourishing, and by
day as powder founI dation. It protects
the skin and assists
rouge and powder to
adhere lastingly. It is
ideal tor dry skins,
whilst for the ' not so
dry ' skin there is
Yardley Foundation
English Complexion Cream j,o Cream. Next, Rouee
foundation Cream 2'cream or dry
• The Rouge
Cream is in two delightful jarlets, for
day and evening use.
The Compact (dry)
Rouge is in a neat
platinum - finished
case. Both are
made in shades for
Rouge Cream 2/day and evening —
Compact Rouge 1/6
tor blonde and brunette. Now that subtle artist the Powder
.... Yardley ' Silver
Box ' Powder is so
mistily fine ; it clings
without clogging and
imparts a delicate,
down - like bloom,
perfectly
shinePowder 2/proof. With a
special tint for every
complexion and in
the newest shade,
English Peach, which
imparts a warm
youthful appearance.
And for the final
Propelling
touch of vitality in Lipsticks,
Screw Action
j/- 2/make-up — Lipstick
. . . issued in shades
to match the rouges,
and also in a new
shade, 'Poppy',
specially designed to
blend with English
Peach Powder.
Yardley Kail Enanxel is
made in two shades:
Manicure i]c, each, at
4l- stand complete
a natural flesh pink
and a deeper, ruby shade.
Enamel and
Remoter can be bought singly, or together.
OF ALL CHEMISTS, COJFfEURS AND STORES
YARDLEY
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There's many a bedtime story being told of
' Celanese ' ... of new-style Panties ... of slim-fitting
cami-knickers ... of new nightwear and wide-awake
Pyjamas. There's the charm of Movie-undies in the garments
made from Celanese ' — movie-undies for every-day wear at
workaday prices. Before you choose, be sure, by asking
Is this made from ' Celanese ? ' "

STREET
FOR

BEAUTY'S

SAKE,

WEAR

'CELANESE '

Sole Sianitfaetnrers
' Celanese *ofYarn
and
Yabrus, and ofProprietors
the
Trade
' Celanese
' : British
CelaneseMark
\ J mi ted,
Celanese
House,
Hanoper Sonar e, London, fP.l.
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"Suss" Veidt
on the
Conrad
as
hangman's cart is
led to his executhe snovo-of
stoepttion insquare
'cene from— thea
Stuttgart
film version of
"Jew Suss."

The

MADHOUSE

of

MOVIES

Frenzied finance — Where Independents Score — Fine work on
"Monster" Picture — Professor Seymour Hicks — New Directors
"N all this mad -house, this Heartbreak made for about two-thirds of what they cost to-day.
House, this House of Cards that we call
It is largely a matter of experience and organisation and
; in these two essential items of equipment
film-production, there is hardly any
feature madder than film economics.
the much-despised "independent" companies are
the richest.
If I go into a shop to buy a pair of frequently
An independent company is one that has no
socks, I don't expect to have to pay more for studios of its own, no chain of theatres, no distrithem because a job in the factory had to be
buting organisation. It makes films — cheaply,
found for the managing director's nephew — as a rule, but that is certainly not to say badly —
or because the wool-buyer and the designer of for sale to the larger companies. Its main problem is to make a £15,000 production look like a
patterns couldn't agree, and the works stood
idle while they argued it out — or because it £25,000 one.
took longer to knit the socks than someone
(with no previous experience) originally Nancy Whispers
estimated.
Needless to say, with a budget like this, you
I would call the shopman crazy if he sugcan't stand by while the star takes a fortgested such a thing; yet that is what happens leaving his
night'sunit
holiday in
in the
the Doldrums
Dolomites;if he
he did.
would Any
be
when we buy a film — that is, when we pay to hitch, however trifling, assumes the proportions of
enter a kinema. Film-going is far more a catastrophe . . . unless you happen to have that
expensive than it ought to be, just for that organisation I was talking about a few lines back.
very assortment of reasons . . . and a number
Now here's a case in point, and, in my opinion,
of others no more creditable.
ame,deeply
interesting
If you don't
agree with
skip the
next twoone.
paragraphs
at least
week then?
little funny)
Nancy O'Neill
my heartto
Too Much Money
missThisa beat
woke up (notice
one morning
The trouble is that, in the palmy years when find herself with no voice to speak of — just an odd
everybody went to the pictures (especially in little husky whisper, as much use to the microAmerica) as a matter of course, producers had so
phone as a pair of pulse-warmers would be.
much money to spend that they began to lose
"Doctor, doctor," she cried pathetically,
their sense of the value of money altogether.
"what'll I do? My big scene in The Secret of ike
If all the money applied to making films were
Loch
comes on to-day.'
spent reasonably, wisely, the spenders knowing
" No big scene will you be after doing this day,"
the' doctor,
forgetting that Loch Ness is in
the exact
wanted toway,
secTTre
going
Scotland,
not Ireland.
about
it in effects
the mosttheyeconomical
filmsand1
could
be ""said

"It's a relaxed throat ye have, and I'll trouble
ye Well,
to givewouldn't
it three that
days'jarholiday."
a girl ! She passed the
sad tidings on to the studio, and with a hasty
re-arrangement of the schedule they carried on
with another short scene in which she didn't
appear; and when that was finished, they got
busy ; and I mean busy.
Shrapnel
TheMilton
producer.
BraytheWyndham,
the director,
Rosmer,
assistant director,
Ben
Soutten, and the art director, J. Elder Wills, went
into what is technically known as a huddle, which
lasted about half an hour.
Then they hurtled in four directions, like an
explosion of shrapnel, and each fragment attended
to his own business (which so seldom happens in
a film studio as to be remarkable; there is nearly
weight) .
always at least one person who doesn't pull his
They worked all night; and the consequence
was
next most
morning
the cameras
beganthatto by
turnnineon o'clock
one of the
elaborate
sets in
the
which
hoursfilm,
before
! hadn't been in existence twelve
That's good work — perhaps even better than it
sounds. For not only had a complete Scottish
Court of Justice to be built, but the crowd in
court
— jury,
clerks, and
reporters,
onlookers
had to
be cast
and called,
in addition
(most— ticklish
of all) a solicitor conversant with Scottish court
procedure had to be found and engaged to stand
by and watch(Continued
for those onerrors
page which
32) you are so
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Man!

Sansi£u>e
TLeacl

The

spec/a/

Properties

SHAVING
/rn4!^.iM
stick
o/tuticura
Soothe the. jJcin anxL pvL&uertt inn it a tianA
Sold at all ehcmiata

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY

at

caSue,

Emollienta/trfMedicinal

Price la. 3d.

Her

Skins

INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS !

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
GROUNDLESS FEARS
DEPRESSION
" INFERIORITY COMPLEX
MORBID THOUGHTS
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
WORRY, ETC.
WEAK NERVES
INSOMNIA

hopes
last

fulfilled

She had liked him
the moment they
first met, and as
she got to know
him better she began to hope that he
would one day ask her to marry him.
And now, at last, her hope is realised,
her dream come true — thanks to
Icilma Vanishing Cream. For she
modestly gave it most of the credit,
when she remembered how her
skin looked at one time and how
it had improved since she started
using Icilma Vanishing Cream.

For a complete
Beauty Outfit
containing tubes trial
of Icilma
Vanishing,
Flesh-Tinted and Cold Creams, two
boxes of Icilma Face Powder (Naturclle
and Rachel), a full-size 3d. Icilma
Shampoo,
and a dry
full-size 3d. Icilma
Hair
send
6d.
inPowder
stamps for
to Icilmashampoo,
(Dept. 29E),
Your
envelope
be scaledN.Vi'.i.
and
39 King's
Road,mustThis
London,
bear
a if d. sump.
oner does not
apply to the Irish Free State.

OCiflrrJOL
VANISHI
NG CREAM

Stop wasting money on cheap quark remedies and useless patent medicines aud send for
this
absorbingly
whichseaJed
describes
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelopea simple,
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

Tubes
6d.

HENRY J. RIVERS (D.pt.P.G.31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C.I
NO

MORE
REMOVE

ACHING
Doctors Say This Nightly Treatment Stops Headaches Too
IS it really surprising that your feet give you
so much trouble when you have to be on
them from morning till night ? Is it astonishing to hear doctors say that headaches and
even indigestion can be traced to foot troubles,
which are " telegraphed " along the nerves up
and through the rest of the body ?
Why go on enduring torture from your feet
when a little Zam-Buk brand Ointment rubbed
into the soles and between the toes night
and morning will ^^^^
soon make you as *
comfortable as can
be? Rub Zam-Buk
in thoroughly and
regularly to restore
the tissues to
healthy condition.
Zam-Buk, which is
a refined herbal
preparation, is good
not only for all foot
troubles, but for swollen ankles, painful joints, and
nerve pains. No other ointment is so soothing, so
cooling, or so gratefully healing.
Free SocketteS— Send the cardboard carton
outside the tin of Zam-Buk and obtain a pair
of our free sockettes, stating size. These sockettes
can be worn by night to help the liberal dressing of
Zam-Buk to soak in, or by day for hiking, or to
ensure extra foot comfort at your work. Strongly
recommended by Mr. George Cummings, the
World's champion walker. All chemists sell ZamBuk at 1/3 box, or 3/- (family size), but send for
your free gift direct to Zam-Buk, Leeds, 2.

Ifdistinctive
you want —something
original ——
ultra-fashionable
but
not
too
expensive
—
West
End Modes Ltd. dress you.let Their
convenient instalment plan enables you to be perfectly turned
out out
in the
very your
latest bank
fashionbalance.
withdisturbing
Pay a visit to their showrooms or
write for
fashion list,
FREEillustrated
on request.
NTTA. Fancy Wool Bouclette
Coat, lined throughout Art Crepe.
Vneckiine.
e ry smart sleeve and \C\I/
Price 3K gns. Monthly
IV// 6
WEST END MODES LTD.
7 Newman St., Dept. P., Oxford
St., London, W.l.

Vita-Color Hair Rinse
renews the life, colour and lustre of dull or
faded hair, and covers up unwanted grey
hairs. Not a dye, but a harmless vegetable
product.water
Add after
"Nusheen"
Vita-Color to the
rinsing
a shampoo.
Send a stamped addressed envelope, for free
trial ROSENWALD
sample, to :—
BROS. (Dept. P.G.),
27 Noble Street, London, E.C.2.
State colour required. In 12 shades from
Platinum Blonde to Raven Black.

THAT

SHINE

FROM

YOUR

NOSE&FACE

T^ULLA is a new fluid preparation which acts as a
charm on one's complexion.
It eliminates as if by magic —
the shine, not only from the
nose but from the whole face,
producing a very soft bloom.
It is simple to apply, either with the
fingers or the small brush supplied
with each bottle, and almost instantaneous in action. It produces a
wonderful and much admired soft
texture finish to the complexion.
Of all hairdressers and
stores. If any difficulty
write to address
below.

OSBORNE
'&CO..
LTD. GARRETT
LONDON
W.l
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Gaumont baby star,
Peggy Simpson, the
has her first big role
in
" TheJack
Camels
are
opposite
Hulbert

You're Telling Us
Coming."

THANKS

M'Tavish
instance,
h, you,
ForBallachulis
on poorof
been down
have Rory
would Mr.
put
had
he
if
peat
of
ton
a
like
Wyndham
Bray
TO THIS
twelve good men and true in the jury box instead
of the customary seven ; and just imagine the squeal
DELICIOUS
Tighnabrua
Kirstie
that
been putichin
advocates o'had
if theM'Pherson
haveMissraised
wouldyou,
wigs like barristers instead of just gowns like the
CHOCOLATE
solicitors they are. (She's a terror, is Kirstie.)
So thai, boys and girls, is an achievement worth
BROOKLAX did it— the amazing discovery of mentioning
some length, because it argues the
British science which brings new health over-night. possession ofat two
highly important qualifications
Within 12 hours this delicious chocolate laxative
of films — intelligence and energy.
had rid her system of poisonous waste. She feels forBythethemaking
way, I found several interesting people
younger now than she has done for years. Let in this court
scene — besides the principals, who
BROOKLAX do the same for you. It's pleasant, include Seymour Hicks in a very clever make-up
gentle, and non-habit-forming. Doctors recom- as
the elderly
mend itfor adults and children. 2d., 6d., and Is. 6d. existence
of theprofessor
monster. who believes firmly in the
from all chemists, including all branches of Roots,
also Taylors.
Our confidence is indicated by an invitation: Important People
Formyinstance,
judge (ora provost,
or bailie
—
Scotch the
is getting
little rusty)
is one
D. J. Williams, a clever character actor whom I
last saw as a Corsican thief in The Admiral's
Secret. Watch for him — he's one of those
adaptable people who look as if they had never
played or never could play any but their current
NAME
j role.
Then there's the foreman of the jury; he is
ADDRESS
! Wallace
Bosco, who, not so long ago, was playing
an important character role in almost every film
produced in British studios. He has been missing
from the British screen.
As a matter of fact he has just returned from
Latvia (you know Latvia, of course ? Come,
come !) where he has been playing in the Gaumont
BROOKLAX
Ufa film Forbidden Territory.
And at the reporters' table there is a solitary
CHOCOLATE
LAXATIVE
sob-sister, played by the handsome Elizabeth
Jenns; I have a shrewd idea that she is only there
(in what shecan't
more on
thancontract
a "bit")to
because
has possibly
just beenbe placed
Basil Dean, who has an interest in that studio;
but she tells me she has an important part in
Java Head, the next film to be made by A.T.P.
at Ealing Green, in which Anna May Wong will
star.
TRY BROOKLAX AT OUR EXPENSE
■
Post this coupon to Westminster
laUlBh Laboratories, Ltd.. (Dept. 9),
I II hk 4-12 Palmer Street, London, S.W.I

lot
of

CD-'

A Hotbed

ter he has (from long practice) an immediate
inspiration as to who will best fit the part; and
then he gets hold of the player in question, even
if he or she has never done a day's film work
before.
I regard him and Bernard Vorhaus as the twc
most important directorial finds of the past
year — not excepting a number of the Continental
importations to our studios.
In this current opus he has George Carney
(who did a very good job in Night Club Queen in
these same studios lately); Helena Pickard, who
in private life has just been made over from
Mrs. Hardwicke to Lady Hardwicke, which must
be pleasant; Ben Field; Mark Daly, Wally Patch,
playing a commissionaire this time, and effectively
concealed behind a luxuriant moustache; John
Turnbull; and the same D. J. Williams I was
talking about a few paragraphs back. He obviously also believes in travel.

New

The Whole Show

directors are bobbing up here and there,
most of them not very impressive. Sound
City has been a fertile breeding-ground for them
lately (producing John Baxter, W. P. Lipscomb,
John Paddy Carstairs, Anthony Kimmins, and
Ivar Campbell).
***** v*x
Of these, Lipscomb has been an experienced man
of films for years, being one of the best scenarists
in British studios, so it was no matter for very
great surprise when he turned out a good film in
Colonel Blood. The other one of this bevy (or perhaps one should
say huddle
a bunch ofis
directors)
to make
a very when
good it's
impression
John Baxter, who directed two very workmanlike
pictures in Doss House and Reunion.
Lately he's moved on to Twickenham (they say
there's nothing like travel for broadening the
mind), where he is directing a film of music-hall
life called Say It With Song.
tW
sV
*
^o
Yes, you're quite right, Buddy, there was a
«*e.
film of music-publishing life called Say It With
>>\c V1, ot Music, and a film of Cockney life called Say It
With Flowers;filmandis you
needn'tcalled
be surprised
an
engineering
produced
Say It ifWith
Spanners,
or
an
electioneering
film
called
Say
It
With Eggs.
A slick idea like that for a title is too good to
waste on just three or four films.

6° & 1/-
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He
'Em
The Finds
chief peculiarity
of Baxter is that he
conjures up film actors out of the empty air.
as it were — stage veterans whom no one in the
studios has ever heard of before.
The secret is that Baxter was once a variety
agent, and knows practically everyone in the
music-hall world; and when he conceives a charac-

Debroy Somers and his band figure tn the
theatre sequences in this film. As far as
I can remember, the last picture I saw them in
was Piccadilly. But this time they are supported by a complete variety programme —
Macari's Accordian Band, G. H. Elliott (the
Chocolate gotten),Coloured
Coon,Quintet
in case(inyou've
forthe Parkington
case you
haven't listened
lately),
the
Sherman
Fisher inGirls,
andChester's
others, Dogs,
including
eighty operatic singers.
This is partly back-stage, partly front-stage
(in case there is such an expression) ; and John
Baxter is on such familiar ground — to him —
that I have every hope of its being quite as good
entertainment as his previous pictures.
Bearded Director
We have land,another
director — innewthetoperson
Engthat is — atnewTeddington,
of Ralph Ince.
I was amazed when I saw him at work, because
I thought Monty Banks was the only director
who refrained from shaving during production
of a film, and here was Ince with not only several
days' growth of face-fungus, but also a pair of
the
white
duck trousers I've seen for
yearsgrubbiest
and a shirt
to match.
However, I remembered he was playing a part
as well as directing this film — No Escape.
He's a pleasant guy, vastly more agreeable
than the gangsters he's been playing in the last
few years.
He's a portraying
one Malayan
of them gaol
now —in
and
lobbed into
hot and dirty
the process.
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DIFFERENCE
WASHING...

&b7*ti(if

HAIR
AT
FIRST

P/mzuir

WAVING
HOME

PRIZE AND DIPLOMA
(Paris Hairdressing Exhibition)
AWARDED TO THE

HOME

HAIR

WAVER

for everyIt
ELMA ssing.
THERE
style isofan hairdre
cannot fail to do all we claim
for it, that is to give every
purchaser complete satisfaction
in the shape of perfect hairer it
waving
is used. at home, whenev
Its operation is so simple
— and you will observe by
the illustrations, so naturally
effective, that even the most
inexperienced
can useJustit place
with
immediate success.
the ELMA
combs hair,
extended over with
the damped

JiVEN when vou think you re getting perfect
results with ordinary washing fine dirt Gradually sets
left behind deep down in the weave
bit by bit your linens lose colour.
Only

Persil's unique action brings perfect whiteness,
because Persil is good mild soap made
active by
Use Persil alone
J oxygen.
Jo

Persil

there's no need to add anything
get perfect results.

V THE
PER 462- 1 07

of the fabric and

AMAZING

OXYGEN

else to

WASHER

JOSEPH CROSHF.I.D it M>M> LTD., WAKKINCTON

tie tape under chin, then
gentlylatticed
press combs
The
combs together.
move in
opposite directions to make
the desiredmation. natural
One ELMA wave
waves forthe
whole head, and makes deep
4 MODELS
or shallow waves as desired.
Ahand
— forparting.
rightWhen you think of all the
time and expense which the
B — for centre
ELMA will save you and how
parting.
well your hair can look at all
C—
for
lefthand parting.
times without any further
D — f or hair
expense, you will realise why
combed
so many thousands of women
straight back.
use it. Get yours to-day !
The price is but 7/4 post free.
You can order direct from
ELMA MANUFACTORY LTD. (Dept. 3)
16 Water Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.3.
Stocked by Soots, Taylors, and high-class chemist* and stores.
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What

Do

You Think?

ON

Letters from our Readers

THE

Feminine

Fans

WAR
Bloodthirsty

PATH
Programme

AY I congratulate Malcolm D.
Phillips on his very interesting
series writing
— ' Openjust
Letters.'
has
been
the very Hethings
I have wanted to say for a long

REMOVE
HAIR
this

pleasant

way.

Arms and legs and underarms should
always be hair-free . . . smooth and
lovely.
Odorono Cream Depilatory leaves your
skin smooth as velvet without a trace
of stubble. It's a pleasant, white
cream, with no lingering odour. And
unlike a razor it doesn't encourage
regrowth of hair. A product of the
famous Odorono Laboratories, and
onl v 1 6 for a full-size tube.
ODO-RO-NO
DEPILATORY

highlight occurs when 'Valerie' blurts out that
'Fletcher' was tricked into marrying 'Joan.'
Each of the characters in this particular scene is
equally important, yet we are given alternate
close-ups ofshot
Joanof and
Fletcher, the stars, with an
occasional
Valerie.
time.
"In Henry VIII, too, Charles Laughton is
" It only remains for him to request Joan allowed to 'stand out' in scenes in which the
Crawford to lose her make-up box; Jessie other characters are equally important. I believe
Matthews to drop her affectations; Charles that this destroys much of the dramatic tension."
Laughton to forget the Scarlet Pimpernel (or — Jane Talmadge, 476 Katherine Road, Forest
E.-j, who wins the first prize of £1 is.
rather to remember his own waistline) ; Gate,
[This is, I think, a justifiable complaint, although
and beg Jeanette MacDonald to return to the the
to be.] is not nearly so overworked to-day as
"close-up"
Theatre, or wherever it was she came from it used
(I am sure no one would notice) — then I Mae West
should be his staunch admirer for ever." —
Mary E. Grant, 21 Princes Street, Swindon,
Mae West is definitely one of the most
Wilts.
talked about stars to-day, but is she wise
in makingstar?
pictures portraying her as a one[This appears
to be
character
a somewhat
bloodthirsty
" Personally. I think Mae West is a fine actress
programme. However,
who could play innumerable parts, whereas she
the open letter season is
still on, and we will see
is gaining the same reputation with which Jean
what we can do.]
Harlow once unwittingly found herself saddled.
♦
♦
♦
"Jean has only recently managed to fight her
" T ionel Collier is a
way back to the limelight as a real all-round
J—/ first-rate critic.
actress." — S. Beveridge, 7 Maple Avenue, Haslingden, Rossendale, Lanes.
He has, however, one
fault. He lacks a
[Personally
, I doubt
Mae asWest's
ability to star.]
be a
sense of humour. He
sensational
success
other than
a one-character
seldom praises comedis-— particularly
British productions.
He usually finds them
dull and awards them
—onegrudgingly,
I bet —
star only, whereas
Jessie Matthews
I often find them
uproariously funny, and would give them four stars.
" I think you would be well advised to allow
someone who is fresh and unsophisticated to
review comedies in future. Someone who hasn't
forgotten how to laugh.
" Thatto would
give Mr.stuff,
Collier
time to
devote
more serious
whichmore
he criticises
so admirably."
— /. L.
Marsden, 63 Raymond
Street,
West Bowling,
Bradford.
[Lionel Collier says : I should like to thank our
correspondent for his kind remarks. On the score
of a sense of humour I remain unrepentant. I have
no more forgotten how to laugh than I have to cry,
but I must admit that some British comedies are
inclined to affect my tear-ducts rather than my risible
faculties. I think our correspondent is rather
sweeping in his assertion that I rarely rate comedies
highly ; a glance through some past release lists
should dispel that idea.]

THOUSANDS
HAVE WAITED FOR THIS
Many thousands have welcomed the news that
the world-famous Dr. Williams Pink Pills can Ten Minutes with the Stars
now be obtained at Is. 3d. a box. Many sufferers
Can we not see and hear our favourite film
who have previously not been able to afford this
stars via the screen, yet entirely disunited
treatment now have it brought within their
reach.
from their appearances as players in specific
These pills have built up a remarkable reputa? have our screen-star weaknesses, and
tion tor the outstanding cures they have effected. pictures
"We all
It is often said, in fact, that the benefit following both British and American movie magnates might
the use of Dr. Williams Pink Pills is almost too do much worse than make a series of 'ten-minute
wonderful to be believed. Actually, it is quite talkies' embracing each individual star.
natural, for these pills create new, rich blood,
" Just a day in the life of a prominent player
and this new blood coursing through the system — from rising to repose — his or her home ; family
life; chief characteristics; pleasures and pastimes
fives new life and energy to the whole body.
So if you are a victim of ill-health, if you — concluding with a few cheery words from the
suffer from Anaemia, Rheumatism, Indigestion, subject of the picture to the assimilating audience.
Nervous Debility, or any disorder due to weak,
from success,
the fact being
that such
would
be "Apart
an assured
bright'shorts'
and original,
impoverished blood, start now to take
I think the top-line talkie stars owe some such
'personal'
appearance
their public."
— Robert
W. Lock, Clarence
House,toClarence
Road, Exmouth.
Dr.
Williams
["Screen Snapshots" and one or two other shorts
brand
present "intimate" private life peeps at the stars,
but I pass your idea on to the powers that be.]
Pink
Pills
A Close-up Complaint
1 often wonder whether there are clauses in
Is. 3d. a box
film contracts which lay down the number of
'close-ups' a star is to be given !
(Triple Size 3s.).
"In Double Harness, for instance, a dramatic
34

How Refreshing, indeed
How refreshing to see a film where :
"Typists did not display lingerie to make
real life typists' mouths water, and a lack of
typing technique equally impossible.
"The detective does not advertise himself by
looking and acting 'clever' all the time.
" No telephone is used — or, a wrong number
sometimes given.
" The hero is not most shamefully misunderstood.
" Servants, policeman, and persons of the ' lower
order' are permitted to speak ordinary everyday
English, with all aitches' present, and in their
"The place.
heroine's father is not wholly contemptuous
proper
of the hero for half the film, and speechless with
admiration for the other half.
" Dialect is used with a smattering of correctness.
" I suppose it could be done ? " — Bernard Heath,
49 Hertford Road, Brighton, who wins the second
prize of 10s. 6d.
Sweet Sixteen
I look with disgust upon the photos of the
young film stars who are labelled 'starlets,'
' Wampas
and many other names
which
meanBaby
they Stars,'
are young.
"Their ages are given as sixteen to eighteen,
yet they look older than twenty.
' ' Ida Lupino is made to look at least twentyfive, yet she is only sixteen. Her clothes are too
old for her, so are the parts she takes.
"Why can't they film a story about a girl of
sixteen with a girl in it who looks sixteen and not a
dressed-up doll ? " — E. Oruy (sixteen), 5, Hart
Street, Carlisle.
[I must agree with you to a certain extent, but
perhaps it makes up for the actresses of forty-five
who try to look sweet sixteen.]
YOUR

VIEWS

WANTED

What you think about the stars and films?
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
£1 is. and ios. 6d. will be
paid for the two most interesting, and 5s. for every
other letter published each
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
paper
and should
exceed only
1 50 words.
Address notto
"Thinker," The "Picture^9goer
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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THERE IS ONE SAFE, SURE AND
EXHILARATING METHOD OF SLIMMING
WITHOUT DIETING, IN THE PRIVACY
OF YOUR OWN ROOM.

A

BEAUTIFUL
SKIN

IS A CLEAN

SKIN

!

' oxygen ' bath is a complete
beauty treatment — it makes
your skin softer . . . clearer . . . and
finer than you have ever known it !
Try one to-night! Crumble a
Reudel Bath Cube in the water.
Your bath becomes fragrant as a
flower garden — luxuriously soft
and supercharged with refreshing,
beautifying oxygen. Soap and dirt
are held in solution so that they
cannot wash back into the pores.
Rest awhile in its caressing embrace
—you will find your skin is made
delightfully soft . . . smooth as
satin . . . and altogether lovely.
Have a Reudel Bath every night.
beauty! treatments "
frequent
The work
will
like "magic
AN

OXYGENATE

YOURBATH

SIMPLE

HOME

INJUDICIOUS
IS

SwanJown

the

BATH

The Thor Electric
uto Juvenator Exerciser
gives you the full benefit of expert
massaging, the safest method of removing
superfluous flesh. It is an ideal substitute for the
most invigorating outdoor exercises. Stimulates
circulation, skin and nerves. Removes excessive
abdominal fat. Slenderises and beautifies the figure
generally. Banishes constipation, liverishness,
sleepiness. Assists digestion. Very helpful in cases
of rheumatism and acidity, lack of exercise, excesses
of eating,
drinking,
etc.,upstiffness
after bodies
unaccus-to
tomed exercise.
Wakes
sleepy tired
new vim and vigour.

CUBES

TREATMENT

WRINKLES
Any woman may now try this great
Skin
discovery
her ownSpecialist's
home for aamazing
few pence.
Wrinklesin
are caused by the loss of a certain
nourishing element from the skin. This
precious
— ' Biocel
can now
be restoredsubstance
to the skin
by the' — daily
use
of Tokalon Biocel Skinfood. The results
of even one or two applications are
amazing. In hospital tests on women
over sixty, wrinkles disappeared in
6 weeks.
Try Tokalon Biocel Skinfood to-day.
In a single night your skin is already
clear, fresh and revitalised. In one
month lines and wrinkles are smoothed
away and the skin has regained its
youthful firmness and freshness. Any woman of 40 or over can make herself look
10 to 15 years younger. Successful results are guaranteed with Tokalon Biocel
Skinfood or money refunded.

AucceM

- Read

warnings of the medical profession
* A DIRECT
CAUSE
OF MUCH
TUBERCULOSIS." A well-known medical
authority speaking at an important conference
recently, said : " A great increase in tuberculosis
amongst women, especially of the ages from twenty
to twenty-five, is directly due to improper dieting
with the object of slimming."
"PATIENTS— ESPECIALLY
YOUNG WOMEN." And here is another
warning
an equally highly
placedthedoctor.
" As
a result by
of injudicious
slimming,
consultingrooms of many doctors, particularly in the West
End. were^visited by patients, especially women."
mim
THE AUTO
EXERCISER

REMOVES

ION
EXEasily
PL
OM
^CTHE
PE
PERFECT
COSMETIC
applied
with cotton-wool, handkerchief or even fingers
without soap washing afterwards. Is absorbed
by the skin leaving a pleasant, fresh feeling.
A FINE POWDER BASE, removing all impurities and skin grease. Contains Olive Oil,
which prevents chapping. 1 - per Bottle, at all
Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores or
WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE.
HElfRY TKTLOW CO., LTD. (Depi. P.)
61, BASLE STREET, LOVDOV. W.C.I

DANCEROUS

SLIMMING

HURLEY MACHINE CO. (ENGLAND), LTD.
Dept. (P.), 55-59 Oxford Street, London. W.l.
Please send particulars of Thor Electric Juvenator, and
your " Pay
as you use terms." The voltage of my electric
supply
is
NAME
ADDRESS

Magnetic, Alluring
EYES
I a wonderful new discovery which niad
three-quarters
inch ! Ha*growgivennearly
hundred*
of women
Mrt. Stebbinft Loreig £>ciJfl ofmy aneyelashes
long, dark,
thick, harmless,
luxurious unlike
eyelasbe*.aJ I
Rapid,
guaranteed
other preparations. Brings alluring, uncurling las bee in a month. Complete
outfit.
3/6.
Includes byFREE,
my famous
Eye-drill
sold
3/6, 28adopted
stars. Beauty
Write — Mrs.
LionelMovement*
Stubbing
Dept. atP.O..
Dean Road.famous
London,filmN.W.2.

(FASHIONS)
LTD London.W.I
edt
S8tr°
Bond&all
J Eterms,
R ent
, on LD
offer
modern
that
OUeasy paym
HO
is most attractive to the well-dressed woman.
Send this
-POST TO-DAYPlease forward a free copy of For the
coupon
Better Dressed Women and devils of your
for a free
Modern Easy Payment Terms.
Nome
copy of
the beautiMdresi.
fullytratedillus-new

catalogue.
season's

MADE AT HOME
%eqjitiful CURLS
damp
QUICKLYo/^ EASILY
^oll
hair around
ja> lock of
fix
ipfingeruntiland dry.
From
Hairdressers, Stores, & Boots,
6<L per card
of 2 clips.a>
irrelt.
Raintfori
LattaAJoM (/>). Birminfksm.

P.G.IO

^/k^CIM-CLIP
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YOU

HIM

WANT

TO

Let

Do

ADMIRE

YOUR

George
It!

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both c o The Picturegoer Weekly. When a reply

HAIR

by post dressed
is desired
a stamped,
adenvelope must
be enclosed.

SIMPLY

the
NEW
that

Irene Dunne was born on December 21.
1904 at Louisville. Kentucky; 5 ft. 4 in.
tall; fair hair; blue eyes; married
Dr. F. D. Griffin; Pictures include :
"Leathernecking,"
Cimarron, in' '
" Bachelor Apartment," "" Married
Haste," " The Great Lover," " The
MelodyteenofWomen,"
Life, """ManBackandStreet,
"" "ThirWife,"
The
Ace," "The Silver Cord." "Ann
Vickers," " Behold We Live," and " My
Gal Sal." Address her do RKORaiio Studios.

USE

wonderful
SHAMPOO

contains

no

soap

Whatever your hair is like, AVA will make
it lovelier. Brighter, silkier, more abundantlooking. Easier to set.
AVA is the latest scientific discovery —
completely different from any other shampoo
you have ever tried. It contains no soap and
the rare ingredients really cleanse the hair,
with never a sign of the dusty film so often
left by soap.
Try AVA to-night. No need for any
special rinse or setting lotion with AVA —
and even in hard water it does its work to
perfection

4
PER PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists

Ava Shampoo has been awarded the Certificate
of the Institute of Hygiene.
AVA

MAKES

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

BRIGHT,

BEAUTIFUL

AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London. S.W.a

Rene'e
(Sheffield).2, —1897,
Dennisat
King
was L'anxious
born on November
Coventry. 5 ft. 11 in. tall; brown hair; blue
eyes; married Edith Wright. Films include
The Vagabond King, Paramount on Parade
and Fra Diavolo. Address him c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios.
G. L. C. (Cardiff).— Ruby Keeler was
born intoL'.S.A.
is the wife
of Al Studios.
Jolson.
Write
her, c/oandWarner
Brothers
MvRTLE (South Ashford). — (1) Eric Linden
the role
of theHe leading
Bud "
inplayed
Big City
Blues.
was bornman
in America
twentv-three years ago. Write to him, c/o
RKO-Radio Studios. (2) Joan Blondell will
be twenty-rive on August 30.
D. M. B. (Darlaston). — (1) The cast of
Sally in Our Alley included : Sally — Gracie
Fields;
Ian — Hunter;
Sam
Bilson — George
Ben Field;Mills
Alf —Cope
Fred Groves;
Florrie Small — Florence Desmond. (2) Kay
Hammond is married to Ronald George
Leon, and is the daughter of Sir Guy
Standing, the actor. Her pictures include
Fascination, Out of the Blue, Carnival, A
Night in Montmartre, Almost a Divorce,
A Night Like This, The Third String, Nine
Till Let
Six,Love,
SallyandBishop,
Yes ofMadam,
Lov,
and
Britannia
Billingsgate.
Karloff Fan (W.H.). — Write to Boris
Karloff,
c o L'niyersal
postage
for
a letter
to AmericaStudios.
is I J.I The
for the
first
ounce. His latest film is The Lost Patrol.
Crabbe
bornJ. inH.1910(Plumtree).
and is 6 —ft.-Buster
1 in. tall.
Writewasto
him c'o Paramount Publix Studios.
J. C. (Bucks). — Address Cicely Courtneidgc
c/o Gaumont-British Studios.
Inquisitive (Co. Durham). — <1) Baby
LeRoy's
Leroy Weinbrunner.
He
lives real
withname
his iswidowed
mother. (2)
Norma Shearer portrayed both the character
of " leenMoonyeen
and that
" in Smilin'Clarie
Through.
Thankof "youKathfor
your good wishes.
— (1) Address
John Boles'
is Paddy
October(Leeds).
27, 1900.
him birthday
c/o Fox
Studios. (2) Players move from one studio
to another occasionally when their contracts
expire, or if they are loaned to another
company.
Etoile. — Try your local music shop; they
will be able to give you a list of records such
as you require.
Jacob (Sutton-in-Craven).
to the
following
stars : Tom Brown, —c Write
o Paramount
Studios; Eric Studios.
Linden and Spencer
Pert KeltonTracy,
c/o
RKO-Radio
Warner Baxter, Janet Gaynor, and Lilian
HarveyLoretta
c/o FoxYoung
Studios.
and
c/o Ronald
United Colman
Artists
Studios. Clark Gable, Ramon Novarro and
Greta
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios.Garbo
Ruby c/o
Keeper
and Dick Powell
c/o Warner Brothers Studios. You can
obtain pictures of your favourites from the

Picture Post Card Salon, 85 Long Acre.
London, W.C2.
E. W.featured
(New Rex
Plymouth).—
<1) Charlotte
Cancelled
Debt
Lease and
Stevens. Length, 5,500 ft. Released June
25. 1928. Argosy film. (2) Don Mike
featured Fred Thompson. Length, 5,070 ft.
Released July 12, 1928. Ideal film. (3)
Red Signal featured Wallace McDonald.
Length, 5,046 ft. Released October 24,
1927. Argosy
(4) Siltnt
Avinger15
featured
Williamfilm.Duncan.
Length,
episodes. Released May 9, 1921. (5)
Speedy Spurs featured Buffalo Bill, junior.
Length, 5 reels. Released February. 1928.
Ideal film. (6) Spurs and Saddles featured
Art Accord. Length, 4,867 ft. Released
January 2, 1928. Universal film. (7)
Trooper 77 featured Herbert Rawlinson.
Length 10 episodes. Released March 19,
1928.
film. (8)
Trouble Universal
featured Buffalo
Bill,Trumpin'
junior.
Length 5 reels. Released in 1927. Pathe
film. (9) Yours to Command featured
George O'Hard. Length. 4,80(1 ft.
Released June, 1928. Ideal film.
X. Y.wasZ. made
Gov AN
(Glasgow). — The film
Service
in America.
Scott V. — (I) isEric23 Linden
is a native
of
this Children?
year.
Pictures
Americi: and
These Our
The
include
Are
Crowd Roars, Young Bride. Venus, RoadCity and
Blues.BirdTheof Silver
house
Cord, Murder
The FlyingBigDevils,
Prey.
(2)
Dick
Powell
celebrates
November 14 and comes his
frombirthday
Mountainon
View, U.S.A. Picture ( include Gold Diggers
of 1933. 42nd Street. Footlight Parade,
College Coach, Sweethearts Forever, and
Convention Citv. (3) Address Eric Linden
cWarner
o RKO-Radio
Brothers Studios
Studios.and Dick Powell c'o
Studio Addresses
British Studios
j Associated Sound Film I ml Wemblev
Park.
Middlesex.Radio Pictures, Ealing
Associated
Green,
W.5 Imperial Studios.
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
Boreham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
British International Studios, Boreham
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
BritishElstree,
Instructional
Garden City, Herts.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Islington, Ixindon, N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove.
Shepherd's
London Hurst
W.12. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,
Studios,
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Street,
SoundLondon.
City S.W.I.
Studio. Littleton Park,
Shepperton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham.
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard,
Hollywood,
California.Burbank,
First
National
Studios,
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood,
California.
Samuel
Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica
fornia. Boulevard, Hollywood, CaliMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,
California.
Paramount,
California. Publix Studios, Hollywood,
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City,
California.
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City,
North Hollywood, California.
Warner
California. Brothers Studio, Burbank,
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood,
California.
Universal
Studios,
Universal
City,
California.

i
!
j
!
j
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Why
Hon

I Use
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A,

absorbed

Face

Powder

by a bond

Street

Beauty Specialist
Ordinary face powders only prevent ugly
shine for a few minutes. Then the powder
itself becomes shiny. This is because
ordinary
the skin'spaste
natural
moisture powders
and formabsorb
a glistening
like
wet flour. Chemists have devoted years
of study to finding a non-absorbent face
powder. They succeeded finally by blending
with the powder a new ingredient called
Mousse of Cream. This process has now
been patented by Tokalon.

7

Poudre Tokalon, because it contains
Mousse of Cream, crnnot soak up the
skin's moisture. Poudre Tokalon avoids
all caking and patchiness. It gives an
even
"dull
finish" — just like the
bloom smooth
on a fresh
peach.
The Mousse of Cream in Poudre Tokalon
prevents it from drying up the natural oils
of the skin, causing it to become rough and
dry — like ordinary powders do. Poudre
Tokalon stays on five Mr s as long as
ordinary powders. It clings to the skin in
all weathers and while dancing for hours
in the hottest room. It is the one powder
that prevents ugly skin shine all day long
but
a box.itself never becomes shiny. 6d. and i/STYLES

r~M>_

of

stains

teeth—

So itsparkling
may be that
you'recannotbe.getting your teeth as lustrously clean
and
as they
Try Colgate's. All seven stains yield to Colgate's — completely
yield — because Colgate's has TWO cleansing actions — not one.
An emulsive action loosens some of the stains and washes
them away. A safe, gentle, polishing action polishes away
the miye stubborn stains, leaving your teeth bright,
gleaming — beautifully clean.

THE

THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins.
4- Sweets
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Vegetables.
6. Beverages.
7. Tobacco smoke.

CHORE

WEAR

AL

HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/or £1ACCOUNT
per month
OPEN
A CREDIT
TO-DAY
No deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Catalogue of Ladies' Latest
Fashions, SMARTWEAR
also Men's Catalogue,Ltd.
sent post free.
««s-»ti, Regent Street, London, W-l.
MINUTE

TWO SIZES
6°&1<
this BELT

and
keep
SLIM
AVOID
doubtful
medicines,
pills,
etc., Refor
reducing
weight. Wear theget
Beasley
ducing-Belt-Supporter,
quickly
and safely.
Slips over hips, and
instantlyslimadjusting
itself totenersyour
No straps, lacing or fas. For MENfigure.
OR WOMEN,
this garment is made from strong woven Elastic
webbing. Women's model has four suspenders.

SYiUi

7/te20

discolour

MADE IN
Colgate'
s wine
removes
From
soup to sweets — from
to coffee, everythingall
you eat seven.
and
ENGLAND
drink leaves some kind of stain on your teeth. Yes, even the simplest
foods. White bread, for example, can eventually cause a stain that
dulls teeth. All told, seven kinds of stains discolour teeth.
Most toothpastes — because they have only one cleansing action —
fail to remove all these stains. For all stains will not yield to any
one cleansing action.

STARS
WEAR
These
are
the
exact
style*to theyou filmat
stars are wearing offered
specialcardbargain
prices.
Send
a postheightrequired,
of beel,
and
colour
or stating
a hadesize,ofSAMPLES
shoe
net of SINGLE
will beandsenta
on free
approval
your toownpurchase,
home.
If you
do notto wish
-imply treturn
shoes
without
obligaion. You will be delighted when
you see them. Write to-night.
NEW [

H< Ihmul

kinds

FOR DARK 6- LUSTROUS
EYEBROWS & LASHES
Do not envy those with fascinating
Eyebrows and Lashes. Permanently
tint yours with CILOREAL, in a few
minutes yours will look just as
lovely.
guaranteedby
harmless CILOREAL
and is notis affected
Sun, Rain or Sea Bathing.
ptive folder sent on request to C. Nestle A Co.
Ltd.. 2 Ciloreji House. 68 South Motion Street, W.I.

25-4/11
5/11
Add 2/- for sizes 38 ins. to S15"
44 ins. waist.
Super
Quality 8/lld. Fine Silk Elastic 14 ins. deep,
Id. O.S. or3/-m^nrjf
extra.refundrd
Potior- ifoh notaU mpprtied.
model* 34. extra.
B<12/1It fxehanged
Send
BEASLEY BELT Dept. 405
12 CONDUIT
STREET, LONDON W.l.
Surgical
through
Approved Societies.
26 1Ball
hitr
lug Cross Belts
Road,supplied
London and
270 Deansicate,
Han Chester,Fittine
open room*
until 0atp.m.

Thcie wonderful Clips will wave your hair quickly,
or reset
WAVE-SETTER
your perm. They are fittedINwith USE
SPECIAL AT
TEETH HOME
which
gently (rip the hair and automatically press it Into the most
natural-looking waves. 6d. per card of 2 clips from
Boot's,Ltd.,etc.
In difficulty write
toHairdressers,
Jarrttt, RainsfordStores,
St Lauthton,
Birmingham.

2 CLIPS ON A CARD
Larger Sizes 9d. & I/- Each IT 5 SPEEDY/ z*~lll*J J -

AMD

RE -SETTER
cuv>
fat/ye h^yy\yi-

IT S SURE
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at

to

ANNE

SEIZE your pen without further delay, pass that puzzling point
on to me. I shall be delighted to help you, whether it is
related to beauty or domesticity. Send along your query accompanied bya stamped addressed envelope if you desire a quick reply

Join

Cards

IT

a

Big Reduction
Thousands of people in all parts of
the world have joined "The Picturegoer"
Club. organisation,
Why don't youyou?
ThroughPostcard
this unique
may obtain the finest cards in the world
at a liberal discount and also obtain a
5s. Album
FREE
on becoming
a member. Bound
in handsome
Art. Leather
and lettered in gold, the Album will set
off your collection to the best possible
advantage.
To join, simply send an order for not
less than one dozen Sepia Glossy postcards at the regular rate of 2S. 6d. doz.
On subsequent orders, you will receive
substantial discounts as well as many
Club privileges.
Choose your Cards from the list below.
J/6 doz.— 3d. each. On sale to members and
non-members alike. Full list on request.
r*redrlc March
Adrlenne Amr" Sally Kiler«
(ienrpe
Aril**
Madge Kvanx
fault
Matthews
Ifcmgla*
Lionel Atwlll
Roliert
Lionel
( Palrlauik«.
harlra FarrellJim. It-Montgomery
Barryinore
Novarro
OmittanceBennett Kay fraud
MaureenO'rtullivan
<(ireta
lark <lal,le
darbn
John Boleit
Anita Pane
El Breodel
Janet (llelgud
tisvnor
John
Oui
Norma Hhearer
CUve Brinaon
Brook
Ann Harding
Sylvia
Sidney
Jack
BadMuiai]
Lilian
.Harvey
BarbaraHtanw y. k
Bruce tabot
Katharine
Maurice
Chevalier Miriam Hephum
HopklnK l.ewb* HUme
lx-«lle Howard
Helen
Claudettet'ollwrt
Ronald Colinan Dorothy
Jordan Johunlr
Twelvetree*
<Joan
Jary Crawford
Cooper
Ruby
Keeler
Carole I.ouihnrd Mae Wel»>muller
Weal
BinR
Croflby
My
rim
!..■>
Marlene Dunn
Dietrich Jeatiettc
Kay Wniy
Jame*
Mac Donald Loretta Yuiing
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
To "PICTUUEGOER" SALON,
85 Long Acre, London, VV.C.2
Please enrol me as a member o( " The
Picturegoer"
and send
me
Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, sepia glossy finish, price 2s. 6d.
dozen. Please include with my order
your 5s. Free Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extraon my
to cover
and packing
gift. cost of postage
Name .
Addiess
P.O. No
Amount
* Oversea* cover
reader*parking
shouldandencloHc
postage.£f. extra to
Croaa P.O. 'and Co./ and make payable to
"THI'. PIITURKOOKR."
Pic. U 4 11

by post.
for the quantity of water to he added
T may seem unbelievable to to make the dried milk the equivalent of fresh milk. If you find that
the girls who weigh too
a little too rich, increase
much, that I have just as proportion
the amount of water.
many letters from girls who weigh
This milk also has an advantage
too little and are anxious to put for girls who live in lodgings or in
circumstances where
on a few pounds and a few curves.
it is difficult to
While
present-day
fashions
are
obtain and keep
unmerciful to the woman who
supplies. The
bulges in the wrong place, they their
dried milk keeps
are by no means flattering to her
good for a long time
sister who is as thin as a lath.
in its airtight tin.
If only I could change the two
There may be
about a bit, all would be well.
some who dislike
the flavour of milk.
What can be done to acquire
that extra weight? Mainly, it A few drops of
vanilla added will
is a matter of diet and exercise.
A diet that is fuller in flesh- disguise it and make
it palatable.
Of
forming foods is required, and
course
milk is not
the first of these things is milk.
to beverBut please do not suddenly try restricted
ages. It may be
to take a quart of milk a day or taken with
puddings,
too much cream, or other rich
sauces, and cream soups. However,
it should not be drunk at the same
foods. That will give you indimeal
as meat is eaten. It is better
gestion and probably a bilious
taken between meals.
attack. "Make haste slowly" is
ain proverb
this case.that applies very well
Salads as well
We make an entirely new start,
Itsalads
wouldand befruit
a mistake
omit
from the to
dietary.
by partially fasting for a day.
This will clear your system of Though not fattening, they are
necessary to the general well being.
accumulated waste matter. Take
You can add mayonnaise and oil to
plenty of water and as much
the salads. Your vegetables may be
fruit juice as you can. Then
cooked in butter in a casserole, and
you can start the fattening diet.
cream can accompany the fruit.
Halibut, turbot, herrings, salmon
Milk Comes First
and sardines are nourishing
among the fish menus. Do not
Excellent food though it is, milk
have the white fish boiled so that all
needs to be imbibed carefully,
the nutriment is thrown away with
and
it, don't
drinkcanit the water. It should be cooked in
as ifslowly.
it were Sipwater.
If you
afford the extra cost have Grade A the oven with butter and milk. And
the pptatoes that accompany it
milk. Better still, have dried milk
should be mashed with butter and
milk also.
>uch
as
is
sold
for
baby's
food.
This is absolutely pure and very rich
Well cooked sponge puddings and
in cream. In fact, if you can digest
steamed suet puddings are fattening
it I know of nothing more fattening.
too, and you can eat them to the envy
On the tin, you " ill find instructions
of all your friends who are slimming.
Egg yolk is pure fat so you may
take as much as you can digest.
You mav also eat bacon, cheese,
soup, and all the pulse foods, fat
meat if it doesn't upset you, bananas,
prunes, figs and dates.
Let your butter be as thick as
your bread.
Rest and Exercise
Rest awhile after meals. This is
imperative if you are too thin.
Generally speaking the thin ones
are those who rush around, and are
inclined to worry and fidget about
everything in general and nothing
in particular. Forget a naughty
world for at least half an hour after
meals. Relax body and mind so
that digestion may be helped. For
if food is ill digested you cannot
obtain the maximum nutriment
from it.
F.xercise and massage for excessive thinness demand a whole
article to themselves and 1
propose to follow up the
subject next week.
There is just one thing
to remember. The
regime outlined here must be
followed for months if it is to show
Jessie Matthews wearing dainty
undies made with Sparva material.
results. So many readers, whether

Skin protection with a powder
base
is-L-*_tne
the* explanation
for ner
her
case
jot
I I.. ts
*
CI.__1...L
lovely skin texture
says
Elizabeth
Allan.
they are slimming or fattening, write
after three weeks to say that they
can see no improvement. Of course
they cannot. It is after the passing
of three months that you can begin
to look for results.
Answers to Correspondents
Edna M. (Leicester). — Thorough cleansiug
with a good soapy lather mixed with a little
fine oatmeal in the palms of your hands, will
help to get rid of the greasiness. Use Light
Pompeian
Bloom,Lipstick.
Racbelle Powder and
Medium Pompeian
Worried Mav. — Try massage with Olive
oil. Apply with a gentle rotary movement.
Carrie (Whitstable). — Massage ycur legs
with a well soaped loofah, dry and rub with
cold cream. Do this daily. Massage with a
greaseless reducing cream will improve your
calves and ankles. You must send a stamped
envelope for the address from which the cream
may be obtained.
(Blackpool). — I am
afraid chicken
poxJeanita
scars
fade
a littlearewithpermanent.
time. All They
scars will
do. tend
Afraidto
your suggested remedy would not help, the
marks go deeper than the outer skin. To tan
evenly,
anoint ityour
skinsun.with sun tan oil
before exposing
to the
B. M. the
(Birmingbvn).
cleanse
skin before— Always
massage.thoroughly
Use the
pads of the finger tips, wort ing with an
upward, bespiral
All facial direction
massage
should
in an movement.
upward and ouiward
tobe counteract
drooping
muscles.
Lines
should
followed and no . rubbed across.
A. A. (Tooting).
bicarbonate
of soda —in Half
water ais teaspooniul
a good remedyof
for heartburn. But do not make a habit of it.
Cure the condition by taking only light food
and avoid greasy and indigestible dishes.
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— and
who of
is
A Grade
TREAT Fields
for all
admirers
not ?— in the shape of a full
photogravure supplement which
work you
and personality,
the
gives
real insight including
to the star's
full story and details of her latest
picture
"Love,order
Life early
and Laughter."
rlace your
to avoid
disappointment.
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Katharine Hepburn with David Manner
in Radio's "Bill of Divorcement."

BUT YOU DO,
THE SAME. [YES. BUT THEN I USE
AND YOUR
KNIGHT'S CASTILE
SKIN IS
MY CHEMIST
BEAUTIFULl
RECOMMENDED IT.

AND ARE YOU QUITE SURE
KNIGHTS CASTILE' WILL
PREVENT TIRED SKIN ?
ABSOLUTELY. YOU SEE
IT IS SPECIALLY MADE
FOR THE FACE.

Smooth, petal soft skin . . . fine
textured and radiantly clear . . .
with such a glorious possession any
woman would be happily sure of
her charm over men. So care for
your skin with fragrant, non-greasy
Snowfire Cream. Let it bring out
hidden beauties . . . improve the
texture
clearness. . . . 'restore youthful

Snowfire
Dainty Handbag Containers 3d.

vanning Cream
Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3. British Made

S
LE
in C
US
30
Days

WE
Knight's Castile is
specially made for
you too. Its gently
active lather will
keep your skin
young and fresh.
Or if grimy trains
and stuffy offices
have already taken
toll of your looks it will help the overworked
glands beneath your skin to restore youth
and beauty to your complexion. The rich,
heavy tablet only costs 4d. Indulge in this
inexpensive luxury to-night.

Castile
Knights
TOILET
SOAP
JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED -SOAP MAKERS SINCE 1817
KC I 35* I 4 3
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GUARANTEE

THEM

What
we YOU
can
do for

IN THIRTY DAYS
V°u
are
going
such scarcely
a change believe
in your your
apdays.
pearance that toyonsee in
will
30undeveloped
eyes
!
It
does
not
matter
how
you
^
may now be, WE GUARANTEE to add ONE
INCH of solid muscle to your arms and TWO
INCHES to your chest. We'll rive you a strong
erect neck, broad square shoulders, and a fine
Well put
into those
internal
organs,MANtoo,! for we build up
feel ALL
look and
back.life You'll
straight
both inside and out. You'll know what real fitness and vitality
ga'n ncw nerve
beare-aliveVouwithw'" abounding
health strength.
and energy.Yotr entire system will
In ninety days we'll complete the job properly. What a transwill
the ladies,
particularly
friends, an
! Your
you'llwillsee look
formation They
marvel.
at you
interest
they
never
nave
shown before.
Yes, you
will with
indeed begin
to taste
themaypleasure
! Raw"*"
into— shape
putting your
start promise
of lifedo when
we
not wemerely
thesebodythings
WE GUAKAN 1 tt
THEM
r—
— — — — — —■— — ~"
"~— ~" ~
TO the DYNAM INSTITUTE,
I
S.W.I.to Build
London,.. How
J
Place, BOQK
^ Galleries,
^ ^ ^ Greycoat
^ ^ FRE£
I 89 Greycoat
. Muscles." It is understood that this request places me under no |
■ obligation to you. I enclose 3d. in stamps (or postage, etc
|

<HmH
V \
^^■t

Gc CI T
pR£E

rl II CO
TI LJ
BOOK.

Muscles "
to Build
is" How
the name
of a book that
road
on thepower.
put you
will
to mighty
muscular
It will open yorr eyes to
change.
the
that marvellous
can be worked
on
k_i
your body with only 15 or
20 minutes' work a day.
This book is FREE. Cut
out the coupon and post
it NOW.
jAddress
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OFFERED

ON

APPROVAL
DEPOSIT

FOR
JUST
LOVELY new frocks, carefully
chosen by people of taste from
the latest Spring styles ... an
ideal foundation garment proved
by its consistent popularity.

A

^ALl

Send the small deposit to-day and
try the model that appeals to you
most in your own home ... on
approval.

THE

AMBRON

EASY

PAYMENT

TERMS

COST

MORE

.

.

NO
.

.

In Uncrushable Crepe
K.345.— This delightful model
— Fashion's latest in style and
fabric — is yours on approval
for just 1/6 deposit. Refunded
unless you are more than
pleased. We have trimmed
the neck jabots and vandyked
sleeves with sand crepe to
tone, while box-pleats back
and front of skirt provide
fullness.
Colours on White grounds:
Black/Lemon, Navy/Red,
Brown/Orange, Lido/Lemon.
Sizes: SW. 44. W. 46, 48. WX.
46, O.S. 48.
WX.
extra.
O.S. 3/- extra.
Balance1/6 2/6
monthly.

An

Ideal

Foundation

Bargain
Price

1 3 'I I

for Modern

Frocks

BC. — You cannot imagine the difference the Ambron Belted Corselette
makes to the line of your figure. Dresses hang perfectly with this as a
foundation. It combines Corset and Brassiere in one. Comfortable, too.
Elastic insets at hips. Six adjustable suspenders. Continuous spiral supports down the back. In fine striped coutille — Pink or White.
Try it in your own home on approval for I/- deposit. Balance 'II
2/- monthly.
Bargain Price
Please send me,
Reduced from 15/1 I Now 10/1 I
K.346. — Quite the smartest Dress you ever had,
giving the latest wide shoulder line. In heavy-quality
art. silk pebble crepe. Set off with velveteen on the
smartly cut sleeves, revers, and belt. Elegant fanpleated skirt with metal buttons.
On approval for 1/6 deposit. Balance 2/6 monthly.
In Black, Dark Saxe, Nigger Brown, Cranberry Red.
Sizes: SW. 44. W. 46, 48, WX. 46, O.S. 48. WX.
I/- extra; O.S. 2/- extra. Exceptional Price
Bargain
10/11

77
tv A

r A

quested at present
I enclose necessary de
together
with 6d. for
Price.
j^kir age gain
(Corselette 4d.), an
pay sum
balanceor of byprice
^^•7 one
theeitlst
monthly instalments. If
satisfied, and I return the Gan
at once unworn, you will rt
my name
deposit and
. Enclose
full
addresscoupon
and Pc\
Order crossed thus / /. Ov
and Irish Free State full cash
Po$t your Order to

K.34S DETAILS
SIZE
LENGTH
COLOUR
No. 273 Pietureoer 14.4.34
K.346 DETAILS
SIZE
LENGTH

COLOUR
■To. 273 Plcturemwr III).
B.C. DETA I L S
BUST
HIPS
AMBROSE
WILSON
LTl
COLOUR
273 AM&RON HOUSE, 60 VAUXHALL BRIDi
Sizes range 30 to 44 in.
POST TODAY!
bus I.'273 I'lcCiirrjnn 14-4.14
tfu.
WND0N, S.)
"
"
"
"i
R0AD
A48
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Reszke
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30

Minors

oval

tin for ilm

decorated

In quality and packing the equal
of much

dearer cigarettes, but

not quite so large — big enough,
however, to last a full 10 minutes.

5 FOR

2d.
20

♦
FOR

10

FOR

4d.

8d.

Plain, Cork or 'Ivory' lipped

De

AND

Reszke
MINORS
Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
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-Staj^A on So loncj!

8000 ADDRESSES
300 PICTURES

Silk-sifted again and again to
wonderful fineness — no wonder
Snowfire Powder goes on so
smoothly. And stays on for
hours. Keeps a becoming matt
finish. And how its delicate
fragrance enhances your charm !

HOLIDAY

HAUNTS
1

Snowfire

ON 5ALE EVERYWHERE
5IXPENCE

Sleep For JBaby
Rest For Mother

Soap Is. Ointment \s.2td. andls.6d.
SOLD AT ALL CHEMISTS

FACE
POWDER
SHADES
NATURELLE,
RACHELLE
& PECHE
Loose in attractive boxes id., $d. and 6d.
Flat compacts 6d.

When Cuticura Soap
Ointment
Cuticura used

and
are

All mothers should know that
when little ones are sleepless,
fretful and cross because of
pimples, rashes, irritations
and chafings of infancy and
childhood Cuticura will
quickly soothe and heal.
Bathe the affected part with
Cuticura Soap and hot
water, dry, and gemly apply
Cuticura Ointment.

D.
STORK

MARGARINE

8

let corot

of bond

Use Snow/ire Cream too
— it's the perfect potider
base and it keeps your
skin soft and lovely.
bd.
HandbagTubes
containers
3d.

street

supply you with your new outfit on the
most practical of instalment plans,
come along to-day to the delightful
showrooms and choose a costume or
ensemble, coat, afternoon or evening
gown, the variety of models is irresistible and the prices are reasonable, or
post the coupon below,
for latest corot fashion
guide and full particulars.
"who's who "
woollen weave cardigan suit
with stuffed self rouleaux
trimming on jacket. monthly
-| .5 is
cash4|gns. J.O/0
" chocolate
sundae
'
printed
art. crepe
frock 'with
organdy collar and y- i
jabot,
tie belt
O/"
cash 2 gns
. of self.
monthly

per lb

Here's the way to make Happy Families
TrOTT^T?
f
cut out this coupon
AND GET A COPY OF
7
|i |l r'.rl,
" * ■ * •
THE STORK RECIPE BOOK
Fill in your name and adores, cut out this coupon and poet it to Van den
Bergha & Jurgen. (Sale.) Ltd., Dept. 491 , Unilever House. London, E.C.4.
Name

coro
t
(dept. p.g. 340)
33 old bond street
london, w. I.
regent 0234.
free

Address

....post this coupon to corot to-day
corot ltd., 33 old bond street, london, w.l.
please send, without obligation, corot spring and early
summer fashion guide and details of instalment plan.

address

p.g.340
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that
AVA

HAIR

Joan
a

discovered

Beauty

Tip

USING

wonderful
SHAMPOO

contains

no

soap

is a remarkable new discovery

— a shampoo that contains do soap
and really brightens your hair and
makes it silky-soft, easy to curl
and set.
Don't lose time — try AVA to-night.
Its special ingredients cannot leave
a dull film on the hair as soap is so
apt to do.
All the natural colour
and sheen of the hair is brought
out with AVA — no need even for a
lemon rinse or a setting lotion.
Light hair or dark, fine or not-so• fine — AVA suits them all.

AVA
MAKES
HAIR BRIGHT,
HEALTHY
AND
BEAUTIFUL
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the Certificate of
the Institute of Hygiene.
AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4
4

4
PER
PACKET
(in U.K.
only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists

ALSO keep "Vaseline" Petroleum Jelly
JT\ handy to shut out infection from cuts,
burns and abrasions. Doctors say it is a
perfect protection. Chescbrough Manufacturing Co. Cons'd., Victoria Road, Willesden,
London, N.W.10.
Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly
Soothes — Sofiems — Protects. 4id., 6d., 9d.
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HOLLYWOOD
T^OOR
to Extra Ranks Shut — Why Jean Harlow Rebelled —
Couldn't Save on £300 a Week — Big Money for Cameramen —
Constance Bennett in " The Green Hat " — " Hunchback of Notre
Dame " to be Revived — Irving Pichel for Chaney rdle.
HOSE of you who are contemplating
going to Hollywood in the hope of
breaking into film fame via the extra
ranks — and, judging by my correspondence, there must be a great
many earnest and optimistic young people,
who think they will succeed — would be well
advised to postpone the trip.
Have you ever seen a dream walking?
Well, quite a lot of disappointed people have
just seen that dream of emulating the Janet
Gaynors and Clark Gables walk right out and
lock the door behind it.
There has never been less chance of qualifying for electric lights and a marble swimming
bath through crowd work than there is to-day.
Impossible to Register
With the signing of the N.R.A. motion picture
the "extra" ranks are absolutely
closed "code"
to newcomers.
It is now impossible to register any new applicatiops for work through the Central Casting Bureau
and equally impossible to obtain work except
through Central Casting.
There are some fifteen thousand names on file
there
at the can
present
the studios
ever time
use. — three times as many as
To put
protect
"extras,"
rotation system
has
been
into all
effect,
making a favouritism
or actual
merit of no consideration. No longer can directors
call for specific people.
They must take those available in rotation.
The Code demands such procedure and even
though you are a bosom pal of all the big shots in
the business, they can do nothing for you if you
weren't
Code. registered previous to the signing of the
Jean Harlow's £500 a week
It now transpires that after her recent two
months' revolt Jean Harlow is now receiving
^500 a week.
throws some interesting sidelights
on Jean's
stellar case
salaries.
Before the famous walk-out she used to get
1,500 dollars in her pay envelope on Friday
nights. Ten per cent., she declares, had to go to
her business agent. Another 175 dollars had to be
spent on the salary of a secretary and the maintenance of her fan correspondence, while her
general business expenses totalled an additional
80 dollars.
A large proportion had, moreover, to be put
aside for taxes.
On the balance of 450 or so dollars a week she
had to live in the style which the fans expect
from their favourites.
And although her personal needs are simple, a

star's living expenses are so much greater that
according
to Jean's losing
story money.
at 1,500 dollars a week
she
was practically
Croesuses of the Camera
That screen stars are not the only highly paid
workers in the studios is revealed by the
fact that Jean's husband, Hal Rosson, earns up
to £250 a week. Rosson, of course, is one of the
studio's ace cameramen.
Lee Garmes, who photographed Zoo in Budapest
and most of the other recent Jesse Lasky successes,
is
men.probably the highest paid of all the cameraHis contract calls for 1,100 dollars weekly.
If Joan Blondell ever drops out of pictures, her
husband, George Barnes, should be able to keep
the big, bad wolf from the door. He takes home
a cheque for 750 dollars every seven days. So
does Hal Moore and one or two others. There
are several cameramen working in British studios
who approach those earnings.
Thalberg's Big Plans
Irving Thalberg seems likely to be a big force
again in film production within the next few
months judging by the programme I had from
the Culver City studio this week.
Following Rip Tide and The Barretts
of Wimpole Street — both, of course, starring
Norma Shearer — he is to produce The Merry
Widow. After that he is scheduled to do Michael
Aden's Green Hat with Constance Bennett in the
lead, and then in order :—
Biography, featuring Ann Harding; Three Weeks,
which brings Gloria Swanson and Clark Gable
together as a team.
Mutiny of the Bounty, with Gable, Wallace
Beery and Robert Montgomery;
And Tish, for Marie Dressier.
" Hunchback " Revival
rhe Green Hat, of course, was done some years
ago.
It should provide a good role for
Connie.
Revivals are booming again. One of the most
interesting proposed is The Hunchback of Notre
Dame, which Universal has on its production
schedule for the 1934-35 season
Irving Pichel is being mentioned as a candidate
for the Lon Chaney role.
In the meanwhile, the latest news from the
"horror" department at Universal City is somewhat alarming. As I told you here some time ago,
it was decided to team Bela Lugosi and Boris
Karloff in The Black Cat.
The experiment has proved so successful that
they are now talking of creating an even bigger

Jean Harlow, who has been complaining of the
difficulty of(.See
living
story onon athisfilm
page.)star's salary.
and
team Club.
by adding Lionel A twill
to thebetter
duo "horror"
in The Suicide
Zeppo Retires, but
1 learn that there is a possibility that the
more.Four Marx Brothers may not be four any
Zeppo has retired from the stage partnership
of the quartette and has gone into the agency
business. He has bought an interest in one of the
best-known Hollywood firms.
Zeppo states, however, that he may continue to
play in pictures — if he has time.
Slim " Goes Dramatic — nearly
The tradition that movie comedians are doomed
to exclusion from the better and nobler
things of the screen art is illustrated once again
by the news that M.-G.-M. has found it necessary
to postpone its production of The Thin Man
because
of theto casting
find
an actor
play thedepartment's
title role. inability to
For years Zasu Pitts has been denied the
opportunity to
demonstrate
(Continued
on pagefor7) us her very
5
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Pearl
Argyle
Expressing all the glamour
of the East, this clever
stage dancer appears in the
role of " Marjanah," the
Chow."
Argyle has
slave
girl Pearl
in " Chu-Chinhad an extensive career as
a danseuse. Her first
screen appearance was in
" London After Dark," in
which she played the lead.
Bom in Johannesburg she
came to England at the age
of one and was educated at
Torquay.
She under
studiedMme.
ballet dancing
Rambert.
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(Continued from page 5)
considerable ability as a dramatic actress.
This time the victim is her team-mate, Slim
Summerville, who as the only established player
in Hollywood who physically answered the
description in the book, was under consideration
for the role.
Experience has taught the studios that the
public rarely accepts comedians in heavier parts
and because of the fear that instead of the "thin
man" being a menace audiences might laugh at
him
the picture, "Slim" has been sent
back and
to hisruincomedy.
Intelligence Tests for Choruses
Filmland's
latest girls.
great thought is intelligence
tests for chorus
How many marks do you think you would score
in this examination paper set by Professor LewBrown, the Fox producer, who requires candidates
for his ensembles to answer the following nine
questions before they are considered for a camera
test :
(1 ) In what year did the World War end ?
(2) What does " CWA " mean?
(3) What is the capital of New York state ?
(4) Who is George Bernard Shaw?
(5) Describe the Darwinian theory in one
word.
(6) Who is vice-president of the United
States?
(7) On what date does Decoration Day fall?
(8) How many licence plates are required
on an automobile in most states?
(9) When it is noon in New York City, what
time is it in Pacific Coast cities?
Of the 50 girls selected for Stand Up and Cheer,
19 gave correct replies to each question and 14
missed only one. None who missed more than
three were accepted.
I should
that " G.B.S. would
" himself,
apart
from imagine
other considerations,
more quite
than

Weekly

Norma Shearer, as she appears in The
her new
the title
of which has been changed back to "Rip Tide "
man film,
is Robert
Montgomery.
— Although Marlene Dietrich does a lot of moving
she takes her own bedroom furniture along with
her wherever she goes — nothing like your own
bed, says Marlene.

"I am only sorry I delayed going to Hollywood
for so long," she tells me. " No actor or actress in
the world, however important, knows so much
that Hollywood cannot teach him or her a great

Bringing Back the Ex-stars
Pandro Berman, the Radio chief, who has been A " Murder Chair "
visiting London, tells me that the studio is It occurred to me in a meditative moment the
in False Dreams, Farewell, a current New York
other day that there is a small fortune waiting
stage hit, to make the interesting experiment of to
be
picked upgags.
in films by anyone with a flair
for
mechanical
casting a number of former stars in the principal
deal."
Most mentsofwhichtheregularly
big studios
havestrange
"freak"inventions
departFrom Garbo to Durante
The vehicle, which is a melodramatic story set
turn out
on a ship, offers sixteen equally important roles for use in comedies.
Going serenely frcm the sublime to the ridiculous parts.
in two consecutive pictures, is the experience which will be distributed among veteran players
contraption
was You're
a "murder
of Pence and Dito, the two beautiful great Dane who have not had a chance to retain their popu- forOne
W. recent
C. Field's
new feature,
Tellingchair"
Me.
larity in talking pictures.
It is a smooth-working affair that immediately
dogs, who must have captured many fans in
The idea is intriguing but I hope they will "clubs" any person sitting on it. Fields uses it to
Queen Christina.
change that title. Under the circumstances it has discourage tired burglars !
They had just finished serving as bodyguards an
ominous ring.
for Greta Garbo in that picture when they were
The custard pies sometimes thrown in comedies
called upon to form part of the retinue of Jimmy
are made in this department of a special preparation of glucose. A whistle valve that will make
(" Schnozzle ") Durante in Radio's Stricllv Another Chance for former Favourites
automobile tyres blow out at any desired moment
Dynamite.
And are they mortified ?
'here seems to be a determined move at the is another ingenious device.
One attempted invention which failed was a
moment to bring back the old-timers.
While unknowns are fighting for recognition, collapsible opera hat that would open and close
of
its own accord. Had this been perfected, it
Educational Studios announce a series of farce
The Week's Best Wisecrack
Duck
comedies which will bring back former great film
would
have Soup.
been used in the recent Marx Brothers'
The Ricardo
award for
this week's
wisecracksuggested
goes to names of the screen.
Cortez,
to whombestsomeone
Featured players are loath to appear in short
during the production of Napoleon that the movie
comedies, as it affects their standing on the major Kinema Couplets
ought to have a happy ending.
lots.
"They're giving it one," Cortez retorted.
But when
are definitely
" typed " inforcasting
"They're letting Napoleon win the Battle of offices
prize
of half
a guinea
is awarded
they they
are often
never considered
roles Thisto week's
David D.
Jolly,
27, Queen
Street,
Forfar,
Waterloo."
they might capably enact.
So E. H. Allen, of Educational, this week signed
Behind the Make-up
Short Shots
Our Modern Maidens
Betty Compson, Robert Warwick, Dorothy
:— of half a crown each are awarded to
It seems that The Dark Tower will introduce five Sebastian and Don Alvarado for a light comedy forPrizes
for the moment, Breakers Aliead.
newcomers to the screen, Margaret Dale, Harry called,
Blenheim Street, Hull, for :—
If the public accepts these people, others who N. P. Fay, 175,Papa
Tyler, Barbara Blair, John Eldredge and Arthur have
not found any too receptive ears in the
But theLoves
Flesh Mama
is Weak
Aylesworth — Charlotte ("Alice") Henry appears casting offices of the major lots will be signed.
Miss M. Dean, 8 Cleveland Road, Hawley, Staffs,
in
George
Arliss'
new
film
Head
of
the
Family
—
Mr.
Allen
feels
that
the
venture
will
not
only
bring
Victor Jory has been assigned the romantic lead in
The Man I Killed
the Warner Dubarry — The Imperial Film Club is the former figures to the eye of the producers,
but will greatly raise the standards of the two-reel
holding a tea-dance at Bush House Restaurant, field.
Should a Doctor Tell
at 3.30 this afternoon (April 21) — Paul Muni is so
for :—
pleased with the success of Hi, Nellie, that he
Bunty Joyce,
York Street,
No 36Marriage
Ties Falkirk, for :—
wants more humour and less blood and tears in
Lucky
Devils
A
Bouquet
for
Madeleine
his future roles — Jane Murfin, the well-known
Miss J. Cator, Garage Cottage, 309 Upper
screen writer, has been appointed the first woman Ihave in the past, as you may recall, had
supervisor — Ian Keith, who stole the masculine
occasion to criticise Madeleine Carroll's Richmond Road, Putney, for :—
honours from John Gilbert in Queen Christina, apparently superior attitude towards films, and
Meet My Sister
Hello Trouble
has been awarded the role of Octavian in Cleopatra it is consequently particularly gratifying to hear
of
the
good
work
she
has
been
doing
as
an
There are no rules to this contest except that
— Within a fortnight of Francis Lederer playfully
^announcing that he always fell in love with his ambassador for British pictures in the American all attempts must be sent in on postcards, marked
movie
capital.
leading lady, the studio received 600 applications
Madeleine has made a host of new friends in " Couplets," and addressed to me, c/o Picturefrom feminine fans for the job — The Herbert
93 Long Acre, W.C.2. Envelopes will not
Marshalls have been busy denying divorce Hollywood, not only for herself, but for the goer,
be opened.
British
industry.
MALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
rumours — Alice Faye looks like a winner to me
7
probably
" ploughed However,
" on most ofthethose
American be questions.
ideapurely
has
possibilities. I am now standing by to raise the
Phillips hat to anyone who institutes intelligence
tests for producers.
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Changes

I

have

Seen

by Betty

Balfour

most

Thousands of fans
are eagerly awaiting
the chance to see
"Betty" on the
screen again.

HE
world
of kinema-goers is
familiar with the amazing change
in the quality and standing of its
pictures during the last ten years,
but few of that vast number of
people have any conception of the astounding
difference between the modern studio, and
the studios of silent days.
I do not wish to lay claim to the glories
of a pioneer, nor to sneer at the work of
modern screen artistes, which I greatly admire.
On the other hand, I am bound to say that
the artist of to-day has a "push-over" — to
use an appropriate American term — compared
to the lot of most of us only a few years ago.
Perhaps the most remarkable technical
change next to sound, is to be found in studio
lighting which, naturally, has a considerable
effect on the artistes..
In the days before this change came about,
lighting was a terrible problem, and the
players had to make themselves up almost
like Red Indians in order that the camera
could record their normal appearance.
The greatest care had to be taken in the
selection of clothes, for many colours were quite
unsuited to the camera, under existing lighting
conditions.
It does not need much imagination to conceive
the harassed state of an actress constantly
forced to watch the colouring of her gowns.
Only after considerable experience, including
some study of camera work and lighting, would
she be really sure of what gowns she might wear
without incurring the wrath of her directors.
Although we were always happy, and keen on
our work in the studio of a few years ago, film
conditions took a great toll of the health of the
workers.
I have a vivid recollection of one experience of
what
we termed
caused by the strain
of working
under "arc-eyes,"
the studio lights.
This ailment is intensely painful, and puts one
on the inactive list for several days.
The complaint was quite common, and most
film artistes suffered from it at some time or
another. To-day, with the changed lighting in
every studio, "arc-eyes" are practically unknown.
In the modern studio little more make-up is
8
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and women with plenty of other things to do.
In case it should be thought that I am making
too much of our efforts in those days, let rne make
it quite clear that I am only too glad to see modern
studios so well run and efficiently controlled.
It stands to reason that when a business is controlled with great efficiency, and with a correct
division of labour, that the work is better and
more easily performed.
With the improvement of our pictures, the world
has been given glimpses of the mine of screen
talent in this country.
A few years ago it was a national sensation if a
British screen artiste was invited to Hollywood.
At the present time, however, not only is this
a common event, but many famous American
artistes are playing in British films. I am
delighted
see this.
It doesto not
mean that American films are
becoming inferior to British products, but that
the art of the screen is becoming international.
Soon I hope that the everyday life of every
country will become familiar to • British kinemagoers through the medium of the film.
French and German pictures have already
achieved a high artistic standard, and the near
future murt see similar developments in other
countries

rs
pular ofstathe
po
QN£
the silent Of one thing I am certain, and that is that what
of
is now considered as the typical Englishman
, ng
yski
who is
da
a and the typical American in both countries will
ma
"come-back" disappear.
As the film begins accurately to portray the
in Ev e r - various national types, English people will cease
to regard all Americans as raucous-voiced toughs,
s -the and Americans will realise that the typical
" cusse
dis
greelun,
revo tion she Englishman need not necessarily wear a monocle.
I think that certain British films which have
has witnessed
had
notable success in America have already done
een
e
in th scr
much to counteract this impression, while one or
world.
two outstanding American pictures have given the
people of this country a clearer illustration of the
real American.
I also believe that the interchange of artistes
will do much to give other nations an opportunity
of appreciating the talents of their neighbours, and
that finally the moving pictures, cradled in years
of war, may become a lasting factor for peace.
In any case, the amazing revolution which has
taken place in pictures during the two and a half
years I have been away from the studios, convinces
me that the picture of the very near future will
be a work of art such as no previous civilisation
has known.
Sonnie Hale and Betty Balfour in a scene from
" Evergreen,"

The star as she appeared in " The Brat," one
of her most popular successes.
needed than is essential for the stage, while dress
colouring plays an unimportant part compared to
what it did only a few years ago.
Moreover, working conditions in the studios
have improved in & hundred ways which have
made for greater efficiency, as well as a much less
exacting time for all concerned in the production
of a film.
When I first entered films, it was a case of
artistes and directors having to do a dozen
different jobs which are now attended to by
others.
The industry was far behind what it is now,
and many angles of screen work which are now
the prerogative of experts fell to the lot of men
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George
Carole Lombard,
who appear in " Bolero," do their daily
good deed by collecting Gloria Swanson's autograph on a
silk patchwork quilt
for an " extra "girl.

Weekly

Flotsam, the " Abdullah," and George Robey, the " Alt
Baba " of " Chu Chin Chow," take a turn on the business
if the camera, apparently during the tea interval —
note top right-hand corner.

Katharine Hepburn on location for her new picture " Spitfire." The man
the spectacles
John
Cromwell.
Roundbehind
the table
from the is
leftthearedirector,
Mrs. Robert
Young, Robert Young, Adalyn Doyle, the star, Mrs. Ralph
Bellamy, Ralph himself, and
editor.George Nicholls, the film's

Jackie Cooper puts in a hard hour's " work-out "
every day in an outdoor ring provided for him at
the M.-G.-M. studios. His instructor is Mike
Cantwell, who trains Max Baer.

Vivien Tobin wears this simple oyster-white linen suit with its blouse and tie of striking Roman
stripes in " Transient Love." The bow is laced through slits in the cape and the skirt has a high
waistline converging to a point in the centre.ensemble.
A brimmed hat of rough white wool completes the
9
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Muni—

A

Fugitiv

THE eminent film critic presents you to the real
Muni, the man as well as the actor.
His views,
aspirations,
hopes
and
ambitions are revealingly
depicted in this striking pen portrait.
questions about acting, and fretting and whipping
himself to find his own answers.
appeared in
"Wherever I go now," he cried, "in New York,
the sensational prison in Moscow, Paris, London, I'm trying to figure
out this acting business. What are we trying to
A Fugitive do ? What is an actor ? What is his function ?
drama, " I'm My trouble on the screen, and to a lesser degree
from a Chain on the stage, is that I start all confused, not knowing who I'm meant to please.
I got respond
to study tothethat
script?
Try totype
makeof
the" Have
audience
particular
fellow in the story, or have I just got the be nice
to the fans? What am I paid to do? Frankly,
Gang."
This didn't
I don't
know."seem to be my cue, so I said nothing,
and presentlyway.
Muni went on again in his own
tempestuous
As the star

****
i

•—

— "HIS is the story of a hunted man —
an actor who is haunted by the parts
he has created — a celebrity who runs
away from the fame he has earned —
an artiste who thinks and dreams and beats
the air for answers to questions that have
beaten the philosophers since the world began.
You wouldn't think that the cold-blooded
killer of Scar/ace, the tough outcast of
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang, and the
flip newspaperman of Hi Nellie ! would be
overmuch afflicted with nerves. Paul Muni
seems to have no nerves on the set.
He is cool and unperplexed and calculated
in every word and movement. But once
outside the studio you would think that all
life was hunting him. He'll slip out of one Paul Muni
country unannounced and into another unheralded. He'll hop the first steamer when in " Scarno one is looking and go to some place where face," the
no one expects him.
picture
that
established
him as a
the
go out
he'll
cornered,
Wheninterview
ers like
facing a first
who toismeet
a man
screen rank
star.
uad
at dawn.
firing-sq
There are film stars who do this sort of thing take stock — learn to understand ourselves — make
for effect. But not Muni. He is completely a fresh start — before it can be straightened out."
He took a grip of the arms of his chair, his
sincere in his shyness of publicity. It isn't knuckles
showing white, and his body tense and
that he fancies himself all-important. " In nervous
as if he held himself there by sheer force
six months' time they could forget me on the of will. We were having lunch in his private
screen," he says. But he doesn't know the suite at the hotel, Muni, his wife and I.
right answers to the questions that will be
Outside, London fog and a grey Embankment.
fired at him. He doesn't know the right Inside, a small table laid for three, with the sort
answers to the questions he is constantly of odd, confused meal that is the result of two
asking himself. And that frets him like a Americans and an Englishwoman picking their
physical pain.
fancy from a bill of fare. There were cocktails
"To tell the truth, this whole business of acting and tomato juice and coffee, and fish and fillet
steak
and tea. Bella Muni ordered bloaters and
has me confused," he told me just before he
sailed for New York after his recent European bread and butter.
Paul Muni sat there drinking large quantities
vacation. "Acting at the moment is going
of Cafe Haag, forgetting his food, firing off endless
through
a
chaotic
period,
and
we've
all
got
to
10

"Of course, it's an old commonplace that the
audience is part of the play, but the actor — the
good actor — really does draw out something from
the audience to complete what he has to give."
"Then you mean that an actor is a man who
can
audience to finish his job for
him?"persuade
I asked the
bluntly.
"Well, if we admit that, at least we're getting
somewhere," he often
said with
a quick
"I
wonder,
whensmile.
I read
harsh criticisms of plays and
films,
hasn't
missed whether
somethingtheby critic
not responding
fully
to
the
suggestion
the artiste. It must be very easyof
when you have seen a great
many films one after another,
to get into a kind of lethargic
mood in which the actor can't get
"Surely the great actor ought
across
to you."
to be able
to get across in spite
maliciously.
of anything?" I asked him
"Sure — but how many of us
"Who's interviewing who?"
Iaresaid.
" ?You
tell dark,
me that
!"
" his
Hegreat
grinned
friendly
"Now you've got me," he
said. " I've seen so few pictures
latelyNew
it's York,
hard for
to say.
In
we methink
the
grin.
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world of Helen Hayes. Garbo in Queen Christina
—that's
something
grand.
very anxious
see Elizabeth
Bergner
in aI'mpicture,
and Mr.to
Milder is showing us Dreaming Lips this
afternoon. We saw her in the theatre last night,
and, frankly, I was a little disappointed and a
little angry with her. She's a lovely craftsman,
theatre-wise to the finger tips, but, 1 wonder, is
sheTheanything
more bloaters
than theatre?"
steak and
havingwise
disinclined
me
towards deciding Bergner's exact place in the
hierarchy of the stars, I side-tracked Muni with a
question that has never yet failed to get results.
"What do you think of Katharine Hepburn?"
I was right. It didn't fail.
"Hepburn? Oh, yes, she'll be big some day.
There's no one to touch her among the younger
actresses — the only one approaching her is
Margaret Sullavan, but she's soft, charming,
lovely, she hasn't got Hepburn's drive.
"\£ atharine Hepburn is going through the bad
stageboosting
of her career
now.ready
She'sforhadit.
too-1^-much
before right
she was
She'll have to fight to get somewhere, but she'll
make it all right. She thinks — she plays with
her head. And her acting's got guts."
" How did she come to flop so badlv in The
Lake?"
that's
easily
Everything
was"Oh,
stacked
against
her.understood.
She came back
to New
York, immature, without much experience of
acting technique, but skyrocketed to the heavens
with Hollywood ballyhoo. New York was like a
mad-house on her opening night. The whole
town went hysterical — headlines in all the papers,
hordes of Press photographers, mobs in the
streets, nobody talking of anything but Hepburn,
it was a crazy premiere. And then came the
show. It wasn't a good play. The part didn't
suit her. She hadn't as much real theatre
knowledge as her supporting cast. The critics
were all set to pan her if she gave them a chance.
And she gave it."
"Will it do her any harm on the screen?" I
asked.

When Muni talks about the theatre, his odd,
dark face lights up with a kind of passion. For
twenty-seven years he has lived with the smell of
the greasepaint in his nostrils and the glare of
the footlights in his eyes.
He has hacked through every part in the
theatre routine, known the grind and disappointment of the touring player, as well as the glory of
the " top spot " on Broadway. The little Viennese
boy, Muni Weisenfreund, who came to America
at the age of five, became Paul Muni, the nomad,
loving the restlessness and vagrancy of the theatre,
just as a gypsy loves the life of the road.
Muni — rich, successful, happily married to a
woman who understands all his fierce enthusiasms
and knows how to handle them — is still a fugitive.
His quick brain is always driving him from
experience to experience, trying to learn how the
rest of the world lives, what the rest of the world
feels, worrying and fretting at his own success.

He has a horror of falling into a rut, becoming a
"type" actor. He nearly worried himself sick
over the heavy dramatic parts he was getting in
pictures, and forced Warner Brothers to cast him
"It's likely to be the best thing that could in the comedy role of Hi Nellie ! almost at the
have happened to her," he answered earnestly. point of a gun.
"There's nothing in the world more healthy for
an actor than a grand flop. If he can take it,
Acting isn't just a profession with him. It's
and doesn't let it discourage him. And I think life — and he lives it nervously, vividly, passionHepburn can take it.
He can't
away his
fromafternoons
the theatre.
Whereverately. he
goes, keep
he spends
and
evenings watching other folk act. In Moscow he
saw fourteen plays and pictures in a week. In
London he saw nine in four days. When he
Paul Muni, who is a
watches
he's
a child.
gets
graduate of the New
enthusiasticacting,
— excited
— helikewants
to rushHebehind
York Jewish Art
the scenes and embrace the artistes that please
Theatre, and Mrs.
him. Frequently he does.
Muni.

14
In his latest picture shown here,
" The World Changes,"
with Mary
Astor.

then added in a burst of confidence — -"Well, I
guess
was the" dogs that did it."
"Theit dogs?
"Yes. We've got two, you know, and we're
simply crazy about them. A foxhound and an
Airedale. Our home just belongs to them. We
sit anywhere, on the floor generally, and they
take possession of the furniture. When we were
in Moscow, I heard that the Airedale was sick.
I didn't dare tell Muni at first. I knew he'd want
to Ipack
up and go right
home." to dog-owner, and
dog-owner
askedsympathised,
for the latestas bulletin.
Yes,
acting
Muni's
passion.
Butartiste.
he hasI
another
— anisodd
one for
a fugitive
"Oh, he's well again — we had a cable. But
discovered it quite by chance, towards the end of somehow that decided it. We were sitting over
our luncheon party. We were sitting smoking supper on our last night in Moscow, and we got
cigarettes — what American paper told you that talking about the dogs. We were all fixed to go
Muni
didn't smoke? — and discussing the stars of on to Leningrad the next day, our rooms booked
the moment.
at the hotel and all our plans made. Then Muni
"What
said to me, " What's the use of a week in
asked
me. do you think of Fairbanks jun. ? " Muni suddenly
Leningrad, Bella? The same theatres, just the
I told him.
same as here in Moscow. There's nothing new to
"Well, I guess that goes for Paul Muni and a see. What do you say we go home to the farm ? "
So we turned around and came here to London, and
lot of others," he answered.
And then there came an interruption. The planned to book our passage on the first good
bell rang, and a page boy ushered in a messenger boat that was sailing for New York."
from one of the big shipping offices. Muni • She stopped, and Muni came across the room,
excused himself and went across the room to talk waving
a bunch of papers in his hand. His eyes
business. Bella Muni turned to me.
were shining. He looked like a kid on breaking"We're trying to get steamship reservations
for to-morrow," she said. "Muni's homesick. up " day.
Bella ! " he cried, " It's all fixed. We're really
He wants to get back to our farm in California." going home. The baggage has got to be ready
"I thought you were staying much longer on by ten o'clock to-morrow morning ! "
And so I left them to their feverish packing,
this side," I said.
"Well, we were. But" — she hesitated, and fugitives even from a three-weeks' holiday.
II
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in spite of his " fig- man
appeal, Victor rarely " gets
his girl " on the screen. He
fails in " No More Women "
and again in his latest picture,
" Warf Angel," in which he
appears with Preston Foster
and Dorothy Dell. In "The
Lost Patrol " he is once again
a hard-bitten sergeant — there
are no women in this film.
Off stage, of course, he is a
happy husband and a proud
father.

12
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An

Open

Letter
to

N

JOA

's

Crawford
SOUL

Joan Crawford's Soul,
Exhibit A Dept.,
Any Hollywood Magazine,
At all News-stands (10 cents).
Dear DO
JoannotCrawford's
Soul, way go about
in the ordinary
writing
souls. I
strive to letters
restrain tothe people's
urge.
But I am afraid that I was at a
considerable disadvantage,
right at
the outset in penning this humble offering.
" New, nobler and more complex Joan
Craw fords " succeed each other on the motion
picture scene with such bewildering rapidity
these days that I was not at all sure* whether
by the time this letter reached Joan Crawford
I should be addressing the Joan Crawford
1 started to write to or half a dozen other
girls from the celebrated and extensive
Crawford repertoire of Joans.
The regularity with which the bared
Crawford soul appears for inspection in all
the Hollywood movie magazines, however,
suggests one frail straw of permanence at
which the poor, floundering, less versatile
mortal may clutch.
The Joan Crawford soul, moreover, is at
the moment so much in danger of becoming
more important than Joan Crawford that
something ought to be done about it.
Not, if I may say so, because of the real importance of the current journalistic editions of
Joan
Crawford's
which is ofopen
question,
but because of thesoul,
importance
Joanto Crawford.
We are interested in Crawford as a screen
actress, not as a pathognomic case, or as a
walking collection of all the Freudian theories.
Screen actresses should create their new
characterisations on the screen, not by psychoanalysing themselves weekly for the sob sisters.
That soul-unburdening interview about " driving
alone in the hills far into the night " which
heralded the first of the new Joans in 1927 may
have been a good story at the time.
After
seven years'
constant use it is perilously
near
becoming
ridiculous.
Ardent Crawford admirers here have watched
the performance with increasing irritation or
incredulity — or both.
Perhaps that is why my post-bag barometer
just now is showing some indications of a slump in
Crawford prestige.
Perhaps that is why I, who once made the
welkin ring as one of the most enthusiastic
cheer-leaders of the Joan Crawford Admiration
Society in this little neck of the woods find
myself increasingly faced with the unpleasant
duty of being critical of Joan Crawford both
on and off the screen.
It is, I suggest, sufficiently probable for vou to
consider it.
Now, because what I have to say is far removed
from the higher planes in which the Crawford

soul soars, let us assume
that Joan Crawford and her
soul are one and the same.
You see, Joan Crawford, that
the growing suspicion that you do
most of your acting at newspaper
interviews has made it very difficult for
the faithful not to regard your sincerity
on the screen itself as suspect.
Some of them are even beginning to wonder
if there is a Joan Crawford. As one of them
recently put to me : " I believe it's all a film fake,
like King Kong and George Raft's high heels.
There isn't any Joan Crawford. It's just an
M.-G.-M.
mirror
trick."
She went
on to
add that it might be a good
idea to step out and take a curtain call as yourself,
"just to reassure your audience that you're real
before they start walking out on you."
The suspicion, may I add, is not helped by a
tendency to introduce the act into your
screen characterisations.
You even had to be soulful in Dancing Lady,
and while soulful chorus girls are a novelty in
screen musicals, and heaven knows that screen
musicals need novelty, I could not help wishing
that you had taken the opportunity afforded by
that picture to restore to us the captivating
uninhibited Crawford who first won our acclaim.
What irritates the Joan Crawford fans more
than anything is the fact that no actress in
Hollywood has less reason to pose than Joan
Crawford.
There is something fine and worth while in the
story of how you cheerfully battled your way to
success from the chorus.
After that the soul-exhibiting posturings are
really unimpressive.
I know that from your screen earnings you
keep up four wards in a Hollywood hospital and
that the people you have helped personally are
too numerous to count.
I know that you have joined the fan clubs of
several of your professional rivals and that you
still keep up personal correspondence with
the writers of the first fan letters they
received.
And I know that the humbler studio workers
are among your most ardent admirers.
That is the Joan Crawford we want to meet on
and off the screen.
In other words, loan Crawford, be vourself.

Now in the latest effusion I see you are saying
thatI "Growth
is my goal."
for one cannot
believe that the procession
of new Joan Crawfords is merely a publicity
"line " or even an affectation.
I prefer to think that they are the outcome of the
fact that you have always nailed the "We aim
to Itplease
" slogan
dressing-room
door.The
is merely
thatontheyourmotive
is mistaken.
Bernhardts, the Duses, the Ellen Terry's and other
legendary figures of the acting art whom it is
reported you are striving to emulate did not go
about the place talking about their restlessness,
their moodiness, their superhuman energy, their
emotional tangles, and their burning ambitions,
and generally baring their souls for the benefit
of anybody who had ten cents to buy a newspaper.
Perhaps it had occurred to them that art and
ambition are not achieved by the shouting of
hackneyed psychological text-book jargon, and
that growth is not attained by the application of
the lipstick, even if it does give the illusion of
enlarging
Accordingthe tomouth.
the latest outpouring you are now
adding a study of history to your activities and
accomplishments. You have given up philosophy
now. "When I was so miserable I could find no
help in books, in others' thoughts," you state.
"All answers must come from within," it goes
on. "Need manifests self; an inner urge directs
me; instinct is never wrong. Logic and reason
are not the reins that control. When I feel I
We can only hope, I suppose, that some inner
urge
directcourse
you into
that even
aftei
the will
history
we "feeling"
do not want
any more
"new
Joan
Crawfords,"
and
that
the
time
has
come to reinstate the old.
You may not believe in logic and reason, but
know."
the particular brands of logic and reason asserted
by the box-office have up to now been sufficiently
effective to put reins of control on most
screen actresses.
MALCOLM PHILLIPS.
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response to numerous requests, Picturegoer
has secured for its readers this intimate autobiography, written in conjunction with Eleanor
Packer, of one of the most popular masculine stars
on the screen to-day.
Beginning this week, he will tell you in his own
characteristically frank manner the romantic story
of his battle for fame.
Clark Gable chats
with Elizabeth Allan
between scenes of his
latest picture, "Men
in White."

-HIS business of writing a life story
certainly makes you regard yourself
from a new angle. The average
person goes along year after year,
taking things for granted, far more
concerned with the future and the present
than with the past. Then when you suddenly
sit down to put into words the events of that
past, you find yourself looking at yourself
with different eyes.
It's a great experience. When you've
finished, you understand things much more
thoroughly. Events which, at the time of
their happening, seemed of vast importance,
become meaningless, while apparently small
things take on a new and deserved importance.
For instance, I have always been vaguely
conscious of a strange feeling of homesickness,
of depression, of a queer sadness whenever
I have smelled the spicy odour of cooking
tomatoes. I never bothered to wonder about
it.
Then, all of a sudden, while I was talking
and thinking about my childhood, I
remembered a dreary, rainy September day,
when I sat on a stool in a big farmhouse
kitchen while I watched my grandmother
stirring a kettle filled with old-fashioned
tomato ketchup.
I must have been about four at the time,
and as I sat and listened and smelled the
warm, spiced steam from the kettle, my
grandmother talked to me.
" You can be as big or as small as you
think you are, Clark," she said.
I haven't thought of that afternoon or those
M

words for years. But now, remembering
them, I realise what a deep and lasting
impression they made on my consciousness.
There are two kinds of life stories. One is a
mere statement of events, set down in the
order of their happening. The other is a more or
less emotional history. But when you start to
write about yourself you get confused between
the two.
was born in Cadiz, a small Ohio town,
I on February i. But the first thing I really
remember is watching a blinding snowstorm
through the windows of a Pennsylvania farmhouse. One lone chicken, lost in the snow, was
squawking frantically as it tried to find its way
back to the coop. I can remember begging my
grandfather to bring it into the house.
Both my father and my mother were of German
parentage. My mother, Adeline Hershelmen,
was born in the very farmhouse in which I spent
the first five years of my life. She had studied
art and I still have sketches and water colour
paintings, carefully treasured as a memory of
the mother whom I never saw.
My father, William Gable, was an oil contractor, working in the oilfields of Ohio. I was
born in a white farmhouse on a quiet street of
the little town, which only means to me the

last resting-place of my mother, who died seven
months after I was born.
Father sold the white house and took me to the
farmhouse
of my mother's
parentsoldin place,
Pennsylvania.
It was a beautiful
rambling
running
along the shore of a lake. My grandparents loved
me and scolded me, rocked me to sleep and
spanked me when necessary. In fact, they did
everything in their power to do the right thing
for the only child of their only daughter.
There weren't any little boys near our house,
so I grew up without playmates. I followed my
grandfather around the farm, sat with my grandmother in the kitchen by the big coal stove, lay
on the grass under the maple trees, chased
squirrels in the woods behind the house, learned
to swim in the cool waters of the lake, hunted
for eggs and slid down the warm hay in the big
barn. But best of all I liked the cold, winter days
when the snow was deep on the ground and when
my breath made smoke in the air. I can still
remember the red cap and mittens which my
grandmother knitted for me.
Every Sunday we drove to a neighbouring town
to church. Grandfather and Grandmother were
as strict in their religious duties as they were fair
and just to the motherless little boy who had
come to live with them.
Then, when I was five years old. Father married
again. Naturally he wanted me to live with him
in his new home. And my grandparents agreed
with him. I shall never forget the day when
my father came to get me.
It had been very exciting, packing my clothes
and my toys and saying good-bye to the farm.
But when the moment for saying good-bye to
grandmother came, all the excitement left me.
I didn't want to go. I clung to her and begged
father to let me stay with her.
I shall always see my grandmother as she
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stood against the white pickets of the fence
by the road, waving to me while grandfather
drove us to the station.
I liked my new mother at first glance. She
was young and pretty and sweet. She knew
just the right way to treat a homesick, little boy.
No real mother could have been kinder or more
affectionate and understanding than she was to
me. She was never a stepmother. She was just
Mother.
My new home was in the little town of Hopedale, Ohio, a village of five hundred people.
There, for the first time, I learned to play with
other boys. My best friends were Holly and
Tommy. We grew up together, sharing each
other's troubles and fun.
I started to go to school when I was six years
old. Every summer during holiday time, Mother
took me back to Pennsylvania to visit my grandmother. One year we took Holly and Tommy
with us and we had a grand time on the farm.
When I was eight years old, I had firmly
decided to be a doctor. One day while playing
in the street, I had been run over by a heavywheeled wagon and my head was badly cut.
The family physician and I became great friends
during his daily visits.
There was so much exciting mystery about him
and the little black bag with all its bottles of pills
and its sharp instruments. Mother and the doctor
agreed with me that it would be a wonderful
profession. From that time on my one allabsorbing ambition was to study medicine until
the stage bug crept into my blood.
I was always large and rather awkward, but
I was fairly good at athletics. When I was in the
eighth grade, they allowed me to play in the
secondary
schoolrulesfootball
There Both
weren't
any
conference
in the team.
small town.
the
grammar schools and the secondary school were
small, so I played in all the teams — baseball,
football, basketball, and track events.
Sehool was all right, but I was never particuof it. I guessdifficult,
I wasn'tbutmuch
student.
I foundlarly fond
mathematics
I likedof alanguages
and history.
As aan social
light overgrown
I didn't shine
very was
brightly.
I was
awkward,
boy who
never
quite sure what to do with his hands and his feet.
I liked girls but I was afraid of them. I used to
envy the fellows who could walk up to girls and
laugh and talk without blushiug and stammering.
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bean enthusiastic
race-horse owner.
Here he is seen toith
his favourite twoyear-old, Beverly
Hills, which won her
maiden race on the
Agua Caliente track.
Right : An arresting
study of the subject
and author of this
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I guess that I never was what you would call
a "good mixer." I always had two or three close,
intimate
and a I'd
ratherAndspend
time
with them friends,
than with
crowd.
I wasmyalways
secretly in love with some one girl. Most of the
time no one knew it, least of all the girl herself.
During my junior year in secondary school
Dad decided to give up the oil business for
farming. He bought a beautiful place in another
town. I hated to leave Hopedale and all the boys,
but after a few weeks I liked the farm. Mother
liked it, too, and there were lots of things about
it which reminded me of the other farm in
Pennsylvania.
Dad gave me a Ford to drive the six miles to
school. That was grand.
I used to drive
back on Saturday to Hopedale to see my friends.
When I received my diploma. Father and Mother
and I had a long talk. I wanted to go to college
and study medicine. I certainly did not desire to
be a farmer. But I realised that I would have to
earn my own way through medical school.
With all the enthusiasm of sixteen I was willing
and anxious to tackle anything, and to earn my
way through school seemed a very simple
matter.
Finally, I persuaded my parents to let me go
to Akron, Ohio, to get a job. Two boys from
Hopedale were planning to do the same tiling,
and we decided to go together.
I shall never forget the long talk Mother and I
had that last day at home while we packed rrJy

clothes. The advice which she gave me, the
simple, understanding way in which she talked to
me, influenced my entire life.
It was late in the afternoon when I landed in
Akron. I had arranged to meet the boys from
Hopedale
at the
station,
and my train reached
there an hour
before
they arrived.
That hour in the strange station was one of the
longest in my life. After all, I was only sixteen,
home.
and it was my first trip all alone away from
The three of us found rooms at the hotel and
spent the evening wandering around the town.
Not one of us would confess to the others that he
was scared to death. It had been easy and
thrilling to talk about going out on our own, but
it was a pretty serious business to be there.
NEXT WEEK
I Started as a Call-boy
In next week's instalment Clark Gable
tells you of his early struggles to earn an
education, the dramatic ups and downs
of life in a stock company, in which he
first made his appearance as an actor, or
rather a call-boy, and of the time when
he worked in the oil fields.
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TICKETS

Everything is in your favour for a wonderful time. The seaside and inland resorts of
the West Country, at all times unmatched
for natural beauty and holiday attractions,
are at their best in the Spring and early
Summer months. Not only that, but the
days are longer with hours more sunshine;
accommodation is cheaper; and there is
no waiting for a game of tennis or golf.
In fact you are to be congratulated if you
have to go away early.
It will be a pleasure for the Great Western
Railway Company to afford you all possible
assistance, but just as a suggestion, think
over the possibilities of Devon and Cornwall— the Channel Islands, where you get
the flavour of the Continent whilst still
under the protection of your own

16

country

— mountainous

Wales — Somersetshire

—

Dorsetshire — Herefordshire — or the many
other shires of the West Country. What
a marvellous choice !
" Holiday Haunts " price 6d. will describe
their attractions in detail, whilst giving you
a selection of 8,000 addresses. Moreover,
Holiday Season Tickets will be available in
most districts to give you unlimited travel
over a wide area for a modest 10s. a week.
Any information will be gladly given at
Great Western Offices and Agencies, or, if
you prefer, write to the
Superintendent of the
Line, Paddington Station,^
London, W.2, and your
requests will be attended
to immediately.
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Hollywood
Divorcee

Heading for a Fall — De Mille Bans Yachting — Garbo in
Disguise Again — Warner Baxter Becomes Autograph Addict — Now the "Blonde House"
CERTAIN feminine star has
become very difficult since her
recent divorce. She objects to
leading men assigned to her films
and is most particular in avoiding executives of whom she does not approve.
Only a few years ago the lady was merely
an extra, but the dizzy heights to which she
has climbed have evidently affected her judgment.
The alienation of many old-time friends is
likely to mean the beginning of her fall in
popularity.

This expression means a double, who stands in
the set for an important player while the lights
and cameras are being adjusted.
A Handy Man
A number of miniature airplanes made from
folded pieces of paper were required for a
scene in which Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell
were to throw them from a 'plane to Shirley
Temple duction
during
the pro-Is
of The World
City. at Fox Movietone
Ours,

Nobody at the studio
could fold them and the
property men were in a
Lupe re Lupe
quandary until someone
The best analysis of Lupe Velez was one I happened
to recall he had seen James Dunne
received from Lupe herself.
making them. Dunne was located and he did the
I interviewed her at the studio between scenes, job
with neatness and dispatch.
and found the usually tempestuous actress enjoying a quiet rest. She admitted she was tired.
Two Friends
"I never
stay tired,"
she toldLupe
me.never
"Vacation
when
this picture
is finish?
had a Despite reports of rivalry among Hollywood's
actresses, such a charge cannot be brought
vacation. I go from one job to another. If it
Janet Gaynor and Margaret Lindsay.
isn't a picture, it is the stage or personal appear- against
The two girls became fast friends when working
ances. don't
I
mind. I like to work.
"I have been poor and I have had plenty of together in Paddy and, when Margaret was stricken
money, and I have been just as happy one time as with appendicitis, Janet was solicitude itself. She
the other. I got the same laughs and the same spent all her spare time with Margaret at the
pleasures from life when I was poor that I do now. hospital.
Certainly I like to make a good salary, but money
Margaret is convalescing at Janet's beach home.
— it really is nothing. If I make it, I spend it
Muriel Evans who started her career at the age of
and have a good time. If I do not have it, I do An Autograph Enthusiast
twelve and graduated through Hal Roach comedies
notLupe,
spendit it,is but
still
I
have
the
good
time
!
"
After duckingsistentlyautograph
seekers
more conevident, is quite a philosopher.
to featured roles. She appeared in " Everythan any star
in Hollywood,
Warner Baxter, of all people, has succumbed to
the disease himself.
De Mille' s Decree
woman's Man."
The recent narrow escape from a possible
Baxter proposes to build a small movie theatre there are in Hollywood, and was her chin sore ?
watery grave by Warren William, when he in his new Bel-Air home, and thought it would be Speedy first-aid was administered to prevent a
was lost at sea on a yacht with a dead engine, has a good idea to have a panel of autographed screen swelling upon her face.
SKegirl.
made no complaint, for she is a plucky
caused Cecil B. De Mille to lay down the law to stars' portraits around the walls; hence his pursuit little
of his fellow players.
his cast for Cleopatra, his next picture.
No seafaring or flying until the picture is
Learning that Madeleine Carroll, the famous
finished, was the dictum of the famous director.
English star, was in the portrait gallery for a few A Lucky Actor
Warren William plays the role of Julius Caesar, minutes, he borrowed an office boy's bicycle and
a casting task which took several months. After pedalled
madly over to secure her autograph It is not news that Leo White is to appear
an even more hectic search, Harry Wilcoxen was before she got away.
in Sadie McKee, Joan Crawford's new picture
imported from England to play Marc Antony.
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
For White, an Englishman — he was born in
A Trying Experience
Garbo in Disguise
Manchester — appears in every picture Joan makes.
Ida Lupino, hailed by Hollywood as a coming He
befriended the star in Pretty Ladies, her first
Attendants
at
Grauman's
Chinese
Theatre
have
star,
possesses
a
loving
mother,
a
big
house,
a
film.
Since then she has insisted that he be cast
discovered the fact that Greta Garbo has swimming pool, and many friends, but she has
in all her pictures.
attended showings of her Queen Christina film her trouble like all of us.
several times during the engagement.
He will appear as a comedy waiter in Sadie
It chanced that a day came when the little McKee.
On various occasions theatre ushers have English
actress was not needed at the studio.
noticed a girl who wore dark glasses, a wide- She decided to devote her holiday to inspecting
White's theatrical history goes back to the
brimmed drooping hat, and a gabardine trench her wardrobe. A winter coat appeared to be of years when he played with Wallace Beery in the
coat. This person was finally identified as the little use in sunny California, so she took it to a Sweedey comedies. Later he was the famous
star herself.
closet. As she placed the coat on a hook the door, French Count of Charles Chaplin's pictures.
which has a snap lock, closed, and she was
A Golden Dream
imprisoned for over an hour.
When her mother, alarmed by her absence, Hollywood
Says consumes
That — six chocolate ice
— Ann Sothern
Hollywood's
blonde
house "keep
has started
new rage first
that " will
probably
builders,a opened the closet door, Ida was unconscious.
cream coronets daily.
Richard Dix had a similar experience a few
upholsterers, and interior decorators busy for the
♦
♦
♦
next year.
weeks ago, when he was detained overnight in the
— Grace Moore has nine cats, all but two of
cellar
of
his
mountain
cabin.
which came as mendicants to the door of her
The " blonde house " belongs to Carole Lombard,
and every room, every piece of furniture, and
Beverly Hills home.
every yard of drapery was selected as a setting Sylvia Can Take It
♦
♦
♦
and background for the golden hair and white
— - Irene Dunne has moved for the fourth time
Sylvia Sidney showed her grit during the filming
sjrin of the actress.
of a scene for Thirty Day Princess.
in a year. She moves more than any other star
The scene, which took place in a restaurant, in Hollywood.
Fighting Back
♦
♦
♦
called for a fight between Cary Grant and George
All mature film fans will remember Baby Marie Baxter. George was supposed to launch a lusty
— Ann Harding finally hired a chauffeur,
Osborne, who was a popular child star.
blow at Cary, who was instructed to duck. The wearing livery and everything.
♦
♦
♦
Time certainly flies, for little Marie is now actors tried to follow the instructions of the
married and has a baby. Her husband is not director, but, unfortunately, George slipped as he
— Neil Hamilton has 1,500 tulips in his garden.
♦
♦
♦
lunged at Cary. The latter side-stepped and the
over
blessed
the back
world's
has been
tryingwith
to get
in thegoods,
films. so Marie blow landed on the chin of Sylvia, who was
— Alice White is studying toe dancing.
Ginger Rogers has given the former child star seated at a table.
♦
♦
♦
For a few seconds Sylvia saw more stars than
— Frances Drake is an excellent pistol shot.
a helping hand and she is now Ginger's "stand-in."
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Vallee from his stage partner, played by the
newcomer, Alice Faye.
The ensembles, like the rest of the piece, have
their inspiration in the theatre, but although there
are no Busby Berkeley waterfalls, they are quite
effective, while the film has a more than usually
generous quota of good song numbers.
Despite its technical shortcomings, it is, in
fact, quite a bright little offering. Rudy Vallee
has improved immensely as a talkie artiste and
has some moments of comedy that reveal that
America's crooning Boy Wonder is almost human
after all. The bulk of the comedy is in the capable
hands of Jimmy Durante and Cliff Edwards.
George White impersonates himself with great
gusto, while Gregory Ratoff is seen at
intervals.
Miss Faye, who stepped into the breach when
Lilian Harvey walked out of her part, is one of
those very golden blondes. She has only one big
number, but she puts it over with a charm and
vivacity that suggest that she will be a likely
candidate for a movie colony mansion with
swimming pool. — M. D. P.

DAYS

ation
adapt
, is from
HIS Magis
trate
est
one ofPiner
the o's
happiplay
1~ The
res
pictu
B.I. P. have made.
Our readers will recall that on
occasion we have reproved this
company for confusing imbecility with wit and
for giving picturegoers little credit for any
intelligence. It is therefore all the more
pleasant to record that Those Were The Days
is an entertainment that should win — and
deserves to win — general approval.
Pinero's play was first presented in 1885
and the director, Thomas Bentley, has wisely
retained the old-fashioned atmosphere.
The story, though amusing, serves merely as a
thread to the general atmosphere, and into that
atmosphere heaps of good laughs have been
introduced.
Mr. Posket, magistrate, is married to a widow
with a son older than she cares to admit. A
proposed visit from Colonel Lykyn upsets Mrs.
Posket
sincethethetruth
Colonel
her ages.
son's godfather
and
knows
about istheir
She and her sister go in search of the Colonel
and end up in the Majestic Music Hall, where
Mr. Posket and his stepson have secretly gone.
There is a row, the magistrate and the boy
escape, and the following morning his wife and
her sister (heavily veiled !), the Colonel and Captain
Vale are brought before him in the Police Court.
Confusion follows and there is much fun in the
eventual smoothing out of the difficulties.
The most amusing part of the film is that
devoted to a music hall of the late 'nineties. Both
sides of the footlights have been put on the
screen admirably and the direction of the crowd
work in the theatre deserves special mentidn.
The acting is uniformly good. Will Hay, music
hall and wireless comedian, plays the part of
Mr. Posket splendidly. It would be rash to saythat he is as good on the screen as he is on the
stage merely on this one performance, but we
look forward to his next picture with more than
ordinary interest.
John Mills is excellent as the boy and good work
is contributed by Iris Hoey, Angela Baddeley,
George Graves, Claud Allister, H. F. Maltby, Jane
Carr as the belle of the music hall, and Lily Morris.
A good British entertainment of which B.I. P.
and Tom Bentley can be justly proud. — M. B. Y .

Francis Lederer and
Elissa Landi in " A
Man of Two Worlds."
Schnozzle Durante becomes romantic with
Alice Faye in " George
White's Scandals."

never satisfactorily developed.
Valerie Taylor — to whom the camera
has not been too kind — plays the role of a
woman who, after an unhappy marriage
strikes out on her own as a builder but eventually
decides that domestic bliss and love is preferable.
She appears rather stilted and artificial, although
at times she enlists sympathy and you can feel
her enthusiasm for complete emancipation.
I Believed in You
Stewart Rome has few opportunities as the
A drama which finds expression by presenting man for whom she sacrifices her career, but he is
you with the conflicting views of life ex- sincere and natural; indeed, in every picture I
pressed by the Socialist and the Capitalist. It is have seen him in recently this somewhat neglected
somewhat biased in favour of the latter, but actor is more assured of himself and the character
generally keeps clear of acrimonious controversy. he is interpreting.
Instead, it concentrates on the experiences of
Kathleen Kelly is attractive as a young girl who
True Merrill, a young idealist who represents the joins the elder woman in her housing plans, but
socialistic viewpoint of the pseudo-intellectuals, later deserts her for a lover. This latter role is
with Jim Crowl, an agitator and Michael Harrison,
played in an irritatingly "silly ass" manner by
a millionaire philanthropist.
Davis.
The dialogue is good and pointed, and the picture Tyrrell
The plot unfolds very slowy and there is not a
has an intelligent outlook which takes it out of the great
deal of dramatic force in the depiction of the
rut of conventionality.
heroine'sdepict
unhappy
married
the sequences
It is well acted, too. Rosemary Ames is sincere which
her life
as a life;
successful
building
and convincing as the impressionable True, while contractor, however, are more interesting and
John Boles and Victor Jory are effectively contain humour with a strongly human vein in
contrasted as the millionaire and the agitator it. — L. C.
respectively.
Good contrast in atmosphere is also obtained
by the Greenwich village and lavish apartment
settings.
George White's Scandals
Understanding treatment, sound characterisa- Despite the fact that one eminent critic has
tion and human appeal make it worth while
discovered in it the "first real screen revue,"
entertainment. — C. K.
this is technically a throw-back to the all-talking,
all-singing,
all-dancing shows that brought in
talkies in 1929.
Designing Women
It isthefrankly
a photographed
stagein "musical,"
with
principals
doing their stuff
front of a
Love versus a career is the motif of this leisurely back-cloth most of the time. What plot there is is
treated and none too convincing picture concerned with the attempts of Adrienne Ames, as
which has a good idea behind it but one which is a wealthy play-girl, to steal the affections of Rudy
18

Man of Two Worlds
Thishaslong-awaited
with the
Francis
Lederer
arrived, andpicture
although
Lederer
fans
will be pleased with him, I found the film slowmoving and the story a trifle old-fashioned.
Aigo (Lederer) is the greatest hunter in an
Duna).
Arctic colony. He is married to Ouinana (Steffi
A group of scientists headed by Sir Basil
Pemberton (Henry Stephenson) engage Aigo as
hunter
Landi). and guide. Aigo falls in love with the
photograph of Sir Basil's daughter, Joan (Elissa
He cannot rest until they meet and as a reward
for his services he is brought to London. He is
"civilised" but soon learns that the "white
woman" has no use for him. Heartbroken, he
returns home and finally his little son brings back
the joy of life to him.
All very artificial.
The acting and production are good. — M. B. Y.
The Meanest Girl in Town
Zasu Pitts progresses nearer in this picture to
that very eagerly expected big break that all
her numerous admirers are hoping she is going to
She is teamed here in a small town comedy with
El Brendel — not the type of partner, to my mind,
to whom she is at ail well suited; she needs a
definitely contrasting type to bring out that
humour of hers with its human and sometimes
pathetic note.

get.
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It is an amusing little plot, however, and not
lacking in characterisation. Zasu is the owner
of the local haberdashery, who has waited ten
years for El Brendel, the local barber, to propose.
This long denied event is accelerated by the
arrival in town of a "red hot mamma," the star cf
a second rate touring show who gets stranded in
town.
Pert Kelton plays this part excellently and is
just about as hard-boiled as you could wish her
to be.
Other sound comedy performances are given byJames Gleason as a man who falls heavily for Pert
Kelton and by Skeets Gallagher as a high-speed
salesman who tries to cut him out, but fails.
Altogether an amusing little picture which has
just that touch of real life sincerity which is
always an invaluable asset in comedy. — L. C.
Harmony Row
Australian films have not so far been notable
in quality or material, but in this picture
there is a comedian, George Wallace, who appears
to me to have distinct possibilities.
He appears here as a policeman in a tough
district and indulges in some amusing slapstick
and back-chat. Both his facial expressions and his
actions are amusing and he has in him the real
essentials of a clown.
The picture itself is far too drawn-out, it has the
appearance of an elongated music hall sketch, but
there is gusto, a good deal that is humorous and
entertaining in it, and if it were cut drastically it
would be very much improved as a laughter maker.
Production qualities are adequate but stagey in
effect; the whole thing relies on the ability of
George Wallace to make you laugh and I think he
will do it successfully. — L. C.
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it has some
fans.—
M . D.really
P. bright moments for non-Howard
Master and Man
Wallace and Barry Lupino have the makings of
a very good comedy team and there is the
germ of a very good idea in this picture where the
former portrays a down and out ex-officer whose
permanent address is the embankment, and the
latter his batman.
It has not, however, been well exploited.
There are some amusing situations accruing from
the
pair's attempt
to stop
which but
theyscenes
had
accidentally
overheard
beinga fire
planned,
are unduly overprolonged and the slapstick
lacking in originality.
On the other hand there is a real attempt at
characterisation and the interplay between master
and man is definitely very amusing. Given
better material and keeping these same roles,
Wallace and Barry Lupino could well become a
rival team to Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. —
L.C.
The Lost Patrol
Not a picture
I recommend it for for
thosethewhosqueamish,
like stark but
tragedy
and
grim
drama.
The officer of a patrol in the Mesopotamian
desert is shot by an unseen Arab. The sergeant
takes charge and admits that they are lost, since
the officer kept his orders to himself.
They strike an oasis. The first night the sentry
is killed and the horses are stolen.
We then see the reactions of this little group of
men ; each is a type. One by one they meet
death. Only the sergeant is left when the relieving
force arrives.
The direction by John Ford is masterly, and
all the actors deserve special praise. Victor
McLaglen has done nothing better than his
playing
the sergeant,
Boris toKarloff's
religious
zealot is ofexcellent,
and names
go on record
are
Wallace Ford, Reginald Denny, J. M. Kerrigan,
Billy Bevan, Alan Hale, Brandon Hurst, Douglas
Walton and Sammy Stein.
If you want strong drama, here it is. — M. B. Y.

It's a Cop
If comic constables had their hey day in an
earlierfollowers
period of
the screen's
development,
faithful
of Sydney
Howard
will have
little cause for disappointment in his latest
contribution to the gaiety of the nation.
He appears here at the top of his form as P.C.
Spry, and the story of how, more by good luck
than good management he brings to book a gang
of crooks, comprising Garry Marsh, Donald Looking for Trouble
Calthrop and Dorothy Bouchier, is familiar The to Twentieth
company's
the currentCentury
cycle devoted
to thecontribution
kinematic
Howard stuff developed on familiar Howard lines. glorification
of
the
American
telephone
mechanic
The captious critic might fault the piece on its
turns out to be one of those good, old-fashioned
slight story and production values, and a tendency comedy
melodramas which, while adding little to
by Director Maclean Rogers to rely too much on
history, succeed in being reasonthe star slows up the pace at times and gives little motion-picture
for an hour or so. At least it
opportunity to the other players, but admirers of cannotablybeentertaining
faulted on the grounds of lack of action.
the comedian will not quarrel with it for that and
About the only major cataclysmic possibility
Producer Darryl Zanuck and the authors appear
to have overlooked in this chronicle of life among
the telephone wires is the Flood.
However, if you can satisfy yourself with an
earthquake, a fire, a million-dollar burglary and a
murder, of which that charming young actress
Constance Cummings is wrongly accused, to say
nothing of the hectic activities of Spencer Tracy
and Jack Oakie in the cause of finding and making
the real culprit confess, you may waive that and
consider
that for
you Trouble
have had
money's
If Looking
has your
a moral
at all,worth.
it is
that Mr. Tracy and Mr. Oakie should be seen more
Evelyn Venable, left, one of
the coming stars, looks up at
Fredric March in " Death
Takes a Holiday," which will
be fully reviewed next week.
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often as a talkie team. The sense of rugged
strength and dependability conveyed by the
former provides the ideal foil for the blundering
self-confidence of the latter, who is at his best as
the "pride" of the telephone department of
"Ozozo,"
M.
D. P. who comes to work in the big city. —
Rolling in Money
Just another British comedy, with another
member of the working classes inheriting
money
a rich uncle in Canada and mixing
with highfrom
society.
Production and direction, I not*:, are credited to
Al Parker, an importation from Hollywood, and
judging from this effort he has yet completely to
conquer local studio conventions.
Either with the intention of overcoming the
notorious" reserve" of our actresses, or more probably of overcoming the inherent staginess of a
dialogue -burdened script, he has made his characters indulge in a deafening devastating and
sustained orgy of high-pitched, high-pressure
histrionics.
In either case I found the effect at times excessively irritating even for this kind of picture.
Shouted and gabbled dialogue is a poor substitute
for true kinematic movement, and I am not at all
sure that I do not prefer the calm, undisturbing,
boring placidity of the average English heroine to
the spectacle of Isabel Jeans in an apparent
condition of hysteria for 7,000 odd feet.
Poor Horace Hodges, a really great actor, is
made to appear on a state bordering on apoplexy for
the greater part of the time he is on the screen
and Lawrence Grossmith, also worthy of better
things, does his bit towards speeding up the tempo
by moving about the set in a species of dog-trot.
Leslie Sarony reveals himself as a vastly improved talkie artiste as the young hairdresser from
Catford
comesimpecunious
into a fortuneDuke
and and
is " taken
up '
socially who
by the
Duchess
of Braceborough (played by Miss Jeans and Mr.
Grossmith) , who, of course, want to marry him and
his money to their niece. He sings two numbers,
oneTheof his
composition,
"Come
pretty one."
roleown
of the
niece serves
to introduce
Anna
Lee, hailed as a " discovery." She has beauty, but
under the circumstances I would prefer to withhold judgment until I have seen her in a less unique
I hope, however, that some of those English
producers
who are casting longing eyes at the
picture.
Hollywood unemployment agencies will take notice
of the performance of Rene Ray, who despite a
vaguely drawn part as the hero's Catford "girl
friend " and the over-pitched plane of the whole
production deftly wins sympathy for the character
and again reveals herself as one of our most
promising formance
ingenues.
Another Wolfe
neat as
little
percomes from Millicent
a secretary, although I notice that she is not given a
credit in the official cast list. And Arnold Lucy
contributes a perfect character study as a henRollingpeckedinDean. Money, to sum up, is a stagey, oldfashioned subject, treated in a stagey-old-fashioned
manner. There may be an excellent reason why the
Fox Film Company, which in recent months has
given us a Cavalcade, a Berkeley Square and a
State Fair should give us a Rolling in Money under
the "Made in Britain" Banner.
If there is, I should like to hear it. — M. D. P.
AOne
Newimagines
" Disney
that it" hits
will be
time before
Mr. Walt Disney
upona long
so ingratiating
a character creation as his now famous trio of
pink porcine heroes, but he has turned in a worthy
successor to The Three Little Pigs in his latest
Silly Symphony, The Grasshopper and the Ants.
The new film, which I saw at a private show the
other night, is, of course, based on the fable, and
like its predecessor, preaches the moral of preparation for difficult times. Colour is brilliantly
used to describe the changing seasons which almost
bring death by starvation to the frivolous grasshopper who has played all the summer while more
industrious inhabitants have been at work storing
food. He is such a gay fellow, however, that one
feels grateful that Mr. Disney has taken pity on
him and upset tradition by giving the piece a
happy
ending.
provide tohim
with food
and shelter
and The
he isants
converted
a better
and
nobler life.
Although C&t so amusing as some of his others,
this is one ^>f the cleverest symphonies the
cartoonist has done. — M. D. P.
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After all, it was KingApril
who finally
wooed Tillie^s motherly heart,
inducing her and Gus to transfer
their antipathy
fromPhineas
the " Sentimental idiots" to
Pratt.

Freely based on the film,
"Tillie and Gus " by
permission of Paramount
Film Corp., Wardour
Street. London, W. I.
See " On the Screens
Now"thefeature,
page and
26,
for
full cast
Lionel ofCollier's
criticism
this film.

he expressed it, from three passengers in a friendly game of poker.
"It's my belief," Tillie remarked,
as they left the train and were nearing the house of their late relative,
that Phineas Pratt is a crook. He
always used to be, anyhow. Trust a
family lawyer like him to butter

UGUSTUS WINTERBOTTOM, you are
charged with plugging a fellow citizen,
John Newington,
here, half -full of lead. Six
shots."
Twelve jurymen, resting their
hobnails against the wooden partition segregating them in the
courtroom of Nashville, Alaska,
slewed round to take stock of the
defendant, swathed in bondages,
armed with a crutch.
"Six hits," commented Mr.
Newington, tersely.
Gus Winterbottom, sometime
known as a missionary, convulsed
the clerk of the court by rolling a
penny from finger to finger,
finally making the coin disappear
altogether.
"Six cigars,"
added from
genially.
Removing
the heCorona
his
mouth, he looked about for a drink,
frowned, took a pull from a bottle
withdrawn from his pocket, and
emptied the contents of the waterjug on the judge's stand to the floor.
the"What
judge. have you to say?" roared
" Well, your honour, we were
having a friendly game of poker and
Mr. Newington's deck contained five
aces. Ever heard of a pack of
cards containing five aces ? "
A juror, who had been hacking at
the wooden railing with a penknife,
completed a severance with suddenness, causing pandemonium
resulting from the abrupt displacement of eleven pairs of feet. Above
the
confusion,
stentorian
: the judge's voice rose
"My
judgment upon
you,oneAugustus Winterbottom,
is that
hour
from now any citizen of Nashville
is authorised to plug you as full of
lead as you can hold. The court
will adjourn."
Gus retired to pack. He was
iclosing the lid of a bulging portmanteau on his top hat when a
countryman handed him a letter.
He tore the envelope and read
aloud :
"Dear Sir, — Owing to the death
of your lamented brother-in-law, Mr.
Edward Summers, we beg to inform
that you are one of the beneficiaries
it ' beanfisheries ')
of(Gus
his pronounced
estate.
Yours truly,
Phineas Pratt."
"Well, I'll be darn blamed!"
observed the countryman. " Where
you going now, Mr. Winterbottom ? "
"Danville. In other words, this
is where we take the bull by the tail
and so on to fortune."
Thus itsonage,was
thathisGus's
of which
deft portly
fingersperso
versed in sleight-of-hand, were but
the outward sign of an inward power
of deception, passing belief, occupied
the entire space in front of the ticket
window at Nashville Junction.
Had he thought then of his wife,
and seldom did memories of Tillie
22

hisThe
breadlawyer
first." in question received
them in a parlour crowded with
furniture and knick-knacks a century old.
"Where is my niece, Mr. Pratt?"
Tillie
inquired.
"I Tom
understood
she
and her
husband,
Sheridan,
inherited this house by my late
brother's will."
Sit down, Mrs. Winterbottom —
you, too, sir. It's rather a long
story, I'm
You were
mustpaid,
understand, whenafraid.
the debts
the
estate had absolutely no assets.
The only property accruing to Mary
and her husband was the derelict
ferry Fairy Queen. Useless, it was,
of course. I made Mary an offer
of five hundred dollars for the barge
and Tom turned it down. I only
made
to help I've
them known
out." you too
"No itdoubt.
long, Phineas Pratt, to inquire into
your motives. May I ask why you
"For tothe
best here
of reasons.
The
appear
be living
?"
house was mortgaged to me years
ago. In default of payment, I .
Pray be careful, sir. That vase is
worth five hundred dollars. Your
stick strikes me as painfully near.
Well, I hear the lunch gong. I must
Gus you
rosegood-day."
in the grand manner.
wish
"Good-day. Tillie, my dear, as
this
gentleman
evidently
doesn't
wish for
our company,
we will
visit
Tom and Mary on the ferry. Come,

The

Story of the Film

Winterbottom trouble him, unless
in connection with unpaid alimony,
he might have surmised that she,
being sister to Ed Summers, might
also
estate. be a "beanfishery" of his
As a matter of fact, Tillie Winterbottom, who ran an unsuccessful
night club on the Shanghai waterfront, had gambled away the
premises to her biggest creditor, a
gentleman who admitted he owed his
fortune to dice specially made for
him by an Alaskan, named Gus
Winterbottom.
Swallowing which irony, Tillie
took fond farewell of night-club life
and repaired to the offices of the
Christian Mission, looking, in her
black costume and plain felt hat, as
though dice, loaded or otherwise, had
never swum into her ken.
" You are a missionary ? " inquired
the helper in charge of the travelling
bureau.
Tillie raised her eyes. "Yes, that
is to say I bring strangers out of the
darkness, fill them with fresh spirit,
and relieve them of their material
"How interesting. Please sign
burdens."
here.
This entitles you to a ten

by Marjory

Williams

perWhen
cent, Gus,
reduction
on yourtheticket."
occupying
space
in front of the Nashville Junction
ticket office, turned round and saw
the wife, whose alimony he had
conspicuously failed to pay, he
started, lost his hat, and remarked
with a :composure he was far from
feeling
"Hullo, my little turtle dove, my
sweet ! What brings you in these
' ' Did I hear you ask the clerk for
a ticket to Danville? "
"You did, my love."
"My destination. May I ask
what you're doing there, Augustus ? "
parts? "
It transpired
TilliePratt
also ahadletter
received fromthat
Phineas
announcing her as beneficiary of her
brother's estate. Visions of future
fortune brought a glamour to the
meeting of husband and wife. They
travelled to Danville on the same
train, in the same car — nay, occupied the same seat. Further to
cement their amicable relationship,
Gus, aided by Tillie, who stood near
the card table uttering concealed
hints ," brought in the sheaves," as

Dexterously vase
knocking
fivehundred-dollar
from the
its stand
and ignoring the pieces, Gu.i and his
lady departed.
Weeping
love." willows drooping over
themy bank of the Potomac nearly hid
the moribund ferry as they
approached the gang-plank. The
Fairy
Queen
craft and
lookedwasin aneeddouble-decked
of a coat of
Standing with his back to the
pseudo-missionaries as they got on
board, with nothing between his
diminutive
self and the river, a pair
paint.
of leather reins girt about his middle,
was a child of perhaps two.
"What are you doing here?" Gus
" Don't be silly. Can't you realise
inquired.
acorrected
child ofTillie.
that age doesn't talk ? '

an
smartnglittle
woman,and weari
youngi blouse
A organd
red hurri
edlyinfant
the
fromto her
hat, appea
ed the
and snatch
cabin
?"
" King,
with beari
skirts
ng how
when
away you
him could
She was
d
she stoppe short.
" You're Mary Sheridan," Tillie
announced. "Don't look bewildered. YouTillie
shouldandknowthisme.
I'm
your Aunt
is your
"Auntie I Uncle I" Mary held
on to a Gus."
young man who had emerged
Uncle
in
shirt
sleeves from
is my husband,
Tom. below.
We are"This
glad
to
see
you.
You
see,
we
weren't
time to let you know before therein
was no money from poor Dad's
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estate. Please, go right into the
cabin and sit down while I fix lunch.
Tom, you take King back to bed."
"Sentimental idiots, both of
them," Tillie opined five minutes
later, alone, in Gus's hearing.
"Seems so. All the better for
bringing
sheaves,
dear." a
Seated inatthe the
lunchmy table,
doubtful
ing face. look crossed Mary's charm"Auntie — Uncle — you're both
missionaries. Won't one of you say
grace?"
In the end they made her say it.
Gus had already got his teeth into
corn-on-the-cob when called by
Tillie to an outward show of devotion. "We're so grateful for uncle
and aunt's safe arrival here," interposed Mary with bent head.
Tillie coughed and utterly failed
to share Gus's acrimony on finding
at the blessing's conclusion, that a
tame duck, who obviously had free
run of the cabin, had made a meal
of his corn-cob, which he had
thought to conceal under the table
cloth.
After all, it was King who finally
wooed Tillie's motherly heart,
inducing her to transfer her antipathy from the
"sentimental
idiots"
to Phineas
Pratt,
whom she
suspected more than ever of sharp
practice.
One summer evening she had
finished bathing King, whose playful habit of removing the chain
and plug from his tin bath, had all
but flooded
the Fairy Queen's deck,
when
Gus called.
The tall, round-shouldered figure
of Phineas Pratt, oily-complexioned ,
with dark moustache, was accompanied on deck by a stranger, wearing a trilby.
"The River Commissioner, my
dear," introduced Gus, with a wave
of his stick. "The gentleman's trying to tell us Not
the aFairy
unseaworthy.
bit ofQueen's
it, I
assure him. Sound as a bell.
Every
part's the
in good
To prove
last, repair."
he leaned his
bulky frame against the ship's rail,
which noisily gave way, but neatly
all the same. With great presence
of mind, Gus tugged back the falling
portion, which fitted neatly into its
original position, exhibiting few
tell-tale splinters.
"Very handy device for facilitating throwingand
out continued
the life line,"
he
emphasised
to tour
the deck, Pratt, the commissioner,
and an anxious Tom and Mary in
his wake. Arrived at the stern, the
party was brought up short. To
four people at least, the apparition
before their eyes was new and
startling. Docked a hundred yards
downstream was a brand new ferry.
An

up-to-date contrivance for
working the paddle wheels, manifested itself in a Heath-Robinsonlike contraption between the two
upper deck houses of the new craft.
On her stern, glistening with fresh
paint, was the name in bold black
letters. Keystone.
"I see it all," Gus spluttered
venemously.
" Who Phineas
does thatPratt?
ferry
belong
to? You,
I thought
so.theBlackguard,
trying
to oust
Fairy Queen you're
from
the river, just as my nephew has got
her engines working. You're no
gentleman, sir ! "
"Maybe," Pratt returned equably.
"Don't
Theon Fairy
Queen
these waters
do service
will never worry.
again; no sir. The barge is about
fit to live in, that's all."
"That's not true," Mary burst in.
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My husband is a splendid engineer.
He's been working night and day
ever since we came here to get our
engine going. It does go. I should
like to show the Commissioner
sometime."
"You
will have to,
ma'am."
The somewhat
staid
individual
in the trilby, who so far had not
exercised his privilege to speak,
produced a form from a leather case.
"According to this document, which
I am to ask you to sign, the Fairy
Queen's franchise is to be cancelled
from next Monday, unless her
owners can prove to my satisfacton
that she can ply for trade as a
" Unless her owners can prove
ferry "" Tom took up the argument.
"Well,
it." He
threw a they
glancecanoverprove
his shoulder.
"I'll take Keystone on in a race,
from any starting point you, Commissioner, like to name, ending at
the dock here. If I win I retain
the franchise. If Keystone wins I
lose
How's
that?"
Overit. a pipe
on deck
with his nephew,
Gus at first seemed extremely gloomy
on the subject of the race, the details
of which the Commissioner had consented to draw up. As the evening
wore on his thoughts took a more
rosy hue, smoothing creases out of
his plump face and allowing him to
enjoy the flavour of the weed.
"Augustus," Tillie remarked as
she searched for her ample wrapper
in the locker. "You must have
some plan by now to bring home
the Fairy Queen."
"Quite so, my httle turtle-dove.
Your co-operation to-morrow, being
the night before the race, is needed.
I also require a diving suit."

look
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Clad in a macintosh, nervously
winding the handle of an apparatus, whereby Gus. enclosed in a
diving helmet and wading in the dank
water by the ferries' moorings, was
receiving air, Tillie sat on a. remote
corner of the quay, whence the race
was to start. She did her best to
avoid suspicion, even going to the
lengths of covering the apparatus
with her coat and sitting on it,
when
captain, a notway. the Keystone's
too-bright
individual, strolled that

IN JARS
with enamel lid
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Large size Small size

She soon dismissed him and
assisted Gus out of the water. " I
hope you've tied the right boat to
the dock," she observed sternly as
her soul-mate struggled, breathing
hard, out of his helmet.
"I've tied up the Keystone, taken
out a few bolts, locks and bars, and
generally
her," with
he said
cheerily. dismantled
In accordance
his
character, Gus had over-rated the
thoroughness of his achievements.
The following day he was up
early, attiring himself in a monkey
jacket and peaked cap. confident of
steering the Fairy Queen to victory.
It was a perfect morning. Beyond
the peaceful stretch of river, two
miles above Danville town dock, the
rugged lines of hills shimmered in
blue mist.
Tillie had got herself up for the
occasion, discarding her habitual
trim coat and skirt for a summery
voile, most unsuitable for her
amplitude, and floppy hat that
caught every gust of wind.
The entire local populace had
turned out for the occasion, swarming on the river banks, and especially
the departure quay, where they
clamoured vainly to be taken on as
passengers in either ferry.
The starting gun went and the
(Continued on page 24)
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Fairy Queen was off, making a
gallant start, her paddles churning
the water at her stern.
Gus, who had undertaken to keep
Tom supplied with the needful wood
for stoking the engine, lingered on
the stern deck to crow over the
inability
of the Keystone to leave
her moorings.
Meanwhile the distance between
her and Fairy Queen was pleasantly
widening. Gus was strolling along,
cigar in mouth, to make sure the
pile of logs, lashed to the deck ready
to be sent through the hatch below,
was
stillhim
there,to when
Tillie's where
shout
recalled
the bridge,
she and Mary were to take alternate
charge of the wheel.
"Gus," she gasped, "they've got
away ! Keystone' s got away, somehow. I always said you couldn't
"Maybe, but observe, my little
tie knots."
turtle-dove.
how the Keystone
revolves in circles, as it were. Don't
forget I dismantled the rudder."

he
triumph
of hisPratt,
supportPhineas
Inindicated
who , was
staring inanely at the steering wheel,
which, like the teacup under the
cleansing influence of the traditional
charlady, had "come right to pieces
Augustus,
in "the
"and." did you dismantle
both wheels?" Tillie inquired, as on
the Keystone's second revolution
fifty yards from the quay, Phineas
and the captain could be seen,
deserting the prow for the stern of
the vessel.
" I'm afraid not, my love. Phineas
is "Gus
one up! on
but never
Gus me,
! More
wood fear."
I" came ,
the urgent shout from the hold.
Running nimbly down the deck,
Gus lifted a couple of logs, balanced
them on one shoulder, shouting
encouragement to Tom, regardless
that the ends of his burden were in
contact with the weakest portion
of Outwards
the ship's itrail.fell, dragging with it
most of the piled up timber.
By the time Gus had delivered
his first consignment through the
hatch, the entire wood reserve was
gently floating away in the Fairy
Queen'swithwash.
Meanwhile
Keystone.
her more
powerfultheengine,
having righted herself under guidance
of her captain at the stern wheel,
was fast gaining on her rival.
"More wood!" came Tom's entreaty from the hold. Nothing
dismayed at his carelessness, Gus
started to hurl everything on deck,
whether fuel or not, through the
hatch. He had pushed through
a whisk broom and was following
it with a couple of deck chairs, when
his arm was seized:
Tillie,
under white-faced,
the enormousgoggle-eyed
hat, was

in
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pointing astern : " Look — over
Sitting
in his
there
— King
! " tin bath, which had
been attached for safety by a cord
and weight, the child was surely and
steadily gliding out to meet the
river. The
had disappearing
fallen overboard withweight
the last
log. Gurgling with pleasure. King
was being lowered in his personal
craft to the Potomac.
"Get the raft!" shouted Gus.
Tillie rushed to the upper deck to
obey, flung herself too far forward
when loosening the ropes that bound
the raft to the rails, and fell with
it into the stream.
Heaving his last load of fuel, a

GUS-Continued
box which was marked ' ' Roman
Candles,"headlong
through the
Gus
rushed
for hatch,
the boat,
lowered her too hastily, missed his
footing, and was precipitated into
the current.
A minute later he was striking
out for the raft on which Tillie,
a marvellous figure in sodden voile,
had managed to clamber. Paddling
furiously, they reached King, whose
bright idea in removing the bath
plug
had brought
him within an ace
of drowning,
in safety.
"They're all overboard !" roared
Phineas, gloating on his bridge.
They were not all. Tom, in the
hold, was flinging everything on
which he could lay hands into the
furnace. Gus had been responsible
for the numerous boxes containing
"Catherine
"Pin Wheels,"Wheels,"
"Squibs," "Rockets,"
ranged in
a corner of the hold. Almost without
looking at, certainly without thinking about names or contents, Tom
crammed one box after another into
the furnace.
The result was staggering; the
Fairy
Queen's
a sudden
spurtpace
thatincreased
brought with
her
within view of the dock well ahead
of the Keystone. The emissions from
the
Fairy and
Queen's
funnel were
explosive
extraordinary
as so
to
the
hold quay.
the eye of every watcher on
Blinded
sparks,
and
red-hot byashfiery
issuing
from stars,
that funnel, Phineas vented his wrath on the
Keystone's
similarly-blinded
and
with such
ferocity that captain,
he, too,
lost his balance and without dignity
was precipitated into the Potomac.
"The Fairy Queen. Three cheers
for
the Fairy
Queen onI" the
camepacked
from
a myriad
throats
Supported by which,
the crooklike
of Gus's
walking-stick
the
quay.
Chinaman's
umbrella, had failed to
leave him, even at a crisis, Phineas
struggled to board the raft.
"No you don't !" Gus announced.
" Not till you've acknowledged Fairy
Queen's
ferryhouse
on these
waters, sole
and right
yieldedas the
you
have fraudulently come by, to its
rightful owners, Tom and Mary
Sheridan.
Will you
do it?"
" No ! " gasped
Phineas,
with head
justSubmerging
out of water.
him for a full minute,
Gus relentlessly hooked up his poor
"Yes."
a hand.
fish.
" Now Gus
will extended
you ? "
Danville's inhabitants saw no
stranger sight that day than Phineas
Pratt, tering
lawyer,
from raftscrambling
to quay. and splutAs Gus, in theputwords
hiscombined
favourit toofaMary,
audience iteofsong,
Tillie, Tom,
King
and the tame duck, reinstalled in
the home of their forefathers, the
half-drowning of Phineas Pratt, was
only a just method of "bringing in
NEXT WEEK
the sheaves."
Y'HE
storya of
" Golden
Harvest,"
picture
which
deals dramatically with one
of the greatest economic
problems of the day as well
as presenting a charming
romance and some outstanding
charac terisations .
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Variety

in

Nail

-Tips

Entrust

your

nothing

less

Weekly

Charm
sure

to

than

ODO-RO-NO

Her

ignorance

was

anything

she proclaimed a condition
all her Friends it

C l TEX

— bright

Just suit your

or natural

colour

to your

tints —
frock

" Tinted nails or natural — which is your
choice ? " — this is the question we asked
smart women in Society.

For the
Cuticle
cuticle
shades
— two

^7 HAT a shock to any girl
to discover that her presence, because of underarm
perspiration, is repugnant to
every man and woman she
meets.
And what a tragedy that
those who most often offend
can rarely detect their own
offence. Shame . . . humiliation . . . and social defeat.

" Both bright and natural tints " was
their answer. The whole point is not to
be nranptonous with one shade of nail
polish all the time, but to vary your nail
tint with the colour of your gown.
For the correct nail tint with each cos-

For perspiration moisture in
the confined armpit quickly
forms an acid that ruins dresses
and turns friends against you.
And your dady bath is no help
after the first few minutes.

tume, insist on Cutex — the Liquid
Polish that goes on so smoothly and stays
on, without cracking, peeling or fading.
Its 6 perfect shades — Natural, Rose,
Coral, Cardinal, Ruby and Colourless —
are as smart as they are lovely.

But Odorono, a physician's
formula, protects you so com-

perfect manicure : Cutex
Remover — to keep the
smooth. Your favourite
of Cutex Liquid Polish
are enough to start uith.

EVERYTHING

FOR

LOVELY

NAILS

to

pletely that your mind is free
of all fear of offending. And
by checking, completely, all
underarm moisture, it saves
your
stains. dresses from ruinous
ODO-RO-NO

IS SURE

For quickest, most convenient use, choose Instant
Odorono. Follow the directions
carefully and use it daily or
every other day for complete,
continuous protection. For
longest protection or special
need, choose Odorono Regular
and use it twice a week. Both
have the original sanitary applicator. Both in 1/6 & 2/6 sizes.

i*

fi£«

ODORONO

AND

REPUGNANT

o**
to <*^v

Cutex Polish Remover. Lastly,
a Cutex Nail White Pencil, or
Cream. Cutex preparations are
obtainable at chemists, stores and
hairdressers.

THE long-lasting
^Y
Xl
II-■I^J
^^^
-El^^L
MAOI IN GREAT BRITAIN LIQUI
VD POLIS°H

but bliss . . . for

Enclosed is 4d. in stamps for samples
i«
of Instant Odorono, Odorono
fe«Regular and Deodorant Creme
s0 ofOdorono.
NORTHAM WARREN, LTD.
(Dept. P.4),2I5, Blackfriars
LONDON,Road,S.E.I
.Address
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Screens

by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

PICTUREGOEFVS quick reference
index to films just released
***BLONDE BOMBSHELL
♦BROADWAY THROUGH A
KEYHOLE
***TILLIE AND GUS
*HOOP-LA
♦CRIME ON THE HILL
c+THE THRILL HUNTER
♦NOTORIOUS BUT NICE
c*GUN JUSTICE
♦THE NIGHT OF THE PARTY
c^THE MAN FROM MONTEREY ♦OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT
What the asterisks mean — **** An outstanding feature. *** Very good.
** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
Clara
as
she Bow—
appearsthein "It"
her newgirlfilm
" Hoop la."
RACIE FIELDS' latest
picture, Love, Life and
Laughter, is the subject
of our special sixteenpage inset presented free
with the Picturegoer this week.
In it you will find all you want
to know about the star and her
work; for this reason, I have
refrained from dealing with it in
these columns.
Do not miss seeing Blonde
Bombshell; it is great entertainment and another histrionic
triumph for Jean Harlow, whose
versatility is shown to still
further advantage in it.
The new comedy team of
W. C. Fields and Alison Skipworth will give you a good laugh
in Tillie and Gus, otherwise, the
week is not a remarkable one.
•••BLONDE BOMBSHELL
Af.-G.-A/.
American.
Satirical Hollywood
comedy. "A
Runs" 93certificate.
minutes.
Jean Harlow
Lola
Lee Tracey
Space
Frank
Morgan
Hops
Franchot Tone
Gilford Middleton
J'at
Brogan
Una O'Brien
Merkel
Mac
Ted Healy
Junior
Ivan Lebedeff
Marquis
Isobel Jewell
A Girl Friend
Louise Beavers
Loretta
Leonard Carey
Winters
Mary Forbes
Mrs. Middleton
C. Aubrey Smith
Mr. Middleton
June Brewster
Alice Cole
Directed by Victor Fleming from a story
by Caroline Francke and Mack Crane.
This is one of those pictures in
which Jean Harlow claims
your attention as a versatile actress
as distinct from a blonde menace.
She gives a brilliant performance as
a temperamental star.
It is a cynical study, excellently
balanced, and with a substratum of
truth beneath its satirical exterior.
Hollywood can laugh at itself,
which is a very healthy sign indeed,
and in Lee Tracy we have the
ultimate in publicity agents who
tries to boost his charge as a " blonde
bombshell," and has his plans upset
time and time again when she first
of all decides to go domestic and
later to "find her true self in solitriumphs
and winstude."herHowever,
backhe tofinally
the studio
by
a .somewhat heartless ruse, your
enjoyment of which I will not spoil
by elucidation.
His performance here is one of
his best. The quick tempo of the
comedy suits him admirably and he
fires wisecracks with his usual,
inimitable aplomb.
Frank Morgan is very good as
26

the star's usually inebriated father,
as is Franchot Tone as her "society
lover,"
return towhotheproves
studio.the cause of her
As his father and mother, Aubrey
Smith and Mary Forbes give sound
performances.
Una Merkel is well cast as the
star's opportunity-seeking secretary
and Pat O'Brien most amusing as
her equally temperamental director,
who occasionally imagines himself
in love with her.
•••TILLIE AND GUS
Paramount.
American.Runs 56" Uminutes.
" certijicate.
Broad comedy.
W. C. Fields
Gus Winterbottom
Alison Skipworth Tillie Winterbottom
Baby Le Roy
" TbeSheridan
King "
Jacqueline
Wells Mary
Clifford
Jones
Tom
Sheridan
Clarence Wilson
Phineas Pratt
George Barbier
Captain Fogg
Barton MacLane The Commissioner
Edgar Kennedy
The Judge
Ivan Linow
The Swede
Directed by Francis Martin from the story
by Rupert Hughes adapted by Walter
de Leon and Francus Martin. (For the
story freelyWilliams
based onseethepage
film22.)by Marjory
A which
most amusing
pieceus ofto fooling,
introduces
a new
comedy team in the shape of W. C.
Fields and Alison Skipworth.
I do not think the combination
is wholly satisfactory — Edna May
Oliver would have proved a better
foil for Fields — but the production,
as a whole, has a number of laughs,
plenty of wisecracks, and quite an
amusing plot.
W. C. Fields, as the crook gambler
who comes from Alaska to share in

a will left by his brother-in-law, is
in his element.
Alison Skipworth is good as his
equally tough spouse, who is
summoned from China, where she is
running a gambling den, to share
in the same will.
The opening scenes are riotously
funny; there is a rough court-ofjustice scene, where Fields is hailed
for cheating at cards, which is
brimful of humour.
Equally hilarious is the scene in
China, where his wife is cheated at
a dice game, with dice made by
her husband; he, of course, was an
expert
such matters.
The indomestic
comedy scenes,
when the pair arrive in America and
find that their niece and her husband
who own a ferry, are being swindled
by a rascally lawyer, are not quite
up to the opening scenes in humour,
but they are funny enough to keep
you extremely well entertained.
A race between two rival ferry
boats provides excellent slapstick
and Baby
Le Royelement.
supplies the "Oh,
isn't
he sweet,"
•HOOP-LA
Fox. circus
American.
" certificate.
drama. "A Runs
77 minutes.Romantic
Clara Bow
Lou
Preston Foster
Nifty
Richard Cromwell
Chris
Herbert Mundin
Hap
James Gleason
Jerry
Minna Gombell
Carrie
Roger Imhof
Colonel Gowdy
Florence Roberts
Ma Benson
Directed by Frank Lloyd from John
Kenyon Nicholson s play, The Barker.
Thisromance,
uninspiring
with and
its drawn-out
theatrical

Constance Cummings and Russ Columbo spend a day by the sea in
" Broadway Thru' a Keyhole."

Jean Harlow gives an excellent
performance in the fast-moving
story " Blonde Bombshell."
dialogue and unconvincing sentiment, does not help Clara Bow at
all In
on her
to a "come-back."
the road
opening
sequences she
displays a Mae West touch which
suggests
shethat
couldstar,
compete
successfully with
but otherwise
she does not seem to be able to
enter at all successfully into her
ro'e of a tough circus performer
who wins the love of an unsophisticated boy reforms
in spiteherself
of hisandfather's
opposition,
helps
him to success.
As the boy, Richard Cromwell is
too utterly unsophisticated to convince, but he puts a good deal of
sincerity into the part.
Preston Foster as his father, a
tough
who circus
does racket,
not wantis
his son "barker"
in the same
miscast. He is unable to conceal
make-up.
his youth under a middle-aged
Herbert Mundin brings a little
humour to the affair and Frank
Lloyd has succeeded in catching
the fair-ground atmosphere well.
•NOTORIOUS BUT NICE
P.D.C. crook
American.
" certificate.
drama. " URuns
73 minutes.Romantic
Marian Marsh
Jennie Jones
Bitty Compson
Millie Sprague
Donald Dillawat Dick Hamilton
Rochelle Hudson Connie Martin
Henry Kolker The Defence Attorney
J. Carroll Naish
Joe Charney
Dewey Robinson
Tuffy
Robert Ellis Prosecuting Attorney
Wilfred Lucas
The Judge
Jane Keckley
The Landlady
Robert Frazer
Parkman
Louis Beaver
Ophelia
Directed by Richard Thorpe from a story
by Adeline Leitbach.
Machine-made
drama dealing
with the vicissitudes
of an
orphan typist who falls in love with
a wealthycredited byyoung
man ofand
is disthe trustee
his estate,
who wants him for his own daughter.
The strong cast do all they can with
very conventional and artificial
material.
c'GUN JUSTICE
Universal.
American.
"U " certificate.
Western drama. Runs 60 minute*
Ken Maynard
Ken Lance
Cecilia Parker
Ray Harsh
Hooper Atchley
Sam Burkett
Walter Miller
Chris Hogan
Jack
Rockwell
Rivers
Francis Ford Hank Denver
Fred McKays
Impostor
Bill Dyer
Red Hogan
Jack
Richardson Jim Sheriff
Ed Coxen
Lance
Bill Gould
Jone»
Sheldon Lewis
Lawyer
Lafe McKbv
Postmaster
Directed by Alan James from a story by
Robert Gingley.
(Continued on page 28)
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YARDLEY

LAVENDER

\

err
Sthelova

As clean and fresh as the
windswept

•LIBERTY' SUP-ON
CORSELETTE
The perfect garment for
sports and everyday
wear. It is snug-fitting yet
freedom-giving. On in a
jiffy and worn next the
skin, is a sure protection
against chills. Washes
splendidly because of
the exclusive two-way
stretch
1 fabric.—
Tea Rose1 Liberty
and While
Small, Medium or Large
sizes, 3/6.

\ YOUTHIFORH
■ LIBERTY '
ROLL ONS
Youthful lines can be
retained and unruly
curves can be coaxed by
these flexible featherweight foundations.
I hey have no bones,
are seamless, and so soft
worn next the skin.
Made of the exclusive
' Libertyfabric.
' Wonderweave
elastic
Corselettes
and girdles from 5/6 up.
Youtbiform Brassieres
from 2/1 1 1 up. «

No

countryside.

other perfume accords more tastefully

with every hour

of the

day: When you are lighthearted and gay, Yard ley
Lavender adds a winsome
charm to your mood
....And when you are
wearied, Yard ley Lavender restores and revives.

,«»•'

BRITISH MADE

PRODUCTS
OFFER A COMPLETE CORSETRY SERVICE
FOR CHILDHOOD AHD WOMANHOOD
% Atk your Draper for them
If unable toMarket
obtain, Harborougn,
write Ureelforto catalogue
'Liberty' andProdaata,
IJbertyland.
name
if nearest etocklat.
HOW
TO
DRESS
WELL
on 10/- or £1 per month
OPEN A CREDIT ACCOUNT TO-DAY
No deposit, no reference! required.
Call or write for Catalogue of Ladies' Latest
Fashions, SMARTWEAR
also Men's Catalogue,Ltd.
sent post free.
i«»-»7i, Regent Street, London, W.I.
best scientific
Note
NOSES. '. The
Machines
the world.
Remedy ugly nooee
of all Inklnda.
Worn
during
•leap.
Stamped
tore
lope
for
full
particular!.
N08E3.-Siyt'pp^
lately
cures
ted now*. 4/6, poet free. Foreign,
l*REDextra.
■III VS.
PI WI tine
Rubber Ear
Caps
tnno. remedy
outatandIns
eari,
7/8,
poat
free.
Foreign,
Xfu
extra.
P. LEES BAT, SpeciAlut. CRITERION
BUILD IHa. PICCADLLLT
S.W.I. CTBCUS, LONDON,

Sprinkler Bottles Ij3 to /0/6. Larger sizes
up to 2 guineas.
Prices Jo not apply in Irish Free Sltiti.

Lavender Soap—' The Luxury
box ofof three
tablets.'— Com|Soap
the World
2/6 a
plexion Powder 1 9, Complexion Cream 2 6, Compacts 2 - and
3 -, Lipsticks 2 - and 3 -, Bath Salts 2 6,
Talc 1/2, etc.
YARD

LEY

J3

•J D

S T.

O I. D

LONDON
B O Is

resummerandfrocks
Spring and
distincmain charming
tive when made with lustrous
" Sparva " Taff eta-de-luxe— the
popular and low-priced economy
fabric. Silky in appearance as
well as cosy in wear, "Sparva" is
excellent for all ladies' and
children's clothing. There is a
huge variety of smart plain
colours and printed designs.
COLOUR-FAST IN WASH or
a"
SUN.d "Sparv
SEA ordeman
LIGHT,
for new
in large
is
Casement Curtains.
Sold by Drapers
If any'
difficulty,
write and
for Stores
Shade everywhere.
Card and name
of
nearest House,
Retailer
to
"Sparva,"
74
"Sparva"
York Street, Manchester.

OF ALL CHEMISTS
COIFFEURS & STORES
W

Look /orvedge.the
nameguarantee
on the sel-of
ItIs your
good service.
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'The

Good

Companions'

I^HLLD and puppy .... equally happy . . . equally
fit. Mummy gives careful thought to the feeding of
both those "precious pets," puppy as well as child.
She feeds him on Spratt's Ovals, those dainty morsels
of tasty nourishment, each of which is a perfect doggy
diet in miniature. And when she buys them, she asks
for them by name, and looks for the name on the bag.
Then she's sure thev're the genuine

T'S

SPRAT

OVALS
Buy in sealed packets, cartons and bags from 5d. upwards.
Send for free copy of 100-page " Guide to Dog Management," which
will help you give your dog the expert care and consideration he
deserves. Spratt's Patent Ltd., 58 Mark Lane, London, E.C.3.

C^oi/r
c&uli)

OiVn
c/fiectalis/

There is one specialised beauty treatment which is
so simple that you can apply it with your own deft
fingers, in the privacy of your own room. That is
the Buty-Tone method of home beauty culture.
The inventor has made a gramophone record
explaining its secrets and how to apply them
with complete success.
GET THIS FREE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
Send 3d. for postage
and this record
comes to you free.
Follow the simple
directions and see
how quickly your
skin takes on a new,
delightful bloom of
youthful loveliness.
The Buty-Tone aids
to loveliness which

CEE2
28

guarantee this result
are sold everywhere
at 2/- each (except
in I.F.S.). If any
difficulty in obtaining, write direct to
ROBEL, LTD..
109 Jermyn Street.
London. S.W.I

THE

SCREENS

Conventional
with the mainWestern
interest material
centred
on
equestrian ability
and Ken
his Maynard's
horse, Tarzan.
Slight love interest and a little
humour are interspersed through
the normal hard-riding and chase
sequences.
Scenic qualities are effective.
•BROADWAY
THROUGH A
KEYHOLE
CnitedRomantic
Artists. drama.
American.
certificate.
Runs 91"A"minutes.
Constance Cummings Joan Whelan
Ki ss Columbo
Clark Brian
Paul Kelly
Frank Rocci
Blossom
Seeley
Sybil
Smith
Gregory Ratoff Max Mofoofski
Texas Guinan
Tex Kaley
High
ChuckDinwiddio
Haskins
Hobart O'Connell
Cayanagh Poanuts
C. Henry Gordon
Tom Crowley
William Burress Thomas Barnum
Helen Jerome Eddy
Esther
Directed by Lowell Sherman from W alter
Winchell'sandbock,
adaptedGriffith.
by Gene Tcwne
Raymond
It is doubtful if much of Walter Winchell's originalromance
expose remains
this conventional
between ina
crooner and a cabaret dancer which
is liberally besprinkled with a
gangster element and made to order
night-club life.
Most of the action takes place in
the late Texas Guinan's night haunt,
and you
get aherself.
glimpse of the famous
club
hostess
As the crooner who wins the
cabaret star from the gangster
whose influence elevated her from
the chorus to the big lights in rapid
time, Russ Colombo is — just another
crooner.
Constance Cummings in the role
of the unbelievably innocent orphan
girl who dances into stardom is as
competent as usual in a stereotyped
role, and Paul Kelly makes the most
of the none too well conceived part
of the gangster.
As a matter of fact, acting honours
go to Gregory Ratoff — -as they have
a habit of doing — as an illiterate
cabaret impressario.
He supplies most of the humour,
study.
and presents a true-to-life character
•CRIME ON THE HILL
WardourCrime(B.I.drama.
P.). British
" certificate.
Runs (rS"Aminutes.
Sir Nigel Playfair Dr. Moody
Lewis Casson Rev. Michael Grey (Vicari
Phyllis Dare
Clare Win low
Sally Blane
Sylvia Kennet
Anthony Bcshell Anthony Fields
Judy
Kelly
Alice Collins
Green
Gus McNaughton
George Merritt Inspector Wolf
Reg Purdell
Reporter
Hal Gordon Second DetectiveGraingen
(Sergt.
Directed by Bernard Vorhaus from th*play by Jack de Leon and Jack Celestin.
Bernard Yorhaus is one of those
directors whose work always
shows imagination and fertility
of ideas. He has made the most of
a rather conventional story and
managed to conceal the identity of
the villain quite effectively.
The plot deals with the murder
of a wealthy country squire, followed
by suspicion
on the
usual
varied
charactersfalling
who were
connected
with him.
The main interest in the picture
is the screen debut of Phyllis Dare,
who, in spite of an unsympathetic
part, shows that she has a flair for
screen work which is well worth
exploiting. She is cast as a woman
who claims to have been secretly
married to the dead man.
Sally Blane, as the heroine, is
attractive and the strong cast all do
well with material which is not
altogether worthy of their talents

NO W — Continued
c*THE THRILL HUNTER
Columbia.
American.
'* U 61** ninuln.
certificate.
Western comedy
drama. Runs
Buck
Buck Crosby
DorothyJones
Revier
Marjori?
Lane
Ed Le Saint
Jackson
Eddie Kane
Levine
Arthur Rankin
Roy Lang
Frank La Rue....
Hall
Robert Ellis
Blake
Willie Fong
Wung Lo
Directed by George B. Seitz from a story
by Har'iy O. Hoyt.
Buck
Jones
is in verylittle
goodpicture
form
in this entertaining
which has part of its action in
"the
open spaces" and part in
a film wide
studio.
He plays who
the meets
role of a a film
boastful
Westerner
star
and poses as a fearless aviator and
racing motorist. His bluff is called
when he is asked to appear in a
picture, but he redeems himself
later
bandits.by saving the star from
Dorothy Revier is good as the
heroine and Robert Ellis a convincing villian.
•THE NIGHT OF THE PARTY
Caumont-British.Runs"A"61 certificate.
minutes. Crime drama.
Leslie Banks
Sir John Holland
Ernest
Thesiger .".Guy Chiddiatl
Ian Hunter
Kennion
Malcolm Keen
Lord Studholme
Laurence Anderson Defending Counsel
Muriel Aked
The Princess
Jane Baxter
Peggy Studholme
Viola Keats
Joan Holland
Jane Millican Anna Chiddiatl
John
Turnbull
Ramage
W. Graham Browne General Piddington
Directed
Michael Powell
a playby
Rolandby Pertwee
and JohnfromHasting*
Turner.

s,
"spot
picturethe
the of
of type
her er"
Anotmurder
adequately handled, but lacking in
ity ment.
and wildly incredible in
ingenu
the denoue
The mystery is very slowly
developed and the acting fair.
•OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT
Fox. American. ". A " certificate. Camm)
extravaganta Runs 66 minutes.
El Brendel
Knute Olsei.
Walter Catlett Robert Brewster
Barbara Weeks
lane Van Allen
Susan Fleming
Virginia West
John Arledge
Harry Smith
Maidel Turner
Mrs. Va-i Allen
Edward Sauers
Pawlev |oe"MoTk"
W-t
Joseph
Danny ReynoldDirected by George
Malcolm Marshall.
St. Clair. Slorv by

fairly ofamusbyEltherender
Absurd
teamedl work
the
ans,ingplot
comedi
Brende
and Walter
Catlett, the former in his usual
simple alcohol
unass
ic.uming vein and the
latter
The humour is of the slapstick
variety, and the fooling is wildly
incredible. The complexities of the
plot renderat the
confusing
times.whole thing rather
c*THE MAN FROM
MONTEREY
Warner.WesternAmerican.
" certificate.
drama. Runs " 57V minutes
John Wayne
Capt. John Holmes
Duke
.Duke
Ruth Alberni
Hall
DoloreLuis
Felipe
Francis Ford
Don Pablo
Nina
Ouartero
Lafayette
McKee AnitaDonGarcia
Joie
Donald Reed
Don Luis Gonzales
Lillian Leighton
Juanita
Charles Whittaker Jak - Morgan
Directed by Leon Schi.esinc.er.
Naive
romance
young
American
officer of
who ais sent
by
the Government to California to
persuade a Spanish land-owner to
register his property under a new act
He overcomes his opposition and
saves the land -owner from having
hisThere
claim is toa good
the land
"jumped."
deal of
knockabout
of a slapstick variety, which, if not
taken seriously, proves quite amusing
Tempo is fast and the cast
adequate
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Nature intended
you to have beautiful white
teeth. Why then let them
become discoloured? . . . .
Eucryl Tooth Powder fulfils
all modern scientific requirements for cleaning and preserving the teeth. It contains seven
ingredients, each one selected
for a specific purpose. Eucryl
removes all stains, leaves the
teeth white and sparkling, disinfects the mouth, and makes
die breath fragrant.
"... a properly compounded
powder is preferable as a
^cleansing agent
says toThea paste"
Lancet.

FREfc SAMPLE.
Send Post Card
(Id. Stamp) to
Eucryl Limited,
Dept. C.200
Southampton.

EUCRYf
TINS 7i*and 1'
BRITISH OWNED

BRITISH

the

AND

OIL

MADE
in

STUBBORN

OLIVE

Palmolive

has

INDIGESTION
COLITIS

this

Eats Anything after "living on fish"
Here is a letter from a lady, a lady who wants
every reader of this paper to know how she found
relief.
" My case,"
she writes,
of most
indigestion
and colitis.
After" was
suffering
great stubborn
pain for
12 months I heard of Maclean Brand Stomach Powder
from a friend who was saved an operation for duodenal
ulcers. I must write and express my gratitude. I
have gained in weight and after having had only fish
and
*s Food can eat an ordinary diet. I
recommend Macleans wherever I go."
And Maclean Brand Stomach Powder can do as
much for you if you suffer from indigestion of any
kind. But be sure to ask your chemist for the
genuine Maclean Brand Stomach Powder, with the
signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
It is not sold loose but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/bottles in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.
SHE

HAD

A

COLD-SO

triple

action

Youthful beauty means a youthful skin, and 20,000 beauty
specialists say that only natural means suffice to keep skin
young. "Soap and water," they urge, "night and morning,
for deep cleansing — provided the soap is an olive oil soap . . .
Palmolive Soap takes its natural, soft green colour from
the Olive and Palm oils from which it is blended;
! ' ' too, its rich and abundant lather, powerless to
Palmolivetakes,
irritate the most delicate skin tissues — but powerful
to cleanse, to soothe, to beautify, Powerful to
preserve in all its loveliness your most precious
possession — "that Schoolgirl complexion."
3

SHE

SHAMPOOED

tablet

HER

Except in I.F.S-

HAIR
You can shampoo your hair
perquickly and thoroughly
without wetting — if you use
Icilma Hair Powder. Simply
sprinkle a little into the hair
and brush it out again. It
only takes ten minutes —
and leaves your hair ever so
soft and glossy.

HAIR POWDER
for a quick Dry Shampoo
Box of 7
3° each
each 3
ICS e-« 1 e
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a

Monty

Banks

Mystery
A " Church Mouse " in London — Defying the
Traffic Rush — Alfred Hitchcock's Dilemma —
Giving the " Hello " Girls a Break — Schubert
Screened Again

obscured by traffic coming in the other direction.
Well, you can do a good deal in the sacred
cause
of traffic
film-production,
you can't stop
rush-hour
in the City but
of London.
" TJ/'HO hath sight so clear and strong
That it can follow the flight of a song ?"
Demanded the poet — or words so much to
that effect as to reflect great credit on my
memory. Equally vainly we might expect
to follow the flight of a rumour — and yet,
more by luck than perseverance, I have succeeded in tracing one to its origin.
No fewer than three separate acquaintances
of mine told me recently that they had seen
Monty Banks, considerably under the
"affluence of incohol," as some cheerful idiot
put it, staggering about in the middle of the
traffic in Fleet Street in the rush hour.
They were certain it was Monty. They
would swear to it. Monty was unmistakable
— and so on and so forth, until I began to
think there must be something in it after all.
But there are some people who attract
rumours as Garbo attracts audiences, and
Monty is one of these; he is alive, dynamic,
colourful, and whatever he does is talked
about and distorted and exaggerated so as to
bear little resemblance to reality.
Mix Thoroughly
Knowing this, I decided to investigate, and this
is what I found.
For certain sequences of Church Mouse, which
Monty has been directing for Warners at Teddington, it was necessary to take shots of Laura La
Plante running about the City and West End,
going in and out of telephone booths, jumping on
and off buses, and generally becoming thoroughly
mixed bably
up(andwith
— prothis isLondon's
a solemn teeming
thought)millions
some of
you
among them.
Lurching After Laura
They decided to do this properly on the spot or
spots, instead of trying to reconstruct it in the
studio; and as it was essential that the Great
General Public (you) shouldn't be aware of what
was going on, they did everything they could
think of to conceal the camera.
All went well until it came to a certain shot
showing Miss La Plante leaping from a bus and
running across the street and into a bank. She
did it beautifully, but it was just a rainy Monday
to the cameraman, whose* view was completely

30

That is to say, you and I couldn't. But Signor
Mario Bianchi (Monty Banks to you) — ah, that is
another kettle of spaghetti altogether.
What he did, the second time they shot the
scene, was to turn up his coat collar — why do
people always imagine they will be recognised by
their necks? — and jay-walk, or stagger into the
middle of the traffic just behind Laura.
Of course, the wonderful London traffic (hats
off, everybody, please !) pulled up on its haunches,
especially a motor-bus whose driver had quite a
lot of ideas on the subject; and how he expressed
them was nobody's business.
Of course, Monty's immediate future might
easily
haveis abeen
Ambulance
Corps'andbusiness,
but there
little the
cherub
(rather short
plump
round the middle) who sits on a cloud and looks
after Monty when he is doing his harebrained
stunts; and all went well as usual.
An Eyeful
The cameraman secured his shot. Monty
hastily explained to the bus-driver that they
were making a film ("Lumme!" murmured the
bus-driver, marvelling), the traffic resumed its
normal sway, and the mad makers of movies
moved along to another location.
I've only known Monty come to grief during one
of his reckless strivings after screen "effects."
That was in his very first British film, Adam's
Apple, in which he had a ding-dong battle with
the "heavy," an American actor named Colin
Kenny.
fought with
in apapier
ship'smach£
gymnasium
(reproducedThey
at Elstree)
Indian
clubs; and as they pelted each other with these
weapons the knobbed handle of one of them caught
Monty in the eye — and not all the combined
efforts of the make-up department could put
Monty-dumpty together again in time for the
afternoon's shooting.
A Lying Jade l
Of course, the rumour went round that Monty
had been fighting with Alfred Hitchcock, with
whom he had a regular feud of ragging — -they
would
plates But
on each
other's
the
middle throw
of a shot.
this was
justsetas inmuch
"all my eye" as the latest canard about Monty
being half-seas-over, afloat in the flood of Fleet
Street.
Don't you believe half the stories you hear
about the stars. Why, even in Hollywood they
all have their bowl of bread-and-milk at 8.30

Laura
La Plante
seen*
with the
two typewriters which are used in
her
new picture
"Church
Mcrtse."
On the left
is the
latest model and the other is the first Remington to
be used in Great Britain in 1873.
and are comfily tucked up in their little white
cots by 9. Sez Will Hays.
We haven't heard very much about Alfred
Hitchcock lately. That is to say, I've
heard a great deal, but I haven't passed the
information on to you, because what's the use. of
leading you up the garden in pursuit of all the
wild geese I get wind of?
Hitch's Chance
There were all sorts of well-authenticated
rumours about "Hitch" directing a film for
Alexander Korda — and what happened? He
directed Waltzes from Vienna for Gaumont.
Film-criticism is no part of the business of
these pages of mine, which, perhaps, is just as
well in this case.
Anyway, perhaps you will see that film and
form
your own conclusions as to whether it
built
up.
justified
the fine reputation which Hitch has
If (mind, I only say if) he makes the film —
again for Gaumont-British — that he wants to
make, I think it will be very much more in his
line and will afford him a better chance to
"recapture that first fine careless rapture" of his
early efforts.
Sidney Street Again
Once upon a time — nearly a quarter of a
ago, andlittle
gosh,battle
how time
does fly !—
there century
was a stirring
in Houndsditch,
London, between three criminals called Peter the
Painter,
knew
his
other Fritz
name)Svaars,
on theandone" Joseph"
side, and(notheoneBritish
Army on the other.
The latter was represented by a detachment of
Scots Guards, who lay on their tummies in the
mud of Sidney Street for four or five hours and
sniped at the windows of the house in which the
enemy had barricaded themselves. Finally, the
house caught fire, Peter, Fritz, and Joseph became
charcoal, and the Scots Guards lived happily ever
after.
The Tale of a Hat
But the cream of the whole situation was the
sight of Winston Churchill, then Home
Secretary, personally supervising the siege, suitably attired for
the occasion
in a 32)
top hat.
(Continued
on page
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Gaiety
Only by the use of a really first-class eye cosmetic
can your eyes look their best at all times — Gaiety is
the secret of women who know. Eyes can say so much ;
let them speak with the eloquence that only Gaietycan impart. Gaiety cosmetics complete with brushes
are prepared for you in both solid and liquid form
for eyelashes and eyebrows (black, brown, and the
new midnight blue) and they are waterproof. Whatever your taste, your eyes are safe with Gaiety.
Does not irritate and is perfectly harmless.
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dinner, or a dance,
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KEMPAT adjusts
itself toment ofevery
your movebody.
It is never slack and
never tight, but
always just right !
. . . moulding the
contour into lovely
natural lines without
a hint strap.
of a cutting

THE KEMPAT SECRET IS PATENTED.
It is the little ring at the back
which makes the KEMPAT fit so
snugly. It makes all the difference in the world !
Patent No. 366376. British made.
Designs for day wear in
everything from fine
mercerised lawn to pure
silk crepe satin with lace
insets from 2/11 to 14/11.
KEMPAT BACKLESS KEMPAT
Evening Brassiere
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5 11 to IS 11 All models
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Hit
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Fifteen, sixteen, seventeen. How many
sound teeth have you? Your dentist will
tell you. He will probablv also tell
you to use EUTHYMOL TOOTH
PASTE and so guard your teeth against
dental decay germs. 1/3 from all Chemists.
Free sample first by filling up the coupon.

Euthymol
TOOTH/PASTE
KILLS DENTAL DECAY GERMS IN 30 SECONDS
COUPON.
To Euthymol (Dept.
44/20). 50, Beak Street. London. W.l.
Please send me one week's free supply
of Euthymol. I want to test it.
• Address
!| Name^fisf."
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Feen-a-mint is the safe, pleasant way to
fitness and vitality. It banishes constipation thoroughly, without over-action or
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It must be immediately obvious to
everyone that no film of the event could
be considered complete without that hat;
but who is to wear it ?
Since the regrettable incident of
the law suit concerning Rasputin the Mad
Monk, all sorts of recent-history films
which were about to be put into production have been hastily reconsidered.
"Winnie" was a winsom young man of
thirty-five when the Battle of SidneyStreet was raging ; now that he is nearly
sixty, will he consider a reconstruction of
that hat tobea slight to his dignity?
A Neat Solution
That is the problem that is bringing
lines and creases into Hitch's boyish
brow; and not only Hitch, but other
directors are growing all furrowed-up by
the same knotty problem.
For example, there is The Great Defender, which
is on the tapis at Welwyn at the moment. The
film is based on the life of a famous advocate, and
the question that is bothering certain executives
is whether the relatives of the late Sir Edward
Mar — that is to say, whether the relatives of any
deceased barrister will recognise their distinguished
relation and come down on B.I. P.
I think B.I. P. have got over the problem very
neatly by casting Matheson Lang for the role,
because there is no possibility of ever mistaking
him for anybody else, in any circumstances.
The Ringing Tone
At Elstree, B.I. P. have three films under way.
First, Give Me a Ring, in which at least two
members of the cast of the recently-completed
Freedom of the Seas will figure; these are Clifford
Mollison and Zelma O'Neal, and there are also
Nadine March, Olive Blakeney, Bertha Belmore,
and Jimmy Godden.
I haven't seen Nadine March in a film since
London Wall. Zelma O'Neal is the American wife
of the English Anthony Bushel I, who was " Charles,
his Friend"
Charles
Red Wagon.
Zelma
is a toquaint
andBickford
cheerfulin person,
with
a leaning to the grotesque.

1

Ian Hunter and Jane Carr who have prominent roles in " Church Mouse " which
Monty Banks is directing for Warners at
Teddington.
are also his brothers, Ernest Fuller and Donald
Fuller.
There is also Hal Gordon, who will have to be
watched; he came precious near to stealing the
last Fuller epic — The Outcast. And with Alf
Goddard, Bromley Davenport, James Knight, and
Mike Johnson, we have all the regular Elstree
" support."
Only the director is different. Instead of
Norman Lee we have Fred Neuneyer, late of
Hollywood.

What's In a Name ?
The third B.I. P. effort at Elstree is Blossom
1 Allow
don't me
think
you've
met Olive
Blakeney.
Time, in which Richard Tauber — he of the
! Miss
Blakeney
is a clever
and
charming actress, the wife of Bernard Nedell. golden larynx and platinum vocal chords — will
It's high time we had her on the screen.
play
leader.if I remember rightly, was all about
Lilacthe Time,
This Give Me a Ring is all about telephone-girls. the
life of Schubert. So is this one.
They'd better be a bit smarter at film-acting than
Paul Graetz, the German actor who was the
they are at getting wrong numbers for me, or I'll circus proprietor in Red Wagon, is again a
give
them
such
a
slating
they'll
be
sorry
I've
been
trrroubled. But as the locale of the story is proprietor — but this time of a dancing academy.
His daughter falls in love with Schubert. You
Sweden, I dare say they'll spend all their time know
what nitwits these daughters are.
getting
I've been told everyone makes
matches engaged;
there.
Anyway, it will give everyone concerned an
opportunity of peacocking round in fancy-dress;
and, all being well, we should have some luscious
throat-music from Herr Tauber.
Leslie Lost
Meet Miss Blakeney

Then there is Lost in the Legion, and if you are
a Leslie Fuller fan you will give vent to little
gurgles of joy at hearing that this is a Leslie
Fuller picture.
If you are not a Fuller fan — and there is no
halfway house in the matter— take comfort in the
fact that there are also Renee Houston (who can
say the most matter-of-fact things and be really
funny about it) and Betty Fields, a younger
daughter of that same Mr. and Mrs. Stansfield of
Rochdale, Lanes., who are the father and mother
of "Ower Graacie."
I rather suspect that "Ower Betty" is being
given a trial gallop in this film to determine her
suitability for the lead in The Lassie from
Lancashire, which this company is to produce
shortly, and which is reported to be "based on
the famous song." All the same, I hope there
will be a little story mixed up in it somewhere —
just a little.
This film
be described
as Fuller,
being full
Fullers,
for might
in addition
to Leslie
thereo'

Harking Back to Hats
Talking about hats — well, we were, you know,
in the paragraph about Winston Churchill.
Or
that bit
?— you
should
have seen
whatdidI you
saw skip
this week
at the
British
& Dominions
studio at Elstree.
Come to that, you probably will — on the
screen; and it should be almost as effective there.
It was a Hat ... oh. but a HAT. Winston
Churchill could have watched a whole war in it
and felt he was doing full justice to the occasion.
Anne Grey wore a pretty considerable lid in
Colonel Blood, and got away with it very gracefully; but it was a beret compared with the
" enormousness " adorning Anna Neagle in a
Drury Lane sequence in Nell Gwyn
Twelve feet in diameter; just imagine it ! If
I had a hat this size I would take it off to Anna
for her courage — and keep it off for my own
comfort.
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v FACE
'POWDER

MODERNS
the
"Other
other . . . corsets."
forlimes,
Aertex, in revolutionising corset comfort with their famous honeycomb
weave, have caught the spirit of the
times. The familiar Aertex fabric

Because
it....

1 Prevents
Preven
Ugly Shine
Gives Smooth
A

Peach Bloom Finish

3

Stays on all Day

gives perfect figure control and
ensures a clean graceful line, without uncomfortable restriction. It re-

4 Clings in spite of
Heat, Wind & Rain

e
J

g^g.

CORSET. P. 347. Cotton
"AERTEX." 8J" busk front,
closed back, well boned,
deep fitting for full figure.
While, pink orPrice
peach.12/11
BRASSIERE 57. Cotton.
Side fastening, wide at back
and front. White and peach.
Price 4/11

Does not dry up
the Skin

"Dull Finish," the latest fashion in
face powder, is the Tokalon secret; the
result of the patent process by which
Poudre Tokalon is made. That is why
Poudre Tokalon alone can give such a
lovely soft, peach-bloom to the skin.
One application prevents all trace of
shine all day whatever you are doing.
If you would have the "Dull Finish"
complexion which is all the rage to-day,
get a box of Poudre Tokalon. See for
yourself how entirely different it is from
all other powders. Every woman will
envy, and every man adore the fascinating beauty it gives you. 6d. and
t/- a box.

breathe, body
keeps you
your
to
cool in summer yet
warm in winter.^
Be certain to make
your new corset an
Aertex — the corset
of the moderns.

ieimportant
"A layer
of air is themedium
most
heat-insulating
(or the human—Institute
body" ol Hygiene.
Ask for

"90k BRASSIERE B. tot.
Art. silk and cotton. V
front, elastic insets at back,
diamond - shaped satin
panel in front. While and
peach.
Price 3/11

' The Corset
that becomes
at most good
Drapers you."
and
Corsetieres. In case of difficulty send your instructions
to us, and they will be despatched through a retailer
holding stocks. Catalogue
with pleasure.
The
CELLULAR CLOTHING
Co., Ltd.,
71/3 Fore Street, London, E . C. t

BELT'CtAIRE "Suspender
Belt, hooks at side with
elastic insets. Fine art.
silk
and cotton
"AERTEX."
In white
and peach.
Price
5/«

Wonderful Recipe
FREE!

^Announcement
% the venus beauty company
has pleasure in announcing
the opening of the new
beauty salon, at 5, harewood
place, w.l, where nothing
is over five shillings
•
face treatments • manicure preparations
' chiropody ' pedicuremayfair
' foot baths
4646

NAME
ADDRESS
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Cut out and post the Stork Coupon on
page 3 and get a copy for yourself.
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Slim safely, without dieting,
in the privacy of your own
^M//&W]M&{U^Wi room. Send the coupon
iSM/lm^^^^sK' to-day for particulars of the
Thor Electric Auto Juvenator Exerciser.
HURLEY MACHINE CO. (ENGLAND). LTD.
Dept. (P.), 55-59 Oxford Street, London, W.l.
Please send particulars of Thor Electric Juvenator, and
your " is
Pay as you use terms." The voltage of my electric
supply

every
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movement,
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ALLUHR
BANISHES
HAIR
The Alluhr way is the only safe and certain way to
remove all unwanted hair painlessly and quickly in
3 to 5 minutes. It amazingly retards the growth
of new hair. It is economical too, lasting five
times as long as ordinary depilatories. Unlike
many other depilatories, Alluhr has a delightful
perfume and leaves the skin as soft as satin.
aV

IL IL U
ILH IIQ
6d., I/- and 2/6
all include Spacula.
The 2/6 size contains four times as much as the
I/- size and special fibre brush.
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P.O. to Alluhr Ltd., Dept. 8, I & 2, Hardwick Street, London, E.C
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LONGLASH
the medically approved Lash Cream. Shades :
Midnight
Blue andprice
Copper
Beech. 3Brush
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supply in dainty
container,
I -. Special
+d.
• POST FREE. When ordering direct ask for book
" NATURAL BEAUTY."
LALEEK BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
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ALL andBOOTS'
BRANCHES
Created
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supervised by
ADELAIDE
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Women who smoke need not fear
for their teeth if they use the
exquisitely flavoured Milton Dental
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flavour refreshes the mouth and
clears every taint of tobacco from
the breath.
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Fan's Brickbat for Feminine Laughter Makers
O women make good comedy stars? appreciate your point of view. The remedy, however, surely lies with your own authorities.]
At the present time we have several
with pretensions to being laughtermakers, but in a ballot for the most
popular comedy stars I think they The array of stars in the film Night Plight led
would be well down the list.
to "Bi
expect
ts" a really good film, but to my
Starsme in
Personally, while I can be convulsed by astonishment, the parts allotted to the players
enough
makeiua a"bit"
weep. the
the comedy of nearly every male from the were
Clark
Gableto sat
planeplayer
throughout
august Chaplin down to the Taxi Boys and film, and spoke about twenty words. Robert
Charley Chase, I hardly raise a smile at the Montgomery (my favourite actor) had no opporefforts of Cicely Courtneidge, Zasu Pitts,
tunity to display his repartee, and Lionel BarryThelma Todd, etc. I like Gracie Fields, but more could
easily have been left out of the film.
Performances such as these will not do the
only for her singing.
I am very apprestars any good, and I fail to understand why
ciative of witty
they consented to play such degrading parts. —
E.
H. Lewis,
21 Moscow Drive, Sloneycroft,
Liverpool,
13.
dialogue issuing from
a woman's lips, but
her attempts at
[Picturegoer's review of the film would have
buffoonery leave me
spared you your disappointment. This picture is
cold. It needs a
another instance of cashing in on stellar, rather than
peculiar kind of genius
plot, value.]
to play the fool in
Too Much of a Good Thing ?
an amusing manner
and, so far, I have
found it a male
Ottofind,Kruger
we read,
Hollywood's
latestof
and I is,
suppose
we shall
be as tired
him in a few weeks as we are of all these stars
comedy tive.star's
What doprerogaothers
that we get wished on us every time we pay a
think? — A. J., 46
visit to the kinema.
Southey Cre scent,
I saw two films the other night in which he
Zasu Pitts
Sheffield 5.
starred, and I am afraid when I came out that
[Personally, I number Cicely Courtneidge, Zasu the two films were so muddled up in my mind
Pitts, Edna May Oliver, and one or two other that I was quite unable to separate the two stories.
comediennes among my favourite players. The
Why is it that the producers will give us too
kinema, however, is not so rich in feminine laughter- much of one particular star for a while, until
makers as I should like.]
everybody is quite tired of him or her, instead of
letting us have these new people in small doses ; it
is my opinion that their popularity would last a
Top-heavy Openings
great deal longer, which would surely be to the
When will film producers realize that the advantage of everybody concerned.
opening scenes of a film need to do more
I always feel sorry when I see this as in some
cases the star is really very good and people would
than
merely
"atmosphere"?
Of four filmscreate
I recently
saw, three took twenty enjoy seeing a fresh face in one film, but feel
minutes to give me any suggestion of a plot — and rather antagonistic if too many of the current
I pride myself on being fairly representative of releases carry the same name.— -G. H. Mathews,
the average intelligence.
20 Whitbread Road, Brockley, S.E.4, who is
The remaining film brought enlightenment in awarded the second prize of 10s. 6d.
fifteen minutes.
[Rising young stars are usually kept busy in
One of these pictures opened by showing practi- order that the public may get to know them. The
cally every member of a hotel staff before it fact that you saw Otto Kruger twice in the same
even introduced the man who really mattered in programme is merely an unfortunate coincidence.]
the story. Any film play which requires a sixth
part of its
create "atmosphere" is
definitely
not length
worth to
filming.
Bouquet for Brisson
Five minutes should suffice to hold the A1rc.nl
with interest recently that Carl Brisson
is visiting Hollywood. Incidentally, I think he
audience's interest and provide a reasonable
knowledge of what the film is about, but pre- is the only actor who can fill the role of Prince
liminary photographic capers before getting down Danilo. Especially as it is so familiar to him.
to the real plot is fatal to the successful reception
Jeanette Macdonald with her marvellous voice
of many films to-day — W. Maskell, 41 Wellhead and Handsome Carl with his personality ! Well,
who
is there in filmland who would make an
Lane, Perry Barr, Birmingham, who is awarded
this week's £1 is. od. prize.
success
it. do let me know your opinion.
Please,
someof fan,
[I agree that there are too many clumsy and equal
— Doris Herbert, Monarch, 3 Ampthill Road,
top-heavy openings in the average type of film.]
Southampton.
[I am afraid this is a forlorn hope. Maurice
A Memsahib Writes
Chevalier is the chosen Danilo. Judging by all
just seen Maurice Chevalier for the first accounts, however, you will be seeing and hearing
Ihave
time, in Love Me To-night. I have never a lot about your favourite in the near future.]
seen anything quite so vulgar, and I am sure the
censor cannot realise the harm such films can do \ YOUR VIEWS WANTED
to British prestige in India, where the audience
is fifty per cent, or more native.
\ What you think about the stars and films? j
It gives them a thoroughly misleading impresLet us have your opinion, briefly.
sion of the life of everyday Europeans, and it is
not to be wondered at, to find they are lacking i £1 is. and 10s. 6d. will be
in respect towards us, particularly to the women
paid forandthe two
out here. This is by no means the only undesir- ij ing,
5s. mostforinterestevery
able film I've seen out here, but one of many, I other letter published each
and I would like to see all films, whether American : week. Letters should be
or British, more carefully censored before they i written on one side of the
are sent East. — (Miss) L. M. Richards, c\o Major
and should
J. C. Pyper, I. M.S., Residency Surgeon, Srinagar, •j exceed
paper only
150 words.
Address notto
Kashmir, N. India.
i "Thinker," The "Picturegoer
[Having lived in parts of the Empire where there
are similarly large native populations, I can ; Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2.
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DO

YOUR

NAILS
TELL

WIN
I COULDN'T
D
BAN
A HUS
until I discovered

Some people declare that white spots on
your nails mean " gifts, friends, foes, lorers
tothecome
journeys
go."nails
But will
whatever
whiteandspots
mean toyour
look

this amazing secret
I never knew why men did not ask me
to go out with them until one day I read
that all men prefer a girl with white, clear
soft skin. My skin was not good, so I
asked my chemist what to do. He said :
"Get Creme Tokalon, both white and rose
colour, and in a short time your skin will
be clear and attractive." Creme Tokalon
is the one skinfood guaranteed to contain
beauty-making and skin-tonic ingredients
found in no other products, no matter how
much you pay. In three days my skin
cleared like magic, and now I have the
kind of skin that men love. If you want
to attract men, if you want to be married,
follow my advice and start using Creme
Tokalon to-night. No matter how bad your
skin, you will be amazed and delighted with
the results. Success is guaranteed or your
money will be refunded.

Four fashionable
shades.
COLOURLESS, ROSE
NATURALS CORAL

Write for FREE BOOKLET
Send
for Telling
the Free Book"
Amami'1— toDream
and
Fortune
Prxchard
(f Constance
{Mfg.) Ltd.,
{Ctept.
A\
ii, Broad Street, London-, W'.C.i.

Hairdressers

AMAM

Make
CON

lovely if you use Amami preparations.
Amami Nail Varnish gives
vour nails a smooth, gleaming
brilliance that remains without asign of cracking or peeling
for overfashionable
a week. It isshades.
made
in four

one

of

these

charming

LOWE
You can wear Conlowe, too
— beautifully embroidered or
lace -trimmed sillty undies —
for they cost so little it is
almost unbelievable.
Conlowe fabric does not
ladder and Conlowe Underthings will last for years,
withstanding any amount of
wash and wear.

Artificial Silk
UNDERWEAR
& SLUMBERWEAR
rimr cuakaniko
FREE.
Write lor Conlowe Style
Brochwe showing latest Underwear fashion* and lor name of
the
nearest
to CONLOWC,'Conlowe"
Ltd Dept.retailer
C. 10
Congleton. Cheshire

Spring Models
" So and So."
Very Qfm\
_ . _
Attractive
dull Crepe
Three-piece. Of W m„nth,v
" Nowadays.
Lightmonthly
Woollen":1
Swagger
Q* I OM. monthly
?:Of
£2
Coat Price
andweightDress.
•' HowPriceLucky."
£2 : l» Heavy
:• w
Morocain Afternoon
Gown.
Price £4:4:0

monthly

yours
On

NOW

modern

—
easy

Firstpayment
monthly payment secures
delivery.
terms
No Deposit.
Charges No
for
Deferred
Terms.No NoExtra
References.
Formality. Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.
/""\NCE again Holbourne (Fashions) Ltd.,
W pioneers of DRESS-OUT-OF-INCOME.
offer the well-dressed woman all that is most
attractive
in the newafford
season's
styles.of The
models illustrated
an idea
the
unsurpassed value we are offering. You are
cordially Invited to visit our Showrooms and
inspect our complete range.
If you cannot call, send this coupon for a free
copy of For the Better Dressed Woman, our
beautifully illustrated new season's catalogue.
KOLDOURiE
(FASHIONS)
LTD
•,7*8 OLD BOND ST., LONDON, W.I
and at 322 High Holborn, London, W.C. I ,
Portsmouth and Plymouth
POST TO-DAY
Please forward a free copy of For the
Better Dressed Woman and details of your
Modern Easy Payment Terms.

Address.
P.G. II
35
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3 When

you

straight
work

go

from

to the

football

ground . . .

been

swimming
lunch

in

the

hour . . .

When

the

cinema
cuts
a

Buy

a

Milk

i

lb.

and

get

as

as

. .

nourishment
A GLASS
AND

TWO

ON

ONE

block

out

meal

. . .

of Cadburys
much

OF MILK
POACHED
LARGE

EGGS

SLICE OF BUTTERED

TOAST

and a comfortable feeling of satisfaction. That satisfaction
is real satisfaction. Laboratory analyses show that the energygiving power of a quarter of a pound of this chocolate is
equal to that of a glass of milk and two poached eggs on
one large slice of buttered toast.

CADBURYS
MILK
a

very

"George" and "Anne" are
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both do The Picture goer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Fromano (Cheam). — (1) Jack Holt was
bom on May 31, 1888. at Winchester,
Virginia. He is 6 ft. tall and has brown hair
and eyes. Married to Margaret Wood and
has three children. Latest pictures include :
The Woman I Stole, The Wrecker and Master
of Men. Write to him c/o Columbia Studios.
(2)
Durante
a native
NewJimmy
York.(Schnozzle)
He is 5 ft.
10 in. istall
and hasof
brown hair and blue eyes. Married. Recent
films include : What a Liar, Meet the Baron,
Hollywood Party and Palooka. Write to him
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.
A. W.from
M. New
(Inverness).
(1) was
Eddieborn
Cantoron
hails
York —and
January 31, 1893. (2) Alexander Gray was
bom
U.S.A.on HeJanuary'
is 5 ft.8,111902,
in. tallat andPennsylvania,
has brown
hair and eyes. He is married. (3) Vivienne
Seegar
played
opposite
Alexander
Gray in
Viennese Nights.

When

you've

George

CHOCOLATE
nourishing

4

4D

food

Do

iti

London, W.C.2, price 3d. Write to Jackie
Cooper,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
I do notc/oknow
if he would chargeStudios.
for a
signed photograph of himself.
Your ofrequest
has
beenThos.
duly S.
noted(S.W.6.).—
and a picture
June Clyde
will appear on this page in the April 28
issue of PlCTUREGOER.
Mes Bon-Ami. — Maurice Chevalier was
bom on September 12, 1894 at Menilmontant,
France. He is 5ft. ll^in. tall and has brown
hair and blue eyes. Divorced from his wife
Yvonne Vallee. Pictures include : Innocents
of Paris, The Love Parade, The Big Pond,
Playboy of Paris, The Smiling Lieutenant,
One Hour With You, Love Me To-Night,
A Bedtime Story, The Way to Love and The
Merry Widow. Write to him c/o MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios.
Jeanne et Gaston. — (1) The release date
of Rip Tide has not been fixed at the time of
going
to press. Studios,
(2) Address
Herbert Marshall
c/o Paramount
and Madeleine
Carroll
c/o Fox
(3) Herbert
Marshall's
most
recentStudios.
films include
: Solitaire
Man,
Four Frightened People and Rip Tide. (3)
Madeleine
first On
American
picture
will
be The Carroll's
World Moves
with Franchot
Tone. (4) Herbert Marshall did not appear
in the screen version of Fscape.

(Reading).
— Casts Allen;
as follows
(1)Quizzy
Lucia Amory
— Adrianne
Barbara :
Amory — Elizabeth Allan; Miss Amory —
Marie Wright; Hostess — Leila Page; Sir
Claud Amory — C. V. France ; Richard
Amory — Philip Strange; Captain Hastings —
Richard Cooper; Doctor Carelli — Dino
Galvani; Raynor — Michael Shepley; Inspector Japp— Melville Cooper; Doctor
Screen Fan (Liverpool 7). — (1) Ages this Graham — Harold Meade; Tredwell — S. A.
year as follows : Greta Garbo, 28 ; Helen Cookson; Hercule Poirot — Austin Trevor.
Hayes, 32; Claudette Colbert. 29; Robert (2) The House of the Arrow : Hanuad —
Montgomery, 30; Ramon Novarro, 35; Dennis Neilson-Teny; Betty Harlow —
Warner Baxter, 41; Myma Loy, 29; Ben Benita Hume; Mrs. Harlow — Barbara Gott;
Frobisher — Richard Cooper; Ann Upcott —
Lyon, 33; Janet Gaynor, 27; Lionel Atwill, Stella
Freeman; Waberski — Wilfred Fletchir;
49.
Helen Hayes'
pictures
includeThe : Thevenet
— Toni de Lungo; Gregson —
Lullaby,(2)Arrowsmith,
Farewell
to Arms,
White Sister, Son-Daughter, Night Flight, Oliver Carter; Francine — Betty de Malere.
Another Language. Her next is What Every (3)
The
Last
Trail Carter
: Tom— Claire
Daley — Trevor;
George
Patricia
Woman Knows. Studios.
Address her c'o Metro- O'Brien;
Newt Olsen — El Brendel ; Looney McGann —
Goldwyn-Mayer
Matt McHugh; John Ross — J. Carroll
Naish; Japonic.! Jones — George Reed; Mrs.
MICKEY S. (Hampshire). — (1) Herewith Wilson
— Lucille La Verne; Sally Olsen- —
the
cast
of
The
Kid
from
Spain
:
Eddie
—
Eddie Cantor; Rosalie — Lyda Robert! ; Ruth Warren; Pedro Gonzales — Luis
Ricardo — Robert Young; Anita — Ruth Hall; Albemi; Judge Wilson — Edward Le Saint
(4) Dennis Neilson-Terry who played the
Pancho
John Miljan;
part of " Hanuad ' ' in The House of the Arrow
Noah —Beery;
Pedro — J.Alonzo
CarrolGomez
Naish;—
Crawford — Robert Emmet O'Connor; Jose is dead. (5) Write to Richard Dix c/o
— Stanley Fields; Gonzales — Paul Porcasi; RKO-Radio Studios.
Dalmores — Julian Rivero; Martha Oliver —
Theresa
Maxwell
Walker; Red
— Ben Conover;
Hendricks, Dean
jun.;— Walter
Sidney
Franklin — Sidney Franklin; Chief Dancer
Studio Addresses
—Grace Poggi. (2) Elissa Landi is married
to J. C. Lawrence, the English barrister.
British Studios
Thank you for your good wishes.
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
Lashes" (Stockport).-^-<l)
Park,
Middlesex.Radio Pictures, Ealing
Associated
of Curley
" Culpeper
in The Private The
Liferdleof
Henry VIII was played by Robert Donat.
Green,
W.5. Imperial Studios,
BritishLondon,
and Dominion
Donat was born at Withington, Manchester,
Horeham Wood, Elstree, Herts.
on March 18, 1907. He is 6 ft. tall and has
British International Studios, Boreham
brown eyes and hair. (2) Alan Mowbray
Wood,
Herts. Studios, Welwyn
took thetaire's
partenemy,of in" Count
de
Sarnac,"
VolBritishElstree,
Instructional
version of
Voltaire. Mowbraythe isscreen
an Englishman.
Garden City, Herts.
Gainsborough Studios, Poole Street,
Address him c/o Warner Brothers Studios.
Islington, Ixmdon, N.
Gaumont British Studios, Lime Grove,
Bette (near Rickmansworth). — The cast
of Night Angel : Yula — Nancy Carroll ;
Shepherd's
London, Hurst
W.l. Grove,
NettlefoldBush,
Studios.
Kudek Berkem — Fredric March; Theresa —
Walton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Phoebe Foster; Countess von Martini —
London Film Co., 22, Grosvenor
Alison Skipworth; Biezl — Alan Hale; Father
Vincent — Hubert Druce; Mrs. Berkem —
Street,
London,
Katherine Emmet; Schmidt — Otis Sheridan;
Sound
City S.W.I.
Studio, Littleton Park,
— Clarence Derwent;The Matron
—Rosenbach
Doris Rankin.
Shepperton, Middlesex.
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios. St. Margaret's.
Twickenham,
Ignorant (Glam.). — The film Hoopla
starring Clara Bow will be generally released
this week. For the full cast and Lionel
StudiosGower Street,
Columbia American
Studios, 1438,
Collier's criticism of this picture see page 26.
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Amami
Gardens).
Alexander Gray(Sunnyside
and Bernice
Claire —did(1) appear
Boulevard,
Hollywood,
California.Burbank.
First National Studios.
in Moonlight and Melody — the following is
California.
the correct cast: Nick — Leo Carrillo; Sally —
Mary Brian; George Dwight — Roger Pryor;
Fox California.
Studios. Movietone City, Westwood,
Powell — Herbert Kawlinson; Elsie — Lillian
Samuel
Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Miles;
Bertie
—
Bobby
Watson;
Mack
—
Wiiliam Frawley. Also Jack Denny and his
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, CaliOrchestra, Alexander Gray, Bemice Claire,
fornia.
Mary Lange, Max Stamm, James Carson,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
John Hundley, Richard Keene, Doris
Carson, Frank and Milt Britton Band, The
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios: Hollywood.
California.
Four Eton Boys, Geraldine Dvorak, and a
chorus of 50 show girls. (2) Johnny Arthur
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
played
" Benny
in the film
Hollywood,
California.
version theof rflle
The ofDesert
Seng,Kiddnot " George
K.
Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City,
Arthur. (3) The following is the cast of
California.
Mack
Sennett
Studios, Studio City,
Sweet Pepper: Jill Mordaunt — Eve Gray;
Tibor Arkozi — Warwick Ward- Harry
North Hollywood, California.
Wythes — Paul Richter; Viola Verdier —
Warner Brothers Studio. Burbank.
California.
Margit Manstad ; General Hawkins — Robert
English; Kitty Mordaunt — Karla Barthel;
United Artistes Studios. 1041. North
Prince Palaguay — Paul Biensfeld.
Formosa
Avenue,
Hollywood.
California.
Universal
Srudios.
Universal
City,
Buddinc Collector (London). — You can
California.
obtain
a
photograph
of
Jackie
Cooper
from
L
the Picture Post Card Salon, 85, Long Acre.
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Ifdistinctive
you want —something
original ——
ultra-fashionable
but
not
too
expensive
—
West
End Modes Ltd. dress you.let Their
convenient instalment plan enables you to be perfectly turned
out out
in the
very latest
fashionbalance.
withdisturbing
your bank
WILLIAMS
SHAMPOO
• . gives a degree
of
beauty
to
the hair that is
inimitable
• . and

PREMIER

is always

SOAP
SO VERY

WAVES

REFRESHING

Premier 6? Double Bath Size 10?
Baby Soap 7?
3- tab. box of Baby Soap with Free Bib -1/9?
VINOLIA CO.. LTD.. LONDON

PV i>6& 8 -228

LAST LONGER

TEXTURE IS IMPROVED
LUXURIANT GROWTH

ENSURED

FR EE. AN INTERESTING AND
USEFUL BOOKLET ON HAIR BEAUTY.
Write for free copy to —
EVAN WILLIAMS CO. LTD. (Dept. P.W.)
14 - IS, Union Street, London, W.I.
HOW

MODERN

NIT A. Fancy Wool Bouclette
Coat,
lined throughout Art Iil/s
Crept.
neckline.
Very
smart sleeve and
Monthly
Price 3"2 gns. iV/O
WEST END MODES LTD.
7 Newman St., Dept. P., Oxford
THE St., London, W.l.

SAFE

'Ordinary" Blue
GradePacket.
for Dark Hair in
■ Camomile Green
" Grade
for Fair Hair in
Packet.

VINOLIA

Pay a visit
to ontheirrequest.
showrooms or
FREEillustrated
write for
fashion list.

HOME HAIR WAVER
enables you to wave your hair perfectly at home. Think of the time and
expensearesaved)
There
four models:parting.
—
A—
for centre
right-hand
B — for
parting.
C — for left-hand parting.
D— for hair combed straight back.
Get yours to-day — The price is but
ELM post
A MANUFACTORY
7/6
free from : — LTD.CtritJ)
16 Water Lant, Great Tower Strati,
London, E.C.3.
Stacked op chrmists
Boots, and
Taylors,
starts.and hioti-elat*
DONT

REDUCE

WITH

YOUR

YOUR

LOOKS

WEIGHT/

WOMEN

CONSTIPATION
DAYS"
" There is AVOID
no reason "OFF
at all," says
a woman doctor
attached
to one
of London's
famous
" why
any
normal
woman
should now
be hospitals,
handicapped
by
CONE!
nature's
disabilities.
In
these
days
of
scientific
sanitary protection she should be able to enjoy the freedom
of full health at all times, her energies quite unreTHANKS
stricted byphysical discomforts and anxieties. Women
who take advantage of the new hygienic methods score From Ugly Fat to SI im
heavily, both in business and in social life, over those
TO THIS
who still cling to their old-fashioned habits — they have
DELICIOUS
in 3 weeks
no
days." embody all the newest ideas and highest Beauty
Liliaoff towels
principles of scientific sanitary protection, and thereReduced 6 lbs. a week,
fore assure you of the fullest freedom. They enable
CHOCOLATE
you to escape all the outward physical discomforts you
hundredsADDED
of testimonialstoto bediet.
seen at any time.)
have previously experienced; and, by reason of their {From one of yet
BROOKLAX did it— the amazing discovery of unrivalled powers of absorbency, they assist the natural
A tasteless NateX Capsule before each meal
will subtract ounces a day from your weight by
British science which brings new health over-night. function and safeguard your health. Lilia towels are
Within 12 hours this delicious chocolate laxative made from super-absorbent cellulose, aseptic and
correcting
faulty gland
— the chief
deodorant,
and
will
not
chafe
under
any
circumstances.
had rid her system of poisonous waste. She feels
cause of excessive
fat.function
Yet NateX
5 is
to bear in mind is that there is no disyounger now than she has done for years. Let Anotherposal point
entirely free from drugs and gland extracts.
problem — after use Lilia towels are simply flushed
It adds to your meals the vitamins and
BROOKLAX do the same for you. It's pleasant, away in the lavatory.
gentle, and non-habit-forming. Doctors recomorganic
mineral salts which make such rapid
Lilia
Towels
are
made
by
a
well-known
firm
of
mend itfor adults and children. 2d., 6d., and Is. 6d.
surgical dressings manufacturers who keep in
weight reduction safe and beneficial. And
from all chemists, including all branches of Boots,
touch—through a woman doctor whose services
you don't reduce your looks, as with so many
also Taylors.
they retain in an advisory capacity — with the
reducing treatments.
intimate
problems
of
women's
health
and
the
latest discoveries alleviation.
of medical science for their
Recommended by
Our confidence is indicated by an invitation:
for '31 Woman
years. and Beauty ' '
NateX 5 is recommended by hundreds of doctors and
TRY BROOKLAX AT OUR EXPENSE
beauty authorities, including the Editress of " Woman
and Beauty." Ask for NateX 5 at all branches of
Post this coupon to Westminster
Boots, Timothy
Taylor's and other Chemist?
LILIA
and
Food White's,
Stores.
pIIpP
Laboratories, Ltd., (Dept. 9),
free Health
from address
in coupon.2/-, 5/6 and 9/6. Or po<t
I II LL 4- 12 Palmer Street, London, S. W. I
THE BRITISH SOLUBLE SANITARY TOWEL
To Modern
Products, Ltd.,SUPPLYNAME
f REEHealthTRIAL
t>8 NateX House, Langham St., London, W.l
Standard
size,
ifper
carton
of
12,
with
Please send Free Trial Supply of NateX 5 and the
: ADDRESS.
loops (or without them).
NateX Health Book. 2d. stamps enclosed for postage.
SPECIAL OFFER TO NEW USERS
Name
37
Twelve assorted Lilia Towels,, together with a new
Address
adjustable, narrow, elastic suspender belt which has
been medically approved, and one pair modern style
protective knickers, for 3/6d., post free, in plain cover.
Belt and knickers, 2/6d. Towels alone, i/3d. Medical
BROOKLAX
Handbook by a lady doctor enclosed in every package.
/MAT6X
5
Write : Miss Dorothy Downing (Dept. P.i), Sashena
Ltd., Lilia Works, Bartholomew Road, London, N.W.5.
CHOCOLATE
LAXATIVE
for
REDUCING
Awarded the Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.
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Leave

IT

to

ANNE

YVfHATEVER your query, whether it belongs to the
beauty it.or the
domestic
category,
I am addressed
delighted
to " answer
Please
enclose
a stamped
envelope for a postal reply. I can give you more space
in a letter than can be spared in this page.

DOS,
WITH
ALL

A

CHARM

THEIR

OWN

Portraits of your favourites should
be
rich in
tone, irresistible
a speaking"
likeness,
in mood
and
with a charm all their own — in
other words, Picturegoer portraits in the famous sepia glossy
series of postcards. If you wish
to see your stars portrayed in rich
colouring, ask for " coloured
glossy."
Picturegoer
are
British
made and postcards
the most
ardent collectors rightly add "the
best in the world." Give more
sparkle to your collection by
ordering some to-day.
.Sepia
lossy orChoose
Coloured
each,
2s. 6d. G"dozen.
fromGlossy,
the list3d. below.
Full list on request.
Liberal
to "Picturegoer"
Postcard discounts
Club members.
Write for
particulars.
Gulliver
Marion
■i■
DougKairliallks,
nut
Jun. Dorothy
Kdluuud Gwenn
Mil- ii. •< I'Davis
Dunlin Kamuin William Haines
Belle Mavis
( relghton Hair
llweu Farrar
Marjorien»« llaw
I harlea Parrell
Hall
Doria
Alice
Day nun (ilenda Parrell James
Hamilton
Neil
Hamilton
Louise Fazenda Mahlon
Edith L>a\
Elaine
Marcellue
Day Oniric Fields
Prtscllla Dean
Hammersleln
Kalpli Forbes
Nonuan
Poster Harriett
Peter Hearing
Fr&ncea
Dee
Sidney Pox
Hammond
Kay
Hammond
Charles
Delaney
Kay
Francis
llaudla Dell
Noel
Francta
Hope
Hampton
Robert Frazer Ann Harding
Mile. Delysia
ledric Hardwlcke
Pauline
Carol
DempHter
Reginald
Denny
Harker
Frederick Gordon
Kenneth
Harlan
Tamarl Demi
Willy
Prltach
Jean
Harlow
Clark
Ualde
Porothy
Iltckaon
Marlene Dietric h Henry' Oarat
Mildred
Harris
Lilian Harvey
Ricliard Dix
Greta
Oarbo
Pin Doraay
Pauline Uaron Kaymond Hatton
Phyllis Haver
MelvynDouglas
Douglas John
Wanda
Hawlrv
Janet Oarrick
(laynor
Tom
Kent
Douglass
Helen
Gene
tierrard
K, i hi.Haves
Helm
BUlie Dove
Hoot
lllbson
Louiae Dresaer Wynne Gibson Katherlnr
Marie Dressier John (llelgud
Hepburn
Jean
Mary
(llllierl
Rose Hersholl
Hohart
wuilamDuncan
Duncan John
Dorothy GUM
oivh
Gaston
Irene Dunne
rhllllps
Holmes
Jack Holt
Jamee Dunn
Mary Glynne
Josephine Dunn Jelta
Huntley
Gordon Miriam
Edward Hopkins
Goudal
Jimmy
Durante
Ann Dvorak
Everett
Hnrtoii
Ralph
'.I..
.
■
Margot
Grahamr
Iicsllr
Howard
Josephine Earle l ary (Irani
Svdnev
Howard
Henry
Edwards
.tally
l*awrence
Mltzl OreenGrav KtM'heile Hud-on
I IEllen
Elanln
Lloyd Hulheri
Hughe.
Lily
Elite
Clwdottc
Stuart Krwin
Greenwood Jack
Henita
Hume
Anne
Grev
Walter
Huston
Madge
Evans
Shirley Grey
Elinor Pair
l
hark
(Ravinc.nrt
orlnne GrilHth
Douglas
Hutchison
Grlllllh Harold Holli
Fairbanks
Send your order now to :—
PICTUREGOER
™ 4 :u
SALON
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2

AST week we talked about
diet for the too slim. This
week we will consider
exercise as a cure for the
same trouble.
These exercises aim at a better
all-round development, while
there are many others — far too
numerous to mention here — that
aim at the development of special
parts of the body.
To improve the appearance of
the upper arms and fill out those
ugly hollows known as salt cellars,
practise the following : Stand
easily with arms outstretched at
the height r.f the shoulders, palms
facing downwards.
Completely turn the arms from
shoulders to fingers, so that
elbows and palms are uppermost.
Repeat ten times.
With both arms outstretched,
swing them in as wide circles as
vou can, both outward and
inward.
Next, with arms bent at the
elbows, and held as a runner holds
them, rotate the shoulders.
Push them backwards and
forwards, trying to make the
shoulder blades touch.
Here is a ball exercise for
improving the arms.
Stand with a ball held in the
right hand, the arm extended
level with the shoulder.
Simultaneously bend the elbow
and bounce the ball on the upper
arm, catching it again with the
hand.
Repeat several times with each
arm.
Chest Development
The actual size of the bust is
a matter over which we have
very little control.
But the girl who is too slight for
real beauty can aim at a better
general development of the chest.
The improved carriage and posture
thus gained goes a very long way
to make up for the deficiencies.
A walking stick or a cane should
be used. It must be about 4 feet
long.
Hold it behind the shoulder blades.
Push the cane to the right by
straightening the right arm and to
the left by straightening the left arm.
Then raise with both hands above
the head and return to the original
Repeat this exercise with a regular
position.
rhythm several times.
Those of you whose school days
are not far behind will recognise this
as one of the elementary exercises.
It is very good, nevertheless.
Here is another excellent exercise
for chest development : Lie flat on
the back.
Lift the left leg till at right angles
with the botly, and at the same time
throw up the right arm till it touches
the floor above the head.
Repeat with alternate arms and
legs fifteen times.

Sit on the floor with feet
straight out and knees unbent.
Raise the arms level with
the shoulders.
Twisting the body to the right,
try to touch the right ankle with the
left hand, stretching the other arm
backwards as far as it will go.
Repeat with the other hand and
ankle
Improving Leg Contours
There
is nothing like vigorous
of thekicking
legs. for improving the shape
It is best performed while holding
the back of a chair with one hand,
while the other hand is placed lightly
on the hip.
The kick should be backwards.
Next, lie on your back on the
floor. Make large circles with each
leg alternately.
Stand with feet together, hands
on the hips.
Raise the body on the balls of
the feet. Sink to original position.
Repeat ten times.
Massage with olive oil will also
help develop the legs.
The oil should be warmed by
standing the bottle in a basin of hot
water.
Place a little oil in the palm of the
hand, and beginning with the knees,
massage
ankles. the legs downwards to the
Continue the rubbing with quick
rotary
minutes. movements for about five
General Massage
Olivefeeding
oil may
be used as a general
massage.
If you dislike the odour — and,
personally, I do — substitute a feedcream. given the recipe for this
I inghave
on many occasions on this page.
First of all soak yourself in a
warm, soapy bath.
If your water supply is hard, use
some bath salts to soften it and make
the bath thoroughly pleasant.
Having opened all the pores, dry
on a soft towel and then rub in the
warmed oil or the cream.
Rub in all over the body till all
has been absorbed.
Massage the neck with tissue oil
or cream, rubbing it in with a
kneading movement.
Leave your face till later on, and
for
goodness"
don'thair.use olive
oil, lest
it help sake
to grow
Tend your hands just as carefully,
and massage them, too, paying
special attention to the fingers.
Hands that are too thin invariably
look old and withered before their
time.
Answers to Correspondents
— Vou
leanLizette
meat (Wimbledon).
without fear.
It ismay
the eal
fat
of butcher's meat that should be
avoided. But while you are slimming,
do not take pork or bacon. Take your
fish steamed, boiled and grilled, but
never fried. Take clear soup, and no.t
thick, and reduce butter to a minimum.
Eat
toes. plenty of apples, celery, spinach,
watercress, cauliflower, cucumber, toma-

With the aid of the cameraman
Maureen O'Sullivan shows one
complete movement in her daily
routine to keep fit and keep her
M. B. (Walthamstow). — Barky water
is an excellent spring beverage for
clearing the skin. Vou can make it
from patent bailey, or more easily still
from barley kernels.
take a
figure.in Also,
cupful of the water
which greens
have been cooked. This purifies the
blood.
A. L. M. (Hove). — Brittle nails are
generally associated with a tendency
to rheumatism and its allied complaints.
Anoint the nails with olive oil nightly
and take a course of mineral water.
Any chemist will recommend you to
a suitable one.
(Christ Church).
— Vou record
can < > Ifrom
> t 11 1
theMay
Buty-Tone
gramophone
Robei, Ltd., 109 Jermyn Street, I^uidon,
S.W.i, postage.
by sending
— the explains
cost of
return
This3d.record
an entirely new method of home beauty
treatment, and should meet with your
requirements.
M. J. N. A. (Liverpool). — Sorry your
query
too long to10answer
here.
In the isFebruary
issue ofin detail
this paper,
page
so, for
JeantheHarlow
excellent
exercise
cure ofgives
youran trouble.
M. S.reviver
(Liverpool).—
suede
at any shoeVoushop.can buy
Worried Girl (Liverpool). Wear
a chin strap during sleep. They can be
bought from all large chemists.
Billie (Liverpool). — As you have
given
up thethebadlip.habit, Nature will soon
straighten
Janewith (London).
vour
ankles
a reducing— Massaue
cream. Always
walk upstairs on tip toe. A court shoe
is probably the most slimming. Have
moderate heels. Kxtra high heels tend
to aggravate the trouble.
Nom - de - Plume. — Peroxide of
hydrogen may be purchased from all
chemists.
Price approximately
a shill-to
ing. It bleaches
the hair, and tends
weaken the growth, but it will not
destroy it. Only electrolysis will do that.
British Supplement
lvl
•• Picturefoer
early,S and
thereorderis going
A/f AKE
a note Special
of "May
your
to be an unprecedented demand for our
eighty-page
Number,
ufiich, besidesBriM'sh
all theSupplement
usual features,
will
contain article* for the notnoililies of the
film industry.
This uniqueis number
inBritish
this history
of film journalism
offered
toit, you
with
no
increase
in
— 2d. secures
but order early to atviJprice
disappointment.
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PERFECTIOn

KRASKA NAIL POLISH
Is made in 25 fascinating colours : Blanche,
Nacurelle, Rosee, Double Rosee, Quadruple
Rosee, Deep Quadruple Rosee, Coral, Deep
Coral, Chinese Lake, Deep Chinese Lake, Orange,
•Pearl, •Rose Pearl, 'Gold, 'Silver, Ruby,
Deep Ruby, Black, Blue, Green, Tango Coral,
Deep Tango-Coral, etc.
Prices I/-, 1/6, and 2/6 per bottle.
•In 1/6 and 2/6 sizes only.

Fashion decrees
WHEN
er-neails shall resemble
that fingDam
blossoms in variety of tint
and that they shall glisten bewitchingly in the light, we must be sure to
use a polish which will not fail to
compel admiration — and quite the
best for this is "Kraska" Nail Polish,
which has for long been a favourite
with smart women. "Kraska" is
economical, easy to apply, and waterproof. Every bottle includes brush.

SINCE I

WELL, DARLING,
IT'S JUST OVER
EIGHT YEARS

STARTED USING
KNIGHTS CASTILE

"KRASKA" POLISH REMOVER. Just
brush on nails and wipe away. I/-.
"KRASKA" CUTICLE REMOVER,
with
patent cuticle extractor. I/and 1/9.

Kraska
Obtainable from Soots and all Chemists, Hairdressers and Stores.

Years will make no
difference to your

"KRASKOL"
{or underarm
preventive of perspiration
evils. hygiene. Odourless, safe antiseptic; a
I/- and 1/6
"KRASKA"
Nicotine
and
Ink
Stain Remover, for keeping the hands
free from unsightly stains.
I/- and V-

beauty

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid fears. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop
yourof talents
and causes
make amore
headway
battle ofthan
life,many
l-'earacute
ruins physical
your health,
robs
you
of the joy
living, and
miseryinandthe suffering
disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how\ to conquer your weakness instead of letting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
LASSITUDE
INSOMNIA

use

Knight's Castile.
For Knight's Castile
doesn't give " Tired
Skin " a chance to

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS t

if you

GROUNDLESS FEARS
MORBID THOUGHTS
WORRY, ETC.
Stop wasting money on cheap quark remedies and useless patent me<licines and send for
this absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
a simple,
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelope
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you ran acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.

work its harm on your complexion. Mild
and creamy, its lather penetrates right into
the pores, nourishing the delicate glands
under the skin and keeping the complexion
soft and smooth in spite of town grime
and stuffy atmospheres. Fourpence per tablet.

" INFERIORITY COMPLEX "~
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
WEAK NERVES

HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. PC. 31) 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.C.

Knights
TOILET
KC 136- I 43

Castile
SOAP

JOHN KNIGHT LIMITED — SOA1' MAKERS SINCE 1S17

39
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very woman wants to look dainty. No
1j woman wants to be extravagant. But
there's a solution to this problem," says
Irene Dunne, radiant young Radio Pictures
star. "I've found that washing pretty things
in Lux keeps them like new so very much
longer. My maid washes my lingerie in Lux
after every wearing — it protects colours and
fabrics so wonderfully. Also I find stockings
washed in Lux every night wear longer and
fit better."
Dainty lingerie, exquisite blouses and
frocks, stockings of cobwebby fineness — they
need and they deserve the gentlest, safest care
you can give them. Why not take Irene
Dunne's advice — wash them always in rich
Lux lather. With Lux there's no need to rub.
Delicate fabrics are never harmed — they last
and look lovely so much longer. There's no
soda in Lux. Colours safe in water alone are
safe in Lux. Get a BIG packet from your
grocer or dealer — it costs only 6d. Also 2d
and 4d sizes.
A LEVER PRODUCT

4 f*
LU

X

OFFICIAL IN ALL THE BIC STUDIOS
"Some of our costumes have been used in many
pictures — yet they look new." toys U ALTER
I'LVNKKTT, wardrobe director of the R.K.O.
Hadio Studio (shown /i.-rr with tdadys Haxtei ). •• Lux
makes a great saving in cleaning bills and cost of re/dunmerit, for stockings and fabrics stay new tit it c as long. "

- safe
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Reszke

De

Min

ors

oval

tin

in

an

decorated

for

1/-

In quality and packing the equal of much
dearer cigarettes, but not quite so large
— big enough, however, to last a full 10
minutes.

5 FOR
Plain,

De

Reszke

2d. ♦ 10 FOR
Cork

IN

TINS

FOR

'Ivory'

tipped

MINORS

Sole Distributors : Godfrey Phillips Ltd.
AND

or

4d. ♦ 20

FOR

1/-

8d.
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corot

summer

collection
is now

complete

call at the showrooms and see the
lovely models at modest prices, and by
instalments too, or post the coupon
for the corot early summer fashion
guide and full details of instalments.
" I'll be there "
ensemble of printed art. crepe dress andmonthly
toning
light weight woollen coat.
i -j it
cash 4} gns.
_
1 J/°

Norman Foster and Ginger Rogers in Radio's "Rafter Romance."

coro

The loveliness of a skin cared for by Snowfirej
Cream enchants every man. For who couldj
resist the charm of the velvety smoothness, and I
flower -like texture that fragrant, non- greasy
Snowfire Cream gives? From to-day let Snowfire
Cream begin beautifying your skin — let it keep you
radiant always.

(dept. p.g. 440)
33 old
bond
street
london, w.l
-port this coupon to corotregent
to-day - 0234
corot ltd., 33 old bond St., london, w.l
pleas* send, without obligation, corot early
free summer fashion guide and full details.
name ...

Snowfire
v^ty Cream
Dainty Handbag Containers 3d.
Tubes 6d. Opal Jars 1/3
British Made.

address

Couldn't
Eat Without
Awful
Pains
One Bottle of Tablets ends all pain
What would you say if you had suffered from
indigestion and gastritis so badly that for 17 years
you
couldn't
anything
then one bottle of
stomach
tabletseatended
all yourandpain?
Yet that's the story of Mr. W. Wooton of Snaefell
Road, Blackburn. These are his own words :—
"gastritis
After 17
years Brand
of suffering
indigestion
and
Maclean
StomachwithTablets
have done
me more good than anything previously. I was
wounded and gassed in December, 1916. Since then
I have been troubled with a bad stomach. I could
not eat anything and had awful pains day and night.
A few weeks ago I purchased a box of Maclean Brand
Stomach Tablets and now I feel a different man altothe pains
! They
You,gether—too,
can gethave
this gone
blessed
relief are
froma godsend."
the pain of
indigestion, even if you have suffered a lifetime.
Simply go and get a bottle of Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder or Tablets, the remedy which is restoring hundreds to health and happiness, but be sure to ask your
chemist for the genuine Maclean Brand Stomach
Powder with the signature " ALEX C. MACLEAN."
It is not sold loose but only in 1/3, 2/- and 5/. bottles
in cartons, of Powder or Tablets.

®e4Mti fid CURLS
MADE AT HOME

of
r lock mp
idand
Jyhair arou
tingef and fix
ip until dry.
mStoresHair
dressFro
ers, , & Boots,
€d. per card of 2 clips.
Jarrrlt, R a i n * fo r 4 Jt
(P), Birmingham.

This

Now

try

Beauty

Rinse

*

Rouge

TO

YOUR

HAIR

AFTER

WASHINGorSHAMPOOING
Don't let friends
tell
yourmuch
hair
used you
to look

fin
' I HE best rouge you ever used because
X it does not go into the pores
causing after effects such as blotchiness
and redness. "My Secret" rouge is
absolutely pure and safe to use, being
made of the very finest ingredients by
Lesourd Pivert of Paris and London.
It gives just that desired delicate tint.
If- «& Od.
JUST A REMINDER
There is still time for
you to"samplePerfume
" My
Secret
FREE. Here is the
Free 1/ofoffer.
Perfume,
largebottle
size
Box of Matt Powder
and permanent
Lipstick in dainty enamelled case. The complete set for only 16.
Obtainable through all Branches of Boot*, most Chemists. Stores,
Hairdressers, etc., orCrescent,
Lesourd CUpham.
Pivert, Perfumers,
8.W.4. Dept. 31, Park

let your casual
acquaintances
prettier. Don'tit.
secretly
Here's athink
simple,
quick remedy.
Just rinse your
hair
Golden
Rinse with
or Tonrinz
after regular
washing pooing.
or No matter
shamhow lessdull
or may
lifeyour
hair
whether
be fair,
dark or
auburn, a Camilatonebe —Rinse
will itgive
it a warmth
and youthful sparkle which will delight you.
GOLDEN RINSE
BLONDE TONRINZ, AUBURN TONRINZ,
GOLDEN BROWN TONRINZ.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER. For
a limited period any good Hairdresser
or Chemist will supply you with two 6d.
packets ficientorfor three
capsules
(eachforcontaining
sufrinses)
9 \ 2d. Choose
the Rinse to suit your shade of hair.
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NOW

THE
OF

YOUR

NEEDS

IF

DUCHESS
LEINSTER

HAIR

NO

COAXING

WASHED

WITH

THE

New

Soapless

Shampoo

You can do anything you like
with your hair after washing it
with an AVA Shampoo — for AVA
makes the hair really manageable.
This remarkable scientific discovery
is something
entirely different
from
anything
you've tried
before.
It is a shampoo that
contains no soap ! You can use
AVA Shampoo in either hard or
soft water, and it never leaves a
dull sticky film so often found
with soaps.
Neither
does it
require any special rinsing afterwards. AVA Shampoo suits every
kind and colour of hair, bringing
out the natural beauty and leaving
it soft and rich-looking, easy to
handle, and lovely to see.
Ava Shampoo has been awarded the
Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.
AVA

MAKES

HEALTHY

HAIR

AND

BRIGHT,

BEAUTIFUL

AVA LTD., 9 Park Hill, London, S.W.4

4

tells you how

to give

your skin new allure
" What do I use for my skin ? The
simplest beauty treatment in the
world ! " says the Duchess of Leinsler
— " Pond's. It is so marvellously inexpensive that an exquisite skin nowadays
is The
withinbeautiful
the reachDuchess
of everyof girl
..."
I>einster
lells you in her own words exactly

4
l'F.R PACKET
(in U.K. only)
Obtainable
from all
Chemists

how she uses Pond's : " First," she
says, " 1 smooth Pond's Cold Cream
over all my face, neck and arms so
thai it gets out all the dirt and softens
the skin. Then 1 wipe off cream and
dirt with Pond's Cleansing Tissues,
and pat on Pond's Skin Freshener to

refine the skin and close the pores."
" Lastly, before powdering, I
smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream.
I find it a perfect protection against
dust, and it gives my skin a lovely
velvety surface to which powder
clings for hours."
Other distinguished users of Pond's
THE DUCHESS OF RICHMOND AND
GORDON • THE COUNTESS HOWE
THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK • THE
COUNTESS OF GALLOWAY

guide your skin to beauty with
POIDI
«

it ■: i

*

PRICES FROM SIXPENCE
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Romance

Behind

Island

Film

Secrets of "Man of Aran" — how
Flaherty came to make it— Penetrating
the great Garbo silence — Hollywood's
new device — Greta's story against herself—Spencer Tracy and Warner
Baxter promoted to stardom.

whose longFLAH
^-x
) OBER
awaitTed J.Man
ofERTY
Aran, is having its
^ London premiere at the New Gallery,
_ \_ reveals that if it had not been for a
casual shipboard acquaintance the
film would never have been made.
It is nearly three years since the idea was
born, he tells me. " I had just returned from
the South Seas at the time and was crossing
the Atlantic in the Berengaria on my way to
Germany. Aboard the liner, I fell in with an
Irish motor engineer.
" It was this man who told me of the wild
magnificence of the Aran Islands and of the
struggle for life ceaselessly carried on by the
islanders. We met and talked once or twice on
the voyage; but I have never seen him again
and I have even forgotten his name. I should
tike to meet this Irishman again, for had it
not been for those talks we had aboard the
liner, there would be no Man of Aran film
to-day.
"I spent five months in Germany. The
stories that the Irish engineer had told me
were always in the back of my mind, and when
I came to England and met Mr. Michael
Balcon, Production Chief of the Gaumont
British Picture Corporation, he was impressed
with the idea and sent me off to Aran."
Fish Shed as Laboratory
Pobably no other talkie has ever been produced under such strange conditions as
Flaherty modestly describes.
The first problem was to find a water supply —
because fresh water sufficient for the needs of a
film-production unit is scarce on the barren ledge
of rock that is Aran.
A suitable spring was eventually discovered
and an old stone shed near by, used in the ordinary
way for storing fish, became their laboratory.
Developing tanks, drying drums and printing
apparatus were installed there.
A tiny petrol engine was brought over. This
developed just enough electricity to provide

April 28, 1934.
153 (New Series).
Editorial Offices: 93 Long Acre,
W.C.2.
Advt. do. 57 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Telephone : Temple Bar 2468.
Telegrams : Picturegoer, Southernwood, Rand, London.
ON SALE EVERY
THURSDAY, 2d.

Adnenne Ames and W. C. Fields, who
appear together in " You? re Telling Me"
lighting for the house and for the
lamps,
for power
the dryingrooms andpower
light and
for the
portable
" I fancyprojector.
that ours was the only
'foreign location' unit ever to do
its own developing, printing and
' Picturegoer's " British
later, even cutting on the spot,"
the producer claims.
Supplement
Islander Stars
Two papers for the price of one
suspicious
of the
gatheringwas
The Islanders
would
?. taskthelhat
itselfamong
in cast
VK7HAT is the truth about British films ?
have dismayed most producers. Flaherty has
W What are the studios doing to consolisome very interesting stories to tell about his
date the big successes of the last few months ?
Are our producers alive to the present needs
"I 'spotted' little twelve-year-old Michael
of British films if they are to become the
Dillane at an Irish dance in a near-by village,"
players.
dominating force on the world's screens ?
he relates. "But it was a long time before
These are vital questions. And Picturehis parents would consent to letting the boy act
goer has sought the answers for you from
for me.
the people who are in the best position to
"Maggie
Dirrane,in the
of the
give
them,
the
leaders
of
the
British
film
came
and worked
our 'Madonna'
house, so that
we film,
had
industry.
plenty of opportunity to study her and got to
The quest
resulted not
in Picturegoer's
British
Film has
Supplement,
only the most
The Islander stars were paid for their services,
comprehensive and authoritative survey of
and if Hollywood stellar rates were not possible
her."more than satisfied.
the British production field yet made, but a
know
they were
unique feat in the history of film journalism.
Maggie
was particularly pleased to act in the
Next week your 2d. Picturegoer will
film for her husband had been crippled gathering
contain 80 photogravure pages — actually
seaweed and was unable to work.
two full papers for the price of one.
Never before has such a feat been attempted.
Neither has quality been subordinated to
No " Doubles "
quantity in this super number.
stars, had
who, unlike
Maggie,
no doubles,
earned theher Hollywood
money.
Alexander Korda tells you in an interview
with C. A. Lejeune what he would do if he
"One day we were 'shooting' her from above,
had a million. Other contributors include
as
she gathered seaweed on a ledge fifty feet high,"
Michael Balcon, Production chief of GauFlaherty told me. "The sea was calm; but
mont-British, Basil Dean and A. Beverley
suddenly
a great, lazy swell heaved itself into the
Baxter.
rocks and burst in a spatter of stones and spray
which reached the ledge where Maggie was
Make sure of getting your Picturegoer
next week by ordering early. You cannot
stooping and laid her, battered and bruised, on
afford to miss it.
(Continued
7) was gone for
on page she
the rock's edge.
We thought

April 28, 1934
(Continued from page 5)
certain, but she made light of the danger afterwards.
" You will get some idea of the seas hereabouts
from the fact that last winter three men in a
currach tried to land on the island but were
driven back by the sea thirty miles to Galway
itself. The same winter a whole farm was whipped
off the cliff-top by the seas, which were sweeping
right across the island, a mile wide, on the wind."
Sad Parting
The unit was on the island for nearly two years" It was a sad parting when we finally left,"
the producer says wistfully.
" We had great times. We used to give dances on
Saturday nights in our Irish cottage and there
was always a keg of porter handy at the end of the
day's work.
We got our supplies from the village four miles
away, where we went by two-wheeled jaunting
car — no motor cars are allowed on the island —
and by weekly steamer from Galway.
"We had a wireless set and a gramophone and
a library of books, and after a time we installed a
half-size billiard table in the cottage, where great
tournaments used to take place."
Two New Official Stars
A note from Movietone City officially announces
the "definite elevation" to stardom of
Spencer Tracy and Warner Baxter.
Most filmgoers will, I think, be pleased.
Baxter's promotion, it is stated, "is the result of
bis fine work in While New York Sleeps."
That is good publicity for While New York
Sleeps, but the fact is that he has been turning in
good performances in practically every picture he
has appeared in for years.
If all the ballyhoo had not been concentrated
on the, in my opinion, much over-rated Ruby
Keeler, his work in 42nd Street alone would have
gained him recognition.
Life of Pasteur
Baxter is celebrating the event by collaring the
role in the
studio's
latest contribution
to theleading
biographical
boom,
Humanity
First, based
on the life of Louis Pasteur, the father of modern
scientific research and one of the greatest benefactors of mankind.
The same studio announces Maximilian and
Carlotta, to swell the still rising tide of costume
pictures.
It is the story of the adventure launched by the
Archduke Maximilian of Austria, backed by his
brother, the Emperor Franz Joseph, and Napoleon III of France to establish a European
Empire in Mexico.
Apart from films which have been completed,
there are now at least twenty pictures in production or scheduled for early filming which are
concerned with the past.
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You
kneels
The
but it

will probably recall the scene where she
at "Christina's" feet.
incident passed like a flash on the screen,
took all day to make.

Another Legend Exploded
Miss Barondess, of course, got a twelve-hour
close-up
view ofshatters
the world's
famous
feet and
as a result
anothermost
Hollywood
legend.
She was so impressed by the injustice of the

Weekly

cat "Garbo" — Joan Crawford, who had her heart
set on that Merry Widow part, was the first to
congratulate Jeanette Mac Donald, who got it —
Spencer Tracy gave Loretta Young a motionpicture camera for her birthday — Believe it or
not. Warren William's stand-in is named William
Warren — Charles Laughton's new Hollywood
picture is to be called The Prince of Darkness,
and it is about a hero-bandit of Falstaffian cut who
robs the rich to aid the poor — Jean Harlow is to be
seen next in The Age of Larceny — Fox now has
ninety contract players, a record for the studio —
Ann Harding has finally capitulated and hired a
chauffeur, complete with livery — Steffi Duna. who
made her Hollywood debut with her friend, Francis
Lederer, in Man of Two Worlds, has been given a
contract by Radio — Be be Daniels, who is thirty,
recently celebrated the twentieth anniversary of
her first appearance on the screen.

charge that Greta's tootsies are on the big side,
indeed, that during a pause she diffidently ventured
the compliment that " It's evident that your feet
aren't as large as your public."
she relates,
"laughed
rightstory
out against
loud,"
andGarbo,
proceeded
to tell the
following
herself
"Three:— days ago," Garbo said, "I dropped into
a store on Hollywood Boulevard to get some sports Kinema Couplets
shoes. The manager saw me coming and waited
on me himself.
ThisMissweek's
half-guinea 122
prizeLeahurst
is awarded
G. Seabrook,
Road,to
" Was it sports shoes I wanted ' Yes, he had a
splendid collection. And in a moment he appeared Lewisham, Trouble
S.E.13, for :—
with a dozen assorted styles — but all — what do
Ever Since Eve
you call them — canal boats.
Prizes of half a crown each are awarded to :—
"There were sizes eights and nines and one pair
was larger, maybe a ten. Perfectly enormous !
D. R. Peddy, 126 Nelson Road, Gillingham,
"So I said they were too large, and I slipped
out of one of my pumps and put my foot into one
I'm No Angel
of his shoes, where it rattled around almost like Kent, for :—Song of the West
a peanut in a shell.
Miss V. Gurney, St. Mark's Vicarage, City Road,
"The manager looked down almost startled.
Escape for :— Holiday
And then this manager said, ' Excuse me, I thought Norwich, Norfolk,
Husband's
you were Miss Garbo.' . . ."
Mary Gordon, 9 South Annandale Street,
Mae West's Visit
So Mae West, who, I note with interest, is now Glasgow, S.2,
for :— Blonde
Platinum
being officially publicised as "The come-upBy Whose Hand ?
and-see-me-some-time
girl," is coming to England
to see the Derby.
Mrs. Robinson, 142 Lower Cambridge Street,
Some months ago I predicted here that Mae Castleford, Yorks, for :—
would take a holiday in Britain as soon as her
The Girl
from Maxim's
Ann
Vickers
production plans permitted.
The
star
expects
to
be
here
at
the
end
of
next
month.
Will new readers please note that all attempts
must
be sent in on postcards — no envelopes will
"Just tell 'em I've never seen an Englishman
. . . that is except in Hollywood . . . anyway, I be opened — marked Couplets and addressed to
haven't seen 'em in their native haunts; but I'm me c/o PicTUREGOER, 93 Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
The Editor's decision is final and no correspongoin' to
'em right
letter
to aseeLondon
friend.away. . ." she says in a contest.dence can be entered into with regard to this
" I've always sort of had a weakness for EnglishMALCOLM D. PHILLIPS
men," added the Paramount actress, "because
they're so strong, I guess. And I like the
accent. . . ."
Great Discovery
Lantty
Ross,to hailed
as
a rival
Bing
Crosby, as he appears
Department
with the Gale Sisters in
Irvn colleagu
My America
throwse, some
ing Hoffman,
" Melody in Spring."
new light on the vexed question
of those studio "signature
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, he
says, symbolises its product by
featuring
tunes." Leo the Lion before
the title. Radio has its wireless
code spelling out, "This is a
And picture."
we have just discovered
Radio
how Warners identify their product. They use Guy Kibbee
some place in each picture.

Telling on Garbo
Hollywood has discovered a new way of overcoming the Garbo silence act.
The latest expedient is to pick up hitherto
unconsidered trifles of information from the minor
artistes
in the
GreatwhoOne's
Actorswholikeplay
Lewis
Stone,
has pictures.
appeared in
more Garbo pictures than anybody, have
occasionally in the past and at the request of the
publicity department, come forward with a Beery — Song Bird
diplomatically
tributein atopicture
the orstar's
boom conconsideration to worded
others working
her The "musical"
tinues in full swing.
enthusiasm, but in the main little has been
The latest big star to join the
allowed to leak out from the carefully guarded ranks of the song-birds is—
Garbo sets.
Beery. it or not — Wallace
believe
Queen Christina, however, has produced a crop
of published impressions from those who could
In Viva Villa he sings what is
claim "I acted with Garbo."
described as "a new sentimental
number" called "Madre Mia,"
and accompanies himself on the
"Sob Sister" Screen Actress
The combination of Beery, a
guitar.
Elizabeth Young, who played the ingenue in the sentimental
song and a guitar
picture, burst into print with her story should alone be worth the
recently and now Barbara Barondess gives us admission money.
another secondhand view of the mystery star at
work.
Barbara, who a year or two ago was a sob- Short Shots
sister on a New York paper, played the part of the Elissa Landi, incidentally,
maid in the inn, where Garbo and Gilbert shared
a great friend of Rouben
Mamoulian, has christened her
a room in the picture.
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Are

and

Sex

Crime

Enough

?

asks

Warwick
Deeping

WAS at Broadway, in the Cotswolds,
when Jack Raymond and his unit were
doing location work on Sorrell and Son.
Most of the cast of the picture were
also there, and an interesting discussion
arose one evening when someone asked H. B.
Warner why he had come specially to England
to play the part of Sorrell in a British production in spite of the fact that Hollywood was
still capable of offering him all the parts he
needed. His reply was direct, and to me
personally a little flattering.
He said that it was simply the thought of
re-creating the part of Sorrell which had brought
him to England — and in explanation he said that
he relished the prospect because the story was
"different." He felt it was worth while to travel
eight thousand miles to appear in a film which
did not pivot upon a situation arising from sex or
crime or neurosis.
His remarks made me conscious of a fact which
I had not previously noticed — that the world as
reflected in films is a place very limited in its
activity and emotions.
Why are not film producers more catholic in
their choice of subjects ?
When I wrote Sorrell and Son I did not say to
myself,
"This
that
the selfless
love isofdifferent."
a father for Ithisseemed
son wasto amehuman
emotion worthy of being written about, and capable
of offering scope for realistic dramatic treatment.
I confess to being rather amazed at the narrow
limits within which most film subjects fall. I
will leave aside such particular species as the
musical spectacle, the supernatural or horror film,
and the newspaper melodrama. But when it
comes to serious drama based on the emotions
of human beings, the film story seems to be almost
exclusively pre-occupied with sex and crime,
relieved perhaps with rare excursions into the
realms of neurosis and insanity.
Admittedly sex and crime are the obvious raw
material of drama. Any writer or scenarist seeking
a ready-made plot need actually look no further
than the pages of a certain type of daily or
weekly newspaper. There he will find an abun8

Above: A dramatic
scene from "Sorrell
and Son, ' ' when the
father watches his
doctor son perform
his first big operation.
H. B. Warner in
character as Sorrell
with Margot
Grahame as the wife
who deserted him.
dance of material straight
from life. The very ease
with which such material
can be gathered is an
incentive to regard it as
the only subject matter
worth bothering about.
In consequence, the
love tragedy, the crime
passional, the "wrong
turning"
the
downfall ofstory,
the social
butterfly, the ruin of
the financial twister, the gory end of the pro
fessional killer are all familiar — too familiar — to
those who visit the kinema.
It may be argued that the very fact of such
stories being reflected in newspapers as part of
everyday ductionlife
is excuse
their introinto film
fiction.enough
But Iforremember
the
words of Beverley Nichols, who, speaking over
the radio a few weeks ago, said that a fortune
awaited the newspaper which could make news of
the great and decent things of life.
So I believe it is with the kinema. The time
has come when the kinema should look for its inspiration beyond the newspaper headlines — should
look, perhaps, into the very existence of those mil-

lions of people who form the film public; study
their problems and the dramatic difficulties with
which they are often faced; extract from their
lives the humour, pathos, comradeship and
humanity which are there in plenty; dramatise
these things and offer us a picture of that kind of
reality upon which society is truly based.
My attitude is not that of the self-righteous
critic who suggests that the subject matter of
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rT~'HE famous novelist
gives his views on
screen material, which,
he says, should look for
its inspiration beyond the
newspaper headlines, in
an interview with a
PlCTUREGOER
tative

lepresen-

films is degrading, immoral or injurious. On the
contrary, it is my opinion that the majority of
films are well constructed, entertaining, educative and more moral than probably any other
form of art.
Precisely for these reasons I would like to see
the film draw upon life more widely for its stories.
Consider the lives of great men — pioneers in
the cause of science, discovery or empire; musicians, artists, great reformers. There is rich film
material in each of them. I believe a film based on
Cecil Rhodes is contemplated. Why not make
films about Edison, Shakespeare, Wilberforce,
Beethoven, Livingstone and the scores of others
who come readily to the mind? Richer drama
could not be found anywhere — and as for characterisation, nothing more magnificent could be
required.
There are sentiments in life unconnected with
crime and romance which are legitimate
film material — the ambition and power which
raise a man from the gutter to the heights of
success, the sympathy and fellowship (seen at
their most potent in war time) which engender
unselfish sacrifices, the devotion of a man's life
to a religious principle or political ideal.
I cannot be persuaded that such emotions could
not form the basis of interesting pictures. In fact,
I have precedent on my side since some of the
most outstanding films of recent months have been
just those which have neglected the ordinary
story motives in favour of those I am advocating.
Gabriel Over tlie White House was one such film.
It was an enthralling production, yet its "sex
interest" was incidental and its main thesis was
that the inspiration of one great man could save
a nation.
Luis Trenker in his film The Rebel painted a
portrait of a patriot of the Tyrol, who died
rather than surrender his country to the overwhelming armies of Napoleon.
Cavalcade was the biography of an English
family through many years of history.
Lady for a Day was a beautiful production
based on the fellow-feeling of a group of beggars
on Broadway.
There are other examples which the filmgoer
will be able to provide for himself. Each of these
films dealt with aspects of life outside the common
range of film subjects — yet their success was above
the average.
The inference is obvious : the film public, like
the play-going and novel-reading public, is
more catholic in its taste than the producer is apt
to realise. Sex and crime are not enough. There
are other factors in life and other emotions met
with every day and understood by all which can
yet be fashioned into attractive screen entertainment.
If Sorrell and Son contributes one such subject
I at least shall feel pleased and proud. I believe
that the filmgoer needs and welcomes a change
from the conventional or stereotyped story — and
I hereby make my plea, as a member of the film
public, that the film producer shall go metaphorically out into the world and give us more pictures
based upon the great constructive emotions of life
and less of those which reflect the police court
pages of the press.

Above, left to
right, Warwick
Deeping,
B.
Warner andH.Jack
Raymond, the
director.
Right, Winifred
Shotter and
Hugh Williams,
who provide a
tender love interest, fortunately free from sex.
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Pre- Views of the Latest Films

Welcome

Back

to

Norma

Shearer

1 rill
rj
Mil
■till

T

is eighteen months
since Norma
Shearer charmed us with the romance of
Smilin' Through. Now she changes her
key and presents us, in Rip Tide, to a
a woman whose philosophy of life is out
of tune with her husband's until they both
come to realise that their love is capable of
infinite forgiveness.
Her rendering of this part is as human and
sensitive as was her performance in the
former picture; in it Norma Shearer consolidates her claim to be considered one of the
finest artistes on the screen to-day.
The title, which may not convey much to
everyone at first glance, is as a matter of fact
aptly chosen — it means the rough water
caused by opposing tides, which are in this
case the husband, loyal but too ready to be
jealous and suspicious, and the wife, inclined
to run into dangerous situations in a lighthearted manner; neither realising the nature
of the other to the full until a matrimonial
disaster which seems irreparable stares them
in the face.
In essentials Edmund Goulding's story — he also
directed drama.
the picture, by the way — is a simple
marital
Mary, an American, meets Lord Rexford in an
unconventional manner in New York; they. fall
in love and marry although Mary had confessed to
a "Five
past."
years of happy married life follow, although
Mary finds Rexford a little stodgy at times. Then
he goes on a business trip to America while she
goes to Cannes with his aunt Hetty. There
she meets Tommie, an American man about town
whom she had known previously.
She is indiscreet in her flirtation with him and
public scandal is caused when he falls from a
balcony whilst trying to reach her room.
Rexford takes the yellow-press scandal quietly
but Mary feels he is not sure of her and gets
Tommie to come to reassure him.
This leads to a further breach and finally
divorce proceedings are set in motion. Mary,
caring nothing now, gives herself to Tommie.
Meanwhile, Rexford has discovered that his
suspicions were unfounded and asks her to come
to him. She goes, meaning to confess all and leave
him, but his love is so patent that she is afraid of
hurting him and remains silent. Eventually the
affair comes out and once again divorce proceedings are instituted and this time completed.
But when the time comes to say good-bye the
husband and wife are unable to part — they have
at last understood each other thoroughly and
plumbed the depth of their mutual love.
I found all my sympathy with Herbert Marshall
as the husband. Mary's behaviour scarcely
deserves any and she completely loses it by bringing the partner of her escapade to try and explain
that she was innocent. As Rexford remarks, " It
is in the worst of taste," but more than that it was
a solecism a woman like Mary would not commit.
HerbertandMarshall's
is sincere
natural
he makes performance
an ideal leading
man and
for
Norma Shearer. As Tommie, Robert Montgomery
admirably suggest? the care-free, generally
inebriated waster and invests the part with a
charm
which makes Mary's relation with him
more credible.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, whose every utterance
IO

has the hallmark of the great actress, has not
been given the opportunities she should have had.
As the worldly Aunt Hetty she should have acted
as a sort of commentator on life; a Greek
chorus, as it were, to the marital mishaps of the
leading players. As it is, she makes her part an
outstanding feature of the picture and dominates
the stage whenever she is on it.
George K. Arthur gives a very good performance
as Lady Hetty's protege, but Skeets Gallagher is
wasted in the slight role of Tommie's harassed
friend.
I noticed Helen Jerome Eddy in a tiny part;
it is a pity she is not given better opportunities.
A touch of sadness came with the appearance
of
1 van Tashman toas be
Mary's
sister; a part which
wasLi unfortunately
her last.
Edmund Goulding's direction is very good
generally, but the development errs on the slow
side and the picture as a whole would benefit by
the excision of quite a thousand feet of film.
Let our
Film
Critics
who j
really see the Pictures Guide You j
i
I
One of the main troubles is that there are
logically only two alternative endings, one of
which would obviously be unsatisfactory. Either
Mary will eventually be happily reunited with
her husband, which does happen after two
divorce proceedings, or else she will fall genuinely
in love with Tommie. Dismissing the latter,
since
Tommie's
is suchall that
any move
in that
directioncharacter
would lose
sympathy
for
Norma Shearer, you are left with the former and
there is always a rather impatient feeling that
they would bow rather more rapidly to the
inevitable. — L. C.

Alice Brady, William Jarmey,
Mary Carlisle, Conway Tearle,
Katharine Alexander and Lionel
Barrymore in " Should Ladies
Behave ? " which will be reviewed
next week
On the other hand, it contains a sound philosophy of life and it attempts, not unsuccessfully,
to banish the fear ot the unknown.
It is difficult to believe in Fredric March's
conception of Death ; he is of the earth earthy and
yet displays a singular lack of knowledge at
times of what happens in the cornfield world of
which he is the reaper.
He delivers his dialogue very well, however,
and at least impresses you with a sense of dignity
which did not need an eyeglass to emphasise it.
As the Italian landowner on whom Death forces
his presence with dire threats if he exposes his
real identity to the house party he is giving. Sir
Guy Standing is excellent.
He gives the impression that he realty is
terrified and trying to control his fear, and he is
convincing although the director has now and then
given him comedy scenes with his unwelcome guest
which appear somewhat out of place.
Evelyn Venable, whom you will remember for
her delightful performance in Cradle Song, gives
a spiritual and delicate rendering of the young
girl who, renouncing her fiance, gives herself up
to Death.
It is a fresh, unsophisticated performance which
makes one believe wholeheartedly in the girl's
renunciation.
The reaction of the other characters to this
strange visitation is equally well shown and the
roles are all well enacted by a cast which includes
Katharine Alexander, Jack Patrick, Helen
Westley, Kathleen Howard, Kent Taylor, Henry
Travers,
Hoffmann. G. P. Huntley, jun., and Otto
The morbid humour of two of the girls of the
house party flirting with Death is well brought out
and ends on a chilling dramatic note when he
reveals himself to one of them who has asserted
that she would make any sacrifice for love.
The romance between Death and the young
girl has significance and a great deal of beauty of
conception which lifts it above the rut of the
commonplace which has a habit of intruding in
the fantasy as a whole.
A grotesque note is struck by a series of scenes
which show terrible disasters in which no lives
holiday.
are lost— they could not be while Death was on

Death Takes a Holiday
Paramount have displayed courage in presenting
Alberto Carrella's play as a film, for its appeal
appears to me to be limited.
It is a macabre romance in which Death
assumes human form and lives in our world for
three days.
During that period his contact with a pure,
spiritually-minded girl proves to him that love is
stronger than himself and when he returns to his
task of guiding souls through the veil he takes her,
at her own will, with him.
Such a theme needs very delicate handling and
I feel that Mitchell Leisen has been rather heavyhanded. It lacks the spirituality that it needed
Picturesque Italian mansion and garden settings
to make it wholly satisfactory and the grim form a picturesque background and the camera
humour is at times perilously near farce.
work is excellent. — L. C.
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Below : Five hundred dollars worth
of paper and ink ! Jean Hersholt
with his much-prized first edition of
" David Copperfield." Hersholt, of
course, is one of Hollywood's best
known collectors. "David Copperfield" is to be filmed
Studio.by the M.-G.-M.

m

The secret is out. Jack
Oakie is a clarionet player.
And " he's got rhythm,"
according to Duke Ellington, the famous dance band
leader, who almost added
him to his soloist performers in" Murder at the
Vanities."

This stone cutting machine was made specially for Jack
Hulbert, whose favourite hobby is making souvenir nick
nacks in stone and granite for his friends. The machine
is the smallest of its kind in the world.
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8. George Arliss, The Working Man, 5% per cent.
9. John Barrymore, Bill of Divorcement, 5 per cent.
10. Edmund Gwenn, The Good Companions, 5 per
cent.
One of the most noticeable things about these
results is the preponderating weight of votes for
Norma Shearer, which everyone will agree is
fully deserved. She has nearly double her nearest
rival, who, in turn, has almost twice as many
as Madeleine Carroll, who comes in a good third,
and well above Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich.
One conclusion can be arrived at in
these circumstances, and that is that the lack
of good material can very quickly change the
order of merit. For however good a star may be,
it is impossible for her to make bricks without
straw.
Marie Dressier, for instance, who won the gold
medal last year for her performance in Emma,
is well down the list, and is not even among the
first seventeen, and no one can doubt her position
would have been higher if she had had a better
vehicle than Prosperity on which her chances lay.
Joan Crawford, too, has had nothing like the
number of votes she was given in our previous
election where she was rated sixth with 6 per
cent, of the total votes recorded.
This year the first ten have received a big
majority of the votes, the runners up being Jessie
Matthews, Good Companions; Elissa Landi, The
Sign ofJean
the Harlow,
Cross; Marion
Davies,
My
Heart;
Hold Your
Man Peg
(hero'votes
were divided between that picture and Red Dust,
which puts her lower than she would have been
if there had been unanimity of opinion).
The same thing applies to Katharine Hepburn,
who goes into seventh place at first bound. She
had a good deal of support
for
The Bill of Divorcement
Strong.
as well as for Christopher
" Grand
Greta Garbo in
Clive Brook
and Diana
Wynyard
photographed
atAcademy
theHotel."
annual
of
dinner
of the
A replica of the design of the obverse side of
the PICTUREGOER Gold Medal.
invitas for
tion toers'
record
voteour
the
onser to
respthei
read
stars and the performances they
considered to be the best in the
1933 releases has been even greater
than last year.
Over thirty thousand postcards have been
received, and the majority voting has awarded
the gold medal to Norma Shearer for her
work in Smiliri Through and to Clive Brook
for his fine acting in Cavalcade.
We have asked Mr. Sam Eckman, the managing
director of M.-G.-M. over here, who is visiting
America, to take Norma Shearer's medal. And
arrangements are being made to have both
hersTheand
ClivehaveBrook's
suitably
results
been arrived
at onpresented.
a percentage
basis in order to simplify matters, and hereunder
is a list of the first ten actresses and actors with
their respective percentages :—
1. Norma Shearer, Smilin' Through, 37 per cent.
Diana Wynyard, Cavalcade, 19 per cent.
Madeleine Carroll, / Was a Spy, 10 per cent.
Greta Garbo, Grand Hotel, 6 per cent.
Marlene Dietrich, Blonde Venus, 5V2 Per cent.
Anna Neagle, Bitter Sweet, 4 per cent.
Katharine Hepburn, Christopher Strong, 3 y2
per cent.
Kay Francis, One Way Passage, 2 per cent.
Cicely Courtneidge, Soldiers of the King, l%
per cent.
Sylvia Sidney, Madame Butterfly, 1 »/2 Per cent12
CUR

Motion
Picture Arts
and Sciences.
The latter
was voted
third place in
ballot and
the Academy's
second in our

1
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runners up, there are Helen Hayes — another
star where opinions were divided between her
work in Farewell to Arms, White Sister, and Son
Daughter — and Ruby Keeler, another newcomer,
in 42nd Street.
It is interesting to note that there are four
British artistes in the first ten as compared with
two last year, and only three of last year's leaders —
Garbo, who was third in the previous poll,
Dietrich who was fifth, and Norma Shearer who
was fourth.
In the actors' section the voting was much
less concentrated, practically every well-known
player receiving at least a few votes.
As with the women artistes, the fact that some
of last year's leaders are not included in the first
ten is noticeably due to lack of first-class material.
Emlyn Williams and Ricardo Cortez are outstanding cases in point. The former was fourth
last year for his performance in Frightened Lady
with &yt per cent, of the total votes, and the
latter deservedly second for his brilliant performance in The Melody of Life with 17 per cent.
A surprise, but not a very big one considering
the films in which he has appeared, is the comparatively weak support for Ramon Novarro.
It will be noticed that there are five British
actors in the first ten, which is the same number
as last year, and that there are only three of last
year's leaders — Ronald Colman who won the
medal for Arrowsmith with 21 per cent.; George
Arliss who was fifth with 8 yt per cent, for The

"pICTUREGOER'S"
1933 byGold
Medals have been voted
our
readers to NORMA
SHEARER
and CLIVE BROOK
Silent Voice; and Walter Huston, tenth with
4%Of pe1"
for ten
The the
Wet actor
Parade.
the cent,
leading
who seems to hav j
attracted in every picture he made is Conrad
Veidt, who while receiving a preponderating
support for his work in / Was a Spy, was also well
supported in Rome Express, F.P.i., Rasputin, and
The Wandering few, a fine tribute to his ability
and popularity.
Leslie Howard's votes were also split between
Smilin'
Through,
which and
won Secrets.
him his position.
The
Woman in
His House,
While John
Barrymore also received votes for his work in
Topaze.
The runners-up were, in this order, Franchot
Tone — very hot on the heels of Edmund Gwenn, —
Spencer Tracy, William Powell, Lionel Barrymore,
Nils Asther, Wallace Beery (eighth last year),
Charles Laughton, Gordon Harker, Fredric March
(third last year), Clark Gable, Gene Raymond,
and Jack Buchanan.
Stars who have had votes recorded for more
than one picture are Lionel Barrymore, Charles
Laughton — who, incidentally, won the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences award for
Henry VIII, a picture which did not come into
our purview — Fredric March, Clark Gable, and
Jack Buchanan.
We should like to take this opportunity of
thanking our readers for their support in helping
us to make the Picturegoer Gold Medal a
thoroughly representative award.
It has been our aim to make it
a really worth while tribute
to the artistes who
win it, and we feel we
have succeeded in
our object.

Conrad Veidt
with Madeleine
Carroll
inrated
" /
Both
Was were
a Spy."
highly for their
performances
this picture. in
Gary Cooper,
who was balloted
third for his per" Farewell fortomance in
Arms" with
Helen Hayes.

Weekly

Shirley Temple
& James Dunn
The latest Fox child actress of whom great things are expected. She is
seen here with James Dunn in " Stand Up and Cheer," which picture,
according to advance reports, she " steals " completely. Most infant
prodigies incline to precociousness, but little Shirley is said to have the
greatest gift of all — that of being natural.
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From

Hollywood

"Missing

Fortune"

Astor Sued by Parents — Miriam Hopkins to Leave Hollywood —
? Million-Dollar Cinderellas — Joan Crawford Starts
New Fad — Harry Wilcoxon as " Samson "

"HAT has become of the $500,000 which Mary
Astor says she gave to her parents since she
entered the films in 1920 ? Mr. and Mrs. Otto
L. Langhanke, the parents, have sued thendaughter for non-support.
Mary claims that she has supported her parents since
she entered pictures in 1920, and that up to three years
ago her father handled all her earnings and she was allotted
only one-fourth of her salary after living expenses for her
parents and herself had been deducted.
Three years ago, she says, she realised that her earnings were
diminishing, and asked her parents to retrench and give up their
expensive home in the Hollywood hills. They refused, so she
took an apartment by herself, offering to pay them $ 1,000 a
month for a full year to enable them to accustom themselves
to a more economical mode of living. This they refused to do.
The Langhanke home, valued at $200,000, is a nine-room
house, with landscaped grounds and a swimming pool. It is one
of the show places of Hollywood. However, it is encumbered by
a large mortgage, which Mary feels she is unable
to assume. She offered her parents a home in
San Francisco, but they declined to leave the
movie capital.
Evelyn Kelly, one
The parents claim that for some time past their of the eleven most
daughter has not contributed to their support.
BroadMiss Astor, the wife of Dr. Franklyn Thorpe, beautiful
way chorus girls
Hollywood physician, is the mother of a small girl.
whom rollEarl
selectedCarfor
" Murder at the
Foiling Kidnappers
Bing Crosby has cancelled plans for a yachting Vanities." Her
trip, because of a report that kidnappers face is well known
the poster
were planning to seize his nine months old son, on
Gary Evan Crosby. The Crosby home is watched hoardings in
America.
twenty-four hours a day, and radio cars patrol the
vicinity at regular intervals.
Mae West, who recently was menaced by
gangsters, is also under police guard.
Good-bye, Hollywood
The film colony was flabbergasted when Miriam
Hopkins purchased a house in New York,
gave up her Hollywood home, and announced that
she would live in an apartment while making
pictures in California.
Miriam recently appeared in a New York stage
play,
scheduled
to play
Samson and
and isDelilah
for Cecil
B. De"Delilah"
Mille. Shein
will spend all her leisure time in New York.
To Them That Hath !

the girl's family, and was so "sporting" that the
girl's companion was convinced that her friend
The Biblical saying, "To them that hath shall really
knew the Howards.
be given,"
fulfilled heiress,
in Hollywood.
Later the girl met Leslie on the set and
Virginia
Peineis constantly
Lehman, Chicago
arrived
in the film capital, and almost immediately was apologised.
signed to a Warner contract.
Merry Fahrney, heiress to more than A Popular Playhouse
$100,000,000, also from Chicago, has been engaged
Invitations to Joan Crawford's theatre, located
by Cecil B. De Mille for a role in Cleopatra.
at the star's home, are at a premium.
Mrs. John D. Spreckels III, whose husband is a
The little playhouse accommodates about
member of a millionaire California family, has
thirty persons,
Joan's most intimate
will be ableso toonly
attend.
taken a screen test, and appears certain to be given friends
a film contract.
Joan and Franchot Tone plan the production
Meanwhile, hundreds of girls who arrive in of one-act plays, and will select the cast from
Hollywood practically penniless find the road to friends who have won fame in the films.
fame exceedingly difficult to traverse.
This clever idea is likely to be emulated by
other celebrities. Soon a star's home will not be
Was Her Face Red !
complete without a little theatre.
Two little extra girls were chatting gaily at a
counter in a studio restaurant. On an Paying the Piper
adjoining stool sat Leslie Howard, effectively The next time Clark Gable takes a vacation,
disguised by dark glasses.
he is going into the middle of the Gobi Desert !
Sans two dozen practically new silk handOne of the little extras proudly told her companion that she was a great friend of the Leslie
kerchiefs, twenty-seven coat buttons, and one
Howards — a habit little extra girls sometimes sleeve of a dress shirt, he returned to Los Angeles
after
"holiday"
have of " putting it on."
He aleft
most of inthethecoatEast.
buttons in New York,
Suddenly the "friend of Leslie Howard " most
of
the
handkerchiefs in Baltimore, and the
recognised the actor who, by the way, did not
know her from Adam !
sleeve of the shirt in Kansas City, in all of which
Leslie was equal to the occasion. He asked after cities he was mobbed by enthusiastic fans.

best liked people in Hollywood, except among
members of the criminal fraternity.
I was chatting with Joel recently. He was
telling me with enthusiasm about the swimming
pool he is building at his ranch, when Frances,
his beloved wife, appeared and reported that
thieves had looted their home of jewellery valued
at several thousands of dollars, among them being
the engagement ring he had given her.
It is the second robbery they have experienced
in a month. The last time bandits held them up
while they were en route to their home in Brentwood Heights, and took several hundred dollars
away from Joel.
Young Love
lthough she does not want to marry
an actor, Dorothy Dell, who is
under contract to Paramount, and is
headed for stardom, after her performance in Wharf Angel, sees no reason why a man
should not marry an actress, but she is not so sure
about how happy a girl would be who married
an actor.
"The actors I have known are too self-centred
for
told me.who"Onwould
the
othera happy
hand, married
there arelife,"
few sheactresses
not gladly give up their careers for a home and the
right man. And even if she continued acting,
herDouglass
home becomes
her primary
Montgomery,
who interest."
is only a few years
older than Dorothy, declares that romance has a
poor chance in Hollywood, because publicity ruins
the chances of love-making.
Cupid has hard sledding in Hollywood.
A New Star on the Horizon
Harry Wilcoxon has justified Cecil B. De Mille's
fondest hopes. His performance of "Mark
Antony" in Cleopatra, which is still in course of
production, has convinced Cecil B. De Mille that
Harry is one of the finest young actors he has ever
directed.
So young
Wilcoxon
willDeplay
Samson
and Delilah,
which
Mille"Samson"
will producein
as his next super-picture.
This young English actor has only been in
Hollywood a few weeks, but he has made greater
strides
favouryears.
than many other actors have
done inin asfilmmany

saved enough money to enter the
regular university classes.
At that time Akron boasted a very
popular stock company. Every week,
when I did not have classes in the evening, Iwent to the theatre. It fascinated me.
by
Now and then I'd see several actors
on the street and they seemed wonderful people from another world.
I was only seventeen, and working
in a rubber factory all day and going
to school five nights each week, makes
you hungry for a little excitement
and glamour.
One evening I happened to be sitting
at the same table in a restaurant with two
boys from the company. We drifted into
a casual conversation (that is, I
pretended that it was casual while
I was so excited that I could
scarcely eat), and they invited ^
Continuing
me to go back stage with them.
I spent that evening in the
thrilling places behind the footTHE STORY OF MY I i
lights
of inevening
a class-I
room.instead
And that
decided that I'd rather be an
actor than a doctor or anything else in the world.
From that time on I visited '
Clark
Gable
the
theatre
as the
much
as possi'
ble.
I
met
all
members
of
who
star,
famous
the
week
THIS
the company and spent long
dealt with his boyhood days in the
hours listening to the stories .
previous instalment, tells you how he
'They
of their travels and experiMADE
struggled against odds, that would have
ences. Finally, I mustered
deterred a weaker character, to achieve
enough courage to ask the
manager for a job.
his ambition of becoming an actor.
I got it. They made me a
Starting as a call boy without pay, he
CALL
BOYi
call-boy without salary. But
gradually achieved the status of a crowd
money meant nothing to me so
player, only to be summoned home by his
long as I could be in the theatre. I
father who planned a different career
kept my job at the rubber factory and
gave up my night school without a
for him.
moment's hesitation.
Everything about that little theatre was
with glamour. I was all eyes and ears,
' Tin "HE next day I got a job as timekeeper filled
at everything. But during those first
HI] in a big rubber factory. The other amazed
kill boys found similar work and we all few months I learned a valuable lesson, the unwritten code of the theatre : "See and hear, but
During this time my mother died. With her
U
left the hotel for rooms in private
death I lost the best friend I had. A short time
families. I let everyone think I was
later
Father sold the farm and went west to
I began to play lineless parts. I
nothing."
sayGradually,
twenty years old, and I earned the huge walked
on the stage as part of the mob or as a Oklahoma, returning to the oil business. He
salary of one hundred dollars a month. That butler. I played every kind of a person with all stopped in Akron to try to persuade me to go
with him, but the theatre was in my blood.
was the largest salary I was to earn for many kinds of make-up.
I worked very hard during the day-time in I wanted to stay.
a year.
order to earn enough money so that I could afford
Dad wrote me constantly, telling me of the
I hadn't forgotten my plan to study to have my nights at the theatre. I learned opportunities for young men to be found in the
medicine, and I enrolled immediately in the how
to put on make-up and how to walk across oil business. He offered me a good job. I felt
night school of the University of Akron, taking the stage
without falling over my own foot. that I owed it to my father to join him. After all,
pre-medical courses. My companions and I I also learned to love the feeling of an audience there were only two of us left and we ought to
on
the
other
side of the footlights.
stick together.
planned to go to night school until we had
16
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tramping down the aisle in their calked boots.
The noise was deafening on the uncarpeted floor.
Being a very grand actor at the time I stopped
dramatically in the middle of a speech and
waited until the men had found seats, while poor
Corinne remained dying in my arms.
When the curtain was lowered, I received one of
the worst lectures of my life from the members
of that company. A great deal of my importance
and grandeur left me that evening.
I learned
(never to forget
that
individuals
do notit)count,
that the show must go on
in spite of everything.
Business went from
bad to worse. Finally
the company was comwithout March
funds.
One cold,pletelybitter
day we were left comtana. I stood
that
in Monpletely
stranded on
windswept railroad platform and wondered
where in the world I
could turn.
My sole possessions
were two years of invaluable experience and one
good suit of clothes. In
dimes,
a nickelwere
and two
one
my pocket
penny.
's a funny sensation
to find yourself completely alone in a strange
place
with only
twentysix cents
between
you
and the world; especially
when you're very young
and when a March wind
is
spraying
sleet.
And ifyou
therewithis

I packedandmythesuitcase
said I good-bye
theSo theatre
friends and
whom
had made.to
To walk out of that stage door and down the
street to the station was the hardest thing I had
ever done.
I went to work with my father in the oilfields.
They paid me twelve dollars a day, but gladly
would I have traded it for no salary and my
job as call-boy and general utility actor in the
stock company. I hated the work, the place,
and the people in that Oklahoma desert country.
But I endured it for a whole year.
Finally HeI told
Dad tothat
stand itstore,
any
longer.
offered
buy I acouldn't
haberdashery
anything that I wished, and to set me up in business for myself. But all I wanted was to get back
to the theatre.
I left and succeeded in getting a job as an actor
in a small road company playing one-night stands
through the western states. I blush now when

I think of the long story of
varied acting experiences
which I told the manager.
It was just my luck to
strike him when he needed
a general character man who
was big and strong and husky
and who would work for ten
dollars a week.
For two years I travelled
with that company through
every state in the west. And
I wouldn't
give it —a for
million
dollars
— if I had
that
experience. We played in
opera houses, in tents, in
churches, in barns, in every
kind of a place.
Sometimes we were penniless and didn't know where
we were going to eat or sleep.
Sometimes we were riding high and
living on the fat of the land. I played
every kind of a part except juveniles,
kind. was too big and clumsy for roles of that
The leading woman of the troupe was the
manager's wife. She was a woman of about
forty-five who had lived in every part of the
world. To me she was the most fascinating
person I had ever met. She taught me dozens
of tricks in the business of acting and encouraged
me, even though the other members of the troupe
insisted
thatmeI'dto never
a poor actor
and
advised
go backmake
to theeven
oilfields.
Everything was a grand adventure to me.
I didn't have a care in the world, and I was doing
the thing I liked best — acting, if you can call it
that.
I liked to play in the small towns and be
pointed out as a member of the company playing
at the opera house. It seems to me now that I
was perfectly happy in those days.
1 remember
when we Washington.
played in theA lumber countryonce
of northern
sign
on the theatre door read, "Calks Not Allowed."
The play that night was Corinne of the Circus.
I was the old ringmaster in a crepe beard.
In the midst of the dramatic death scene where
Corinne died in my arms, four big lumberjacks,
totally disregarding the sign on the door, came

anything wind
colderin than
Montana
March,a
I've never found it.
I felt that queer sinking feeling which had come
over me the day I arrived in Akron and wandered
aroundboys.
that railroad station, waiting for the
other
That time
adventure
with the
a boy's
natural
fear itatwasbeing
on his mixed
own for
first
time. In Montana it was still adventure but
mixed with desperation.
The members of the company shook hands,
wished each other luck, and separated. Most of
them
went
send out
callsdirectly
for help.to the telegraph office to
I thought of my father and the security of the
life which would be waiting for me in Oklahoma.
I wrote a wire to Dad. In fact, I wrote several
wires, trying to make them very casual and
unconcerned. Then I tore them all up.

I knew that I could never go back to the oilfields
store in some little town. I couldn't admit
or afather
to my
that I had failed. After all, I had
told him with all a boy's bravado that I was
capable of taking care of myself.
So I remained at the station until evening.
Then I boarded a freight train and started for
Portland, Oregon. A few months before I had
met some people from Portland, and I knew that
if I could manage to get there, I'd find a helping
hand. The freight train was the only visible and
practical means.
I arrived in, Portland at three o'clock in the
morning, slept in the station until a reasonable
hour, and telephoned the people on whom I had
pinned
my York.
hopes. They had left the week
before forallNew
NEXT
1 Get
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a Job as

an

" Extra "
Continuing his struggle to gain stage
honours, the author takes any and every
job that comes his way between his stage
engagements. He tells you of his marriage
and his first arrival in Hollywood.
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Striding through the autumn crocus,
Andreas comes to the mountain shrine of
the Virgin, where for a brief space he and

PICTURE
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Fay Compton (below) as Alaric (Jack Hawkins) and Audrey
Jenny, the li ttle schoolmistress
(Diana Beaumont) two guests at the
whose brief romance is shot- inn, who glory in proclaimi
ng that they
'-d when
learns that her
believe in free love,
lover she
is married.

Andreas takes Jenny to show her the
sombre mountains which she loves. An
idea of the scenic beauty of this pro-
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Walt and Ellen belong to the land. It
was natural that
they should increasingly be drawh together.
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Freely based on the
film, " Golden Harvest " by permission
of Paramount
Picture
Corp., Ltd., Wardour
Street, London, W.I.
See "On the Screens
Now" feature,
24, for the full cast page
and
Lionel Collier's
criticism of this film.
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IKE the curate's egg —
excellent in parts, but,
none the less, permeated
by a sense of rottenness
— was the home-coming
of Chris Martin, collegiate, after
a year spent in Europe, to an
Oregon farm.
It was good, driving from the
station, to see once again the
broad acres of wheat, the golden
harvest of the Middle West. Good
to see the school house draped
with bunting and the banner
announcing "Welcome Home,
Chris ! " fluttering above the cart
track.
Eben Martin, in shirt sleeves,
coming away from the sheds
after seeing the reaping machines
stored for the night, was an
emblem of cheer as he shook his
son's hand.
"Hullo, Chris ! Glad to see you
back."
"Glad to be back. Dad. Where's
Walt?"
"Taking the hands on in turn
with the pitchfork. That kid brother
of yours is turning out a first-rate
farmer, Chris."
"You bet he is. But I'll show
him. Come on, Dad."
Rounding a brrn, they came upon
Walt and a bull-necked reaper who
was vainly trying to lower a pitchfork, the other held head high, in
both hands, parallel with the ground.
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"I can." Chris
was28,vehement.
"I don't like getting up at four in
the morning and going to bed at
sunset with the cows. I prefer the
town
the stock
market."
He
rubbed and
a sample
of wheat,
from the
specimen jar on the writing table,
through his uncalloused fingers.
" I'll have what's coming to me in
cash, if you don't mind, father.
I'll make good in the city, and when
I've proved it you can join me
Eben Martin was no tyrant.
When Chris exchanged the air of the
parlour, heated in more senses than
one, for the coolness of the lawn under
silver
his blessing.
father's
concession,
there."birches,if henothad his
Ellen, all in white, moonshine on
the smooth loveliness of her hair,
must have been waiting, for she
came forward and took his hands.
"I heard you talking to Mr.
Martin and didn't want to interrupt.
Remember the promise before you
went away that we'd wait for each

^jjffi&T^

other, Chris?"
I'm a rotter, Ellen. I've been wanting to tellI'veyou,changed
but couldn't
my letters.
my mindin
about being a farmer. I don't want
to settle
for a year
or two.
I'm
going
to Chicago
to make
a start.
The ? girl's
eyes were
Will" Ofyoucourse."
release me
"
bright; not with tears. Walt had
strolled up, saying, with a start,
"Sorry
if I'm
intruding."
" You're
not."
Ellen's hand went
to Walt's arm. Chris didn't guess
her affection for his "kid brother"
was being openly shown for the first
time. "You see, Chris, Walt and I
are engaged. I was going to ask

The

iai' vest
Story of the Film by Marjory Williams

Throwing off his black coat, Chris
entered the contest. Grappling, he
essayed to lower the pitchfork
against
his opponent's
will. toChris
won. Yes,
it was good
be
home.
Unthinkingly, Walt reminded
Chris of the element he dreaded.
"Ellen'll be pleased to see you.
Lydia, too. My word, what those
two have done since we had your
last letter ! You always did have
a way
women."He didn't want
Chriswith
flinched.
to be reminded just then of Ellen,
whereas Lydia, termed the farm girl,
though she would never see forty
again, caused him no misgivings.
Plain, homely Lydia had a sentimental preference for Loopy Lou,
the hired man, whose unkempt head
she metaphorically snapped off
twenty times a day.
Chris had a Paris frock for Lydia,
complete with a box marked
"Lafayette," an offering he knew
would gladden her heart, while the
stitches and material held together.
But Ellen, the daughter of Judge
Goodhue and true daughter of the
soil — Ellen with smooth hair, golden
as
the— ripened
cornmake
on herChris
father's
fields
she could
feel
that life was rotten.
Deliberately, Chris switched his
thoughts from her and gave Lydia
her present. She didn't want it at
first, wouldn't take a gift from him
at any price, though she had
fastened him into his first knickerbockers.

But when the box was untied, and
sheer silk and fine lace were raised
to nestle against her sallow cheek,
she gave in. That was Lydia all
over, to deny herself at the outset,
the very offering for which her heart
ached.
An hour later Lydia, guessing,
from the raised voices in the parlour,
that something serious was afoot,
listened with Loopy Lou at the
crack in the door.
"You see, father," Chris announced, delivering his bombshell,
" I feel right down mean saying this,
but I don't want to stay here on the
farm. I belong to the city. I want to go
to "Son,
Chicagodon't
and think
make my
there."
I'm way
angry,
but
you're foolish." Eben Martin, with
his white hair, and kindly, weatherbeaten face, was trying to behave
magnanimously under a cruel blow.
"I've been a farmer all my life and
I know the money's to be made in
property ... in land. The only
true wealth comes out of the soil."
"Not nowadays, dad. Not with
wheat the price it is. No selfrespecting man wants to farm
to-day.
Eben Conditions
pointed toaretheagainst
wall him."
map,
where the clear surface of Oregon
was shaded red at one point
covering a goodly area.
" There's our farm and land, Chris.
Part of that land accrues to you
the day you come of age, part to
Walt.
Walt'sso, ready
"That's
dad. toI bewasa farmer."
cut out
for it, I reckon. I can't do anything

you
expression
of me."
surprised
happiness,
Tooto release
overjoyed
to notice
Walt's
Chris pump-handled his arm.
"Good for you, old man. Congratulations !What an ass I was
for worrying about Ellen when you
With the rottenness of homecoming swallowed in a ferment of
excitement, Chris left for Chicago.
Not to esow " wild oats, as Lydia
and sh
gloomily
prophesied,
but topit.
master
the intricacies
of the wheat
He roomed with Hugh Jackson,
a cheery lad who imparted the sign
language of the wheat speculators
to Chris
to understand theand
finertaught
points him
of buying
and
most active
selling
in the moments.
hubbub of the market's
stood experience
him in goodas stead.
He
Chris's
a farmer
could estimate with a touch the
quality of the grain samples on the
sellers' tables. The weather, not so
dependable as the feel of wheat, was
an enormous factor in financial
success, he soon discovered.
Early days
careerupChris
astounded
Hugh inbyhisstriding
and
down their office twenty blocks from
the pit, reciting in a strong crescendo :
"Rain, rain. It's got to rain. It's
"Well,
it won't
rain because
going
to rain.
It must
rain." you
tell it to. What's the matter?
Wheat
prices rising
? " doing unless
"Soaring.
Nothing
it rains. It's got to rain.
An hour before closing time,
Chris, unable to stand inaction,
after drenching his macintosh at the
bathroom spray and besprinkling his
trilby, strode into the crowded pit.
The commotion caused was intense.
Where fivetheminutes
entrance
sale ofbefore
wheatChris's
was
practically at a standstill, now a
hundred pairs of hands were raised
indicating their owners wished to
purcha««e.
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Messengers scribbled on fair sheets
of paper, telephones rang, the whole
business of the stock market revolved
like a giant machine suddenly set
in motion. Above the din of
shouting, gesticulating wheat speculators, a doubting Thomas in the
form of a trader's clerk threw open
a window and gazed down the
distance of four storeys. The street
below was innocent of a drop of
fallen rain.
"Got whiskers on, that dodge of
yours,"
Hugh inremarked,
down papers
a file asclasping
Chris
re-entered the office. "Be careful,
you great big bear, or you may
come to grief."
"All the same, I tell you it is
going
to clap
rain,"
Chris declared.
A sudden
of thunder
and the
rattle of heavy rain on the leads,
occurring a minute later, would
have convinced any sceptic that the
age of miracles was not over.
Three years passed and Chris
made his pile, none the less successfully because gloomy letters reached
him from home. Eben reported
defaulted payments on mortgaged
land. "Can't you get us a better
price for our wheat ? It's you
speculatorsin who
ruining
us," he
pleaded
the arefine
penmanship
fashionable forty years since.
Chris was not malleable. He had
met with moral, if not practical,
opposition from his father and
wanted to convince him he was
right. "The only thing for you is to
come and join me. I always told
you
wrote.farming was a mug's game," he
Ellen and Walt had been married
four years ; so far, Chris had felt
no inclinations that way. Then,
lunching one day with Hugh at the
Metropole, he saw the not impossible
she. Aristocratic, without doubt,
she entirely graced her severe twopiece, monogram bag, a single row
of perfectly matched pearls, and
a hat with no trimming. She was
lunching with an elder lady.
Hugh chaffed him.
" You pick well, Chris, I must say.
That's Cynthia Flint; Harry Flint,
the
millionaire's
You dollar
must have
heard of daughter.
him. As
for her, she's not only society's
cream, but it's ice-cream. I believe
a man once kissed her coming home
from
a dance
and gota frost-bitten."
Chris
produced
gold pencil.
"I'll have a shot at warming her
up." He wrote on a card : "There's
a man in the room who'll probably
marry
you some
day," and bygave
to
the waiter,
accompanied
a tipit
the magnitude of which had the
desired effect. On leaving her table,
Cynthia stopped to have a few
words with the young man who had
been lucky enough to fire her
imagination. Before the afternoon
was over she had introduced Chris
to her father ; thereafter the acquaintance proceeded on oiled wheels.
Harry Flint became impressed
with Chris's acumen in the wheat
market,
while him
Cynthia's
aunt invited
to herchaperonly
dance in
Forty-fourth Street.
By this time Chris had learned
more than the mastery of hair, coat
tails, and a white tie. From a
coterie of admirers he bore Cynthia
away to a secluded corner.
your home,"
she
said"Tell
whenme heabout
had supplied
her with
champagne. "To-night you give me
the impression you're thinking of
the girl you left behind you."
"She's married
my brother.
They've three-year-old twins."
"That ought to teach him."
"Walt's a good fellow. I'd like
to see him with his kids. If you
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really want to know about another
girl I left behind me — a hired girl,
too — take a look at this."
The letter he handed in Lydia's
handwriting contained a characteristic passage anent her forthcoming marriage to Loopy Lou.
"Don't think I want you to come
to the wedding, because why should
I ? If I am going to make ice-cream,
there's no need for you to be there
to eat it. . . . By the way, the grey
cow's calved again."
"She sounds nice." Cynthia
returned the epistle soberly. "You
know, Chris, I'd like to see your
home, meet your father. I'm so
tired
of city
youngI and
"You
meanmen,that?
shallold."
be
going to this marvellous wedding.
Lydia'd never forgive me if I didn't.
But I couldn't take you. It would
be too much of a shock. I don't
suppose, for a start, you've ever
seen a man without a collar."
" Don't be silly ! "
Thus Cynthia, a trifle nervously,
ultimately
fromto the
the Oregon
'plane,
chartered bystepped
Chris, on
wheatfields
sighthadof Eben
Maitin's
homestead. inShe
had the
good
sense to leave her town clothes and
make-up behind. Chris thrilled with
pride as he introduced to his family
the young woman whose get-up
differed
little from
Ellen's,were
but whose
voice and
breeding
very
different.
Ellen, mother of rascal twins, had
been baking since sun-up, but had
lost little of her charm. Walt's
affection for her was patent, no less,
but her
differently
for
uncouth shown,
swain. than Lydia's
Wearing
confirmation gown her
with mother's
a new stiff
veil,
Lydia was a tight-lipped bride,
relaxing only slightly at the wedding
breakfast, served by Ellen, who
forbade her as queen of the occasion
to wait upon anyone.
In the post-prandial festivities,
the conducting of bride and bridegroom to their home accompanied
by an impromptu jazz band, Cynthia
took her part as merrily as anyone,
calming down only when Chris led
her towards a shallow pond gleaming
like a jewel under the moon.
"Let's wade," she begged. In
midstream she stumbled; he caught
her in his arms and, imbued with
the very breath of Hymen, made
love for the first time.
"Walt, Dad, all of you, great
news ! Cynthia's promised to marry
The family, foregathering in the
parlour for a glass of cider before
bed, received Cynthia delightedly;
but,me."
as Chris surmised, their former
gaiety had been trumped up for the
wedding.
At heart Eben was gloomy. Good
crops; but poor prices for wheat.
Everywhere was the same tale and
general poverty was on the increase.
"You speculators are mining us,"
maintained.
aEben
fortune
at our "You're
expense, making
Chris.
With the bottom out of the price of
wheat, we can't make good."
"Not my fault. It's yours. You
farmers produce too much wheat.
Walt
ought to realise
Can't
he do something
about itthat.
if he means
to stick to the land. Oh, I've seen
your map — up to date. You needn't
tell me that your property's mortgaged up to the hilt. Dad. Better
quit"No."
while you
decently."
Waltcanspoke
for Eben,
whose face was in his hands.
"We're farmers, not business men.
If we can't stick to our job we're
notChris
worth
anything."
shrugged,
acknowledging the
(Continued on page 22)
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impasse. During the fall and early
winter, thoughts of home were in
abeyance, kept down by the pressure
of work as much as by the preparations for his marriage with Cynthia.
Harry Flint, who from the first
had liked Chris, was glad to have
him for a son-in-law, sponsoring him
in more than one financial deal,
which Chris's knowledge of crops
brought to a successful issue.
The wedding, necessarily a smart
one, took place. The cake had been
cut and Chris was chatting to guests
on the way to change, Cynthia
having already left the crowded
room in bridal white, when a servant
touched his arm.
" A Mr. Martin to see you, sir."
Walt, in shabby raincoat, rose
library.
apologetically from a chair in the
" Qorry to butt in on you at a time
much of the butting in.
O"Not
like sothis."
How is it none of you turned up to
see me get married, anyway?
"Couldn't, Chris. Things are bad
at home. Lydia and Loopy have
had to sell
up. Couldn't
even stuff
get
started
on their
own. Their
was auctioned last week, and what
did it fetch? Not enough to keep
them
in blankets."
"I know.
I could see it coming."
Chris ran a manicured finger round
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your complexion will be just as perfect at
half-past five as it was at nine o'clock. For Icilma not
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skin, and keeps it soft, smooth and free from blemishes.
VALUABLE BEAUTY OUTFIT
For a COMPLETE TRIAL BEAUTY OUTFIT containing
tubes of Icilma Vanishing, Flesh-Tinted and Cold Creams,
two boxes of Icilma Face Powder (Naturelle and Rachel), a
full-size 3d. Icilma Shampoo, and a full-size 3d. Icilma Hair
Powder for dry shampoo, send 6d. in stamps to Icilma
(Dept,2aD)45 King's Road, London, N.W.I. Your envelope
must be sealed and bear a
stamp. This
fftl
offer does not apply to the Irish Free State.

Vanishing
Tubes, 6d.
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6d.

1/3

Cream

Jars, 9d., I /3
Flesh-Tinted Cream
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the edge of his glazed collar. " I'm
darned if I know how to help you."
"Something had to be done.
I've got the farmers on strike.
Lock, stock and barrel, the men
round home have agreed not to sell,
not to produce, until prices go up."
" You have ? Now you are talking.
Now, maybe I can get things going.
I'm a farmer, too, and with a good
strike on hand the price of wheat
will start soaring. Walt, you really
"Sure, I mean it. I've been
holding meetings all summer. When
it' " You'll
Imean
left,
every
farmer keep
was idle."
"Good.
them idle,
whatever happens. As Martin to
"As Martin to Martin."
The brothers gripped hands.
"Come in, Walt. You'll need
Martin."
"No, thanks. I must get back.
drink."
Flint if he'll see me in
Soa "Ask
long, Mr.
Chris."
the
library
for a inminute,"
said to the servant
the hall. Chris
Harry Flint, man of business,
topped his son-in-law's explanation
of the strike with : " listen. We've
got to get down to this here and
now. You must stay in town a day
" And itmyoff."
honeymoon, sir } "
"Put
two."
or
"But
"She'sCynthia
got sense." This is the
greatest thing that's happened in
years.
If we
off, we'll
get
a deal and
save pull
the itfarmers
as well.
Now for a list of supporters we can
couTen
nt on minutes
. Got a penci
?''
later 1 and
an paper
agitated
Cynthia, in chic ensemble, opened
the library door.
"There you are, Chris. Why, you
haven't
even
" Had
she
known it,
she changed
enlisted ! his
undying
confidence in her by saying, as he
stammered his apology for delays :—
"Never mind, dear. Business
first. 1 understand."
" Maybe I can help the home folks
at last, Cynthia. I know I seem
to "That's
have beengood.
a hog You
so far."
know, Chris,

it's an old saying, but it's true.
I thought I married a gentleman and
find out I've married something
better
— aherman."
Biting
Up, she went out, Chris
hardly seeing her, so hard his
thoughts ran on the list of the chosen
who would support his scheme.
Even for the stock market the
ensuing rose
weeks were hectic. Wheat
prices
day by day. Day by
day, Walt, Harry Flint, and their
colleagues, by heavy purchases,
ensured the next day's rise.
Walt kept his brother posted with
news. Told of the arrival of deputies
from the Agricultural Commission
from the city, of their pleas to the
farmers to resume work, of the
tatter's determined refusal.
Christmas came and went. With
March, arrived another letter from
Walt. The farmers were growing
restive. Food prices were no lower
because wheat in Chicago was selling
at exorbitant figures. Spring had
arrived. The instinct in tile farmer
was to plough and sow. The habit
of years could not be forgotten.
Idleness, too, was working discontent. Walt's letter of a week
later seemed to Chris, sharing the
writer's knowledge of what he wrote,
full of the creak of rusting and
disused machinery being brought
into action.
"Goodhue and Longton and
Patterson," Walt informed, "have
sown seed and reaped harvest for
twenty years, men and boys, and
nothing I can do or say can stop
In spite
Chris's
efforts,
news
leakedof out.
Prices
on the
blackboards of the wheat pit began
to drop. Chris frienzedly continued
to buy, though even Harry Flint,
them."
also
a persistent buyer, commenting
on the turn of the tide, begged him
to sell while
there Hewashad
time.given
Chris's
blood
was up.
his
word to Walt, and he would abide
by it till his last penny ebbed away.

the pit was so
commotion infollowing
The intense
noon that foron a the
moment Chrisafterwas
unaware that the double doors
opening on to a balcony above the
seething mob of speculators had
opened. The hubbub immediately
died down,
and had
the come
frock-coa
al who
individu
out tedto
speak announced :—
"Gentlemen, you are asked on
behalf of the committee to do no
further business with Christopher
Martin, as he is hereby declared
It was a gay defeat. Martin to
Martin, the brothers had stood
insolvent."
together and lost. They had also
won. To their concerted effort, the
government grant to farmers and
the curb placed on wheat speculation
becoming law during the summer,
must very largely be said to be due.
We make our bow to Chris, now
his father-in-law's partner, and
Cynthia,
about to start on their
deferred honeymoon.
Meanwhile the afternoon sun
gilds the golden harvest of the
Oregon fields, waiting for the reaper.
Eben Martin, on the chaise-longue,
has in his hands a new map, setting
forth in red the redeemed property
with which he is starting in life all
over ingagain.
are sprawlover her Ellen's
as theirsonsyouthful
eyes
survey
grandfather's
pencil
moving
on the tinted paper, outlining the
plots of land reserved for them
when they grow up to be farmers.
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by Lionel

Now

Collier

The

Elizabeth Allan, the British
actress, appears with Richard Dix
in Ace of Aces."
•— riT] —
I'M
|:«|
I'M

'HIS week British and
Dominions give us the
best picture they have
made to date in Sorrell
and Son, an admirable
adaptation
of the book by
Warwick Deeping, which suffers
only from being a little too
leisurely developed.
Technical qualities are excellent
and the acting generally of a high
standard.
The Golden Harvest is another
example of the American flair for
seizing on topicalities and weaving
good stories round them; this
one deals with the American
farmer's problems and is notable
for a fine performance by Richard
Arlen.
If only for the acting of Paul
Muni and Aline McMahon, I
would advise you to see The
World Changes. As a story it
leaves, however, a good deal to
be desired.
•••GOLDEN HARVEST
Paramount.
American.Runs "70A minutes.
" certifitaU.
Social drama.
Richard Arlen
Walt Martin
Chester Morris
Chris Martin
Genevieve Tobin
.Cynthia Flint
Julie Haydon
Ellen Goodhue
Roscoe Ates
Loopy Lue
Elizabeth
Patterson
Lydia
Burton Churchill.
..
Eben Martin
Larry Gray
Hugh Jackson
Henry Kolker
HenryDoctor
Flint
Richard
Carle
The
Charles Sellon
Jason Bowers
Frederick Burton Judge Goodhue
Directed by Ralph Murray, from a story
by Nina Wilcox Putnam adapted by Casey
Robinson. For the story freely based on
the film by Marjory Williams, see page 20.
Just as a matter of interest, this
is Richard
leading
role, and Arlen's
in it hefifty-sixth
has the
best part, that of the farmer brother
who comes in contact with the
wheat speculators, of which his
brother is one of the leaders, he has
had for some time.
Apart from its dramatic force,
there is originality and topicality
in the presentation of the recent
strikes and trouble amongst the
American farmers.
As in all pictures which Hollywood gives us dealing with rural
America, the detail and atmosphere
are alike most convincing. When
the story moves its locale to the big
city the touch is not so sure, but
the scenesandin strike
the "wheat
pit"note.
are
colourful
a realistic
There is sound economic theorising
underlying the entertainment and
one comes away with a good idea
of the problems which farmers are

PICTUREGOEfVS quick reference
index to films just released
***GOLDEN HARVEST
♦THE HOUSE OF TRENT
***SORRELL AND SON
♦UNDER SECRET ORDERS
**THE WORLD CHANGES
♦THE POINTING FINGER
♦TAKING WAYS
c**SON OF A SAILOR
**ACE OF ACES
♦THE FEAR SHIP
♦AS HUSBANDS GO
♦COLONEL BLOOD
♦BRIEF MOMENT
♦WALTZES FROM VIENNA
What the asterisks mean — •••• An outstanding feature. *•* Very good** Good.
* Average entertainment.
c Also suitable for children.
facing across the Atlantic, as well
as a sense of having been well
catered for dramatically.
The weak part of the picture is
the ending, where everyone is
indiscriminately white- washed — a
process which detracts a lot from
the simple charm and sincerity of
the rest of the picture.
Richard Arlen gives a thoroughly
brilliant characterisation and Chester
Morris is excellent in contrast as
the sharp-witted speculator. The
contrast in their types helps to
point the drama very successfully.
It is difficult to differentiate
between the performances given by
Genevieve Tobin, Roscoe Ates,
Julie Hayden, and Elizabeth Patterson— they are all equally good in
their individual way.
•••SORRELL AND SON
United ofArtists.
certificate.
Drama
paternal British.
lose and "A"
sacrifice.
Runs
97
minutes.
H. B. Warner
Stephen Sorrell
M argot Penrose
Geahame Mrs. Stephen
Peter
L„,„0Sorrell„
Sorrell
Kjt Palfrey
Ruby
iams \ Mrs.
Will
Hugh Miller
Evelyn
Roberts
Mr. Roland
Donald Calthrop Sir Richard Orange
Arthur Chesney
Mr. Porteous
Wally Patch
Bock
Winifred Shotter Molly Pentreath
Hope Davy
Ethel
Directed by Jack Raymond from the story
by Warwick Deeping.
The outstanding feature of this
picture, which is a thoroughly
competent and technically sound
adaptation of the book, is the acting
of Hugh Williams as Sorrell 's son —
why we ever let him go to Hollywood is a mystery.
H. B. Warner is good as the father
who sacrifices his life so that his
son can become a surgeon. His
performance, however, lacks that
quality which should have touched
one deeply; it errs on the severe side.
Donald Calthrop gives a very
clever character study of an old
doctor who becomes mentor and
friend to the son.
Of the women, Winifred Shotter
excels as the girl in love with him,
but Margot Grahame strikes an
occasional false note as the mother
who leaves him and his father for a
wealthy lover; there are times when
she should pull a little sympathy,
but she fails to do so.
The one fault of the picture is a
tendency to be drawn out. Careful
editing would obviate this and
improve the picture, which is
certainly, as it stands, one of the
best British pictures of the year.
The underlying tenderness and
nobility of the theme is well brought
out, and there is a refreshing sense
of sincerity and cleanness about the
production as a whole.

♦•THE WORLD CHANGES
Warner.tacularAmericas*,
"A" certificate.
Specbiographical drama.
Sum 91 minutes.
Paul Muni
Orin Mordholm, jnn.
Mary As tor _
Virginia
Aline MacMahon .Anna Mordholm
Donald Cook
Richard
Allan Dinehart Ogden Jarrett
Guy Kibbee
Claflin
Margaret Lindsay
Jennifer
Henry
O'Neill Orin Mordholm,
Jean Mum
Selma sen.
III
Anna Q. Nilsson Mrs. Peterson
Theodore Newton
Paul
Patricia Ellis
Natalie
Willard Robertson Mr. Piterson
Doug Dumbrihk
Buffalo Bill
Mickey Rooney
Otto
Clay Clement
Capt. Custer
Wallis Clark
McCord
Oscar Apfkl
Morley
Sidney To lee
Hodgens
Marilyn Kmowlden Selma (aged 10}
David Durand
Orin (aged 10)
Alan Mowbray
Sir Phillip
Directed by Mervyn le Roy.
Thetworeason
meritsof
stars why
is duethisto picture
the acting
Aline McMahon and Paul Muni.
Otherwise, it is a melodramatic
affair, tending to be artificial and
theatrical.
There is, too, an absurd caricature
of an English baronet which the
unfortunate Alan Mowbray has to
interpret and insanity scenes which
could well have been left out.
To return, however, to the reasons
for seeing the picture. Paul Muni
gives a great performance as Orin,
the son of a pioneer, who rises to
great power in the cattle business,
only to find that wealth brings him
sorrow — his social climbing wife dies
a raving lunatic and his two sons
prove utterly worthless, while he
himself eventually commits suicide.
He seems to live the part and
captures the psychology of the
character to perfection.
Aline McMahon, as his pioneer
mother, who turns up in the latter
stages to help right family entanglements, isalso brilliant, although her
make-up as an old woman is not all
that could be desired.
The story covers an interesting
period of American history and
introduces Buffalo Bill; the period
covered is from 1856 to the Wall
Street debacle of 1929.
Settings and spectacle are exceedingly good.
c"SON OF A SAILOR
F.N. American. "V" certificate. Broad
comedy. Runs 73 minutes.
Joe
Brown
JohnnyE. Mack
Brown.■"Handsome"
Duke
Jean Mute
Helen
Frank
McHugh
-Gaga
Thelma Todd
The Bareness
George Blackwood Armstrong
Walter Miller
Kramer
Kenneth Thomson
Williams
Samuel Hinds
Famsworth
Arthur Vinton
Vincent
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
good
a verywhich,
ought
Youlaugh
fromtothisgetcomedy,
while not startlingly original, puts

Anne Grey is the heroine of the
British film of Stuart times,
" Colonel Blood."
over the old gags very well and has
plenty of action leading up to an
hilarious climax, in which the hero
captures a crook who is trying to
escape in an aeroplane with valuable
Joe E. Brown is on top of his
form
as sailor
"Handsome,"
the Navy,
most
conceited
in the U.S.
who thinks himself irresistible to
women
plans. and gains promotion by the
aforesaid capture.
He has, too, a most amusing scene
in awhich
he boxes the champion
of
rival ship.
The naval background is very
good, and the nonsensical plot and
hearty slapstick are put over with
a will.
Jean Muir is very good in an
ingenue role, and sound support
comes from Johnny Mack Brown
and Arthur Vinton.
•AS HUSBANDS GO
Fox. American.
"A" 81certificate.
Marital
drama Runs
minutes.
Warner Baxter
Charles Lingard
Helen Vinson
Lucille Lingard
Warner Oland
Hippolitns Lomi
Catherine Doucet Emmie S> kes
G. P. Huntley, jun Ronald I^rbyshire
Frank
Jake Canon
EleanorO'Connor
Lyn
Peggy
Svkes
Jay Ward
Wilbur
Directed by Hamilton MacFadden from the
play by Rachel Cr others.
Themarried
old story
the attractive
womanof becoming
temporarily infatuated with a handsome
young
man israther
well staged
acted.
It savours
of the and
theatrical,
but the psychology is sound, and
the treatment sophisticated and
intelligent.
Warner Baxter, who seems to
enter fully into any part he is given
to play, isstandingadmirable
as an underhusband,
while
Helen Vinsonbut staid
admirably
portrays
the restless and childless wife.
J. P. Huntley, iun., is adequate as
the Englishman she meets and with
whom the glamour of a visit to Paris
makes her
believeOFsheACES
is in love.
••ACE
Radio. war
American.
''A" 75certificate.
drama, buns
minutes. Aerial
Richard Die
Lieutenant Res Thome
Elizabeth Allan
N«nc> Adams
Ralph Bellamy
Theodore
Newton... Lieu tenant Major
Foster Blake
Kelly
Joe
Saukrs
Captain
DarV
Frank Conrot Colonel Wentworth
Bill Caghey
Lieut. Meeker
Howard Wilson Lieut. Tim Terry
Helmut* Goein
German Cadet
Art
Jarrett
Lind
Anderson
Lawlor Lieut.
Lieut. James
Red Cahill
Clarence Stroud Lieut. Billy Winstead
Frank Melton
Lieut. Phil Parker
Claude
Gillingwater, Lieut.
jun.
Tommy Gray
Carl Erich Hansen. ..Lieut. Nicholas Heatr
George Lollier
Lieut. Ralph Smith
Directed by I. Walter Ruben from the
story, "Bird n» Prey," by John Monk
Saunders.
(Continued
on page 26)
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SCREENS

The central idea is a good one ; an
attempt to present a drama on
the psychological changes which
take place in a man when he
exchanges his civilian clothes for
those of a soldier.
It is swamped, however, by the
spectacular aerial thrills and war
scenes in a manner which suggests
that the director got rather frightened of his theme and pandered to
box-office conventionalities.
Richard Dix as a sculptor idealist,
who turns into a ruthless militarist,
is good as the latter, but hardly
suggests the other side of the
complex personality.
Elizabeth Allan is adequate as his
fiancee, who taunts him with being
a coward and is terrified at the
change she has wrought in him.
Technical qualities are excellent.
•COLONEL BLOOD
M.-G.-M.
certificate.
Romantic British.
drama. Rums"A"
97 minutes.
Frank Cellier
Colonel Blood
Anns Guv
Lady Castlemaine
Mary Lawson
.Susie
Allan Jeayes
.Charles n
Hay Petrie
Mr. Edwards
Hilda Trevelyan lbs. Edwards
Arthur Chesney
Mr. Pepys
Stella Arbenina
Mrs. Pepys
Desmond Jeans
Parrot
Robert Kainby
Arthur
GoulletDesborough
Tim
Percy Standing Duke of Ormonde
Gabriel Toynb
Ossory
Peggy Evans
Nancy
Ena Grossmith
Jane
Vivien Reynolds
Arlington
Tarvee Penna
Chaffinch
Directed by W. P. story.
Lipscoub from his own
"CVHinded
the adventurer
story of who,
Mr.
L Blood, anon Irish
in order to pay his debts, attempts
to steal the Crown jewels, tins
picture is rather slight in material
and never quite makes up its mind
whether it intends to be serious or
comically inclined.
It has, however, colour and a
strain of romance which are pleasurable.
Frank Cellier is inclined to make
Colonel Blood too much of a
humourist rather than an adventurer with a sense of humour and
fails to gain the full sympathy the
part should enlist.
Anne Grey is attractive as Lady
Castlemaine, to whom Blood pays
his attentions, but her performance
lacks warmth.
Allan Jeayes is very good as
Charles II; the best performance of
them all.
The rest of the cast fail somewhat
in subordinating their individualities
to the exigencies of their parts.

NOW — Continued
* BRIEF MOMENT
Columbia.
certificate.
Marital American.
drama. Runs "U"
69 minutes.
Carole Lombard
Abby
Gene Raymond
Rodney
Monroe
Owsley"
Sig
Donald Cook
Franklin Deane
Reginald Mason
Mr. Deane
Theresa Maxwell Conover Mrs. Deane
Florence Thomas
Brit-ionPrince Otto
Kay
Jameson
Directed by David Burton from the stage
play by S. N. Behrman
Maklow. adapted by Brian

Conventional story of the cabaret
girl who married a wealthy
young man and is ostracised by his
family, and finally is forced to break
with her husband, who turns out to
be a complete idler.
How be makes good and wins her
back ficial
provides
denouement.a thoroughly artiGene Raymond admirably suggests the weak man about town,
while Monroe Owsley is well in
character as the friend who aids and
abets him.
Carole Lombard is physically
beautiful, but strikes an artificial
note as the wife.
•WALTZES FROM VIENNA
Gaumont.
"V"80 minutes.
certificate.
Romance withBritish.
music. Runs
Jessie
Matthews
Resi
Fay Compton
The Countess
Edmund Gwenn
Johann Strauss
Esmond
Knight "Schani" Strauss
jcm.
Frank Vosra
The Prince
Robert Hale
Ebedexer
Hindu Edgar
Leopold
Charles Heslop
The Valet
Betty
Huntley
Wright...
The
Lady's
Maid
Marcus Barron
Drexler
Sybil Grove
Madame Foucbet
Bertram Dench The Engine Driver
Boxy Shine jun
Carl
B. M. Lewin
Domeyer
Cyril
Smith
-Secretary
Berinofp and C harlot The Dancers
Directed by Alfred HrrcncocK from the
play by Heinz Reichert, D. A. M. Willher
and Ernst Marischka.
Leisurely sentimental romance,
dealing with the rivalry which
apparently existed between the
senior and junior Strauss and the
love affair of the latter with the
daughter of a wealthy pastry cook.
The main attraction lies in the
artistic settings, the music, and the
clever technical work of the director.
For these reasons the picture is well
worth seeing.
I dealt fully with this point in the
issue of March 17.
Esmond Knight's portrayal of the
younger Strauss is excellent, but
Edmund Gwenn hardly convinces
one as his famous composer father.
Fay Compton
is badlya cast
as a
countess
who takes
romantic
interest in the son — she is somewhat
expressionless and cold — while Jessie

H. B. Warner, the original " Sorrell," with Margot Grahame in the talkie
version of " Sorrell and Son."
Matthews is right out of her depths
d brot
hihes r halfas a romantic ingenue — she shines A. Bromley Davenport anLord
Edensore
occasionally in her comedy moments.
Leslie Perrins
James Mallory
Michael Hog an... The Hon. Patrick Lai one
A
good
straight-comedy
sketch
comes from Frank Vosper as the D. J. Williams
Grimes
Clare Greet
A Landlady
countess's
jealous
husband.
Henrietta Watson. ..Lady Anne Rollestone
Camerawork
is outstanding.
Viola Keats
Lady Mary Stuart
estone
Directed by George Pearson !L
fromordtheRollnovel
•THE HOUSE OF TRENT
Butcher. British. "U" certificate. Drama
of maternal love. Runs 74 minutes.
John
again
in the
dualStuart
role —byisthat
of aseen
nobleman
"Rita."
Anne Grey
Rosemary
John Stuart
John Trent and his half-brother who tries to
Wendy Barrie
Angela
Peter Gawthornk Lord Fairdown dispose of his relation in order to
Hope Davey
Joan
N'orah
Barbara
title. to make both roles
HerbertBaring
Harben
Editor gainHe themanages
Moore Marriott
Ferrier quite convincing, although, as a
whole, the production is tinged
Jack
Peter
Dora Raime
Gregory
Mary with theatricality
and somewhat
ed.
Estells Winwood
Charlotte out-mod
Hay Plumb
Foreman of Jury
Victor Stanley
Spriggs
The action alternates between the
Humbertson Wright
Coachman
Directed by Norman Walker from the story English countryside and the African
jungle, where the hero had gone on
and scenario by Bilue Bristow and Charles
Bennett.
a hunting expedition.
•TAKING WAYS
Quite a good homely story,
Universal.
British. "A" certificate. Crooh
dealing
a mother's
personal sacrificeswith
for her
son and how
comedy.
40 minutes. Freddie
LeonardCrossley
MorrisRunsLight-fingered
her interference with his love affairs Daisy
Flash Kate
nearly leads to tragedy.
Harry Terry
Basher
Freddie
Watts
Gus
It is told in a straightforward,
Charles Farrkll "Spike" Davis
unsophisticated manner and contains
B. Hudson
Johnnie
Tap"Darkie"
Dancer
quite good characterisation.
RiGOLETToNit
Bros
Accordeon
Players
Anne Grey is sympathetic as the
Directed by John Baxter.
mother and John Stuart does well
in the dual role of her son and her
by
necklacewith
a pearl dealing
the theft
ving ofcomedy,
Slow-mo
husband.
town.
about
man
a
as
posing
a crook
Wendy Barrie displays intelligence
It is thin stuff, helped out by
and attractiveness as the girl in the music-hall
case.
song and type.
dance numbers of the
•UNDER SECRET ORDERS
Butcher.
American. Runs
"A"60 minutes.
certificate.
Adventure melodrama.
Donald Dillaway Henry Ames
J. Fabhell MacDonald John Burke
Nena
Alvrrei
PhyllisQuartaro
BarringtonCarmencita
Jane Lawrence
Don Alvarado
Don Frederico
Lape
McKee
Matthew
Betz Franklyn
Senor Lawrence
Cevallos
Paul Ellis
Jose Fernandes
Leon Holmes
Office Boy
Directed by Sam Neufield from a story by
Eustace L. Adams.
Farrel McDonald gives a good
performance in this somewhat
old-fashioned melodrama as a middleaged man who helps a bank clerk
to carry out his mission of delivering
valuable bonds to a client in South
America.
Otherwise, it is all very
ingenuous, with lively fights and
plenty of action, which takes place
on a liner and in a South American
hacienda.

26

Mary Astor and Paul Muni in a scene from " The World Changes."

•THE POINTING FINGER
Radio. British. "17"
ceritifcate.
Runs <SR
minutes Social
meiodra

Acting is generally weak and,
though the crooks are not too badly
drawn, they are rarely given a chance
to exploit
characterisations.
•THEtheirFEAR
SHIP
Paramount
" A "minutes.
certificate. (AS.FJ..).
Nautical drama. British.
Runs 66
Edmund Willard Jack Arkwright
Cyril
McLaclen
Capt.
Peine
Dorothy Barti.au Ivy Bywater
William Holmes Capt. Bywater
Hal Booth
The Sailmaker
John Blake
Buckeye
Directed by James Edwards from R. F. W.
Rkes' novel, " The Second Mate."
mer, there
a windjam
a goodon deal
of pictorial
appealis
Staged
in this otherwise thin story, which
lacks essential characterisation.
Edmund Willard is sound as the
brutal first mate of a schooner who
tries
force theandcaptain's
daughter
into to
marriage
antagonises
the
crew.
Cyril McLaglen
virile
performance
as the gives
seconda mate,
j drunken derelict, who defies his
superior
the girl. officer and eventually wins
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SERVICE
DURING
THE
'
ASP
RO'2
CHANCE

...no

need

to

powder
again
todau!
Men dislike to see a woman constantly dabbing
powder on her nose. But many girls think
there is no other way to prevent their skin
from becoming shiny and glistening. I have
found, however, that when a good face powder
is blended with Mousse of Cream, as in Tokalon
Mousse of Cream face powder, it stays on all
day in spite of wind, rain, or even while dancing
in a warm ballroom.
Besides being adherent and invisible, Tokalon
Mousse of Cream face powder is a splendid skin
tonic, stimulating the tissues and never clogging
the pores. Now I always have a smooth, clear,
delicate complexion that the girls envy and
all men admire. The man who recently proposed to me says it is my lovely skin and
complexion that first attracted him.
You will only need to powder once a day — for
Poudre Tokalon does stay on.
17D171?
By specialanyarrangement
withof the
*7 *»' 'I 1 •. facturers,
woman reader
this manupaper
may obtain a de Luxe Beauty Outfit containing six
shades
so that
she
mav oftest'Tokalon
them forMousse
herself.of Cream'
The outfitPowder
also contains
Creme Tokalon Skinfoods for both day and night use.
Send 3d. in stamps to cover cost of postage, packing,
etc.,
to Tokalon,
London,
N.W.10. Ltd. (Dept. 339 N), Chase Road,

PROVEN

HAIR

REMOVER

SEASONS

The change of seasons means petty illnesses for numbers of people. Many
complain of nervy complaints during this period. Sleeplessness and irritability are other troublesome conditions. Headaches are much in evidence
and ills and chills are prevalent. Take 'AS PRO' and you can banish these
troublesome conditions quickly and effectively. Irritability is soothed away
and refreshing sleep takes the place of sleeplessness. You awake refreshed
and vigorous. Your headaches, too, can be banished definitely in a few
minutes by the 'ASPRO' method. Your nerves are calmed and a feeling of
ease and comfort experienced. Remember 'ASPRO' does not dope, deaden
or drug. There are no harmful after-effects because 'ASPRO' is completely
eliminated from the system a few hours after you have taken it. Do not
confuse 'ASPRO' with cheap and impure aspirin. Remember, 'ASPRO'
harms neither the heart nor the stomach. It represents quick service —
purity— safety — healing power in tablet form.
READ
COLD
IN

THESE

BANISHED

ONE

NIGHT
Hill- Side Stores,
Dear Sir,
Lawford, Essex.
I feel that I must write and tell you that
your * ASPRO ' banished my cold the other
week.lemonI took
' ASPRO
' tablets
one
beforetwo
retiring
at night
and gotand
up
in the morning
new man.
Yours a gratefully,
C. MAUTHORN.
AS A
GA RGLE
'ASPRO'
Two
Tabletsan in four tablespoonfuls
of'ASPRO'
water make
excellent gargle for
sore
silitis,throat,
and act tonas
a deterrent.

UHR
THE

OF

LETTERS:

EXTRA

SLEEPLESSNESS

TABLETS

€ PAINS

FREE
The cheapest
way to buy
'ASPRO' is the

IN HEAD

OVERCOME
Worcester, Cape Province.
Dear Sir, — I suffer from severe pains in
the beadthe and
sleeplessness.
soothed
pain in
the head and' ASPRO
gave me '
soundwillsleep.
I'll neveryours,
' ASPRO '
and
recommend
itbetowithout
all sufferers.
Sincerely
P. A. WILLIAMS.

2/6
packet.tenIt
contains
extra tablets,

FAMILY

equivalent to
3/- worth Theof
'ASPRO'.

BY

BENEFITED

ASPRO

Oliphant Street, Queen's
Park,W.io.
Dear68Six,
London,
I must write and thank you for the relief
of neuralgia and rheumatism, my family and
I have received great benefit from your
' ASPRO.' It is a sure remedy for almost
any complaint.
Yours J.truly,
WISEMAN.

PRICES

3-

next cheapest
way is the 1/3
packet which
contains
two
extra tablets.

'ASPRO ' consists of the
purest
Acetylsalicy2'e
lic Acid
• I's
6 that
h as everMedica
been lknown
Scienctoe
and its claims
arc based on its
superiority.

Don't hesitate to use this certain aid to beauty.
Alluhr gives
you that loveliness of the Screen Stars,
it not only removes, but destroys the arch enemy of
womankind
and
Positive.— superfluous hair! Perfumed, Practical,
Each re-growth of hair is slower than the last.
Shaving establishes growth — Alluhr retards it!
Rid safe
yourself
to-day of unsightly hair with Alluhr —
the
hair remover.
A

IL IL U
Hi IP
6d include
I/- and
2/6
all
Spatula.
The 2/4
contains four times as much
as the I/- size and special fibre brush.
From Boots, Taylors, Timothy Whites, Woolworths,
chemists and hairdressers
If difficulty in
obtaining, send P.O. to Alluhr,everywhere.
Street, London,Ltd.,E.C.Dept. S, 1-2 Hard wick

Agent* :
GOLLIN
ft Co.pro'
Ply.Dept.)
Ltd.
('As
SLOUGH,
BUCKS.
Phone Sloufh 608
TRY
ASPRO
INFLUENZA
HEADACHES
SLEEPLESSNESS
OR INSOMNIA
NEURALGIA
SCIATICA
COUT

No proprietary right is
claimed in the method of
manufacture or the formula
AsprO
accjaADt M«ac

SLOUGH
|, ASPRO
MADE LTD.
BY a
ENGLAND
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Edmund Gwenn, Barbara Everest and
Barry Mackay in a scene from the British
Lion mystery drama "Passing Shadows"
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Air
Boom in Radio Pictures
—Filming the B.B.C.
— John Grierson's Big
Job— Hush-hush B.I. P.
Production — Victor
Varconi as Author and
Star

Hp
BV^
M
■L^B
L
L
Hf
But a mere handful of films have been made
about the B.B.C. or its resultant cacophany, so we
are to have some more.

by E.

G.

Cousins

RITISH film production is growing
ether-minded.
This will come as a surprise to some
cynics, who profess grave doubts as
to British production being minded
at all; they will also point out that ether is a
powerful anaesthetic and British production
does not need one.
I am referring,
however,
the dentist's
friend,
but to the
kind not
of to
ether
that so
obligingly takes charge of the ripples of sound,
sense, Clapham, Dwyer, and their other spots
of bother as they are expelled from Broadcasting
House, and delivers them safely and free from
atmospherics, distortion, and morse code to
your cat's whisker or whatever. (My technical knowledge of radio extends to turning
the larger black knob the wrong way and
getting Whipsnade, but I am informed by a
learned and spectacled friend, aged eleven,
that that is what the ether is for.)

e myas conch-like
With
the mooted
ground atI can
Offshl
hear,
I have said,earof tothree
the
moment. (Did the lady with the ear-trumpet
think
" muted "?optimism.)
Leave her to enjoy her
momentI said
of misplaced
First — no, as we are dealing with broadcasters,
who are notoriously a proud, haughty race, we
had better not put them in any kind of order.
Anyway, one of the three is a highly official affair,
made with the full sanction, and co-operation, of
the B.B.C.
Seriousness apart, however, this film (which is
to be the documentary film to end documentary
films) is a highly important matter, because (if
for no other reason) John Grierson is directing it.

Band of Hope

ukases, to a charlady being
smuggled out
the
coal-chute
afterthrough
broadcaster ing her views on the
political world.
situation to an
anxious
Everyfrom
type economics
of entertain-to
ment,

|P> Hj comics,
willthrough
be shown
oozing up
the
holes in the roof near Sir John Keith's famous
chimney, wriggling out into the ether, and darting,
with the unerring instinct of a homing pigeon, to
your aerial. (If you are one of the snubby,
upper-class people who dispense with an aerial,
forgive that last aspersion.)
And You !
Even
you, and
who will
paypresumably
for all these
scientific
miracles
pay to
see it
reproduced on the screen, are to be shown
fiddling with your wireless set and trying to
disentangle Macdonald of Lossiemouth from
Potter of Hogsnorton ; and in addition we are to
have
Children's
Hour, Wireless
in Schools,
of television,
an S.O.S.
or two, and
so on. a spot
A Watt at Ohm
Another of the trio of B.B. Cinematics is to be
made by B.I.P. at Elstree. It has not, so far
as I can ascertain, been definitely assured a
director, but the story is by Reginald Purdell (a
familiar figure in all the best loud-speakers) and

You know John Grierson, of course. He is one
of a small band of believers, including Paul John Watt.
Rotha and Ivor Montagu, who hold the quaint A Better Twiddler
opinion that the box-office is not the be-all and
end-all of kinema; indeed, they go further and T knew John when his knowledge of broadharness the mighty giant to the purposes of A casting was limited, like my own, to knob-twiddling but
; he was the better twiddler, and look
documentation, education, and propaganda.
Whenever Grierson is mentioned, someone says, where it has planted him — slap in among the
of broadcasting.
" Ah, yes — Drifters " — just as though he had hierarchy
We called him Peter in those days, and in the
never made any other film.
Actually, of course, he has made a considerable bosom of his family he is that still; but " still "
number for the Empire Marketing Board, but can
John Watt supply us with another contradiction in terms, for he is never still for a moment.
Drifters (a picture of our fishing fleets at work)
was one of the first British films to employ
In fact, he reminds me of a dynamo — restless,
successfully the principles of cross-cutting, tempo, humming with ideas, immensely energetic.
montage, and so forth as prescribed by Pudovkin
for the delectation and enlightenment of the
Hollywood Does It
Softly . . .
Proletariat.
(" Prolly " to us Neo-vorticists.)
British film production, then (to moisten the
This is a hush-hush production — no title, no
lips and start again) is growing, shall we say, A Mouthful
players (yet), " no fadder, no mudder, poor
ether-conscious, since that is such a delightful
little orphan," as the bootblacks in Cairo used to
contradiction in terms.
describe
themselves, and, for aught I know, still do.
1 enjoyed Drifters along with an audience (very
No fewer than three films are being made at the
In passing, it was Reginald Purdell who,
Red, oh, very) who had gathered in the Scala
moment, or are mooted, dealing with the engross- Theatre in London to see The End of St. Peters- teamed with Davy Burnaby, linked together the
ing subject of broadcasting. Of course, we have
burg. Drifters aroused as much enthusiasm as the component parts of the British Lion film, On the
been surfeited for years with films from America Russian effort, which fact planted a lofty and Air, which began and finished in Broadcasting
waving feather in the hat of Britisher John House. That was easily the most successful
(northern
featuring
" radio,"
from
whichhalf,we western
have, Iquarter)
hope, firmly
grasped
the Grierson.
attempt so far to put British Broadcasting on the
Well, Grierson has bitten off a tremendous screen; it also taught us that not more than ten
fact that no American broadcasting microphone is
ever without either (a) murder or (b) Bing Crosby. mouthful in undertaking to put every aspect of views of the same saxophone should be seen in
Did I understand a gentleman at the back of British broadcasting on the screen. We are to one feature-length film intended to appeal to adult
the hall to remark that these terms are synony- be shown the inner workings of Broadcasting intelligences.
mous? Allow me to press your hand, sir. I House, from (presumably) Sir John Reith sitting
The third (Continued
new production
with this
on pagedealing
30)
sometimes long to say these things myself.
on the Woolsack issuing his morning's batch of
28
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THE

BATH

IS THE FIRST LESSON IN
BEAUTY

LORE

THAT'S
famous
beauties of
of
history why
made thesuch
a ceremony
bathing — they realised that it was the
essential part of every beauty treatment.
But where Cleopatra, Helen of Troy,
Psyche and others used costly cosmetics,
the modern woman bathes luxuriously in
water which is supercharged with beautifying oxygen by a 'Reudel' Bath Cube.
Oxygenated water holds dirt and soap
in solution so that they cannot wash back
into the pores. It cleanses the skin as
ordinary water cannot — for it dissolves
away all dust and grime from deep down
in the pores. A 'Reudel' bath is an external
cocktail — it makes your
skin soft . . fragrant . .
and aglow with health
and beauty.

kinds

7

of

discolour

stains

teeth—

Colgate's
removes
all seven
When you part your lips and smile, is there a flash of teeth that gleam
and sparkle ?
MADE IN
No 1 Nature, you say. has been unkind to you 1 She has given you
ENGLAND
naturally dull teeth, lacking in lustre 1 . . . Nonsense !
Your teeth are stained— discoloured by things you eat and drink
and smoke. Seven different stains are left on your teeth daily. And
all your faithful brushing cannot free your teeth of these discolorations, unless you call to your aid a toothpaste with m o cleansing
actions. Most toothpastes, you see, have only one action — and
to this one action, alone, the seven stains will not yield.
Colgate's Dental Cream has two actions. First, gently and
safely, it dissolves and washes away some of the stubborn
discolorations. Second, safely and thoroughly, it polishes
away the stains that are left.
Don't resign yourself to dull teeth. Do the obvious thing.
Get Colgate's and use it at least twice a day.
THE 7 CAUSES OF STAINS
THAT DISCOLOUR TEETH
1. Meats and other proteins.
4. Sweets.
2. Starchy foods.
5. Fruits.
3. Vegetables.
6. Beverages.
7. Tobacco smoke.

PERMANENT
WAVE
Your Own Hair
at Home with
the "MINERVA"
Permanent Wiring Outfit
Complete
» Outfit
* Comprising
Kinem
Electric
Heater,machines,
u used21
in/the professional
^uP-Sachets,
P.W.
Curlers,
Minerva
P.W.
Solution
and
Setting
Lotion
as suppliedSACHETS
to the leading
Hairdressers.
SOLUTION OBTAINABLE ANDAT
ANY TIME — LASTS A LIFETIME.
The "exactly
Minervathe" principles
P.W. Outfit
follows
of the
more
expensive
professional
permanent waving machines and is guaranteed for 2 years. Complete illustrated
instructions
accompany
In lull " guarantee
it unconditionally
given.each
Sendoutfit
P.O. and
22/- aand" moneySTATE backVOLTAGE.
DEPT. P, MINERVA PRODUCTS, 61-43 FLEET STREET, LIVERPOOL.
Slfrida
POWDER CREAM
AMAZING VALUE
...OUTSTANDING QUALITY
...AND IT COSTS ONLY
TRYATIT TO-OAY
B
OBTAINABLE
ALL CHEMISTS

7fi*ZQ

STYLES

/"w

THE

STARS
WEAR
These areare wearing
the exactoffered
stylesto theyou rUiriat
stars
specialcardbargain
prices.
Send
a poststating
size,
height
of heel,
colour or shade of shoe required,
andanda
set of SINGLE SAMPLES will be sent
on free
approval
your toownpurchase,
home.
If you
do notto wish
simply tireturn
shoes
without
obligaon. You will be delighted when
NEW I you ace them. Write t»-nieht.

WEAR

this BELT

and
keep
SLIM
AVOID
etc., Refor
reducingdoubtful
weight.medicines,
Wear thepills,
Beasley
ducing-Belt-Supporter, and get slim quickly
and safely. Slips over hips, instantly adjusting
itself totenersyour
. For figure. No straps, lacing or fasMEN OR WOMEN.
this garmentWomen's
is made model
from strong
Elastic '
webbing.
has fourwoven
suspenders.
deep'
1 1
5/ 1Super
1
Add 2/-4-/
for sizes
38 ins. to deepS'
44 ins. waist.
Quality 8/1 Id. Fine Silk Elastic 14 ins. deep,
12/1
Id.
O.S.
3/extra.
Poslaae
on
all
models
3d.
extra.
BfU exchanged or money refundtd if Hot approved. Send

BEASLEY
BELT Dept. 405
Htlhmul SUM
12 CONDUIT
STREET, LONDON W.l.
supplied through
Societies. Fitting rooms
2*i Chorine CrossBelts
Road.Londnn
and 270 Approved
De&nsgate.Manchester.ripen
until 6atp.m.
Etett,
LUC MOTH
tTRIll IEED§ J Surgical

MINUTE

These wonderful
Clips will wave your
hair quickly, orHOME
reset
WAVE-SET
TER
your perm.
They are fittedIN
with USE
SPECIAL AT
TEETH which
gently grip the hair and automatically press it into the most
natural-looking waves. I/- per card of 2 clips from
Hairdressers,
Boot's,Ltd.,etc.
In difficulty write
:o /orrett, RainsfordStores,
& Laughton,
Birmingham.

2 CLIPS ON A CARD IT'S
SPEEDY/
Larger Sizes 9d. * I/- Each
\a^U'%Z/ J
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HEATED
TO SURPASS
^ANY PEN EVER OFFERED
AT THE PRICE.

A Brilliant

Pen

at a

Millions
ce"
Priare
leOwners
abPen
markof
Re
Enthusiastic
over
This New
Parker Innovation a Streamlined, Colourful, Unbreakable
Pen at a Price ALL can Afford.' ,

If you
really
cannot afford the
handsome
Parker Duofold nor yet the '
medium-priced
ParkerPremiere/
you'll Moderne
find in 1
Parker
a worthy deputy.
Here is a pen exceptionally moderate in price, yet
which for style and
workmanship, is
unsurpassed by
any pen at anything like its price.
Parker Moderne
embodies many of
the exclusive features of the worldfa mo us ParKer
Duofold : unbreakable barrel —
spearhead feed,
safety-sealed leakproof cap, hidden
press - button filler, Hashing colours —
Green and Gold, Bronze and Blue, Onyx
and Black and Gold — and there's an
iridium tipped 14 ct. gold nib to suit your
style of handwriting exactly.
—

■

Pent made m Canada
Pen
Briiish Craftsmen,
neilt made in
Canada and US. A

larker
Moderne
PENCILS TO MATCH
Alto PARKFTTE
PENS
ImL3*F
FaT "4
106^76.
PENCILS : 7 6 and 5 -. ^^^^K

Yarkers NON-CLOG I«/c-93&l 3

ON

THE

BRITISH

SETS— Continued

subject — or, more correctly, the first, since it
is just
" take the floor " at Sound City —
is
The about
Radio to
Pirate.
If you imagine this is a blood-and-thunder
romance dealing with a pirate king who carries
out his nefarious exploits with the aid of wireless,
you miss your guess.
Topical Talkies
A radio pirate is a person (usually wearing
spectacles) who rigs up his own unauthorised
broadcasting station and sends out mysterious
broadcasts.
Such a one has lately occupied considerable
space in the news, and the Sound Citizens are
cashing-in on the attendant publicity by making a
story round this occurrence.
With the recent speeding up of releases — that is
to say, the elimination of the former enormously
long period between the completion of a film and
its general release — it has become worth while for
British studios to go in for topical subjects.
Sound City did this with Song of the Plough,
which dealt with the tithe troubles. Wyndham
Films are doing it with The Secret of the Loch,
dealing with the notorious Loch Ness monster
(and, heaven forgive me, I referred to this film
some weeks ago as The Mystery of the Loch, thereby
paining its good sponsors grievously, so kindly
make a note of this correction).

Gtvyneth Lloyd,
a c harming
GBritish
aunt ont
juniorstar,
wears
evening frockthis
of
pastel
organza
inblue
the
Gainsborough

Bang ! Bang I
film "Wild
That will be about all for to-day concerning
broadcasting, thanks very much; but I warn
you, I shall have to refer to the subject again —
and again— and even again, if the threatened
cycle of radio films really does set in with its
expected severity.
The current Sound City opus is called Menace,
and here is the blood-and-thunder thriller to which
I referred obliquely a few paragraphs back.
Boy."
It's all about a brilliant engineer and explosive
expert who has become slightly dinted on the
I like him very
napper, during the war, by a chunk of ironware He also wrote the story.
propelled by a puff of that same explosive which is much.
is also the beautiful Joan Maude, whom
his hobby. (Chorus of Pacifists : " Aha ! You weThere
last saw in The Wandering Jew. I hope
see ! ")
Brunei gives us a lot of her. I can stand it.
Railway Smashes
He is called in by the Government to help to
investigate a series of terrible outrages which
SPECIAL
BRITISH
have been horrifying the country — a succession of
railway smashes in which hundreds of people
have been killed.
NUMBER
Finally he discovers that the murderer is — no.
An Unparalleled Feat in Film
I'm blowed if I'll tell you. You never tell me
anything, except that you are a constant reader of
my page and would like to know how to get on
the films.
Journalism
Next week
Picturegoer proudly
So now you'll have to see the film, which will be
presents an eighty-page paper at the
no
hardship,
Adrian
Brunei. considering that it's directed by
same price as its ordinary issues.
It contains an outstanding thirty-tunj
Cut and Dried Methods
page British supplement which deals
exhaustively with all aspects of the film
Brunei used to be a highbrow director.
industry
in this country.
But of late he has devoted his very considerable talents to the successful production of
It is in full photogravure, and will
commercial films.
form a permanent souvenir of the position
I know of few directors who have achieved
our studios have obtained in this year of
so much with the money at his disposal. Most
of his films, even those with the most modest
grace 1934.
No effort has been spared to make this
production allowance, show signs of imaginative
treatment.
remarkable supplement unique in film
I'm an Explosive, attracted very favourable
annals.
attention and made a lot of money.
In addition to messages of good will
Rather a coincidence that he should be mixed
from
overseas from various notabilities,
up with explosives again, but this time in a
there are articles by leaders of the film
melodrama ! Brunei prides himself on having
everything cut and dried before he comes to the
world in this country.
floor, which is the way to make good films, let me
There is a full list of British films
tell you for the two hundredth time.
which
you will be seeing shortly at the
Incidentally, he is the author of one of the most
kinemas and numerous illustrations of
practical books on film production for amateurs,
Filmcraft," which I recommend highly to anyBritish stars.
one who contemplates entering the ranks of
The demand for this unique publication
movie-makers.
is sure to be enormous, so, in order to
I like the cast of this Menace ; it includes Victor
early.
avoid disappointment, place your order
played in that fine German-made
Varconi,
film,
The who
Rebel (as the French officer), and ateo
opposite Bebe Daniels in The Song You Gave Me.
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Do You Think?

Films

Weekly

Letters from our Readers

and

the

Navy

"Ludicrous" Treatment in "Jack Ahoy11
-r«--™-OW wise the Admiralty authorities the deciding factor — and consequently are the
future immortals. — Edwin Stone, 3 LeathFa — r| were in stating that they accept only
Road, Clapham Common, S.W.u. who wins
Fffl |;Jn no responsibility for the treatment waite
mm rffl of naval procedure in Jack Ahoy. the first prize of £1 is. od.
After seeing it, I wonder who was responsible
for such tosh. The sight of battle cruisers What's in a Name?
firing salvoes from their heaviest armaments
JeanherParker's
thatthat
er and
in theis Picturego
Iread
real name
Mae Green,
friends
at a submarine bearing no distinguishing call
her
Robin.
number, and therefore not readily recognisable
Since Miss Parker has changed her name for
as one in enemy hands, was too ludicrous for
words, whilst from the manner in which film work, it is evident someone named her; but
why Jean Parker?
American publicity men rarely make mistakes
took command
bullied
the Admiral
I"Jack"
felt sure
that the and
whole
business
would when
it comes to names. They generally hit on
eventually prove to be a part of his dream. something apt and original (see Greta Garbo,
Did the crew of a flagship ever look like Theda Bara, etc.), but in this case I believe they
the assorted misfits who were paraded to hear missed their point. If they were looking for
a name, why not Robin Green ?
of " Jack's
heroIt would have been unusual (unusual names
ism? And "in what
are
always remembered) and would have expressed
navy would Our
Miss Parker's quaint, elusive personality. — (Miss)
Hero be allowed to
M. E. Morgan, 47 Cwm Celyn Road, Blaina, Mon.,
saunter off parade?
who is awarded the second prize of 10s. 6d.
[J cannot explain the mysterious workings of the
Oh, what's the
use ! Keystone did
minds of publicity departments, but I agree with you.]
this sort of thing
A Bouquet for Bing
much better twenty
years ago. — H. L.
May I venture to protest against the way
Lionel Collier speaks about Bing Crosby.
Nicholas, 464 New
Cross Road, S.E.14.
He says, " I have not had much use for Bing Crosby
as an actor apart from his crooning, which is
[The main point is,
I think, that whereas
a desperate
in thewith
neckMr.to Crosby
me." ?
What is thepainmatter
America
glorified"
He
says
he
cannot
act.
Is
it
because
Mr. Crosby
her navy has"
on the
screen,
In Tumaru
"Jack Ahoy."
Desni
we seem determined to
seems to think more of his voice than handling
make ours look ridiculous Whatever else it does. the ladies ?
the scene of the bombarding of the submarine in
Bing's
crooning
him a must
pain
in He
the says
neck.thatThen
I think
that gives
Mr. Collier
"Jack Ahoy" was hardly a good advertisement for have a perpetual pain if he has been to see many
the Silent Service's marksmanship.]
musical films.
Bing Crosby acts naturally, croons wonderfully
Cry from the Heart !
and
is a any
superb
evening's
It has occurred to me that the films are responsible without
of the
others, entertainment
and I think ithimself
would
for many of the quarrels, separations and not hurt one or two of the so-called actors to try
divorces of young married couples. I accompanied and follow him. — Eva F. Rose, 87 Aliens Road,
my wife to a kinema, and the leading role was Soho, Birmingham, 18.
taken by a popular handsome actor.
I saw my wife was struck by his love-making,
Back to "Berkeley Square" Days
also the beautiful dresses worn by the actress.
May I say a few words in praise of the film
we arrived
fireworks began
Berkeley Square.
She'When
started
to makehome,
comparisons
betweento fly.
her
I do think that such films as this should inspire
idol and me.
the woman of to-day the desire to cultivate
Why dresses,
couldn't like
I make
to her,
and give her in
that same gentleness and sincerity which
lovely
she love
saw in
the pictures?
surrounded the lives of the females of the
I must admit my temper began to rise, and I wish- eighteenth
century.
ed the films and all its people to a warmer region.
The character of Helen Petti grew was indeed
readers'
viewshusband
on this who
subject,
as II should
am surelikeI your
am not
the only
has wholly beautiful, and, on returning to the present
gone through the hoop after a visit to the movies. world, how coarse and empty did the modern
— C. W., Devon.
girl appear to be.
I am quite convinced that films have a very
[Well, what about it, you film husbands ?]
great influence over this generation. If directors
of to-day would introduce to us more often those
The Immortals
who lived in that "old world," that we may
become closely acquainted with their refreshing
It is impossible to infer from the recent prize- ways
and habits, we should, perhaps, in the near
winning letter of just what Mr. Jakins means
future, recapture the quiet charm and dignity
by "greatness."
Doesor heas use
the termof inhistrionic
connec- which was theirs. — (Miss) Kathleen M. Hewtson,
tion with popularity
a synonym
18 Victoria Avenue, Hull.
ability?
[This looks like another controversial issue.]
Gar bo will certainly pass on to posterity, but
whether she is or will be remembered as a great
actress is a matter of opinion. Valentino achieved
YOUR VIEWS WANTED
"greatness" as a Latin lover and, as such, his
name still lingers on; simple sentiment and Mary
What you think about the stars and films?
Pickford's fame will not outlive each other; for
Let us have your opinion, briefly.
his inimitable clowning Chaplin deserves a niche.
The West epitaph is appropriate; Hepburn is
£1 is. and ros. 6d. will be
only an ultra modern personality; Crawford lacks
paid for the two most interestnothing but the ability not to overact; Chatterton
ing, and 5s. for every
is a true artiste — badly treated; the Dietrich
other letter published each
criticism as aptly applies to Garbo.
week. Letters should be
written on one side of the
Mr. Jakins' last paragraph contains an error
of fact : Arliss can, and only has, played one role —
paper only and should not
with two exceptions — that of Mr. Arliss. I would
exceed 150 words. Address to
advise Ernest to see performances of Muni,
"Thinker," The "Picturegoer
J armings. Bergner. Veidt. These are the only
Weekly," Long Acre, W.C.2. ,e THINKf R
great artistes on the screen to-day — if acting is
I101

Underarm
A

softer,

Smartness!

more

effective

depilatory.
Don't let unsightly hair spoil your
smartness. Arms, legs and underarms
must he velvet-smooth and free of hair,
or you'll be thought a careless person.
That pleasant, white cream, Odorono
Cream Depilatory, whisks hair away
quickly, leaving a satiny-soft unstubbled
skin. There's no lingering odour . . .
and nothing to stimulate regrowth of
hair, as razors may do.
Made by the famous Odorono Laboratories,
a full-size tube costs but 1/6.

ODO-RO-NO
DEPILATORY

EXHAUSTED

BY

AN/EM

IA

When Everything is a Burden
One of the most serious effects of anaemia is the
state of exhaustion to which it rapidly reduces its
victims. They tire at the slightest exertion, and
feel so "done up" that they can enjoy neither
work nor pleasure.
If you are like this — languid and despondent,
cannot climb the stairs without losing your
breath; if you cannot eat, often feel ready to
faint, and your face and hps are pale, then take
heed, for anaemia must not be neglected.
There is one way and one way only to banish
anaemia, and that is to get new blood. It is
quite easy to do so if you take Dr. Williams pink
pills, for these pills create new blood — good, rich
blood for which your system is languishing. This
new blood will soon restore the tinge of health to
your cheeks and give you the quick, active step
and the bright eye that go with perfect health.
Time after time the efficacy of Dr. Williams
pink pills in the treatment of anaemia has been
proved ; they give new strength to men also. Try
them for yourself and see how soon you will feel
the benefit.
Ton can now boy Dr. Williams brand Pink Pills
from any chemist at Is. 3d. a box (triple size, 3s.).
FREE. — No girl or woman should miss reading the
booklet, " Nature's Warnings," sent free to all who
write to M.F. Dept., 36 Fitzroy Square, London, W.i.
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FREE!
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How muchcards of do
pay for
postfilmyoustars?
Did your
you know
that you can get the very finest postcards
in the world at a liberal discount by joining " The onPicturegoer
Postcard with
Club?a
Members
joining are " presented
5s. Postcard Album FREE, bound in
handsome art. leather and lettered in
gold.order
It's for
so easy
to join
simplyof send
an
twelve
or :more
the
famous
"
Picturegoer
"
sepia
glossy
postcards at the regular rate of 2s.6d. per
dozen, and, with the cards, you will
receive an official membership card.
This entitles you to full club privileges
and cards at a considerable saving.
Choose your Cards from the list below.
2/6 do*. — 3d. each. On tale to mem hers and
non-members alike. Full list on request.
Fredric March
Adr.eune Arue* Sally tiler*
Jeeaie Hattbewe
Madge Evan*
Oeurge
Lionel AtAru>*
u ill
Douglaa
Fairbanks Ju!i. RobertMontgomery
< harle» Farrell Ramon
Barrymore
Novarro
Conetanceilennett Clark
Kay Francie
MaureenO-BalHran
Greta Gable
Garbo
John Bole*
Anita Page
Janet Garnor
EJ Brendel
Norma Shearer
John
QieignJ
Carl
Ann Harding
CUve BriMuo
Brook
Sylvia Sidney
Ja<k Buchanan Lilian Harver
BarbaraStanwyck
Brae Cabot
Katharine
Maurice Che\alier
Lewie Stone
Hepburn
MiriamHoward
Hopkins Helen
ClauJetteColbert Lealle
RonjUd Colruan Dorothy Jordan Johnnie
Twelvetreea
Clary
Ruby Keeler
Weta-muller
Joan CCooper
rawlord Carole
Lombard
Mae
Wert
Mynia Loy
Bine
Pay Wray
MarleneCrosbv
Dietrich Jeanette
J iTii--. Dunn
MacDmutkl Lorettu Young
POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
To "PICTUREGOER" SALON,
85 Long Acre, London, VV.C.2
Please enrol me as a member of " The
Picturegoer"
and send
me Membership Postcard
Card and Club,
full particulars
of discounts, etc., on future orders. I
enclose order for not less than one dozen
Postcards, sepia glossy finish, price 2s.6d.
dozen. Please include with my order
your 5a. Free Postcard Album. I enclose* Is. extraon tomy cover
and packing
gift. cost of postage
Name .
Address
P.O. No
Amount
•Overaeaa cover
reader?packing
ahouldandencloae
portage.£a. extra to
Croat P.O. "THE
'and i'At.l
and
make payable to
I'HTl HKIIOKK
Pic. 28."4/J4.
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"George" and "Anne" care
your enquiry departments. The
former will be happy to answer
any query regarding films, the
latter anything connected with
household or beauty hints. Write
to them both cfo The Pictdregoer Weekly. When a reply
by post is desired a stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Schoolboy
Henry
Kendall
was bornFanon (Cambridge).-^-(l)
May 28, 1 897 in London.
Educated at the City of London School.
He is 6ft. tall and has brown hair and blue
eyes. His hobby is music. Made his stage
debut in Tommy Atkins at the Lyceum in
1914. (2) Wendv Barrie was born on April
18, 1912, at Hongkong. She is 5ft. 5 in. tall
and has fair hair and green eyes. Write to
her c/o London Film Productions. (3) The
cast of The Mummy : Im-Ho-Tep — Boris
KarlofT; Helen Grosvenor — Zita Johann;
Frank Whemple — David Manners; Professor Muller — Edward van Sloan; Sir
Joseph Whemple — Arthur Byron; Norton —
Bramwell Fletcher; Nubian — Noble Johnson;
Professor Pearson — Leonard Mudie; Frau
Muller — Katheryn Byron ; Doctor — Eddie
Kane; Inspector — Tony Mar low; Pharaoh —
MaesCrane;Knight
MarionHenry Victor. (4) —TheArnold
cast Grey;
of Doctor
X :
Doctor Xavier — Lionel A twill; Lee — Lee
Tracy; Joan — Fay Wray; Dr. Wells — Preston Foster; Dr. Rowitz — Arthur Edmund
Carew-e; Dr. Duke — Harry Bresford; Dr.
Haines — John Wray ; Otto — George Rosener ;
Mamie — Leila Bennett ; Stevens — Robert
Warwick; O'Halloran — Willard Robertson;
Editor — Thomas Jackson ; Policeman —
Harry Holman ; The Sheriff — Tom Dugan ;
Madame — Mae Busch. (5) The cast
of Prince of Arcadia : Prince of Arcadia —
Carl Brisson; Mirana — M argot Grahame:
Princess — Ida Lupino; Queen — Annie EsEquerry —Warren.
Peter Gawthorne; Detective— mond;
Dernier
YouncwasFanbom(Morley,
Leeds).- 11,
(1) 1908.
Sally
Eilers
on December
Write to her c/o Fox Studios. (2) James
Dunn was bom on November 2, 1905.
Address him c/o Fox Studios.
Two Sisters (Chester-le-Street).— (1)
Frank Law-ton
the light ofEducated
day on
September
30, first
1904, saw
in London.
at Langlcy Hall. He is 5 ft. 9 in. tall and
has dark hair and eyes. He it not married.
Write to him c/o Gaumont-British Studios.
(2) Victor Varconi hails from Kixvarda,
Hungary, and was bom on April 31. 1896.
He is married. Brown hair and eyes.
Hobbies are riding and tennis. Address
h'xn c/owasSound
CityFebruary
Studios. 1,(3)1901,
Clarkat
Gable
bom on
Cadiz, Ohio, U.S.A. He is 6 ft. 1 in. tall
and has brown hair and fcrey eyes. Married
(1) Josephine Dillon; (2) Rita Langham.
Hobbies are riding, golf, swimming and
reading.
Write toYouhim arec/o noMetro-GoldwynMayer Studios.
trouble.
MURIEL (Hinckley). — Margaret Lindsay
played the role of Eileen in Poddy the
Next Best Thing.
Lily (Bethnal Green).— (1) Charles
Farrell and Janet Gaynor are appearing
together again in The World is Ours. (2)
Write to them c/o Fox Studios asking them
if they will let you have signed photographs
of themselves. They may make a small
charge. (3) You can obtain pictures of
Janet
and Benita
Hume Gaynor.
from theCharles
PictureFarrell
Postcard
Salon,
85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2, price 3d.
W. H. (Durham). — Write to Kay Francis
c/o Warner Brothers Studios. The cost of
postage for a letter from Durham to Hollywood is l include
yd. for the
first oz. Kay
pictures
: Gentlemen
of theFrancis'
Press,
Illusion, Street of Chance, Behind the
Make-up, Raffles, The Marriage Playground,
A Notorious Affair, For the Defence, Passion
Flower, The False Idol, Virtuous Sin, Scandal
Sheet,
GuiltyTown,
Hands,
Hours,of
Girls About
Man Twenty-four
Wanted, Street
Women, Jewel Robbery, Strangers in Love,
One Way Passage, Trouble in Paradise, I
Loved a Woman, The House on 5bth Street,
Mandalay, and Wonder Bar. Thank you for
your good wishes.
REGIS Fan. — Regis Toomev was bom on
August 13, 1902, at Pittsburgh, U.S.A. He
is 5 ft. 9 in. tall and has grey-green eyes and
light brown hair. Hobbies are athletics
and
biographies.
Write Itodohimnot c/oknow
Para-if
mount-Publix
Studios.
he charges for signed photographs.
— Tom 6,Brown
wasAnxious
bom inFan
New (Worthing).
York on January
1913.
He is 5 ft. 10 in. tall and has brown hair and
blue eyes, his pictures include : A Lady
Lies, Queen High, The Famous Ferguson Case,
Fast Companions, Brown of Culver, Liberty
Road, Laughter in Hell, Three Cornered
Moon, and Wild Birds. He is not married.
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He is still appearing in films. Address him
c/o RKO-Radio Studios. You can obtain
a picture of him from the Picture Postcard
Salon, 85 Long Acre, London, W.C.2,
price
M. 3d.
B. (Manchester). — Jan Kiepura is in
England and is making A Song For You for
Gaumont British.
Kay (Liverpool 8). — A letter takes about
ten days to reach Hollywood. I do
not know if Janet Gaynor will answer your
letter herself, she most probably employs a
secretary; if she attended to all her fan mail
personally she would have no time
dge
rati
for her film work.
y—
i
S. J. (Edmonton). — (1) Herewith
the cast of Mayor of Hell : Patsy —
James
Cagney
Madg
Evans ; Mike
— Allen; Dorothy
Jenkins ;—Thompson—Dudley Digges; Jimmy— Franki
Darro; Smith—
Smoke Dorothy
— FarinaPet-";
Mrs.
V
erson;
Hopkins
—
ton ; Guar d—John
C h aMarsr 1e s
Wilson;
Tommy's
Father — Hobart
Cavanaugh; Johnny —
Raymond Borzage; Mr. Smith— Robert
B a r rat ; Brandon — George Pat Collins ; Butch
— Mickey Bennett; Judge Gilbert — Arthur
Byron; The Girl — Sheila Terry; Joe —
Harold Huber; Louie Johnston — Edwin
Maxwell; Walters — William V. Mong;
Izzy — Humbert;
Sidney Miller;
George
TommyTony's
— CharlesFatherCane.—
(2) Frankie Darro is sixteen this year.
Girl Crazy (Hendon).— (1) Release dates
as follows : / Am Suzanne — May 14, 1934.
Eight Girls in a Boat — July 2, 1934. Four
Frightened People— July 16, 1934. Miss
Fane's Babv is Stolen — July 30, 1934. Love
at Second Sight — September 24, 1934. The
Crime on the Hill— April 23, 1934. Happy
—fixed
August
1934.
Cup of
Kindness Chance
— Not
at the6,time
of going
to press.
at Heaven — June 4, 1934. Roman Scandals
—October 8, 1934. (2) The cast of The
Search for Beauty : Don Jackson — Larry
"Buster" Crabbe; Barbara Hilton — Ida
Lupino ; Larry Williams — Robert Armstrong ;
Dan Healy — James Gleason; Newspaper
Reporter — Roscoe Karns; Sally Palmer —
Toby
Wing;
Jean —Strange
— Page;
Gertrude
Michael;
Joe Garrett
Rev.
Doctor Rankin
— FrankBradley
McGlynn,
Sr.;
Miss Pettigrew — Nora Cecil; Mrs. Henders
o
n
J
a
m
e
s
—
Virginia
Hammond
;
Adolph
Knockler — Eddie G ribbon.
Karloff Fan (Norfolk). — (1) Boris
KarlofT appears in The Lost Patrol with
Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe. Owing
to the newness of this film the release date
has not yet been fixed at the time of going to
press. (2) The cast of The Invisible Man :
The Invisible On* — Claude Rains; Flora
i
Studio Addresses
British Studios
Associated Sound Film Ind., Wembley
! Park. Middlesex.
■ Associated Radio Pictures, Ealing
■ Green, London, W.5.
i British and Dominion Imperial Studios,
"; Eoreham Wood. Elstree. Herts.
j British International Studios, Boreham
i Wood, Elstree, Herts.
; British Instiuctional Studios, Welwyn
City, Herts.Studios, Poole Street,
!j Garden
Gainsborough
!• Islington,
GaumontLondon,
British N.Studios, Lime Grove.
i; Shepherd's
Bush,
London. Hurst
W.l. Grove,
Nettlefofd Studios,
j Walton-on-Thames,
Middlesex.
London Film Co., 22, Gtosvenor
i Street, 1 ondon. S.W.I,
j' Sheppeuon.
Sound CityMiddlesex.
Studio, Littleton Park,
!j Twickenham,
TwickenhamMiddlesex.
Studios, St. Margaret's,
American Studios
Columbia Studios, 1438, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Educational
Studios, Santa Monica
Boulevard,
Hollywood,
California.Burbank,
First Nationil Studios,
California.
Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City,
California.
Paramount-Publix
Studios, Hollywood,
California.
Radio Studios, 780, Gower Street,
Hollywood,
California.
Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City,
California.
Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City,
North Hollywood, California.
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank,
I California.
United Artistes Studios, 1041, North
I Formosa Avenue. Hollywood, California.
Universal Studios, Universal City,
California.

!

f
I
June Clyde was born on December 2, 1909,
at St. Joseph, Missouri, U.S.A. She is
5 ft. 2 in. tall and has fair hair and
broom eyes. Hobbies — riding, tennis,
dancing
swimming.
Married
Thornton and
Freeland.
Pictures
include to:
" Tanned Legs," " Steady Company,"
"" Racing
" The inMadHollywood,"
Parade,"
Cohens Youth,"
and Kellys
" The Virtuous Wife," "Radio Patrol,"
" Bach Street," " The AU-Amrrican,"
" Test of the Storm Country," " Study
in Scarlet,"
"Forgotten"
" Only Studio,
Yesterday. ' ' Address
her c/o Universal
Universal City, California.
C ran ley — Gloria Stuart; Doctor Kemp—
William Harrigan ; Doctor Cranlev — Henry
THail
ravers;
Mrs. Hall
— UnaChief
O'Connor;
— Forrester
Harvey;
of PoliceMr.—
Holmes
Herbert;
J afters — Digges;
E. E. Clrve;
Chief
of
Detectives
— Dudley
Inspector
Bird — Harry Srubba; Inspector Lane —
Donald Stuart; Milly — Merle Tottenham.
Nosey (Derbyshire). — (1) For the reply to
the first put of your letter see " Two Sisters,"
Chester-le-Street.
(2) Frank Birds
I-awton'«
films
include : Young Woodley,
of Prey,
After Office Hours, Micliael and Mary,
Cavalcade, and Friday the Thirteenth. (3)
Young Woodley was generally released in
1931. appeared
(4) Jean inHarlow
and Clarkpictures
Gable
have
the following
together : The Secret Six, Red Dust, and
Hold Your Man.
Lupino and Vejdt Fan (Bristol). — (1)
Stanley Lupino celebrates his birthday on
May 15. national
WriteStudios.to (2)
himConstance
c/o BritishBennett
Interhas a little adopted son, Peter.
Wondekers (Edinburgh). — Noel Francis
is a free lance but a letter addressed to her
c/o Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios should
reach her.
C. J. W. (Islington).—
(1) SallyMarriage,
Eilers'
pictures
: Dry Martini,
Broadwayinclude
Daddies,
Show ofTrialShows,
The
Long
LongSailor's
Trail, Doughboys,Reducing,
She Couldn't
Say
No,
Romeo
in Pyjamas,
Let Us Holiday,
Be Gav, The Black Camel,
Quid
Millions,
The
Holy
Terror
Bad
Girl,
Over the Hill, Disorderly Conduct, Dance
Team, Embassy Fair, I Spy, Made on Broadway, Walls of Gold, and Disillusion. (2) If
you receive a signed photograph from a player
it is actually signed by the star personally.
Anxiousdied(Portsmouth).
Lilyan
Tashman
a few weeks— Yes,
ago after
an
operation for an internal complaint.
MAHCTIL (Yarmouth). — Hugh Williams
was bomHe on
Sea.
is 5March
ft. 10 6,
J in.1904,
tall atsndBexhill-onhas dark
hair and brown eyes. Educated at Haileybury. Married and has two children. His
pictures include : A Gentleman of Paris,
Night
in Montmartre.
Charley's Aunt,
Monastery
Garden, Whiteface,
Down InOura
Street, Insult, Rome Express, After Dark,
The
Jewel,
Sorrell
and
Son,
snd
This
Acting
Business. He has gone to America to appear
in films there. Address him c/o Fox Studios.
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her
by
Captured
Hair
BLONDE
A confirmed bachelor, but one day he saw
captured. No
hair. He was hair
her golden beautiful
has that
fair
wonder, for
so many
irresistible allure. That is why
radiant with Stablond,
blondes keep theirnewhairsecret
formula shampoo,
the wonderful
which not only corrects depigmentation (colour
hair, by
blonde
in
pigment elimination) the
most faded blonde
to even
bringing
golden beauty of childhood, but
hair thatback
absolutely prevents the hair from darkening
dust, g.T-tby coal
ation is caused
Depigment
diet. Stablond
and faulty
the atmosphere
in
corrects this. Even with one shampoo your
hair is lighter, silkier and more beautiful.
It makes the permanent wave last longer
Stablond is also known in many other countries
as Blondex and Nurblond, and is the largest
for
Wonderful
the world.
selling
to bleach
who wish
Not forin women
children.shampoo
their hair. Stablond contains no henna,
camomile, dye or injurious bleaches. Made in
England. Sold everywhere at 6d. Stablond
Laboratories, Ltd., Acton Lane, N.YV.10.
Sole Distributors : Fassett and Johnson. Ltd.
STABLOND
THE FAIR HAIR SHAMPOO
Hew

Scientific Discovery

GETS

RID

OF

WRINKLES

This skin has lost
BIOCEL has been fed
Elasticity through
back to the skin makloss of BIOCEL
ing itsmooth & elastic
Science now knows that the skin becomes
wrinkled and old-looking through the
gradual loss of Biocel. This is the vital
element which preserves the elasticity of
the skin. You can restore this precious
Biocel simply by applying Tokalon Biocel
Skinfood. After two or three applications
you feel the skin becoming more soft and
supple. In a few weeks lines and wrinkles
begin to disappear. In two months any
woman of middle age can obtain a. youthful
beauty that many a young girl would envy.
Successful results are guaranteed in every
case with Tokalon Biocel Skinfood or
money refunded.
HOW

TO

DRESS

WELL

on 10/or £1ACCOUNT
per month
OPEN
A CREDIT
TO-DAY
No deposit, no references required.
Call or write for Catalogue of Ladies' Latest
Fashions, SMART
also Men'sWECatalogue,
sent post free.
AR Ltd.
2*3-271, Regent Street, London, w.1.

No teeth can be beautiful that
are covered by Film. Run
your tongue over your teeth
. . . you can feel Film, a
slippery coating. It is dangerous ; it stains teeth and harbours germs. Film hardens
into tartar.
Ordinary ways of brushing
teeth fail to remove Film
successfully. So dentists ad-

vise the special hlm-removing
dentifrice, Pcpsodcnt, which
contains a special polishing
material twice as soft as those
in common use. It removes
every trace of Film and at the
same time polishes teeth to
sparkling brilliance.
Get a tube from
chemist today.

your
/TV

PiSSU^
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Leave

Jessie

Secret

HOME

to

Matthews*

Beauty

POWDIR
CREAM
MIRROR
AJLE

it

"TV1ISS JESSIE MATTHEWS,
the
famous Gaumont-British Film Star,
writes : "During long days and late
nights rehearsing, I have found Potter
and Moore's Powder-Cream invaluable for keeping a nice complexion. It
clings perfectly without clogging and
maintains a lasting, lovely finish.
"It seems to me such an excellent idea
to have combined the powder and
cream in one, and the mirror in the
bottom of the jar is a real inspiration."
You use it just like a face cream and it gives a
perfect matt powder finish. Just a little on
the tip of the finger is all that is required.
On sale everywhere — in all popular shades.

Moore's
&
Potter
MITCHAM
LAVENDER

PCHPERCKEAM

NERVOUSNESS
A REMARKABLY INTERESTING BOOK ON NERVOUS
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS I

DISORDERS GIVEN

There is no greater obstacle to health, success, and happiness than a nervous disposition
created by morbid {can. Nervous fears deprive you of the ability to reveal your real self;
to develop your talents and make a headway in the battle of life. Fear ruins your health, robs
you of the joy of living, and causes more misery and suffering than many acute physical disorders.
If you are suffering from any of the following nervous symptoms send at once for this book
and learn how to conquer your weakness instead of getting it conquer you.
DEPRESSION
GROUNDLESS FEARS
"INFERIORITY COMPLEX'
MORBID THOUGHTS
LASSITUDE
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
INSOMNIA
WEAK NERVES
WORRY, ETC
Stop wasting money on cheap quack remedies and useless patent medicines and send for
this absorbingly
whichsealed
describes
a simple,
drugless hometreatment.
A copyinteresting
will be sentbook,
in a plain
envelope
without inexpensive,
charge or obligation.
Write
NOW and you will be delighted to learn how easily you can acquire strong nerves, robust
health, and a happy, confident personality.
HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept.P.G. 3D 40, Lambs Conduit St., London, W.Cl
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Anne
SEIZE
pen without
further
delay,your pass
that puzzling
point on tome. I shall be delighted
to help you,envelope
but enzlose
addressed
if youa stampedwish for
a reply by post.
' CTj 'HE whole art of make-up
is to improve on nature,
but so naturally, that
the beholder says : "What
a marvellous complexion," or— doubting such perfec"Is that
it?" you are going to
I tion—
know
tell me that there are numberless
film stars and many more smart
women whose make-up is the
last word in artificiality. But I
remain convinced that the result
is anything but beautiful, and
what is more, so do most men.
I have yet to meet the man who
really likes hps like a scarlet gash
and cheeks like a painted doll.
Fortunately,
present-day
tendencies are towards
a more
natural make-up. This began
with the passing of the thinly
plucked eyebrow, and with the
large range of tints in creams,
rouges, lipsticks, and powders
that are now available, there is
no possible excuse for the girl
who fails to match her cosmetiques.

Correct Daytime Make-up
demonstrated by Muriel Evans.
Powder the skin carefully working from throat to chin, from chin
to forehead. Do not powder
about the eyes. Brush brows
and lashes again to be sure no
powder shows.

placing a spot of cream rouge in the
little depression that runs from
nose to upper lip. A dusting of
powder afterwards will prevent it
from looking obvious.
Then if you want to define the
Applying Lipstick
bow, colour the upper lip more
So amany
girls
seem
to
think
that
beautiful mouth implies a heavily than the lower one, and
Cupid's bow. This is far from the place a touch of brilliantine on it
truth. Though a Cupid's bow may afterwards.
Manufacturers of beauty preparabe attractive on the right kind of
face, there are mouths that are more
tions give their own names to the
beautiful because more character various shades but roughly lipsticks
is shown in them. A large mouth may be divided into dark, bright,
is often a lovely mouth with its medium, orange, and light. Whichever you choose according to your
full underlip and its long fine
colouring, let your lipstick tone with
upper
lip.
If Nature
has made yours that your rouge, and bear some relation
way,
don't
try
paint you
it into
staring bow. Butto maybe
musta to your clothes.
improve Nature a little because
she has given you lips that are too Applying Rouge
thin. Then carry the lipstick just
g a
is not colour
only too
startlin
cheeks,
to the
In itapplying
beyond the natural lines. But shade
that must be avoided, but
practise till you know where to stop. too hard an edge. The girl who is
Exaggeration can go too far.
If on the other hand your lips inexperienced in make-up will
are thick, their apparent size may probably find a cream rouge easier
be reduced, by treating them with to apply than a powder.
speaking, a blonde needs
foundation cream and powder before a General
much smaller surface of colour
the lipstick. Use very little lipstick than
a
brunette.
The fair girl
of an unobtrusive shade — you might
try the one known as invisible, and should keep the colour slightly
even then keep it away from the higher to enhance the colour of her
eyes and to leave a sufficiency of
edges.
fair skin to contrast with
Talking of powder before lip- creamy
stick reminds me to tell you, this her lips.
is a good tip to make lipstick stay
Even though the darker skinned
put. It is less likely to come off girl can take a larger amount of
on your tea cup or your glass if you colour, too much and too dark a tone
powder your lips before applying results in artificiality. The colour
the lipstick. And powdering again should be blended out towards the
afterwards gives a conservative and cheekbones, making it slightly deeper
towards the outer edge.
natural appearance.
See that the tint of the powder is
warm enough for the tone of rouge.
Cupid's Bow.
If too strong a contrast is made,
Nature
started
to that startling "clown" effect results.
Cupid's
to that
to getIfback
Now Bow.
give you one, and then seemingly If your face is too long, give the
chin a touch of rouge; if too narrow,
,
repented
can upper
shorten
appearance you
of the
lip the
by try showing the ears with a touch
of rouge on the lobes.
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Well,
has

Anne,

washed

Weekly

Persil

your

frock

beautifully

Hasn't it, Mummy!
Have you
always
used it

woollens
?
for

Hygienic... Handy
and

Best

Gibbs Solid Dentifrice is the world's
best dentifrice in the most convenient
and hygienic form. Economical and
cleanly in use. Neat — dust-proof.
Indispensable for children and when
travelling. You'll be delighted with
Gibbs Solid Dentifrice : your teeth
cleaned safely, made sparkling white.
Decay germs killed, your mouth
purified and refreshed. Buy your
Gibbs to-day.

SOLID
tffflS
RICE
*
TIF
DEN
Popular Size 7 id. Large 1 -. De Luxe 1 '6. Refill 1 id.
Or may be had in Tubes : Gibbs Tooth Paste 6«i & 1/-.

Not always.
I'd thought for years
that it was for boiling only.

GD79DX
^#

How did you learn it wasn't ?
I saw a demonstration and then tried for myself. 1 know
now that Persil washes every sort of fabric that can be
washed.

Persil is more than soap — it's soap made
active with oxygen. This gives it extra
cleansing power, which not only washes far
more thoroughly but more safely too — since
it saves rubbing and cleanses in coolest

Persil

water. There's no need to add anything to
Persil. There's all the soap you need in it
for even' type of washing.
THE

AMAZING

PER 464- 107

OXYGEN

WASHER

JOSEPH CKOSFIKLU & SONS I.Tl>., WAKRINCTOK,

DON'T REDUCE YOUR LOOKS
WITH YOUR WEIGHT/
A meal
tasteless
each
will NateX
subtractCapsule
ounces before
a day from
your weight. NateX 5 adds to your meals
the vitamins and organic mineral salts
which make such rapid weight reduction
safe — and it doesn't reduce your looks !
Send for Free Trial Supply to-day.
■— fREE TRIAL SUPPLY — ■
i To Modern Health Products, Ltd.,
63 NateX House, Langham St., London, W.l
i
Please send Free Trial Supply of NateX 5 and the
I NateX Health Book. 2d. stamps enclosed for postage.
I Name
Address

AIAT6X
5
for REDUCING
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STARS
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IN

ENGLAND

HOLLYWOOD

o woman is really attractive unless she
N has lovely skin. She may have gorgeous
hair, fascinating eyes and a pretty mouth . . .
but all these are worth little if her skin is
notThis
youthfully
beautiful."
is a beauty
secret on which film stars
agree — and what they don't know about
beauty isn't worth knowing. Let Joan
Crawford (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) tell you
in her own words how she keeps her skin
always smooth and fresh.
" Smooth skin is irresistibly attractive,"
she says. " I've used Lux Toilet Soap for
years to keep my skin lovely."
Official beauty soap in all the
great
Film stars must
keepstudios
their skin youthfully
smooth and lovely, and 846 of the leading
857 find that the regular use of Lux Toilet
Soap is a sure method of doing this. For
years they have insisted on it as the official
soap in the studios.
You can keep youth and beauty in your
skin if you use Lux Toilet Soap regularly
as the film stars use it. Its quick rich lather
thoroughly cleanses every pore — its delicate perfume is so refreshing. A pure white
tablet — an attractive wrapper — it costs no
more than ordinary soaps. Splendid for
your bath and shampoo as well. Buy it
from your grocer or dealer.

JOAN
CRAWFORD
(M.G.M.) has
"used LuxToilet
Soap for years.'"

IRIS BAKKR
a rising British star, uses Lux Toilet
Soap, "it is an excellent beauty care."

LUX
79

BETTY ASTELL
seen in British films, says " it keeps my
skin so fresh and clear."

TOILET

JIDY KELLY
( / u niruh.im Film Studios) loves
freshness and rich lather."

SOAP

3

PHYLLIS

CLARE

appearing
British
" Aum
Sally."
uses inLuxtheToilet
Soapfilmregularly.
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